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Introduction
The question that most haunts researchers, when looking into the nature of the
current paradigm of human and planetary society, is how and why did everything become
the way it is now? Furthermore, what can one expect in the coming years, and even in the
next couple of hundred years? It is not enough to examine everything from a strictly
political or cultural perspective, since reality also includes extrapolitical, extracultural and
potentially even extraterrestrial factors. And, in addition, any kind of problem, whether
sociocultural or planetary, cannot be truly solvedfrom the same state of consciousness in
which it was created. Over the past several years since the first volume of Matrix III was
completed, it has become quite evident that exposition of the paradigm was not complete.
Perhaps the extradimensional nature of doing Matrix IV contributed to that realization.
Yet, as I have previously indicated, it is no longer enough to know what is going on. In
order to learn, expand and evolve individually and as a species, we must truly understand
how and why these things have come about. OtheMise, not only is the species condemned
to repeat the same things over again, but there is also the growing reality that we cannot
repeat the same things again and survive intact as a viable, evolving species.
Many may be under the impression that the game is over, that humanity is doomed
or deserves to be swept away by some extraterrestrial, geopolitical or planetary factor. Or,
that humanity is an ''infe~tation'~overpopulating the planet. After studying the matter
intently for several years, I am totally convinced that neither of these notions is either
appropriate or represents the actuality that is, in fact, in progress. As was indicated in
Matrix IF,' there exists sufficient evidence that there will be a period ahead where the
planet will be less populated, that interaction will gingerly begin to occur with other
humanoid species, and that development of alternate technological and non-technological
ways of doing things in harmony with this planet will occur'. Absolutely no doubt. The
indicators are in Matrix IV and also in Matrix II, where the co-existing "done deal"
manifested as the presence of the Essessani give us an intuitive insight into the fact that
humanity does evolve and, combined with the insights in Matrix N, that the planet does
become ecologically restored, and that life does move on to other more productive and
creative levels. All of this is not some hypothetical, idealistic pipe dream borne out of
fantasy. It is, in fact, already a done deal. Let us "catch up" to it, with a sense of passion
and commitment, not only to each other, but to the planet and the glory of creation.
Although one cannot gain a true appreciation of the multi-hierarchical spectrum of
activity only through a simple analysis of cultural progression and events, it becomes
necessary to stand back from a more expansive perspective and examine the questions
voiced at the beginning of the introduction. Once having accomplished this, it then
becomes possible to examine the continuation of the paradigm of Matrix III, and perhaps
the totality of the Matrix series, with an entirely new understanding. After two years of
work, this book is finally complete. Use it wisely .Peace to you and yours.

v
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Which is, in fact, the theme and paradigm of Matrix V.
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The Premise of This Work
I am sure most people wonder why nothing seems to get better in daily life, despite
all efforts made by those with the best intentions. People wonder why voting doesn't
work, why political solutions don't work and why the death and disease rate in society
keeps on getting worse. People wonder why wars are fought, why seemingly innocent
men, women and children die, and why society seems to be getting more and more violent,
chaotic and authoritarian. People wonder about the profision of control freaks and the
idea of personal fieedom and its apparent erosion. People wonder if all of this reflects a
chaotic progression of events or .... if it is being done in accordance with a plan that is
somehow intentional. People wonder if there is a basis for everything that is being done in
the world today. People wonder if the plan for everything happening is political,
ideological or conceptual, and what lies behind all of it on the deepest levels of thought.

So did I. Up until now, it has not been possible to probe deep enough to uncover
the basic ideas behind what is happening, the premises that control the reality picture that
those who maintain themselves as "elite" use to justifj7 their actions. It is a reality picture
that is based on false premises and false science, and people need to be educated so that
the unmasking of the uale horse will induce its dis~lacement,allowing all of us to proceed
into a better world, a better life style and an evolving future. Violent action is not an
oution. Violent action makes you one of them. Conscious, focused action in doing what
you prefer to do in an evolving direction, rather than trying to stamp out what you do not
prefer, will simply and completely displace the old paradigm. Elitists will no longer be able
to pull the wool over the eyes of an awakened planet, a planet ready to evolve and join the
rest of the universe. Elitism is on the way out. Cooperation and mutual aid is on the way
in. We do not need a One World Order. We do need a One World Communitv. The
former will insure our extinction. The latter will mean our collective survival. It is not
idealism. It is a realism that is patterned after nature and the universe. There is no option,
After the initial section in the book describing how and why things got to this
point, it then becomes the task to show how current planetary happenings fit into the
framework and to prove, beyond any shadow of a doubt, that those perpetrating the
current cultural paradigm know exactly what they were doing and did it intentionally in
order to implement the current suppressive framework which they have thrust upon the
planetary population. The current paradigm reflects a long period of suppression of ideas
and substitution of those ideas for ones promoting an agenda based on ego
aggrandizement, identification with the physical body, image, and psychological
manipulation based on fear, security, sensation and power. Reading the first volume of
Matrix 111 is a prerequisite to this second volume, otherwise you will not achieve a total
understanding of what is being put forth in this volume. We'll show you the premise and
the thought patterns, then the data. You're smart enough to put them together. It will take
about three generations to straighten the planet out after the current paradigm is displaced.
Let us all work together to build a better world for our children and generations to come;
generations that are not separate fiom themselves or the universe of which they are a part.
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P#D$nctione
(BlacksLaw Dictionary, 6th Edition, 1990)
Belief: A subiective condition that is a conviction of the truth of a proposition, induced
into existence within the mind (Note that belief does not involve truth, but only the
conviction of it)
Truth: That which is conformable to the actual state of things. (Note: not subjective)
-

w:Reality of events or things the actual occurrence or existence of which is to be
determined by evidence. An actual happening in time and space or a mental or physical
event.

PLoof: The result or effect of evidence, the means by which a fact is proven.
Positive Proof That which establishes the fact in question, as opposed to negative proof,
which establishes the fact by showing that its opposite is not or cannot be true.
Convincing R o o t Such as is sufficient to establish the proposition beyond reasonable
doubt in an unprejudiced mind. ( S N : a mind is not unprejudiced where a belief already
exists).
(Keep the following in mind relative to those entities who herein control and manipulate
others):

Criminal Consuiracv: A combination or confederation between two or more persons,
formed for the purpose of committing, by their joint efforts, some unlawfbl or criminal act,
or some act which is l a h l in itself, but becomes unlawfbl when done by the concerted
action of the conspirators, or for the purpose of using criminal or unlawhl means to the
commission of an act not in itself u n l a h l . A person is guilty of conspiracy if that person
agrees to aid other persons in the planning or commission of such crime, or of an attempt
or solicitation of such a crime. A conspirav m q be a contiming one; actors may drop
out, and others drop in; the details of operation may change from time to time; the
members need not know each other or the part played by others; a member need not
know all the details of the plan or the operation; he must, however, know the purpose of
the conspiracy and agree to become a party to a plan to effectuate that purpose. A chainconspiracv is characterized by different activities carried on with the same subject of
conspiracy in chain-lie manner that each conspirator in chain-like manner performs a
separate function which serves in the accomplishment of the overall conspiracy. A
conspiracy is a concert or combination to defraud or cause other injury to person or
property, which results in damage to the person or property. Conspiracy in restraint of
trade describes all forms of illegal agreements such as boycotts, price-fixing, etc., which
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have as their object interference with the fiee flow of commerce and trade. One cannot
agree or conspire with another who does not agree or conspire with him.

Color o f Law: Misuse of power, possessed by virtue of law, and made possible only
because the wrongdoer is clothed with authority of State. Misuse of power by an official
because the person is an official. Unlawful acts under color of law would not have
occurred but for the fact that the person committing them was an official then, and there
exercising power outside the bounds of lawfbl authority.
Criminal Gross Nenlizence: Negligence that is accompanied by acts of commission, or
omission of a wanton or willhl nature, showing a reckless or indifferent disregard of the
rights of others, under circumstances reasonably calculated to produce injury, or which
make it probable that injury will be occassioned, and the offender knows or is charged
with knowledge of the probable results of his acts.
Criminal Behavior: Conduct which causes any social harm which is defined and made
punishable by law, presuming the law exists which covers the action.
Criminal Homicide: Criminal homicide constitutes murder when it is committed
purposely or knowingly, or committed recklessly under circumstances manifesting extreme
indifference to the value of human life.
Malicious Abuse oflepal Process: Perversion of court process to accomplish some end
which the process was not designed to accomplish, and does not arise fiom the regular use
of process, even with ulterior motives. Intent is to secure ends other than those intended
by law through willfbll application of court process.
Monopol~:A privilege or peculiar advantage vested-in one or more persons or companies,
consisting in the exclusive right (or power) to carry on a particular business or trade,
manufacture a particular article, or control the sale of the whole supply of a particular
commodity. A form of market structure in which one or only a few firms dominate the
total sales of a product or service; the two main elements of the Sherman Antitrust Act
are: possession of monopoly power and willhl acquisition or maintenance of that power,
as distinguished fiom growth or development as a consequence of a superior product,
business acumen, or historic accident.
Monopolv Power: That which must exist to establish a violation of the Sherman AntiTrust Act. The power to fix prices, to exclude competitors, or to control the market in the
geographical area in question.
Mono~olization:It is monopolization for persons to combine or conspire to acquire or
maintain power to exclude competitors from any part of trade or commerce, provided they
also have such power that they are able, as group, to exclude actual or potential
competition, and provided they have intent and purpose to exercise that power.
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.Paradigmsof Western Civilization
There is no doubt that the lack of capability for the population to immediately
achieve a meaninghl change, in an evolving way, is due to a lack of understanding of
exactly the position society is in. Initially, I thought that a simple analysis of a
chronological linearity should evoke some recognizable patterns that would yield a series
of clues. After compiling over 200 pages toward that end', it was evident that some
patterns of activity were present, yet the basic cause of the behavior of governments,
those who determine themselves to be the elite, and the activities within society
epitomized by culture in the United States remained at arms length.
After two years of research and months of discussion with some of my more
erudite compadres2, I think we have come up with some definitive answers. It is not
enough to simply extend the research embodied in the first volume of Matrix IU. In order
to extricate ourselves as a society fiom the wearisome position we are in, we must totally
understand what underlies the cultural position in which we find ourselves, since problems
cannot be solvedfiom the same state of consciousness in which they were created. If we
stand back far enough, we ought to be able to see where it all began, where it is and where
it is all going on a cultural level. Discussions in Matrix IV were quite relevant to the h r e
in general, especially in reference to the progression of consciousness. However, it is the
present and the immediate fbture that concern people the most. Let's give it a whirl.
The Paradigm
The word paradigm refers to a system of belief:Paradigms that underlie the way a
society thinks, or is lead to think, believes, or is lead to believe, and also embody a
conception of its past, present, future and the continuity of existence. Obviously, what the
public is led to believe does not accurately reflect the truth. It cannot, when you have a
segment of society that believes it is better than the rest of society. If you want to see
revisionist history, science and truth go the public library. This has become pretty
transparent, even to many of those thoroughly steeped in social consciousness.

-

Types of Paradigms Inherent in a Culture
With all of this in mind, an examination of the institutions of society and the end
products of the paradigm ought to lead back to the origin of the paradigm. Paradigms that
define the whole of existence are called basalparadigm?, and these are at the very root
of socialparadigms, which are paradigms that model existence as perceived by a qecific

' The chronology discussed is found at the end of this volume of Matrix III.
The conceptual discussion on basal paradigms, as well as the progression of paradigms as discussed in
this chapter, could not have been accomplished without the kind assistance of Dr. Dan Hall and Dr. Bruce
Lipton, to whom I am deeply indebted. A deeper discussion of these matters is embodied in the new book
entitledAvoiding Extinction by Dr. Dan Hall.
Basal paradigms begin as conjectures and speculative thought patterns, often caused by unusual events.
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society through the filter of the basal paradigm. Within the social paradigm are group
paradigms that are models of existence held to be true by groups within a society. The
National Security Council, the Bilderbergers, the United Nations, the Royal Society of
England, the American Medical Association, various religious groups, scientists, political
parties, biologists, the American Cancer Society, the Mafia, the American Psychiatric
Association are examples of sociological groups that maintain unique models of existence.
A elite4 group is one that considers itself to have the only valid model of
existence. There are innumerable group paradigms within a society, yet all the group
paradigms today that embody those considering themselves elite are variations having
their roots in a faulty basal paradigm, an interpretation of existence not reflecting that
which operates in nature and the universe. It doesn't take a rocket scientist to realize that
the most accurate model of existence does not support a type of elitism, thus the most
accurate basalparadigm is not the one that is currently operating in society. It is also the
one which is the most suppressed. Since beliefs do not reflect experience or truth5,belief
systems also do not support an accurate basal paradigm. It is historically direct
knowledge mounded in actual experience which most accurately reflects the true nature
of existence. This is one reason, as an example, why Gnosticism has been so viciously
suppressed. It is also the reason why the inherent knowingness within people makes
literature about aboriginal society and quantum knavingness in such demand today.
The personal paradigm of the individual is comprised of what is perceived to be
the paradigm most comfortably supporting the individual perception of existence. It is no
secret that individuals can be coerced into accepting a group paradigm as reflecting their
personal paradigm, especially when the social paradigm supports abnormal
psychologrcal, mental and physiological states of being or beingness, leading to
subversion of healthy "tribal" customs and associations that make up a truly well-balanced
society. The profbsion of gang activity in society is a reflection of this subversion, yet the
4

An example of "elitism" in nature is the leader of a wolf pack. Elitism in nature concerns leadership for
the betterment of the group. Elitism in human society concerns suppression of a nonelite for the benefit
of the fav, usually referred to as an oligarchy.
First of all, a belief is convincing yourself of something you have yet to know and understand through
experience. In befiez one places attitudes and trust in something which has not founded itself in truth
within your being. If something is actually within experience, it does not require belief Belief causes a
person to be vulnerable and subject to manipulation. Whatever a person believes, he or she will convince
themselves that it is true, especially in order to avoid experience. I f someone asks you if you believe
something, are they not asking your support for their beliel, otherwise they would not argue with you if
you reply in the negative. Secondly, most people do not understand the relationship between experience,
wisdom and w t h . Experience happens in polarity. If one owns the experience, then wisdom (which does
not have a polarity) is acquired on a deeper level. The combined experiential wisdom becomes embodied
as personal truth. All the personal truths of all conscious beings in the universe is Truth, which is also
functionally synonymous with the overall expression of the Universal Intelligent Matrix underlying all
realities - also synonymous with what is anthropomorphically referred to as "the Creator" of which all
conscious entities are a part. Since one can only know something by becoming it, this explains the social
replacement of experience with the preference for belief systems, and the suppression of Gnosticism, or
processes of direct knowing, which requires no intercessor.
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reason for the subversion is what this discussion is really about. In order to trace the
subversion inherent in our society, we must return to the root paradigm and examine the
path society has taken through separatist basal paradigms to this point in our existence,
with the understanding that the paradigms constitute a progression with m e r p g
boundaries.
Aboriginal Consciousness: The Root Paradigm
The original root paradigm could be called aboriginal consciousness. It was a
state typified by direct knowledge obtained fiom the environment. An example would be
the aboriginal knowledge of exactly what specific animal traveled on the unseen side of a
hill two weeks ago, and the subsequent verification of that fact upon subsequent
examination of the site. The modern concept of remote viewing has its origin within this
frame of reference, and the general description of the state has been referred to as void
consciousness.
Within this fiame of reference, all knowledge is considered to have its origin within
the environment by virtue of "The Great Spirit': who oversaw a basic polaric interplay
between the Sky (father) and the Earth (mother), and all things existed within harmonious
creation.

The First Basal Paradigm: "The White Horse"

As time went on and civilization grew larger, migration and natural catastrophies
created a separationfi.om total hannony with the universe. The fact that natural disasters
and warfare began to take place created the idea that some things in the universe were not
sacred the enemy was not sacred. Disasters were thought to have their cause as some
tribal transgression, a falling short in the presence of "The Great Spirit." All living things
were still included in the Creation, but some living things did not seem to live in a sacred
way. There were incongruities in nature.

-

The Second Basal Paradigm: "The Red Horse"
The second separatist basal paradigm occured in the Greco-Roman period of
history, where "The Great Spirit"was replaced with plural God Creators who ran a multiDeistic universe which also included the concept of embodied advanced beings. Where the
knowledge of the universe was previously found in the environment, now it found its
source in oral tradition, typified by the Homeric epics. Within this fiame of reference,
personal advancement was through virtue, and the universe was ruled by "the Gods"
through divine command and aIIowance.

The Third Basal Paradigm: "The Black Horsen
The third separatist basal paradigm was the Judeo-Christian paradigm of
monotheism, where the universe was ruled by a patriarchal Father, with the source of all
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knowledge as the Torah or Bible. Within this fiame of reference, humans were seen as
disobedient exiles subject to divine command. The concept and idea of satanic opposition
also arose within this paradigm in order to give organized religious movements a
justification for all sanctioned activities. It was the period of theocratic monarchism which
still exists today, albeit in a much reduced form. The result of this paradigm was that man
lived in a 'fallen world and had to undergo " moral struggle" in order to obtain
'tedemption" by virtue of "the one G o d who was the Creator. Species in nature existed
because of 'thine will." The third basal paradigm was a reaction to the second paradigm
of multiple gods within the Greco-Roman paradigm.
The First Proto-2lst Century Paradigm (Co-opted by Materialism)
The personages of Newton and Descartes manifest themselves and a mind-body
split occurs. Truth through science becomes the operant paradigm. 'Evolution" as a
concept is introduced, fbrther implying the concept of 'human evolution." Jean Baptiste
Lamarck arrives at the first theory of biological evolution, called 'transformism", which
ended up being displaced because of its support of egalitarian republianism, which
rendered 'Church and King", the old order, obsolete. Transformism is condemned as
being anthropomorphic by the new Church of Scientism, science as a religion, as not being
in accordance with materialistic orthodoxy. Had it been allowed to manifest, transformism
would have accelerated the expression of egalitarianism planetwide. It is suppressed in the
20th century primarily through the work of the German August Weismann., considered to
be the 'father of neo-Darwinism", who succeeds in convincing his peers that the proof of
Darwinism could not be found in the visible world but only in the microscopic world. This
leads to the concept of the primacy of DNA and genetics as the 20th century progresses.
The Fourth Basal Paradigm: "The Pale Horse"
The fourth basal paradigm characterizes the 20th century - an era of materialism
where science essentially becomes a religion, dependent on adherance to a single
interpretation of reality (reductionism) based on Darwinism and Malthusian patterns of
thought with respect to biology, medicine and society. The period is marked by the rise of
Malthus, Hobbes, Darwin, Wallace and B.F.Skinner. Nature is viewed as "unplanned and
dangerous." The Creator is viewed as separate fiom humans. The neo-Darwinistic primacy
of DNA and genetics is paramount, characterizing an extention of eugenic concepts
developed earlier in the paradigm.
Sociologically, the theocratic monotheism of the third basal paradigm is replaced
by technocratic totalitarianism, with control over genetics and thought as a political
agenrta, using biochemical and electronic control over the human mind and behavior to
achieve political en&. Malthusian thought patterns propagandize the notions that
populations are out of control, planetary resources are limited, and that the planet must be
managed by a technocratic elite. Political thought patterns manifest in various forms of
socialism (national socialism in Germany, international socialism in Marxist Communist
Russia, and global socialism using the face of international corporate capitalism,
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headquartered in the United States) and democracy (see the 1928 original definition on the
illustration page), combined with a push toward high technology, leading to technocratic
totalitarianism with the intention that "national security" should be replaced with "global
security". Society functions chiefly through coercion and intimidation, with media
propaganda emphasizing ego defense mechanisms and orientation toward the elements of
security, sensation and power. Allopathic medicine functions as a co-factor supporting
Malthusian principles of indirect killing and genocide, while yielding high financial profits.
Contemporary Western civilization may be said to begin in 1859 with the
publication of the Origm. This book and its sequel, The Descent of Man became the
Gospel of Science--science's equivalent of the New Testament. Darwinism became, in
other words, encoded in the new, emerging basal paradigm. Darwinism is lacking in
scientific merit, as we know. Thus the Darwinization of the paradigm resulted inevitably
in a splitting of the realm of science. Scientists who honored the tradition of "hypotheses
non fingo" (no hypotheses without proof) continued the usehl work of "pure science."
Scientists willing to put their hearts, minds and mouths in the service of unprovable
doctrines formed the priesthood of the new religion of science ... Scientim.
Scientism is today the West's current dominant religion. At the heart of it is a
number of doctrines (the equivalents of church canons) stemming fiom the original
Darwinism, from Social Darwinism (the evangelical application of Darwinism to social
theory), and from our current orthodoxy, "Neo-Darwinism."
Geneticists as the New Priesthood

With the full emergence of the new paradigm, Materialistic Scientism, the honor
once accorded to the priests was t.ransferred to the scientists. Most celebrated among the
scientists today are the geneticists. The "genetic engineers" are the priests, the exorcists,
of our time. Today, virtually all "dyshnctional behavior" and all disease is viewed as
having a genetic origin. How do we fix behavioral disorders? How do we fix diseases?
We summon the genetic engineers. We fmd and correct the genetic defects that are the
source of the problem.
The 2nd Proto-2lst Century Paradigm (In Progress)

Toward the latter half of the fourth basal paradigm, new concepts begin to emerge
by virtue of the discoveries of quantum physics, through the work of David Bohm, Bentov
and others. Instead of the fourth basal paradigm emphasis on knowledge through genetics,
the 2nd Proto-2lst century paradigm stresses knowledge as coming fiom within the
implicate order. Other areas in science bring equivalent concepts, with the work of
Rupert Sheldrake and the morphogenetic field, as well as the work of Pribram. Creation
begins to be seen as a "learning laboratory". Instead of the Primacy of DNA, the new
stress is on the Primacy of cellular dynamic medicine.
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The Fifth Basal Paradigm: "The Clear Horse"

The fifth basal paradigm eventually displaces the fourth basal paradigm as society
heads into the 21st century, characterized by an emphasis on holism. In practice, the
original root paradigm of direct knowing re-manifests itself, but this time including the
element of active conscious creation. Interaction with other humanoid species begins to
take place. Socialized religion as an evolutionary process no longer exists. Creation is
considered as the explicate order. The Christ concept is considered as "an explicate
version of the Fathery'.The implicate order is considered as the Source and Creator, with
the Supreme Being of the physical universe considered as both the implicate and explicate
order together.
The physical universe in the fifth basal paradigm is considered to be modeled by
the implicate order, and all living organisms are considered metaphorically as being a part
of the "nervous system of the planety'. Higher evolution for individuals, species and the
planet occurs. Ideas typifying elitism become invalid. All humanoid life is considered to be
an explicate version of Divine Selves.
The overall reality in the fifth basal paradigm is a realization of the planet as an
individual entity of another order. The anthropomorphic fallacy, looking at the universe in
strictly human terms, is discarded. What was previously the orthodox bioevolutionary
theory of the 4th basal paradigm is displaced by an alignment with holistic quantum reality
as initially expressed in the 4th basal paradigm as "the new physics." Philosophy is
reestablished as the "science of science."
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Schematic Glossary for Chart #1
Key Figures, Philosophies in the rise of
Materialistic Scientism & Church of Scientism
Dominant: Scienti3c Materialism. Sir Isaac Newton (1642- 1727). "Hypothesis non
fingoy'--"I don't make hypotheses." Newtonian physics and scientific methodology are
strictly materialistic. Newton split the world of thought into metaphysical (which he
defined religion) and physical (the realm of science).
S u ~ ~ r e s s e dScientific
:
organicism. Rene Descartes (1596-1650), " Cartesian
philosophy," maintained that all knowledge was hndamentally subjective, dependent upon
a primary filter called 'thinking." From the point of view of Descartes, all we can be sure
of is the fact that we think. This yielded the famous quotation "Cognito, ergo sum9'--" I
think, therefore I am." Descartes view of the world as a machine was a precursor to the
modem view of the world as an organism.
Hobbes, Thomas (English philosopher, 1588-1679). Wrote the work Leviathan, which
introduced the concept that the state must be a great intimidatingforce. This stance was
subsequently referred to as leviathanism. Hobbes viewpoint supported absolute
monarchism, and held that " the state of Nature is constant war, each against all." Hobbes
believed that government must be granted absolute authority as " peacekeeper': and that
government arises by the agreement of individuals who believe they need a peacekeeper.
For Hobbes, neither morality or law exist before they are 'Wed into being" by a
sovereign monarch who represented, in a way, 'Societies designated driver." In his most
famous work, Leviathan, Hobbes argued that religion should be reduced to a Yepartment
of state." Hobbes was condemned by Parliament in 1666 as a " minion of the Beast," and
was not permitted thereafter to publish anything on subjects relating to human conduct.
The term " Hobbism" or " Hobbesian" became the popular synonym for the concepts of
irreligion and immorality. " Levianthanism" became a political reality in the 20th century
with the emergence of state socialism, the modem monolithic state. [For a contemporary
restatement of Hobbism, see Crime and the Sacking of America-fie Roots of Chaos, by
Andrew Peyton Thomas (Washington, D.C.1 London: Brassey's, 19941

In his Questions Concerning Liberty, Necessity, and Chance (1656), Hobbes elaborated a
theory of psychological determinism. His writings provoked immediate opposition.
Hobbes considered philosophy a practical study of two kinds of bodies: natural and civil.
The latter, "made by the wills and agreement of men," he called "the Commonwealth." He
declared that natural bodies include everything for which there is rational knowledge of
causal processes. Hobbes took a mechanistic view, explaining things in terms of the
movement of bodies through space. He also considered human thought as an action of
bodies. Since everyone is subject to physical and mathematical laws that allow no
exceptions, one's apparent freedom is simplv the absence of external constraint. Hobbes
held that the natural state of humans is constant war with each other; their lives are
"nasty, brutish, and short." Society arises only by convention. From self-interest, people
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make peace and obtain security inasmuch as they delegate total power to the state, that is,
ultimately to the monarch. Once that happens, the monarch's decrees are absolute in all
areas of life, including the family and religion. Hobbes concluded that rebellion against the
state breaks society's basic contract (social contract) and is punishable by whatever penalty
the monarch may exact in order to protect his subjects from a return to the original state
of nature. The ideas of Thomas Hobbes were challenged by both the parliamentarians and
churchmen of his day; some considered trying him for heresy. Hobbes, after experiencing
the ruinous English Civil War (1642-48), took the doctrines of internal and external state
sovereignty to their limits. The Hobbesian sovereign (what he called the "Leviathan"),
who absorbed by virtue of the social contract all the natural rights of his subjects save selfdefense, was an absolute lawgiver in the strictest sense. For Hobbes neither moralitv nor
anv kind o f law exists before it is willed bv a sovereian to whom subjects are obliaated
bv
a contract o f obedience. The Hobbesian sovereign, then, is the creator not only of
positive law but of standards of right and wrong, of a civil religious doctrine, and even in
part of public opinion. Moreover, if, as Hobbes asserted, the state creates moralitv and
law and humans must submit to it _fortheir selfi~reservation,then all iustice will exist
onlv within closed sin~le-stateqstems. and the relations between those states, existina
- in
a moral and legal void. will be like the relations between humans before the social
contract. The very creation of a supreme state, then, implies the possibility of its hostility
to other similar states if medieval natural law and the Roman ius gentium are discarded.
For Hobbesians, the doctrine of internal sovereignty, which places states in a "state of
nature" while it puts humans under true (positive) law, gives rise by logical necessity to
external sovereignty. States, then, being perfectly independent, can be bound only through
their own wills, that is, in the same way that individuals are bound to a particular state,
through contract or treaty. From Hobbes stem modem ideas of international relations.

Malthus, Rev. Thomas R (1766- 1834). Malthusianism. Economist, pessimist, educator
and one of thefirst "intelligence analysts, Maithus published his most influential work,
An Essay on the Principle of Population, in 1798. The " principle9'inquestion is the idea
that " human populations tend to increase at a geometrical rate, whereas the means of
subsistence (food) grows at only an arithmetic rate." Malthus argued that the standard of
living of the masses cannot be improved because "The power of population is indefinitely
greater than the power of the earth to produce subsistence for man." Population, he
asserted, when unchecked by war, famine, or disease, would increase by a geometric ratio
but subsistence only by an arithmetic one. Malthus' theory has no factual scientific basis,
but hnctions as a substrate that is propagated worldwide through ~oliciesbased on a
belief in Social Darwinism. Nevertheless, it was adopted as a thought pattern and became
a prevailing conviction among members of the ruling classes in the 19th century, and was
included by Charles Darwin as a key component of his evolutionary theory. In 1803, after
his work was criticized by William Godwin as reductionistic (viewing all from only one
perspective), Malthus published a revised edition of his work, in which he added "moral
restraintw--latemarriage and abstinence--as a factor that might limit population growth,
and he provided 'tmpirical evidence" to back up his theories. In the middle of the 19th
century neo-Malthusianism emerged, a movement that, partly influenced by Robert Owen,
advocated birth control for the poor.
"
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The appearance of Dr. George Drysdale's Elements of Social Science in 1854, and the
founding of the Malthusian League in 1877, laid the foundation of the movement. In
Britain and continental Europe, Malthusian leagues were formed, and the Dutch league
opened the first birth control clinic in 1881. An English clinic was started by Dr. Marie
Stopes (1 882-1958) in 1921. In the United States, Margaret Sanger's first clinic (1916)
was closed by the police, but Sanger opened another in 1923. Her National Birth Control
League, founded in 1915, became the Planned Parenthood Federation of America in 1942
and then, in 1963, the Planned Parenthood-World Population organization. Many of the
'less developed countries" are 'bncouraged to promote birth control programs, often tied
to 'technical': 'BducationaI': and financial assistance fiom various United Nations
agencies and the International Planned Parenthood Federation. A series of World
Po~ulationConferences has sought to strengthen the focus on population control as a
major international issue. The" Malthusian League" institutionalized what had been a
"behind closed doors" commitment of European rulers--to implement the Malthusian
mandate to "increase the mortalig rate of the poor."
The concepts fostered by Malthus are used by worldwide self-declared elitists to justifL
suppression, manipulation and reduction of populations through pre-conceived warfare
and biochemical influence, according to pre-arranged mandates. It is all based on false
scientism. Malthus argued that the human population,density must eventually outstrip its
food supply and thus be held in check by starvation or by warfare or disease that food
shortages might cause. In his second edition he allowed the possibiity of natural restraint-that is, some form of birth control. Charles Darwin read Malthus and 'iealized" that the
same truth held for all biological populations and that their densities should be held in
check by limited resources, disease or predation, or fighting. He reasoned that individuals
with the best traits to face these pressures would leave behind the greatest number of
descendants, thus causing the gradual evolution of the population and the species. Since
the t i e of Malthus, however, the human food-supply has also been growing at an
exponential rate, mainly through the application of technology. Moreover, as
demonstrated by A. M. Carr-Saunders in his 7he Population Problem: A Study in Human
Evolution (1922), all primitive human groups practiced population restraint, which
sometimes went as far as infanticide, and were thereby able to hold their densities at an
optimal level relative to their food supply. the influential German social theorist Karl Marx
insisted that each society has its own law of population growth. Another factor is that
there is plenty of capability to produce food on the planet, but that the distrubution of
resources is manipulated to intentionally cause planetary problems.
"Malthusian" is synonymous with governmental policies of "malign neglect ''of the
masses, and frequently appears in public policy under the politically correct phrase 'laissez
faire." In 1805, Malthus was appointed to the chair of political economy (the only one
existing at the time) at Haileybury, the college of the East India Company (well known for
drug trafficking), where fbture officials of the Company were trained before assuming
duties in India and elsewhere. The East India Company, especially because of its
trafficking in opium, was in many ways an economic imperialistic extension of the Crown.
Under a charter by James I, it was empowered to seize and confiscate ships and goods of
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other traders of any nationality. Piracy. The Company insured the subjugation of India,
and maintained control there until 1857, when it failed to quell the Sepoy Rebellion.
Subsequently, the Crown assumed the rule of India, whether the people wished it or not
(totalitarian monarchism). The service of Malthus to the East India Company and Crown
would be describable in today's terminology as 'Intelligence analysis." Malthus' expertise
was in population and population trends. In 1808, for instance, he wrote about 'the
extraordinary growth of the Irish population" [which the Crown despised because it feared
the growing Irish population as a threat to British dominance] in these terms: "Among the
subjects peculiar to the state of Ireland, which have been comparatively but little noticed,
is the extraordinary phenomenon of the very rapid increase in population.
The causes of the rapid increase, among a people groaning under a penal code [British] of
singular severity, and oppressed [by the British], in a manner which history does not
fUrnish a second example, cannot fail of exciting our astonishment and curiosity. The
introduction of the potatoe into Ireland, and it's becoming the general food of the
population, seems to have formed this particular case. If the rate continues, Ireland will
contain twenty millions of people in the course of the present century, and we need not
insist upon the result. With such a physical force, it is quite impossible that it should
remain united to Great Britain, without sharing, in every respect, the full benefits of its
constitution." [OccasionalPapers of T.R. Malthus-On Ireland, Poplation, and Political
Economy, ed. Bernard Semmel. (New York: Burt Franklin, 1963),p.34] Ireland never got
the opportunity for a population increase during the 19th century, because within 40 years
of this Malthusian analysis, it was hit by a mysterious potato famine. Tens of thousands
starved and died, hundreds of thousands left Ireland, and the population never recovered.
[Ed. It is quite interesting that in the 20th century Margaret Thatcher, who has a
background in chemistry, spent enormous Crown revenues in order to institute
fluoridation programs in Ireland. ,Fluorides have been known for 40 years to affect the
brain and stem behavioral resistance to authority.]
American Revolution: (1775-1783) The American Revolution, much to the
consternation of the British, resulted in the creation of the first egalitarian republic. The
main philosophical source was Deism, which acknowledges the existence of an external
God but which maintains that the word of God is to be found in Nature, rather than in the
Bible. Jefferson, Paine, Franklin and Washington were Deists. Deism is definable,
interesting to note, as a 17th and 18th century expression of Gnostic Christianity.
Jefferson, and most other Deists, confessed a devotion to the teachings of Christ.
However, most did not accept the doctrines of the various Christian churches. Washington
went so far as to refbse to take his hat off in church. Further, he denied that the American
System was constructed in any sense on the basis of Christianity.
French Revolution (1789- 1804). Like the American Revolution, the French Revolution
was inspired by Deistic thought, especially that of Jean Jacques Rousseau. Napoleon once
said, 'Without him, the French Revolution would not have occurred." Unfortunately,
Napoleon was no Washington. The latter repudiated a plan of his officers to make him
king of the United States. Napoleon felt that mere kingship was not enough. In 1804, he
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was crowned Emperor Napoleon the First in the presence of Pope Pius VII, It is said that
being impatient, he snatched the crown from the Pope's hand and ordered the Pope to be
quick about the ceremony. Where Western civilization as whole is concerned, the chief
effect of the French Revolution was to terrify monarchs and monarchists. A dire threat to
the ruling powers had arisen--the masses, and something had to be done about that. The
masses must be controlled Hobbism and Malthusianism became the philosophies of
preference. Both were combined with Darwinism.

Dominant: Materialistic biology and evolution. Charles Darwin (1809- 1882) postulated
that the ordering principle in evolution is 'hatural selection," or 'Survival of the fittest." In
the plant and animal worlds, vast number of individuals are produced and 'tieployed into
an environment of incessant struggle. Those possessed of advantages of any kind tend to
be the 'tvinners." The special characteristics of the winners are inherited by the next
generation, and so the new generation starts from a higher plane. The concept of natural
selection replaces the concept of divine Providence as the ordering principle of existence.
The process of natural selection is viewed as strictly mechanical. The environment
provides obstacles, and those individuals successful in overcoming the obstacles are
designated as "the fittest."
S U D D ~ ~ SOrganic
S ~ ~ : [holistic] biology and evolution. Jean Baptiste Lamarck (17441829), founder of biology and modem evolutionarys science. Lamarck maintained that
biological evolution was a result of interactivity between the individual and the
environment, with the individual playing an active role. The principle of order in existence
has as much to do with "individual selection" as "natural [environmental] selection."

Schematic Glossary for Chart #2
Key Figures, Philosophies in the rise of
Materialistic Scientism & Church of Scientism
Herbert S~encerBritish Philosopher (1820-1903): The Social Darwinist [i.e., one who
applied Darwinian biology and evolutionary theory to social and political institutions] most
influential in the United States, Spenser was an exceedingly ambitious self-made
materialistic philosopher who endeavored to u e all scientific knowledge, the record of
this endeavor being his multi-volumed work, Synthetic Philosophy. Though he took issue
with the principle opf Natural Selection [ see The Inadequacy of Natural Selection], he
was a champion of Malthusian Darwinism. According to Richard Hofstader, "His
categorical repudiation of state interference with the 'natural,' unimpeded growth of
society led him to oppose all state aid to the poor. They were unfit, he said, and should be
eliminated." Hofstader continues, quoting Spencer, "The whole effort of nature is to get
rid of such, and to make room for better ...If they are not sufficiently complete to live, they
die, and it is best they should die." Spencer was opposed to state-supported education,
sanitary supervision, regulation of housing conditions, protection of the people from
medical quacks, tariffs, state banking, and governmental postal systems. [Richard
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Hofstader, Social Darwinism in American Thought (Boston: The Beacon Press, 1962
[1944]). P.411
Thomas H. Huxlev (1825- l8!X), 'Darwin's bulldog": Huxley, a naturalist and principal
Social Darwinist, was the key personage in a triumvirate (which included Joseph Hooker
and John Tyndall) that governed and determined the official side of scientific affairs in
London during much of the latter half of the 19th century. He was elected as president of
the Royal Society in 1883. Two years later he retired from public life on account of ill
health, but continued to write and publish until the time of his death.
The Roval Society: The oldest scientific society in Great Britain and the most famous in
the world. The full title of the organization was "The Royal Society of London for
Improving Natural Knowledge." It was incorporated with the sanction of Charles I1 in
1662. Within a year after incorporation, the Society entered into active correspondence on
learned questions with philosophers and scientists of France, Germany, Spain and Italy. In
1664, it began publication of Transactions. Within ten vears of incorporation the Society
was considered semi-official by the British Povernment. According to the 1927 edition of
the World Book Encyclopaedia, 'the society practically controls the British Meteorology
Department, the National Physical Laboratory, several scientific trust funds and the
governing bodies of many British public schools." Sir Isaac Newton was in his time a
president of the Royal Society. The fact that the British Empire was able to become so
all-pervasive and all-powerful as it was, was due in no small measure to its superior
intelligence system, the Royal Society being an important component. British Intelligence
per se was established in the reign of Elizabeth I.

Social Daminism: Social Darwinism was a late-19th-century sociological theory that was
based on the theories of biological evolution and natural selection put forth by biologists
Charles Darwin and Alfied Russel Wallace and on social philosopher Herbert Spencer's
theory of sociocultural evolution "survival of the fittest." The school originated with the
appearance of Walter Bagehot's Physics and Politics (1872) and reached its most radical
formulation in the works of the Austrian sociologist Ludwig Gumplowicz (1838-1909),
notably in his Der Rassenkampf (The Racial S t r u m , 1883). Bagehot sketched the
historical development of social groups into nations by means of intergroup struggles;
Gumplowicz formulated a universal law to the effect that all social evolution was a
product of group conflict. Social Darwinists argue that societies--like organisms--evolved
by a natural process through which the most fit members survived or were most
successfbl. The theory went hand-in-hand with political conservatism; the most 'Successful
social classes 'here supposedly composed of people who were biologically superior.
Social Darwinism was also used to support imperialism--peoples who viewed themselves
as culturally superior, being allegedly more fit to rule those that they deemed less
advanced. In the United States the foremost publicist of the theory was William Graham
Sumner. The policy of Social Darwinism formed a substrate for social policies
promulgated by both Nazi Germany and the United States, as well as many other countries
worldwide.

-
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Church of Scientism: Constituent Pseudo-Sciences and Key Figures
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The phrase 'Social Darwinism" dates fiom the 19307s,but as an intellectual movement, it
dates fiom 1859, the year Darwins Origzn was published. The concept embraces all efforts
to apply Darwinian biology and evolution to human society. Given the fact that Darwinism
rapidly became the orthodox biology and evolutionary science, Social Darwinism
underlies virtually all o f the social sciences. One key premise is that 'the masses are
unprincipled, dangerous to themselves, society and the planet."
There are
basic schools of thought regarding an 'hppropriate" response to this
condition: (1) Laissez faire,--do nothing for the masses except that which will accelerate
their self-destruction; and (2) exercise complete control over the masses, and at the same
time refne the scientzjic means to "handle the problem of the masses" at a fundamental
level, e.g., the genetic level. Historically, laissez-faire did not work. The masses proved
"far more cunning" than the elites supposed. Thus, option (2) became the standardpolicy;
in political terms, this option translates into "state socialism." State socialism is not the
bright-eyed optimistic socialism of those who invented socialism, the 'htopian scientists"
according to Marx. State socialism is a direct political expression of Social Darwinism.
Sir Francis Galton (1822-191 1). A cousin of Darwin's, Galton is the 'rather of
eugenics." In his acquisition of the doctrine of Natural Selection from Alfied Wallace,
Charles Darwin unwittingly stole 'the devil's pitchfork." Cousin Francis endeavored to
make the 'Pitchfork into a scientific instrument, to breeed better crops of humans by
means of scientific techniques. In 1883, Galton coined the word 'kugenics," meaning
'good birth," to describe his work, and published several books on the subject, including
Hereditary Genious-Its Laws and Consequences, Inquiries into Human Faculty and Its
Development, and Natural Inheritance. He distinguished between two types of eugenic
processes: Negative eugenics seeks to prevent the multiplication of those considered unfit;
and positive eugenics seeks to encourage the multiplication of the fit. Hitler's 'tace
purification" and the 'kthnic cleansing" in Bosnia are examples of the former. [See
Eugenics]
On one occasion, Galton expressed the hope that eugenics would become 'the religion of
the future" [Stefan Kuhl, The Nazi Connection-Eugenics, American Racism, and
German National Socialism (New York: Oxford University Press, 1994), p. 161. Kuhl
cites anthropologist Roger Pearson's Race, Intelligence and Bias in Academe (199 1 ) as a
comprehesive defense of eugenics,which is defined therein as 'the practical application of
genetic science toward the improvement of the genetic health of fbture generations." The
movement of eugenics was politically and scientifically influential in the first half of the
20th century, particularly in Great Britain, Germany and the United States. The word
eugenics was originally taken in 1883 by Galton to mean "the science of improving the
stock."In his view, the eugenics movement should aim to give 'the more suitable races or
strains of blood a better chance of prevailing speedily over the less suitable."
Galton was convinced that preeminence in various fields was principally due to hereditary
factors. He was thus inclined to opDose those who stressed environmental determination
of either intelligence or character; he also advocated breeding restrictions. Interest in the
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role of heredity led Galton to introduce the method of twin studies to examine the
different contributions of nature and nurture. He also inquired into racial differences and
was one of the first to employ questionnaire and survey methods, which he used to
investigate mental imagery in different groups. Francis Galton is often often regarded as
the father o f mental testing and differential psychology. History shows that Galton's
theories were later promulgated through the policies of Camegie who, with the
Rockefeller cartel, took over educational testing in the United States and creation of
teacher colleges to staff universities and colleges with personnel who would promote
Prussian educational motifs. Galton was the key personage where the application of
Darwinian doctrine of 'hatural selection" to society is concerned. Galton is considered the
"father" of "scientific selection."
Ernst Haeckel (1834- 1919): Regarded as the greatest German biologist of the latter half
of the 19th century, Haeckel was the 'Yudas goat" responsible for leading the German
scientific community into acceptance of Darwinism. The following appears in Darwin's
Autobiography: "Dr. E. Krause has given a good account of Professor Haeckel's services
in the cause of Evolution. After speaking of the lukewarm reception which the Origin met
with in Germany on its first publication, he goes on to describe the first adherents of the
new faith [sic] as more or less popular writers, not especially likely to advance its
acceptance with the professional or purely scientific world. And, he claims for Haeckel
that it was his advocacy of Evolution in his Radiolaria (1862), and at the 'Versammlung'
of Naturalists ar Stettin in 1863, that placed the Darwinian question for the first time
publicly before the forum of German science, and his enthusiastic propagandaism that
chiefly contributed to its success." [pp. 277-781
S u ~ ~ r e s s e dSymbiotic
:
Evolution, i.e., evolution through the establishment of
cooperative [rather than competitive] relationships among organisms. See discussion in
the main narrative of Petr 'Prince" Kropotkin's Mutual Aid-A Factor of Evolution. In
the 1880's and 1890's, Kropotkin published a number of excellent papers challenging the
Hobbesian Darwinism of Huxley et al. Kropotkin was ignored.
Karl Marx (18 18-1883): A German social theorist, Marx has the unenviable title of the
"Father of Communism." Manrist Communism is a form of state socialism premised on
the hypothesis (HobbesiadDarwinian) that historical process is essentially a matter of class
struggle. The struggle ends, M m supposed, when the working class (proletariat)
becomes the ruling class. According to Brackman: 'Marx, living in obscurity in midVictorian London, was aware of the Linnean Society's extraordinary meeting and its
explosive aftermath. Marx attended Huxley's lectures on the Wallace-Darwin theory of
evolution and, a fiiend of Marx later recalled, 'spoke of nothing else for months.' For that
matter, Marx wrote Freidrich Engels, his collaborator, that the new theory provided a
basis in natural history for class struggle." [A Delicate Arrangement, p. 2741

With the aid of Friedrich Engels he produced much of the theory of modem Socialism and
its derivative, Communism. Marx's father, Heinrich, was a Jewish lawyer who had
converted his family to Christianity partly in order to preserve his job in the Prussian state.

-
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Karl himself was baptized in the Evangelical church. As a student at the University of
Berlin, young Manc was strongly influenced by the philosophy of G. W. F. Hegel and by a
radical group called Young Hegelians, who attempted to apply Hegelian ideas to the
movement against organized religion and the Prussian autocracy. In 1845, Marx jotted
down some notes, Theses on Feuerbach, which he and Engels enlarged into a book, The
German Ideology (1932; Eng. trans., 1938), in which they developed their materialistic
social and
conception of history. They argued that human thouaht was determined
economic forces, particularlv those related to the means of production. They developed a
method of analysis they called Dialectical Materialism, in which 'the class struggle" leads
to changes in society. In the cases of the Soviet Union and Red China, Communism was
translated quickly into technocratic totalitarianism, the technocrats being members of the
"scientific" Communist Party.
Su~uressed: Idealistic socialism (all forms). The term "socialism" was first used in
England in 1833 with reference to an organization called the 'Association of All Classes
of All Nations." The first socialist party (Social Democrats) appeared in Germany in 1863
with a very simple program--a "democracv," which means literally 'hle of the people" [as
opposed to rule by aristocracy or capitalistic oligarchy, the current U.S. system].
Socialisms of all kinds are based on the Hobbesian premise of struggle, the State of
Nature as a constant struggle, and the only solution being the handing over of allpower to
a Government that will "own" and manage the means of production. In other words,
socialism is simply a latter dav version of monarchism, with the difference that the
sovereimtv is vested in the State rather than in the monarch.

Idealistic socialism theorizes that the creation of the said State can be accomplished
without violence (i.e., cooperatively); Mamian (materialistic) socialism ridicules idealistic
socialism as "utopian," and regards violence as a necessary means of political evolution.
Like Dawinism, Marxism emerged as 'the orthodoxy"in its field-political science. In the
process, idealistic socialism was suppressed, along with anarchism [which means
opposition to hierarchical orders, ~t opposition to order], and various European
versions of egalitarian republicanism. At the present time, the & economic system in
Europe worth imitating is egalitarian rather than socialistic. This is the so-called
"Mondragon" system developed in the Basque region of Spain. The system is comprised
of over 500 producer-owned cooperatives, one of them being a bank. (19th century
British socialists Beatrice and Sidney Webb declared that 'producer co-ops could never
work," and that idiotic view became socialist doctrine in the 20th century. The architect
of the Mondragon system was a Catholic priest.)

-
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Schematic Glossary for Chart #3
Key Figures, Philosophies in the rise of
Materialistic Scientism & Church of Scientism
American Civil War. or War of Secession, or War Between the States (1861-1865):
At the heart of this unfortunate struggle, which practically extinguished the "light unto the
world7' of egalitarian republicanism, was the issue of national sovereignty. The North
maintained that the Union was indissoluble, even though President Lincoln acknowledged
the right of revolution: "This country, with it's institutions, belongs to the people who
inhabit it. Whenever they shall grow weary of the existing government they can exercise
their constitutional right of amending it, or their revolutionary right to dismember it and
overthrow it." The South maintained, on the basis of the doctrine of "States Rights," that
the Union was very dissoluble, being no more than a combination of independent
commonwealths.

The disagreement between North and South was complicated greated by the issue of
slavery, a ghastly influence fiom the British Empire. From the point of view of "founding
philosophy" (Deism, etc.), the North had the progressive position, but at the same time,
the position of the South had validity. The existence of slavery was a prima facie violation
of egalitarian republicanism, as it was a basis of a class system in a country that had
outlawed classes. To avoid confronting the issue, the South defined the blacks as
"property," rather than as human beings. Nevertheless, the political position of the south
had merit, as the republic was in fact shifting fiom its original egalitarian basis to an
oligarchical (elitist) basis. The South was on the way to becoming the economic slave of
the North. All questions of "karmic justice" aside, the South was correct in its insistence
that an agreement of political union is conditional upon the continuing agreement of the
parties involved. Agreements made by one generation are not written in stone for all
subsequent generations to follow.
Thomas Paine, in ?&e Rights of Mm,had been most convincing on the issue. In this
connection, the example of Jefferson is most interesting. Jefferson always down-played the
importance of the federal government; in summarizing his life, for instance, he indicated
that his most important contribution to humankind was his founding of the University of
Virginia. In any event, the chief result of the Civil War was that the United States shzfted
from its egalitarian basis, andfell more into the hands of the oligarchs. The current selfimage of the United States as "Great World Power" would be regarded bv the Founders as
an aping of the old British Empire. The egalitarian spirit is very favorable to the growth of
true science [many of the Founders were inventors as well as law makers]. We will never
know how many brilliant young scientists were killed at Shiloh, Vicksburg and
Gettysburg. Perhaps one who could have offered a successfid rebuttal of Darwinism. For
a long time after the War, the voice of science in America was silent. The old enemt, elitist
Britainm was to become the "role model" for the rest of the nations.
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Schematic Glossary Chart #3
The United States (to Post WWII)
[Suppression of Egalitarian Republicanism]
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Woodrow Wilson (1856-1924): President of Princeton University, governor of New
Jersey, and 28th president of the United States, Thomas Woodrow Wilson was a man of
enormous ability. He was a scholar as well as an adminstrator, and among the books he
wrote is one called Constitutional Government in the United States. For all his erudition,
Wilson failed to grasp the essential feature of the American System-that sovereipnv is
vested in the people. An elitist by nature and background, Wilson believed that
sovereignty belongs 'hthe hands of the experts," and he was of course encouraged in this
belief by Colonel House (who is also discussed in this narrative), who became, curiously, a
kind of father figure to Wilson. Wilson's paternalism (elitism) was a weakness, the
Achilles' heel that gave House and others an opportunity to manipulate him. In Europe,
Wilson is remembered as founder of the League of Nations. The United States Senate,
objecting to participation in the League of Nations on the grounak that it involved a
surrender of national sovereignty, rehsed to ratify the Treaty of Versailles, which
established the League as part of the overall peace plan--a plan which also levied penalties
against Germany many felt were unwarranted. A separate peace was made with Germany
in 1921. In an effort to build popular support for the League of Nations, Wilson
undertook a strenuous national speaking tour. He collapsed midway in the tour, and never
recovered. From the time of Wilson's collapse (1919) to the end of the administration
(1921), the country was in the capable hands of Edith Wilson, the president's wife.
The War of the Nations World War Q: In terms of the prevailing social theory (Social
Darwinism), the First World War was a grand test of firness and an important regulator of
populations (Malthus). Even the least involved of the nations, the United States, had 25%
of its male popualtion between 18 and 3 1 in uniform by the time of the armistice. From the
point of view of Colonel House and associates (global socialists), the war was ')xoof
unto the world" that nations, like individuals, are unprincipled, dark and dangerous, and
that a mechanism of 'International governance7' is 'kequired" in order to ' b t a i n world
peace." Of course, wars and conflicts are contrived in order to provide "proof" of this
definition of society to society. The global socialists achieved what they set out to
achieve--the League of Nations, a mechanism "international governance," which was the
precusor to the 'United Nations." It must be remembered always that the character o f an
institution is a reflection o f the paradigmh) on which it is based A 'United Nations"
based on materialistic scientism is one thing (a world police organization); a 'United
Nations" based on the emerging. paradigm (scientific holism) would be a very diierent
organization, something more on the order of a grand cultural and technological exchange
forum, and a mechanism for rebuilding beautzjid cultures (such as the Cambodian or
Tibetan culture) that were largely destroyed in our era.
The Great De~ression(1929-1941): The Great Depression was economic war. The
aggressors were the global socialists, who controlled key economic institutions (such as
the Federal Reserve), and the targets were any and all powefil people and enterprises
that stood in opposition (or potential opposition) to the program of global socialism. This
depression was the chief mechanism by which the United States was transformed from its
origrnal character (individualistic, egalitarian republicanism) into the current WarfareWelfare State.
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The Second World War: The program of global socialism requires not only the
'levelling" of traditionally powerfbl forms of government, such as monarchy and
egalitarian republicanism (the United States), it also requires the destruction of lesser
(intermediate)forms of socialism. The main achievement of the Second World War was
(from the point of view of the globalists) the discrediting and destruction of national
socialism. Nazi Germany was financially supported by elements in the United States, as
history records, in order to create an extreme form of national socialism, which would
'tiemonstrate" to all the world that " a national socialistic elite" cannot be trusted.
National Socialism is a monster. (Similarly, the 'Cold War" concluded with the
appearance of the 'breaking apart" of an extreme of international socialism in the guise
of the Sovet Union. All that is left is global socialism).
'The Svnthesis" (1947): At a conference held at the school where Woodrow Wilson
was once president, Princeton University, biologists from various nations arrived at a
consensus that the ofJicia1 evolutionary theory of the West would be the mthesis of
classical Darwinism and modem genetics--'Nee-Darwinism." In the words of Niles
Eldredge: " The Society for the Study of Evolution was founded in 1946. A milestone
conference was held at Princeton in 1947, during which geneticists, paleontologists,
systematists, and other biologists got together and agreed, in effect, that the NeoDarwinian paradigm was both necessary and, in the main, mfJicient to explain
evolution..." [Reinventing Darwin, p.281 It was not a 'inilestone" conference, but a
"millstone" conference; the millstone of Neo-Darwinism was hung around the neck of all
those who had survived the 'tlrowning in blood that followed the triumph of classical
Darwinism. The smoke of battle had hardly cleared, the upper air currents were still laden
with the radioactive dust composed of the remains of the citizens of Hiroshima and
Nagasaki ... and the "elite of biology" confirmed as both necessary and correct the great
principles that had put the world to war, the doctines of Hobbes, Malthus and Darwin.
The National Securitv Act of 1947: Established an advisory council to the President
which is, potentially, far more powerful than the presidency itselJ:The Act also fdfilled
the dream of Colonel House, for the creation of an intelligence establishment comparable
to, and allied with, the British intelligence system. Former intelligence and scientific
personnel from Nazi Germany were incorporated into the system, which eventually
became the Central Intelligence Agency and its partners, the National Security Agency,
the National Reconnaissance Office, the Defense Intelligence Agency, etc. For the second
time in contemporary American history, a powerfbl collective "Agency" was created by
government which is not responsible, in any meanin&l sense, that government. The
first such "Agency" was the Federal Reserve.
The Eastern Trinitv: Opinion leader institutions. Traditionally in the United States, the
most prestigious 'bpinion leader" institutions are Harvard, Yale and Princeton. These are
the institutions that establish "orthodoxies"in the sciences and 'leadership" fields, i.e. law,
business, etc. The acceptance of Darwinism, Social Darwinism and eugenics in the United
States had to be preceeded by acceptance of these princples by the 'Eastern Trinity,"
leading academic institutions which inevitably become forums for the discussion and
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dissemination of Darwinism. It goes without saying that they can be as influential in the
dismantling of Darwinism as they were in its establishment).
Asa Gray (18 10-1880): The foremost American botanist of the late 19th century, Gray
became Darwin's leading disciple in the United States. In 1842, he accepted a life
appointment at Harvard, and from that post preached 'Darwinia" to the world. For many
years, Gray's botany textbooks were not only the standard books in American high
schools, they were the only botany texts used at that pre-college level. Gray, a close friend
of Darwin's, was implicated (unwittingly) in the alleged Darwin-Lyell-Hooker conspiracy.

Ernst Mavr (b.1904): A Gexman-born American biologist steeped in the traditions of
continental biology, Mayr held the Louis Agassiz chair at Harvard for a very long time. He
continued the tradition of Asa Gray, becoming America's 'tiean of Neo-Darwinism." He
has been retired for some years, but is still active as a writer, promoting the "gospel" of
'hatural selection." Mayr is best known for his work in the pseudo-sciences of
classification, population genetics (consequences of heredity on a population), and
evolution. His major works include Evolution and the Diversity of Life (1976),
Populations, Species and Evolution (1970), and Taward a Nav Philosophy of Biology
(1988).

B.F. Skinner (1904-1990) Skinner originated Skinner was the developer of the chief
mode of 'psychology" taught in American colleges and universities in the 1970's and
1980's--Skimerim behaviorism, which reiects the view that human beings are fiee
agents. He argues that all people are controlled, and it is merely a question of who is to
do the controlling. Skinner believed that scientists were better qualzjied to exercise this
control than were the agents of business, politics, and religion. From the behaviorist
viewpoint, it is irresponsible not to try to control human behavior through science and
education. It is a major substrate of thought in the United States. Skinner adopted the
radical view that "mind" is mythical. Unlike the methodologists he included consciousness
in psychology, because conscious events are observed, but he rejected reference to
nonconscious "mental" states. For Skinner, behavior was controlled bv the environment
fincludin~the ~rivateenvironment o f consciousness). not @v internal forces. Skinner and
the philosopher Gilbert Ryle rebelled against the idea of an intractably private inner sense
and its equally private objects, and thev denied the verv existence of consciousness in the
stronp sense vromulzated bv Lock Descartes. and the introspective vsvcholoaists. Rvle
insisted that mind is an illusory concevt. and that it is really nothina more than a
collection o f observable behaviors
Behaviorism is the sister pseudo-science to eugenics; both emerged at the turn of the
century. After eugenics (namewise) was 'tliscredited as a result of the Nazi " race
purification" programs (when it then went underground disguised in other forms),
Scientism required a new 'hcademic base of operations" for its continuing interest in the
development of people and population control technology. Skinner invented the 'Skinner
Box" as a behavior modification tool. His first subject was his daughter, who committed
suicide at the age of 21. The new academic base of operations was provided by Skinner
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when at Harvard through his two major works, Walden Two and Beyond Freedom and
Dignity. Skinner classified 'Inherited ideas" of individual freedom and dignity as 'Selfserving mythology that is no longer affordable on a planet facing exhaustion of resources,"
a theory which has no basis in fact. Mismanagement of planetary resources is a
characteristic of socialist political Jystems. What is required, according to Skinner, is a
"technology of behavior," a scientific means of controlling the fbndarnental determiners of
life--genetics and culture. Skinner believed that the b r e of the species was dependent
on manipulation of genetics. The factors of mutual aid, cooperation and the evolution of
consciousness never entered his mind. Skinner's main contribution to the Church of
Scientism was his contribution of a pseudo-philosophical basis for the Church's latest
'Salvational program," Neo-eugenics, i.e., 'Save the human species through genetic
engineering and through mind controlprograms.
William Graham Sumner (1840-1910): Surnner advocated the concept of 'Survival of
the fittest" in society. Hofstader summarizes Sumner in these terms: "The most vigorous
and influential social Darwinist in America ... Sumner not only made a striking adaptation
of evolution to conservative thought, but also effectively propogated his philosophy
through widely read books and articles, and converted his strategic teaching post in New
Haven (Yale University) into a kind of social Darwinian pulpit. He provided his age with a
synthesis which, though not quite as grand as Spencer's, was bolder in its stark and candid
pessimism. Sumner's synthesis brought together three 'beat" traditions of Western
capitalist culture: the Protestant ethic, the doctrines of classical economics, and
Darwinian "natural selection." Correspondingly, in the development of American
thought, Sumner played three roles: he was a great Puritan teacher, an exponent of the
classical pessimism of Ricardo and Malthus, and an assimilator and popularizer of
evolution..." [Social Darwinism and American Thought, p.5 11 During the Civil War,
wealthy fiiends (William and Henry Whitney) secured a substitute to fill in Sumner's place
in the Union Army, and provided Sumner with the fbnds to study theology in Geneva,
Gottingen and Oxford. In 1872, Sumner was elevated to the post of Professor of Political
and Social Science at Yale College, where he developed a wider following than any other
teacher in the history of Yale [p.53]. Sumner derived the major premises of his social
philosophy fsom Herbert Spencer. Like Darwin, he went to Malthus for the first principles
of his system. In all, Sumner [and later Yale Univerisity] played a key role in the synthesis
of traditional religion and Scientism. Currently, Yale in an important center for genetics
and genetic engineering.
The Council on Foreim Relations: Established on July 29, 1921 in New York City, the
CFR was founded by a group feeling the need for a 'borld government" (global
socialism). The founders included Colonel Edward House, Walter Lippmann, John Foster
Dulles, and Allen Dulles (who would later become director of the CIA). Money for the
founding of the CFR originated fiom the houses of Morgan and Rockefeller, Bernard
Baruch, Paul Warburg, Otto Kahn, Jacob SchifT and others. The Council on Foreign
Relations is essentially a "Scientism Club for the assimilation of the 'best and brightest"
fiom American academe into International Corporate Capitalism elite. The CFR plays a
role in America not unlike that played by the Royal Society in England. It is a club for
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opinion leaders. Though it has no official connection to the federal government, most key
leaders in the government are members of the CFR.
Edward Mandell "Colonel" House (1858-1938): Colonel House was a Texas plutocrat
who blue~rintedthe conversion o f the American Svstem to state socialism. He was the
'kingmaker" behind Woodrow Wilson, and for many years Wilson's chief advisor. House
was one of the most influential men in 20th century American history, and one of the most
shadowy. At the prompting of House, a direct line was established between the White
House (and the Colonel House) and British Intelligence, in the person of Sir William
Wiseman (1885-1962), and this connection became the precursor of the OSS and the CIA.
Via this line, the British worked successfblly to influence the United States to enter the
First World War. A group of 'kxperts7'puttogether by House and called 'The Inquiry," a
precursor of the Council on Foreign Relations, accompanied Wilson to the peace
conference at Versailles. Colonel House also played a key role in the development and
passage of the Federal Reserve Act of 1913, which resulted in the transfer of control of
the money system (a public resource under the Constitution) to private banks. Supposedly,
the Federal Reserve System was established 'to stabilize the economy'kn economy that
in fact had been deliberately de-stabilized by those wishing to institute the Federal Reserve
System. Fifteen years after it was established, those in control deliberately precipitated the
collapse of the American economy in order to present an "I told you so" picture to the
American public. This triggered a worldwide economic depression. Currently, the people
of the United States owe the consortium over $4 trillion. When the Federal Reserve
System was established, the United States had no debt. Lack of understanding of these
basic principles is how the American people can be drawn into discussions about
'balancing the budget", when it fact all it would take to totally e l i t e the national debt
to the Federal Reserve would be to renationdue the Federal Reserve System under United
States control. In his final years, Wilson repudiated House and regretted the passage of the
Federal Reserve Act. Wilson had killed that which he loved the most, the American
Republic, and that lcnowledge no doubt added to the great emotional agony President
Wilson endured in his last years.

Schematic Glossary for Chart #4
Key Figures, Philosophies in the rise of
Materialistic Scientism & Church of Scientism

Racial Science: (1880's-1945) "Racial science" in later 19th century Germany was based
on the declaration of Ernst Haeckel that the races are "separate species." Once the
concept of races as 'Separate species" was defined, the next step was to distinguish
between "progressive races" and "regressive races" (species), and then making "scientific"
recommendations regarding "eugenic improvement." One highly influential race scientist
was Alfred Jost, author of m e Right to Death (1865). The main thesis of the Jost book
was that the "final solution" to the 'population problem" is state control over human
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reproduction. The book is couched in the rhetoric of (Darwinian) "natural rights." The
state, according to Jost, has a "natural right" and "sacred responsibility" to kill undesirable
individuals in order to "keep the nation, the social organism, alive and healthy." This socalled "right" was the basis for the "race purification" programs of the Third Reich.
Another key individual was Alfred Ploetz, Social Darwinist and founder (1904) of the
German Society for Racial Hygiene. Ploetz looked to Galton as his scientific mentor.
"Blood and Iron" Militarism: Not until 1860's were the German states unified into
Germany, by Karl Otto Eduard Leopold Bismark-Schonhausen, usually referred to simply
as "Bismark," (18 15-1898). Bismark set the tone of the new German empire in 1862,
when he said, "Not by speeches and resolutions of majorities are the mighty problems of
the age to be solved, but by blood and iron." The "Iron Chancellor" originated these
measures for the working classes; it was the foundation for state socialism. His
methodology is sometimes referred to as "paternalism." The Germany military at the turn
of the century, educated in the "school of Blood and Iron," took to Social Darwinism like
tanks to battle (an appropriate parallel to "ducks to water.") One key military opinion
leader in early 20th century Germany was retired General Bernhardi, who is quoted in
chapter three: "If it were not for war, we should probably find that inferior and
degenerate races would overcome healthy and youthful ones of their wealth and their
numbers." The generative importance of war lies in this, that it causes selection, and thus
war becomes a biologrcal necessity. Combines race science with Bismarkian militaristic
paternalism, and we have the formula for the Third Reich, personified in Adolph Hitler.
German-American Eu~enicsLiaison (19 19-1939): Under the highly punitive terms of
the Versailles Treaty, Germany was physically contracted and stripped of her colonies. In
Social Damhistic terms, this contraction was not simply a punishment, it was a death
sentence. Any country [that subscribed to Malthusian beliefs] that did not "have room to
dump its surplus population," would perish. Blocked in terms of discharging its "surplus
population" into colonies, Germany was compelled to find an internal solution to the
"population problem." It was no alleviation that vast numbers had perished in the First
World War. The blood of the noblest had been shed, it was believed, and "the blood of
the degenerates" now threatened to inundate Germany. Race scientists found in America
the model they were looking for--the precedent of sterilization and other means of control
of "undesirable population" on a significant scale.
In 1923, Fritz Lenz, a German physician-geneticist who became a leading ideologue in the
Nazi race purification programs, complained bitterly that Germany, under the Weimar
Constitution (which prohibited the infliction of bodily alterations on humans), prevented
widespread use of vasectomy techniques, and that Germany had nothing to match the
eugenics research institutions in England and the United States. During the 1920's and
1930's, there was a significant flow of eugenics information from the United States to
Germany, which was later used by Hitler to provide his genocidal programs with the
appearance of scientific legitimacy. Eugenics was not simply a German interest, so the
propaganda machine declared, it is a "science" practiced throughout the world. Best
references are the oft-cited L a o n book, The Nazi Doctors, and Stefen Kuhl's The Nazi
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Connection-Eugenics, American Racism and German National Socialism (New York:
Oxford University Press, 1994).
The Third Reich (1933-1945): As early as the publication of Mein Kampf (1924), Hitler
declared that the sacred survival mission of the German people was the "assembling and
preserving of the most valuable stocks of basic racial elements [and]...slowly and severely
raising them to a dominant position." The Third Reich was a powefil machine designed
to do just that, to assure the worldwide dominance of the Germanic genes, the "basic
racial elements." Hitler was no madman--he was the ultimate Social Darwinist demagog.

During the period of Hitler, the Kaiser Wilhelm Society (KWG), Germany's most
prestigious scientific institution, focused a great deal of its attention on eugenics. The
KWG operated between 1911 and 1945. If Hitler had won, it would now be the "Vatican"
of Scientism. See Science, Technology and National Socialism, by Monika Renneburg
and Mark Walker (New York: Cambridge University Press, 1993). Note especially an
essay by Herbert Mehrten ("Irresponsible Purity," etc.), which makes the very important
point that "pure science" is no valid justification for participation in scientrfic work
involved in destructive or questionable politicalprograms. "Pure science" is then defined
as irresponsible.
The Nuremburg Trials: As showcase for the display of righteous indignation, the
Nuremburg trials were very effective. As a means for determining the causes behind the
horror perpetrated by the Third Reich, the trials were an abject failure. A few notorius
leaders of the Third Reich were condemned and disposed of. Most of the scientists
associated with the Reich were quickly assimilated into the scienrific and intelligence
establishments of the Allies. The scientific vision underlying the Third Reich--Social
Darwinism--was of course never brought to trial. A few fanatical puppets of the p d g m
were slain. The paradigm itself remained, and remains to this LAZY.
[ Russia ]

Abolition of Serfdom (1861): Alexander 11 was the "Lincoln" of Russia. In 1861, he
abolished serfdom throughout the Empire, setting fiee more than 20 million men. Further,
Alexander also provided a state system of loans whereby fieed men were able to purchase
small fanns.
The Russian Revolution (1905- 1917): Typically, the Russian czars were paternalistic,
and intransigent when faced with opposition. Revolt broke out in 1905, inaugurated by a
series of strikes. In an attempt to break a strike in St. Petersburg, the government killed
more than 500 people, many of them women and children. The writing was on the palace
wall ... the government of the czar would not be tolerated much longer. Like Louis XVI,
Czar Nicholas attempted to maintain his regime while at the same time allowing for the
expression of popular sentiment. The Czar permitted the existence of national assemblies.
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Mutual accomodation ended on March 12, 1917, when Michael Rodzianko, president of
the Duma (national assembly) telegraphed the Czar, 'The hour has struck, the will of the
people must prevail." Within four days, Czar Nicholas, weakened by the First World War,
abdicated. The ministers connected with the old regime were deposed, and a few were
imprisoned. There was remarkably little loss of blood. Alexander Kerensky became head
of the provisional republican government, July through November 1917. Kerensky
attempted to continue the war, went to the front himself, but failed to stop the Russian
retreat. His authority was then greatly diminished.
The Bolshevik Revolution (November 1917): The name Bolshevik, which means the
majority, was adopted by the followers of Lenin in 1905, when they split from the Social
Democratic party. The Bolsheviks were joined by radicals of the Peasants Revolutionary
party, and the two combined to overthrow the provisional government and create a
'Soviet republic." Lenin made separate peace with the Germans. Decrees were issued
placing workmen in control of factories, private ownership of land was abolished, and
mines, forests and waterways were taken over by the state. Marxism-Leninism became the
official 'Scientific" basis of the world's first state socialist government. Thus was born
modem totalitarianism.
Stalinism (1924-1953): Lenin died in 1924, and his place was taken by one of the greatest
mass-murderers in history-Joseph Stalin. 'Stalih," meaning 'Steel," was an adopted name.
Stalin was the personification of Leviathanism--he ruled by terror. He murdered
indiscriminately. No one was safe. He was especially watcfil for anyone who might
challenge him, and as a result he practically destroyed the leadership of his military forces.
Consequently, when the German nation reemerged under Hitler as the most powerfbl
nation in Europe, Stalin was compelled to enter into a non-aggression pact. Stalin's one
positive claim to fame is that when Hitler turned on the Soviet Union, Stalin managed to
rally a counter-offensive. Stalin, and the Russian winter, stopped the Germans. As a
national hero, Stalin became even more murderous. It is believed that he was responsible
for the death of more than 60 million people. The subject of Stalinization of the former
Soviet Union is so painful, I find it difficult to go into detail. For those interested, I
recommend a film called 'Stalin" and the works of Aleksandr Sohhenitsyn, especially R e
Gulag Archipelago.
The Cold War (1945- 1990): What is called the 'Cold War" began with an event that
was cold only in the sense of ~thk!S~ne~~-the
dropping of the atomic bombs on
Hiroshima and Nagasaki by the United States. The dropping of these bombs, an act which
implicated the United States (for the first time, overtly) in the mass destruction of civilian
populations, was meant (so we are informed these days) as a 'barning" to the Russians.
The Russians apparently got the message. Under Stalin and his successors, the Soviet
Union emerged ina very short time as a monolithic militaristic empire. The net result of
the Soviet Union's long confrontattion with the 'Free World" was collapse. The Soviet
Union was not defeated by America, as a great many think. It was defeated by global
socialism.

-
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Another aspect of this is that the Soviet Union, specially the Bolshevik Revolution was in
great part fbnded from the United States, as was the buildup of Nazi Germany. Again, the
only way to institute global socialism, was to create extreme forms of the ypes of
socialism that they desired to eliminate. This is why both Nazi Germany and the Soviet
Union were fbnded by the Eastern Establishment in the United States. The "Cold War"
was just a sham for public consumption. Gorbachev, who has never renounced Mamism,
was 'imported" into the United States by the Reagan-Bush administrations, who had as
their objective global socialism, in order to participate in the political effort to dismantle
the national military capablity of the United States, and to assist, while at the taxpayerfbnded "think t a n k (Gorbachev Institute) at the Presidio in San Francisco, in the
dissolution of United States national sovereignty. Note that our current president Clinton
spent time in the Soviet Union. It does not take a rocket scientist to understand the
current political program. The 'Cold War" was a sham because nuclear war assured
mutual destruction and a nuclear winter from which the planet would never recover, and
secondly, as the work of Bruce Cathie has shown, nuclear devices will not work except at
specific earth grid locations at specific times, thus a 'billy nilly" nuclear exchange is not
possible to achieve. The destruction of the United States could only be achieved by
"communizing it," while at the same time the destruction of the Soviet Union could only
be achieved by "capitalizing" it. The end result is that global socialism takes control.
Unfortunately, those who promote global socialism do not hlly realize that it, too, is a
system that cannot work--it can only promote the destruction of the human species. If an
extreme of national socialism didn't work (Nazi Germany), an extreme of international
socialism didn't work (Soviet Russia), what must by definition become an extreme (global
socialism), cannot work. Only mutual aid, cooperation, and scientific holism will bring
this planet into a new age and into a position to intermingle on an interplanetary scale.]

Additional Persons and Derivative Concepts
Behavioral Genetics: Behavioral genetics is the study of organisms by means of both
behavioral and genetic analysis. Genetic analysis describes the genetic endowment of each
species and is used to study the individual differences in the expression of a trait, in this
case behavior. Behavior-genetic analysis is a method to determine how much a particular
behavior trait is genetically influenced.
Democracy: Early definitions of 'tlemocracy" were seen in the work of Edmund Burke,
as expressed in the 1928 U.S.Army Training Manual: 'A government of the masses.
Authority derived through mass meeting or any form of direct expression. Results in
mobocracy, attitude toward property rights is communistic (escalating property tax),
ultimately negating property rights. The attitude toward law is that the perceived
(orchestrated or coerced) will of the majority shall regulate, whether it be based on
deliberation, or governed by passion, prejudice, and impulse, without restraint or regard to
consequence. Results in demagogism, license, agitation, discontent and anarchy."
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Other sources (the Unseen Hand ) note that : 'h democracy is controlled at the top by a
ruling oligarchy (rule of a few men), who hire demagogues (those hired to create anarchy
or social discontent). As the oligarchy seeks more control, democracies convert into
anarchy and eventual dictatorship, when the oligarchy imposes total control over the
population (totalitarianism)." Most sources seem to recognize that 'tlemocracy" is a
shadow of old-world 'tnonarchist" concepts of the 'lower social classes" and, according
to Alexander Fraser Taylor, that '' democracy cannot exist as a permanent form of
government. It can exist only until voters discover they can vote themselves a liberal gift
out of the public treasury. From that moment on, the majority always votes for the
candidate promising the most benefits from the public treasury, with the result that a
democracy always collapses over a loose fiscal policy, always to be followed by a
dictatorship."
In its modern sense, 'tlemocracy" was first used by opponents to describe egalitarian
republicanism (e.g. the early American system). Democracy implies 'tlasses" and 'tule by
the commoners" (as an elite body), as opposed to rule by aristocracy (another elite body).
For this reason, the word democracy is not a suitable description of the American system
as orginally designed, which abolished classes. Today, an ill-informed Bill Clinton recently
made the public comment that 'the United States is the world's oldest democracy,"
making it obvious that he does not comprehend the concept of the United States as an
egalitarian constitutional republic, but instead prefers a 'IAass" system (note the constant
political references in the media to the 'iniddle class') and socialism as a prelude to the
"new world order" global socialism.

-

Determinism: Determinism is: [I] a word describing any theory which identifies a certain
factor or factors as the causes (determiners) underlying the phenomena being analyzed,
e.g., the ''sexual determinism7'of Sigmund Freud. A theory focusing on only one cause is
often criticized as reductive determinism. Skinnerian behaviorism, for instance, is a form
of reductive determinism focused exclusively on the role of external
motivators/reinforcements (rewards, penalties) in determining behavior. Reductive
determinism is characteristic of pseudo-sciences, such as genetics, behaviorism, etc., and
does not reflect true science. [2] the theory that all human action is caused entirelv &y
preceding events. and not bv the exercise o f the will. In philosophy, the theory is based
on the metaphysical principle that an uncaused event is impossible. The success of
scientists in discovering causes of certain behavior and in some cases affecting its control
appears to support this principle. Phvsical determinism is the theory that human
interaction can be reduced to relationships between biological, chemical, or physical
entities; this formulation is bdamental to modern sociobiology and neuropsychology.
The historical determinism of Karl Maxx, on the other hand, is transpersonal and primarily
economic. In contrast to these two formulations, p.ycholoaica1 determinism--the
philosophical basis of psychoanalysis--is the theory that the purposes, needs, and desires of
individuals are central to an explanation of human behavior. The recent behavioral
determinism of B. F . Skinner is a modification of this view, in that Skinner reduces all
internal psychological states to publicly observable behavior. His stimulus-response
account also uses modern statistical and probabilistic analyses of causation.

-
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Egalitarian Republicanism: 'Republic" comes from the Latin res publica and means
simply 'public affairs." In the past, a form of government replacing monarchy was called a
republic, thus the dictionary definition 'h government having a chief of state who is not a
monarch." Today, the term 'tepublic" is erroneously used to describe virtually any kind of
nation and its government. There are two basic types of republics -- elitist republics,
those in which the ultimate power (sovereignty) belongs to an elite, and egalitarian
republics, such as the early American republic, in which sovereignty lies with the people.
In the elitist system, citizens are subjects. In the egalitarian system, citizens are 'toowners" of the system, or co-sovereigns. During the existence of the United States, the
government was subverted from its original egalitarian form into an elitist form which
included the concept of democracy. See Democracy.
Eugenics: Eugenics, a pseudo-science concerned with the control of hereditary traits
through selective human mating, is also defined as the deliberate control, by law or social
pressure, of the perpetuation of human genetic traits. Charles Darwin's theory (1859) of
evolution by 'hatural selection" initiated modem eugenics as both a science and a social
movement. By influencing reproduction, societies can affect both the direction and the
rate at which human genetic evolution occurs. Sir Francis Galton, cousin of Darwin, was
the intellectual father of modem eugenics, a word he coined in 1883. A s a social
movement, eugenics encompasses all efforts to modifi selection in order to brim about
genetic chanae in a desired direction. Galton contended that the purpose of eugenics was
not to copy the blind way in which selection often operates, but to deliberately change
selection in a humane way. Eugenics programs are classified as positive if their aim is to
increase reproduction of individuals considered most valuable to society. In general,
rapidly developing disciplines and technologies such as genetic counseling, genetic
enpineering, and amniocentesis enable couples to take the lead in making their own
decisions to achieve euaenic goals. Negative eugenics programs seek to decrease
reproduction by individuals with genetic traits perceived to be undesirable. Most
commonly this has taken the form of compulsory sterilization of such individuals. German
Nazis, who learned eugenic techniques in the United States in the 1920's and 193OYs,
later took these practices to a ghastly extreme in support of their theory of Nordic
superiority to other races. A number of eugenic conferences were hosted in the United
States during the 20th century, and eugenic practices continue in various covert forms.

The 1927 edition of the World Book Encyclopaedia, written in the United States during
the time when eugenics was overtly being discussed, makes the distinction (Vol. 4,
p.2090) between the concepts of positive eugenics, defined as encouragement of the
multiplication of 'the fit," and negative eugenics, defined as prevention of multiplication
of 'the un-fit." It also makes the distinction that negative eugenics requires considerable
application of law, because 'the unfit ... can only be controlled by such policies as
segregation, sterilization, etc." All of these elements were rampant in the United States
until the late 1960's. Today, negative eugenic policies can be seen in the potential laws
meant to exclude those with negative genetic predipsition, as implemented in the
pseudo-sciences genetics and genetic engineering.
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Feuerbach, Ludwig: b. July 28, 1804, d. Sept.13, 1872, was a German philosopher
noted for his highly critical psychological analysis of religious belief and for his
contribution to materialism. A theology student at Heidelberg and Berlin, he was drawn
into philosophy through the influence of G.W.F. Hegel. Feuerbach became a symbol for
German liberals. His philosophical anthropology became a new point of departure for
Hegelians such as Friedrich Engels and Karl Marx. The German idealist Hegel maintained
that reality is the result of thought; Feuerbach maintained that thought is the result of
reality. Hegel believed in the primacy of an absolute reason that realized itself through
nature and humanity; Feuerbach believed in the primacy of human reason, which creates
the only authentic reality a person can know and the only selfhood he or she can use.
Hegel had placed reality in abstract thought; Feuerbach placed reality in people.
Fichte, Johann Gottlieb: b. May 19, 1762, d. Jan. 27, 1814, was a German
transcendental idealist philosopher. His Addresses to the Geman Nation (1807-08)
strongly influenced the development of German nationalism. Crucial to the metaphysics of
Fichte is his concept of the creative ego. According to him, this ego is neither subjective
nor personal but, instead, is the universal and absolute ego fiom which all objective reality
is derived. In actuality, objective reality, the explicate order, is derived from the implicate
order, not from the ego. Fichte's work was essential to the development of a sinister form
of German national "egoism" inherent in Nazism.
Genocide: Genocide (Greek genos, "race," and Latin cide, "killing") is the persecution or
destruction of a national, racial, or religious group. Years before the word "genocide"
was coined by the Polish-American scholar Raphael Lemkin in 1944, genocide was
practiced by the Russians in their pogroms against the Jews, by the Turks, who
slaughtered thousands of Armenians, and by the German Nazis, who systematically killed
ethnic groups including Jews, Poles, and Gypsies. A more recent example is the
slaughtering of the Bosnians by the Serbs in 1994-1995. In 1945 the NUREMBERG
Tribunal, which tried Nazi war criminals, declared that persecution of racial and religious
groups was a crime under international law. In 1948 the General Assembly of the United
Nations approved the Convention on the Prevention and Punishment of the Crime of
Genocide, which took effect in 1951. The nations that ratified the convention agreed that
genocide was a matter of international concern. even i f committed bv a ~overnment
within its own territory. Any nation can ask the United Nations to take action to prevent
or suppress acts of genocide. The United States is a sirmatoy of the Genocide
Convention. but the US. Senate, which was reluctant to subject American citizens to the
jurisdiction of a y international tribunal. _formary years refised to ratifi it: it finallv
did so in 1986. with the caveat that no nation could sit inludgement of the United States.
Locke, John: b. Aug. 29, 1632, d. Oct. 28, 1704, was an English philosopher and
political theorist, the founder of British empiricism. Lockets Essay Concerning Human
Understanding (1690) is one of the classical documents of British empirical philosophy,
and a principal statement of empiricism, and, broadly speaking, was an effort to formulate
a view of knowledge consistent with the findings of Newtonian science. He held that ideas
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come from two sources: sensation, which provides ideas about the external world, and
reflection, or introspection, which provides the ideas of the internal workings of the mind.
Locke maintained that the state of nature was a happy and tolerant one, that the social
contract preserved the preexistent natural rights of the individual.
Mill, John Stewart: political theorist John Stuart Mill wrote Principles of Political
Economy (1848). Mill was unable to deny the possibility of a Malthusian-Ricardian world
of resource scarcity, but he was equally unwilling to confirm its inevitability. He had some
confidence that humanity could check population growth while discovering and better
utilizing resources. Mill also introduced a concept that would be especially relevant to the
20th century, the notion that personal solitude and natural beauty might be impaired
through population growth and industry. The work of these three economists, especially
Malthus, continues to influence environmental thought.

Population Genetics: Population genetics describes, in mathematical terms, the
consequences of heredity on a population (rather than on an individual). The system by
which individuals mate determines how the genes are combined to form the genetic
makeup of certain traits. Populations evolve by responding to changing environments
through natural selection. The evolutionary response results from a a change in the
frequency of gene alleles. (An allele is one of a group of genes that determine a specific
trait, such as a gene for red flowers and one for white flowers.) A change in the frequency
of alleles is initiated by a gene mutation that produces a new gene in one individual. This
new gene affects evolution in the population, however, only if its frequency increases in
successive generations and becomes spread throughout the population. Three researchers-William W. Castle (1903), an American scientist, Geoffrey Hardy (1908, a British
mathematician, and Wilhelm Weinberg (1908), a Gennan physician--independently found
that the frequencies of genes in a population remain constant and their proportions stay
the same unless certain evolutionary forces affect the population.
The importance of mutation for the evolutionary process lies in its producing individuals
with new structural and finctional traits. These individuals, as is true of all other members
of the population, are exposed to natural selection, which determines whether the new
alleles will increase or decrease in frequency in future generations. The various
evolutionary forces studied in population genetics have been used in programs designed to
increase food production, both plant and animal. Mutagenic agents are used in some plant
programs to increase the amount of genetic variability in experimental populations, and
then desirable traits are selected. Presumably, therefore, mutagenic agents can also be used
to negatively affect experimental populations, including human populations (cause
degenerative disease for financial profit, etc.)
Sociology: The concept of "civil society" as a realm distinct from the state--as expressed
in the writings of Thomas Hobbes, John Locke, and later political thinkers of the
Enlightenment--anticipated the subsequent focus of sociology, as did the philosophies of
history of the Italian Giambattista Vico and the German G. W. F. Hegel with regard to the
study of social change. The first definition of sociology was put forth by the French
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philosopher Auguste Comte. In 1838, Comte coined the term sociology to describe his
vision of a new science that would discover laws of human society resembling the laws of
nature by applying the methods of strictly factual investigation that had proved so
successfid in the physical sciences. The philosopher Herbert S~encerin England soon
took up both Comte's term and his mission. Several near-contemporaries of Comte and
Spencer who never called themselves sociologists are today also counted as founding
fathers of the discipline. Karl Manr is the most important among them, but their number
also includes Henri de Saint Simon, Alexis de Tocqueville, and to some extent John Stuart
Mill. These men were largely speculative thinkers, although a quite different tradition of
empirical, chiefly quantitative reporting of social facts also developed in the 19th century
and later became incorporated into academic sociology. Not until the 1880s and '90s did
sociology begin to be recognized as an academic subject. In France, Emile Durkheim, the
intellectual heir of Comte, taught sociology at the universities of Bordeaux and Paris and
founded the first real school of sociological thought. In Germany, not until the first
decade of the 20th century was sociology recognized as an academic discipline, largely
owing to the efforts of Max Weber. German sociolow, in contrast to the attempt to model
the field after the physical sciences dominant in France and the Enghsh-speaking countries,
was in large part an outgrowth of far-ranging historical scholarship; of a dialogue with
Marxism; and of the human-centered focus of German philosophical idealism. The first
two emphases were central to Weber's work, and the last predominated in the efforts of
Georg Simmel to define sociology as a distinctive discipline.
It was in North America that sociology embedded its deepest roots, originally
under the influence of Herbert Spencer's efforts to apply the Darwinian idea of evolution
to human society. One of the key American Spencerians was William Graham Surnner,
who is believed to have taught the first course in sociology at Yale University as early as
1875. The first sociology professorship on the Eastern seaboard was held (1906) by
Lester Ward (1841 1913), a more critical Spencerian, at Brown University, although the
first department of sociology had earlier been established (1893) at the Universitv of
Chicano. Following the emergence of a coherent Chicago school after World War I, that
city remained the center of American sociology until the 1940s. Despite its European
origins, sociology during the first half of the 20th century became primarily an American
subject. After the decline of broad evolutionist theories in the Comtean and Spencerian
mode, American sociology grew heavily empirical, quantitative, and oriented to the study
of particular social problems. such as crime, marital discord, and the acculturation of
immigrants. An exception was the influence at Chicago of George Herbert Mead, a
pragmatist philosopher who had studied in Gerrnanv and whose stress on the roots of
mind, self, and society in linguistic communication gave rise to an approach named
symbolic interactionism by the sociologist Herbert Blumer, one of Mead's students. In the
1930s, Talcott Parsons of Harvard University introduced the ideas of the European
sociologists Durkheim, Weber, and Vilftedo Pareto in a major work ( n e Structure of
Social Action, 1937) that singlehandedly overcame the parochialism of American
sociology. At Harvard, Parsons constructed an elaborate theoretical system that
attempted to account for virtually everything in human society. In the 1960s he was
assailed by Mills and others, including a new generation of academic Marxists, for his
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allegedly conservative bias reflected in his relative neglect of group conflict, social change,
and the role of power in society. In the 1970s the currents of theoretical influence began
once again to flow in a westward direction out of Europe. Jurgen Habermas, the heir of
Germanv's FrankfUrt school of neo-Marxism, emerged as a master synthesizer, the role
Parsons had played in the first postwar decades. French neo-Marxist structuralism also
became an influence.
Sociobiology: Sociobiology, or the study of animal and human social behavior in terms of
evolutionary biology, holds that the theory of evolution by natural selection applies to
behavior in the same way that it applies to structure andphysiology. Accordingly it relies
upon the principle that genes are able to influence behavior and will be selected if the
behaviors they encourage contribute ultimately to the reproductive success of the
individuals carrying those genes. The "fitness" of an organism or a gene is a measure of
the ability of that organism or gene to project copies of itself into fbture generations.
Because natural selection would influence genetically controlled behaviors, sociobiologists
believe that individuals will tend to behave in ways that maximize their fitness.
Totalitarianism: Totalitarianism is a form of government in which all societal resources
are monopolized by the state in an effort to penetrate and control all aspects of public
andprivate life. This control is facilitated hpropaganda and by advances in technolom.
It was first used to describe the organizational principles of the National Socialist (Nazi)
party in Germany. Totalitarian regimes are characterized by distinctive types of ideology
and organization. Totalitarian ideologies reject existing society as compt, immoral, and
beyond reform, project an alternative society in which these wrongs are to be redressed,
and provide plans and p r o m s _forrealizing the alternative order. These ideologies,
supported by propaganda campaigns, demand total conformity on the part of the people;
Totalitarian fonns of organization enforce this demand for conformity. The political
structure penetrates the entire country through regional, provincial, local, and "primary"
organization. A paramilitary secret police ensures compliance Information and ideas are
effectively organized through the control of television, radio, the press, and education at
all levels. In short, totalitarian regrmes seek to dominate all aspects of national lve. In
this respect totalitarianism differs from older concepts of dictatorship or tyranny, which
seek limited--typically political--control. In addition, totalitarian regimes mobilize and
make use of mass political participation, whereas dictatorships seek only pacified and
submissive populations. Finally, totalitarian regrmes seek the complete reconstruction of
the individual and society; this is todqy reflected in the series of attempts to transfer
national sovereignty to global organizations. (examples: Hitler's 'iace purification"
programs, the Republican 'Contract with America': the Democratic 'National Health
Plan", the New Deal and the 'New Covanent') .Dictatorships attempt simply to rule over
the individual and society. The United States, originally meant to be a Constitutional
Egalitarian Republic, has over time degenerated into a partial National Socialist
Totalitarian Dictatorship managed by Oligarchic International Corporate Capitalism. If
you can't see this then you're blind and Forrest Gump.
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In the conclusion of his remarkable book The Nazi Doctors--Medical Killing and
the Psychology of Genocide, Robert Jay Lifton writes of a visit to Auschwitz: "I went to
the camp a few years ago and was shown the many exhibits maintained there, exhibits that
leave nothing to be added concerning the evil human beings can do to other human beings.
But the one that lefi the most profound impression on me was the simplest of all: a room
full of shoes, mostly baby shoes."
Genocidal campaigns are not new. They occurred before the Holocaust; and they
are occumng at this moment.What distinguishes the Nazi "race purification" extermination
program fiom other genocidal campaigns is its "scientific" character. At a mass meeting in
1934, Nazi Deputy Party Leader Rudolf Hess stated, "National Socialism is nothing but
applied biology." "The entire Nazi regime was built," Lifion writes, "on a biomedical
vision that required the kind of racial purification that would progress fiom sterilization to
extensive killing." As early as the publication of Mein Kampf (1924-26), Lifion indicates,
"Hitler had declared the sacred racial mission of the German people to be 'assembling and
preserving the most valuable stocks of basic racial elements [and] . . . . slowly and severely
raising them to a dominant position.' . . ."
Where did the "biomedical vision" of Hitler and his party originate? The primary
sources were: Darwinian biology and evolutionary theory; Social Darwinism, the
evangelistic dissemination of Darwinism; and a pseudo-science called "eugenics." In the
first several decades of the twentieth century, eugenics was considered by many as
humanity's best hope for the future. It played the role now played by "genetic
engineering." It was applied Darwinism. The following outlines, briefly, the nature of
these related sources:
Today, our orthodox theory of biology and evolution is "neo-Darwinism." NeoDarwinism combines what is called "classical Darwinism" with modern genetics. classical
Darwinism dates fiom 1859, the year in which Enghsh naturalist Charles Darwin
published On the Origin of Species by Means of Natural Selection, subtitled (note
careMy) m e Preservation of the Favoured Races in the Struggle for Life. Despite the
fact key premises underlying Darwin's theory were unproven scientifically, the theory was
embraced by numerous scientists and intellectuals as if it was gospel -- the Gospel of
Science. In a relatively short time, the Origin replaced the Bible as western civilization's
preferred authoritative text on the subject of the nature of lie on Earth. In 1871, Darwin
published the even more controversial The Descent of Man.
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The major premises of Darwinism may be summarized as follows:
(1) The first premise, the concept of the evolutionary transformation of one species
into others, was derived fiom the "Transformism" of Jean-Baptiste Lamarck, who founded
evolutionary science in 1809 with the publication of Philosophie Zoologique. In his
History of Creation (1873), evolutionist Ernst Haeckel writes, "To him [Lamarck] will
always belong the immortal glory of having for the first time worked out the Theory of
Descent, as an independent scientific theory of the first order, and as the philosophical
foundation for the whole science of Biology." Indeed, the very term "biology" was coined
by Lamarck.
Darwin became acquainted with the work of Lamarck through his fiend and mentor,
the eminent geologist Charles Lyell. Volume I1 of Lyell's Principles of Geology, which
contains a long exposition of the Lamarck theory, was received by Darwin in South
America in 1832, in the first of his five years engagement as ship's naturalist on the H.M.S.
Beagle.
(2) The second premise of Darwin's theory is that "natural selection" is the cause
of divergence in species, i.e., the origin of species. The first published mention of the idea
of Nature-as-selector is in Rousseau's "Discourse on the Origin and Foundations of
Inequality Among Men" (1755). In a discussion of the conditions of life in ancient
Sparta, Rousseau writes, "Nature used them precisely as did the law of Sparta the children
of her citizens. She rendered strong and robust those with a good constitution and
destroyed all the others."
A more immediate source was the evolutionary theory of English naturalist Alfied
Russel Wallace, who committed to paper a theory of evolution by natural selection prior
to the completion of Darwin's work. In June of 1858, Wallace submitted to Darwin an
unpublished work titled 'On the Tendency of Varieties to Depart Indefinitely fiom the
Original Type." Shortly thereafter, Darwin wrote to Lyell, "Your words have come true
with a vengeance -- that I should be [could be] forestalled. You said this when I explained
to you here very briefly my view on Natural Selection depending on the struggle for
existence. I never saw a more striking coincidence; if Wallace had my M.S. written out in
1842, he could not have made a better short abstract! Even his terms now stand as heads
of my chapters . . . . "

Had Wallace simply published his manuscript, he would have had priority with
regard to the concept of evolution by natural selection. Instead, priority went to Darwin.
The questionable means by which priority was confened on Darwin are discussed in a
fascinating book by Arnold Brackrnan titled A Delicate Arrangement. Darwin's
understanding of natural selection derived fiom his work with breeding. The breeding of
plants and animals Darwin called "artificial selection;" the breeding that occurs in "the
wild" he called "natural selection." Early in the Origin, Darwin defines natural selection in
these (anthropomorphic) terms: "Natural selection is daily and hourly scrutinizing . . . .
every variation, even the slightest; rejecting that which is bad, preserving and adding up all
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that is good; silently and insensibly working . . . . at the improvement of each organic
being . . . ." In effect, Darwinism replaces the traditional belief that order in nature is the
result of a divine presence (God) with the idea it is the result of a natural presence
(Natural Selection).
(3) The third premise in Darwinism is that the drive behind evolution is the sexualreproductive instinct. Given the tremendous influence of this drive, life is an incessant
struggle for existence:
"A struggle for existence inevitably follows from the high rate at which all organic
beings tend to increase. Every being . . . must suffer destruction . . . otherwise, on the
principle of geometrical increase, its numbers would quickly become so inordinately great
that no country could support the product. Hence, as more individuals are produced than
can possibly survive, there must in every case be a struggle for existence, either one
individual with another of the same species, or with the individuals of distinct species, or
with the physical conditions of life. . . ." The basic premise ("the high rate at which all
organic beings tend to increase") and the "principle of geometrical increase" are, as
Darwin indicates, "the doctrine of Malthus applied with manifold force to the whole
animal and vegetable kingdom. . . . "

The Malthus in question is the Rev. Thomas Robert Malthus (1766-1834), famous
"pessimist" and author of one of the most influential essays in modem times -- the
"Principle of Population" (1798). In this essay, Malthus argues that because "all animated
life [tends] to increase beyond the nourishment prepared for it," there can never be real
progress or happiness for mankind. Give man a little more bread than usual, he'll breed
more than usual, wiping out his little gains. Populations increase by geometrical
progression, Malthus asserted, while the means of subsistence increase by only mathematic
progression. Thus man is doomed to procreate himself into destitution. Malthus, one of
the founders of the "dismal science" of economics, painted visions of a &re filled,
inescapably, with starving and diseased multitudes.
Before Malthus and his nightmarish visions, the rulers of Europe looked upon
large populations as assets; after the "Principle of Population," they began to view the
same populations as liabilities, potentially disastrous liabilities. The revolution in America
and the abortive revolution in France had made it very clear that masses can be lethal to
the ruling classes, and Malthus provided just the perspective the rulers of Europe were
looking for. The masses are totally unprincipled. Populations must be strictly controlled.
In 1789, the first year of the French Revolution, the European country with the largest
population was France. The statistics were on the wall, and the rulers of Europe were not
slow in reading them.
In the opening half of the nineteenth century, throughout Europe, members of the
ruling classes gathered to discuss the newly discovered "~o~ulation
problem" and to
devise ways of implementing the Malthusian mandate, to increase the mortality rate of the
poor: "Instead of recommending cleanliness to the poor, we should encourage contrary
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habits. In our towns we should make the streets narrower, crowd more people into the
houses, and court the return of the plague. In the country we should build our villages
near stagnant pools, and particularly encourage settlements in all marshy and
unwholesome situations," and so forth and so on.
The Reverend Malthus, who took the understandable precaution of publishing his
"Population" essay anonymously (in 1798), is the prototype of the Nazi-style social
theorist. "Malthusianism," as it was called, found adherents throughout Europe, but few
of these dared to express their opinions outside the private chambers of fellow believers.
By the end of the century, however, the Malthusians were out of the closet.
In Germany, "racial scientists" openly advocated the killing of unwanted members
and segments of the population. One of these scientists, Adolf Jost, "issued an early call
for direct medical killing in a book published in 1895 . . . B e Right To Death @as Recht
auf den Tod)." Jost argued that for the sake of the health of the social organism, the state
must take responsibility for the death of individuals. Adolf Jost was a mentor to Adolf
Hitler, who agreed 100 percent. "The state must see to it that only the healthy beget
children," Hitler said. "The state must act as the guardian of a millennial future. . . . It
must put the most modern medical means in the service of this knowledge. It must
declare unfit for propagation all who are in any way visibly sick or who have inherited a
disease and can therefore pass it on."
Between the first decade of the nineteenth century and the last, what was it that
occurred that made Malthusianism "respectable?" Darwinism. Specifically: Darwin's
adoption of the "Malthus doctrine" as his third premise. In the third premise is a
foundation of the Third Reich. In effect, if not intent, Darwinism is Malthusianism, represented in the guise of true science. Under the banner of Darwinism, "The Only True &
Sacred Biology & Evolution," the Malthusians and their masters were able to wreak havoc
in our civilization. Among their legacies are the ravages of the imperialists in the late
nineteenth century, the lethal socialisms that have plagued our century, the world wars,
holocaust after holocaust, and very possibly one or more of the serious diseases which
now afnict humanity.

****************
In Palo Alto, early 1994, I attended a lecture on evolution by a distinguished
Stanford professor. The professor began his lecture with the bald statement, "Today, the
science of evolution is synonymous with Darwinism." The professor paused, smiled.
There were no challenges fiom the audience, and so he continued, repeating the "truisms"
of Darwinism, truisms that are not true but only seem so because they've been repeated so
often. Unlike any other scientific theory I know of, Darwinism has survived rehtation
after refutation. In 1971, Norman Macbeth, a Harvard-trained lawyer who made the study
of Darwinian theory his avocation for many years, published quite a good critique of
Darwinism Darwin Retried. One of Macbeth's major concluding points, which is well
documented, is that most Darwinists have little confidence in their own theory. The
eminent Karl Popper calls the book "an excellent and fair, though unsympathetic retrial of
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Darwin." (What "sympathy" has to do with science I do not know.) It is 1995, almost
twenty-five years later. Darwinism is still our orthodox biology.
In 1986, Australian scientist Michael Denton published Evolution: A Theory in
Crisis, a thoroughgoing critique of Darwinism which concludes that the much-celebrated
theory is "the great cosmogenic myth of the twentieth century." "One might have
expected," Denton writes, "that a theory of such cardinal importance, a theory that literally
changed the world, would have been something more than metaphysics, something more
than a myth." Practically in the same breath, Denton remarks that "Darwinism remains . .
the only truly scientific theory of evolution."
Denton's confbsion is understandable. It is difficult to believe that a theory with so
little merit could have become so profoundly entrenched in our science -- and in the
conventional wisdom. Isn't science supposed to fiee us fiom myth? Darwinism may
remain the teflon orthodoxy for another twenty-five years. That should not dissuade us
fiom the vital work of critique. So far, we've analyzed Darwinism into its three basic
premises. How valid (strong) are those premises?
(1) The strength of Darwinism is in the first premise, the Larnarckian premise of
the evolutionary transformation of one species into others. Lacking sufficient datq
Lamarck viewed the evolutionary line as strictly linear. Species A produces B, B
produces C, C produces D, and so on. In 1855, Alfied Wallace re-articulated the premise,
arguing that the evolutionary line may be branched, i.e., Species A may produce C as well
as B, B may produce D, E and F, etc. Further, Wallace argued, evolutionary steps are
not necessarily "progressive" (more and more perfect), as Lamarck had maintained.
The Wallace articulation came to be known as "the Sarawak Law." Every species
has come into existence coincident both in time and space with a pre-existing closely allied
species. The long and short of it is: When the Lamarck-Wallace premise fell into Darwin's
hands, it was in good shape scientifically. It was, and is, a valid premise, supported by
much evidence.

(2) Darwin's second premise, that natural selection is the cause of divergence in
species, is what is called an "empty generalization." It sounds good, but it tells us nothing.
If I were to tell you that the cause of divergence in species was the "environment," would
you find that an adequate explanation? No, of course not. "You must be more
specific," you would say. "What is it, specifically, in the environment that causes
divergence?" "Natural selection" is no more specific than "environment."
It is not difficult to understand why so many scientists have accepted the premise
of natural selection uncritically. It does seem to be an explanation more in the scientific
direction than "Zeus," for instance, of "Jehova." Nevertheless, natural selection is simply a
"false scent" that takes us nowhere, except deeper and deeper into the woods. Darwin
himself was uneasy with the term. In the sixth and last edition of the Origin, he says that
survival of the fittest is a "more accurate" expression of what he had previously called
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natural selection. Interestingly, the phrase "survival of the fittest" was coined not by
Darwin, but by philosopher-evolutionist Herbert Spencer some seven or eight years before
the publication of the Origin. By 1872, the phrase had become the common catchword
(slogan) for Darwinism. Darwin laid claim to it ("selected" it, we should say), preferring
it over the meaningless natural selection.
Further, the concept of natural selection was tied too closely to Alfred Wallace,
the talented young evolutionist who had been totally eclipsed by Darwin. (When the
famous theory of evolution was first presented, it was called the "Darwin-Wallace" theory.
A correct title would have been the "Wallace-Darwin" theory.) The phrase "survival of
the fittest" was the product of one of Darwin's most ardent apostles. Mr. Spencer was
quite delighted Darwin adopted the phrase.

--

(3) Darwin's third premise the so-called "Malthus doctrine" -- has no scientific
validity, and it never did. In the modem jargon of critique, we would call the Malthus
doctrine an example of "reductive, or simplistic, sexual determinism." (Sigmund Freud is
whipped routinely by contemporary commentators for having fallen into the trap of sexual
determinism.) The idea that "all animated life" is governed exclusively by the sexualreproductive drive was suggested to Malthus by early eighteenth century reports regarding
goats that had been released by buccaneers on certain of the Galapagos islands circa the
1670s. The reports indicated that the goats had multiplied to the point that scarcely a bit
of vegetation was left.

Malthus read the reports and concluded that human beings, if left to their own
devices, would do the same thing. They would reproduce themselves right out of house
and home, to the point the entire population would be left without a can of beans. This
conclusion is the pseudo-scientific basis of the "Malthus doctrine" that Darwin so
enthusiastically embraced, and amplified -- by his declaration that it "applied . . . to the
whole animal and vegetable kingdom."
Any form of reductive determinism is the intellectual equivalent of a tar pit.
Malthus was trapped in his own tar. In later life, he endeavored to correct the erroneous
doctrine, but by then, it was too late. The doctrine had become a part of our common
stock of "true ideas about the way things are." Thus it is that Darwin writes with such
certainty, that "There is no exception to the rule, that every organic being naturally
increases at so high a rate, that if not destroyed [Italics mine], the earth would soon be
covered by the progeny of a single pair . . . ."
"Even slow-breeding man has doubled in twenty-five years," Darwin continues,
"and at this rate, in a few thousand years, there would literally not be standing room for
his progeny." This "Malthus-Darwin doctrine," let us call it, was the basis for much
hysteria in the ruling classes of the last century. The Malthus-Darwin doctrine clearly
suggested that the human population of the planet had become a problem. "If not
destroyed," to use Darwin's phrase, this population would soon leave the planet as barren
as the goat-infested Galapagos islands. The Malthus-Darwin doctrine had no scientific
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basis whatsoever; it was based on the erroneous reasoning of Malthus. Darwin should
have known better. Perhaps he did. Whatever the case, the doctrine was a big hit with
the rulers of the last century, a strong incitement -- sanctioned by science -- to over-run
the planet before others did so.
Suddenly, the nations of Europe found themselves with "surplus populations."
The Age of Imperialism was born, as nation after nation entered the race to acquire
foreign lands and foreign countries, not because of greed, but because of national survival.
The nations that would survive into the future would be those in possession of vast tracts
of land for the dumping of surplus population. In a very short time, all of Afiica was
carved up by the European nations. Aboriginal peoples of that continent who objected to
slavery were slaughtered. Many great tribes -- tribes that for thousands of years had
existed in balance with their environment -- were eradicated in the "Afiican Holocaust."
Imperialistic competition for "empire" (i.e., colonies throughout the world) was
probably the principal reason for World War I. In 1901, Arthur Dix, the editor of two
Berlin journals, writes, "A timorous people, which knows not how to use its elbows, may
of course put a stop to the increase in its population -- it might find things too narrow at
home. The superfluity of population might find no economic existence. A people happy
in its future, however, knows nothing of an artificial limitation; its only care can be to find
room on the globe for a livelihood for other members of its own race."
In Britain as Germany's Vassal (1912), German Social Darwinist (and retired
general) F. Von Bernhardi writes, "In the interest of the world's civilization it is our duty
to enlarge Germany's colonial empire. Thus alone can we politically, or at least nationally,
unite the Germans throughout the world, for only then will they recognize that Gennan
civilization is the most necessary factor in human progress. We must endeavor to acquire
new territories throughout the world by all means in our power, because we must preserve
to Germany the millions of Germans who will be born in the W e , and we must provide
for them food and employment. They ought to be enabled to live under a German sky,
and to lead a German life." Given such attitudes -- not only in Gennany, but throughout
Europe -- war became inevitable. It was inevitable for another reason as well:
War was viewed by Bernhardi and his many Social Darwinist colleagues in
Europe as "an indispensable regulator" of populations. "If it were not for war," Bernhardi
writes, "we should probably find that inferior and degenerate races would overcome
healthy and youthfbl ones by their wealth and their numbers. The generative importance
of war lies in this, that it causes selection, and thus war becomes a biological necessity."
The German word for "colonies around the world in which to dump surplus
populations" was "Lebensraum" -- living space. For the Germans, the loss of the First
World War meant, among other dire things, the loss of their lebensraum. The punitive
reparations demanded by the victors was a serious matter; far more serious was the fact
that Germany was physically contracted and stripped of her colonies. This contraction of
Germany was, from the point of view of the Darwinists in that country, a death sentence.
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With the empire-building option blocked (momentarily at least), German social planners
began to focus more exclusively on internal' options for guaranteeing the survival of the
German race.
In 1923, Fritz Lenz, a Germany physician-geneticist who became a leading
ideologue in the Nazi racial purification program, complained bitterly that Germany under
the Weimar Constitution was falling far behind America in the all-important field of
eugenics, the science of improving the race by means of "selection" of degenerate
individuals and groups for sterilization: "Lenz complained that provisions in the Weimar
Constitution (prohibiting the infliction of bodily alterations on human beings) prevented
widespread use of vasectomy techniques; that Germany had nothing to match the eugenics
research institutions in England and the United States (for instance, that at Cold Spring
Harbor, New York, led by Charles B. Davenport and funded by the Carnegie Institution
in Washington and by Mary Harriman)." Mary Harriman was the widow of the railroad
tycoon E. H. Haniman. Both E. H. Hamman and Andrew Carnegie had been great
admirers of Herbert Spencer, who was the chief conduit in America for Darwinian dogma.

In historical context, "eugenics" may be defined as applied Darwinism. The
founder of eugenics is Francis Galton, a cousin of Darwin's and the author of several
highly influential books on heredity, including Hereditary Genius (1869), Inquiries into
Human F a d t i e s (1883), and National Inheritance (1889). Not long after Galton
published the last-named book, a group of so-called "racial scientists" became quite active
in Germany. (Also influential in the formation of the group was German Social Darwinist
Ernst Haeckel, who declared that the various races may be defined as separate species.)
One of these scientists was Adolf Jost, previously cited as the author of The Right to
Death (1895). The main thesis of this book is that the final solution to the population
problem is state control over human reproduction. The book is couched in the rhetoric of
(Darwinian) natural rights. The state has a natural right and a sacred responsibility to
kill individuals in order to keep the nation, the social organism, alive and healthy.
Later advocates of state-medical killing, such as law professor Karl Binding of the
University of Leipzig and Alfred Hoche, professor of psychiatry at the University of
Freiburg, would stress the therapeutic value of destroying "lie unworthy of life." The
destruction of such life is "purely a healing treatment." Between the world wars,
sterilization became the most preferred tool for the control of population. The fact the
Weimar Constitution did not allow sterilization was no small matter; Social Darwinistic
scientists and their followers saw it as a dire threat to the nation. "If the power to fight for
one's own health is no longer present," Hitler wrote, "the right to live in this world of
struggle ends."
To understand why sterilization was such an important issue for the Social
Darwinists, we need not look far. "In civilized man," Ernst Mayr (America's dean of
Darwinism) writes, "the two components of selective value, adaptive superiority and
reproductive success, no longer coincide. The individuals with above-average genetic
endowments do not necessarily make an above-average contribution to the gene pool of
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the next generation." Indeed, Mayr continues, "shifiless, improvident individuals who
have a child every year are certain to add more genes to the gene pool of the next
generation than those who carefilly plan the size of their families. Natural selection has
no answer to this predicament. [Italics mine) The separation [in] the modern society of
mere reproductive success from genuine adaptedness poses a serious problem for man's
fiture."
In other words: When humans are in the state of nature, their numbers (and their
quality as biological organisms) are effectively controlled by natural selection. In the
struggle for existence, the fittest usually win, and the weakest usually lose. The winners
get to pass on their winning genes; the losers get to skulk away and die. When man
becomes "civilized," however, the game changes. The weak are no longer destroyed.
Indeed, the weak are protected by unnatural do-gooder religions and philosophies. They
are given advantages they have not earned. They have nothing to do in life but reproduce,
and reproduce they do -- "a child every year," according to Mayr. While those who are
unworthy of life proliferate right and lefi, the genuinely superior find themselves more and
more restricted, more and more disadvantaged in the evolutionary struggle.
Thus it is Mayr issues his dark prognosis . . . this situation "poses a serious
problem for man's future." Mayr's view is essentially a contemporary re-statement of the
old eugenics propaganda. When Hitler and his Nazis commenced their programs of
sterilization and extermination, they were operating on the firm conviction that for the
sake of the German people and the h r e of man, National Socialism must take over
where Natural Selection left o f In Darwinism -- both classical and neo-Darwinism -natural selection is the only ordering principle in nature. If the principle of natural
selection is thwarted by misguided man, what is the inevitable result? Disorder,
degeneracy, and destruction.
In a great many ways, the Nazi movement was a crusade against what they
perceived as degeneracy, a crusade in the name of the new god . . . Science. The legacy of
the Malthus-Darwin doctrine is sad indeed. The mandate it gave our plers was, "Control
population and progress . . . or perish." From this mandate arose two political strategies
that were to make the twentieth century the most cruel and barbaric on record. One of
these strategies was strictly Malthusian: "Do nothing for the masses except that which
accelerates their destruction." This was called "laissez-faire" . . . don't interfere. The
other strategy saw in totalitarianism, the complete control of society by the state, the only
satisfactory answer to the population problem. Most of the "socialisms" of our century
fall in this category.
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@uty to enlarge &man Empire) +

"Lebensraum"
Fritz Lenz (Germany -1 923)
physician-geneticist
Germany failing behind U.S.
in Eugenics
Karl Binding - (Germany)
University of Leipzig
Alfred Hoche
University of Freiburg

r

MEDICAL. KILLING PROGRAMS
" D i s hohne Liben"

CONCENTRATION CAMPS
Biomedical Experimentation

w o n of N u i Scicntirtr to the U.S.
Importation of Nazi intelligcncc into U.S.

I

Biowufare
prw==

4

'

-United States and Engl~sh

P MIND

CONTROL PROGRAMS

GENETIC ENGINEERING
( Applied Neo-Dalvinisirm )

Rockefcllu RhMo1coul.r Biology 1935

CaMolGencs
ml
Popll.tion

EXPERIMENTATION ON US.POPULATION t
-Syltau

BrainRaonmcc

I
,
Fluorides

ELECTROMAGNETIC
BEHAVIOR CONTROL

4

-

Eugenics Programs 1920's

OPERATION PAPERCLIP

l-

EUGENICS AS APPLIED DARWINISM

MdHorpitdS

4

n m c V d w of
Dgtroying Sifc unw'nuly of Life"

"National ~nheritank1889
"Inquiries into Human Faculties" 18813
"Hereditary Genius" 1869
FRANCIS GALTON (Darwins Cousi..
FATHER OF EUGENICS

Envirolrmcnt8lNMotoxins

I

1

Ekp~11kDict

Food Additives

BIOLOGICAL BEHAVIOR CONTROL
Rffikcfellcr
bfedicd Trust
POPULATION KILLING FOR MEDICAL PROFIT
CHEMICAL BEHAVIOR CONTROL

Population Control Mandates: Cobden Club
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Reactionary Elitist New World Order Ideological Structures

HOBBES (Pessimist)
Life is a "struggle of each
b- .
against all"

'Struggle for Existence'
(Darwin) "Survivalof

MALTHUSIAN PARADIGM
(Population must be controlled)

I

"The Population Problem"

The Responsible Elite
Rule by Winning the
Struggle for Survival

Evolution & Biology

Genetics Encodes the
Nature of Existence and
Replaces "Genesis" as
the "NewChurch"
doctrine of origins.

I

TECHNOCRACY

Rule by

I

~ational~~ocialism

c
(

Global Socialism

CAPITALISM
Rule Of the

Marx saw himself as
the "Darwin of Social Themy"

I

Rule of the "Avatar Elite"
Party' aud ScientificEstablishment Rule by the Technocratic Establishment
Run by a Select Group of Capitalists
I

Suppression of True
Knowledge 8c Science
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Comparative Analysis of Totalitarian Governmental Forms

Totalitarianism: A form of government in '
which all societal resources are
monopolized by the State in an effort to
penetrate and control all aspects of public
and private life. The control is facilitated
by propaganda and by advances in
technology.

L
J
Communism

Democracv: Form of pov? in which
Socialism
IT IS MADE TO APPEAR that the ~ e o ~ l e
partici~atein ruling the state. Leads
eventuallv to totalitarian an arch^
NAZI GERMANY
-

APPEARANCEOF
DUALISTIC
EXPRESSION

( SYNTHESIS
SINGLE I

I
Popular support
hLower Classes

UNITED

Overt Racism

POLITICAL
and Elitism

SYSTEM

of Industrial Wealth

of Industrial Wealth

to Retain Power

CLINTONrnR

I

RUBY FUDGE
WAC0
OKLAHOMA CITY

Support of Traditional
Elites to Retain Power

SYNTHETIC ONE
PARTY SYSTEM

I

y B L l C 9
BUSWREAGAN
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The Political Machine of the Church of Scientism (Science as a Religion)
STATE SOCIALISM: Elitist Republicani
as the polar opposite of Egalitarian
Republicanism. - The primary political
expression of materialistic scientism
Historically, State Socialism has proven to
be a precursor to totalitarianism.

-

I

1

Modelled on structure of the
traditional approch of its former
adversary, the Church of Rome. GLOBAL SOCIALISM.

RUSSIA: Mamist
Communism INTERNATIONAL
SOCIALISM

$

I

operation.

SOVEREIGNTY:
Ultimate Power in
Party or Party Leader

CONTROL OF POPULATION:
Terror, extermination, use of
chemicals, drugs, biologicals
and electromagnetics.

CONIROL OF POPULATION:
Control of economy. Use of war,
drugs, chemicals electromagnetics,
allopathic medicine, curbed
educational system, and biologics.
.-

CONTROL OF POPULATION:
Racial puritiation and eugenics,
extermination, chemicals, drugs,
allopathic medicine, curbed
educational system and biologics.

-

CONTROL OF
TECHNOLOGY: Direct and
indirect ownership by
government of scientific
research and industry.

TECHNOLOGY: Direct
government sponsorshp
of sciences.

-

SOVEREIGNTY:
Party and Party

Plutocratic Elite

+

ENFORCEMENT:
State Security KGB
and equivalents.

1
1

Technology
_C___,

ENFORCEMENT: British,
Israeli and U.S. Intelligence
- CIA, M16,MOSSAD,
INTERPOL, EUROPOL.

~emporary~ppearanceof success

~emporary~ppe+anceof success

PROJECT TERMINATED

IN PROGRESS

CONTROL OF
TECHNOLOGY: Direct
government

Techology

I
~emporary~ppearanceof success

PROJECT TERMINATED
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GENERAL OUTLINE OF US. POST-WAR
POPULATION REDUCTION AND CONTROL PROGRAM

SCIENCE

GOVERNMENT

ti

POST WWII INTEGRAnON
OF NAZI SCIENTISTS AND
SOCIAL ENGINEERS, AND
BRITISH INTEL LIAISON

1947-1960
SECURITY

THE 'OLD WAR

THE CANCER WAR

"NATIONAL SECURlTY" REPLACES
"PROMOTION OF GENERAL WELFARE"
ASTHEPRINCIPALGOALOFTHE
FEDERAL GOVERNMENT
CONSOLIDATION OF
MEDICAL ALLOPATHY,
VACCINATION and
GENETIC PARADIGMS
MASS INTRODUCTION
OF DRUGS INTO s o m n

VIETNAM WAR

r

PEST CONTROL WAR

THE AIDS WAR

7

THE DRUG WAR

$.

I

I

PHARMACOLOGY
PSYCHIATRY &
BEHAVIORISM

MASS SPRAYING PROGRAMS

CONSOLIDATION OF
BIOCHEMICAL CONTROL
MECHANISMS

1970-1986
POWER

I

CONSOLIDATION OF
NEO-DARWINISM AS
ORTHODOX BIOLOGY
AND EVOLUTION

DEVELOPMENT OF
COMPUTER CONTROL
SYSTEMS AND
REMOTE CAPABILITY

CONSOLIDATION OF GOVT
INDUSTRIAL, FINANCIAL,
MEDIA AND EDUCATION
POWER & CONTROL

I

THE CRIME W A R 2
1986-1999
FEAR

IMPLEMENTATION OF
ELECTROMAGNETIC
CONTROL MECHANISMS
FOR POPULATION AND
BEHAVIOR CONTROL

)

EMPHASIS ON
WORLD RULE
MECHANISMS AND
NWO POLICIES

I

PREPARATION FOR
"CYBER WARS"
AGAINST THE
NON-ELITE

I

THE GULF WAR-

+

rTHE

RE-PRESENTATION OF
"EXTERNAL THREATS'

GENE WAR

THE MIND W A R 1

ELECTROMAGNETIC
POPULATION INTIMIDATION,
COMPLIANCE AND
ENFORCEMENT

I
1990-20 12
CONTROL

CYBER WAR

I'

1
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Some Current Population Manipulation "Scare Scenarios"
To Coerce Compliance with Global Socialism
RESPONSE: Drive out competitors to
government termrism and narcotics
The "War on
d d m g . Organuation of international
Drugs and Crime"
organb~tiions"fordrug and crime
--,control"
to suppress pasoaal fireedom,
progress and evolution planet-wide.

I

I

r---

CTS SOUGHT
Global Police Force

Population control and reduction systems.

EFFECTS SOUGHT: Consolidatio~

RESPONSE: Global

STATE SPONSORED

of Intelligence services and
Military farces into a Global
Coercive Organization capable of
Mass Manipulation and Terror

war against belief

systems and population

1

Ancient Groups coming to ~eclaim
and manipulate Earths population,
with the impression of government
as "superhero." (D~sregardsthe
evolution in consciousness of old

Focus population attention ONLY on
activities of negatively oriented alien
species in order to preclude resonant
capability for intexaction with positive
species, which wuld represent a
threat to global damination programs.

-1

I

ALIEN PRESENCE: Manipulative scenarios
intended to stimulate fear in rminfmed
population. Tbe external threat. Walt Disney
approech Exha-terror-.
Gauged to
restimulatereligious fear systans based on
Juded=brktian padigms to allow
Jahovah-Elohim manipulative m g m s to
continue.

-

I
RESPONSE: Long-term interest of International
2orporate Capitalism ( G l M Socialism) elite in
the negativity of some alien groups, and the
aquisition of advanced manipulative
-b
technology, At the same time, the impression is
perpetrated that government is "acting
responsibly" to "defend the population."

EFFECT SOUGHT: Acquisition of alien
technology as a desirable component of
world control program, and to provide the
justification for government secrecy, "black
projects" etc. manifested in multiple tiers of
technology, f i l e usable technology is
suppressed hm public access.
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The Myth of Planetary Overpopulation
Dr.Jacqueline Kasun, professor of economics at Humboldt State University in
California, observes in her 1988 book The War Against Population that:
(1) No more than 1-3% of the Earth's ice-free land area is occupied by humans.
(2) Less than 11% of the Earth's ice-free land area is used for agriculture.
(3) Somewhere between 8 and 22 times the current world population could support itself
at the present standard of living, using present technology.
(4) This leaves 50% of the Earth's land surface open to wildlife and conservation areas.
The lower limit of 8 times the current population (about 44 billion) has been
considered as being perfectly workable.' In addition to the fact that many new strains of
food have been developed that can boost food production, there are other indications that
food would not be a problem. In the September 1976 issue of Scientific American, Dr.
David Hopper asserted that the worlds "food problem" does not arise from any physical
limitation on potential output or any danger of unduly stressing the environment. 27ze
limitations on abundance are to be found in social andpolitical structures of nations and
the economic relations between them. In fact the planet, during its least populous years,
suffered from hunger and famine. It was only when state political controls receeded in the
late 19th century that hunger also began to receed. With the rise of Communism, welfare
states, fascism and international corporate capitalism (all forms of Darwinist Socialism),
many of the destructive controls preventing adequate growth and distribution of
resources returned. Since absolute cooperation and free-market planetary economic is
counterproductive to global socialist and capitalist goals, it is quite apparent that the myth
of overpopulation is a form of attack on this same free market, even though no more
lawlessness and evil use of men and materials exists than under Socialism.
It is curious that many densely populated countries with relatively free economies
are thriving, and are seldom mentioned in the "over-population"debate, while sparsely
populated nations with oppressive governments are 'plagued with problems relating to
population." Taiwan, with a population density of five times that of China, produces 20
times as much Gross National Product than China. Similarly, Singapore, with a density of
11,910 per square mile, enjoys a per capita GNP of $8,782, while Ethiopia, with a density
of 101 per square mile, has a per capita GNP of $12 1. The real problem is that big
government is the greatest obstacle to the social advancement of the human race.

'

According to Dr. Kasun, 'better yields andlor the use of a larger share of the land area would support
over 40 billion persons."Former Haward Center for Population Studies Director Roger Revelle estimated
that the agricultural resources of the world were capable of providing an adequate diet (2,500 kilocalories
per day) for 40 billion people, and that it would require the use of less than 25% of the Earth's ice-free
land area. Revelle estimated that the lessdeveloped continents were capable of feeding 18 billion people,
and that Africa alone was capable of feeding 10 billion people, or twice the current world population, and
more than 12 times the 1990 population of Africa.
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Media Propaganda Portraying Water Distribution as a Non-Political Problem,
Avoiding the Issue of Lack of Cooperation and Mutual Aid, and Expressing
Malthusian Dictates Which Have No Scientific Merit

World Bank: Population
squ-eezingwater supply
8 - 7 4 > ' With the world's population exWASHINGTON -The world will pected to expand from today's 5.6
spend $600 billion during the next billion to 8 billion in 2025, demands
decade to augment water reserves, on water for households, industries
as demand spurred by urbanization and irrigation will grow rapidly
and agriculture outstrips available
Meanwhile, the supply is increassupplies, according to the World ingly being contaminated by polluBank.
tion from industry, domestic waste
"We are warning the world that and farm chemicals, the paper said.
there is a huge problem looming out
"The water problem in most
there," said Ismail Serageldin, a countries stems not from a shortbank vice president. "Unless cur- age of water but rather from its inefrent trends are reversed, we will ficient and unsustainable use," Serhave a worsening water crisis ageldin said.
around the planet"
Most countries with limited water
Water is abundant in many parts are in the Middle East, North
of the world, but some 80 countries Africa, central Asia and sub-sahaare experiencing water shortages ran Africa, where populations are
serious enough to threaten agricul- growing fastest. Other regions facture, said a World Bank report, re- ing water scarcity are northern
leased Sunday. It was prepared for China, southern India, western
an international symposium in South America and large parts of
Pakistan and Mexico.
Stockholm starting Aug. 13.
The Associated Press
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False Malthusian Propaganda on Lack of Ability
for the Planetary Population to Feed Itself
[ Compare the media article directed at the public, left, and the actual situation noted in New American ]

Since scientific evidence, even fiom the technocratic shrine of Hmard, indicates that the
planet can support more than 40 billion people with an adequate food supply, allowing peacefbl
migration into space. This rather shoddy attempt at using scare tactics falls quite short on reality:

World's ability
to feed itself
slowly eroding,
scientists wam
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.?The rmds of tbe 91 million bebe satis,red only by reducing consumption
rf those already here," Worldwatch
W h t e Director Lester Brown
in v i t a l Signs."
Trends in US. food production,
n some cues. have worsened the
world's situation. While the United
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ng added each year can

The Real Problem

thority Dr. David Hopper asserted that the
"world's food problem does not arise
from any physical limitation on potential output or any danger of unduly
stressing the enviionmek The limiitions on abundance are ton the social and political structures of muons and in the economic relation&
?mow them. The unexploited global
food resource is there.... The s~ccessfil
husbandry of that resource depends on
the will and actions of men."
The essence of the "w~ulationmobIem." then, is that soc
creates an imbalance between the numy
ber of persons 11vmgtn an area and thelr
basic economic requtrements.
Many densely-populated countries
with relatively free economies are thriving, and are seldom mentioned in the
"over-population" debate, while sparselypopulated nations with oppressive government. regimes are plagued with
problems related to "overpopulation."

With the rise of communism,welfare
states, and other manifestations of big
government in the 20th Century, many
of the destructive controls returned.
Rushdoonv maintains that the
-- "mvth
--- ,-. I
overpopufation is a form 2 f attack on
the
free market, even though no more
.
lawless and evil use of men and materin over 40 btlhon persons." ~ e v e l l k als exists than under so-". . .
gtimated that the lessdeveloued contiROBERT
W. LEE
nents were capable of feeding'l8 billion
people (more than six times their popuTHE NEW AMERICAN / JUNE 7, 1992
lation at the time), and that Africa alone
was capable of feeding
10 billion people,
-
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The Changing Face of Population in the Media
(Lookfor the application of Malthusian and Social Darwinian Thought)

8121/94
"Population conference likelv to question consumpm' Austin American Statesman
The ultimate danger of overpopulation is described by environmentalists as the
exhaustion of Earth's resources.
The world's population is growing faster than natural resources can be replenished. For
the 20 years ending in 2010, the popultion probably will have grown by about a third, but
crop lands will have been expanded only 5% and forests will have decreased by 7%.
9/4/94
"Compromise near on Po~ulationControl Plan"
Associated Press
On the eve of the opening of the United Nations Population Conference in Cairo, a U. S.
official said that a compromise on the sensitive issues of abortion and birth control was
"very close."
The world's current population of 5.7 billion people is growing by more than 90 million
each year.
During three preparatory conferences, delegates from 170 countries agreed on more
than 90% of the plan for controlling population.
9/6/94
"Muslims Balk At Conference"
USA Talqv
Muslim groups demonstrating in several Islamic countries as religious hndamentalists
escalated criticism against the U.N. population conference in Cairo.
*Vice President Gore, walking on crutches because of a sports injury, appealed to the
world to overcome differences to resolve population growth problems.
When the UN Population Conference resyumes today, the important work will take
place behind closed doors, as delegates from 182 nations and 1,000 organizations try to
shape population strategy.
"Report Blames Politics. Overpo~ulationfor Continued Hunger" The Olympian
About 800 million people on Earth are hungry even though the ~ o r l d ~ ~ r o d uenough
ces
food to surpass each person's daily calorie requirement, according to a report by the
Bread for the World Institute.
Enough food is produced for each of the 5.7 billion citizens to have 2,500 calories per
day.
Twelve percent of the United States population goes hungry anyway.
In Afiica, 35% went hungry in 1970. In 1990, the figure was up to 37%.
In Asia and the Pacific, 40% went hungry in 1970. In 1990 the figure was down to 20%.
In Latin America, 19% went hungry in 1970. In 1990 it was down to 13%.
In the Middle East, 23% went hungry in 1970. In 1990 it was down to 5 %.
*The point of the report is that hunger is interconnected with a whole web of social
problems. Hunger in a world of plenty "is an indictment of the moral condition of modem
society," the report says, citing in 1991 that Americans spent: Three times more on

-
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tobacco than foreign aid, twice as much on toys and sporting goods as on federal housing
assistance, and more on household cleaners and polishes than on federal education,
training and employment.
10/28/94
"China Ratifies Eugenics Law to Restrict Who Can Marry" The Olumpian
China's legislature on October 27th ratified a controversial eugenics law restricting
marriages among people suffering from mental problems or contagious diseases.
The eugenics law, innocously called the Maternal and Infantile Health Care Law, is to
go into effect on June 1, 1995. Reports in Hong Kong said the name of the law was
changed in an an effort to make the law less offensive. The words "eugenics" and "inferior
births" reportedly have been striken from the final version of the legislation.
The official Xinhua News Agency reported that China currently has more than 10
million disabled people whose births could have been prevented if such a law had been in
effect.
In some provinces, local authorities already have tried to implement eugenics policies by
sterilizing retarded people.
11/7/94
"Scientists Discover a Super Rice" The Olympian Editorial by Tony Snow
"Researchers at the International Rice Institute have developed a variety of the grain
that produces 25% more food per acre than today's most popular strains - an increase in
yield that could feed 450 million people.
Agricultural experts expect to begin cultivating the rice within five years. If so, not only
will they feed the hungry. 7hey will also discredit the work of the recently completed
United Nations Population Conference, who claimed that humans ran out of i n- m i t y
and might not find better _food,reduce ~ollution,house and clothe v e o ~ l eand
, so on meaning that the world would be overrun by filthy, starving, oxygen-suckmg flecks of
humanity. W Delegates cited the ')opulation bomb" as justiiJication for a program of
sustainable development, ie., EuroSocialism. mey also used the nightmare scenario to
provoke a divisive debate over abortion.*

In addition to the development of this new rice, the International Maize and Wheat
Improvement Center has developed plants that can withstand droughts, tropical climates
and acidic soil. The stalks can increase world corn and maize production by 40% and feed
50 million people. Other research centers have developed better brands of wheat, yams,
chickens and cows.
This discourse leads to a crucial point. Whenever a politician wants to hoodwink the
American people these days, he or she cites science as the incontrovertible authority for
doing stupid things. But most of the science is bogus."
*Editor Note: Did you notice the presence of the Malthusian doctrine in the paradigm
presented at the U.N. Population Conference, as well as Social Darwinism?
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The Inculcation of the Prussian (German) Educational
System in the United States: Preventing Full Thought
After the defeat of the Prussians (Germans) by Napoleon at the battle of Jena in
1806, it was decided that the reason why the battle was lost was that the Prussian soldiers
were thinking for themselves on the battlefield instead of following orders. The Prussian
philosopher Johann Gottlieb Fichte (1762-18 14), described by many as a philosopher and
a transcendental idealist, wrote "Addresses to the German Nation7' between 1807 and
1808, which promoted the state as a necessary instrument of social and moral progress.
He taught at the University of Berlin fiom 1810 to his death in 1814. His concept of the
state and of the ultimate moral nature of society directly influenced both Von Schelling
and Hegel, who took an similarly idealistic view. Using the basic philosophy prescribing
the "duties of the state", combined with John Locke's view (1690) that "children are a
blank slate" and lessons fiom Rousseau on how to "write on the slate", Prussia established
a three-tiered educational system that was considered "scientific" in nature. Work began in
1807 and the system was in place by 1819. An important part of the Prussian system was
that it defined for the child what was to be learned, what was to be thought about, how
long to think about it and when a child was to think of something else. Basically, it was a
system of thought control, and it established a penchant in the psyche of the German elite
that would later manifest itself into what we now refer to as mind control.
The educational system was divided into three groups. The elite of Prussian society
were seen as comprising .5% of the society. Approximately 5.5% of the remaining
children were sent to what was called realschulen, where they were partially taught to
think. The remaining 94% went to volkschlen, where they were to learn "harmony,
obdience, freedom fiom stressfbl thinking and how to follow orders." An important part of
this new system was to break the link between reading and the young child, because a
child who reads too well becomes knowledgable and independent fiom the system of
instruction and is capable of finding out anything. In order to have an efficient policymaking class and a sub-class beneath it, you've got to remove the power of most people
to make anything out of available information. This was the plan. To keep most of the
children in the general population fiom reading for the first six or seven years of their
lives.
Now, the Prussian system of reading was originally a system whereby whole
sentences (and thus whole integrated concepts) were memorized, rather than whole
words. In this three-tier system, they figured out a way to achieve the desired results. In
the lowest category of the system, the volkschelen, the method was to divide whole ideas
(which simultaneously integrate whole disciplines math, science, language, art, etc.) into
subjects which hardly existed prior to that time. The subjects were &her divided into
units requiring periods of time during the day. With appropriate variation, no one would
really know what was happening in the world. It was inherently one of the most brilliant
methods of knowledge suppression that had ever existed. They also replaced the alphabet
system of teaching with the teaching of sounds. Hooked on phonics? Children could read
without understanding what they were reading, or all the implications.

-
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In 1814, the first American, Edward Everett, goes to Prussian to get a PhD. He
eventually becomes governor of Massachusetts. During the next 30 years or so, a whole
line of American dignitaries came to Germany to earn degrees (a German invention).
Horace Mann, instrumental in the development of educational systems in America, was
among them. Those who earned degrees in Germany came back to the United States and
staffed all of the major universities. In 1850, Massachusetts and New York utilize the
system, as well as promote the concept that "the state is the father of children." Horace
Mann's sister, Elizabeth Peabody (Peabody Foundation) saw to it that after the Civil War,
the Prussian system (taught in the Northern states) was integrated into the conquered
South between 1865 and 1918. Most of the "compulsory schooling" laws designed to
implement the system were passed by 1900. By 1900, all the PhD's in the United States
were trained in Prussia. This project also meant that one-room schoolhouses had to go, for
it fostered independence. They were eventually wiped out.
One of the reasons that the self-appointed elite brought back the Prussian system
to the United States was to ensure a non-thinking work force to staff the growing
industrial revolution. In 1776, for example, about 85% of the citizens were reasonably
educated and had independent livelihoods they didn't need to work for anyone. By 1840,
the ratio was still about 70%. The attitude of "learn and then strike out on your own" had
to be broken. The Prussian system was an ideal way to do it.

-

One of the prime importers of the German "educational" system into the United
States was William T. Harris, from Saint Louis. He brought the German system in and set
the purpose of the schools to alienate children from parental influence and that of
religion. He preached this openly, and began creating "school staffing" programs that
were immediately picked up by the new "teacher colleges", many of which were
underwritten by the Rockefeller family, the Carnegies, the Whitney's and the Peabody
family. The University of Chicago was underwritten by the Rockefellers.
The bottom line is that we had a literate country in the United States before the
importation of the German educational system, designed to "dumb down" the mass
population. It was more literate that it is today. The textbooks of the time make so much
allusion to history, philosophy, mathematics, science and politics that they are hard to
follow today because of the way people are "taught to think."
Now, part of this whole paradigm seems to originate from an idea presented in B e
New Atlantis, by Francis Bacon (1627). The work described a "world research university"
that scans the planet for babies and talent. The state then becomes invincible because it
owned the university. It becomes impossible to revolt against the State because the State
knows everything. A reflection of this principle can be seen today with the suppression of
radical and practical technologies in order to preserve State control of life and prevent
evolution and independence. The New Atlantis was widely read by German mystics in the
19th century. By 1840 in Prussia, there were a lot of "world research universities", in
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concept, all over the country. All of them drawing in talent and developiong it for the
purposes of State power and stability.
The Birth of Experimental Psychology in Germany
By the middle of the 19th century, Germany had developed a new concept in the
sciences which they termed "psycho-physics", which argued that people were in fact
complex machines. It was the ultimate materialist extension of science that would parallel
the mechanistic view of the universe already under way. This new view of people became
more or less institutionalized in Germany, and by the 1870's the "field of experimental
psychology was born. The ultimate purpose of experimental psychology was to discover
the nature of the human machine and how to program it.
The main proponent of this new experimental psychology in Germany was Wilhelm
Wundt (1832-1920), who is today widely regarded as the "father" of that field. He is
described by orthodoxy as having "freed the study of the mind from metaphysics and
rational philosophy." Presumably in favor of irrational philosophy. Wundt obtained his
PhD in medicine from the University of Heidelburg in 1856, and embarked on the study of
sensory perception. His most famous work was "Contributions to the Theory of Sense
Perception" , done between 1858 and 1862. It is described by orthodoxy as the first work
of experimental psychology. In 1875, Wundt was appointed to a chair in philosophy at
Leipzig, where he instituted a laboratory for the "systematic, experimental study of
experience." Back then, the phase "get a life" was not in vogue, and evidently he didn't
have much interpretable experience of his own. In 1873, he began a year-long writing
project which resulted in "Principles of Physiological Psychology", which became a
"classic" that was subsequently reprinted through six editions over the next 40 years,
establishing psychology's claim to be an "independent science". Wundt also wrote on
philosophical subjects such as logic and ethics, but as he did not subscribe to "rational
philiosophy", his writings presumably yielded irrational interpretations of both areas. It is
conceivable that his warped view of humanity and the universe contributed in some small
way to the eventual Nazi penchant for experimenting on those they didn't like, producing
for them an irrational experience they would never forget.
American students of Wundt who returned to the United States between 1880 and
1910 became the heads of Psychological Departments at major universities, such as
Harvard, Cornell, and the University of Pennsylvania, to name a few. Wundt trained James
Cattell, who on his return to the United States trained over 300 PhD's in the Wundt world
view. The system of "educational psychology" evolved from this. Funded by the Carnegie
and Rockefeller foundations, the Wundtian system gains control over educational testing
in the United States for soldiers of World War I.
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The "Educational System" Expands

The wave of immigration which began in 1848, combined with the visibility of
revolutions taking place all over Europe, helped foster uncertainty in the public mind.
Laws requiring compulsory schooling were then legislated. It was all very Hegelian. We
wouldn't want those little tykes to become reactionaries, would we? In 1890, Carnegie
wrote a series of essays called The Gospel of Wrath, in which he claimed that the
capitalistic free enterprise system was dead in the United States. It really was, since
Carnegie, Rockefeller and Morgan, by then, owned the United States. It was about 1917
that a great "Red Scare" was instituted in the United States in order to set up a
reactionary movement intended to get the public to accept the idea of compulsory
schooling - Prussian compulsory schooling, of course.
The implimentation of the German educational nightmare in the United States met
some initial resistence. In Carnegie's home town of Gary, Indiana, the system was
implemented between 1910 and 1916, mostly through the efforts of William Wirt, the
school superintendent. It involved no academic endeavor whatsoever. It worked so well
in supplying willing workers for the steel mills that it was decided by Carnegie to bring the
system to New York City. In 1917, they initiated a program in New York in 12 schools,
with the objective of enlarging the program to encompass 100 schools and eventually all
the schools in New York. William Wirt came to supervise the transition.
Unfortunately for Carnegie, the population of the 12 schools was predominently
composed of Jewish immigrants, who innately recognized what was being done and the
nature of the new "educational system". Three weeks of riots followed, and editorials in
the New York Times were very critical of the plan. Over 200 Jewish school children were
thrown in jail. The whole political structure of New York that had tried this scheme were
then thrown out of office during the next election.-A book describing this scenerio, The
Great School Wars, was written by Diane Ravitch on the subject. Curiously, William Wirt
was committed to an insane asylum around 1930, after going around making public
speeches about his part in a large conspiracy to bring about a controlled state in the hands
of certain people. He died two years later.
In order to make sure that the independence of the one-room schoolhouse and the
penchant for communities to hire their own independent teachers would cease, the
Carnegie group instituted the concept of "teacher certification" - a process controlled by
the teaching colleges under ~arnegieand Rockefeller control. No one knew that the
Communist revolutions were fbnded from the United States. The buildup of the Soviet
Union, as well as that of Nazi Germany, would also be fbnded later from the United
States in order to get a reactionary public to bend to the will of controlling political
factions. It was a plan that worked well in the 1920's, and worked well again in the 1950's
in the p,sychological creation of the "cold war", providing fbndiig for the buildup of the
military, industrial and pharmaceutical complex. The "non-thinking" American public
never suspected a thing. Such a thing would have been "unbelievable."
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Because the United States was owned by wealthy businessmen, a synthetic fiee
enterprise system was created and anti-trust laws were passed to prevent anyone else fiom
gaining power. Everything that had already been consolidated was "grandfathered out of
the law. It was a brilliant scheme, and it worked very well.
Earlier in the century there were "school boards" in every town. Between 1932
and 1960, the number of school boards dropped from 140,000 to 30,000. Today there are
about 15,000 - all controlled by extensions of the Carnegie-Rockefeller educational
complex. In 1959, with the advent of the "sputnik" and the public realization that "another
country was ahead of us", the embarassed educational system was forced to temporarily
create a ~ynthetic focus on science which produced a generation of scientists and
technicians in order to resolve the apparent decifit in the public mind.'

In retrospect, in 1889 the U.S. Commissioner of Education assured a prominent
railroad man, Collis Huntington, when he protested that the schools seemed to be overeducating (producing too many engineers and people who could think), that schools had
been scientykally designed not to over-educate. It was a reference to the German system
of education inculcated into the United States between 1806 and 1819.

A short period of space exploration followed, culiminating in a moon landing, and then the public show
was generally scaled back to just above oblivion. Meanwhile, black space projects and planetary
exploration took place out of public view. The fact that Cyndonia came into public awareness was a
mistake, and they have endeavored to suppress it ever since. The NASA charter forbids revealing any
information about other civilizations.
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The Cobden Club Memo Mandate for Reduction of Existing World Population
[ This document was at a meeting of international representatives some months before the Eco-Summit in
Brazil]

CONFIDENTIAL
COBDEN CLUBS'
Secretariat for World Order

September 20, 1991
INITIATIVE FOR ECO-92 EARTH CHARTER
1. THE PRESSING NEED
a. The time is pressing. The Club of Rome was founded in 1968, Limits to Growth
was written in 1971, Global 2000 was written in 1979, but insufficient progress has been
made in population reduction.
b. Given global instabilities, including those in the former Soviet bloc, the need for
firm control of world technology, weaponry, and natural resources, is now absolutely
mandatory. The immediate reduction of world population, according to the mid-1970's
recommendation of the Draper Fund, must be immediately afFected.
c. The present vast overpopulation, now far beyond the world carrying capacity,
cannot be answered by h r e reductions in the birth rate due to contraception,
sterilization and abortion, but must be met in the present by the reduction of numbers
presently existing. This must be done by whatever means necessary.
d . The issue is falsely debated between a political and a cultural approach to
population and resources, when in fact, faced with stubborn obstruction and day-to-day
political expediency which make most of the leaders of the most populous poor countries
unreliable, the issue is compulsory cooperation. e. Compulsory cooperation is not debatable with 166 nations, most of whose
leaders are irresolute, conditioned by localist 'kultures," and lacking appropriate notions
of the New World Order. Debate means delay arid forfeiture of our goals and purpose.

'

Historical research revealed that the Cobden Club is an organization created by British Intelligence
member Louis Mallet, grandson of Jacques Mallet Du Pan, which still persists today. The Cobden Club
led the fight to overturn Abraham Lincoln's economic program in the late 19th century. Louis Mallet's
son Bernard Mallet was the private secretary of Britain's Lord Balfour, and became the president of the
British Eugenics organization. .Bernard Mallet was the honored guest at Averell Harriman's race science
celebration at the me& Museum of Natural History in 1932, just before Hitler's Nazis took over
Germany. The Mallets were one of two oligarchical families which held hereditary seats in the Council of
200 ruling Geneva, Switzerland. The Brother of Theologian Allen M. Dulles, Petit Dulles, married into
the Mallet family marrying Julia Mallet-Prevost. The activities of Averell Harriman during the Nazi
period between the 1920's and 1930s are stored in a warehouse in Brooklyn and, according to former
defense secretary Clark Clifford, whose law firm represented Harriman, those papers and the papers of the
Dulles Brothers are barred and sealed for all eternity from public viewing. Thus many of the intricate
details of British manipulation of the world, especially the United States, and the funding of Nazi
Germany from the United States as a pawn of British Intelligence, shall remain in large part concealed.
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CONFIDENTIAL
f The U.N. action against Iraq proves conclusively that resolute action on our part
can sway other leaders to go along with the necessary program. The Iraq action proves
that the aura of power can be projected and sustained and that the wave of history is
sweeping forward.

2. PERILS TO BE HEEDED
There is a two-fold opposition which must be eliminated by quick action. There are
rumblings among some of the 'South" regions, notably Brazil and Malaysia, to thwart the
aims of the UNCED Earth Charter and to thwart the international gathering in Brazil in
June 1992. There is also the unfortunate vacillation in our own ranks, an argument that the
UNCED leaders have made the agenda 'too political" and that the way must first be
prepared on a less abrasive cultural basis. We present only the most recent evidence:

* Gilberto Melio Mourao, the Brazilian writer, warned in the August 4 Folha de
Sao Paulo that in Munich in 1938, 'It won't against the current type of ecological
epidemic, unleashed against our country, which threatens the structure of our cultural,
spiritual and political values, and against our very national sovereignty .... Messrs.
Chamberlain and Daladier, heads of the governments of England and France, calmly
offered the Brazilian Amazon to the Fuehrer." Hitler reportedly observed that since the
Amazon was in South American, the United States would cite the Monroe Doctrine and
reject a German occupation of Brazilian territory. Chamberlain and Daladier responded
that the proposal had Washington's backing.
* The U.N. Conference on Trade and Development (UNCTAD) issued its annual
report September 16th, declaring, according to BBC, that the liberal free market is not an
appropriate model for developing nations. Finance should serve industry, not the other
way around, and government has a key role to play in certain sectors of the economy.
3. WHAT THE WORLDWIDE FUND FOR NATURE IS SAYING

* An official of the World Wide Fund for Nature (WWF) said September 10th that
the Geneva UNCED results were 'hbsolutely a serious setback." There will be no
convention on forests by June 1992 for Brazil. The situation has reached a deadlock. This
is the first casualty for the UNCED process.
* A senior advisor on ecological affairs to Britain's Prince Philip said September
15th that Eco-92 organizer Maurice Strong had 'bver politicized the issue of
environmentalism and had raised "ridiculously messianic expectations."
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CONFIDENTIAL
THEREFORE THE FOLLOWING POLICY MUST BE IMPLEMENTED:
A. The Security Council of the U.N. led by the Anglo-Saxon Major Nation
Powers, will decree that henceforth, the Security Council will inform all nations that its
sufiance on population has ended, that all nations have quotasfor population reduction
on a yearly basis, which will be enforced by the Security Council by selective or total

embargo of credit, items of trade includingfood and medicine, or by militaryforce, when
required.
B. The Security Council of the U.N. will infonn all nations that outmoded notions
of national sovereignty will be discarded and that the Security Council has complete
legal, military and econonomicjurisdiction in any region in the world and that this will
be enforced by the Major Nations of the Security Council.
C. The Security Council of the U.N. will take possession of all natural resources,
including the watersheds and great forests, to be used and preserved for the good of the
Major Nations of the Security Council.

D. The Security Council of the U.N. will explain that not all races andpeoples ara
equal, nor should they be. Those races proven superior by superior achievements ought
to rule the lesser races, caring for them on sufiance that they cooperate with the
Security Council. Decision makmg, including banking, trade, cunency rates and
economic development plans, will be made in stewardship by the Major Nations.
E. All of the above constitute the New World Order, in which Order, all nations,
regions, and races will cooperate with the decisions of the Major Nations of the Security
Council.
The purpose of this document is to demonstrate that action delayed could well be
fatal. Ail could be lost if mere opposition by minor races is tolerated and the unfortunate
vacillations of our closest comrades is cause for our hesitations. Open declaration of intent
followed by decisive force is the final solution. This must be done before any shock hits
our financial markets, tarnishmg our credibility and perhaps diminishing our force.

---END OF DOCUMENT
The above document was passed out at the ECO meeting, and we eventually received a
copy after almost two years had transpired. We feel that the above document provides
sufficient information as to the design of the NWO relative to world population.
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The Iron Mountain R e ~ o r t
reflecting
(Social Policy and Intent of those in the Miltary/Industrial Complex)
A special study group was established in August of 1963 by the Kennedy
Administration in order to study the problems involved 'In the contingency of a transition to
a general condition of peace" and to 'fecommend procedures in dealing with this
contingency." The analysis took three years, and was presented to the U.S. Government in
1966 as "Re~ortFrom Iron Mountain on the Possibility and Desirability of Peace."
Discussion and extracts follow. Capitals and italics are ours.
After a review of the 'benefits" that a wartime footing provided for American
society, the cornmitee discussed 'Substitutes for War" that would presumably provide
similar benefits to the military/industrial/chemical/pharmaceutical(MICP) complex, which in
turn projected its 'heeds" as those of society. The proposed 'kubstitutes" would be phased
in as other factors were phased out.
Economic Surro~atesfor War (ESW)
According to the commitee, Economic Surrogates for War must meet two primary
criteria: (1) Surrogates .must be wasteful, in the common sense of the word, and the
magnitude of the waste must be sufficient to 'heet the needs of a particular society" and
destroy a minimum of 10% of the Gross National Product and (2) Surrogates must operate
outside the normal supply-demand system. In essence, all surrogates must be things that the
MlCP complex can gradually phase in as other operations are phased out.
The ESW were mainly seen in terms of general social welfare programs, and they
were listed as:
Health
Drastic expansion of medical research, education and training facilities, hospital and
clinic construction, and the general objective of Complete government-guaranteed health
care for all".
Education
The equivalent of the foregoing in teacher training, schools and libraries, the drastic
upgrading of standards, with the objective of making a professional degree available to all.
Housing
Clean, comfortable and spacious housing space at the level then enjoyed by about
15% of the population.
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The establishment of a system of public transportation making it possible for all to
travel to and from areas of work and recreation quickly, and to travel privately for pleasure
rather than necessity.
Phvsical Environment
The development and protection of water supplies, forest, parks and other natural
resources, and the elimination of chemical and bacterial contaminants from air, water and
soil.
Poverty
The genuine elimination of poverty, defined by a standard consistent with current
economic productivity, by means of a guaranteed annual incopme or whatever system of
distribution will best assure its achievement.
Now, the ESW mentioned above were obiected to by the cornmitee primarily
because 'Bs an economic substitute for war, it is inadequate because it would be far too
cheap." In fact, they insisted that 'the maximum program that could be physically effected
along the lines indicated could approach the established levels of military spending only for
a limited time - less than ten years." According the the report, 'the social welfare programs
as a substitute for war would be self-liquidating': despite the application of 'tubitrary
controls".
Giant S ~ a c Research
e
Proprams
Here the report proposes 'the development of a long-range sequence of space
research projects with largelv unattainable goals". The fact that this was in fact established
can be seen in the 'NASA" space program a program designed to spend vast amounts of
money, produce little and hide discoveries that 'tnight set off religious fhdamentalists."
According to the authors of the report, 'kxtension of the space program warrants serious
consideration." Thus, the creation of the Apollo program and subsequent planetary probe
programs.

-

'

Disarmament Ins~ectionSurropates
At this point, the authors point out that disarmament 'blaborate inspection
surrogates" are fbndamentally fallacious and would ultimately fail as a substitute for the
economic function of war because ~eacekeepinqinspection is ';Dartof a war system, not of
a peace system. It implies the possibility of weapons maintenance or manufacture, which
According to Richard Hoagland in 1994, this is the prime reason for hiding discoveries like alien
life.
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would not exist in a world at peace as herein defined''. Massive inspection also implies
sanctions, and thus war-readiness.
Defense Conversion Avvaratus

The above fdacy is even more obvious in plans to create a patently useless 'Uefense
conversiony'apparatus (ie, movable MX missle sites, Star Wars), as they are 'hot substitutes
for military spending but merely different forms of it." Another variant mentioned is the
creation of an 'Unarmed Forces7'of the United States that would conveniently maintain the
entire institutional military structure, redirecting it essentially toward social weKare
activities on a global scale." According to the report, '' the practical transitionaI values of
such a scheme would thus be ne~atedbv its inadearracy as a permanent economic
stabilizer".
Political Surro~atesfor War PSW]

According to the report, 'the war system makes the stable government of societies
possible. It does this essentially bv providing an external necessitv for a society to acceDt
political rule, and in so doing establishes the basis for nationhood and the authoritv of
government to control its constituents."
It is then aptly pointed out that "the end o f war means the end o f national
and thus the end o f nationhood as we know it to&." This does not mean the
sovereipntv,
sense, since 'Internal political power will remain
end of nations in an 'hdmini~trative'~
essential to a stable society." A number of proposals have been made governing nations
after total disarmament; all are basically judicial in nature, and contemplate institutions
'inore or less like a World Court, or a United Nations, but vested with real authority. They
may or may not serve their ostensible postmilitary purpose of settling international
disputes." Furthermore, 'h well-armed international police force, operating under the
authority of such a supranational 'court', could well serve the fimction of external enemy."
But, 'this would constitute a military operation inconsistent with the premise of an end to
the war system," and 'the obvious destabilizing effect of any global social welfare surrogate
on politically necessary class relationships would create an entirely new set of transition
problems at least equal in magnitude."
The report h h e r notes that "credibility, in
fact, lies at the heart of the problem of developing a political substitute for war. An effective
political substitute for war would require 'alternate enemies'."
Environmental Pollution

'It may be that gross pollution of the environment can eventually replace the
possibility of mass destruction by nuclear weapons as the principle apparent threat to the
survival of the species. Poisoning of the air, and principal sources of food and water
supplies, is alrea& well advanced, and at Frst glance would seem promising in this
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respect; it constitutes a threat that can be dealt with only through social organization and
political power. But from present indications, it will be a generation to a generation and a
half before environmental pollution, however severe, will be sufJicientZy menacing, on a
global scale, to ofler a possible basis for a solution. It is true that pollution could be
increased selectively for this purpose; in fact, the mere modifying of existing programs for
the deterrence of pollution could speed up the process enough to make the threat credible
much sooner...it seems likely m A T A PROGRAM OF DELIBERA i?E ENCIROlWEhTAL
POISONING COULD BE IMPLEMXED IN A P O U l K X L Y ACCEPTmLE

ikcwiaR."
'It is more probable, in our judgment, that a threat of credible quality and magnitude
will have to be invented, rather than develop fiom unknown conditions. There is

considerable doubt, in our minds, that any viable political surrogate can be devised, and we
are reluctant to compromise, by premature discussion, any possible option that may
eventually lie open to our government."

Sociolo~icalSurroeates for War

"In a world of peace, the continuing stability of society will require an eflective
substitute for military institutions that can neutralize destabilizing social elements, and a
credlble motivational surrogate for war that can insure social cohesiveness. The first is an
essential element of social control; the second is the basic mechanism for adopting
individual human drives to the needs of society."
Slavew as a Social S u m ~ a t for
e War
"Another possible surrogate for the control of potential enemies of society is the
reintroduction, in some fonn consistent with modem technology andpolitical processes, of
SLA E R Y . The traditional association of slavery with ancient preindustrial cultures should
not blind us to its adaptabiility to advanced forms of social orpanization. It is entire&
possible that the develo~mento f a so~histicatedfonn of slaverv mav be an absolute
prereauisite for social control in a world at ~eace."

"As a practical measure, conversion of the code of military discipline to a
euphemized form of enslavement would entail surprisingly little revision; the logical fkst
step would be the adoption of some form of 'universal' military service."
'Games theorists have suggested the development of 'blood games' for the effective
control of individual aggressive impulses ... more realistically, such a ritual might be
'socialized' for purposes of 'social purification '. 'state seeun'zv', or other rationale both
acceptable and credible to postwar societies."
'What is involved here, in a sense, is the quest for William James's 'moral
equivalent of war'. It is possible that the two hctions considered under this heading may
be jointly served, in the sense of establishing the antisocial,for whom a control institution
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is needed as the 'alternate enemy" needed to hold society together ... there is again ample
precedent, in the treatment meted out to the disfavored, allegedly menacing, ethnic noups
in certain societies during certain historical periods."
Ecolo~icalAspects

'War has been the principal evolutionary device for maintaining a satisfactory
ecological balance between gross human population and supplies available for its survival."
'Considering the shortcomings of war as a mechanism o f selective pornlation
control, it might appear that deriving substitutes for this function should be comparatively
simple. The problem of timing the transition to a new ecological balancing makes the
feasibility of substitution less certain. It must be remembered that the limitation of war in
this function is entirely eugenic. As a system of gross population control to preserve the
species it cannot be faulted. Current trends in warfare - the increased bombing of civilians suggests that improvement is in the making."
'There is no question but that a universal requirement that procreation be limited to
the products of artificial insemination would provide a fully adequate substitute control for
population levels. Such a reproductive system would have the added advantage of being
susceptible of direct eugenic management. It's predictable further development conception
and embryonic growth taking place under laboratory conditions - would extend these
controls to their logical conclusion. The ecological functions of war under these
circumstances would not only be superceded but surpassed in effectiveness."

-

'The indicated intermediate step - total control o f conception with a variant of the
bill' via water sup~liesor certain essential fooaktuffs,oqfet bv a controlled 'antidote'
IS ALREADY mDER DEP7ZOPMENT."

-

'Since the eugenic solution cannot be acheived until the transition to the peace
system takes place, why not wait? A real possibility of an unprecedented global crisis of
insufficiency exists today, which the war system may not be able to forestall. The eugenic
substitute for the ecologrcal function of war would also require continuing research in
certain areas o f the life sciences."
Recommendations of the S~ecialStudy G r o u ~

'We propose the establishment under executive order of the President, of a
permanent WarIPeace Research Agency, provided with nonaccountable funds sufficient to
implement its responsibilities and decisions at its own discretion, that will have the authority
to preempt and utilize, without restriction, any and all facilities of the executive branch of
government in pursuit of its objectives. It will be organized along the lines of the National
Security Council, except that none of its governing, executive, or operating personnel will
hold other public office or governmental responsibility."
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'The fundamental objective of the Agency will be to ensure the continuing viability
of the war system to llfill its essential nonmilitary functions for as long as the war system is
judged necessary to or desirable for the survival of society. To achieve this end, groups
within the Agency will engage in the following activities: (a) Quantification of existing
application of the nonmilitary functions of war. Specific determinations will include, but not
be limited to, (1) determination of expenditures assignable to the need for war as a
economic stabilizer, (2) determination of expe&tures and destruction of life, property and
natural respources to the need for war as an instrument for political control, (3)
determination of the statistical relationship of war deaths to world food supplies, (4)
determination of levels of recruitment and expenditures on the draft and other forms of
personnel deployment attributable to the need for military institutions to control social
disaffection, (b) Establishment of a priori modern criteria for the execution of the
nonmilitary functions of war. These will include, but are not limited to: (1) determination of
miniumum and optimum levels of destruction of life, property and natural resources
prerequisite to the credibility of external threat essential to the political and motivational
jiinctions ( 2 ) development of a formula governing the relationship between military
recruitment and the exigencies of social control (3) calculation of military expenditure
necessary to fulfill these knctions, (c) Reconcililation of these criteria with prevailing
economic, political, sociological, and ecological limitations. It should include an analysis of
how to compute the nature and extent of loss of life and other resources which should be
suffered andlor inflicted during any single outbreak of hostilities to achieve a desired
degree of internalpolitical authority and social allegiance. We must learn how to project,
over extended periods, the nature and quality of overt warfare which must be planned and
budgeted to achieve a desired degree of contextual stability for the same purpose. Both
programs of the Agency share the same purpose - to maintain governmental fieedom o f
choice in respect to war and peace until the direction of social survival is no longer in
doubt."

-

End of Report 1966
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Comparative Analysis:
Democracy v. Constitutio d Republic

1928 U.S. Army Training Manual Definition
Democracy: A government of the masses. Authority
derived through mass meeting or any form of direct
expresion. Results in mobocracy, attitude toward property
is communistic, negating property rights. The atttitude
toward law is that the will of the majority shall regulate,
whether is be based on deliberation or governed by
passion, pjudice, and impulse, without restraict or regard
to collsequence. Results in demagogism, license, agitation,
discontent and anarchy. (1928 US Army Training Manual).
A democracy is controlled at the top by a rulingoligarchy
(rule of a few men), who hire demagogues (those hired to
create anarchy or social discontent.) As the oligarchy
seeks more umtrol, democracies convert into anarchy and
eventual dictatorship, when the oligarchy imposes total
control over the population.

Law Restricts People
Might Makes Right
TOTALITARIAN

--.I

"Executive

1952 Soldiers Guide Definition
"Because the United States is a democracy,
the majority of the people decide how out
government will be organized and run - and
that includes the Axmy, Navy and Air Force.
The people do this by electing
representatives, and these men and women
then carry out the wishes of the people."

-

Constitutional Republic
Republic: ftnm of government in
which the power rests in a witten
constitution, wherein the powers of
government are limited so that the
people retain the maximum amount
of power themselves.

Right Makes Might
Law Restricts Government

" A democracy cannot exist as a pamanent ftnm of
govanment. It urn Qdst only until v d a s discover
they can vote themselves largess (a liberal gift) out of
the public treasury. From that moment on, the majority
always votes for the candidate promising the most
benefits finm the public treamy, with the result that a
democracy always collapses over a loose fiscal policy,
always to be followed by a dictatarship." Alexander
Fraser Tyler
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Process of Political Conversion
Of a Democracy into a Dictatorship
Examples: Gun Control, Terrorism Control, War on Drugs, etc.

Subversive Factions

Insure Grievance creates a
mob that demands the
problem be solved by
governmental action

or Inaction of Gov't

Repeat until total power
achieved over population

-

I

I
1

legislation

Build More Prisons
Generate Fear

7

Creation of New
"Criminal Classes"

Creation of Dualism and Chronic Indecision in the Public Mind by the Media

-1

Publish Story
in Press

I

One glass of wine
per day is good

Some wines are
good each day

Public Mind Creates Dualism
in Subconsious 1. Wine is
good for you 2. People who
say it isn't are wrong.

PUBLIC INACTION

Public Mind Creates Dualism

blish Alternative

bad for you. 2. People who
Wine may not be good
for you each day

Alcohol may be a cofactor
in cancer

-
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Attempt by Social Darwinist Geneticists to Avoid
the Problem of Environmental Contribution to Alzheimer's

A 3rd defective gene is
linked to inherited Alzheimer's
The News Tribune, Friday, August 18,1995A7
d h k e after the age of 65 and some
studies mggeat that about half of
everyone over the age of 85 is afIn a discovery that researchers flict&
But i t was the early onset
hope w i l l lead to the development of
new treatments for
dis- Alzheimer's, before age 65, that led
ease,scientists have found the third to discovery of a genetic cause.
W o reports on the discovery are
and what they believe to be the
last d-efectivegene that c a w an being published tnday in Science,the
inherited form of the dhbling neu- . journalof theAmericanAssociation
for the Advancement of Science.
mlagical~.
The researchersbelieve they f i t
The research focused on a group
of German-Russian immigrants have found the final gene in the puzknown as Volga Cermaae,who have zle that is responsible for inherited
a v e y high incidenae OfAlzheimer's Alzheimer's, and that now they will
before the age of 65. The studies he able to aasemble the pieces into a
were based at the University of coherent picture of the disorder.
Washington and the Veteran's AfThis is an incredibly important
fairs Medical Center in Seattle.
diecovey,"said neurologist Marcelle
IhenewgeneisparticularfyimMonison-BogoradoftheUnidty
partant, scientists believe, because of Texas Southwestern Medical
itiseurplisingfyeimilartoanother School in Dallas, a member of the
Alzheimeis gene identified only sir Alzheimer's As-did
weeks a@.
&en& Mvwry
The diemmy oftwonearly iden- and
'This means that genetics has
tical genes that cause the same dis- pretty
much solved the mystery of
ease is virhrally unprecedented, sci- earlyonsetAlzheimer's
disease,and
entists asid, and strongly mqgesta it
clears the path for scientific rethat they play a crucial role in the
search that wasn't the= before.'
orwtofthedieonler.
Morrison-Bogarad said.
I tie e x w s d y impaatast that the
newgent?'issimilartoaprwious1y
Researchers around the awntry
disanrered gene, and that the p m are now working to figure out the
teiastheypNJduceaIeals0a;mil.r. exact function of the two proteins
said neumscientistDennis Selkoe of produced by the two genes and how
Harvard Medical School, who was thatfunctionisal~bymutatioaa
not involved m the reeearch
If they ssucceed, expens believe that
TheerieteaceOftwodistinctbUt t h e y a r n ~ c k l y h d ~ t h a t w i l l
vety similar genes that cause the restore normal activity of the p m
diaeaeeguggegtsthatthegenes,or tein and prevent the progression of
othera like them, play a aucial role Alzheimer's.
inotherfmnsOfthediseaseasvPell,
"Our knowledge of the molecular
he said.
culprits
in the disease has just inInherited ~lzdeimer's, which
strikeavictimsintheir4Oa-~to20 creased dramaticallv." said Dahd
years earlier than noninherited Galas of the Darwin hi01ecular-CorpAlzheimer's aocou~ltsfor as much in Seattle. 'The discovery will prob8810percentofthe4millimcasesof ably lead to a new class of treatments for the disease."
Alzheimer's amoneAmericans.
The new gene, called m 2 , was
Alzheimer's is 6 e fourth-leading
cause of death in America, killing isolated ffom a small set of closely re
about 100,000 annually. More than lated families who are descendantsof
90 percent of patients develop the
See followine ~aee:DarwinMolecular
H. MLos AneekTimes

II

'

- -

-

-

u

a small group of Germans who settled along the Volga River in Russia
in the 18th century and later migrated to the United States.
Neuroscientist Gerard Schellenb e g and his colleagues at the VeteransAffairs Medical Center and the
UW have been studying the Volga
Germane for mom than a decade.
8team disarvapd the
new gene shortly after a Univexsity
o f l b m t o team had found another
geaeaaehnrmoeame14,callsdS~
Scbellenbeg f d the twomutated
genes were 67 percent identical, and
when biochemists a t Darwin reqwnced the gene, they found that
it waa altaed at the mme positim in.
all the family members with.
Alzbeimdrandwasaormalmthoee.
who were healthy.

Editor Note:.
The faa that the "inherited"
form of Alzbeimcr's only
a#xwnts for 100h of the
4 million casts dots not
explain where the 90% of
the remaining cases come
from The hnnlincJ; give
the subtle implication that
theother90%mayalsobe
genetic in nature. Evidence
indicates otherwise. Also
note the bold nference to
Darwin Molecular Corp:,
further indicating the neoDarwinistic material
reductionism as a point of
reference. The role of the
AJzheimers Association is
mentioned in the text of
Matrix III.
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A Connection Between Microsoft Corporation and Darwin Molecular Corporation

Neo-Darwinism's Plan For Your Future
In the September 1995 issue of Wired, the subject of Darwin Molecular Corporation came
out of the woodwork again. The article examines geneticist Leroy Hood, who has a Ph-D in
Immunology from Calforinia Institute of Technology and an M.D. from Johns Hopkins University.
As a high school student, Hood was so advanced that he ended by teaching his biology class. After
getting his doctorate from Caltech in the 1970's, he launched into the field of genetics. Dr. Leroy
Hood was the first to use gene therapy on mice, injecting DNA from healthy mice into mouse eggs
from mice with a degenerative nervous system problem reflecting inability to manufacture myelin
protein. Not only was the new, corrected gene passed on to the offspring of the cured mice, it was
also passed on to subsequent offspring. In 1981, Hood helped found Applied Biosystems in Foster
City, California. In 1983, Applied Biosystems merged with Perkin-Elmer, who produces biomedical
instrumentation systems, including the new Model 373 DNA Sequencer, essential to research
conducted by the Institutefor Genomic Research, who has cwrently sequenced parts of 85% of
human genes. Now, the work Hood did with the mice was thefirst case of reversing a genetic defect
through the intentional manipulation of damaged genetic material.
According to Barbara Koenig, who directs Stanford University's Center for Biomedical
Ethics, "scientistsl i k Hood have been 'almost lionized*by the public, even when their 'biologized'
understandmg of individuals is limit in^ and reductive." The article makes the point that "it's bad
enough that our own DNA should be tampered with. How much worse will be be when the proposed
alterations will be made not only to the somatic cells, exclusive of the gonads, but to the gem-line
cells, any changes to which would be passed on to descendents. Those prospects raise not only the
nightmarish specter of euaenics, but fears about weakening the human organism altogether by
narrowing the gene pool." According to Jeremy Rifkin, president of the Foundation on Economic
Trends, "monoculturing, narrowing the gene pool, leaves species less able to survive in changing
environmentts and thus more vulnerable. Whenever you eliminate anything in an organism, you
disrupt something else." Rifkin, with physicist Daniel Levles, wrote m e Code of Codes in 1992, on
the implications of the human genome project.

As far as Dr. Leroy Hood is concerned, "over the next 25 years, we'll have identified over
100 genes that predispose people to 'the most common diseases': cardiovascular, cancerous,
metabolic, immunologic." [Ed. Note that
of these areas, as shown in this work, are all caused by
external environmental factors ignored by Neo-Darwinism;thisfact is S L I D D ~ ~ by
S S the
~ ~ push to
genetically mod13 the human population]. Hood continues, "we'll be able to do a DNA fingerprint
on each individual: the computer will read out your potential &re health history, and we'll have
preventive measures that will let us intervene whenever there's aprobability, that you'll get one of
these disease- multiple sclerosis [real possible cause: mercury amalgam'J, rheumatoid arthritis
[relationship to vaccination and fluoridation programs], cardiovascular disease [actual relationship to
nutrition and diet], or whatever." Hood continues, " your entire genome would be read out,
faulty penes
found, and then 'corrected*by one or another type of gene 'therapy'."
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IWhat has this got to do with Microsoft? In April 1991, according to the article, Hood war

I

invited up to the University of Washington to deliver a set of guest lectures. Bill Gates attended the

lectures. According to the article, Hood and Gates had dinner together at the private Columbia
Tower Club. There they were. With the chair of the Washington University bioengineering
department and the dean of the medical schools in attendence, " Hood and Gates plotted out the
future of science, medicine, and the new-field of molecular biotechnoloav." Six months later, Gates
presented the University of Washington with a $12 million no-strings grant. The universi~
announced that Hood would move fiom Caltech to Washington and come to the university medical
school as the "William Gates 111 Professor of Molecular Biotechnology,'~,and that he'd be in charge
of that department.
In 1992, with money provided partly by Bill Gates, Hood co-founded D d n Molecular,
quoted as being "a new type of drug company7' d i ed to invent "drugs to combat disease at the
molecular level." According to David Galas, pres~dentand CEO of Darwin Molecular, "there are
genes that predispose people to cancer ;we want to make molecules that can a&ess those genes
and interact with the gene products." [Ed. A good way to bury the environmentally litigatable causes
of cancer - blame it on people 's aenetic redi is position 1. According to the article, Darwin Molecular
is "concentrating specifically on autoimmune diseases: multiple sclerosis, rheumatoid arthritis and
AIDS ." [Ed. The scam gets bigger and bigger].
According to Dr. Maynard Olsen, "You'll decide what part of the DNA you want to do
experiments on, and you'll use the Hood Synthesizing Machine to synthesize it. You could go fiom
sitting there browsing through the human genome to doing experiments on ary selected- art of the
human genome in the laboratory, just a few hours later." The article continues, "You 'I1 be able to
hack that code, jIawed a buggy, and experiment with it until you get it right-until you get it filly
'optimized and correct, ' straightened out, polished, fixed-the wav it should have been written fiom
the beainninq."

"Leroy Hood and Bill Gates sat there and plotted out
the future of science, medicine, and the
new field of molecular biotechnology."
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Neo-Darwinism and Genetics in the 1990's

gene ID linked to schizophrenia
By Paul ~ w b u r n

~~~
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searchers treading carefully
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Tentative genetic component
to child bedwetting is found
One of the most embarrassing of
childhood conditions- bedwetting is probably caused by genetic factors
beyond a child's control. nsearchers
I)octofi have known for years that
bedwetcan run in families. But
a Danish research team, for the first
time, has linked the trait to a specific
set of genes on the 13th human chm
mosome.
The new findugs %ill !egitimize
something that has been subject to
myth," said Dr. Donald Shifiin, an
associate professor of m t r i c s at
the University of Washingtun. W e
can now say to parents, laok this is
not your fault.' What the medical
profession will get out of this may
be less than what the parentingp m
fession will get out ofthis."
%XI p e r ~ nof
t &year-OldS, Shifrin
said, are affected by what doctors
call primary nocturnal enuresis
they have never experienced an extended period of dryness. Bedwetting spontaneously disappears in
about 15 percent of childpn each
year. By adolescence, it affects only
about 1percent of children.
Bedwetting often is seen as a behavioralpmblem,~fromsocial or emotional di5culties. Some

...

-

s

parents blame themselves; others
resort to punishing their children.
But Shifrin said doctors have
found that if one parent was a bedwetter, there is a 30 percent to 40
percent chance that a child wi!l be. If
both parents were, the probability
rises to 60 percent to 70 percent.
Those figures, the Danish team
says, match the behavior of a dominant gene.
The researchers a t the Danish
Center for Genome Research in
Copenhagen selected 11 families
with a history of severe bedwetting
h m a pool of 400 in the Copenhagen
area Genetic vlaiysis of five of those
familiesindicated that the gene was
located on an arm of Chromosome
13, but researchers were unable to
identify the exact gene responsible.
Dr. Hans Eig,lead researcher
on the study, said the stiIl-unidentified gene could be responsible for
abouthalfto
e it's unilk
herited bedwetting
dear how the gene works, he estimated that it would be precisely
located within five years.
Bedwetting is often treated with
medications or with conditioning
~Syehasalarmstbatwake
a child who is wetting the bed. Ihctors said the genetic research will
probably have little impact on treatment.
grow patbellies and develop diabetes

%
*-

Gene glitch found
sabotaging people
in war against fat
-

-

earlier in adulthood.
The research may quickly yield
ways t,fibt obesity. h d

-

drug companiei already & testing

hhddto

/

ma& before, and have turned out,
to be wrong.
i

Kenneth Kidd, a Yale university
researcher who had wrongly reported a genetic link with another
psychiatric disorder, said many
things could cause a false positive.
"Caution is always in order." he
said. That's not to say Uley are
wrong."

s5

By Daniel Q. Haney
The Associated Press
4~
BOSrON - Reassvring the overweight that obesity is more than just
sloth and gluttony, scientists have
pinpointed for the first time a genetic flaw that makes PP"
fa'
The defst is in a gene that regul a t e how fast the body bums calories. Those with the bad gene tend to

circumvent

---.

the flaw bv stimulatine the
- - bodv to
-~

.
2

get rid of calories faster. It also
should
.- become
possible soon to iden.
tify
those
who
have
ajmple
ht. the gene with a
Thsgene contab the building instluctionr for a crvdal bit of biological
the beta-a
,hnergic
~tis
of the
hemid
machine& that rrguhter
- the rate at vlthichthe
body uses dories
and
fat.
-

-
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Another Example of a Genocidal Approach
Using a Known Human Toxin t o Get Rid of ImmuncCompromised Humans

Thalidomide cleared
for AIDS-related tests
m Birth-defect risk:

Although there is little
part
proof it works, the drug is Taking
To participate in the thalidomide
honed to counteract AIDS- study, call (800)896-6766 beginning
reiated wasting.
at 5 a.m. PDT Wednesday.
The Associated Press

&r54

Synovir experimentally to any
WASHINGTON - Thalidomide, give
AIDS
patient who is wasting and
the tranquilizer that caused birth
defects throughout Europe in the
1950s, will be offered on an experimental basis to U.S. AIDS patients
suffering wasting, the drug's maker
annor~n(vrlMonday.
The special "expanded accessn
program, approved by the Fbod and
Drug Adnlinistration, represents
the I)roaciest use of thalidomide
ever allowed in this country.
Celgene Corp. is conducting clinical trials to see if its brand of
thalidomide, called Synovir, counteracts the wasting, or severe
weight loss, that plagues 150,000
A11 IS patients.
There is little proof yet it works.
Hut two ol hcr wasting therapies are
only n~oderatelyeffective, so some
patients who don't meet the strict
crilcria for the Synovir clinical studies have demanded the drug.
TIM?F1)A is allowing Celgene to

also has infections, malignancies,
has failed other treatments or is
near death.
Patients will be given one of two
doses - 50 milligrams or 200 milligrams - and U m will be backed
for weight gain.
Thalidomide, widely used abroad
in the 1950s to fight morning sickness, was never approved here because the FDA caught early word of
its risks and delayed the drug.
Now thatidomide is beiig studied
to treat several illnesses. The FDA
allows special limited access to
thalidomide for AIDS patients with
a painful type of mouth ulcer and for
leprosy, but the Celgene program
will allow broader use.
Because of the birthdefect risk,
women must sign an agreement to
use two forms of birth control, both
a barrier method and a hormone, to
participate.
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1995 Proposal to Use Toxic Chemotherapy Drugs
to Induce Abortion, aiding Population Reduction Mandates

New drug
method for

interviews last year that in a series of
Schaff said he' considered the
earlier treatments at his office, he had
methotrexate-misoprostol combinafound that termination of pre
tion to be as effective as RU486 in
with the drugs was safe and e ective, terminating early pregnancies. That
though not necessarily cheaper than a dnrg has oeen used in abortions
su~gicalabortion.
involving about 175,000 women in
"'IIIis is a very excitmg option Europefrom a public health perspech," Dr.
Drugs that are already approved
Eric Schaff, family medicine specialist by the FDA,such as methotrexate and
at the University of Rochester School ~
~ Can be used
~ by anyl
of Medicine, said in an interview. "it Iicensed physician for any purpose,
will make abortion more accessible to although a doctor who prescribes
since it can be used by family medications for an "off-label" use may
change women,
physicians all over the United States lack insurance coverage for malpracthere may not be surgeons tice in that use.
procedure dramatically where
around, especially since an incmsing
In undergoing an abortion with
number of gynecologists are unwilling the drug combination, a woman is first
By JANE E. BBODY
to do abortions."
given an injection of methotrexate, a
THE NEW YORK TWeS
Although Hausknecht, the Food medication widely used in much highNEW YORK
A large new study and Drug Administation and others er doses to treat some cancers and in
b e i i published in a leading medical urged physicians to wait until a larger lower but chronically administered
rial is completed before offering the dosestotn?atpsoriassaBdrheumajaurnal d u d e s that abortions can be tproadure
to women, the ready avail- toid arthritis
safely and e&ctively performed in early abilii of the
drugs and the simpldty
Five to seven days after the
pregnancy by administering two pre- of the technique
suggest that some methotrexate iqjection, the woman
tion drugs that are already widewidelydoctors will adopt the
methd before a rehuns. to .the doctor's office for
%le
study is finished.
insertian into the vagina of a supposiIf even F i r studies bear out that newThe
appmch
uses
in
succession
t~containiagmisop"0L
finding, the treatment is expded .to two inexpensive m e d i i methbansform the rnctice of
in this otrexate, which interferes with cell ~ r oBollr~arereadllyavailablein
rminlocalphannaciesfor
c a u a y b y ' d a w i n g w o m a t o ~growth and division, and then miso- less than
$10, Hausknecht said.
abortions without
. and in the p ~ ~ a n u l c e r d r u g t b a t c e u s e s Wpllywithin-tuQdeysofthe
spedatistsjp. uterine contractions --.to pFoduce
suppository
Qarnping and
abortion within the first nine weeks of blading ocau,
news conference here where the resulp pregmnq.
The technique is most tionthatdoselyrese
=?%.in'.n
lesaneariy
ofthe~werediscussed
successful
during
the first five weeks miscarriage, Hwslwchf said Afterabout 800,000 women in
ward the woman nturns to the
the Uni States seek surgical abortions of pngnaacy.
Illmostceses,ittakessevento10
dodabs office to confirm that the
before the ninth week of pngnancy, the
from the sCart of dxug treatment ngnancy has been terminated. But,
period during which the dmg reghayis days
abortion to be completed. But
added, some women need a second
effective. In a recent review of sludies bn for the surgical
abortions, which are dose of the
suppository, and
women's abortion preferences, the Papl- unlike
best done after six weeks of pregnan- heb*P
to
abort
after that are
lation Council found that 60 percent to
given a miniauction abortion.
70 percent would choose a drug-induced cytthedxugregimencanbebegunas
soon as a woman knows she is
abordon over a surgical one.
pregnant,
Hausknecht said.
In the new report, being published
Thenewmethodiswidelyviewed
today in The-New England Jouraal of not only as an alternative b SlVgical
Medicine, Dr. Richard Hausknecht a abortion, which is completed wrthin
New York C i gynecologist who is minutes and is 99 percent mxedul
affiliatedwith the Mount Sinai School of
is potentially riskier and usually
Medicine,said 96 perant of 178 womefi but
expensive than the drug aphad masddly aborted after the drug mare
proach, but also as an alternative to
-treatment
French abortion drug, RU486,
Thefindingextendsthedtsbf the
whichisnotyet,aopdforwin
smaller studies by other reseamhers and this country.
confinns Hausknecht's statein

rcy

abortions

Treatment could

-

-

-

-z
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,
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Emergence of the Medical Industrial Complex

I
i
Medicare and Medicaid are
created and the U.S.
medical-industrial complex
grows in the 1960's

Rise of private Third
Party Insurance Plans
with the defeat of
Socialized medicine

Allopathy as

1

Centralization Political
Influence Merging with
drug industry

fund availabilrty
after WWl l

lization of medical

Allopathy over
contenders

and drug cartel monopdy

Re-defined Food
Cosmetic Act 1938

t

1

I

Rise of Anti-Competiive
Monopoly Corporate
Capitalism paralleled by
Fabian socialism

Growth of AMA as an
Allopathic monopoly
labor union and trade
association

community

rl
Rise of Organized
Philanthropy as Cover
for Profiteering by
Corporate Capitalism

-

I

Production of Funds
for "research" and
"education" :

against patent

-

and monopolies between

Merging of

pharmaceutical factions

Farben interests

Conversion of Medicine into a
conduit for Pharmaceutical
Profits based on Petroleum and
Chemical Industries

Pure Food and
Drug Act of 1906 -b

I

f-

I

Extention of Monopoly
Control through "research"
and "education" over U.S.
medical schools

Formation of
Report of 1910

-

I
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BEFORE THE UNITED NATIONS CENTER FOR HUMAN RIGHTS

The Committee for Freedom of Choice in
Medicine, Inc., P e t i timer,
vs

)

1
1
1

United S t a t e s F w d and Drug Administration, )
1
American Medical Association,
American Cancer Society,
1
)
United S t a t e s National Cancer Institute,
)
and all divisions, state and local
affiliates and similar o r parallel
1
organizations, public o r private, of t h e above)

The above organization h&by

A COMPLAINT AGAINST
MEDICAL TYRANNY AS
PRACTICED IN THE
UNITED STATES OF
AMERICA: AMERICAN
MEDICAL GENOCIDE

petitions t h a t t h e United Nations C e n t e r

for Human Rights take due notice of the violations of human rights contained
within t h e enclosed document in order t h a t t h e world in general be made aware
of them, and that the Center for Human Rights refer this wmplaint t o t h e
.United Nations' pertinent b u r e a u or divisions for appropriate a c t i o h
Attest:

Officers
ROBERT W. BRADFORD, President
MICHAEL L. CULBERT, Chairman of the Board
BRUCE HALSTEAD, M.D.,

Vice President

CAROLE BRADFORD, Secretary-Treasurer
DONNA SCHUSTER, Member of t h e Board

Partial List of Consultants and Contributom to
The Committee for Freedom of Choice in Meclicine. Inc.
Ruth B a k e r , N.D. (W. Germany), Brian Briggs, M.D. (USA.), Dean Burk, Ph.D.
(USA.), James Cason, Ph.D. (USA.), Daniel Clark, M.D. (USA.), Ernesto
Contreras, M.D. (Mexico), Harold W. Harper, M.D. (USA.), Curtis Jasper, N.D.
(USA.), Dr. Serge Jurmunas (Portugal), Wolfram Kuhnau, M.D. (Mexico), Manuel
D. N a v a m , M.D. (Philippines), Henk Oswald, PbD. (The Netherlands), Rodrigo
Rodriguez, MJI. ( ~ e l d e o ) .R.
,
Gerhard Schroder, N.D. (W. Germany), Robert
Vance, D.O. (USA.), Purifi-cion Verzosa, M.D. (Philimines).
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A COMPLAINT AGAINST MEDICAL TYRANNY
AS PRACTICED IN THE UNFTED STATES OF AMERICA:
AMERICAN MEDICAL GENOCIDE
(A complaint t o the United Nations Center for Human Rights,
Geneva, Switzerland, submitted by the Committee for Freedom of
Choice in Medicine, lnc., U.S.A.)
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United Nations Center for Human Rights
Palais des Nations 1 2 1 1
Geneva 10 SWITZERLAND

A COMPLAINT AGAINST MEDICAL TYRANNY

AS PRACTICED IN THE UNITED STATES O F AMERICA:
AMERICAN MEDICAL GENOCIDE

PREAMBLE

WHEREAS, the Universal Declaration of Human Rights as set forth under
the United Nations Charter and adopted by t h e General Assembly in 1948, and
subsequently endorsed and expanded in 1966 under t h e International Bill of Rights,
provided a catalog of human rights; and
WHEREAS, these rights included t h e sum of a l l the important traditional
political and civil rights of national constitutions and legal systems (among them
a r e equality before t h e law; protection against arbitrary arrest; the right t o a
fair trial, and freedom from e x post f a c t o criminal laws; t h e right t o own
property; freedom of thought, conscience, and religion; freedom of opinion and
expression; and freedom of peaceful assembly and association); and
WHEREAS, the Declaration has further added economic, social, ar,d cultural
rights, including t h e right t o work and t o choose one's work freely, t h e right
t o earn equal &y for equal work, and t h e right t o education; and
WHEREAS, i t is recognized t h a t t h e Declaration is not a n international
t r e a t y and was. meant t o proclaim a common standard of achievement rather
than enforceable legal obligations. I t is further recognized t h a t t h e Declaration
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is used widely by international organizations, conferences, and governments

a means of judging how well governments have carried out their obligations
under the United Nations Charter with respect t o questions of human rights;
and
WHEREAS, the World Medical Association has determined that i t is the
mission of t h e medical doctor t o safeguard t h e health of t h e people with his
or her knowledge and conscience being dedicated t o the fulfillment of this
mission (the Declaration of Geneva of t h e World Medical Association binds t h e
doctor with t h e words, T h e health of my patient will be my first consideration");
and
WHEREAS, in the United States, the American Medical Association,
together with its s t a t e and county affiliates, and in parallel or concert with
governmental bodies, has sought t o allow the statutory existence of only a single
school of medical thought (allopathy and surgery), while opposing t o t h e uttermost
and attempting t o eliminate all competing schools of medical thought, including
hom eopathy, chiropractic, naturopathy, herbalism and any and all other competitors in t h e medical marketplace; and
WHEREAS, in t h e United States, the American Medical Association and
its s t a t e and county affiliates, in allegiance with such governmental divisions

as t h e National Institutes of Health and t h e National Cancer Institute, and with
influence over o r de facto control of t h e Food and Drug Administration, state
health agencies and bureaus, and through control of medical education and

1

-

licensure in t h e United S t a t e q and, as a representative of a single school of
medical thought (allopathy) in conjunction with surgery, has operated since its
inception as a gigantic medical union attempting t o control health care in t h e

1

United States, as determined in t h e m a t t e r of the US. Federal Trade Commission
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vs. the American Medical Association et al. (Docket No. 9064, November 13,
1978), with the FTC ruling sustained by the U S . Supreme Court on March 23,
1982; and
WHEREAS, the U S . Supreme Court ordered the American Medical Assoe
iation to cease and desist from the following (47 FR 25118, 112, F.T.C.

701):

A) restricting, regulating, impeding, advising on the ethical propriety of, or

interfering with the consideration offered or provided to any physician in any
contract with any entity that offers physiciansf services to the public, in return
for the sale, purchase or distribution of his or her professional services, except
for professional peer review of fee practices of physicians; B) restricting,
interfering with, or impeding the growth, development or operations of any entity
that offers physiciansf services to the public, by means of any statement or
other representation concerning the ethical propriety of medical service arrangements that limit the patient's choice of a physician; C) restricting, interfering
with, or impeding the growth, development or operations of any entity that
offers physiciansf services to the public, by means of any statement or other
representation concerning the ethical propriety of participation by nonphysicians
in the ownership or management of said organization; and D) inducing, ur@ng,

encouraging, or assisting any physician, or any medical association, group of
physicians, hospital, insurance carrier or any other non-governm ental organization
to take any of the actions prohibited by this Part; and

WHEREAS, in the course of the investigations of the activities of the
American Medical Association, the federal courts determined that T h e A M A
has produced a formidable impediment to competition in the delivery of health
care services by physicians in this county. That barrier has served to deprive
consumers of the free flow of information about the availability of health care
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services, to deter the offering of innovative forms of health care and to stifle
the rise of almost every type of health care delivery that could potentially pose
a threat to the income of fee-for-service physicians in private practice.

The

cost to the public in terms of less expensive or even, perhaps, more improved
forms of medical services are great."

And

WHEREAS, the attempt by the American Medical Assocaition and its
affiliates to impede competition in the delivery of health care services in the
United States extends into licensure, federal, state and county court systems,
research, and the conduct of scientific endeavors and standards of excellence;
and
WHEREAS, the influence of the American Medical Association and its
affiliates is not limited to the continental United States, but influences health
care throughout the world, and particularly in developing nations of the world;
and
WHEREAS, the total impact of the American Medical Association and its
affiliates has resulted in escalating American health costs to as astronomical
1

1

degree to almost the total detriment of preventive medicine and .the use of
traditional medicine currently practiced to a greater or leser extent by more
than 80 percent of the worlds population; and

WHEREAS, the 30th World Health Assembly of the World Health Organiza-

1

tion resolved t.bt alternative forms of medical therapy be adopted and mobilized
in order to meet the future needs of the peoples of the world and noted that

"Western methodsn currently available in developed countries. were not meeting
the worlds medical requirements; and

i

WHEREAS, this combination of vested interests is now operating to the
enormous detriment of the American people in general and, by implication, to
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the detriment of many other people of other countries, in that American citizens
are denied "alterna tiven treatments, therapies, devices, modalities, and approaches
which could save their lives and/or reduce their suffering; and
WHEREAS, American patients who seek such therapies are forced either
to criminalize themselves within their own country or flee their country to other
nations where such treatments, therapies, devices, modalities or approaches are
offered; and
WHEREAS, American physicians and scientists involved in the use, research
or development or proferring or offering of "unapproved" treatments, therapies,
devices, modalities and approaches despite the abundance of evidence as to their
positive, alleviating, mitigating or curative effects in the management or prevention of disease are criminalized and forced either to cease and desist, risk
sanction or imprisonment or forced to flee their own country for professional
refuge elsew here; and
WHEREAS, the total effect in terms of deaths and suffering caused by
the restrictive practices of the American monopoly constitute medical genocide;
and
WHEREAS, the American medical monopoly in its control of medicine,
medical education and medical licensing and through its investiture with state
power, has criminally conspired to deprive American patients and physicians and
citizens in general of a variety of civil and human rights; and
WHEREAS, American. patients and physicians have consistently sbiqht a
redress of grievances through their constituted government but this government
remains deaf to their outcry and has consistently prostituted itself to the service
of the medical monopoly; and
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WHEREAS, present healtkcare practices in the United States are impeding
innovative methods of health care, reduced maintenance costs and improved
longevity with reduced morbidity, the following violations of the Declaration of
Human Rights are presented. These matters are viewed of the utmost importance
to a l l peoples everywhere because of their global negative impact on human
health.
NOW THEREFORE, in the context of the Universal Declaration of Human
.s

Rights, the Declaration of the Wodd Medical Association, and also within the
context of the World Health Assembly of the World Health Organization, which
has stated that alternative forms of therapy be adopted and mobilized to meet.
the future needs of the peoples of the world, the illicit operations of the
American medical monopoly (the American Medical Association, its state, county
and regional affiliate.; the U S . Food and Drug Administration and its stat e-level
counterparts; and relevant governmental bureaus, divisions, departments and
offices entrusted with the policing of foods, drugs and medicines; the American
Cancer Society; the National ~nstitutesof Health; the National Cancer Institute;
and similar, parallel and contributing organizations both public and private
together with their foreign counterparts or combinations) hereby stand exposed
before the world. The following documented violations of universal human rights
and the resulting medical genocide and medical tyranny as practiced in the
United States are hereby presented.

-
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POPULATION CONTROL
Population control, the catch word of the 1950s and
1960%is the silent reality of the 1970s and 1980s. Predictably, Third World populations have borne the brunt
of new drug experimentation and resulting population
control policies. Experimental contraceptives were
sponsored by SEAT0 in Bangladesh. Women in Puerto
Rico and Mexico were used to test contraceptives
without their consent. Depo-Provera was used experimentally on 8000 women in San Pablo. Mexico;
120.000 in Sri Lanka; and 250.000 in Bangladesh.
Policies of sterilization of native people have been pursued throughout the world. Since 1960 US AID has
been a major funder of Third World population control,
providing half of the money for internationally funded
birth control programs and family planning services,
including the Pill, IUD, and sterilization.

-

'

BIRTH CONTROL (BC) PILLS
The physiological effects produced by oral contracep
tives resemble changes that occur during pregnancy.
As in pregnancy. hormones alter not only the reproductive system but also many other body functions as well.
Thus a simulated pregnancy which continues for more
than 9 months extends long-term physiological risks
beyond the normal duration of pregnancy.
The risk of dying from blood clots is 7 times greater
for women on Birth Control pills. Women over 30 are
especially prone to this complication. In the Third
World, the combination of long-term pill use into later
life and the rise of cigarette smoking among women
will predispose large numbers of women to severe clotting disorders. Clotting may result ir. strokes, blindness,
heart attacks, and pulmonary embolism. People who
have experienced even mild clotting tendencies prior to
BC pill use should avoid the drug altogether. In order to
determine a patient's medical history. a close questioning and physical examination by qualified health personnel is required. It is unlikely !hat all Third World
women receive this individualized, time consuming
screening.
Blood pressure elevations into the abnormal range
occur in more than 5 percent of pill users and some increase is fmnd in the majority of women. Hypertension
associated with BC pill use carries the same well
established mortality as high blood pressure from any
cause. Blood pressure should always be checked two
months after BC pill use is started. When elevations occur. the contraceptives should be contra-indicated. In
reality. BC pills are dispensed without any provision
for blood pressure monitoring.
Many other problems are associated with BC pills.
There is a doubling of the risk of gall bladder disease.
which is already high in women of childbearing age
and can be a fatal disorder in areas where sterile
surgical conditions are not always available. A formerly rare liver cancer is found much more frequently in
BC pill-users. The risk of contraction increases with
higher estrogen pill-use, long duration of use, and older
age of the user: precisely the setting for pill use in much
of the Third World. BC pills also cause an increase in
blood sugar in up to 25 percent of users, who develop
criteria for diabetes.
BC pills should never be given to women with breast
cancer. Rates of this disease are not known in the Third
World. but in the US about 1 in 20 women develop

breast cancer at some point in their life. In areas where
periodic medical care or patient education are not
available. this disease could easily be overlooked.
Many women fail to resume menstruation promptly
after pills are stopped. For some it may take months or
years to become fertile, while others are permanently
sterile. Predisposition factors include low body weight.
late- onset of menstruation, and irregular bleeding
before BC pill use - cmllitions which are quite common among Third World women.
BC pills also deplete the body of vitamin Be and
folate. Usual dietary sources for these vitamins cannot
compensate for these losses, so that some doctors in the
US recommend routine supplementation. Given
marginal Third World diets, severe deficiency could
result, producing anemia and seizures.
Erratic use of BC pills has the paradoxical effect of increasing fertility. When women are not properly informed about this consequence not only is pregnancy
more likely to result, it is less likely to be suspected.
Continued exposure of the fetus to BC pills results in a
higher incidence of cardiovascular and other birth
defects.
BC pills should not be used after delivery because
they inhibit the quantity of breast milk produced and
decrease its content of protein, fat, sodium. calcium,
potassium, and magnesium. This effect is greater with
the higher dose pills used in LDCs. Although it is now
well established that breast milk is the preferred source
of infant nutrition. family planning programs providing
BC pills to lactating mothers necessitate a dependence
on supplemental formula feedings which may be
dangerous to infants.
BC pills also are considered ill advised for women
with undiagnosed abnormal vaginal bleeding and sickle
cell disease, conditions which again are prevalent in
the Third World. Moreover. use of BC pills in conibination with such common medications as ampicillin,
some major anti-TB medicines, and many antiseizure
drugs, may lead to bleeding or pregnancy.
As more experience is gained about the hazards of
these drugs, especially in their most potent forms, it has
become clear that their use should be limited to cases
with minimum risk, not as population-wide methods.
Thus BC pills may be appropriate for closely supervised
individual cases. but unsupervised mass distribution
campaigns may be extremely dangerous to women and
children.

The National Tima. March 15 to 21. Isel
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DEPO-PROVERA lMedroxv Pronesterone
Acetate]
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Thii drug, develbped some 20 years ago, provibes
sustained infertility for wriods of three to six months
per injection. ~ l t h o u g hused in 82 countries from West
Germany to Bangladesh, it is manufactured for export
only as a birtir'control substance in the US (it is used.
however, for treatment of inoperable cancer of the
uterus). In laboratory tests it caused cervical cancer in
monkeys and breast cancer in beagle dogs. It is thought
to cause irregular menstrual disturbances, long-term or
permanent sterility, a reduction in the body's resistance
to infection. and progressive weight gain. In addition.
DepProvera may be harmful to the children of nursing mothers who are given the shots, and may interfere
with immunoglobulins in human milk as well. "Side effects may include congenital heart defects, abnormal
development of the penis or vagina, and the possibility
of genital cancers later in life" [Minkin. Mother Jones
(MDVI(IX):3536].

Depo-Provera must be given to millions of
women over the course of decades before its
carcenogenic eflects can be judged.

DEPO-PROVERA IN SOUTH
AFRICA AND ZIMBABWE
In South Africa, where white demographers are increasingly concerned about the accelerating black birth
rate, DepProvera is being forcably administered to
black women by government-funded family planning
agencies.
Dr. Nthato Motlana, one of South Africa's leading
Black physicians, charges that "there is no such thing
as 'informed consent' he&. The agencies are administering Depo-Provera shots to young black girls without
even asking their consent."
Until very recently a similar practice existed in Zimbabwe. Under white rule. Depo-Provera was the most
widely used contraceptive among Black women. Today, some 100.000 women continue to be injected.
Prime Minister Mugabe's government. however, has
decided to phase out DepProvera use within two
years, as it considers the drug unsafe. This decision has
caused the resignation of the white director of Zimbab
we's Family Planning Association. D

Dr. Malcolm Pons. Director
fbgrarn
Intsrnrtional Fertility R-rcb

According to Upjohn. DepProvera has been given
to 10 million women and accounts for one percent of
the company's annual sales. From 1971-76. Upjohn admitted spending $4 million to secure contracts for the
sale of its drugs in 29 Third World countries; the sale of
Depo-Provera increased dramatically. Today, however.
the International Planned Parenthood Federation
(IPPF) and the UN Fund for Population Activities
(UNFPA) are the two largest buyers of the drug. The US
has been the major source of funds for both programs.
While the US, due to FDA regulations. cannot buy
Depo-Provera as a birth control device and send it
abroad. US AID can support the IPPF in London.
which in turn buys the drug from Upjohn's subidiary in
Belgium. Yet, when confronted with the reality of US
funds being spent on Depo-Provera. AID officials claim
that they cannot dictate how the IPPF should spend its
funds. In 1979. AID. through the IPPF, supplied DepoProvera to 378.000 women in Mexico. Sri Lanka. and
Bangladesh in experimental research projects. AID
directed the UNFPA to purchase 600.000 doses for Bangladesh and 1 million for Thailand. Now. AID is
reportedly set to support the widespread distribution of
Depo-Provera to developing countries.
Dr. Malcolm Potts, medical director of the IPPF
(1969-78)and now director of the International Fertility
Research Program, spearheads the "Depo-Provera for
the masses" campaign. He insists that the drug must be
given to millions of women over the course of decades
before its carcinogenic effects can be judged. "We are
not going to know whether Depo-Rovera is safe." he
ekplains. "until a large number of women use it for a
very long time. .You cannot prove a drug is safe until
you use it" [MJ-VI(IX):37].
The agencies conducting these population control
programs assert that the women who receive DepctProVera do so of their own free will. When there is no consensus of opinion among the experts and when little accompanying information is passed on to women in
these programs, it is difficult to believe that the women
truly understand the possible immediate and long-term
consequences of the drug.

.

DEPO-PROVERAAND
AUSTRALIAN ABORIGINES
Depo-hovera is currently being given to Aboriginal
women in Western Australia through the Aborininal
Medical Service and the Health and-~edical~ e & c e s
Department's Community and Child Health Section.
These agencies are responsible for the health services
for most of the approximately 50.000 Aborigines in the
state. In the white Australian community. where the
dangers of DepProvera are better known, it is rarely
used; however. more than 20 Aboriginal women who
had been given injections told a reporter that they had
no idea of the potential risks. The fact that Aboriginal
women have a genetic'tendency to develop diabetes on
modern diets poses an additional hazard in their using
DepProvera: research has shown that DepProvrtra
poses special hazards for diabetics and pre-diabetics.
The Aboriginal Medical Senrice claims to have used
DepProvera for 7 years on an average of four to five
women per month. The Western Australia Family Planning Association claims to use DepctProvera on "ment d y retarded women and those who forget to take the
pill." These agencies can easily obtain as much DepoProvera as they want from the State Health Department.
Forty-two percent of the inmates at Nyandi, the
Western Australia maximum security unit for teenage
girls, are Aborigines. Depo-Provera is used routinely
there on girls judged "promiscuous" or mentally
retarded. But why is birth control necessary in a
unisex. maximum security facility? Is DepctProvera be
ing used instead as a tranquilizer? Indications are that
the drug is being misused. 0
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At an IPPF-sponsored clinic in Thailand. 60.000
women received injections. Each woman was given the
time to make her "free choice" and have the injection
60 to 90 seconds. At the Khao I Dang refugee camp in
Thailand, women who agreed to be injected with D e w
Provera were promised a chicken a powerful induce
rnent in a camp where refugeas are fed about 4 ounces
of meat a week The International Committee of the
Red Cross (ICRC) reported that at the Kamput refugee
camp, the injections were simply compulsory
(MI-VI(IX):39].

-
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Women us under masum to r t i d p r t e . For eumpk, in
of ~ a n g l 8 s htho.
w o am aterilird or on i n p
many atabla receiw 6 b o f what a month. lus o i l powdwud inilk
and fish mad. Them 'rewards' are &a from the UN Wodd
Food Rognm'a 'Vulwnble Group F d i n g Ro8mm.' which
is ruppoaad to o to motban of rmJl children without condiofthe intcmatiod cooperation at a loJ level ir
no on.Nar ofiiclJly tells World Food Program
Headquarters in Rome that the rules are being
bent.
IMI-WDo-J.
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Recent studies. including a confidential WHO report,
have shown that there is a marked increase of breast
and c e ~ c acancer
l
among young women in Thailand,
particularly at Chiang Mai, where Depo-Rovera is or
has been used by 56 percent of the women. Complications can take 30 years to develop, either in the women
or their children. But. as Depo-Provera has generally
been used in areas where follow-up is difficult, these
complications have been ignored.

In one Thai camp individuals were given
bounties for each woman they brought in for
Depo-Provera injections.

,

In many Thai refugee camps. according to ICRC personnel. Cambodian women, often members of h i
tribes. are required by the authorities to have an injection before they marry. A member of the delegation of
the ICRC in Thailand claims that 59 percent of the
women who received *Provers had no idea what
the shot was for, and only 15 percent were asked
beforehand if they were pregnant. In one camp, a
volunteer reports. individuals were given bounties for
each woman they brought in for injections. Often
young boys were slipped through program. and women
were processed more than once. When questioned
about the possible negative effects of Depo-Provera on
refugee women. Thai authorities say that they have
been using it for years and see no reason why refugee
women should be treated differently than Thai women.
It is commonly accepted that Depo-Provera belohgs
to the class of drugs which can cause birth defects as
well as serious medical problems for women. However.
the drug is often given to pregnant women. and Upjohn
even promotes it for nursing mothers.
The effects of DepProMra can be insidious. In
Thailand researchers found that nearly 15 percent of
the lactating mothers receiviag injections had a reduced milk supply. If we consider that DepRovera is
often given to the poorest g r o u p in most countries.
those already nutritionally at risk, the implications of
such findings are grave indeed.
Nor do the social effects stop there. In Bangladesh,
after 1year of use, 60 percent of DepProvera users experienced side effects described in The Lancef as
"menstrual chaos." Abnormal bleeding is a potential
health problem and this is significant in cultures where
women are excluded from important areas of social life
as long as they show signs of menstrual bleeding.

STERILIZATION
As with other forms of population control. the poor.
those politically less powerful, such as those from
ethnic minorities or tribal groups, are often considered
the prime sources of unwanted population growth. In
fact, they may simply be the easiest or most expedient
populations to control. Statistics on sterilization are difficult to find and even harder to confirm.
In the mid-1970s the President of United Native
Americans estimated that of the total US Indian
population of 800.000 a s many as 42 percent of the
women of childbearing age and 10 percent of the men
were steriliied. Another spokesman believes that there
are only 100,000 American Indian women of childbearing age still able to have children.
One of four US Indian children will not be raised by
its parents. Only one of ten adopted or foster Indian
children is raised by Indian parents.
Other sources estimate that as many as 32 percent of
all Black women in the US are sterilized by the age of
30.
In the US most women are sterilized iust after giving
birth. They consent while heavily sedated. They are not
given the 72 hours, required by US law, between consent and the operation.
The Committee to End Sterilization Abuse reports
that Peace Corps programs sterilized Quechua women
in Bolivia without their knowledge or consent. From
1963-65 a Rockefeller Foundation grant funded the
sterilization of 40.000 Colombian women. US AID
funds indirectly supported the sterilization of a million
Brazilian women between 1965 and 1971. Today,
sterilization programs are underway in Manaus, Brazil.
WHO is using a birth control substance lasting 3-5
years on women in Thailand although there hove been
no long-term animal studies of its effects.
SILASTIC IMPLANTATION
This birth control device is a solid, timerelease
substance that is injected under the skin through a large
hypodermic needle. The implant. a timereleased synthetic progesterone, can make a woman infertile for
periods of from three to five years. There have teen no
long-term animal studies of this substance. In 1960.
WHO began to experiment with the drug on women in
Chiang Mai Province. Thaiiand, O

-

DALCON SHIELDS

'

In 1974, after reportedly causing the deaths of 17
women. this intrauterine birth contro! device (IUD)was
banned in the US. In the US these IUD's have led to
serious uterine infections in more than 200.000 women.
The overseas sales of the product increased in 1972.
Before 1974 the manufacturer offered US AID'S Office
of Population a 48 percent discount on this IUD to be
used overseas in official AIBsponsored population
control programs. The company's bulk rate wai due to
the bulk packaging of the unsterilized devices (the Lip pes Loop was also supplied by US AID in unsterilized
form). Furthermore. only one set of instructions (in .
French. Spanish, and English) was given per 1000
shields, although they ended up in at least 42 countries
on five continents. Only one inserter per 10 shields was
supplied. By 1974 criticism within the US was so severe
that AID issued an international recall. An AID official
admitted that half of the nearly 700.000 shields
distributed were not recovered. D
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DRUG EXPERIMENTATION SHIFTS
OVERSEAS
Over the last twenty years, much of the medical experimentation once done in the US has been shifted
abroad. The reasons for this shift are numerous public concern in the US has led to tighter regulations,
the value of the dollar has declined. favorable tax and
other economic incentives, including government s u p
port. have lured research and development (R&D) investments overseas, and many drugs are developed
which will never be used in the US.
NEW REGULATIONS
Between 1959 and 1966, there. was a significant
decrease in drug innovations in the US. Triggered by
the public's response to the thalidomide tragedy,
amendments to the Food and Drug Act were finally
enacted in 1962 which required proof of the efficacy
and safety of new drugs based on tests involving human
subjects (Phase 1 testing). Some analysts believe that
these amendments reduced by half the number of new
chemical entities introduced annually, despite a
fivefold increase in pharmaceutical R&Dspending during that period.
New Single Chemicals Produced in the US. 195466
1959-63
1960-45
196141
1962-28

1963-18
1964-17
196523
1966-13

After 1962, it became increasingly expensive to test
drugs domestically. Thus. US firms began to spend
more money on foreign R&D. In the 1970s, budgets for
such spending nearly doubled while domestic R&D
spending leveled off. According to the Pharmaceutical
Manufacturers Association (PMA). US drug companies
spent 8.7 percent of their 1970 R&D budget in foreign
countries: in 1978 the figure had climbed to 16.8 petcent. From 1974 to 1975 alone. the dollar amounts of
foreign R&D budgets of US drug companies nearly
doubled.
Concommitant with the 1962 amendments to the
Food and Drug Act was the concentration research still
undertaken within the US on an inexpensive, captive
population, namely, prison inmates. By 1975, from 80
to 90 percent of Phase 1 testing in the US was conducted on prisoners. the remaining 10 to 20 percent on
students and the ill. Four years later. following increased public awareness, no more than 15 percent of all
new drugs were tested on US prison populations: a
1980 article in Food, Drug. and Cosmetic Low Journal
[35(9):511,521] stated that "Phase 1 studies are hardly
ever done with prison subjects anymore."
The prison programs declined in part as a result of
prodding from the federal government Furthermore,
many state legislatures had banned prison research
years before, and in other states prison officials had
adopted regulations forbidding it. Adverse publicity
made prison research politically untenable. Also, the
American Correctional Association had established a
ban on medical research as one of the standards that institutions must meet to receive ACA accreditation.
It is believed that all federal agencies ceased doing
prison medical research in 1976, when an inmate suit
brought by the National Prison Roject of the ACLU led

to the cessation of research on tropical disease at the
Maryland House of Correction. During the ten years or
so prior to these suits, many drug companies terminated prison research to avoid bad publicity, even
though they had not been directly accused of wrongdoing.
As pressure was broughi to end Phase 1 testing in
prisons, pharmaceutical companies were already looking abroad for human subjects. Phase 1 testing in
developing countries was in progress at an early stage.
as prison populations in the US were still more expensive than alternative populations. For example, a move
to Canada can result in significant savings in testing
costs. Other nations impose fewer restrictions on
testing although apparently none permit the use of
prisoners in Phase 1. non-therapeutic testing.
In 1973.. for the first time more initial human studies
of new chemicals occurred outside the US than within.
Many of these tests were conducted with patients and
volunteers. The prospect of quick clinical trials was one
factor that lured many firms into overseas research.
The United Kingdom, for example, has no federal
regulations covering studies on normal subjects. The
shift to ovexseas experimentation was increased when
in 1973 a regulation was proposed. and passed in 1975.
which allowed some results from studies in foreign
countries to be accepted by the FDA. From 1974 to
1975. R&Dbudgets of US drug companies abroad nearly doubled.

"Currently there is virtually no available
data on the amount of R&D money
targeted for Phase I testing abroad."
Thus a relativelv clear picture emerges - sinnificantly increased pharmaceu&al R&D speiding o n a n international scale but substantially reduced numbers of
new drugs reaching the market. At the same time. the
participation of prisoners in Phase 1 testing dropped
drastically. Increasingly, alternative populations have
been employed, especially citizens of developing countries.
DRUG EXPERIMENTATION ABROAD
There is greater latitude for pharmaceutical research
on human subjects in most other countries than in the
US. The cost of volunteers in underdeveloped countries
may be competitive with the expenses incurred in conducting research on prisoners in the US. Certainly the
cost is less than hiring nonprison volunteers' in this
country,
In many countries greater secrecy is possible both
with regard to trade secrets and.to possible errors or
abuses in the research process. Public pressure, which
for lack of access to information failed to address the
problems of prison research in the US until the early
1970s. is even less likely to be an effective force where
distance, national boundaries, and the veils of foreign
affairs and perhaps even of national security work
together as barriers to public scrutiny. Currently there
is virtually no available data on the amount of W D
money targeted for Phase 1 testing abroad.

-
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Public scrutiny of experimental programs, whether in
prisons or in foreign coutries, is a necessity, for it provides an element of control that is not otherwise
available. That such scrutiny is essential is a lesson
clearly taught by the experience with prison research in
the US. The history and impact of secrecy with regard
to prison testing within the US has involved not only
the industry. but the regulatory agency intended to
monitor the pharmaceutical experimenting, manufacturing. and markg)ing processes.

According to an FDA official,
Phase I testing abroad identifies
"bad human results" of a given
drug. . . .Only one in ten drugs
tested abroad is ever submitted
to the USFDA in a New Drug
Application.
The responsibility for safeguarding human subjects
cannot rest with the researchers. Since legal sanctions
against testing vary. some American scientists have
taken their research projects abroad to escape stringent
US restrictions. Once a research project involving
human subjects has been located outside the US. it is
the responsibility of the foreign government to ensure
that protective policies, including the requirement of
informed consent, are met. The tenuous chain of
responsibility and accountability from testing site back
to the pharmaceutical manufacturers makes it unlikely
that US companies can be required to assure proper.
noncoercive procedures for the informed consent of
human subjects in foreign countries. Abuses can be
disavowed.
Although the FDA is still reluctant to accept data
from foreign Phase 1 testing, the data can be used to
support safety and efficacy investigations conducted in
the US. In particular, preliminary investigations on
human subjects in foreign countries can determine
whether a chemical offers sufficient potential for profit
and therapy to merit recognized Phase 1 testing. According to an FDA official, such initial studies could serve
the purpose of identifying at an early state any "bad
human.results" of a given drug, thereby avoiding further problems without the risk of media coverage and
litigation encountered in the US. Only one in ten drugs
tested abroad is ever submitted to the US FDA in a New
Drug Application.
'INTERNATIONAL CODE OF ETHICS
Among the international statements of ethics regarding medical research on human subjects are the Nuremberg Code of Ethics in Medical Research and the
Declaration of Helsinki. The Nuremberg Code includes
a clear requirement of consent in human experimentation.
The voluntary consent of the human subject is absolutely
essential. This means that "the person involved should have
the legal capacity to give consent lad ahodd ba so situated as
to be able to exercise frw wer of choice. without the intervention of ray dement of%rce. fraud. deceit. duress, overreaching or other ultimate form of coastmint or coercion"
(Note 43. 1).

Yet for example researchers have found that most patients receiving e x ~ r i m e n t acancer
l
d r u ~in
s the US to-

day "know little about the drugs they are given and
understand even less about the risks of serious side effects" (The Boston Globe, 20 October 1981).
The Declaration of Helsinki, based on the Nuremberg
Code, was adopted by the World Medical Association
in 1964. On the issue of coercion the Declaration p r e
vides that "the subject of clinical research should be in
such a mental. physical, and legal state as to be able to
exercise fully his power of choice" (Note 44, 111-3-G).
An additional clause regarding prisoners who "being
captive groups should not be used as subjects of experiments" was deleted, liirgely because of opposition
from the American medical community.
Given the trend to transfer R&D to foreign countries.
the question must be asked where public pressure will
originate and how public scrutiny can be assured so
that the principles articulated in the Nuremberg Code
and the Declaration of Helsinki will actually protect
human research subjects from coerced. or uninformed,
consent to experimental procedures.
In 1976 the National Commission noted that p m
hibiting research on prisoners in the US might deflect
drug research overseas, but that this would only be a
relative increase over a considerable amount which
was already being conducted abroad. The question was
then raised whether it would be ethical to shift risks to
subjects in other countries when the benefits would be
distributed in the US. Would we not, asked the Commission, be taking advantage of people living in the
economically depressed countries? This issue can no
longer be consigned to the realm of conjecture, for it is
the current reality. Just as prisoners in the US opted for
sickness as participants in biomedical experiments in
order to achieve a slightly healthier level of day-to-day
survival. so, too. will Third World residents become the
human subjects of pharmaceutical research.

". . .if drugs are to be tested in
other countries, they should be
related to diseases in those
countries."
The potential for abuses on an international scale is
staggering and requires an international response. The
creation of an international review board might be one
way to pierce the shrouds of secrecy behind which
abuse can thrive. There should be steps taken to ensure
noncoerced consent by all volunteers. Projects designed to directly benefit the participant population should
be developed. For example, if drugs are to be tested in
other countries, they should be related to diseases in
those countries.
Does coerced participation only damage the individual, or does it assist the survival of the group, of
which he or she is a member? It is most appropriate for
this judgment to be expressed by inmates at the Maryland House of Correction: "There is no moral way to
justify forcing people, already without the minimum
necessities to live decently in this country, to bear this
added burden." This same concern must be extended to
include the populations of the world. 0
Condensed from a paper by
Andrew Stewart
Franklin Pierce Law Center
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MEDICINAL DRUGS IN THE THIRD WORLD
The most frequently used remedies for health problems in the Third World are drugs and vaccines. Evans,
Hall, and Warford, in the New England Journal of
Medicine (NEJM) [305(19):1120], write. "In looking to
the future. . . [health] problems may [result from the] excessive and irrational use of drugs.. ." The pharmaceuticals industry is a big foreign exchange earner
for developed countries. Developing countries, where
70 percent of the world's population live, produce only
7 percent of the drugs they consume.
The average expenditures on drugs is from 40 to 60
percent of total health care expenditures. From 1965 to
1976, international commerce in pharmaceuticals increased from $1.2 billion to $4.5 billion. Today it is in
the tens of billions. In Latin America. drug sales
amount to more than $1.5 billion annually, and are
doubling every five years. Twenty multinational firms
dominate the entire Latin American market, and in
Brazil and Colombia control 88 percent of it.
About half of all deaths in Third World countries are
of children less than five years of age. Diarrhea.
respiratory infections, and infectious diseases (e.g.. d i p
theria, measles. and whooping cough) are the major
causes of death. These ailments can be effectively controlled by inexpensive measures used in developed
countries [NEJM 3OS(l9):11171. Instead, the budgets of
many Third World countries go to the purchase of expensive drugs often of dubious utility for the majority of
the people.
Dr. Milton Silverman, pharmacologist (U-Cal) and
author of Prescription for Death, says
The pharmaceutical industry has done h r more ood than
harm. . . But it is not perfect; and the pncticcr that 1$ave been
worrying about. . . are no trifling problem. It concerns hundreds of thousands of people a year in the Third World. and it
is a blemish on an industry which is grossing u l e s in the tens
of billions of dollus a y w (Richter. Pcstidda and P i : For
Expod Only. 1981:4-53.

Multinational firms have taken advantage of the increasing concern for health care in developing countries. Firms have admitted to spending millions of
dollars in promotion and "gifts" to secure contracts
with government health services. Once companies have
secured contracts they sell drugs that are banned or
restricted in other countries, and dump drugs on Third
World markets whose expiration dates are near. In Tanzania, for example, a British doctor found a 45-year
supply of a Hoechst antibiotic that has a shelf life of 2
years under ideal conditions and probably only 6
months in the tropics. In addition. companies mark up
the price of their product many times its cost; mark-ups
in Colombia have been reported as high as 6000 percent.
Multinationals promote their products not only to
governments but also to individual purchasers. In
Colombia there is a drug promoter for each doctor; in
Brazil there is one for every three doctors.
In an attempt to increase sales, pharmaceutical companies change the maximum recommended dosage of
drugs whenever possible. Wellcome, for example, sells
its migraine drug Migril with a maximum of 10 mglwk
in the US. 12 mglwk in the UK. and 24 mglwk in Africa
and Asia. Glaxo's combination antibiotic, Gueanimycin
Suspension Forte, has a maximum dosage twice as high
in LDC's as it has in the UK. Moreover, drug companies
frequently understate a drug's side effects and in many

instances misrepresent a drug's efficacy. For example.
Glaxo's version of Meclizine (Bonine), Ancoloxin, was
sold in Malaysia in 1979 for control of morning
sickness although research has caused the US FDA to
recommend it not be used for pregnant women. In the
US. Bonine is recommended for motion sickness;
perhaps Malaysian authorities simply misread the indications.
In addition to restricted drugs, birth control devices
and medical equipment (such as X-ray machines)
banned or severely restricted in the US are often s h i p
ped abroad. The US Food. Drug. and Cosmetic Act of
1938, which does not allow the exportation of drugs
that are banned in the US, is easily circumvented.
Because these regulations do not apply to drugs produced by foreign subsidiaries, developing countries can
still provide convenient markets for products that could
not be exported directly from the US. Investment by US
pharmaceutical firms in other countries increased in
the 1970s -precisely when more drugs were banned in
the US. (See also Drug Experimentation Shifts
Overseas.) It was at this time that the international trafficking in drugs began to expand dramatically.
Tracking foreign investments by US drug firms is
rather like a shell game: now you see it, now you don't
- but mainly you don't. European firms, unencumbered by legislation. are, by and large, free to export unapproved drugs manufactured domestically,
and in effect can ship abroad any substance that they
can sell. Furthermore, some substances, such as antibiotics, which are not officially classified as drugs,
can be banned in the US and still sold abroad. (In Mexico. for example. 2178 brands of antibiotics are sold. including 144 brands of ampicillin and 196 of tetracycline, both of which are available only by prescription in
the US.)
Evans. Hall. and Warford (NEJM 305(19):1121-22)
write,
The im rtance of drugs to the quality of health care. to the
c r d i b f i y of community health workers. to the dewlo ment
of iatrogenic disease (for example from toxid or antiboticrasirturt microorl(misms) m d to the cost o f X d t h services
makes it imperative that developing countries establish better
mechanisms for assessing drug requirements m d for purcharing. quality contml. storage. and distribution of drugs. Experience in Tanzania and Ghana indicates that savings up to
r
t ofthe budget for pharmaceuticals could ba achievy promotang ~enericalternatwes and introduction of controls .gunst overproduction.

2

Yet, Third World countries will not or cannot police
all the imports. A 1976 Ford Foundation study found
that 36 countries did not require drug registration
before marketing began; 61 others (including Brazil) insisted only that the drug be licensed and sold in the exporting country. Even tightly restricted drugs are
licensed and sold. Pharmaceutical companies can import drugs banned in the US into these 64 countries
simply by routing them through countries which require no registration. For example. Guatemala, which
has few restrictions, "exports" drugs to Brazil that are
banned for use in countries where they were manufactured.
Officials in some countries are willing to accept the
health risks that certain drugs represent. Ghanan officials, for example. see the country's population explosion as potentially more dangerous than the risks of
birth control pills with high estrogen levels. Given that
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Nepal: The Cure is Worse than
the Disease

-

Medicine sold in the public market Isiro. northeastern Zwre
O Edward Tronick. AnthrePhoto

population control is necessary. what needs to be
measured is the relative health costs of each available
form of birth control.
Yet, politicians and planners decide on the national
choice of contraceptive methods, whose short-term effects may be dangerous and whose long-term effec:s remain unknown. Such decisions have their greatest impact on the poor who. in much of the Third World. are
ethnically distinct from the ruling elite. Thus this type
of population control can be seen as another example of
a dominant ethnic group strengthening its control over
other groups.
The research efforts of the pharmaceutical companies are geared to the needs of the industrialized
countries. In some of the more advanced Third World
countries. such as Mexico and Argentina. less than one
percent of drug companies' sales are spent on research.
Under these circumstances. the Third World receives
technology that. even when useful, does not fully meet
its needs. For example. although millions suffer from
Chagas disease. schistosomiasis. trypanosomiasis, and
onchocerciasis, little money or effort is spent to find
cures. There is little incentive on the part of drug companies to develop new therapies when people are willing to pay. often the equivalent of a family's weekly
food bill, for useless or multiple courses of i n a p
propriate medicines.
To date. attempts to confront and change the international drug trade system have been ineffective. Some
countries have attempted to counter the high cost of imported medicines, the dumping of thousands of brands.
and the inappropriateness of imported medicines for
local ailments by nationalizing the pharmaceuticals industry. India is a case in point. There, however. serious
problems have arisen. There is little quality control some formulations containing only one percent of the
ingredient they are supposed to contain. others have
none. Some contain higher proportions than the formulation is to have. Many times no expiration date is
fixed on the product. Finally. Third World pharmaceutical companies d o not have the resources and
rarely the personnel and facilities to develop medicines
appropriate to local ailments.
Many paople in.the Third World still die for lack of
medicines, thougb drugs for illnesses of the wealthy are
readily available. In August 1979. 93 babies in a single
maternity clinic in Bogota died for lack of medicine.
One physician in Tanzania has complained about the
promotion of luxury drugs when malnutrition is so
much more critical. "Our people do not need vitamins.
They need calories, they need protein. they need food.
They are starving to death. Inducing them to spend
their little money on vitamins is indecent." 0

Almost all drugs have side effects which are undesireable. When modern medicines are misused the cure
may often be worse than the disease. In some cases. this
may be avoided by knowledge of the predisposing risks
such as genetic makeup. concurrent use of other drugs.
organ disease (especially kidney or liver), previous
allergic reactions to chemically related drugs, etc.. so
'that doses. intervals, or formulations may be adjusted
for the individual or other drugs substituted.
Third World drug suppliers often have little experience with these problems. In a remote area of Nepal. a patient thought he had conjunctivitus. A iocal
drug supplier recommended the use of antibiotic eye
drops for ten days. During the firs! three days of
therapy the problem steadily worsened; his eyes
became red and swollen. there was constant tearing.
and the cornea became cloudy. causing blurred vision.
The man returned to the "pharmacy" where he was
advised to double the dose. Over the next week. he
developed a fever. severe eye pain, and the zornea
became opaque. resulting in blindness. After he discontinued the therapy, the fever and pain subsided, but his
vision never returned. He had suffered from an irreversible allergic reaction to an unnecessary medication. 3

The Abuse of Antibiotics
The overuse of such antibiotics as penicillin and t e
tracycline has dramatically reduced their effectiveness.
In the US, some doctors overuse antibiotics, prescribing them for such ailments as the common cold, for
which the drugs are not effective. In the Third World.
antibiotics are a cure-all: and are mostly available
without prescription.
Repeated exposure of bacteria to drugs can result in
the development of resistant strains. These resistant
bacteria can then spread throughout the population.
Thus, treatment for some diseases is now more difficult
and expensive. For example. one type of penicillin. 100
percent effective in the 1940s against the common
Staphylococcus aureus bacterium. is now only 10 percent effective.
Doctors at the New England Medical Center in
Boston recently called for international controls to halt
the indiscriminate use of antibiotics.
When an antibiotic is no longer effective, others must
be developed to deal with the new resistant forms of the
disease. According to Dr. George lacoby. Jr.. an
associate professor of medicine at Harvard. these
methods often cost more and have side effects. For example. the n m drug needed to successfully treat Staphylococcus aureus bacterium is 10 times as expensive as
the original penicillin.
Reduced effectiveness of these drugs costs lives. In
the Third World. Dr. Jacoby said. "If you don't hit the
bacteria with the right antibiotic the first time you don't
get a second try. The infant dies." 0
[Source: The New York Times 6 August 1981)

.
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SOME DRUGS COMMONLY MISUSED IN
THE THIRD WORLD
ADRLAMYCIN - This toxic chemotherapeutic agent
was being sold as an antibiotic on a shelf next to such
antibiotics as stretomycin by a street vendor in
Rangoon. Burma. in 1979. The drugs were sold for the
same ailments simply because the names sounded
alike.
CHLORAMADINONE ACETATE - Banned in the
US and Canada because it contains pentazocine
(talwin). which is considered addictive. The labels of
four brands sold in Latin America claim the drug does
not produce physical or phychological dependence.
CHLORAMPHENICOL - An antibiotic. this drug is
rarely used in industrialized countries; in the Third
World it has been used liberally for common infections
when less toxic antibiotics would have been preferable.
It is said to cause aplastic anemia (a fatal blood disease)
in one of 2 0 . ~ 0 . 0 0 cases.
0
Its use was blamed for
the death of 20,000 in 3972-73 when a typhoid epidemic
broke out in Mexico City. Chioramphenicol was believed to be the cure for typhoid and 100,000 sick pet+
ple were treated with it. Some 20.000 died when it
proved ineffective because free use of the drug had produced a resistant strain of typhoid.
No hazards were listed on products sold in Colombia
and Ecuador. In Latin America the drug is promoted
and used for such trivial illnesses as acne and athletes
foot.
Nine brands are sold in Malaysia and 30 in Thailand.
Advertisements stress its versatility; one brand in
Thailand suggests the drug for 50 conditions including
measles, chicken pox, tonsillitis. and skin disease. In
Africa and Asia the drug is recommecded for
pneumonia, and liver and stomach diseases. This drug
is sold freely. There are no controls in labeling, packaging, or indicating the expiration date.
CHLOROFORM - Prqducts containing' Chloroform
are banned in the US. Canada and most of Europe
because they have been linked to liver and kidney
damage in humans. In Malaysia, Chloroform is found
in at least 6 cough mixtures and 2 brands of toothpaste.

or more after it should be given it can cause extremely
high blood pressure and even cerebral hemorrhage. In
some Third World countries there is no warning on the
label.

DIANABOUMETHANDROSTENOLONE - This
anabolic steroid is severql) restricted in the US and
contra-indicated for pregnant women, nursing
mothers, and children. It is known to stunt the growth
of boys and to cause permanent sex changes in girls. In
Colombia. Dianabol is sold as an appetite stimulant for
children. The African equivalent of the Physician's
Desk Reference says that the drug is for the "promotion
of growth in underdeveloped children." Recommended
doses for children are also listed in Asian and Mexican
doctors' manuals, but no mention is made of its possible dangers.

-

DIPYRONE Banned in the US and much of Western
Europe because it can cause serious or fatal blood
damage called agranulocytosis - a disease which
decreases the body's ability to produce white blood
cells for fighting infection. Dipyrone is used in the
Third World to combat pain and fever; it is about as effective a painkiller as aspirin.
The drug is sold over the counter, in newspaper
kiosks, and even in bars, in Mozambique, Brazil. Mexico. Central America, the Dominican Republic, and
Colombia. There are more than 100 brand names sold
in Latin America, 20 in Malaysia, 28 in Thailand, and 9
in Tanzania. Some brands carry warnings, but many do
not. In 1976, a British M.D. reported that enough
dipyrone was sold in Tanzania that it was likely that
630 people would die. (Reportedly 1 in 100 dipyrone
users contract agranulocytosis, of whom half die.)
Although dipyrone was supposedly removed from the
market in Bangladesh in 1980, studies show that the
manufacturers spent USS140,OOO in advertising that
year to clear their stocks.

FRUSEMIDWUROSEMIDULASIX - A drug which
reduces excess fluid in the body. it can cause dehydraCLIOQUINOLlENTEROVIOFORMlMEXASE/MEX- tion
and is suspected of causing birth defects. In
AFORM - In the 1960s. this anti-diarrheal medication
Bangladesh a drug company representative attempted
was linked to subacute myelwptic neuropathy
to persuade a doctor to use the drug on malnourished
(SMON'), a crippling, sometimes fatal disease of the nerchildren suffering from kwashiokor, a condition which
vous system leading to blindness, other eye disorders.
causes the body to retain fluids.
and paralysis of the feet and legs. In Japan, SMON
reached epidemic proportions. affecting an estimated
HEXACHLOROPHENE
This drug took the US
10,000 to 20.000 people. Clioquinol. taken in normal or
market by storm in the 1960s when it was used in
high doses over long periods of time. was found respontoothpaste, deodorant. baby powders. and fruit and
sible.
vegetable sprays. In one year it netted $53 million in
In Peru, parents are reported to give the medication
vaginal sprays alone. In 1972 baby powder was held
to their children on a weekly basis. Although the drug is
responsible for a strange neurological disease causing
banned in a number of countries end severely
the deaths of more than 30 infants in France. Apparentrestricted in others it is still available, under 14 difly this drug can be absorbed through the skin, and tests
ferent brand names with 13 different sets of instrucshowed that miniscule doses fed to rats could produce
tions (one brand contains no instructions). Ciba-Geigy.
major brain damage. As soon as the US marked the
the principal manufacturer, has US $40 million in sales
drug "by prescription only." a Winthrop Products liper year.
quid soap, Fisohex (Phisohex), containing hexCLONIDINE - Sold as Catapres, this drug can control
achorophene became available in Colombia where it is
high blood pressure. If the drug is delayed for 12 hours
now one of the most popular liquid soaps.

-
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Culturally Conditioned Nutrition Patterns
and Physiological Degeneration
The Protein Gambit
From the time of early childhood, humans are constantly reminded about "getting
enough proteid'in the diet. Every child is 'tducated" about 'the basic four food groups"
promoted by the National Egg Board, the National Dairy Council, and the National
Livestock and Meat Board. There seems to be an odd preoccupation with introducing
foreign animalproteins into humans, to the exclusive of normal dietary intake of available
proteins. In a similar manner, a large number of vaccines injected deliberately into
humans are based on foreign animalproteins, and we will examine the ramifications of
that later on.
The belief that animal protein is better than plant protein appears to be based on
research in 1914, when Osborn and Mendel did some of the earliest research on protein
requirements. Since overt experimentation on humans is discouraged, experiments on rats
were conducted. Osborn and Mendel found that rats grew faster on animal protein than
they did when they ate plant protein. Of course, rat physiology is different than humans
and extrapolation fiom one species to another is often questionable. Nevertheless, they
took these results and declared that animal protein, composed of meat, eggs and dairy
products, was classified as a 'Class Kprotein. Plant proteins were classified as " Class B"
proteins.1 These ideas of rigid classes of proteins were discarded in England in 1959, but
the American public is still encouraged to accept this dogma.'
Scientists who really seem to understand human physiology do not totally agree on
the precise figure for human daily need for protein, but established scientific research put
the figure somewhere between 2% and 8% of the diet. These figures contain built-in safety
margins and are recommended allowances that are more than adequate for 98% of the
population.3 Human mothers milk, containing human protein and antigens, has a
maximum of 5% protein. In comparison, bovine (cow) milk has 15% protein. Rat milk has
an astounding 49%.4
With what we know about plant protein content, it easily provides all the protein
humans require. Even if we ate nothing but potato (1 1% protein), we would get more
than enough protein for our needs,' but not necessarily all the nutrients we need. The
revised edition of Diet for a Small Planet by Frances Moore Lappe contains much data on
Osborn, T.,"Amino Acids in Nutrition and Growth,"Journal of Biological Chemistry l7:325,1914.
Editorial, The Lancet, Joumal of the British Medical Association, Landon, Vo1.2. p.956, 1959.
Scrimshaw, N., "An Analysis of Past and Present Recommended Daily Allowance for Protein in Health
and Disease."New England Journal of Medicine, Jan 22, 1976,pg. 200.
Bell, G., Textbook of Physiology and Biochemistry, 4th edition, 1954, p. 167.
U.S.D.A. Agriculture Handbook,No.456.

food planning and meals that do not require the usage of animal protein which, for a
number of reasons, creates considerable problems for human physiology.
The companies and interests who sell animal protein (meat, fish, cheese, eggs,
chicken, etc.) have for many years disseminated cultural propaganda which raise the
amount of protein 'you need by 30%, which of course creates a multi-billion dollar
industry which also consumes more than 33% of the fiesh water in the United States and
leaves behind billions of pounds of animal waste and human disease in its wake.
The fact that plant protein is entirely sacient for humans was emphasized at an
annual meeting of the American Association for the Advancement in Science, at which the
eminent nutritionist Dr. John Schaflenburg said, 'let me emphasize, it is difficult to design
a reasonable experimental diet that provides an active adult with adequate calories that is
deficient in protein."6 This brings to mind another aspect of the propaganda of the meat
and dairy industry, that an increase in human activity requires a corresponding increase in
animalprotein consumption. According to the National Academy of Science, there is little
or no evidence that muscular activity increases the need for protein.7
The Result of Excess Protein in the Human Diet
The average diet in the United States, culturally encouraged by the media who is
lobbied and paid by the meat and dairy industries, contains severely high levels of protein,
and there are corresponding medical conditions that arise as a result of this "normal"
American diet. Since quantities of protein above the 2-8% required has to be processed by
the kidneys, it puts additional and unnecessary stress on the body. Along with the process
of calcium crystal formation, the kidney also undergoes a gradual process of degeneration,
hypertrophy and infammation.' Medical researchers no longer deny the association
between excess protein consumption and osteopormis. In a report published in the British
journal Lancet, Dr. Aaron Watchman and Daniel Bernstein made si@cant commentary
on work sponsored by the United States Department of Health, as well as work done by
Harvard University, which called the association of meat based diets with the increasing
incidence of osteroporosis "ines~a~able."~

In fact, the most imporant co-factor of osteroporosis is excess dietary protein. The
correspondence between excess protein intake and bone reabsorption is direct and
consistent. Even with very high calcium intake, the more protein in the diet the greater the

ScharfEenburg,J., Problems WithMeat, Woodbridge Press, 1982, p.90.
National Academy of Sciences, Recommended Dietary Allowances, 8th edition, Washington, D.C.,
1974, p.43.
* Coe, F., "Meat and Renal Stones." Internal Medicine News, Vol 12. No. 1, 1979.
Wachman, Ammon et al, "Diet and Osteoporosis," Lancet, May 4, 1968, pg.958; Ellis, F., et al,
"Incidence of Osteoporosis in Vegetarians and Omnivores," American Journal of Clinical Nutrition,
No.25, p.555, 1972.
7

incidence of negative calcium balance.'' In other words, the more protein in our diet, the
more calcium we actually lose, regardless of how much calcium we take in. The result is
that high-protein diets in general, and diets based on meat and dairy products in particular,
lead to a gradual but dehite decrease in bone density and assist the development of
osteoporosis.
The general correlation between the development of osteroporosis and protein
intake has also been observed elsewhere on the planet. Statistics tend to show that
osteoporosis is most common in those countries where dairy products are consumed in
large quantities. This tendency is present in the United States, Finland, Sweden and the
United Kingdom.
High Protein Intake and Lower Serotonin Production
The human body makes use of certain amino acids found in the diet and converts
them to specific neurotransmitters. Three primary amino acids in the diet that are
important are tyrosine, lecithin (phosphatidylcholine) and tryptophan. The conversion
sequences are as follows:

+
+

+
+

+

Tyrosine Dopa Doparnine Norepinephrine 3 Epinephrine
Lecithin Choline Choline Acetyltransferase .) Acetylcholine Cholinesterase
Tryptophan Tryptophan Hydroxylase ..) 5-Hydroxytryptophan Serotonin

+

+
+

Serotonin is an important substance that inhibits aggression and violence. Most
proteins encouraged in the diet contain amino acids other than tryptophan. A high protein
meal reduces the plasma ratio of tryptophan to the competing amino acids, and less
tryptophan is carried across the blood-brain barrier to the neurons. This fact has socially
developed to where those who have a high protein diet (meat, dairy, eggs) are more
aggressive. Thus, the high protein diet is encouraged in various sports. Some years ago, a
chemical company that made pure tryptophan for inclusion into over-the-counter tablets
manufactwed a contaminated lot, resulting in the death of several people. The FDA used
this as an excuse to ban Tryptophan for sale to the public, removing an important
modulator of aggression from public use. This had to be a set-up, because there are scores
of other things out there that kill people every day and the FDA ignores them.
The Dairy Industry Gambit

In an effort to conceal the true nature of what is happening, and to preserve the
financial profit margin, the dairy industry fraudeulently claims that bone loss is due solely
to a diminished intake of dietary calcium. It is quite interesting to note that the only
Johnson, N., et al "Effect of Level of Protein Intake on Urinary and Fecal Calcium Retention," Journal
of Nutrition, Vol 100, p.1425, 1970; Allen, L., et al, "Protein-Induced Hypercaicuria: A longer term
study" American Journal of Clinical Nutrition, Vo1.32, p.741, 1979; Solomon, L., "Osteoporosis and
Fracture of the Femoral Neck," Journal ofBone and Joint Surgey, 50B, p.2, 1968.
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&dies that supp0x-t this contention are those sponsored and paid for by the National Dairy
Council (founded'in 1915 by dairy farmers), who continue to push the consumption of
dairy products containing toxic substances, animal bacteria and viruses, as well as useless
nutritional value, on a public conditioned since birth to accept the 'party line." The
National Dairy Council (NDC) ironically proposes to the public that 'bones lose calcium
because there is not enough calcium in the diet, so drink milk!" Modem nutritional
research clearly indicates a major flaw in this perspective. It is also criminal fraud. Even if
bovine milk were good for humans, it no longer represents a viable product once
processed by the dairy industry. Experiments have been done feeding calves processed
milk. They sickened and died.
This policy of the NDC, in addition to the propaganda of the meat industry, could
also be considered criminal negligence and even criminal homicide. Somewhere aroud
25% of women 65 years old in the United States have bone mineral losses that are really
severe, often with bone material density loss than approaches 50-75%. Almost as many
deaths are caused by osteoporosis than cancer of the breast and cervix combined."
While dairy products are not the total cause of this problem, they are one of the most
significant co-factors in the diet. Consumption of eggs and meat, which are acidic foods,
cause calcium to be withdrawn fiom the bone structure in order to balance the general
systemic pH of the body, which in its natural healthy state is intended to be slightly
alkaline. It is a common scientific fact that people who do not eat meat and dairy products
are relatively free from osteoporosis.
Another reason they are able to get away with this is that the process of decreasing
bone density is hard to detect until it reaches a severely advanced stage. Even in relatively
advanced stages of osteoporosis, the calcium level in the blood is usually normal, because
calcium is withdrawn from bones to adjust the level in the blood.
Other Problems Due to Excess Protein Consump'tion
Various studies have also shown that high animal protein diets measurably shorten
the life span of different animals. These findungs corroborate world health statistics that
show that human meat-eating populations do not, as a rule, live as long as vegetarian
populations.l2 It is currently estimated that those who can afford it are eating 20% of their
total calories in protein, which guarantees a negative mineral balance, not only or calcium,
but of magnesium, zinc and iron.
Getting one's protein fiom a diet including quantities of meat lends itself to other
problems. According to medical research, meat-eaters have higher rates of cancer than do
vegetarians. Colin Campbell, a professor in the divison of Nutritional Science at Cornell
University, and ironically the senior advisor to the American Institute of Cancer Research,
said, " there is a strong correlation between dietary protein intake and cancer of the breast,
"

Barzel,V., Osteoporosis,Grune and Stratton, New York, 1970.

'' Ross, M.H.,"Protein, Calories and Life Expectancy,"Fed Proc., 18:1190-1207, 1959.
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prostate, pancreas, and colon." Others with similar credentials, like Myron Winick of
Columbia University, agree. According to Winick, the data indicates "...a relationship
between high protein diets and cancer of the colon."
Production of Heart Disease By Consumption of Meat and Dairy Products
Virtually the entire human intake of cholesterol and saturated fats is derived fiom
consumption of meat, dairy products, eggs and some type of fish. There is considerable
evidence that narrowing of the arteries, otherwise known as arteriosclerosis or
atherosclerosis, is not a conquence of aging, but is rooted in the dietary intake of saturated
fats and cholesterol.. The first evidence of this growing problem surfaced during the
Korean war, when it was discovered that 77% of U.S. soldiers had blood vessels already
narrowed by these deposits.
As a result of this wartime discovery, a worldwide study was commissioned fiom
1963 to 1965 which focused on patterns of heart diease and stroke. It was called the
International Artherosclerosis Project (IAPP, and under the auspices of the project an
examination of arteries in over 20,000 autopsied bodies took place. The findings
suggested that people who lived in areas where consumption of saturated fat and
choleserol existed also suffered more heart attacks and strokes. Other massive studies
soon followed which confirmed these results.
Other Studies Relating Heart Disease
with Saturated Fats and Cholesterol
1961 - American Heart Association US National Health Education Comm.
1968 - Scandinavian Gov't Medical Boards (Fiiand,Sweden,Norway)
1970 US Inter-Society Commission on Heart Disease
1971 National Heart Foundation of New Zealand
1971 - US Task Force on Arteriosclerosis
1972 American Health Foundation American Medical Association
1972 - National Academy of Sciences Food and Nutrition Board
1973 International Society of Cardiology
1973 National Advisory Council on Nutrition of the Netherlands
1973 - Report of the White House Conference on Food, NutritionIHealth.
1974 - National Heart Foundation of Australia
1974 United Kingdom Dept of Health and Social Security
1975 Australian Academy of Science
1975 Federal Republic of Germany Report
1975 California Society of Pediatric Cardiology
1975 California Heart Association
1976 - New Zealand Royal Society
1976 Royal College of Physicians of London
1976 - British Cardiac Society

-

-
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1977 - Food and Agricultural Organization1World Health Organization
1977 - Quebec Department of Social Affairs
1979 Surgeon General of the United States
1980 U.S. Department of Agriculture, Dept of Health and Human Services

-

Obviously, the meat, dairy and egg industries were not amused by these results,
and they financed numerous studies (which automatically invalidates them) in an attempt
to vindicate their products. The only organic lifeforms able to handle a diet high in
saturated fat and cholesterol without developing substantial arteriosclerosis are the natural
carnivores that have a relatively straight digestive tract. Studies at the Maiominides
Medical Center, according to Dr. William S. Collins in an article in Medical Counterpoint,
indicate that carniverous animals have an almost unlimited capacity to handle these
substances, whereas the human body has a very restricted capacity in this manner.
Despite all of this scientsc evidence, much of which is kept out of the public eye,
the lobbies that support these industries in the United State still push for increased
consumption of the very foods that contribute so heavily toward medical problems. It is
unfortunate that these industries have such powefil allies in medicine, which is a business
that depends on the suppression of this data fiom the public in order to extend their
financial line of profit.

The Great Cholesterol Gambit
These same industries follow the same pattern seen no matter which paradigm we
are examining the psychosocial, chemical, biological or electromagnetic manipulation of
human consciousness. They set up interconnected innocent-sounding factions or concerns
in order to provide the public with some form of bland assurance that public health is a
legitimate concern to them. A good example of this that fits right into the discussion is
called the National Commission on Egg Nutrition (NCEN). In 1971, after the American
Heart Association (AHA) stood its ground on the subject of dietary cholesterol and heart
disease, the egg producers formed NCEN for the specific purpose of fighting medical
evidence that they were, in essence, committing activities that constituted criminal
negligence in the promotion of a known health hazard. They took our expensive ads in the
Wall Street Journal stating "there is absolutely no scientific evidence that eating eggs,
even in quantity, will increase the risk of heart attack." It was a bold-faced lie constituting
criminal fiaud.

-

The AHA did not h d this terribly amusing, and asked the Federal Trade
Commission (FTC) to prohibit the NCEN fiom printing blatantly "false, deceptive and
misleading advertising7'.Naturally, to save face, the NCEN responded with a lawsuit, and
a court battle followed in which the NCEN tried to defend their false advertising using the
First Amendment of the Constitution, which guarantees free speech. The judge, however,
was not amusing at this vain attempt at Constitutional humor, and himself referred to the
NCEN advertisements "false, misleading, deceptive and unfair." There exists a substantial

body of competent and reliable scientific evidence that eating eggs increases the risk of
heart attacks and heart disease. This evidence is systematic, consistent and congruent in
nature. l3
Undaunted by their ideological defeat in court, the egg industries continued to
search for other devious ways to promote their unhealthy product. Now, it is well known
that the human body itself produces a fonn of cholesterol from basic enzymes and amino
acids to use in internal cellular processes. Cellularly, this naturally-produced cholesterol
bears no relationship or resemblance to the cholesterol in chicken eggs, but the egg
industry attempted to make the comparison anyway, claiming that "the cholesterol in eggs
was necessary for bodily function." The courts were not amused by this either, and quickly
put a stop to it. However, even today, the NCEN, meat and dairy producers supply
"educational materials" to schools that assert "cholesterol is indispensable to human
lifeprocesses, which takes advantage of the legitimacy in the public mind of the concept
of "educational materials." The court, while deliberating this latest NCEN advertising
ploy, found that there is not a single case in human medical history of anyone suffering
fiom a deficiency in dietary chole~terol.'~
All this is amusing, because prior to the claim by
the egg industry that "cholesterol is good for you", they ran a campaign in which they
placed flyers in egg cartons declaring "eggs don't raise cholesterol." Stupid is as stupid
does.
In a similar vein, the National Dairy Council (NDC) has active chapters in 128
cities in the United States, and invests millions of dollars each year for the sole purpose of
getting the public to spend money on dairy products. It is interesting that milkprudixts
are priced by federal law in such a way that provides the dairy industry more profit on
products that have higher fat content. This the NDC pushes those products which make
the greatest contribution to heart disease and strokes. Lobbying in the same way that the
tobacco industry did, the dairy industry makes =re that their criminal activities become
sanctioned by statutory law, make the government (which turns a blind eye to this) an
equally liable partner in collusion with these industries. How many Congressmen get
donations fiom these industries? Another organization promoting continuation of this
overtly criminal practice is the National Livestock and Meat Board, who has historically
run campaigns in an attempt to discredit the American Heart Association, and have tried
to make it appear as if the "vast majority of reputable scientists" never heard of this
"supposed" connection between saturated fat, cholesterol and heart disease.

Examples of Collusion Between the Government and Dairy-Meat Industries
In 1961, the American Heart Association publicly urged Americans to substitute
products containing "polyunsaturated fats" for products containing saturated fats in their
York Daily News, "Orders a Stop on Egg Claims," Dec 12, 1975,p.62.
According to Dr. Robert Lwy,Director of the National Heart, Lung and Blood Institutte, "there is no
evidence that lowcholesterol diets are harmful, or that dietary cholesterol is an essential nutrient in any
human condition."
l 3 NW

l4
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diet. The dairy industry was not amused, and colluded with the Federal Drug
Administration, who arranged for a new law that said that no product could be labelled as
polyunsaturated, even if it was 100% polyunsaturated.
In 1982, during the infamous Reagan-Bush administration, the United States
Department of Agriculture (USDA) was about the publish an article in its magazine Food
which was mildly critical of diets high in saturated fat and cholesterol. The meat, dairy and
egg lobbies got wind of this and brought the matter to the attention of Deputy Secretary
of Agriculture Richard Lyng, who was aformer president of the American Meat Institute,
and the article was deleted fiom that issue of Food. Eventually, Lyng weasled his way
upward and became the Secretary of Agriculture, which placed him in an even better
position to oversee what the government told the public and what it did not. The point is,
the fact that Lyng worked with or knew industries whom he was bound by law to regulate
placed him in a position of conflict of interest. He should have never been allowed to
become part of any agency regulating these industries. It is a common pattern that
permeates every government on Earth, especially in the United States. The public is not
calling the government to task on these issues. Any regulatory body should be staffed by
people who have never, or will ever, have contact with representatives of those they
oversee. Anything else is unethical. Then again, the entire government of the United
States, including Congress, is unethical in this way, isn't it? It stays that way because the
people of the United States do not take them to task, en masse. Do it, and do it now.
The 1984 Government Study on Cholesterol

In 1984, the government announced the result of a ten-year study costing over
$1 50 million on the subject of cholesterol. It concluded "the more you lower cholesterol
and fat in your diet, the more you reduce the risk of heart disease."" Some people say the
government indulged in collusion far too long. More than 20 years earlier, the AMA was
quoted as saying, "a vegetarian diet can prevent 97% of our coronary occlusions."'6 It is
also a matter of record that Dr. Charles Glueck, director of the University of Cincinnati
Lipid Research Center, one of the centers.that participated in the ten-year study, noted
that "for every 1% reduction in total cholesterol level, there is a 2% reduction of your risk
of heart disease." Columbia University cardiologist Robery Levy, who directed the entire
study, stated "if we can get everyone to lower cholesterol by 10-15% by cutting down on
fat and cholesterol in the diet, heart attack deaths in this country will decrease by 20 to
3 0 % . This would save more lives in one year than are lost to motor vehicle accidents
over a ten year period.

-
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Walles,C..., "Hold the Eggs and Butter: Cholesterol is proved deadly and our diet may never be the
same," Time Magazine, March 26, 1984, p.56.
''Diet and Stress in Vascular Disease" ,Journal ofthe American Medical Association, June 3, 196 1.
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Cancer and the Diet
In 1976, the United States Senate held a Select Committee on Nutrition and Human
Needs under the chairmanship of Senator George McGovern. The hearings were convened
to determine the health effects of the American diet on the population. After listening to
the testimony of the nation's leading "cancer experts", McGovern pointedly asked National
Cancer Institute director Arthur Upton how many cancers he thought were caused by the
nature of the American diet. He replied, "up to 50 percent". Dumbfounded, McGovern
asked, "how can you assert the vital relationship between cancer and diet and then submit
a preliminary budget that only allocates slightly over 1% of your knds to this problem?"
Dr. Upton responded, "that is one question which I am indeed concerned about myself'.
Organizations like the National Cancer Institute do not encourage much focus on
prevention, because there is vastly more profit to be made in treatment. Attention is
further drawn away from prevention by food industries whose products are known to be
involved, and they keep pressure on a spineless government, Congress, and public "health"
organizations to keep them from informing the public as to what is known about dietary
prevention. In essence, people are not informed how to keep dietary-related cancer fiom
happening. Willful1 criminal neghgence? Yes. Two-time Nobel Prize winner physicist
Linus Pauling once said, "Everyone should know the war on cancer is largely a fiaud."
Somewhere around 1,400 people are dying (in reality murdered through willfbll criminal
neghgence) of cancer every day. During the Senate hearings on diet and cancer, it was
determined that the dietary factors responsible are principally meal and w i n t a k e .
Dr-Mark Hegstead, a nutritional scientist fiom Harvard University, was called in by the
Federal Trade Commission to detennine whether the same diets that caused heart disease
also caused cancer. He testifled that the same diet is "now found guilty in terms of many
forms of cancer:prostate cancer, cervical cancer, breast cancer, cancer of the colon, and
others..." In light of these developments, the meat, egg and dairy ihdustries have joined
hands with the tobacco industry to do whatever they can to confuse the issue and make
the public think "anythmg can cause cancer".

Colon Cancer
In the 1970's a number of studies were published in the Journal of the National Cancer
Institute which indicated a direct relationship between meat consumption and cancer of
the colon. The meat industry countered by claiming that the people were genetically
predisposed to get colon cancer. Studies were undertaken by the National Cancer Institute
where people that did not eat meat and did not have colon cancer were brought to the
United States and fed the standard American diet. They got colon cancer. The meat
industry then countered with the comment that anything in the diet could be responsible.
Other studies were then undertaken at NCI that correlated colon cancer rates with intake
patterns for no less than 119 specific food. Of all the foods tested, meat was most
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Deliberate Delay on Enforcement of Food Safety

House panel
votes to delay
regulations on
meat safety
?/)

By Les Blumenthal

(#'Lo

News Tribune Washington (D.C.) Bureau

WASHINGTON - New meat safety regulations designed to protect
the public from E. coli and other
deadly bacteria would be postponed
under a measure approved 'Ihesday
by the House Appropriations Committee.
The proposal calls for creating a
special panel composed of representatives of the meat-packing industry, consumer groups, organized labor and others to negotiate new
regulations.
Critics said the Appropriations
Committee had sold out to the meat
packers.
4think it is really sad," said Diana
Nole of Tacoma. Nole's 2-year-old
son, Michael, was the first to die during a January 1993 outbreak of E.
coli in the Northwest.
l b o other children also died and
more than 600 others were sickened
because of poisoning from E. coli
served in undercooked hamburgers.
'They are playing with our children's lives," Nole said. T h e y don't
carewho it hurts. Tm so tired of this.
Even if there was another outbreak,
it wouldn't change their thoughts.
No one cares, no one really cares."
.Ona 26-15 party-line vote, the Re publicandominated cornmittee a p
proved a delay in implementing the
regulations as part of the agriculture appropriations bill.
Just months after the Washington
state outbreak, then-Secretary of
Agriculture Mike Espy traveled to
the s t a t e and promised to move
quickly to adopt new meat and poul-

try inspection procedures. But the
administration moved slowly, and
its new regulations wouldn't start
being phased in until'next year.
The current system of meat and
poultry inspection is based primarily on sight, touch and smell. The p m
posed regulations would involve microbial tests and institute a system to
identify potential food safety hazards and build in science-based preventive controls.
The proposals would affect about
2,900 plants nationwide.
Republicans, led by Rep. James
Walsh of New York, insist there is
little agreement on the new regulations, which could spawn a round of
lawsuits.
T h i s is just a modest approach to
get the groups talking: Walsh said of
his proposal for a delay to negotiate
rules.
Rep. Norm Dicks opposed Walsh's
proposal, citing Agriculture Department data showing that food-borne
pathogens account for 7 million cases of illness per year and up to 7.000
deaths. Ofthose, the department estimates that 5 million cases and
more than 4,000 deaths may be associated with meat and poultxy p d
ucts.
'Kids die because of this," Dicks
said. 'I'm upset i t has taken this
long. People's lives have been a t risk
l b delay i t further is unacceptable."
While Dicks opposed Walsh's plan,
Washington Republican Rep. George
Nethercutt supported it.
'Instead of an edict from the department, I hope we can sit down
and hammer things out," Nethemutt
said. 'It's in the best interest of the
meat and poultry industry to have a
safe product."
Carol ?Lcker Foreman,mrdinator
of the Safe Food Coalition said the
committee's action wasjust another
sign of business as usual.
7 would like to know how those
members of Congress can confront
the parents of children sick with E.
coli," Foreman said. 1 don't know
what they can say to them."

strongly associated with colon cancer. Dr Berg, who headed the NCI study, said "risksof
beej pork, and chicken all rose withfi.equency of use, and the composite picture suggests
an underlying dose-response relationship." When it was found that high blood
cholesterol causes heart disease, there was a rush to find ways to lower it. When it was
discovered that the intake of polyunsaturated fats could accomplish this, many felt that the
answer was to replace the intake of saturated fats with polyunsaturated fats. However,
what they did not realize is that polyunsaturated fats lower the level of cholesterol in the
blood by hiving it out of the blood and into the colon.l 8
Relationship of Fiber Consumption to Colon Cancer
Researchers have discovered that the less fiber in a person's diet, the more likely
colon cancer (depending on the diet) is likely to occur. Since meat. eggs and dairy
products are high in fat and provide absolutely no fiber at all, they are prime candidates for
production of dietary-related cancer. The human intestine has a very hard time handling
the putrefjmg bacteria, high levels of fat, and lack of fiber that characterize these foods.
The human intestine is convoluted, and requires fiber to move things along. In contrast,
the intestines of a carnivore are almost straight tubes, which shorten the transit time for
material and do not require fiber to move things along. Vegetarians need to aware that not
only meat, eggs and d a j l fats are h e 1 to health, but also vegetable fats such as salad
oils and margarine. Certain nuts, seeds, olives and avocados contain fats which should be
consumed in moderation.

Diabetes and Diet
Although millions of people undergo problems with diabetes, they are not generally
aware that their problems could greatly be relieved by adjusting their diet. Diabetes is the
8th leading cause of death in the United States, because diabetics are extremely vulnerable
to arteriosclerosis and are highly prone to heart attacks and stroke. Most diabetics eat the
standard diet that most other people eat. As a result most of them, during a seventeen year
period which follows discovery of their diabetic condition, undergo major health problems,
including heart attack, kidney failure, strokes, and blindness. In Lancet, the British medical
publication, Dr.Inder Singh reported a study in which 80 diabetic patients were restricted
to very low fat diets - 20 to 30 grams per day - and forbidden any sugar. By the time six
weeks had elapsed, more than 60% of the patients no longer required insulin. The figure
eventually rose to 7P!, and those who were left only required a small fraction of the
-
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insulin formerly needed. All 80 cases were monitored for periods ranging from six months
19
to over five years, and the success of the dietary change was confirmed over time.
This knowledge has been known for 38 years, yet diabetics are not generally
informed about this dietary matter, and this results in much needless suffering,
tremendous profits for the medical and pharmaceutical industry, and needless early death
for many people. Wdfbll criminal negligence? Yes. There is a rare and very serious form
of diabetes called childhood onset diabetes which in many ways is a different disease. It is
a situation in which the pancreas has been injured and cannot make enough insulin, or in
some cases any insulin at all. Despite this kind of problem, maintaining a meat/egg/dairy
fee diet and havingfiber in the diet reduces the need for external insulin by as much as
30%.

Diabetes and the Presence of Trace Minerals in the Diet
In 1972, Dr.Walter Metz informed the Council for Advancement of Science that he
was willing to bet that a majority of diabetes-prone patients at two VA hospitals, if given
supplementary amountds of chromium in their diets, would be able to better handle their
body glucose. The point was to test a theory that chromium deficiency contributed to the
condition. The work of Dr. Metz has never been contested. Chromium is apparently one
of the trace minerals, along with zinc, that is essential to the proper fbnctioning of insulin
in the body. According to Kiihnau and Von Holt, zinc is necessary for the binding of
insulin to the islets of Langrahans in the pancreas - binding which is necessary for the
hnctional and morphological intergrity of B-cells. In the advanced treatise on Mineral
Metabolism, C.L. Comar and Felix Bronner also call attention to the zinc-insulin
relationship. Cobalt and selenium may also be involved, since they vary in concentration
with both glucose and insulin administration, according to Dr.D.Behne, of Berlin's HahnMeitner Institute. The clinicaI importance of such findings was underscored in an article
on juvenile diabetes appearing in the April 1971 issue of Nutrition T-,
which suggested
that the metabolism of trace elements such as chromium and zinc may be altered in those
who have this condition. Since the dubious practice of refining wheat flour leads to a
marked loss of such trace elements, this is an area which needs to be addressed. Both trace
elements are available in a plant based diet.
Other Degenerative Conditions Impacted by Alteration in Diet
Elimination of sugar, meats, eggs, dairy products and fats in the diet, plus the
inclusion of fiber and adoption of more of vegetarian diet, can improve at least the
following conditions: Hypoglycemia, Multiple Sclerosis, Ulcers, Constipation and
Intestinal Problems, Obesity, Arthritis, Gallstones, Hypertension, Anemia, Asthma and
~almonellosis.~~
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The Use of Valuable Plant Protein
to Produce Hazardous Animal Protein
Because 90 percent of the protein invested in feeding livestock is lost to the
environment, it is extremely wastell. For every 16 pounds of grain and soybeans (which
could feed starving people), only one pound of contaminated meat is produced. The other
15 pounds is animal waste which lrther pollutes the environment, eventually working its
way into human beings as well. In terms of acreage, it takes 3.75 acres to supply a human
with meat and only .5 acre to supply a human with dairy and vegetables only .16 acre is
needed for a complete vegetarian. If Americans were to reduce their meat consumption
only ten percent, it would free 12 million tons of grain annually for human consumption
that is enough grain to feed 60 million people. One acre of land can grow 20,000 pounds
of potatoes, but only 165 pounds of beef The cattle of the world, taken all together,
consume a quantity of food equal to the caloric needs of 8.7 billion people - which is
nearly double the current population of the planet!

In a world where a child dies of starvation every two seconds, the whole system in
the United States (designed by the Rockefeller Eastern establishment and the NWO
proponents) is a criminal enterprise and indeed constitutes a "holocaust" of a different
nature - these people are criminals and the crimes are against humanity. Because of the
nature of American farming, we will experience food shortages in the 1990's as there were
gasoline shortages twenty years before. Over four million acres of crop land are being lost
to erosion each year, which is an area the size of Connecticut. Eighty-five percent of this is
directly associated with raising livestock!
The Production of meats, dairy products and eggs accounts for 33% of all the raw
materials used for all purposes in the United States. In contrast, growing grains,
vegetables and fruits for human consumption uses less than 5% of the raw material used
for the production of meat. If the whole planet were to eat according to the practices used
by the United States, the entire petroleum reserve of the planet would be exhausted within
13 years.
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Animals wastes account for more than ten times as much water pollution as the total
amount attributable to the entire human population, and the meat industry accounts for
more than three times as much h d l organic waste water pollution than the rest of the
industries in the United States combined. The livestock of the United States produce 20
times as much fecal matter as the entire human population of the country - over one billion
tons per year. A feedlot with 20,000 cattle produces the same amount of organic waste as
a city of 320,000 people. Every 24 hours, the poisoned animals destined for America's
dinner tables produce 20 billion pounds of waste (250,000 pounds of waste per second).
We're knee-deep in the shit of the New World
In terms of water consumption, to produce one days food for a meat eater takes
4,000 gallons of water for a vegetarian diet it takes only 300 gallons. The amount of water
a 1,000 pound steer uses over its brief lifetime, according to Newsweek Magazine, is
enough to float a standard battleship in the US Navy. Over 50% of the water consumed in
the United States goes to imgate land to grow feed and fodder for livestock.
The rainforests of the world are being wiped out at an astonishing rate in order to
raise livestock. Besides wiping out the main source of the oxygen supply for the human
population, an incredible may of medicinal plants that could help the human species are
being wiped out. The irony is that the jungle terrain has been leached of minerals by the
rain forests that were cleared, and they are not very suitable for growing artificially
transposed crops. The desertification of the planet is in progress, and the transformation
into a hot, carbon- dioxide rich planet suitable for any Reptilian species is happening right
before our eyes.

Refined Foods and Degenerative Physiological Processes
As if the fiasco with meat, eggs and dairy products wasn't enough, the consumption
of specific kinds of "food additives" has been slowly but inexorably programmed into the
public. Many of these substances were initially met with public outcry between lobby21 Maidenburg, H.J, "The Livestock Explosion," New York Times, July 1, 1973 Lappe, F., Diet For a Small
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ridden government legislation and mass-media battering over decades, the public has sunk
to a state of apathy about the quality of the very food they eat. It has not become clear in
the public mind that the nature of the "foods" they provided with are the source of a whole
plethora of physiological problems. As a result of this public apathy, immense profits are
being made at the expense of human beings. Consciousness is the only answer to this
problem. Einstein once said that the answers to problems do not come fiom the same state
of consciousness that created them. That is the key, and the growth in consciousness
begins with awareness about the nature of what is happening. Virtually ALL the credibility
of the mass media about food, and the companies that supply food, is based on public
ignorance.
Refined Sugar Products and Their Effect on the Body and Mind
All natural substances, when refined and purified synthetically, undergo a basic
change in character. Refined sugar is an excellent example. Because refined sugar causes
physiological changes in the body of a temporary pleasant nature (which mask significant
degenerative effects), it has been relatively simple to .push this substance on an
unsuspecting population. It is estimated that refined sugar production is approximately
200 billion pounds per year, and personal consumption, in well-to-do countries, often
exceeds 100 pounds per year.

Consumption of processed foods (which are laced with sugar) cost the American
public more than $54 biiion in dental bills each year, so the dental industry reaps huge
profits from the programmed addiction of the public to sugar products - not that the public
is being given much of a choice in the selection of processed food. In 1948, a $57,000 tenyear study was awarded to Harvard University by the Sugar Research Foundation to find
out how sugar causes cavities teeth and how to prevent it. In 1958, Time magazine
reported the findings, which were reported in the Dental Association JmmaI. They
discovered there was no way to prevent the problem and their hndiig immediately
disappeared.
Physiological symptoms from over-consumption, according to the best medical
evidence available, produces diabetes, obesity, and heart problems. Coronary disease has
been regarded as a complication of diabetes both coronary disease and diabetes have a
common cause - the consumption of white refined sugar and white refined flour. Of all the
foods processed by humans, refined carbohydrates l i e sugar and flour and altered the
most. In order to get five ounces of refined sugar, over 2.5 pounds of sugar beets are
processed, removing 90 percent of the fibrous material. The result is an eight-fold
concentration of sucrose. Yes, sugar is made_fi-omnatural ingredients (sugar cane or sugar
beets) so is heroin.
The word "carbohydrate" is the security blanket for the sugar pushers, and it is
deliberately misleading. On packaged ingredient labels sugar (as a refined carbohydrate) is
lumped in with all the other carbohydrates in order to hide the effective sugar content
from the buyer. In addition, chemists use the word "sugar" to describe an entire group of

substances that are similar but are not identical. The substance called glucose is a sugar
found in h i t s and vegetables that is the key material in the metabolic processes of all
organic life fonns. It is always present in the blood and is often referred to as "blood
sugar". Dextrose is derived synthetically from starch,fructose is found in h i t , maltose is a
sugar present within malt and fermented products, lactose is a natural sugar found in milk,
and sucrose is a refined synthetic sugar made fiom sugar cane and the sugar beet.
When plants containing sucrose are refined, they are stripped of their life force,
vitamins and minerals. What remains is a sterile, pure carbohydrate that the human body
cannot use. When ingested, there is incomplete metabolism, resulting in the formation of
toxic compounds, such as pyruvic acid and sucrose structures containing five carbon
atoms. The pyruvic acid accumulates in the brain and nervous system and the abnormal
sucrose structures accumulate in the blood, interfering with the nonnal respiratory
processes of the cell and depriving them of oxygen. In order to even absorb this 'jpredigested" carbohydate, the body has to deplete its store of vitamins and minerals
(thiamine and B vitamins), creating an imbalance. Sugar is, in effect, an antinutrient it
increases the need for nutrients in the body. A shining example is a pre-sweetened cereal
with vitamins added to it. The product is entirely self-defeating and injurious to the body.
Rearing this to some degree, the Federal Trade Commission made sugar advertisers
cease their claims that sugar was an "energy builder" and a "nutrient". If sugar
consumption continues, a gradual process of cell death occurs that leads to a degenerative
condition.
Since upwards of 70% of the human diet is composed of refined carbohydrates
(refined sugar, white flour, polished rice, macaroni, and most breakfast cereals), it is not
hard to understand why the population is developing a host of degenerative diseases.
Truth in advertising would be the end of three major television networks, five hundred
magazines and several thousand newspapers, plus several thousand parasitic businesses
that thrive off a deluded public and depend heavily on false, misleading and deceptive
practices. This is to some degree recognized, but is anyone taking their Congressmen to
task and demanding some action? Obviously not. The more you see a product advertised,
the more of a ripp-off and health hazard it represents. Coca-Cola, for example, contains
substances that are known poisons it also causes degeneration of the teeth and stomach
lining it's the "real thing".
About 45 companies, including the American Sugar Refining Company, Coca-Cola,
General Foods, General Mills, Nestles, and Pet Milk have as their "front organization" a
group called The Nutrition Foundation. It would appear that fiom the evidence and
historical record, the mass media and advertising companies always tell you the opposite
of what is actually the case - in other words they lie to you. Because those lies involve the
physiological degeneration of the human population, it constitutes criminal neghgence and
a situation of deliberate genocide (albeit a long-term slow genocide) that is not
immediately recognized by the "now" generation. They can get away with it because the
human body can tolerate a lot of abuse before it becomes obvious that something is
wrong, but why allow abuse to continue in the first place?

Just as the military industrial complex will not promote research into the effects of
the electromagnetic emanations they produce on the human being, in truth, so it has been
with the case of refined sugar products. In 1957, Professor E.V. McCollum published A
History of Nutrition in order to write the work, he reviewed over 200,000 published
scientific papers. He found that between 1816 and 1940, there was not one controlled
experiment within the framework of establishment science peflonned with refined sugar
to indicate the health eflects on human physiology.
Sugar taken every day in processed foods produces a continuously over-acid
condition, and more and more minerals are required fiom deep in the body in an attempt
to rectify the balance. Eventually, so much calcium is taken fiom the bones and teeth that
decay and a condition of generalized weakening manifests itself.
During the process of continuous sugar consumption, especially with todays
processed foods, excess sugar in stored in the liver in the form of glucose until the
capacity of the liver to do so is reached. During this process, the liver becomes somewhat
enlarged, and excess glucose is returned to the blood in the form of fatty acids, which are
stored in the inactive muscular areas of the body, which is everywhere they people gain
weight (stomach, buttocks, breasts, thighs, etc). When these areas have been filled to
capacity, the fatty acids are then sent to organs (heart, kidneys, etc), which causes them to
begin a process of degeneration. Abnormal blood pressure begins to occur, the brain
fbnctions are affected, the structural quality of the cellular structures within the blood
decline, an overabundance of white cells occurs, creation of new tissue declines, and the
immune system is affected.
One of the keys to orderly brain hnction is glutamic acid, and this compound is
found in many vegetables. When sugar is consumed, the bacteria in the intestines which
manufacture B vitamin complexes begin to die - these bacteria nonnally thrive in a
symbiotic relationship with the human body. When the B vitamin complex level declines,
the glutamic acid (nomally transformed into "go" "no-go" directive neural enzymes by the
B vitamins) is not processed and sleepiness occurs, as well as a decreased abiity for short
term memory function and numerical calculative abi~ities.~
The removal of B vitamins
when foods are "processed" makes the situation even more tenuous. The activity of
removing precious vitamins from food during processing, which makes it mtritionally
worthless and a medical hazard, and then establishing a multi-billion dollar market on
"supplementary vitamins" in order to furlher compound the already bulpng medical
pro$ts gainedfrom people eating the food, constitutes another intentional criminal act.
Processing one hundred tons of brown rice, removing all the nutrients, yields seventy tons
of white polished rice it lessens the quantity of real food and replaces it with a lesser
quantity of a substance which is a physiological hazard. The fact that polishing rice
removed the essential nutrients was known in 1912, after the experiments by Dr.Casirnir
Funk at the Lister Institute in London.
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This is one of the keys for understanding the effectof MSG on the human brain, discussed later.
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The Deliberate Use of Refined Sugar to Assist Degenerative Disease

You can immediately see the effect that consumption of refined sugar has on a
population, and since these effects are known, the distribution of refined sugar to a
population constitutes a criminal act. In Vietnam the U.S. Government instituted a very
successfbl program of selling the Vietnamese processed polished rice (which you can see
at the supermarket) as a replacement for their whole grain rice which contains the B
vitamin (thiamine) complex. Immediately the general health of the -etnamese began to
suffer, especially when they were exposed to American processed foods and soft
beverages. The combination of white rice and white sugar was a lethal combination for the
Vietnamese. U.S. medical officials in Vietnam in 1971 pretended to be stumped, and
decided to announce that a mysterious disease was being coming rampant and a vaccine
had to be found. Warnings were broadcast over radio and television and millions of
leaflets were dropped. The Vietnamese government was then stuck with the bill for blood
plasma and IV fluids which the U.S.Government airlifted in to "solve the problem". I
remember it because I was there when this was going on.
Refined Sugar, Diabetes and Hypoglycemia

Dietary causes are not the only cause of a malfbnction of body insulin production,
but dietary relationships are what we will focus on here.
From World War I to the Vietnam era, physical examinations of draftees points to a
steady increase of diabetes among teenagers and the population in general. Diabetes is the
leading cause of blindness, as well as a major contributor to disability and death from
disease of the kidney and the heart. The current estimate of those with diabetes in the
United States is more than twenty million people. The number of people suffering from
pre-diabetic symptoms, hypoglycemia (low blood glucose, very often the precursor of full
diabetes) is estimated to be over 100 million people the number is going up each day
because of the criminal practices of the American food industry and the spineless
government beseiged with payoffs and constant lobbying for increased profits.
According to a September 1973 letter from the Department of Health, Education
and Welfare (an organization that exists, like others, to ensure the exact opposite),
unpublished data shows that out of 134,000 people interviewed in 1973, 66,000 (49.2%)
reported the symptoms of hyperglycemia (sweating, shakiness, trembling, anxiety, rapid
heartbeat, headache, weakness, and occasionally seizures and coma). According to the
Journal of the American Medican Association in 1973, "the majority of people with these
symptoms do not have hypoglycemia". The fact they they do not state what they have is
significant, yet they cannot claim to know unless they really know what is happening and
they are not telling anyone.
Since the HEW study remains unpublished the AMA can claim not to know about it,
and say that the claims of widespread hypoglycemia in the United States are "not
supported by medical evidence", since the HEW study reported statistical epidemiological

evidence. The patients reported the evidence, not the doctors. Therefore, it is not
"medical" evidence.
Hippocrates never described a case of diabetes. The only country where actual
statistics relating to diabetes and the consumption of sugar is Denmark. In 1880, the
average Danish citizen consumed over 29 pounds of refined sugar annually. At that time,
the recorded death rate fiom diabetes was 1.8 per 100,000. In 1911, consumption more
than doubled to 82 pounds per person, and the death rate from diabetes rose to 8 per
100,000. In 1934, sugar consumption rose to 113 pounds per person and the death rate
fiom diabetes rose to 18.9 per 100,000. Before World War 11, Denmark has a higher
conscumption of sugar than any other European country. It is interesting that one out of
five people in Demark also have cancer. In Sweden, annual consumption per person of
refined sugar rose fiom 12 pounds in 1880 to over 120 pounds per person in 1929. One
out of six people in Sweden has cancer. The conclusion is inescapable: as refined sugar
consumption increases, the incidence of fatal disease increases to match it.
The discovery of synthetically produced insulin meant that the pharmaceutical
industry had another financial windfall, and the surge in refined sugar production in the
United States in the 1920's ensured that the profit would escalate dramatically. Taking too
little or too much insulin can cause insulin shock. In 1924, low levels of glucose in the
blood were declared to be a symptom of excessive insulin. Dr. Seale Hanis of the
University of Alabama began to notice symptoms of insulin shock in many people who
were neither diabetic not taking any insulin. These people were diagnosed as having low
levels of glucose in their blood (diabetics have high levels of glucose). Dr. Hanis pointed
out that the cure for low blood glucose was self-government of the body by giving up
refined sugar, candy, coffee and soft drinks. Needless to say, neither the medical
establishment nor the food industry was amused by this fact, because patients with
hyperinsulin situations could never be made to be dependent on the medical system when
they could take care of the problem themselves by watching their diet.
Furthermore, in 1929, Dr.Frederick Banting, the discoverer of insulin, informed the
medical establishment that the way to prevent diabetes was to cut down on "dangerous"
sugar bingeing.
There is sufficient evidence that the introduction of externally applied insulin by the
medical establishment really exacerbates the problem in that it really does not seem to
solve anything. A case in point is England, where the deaths because of diabetes in 1925
were 112 million people. After the introduction of insulin shots in 1925, deaths rose to
115 million in 1926, and have continued to rise: 131 million in 1928, 142 million in 1929,
and 145 million in 1931.
In the 1930's researchers in the United States discovered that Chinese and Japanese
who take rice (natural, not polished) as their principle food had very little diabetes. They
also noticed that Jews and Italians had a high incidence of diabetes, as their sugar intake
was correspondingly higher. Other statistics in the United States show that the outbreak of
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diabetes dropped sharply during World War I when sugar was rationed (except it was not
rationed to the soldiers who were doomed anyway and the military incidence of diabetes
went up).
Refined sugar was introduced to Japan after the U.S. Civil War, and the Japanese
used it as a medicine. By 1906, 45,000 acres of sugar cane were cultivated in Japan. As
the Japanese consumed more sugar, the onset of "western" diseases increased.
When we eat, the process of digestion coverts food into glucose, which is camed in
the blood to the pancreas, where the increased blood glucose level stimulates the
production of insulin to balance the glucose level. The insulin is carried in the blood to the
liver, where excess glucose is coverted to glycogen, which is then stored in the liver. A
decrease in blood glucose, on the other hand, stimulates secretion of cortical hormones in
the adrenal gland and hormones in the pituitary gland (ACTH) which raise the blood
glucose level by converting some of the stored glycogen in the liver to glucose. In a
healthy bodt, the blood glucose level is maintained by the interplat of inscortical
hormones, and ACTH.
Consumption of refined sugar products (as well as honey and fiuits) overstimulates
the pancreas, causing over-production of insulin, coverting too much glucose into
glycogen, depressing the blood glucose level and producing a condition of
hyperinsulinism, or hypoglycemia. As the pancreas tires of producing insulin to counteract
the consumption of sugar, the blood sugar begins to rise sigdicantly. When the insulin
supply becomes inadequate in this manner, the liver cannot effectively convert excess
glucose to glycogen. This condition is known as diabetes.
The fact that the recommendation exists in the medical community for a diabetic to
consume glucose tablets or sugar cubes when they feel an incident of insulin shock coming
on is incredible and counter to established scientific data on the physiological operation of
the human body, yet the public mutely accepts this in a blind trust of those "who know
better than we do". Mass media commercials continually create the atmosphere that the
public is a collective bunch of imbeciles, and one that suggests that the medical community
and the pharmaceutical companies only care about the welfare of the public. The
Department of Health, Education and Welfare should be renamed for what it really stands
for, based on its activity and accomplishments over the years: The Department of Disease
Production, Mind Control of the Young and Sociological Dependency.
In 1960, Japanese doctor Nyoiti Sakurazawa noted, "no Western doctor can cure
diabetes, even thtrty years after the discovery of insulin. Physicians have continued to
recommend insulin, condemning diabetics to walk with an insulin crutch for the rest of
their lives, yet on the 25th anniversary of the discovery of insulin, the inefficiency of
insulin as a treatment or cure for diabetes was publicly admitted. In the meantime, millions
of diabetics have paid millions of dollars for this ineffective remedy. The number of
diabetics is increasing every day. Once they begin taking insulin, they can expect to feed
the pockets of the doctors and pharmaceutical corporations as long as they live."

In 1964, Sakurazawa said, "I am confident that Western medicine will admit what
has been known in the Orient for years: sugar is without question the number one
murderer in the history of humanity - much more lethal than opium or radioactive fallout.
Sugar is the greatest evil that modem industrial civilization has visited upon the countries
of the Far East and Africa (genocide)...foolish people who give or sell candy to babies will
one day, to their horror, that they have much to answer for."
In 1991, according to the 1993 World Almanac and Book of Facts, the United States
exported $12.1 million dollars of sugar and imported $7 13 million dollars worth of sugar,
much to the delight of the medical and pharmaceutical industries, and the detriment of the
population. Increased sugar consumption and the resulting symptoms of hypoglycemia
have also contributed toward an increasing number of accidents on the highways of the
world - the carnage continues. Consult the composite chronologv in Auuendix A to
research how sugar as apopulaion modzfiing ahg has been historically handled, and by
whom. It is some of the same people who later were involved in opium trafficking and
today traffick in heroin and cocaine worldwide.

The Introduction of Chemical Food Additives
into the Food Supply
and the Effect on Human Behavior and the Brain
Food additives are substances added to processed food to allegedly improve taste,
color, smell, flavor and preservability. In many cases, "processed foods" represent
wholesome food that has been degraded through processing, often resulting in "foods"
that contain substances that have cumulative toxic effects that produce disease and
degeneration in humans that eat them. Additives; some of which are cumulatively toxic,
are added to conceal the poor quality and nature of the food provided for us while at the
same time effecting the human brain and behavior. Although substances that affect the
human body in this way must by law be regulated, lobbied loopholes by food
manufacturers allow consistent assault of the mental capacity of children and adults,
promote and encourage aberrant behavior patterns and interfere with the capacity to learn
and process infoxmation.

23Abrahamson,E.M, Mind Body and Sugar Journal of the American Medical Association, 83:729, 1924
Himsworth, H., Clinical Science, 2:117, 1935 Frederidrs, C., "LowBlood Sugar and You" Campbell, G.,
Nutrition and Diseases, 1973 New York Times, "Ailment Striking Young in V~ctnam",July 22, 1973
r)rrffy, W.,% Sugar Blues*, 1975 Deer, D., The History of Sugar Strong, L., The Story of Sugar,
Collum, E., A History of Nutrition Robetu, H., "Sugar Unmasked as a Highway Killer", Prevention
Magazine, March 1972 Medjcal World News, January 197UMarch 1973 Pria, W., "Nutrition and
Physical Degeneration"Academy ofApplied Nutrition, 1948; Dope Incorporated and the Unseen Hand.

MATRIX III - VOLUME TWO
The Canyon Verde School Study on Additives
M e r the use of saccharin was marginally addressed in 1976, many people began to
look at the use of chemical food additives more closely. After a school nutritionist met
with student resistence on food guidelines, a study was conducted 1982 at the Canyon
Verde School in California. The study was performed by students, who used three groups
of rats to demonstrate the effect of additives. The control group of rats was fed natural
food and clean water. The second group was fed natural food, clean water and hotdogs.
The third group was fed sugar-coated cereal and fruit punch. The fourth group was fed
doughnuts and cola.
It was immediately apparent that the different diets had different effects on
behavior in the three groups. The rats receiving natural food and clean water remained
attentive and alert. The rats receving natural food and hotdogs became violent and fought
aggressively. The third group of rats subsisting on products containing sugar-coated
cereal and fruit punch were nervous, hyperactive and behaved aimlessly. The fourth
group subsisting on doughnuts and cola were unable tofinction as a social unit. They
werefeafil and had trouble sleeping.
The Effect of Paternal Consumption of Additives on Newborn Behavior
During the 1982 study with four groups of rats and food consumption, many of the
rats became pregnant in each group. The students had the opportunity to see the extended
result of diet on newborn organisms. The newbom rats displayed the same traits as the
mothers in each separate group, which meant that (1) chemical additives may have
passed to the newborns in the mothers milk, or ( 2 ) chemical adiitives may be capable of
passing though placental membranes, or (3) chemical additives may be capable of
passing through the blood-brain barrier, as the fetal organisms shared the same blood
with the mother.
Change of Diet and Reversal of Physiological Symptoms
When students in the Canyon Verde Study reverted to natural food for the groups
who had received food with additives, it took several weeks for the rats to return to a
natural state of behavior. It is unknown whether this same time period applies to humans,
especially after sustained consumption of these chemicals by the time a child becomes an
adult, but there are encouraging indications that symptoms can be reversed by altering
human diet. When the children at Canyon Verde school began eating foods without
chemical additives (BHT,BHqTBHQ and artificial flavors and colors), profound changes
began to take place. Students formerly disruptive and hyperactive became civilized, calm
and attentive.24We will discuss some of these other additives in detail later.
24 It is these same students who would be candidates for psychological therapy and intervention with
psychotropic drugs such as R i t a h , Cylert or Dexidrine, when all the time the problem was in the gi& of
the children. This is discussed in another chapter .
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The Effect of Sugar, Synthetic Colorings and Flavors on the Brain

Although the effect on behavior of these chemicals can be quite dramatic, the
~ intelli~encecan also be shown to be significant. Three
effect on brain ~ r o c e s s-i nand
years before the Canyon Verde study in 1979, the schools in New York City made a basic
change in the school lunch program that excluded foods with a high sugar content, as well
as eliminating foods with two synthetic coloring chemicals. Within one year, the scores on
standardized California achievement tests went up 8%. The school system then banned all
synthetic food colorings and flavoring. The scores went up another 4%. Threee years later
in 1983, all foods containing BHT and BHA were removed from school lunch programs.
The scores increased an additional 4%. This means that school lunch programs are
decreasing the mental capacity of children by at least 16%.
Food Additives and Hyperactivity in Children
A school study on rats and the experience of the students in New York City is not
the only indicator that artificial colors and preservatives are causing behavioral
hyperactivity in children. Lancet, the journal of the British Medical Association, despite its
allopathic orientation, reported that these substances are capable of producing
hyperactivity. The journal once focused on Yellow NOS, chemically known as tartrazine,
and the preservative benzoic acid, commonly found in processed foods. These two
chemicals produced dramatic reactions in 79% of children.25Although a direct reference
could not be located, it is claimed that the Surgeon General of the United States claimed
that 8,000 people die of cancer each year from synthetic chemicals in food.
Testing of Additives: A Commentary

If manufacturers bother to test synthetic chemical additives at all, they test them on
animals which are insulated from the enviromental co-factors that 'people are normally
exposed to which are known to aggravate cancer and other degenerative disease. Given
that sufficient research has been conducted worldwide on the physical and psychological
effect of these chemicals, combined with the known fact that they are immune from
regulation because of loopholes, one can only conclude that they continue to be added to
processed foodr deliberately in order to increase the likelihood of degenerative dsease
requiring medical intervention, producing financial gain and incentive for the medical
complex, which constitiutes criminal negligence and, in some cases, deliberate criminal
homicide for those who directly die as a result of these chemicals. The fact that one of the
items on the agenda o f the 1995 Conmess is to scale down mamfacturer liabilitv claims
25 A book on this specific subject was written by Dr.Bejamin Feingold entitled 'Why Your Child is
Hyperactive". Feingold was an allergist as Kaiser Permanente in San Francisco who asserted that
synthetic colors , flavorings and preservatives were a major co-factor in both childhood learning disorders
and behaviorlconduct disorders. He started national clearinghouses known as 'Feingold Groups" and his
known for the "Fein~oldDiet'', in use by familes worldwide. For information, contact the Feingold
Association, P.O.Box 6550, Alexandia, Virginia 22306, or call 703-768-3287. A newsletter is also
available.

is indicative o f a pre-emptive attempt to limit fhre litipation on this and related issues
decting
- the health and welfare of the world population. e~peciallvin the ewerimental
testina mound known as the United States.

Artificial Sweetners
When sugar is mutely recognized by medical doctors and patients alike as being the
source of some problem, artificial sweetners are often recommended. These synthetic
substances have been widely documented as causing a variety of problems in those that are
sensitive to them (lack of sensitivity in others may be due to the fact that any
symptomology that might be caused by them is overwhelmed by symptoms caused by
other factors) it is analogous to replacing heroin addiction with methadone addiction. The
proaramrned addiction to sweetness takes a lot to overcome. The fact that it cannot be
overcome easily by a population that is basically unconscious is no surprise.

Saccharin
In 1977, Canada's Health Protection Branch (the equivalent to the FDA), released
a major study indicating that saccharin causes bladder cancer in rats. This prompted the
FDA to "propose" a ban. Studies carried out by the National Cancer Institute (which relies
on the existence of cancer for its own existence) "indicated" that saccharin use "is not
associated with an increased risk of bladder cancer." The National Academy of Science
also echoes that position. It might be stated that the effect of saccharin on the unborn fetus
is unknown. It is a well known fact that today, more people make a living fiom cancer
than die of it - and the death rate is increasing.

Cyclamates
In 1937 a scientist at the University of Illinois, as the story goes, happened to lay a
lit cigarette on a pile of crystal-like powder he was experimenting with. When he picked
up the cigarette and inhaled he noticed that the powder on the cigarette tased sweet. What
scientist Michael Sveda had discovered was the sweet taste of cyclamates, acid derivatives
30 times sweeter than sugar. Abbott Laboratories in Chicago became aware of this and
began to market cyclamates in the early 1950's. It reigned as the foremost sugar
alternative until 1970, when the FDA banned it after learning it caused bladder tumors in
laboratory animals. In 1973, Abbott asked the FDA to allow cyclamates back on the
market. The FDA, after reviewing Abbotts research, indicated to Abbott that it had not
indicated to a "reasonable certainty" that cyclamate was safe for human consumption. Not
one word was said about the biased conflict of interest in allowing Abbott to present
safety data on its own product.

In 1982, Abbott "arrived at more data and again petitioned the FDA to allow its
sale, oblivious of any potential risks inherent in the compound. The FDA called on its

Cancer Assessment Committee (CAC) to review the data. In 1984, the CAC concluded
that 'the evidence on cyclamate indicated it was safe7'.It is not known if members of the
CAC were paid by Abbott, or influenced in any way to disregard known scientific
information, in order to come up with this criminally negligent decision. However, a
separate review of cyclamates by the National Academy of Sciences in 1985 stated that
while cyclamate 'tlid not appear to be carcinogenic in and of itself: 'Some evidence
suggsted that it may promote the growth of tumors when it combines with other
carcinogens." Abbott Laboratories is still in the process of petitioning the government to
reintroduce cyclamates into the food supply.

Sucralose
The substance called sucralose is approximately 600 times sweeter than regular
sugar (sucrose). Sucrolose is a derivative of refined sugar, making it even more insidious
insofaras its effect on the body. In 1992, the FDA was in the process of studying a petition
for use of sucralose in 15 foods and beverages, including h i t spreads, milk products and
salad dressings. At the same time officials in Canada, Australia and the EEC were also
considering its use. The current status of sucralose is unknown. Mamfacturer: Johnson &
Johnson. M q have efJect on thymus gland, important to the immune system.

Stevia Leaves (natural) and the extract Stevioside
Currently used in 10 countries, including Japan, Paraguay and Brazil, stevioside is
an extract fiom the leaves of the stevia plant. The leaves are 300 times sweeter than sugar.
The leaves are known to be non-toxic and benign. The stevia is a South American shrub
also grown in Asia and parts of California. Indian tribes in South American have ued stevia
for centuries as a digestive aid and as a topical dressing for wound healing. Recent studies
indicate that it can increase glucose tolerance and decrease blood sugar levels. Stevia
gained great popularity in the 1980's in the United States. Celestial Seasonings used it as a
flavoring for many of their teas. In 1986, without warning, the FDA came into their
warehouse and seized their stock of stevia. No reason was given for the seizure; the
company was simply told they could not use it in their teas.The extract stevioside is
presumed safe, although it slightly alters the taste of food and can leave an aftertaste. In
1991, the FDA banned stevia, claiming it was "an unsafe food additive': even though it is
available in many other countries, presumably to prevent it fiom competing with
aspartame and other synthetic chemical sweeteners. The American Herbal Products
Association (AHPA) has petitioned the FDA to lift the ban on stevia, based on the fact
that stevia is not a food additive, but a food with a long record of safety.26

26 Despite the apparent ban, stevia is still available: White Stevia powder is available from The Body
Ecology Diet in Atlanta, Georgia, at 800-896-7838 or 404-266-1366. Two ounces of powder are about $20
plus S&H and lasts about 5-9 months. A company called Consumer Direct has Stevia tea at about $18.20
plus S&H ,80 bags, and a 60ml bottle of concentrated liquid for $16 plus S&H. 800-899-9908.(AZ).

Alitame
This substance is made from amino acids, like aspartame. The manufacturer is
Pfizer, Inc. Alitame is 2,000 times sweeter than sugar. Pfizer, a pharmaceutical company
known for making some drugs with serious side effects, petitioned the FDA in 1986 for
approval. As of 1992, the approval is still pending. Manufacturer: Pfizer, Inc.

Acesulfame K (ACK)
Acesulfame K has come under fire as a possible cancer promoter. It is marketed as
"Sunette" in a sugar substitute called "Sweet One", and is found in foods such as pudding
and gum. Soon after the substance was approved in 1988, during the Bush administration,
critics charged that some evidence suggested it might cause tumors in rats. When the FDA
reviewed the studies conducted on the sweetener (studies paid for by the maker, which
constitute a conflict of interest, invalidating the safety of the product) it found that "over
time", rats who consumed AK "ended up with no higher incidence of tumors than would
be expected to occur naturally during their lifetime". Manufacturer: Hoechst Celenese
Labs. (German company). Used in some flavors of Trident sugarless gum.27

Aspartame
(Laspartyl Lphenylalinine methyl ester)
Today we have "Nutra-Sweet@", which is widely used in a plethora of
consumables, despite a demonstrated neurological reaction in some people. It is estimated
that as many as 20,000,000 people cannot metabolize phenylalimine, and this inability is
genetically inherited by children. The inability to metabolize phenylalinine can lead to
mental retardation in children. This means a risk of retardation for millions of children. A
multi-billion dollar enterprise, this substance is said to be "refined" from
"natural"substances. Like other "refined" substances, it represents a health threat to the
general public. No long term studies have been performed to evaluate the physiological
effects of this substance, yet the public is lead to believe it is absolutely safe. Technically,
the chemical is called aspartame, and it was once on a Pentagon list of biowarfare
chemicals submitted to ~ o n ~ r e s s .Aspartame
**
is in over 4,000 products worldwide and is
consumed by over 200 million people in the United States alone. What follows is a skeletal
examination of the chronology related to aspartame. A more detailed chronology is given
later in this chapter based on information provided to us by the Aspartame Consumer
Safety Network.
Aspartame is produced by G.D. Searle Company, founded in 1888 and located in
Skokie, Illinois. It is about 200 times sweeter than the refined sugar that it is meant to
replace, and it is known to erode intelligence and affect short-term memory. It is
27
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Dallus Morning News, July 6 , 1991, p8, "New Artificial Sweetners Rekindle Debate..."
According to Alex Constantine in his essay entitled 'Sweet Poison ".
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essentiaIIy a chemical weapon designed to impact popdations en masse. It is an rDNA
derivative made fiom two amino acids, L-phenylalanine, L-aspartic acid and methanol.
Originally discovered during a search for an ulcer drug in 1966, it was "approved by the
FDA in 1974 as a "food additive". Approval was followed by a retraction based on
demonstrated public concern over the fact that the substance produced brain tumors in
rats. According to the 1974 FDA task force set up to examine aspartame and G.D.Sea.de,
"we have uncovered serious deficiencies in Searles operations and practices, which
undermine the basis for reliance on Searle's integrity in conducting high quality animal
research to accurately determine the toxic potential of its products." The task force report
concluded with the recommendation that G.D. Searle should face a Grand Jury "to identifjr
more particularly the nature of the violations, and to identifjr all those responsible."29
In 1976, an FDA "task force" brought into question all of G.D. Searle's aspartame
testing procedures conducted between 1967 and 1975. The final FDA report noted faulty
and fiaudulent product testing, knowingly misrepresented product testing, knowlingly
misrepresented findings, and instances of irrelevant animal research. In other word, illegal
criminal activity. Understandably scared, Searle officials sought to suppress the FDA
findings and obstruct justice. They turned to N i o n and Ford administration operative
Donald Rumsfeld and elected him "chairman of the Searle organization." In 1977, the
Wall Street Journal detailed the fact that Rumsfeld made efforts to "mend fences" by
asking "what Searle could do" in the face of the changes. Also in 1977, Dr. Adrian Gross,
a pathologist working for the FDA, uncovered evidence that G.D.Searle might have
committed criminal fraud in withholding adverse data on aspartame.30
The FDA requested that U.S. Attorney Samuel Skinner be hired to investigate
Searle's aspartame testing procedures in January 1977. Samuel Skinner was the federal
prosecutor responsible for convincing the Grand Jury to investigate whether Searle
willfblly and criminally withheld data that cast doubt on the safety of aspartame. In
February 1977, Skinner met with Searle attorneys at the Chicago law firm of Sidney &
Austin. Suddenly, newly elected President Carter announced that Skinner would not
remain in office, and Skinner thereafter announced that he would be hired by Sidney &
Austin. Obviously, Skinner then had to recuse himself from the Searle prosecution. The
case was taken over by U.S. Attorney William Conlon, who essentially sat on the case,
despite complaints from the Justice Department, which was urging that a grand jury be
convened to prosecute Searle Company for filsifjmg Nutra-Sweet test data. Failing to
preform his duty, Conlon also joined Searle's law firm in January 1979.
Skinner's defection fiom the FDA might have been prompted by the results of the
review of the Searle studies. David Hattan, deputy director of the FDA Division of
29 The Guardian, England, July 20, 1990. The Guardian also published articles that prompted the
NutraSweet Company in Deerborn, Illinois to file a lawsuit for libel, maintaining that "safety issues were
resolved long ago". The Guardian cited documents submitted to a British government committee
reviewing artificial sweeteners.
30 Ibid.
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Toxicological Review and Evaluation, concedes that anyone reading the orginal FDA
investigation reports is likely to be "shocked" by what they reveal. He says that the
ensuing review of the Searle studies, in which he was involved from the time of his arrival
in 1978, was one of the most thorough in the agency's history. It included an
unprecedented hearing before a public board of inquiry composed of experts fiom outside
the agency. Arthur Hayes, Jr., then Commissioner of the FDA appointed by Reagan,
agreed with Searle and the FDA's Bureau of Foods (now the Center for Food Safety and
Applied Nutrition) that "an appropriate analysis of the data showed no significant
increases in tumor incidence in rats exposed to aspartame or DKP, one of the breakdown
products of aspartame. The board of inquiry rejected concerns that aspartame's
components could cause neurological damage.31
In 1981, under pressure from the soft drink lobby, FDA Commissioner Hayes
approved the initial use of aspartane in dry foods and as a tabletop sweetner, discounting
public complaints as anecdotal and ignoring three FDA scientists32 who voiced the fact
that there were serious questions concerning brain tumor tests after having done an inhouse study. Hayes was widely profiled as a man who believed that approval for new
drugs and additives was "too slow" because "the FDA demanded too much information."
Hayes also ignored the fact that the biased scientific studies paid for by Searle were
faulty.33 Afer leaving the FDA, Hayes took the post of senior medical consultant for the
public relationsfinn retained by ~ e a r l eA. ~subsequent
~
inquiry "found no improprieity".
In July 1983 it was approved for use in soft drinks in the United States, followed
three months later by approval in Britain by the Ministry of Agriculture. All this was done
despite the fact that the Department of Defense knew that aspartane was neurotoxic and
harmful to human health. These facts were deliberately suppressed by the government. It is
also interesting that in 1981 FDA scientist Dr. Robert Condon, in an internal government
document, said "I do not concur that aspartame has been shown to be safe with respect to
the induction of brain tumors." All safety was thrown aside because of pressure fiom
Searle. Considering the connections the drug companies have to the medical and
intelligence community, it would not be surprising that there were other factors involved
in the pressure to adopt aspartame into the diet of the population.
In 1984, the Arizona Department of Health began testing soft drinks to ascertain the
level of toxic deteriorization by-products in soft drinks. It was determined that soft drinks
stored in elevated temperatures promoted more rapid deteriorization of aspartane into
Food Magazine, Vol 1, No.9. ApriVJune 1990, "Artificial Sweetener Suspicions" (England).
TWOfonner FDA scientists involved in the Searle investigations, Jacqueline Verrett, a fonner FDA
toxicologst who reviewed data from three key studies, and Adrian Gross, who was part of a team of FDA
investigators that spent three months at the Searle laboratories - say the irregularities they discovered were
serious enough to invalidate some of the studies. In an i n t e ~ e wVerrett
,
called the FDA's final decision
to approve aspartame "a giant cover-up." FoodMaguzine ,Vol 1 No.9, AprillJune 1990. (England)
33 Science Times , February 1985, described the studies as "scientifically lacking in design and
execution."
34 Burston-Marsteller.
"

32
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poisonous methyl alcohol (methanol). The FDA decided to ignore these results. Public
complaints about the effects of aspartane began to come in. People complained of
headaches, dizziness, vomiting, nausea, blurred vision, seizures, convulsions and a host of
other reactions to aspartane.
Also in 1984, the Centers for Disease Control made the j-audulent announcement
that "no serious, widespread" side effects of aspartame had been found. It was an
outright lie, and this announcement was quickly followed by another from PepsiCo that it
was dropping saccharin and adopting aspartame as the sweetener it all its diet drinks.
Others followed suit, despite the January 1984 broadcast on CBS Nightly News where &
chief scientist for the FDA task force investipatina
- Searle vublicly stated that SearZe
comDanv officialsmade "deliberatedecisions" to cloak amartame 's toxic effects.
When a human comsumes "Nutra-Sweet@",it breaks down above 85" not only into
its constituent amino acids, but into methanol, which further breaks down into
formaldehyde, which is carcinogenic35 and very toxic, as well as formic acid and a brain
tumor agent called diketopiperrnine (DKP). In a meek attempt to ward off hrther public
inquiry, the FDA in 1984 announced that "no evidence has been found to establish that
asparkme's methanol by-product reaches toxic levels". Thir was a direct lie. since
Medical World News re~ortedin 1978. six years earlier. than the methanol content of
agartame is 1.000 times greater than most _foodsunder FDA control. Furthermore, the
methanol in aspartame is "free methanol", which is never found in nature. Methanol in
nature is always accompanied by ethanol and other compounds which mitigate
the
methanol when introduced into the body.
In 1985, Searle Company was bought by Monsanto, the maker of other insidious
substances that manage to find their way into human food, including Bovine Growth
Hormone (BGH). Senator Metzenbaum, commenting on the FDA relative to the
aspartame issue in 1985 said, "the FDA is content to have Searle conduct all safety tests
on aspartane. That's absurd."

In 1986, the Wmhington Post reported that the Supreme Court rehsed to consider
arguments that the FDA had not followed proper procedures in approving aspartame,
despite arguments that the product "may cause brain damage." (Supreme Court
obstructing Justice). Since Clinton-qpointed Supreme Court Justice Clarence Thomas is
a former attorney for ~ o n s a n t .it
o ~is~unlikely that hundreds of millions of people will
find redress. There are also indications of ties between Monsanto and elements in the CIA.
In August of 1987, the University of Illinois, a recipient offindingfrom Monsanto,
issued a study "exonerating aspartame of causing seizures in laboratory animals." The fact
that they were paid by Monsanto automatically invalidates the results. U.S. Senate
hearings in 1987 showed that G.D.Searle used "psychological strategy" to get regulators
35

36

Formaldehyde is also a prime ingredient in vaccinations/irnmunizatiom given to humans.
Extraordinary Science, Vol7, No.1, Jan/Feb/Mar 1995, p.39.
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at the FDA "into a yes-saying habit" to "bring them into a subconscious spirit of
participation."37 More than half of 69 medical researchers polled by the FDA in 1987 said
they were concerned about aspartame's safety.)*
In 1989, the FDA received over 4,000 complaints fiom people who described
adverse reactions. Because the FDA conveniently lists aspartane as a "food additive". it
removes the legal reauirement for adverse effect reporting to any Federal agency and the
necessitv for safetv monitoring processes. Research also indicates that aspartame. when
combined with glutarnine products (such as MSG. widelv used in foods) increase the
likelihood of brain damaze occurring in ~hildren.~'
Some of the more interesting developments in 1989 surfaced in the Palm Beach
Post on October 14th where an article by Dr. H.J. Robert described several recent
aircrafr accidents involvina confusion and aberrant pilot behavior caused bv inzestion o f
products contain in^ aspartame.40 Soft drink makers were notified of this problem in
1991. It is interesting to note that afrer Samuel Skinner lefr Sidnev & Austin, Searle 's law
jkm, he was apointed Secretary o f Transportation. Hence, he was in charge of the FAA,
just in time to head off complaints fiom pilots affected by aspartame. His wife was
employed by Sidney & Austin. Later as George Bush's Chief of Staff in 1991, during the
Gulf War, he was in a position to head off all inquiries relative to asparatame, no matter
where they were directed to the FDA, FAA or Department of Defense. This constitutes
criminal neghgence and racketeering. George Bush, of course, was an ex-director of the
Central Intelligence Agency.

-

On July 20, 1990, an article in the national British newspaper The Guardian, entitled
"NutraSweet test results 'faked"', revealed that the British government had finally been
persuaded to review the safety of aspartame after "receiving a dossier of evidence
highlighting its potential dangers." According to The Guardian, the dossier alleged that
laboratory tests were falsified, tumors were removed fiom laboratory animals and animals
were 'restored to life' in laboratory records4'. The dossier against NutraSweet was
compiled by Erik Millstone, a lecturer at the Science Policy Research Unit at Sussex
University and author of two books on food additives. It was based on thousands of pages
of evidence, much of which was obtained under the Freedom of Information Act. The

'' The Guardian,ApriVJune 1990 "Laboratory Animals Back fiom the Dead in Faulty Safety Tests."

'*

Ibid.

Study by Dr. John Olney, professor of neuropathology and psychiatry, Washington School of Medicine
in St. Louis, Missouri. Interestingly, Ja~an'sAiinomoto Comuanv, a maker of MSG. is a licensee of
Searle Company. Note: (Nutra-Sweet + MSG = Brain damage in children = Behavior disorders = crime=
perceived control necessity = totalitarian surveillance and control. Mind control is a reptilian paradigm.
40 Dr. Robert published a report detailing 157 persons with aspartame-induced confusion and memory
loss.
41 The full investigation was known as the "Dressler Report". An example from the report: "Animal
A23LM was alive at week 88, dead from week 92 through 104, alive at week 108 ind dead at week 112."
Lab animals were not permanently tagged to avoid identification mixups. Tumors were removed from
animals which were returned "healthy" to the study. Animals were allowed to decompose before post
mortem exams were conducted.
39

COT, Committee on Toxicity, was at the time looking into consumption of artificial
sweeteners and did not possess the key documents covering alleged mishandling of the
safety tests which Millstone was asked to provide.
The British Ministry of Agriculture and Department of Health have never revealed
the evidence upon which approval was given in England for the distribution of aspartame,
maintaining that "these are matters of commercial confidence." The British government
does not testing of its own but relies on safety tests provided by the manufacturer, which
of course constitutes a codict of interest. The 1990 article quoted the British Department
of Health as saying "NutraSweet is not a health hazard on the available evidence, but
people do suffer 'ideosyncratic reactions' to food additives." Interestingly, it was pointed
out that three out of 14 members of the Committee on Toxicity have direct or indirect
links with the artificial sweetener industry, according to David Clark, the Labour Party
Agriculture spokeman, who requested a Parliamentary Answer to address questions of
conflict of interest. Aspartame is also sold in England under the product name "Canderel."
In 1990, the market for asparatame in England was estimated at £800 million.
During the 1991 Gulf War, all military personnel were provided fiee supplies of
aspartame-laced soft drinks together with experimental vaccines, nerve gas antidotes and
personal insecticides. They were also treated to direct biochemical warfare compounds.
The result is Gulf War Syndrome, which is communicable and deadly, and 50,000 military
personnel and their dependents are wasting away before our eyes. Criminal negligence? Of
course. Criminal conspiracy? Yes. Genocide? Probably we're waiting to see.

-

Independent tests on animals have shown that amartme alters brain chemicals
that also affect behavior. The chemical nature of aspartame was also shown to defeat its
own alleged "purpose" as a "diet aid", since high doses instill a craving for calorie-laden
carbohydrates. Then, the aspartame-carbohydrate combination further increases the effect
of aspartame on the brain.42
Interestingly, even the American Cancer Society confirmed that users of artificial
sweeteners gained more weight than those who didn't use the products, hrther
undermining the supposed "purpose" for the existence of aspartame in the food.43Haven't
we heard this kind of criminal fraud before?
In 1991, the National Institutes of Health listed 167 svmDtorns and reasons to
avoid the use of a s . ~ a r t m e but
~ ~ ,today it is a multi-million dollar business that
contributes to the degeneration of the human population, as well as the deliberate
suppression of overall intelligence, short-term memory45and the added contribution as a

42
43
44

45

Studies by MIT neuroscientist Richard Wurtman.
American Cancer Society six-year study which tracked 80,000 women.

.

Adverse Eflects ofrtspartame.
In the 1985 FDA hearings instigated by Senator Metzenbaum, a sample case was revealed in which a

woman's memory rapidly slipped into oblivion until she stopped consuming aspartime-laced products.
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carcinogenic environmental co-factor. The FDA and the Centers for Disease Control
continue to receive a stream of complaints from the population about aspartane. It is the
only chemical warfare weapon available in mass quantities (should keep the cone-heads
happy) on the grocery shelf and promoted in the media. It has also been indicated that
women with an intolerance for phenylalinine, one of the compoents of aspartame, may
give birth to infants with as much as a 15% drop in intelligence level if they habitually
consume products containing this dangerous substance?
The March 1995 issue of The PaclJic Flyer published a pro-aspartame article in
which it stated, "the Federal Aviation Administration conducted its own cognitive research
and, according to experts, found no contraindications that would prevent pilots, or
anyone, from ingesting aspartame." This flies in the face of consistent reports fiom pilots
who maintain they have suffered severe and dangerous repercussions in the air after
drinking soft drinks containing aspartame. Virtually every time, symptoms disappeared
when aspartame-laced drinks were dis~ontinued.~'Over 600 pilots have reported this
problem.
So, the faked Searle tests remain. The FDA bases its findings on the faked Searle
tests, and the Journal of the American Medical Association, examining the FDA findings,
based on the faked Searle tests, announced "the consumption of aspartame poses no health
risk for most people." Searle officials argue that the use of aspartame as an artificial
sweetener "has been officially approved not only by the FDA, but by foreign regulatory
agencies and the World Health Organization" - based on Searle-sponsored aspartame
research, not independently conducted tests.
The major selling point of aspartame is as a diet aid, and it has been demonstrated
that the use of this product actually causes people to consume more food. Normally, when
a significant quantity of carbohydrate are comsumed, serotonin levels rise in the brain.
This is manifested as a relaxed feeling after a meal. When aspartartame
is ingested with
carbohydrates, such as having a sandwich with a diet drink, aspartame causes the brain to
cease -~roductionof serotonin, meaning that the feeling of having had enough never
materializes. You then eat more foods, many containing aspartame, and the cycle
continues. Monsanto's profit fiom its NutraSweet Division was $993 million in 1990.
The symptoms of aspartame intoxication include severe headaches, nausea, vertigo,
insornina, loss of control of limbs, blurred vision, blindness, memory loss, slurred speech,
mild to severe depression often reaching suicidal levels, hyperactivity, gastrointestinal
disorders, seizures, skin lesions, rashes, anxiety attacks, muscle and joint pain, numbness,
mood changes, loss of energy, menstrual cramps out of cycle, hearing loss or ringing in the
ears, loss or change of taste, and symptoms similar to those in a heart attack. In addition,
aspartic acid chelates (combines) with chromium - which is a necessary element for proper
operation of the thyroid gland. People who consume large quantities of aspartame may
46
47

Steinman, "Diet for a Poisoned Planet", p. 190. University of California study.
PILOTS: For more information, contact the Aspartame Safety Network at 214-352-4268
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end up with a false diagnosis of Graves disease and suffer allopathic irradiation of their
thyroid gland for no reason. Complaints about aspartame represent 80-85% of all food
complaints registered with the FDA. More than 6,000 complaints have been made
concerning the effects of aspartame. Thirty independent doctors and scientists have
conducted research on the adverse effects of aspartame or have compiled supporting data
against its use.The use of NutraSweet@ or Equal@ should be seriously curtailed or
stopped.

The fact that tons of aspartame is pumped into the world population each year,
knowingly and deliberately, especially with the historical and documented record of
Paud and misrepresentation, constitutes a conspiracy of the highest order, as well as
criminal negligence. The rewards of continued use are increased pro$ts for the medical
and pharmaceutical industries and chemical companies who prohuce aspartame and
treat people suffering Porn the effect of it. Aspartame is the only biochemical warfare
product on grocery shelves. And, the band plays on ....

Partial List of Studies on Aspartame
National Cancer Institute Statistics Review, 1973-87, Bethesda, Nl 11 Pub 89-2789;
Roberts, H.J., "Does Aspartame Cause Human Brain Cancer?", Journal of Advancements
in Medicine, Vol 4 No. 4, Winter 1991; W.C.Monto, "Aspartame: Methanol and the
Public Health", Journal of Applied Nutrition Vol 36, No. 1, 1984; T.J. Maher and R.J.
Wurtman, "Possible Neurologic Effects of Aspartame, a Widely Used Food Additive,"
Environmental Health Perspectives, Vol 75, p.53-57, 1987; M.F. Drake, "Panic Attacks
and Excessive Aspartame Ingestion", The Lancet (Journal of the British Medical
Association), Sept 13, 1986, p.631; Congressional Record, Senate, "Aspartame Safety
Act of 1995," August 1, 1985, p.S 10820-10847; Ishu II, "Incidence of brain tumors in
rats fed aspartame", Toxicologrcal Letters, 1981, Vol 7, p.433-437; RG.Walton, "Seizure
and Mania after high intake of Aspartame," Psychomatics, Vol27, 1986, p.218-220; R.J.
Wurtman et al, "Dietary Phenylalanine and Brain Functionsl,MIT Press, May 1988;
D.Remington et al, "The Bitter Truth About Artzj?cial Sweeteners ", %tality House Press,
1987; H.J. Roberts, "A~partame,
NutraSweet...Is It Safe? ",The Charles Press, Dec 1989;
B.A.Mullarkey, Bittersweet Aspartame, A Diet Delusion, NutriVoice, Inc., 1992;
R.L.Blaylock, M.D., Excitotoxins... The Taste 7hat Kills, Health Press, Santa Fe, 1994.

Denials in Literature Relative to the Effect of Aspartame on Humans
and an Analysis of the Methodology of Information Suppression
One thing that you will readily discover after many trips to libraries, both local and
state, with their computer databases and access lines, if you know anything about a
specific subject, you can ahoqs see things you know to be verified truth cloaked in
corporate denials in literature. It sounds strange, but it is absolutely a fact. Check it out
yourself After spending literally hundreds of hours doing this book, and previous books, it
is a quirk in the system that becomes quite evident. Aspartame is a really good example to

use, because we know so much about it, and we have verified historical data in
government records to prove all the charges against Searl, the falsified testing, etc. It is a
good way to locate who is colluding with who to cover up the existence of data.

I.
Business Index Search: As~artame.
Article Title: "Sugar and aspartame have no effect on children's behavior, study finds"
Journal: Wall Street Joumal, Feb 3, 1994, p86.
Source of Data: Vanderbilt University, University of Iowa College of Medicine joint rpt.

11.
Business Index Search: Aspartame.
Article Title: "Aspartame and Memory Loss (Questions and Answers).
Journal:Journal of the American Medical Association, Nov 16, 1994, V272,No. 19.
Source: Marietta Nelson, M.D., writing for AMA
Data: Q: Is there any evidence aspartame causes memory loss?
A: "Aspartame does not cause memory loss. The question may well have been
based on anecdotal information, such as reports to the FDA Adverse Reaction
Monitoring System (ARMS), which has been maintained since 1984. Linda
Tollefson, DVM, of the FDA Division of Marketing Studies has written, "It
is not possible to overcome the inherent biases of anecdotal reports, and this
limitation underscores the need for controlled scientific studies to resolve
questions regarding aspartame and adverse reactions." Numerous such
randomized, double-blind, placebo-controlled studies have been conducted
with aspartame during the past 20 years. There has been no observation of
memory loss. Such studies included children with attention deficit disorder,
children with known epilepsy, children and adults who were thought to have
seizures related to aspartame, adults who were convinced that aspartame
was related to allergic disorders or headaches, and pilots. Based on the
results of these studies, there is no scientific basis to believe that aspartame
causes adverse experiences, including neurobehavioral disorders and memory
loss. Aspartme is a dipeptide composed of two amino acids, L-aspartic acid and
L-phenylalamine as the methyl ester. Aspartame is completely digested into its
components, which enter the portal blood are rapidly incorporated into the
metabolic cycles of the body. A 12. oz can of diet soda contains 90mg of
phnylalanine, 3 oz. hamburger contains 819mg, and 8 oz. of skim milk contains
403mg of phenylalanine. Thus,the end products of aspartame digestion are
normal food components found in much greater amounts in common foods."

III. (Same article contains the following)
I am a consultant to The Nutrasweet Company and have been for the past
8 year, and I have reviewed the world literature on this subject. As a clinician,
I have learned the virtue of "never say never" in clinical medicine, but when
outstanding investigators ar prestigious U.S., Canadian, British and German
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medical schools have been charged to study specific anecdotal allegations
regarding aspartame by conducting controlled clinical tests, they have not
been able to sunstantiate the claim that aspartame causes memory loss. I
would be pleased to provide a bibliography of pertinent articles."
(Signed by an MD from the University of New Mexico School of Medicine)
The patterns of verbiage and denial in this issue parallel that found on the subjects
of fluorides, vaccines, pesticides and more. It is always the same, and always fbll of
fraudulent statements. Let's look at the preceeding statements:
Statement I: The statement that aspartame, and sugar, have no effect on childrens
behavior is clearly not the case, based on reams of experiential data
and scientific reports. I don't know who these people are trying to
fool more, the public or each other. The evidence presented in a partial
list of studies previously proves article in the W U to be absolute bunk.
Statement II: The first thing that strikes me is the comment that adverse reports about
aspartame constitute "anecdotal" information. The word "anecdotal"
means simply "an unpublished account of a personal event containing
little known facts". In other words, if you experience a reaction to
a drug, and word of the reaction needs to be suppressed from the
public, even though it is valid information reported with an established
adverse event reporting system, then the people who are trying to
suppress the information will notpublish it. Because it is not published,
even if the information is absolutely true, the word "anecdotal" is used
by allopathic medicine and materialist science to dismiss that which does
not fit into their paradigm. Secondly, the author of the article fails to
mention that aspartame breaks d o h into methanol, or wood alcohol,
which is toxic to humans, at temperatures above 85 degrees. Thirdlv,
the familiar phase "because it is in the body already", which has been
used before in defense of irrationality, does not apply to the combination
of L-aspartic acid and L-phenylalanine (aspartame), over and above the
fact that phenylalanine is not described as being in the body naturally, but
only as a consequence of its presence in things we should not be eating
anywcry. Two wrongs to not make a right. Furthermore, the stated use
of brain damaged humans to evaluate if aspartame causes memory loss
is a bit ludicrous. The facts are already in. The studies have been done.
The maker of aspartame has already been slapped on the hand for doing
fraudulent studies. So, my dear AMA, don't give us that crap about
20 years of studies, double-blind and placebo-controlled bullshit regarding
aspartame.
Statement III: This is a good one, indeed. The fact that this doctor is a consultant to the
maker of aspartame automatically dsqualzjies himfrom making any

valid comment because of conflict of interest. He is paid to say good
things about aspartame. The scientific evidence refbtes everything these
people are saying. The fact that U.S., Canadian, British and German
medical schools have been charged to "study anecdotal allegations"
and have "not been able to substantiate the claims" simply means that
those charged to do this are guilty of incompetance, criminal neglect,
conspiracy and racketeering - it doesn't mean that the truth is not
true.It is a fact that "asking the fox to guard the henhouse" has never
worked. Furthermore, there is no way that this MD could have possibly
"reviewed the world literature", which is also a commonly used phrase
by participants of many kinds of coverups. First of all, the "world
"literature" he is refemng to, I am sure, is literature compiled by U. S.
Canadian, British and German doctors who are part of the problem. I
have earlier provided part of the "world literature" that dismisses what
this doctor says in its entirety. You will find great numbers of U.S,
Canadian, British and German scientists all through the paradigm
of the psychosocial, chemical, biological and electromagnetic
manipulation of human populations. Lastly, there is no world standard
for publication of scientific information, no standard language for
publication and no standard place where it is all collected, so how
could this doctor "review world literature"? Stupid is as stupid does.

Commentary on Scientific Testing of Aspartame in Animals
to determine Fetal Effects
Much testing on the safety of chemical substances is done on rodents, specifically
rats. Rodent physiology is quite different than humans, and rodents metabolize chemicals
differently. Rats in the aspartame tests had to be fed 60 times more aspartame to
approximate the equivalent effect on humans. Tests using rodent species relative to
aspartame have also been conducted with guinea pigs, because much of the brain
development occurs in utero, much like humans, and the guinea pig metabolizes
phenylalanine in a manner more similar to humans than rats. During experiments published
in 1989 by Diana Dow-Edwards et al, in Neurotoxicology and Teratology,Vol 1 1, entitled
"Impaired Performance on Odor Aversion Testing Following Prenatal Aspartame
it was revealed that fetal aspartame exposure during
Exposure in the Guinea
gestation disrupts odor-associative learning patterns. In other words, the fetal brain was
affected negatively by aspartame in areas responsible for learning tasks, e.g, the amygdala.
This particular scientific experiment was conducted at the Laboratory of Cerebral
Metabolism, Department of Neurosurgery, State University of New York, Health Science
Center, Brooklyn, New Yorlc, and the Department of Psychology, San Diego State
University, San Diego, California. Even though the experiments were conducted on guinea
-
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pigs, the report mentioned that aspartame, particularly phenylalinine, has been shown to be
developmentally neurotoxic even in rats.
Aspartame and Seizures: Scientific Research
There have been many reports of seizures in humans which have been initiated by
consumption of aspartame. The pro-pharmaceutical faction calls these reports "anecdotal",
essentially meaning that it is a phenomenon whose knowledge must be suppressed to
preserve the "status quo". A double-blind controlled study conducted at the Kingston
General Hospital and Queens University Medical School in Ontario, Canada, entitled
"Asparteme exacerbates EEG spike-wave discharge in children with generalized absence
epilepsy7' revealed that the duration of spike-wave discharge per hour was significantly
increased after aspartame,49with a 40% increase in the number of seconds per hour of
EEG recording that the children spent in spike-wave discharge. The report was published
in the May 1992 issue ofNeurology, Vol42, page 1000. In other words, aspartame has an
effect on the electrical activity of the brain in humans. The ieport also revealed that
"aspartame might be a proconvulsant, lowering the threshold for chemically induced
convulsions."
A True Life Story of the Effect of Aspartame on the Unborn Child

A very interesting report was published in the Fall 1989 issue of the Association of
Birth Defect Children, Vol 14, relating the story of Karen Mills in Georgia. Her son
Brandon was born with serious neurological impairment and developmental delays. Karen
was exposed to excessive doses of aspartame and phenylaliie during her pregnancy.
"According to my obstetrician, I had a very normal pregnancy. .I was in very
good health, did not smoke, drink alcohol or take any drugs. I had a prenatal
test to rule out any genetic b i h d defects they can test for and had sonograms
early and late in pregnancy. At the time of pregnancy, I had not seen any proof
of h d l effects of aspartame and no comsumer warning was given on the
use of NutraSweet products during pregnancy. In order to avoid sugar intake
and weight gain, and the fatigue resulting after drinking sugared beverages,
I chose to drink beverages containing NutraSweet. I drank on the average
four to six 12-02 cans a day, including Diet 7-Up and Diet Coke, NutraSweet
sweetened tea and lemonade. Six weeks into my pregnancy, I also started.
taking capsules containing 500 to 1000 mg of phenylalinine a day, because
I had read that this amino acid could help relieve fatigue. Brandon was born
by C-section without any birth trauma or lack of oxygen. I was one week post
fill-term and was not in labor when the C-section was done."
"Brandon has severe neurological problems, causing vocal chord paralysis and
swallowing dysfunction. A heart condition was apparent at birth and decreased
49
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myelination of the white matter of the brain was discovered. His muscle spasms
and vocal chord paralysis are caused by the brain signals to the muscles being
"static" or distorted. He is also diaphoretic, meaning that he has excessive
perspiration. Recently, Brandon has been diagnosed as severely retarded due
to the severity of the neurological problem. He has had numerous MRI tests,
CAT scans, X-rays, a genetics study, and blood tests. I am suspicious that
NutraSweet could be a contributing factor in Brandon's situation since there
are no physical or genetic causes revealed for his neurological problems. I hope
than Brandon's situation can be a reason to focus more testing on NutraSweet
regarding the possible effects it could have on a developing fetus during
pregnancy."
Senator Howard Metzenbaum was a very vocal critic of aspartame and has
chaired hearings on its safety. Metzenbaum put Karen Mills in touch with
Dr. Louis J. Elsas 11, the Director of Medical Genetics at Emory University
School of Medicine. Dr. Elsas has co-authored numerous papers on aspartame
research. According to Dr. Elsas, considering the amount of aspartame and
phenylalinine Karen was taking, Brandon's developing brain cells could have
been chronically exposed to 500-600uM phenylalinine. @hero-moles)
The PKU Syndrome: New Evidence of Extended Genetic Effects
It is well known that certain individuals are unable to metabolize phenylalinine in
their diet. These people are termed phenylketoneurics, and the condition is termed an
autosomal recessive diease called PKU. This condition causes excessive levels of
phenylalinine to build up in the blood, which can damage the nervous system and cause
retardation. Babies born with PKU must be placed on diets which restrict levels of
phenylalinine found in the ordinary diet, and must avoid any products containing
aspartame. About one in very 50 people carriers the gene for PKU, even if they do not
have the disorder themselves. Whereas 20 million people in the United States have been
assessed to have PKU, according to the genetic extension of the problem, as many as 50
million people may have a problem. Why? Because new research indicates that even if an
unborn child does not have PKU, but carries the gene for the disease, he/she might be
affected by excessive exposure to aspartame during prenatal development. If a woman
who carries the gene for PKU marries a man with the same recessive gene, she could give
birth to a baby with the condition. If she consumed too much aspartame during pregnancy,
her baby could be born retarded.
The most distrubing research of all is found in recently published studies of the
effect of phenylalinine on the normal human brain. These studies show that elevated levels
of phenylalinine cause significant, wide-spread EEG slowing in neurologically normal
subjects. The effects are reversible when the phenylalinine levels are lowered. Additional
research by Dr. Woodrow Monte, the director of the Food Science and Nutrition Lab at
Arizona State University, shows that when aspartame breaks down in the body, it releases
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methyl alcohol (a brain toxin) into the bloodstream. Dr. Monte thinks the neurological
problems reported by aspartame consumers might be caused by this toxic by-product.
References Relative to the Above Research
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Aspartame sensitivity for those Prone to Mood Disorders
In 1993, a study was published in the Journal of Bzological Psychiatry, Vol 34,
entitled "Adverse Reactions to hl>EUtame: Double Blind Challenge in Patients from a
Vulnerable Population", done by Walton, Hudak and ree en-~aite" . According to the
study, "the FDA and multiple clinical studies attest to its safety, yet reports of adverse
reactions abound. It has been reported that 66% of such reactions involve neurologic or
behavioral symptoms, particularly headaches. Two widely quoted studies that have failed
to duplicate these reactions (Leone et al, 1988; Steinman and Kunkle, 1988) have been
criticized on methodological ground, and because they were supported by grants fiom the
NutraSweet Company." Anyway, back to the study:
"This study was designed to ascertain whether individuals with mood disorders
are particularly vulnerable to adverse effects of aspartame. Although the protocol
required the recuitment of 40 patients with unipolar depression and a similar
number of individuals without a psychiatric history, the project was halted by
50
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the Institutional Review Board after a total of 13 individuals had completed
the study because of the severity of reactions in individuals with mood disorder.
We conclude that individuals with mood disorders are particularly sensitive
to this arbficial sweetener and its use in this population should be discouraged

"

Interesting Observations in the Walton, Hudak and Green-Waite Study
on the Effects of Aspartame on Those With Mood Disorders

This is a very telling scientific report. These scientists work for the Department of
Psychiatry, Northeasten Ohio Univerisities College of Medicine and the University
Hospitals of Cleveland, as well as the Western Reserve Care System in Youngstown,
Ohio. When they approached NutraSweet to obtain aspartamefor the stuc&, the company
refised to grve them any. They ended up purchasing analytically certified USP grade
aspartame from Schweizerhall, Inc in Piscataway, New Jersey.
The statement that "the FDA and mutiple clinical studies attest to safety, yet
reports of adverse reactions abound," ought to tell you something right away. That the
FDA conducted no studies of its own but based its approval on corporate intimidation is
a known fact. Why else would two top FDA officials, after going along with the program,
go to work either for Searle, or a Searle-connected company? ?'he-fact that according to
a "Senate investiaation this constituted "no impro~ietv"suaaests either somethina is
seriouslv wrona with the ystem. or that a cover-uv and criminal conmirant exists. or
&&. The "clinical studies" were bought and paid for by NutraSweet. Two of those
bought-and-paid-for studies, Leone et a1 (1988) and Schiffinan et al (1987) are often
quoted as attesting to the safety of the compound. There are plenty of studies that do not
attest the the safety of this compound.
"

Now, when one examines the Leone study of 1988 that was fbnded by Searle, it is
presented as a "long-term" study. So is the Searle-hded study of Schihan, although
they consider "long term" as being "1 or 2-day challenges". Data in the Walton study
showed that most symptoms begin to appear afrer the time period. represented by the
studies that attest to safety have tran~pired.~'This means that tests hnded by Searle
which attempt to show the safty of aspartame are rigged to avoid the period when effects
manifest themselves - this is of course fraudulent research, over and above the conflict of
interest factor.
Data from the Walton report reveals that 63% of the depressed patients
expreienced memory loss with aspartame (0% on the placebo), 75% of the patients
experienced an increase in nausea, 25% reported an increase in temper, 37% experienced
an increase in depression. In the patients with pre-existing depression, with no change
produced by a placebo, 13% exerienced the manifstation of negative thought pattern, a
This presents an interesting parallel to the Evidentiary Standards for Vaccine Damage Compensation,
which spec@ cut-off periods for adverse vaccine reactions that are less than known time periods in which
adverse reactions occur. One can see this pattern in almost every area under investigation in this book.
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bad taste in the mouth, swollen lips, facial numbness, conjunctival hemorrhage and weight
gain.
In the control group of patients who were normal, in that they did not have mood
disorders, 20% who had no reaction with a neutral placebo experienced memory loss afrr
taking aspartame, and 40% who got no reaction fiom a placebo experienced nightmares
after taking aspartame.
Use of Aspartame By Pharmaceutical Companies

Aspartame is not only used in food, per se, but is also used in pharmaceutical
products. You might be surprised by the number of products that contain aspartame. A
sample research project was initiated in April 1994, with requests to companies that
produce pharmaceuticals. A number of companies failed to respond to a request for
information. Some companies did respond. Pumping aspartame into children is a priority:
Johnson and Johnson Pharmaceuticals: The only product made by J&J/Merck Consumer
Pharmaceuticals containing aspatame is Mylanta Natural Fiber Supplement, Sugar Free.
Lederle Laboratories: Centrum,Jr vitamins contain aspartame.
McNeil Consumer Products: The following McNeil Products contain aspartame:
Childrens TZLENOL acetaminophen Fruit Flavored Chewable Tablets
Childrens TYLENOL acetaminophen Grape Flavored Chewable Tablets
Childrens TYZENOL acetaminophen Cold Multi-Symptom Chewable Tablets
Junior Strength TKENOL acetaminophen Fruit Flavored Chewable Tablets
Junior Strength TYLENOL acetaminophen Grape Flavored Chewable Tablets
PWIACARE Cold-Allergy Tabletsfor Ages 6 to 12
PWIACARE Cough-Cold Tabletsfor Ages 6 to 12
PEDICARE Childrens Cold Relief Tablets
TYLENOL Cold and Flu Hot Medcation
TYLENOL Cold and Flu No Drowsiness Formula Hot Medication
Childrens Chewable CO-TIZENOL
Miles Incorporated: The following Miles products contain aspartame:
ALKA -SEL TZER PLUS Night-time Cold Medicine
AWYA-SEL TZER PL US Cold and Cough Medicine
ALKA -SELZ E R PLUS Sinus Allergy Medicine
BUGS BUWY VitaminProducts (AU)
FLINTSTONES Plus CalciumMultivitamin Supplement
FLINTSTONES Complete Multivitamin Supplement
FLINTSTONES Childrens Chewable Multivitamin
A.H. Robbins Companv. Inc: The following Robbins product contains aspartame.
DIMETAPP Cold and Allergy Chewable Tablets

Bristol-Mvers Sauibb Companv: The following BMS product contains aspartame.
CEFZIL
Mead Johnson Nutritionals: The following MJN products contain aspartame.
TEMPRA 3 Chewable Tablets, 80mg acetaminophen tablet (3.3mgphenylalinine/tab)
TEiMPRA 3 Double Strength Chewable Tablets, l6Omg acetominophen (6.6mg Phen/tab)
Glaxo Pharmaceuticals: The following Glaxo product contains aspartame.
Zantac Eflerdose
Bio-Pharmaceutics: The following Bio-Pharmaceutics products contain aspartame.
Childrens Chewable Acetiminophen
Pennex Products: The following Pennex Products subsidiaries manufacture products
containing aspartame: (Most introduced in 1987)
American Stores: SKAGGS ALPHA BETA Childrens Pain Reliever
Consumer Value Stores: CVS Childrens Non-Aspirin Pain Reliever
DIUPGuild Dist: DRUG GUILD childrens anti-pain Chewable Tablets
First Nat'l Supermarkets: FINAST Childrens Non-Aspirin Pain Reliever
Greenbax Entemrises: PRICE-WSE Childrens Non-Aspirin Pain Reliever
Hannaford Bros: SHOP 'N SAKE Childrens Non-Aspirin Pain Reliever
J . C.Penny: 7REASURY Childrens Chewable Non-Aspirin Pain Reliever
Kimey Drum: KINNEY"S Childrens Chewable Non-Aspirin Pain Reliever
Laverdiere's Super Drug: LVACTlON SOOTHSALL Childrens Non-Aspirin
Legend Pharmaceuticals: LEGEND Childrens Chewable Non-Aspirin P.R.
Malone & Hvde: HIDE PARK Childrens Non-Aspirin Pain Reliever
Marsh Su~ermarkets:UARSH Childrens Non-Aspirin Pain Reliever
Osco Drug: OSCO Childrens Chewable Non-Aspirin Pain Reliever
Pay'n Save Stores: PAY'N SA KE Childrens Chewable Non-Aspirin Pain Reliever
Penned Products: GOOD HEALTH Childrens Non-Aspirin Pain Reliever
Peoples Drug Stores: PEOPLES Childrens Chewable Non-Aspirin Pain Reliever
Pigglv Wigglv Corp: PIGGLY W7GGLY Childiens Chewable Non-Aspirin P.R
Rite Aid Corp.: H E R I D Childrens Aceteminophen Non-Aspirin Pain Reliever
Scriver: SUPER TUU Childrens Non-Aspirin Pain Reliever (Acetaminophen)
Wemnan's Food Markets: WEGMANS Childrens Chewable Acetaminophen
Whitehall Labs: The following Whitehall Labs product contains aspartame.
Childrens Anacin-3 Chewable Tablets
Cenci Powder: The following Cenci products contain aspartame.
NA TUIRLAX Natural Fiber Laxative
LIFE LINE Natural Fiber Laxative
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H & PC Products: The following H&PC product contains aspartame.
SUGAR FREE METAMUCL
L.Pemgo: The following subsidiary product lines contain aspartame.
Eckerd: ECKERD Sugar Free Natural Fiber Laxative
Fav's: FAY'S Sugar Free Natural Vegetable h t i v e
Longs: LONGS Sugar Free Natural Vegetable Powder Laxative
Pavless: PA EESS Sugar Free Natural Vegetable Powder Laxative
Pemgo: Sugar Free Natural Vegetable Powder
Peny: PERRY Drug Stores Sugar Free Natural Veg.Powder Bulk h t i v e
Ralev's: RALEY'S Sugar Free Natural Vegetable Powder
Rite Aid: RITE AID Sugar Free Regular Flavor Nat. Veg.Bulk Powder
Sauibb: SQUIBBCARE Sugar Free Natural Fiber h t i v e
Thrif&: 7HRIFi'Y Sugar Free Natural Vegetable Laxative
Hall Laboratories: The following Hall Labs products contain aspartame.
HEAL XY BALANCE Chilhens ChewableMultivitamin
ZOO CHEWS Animal-Shaped Chewable Multivitamin
Mediguard: The following Mediguard product contains aspartame
MEDIGUARD ChildensMultivitamin Supplement (Cherry,Orange and Grape)
Eauate: The following Equate product contains aspartame.
EQUA i2' Z Chewable VitaminsAnimal-Shqued (with Iron)
Meiier: The following Meijer product contains aspartame.
MEIJER CIRCUS SHAPES (Complete with Calcium,Iron and Minerals)
M I . CIRCUS SHAPES (with Iron)
Perrigo: The following additional Perrigo product contains aspartame.
ANUlAL SHAPES Chewable VitaminsPlus Extra C
AMM4L SHAPES Chewable Vitamins Complete
A W L SHAPES Chewable Vitamins With Iron
Ralev's: The following Raleys product contains aspartame.
Childrens Chewable Vitamins WithIron
Lifeline Nutritional: The following subsidiary l i e s contain aspartame.
Luckv Stores: Mediguard ChildrensMultivitamin Supplement with Iron
P.Leiner: The following Leiner subsidiary products contain aspartame.
Carls Drug CO:CARLS DRUG Childrens ChewableMultivitamin
Malone & Hvde: HIDES PARK Childrens Chewable Multivitamin
Hills D e ~ Stores:
t
HILLS Childrens Chewable Multivitamin
Kent Co: DART Childen 's Chewable Multivitamin

Big- B Discount Drugs: BIG B Childrens Chewable Multivitamin
LKS Products. Inc: MEDI-GUARD Childrens Chewable Multivitamins
Revco Drug Stores: REVCO Childrens Chewable Multivitamins
Longs Drug Stores: LONGS Children 's Chewable Multivitamin
Grav Drug Fair. Inc: GRAY DRUG FAIR Childrens Chewable Multivitamin
Pharmavite Corn: ECKARD DRUG Childrens Chewable Multivitamin
LONGS DRUG Childrens Chewable Multivitamin

A More Detailed Examination of the Aspartame Legacy
Based on data provided to Leading Edge by the Aspartame Consumer Safety Network

In 1969, Dr. Harry ~ a i s m a nwas
~ ~approached by Searle to conduct a study on
the phenylketoneuric (PKU)effects of aspartame using primates. In the study, seven infant
monkey's were fed aspartame mixed with milk. One died after 300 days and five others
experienced grand mal seizures. Searle deleted the negativefindirig before they submitted
Dr. Waisman's study to the FDA as evidence of aspartame's safety. Later in 1975, when
an FDA Investigative Task Force discovered that Searle had withheld information, Searles
incredible and convoluted reply was that "the'study was done by an independent scientist
and therefore was not valid," and that "there was no evidence that aspartame caused
seizures." The conceDt that safety studies done by manufacturers are not valid never
entered the picture. The fact of the matter iS that studies on safety must be done by
independent unconnected scientists in order to be valid. One gets the impression that the
hierarchy at Searle must have been sucking on too much aspartame to come up with the
convoluted logic they use as an excuse to poison the population.
Dr. Waisman "died unexpectedly" in March of 1971, before he could complete all
of his studies. However, the testing that was doneby him was considered "pivotal" by the
FDA in 1975 that it prompted the creation of the aforementioned Task Force. As one
might expect, the FDA "lost all interest" in Waisman's work by 1980. After Waisman's
untimely and unexpected death, Searle awarded a grant to Ann Reynolds "to do a primate
study to refute Waisman's findings."" However, Reynolds only evaluated aspartic levels
in plasma and not aspartame neurotoxicity or seizure potential, which reflected Waisman's
actual findings. Evidently, the conspiracy was too much, because Reynolds rehsed to
testify at Congressional Hearings.
Because the use of primates was a key to uncovering the damaging potential effect
of aspartame on humans, primates were never used again in subsequent tests paid for by
Searle. Most of the studies subsequently submitted to the FDA used rodents, which must
be fed sixty times more aspartame to approximate the equivalent intake e f f e ~in humans,
'2 Dr. Waisman is a physician, biochemist and professor of m a t r i c s at the University of Wisconsin, a
Director of the University's Laboratories for Mental Retardation Research and an expert on PKU.
53 If a company manufactures a product which is independently found to be harmful, and then pays for a
fraudulent study to prove it isn't hannful, isn't that a criminal conspiracy as defined by Blacks? Of course.
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over and above the fact that rodent metabolism is different than humans and biochemical
effects cannot accurately be extrapolated to reflect human exposure. Rodent physiology is
geared toward the consumption of substances that would immediately damage humans, so
it takes more of some substances to affect them. What affects a rodent will affect a human
even more.

In 1970, the FDA banned cyclamates. It was also a time when the subject of
Saccharin was under public discussion, leaving a gap to be filled by aspartame. In 1971,
Dr. John 0lneyS4informed Searle that aspartic acid caused holes in the brains of mice he
was testing. Ironically, Ann Reynolds, the researcher hired by Searle to refbte Waisman's
research work, confirmed Olney's work in a similar study. She would not work for Searle
again. Dr. Olney and consumer-interest attorney James Turner met with Searle
representatives in early 1974 to discuss Olney's 1971 study. The Searle representatives, in
characteristic convoluted logic, grounded in conspiratorial denial, stated that Olney's
animal studies "raised no health problems."
Later in 1974, the FDA "approved the "limited use" of aspartame on humans.
Searle did not even notify the FDA of Olney's tests until afrer the FDA "approved
NutraSweet. In fact, no tests were submitted to the FDA by Searle that would have ruled
out neurological damage. In other words, the FDA approved aspartame even though it
had not been proved safe for human consumption. This violated the FDA's own internal
policy that it must be established "to the FDA's satisfaction" that a product is safe for
human consumption. Searle had one or more moles in the FDA. It is clear that the FDA
was intimidated into becoming a willing partner in this aspect of the plan to neurologically
damage the world population to stimulate allopathic corporate profits. It still is a willing
partner today. In contrast to David Kessler's comment that the FDA is the "arbiter of
truth", they are and continue to be the arbiter of lies, deceit and criminal conspiracy.
Searle had submitted 13 tests in an attempt to establish that aspartame did not
cause genetic damage, but memos from public records show that FDA scientists who
reviewed the tests found serious deficiencies in all of them. These same FDA scientists,
some who have been mentioned previously, were pushed aside. The FDA then violated the
public trust and announced that "the tests could be relied on to establish the safety of
aspartame," despite the fact that documents clearly show the admissions of existing
problems with the Searle research and the veracity of the tests. After approval was granted
in 1974, certain factions in the FDA became suspicious because of the appearance of
adverse side effects in the population. It is this suspicion that led to the 1975 Hearings.

The 1975 FDA Task Force on Aspartame
The 1975 Task Force was formed, headed by the FDA lead investigator, Philip
Brodsky, and assisted by FDA toxicologist Dr. Adrian Gross. They were assigned the

"~ r . 0 l nwas
e ~ a research psychiatrist at the Department of Psychiatry, Washington University School of
Medicine.
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examination of the original test materials submitted by Searle. After 16 months of
investigation, they submitted a 15,000 page document with a summary of over 80 pages.
According to the report of the Task Force, "we have uncovered serious
deficiencies in Searle's integrity in conducting high quality animal research to accurately
determine or characterize the toxic potential of its products. We have found instances of
irrelevant or unproductive animal research where experiments have been poorly
conceived, carelessly executed or inaccurately analyzed or reported. The cumulative
findings of problems within and across the studies we investigated reveal a pattern of
conduct which compromises the scientzjic integrity of the studies."
It has already been mentioned that Searle removed animals who developed tumors
as a result of aspartame from the study, cut out the tumors and returned them to the study
as "healthy". In most cases, the tumors were not even examined for malignancy or
reported to the FDA. When questioned about these irregularities, SearIe representatives
stated, "these masses were in the head and neck areas and prevented the animals fiom
feeding." Additionally, some of the tumors reported in the original autopsy notebooks
were deleted from the final report submitted to the FDA. As mentioned before, animals
first reported as dead were reported to be alive later.
Ironically, the Task Force was only directed to discover whether Searle had lied
about the data in its tests. They were not directed to examine the methodology since the
FDA had already accepted the validity of the the tests. It was a useless exercise to
politically appease certain factions who complained about the fraud.
The results of the Task Force Investigation of Aspartame and several other Searle
drugs were presented and discussed in a Senate Subcommittee on Labor and Public
Welfare on April 8, 1976. Senator Edward Kennedy, a member of the Senate
Subcommittee, stated "the extensive nature of the almost unbelievable ranges of abuses
discovered by the FDA on several major Searle products is profoundly disturbing." The
FDA decided to investigate 15 other questionable studies submitted by Searle. This is
when things began to break down.
A five member FDA task force, headed by FDA inspector Jerome Bresler, were
given three studies to examine. The other I2 studies were given to u m 5 ,a private
group in Rockville, M q l a n d , to whom Searle had previously paid $500,000 to validate
their studies, which guaranteed that the investigation on those 12 studies would be
quashed. So, this means that whoever doled out the studies was part of the conspiracy to
silence opposition to aspartame. The FDA team examining the three studies, however,
came up with some very interesting conclusions.
Some of the test animals had developed manu uterine tumors that Searle admitted
were due to DKP, one of the breakdown products of aspartame. Some of the blood tests
55
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by Searle had been falsified. Searle also claimed equipment breakdown was the reason that
substituted results from unrelated everiments into the aspartame tests. It was also
discovered later that UAREP pathologists charged with examining test results withheld
negative findings ?om the FDA.
In 1977, the FDA requested that U.S.Attorney Samuel Skinner conduct a Grand
Jury investigation of the tests on aspartame and Aldactone, both Searle products. We
explained before what transpired with Skinner, who removed himself from the case within
60 days of the assignment and announced his upcoming employment with Searle's law
firm. The Justice Department had instituted proceedings against Searle in 1975 based on
findings in animal studies for Flagyl and Aldactone, both of which involved false reporting
of tumorogenic properties. Both drugs are still on the market today, causing malignant
tumors in the population and profits for the medical-pharmaceutical complex. Dr.Marvin
Legator, Director of Environmental Toxicology at the University of Texas, who helped
pioneer the mutagenicity testing at the FDA, is quoted as saying "all of the Searle tests are
scientificallv irresponsible and dismacehl." IronicalZv. the FDA used guidelines
recommended bv Searle in develovina the indusq-wide FDA standma% for Good
Laboratov Practices. We also mentioned that William Conlon, Senior Assistant U.S.
Attorney was assigned to the Searle case in 1977, took no action, and was subsequently
employed by a firm working for Searle. Is Searle a front for a covert intelligence operation
dabbling in science? How else could top government organizations be coerced into
abandoning public safety? Is this why Searle was eventually purchased by Monsanto, a
company with known connections to U.S. intelligence organizations? You decide.

Mr. Thomas Sullivan was appointed U.S.Attomey on July 1, 1977 and took no
action on the Seirle case, despite a letter fiom Richard Merrill, Chief Counsel to the FDA,
reminding him of the repeated requests to start legal action against Searle. Also in 1977,
Donald Rumsfeld, a former member of Congress and Chief of Staff in the Ford
Adhrinistration, was hired as the president of Searle. Rumsfeld said he could handle
aspartame as a "legal, rather than scientific problem." In 1980, shortly after Reagan came
into power, Rumsfeld was quoted as saying that "he would call in all of his markers and
that no matter what, he would see to it that aspartame would be approved that year." It
sounds like a criminal intelligence operation and racketeering to me. Why would they want
to distribute a chemical with known neurotoxic effects, "no matter what", into the food
supply of the world population? Rumsfeld was paid $3.5 million in salary and bonuses
between 1979 and 1984.
As president of Searle, Donald Rumsfeld hired John Robson as Executive Vice
President of Searle. Robson was a former lawyer with Sidney and Austin, Searle's law
firm, and also served as Chairman of the Civil Aeronautics Board, then connected to the
Department of Transportation. Rumsfeld hired Robert Shapiro, Robson's Special
Assistant at the DOT, as General Counsel for Searle. He eventually became head of
Searle's NutraSweet Division. Rumsfeld hired William Greener, Jr., a former spokesman
in the Ford White House, as Chief Spokesman for Searle. What a crew.

In 1978, Howard Roberts, the acting director of the FDA Bureau of Foods, was
given the position of Vice-president of the "National Soft Drink Association", which
today markets a huge volume of soft drinks doped with aspartame.
Several interesting research projects having to do with aspartame came to a close
in 1978. Some of them bore interesting results. Studies at the Department of Psychology,
Northeastern Illinois University, found that (1) aspartame causes reproductive dysfunction
in male and female animals, (2) aspartame causes endocrine dysfunction in the pituitary,
thyroid, ovaries and testicles, (3) aspartame causes an increase in body weight and (4) it
causes a decrease in locomotor function. The first two items appear to support a
Malthusian population control paradigm, in that they interfere with the birth of humans
to either preclude birth, or allow birth of disjknctional humans requiring medical
intervention and profiteering by the medical industrial complex. The same year in 1978,
the Proceedin~sof the National Academy of Sciences completed a study which revealed
that aspartame causes a rise in blood phenylalinine which has the potential to affect fetuses
of mothers who carry the PKU gene (we discussed part of this already), causing them to
have a lower IQ and a higher incidence of developmental abnormalities.
In 1979, an article was released in Science which pointed out that free methanol,
(one of the internal breakdown products of aspartame) is linked to fetal alcohol syndrome
and diminished intellectual capacity in newbom rats. Dumb that population down. An
article in the New England Journal of Medicine in 1979 revealed that elevated levels of
bloodphenylalinine levels in PKU women result in a high incidence of birth defects. It is
interesting that Dr.Danie1 Azamoff,head of Searle's R&D Division, stated that rats eating
"the required amount" of DKP (aspartame breakdown product) had a statistically
significant number of tumors in their wombs.

In 1980, the National Collaborative Study for Maternal PKU recommended that
during pregnancy, blood phenylalirnine levels should not exceed 6 mg per kilogram of
body weight per day. Translated, a 150 pound pregnant woman should not receive more
than 409 mg of phenylalimine per day. In truth, she should not receive any, but we'll put
that astute observation aside for the moment. Over 20 years earlier in 1963, researchers
Kang and Paine reported in the Journal of Pedzatrics that normal metabolism is altered
during pregnancy and phenylalinine may rise to triple pre-conception levels. Within three
years, the FDA would raise the minimum acceptable daily intake of aspartame to an
amazing 50 mgkglday, which translates to 17 cans of diet drink for a 150 pound person an amazing 3,230 mg of aspartame per day. A two-liter bottle of Diet Coke contains 1200
mg of aspartame. Back to the sequence of events.
Meanwhile, Searle was pressing for an expanded use of aspartame, tiring of the
"limited use" designation the FDA had given them. In 1980, during the administration of
ex-CIA director George Bush, the FDA suggested that a Public Board of Inquiry be
formed, made up of three scientists instead of the Administrative Law Judges normally
used. A Public Board of Inquiry was impaneled in 1980, and it consisted of Peter J.
Lampert, M.D., Professor and Chairman of the Department of Pathology at UCAL San

Diego, Vernon R. Young, Ph.D., from the University of Nutritional Biochemistry at MIT,
and the Chairman, Dr. Walle Nauta, Institute Professor at the Department of Psychology
and Brain Science at MIT.
The board said they had to rely on findings of the UAREP members of the 1977
Task Force because they were denied access to the complete Task Force reports by FDA
ofJiciaZs. Intrigued with the misrepresentation and anecdotal reports of safety fiom Searle,
and aggravated by an incompliant FDA, they voted unanimouslv to recommend banning
amartme for human consumption. According to Dr. Nauta, "the evidence suggested that
aspartame might induce brain tumors.
The fact that the legally required Public Board of Inquiry did their job properly and
found aspartame to be potentially hazardous irritated everyone else, and a five-member
"Commissioners Team of Scientists" was impaneled. Three members were asked to
investigate the brain tumor issue and two others were asked to look at the problems of
neurological damage, mental retardation and endocrine problems. After examining all the
scientific data, these three members expressed serious concern because the data showed
that aspartame caused all of these problems. The remaining two members, apparently
without examining much data, expressed satisfaction that "aspartame did not seem to
cause any brain damage." This would have meant a majority opinion against aspartame for
a second time in a row, which could not be tolerated, so a sixth member was "appointed
to the team, apparently to make it look like a deadlock. The end result was that three
members who had actually examined the data pronounced aspartame dangerous and the
remaining two members (and the add-on pro-aspartame yes-man) pronounced it "safe".
This conspiratorial effort to achieve what appeared externally as a "deadlock"
carried great weight in getting ''111 use" of aspartame approved by the FDA. Not
everyone was happy with the conspiracy. Dr. Jacqueline Verrett, whom we have
mentioned before, was extremely critical of the way the "review" was done. She stated, "it
was pretty obvious that somewhere along the line, the Bureau officials were working up to
a whitewash," and that " the Bureau of Foods, under Howard Roberts, discarded or
ignoredproblems and deficiencies outlined by the Team Report." In part, she stated "It is
unthinkable that any reputable toxicologist, giving a completely objective evaluation of the
data resulting fiom the study, could conclude anything other than the study was
uninterpretable and worthless, and should be repeated, as the sqfety questions remain
unanswered." Sounds like a criminal conspiracy to me. Despite the effort to get Searle's
petition for "111use" approved, it was denied in 1980.
It is interesting that the effect of both aspartame, aspartate (a salt of aspartic acid)
and glutamates (ie., MSG) may not be apparent until the cumulative effect breaches a
physiological threshold. At least, that is what the scientific evidence seems to indicate. A
report released in 1980, published in NeurobehavioraZ Toxicology and entitled "Brain
Damage in Mice from Voluntaxy Inyestion of Glutamate and As~artate"revealed that
aspartate is glutamate's close structural analog: "We cannot take comfort, therefore, in the
fact that humans have been exposed for many years without apparent harm. If harm did

occur, we would not detect it except perhaps years later, in the fonn of obesity or neuroendocrine disturbances such as are known to occur in rodents following glutamate
treatment in infancy."
Searles strategy would become obvious the next year. After a 1981 memo fiom
Satya Dubey, a Senior FDA Statistician, that stated, "the brain tumor data was so
worrisome that he could not recommend approval of NutraSweet", Dr. Arthur Hayes, Jr
was appointed the new FDA Commissioner by the new President, Ronald Reagan. After
Reagan was in office, Searle resubmitted its request for "full use" on the human
population. Oddly, Reagan himself voiced doubts about aspartame. He was quoted as
saying, "we quit using the stuff 'cause we don't know what's in it." It would appear that
Reagan wasn't the only one historically confused. In the push for approval, Searle's own
representatives couldn't get their stories straight. Denise Ertell, Searle's Public Agairs
Director, said "Phenylalinine is a fermentation by-product of soybeans and corn, and
aspartic acid is a total synthesis fiom hydrocarbons, petrochemical derivatives". This is
interesting, because Fairbanks and Copel, nutrition counselors for Burson Marsteller,
Searle's Public Relations finn, said that "neither one is a petroleum derivative". Gerry
Gaul, Searle's Vice-president of Nutrition and Medical AfTairs, said, "Phenylalinine might
not come fiom soybeans and corn." What a crew.
So, in 1981, Reagan appointee Arthur Hayes overruled the Public Board of
Inquiry's recommendation that "aspartame not be approved for marketing until further
animal testing was conducted to resolve the brain tumor issue", and granted Searle
approval of aspartame for use in dry foods and as a table sugar substitute, ignoring the
fact that, according to law, if tests are found to be inconclusive, an additive is not
supposed to be approved by the FDA. Hayes cited as supporting research a study done by
a Japanese firm,Ajinomoto, who was a Searle licensee, just@ his decision, even though
this study had never been reviewed or examined. Commissioner Hayes violated the law
and public trust and became an accessory to criminal conspiracy and criminal neglrgence.
Approval of the use of aspartame worldwide in 60 countries is based on the
fiaudulent tests conducted by Searle. Searle and the FDA frequently point to the fact that
aspartame has been "approved in 60 countries" and by the notorious World "Health"
Organization as evidence of safeq. Robert Shapiro, head of NutraSweet, confirmed that
the approvals had "essentially" been based on the inconclusive and controversial tests that
Searle had submitted to the FDA. Dr. Alexander Schmidt, FDA Commissioner from 1972
to 1976, said in a 1984 interview that "Searle's tests were poorly conceived, carelessly
executed and inaccurately reported So, it would appear that the allopathic medical
facilities in 60 countries and the WHO are part and parcel of the effort to neurologically
"stick it" to the world population. All of this is quite plausible, based on the total picture
of evidence presented historically in all of the paradigms.
"

As previously mentioned in the beginning of the discussion on aspartame, the FDA

approval of aspartame as a "food additive" makes it exempt ?om continued safety
monitoring (thus insuring the coverup), and Searle (and its parent company Monsanto) is

not obligated to monitor adverse reactions associated with NutraSweet, not submit reports
to the FDA or anyone else of such adverse reactions. By 1985, over 16,000,000 pounds of
this biochemical warfare compound had been added to the world food supply.

m',

Since it was originally "discovered" while searching for a "new ulcer
aspartame obviously falls into the categorically of a drug. FDA criteria which defines a
drug includes anything that "structurally or functionally affects the body or mind". So,
aspartame is a drug that has had its label as a drug removed in order to ensure its addition
to the world food supply. According to a memo dated August 20, 1973, by Martha M.
Freeman, M.D., FDA Division of Metabolic and Endocrine Drug Products, sent to Dr.
C.J. Kokosi, Division of Toxicology, concluded that the administration o f amartame, as
reported in studies a hiph dosape levels for prolonaed oeriocis. constitutes clinical
investipational use o f a new drup substance.

In 1982, Senator Heflin, Chairman of the Senate Ethics Committee, proposed an
amendment altering laws covering the U.S. Patent extension for aspartame. Senator Hatch
led a five minute discussion on the Senate floor advocating the extension. The Patent for
NutraSweet was extended by an amendment to the Orphan Drug Act, enacted specifically
with Searle in mind. It is no secret that Senator Robert Byrd, who brought the amendment
up for vote on Heflin's behalf, Representative Henry Waxman, who sponsored the Orphan
Drug Act, Senator Orrin Hatch, and Senator Howard Heflin all received campaign
contributionsfrom Searle, maker of aspartame.
In 1983, the National Soft Drink Association, dedicated to putting sugar and
phosphoric acid into human physiology, had a momentary attack of conscience and wrote
to the FDA, "warning" them that aspartame breaks down in unexplained ways in warmer
climates (a factor that would have later significance in the Persian Gulf War). Two months
before FDA Commissioner Hayes left office (because of an investigation of his acceptance
of gratuities from General Foods, a major user of aspartame), he' approved the use of
aspartame in soft drinks. No firther resistance was heard from the National Soft Drink
Association, who proceeded to include aspartame in all diet soft drinks. Upon leaving
office, Hayes accepted a position as "Senior Medical Advisor" to Searles' Public Relations
firm, Burson Marsteller, representing NutraSweet and seven major users of aspartame.
Here in 1995, after 12 years, there is no surprise at the "mysterious" rise in brain disease
all around the world, especially in the United States. It is certain that the aluminum ions
leached off by the phosphoric acid in the soft drinks also contributes to this, as do the
fluorides often present in the water to make the soft drinks. A real chemical cocktail for
the brain. Will we end up with a nation where everyone expresses themselves like Dan
Quayle? Probably.
It is amazing how many FDA officials have taken jobs connected with the
aspartame industry. In addition to all of the above, between 1979 and 1982, more FDA
officials joined the club: S.M. Pape, Sherwin Gardner, Mike Taylor and Albert Kolbye, to
name a few. Anthony Brunetti, the FDA Consumer Product Officerwho drafted the notice
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approving NutraSweet in soft drinks, later accepted a position with the Soft Drink Assn as
a "science writer."
Arizona Legislature Bars State Regulation of Food Additives
Preventing the Public from Excluding Dietary Neurotoxins

In 1984 Dr. Woodrow Monte, whose report on aspartame is included in Matrix
III, asserted that "there are no human or mammalian studies to evaluate the possible
mutagenic or carcinogenic effects of chronic intake of methyl alcohol (a component of
aspartane. Dr. Monte attempted to force a petition on the state of Arizona to ban
aspartame, but amazingly, the Arizona State Legislature used a rare maneuver to change
State Law without public notice, barring state regulation of FDA-approved food
additives. The measure passed under the misleading (and ironic) title of a "Toxic Waste
Bill." Dr. Monte's efforts to force Arizona restrictions on NutraSweet were crushed by
Searle. Interestingly, Arizona governor Bruce Babbitt's former Chief of Staff.Andrew
HeMitz, was hired by Searle as a lobbyist. So were Charles Pine, Roger Thies and David
West. Between 1979 and 1984, Searle hired up to a dozen lobbyists. A UP1 inqury traced
over $200,000 in campaign contributions relative to Arizona officials from Searle. Babbitt
was later appointed as Secretary of the Interior in the Clinton Administration.
By 1984, 7 million pounds of aspartame were being pumped into the bodies of
Americans annually. The USDA estimated worldwide use at 82,950,000 pounds, with
sales of $600 million. In 1984, aspartame was approved for use in children's chewable
vitamins (as if the chlorinated and fluoridated water, sugar, vaccines, and diet drinks
weren't enough). By 1985, sales reached over $1 billion. Sale figures for aspartame are no
longer available to the public. In 1987, NutraSweet petitioned the FDA for approval to
insert aspartame in baked goods and to supply it for baking uses. The petitiion is still
pending. The company claims it has perfected a way to stop aspartame from breaking
down under oven temperatures. If they have, it must be composed of an entirely new
chemical structure a structure that has not been approved for human use by the FDA.

-

The "Aspartame Technical Committee"

The infamous ATC consists of NutraSweet Company, Ajinomoto Company
(Searle's Japanese licensee), Coca Cola Company, Pepsico, Royal Crown Cola Company,
Seven-Up, General Foods and other manufacturers and users of aspartame, who grant
research funding for the purpose of generating fraudulent assurances of safety for
aspartame. The International Life Sciences Institute (ILSI), a tax-exempt group awarding
grants to research scientists, is also involved. Samuel Molinary, Co-Chairman of ILSI's
Panel, is Searle's former Director of Scientific Affairs and is now a research director for
Pepsico. Peter Dews, a Harvard University psychology professor named to ILSI's original
Board of Trustees in 1978, has served as an ILSI consultant ever since. Dews has stated
that NutraSweet is safe.

Research Studies Beginning in 1984
In 1984 the FDA, Dr. Richard Wurtman (Department of Brain and Cognitive
Science at MIT) and Dr. Woodrow Monte (Director of Science and Nutrition Laboratory
at Arizona State University) received over 1,000 complaints relative to aspartame
consumption. The most numerous complaints were dizziness, visual impairment,
disorientation, ear buzzing, pancreatitis, tunnel vision, loss of equilibrium, severe retinal
hemorrhaging, menstrual flow changes and depression.
In 1985, Dr. Louis J. Elsas, M.D. (Director of Medical Genetics, Emory University
School of Medicine) did a study which found the effects of phenylalinine on two groups
ranging in age from 8 to 24 years involved interference with reaction time, and also
reduced the uroduction o f adrenaline-like chemicals in the brain. He stated that both
premant women and infants should not consume -fad contain in^ aspartame because of
the d e e r o f it causinp brain damage to the _fetusor infant. Keith Comers, M.D, (from
the Children's Hospital in Washington, D.C) reported a case of two children suffering
extreme agitation when consuming the amount of aspartame equivalent in a 6 oz serving
of Kool-Aod sweetened with NutraSweet. Dr. Roger A. Colombe (fiom the Center for
Environmental Toxicology, Utah State University) demonstrated in a study that it is
possible for aspartame to produce nervous Vstem and behavioral effects, particularly in
children and susceptible individuals. Dr. Ronald Gautieri and Dr. Michael Mahalik (fiom
the Department of Psychology, Temple University) demonstrated in a study that
aspartame produced brain dysfunction in newborn mice. William Pardridge, M.D. (fiom
the University of California, Los Angeles), together with Dr. Richard Wurtman, testified
before a Senate Cornmitee on Labor and Human Resources, urging that labeling
requirements for aspartame be amended to include quantity, maintaining that children
might suffer brain damage fiom excessive intake of aspartame. Aspartame consumed at
the same time as carbohy&ates would have double the eflect on the brain as cwpartame
alone.
In 1986, Dr. William Pardridge restated that the two constituent amino acids in
aspartame, aspartic acid and phenylalinine, are neurotoxic, and that there is a drop in IQ of
babies born to mothers with elevated phenylalinine levels. In 1986, the Quarterly Report
from the Department of Health and Human Services reflected approximately 3,000 known
complaints about aspartame, mostly relating to brain function and behavior, that have been
evaluated by the FDA and the Centers for Disease Control (and Prevention recently
added in 1995). A 1986 issue of Food Chemical News revealed that the Community
Nutrition Institute petitioned the FDA to ban the use of aspartame, presenting many cases
of seizures and visual problems. The petition was denied.

-

In 1987, James Turner, a comsumer interest attorney, stated "individual scientists
cannot do their best and most objective work when financially beholden to the companies
who stand to make millions or billions of dollars based on the outcome of their research."
One Searle-supported aspartame researcher is reported to have received $1.3 million for
his laboratory.
159
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The General Prevalence of Mood Disorders in the General Population
We have seen that aspartame, besides creating mood disorders, has an especially
severe effect on those who have preexisting mood disorders, including depression. How
prevalent are mood disorders in the United States alone? How many people could be
affected just on that account? An interesting study was conducted by the Department of
Psychiatry, Harvard Medical School, the National Institute of Medical Health, Duke
University Medical Center and the Department of Psychiatry at Massachusetts General
Hospital in support of the National Depression Screening Day Project.' One of the
operative methods of surveying the degree of depression in the general population was to
set up an automated telephone screening survey. The survey lasted two weeks. A total of
1,812 participants called the system. Of these, 278 were students and faculty at a large
midwestern state university, 725 were employees of a large northeastern high-technology
firm, and 809 did not identify which site they were calling fiom. The telephone
questionnaire was hlly automated and utilized touch-tone responses, and consisted of a 20
question multiple choice Zung Depression Scale. No technical problems were experienced
during the two week survey.
Of the 1812 callers, 1597 (88.1%) completed all questions. Of these, 522 callers
(32.7%) met criteria for minimal or mild depression, 412 callers (25.8%) met criteria for
"moderate or marked" depression and another 194 (12.1%) met criteria for 'Severe or
extreme" depression. The majority of callers scoring positive for depression had received
no previous treatment for depression. The AMA analysis of the survey yielded the
observation that the rate of positivity for depression was 70.6% of the people contacted.
This percentage was compared to the 1993 studies conducted under the program, which
yielded an amazing 76.6%. By extrapolation, out of a total population of 250 million in
the United States, over 187 million people would potentially qualify as meeting the criteria
for depression. Most of the population of the United States is potentially suffering fiom
mild to severe emotion depression. If the rate was even 20%, that would involve over 50
million people. As the allopathic system treats symptoms instead of causes, selfresponsibility (adjusting nutritional intake) is the only thing that will make a real difference
in people's lives. The chemical cocktail known as the "diet" must be abandoned and
replaced by a healthy regimen.
In the United States, depression is a considered by allopathy as being a major
mental health problem, with an estimated cost to the United States alone in 1990 of
approximately $43.7 billion, which is approximately equal to the economic burden of
coronary heart disease. According to the American Medical Association, the cost to the
health care system of lack of recognition of depression is high, since depressed patients are
among the highest users of health care in the United states.' The implications relative to
the high use of aspartame in the U.S. alone are immense.

' Published in the June 28, 1995 issue of the Journal of the American Medical Association, pp1943-44.
bid.
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In 1987, Dr. Alfred Miller in San Antonio noted in his clinical observations that
aspartame use is linked to mood swings and headaches in patients. Scientists at the Kings
College Department of Biochemistry in London (Spencer, Nunn, Hugon, Ludolph, Ross,
Roy and Robertson) demonstrated that two chemicalZv related amino acids o f external
oripin are linked to human motor system diseases.
Scientists and Doctors Who Have Done Research on the
Adverse Effects of Aspartame

Roger A. Coulombe, Jr.PhD.
Center for Environmental Toxicology
Utah State University
Logan, Utah 84322-4620

Luois J. Elsas, M.D.
Director of Medical Genetics
Emory Univ. School of Medicine
Atlanta, Georgio 30322

Ron Gautieri, Ph.D.
Temple Univ.Dept . of Pharmacology
3307 N.Broad Street
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19140

Tim H. Maher, Ph.D.
Dept of Pharmacology
Mass.College of Pharmacy
179 Longwood Avenue
Boston, Massachusetts 02 115

William Pardridge, M.D.
University of California
Los Angeles, California 90024

H.J. Roberts, M.D.
300 27th Street
West Palm Beach, Florida 33407

Richard Wurtman, M.D.
Dept. Brain & Cognitive Science
MIT
Cambridge, Massachusettss 02 139

Woodrow Monte, Ph.D, R.D.
Director of Sc and Nutrition Lab
Arizona State University
Tempe, Arizona 85287

Ruben Matalon, M.D., Ph.D
Univ of Illinois at Chicago
Dept of Pediatrics
601 South Morgan
Chicago, Illinois 60680

John Olney, M.D.
Dept of Psychiatry
Washington Univ Sch of Medicine
4940 Audubon Avenue
St.Louis, Missouri 63 110

Jacques Hugon
Dept of Neurology
University of Limoges
France

Albert C. Ludolph
Dept of Neurology
University of Muenster
Germany

Peter S. Spencer
Dept of Biochemistry
Kings College, London
England

Dr. Robert Steinmetzer
Dr. Robert S. Kunkel
Cleveland Clinic Foundation
Cleveland, Ohio
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The Psycho-Chemical Legacy of Aspartame
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ASPARTAME: METHANOL AND THE
PUBLIC HEALTH
Woodrow C. Monte, PhD., R.D.
ABSTRACT

Aspartame (L-aspanyl-L-phenylalanine methyl ester). a new sweetener marketed
under the trade name NutraSwecte, releases into the human bloodstream one
molecule of methanol for each molecuic of aspartame consumed.
This new methanol source is being added to foods that have considerably reduced
caloric content and. thus, may be consumed in large amounts. Generally, none of these
foods could be considered dietary methanol sourccs prior to addition of aspartame.
When diet sodas and soft drinks, swmened with aspartame, are used to replace fluid
loss during exercise and physical exertion in hot climates. the intake of methanol can
exceed 250 mgl day or 32 times the Environmental Protection Agency's recommended
limit of consumption for this cumulative toxin'.
There is extreme variation in the human response to acute methanol poisoning, the
lowest recorded lethal oral dose being 100 mg/ kg with one individualsurviving a dose
over ninety times this levelu. Humans. due perhaps to the loss of two enzymes during
evolution. are more sensitive to methanol than m y laboratory animal; even the
monkey is not generally accepted as a suitable animal modeP. There are no human or
mammalian studies to evaluate the possible mutagenic. teratogenic. or carcinogenic
effects of chronic administration of methyl alcohoPJ.
Tbe average intake of methanol from natural sourcrs varies but Limited data
suggests an average intake of considerably leu than 10 rng/dapy'.Alcoholics may
average much more. with a potential range of between 0 and 600 mg/ day, depending
on the sourct and in some cases the quality of their beverageslJ.
Ethanol the c h i c antidote for methanol toxicity, is found in natural food sources
of methanol at concatrations 5 to 500.000 tima that of the toxin (Table I). Ethanol
inhibits metabolism of methanol and allows the body time for clearance of the toxh
through the lungs and kidney+f.
The question asked is whether uncontrolled consumption of this new sweetener
might increase the methanol intake of a m i n individuals t o 8 point beyond which our
limited knowledge of acute and chronic human methanol toxicity can beextrapolated
to predict safety.
* N u u J m t is a trademark of G.D. Sark Ir Co.
Direnor of the Food S h e a d N u t m i Labon~ory
Arizom Sutr uaiunny
Tan- Aruona 85287
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ASPARTAME

Aspaname (L-aspanyl-L-phenylahnine methyl ester) has recently been approved
as a sweetener for liquid carbonated beverages. It has had wide acceptana as an
additive in many dry food applications after Food and Drug ~ d m i n i s t k t i o approval
n
onJuly24. 198IU.
The Food and Drug Administration, Dr. Richard Wunman and myself have
d v e d well-over a thousand written complaints relative to aspartame consumption.
By far. the most numerous of these include dizziness. visual impairment.
disorientation. ear buzzing. high SGOT. tunnel vision. loss of equilibrium. severe
rnuscle achk. numbing of extremities. pancrcatitis. episodes of high blood pressure.
retinal hemorrhaging. menstrual now changes. and depression. fhe validity of t h a t
complaints has yet to be scientifically evaluated. However. a thorough knowledge of
just what makes this new sweetener stand apan from other nutritional substances
might aid physicians in making dietaw rccommcndations for their patients.
Aspartame ( N u t r a S ~ e t t )is~ a small molecule made up of three components:
Phenylalanine. aspanic acid. and methanol (wood alcoh01~~.
When d~gtsted.thcsc
components arc released into the bloodstream^.
Phenylalanine and aspanic acid arc both amino acids which ~ rfound
r
in natural
proteins~*.and under normal circumstances arc beneficial. if not essential, for health.
.Proteins are complex molecules which contain many chemicaliy bonded zminoacids.
It takes seven1 enzymes to break t h a t bonds and liberate the amino acidr This is a
slow process and the amino acids arc released gradually into the bloodstrcam.0. The
quaternary structure of protein also slows the digestion of thcsc smino acids the
amino acids in the center of the protein molecule aren't released until the outer lrym
of amino acids on the surface have been swept a h y . This natural time rclevt process
saves the body from large numben of any one of these 21 amino acids k i n g released
into the bloodstream at any one time.
Aspartame rquires the breaking of only two bonds for absorption". This happens
very quickly with the potential to raise component blood levcis mpidly'z. The methyl
ester bond of phenylalanint is the first to cleave due to i u susceptibility to pancreatic
mzym&. This is highly unusuat the methyl esters associated with pectin for i a s u n a
arc completely impervious to all human digestive enzymeb.

AMINO ACID COMPONENTS
Phcnylalanine is a n essential amino acid. the daily consumption of which is required
to maintain life. However. Dr. Richard J. Wunman. Professor of Ncurotndocrinc
Regulation at the Massachusctu Institute ofTcchnology, presented data to the FDA
dcmomuating that in humans the feeding of a carbohydrate with aspaname
significantly enhances aspaname's positive effect on plasma and brain phenyklanine
and tyrosine levels(48 Federal Regrster at 3 1379). There are sound saentific reasons to
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believe that increasing the brain levels of t h e e large neutral amino acids could affect
the synthesis of neurotransmitters and in turn affect bodily functions controlled by the
autonomic n m o u s systemb1(e.&. blood pressurc).The proven ability of aspartame to
inhibit the glucose-indued release of serotonin within the brainsmay a&o affect
behaviors. such as satiety and slttprl.

I

Aspanic acid
Aspanic add. is not an essential amino acid but is normally easily utilized for
human metabolism. However. under conditions of excess absorption it has caused
endocrine disorden in mammals with markedly elevated plasma levels of luteinizing
hormone and testosterone in the rats2 and release of pituitary gonadouopin; and
prolactin in the rhtsus monkeys'. The amount of lutcinizinghormone in the blood u a
major determinant of menstrual cycling in the human femaleJ9.

METHANOL
Methanol (methyl alcohol. wood alcohol), a poisonous substance", is added u a
component during the manufacture of aspaname'. This mcthanol is subsequently
released within hours of tonsumptionsl after hydrolysis of the methyl group of the
dipeptide by chymotrypsin in the small intestine*o. Absorption in primates is hastened
considerably if the methanol is ingested as frec methanol* as it occurs in soft drinks
after decomposition of aspartame during storage or in other foods after being
htatedu. Regardless of whether the aspanamederived methanol exists in food in its
frec form or still merifia! to phenylalaninc. 10% of the weight of aspamme intake of
an individual will be absorbed by the bloodstream as methanol within hours after
consumptionsl.
Methanol has no therapeutic properties and is considered only as a toxiantaD.The
ingation of two teupooxu i s coxuidcrcd lethal in humansh9.
Mnhyl alcohol produces the Methyl alcohol syndrome. contntmtly, only in
humans and no orher resr animal. including monkeys4z.~.Thm is a c l a r difference
betwan 'toxicitya, which can be produad in every living thing. and the 'toxic
syndrome-.

f he greater toxiaty of methanol to man is deeply rooted in the Limited biochemial
pathways available to humans for detoxification. The loss of uriasc (EC 1.733.).
formyl-tetrahydrofolate s y n t h e t a ~(EC 63.43.P and other entymcsl~during
evolution sets man apart from all laboratory animals inchdingthe monkey'z.7 hereif
.no generally accepted animal model for methanol toxicityu.w. Humans suffer'toxic
syndrome" at a minimum lethal dose of < I gmlk& much Jcu than t h t of monkeys,
3 4 g/ kp2.H. The minimum lethal dose of methanol in the raf rrbbit, and dogn9.5.7.
and 8 g/kg. rcspmivel~': ethyl alcohol is mom toxic than rncthmol to these test
animalr'J. No human or experimental mammalian studies haw been found to evaluate
the possible mutagenic. teratogcnic or caranogenic effecu of methyl alcohol~s.though
a 3.5% chromosomal abcration rate in ttnicular tissues of gnuhoppen was i n d u d
by an injection of methanols1.
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he United States Environmental Protection Agency in their Multimedia
~~vironmental
Goals for Environmental Assessment recommends a minimum acute
,os,city concentration of methanol in drinking water at 3.9 pans per million. with a
recommended limit of consumption below 7.8 mglday'. This repon clearly indicates
lhat methanol:

-is considered a cumulative poison due to the low rate of excretion once it is
absorbed, In the body, methanol is oxidized to formaldehyde and formic acid;
both of these metabolites arc toxicRole of Formaldehyde
Reently the toxic role of formaldehyde (in methanol toxicity) has been
questioned? No skeptic can overlook the fact t h a t metabolically. formaldehyde must
k formed a; an intermediate to formic acid productionr. Formaldehyde has a high
which may be why it has not been found in humans or other primatesduring
methanol poisioningH. The localized rerinal production of formaldehyde from
methanol is still thought to be principally responsible for the optic papillitis and retinal
:dem always associated with the toxic snydrome in human+. This is m intriguing
tuue s i n e formaldehyde poisoning alone docs not produce retinal &ma*.
If formaldehyde is produced from methanol and does have a reasonable half life
within certain cells in the poisoned organism the chronic toxilogid ramifations
could be pave. Formaldehyde is a known orcinogenn produang s q u m o w a i l
arcinomas by inhalation exposure in experimental animabn. T h e a n i k b l e
epidemiological studies do not provide adequate data for asserting the arcbogtnicity
of formaldehyde in man~,z4.97. However. reaction of formaldehyde with
deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) has resulted in irreversible denaturation that could
interfere with DNA replication and result in mutationn. Glycerol f o m a
condenstation product of glycerol and formaldehyde(which may k formed in vivo), is
a potent teratogen causing a n extremely high incidence of birth defects in laboratory
animals~z. Even the staunchest critic of formaldehyde involvement in methanol
toxicity admits:
'It is not possible to cornpleuly eliminate formaldehyde as a toxic
intermediate because formaldehyde could be formed slowly within a& and
interfere with normal cellular function without ever obtaining Lev& that uc
d c t c ~ u b l ein body fluids or t i u u a . r
Acute Toxicity in Man 7 o x u Syndrome"
A stiking feature of methyl alcohol syndrome is the asymptomatic intern1 ( h u n t
period) which usually lasts I2 to I8 hours after consumption. This is followed by 8
rapid and severe acidosis owd pani.l)y by thc production of formic acid".
lnsuffrcitnt formic acid is generated to account for the severity of metabolic rddotit
produccd and. therefon. other organic acids may a k o k involvcdu.

Patients m y complain of lethargy. confusion, and impairment of articulation. all
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frequently encountered signs in moderate central nervous system(CNS) intoxications
resulting from other toxic compoundsZ0.
Patienu may'also suffer leg cramps. back pain. severe headache. abdominal pain.
labored breathing, venigo and visual loss. the latter being a very imponant clue to
making a diagnosis of methanol poisoningm. Other striking clinical features
associated only with the oral administration of methanol are elevated serum arnylut
and the finding of pancrcatitis or pancreatic necrosis on a u t o p ~ y ~ ~ . ~ ~ .

In fatal cases liver, kidneys and hean may show parenchymatous degeneration. The
lungs show dcsquamation of epithelium, emphysema. edema. congestion and
bronchial pheumonia12.
Chronic Human Exposure
This is the most imponmt aspen of methanol toxicity to those who arc interested in
observing the effect of increased methanol consumption on a population.
The data presented here were compiled by the Public Health Service. fhe
individuals studied were working in methanol contaminated environments. It is
interesting to note that the visual signs always associated with acute toxicity often do
not surfaa under chronic conditions-'O.
Many of the signs and symptoms of intoxication due to methanol ingestion are not
spcafic to methyl dcohoi. For examplc. headaches. car buzzing, dizziness. nausea and
unsteady gait (inebriation), gastrointotinal disturbances, weakness. vmigo, chi&
memory lapso. numbness and shooting pains in the Iowa extremities hands and
forearms, behavioral disturbances, and neuritiss5. The most characteristic signs and
symptoms of methyl alcohol poisoning in humans are the various visual disturbances
which can occur without acidosis5J although they unfonunatcly do not always
appcara. Some of these symptoxns arc the following misty vision progressive
contraction of visual fields (vision tunneling). mist before the eyes, blumng of vision.
and obscuration of visionTu.

ALCOHOLICS: CHRONIC METHANOL CONSUMPl7ON

-

'

Alcoholia in general, but particularly those who consume large quantities of wine
or fruit liqueur. would snm. from the avaihblc evidence. to k the only population thus
far exposed to consistently high lev& of methanol ingestion (Table I). The hi@
ethanol1 methanol ratio of alcoholic beverages must have a vcry signifiant protective
effect. though enzyme kinetics mandate some constant but low level of methanol
metabolitm. One could speculate that the delicate bahncc which maintains this
defense might be jeopardized by the general nutritional neglect and specificaJly tbc
folic acid deficiency21 associated with the meager food intake of some alcoholia
Alcoholics have a much higher incidena of cancer and other degenerative disusa.
none of which a n be attributed to ethanol alonew. The fascinating similarities linking
unusual clinical features of methanol toxicity and alcohoiism arc wonh noting.
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Chronic occupational exposure to methanol often produces human complaints of
neuritis with partsthttia numbing, prickling and shooting pains in the txtrcmiti&.fi.
~ l c o h o l i c poiyneuropathyJb or multiple peripheral ne&itiszl differs
symptomatically from the methanol induced syndrome only in its fmt and often
exclusive affinity for legs. The unpleasant sensations of intolerable pain associated
with slight tactile stimulationWis not an uncommon anecdotal consumer complaint
following long term consumption of aspartame. In one such case reported to me, my
interpretation of an electromyogram indicated the signs of denemation indicative of
&oholic polyneuropathyJ*.The individual's ischemic lactate pyruvate cum. before
and after fasting. was flat. Less than six weeks afteraspaname consumption ceased the
major symptoms subsided and repetition of these tests produced normal responses,
although the individual still experienced inremittent pain.
Methanol is one of the few etiologic factors associated with acute pancreatic
inflammation^,^. Microscopic findings of pancreatic necrosis on autopsy haw been

reponed after acute oral methanol pouoningJ'. In fact, pancreatic injury prohably
accounts for almost universal violent eprgastnc pain1 and occasional elevated serum
amylase IevebJJ which marks the end of the h u n t period.
There is a generally acapted association between alcoholism and panereatitis, Mort
patients. however. give a history of 5 to 10 yean of heavy drinking before the o w t of
the fint attacku. The fact that 40% of all u s e s of acute pancrcatitis complaints arc
anributsble to alcoholiazl. however. must be taken into consideration to avoid
anifactual association. Pancreatitis has been a complaint rttocipud with upurome
consumption.
Metbrnol and the Hun:
A 21-yearsld non-drinking male who h d been exposed daily to the fine dwt of
aspartame at the packaging plant he had worked for over a year. was complaining of
blurred vision. headaches. dizziness. and y v c n depression before his sudden death.
An autopsy revtaled (aside from the o r p n invoivemcnt one might expect from
methanol toxicity) myocardial hypenrophy and dilatation with the myoardiopathy
and left vcntxide involvement reminiscent of alcoholic ardiomyopathy. Alcoholic
ardiomyopathy however typically occurs In 30-55 year old men who bana history of
alcohol intake in quantities comprising 30 to 50 percent of their daily aloric
rapircment over a 10 to 15 year periodY.

It has been suggested that alcohol is the etiologic factor in a t least 50 percent of the
cases of congestive cardiornyopathyn. The significantly lower hospitalization
incidence for coronary disease among moderate drinken than among nondrinkers
and the protection to coronary risk afforded the moderate drinker (Icrs than two
drinks a day) over the nondrinker% seems contradictory. However, if are impliau
methanol as the etiologic factor. then clearly the nondrinker is at a d k d w u g c with a
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much lower ethanol to methanol ratio (Table I ) when consuming naturally occurring
methanol in a diet otherwise equivalent to the dnnkers. The chronic alcoholic for
reasons already proposed might sacrifice this protearon.
As mentioned below, high temperature canning as developed. bate in the 19th
antury should increase significantly the methanol content of fruits and vegetables.
7he increased availability and consumption of these food products in various
countries over the ycan may parallel better than most other dietary factors the
m m a s e in. incidence of coronary disease in their populations. Cigarette smoke. a
known coronary risk factor, contains four times as much methanol as formaldehyde
and only t p c t s of ethanol.

ETHANOL AND FOLK ACID
The importance of ethanol as an antidote to methanol toxicity in humans is very
well established in the literatuW.JJ. The timely administration of ethanol is still
Ethanol slows
considered a vital pan of methanol poisoning rnanagement~~,l~.~~.~.~.
the rite of methanol's conversion to formaldehyde and formatc allowing the body
time to excrete methanol in the breath and urine. inhibition is seen in vitro even when
the conccnuation of ethyl alcohol was only I / 16th that of methanoP. The inhibitory
effect is a linear function of the log of the ethyl alcohol concentration. with a 72%
inhibition rate at only a 0.01 molar conantration of c r b a r ~ o l ~ , ~ .
Oxidation of methanol, like that of ethanol, proacds independently of the blood
conctntration, but at a nte only one rcvmtha to one fifth12 that of e t h o L
Folacin may play mimportant role in the metabolism of methanol by catalyzing the
elimination of formic acidat. If this procut proves to be u protective for humans u
has been shown in other organisms#,'( it may account. in pan, for the tremendous
variability of human responses t o acute methanol toxicity. Fohcin is a nutrient often
found lacking in the normal huxnan diet. p n i c u k d y during p r e g a a n c y d lactationw.

METHANOL CONTENT OF ASPARTAME SWEETENED BEVERAGES
An average a s p a n a m ~ w c e t m e dbeverage would' have a conservative aspartame
content of about 555 mg/ litei.u,sl and therefore. a methanol equivalent of 56 rug/ Lita
(56 ppm). For example. if a 3 kg child consumed on r warm day, after exercising, t w e
thirds of a two-lutr bottle of soft drink sweetened with aspartame. that child would be
consuming over 732 mg of aspartame (29 mg/ kg). This alone t x e d s what the Food
and Drug Administration considers the 99 + percentile drily coisumption level of
aspanamw. The child would also absorb over 70 mg of methanol from that soft drink.
This is almost ten times the Environmental Protection Agency's recommended daily
limit of consumption for methanol.
T o look at the issue from another perspective. the iitenturc reveals death from
consumption of the equivalent of 6 gm of methanoPJ.N. It would take 200 12 o r can^
of soda to yield the lethal equivalent of 6 gm of methanol. According to FDA
regulations. compounds added to foods that arc found t o cause some adverse health
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dfect at a particular usage level art actually pennitted in foods only at much lower
~cvtls.The FDA has established these requirements so that an adequate margin of
safety exists to protect panicularly sensitive people and heavy consumers of the
chemical. Section 17022 offitle 2 1 of the Code of Federal Regulatiorp mandates that
this margin of safety be 100-fold below the 'highest no-effect" level.'lf death has been
a w e d by the methanol equivalent of 200 12 o t cans of aspaname sweetened so&
one hundredth of that level would be two cans of soda The relationship of the lethal
dose to the 'highest ncwffect" level has tragcally not been determined for
mcthano19.'t. but assuming very conservatively that the level is one tenth of the lethal
dwc. the FDA regulations should have limited consumption to approximately 2 4
ounces of aspartame sweetened soft drink per day.
The FDA allows a lower safety margin only when 'evidence is submitted which
justifies use of a different safety factor."(21 .C.F.R. 17032) No such evidence has been
submitted to the FDA for methanol. Thus. not only have the FDA's rquirementsfor
acute toxicity not been met. but also. no demonstration of chronic safety has k c n
made. The fact that methyl alcohol appears in other natural food producrs increases
greatly the danger of chronic toxicity develop~ngby adding another unnatural source
of this dangerous cumulative toxin to the food system.

I

I

I

NATURAL SOURCES OF METHANOL
Methanol does appear in nature.
To determine what impact the addition of a toxin will have on an environment'it is
very helpful to accurately determine the background levels of consumption.
Fruit and vegetables contain pectin whh variable methyl ester content. However,
the human has no digestive enzymes for pmin6.s. panicukrly the peain csunuc
required for its hydrolysis to me:hanoP. Fermentation -in the gut m y caw
disappearance of pectinb but the production of free methanol is not guanntccd by
t'ennentationJ. In fact. bacteria in the colon probably reduct methanol d i d y to
tormic acid or carbon dioxide (aspaname is completely absorbed before reachingthe
colon). Huting of pectins has been shown to a u s c vinually nodemethoxy&tion:mn
temperatures of 120°C produced only traces of methanol'. Methanol evolved during
cooking of high pectin foods7 has been accounted for in the voIatilc fnction during
boiling and is quickly lost to theatmosphefl. Entrapment of these voLtila probably
accounts for the elention in m e h n o l levels of certain fruit and vegetable products
during canningJJ.JJ.
In the recent denial by the Food and Drug Administration of my q u a t for a pobiic
hearing on thisissueJJ,the claim is made by them that methanol occun in fruit juicesat
an average of 140 pant per million ( a range of between IS440 pant prmillion).fhir
often used average originates from an informative table in a conferrrrcc paper
prescr~tedby F m c o t and GeoffroyJ'. 1he authors urp!ah that the data present4 in
the table 'may notw represent their work but 'other a u t h o n Y There is no
methodology given nor is the original source cited and only the identity of the lowat
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methanol source. grape j u i a (12 ypm). and the highest. black c u m n t (680 ppm). art
revealed. The other22 samples used to generate this disarmingly high average are left
completely to the imagination. The authors conclude then paper by insisting that'thc
content of methanol in fermented or non-fermented beverages should not be of
concern t o the fields of human physiology and public hcalth."They i.mply that w i n s
'do not present any toxicity" due to the presence of a n a i n natural protective
substanceslJ. When they present their original data relating to the methanol content of
French wines (range 14-265 ppm) or when the methanol content of any alcoholic
beverage is given. the ratio of methanol to ethanol is also presented. Of the wines they
tested. the ratio associated with the highest methanol content(265 ppm) indicates over
262 times as much ethanol present as methanol. The scientific literature indicates that
a fair estimate of methanol content of commonly consumed fruit juices is on the order
of 40 pans per million (Table I ). Stegmk. et al. points out that some neutral spirits
contain as muchas 15gramslliter of methanol? what is not mentioned is the fact that
if these spirits arc at least 60 proof (30% ethanol) this still represents the presence of
over 200 molecules of ethanol for every molecule of methanol that is digested. An
exhaustive search of the present literature indicates that no testing of natural
substances has ever shown methanol appearing alone: in every case ethanol is also
Fresh orange juices
present. usually, in much higher concentrati~ns~~.~.~~.~.JJ.J~,~,~~.
can have very little methanol (0.8 mglliter). and have a concomitant ethyl alcohol
content of 380 mglliteru. Long term storage in cans has a tendency to cause an
increase in thesc levels. but wen after three years of storage. testing has revealed only
62 mglliter of methanol. with an ethanol content of 484 mgiliter. This is a ratio of
almost eight times ethanol1 methanol~.Tesung done &tiy
in spain showed orange
juice with 33 mglliter methanol and 65 1 mg/ liter ethanol (201 1 n t i o P . The range for
~ ~43 mg
grapefruit juim arc similar, nngang from 0 2 mg r n c t h a n ~ l l l i t e rto
methanolllitefl. The lowest k t i o of any food item was found in canned grapefnrit
senions with 50-70 mgl liter methanol and 200400 mgl liter ethanolz7. ~~~~~~~~ng
six molecules ethanol for every molecule of methanol.
This high ethanol t o methanol ratio. e w n a t thesc low ethanol conccntrationt. m a y
have some protective effect. As stated previously, ethanol slows the rate of methanol's
conversion t o formaldehyde and formate allowing the body time t o cxcnte methanol
in the breath and urine. inhibition is seen in vitro m n when the concentration of ethyl
alcohol was only 1/ 16th that of methanolu. The inhibitory effect k a linear function of
the log of the ethyl alcohol concentration. with a 72% inhibition rate at only a 0.01
molar conantration of ethanoll. T h m f o r c if a liter of a high methanol content o m n p
juice is consumed. with 33 mgl liter of methanol and a 201 1ratio of ethanol/ methanol
only one molecule of methanol in 180 will be m ~ b o l i t t dinto dangerous metabolita
until the majority of the ethanol has been cleared from the bloodstream. If a simitramount of methanol equivalent from aspartame were consumed. there would be no
competitiorP.
Another factor reducing the potential danger associated with methanol from
natural juices is that they have a n average caloric density of 500 Kcal/liter and high

'I AbLE I

AVAILABLE METHANOL IN VARlOUS BEVERAGES
METHANOL (lag.)

METHANOL
m#JUtrt

CALORIC DENSI7'Y
Calotlrr/Litn

Beet (4.3%)
Grain Alcohols'
Bourbon. 100 prooP*
Rum. 80 prooV
Wines (Ftcnch)ll
White
ROX

Red
Pew

Cherry
Wines ( A m r r u r n P
Low -

His

h p u u m r S w m m d Bmm@
Unurbonrted DrinktU
Cola (CarborutcdP
O n n p (CarbomtedP
Aspmmrne. p u n

*17.6% of U.S. Populriion consume an rvcngc of 183.3 @n.of Onngc Juice r dry'
of Ihc U.S. Population consume m r w n p of 173.9 #m of G f 8 p t f ~ iJuia
l
r day1

%I$

RATIO
C u w d per
1.000 Cdotia

'Mclhnol (me.)
F 3 U d (-1
Mahand (wt.)

Comumptlon
F
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osmolarity which places very definite limits to their consumption level and rate.
Data obtained in a Department of Agriculture survey of the food intake of a
statistically sampled group of over 17.000 consumers nationwide', indicate that the
17.6% of the population that consume orange juice daily take in an average of 185.5
gm of that juice. These statistics indicate that 1.1% of the population consume an
average of 173.9 gm of grapefruit juice while only 1.8% drink approxirnatdy 201.gm of
tomato juice daily. Table 1 shows that under normal conditions these individuals
would only be expected to consume between 1 and 7 mg of methanol a day from these
sources. Even if an individual consumed two juices in the same day or a more exotic
juice such as black currant, there would still be some protection afforded by the
ethanol present in these natural juices. Conrumption of aspartame swcttcned drinks at
levels commonly used to replace lost fluid during exercise yields methanol intake
between 15 and 100 t i m a these normal intakes (Table 1). This is comparable to that of
Winos" but without the metabolic rcpr~eveafforded by ethanol. An alcoholic
consuming 1500 calories a day from alcoholic sources alone may consume between 0
and 600 mg of methanol each day depending on his choice of beverages (Table 1).
The concumption of aspaname sweetened soft drinks or other beverages is not
limited by either calories or osmolanty. and can equal the daily water loss of an
individual (which for active people In r state like Arizona can exceed 5 Liters). The
resultant daily methanol intake might then rise to unprecedented levels. Methanol is8
cumulative toxin' and for some clinml manifestations it may be a human-spccific
toxin.

CONCLUSION
Simply because methanol is found 'naturally" in foods. we can not dismissthe need
for carefully documented safety testtng In appropriate animal models before allowing
a dramatic increase in i u consumptton.
We know nothing of the mutagenic. tcratogenic or carcinogenic effect of methyl
alcohol on man or rnammaPJ.". Y e t if predictions are c o m a 5 it won't be long before
an additional 2.000.000 pounds of it will be added to the food supply ycarlyu.
Mutt this. then, constitute our t a t of iu safety?
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DIET DRINKS

- DESERT STORM SYNDROME IN A

CAN!

-

Dallas When stored or heated above 85 degrees F, as in desert heat, Aspartame in Diet
Drinks breaks down into neurotoxic substances: Methanol, Formaldehyde, Formic Acid
and DKP (brain tumor agent). All the soft drink companies shipped free Diet Drinks to our
Desert Storm troops, where they broke down in storage into highly toxic substances The
symptoms reported by the sufferers of "Desert Storm Syndrome" mimic the ones reported
by those reporting the problems associated with diet drink use here ., b u the
~ military
personnel symptoms are greater because they were drinkingJeating "expuedDie Pepsi and
then some!" Aspartame was also liberally served to them in their MREs as well. Since
Aspartame is capable of changing the DNA in lab tests, birth defects in offspring can be
readily addressed. Family members are also experiencing illness, probably from their
continued use of these products. Let's try to find the real reason behind Desert Storm
Syndrome. Based on our research, we believe it was what they were eating and dnnking in
extremedesertheat.
Stoddard is available from her Dallas office to answer questions and support allegations
regatding this important issue and how it is adversely affecting 3 out of 5 who use it.
ACSNs special Pilot's Hotiine has logged gver 500 Not-related
Some pilots are
having grand mal seizures in the cockpits of commercial airiine flights, and others are
crashing the flight simulator at training facilities while in seinae.Dozeas have lost their
flying status because of reactions Sejlzlaes, loss of vision, vertigo, suicidal depressions,
heart problems, etc. are routinely reported Reactions in many consumers are reprted to
cause bizarre psychological symptoms as wd, due to a depletion of a critical brain
chemical, Serotonin. The US Air Force has formally warned all pilots to abstain from
in their FIyrng S@ery publication.
consuming Diet
80% of all consumer com~laintsto the FDA are about
adverse reactions to As~artame!

-

-

--

For more information contact: M a w Stoddard. Founder
Aspartame Consumer Safety Network
PO Box 780634 - Dallas, TX 75378 - (214)352-4268 Book Order Desk: 1-800-9.69-6050

Glutamates and Glutamic Acids - Development and Use of MSG
and the Effect on the Human Brain
Glutamates are generally defined as salts of glutamic acids, and have been shown
to be potent nerve toxins in laboratory cell cultures. Glutamates can cause a nerve to swell
90 seconds after contact. The mechanism for this is not entirely clear, but it is generally
thought that exposure to glutamates causes a calcium influx in the nerve cell. The most
common glutamate used in food is monosodium glutamate (MSG), one of the world's
most widely used food additives. According to Dr. John Olney, a psychiatrist at
Washington University in St.Louis, 'bver twenty years ago glutamate was show to cause
brain damage to infant animals. Since then, it has become increasingly evident that
glutamate and closely related substances are neurotoxins that can cause human
neurodegenerative disease^."'^ As mentioned previously, MSG in combination with
aspartame can be especially damaging. Not only may glutamates and aspartates cause
degenerative nerve damage in adults, but there is growing evidence that the immature
brain in children is more vulnerable than the brain of an adult since nerve myelination has
not progressed very far. See the chapters on vaccines and vaccination.
Monosodium glutamate was developed in 1908 by a Japanese chemist. In 1925
James E. Larrowe, who owned a milling company in the United States, contacted Suuki
Spice Company in Japan for help in disposing of glutamate-containing waste water fiom
sugar beet processing. Prior to 1918, glutamate waste water had been a source of
industrial potash, but by 1925 it was beginning to pile up in waste tanks. Larrowe got no
firm advice fiom Suzuki, so he went to Carnepje Mellon Institute of Industrial Research
and also to Johns Ho~kinsUniversity where Dr. Elmer McCollum advised him to use the
waste water to manufacture monosodium glutamate (MSG). Larrowe changed the name
of his company to Amino Products Corporation, which was eventually sold to the
International Minerals and Chemicals Company.
By 1930, production of MSG in China reached 400,000 pounds per year. In 1933,
Japanese production reached 10 million pounds per year. In 1948, the processed foods
industry was introduced to MSG at a conference in Chicago as a solution to the problem
of poor-tasting food containing other additives. Both the canned and fiozen food
industries eventually became the largest users of MSG.
One of the first major indications that something was seriously wrong with MSG
occurred in 1957, when Dr.D.Newhouse and Dr.J.P.Lucas did rat studies which revealed
that ingested glutamates result in rapid irreversible destruction of retinal cells. After the
observation was validated, Dr. John Olney of Washington University did fbrther studies
with rodents that revealed that MSG damages dendrites in the brain, causes damage to the
hypothalamus, causes obesity, behavioral disturbances, endocrine changes, stunted bodies,
seizures and infertility. If MSG could 'Solve" the rodent population problem, it could also
56
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help 'Solve the population problem for humans" - in theory, that is. Damage to the
hypothalamus, a part of the brain critical for both memory and learning5', is
unquestionable.
MSG Effects on the Reproductive System
Dr. Olney's discovery about how MSG affects the hypothalamus is extremely
important, because the hypothalamus controls growth regulation, puberty onset, many of
the endocrine glandsw, appetite, sleep cycles, waking patterns and the biological clock.
Dr. Olney did other studies on various species of animals concerning MSG, and it was
found that MSG, when fed in doses similar to that in human diets, destroys hypothalamic
neurons. In animals, destruction of these neurons causes them to be short in stature and to
have revroductive problems (MSG is therefore qualifies as a population control cofactor). Later experiments determined that MSG causes the hypothalamus to excrete
excessive amounts of luteinizing hormone, associated with an early onset of puberty.
Many of these endocrine efJects are not immediately apparent and manifest later.
In 1968, the New EnglandJoumal of Medicine published a study on the effects of
MSG in humans, a documented symptoms which included headache, flushing of the skin,
asthma and life-threatening heart irregularities. The effect on humans also included
extreme mood swings, irritability, depression and paranoia. In other words. MSG is
technicallv a behavior modification h g . In 1969, Dr. Herbert Schamberg at the Albert
Einstein School of Medicine began a careful study of MSG after cases of 'Chinese
Restaurant Sydrorne" began to manifest, with symptoms of tingling and tightness in the
chest among those who ate Chinese food heavily laced with MSG. He discovered that
symptoms can occur with ingestion of less than 3 grams. Schamberg published a paper in
Science stating that MSG can 'produce undesirable effects in the amounts used in the
preparation of widely consumed foods." Dr. Olney and others testified before Congress
concerning the dangers of MSG. It was then than manufacturers decided to exclude MSG
from baby foods in 1969.

In 1974, Dr. Olney demonstrated that MSG, when fed to pregnant Rhesus
monkeys, could cause brain damage to their o f l ~ p r i n ~Despite
.~'
the fact that Congress
was informed in 1969 that MSG could be hazardous to the developing human fetus, no
action has been taken in the last 26 years by anyone, and MSG has been added in
increasing amounts into human food. The FDA remains suspiciously silent on this issue,
and gynecologists and pediatricians have apparently been told not to warn pregnant
mothers of this problem. After children are born, they eventually are fed with table food,
and Dr. Olney discovered that chilaken ~ i c a l l vreceive enouph MSG that was
proportionallv equal to the dose used experimentallv to ~roducesevere brain cell
57
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destruction in animals. How much is that? Apparently, the amount of MSG in a single
bowl of commercially available soup is enough to cause blood glutamate levels to rise
higher in human childen than levels predictably causing brain damage in immature
animals.5g
The next major study of MSG was in 1977, when a noted researcher at Harvard
Medical School, Dr. Lime Reif-Lehrer, conducted a study involving 1,529 people. More
than 30% reported symptoms after consuming MSG-tainted food. Later in 1977, a
questionnaire was published in the Proceedings for the American Society for
werimental Biology which revealed that 30% of adults and 20% of children have some
reaction to foods containing MSG. This points to the fact that billions of people are
affected worldwide by MSG as its use is international.
An account of MSG toxicity was published in the American Journal of Medicine
in 1978 detailing the case histories of two persons who developed both physical and
psvchiatric symptoms, including severe depression, whenever they ate foods containing
MSG. It was revealed that emotional disturbances can begin within 48 hours after MSG is
consumed. Many end up with symptoms being treated allopathically with psychotropic
drugs.

One of the most serious problems with MSG is the effect on children in schools.
Along with artificial colors and flavorings, MSG simply adds to hyperactivity and other
chemically caused behavioral problems already made worse by consistent vaccinations.
There are no federal regulations or policies which prohibit the use of MSG in the National
School Lunch program or any of the USDA federally fbnded programs. More than 80
million pounds of MSG are used yearly in the United States. Glutamates in food are
known by many names: monosodium glutamate, monopotassium glutamate, hydrolyzed
vegetable protein, 'hatural flavorings",accent, ajinomoto, zest, vetsin, gourmet powder,
chinese seasoning, glutavene, glutacyl, RL-50,hydrolyzed plant protein, kombu extract,
mei-jing, and wei-jing.

More on the Mechanism of Excitotoxin Effect on the Brain
Processed human foods contain three primary brain cell toxins: glutamate,
aspartate and cysteic acid. They are called excitotoxins because they 'kxcite"neurons due
to their chemical similarity to neurotransmitters. Natural variations of glutamate and
aspartate are in fact found normally in the spinal chord, and are subject to a very delicate
level within the body. Excess levels are immediately removed by counterbalancing
mechanisms that transfer excess glutamate back into surrounding glial cells, which
" Olney, J.W.,
'Excitotoxic Food Additives: Functional Teratological Aspects" , Progressive Brain
Research, Vol 18, 1988, p.283. It is important to note that an amount of MSG that raises blood glutamate
level 20 times in a child only raises it fourfold in mice. AN initial glutamate studies were done with mice
in order to minimize the appearance ofeflect on humans. All the while, scientists knew that MSG would
contribute to the neural degeneration of the population. Furthermore, rhesus monkeys are more resistant
to the effect of excitotoxins than mice or humans,because of the poor absorption of glutamate in monkeys.
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surround the neurons and supply them with energy. When the concentration rises above a
critical level, they become neural toxins to cells containing receptors for them. Excessive
glutamate levels will not only kill the neurons with the receptors for glutamate bur will
also kzN any neurons that happen to be connected to it, even if that neuron uses .another
type of receptor. This fact is very important relative to the contribution glutamates and
aspartates make toward development of both Alzheimer's syndrome and Parkinson's
disease.
Experimental evidence has shown that within 15-30 minutes after being exposed to
excessive levels of glutamate, such as that acquired by eating processed foods, neurons
suspended in tissue culture swell up like balloons. The organelles begin to degenerate and
the chromatin begins to clump. Within three hours these neurons are dead. However,
when lower doses of MSG are used for two hours, and then removed, the cells remained
viable for 18 to 24 hours, after which they suddenly died. Apparently, glutarnate acts as a
trigger that opens the sodium channel on the cell membrane and allows calcium to enter
the neuron, triggering an enzyme called phoqholipase C within the cell, which then
triggers the release of arachidonic acid, damaging the cells interior. The arachidonic acid
is attacked by two enzymes called lipoygenase and cyclo-oxygeenase, further triggering an
explosive release of free radicals (superoxide and hydroxyl radicals) which brings on cell
death. The normal concentration of antioxidants in the brain is not enough to handle the
excess free radicals produced in this way.
Since humans concentrate ingested glutamate in their plasma in higher
concentrations than any other animal, this fact must figure into the equation as to why
glutamates have been increasingly added to human processed food, despite scientiic
evidence presented to Congress, in order to achieve the desired neurological degeneration
in line with both Malthusian population reduction inandates, allopathic fund generation
and neurological behavior modification programs. Some Questions

...

After reading extensive literature on the MSG problem, I have some questions.
Why was the FDA pamphlet concerning 'konsumer facts about glutamate safety"
compiled and published by the Glutamate Association? Why was the phamphlet quietly
withdrawn when this was pointed out? Why was the FDA Food Protection Committee
composed of members who were finded by the food industry? Why did most of the
committee members charged with investigating glutamate safety have strong financial ties
to the glutarnate and food industry? Why are studies that purportedly demonstrate the
safety of MSG end up in toxicology journals that are editorially controlled by either the
authors of those studies or their cronies? Why has the FDA accepted such studies
uncritically? Because the effects of MSG are known, this equates to a criminal conspiracy.
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Fraudulent Testing for Safety of Glutamates

In 1971 a Dr. W.A. Reynolds and coworkers published a report that they were
"unable to confirm Dr. Olney's previous findings" that MSG fed to infant monkeys
consistently resulted in injuries to specific areas of the hypothalamus. They maintained that
large doses of MSG fed to newborn monkeys "had no toxic effect" on infant monkey
brains. Dr. Olney became suspicious of the study because in his experience, large doses of
MSG fed to animals always caused the animals to vomit. No mention was made in the
Reynolds study indicating any vomiting. If there was in fact vomiting, it would invalidate
the study because the MSG would not have been absorbed.
Later at a public hearing, Dr. Olney asked Dr. Reynolds if the monkeys in her
study vomited up the MSG. In fiont of a large audience, she admitted that the monkeys
had done so. Yet, when Reynolds report appeared some months later in Science
magazine, the publication of the American Association for the Advancement of Science,
no mention of the vomiting was made. A cover up was in progress. Dr. Olney wrote
Science magazine asking why thus vital data was omitted. They refered his latter to Dr.
Reynolds. This time, she denied that the animals had ever vomited.

In 1975, Reynolds published another paper admitting that the monkeys had
vomited after feeding them large doses of MSG, and also asmitting that these monkey's
were under anesthesia for the experiment using phencyclidine. It is a well known
scientific fact that phencyclidine is one of the most potent known antagonists for
glutamate receptors, and is known to totally prevent MSG lesions of the hypothalamus,
resulting in total invalidation of Reynolds experiment. Furthermore, slides taken by
Reynolds of monkey brain tissue were taken @om areas of the brain known to be not
affected by MSG. Reynolds used these photographs to offer "proof' that MSG was safe.
In all probability the Reynolds study was paid for by the food industry, who stands to
loose a great deal of money should the truth be known about MSG.
The FDA Joins the Conspiracy Relative to MSG
Furthermore, the FDA uncritically accepted, cited, promoted, and relied leavily
on the falsified Reynolds et al study as a basisfor continuing to classifi alutamate
in the
GRAS kenerallv recognized as safe) category of additives. The FDA had, essentially,
decided also to participate in this criminal conspiracy, adding it to the dozens of cases
already a matter of historical fact. It is no wonder that the current FDA administrator,
David Kessler, is held in such universal public contempt for once declaring, "the FDA is
the arbiter of truth, trust us." Right.
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Distorted Brain Biochemistry = Distorted Behavior and Learning
The ~iochemistryof Crime

Biochemical Cause
Functional Hypoglycemia
Blood drops as reaction to
processed food consumption

"The functioning of the brain is dependent on
its composition and stmcture; that is, on the
molecular environment." - Linus Pauling
(Known since 1930's)

Diet high in refined carbohydrates
and low protein, with alcohol and
caffeine ~nsumption

Reactive Hypoglycemia

-

Low blood sugar frwn
refined sugar in diet

Lowered Serotonin Levels
Tryptophan deficient diet
Overconsumption of corn products
(Corn flakes, corn oil, corn flour,
corn bases in beer and bourbon,
corn chips, tortilla chips, etc.)

Phvsioloeical Result
Cerebrum depression
Initability, apprehension, sensory
distortion, hallucinations and
mental dysfunction, alcohol abuse
increased aggression
PsvcholoPical Mis-diamosis
Neurosis, psychosis, neurasthenia,
schizophrenia, hy~teria~depression
Phvsiological Result
Depression and Anti-social
Behavior, Aggression,
Initability, Violence

High meat wnsumption
with competing amino acids

Phvsiological Result

FDA removal of tqptophan
supplements based on one
contaminated lot

Subclinical pellagra, anxiety,
fatigue., memory lapses,
depression, confusion, and
parasthesias, compulsive theft

Vitamin Deficency
Removal of vitamins h m
processed food and addition
of petroleum-based synthetics
Recommended Daily Allowance
Prevents fatal deficiency but not
subclinical deficiency, and does
not allow for individual biochemistry.

Psvcholopical Mis-diagnosis
Niacin-responsive
Schizophrenia

Phvsiological Result
Hyperactivity, loss of concentraion,
Allergic Reaction to Foods,
me depression, loss of mental capacity,
Additives, Colors, Flavors,
# - f
' trigger for other sensitivity
Environmental Chemicals
Maladaptive reaction
P s ~ c h o l o ~ cMis-diagnosis
al
Allergies to wheat, milk, corn,
Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder
coffee,egg, potato, arange,
with Psycho-chemical treatment, MCS
beef, pork, Yeast,beet, m e ,
tomato, peanut and soy.

-

Toxic Metals and Pesticides
kWERlCAN DIET

(See chapters in Matrix III)

BRAIN MALFUNCTION
MALADAPTIVE BEHAVIOR
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Examples of Media Propaganda on MSG

FDA study finds MSG reactions
not severe enough for restrictions
BY b

~ Neqgasrd
n

*9l~/?3(

The Associated Press
WASHINGTON -Although many people say they get sick from MSG,the flavor enhancer in Chinese f d i the government concluded Thursday that it is
safe for almost everyone and c a m only
mild, tempormy mdiomin a fm people.
Scientific
. . advbem tothe Food and Drug
Admtlllstration couldn't determine just
who would eiperience thew reactions
generally headaches and numbness or
t b g h g but said eome asthma patients
. may be more susceptible.
The report by the panel aim declared
that there is no scientific evidence that
any "fk glutamate," the chemical family to which MSG belongs,'ca~~ee
or exacerbates mere diseaees.
Still, the FDAsaid it would changethe
way some food are labeled to include
thehe$utamatearntenfi,aothatpeople
who fear MSG and its relatives will know
how much theyre eating.
T o r most people, this (glutamate) is

-

-

Chemical reactions:
The FDA plans to requirethe chemical to be listed
among ingredients
anyway

--

not going to pose a problem," FDA commissioner David Kessler said. However,
he said, "We believe consumers should
have information so they can avoid high
quantities of glutamate."
The report infuriated some people who
say MSG, or monosodium glutamate,
makes them severely ill.
'When an individual only .mctawhen
they ingest MSG,it's petty clear" what
3s to blame, said Jack'Samuels,-60, of
Chicago,who says MSG causeshie blood
pressure to plummet suddenly to lifethreatening levels.
He and 29 other MSG-sensitive people
sued the FDA earlier this week, seelring
to force food.manufacturerato label &he
exact amouuta of glutamate and bear a
warning about MSG.
MSG is a salt form of the amino acid
glutamate that is presenf in almost every
food. .MSG is commonly added to Oriental cooking, snack chips and other
proceesed foods to enhance flavors.But
Yree glutamate" occurs naturally in
e w q t h b g h m cheeaetotomatoes.

content, so that people who fear
aasGanditsrelativeswin~haw
d MSG
much they're eating
"For most people, this @MaMSG is asaltformofthe amino
mate) is not going to pose a probacid glutamate that is present in almost every food. MSG is commonly .]em," said FDA Cornmissloner
David Kessler. However, he said,
TheAssodatedRess
.M.dto aknt.l Coddng, wick
We believe co~~sumers
shouldbave
WASHINGTON
Although -Ps and ather-P
foods to
information
so
they
can
avoid high
many people say they get sick from enhance
But
gl*
MSG, the flavor enhancer in Chi- mate' occurs m b n everything quantities ofglutamate."
The report infwiated some
nese food, the government said from cheese to ~ m
MSG has
.
ple who say MSG, or monos&
ThUrSQyit is safe for almost every- beerr blamed for headaches.
one and causes only mild, tempo- asthma,seiarm,AWeimefS &isglutamate,
==aY ill.
"When an individual o w reacts
arg reactions in a few
ease
and
even death. But in 1980,
.
.
began dedaring that MSG when they ingest MSG,it's re
scientific advisers
rr~lerrra.
clear"what is to blame,sai J a
and Drug Administration cod&% wasn't the culprit after studies
Samuels, 60, of Chi o, who says
determine just who would e~rperi- showed people who reacted to
MSG enu.sP hi.b l 3 rrrto
ence these reactions generaily MSOlaced drinks had the same
plummet m
i
d
e
w to J e m t e n headaches and numbness or tin- symptoms when given a placebo.
ing levels.
gling but said some asthma patients may be more susceptible.
belongs, causes or exacerbates seThe report by the panel also de- tlere
dared that there is noscientizicevi- stiy the FDA &d it would
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Consumers Calling for Accurate Labeling
of Monosodium Glutamate (MSG)
A group of researchers, physicians and consumers filed a citizen petition with the FDA December 13, 1994, asking
that Monosodium Glutamate (MSG) be clearly labeled when used in food. The petition asks that consumers have full
disclosure of the MSC in foods and that groups considered by FDA to be most at risk from MSG consumption receive
appropriate cautionary information.
MSG is a food additive with many reported harmful side effects, some of which can be debilitating, or life
of the food industry.
threatening. According to the petitioners, the FDA has ignored public health concerns in
Spobperson for the group, Jack Samuels, himself MSC-sensitive, stated that it haS been identified with far more ill
effects than merely the "post-restaurant syndrome" experienced by many. MSG, which has been found to be used in
large quantities in some restaurants as a flavor enhancer, may cause tingling, tightness, numbness, headache, diarrhea or
fatigue within two hours after eating in as much as a third of the population. However, some may suffer life-threatening
reactions including severe asthma, heart fibrillation, and severe depression. Many people d o not recognize where the
source of their symptoms originated. Reactions to MSG are dose-related, i.e., some people react to even very small
amounts of MSG while others usually only react to larger quantities.
The FDA has been aware of complaints about MSG sensitivity since 1%8. Indeed, FDA does require that MSG be
labeled as monosodium glutamate when added to food in its 99% pure form. However, most of the MSG used in foods is
below the 99% concentration level, permitting it to be labeled as "natural flavor," 'flavoring" or some other term that
does not adequately warn people that MSG is present.
The goal of the petition is to incite the FDA to take immediate action to change its regulations pertaining to MSG,
requiring that all food labels list the amount of MSG present, accompanied by a simple caution to those groups most at
risk The following caution was recommended by the group: "CAUTION:this product contains monosodim glutamate
(MSG) and may adversely affect pregnant women, infants, childml, wonten of child bearing age, and individuals with affitioe
(mood) disorders.' The MSG caution that the petitioners advocate precisely mirrors the conclusions and recommendations
of the FDA's 1992 FASEB MSG study.
MSG has no nutritional value and it has never been determined to be safe in any FDA proceeding. Its commercial use
is permitted only due to its marketing before the 1958 Food Additive Amendments to the Food, Drug and Cosmetic Act,
which in effect 'grandfathered" hundreds of substances which had never been tested for d e w .

ever

Food label descriptors that contain enouph MSG to serve as common MSG-reaction t
r
i
w
These always contain MSG:
glutamate
monosodium glutamcte
monopotassium glutamate
glutamic acid
calcium caseinate
sodium caseina te
gelatin
textured protein
hydrolyzed protein
autolyzed yeast
yeast extract
yeast food
yeast nutrient

Citizms For Hmlth Report

These often contain MSG:
malt extract
. malt flavoring
barley malt
bouillon
stock
broth
carrageenan
maltodextric
whey protein, whey protein isolate,
whey protein concentrate
pectin
anything "protein fortified"
flavor@)& flavoring(s) (including "natural" flavors)
natural pork flavoring
natural chicken flavoring
seasonings
soy sauce
soy protein, soy protein isolate,
soy protein concentrate
smoke flavoring
017
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The Use of Pharmaceuticals, Genetically Engineered
Products and Hormones on Animals for Human Consumption
Todays factory farmed animals are also subject to vast quantities of toxic chemicals
and artificial hormones. Most of these substances have been developed since World War I1
and include pesticides, growth and sexual stimulant hormones, insecticides, tranquilizers,
radioactive isotopes, herbicides, antibiotics, appetite stimulants, and larvicides. What
happens when these enter the human body when these animals are eaten? The FDA allows
thousands of unapproved drugs to be sold for veterinary use on animals destined for
human consumption. Some drugs identified as causing tumors in animals have been
allowed by the FDA to be used by farmers. According to Dr. Gerald Guest, director of the
FDA Center for Veterinary Medicine, a provision of the Delaney anti-cancer clause of the
Food, Drug and Cosmetic Act stipulates that "a carcinogenic compound can be used in
food-producing animals if the drug will not harm the animals and no residue of the
compound will be found in any edible tissues of the animal when tested by the approved
methods." However, in many cases, no methods for monitoring the retention of drugs in
animal tissues were sensitive enough to detect low levels of chemical contamination. Now
that analytical methods have become more advanced, the Delaney anti-cancer clause is
getting in the way. Hence, the tendency of the government to hover between laxity and
negligence with regard to this matter. At the beginning of 1986, the House Government
Operations Subcommittee accused the FDA of failing to protect consumers fiom traces of
veterinary drugs in meat, dairy products and eggs, of neglecting its legal obligations by
allowing the sale of thousands of unapproved animal drugs, and of failing to restrict or
ban some drugs identiied & causing tumors in animals. The Subcommittee
recommended that the FDA "establish an independent office to insure that regulations
regarding animal drugs were implemented and failed to indict anyone or hold the FDA or
the government accountable for decades of laxity in this manner.
The Use of Hormones on Animals Used for Human Food

In the United States cattle industry, six hormones have been sanctioned by the
government for use with animals destined to be consumed by humans. All are designed to
increase the growth rate of animals in order to maximize profit. Three hormones are
natural human hormones, specifically testosterone, progesterone and estradiol. They are
injected under the skin in order to provide a time-release action. One hormone genetically
engineered Known as bovine somatotropin or bovine growth hormone (BGH), it is
produced by Monsanto, American Cyanamid and two other companies, and came under
public scrutiny around 1989. It is still the subject of heavy debate. The two remaining
hormones, zeranol and trenbolone, are also synthetic. According to scientific analysis,
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meat from animals injected with hormones has an appreciably higher level of estrogen40 ,
and this has been proven to affect human sexuality, reproduction and stimulate cancer.41
The producers of BGH have been involved with other controversial substances, and
according to an ex-FDA veterinarian, there were flaws in safety studies with BGH
pointing to probable hazards for both humans and cattle.42 The market for BGH is
estimated to exceed $400 million annually. The FDA maintains that BGH is safe "because
is is produced by the cows pituitary gland and has always been present in milk." Yes, but
the BGH produced is genetically engineered, and there is no reliable scientific unbiased
data available on human safety. Tests for safety done by manufacturers who stand to make
a large financial profit are not considered to be valid as they constitute a conflict of
interest. Considering the testimony from the FDA veterinarian, published in the New York
Times, we have another problem here.
Premature Sexual Maturation of Human Children
Due to the Use of Veterinary Hormones

In 1982, two years after the Reagan-Bush administration was elected, the February
issue of the Journal of the Puerto Rican Medical Association reported on a growing
number of cases of premature sexual development of children, which included cases of
children from one to five years old, male and female, with enlarged breasts, accelerated
puberty, vaginal bleeding in five year old girls, and other similar problems. If this happened
to one of your children, how would you
They discovered that when they took these children off meat and fiesh milk, the
symptoms would often regress. According to the report, it was "clearly observed in 97%
of the cases that the appearance of abnormal breast tissue was related to the
consumption of whole milk in the infant group and to the consumption of local whole
milk, poultry and beef in the older group. Obviously, regulations regarding livestock are
not as well enforced in Puerto Rico as in other parts of the United States, so the dose
might have been higher, but these substances are also present in varying quantities in all
meat, egg and dairy products in the continental United
It is apparent by the research reports that the concept of drugs and other substances in
animals affecting humans has been known about for almost 30 years, yet these substances
and many more are added to animal feed and injected into animals today in the United
40

Dr.Gary Smith, Department of Animal Science, Texas A&M University. Ruth Winter, Poisons in Your
Food, Crown Publishing, 1991, p. 102.
41
Associated Press, June 15, 1995: 'Study links estrogen and breast cancern, 'Study discovers estrogen,
cancer link". It is also known that estrogen-mimicking chemicals affect human sexuality. Associated
Press, June 15, 1995, 'Study suggests DDT may affect male sex organs", Report suggests impact on
sperm levels, which have fallen 50% wer a 50 year period, and on testicular cancer.
42 Winter, p. 103.
43
Saenz de Rodriguez, Dr.C.A.,Journal of the Puerto Rican Medical Association, Feb 1982.
44 "Drugs in Animals Affect Human Growth,"Health Bulletin, Nov 6 , 1965 pg 6.

States. The European Economic Community banned $130 million of U.S. beef imports in
1989 because of hormone implants.45Yet, in spite of this, the public is not told, and they
continue to consume these substances, much to the benefit of the meat, egg, dairy, medical
and pharmaceutical industries. It also tends to cut down on the population, which is one of
the premises of Matrix HI,especially the second volume herein.
Even in the continental United States, we are seeing more and more premature
sexual development in our children. Along with this, doctors are also seeing an expanding
assortment of sexual abberations. Other countries are also experiencing the same trend.
Analysis of the problem in Britain resulted in the determination that hormone traces in the
meat of chemically fattened livestock are causing British school girls to mature sexually at
least three years earlier than in the past.
Invariably, doctors (not knowing what the problem really is) blame the problem on a
&sfirnction of the child's endocrine system, which is not the case at all. The problem does
not stop with children. Both adults and children in the United States are experiencing a
plethora of behavior disorders connected to uncertain and confirsed sexual identities that
arise partiallyjkom externally iduced hormonal imbalances. We are seeing an increase
in sexual abuse of children. It might be noted here that vaccines are also contributing to
the growing problem of aberrant behavior, conduct disorders, learning disabilities and
crime, including sexually related crimes. This is discussed in another chapter.

DES and Its Effect on Humans
After World War 11diethylstilbestrol (DES), a female hormone, was introduced into the
livestock industry to artificially fatten cattle, chickens and turkeys between 1947 and 1959,
when its use was technically banned. You might remember that DES was responsible for
incredible birth defects some years ago in humans. Since DES provided an easy way to
increase the profits of the meat industry, it was hailed as a "miracle". 'The fact that farmers
who used DES on their animals came down with symptoms of impotency, infertility,
elevated and tender breasts, and changes in their voices was ignored. Despite this, tons of
DES were administered routinely to animals whose flesh is destined for human
consumption.
It was discovered that DES causes cancer. Lab animals developed cancer £tom daily
doses of DES as low as one-quarter of a hundred-millionth of an ounce. Federal Drug
Administration biochemist Jacqueline Verret reported that the National Cancer Institute
was assuring Congressmen that "itmight be possible for only one molecule of DES in the
340,000,000,000,000 present in a quarter pound of beef liver to trigger h a n
cancer."46 Indeed.
Eufopes concern about hormonal implants surfaced after a scandal in Italy in which a baby food maker
injected hormones into beef, made baby food from it and babies of both sexes developed breasts.
46 Verret, J., and Carper, J., "EatingMay be Hazardous to Your Health ",Simon and Schuster, 1974, pg
170 Schell, O., Modem Meat, Vintage Books,Random House, 1985.
45

After a fierce battle, it was finally made illegal to administer DES to livestock, but the
meat industry continues to ignore the law, and does it anyway. Several years after the ban,
the FDA discovered that no less than 500,000 cattle in their sample check were found to
have illegal DES in their systems. Because of the general ban on DES, factory f m s now
use other substances which have the same effect on the human Jystem, such as Steer-oid,
Ralgro, Compudose, and Synovex they are used in virtually every feed lot in the United
States. WillfUll criminal negligence? Yes. As of 1983, it was still bought on the black
market by elements of the cattle industry.

Antibiotic Drug Use in Animals and Development of
Drug Resistant Bacteria in Humans
There are approximately 750 drug products approved for use in food animal^.^'
Antibiotics comprise a signrficant comer of the market, especially those approved for use
in synthetically increasing the growth rate of animals. The scope of antibiotic use is
absolutely stunning. Among the antibiotic drugs approved for use on animals are
bacitracin4*, bambemycins, chlortetra~ycline~~,
erythromycin, lincomycin, monensin,
oleandomycin, oxytetracycline, tylosin, virginiamycin, penicillins0, tetmcyclineS1, and
nitrofiranss2 (nitrofirazone, firazolidone). Almost 50% of the antibiotics in use in the
United States are used on animals.53It is now known, but generally ignored by the FDA,
USDA and food industry that the use of antibiotics with food animals results in the
development of anti-biotic resistant bacteria, rendering human treatment with other antibiotics ineflective. That is exactly what is happening out there, isn't it? Both animals and
humans now have this new problem to deal with. The medical, pharmaceutical and food
industries are literally "making a killing."

47

About 30% of the chickens, 60% of the cattle and 80% of veal calves and pigs are routinely given drugs
in their feed.
48
Bacitracin can cause an allergic cross-reaction in humans that may prevent the effective use of other
antl'biotics for the treatment of infection, especially neomycin and streptomycin. Physicians Desk Ref:
49 In 1968, the FDA proposed revokation of the residue tolerance of this drug in fish and poultry, but it is
used today with a tolerance of 7ppm for uncooked poultry and 5ppm for raw marine products.
Penicillin is given to 6,500,000 cattle or cows at any one time to treat the mastitis which appears as a
result of the use of other substances. It is added to the feed or drinking water of salmon,cat&h, lobsters,
chicken, pigs and turkeys. Food Additives Status List, Jan 1, 1988. FDA. Humans who have developed
allergic reactions to pencillin become sensitized to the antibiotics in animal food. People who are in this
category should avoid dairy products entirely.
In December 1994, it was announced in Science News, Vol 146, that scientists were using Tetracycline
to turn genes "on and o r . The technique was developed in 1992 by Hermann Bujard of the University of
Heidelberg in Germanv. Tetracvcline bin& to DNA structures. The imulications are enormous,
considering the use o f these comuoun& in both animal and human allouathic medicine.
52 The government was advised to stop the use of nitrofurans in 1979, but ignored the warnings. Human
reactions to these can involve allergic reaction, respiratory effectsand resistance to medical application of
nitrofurans to treat urinary tract infections.
53 The Egects on Human Health of Subtherapeutic Use of Antimicrobials in Animal Feedr, National
Academy Press, 1980.
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Meat samples surveyed by the National Research Council between 1979 and 1983
indicated high levels of illegal antibiotics in the American meat supply. NRC research
revealed that only 1% of animal carcasses were subject to USDA laboratory tests. The
British were smarter, and curbed the use of antibiotics with animal feed in 1969, after
studies found possible hazards to human health. The FDA reacted to the publicity
generated by the British study in 1970 by appointing a committee to "investigate the
matter." Nothing was done. In 1987, it was indicated that the creation of an anti-biotic
resistant strain of Salmonella was a problem that was growing out of proportion.541n
1989, after receiving a risk assessment fiom the National Academy of Science Institute of
Medicine that was "unable to find data implicating antibiotics given to animals with illness
in people", the FDA buried both knowledge of the 1969 British scientific studies and the
whole discussion. Meanwhile, the number of bacteria that are becoming resistant to
antibiotics are increasing. All the public media has done since 1990 is present the public
with a "mystery" with 'ho apparent cause." Criminal negligence? Yes. The end result is
that conditions are beinp deliberatelv created where humans sufferinp from the penera1
decline o f the immune ystem o f the p~~mlation.
due to bioloaical and chemical
contamination. can no ionper be treated bv known antibiotic d m s . insurinp increased
medical vrofits and increased death rates filIinaornrlation trimming mandates.

The Use of Sulfur-based Antibiotics on Animal Food
Sulfamethazine is an anti-biotic used in both food animals and wine destined for
human consumption.55 The USDA has also found quantities of Sulfamethazine in pork,
sometimes in quantities exceeding those legally allowed. Research on the effect of
Sulfamethazine on animals is distrubing. A study by the National Center for Toxicological
Research (NCTR) revealed that the substance, even in moderate doses, can cause thyroid
cancer in rodents. Sulfamethazine has been used since the 1950's to treat the respiratory
problems food animals acquired because of their living conditions and the effect of other
drugs used on them. Sulfamethazine is supposed to be discontinued in animals at least
fifteen days before slaughter, but evidence suggests this rule is not complied with. In 1988
the FDA informed manufacturers of Sulfamethazine that data from the NCTR was
undergoing peer review. After the NCTR data passed review, FDA commissioner Dr.
Frank Young stated that the FDA might either lower the legal limit for Sulfamethazine
residues or decide that the use of Sulfamethazine in food producing animals was a heath
hazard. So, the FDA knew in 1988 that Sulfamethazine was hazardous and could promote
the development of thyroid cancer, and the carcinogenic drug has been in the food supply
for about 40 years without opposition.
Nothing happened for a year. In 1989 commissioner Young wrote an editorial in
which he stated that a survey of milk in 10 major cities had been conducted and that
Sulfamethazine had been found in 73% of the samples. This meant that Sulfamethazine
54 New England Journal ofMecidine, March 1987. Cattle also develop Salmonella infections that cannot
be treated. They are slaughtered and turned into hamburger for human consumption.
55 1988 FDA Consumer.
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was being used illegally in milk cows. Young met with representatives of dairy trade
associations and informed them that the situation was not to be tolerated. A survey
conducted seven months later revealed a 9% decrease of the presence of Sulfamethazine in
the national milk supply. One month later, in December 1989, the Wall Street Journal and
the Center for Science in in the Public Interest (CSPI) did separate surveys of milk
collected in ten major cities. Over 37% were found to be contaminated with
Sulfamethazine, other sulfa drugs or antibiotics by the Wall Street Journal survey, and
20% were found to be contaminated by the CSPI survey. A third survey was done in New
York in January 1990 with similar results. Feeling outgunned and intimidated, the FDA
was forced to conduct another survey and found residues of Sulfamethazine in 51%of the
samples tested. The dairy industry had deliberatelv imored the warning &en to it bv the
government and had allowed carcinoaenic Sulfamethazine into the milk suvvlv anvwav. It
and other sulfa drugs are still there, acting as one of the many environmental co-factors in
the production of cancer in the population, with subsequent windfalls in medical and
pharmaceutical profit, with the hll knowlege of the FDA EPA and other government
agencies.

Additives Added to Animal Feed
Algae Meal
At errimin
Zinc Bacitracin
Bacitracin Methylene Disalicylate
Choline Chloride
Diethylstilbestrol (DES)
Ethoxyquin
Glycine
Iodinated Casein
Nihydrazone
Nystatin
Methionine
Penicillin
Reserpine
Tetracycline
Tylosin
Oxytetracycline
Monensin
Virginamycin
Furazolidone

Amprolium
Bacitracin
Manganese Bacitracin
Chloromycetin
Dienestrol Diacetate
Erythromycin Thiocyanate
Furaltadone
Hydromydin B
Neomycin
Novobiocin
Mycostatin
Oleandomycin Chloroform
Promazine Hydrochoride
Streptomycin
Tetrahdryozoline
Zoalene
Lincomycin
Bamemycin
Nitrohrazone
Hydroxyl Methionine

-
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Defining the Problem of Neurotoxicity
and Environmental Neurotoxicology
The recognition that exposure to chemicals can cause neurologic injury evolved
fiom studies of acute illnesses in people exposed to high doses of environmental toxicants.
These illnesses included encephalopathy in children who ate chips of lead-based paint,
blindness in persons who consumed wood alcohol (methanol, which is also produced in
the body as a breakdown product of aspartame), and the resultant coma, convulsions, and
respiratory paralysis after exposure to organophosphate pesticides. Epidemics of
neurotoxic diseases related to environmental exposures have also occurred. Blindness and
ataxia were caused in people who ate fish contaminated with organic mercury in fish in
Minamata Bay, Japan, and in fbngicide-treated grain in Iraq. Spinal chord degeneration
and peripheral neuropathy caused by TOCP-contaminated cooking oil in Morocco
severely disabled many people. In Hopewell, Virginia, people suffered anxiety, tremors,
and severe motor disturbances caused by the pesticide Kepone (chlordecone). All in all,
these epidemics affected thousands of people and established clearly that toxic chemicals
in the environment can cause neurolog7c andpsychiatric illnesses.
Somewhere around 70,000 chemicals are used commercially. Research indicates
that the effect of most of them is unknown, as they have never been assessed in terms of
safety in the human environment. Several hundred are known to be neurotoxic. Less than
10% of the total number of chemicals in use have been tested for neurotoxicity, and
resources are not available to perform these tests. The fact that 63,000 chemicals are
permitted in the human environment without testing constitutes criminal negligence.
Technically, neurotoxiciQ is the capacity of a chemical, biological, or physical
agent to cause adverse finctional or structural change in the nervous system. According to
current FDA standards, any substance that causes a functional or structure change in the
systems of the body must be regulated (unless, in foods, it is designated an additive). The
fact that these chemicals are not regulated, despite the presence of these regulations,
translates to deliberate sanction of neurotoxic substances in the environment, which
constitutes convincing proof of criminal conspiracy, criminal gross negligence, and
criminal homicide on the part of the military, industrial, pharmaceutical and intelligence
'hdustries", worldwide, against the planetary population, under color of law and
government.
Possible effects of biological and chemical toxicants on the nervous system are
quite varied. Neurotoxicity can occur at any time in the life cycle, fiom gestation to old
age, and its manifestations can change with age. The developing nervous system in the
fetus, babies, young children and adolescents is extremely vulnerable. The results of
early injuries to the nervous *em may become evident only as the nervous system
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matures and ages.' It is for this very reason that those who poison the food, water and air
deliberately are not immediately held accountable. Any time you hear companies deny long
tern effects (chemicals, electromagnetic fields, etc), you know you are on the right track
to detecting a time-dependent, cumulative process (TDCP)that is being taken advantage
of by the system in order to produce financial gain at the expense of the population,
covertly. All of this is not some sporadic paranoid fantasy. It is a matter of record and
history. Anyone who spends enough time researching these subjects will immediately
recognize the patterns inherent in the system of insanity governing this planet. We spend
over 3,000 hours a year researching these things, amongst others.

The observation that some neurological and psychiatric disorders have their origin
in the environment is not new. The association between lead accumulation in the body and
subsequent neurological problems has been known since Roman times. The fact that the
tetraethyl lead in gasoline produces toxic psychoses when inhaled was noted in 1946. In
1954, the association between suicide, depression and contact with carbon disulfide in
workers was documented. The association between neuropathy and contaminated cooking
oil in Morocco was in 1959. In 1964, behavioral anxiety, irritability and pathologic
shyness was l i e d with exposure to elemental mercury. The list seems endless.
The Nervous System and Toxicant Access
The nervous system is composed of cells of several types, each with its own
hnction and characteristic vulnerabilities. Several unique features of the nervous system
intluence its reaction to toxic agents, including interference with nerve regeneration, the
structural anatomy (especially with long axons), the interconnections with other cellular
structures, the dependence on glucose as an energy source, the mechanisms in highly
specialized neuronal subsystems, and the wide variety of highly localized neurotransmitter
and neuromodulation systems. In addition, environmental toxicants can disturb the
complex interactions between the nervous system and other organs. The accessibility of a
particular part of the nervous system to a specific chemical is a fbnction of both the tissue
and the chemical itself Many chemicals are kept fiom entering the brain by what is called
the 'blood-brain barrier," which is the collectively of the tight junctions formed by
endothelial cells surrounding capillaries that supply brain tissue, and by endothelial cell and
astrocyte interactions. The importance of the blood-brain barrier (BBB) in all the
paradigms discussed in Matrix III demands a definitive discussion of it. The BBB as a
totality is composed of a 400 mile network of capillaries. If the walls of these capillaries
were laid flat, the BBB would cover an area of 1000 square feet.

' Rodier et al., 1975. In 1986, Calne et al. Hypothesized that various environmental agents contribute to
Alzheimers, Parkinson's, and amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS) by depleting neuronal reserves to an
extent that becomes observable in the context of aging. For instance, a syndrome combining the symptoms
of ALS and Parkinson's has a high incidence in Guam, and results from the early ingestion of large
amounts of Sago palm. The seeds of these cycads contain a chemical with neurotoxic properties. The total
extent to which chemicals in the environment contribute to medical and psychiatric problems is unknown.
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The Blood-Brain Barrier

The capillaries in the BBB are more discriminating than those elsewhere in the
body. While allowing passage of oxygen and other essential chemicals, the anatomical
arrangement shields the brain fiom toxins in the circulatory system and fiom biochemical
fluctuations that would be overwhelming if the brain had to continually respond. A steady
chemical environment is important in the brain because specific levels of neurotransmitters
are important for survival of the brain and body. The BBB fortunately blocks many
allopathic drugs fiom access to the brain.
The BBB can be crossed by lipophilic substances, and has a series of specific
transport mechanisms through which required nutrients, hormones, amino acids, peptides,
proteins, fatty acids and other molecular arrangements reach the brain. Toxicants can gain
access to the brain if they are lipid soluble2 or if they structurally resemble substances
normally taken up by the nervous system. The BBB is less effective in immature biological
organisms than in adults - another reason why the young are so vulnerable. In fact, it is
totally absent in parts of the brain, such as around the olfactory nerve, which runs directly
fiom the nose to the fiontal cortex3 a fact that every cocaine addict knows so well.

-

Some cells in the nervous system cannot reproduce themselves once damaged and
cannot be replaced. Many of these cells are ordinarily present in excess numbers as a
buffer against damage, and substantial loss does not immediately affect hnction or
behavior. Again, this is why the effects of many substances introduced into the
environment are not noticed right away. The temporal distance between the cause and
e f J e increases until cumulative effects break the threshold of noticeability. This
principle, as I explained before, is taken advantage of by the biological, chemical and
electromagnetic sources of pollution to avoid accountabilityfor the problem. This is why
I mentioned that denial of long-term cumulative effect, as a concept, is a fiont to avoid
codkontation on this issue. Look for it.
Back to the issue. The exact degree of redundancy in specific brain areas, i.e., the
number of excess cells acting as a buffer, is not known, but there are indications that the
degree of "buffering" decreases with age. So, both the very young (because of the
immaturity of the nervous system) and the old (because of the generalized atrophy of the
brain and the loss of the "buffer" over time) are the most susceptible to environmental
influences. The end result is a non-linear dose-response relationship, which is not
surprising, since most body systems are non-linear in function.

All cell membranes are composed chiefly of lipid molecules. The lipid content of the newous system is
especially high the myelin sheaths constitute 25% of the brain's dry weight. Cross-reference this fact to
the chapters on vaccines and vaccine-caused social psychopathy. More data on chemicals and lipids is
discussed later.
Broadwell, 1989.

-

-
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The interaction between exposures to neurotoxicants and age-related cell loss,
then, explains the fiequently seen delay in manifestations of toxic consequences. If several
processes (electromagnetic or chemical damage, normal aging, and cellular death) are
proceeding simultaneously, it is difficult to isolate 'the lone assassin" responsible for
finctional impairment.
Manifestations of neurotoxic response can be progressive, with small fbnctional
deficits becoming more serious as the latency period expires. Because of the nature,
structure and function of the human body, it becomes almost impossible to define the
onset of impairment. The demarcation between an "unimportant" environmentally-induced
change and a 'health-damaging" change is unclear. A small change might be a marker of
exposure, a moderate change might signal preciinical disease, and a large change might
(and usually does, as in cancer or leukemia) indicate advanced degeneration.
With few exceptions (e.g., proteins), substances that are carried in the bloodstream
can pass from capillaries to surrounding extracellular fluid (in nearly all regions of the
body). That is not true in the central nervous system4 Chemical access to cells varies in
different regions of the nervous system and at different stages of development. Besides the
area of the olfactory nerve previously mentioned, the circumventricular area of the brain
has no BBB. In developing animals monosodium glutamate (MSG)selectively kills cells
in the m a t e nucleus and the retina, where the barrier is insufficient to exclude it. The
subject of MSG as a food additive is discussed elsewhere in this book. Other areas have
incomplete barriers, e.g., the dorsal root ganglion is vulnerable to penetration. Most nuclei
in the nervous system, particularly the central nervous system (CNS), have relatively intact
barriers and thus are protected fiom some classes of chemicals.
Although those barriers exclude many chemicals from the brain, some neurotoxic
chemicals can gain access to the CNS via normal uptake mechanisms, if they are
structurally similar to endogenous substances normally taken into the brain. Such
variable protection places some anatomic regions at particular risk and gives rise to
different expressions of neurotoxicity in response to various agents.
Pharmaceuticals, Drugs and the Nervous System

Some materials, particularly pharmaceuticals, produce diierent responses in the
nervous system at diierent doses or have adverse side effects at "therapeutic" doses. For
example, tricyclic antidepressants perform the desired allopathic function at a low dose,
but higher doses produce life-threatening effects. Antipsychotic drugs can produce
disabling motor disorders. Some antibacterial drugs can result in loss of hearing and
balance5. Some substances 'Valued" for their relatively selective neurotoxicity, such as
ethanol, are particularly likely to have simultaneous neurotoxicity. Plainly put, alcoholics

5

Bet. et al., 1989.
Lim, 1986; Boettcher et al., 1987; Dayal et al., 1984.

-
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also suffer brain damage. The encephalopathic effect of all vaccines was noted by the
AM. in 1926, especially in reference to the DPT vaccine. Today, vaccines are routinely
given to babies and young children before brain myelination is completed. Refer to those
chapters for specifics.
Exposure to Chemical Mixtures and Interactive Effects

Exposure to combinations of chemicals can produce interactive effects. An
example would be the cumulative exposure to both occupational and environmental
solvent^.^ The general population is exposed to chemicals with neurotoxic properties in
foods, cosmetics, perfbmes, colognes, aftershaves, household products7, furniture, drugs
(both prescribed and otherwise), vaccines (aluminum and mercury adjuvants), water
(halogen and petroleum compounds), and naturally occurring neurotoxins in fish and
plants in the environment.' The very fact that there is a multitude of voluntary and
unintentional exposures to neuroactive substances that characterize the daily lives of most
people ought to be a good reason to test the other 63,000 chemicals for neurotoxicity,
wouldn't you think? Again, the very fact that nothing is done about it is telling.

In general terms, neurotoxic injury involves functional or structural change. The
diierent vuinerabilities or various cells to injury by a given toxicant and the normal roles
of susceptible cells determine the biologic markers of effect or clinical manifestations of
exposure to a particular neurotoxic chemical. For example, myelin degeneration after
exposure to triethyltin or hexachorophene is manifested as spasticity. The effect on
neurons in the hippocampus are associated with learning and memory deficits.
Many classes of toxicants, such as chlorinated hydrocarbons pesticides and
industrial solvents, dissolve read& in lipids. Since molecules dissolved in membrane lipids
are relatively protected firom enzymatic degradation and sheltered from the general
circulation, lipids act as depots where various toxicants can accumulate and reach high
local concentrations. Toxicants can gradually leach out of lipid depots, such as liver and
adipose (fat) tissue, to such an extent that the exposure of the nervous system itself to a
toxic chemical last much longer that the external exposure of the organism,
The Potential Magnitude of Environmental Neurotoxicity

In 1977, the National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health (NIOSH)
estimated that firom 1972 to 1974, there were 197 chemicals to which a million or more
Americans were exposed in their occupational setting for all or past of each day. In a
Cranmer and Goldberg, 1986.
The National Research Council estimates 15% of the population experiences hypersensitivity to
common household chemicals. Allergic reactions and hypersensitivity affect 35 million Americans.
In 1994, the National Academy of Sciences reported that 95% of chemicals used in fragrances are
synthetic compounds derivedjkom petroleum. The cosmetic industry is unregulated by law and exempt
from listing product ingredients. Over 5,000 natural and synthetic compounds are involved.

'
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rev& of secondary sources in the research literatureg, it was found that more than 33%
of those 197 chemicals had demonstrated the potential for adverse effects on the nervous
system. Since the collection of data necessary to estimate the overall magnitude of the
problem would point too many fingers toward the source of the problem, it has not been
done. As mentioned before, only 10% of the 70,000 chemicals in commercial use have
been tested for neurotoxicity. Even among the most extensively regulated classes of
chemicals (drugs) and the marginally regulated chemicals (pesticides and food additives),
the information needed for a thorough health-hazard assessment was.available on only 518%. Few compounds have been assessed for selective toxicity to vulnerable groups in the
population, i.e., the young and the old. Furthermore, there is little information on the
nature and extent of human exposure to even the materials that have been tested and
identified as neurotoxic. Is that criminal negligence, or what?
Of the 588 chemicals listed by the American Conference of Government Industrial
Hygienists (an oxymoronic-sounding organization) in 1982 as both widely used in industry
and having toxicological significance, 167 (28%) had neurologic effects as one basis for
recommendations on maximal exposure concentrations. Work by 07Donoghue in 1986
indicated, on the basis of a small, unselected sample of chemicals, that 5% of all industrial
chemicals are neurotoxic (excluding pesticides, which are by fhction neurotoxic). In
1987, Diener noted that 07Donoghue's calculation could be an underestimate and should
not be considered a firm basis for extrapolation of risk until broader and more systematic
surveys of the neurotoxicity of chemicals in commercial use have been undertaken. Of
course, that will either never happen, since it would mean the end of certain factions in the
military/industrial/pharmaceuticalcomplex. The EPA certainly isn't going to do it, for an
end to toxicity would void the necessity for its existence. Prudent ~ublicpolicy would
dictate that all chemicals and pharmaceuticals be tested for safetv and neurotoxicitv bv
independent labs o~eratedbv people not connected to T o n e outside the lab. To have the
government oversee the Drocess and have the manufacturers conduct these tests
constitutes both bias and a conflict of interest. Thefact that thisprocess has been allowed
to continue constitutes criminal conspiracy, negligence and homicide, in many cases.
Why do you think that legislation was put forth in 1995 to limit liability awards? The cat
has to get out of the bag eventually. It's preemptive damage control.

Examples of Neurotoxic Mechanisms
The range of examples in literature of neurotoxic mechanisms is rather large. A
sampling of the mechanisms involved can be seen in the pyrethoidr, synthetic analogues of
pyrethrins, the active substance in the flower of the Chrysanthemum. These insecticides,
made from the dried flowers, were used extensively until the end of World W m II. During
and after the war, mostly with expertise derived fiom scientists transferred fiom Nazi
Germany's biochemical warfare program10 under Operation Paperclip, neurotoxic
insecticides such as DDT, lindane, dieldrin, parathion and malathion (sprayed over

'O

Anger, 1986.
The infamous Zyklon B was developed as an "insecticide" by I.G. Farben.
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California on a regular basis) made pyrethrum obsolete. In the 1960's the biological
persistence of these neurotoxins became evident. Many pyrethrin derivatives were
synthesized after W.W.II and tested as insecticides. The pyrethroid insecticides now in use
are characterized generally by potent insecticidal activity, relatively low acute mammalian
toxicity, little known chronic mammalian toxicity (although information is not complete),
and environmental biodegradability.
Among insecticides, both pyrethroids and organophosphate-carbamate
anticholinesterases have been studied most thoroughly for their mechanisms of action.
Pyrethroids can be classified into two large groups. Type I pyrethroids include allethrin,
tetramethrin, pemethrin and phenothrin. Type I1 pyrethroids include newer compounds,
such as deltamethrin, cyphenothrin, cypemethnn, and fenvalerate. The two types of
pyrethroids cause somewhat different types of mammalian poisoning. Poisoning by Type I
pyrethrins is characterized by hyperexcitation, ataxia, convulsions, and eventual paralysis;
poisoning with Type II pyrethroids is characterized by hypersensitivity, tremors and
paralysis. Despite slight differences in the symptoms, both have the same major target site:
the sodium channel of the nerve membrane, i.e., the channel directly responsible for
generating action potentials. Only a small fraction of sodium channels need to be
mod@ed to cause severe signs of poisoning.

In contrast, a toxicant like n-hexane (a glue solvent) causes d i i e s s and irritation
of the eye, throat and skin. Biopsies of humans and carehl morphologic studies of rats
have demonstrated that n-hexane results in neurofilament-filed swellings of arons,
swollen nerves, with subsequent degeneration distal to the swellings developing over time,
especially in the peripheral nervous system as opposed to the CNS. Other neurotoxic
actions may involveformation of toxic by-prhcts, such as pyrroles, which may lead to
cross-linking of neurofilarnents, causing formation of neurofilament masses too large to
pass through the constrictions in axonal diameter that occur at every node of Ranvier. See
illustrations for depiction of nervous system components.
Trends in Neurodegenerative Brain Disease
Neurodegenerative diseases and those associated with advancing age are becoming
more prevalent as the population ages. Brain tumor incidence has increased in parallel to
improved survival rates for patients with other cancers, which later can spread to the
brain. According to the National Cancer Institute, eachyear 15,000 people are diagnosed
with cancer that begins in the brain, and cancer qreads to the brain in 150,000 others. A
link to the AIDS syndrome relative to petroleum derivatives (benzene, vlene, etc)
permitting thymus infestation by parasites, cutting down T-cell production", seems to be
supported by the fact that 30,000 people with the syndrome now have the brain infections
cryptococcoal meningitis (caused by a hngus) and toxoplasmosis encephalitis (caused by
a protozoan organism); both are caused by infestation by primitive,~r~anisrns~~.
"

Hulda Regehr Clark, Ph.D, "The Cure for HIV and AIDS", ISBN 0-9636328-3-3. ProMotion Pub.
American Institute of Biological Science, 1994, "Gateway to the Brain"
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Allopathic Efforts to Bypass the Blood-Brain Barrier
Mopathic physicians and biologists have been fascinated by the apparent sanctity
of the vertebrate brain for more than 100 years. In 1885, a German bacteriologist Paul
Ehrlich discovered that a dye called Evan's Blue, when injected into a animal, appeared
throughout the bloodstream but was excluded by the brain. Since that time, allopathic
investigators, in true reptilian form, wondered how this mechanism worked. In 1969,
Thomas Reese and Milton Brightman, neurobiologists at the National Institutes of
~ealth," viewed the process through an electron microscope. They saw that cells forming
capillary walls elsewhere in the body were pocked with vesicles and portals called
fenestrations, but the capillary walls of the blood-brain barrier have few vesicles, no
portals and continous junctions forming a tight sheet that curves to form the capillary
tubule. Capillary regeneration processes also perpetuate the barrier when new epithelial
cells align, forming the characteristic tight fit. It is thought that the cells called astrocytes,
previously mentioned, the supportive neuroglial cells that wrap around the capillaries,
might exude a substance that regulates the specialization that allows this process to take
place.

As mentioned previously, lipid soluable substances readily move across the bloodbrain barrier. Many psychoactive drugs are lipid soluable. Heroin, the refined form of
opium, traverses the BBB over 100 times faster than its precursor, morphine. Some
psychoactive drugs, such as Valium, simply dissolve in the lipoid of the membrane and
cross it, without binding to a specific receptor. Nicotine, cocaine and alcohol readily pass
fiom blood to brain.
A substance called mannitol is frequently inhected into patients. It has the effect of
temporarily shrinking the endothelial cells of the BBB, providing a 15 minute window
when an injected substance can be allowed to pass to the brain. Mannitol is frequently
used to deliver chemo "therapyy'drugs, but the downside is that other substances normally
excluded fiom the brain also rush in the results can be very negative.

-

Researchers at Brown University and CytoTherapeutics Corporation in Rhode
Island are experimenting with an implant containing cells genetically engineered to release
large amounts of specific proteins, including nerve growth factor (NGF)and dopamine.14
Biochemical compounds are also being used to force open the BBB. Alkermes Inc
in Cambridge, Massachusetts has developed what they call a "receptor-mediated
permeabilizer" or RMP, consisting of a family of compounds based on bradykinin, a
peptide that dilates blood vessels. It has the effect of loosening junctions enough to allow
certain other molecules through. RMP derivatives have been used to permit antibiotics to
soak into the brain in an attempt to treat cryptococcal meningitis. Chemotherapy drugs,
which are mostly water soluble, have been transported using RMP methodology.
l3
14

More properly, in view of the evidence, called the National Institutes of Death and Degeneration.
Experimental Neurology, July 1993.
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Partial List of Neurotoxicants
Acetone
Acrylarnide
Aliphatic hydrocarbons
Alkyl styrene polymers
Ammonia
Aniline
Aromatic hydrocarbons
Butanol
Cadmium
Carbon Monoxide
Chlordane
Chlorinated hydrocarbons
P-Chloroprene
Cresol
Diacetone alcohol
Dichlorofluoromethane
Dichorotetrafluoroehane
Dinitrobezene
Ergot
Ethyl acetate
Excitatory amino acids (phenylalinine,etc.)
Glycerol
Hexane
Lead and lead-containing compounds
Lithium grease
Mercury and mercury compounds
Methyl acetate
Nitrous oxide
Organophosphates
Ozocerite
P i e oil
Products of combustion
Propylene glycol
Pyrethoids (Pyrethrins, insecticides)
Selenium
Styrene
Toluene
Trichloroethylene
Tricresyl phosphate
Tungsten oxides
Vicristine

Acetonitrile
Adriamycin
Alkanes
Aluminum
N-Amy1 acetate
Antimony sulfide
Benzene
Butyl acetate
Carbon disulfide
Carbon tetrachloride
Chlordecone
Chlorobenzene
Chromium oxides
Cyclohexane
eDichlorobenzene
1,2-Dichloroethane
Dicyclopentadiene
Dyes
Ethanol
Ethylene glycol
Formaldehyde
Gold salts
2,5-Hexanedione
Isophorone
Manganese
Methanol (Nutra-Sweet decomposition)
Methyl nitrate
6-OH-Dopamine
Oubain
Petroleum distillates
Polpethacrylate resin
1-Propano1
Propyl (anything starting with)
Rich
Shellac
Tetrachloroethylene
Trichlorobenzene
Tricholorofluoromethane
Triethyltin, Trimetyltin
Turpentine
=nyl Chloride, Xylene
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Common Toxic Environmental Chemicals
Substance Name

Bepan

Acephate
1972
Acifluorfen
1980
Alachlor
1969
1967-1989
Alar
Aldicarb
1970
Aldrin
1950
Atrazine
1963
Azinphos-methyl
1956
Baygon
1960
Benomyl
1972
Benzene
1940
Benzene Hexachlonde 1945
Bromacil
1970's
BHA/BHT
1947
Captan
1951
Carbaryl
1958
Carbohran
1969
Carbon Tetrachloride 1945
Carbophenothion
Unk
Chlorarnben
1960
Chlordane
1960
Chlorobenzene
1960
Chlorobe~llrilate
1956
Chlorothalonil
1961
Chloropropham
Unk
Chlorpyrifos
1965
Cyanazine
1971
Dacthal
Unk
1942-1972
DDT
Unk
DEF
Demeton-s
1955
1963
Diallate
Diazinon
U&
1970
DBCP
Dicamba
1967
.
1948
2-4-D
Dicloran
1961
Dieldrin
1948
Dimethoate
1963

Used on Cancer
# Foods Causin~
34

da
25

n/a
Potatoes
BANNED
Herbicide
78 Fruits
Insecticide
43 Citrus
n/a
Banned 1976
Citrus
Preservative
Fruits
Citrudnuts
Insecticide
Banned 1985
Pesticide
Herbicide
Pesticide
Pesticide
Insecticide
Fungicide
Herbicide
Insecticide
Herbicide
Herbicide
Insecticide
Pesticide
Insecticide
Herbicide
Insecticide
Insecticide
Herbicide
Herbicide
Fungicide
Insecticide
Insecticide

Remarks

Weak carcinogen
Herbicide, Peanuts, Soybeans
Prenatal damage
apples, peanuts
Neurotoxin, Immune system
Liver Toxin
Genetic damage, liver toxin
Liver tumors in animals
Cholinesterase Inhibitor
Decreased Sperm Counts
Immune System Depression
Human carcinogen
ThyroidLiver changes
Behavioral Disturbances
Birth Defects
Immune System Depression
Neurotoxin, CNS affects
Liver cancer, leukemia
Organophosphate toxin
Mutagenic in animals
Organophosphate toxin
Neurotoxin, Liver damage
Reproductive Toxin
Kidney Damage
Mutagenic properties
Neurotoxin
Developmental Toxicity
Liver damage
Neurotoxin
Organophosphate toxin
Nervous system toxin
Reproductive damage
Neurotoxin
Stomach cancer
Cervical gland swelling
Nervous system toxin
Liver toxin
Neurotoxin
Birth defects, Neurotoxin
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Dioxin
Disulfoton
Endosulfan
Endrin
EPN

EPTC
Ethion
EDB
Fenitrothion
Fonofos
Heptachlor
Hexachlorobenzene
Lidane
Linuron
Malathion
MCPA
Methamidophos
Methidathion
Methiocarb
Methomyl
Methoxychlor
Methy Ethyl Ketone
Methyl Parathion
Metolachlor
Metribuin
Mevinphos
NitratesINitrites
Octachlor/Chlordane
Omethoate
Oxamyl
Parathion
Pentachlorophenol
Permethrin
Perchloroethylene
Phorate
Phosalone
Phosphamidon
Picloram
Pirimphos-niethyl
Propachlor
Ronnel
Sirnazine
Styrene
Toluene
Toxaphene

Unk
1958

unk

1979

unk

1969

unk

1920's

unk

1967
Unk
1950's
Unk

1966

unk

1952
Unk

unk
unk

1963

unk
unk

1954
1976
1973

Unk

unk
Unk

unk
unk
unk
unk
1978

Unk
1959
Unk

unk

1963

unk

1965

unk

1957

unk
Unk

1948

Chlorine by product
Insecticide
Pesticide

----------

Pesticide
Herbicide
Insecticide
Insecticide
Pesticide
Insecticide
Insecticide
Fungicide
Insecticide
Herbicide
Pesticide
Herbicide
Pesticide
Pesticide
Pesticide
Insecticide
87 crops
Solvent
Insecticide
Herbicide
Herbicide
Pesticide
Additive
Pesticide
Pesticide
Insecticide
Pesticide
Wood Preserv Y
Insecticide
Y
Cleaner
Y
Insecticide
Y
Pesticide
Y
Insecticide
Y
Herbicide
Y
Pesticide
Y
Herbicide
Y
Pesticide
Y
Herbicide
Y
Plastics
Y
Solvent
Y
Insecticide
Y

Potent Carcinogen
Toxic Mutagen
Organophosphate CNS
Neurotoxin
Organophosphate CNS
Mucus membrane irritant
Mutagegc toxin
~e~roductive
toxin
Organophosphate CNS
Blood system toxin
Organophosphate Mutagen
Mutagen
LiverKdney damage
Carcinogen
Organophosphate CNS
Developmental toxin
Acutely toxic
Carcinogen
Central Nervous System
LiverBone marrow damage
Nervous system acute toxin
Central Nervous System
Neurotoxin, Birth Defects
ReproductiveLiver damage
Neurotoxin
Acutely toxic
Carcinogen
Birth defects/Reproduction
Nervous system effects
Neurotoxin
Organophosphate toxin
Neurotoxin
Carcinogenic
Nervous system damage
Carcinogen
Organophosphate toxin
.Organophosphatetoxin
Nervous system poison
Organophosphate toxin
CNSLiver damage
Organophosphate toxin
Mutagen and tumors
Nervous system toxin
Nervous system toxin
Tumor production
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Analysis of Stick Deodorant

Propylene Glycol: 1,2-Propanediol. Chemical with better permeation through the skin
than glycerin. Solvent capabilities. Effectively carries other substances in the product
through the skin and into the body. It's use is supposedly being reduced. In 1992 the FDA
proposed a ban on propylene glycol in louse-killing ptoducts because it has not been
shown to be safe and effective for its stated claims, but it never enacted the ban.
Sodium Stearate: Compound composed of 98.82% steric acid. A fatty acid. A possible
sensitizer for allergic people.
Frangrance: Unknown natural or synthetic substance.
Triclosan: Broad-spectrum anti-bacterial agent. Can cause allergic contact dermititis.
FD&C Red No.4: Monoazo color and coal tar 4ye. Carcinogenic properties. Banned by
the FDA in 1964, when it was shown to damage the adrenal glands and bladders of dogs.
The FDA relented and gave it a provisional license for use in marashino cherries. Banned
in all food in 1976 because it was shown to cause urinary bladder polyps and atrophy of
the adrenal glands in animals. Also banned in orally taken drugs but is still permitted in
cosmetics for external use only.
D&C Orange No.4: Also called acid orange #4. A monoazo color. Listed 1977
D&C Green No.5: Also called acid green #25. Anthraquinone coior. Listed in 1982. May
cause skin irritation and sensitivity.
FD&C Yellow NOS: Tartrazine. A coal tar derivative. Carcinogenic properties. Pyrazole
color. In 1966, the FDA proposed the listing of this color with a maximum rate yse of 300
ppm in food. After the color industry objected, the FDA permanently listed it as a color
additive without restrictions.
Analysis of Shaving Gel

Triethanolamine: Coating agent for fiesh h i t and widely used in surfactknts. It's
principle toxic effect in animals has been attributed to over-alkalinity. Gross pathology has
been found in the intestinal tract in fatally poisoned guinea pigs. It is an imtant. It is the
most fiequent sensitizer among the common emulsifiers used in cosmetics.
Pentane: Aliphatic hydrocarbon derived fiom petroleum. Used as a solvent. Narcotic in
high doses.
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Isobutane: Constituent of natural gas. Propellent used for cosmetic sprays.
Fatty Acid Esters: Compound made from fatty acids and alcohol. Fragrant liquid used for
artificial perfumes and flavors. Toxicity depends on the ester. Unknown esters.
Sorbitol: Humectant or moisturizer. Used to increase the absorption of vitamins in
pharmaceutical preparations. May alter absorption of other substances, making them less
effective or more toxic.
Cellulose Polymer: Long-chain cellulose. No toxicity.
FD&C Blue #1: Also known as brilliant blue FC&C. Coal tar derivative, and as such is a
potential carcinogen. On the FDA permanent list of color additives. Rated completed
acceptable for nonfood use by WHO, despite the fact that it produced malignant tumors at
the site of injection and by ingestion in rats. May cause allergic reactions.

D&C Yellow #lo: Also called Acid Yellowif3 or Quinoline Yellow. Chemically classed as
a quinoline color. Potential allergen. It may crossreact with other quinoline colors used in
drugs.

Palmitic Acid: Mixture of solid organic acids obtained from fats, chiefly of palmitic acid
with varying amounts of stearic acid. Used as texturizer. No known toxicity, provided no
salts of oleic or lauric acids are present.
Analysis of Peach Essence Shampoo
Ammonium Lauryl Sulfate: Ammonium salt of laurel sulfate, derived fiom natural
coconut alcohols. Mild anionic surfactant, a cleanser widely used at mild acidic pH values.
Ammonium Laureth Sulfate: Compound that breaks up and holds oils and soil for
removal on rinse.
Lauramide DEA: Widely used mixture of ethanolamides of lauric acid used as a wetting
agent in soaps and detergents.
Citric Acid and Fragrance: Citric acid is nontoxic. Fragrance chemical unknown.

Hydroxy-pro~vl-Methylcellulose:A cellulose gum used as emulsifier, resistant to
bacterial decomposition.
Tetrasodium EDTA: Sodium Edetate. Powdered sodium salt that reacts with metals. A
sequestering and chelating agent. Can deplete the body of calcium if taken internally.
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Ammonium Chloride: A natural ammonium salt. Lethal as intramuscular dose in rats, if
ingested, can cause nausea, vomiting and acidosis. Used as stimulating skin wash
externally.
Benzophenone-4: There are 12 benzophenones. They are used as fixatives, have a
roselike odor, and prevent deteriorization of ingredients that might be affected by UV
light. May cause hives and contact sensitivity and photoallergic rdctions. Toxic when
injected.
Methylchloroisothiazoinone: A preservative used in shampoo taken fiom industry to
replace toxic and carcinogenic formadehyde. Swells in water. A dose injected into the
abdomens of rats caused cancer. Non-toxic on the skin.

Methyl-isothiazolinone: Used with the above chemical as a preservative. Sensitizer in
animals.
DMDM Hydantoin: A preservative that may release formaldehyde, which is a toxic
carcinogen. Hydrantoin is derived fiom toxic methanol, wood alcohol. It is used as an
intermediate in the synthesis of lubricants and resins. It caused cancer when injected into
the abdomen of rats.
Ammonium Xvlenesulfonate: Ammonium salt of xylene, a lacquer solvent used in nail
polishes. Flammable. May be narcotic in high doses. Chronic toxicity or skin effects are
not known.
D&C Red No.33: Acid red #33. Monoazo color. Was to be permanently listed in 1988,
but a ruling has been postponed to "allow the FDA additional time to study complex
scientific and legal questions about it." Sounds suspicious.
D&C Orange No.4: Listed in 1977. Monoazo color. No toxicity data available.
Analysis of Peach Essence Conditioner
Cetearyl Alcohol: Micture of cetyl alcohol and steryl alcohol used as emulsifier.
Distearyldimonium Chloride: A quaternary ammonium compound which is a synthetic
derivative of ammonium chloride. Irritating to eyes and mucous membranes. Ingestion
can be fatal.
Hydroxyethylcellulose: Thickener. No toxic effects known.
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Cetrimonium Choride: A quaternary ammonium compound which is a synthetic
derivative of ammonium chloride. Irritating to eyes and mucous membranes. Ingestion
can be fatal.
Disodium EDTA: Coloring agent. EDTA is on the FDA list for study relative to toxicity.
Possible cause of tumors in rats,according to available research.
1

Methylehloroisothisloinooe: A preservative used in shampoo taken from industry to
replace toxic and carcinogenic formadehyde. Swells in water. A dose injected into the
abdomens of rats caused cancer. Non-toxic on the skin.
Methyl-isothiazolinone: Used with the above chemical as a preservative. Sensitizer in
animals.
DMDM Hydantoin: A preservative that may release formaldehyde, which is a toxic
carcinogen. Hydrantoin is derived from toxic methanol, wood alcohol. It is used as an
intermediate in the synthesis of lubricants and resins. It caused cancer when injected into
the abdomen of rats.

D&C Orange No.4: Listed in 1977. Monoazo color. No toxicity data available,
D&C Red No.33: Acid red #33. Monoazo color. Was to be permanently listed in 1988,
but a ruling has been postponed to "allow the FDA additional time to study complex
scientific and legal questions about it." Sounds suspicious.

Recommended Books for Chemical and Additive Analysis
Winter, Ruth, " A Consumer's Dictionary of Medicines", Random House, New ~ o r k ,
1993, ISBN 0-5 17-88046-6, $20.00
Winter, Ruth, "A Consumer's Dictionary of Cosmetic Ingredients", Random House, New
York, 1994, ISBN 0-5 17-88196-9, S 14.00. Contains 5,000 entries. Also, by Crown Trade
Paperbacks.
W~nter,Ruth, "'A Consumerr's Dictionary of Food Additives", Random House, New
York, ISBN 0-517-88195-0, $14.00 Contains 8,000 entries. Also, by Crown Trade
Paperbacks.
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Some Compounds in Use Causing Biochemical Neurotoxicity
and MentaVBehavioral Imbalances
Substance
Industry1 Use
Year Neurophysiological Effect Est at Risl

1 Carbon Monoxide 1 Combustion Processes I BC I Reduced Attention Span
I

Lead, inorganic

BC

Smelters, paint., pipe

1587
1856

I

1865
Methyl Bromide
Carbon
Tetrachloride

Dental fillings
Fumigation
Fire Extinguishers
Cleaning omp pounds

Methyl Chloride

Rubber and Plastics

I

Trichloroethylene ( Degreasing, dry
cleaning, additive to
public water supplies

Cadmium

4,305,000
33,600

Nerve damage to hadfeet
psychosis
Nerve damage to lower limbs

1862

Glass making

1

Cerebral vascular degeneration
Disorientation, blindness and
nerve damage, hands & feet
Tremors in hands, face, legs

24,200
853,000
I

1 Visual field constriction, nerve 1 280,000

damage, brain damage
Nerve damage, hanufeet
Visual Field Constriction
Sensory-motor degeneration
Ataxia, Parkinsonism
1914 Nerve damage, hanufeet
Blurred vision, short term
( memory loss
1915 1 Loss of facial sensation
Impatred Memory and
concentration, tremors, heart
attacks in elderly
1930 Loss or Impairment of sense of

130,000,000
105,000
1,379,000
.
.

1899
1909

I

1

Metalworking

d

40,500

1

1 3,600,000

I

1
w
Pesticides

Trichlorcmesylho hate

1930

Nerve damage in hanMect

tremors, loss of coordination

I

I

Acetone

I Cellulose production

I

1955

;

1957

'

I

iI
Degreasing, dry
cleaning

Perchloroethylene

1957

I

muscularweakness
Vertigo, weakness
neurological damage
Epileptic convulsions
Loss of coordination
Blurred vision, birth defects,
brain damage
Memory loss, canfusion, lack
ofcoordinatiOn, tremors,

1

-N-Heme
1 Toluene

I Gluing, shoe making

I Paints, explosves

I

F O Ocontaminant
~
Mining, refining,
cookware, toothpaste
tubes,antacids,

1962

I

Bizarre behavior, emotional
instability, brain damage,
sensory-motor damageMental deteriorizatioq
aphasis, convulsions, co-factor
in Alzheimers disease
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Neurological damage
Short term memory loss
Nerve damage h&ddfeet
Muscular weakness

~e&chloride
Stvrene

solvent
Plastics manufacturing
-

1963

Methyl Isobutyl
Ketone
Actylamide
Paraquat
Methylene
Chloride
Pentachlorophenol

Centrifhge operations

1966

Chemical manufacture
Pesticide
Multiple Use Solvent

1966
1966
1967

Nerve damage, ataxia
Tremors, mental disturbances

Pesticide

1971

Unknown

Food (cooking oil
contamination)
Dyeing
~.

1971

Autonomic nervous system
impairment, corneal numbness
and damage
Nerve damage
- handdfeet
Nerve damage
- in lower limbs

Unknown

Tetrachlorobiphenyl
Methyl N-Butyl
~ e t o n (MBK)
e
Polybrominated
Biphenyls (PBB)

I

Fire extinguishers

I
Chlordecone
Wepone)
Dimethylamino~ro~io&.rile
IndusVial
Alcohols
Aliphatic
Hydrocarbons

1 Pesticide

Rubber Solvents
Benzene, lacquer
Xylene

Gasoline, leaded
Formaldehyde

Silicone

I

painting
Industrial uses
"Inert ingredients"

"Inert Ingredientsn
Chlorinated insecticide

Rubber and rubber

I products, solvents,

I

food contaminant
Multiple use solvent

Inhalant abuse
Glues, resins, carpets,
furniture,
building materials,
adjwant in vaccines
Breast implant, body
enhancement

.

7,000
1,130
2,200,000

Delusions/Hallucinations

I
1 Poor concentration, irritability,

I numbness in extremities,

1,100

I

1977

Manufacturing,
-

I Industrial uses

1973

3,200

Unknown

I
I blurred vision, eye impairment I
1 1977 1 Tremors, nervousness
1 Unknown

Polyurethane

I
Aromatic
Hydrocarbons
Pesticides

1973

329,000

I
1

Impotence, lack of urination
co&rol, tingling in handdfeet
1887 Neurasthenic syndrome,
CNS depression
1887 Neurasthenic syndrome,
CNS depression,
Psychomotor impairment,
I Narcosis
1887 1 ( S m e as above)
1930

Nerve damage hands/feet,
CNS damage, visual damage,
Respiratory failure, endocrine
1 liver and kidney damage
1880 1 CNS excitement, depression,
I
I euphoria, hallucinations

I I
1960

I I
1910
1986

1993

Neurasthenic syndrome, CNS
depression, ~ c h o m o t o r
impairmen4 narcosis, cancer
initiator
Sensory motor degradation
CNS depression
hypersensitivity
cancer initiator
Poor memory recall, CNS
damage, psychological prob

I

Unknown
3,851,000
.
.
2,776,000

1

1 3.611.000
1,275,000
.
-

I
I

I

600,000
140,000 .

Unknown
Unknown

2,0oo,Ooo

I
I
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Neurotoxic Substance

Occupation for Neurotoxic Risk

1 Agriculture and Farm Workers

( Pestcides, herbicides, insecticides, rodenticides

Chemical and Pharmaceutical Workers
Construction Workers
Degreasers
Dentists and dental hygenists
Dry cleaners
Electronics workers
'
Hospital personnel
Laboratory workers
Painters
Plastic workers
Printers
Rayon workers
Steel workers
Transportation workers
Hobbyists

fungicides, fumacides
Industrial and pharmaceutical substances
Volatile and aromatic hydrocarbons, solvents,
formaldehyde, isocyanates, ui-mellitic anhydride
phithlalic anhydride
Trichlomthylene
Mercury, anesthetic gases, polymers, fluorides
Perchloroethylene, trichloroethylene, gen solvents
Lead, methyl ethyl ketone, methylene chloride,
tin, tri~hloiaeth~iene,
g l ~ & lethkr, xylene,
chloroform, freon, m i n e
Alcohols, anesthetic gases, ethylene oxide,
volatile hydrocubom, formaldehyde, isocynates,
tro-mellitic anhydride, phtbalic A.
Solvents, mercury, ethylene oxide
Lead, toluene, xylene, isocynates, phthalic A
Formaldehyde, isocyanates, tri-mellitic and
phthalic anhydrides, styrene, PVCs
Lead, methanol, methylene chloride, toluene,
trichloroethylene, other solvents and plasticizers
Carbondisulfide
Lead and other metals
Lead, organophosphatesin fuel, carbon monoxide
solvents, phosgene gas fromcatalytic coINerters
Lead, toluene, lexane, glues, solvents

I

I

Common Neuropsychologieal Symptoms of Neurotoxicity

I

General Intellectual Impairment
9 Intelligencecapability

I

.

> ~ttentionspan
- > Concentration
> Abstract Reasoning
. > School learned skills (math, reading, spelling,etc.)
> Cognitive efficiency
> Dementias

I

Motor impairments

> Fine Motor Speed
> Fine Motor Coordination
> Gross Motor Coordination and Strength

I
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p-p

I

J

Sensory Impairments

9 Visual Disturbances

> Hearing Disturbances
> Numbness, "pins and needles"
9PNS and CNS disorders

I

Sensory Impairments

> Short Tern Memory (verbal and nonverbal info)
Leanzing (encoding of new mfomation)
> Long Tern Memory (verbal and nonverbal)
R

p
p

I

--

Visuospatial Impairments

> Inability to draw or build simple constructions

I

I

Personality Impairments

> Anxiety, depression, delirium
> Organic brain syndrome

.

9 Organic affective disorder

> Psychotic disorders
9Anger

> Irritability
> Fatigue
> Tension
> Mental confusion .
> Inability to relate to otherhuman beings

I

Other Physiological Effects

> Immune system dyshction or dysregulation
> Difficulty with food assimilation

I
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Contamination of Human Neurophysiology
With Heavy Metals
Human physiology contamination with heavy metals makes a significant
contribution toward both physical and neurological degeneration, and has been condoned
since the late 19th century. Heavy metals involved include mercury, aluminum, lead,
chromium, bismuth, iron, cadmium, arsenic, cerium, antimony, cobalt, copper, gallium,
gold, manganese, nickel, platinum, silver, tellurium, thallium, tin, uranium, vanadium and
zinc. In the first volume of Matrix ZZI we discussed both aluminum and mercury in some
detail, including some cursory data on the relationship between Alzheimer's syndrome and
aluminum deposition in the brain. We will supplement that information with new
information gained since the publication of volume one, as well as information on some of
the other compounds, as well as data on processes of detoxflcation in order to get rid of
heavy metals in your system.

Contamination with Mercury Compounds
Background
Mercury is a highly toxic metal that is more dangerous than lead, cadmium and
arsenic in relation to its effect on the body. The basic psychology and mentality associated
with the use of metal implants as a 'tlental a i d began in the year 1819. The fact of its use
at that time is believed to have been entirely practical the malleability of an amalgam
made with mercury (45-60%) was quite attractive in terms of its bonding power and
mechanical reliability. The fact remains that mercury is even more toxic than lead or
arsenic. The use of it today in over 80% of the cavities that develop in the United States,
primarily because of the degenerative diet of processed foods and ironically the use of
fluorides by dentists on adults, despite mountains of scientific information gathered since
1926 that indicates its toxic effect on the brain and the body, is not justified. The fact that
the American Dental Association and establishment science knows it is having this effect,
and is ~romotinp;its use. contributes toward the Drocess of slow deteriorization of the
po~ulationwhile at the same time uroducinp; lame ~rofitsfor a s~ecialinterest grout>. ironically, crimes punishable by death under the Crime Bill of 1994 and United Nations
rules under the category of genocide'. Despite the existence of over 1400 scientific
articles dealing with the toxicology of mercury, the problem continues. Hundreds of
millions of people endure sub-clinical illness, degradation of immune system capability,
and neurological damage because this practice is condoned by the population. A simple list
of symptoms include premature aging (similar to that caused by fluoride), cardiovascular
disease, gastrointestinal disturbances, allergies and psychological/behavioral effects often

-

The United States is exempt from the March 1988 UN Genocide Treaty, as it signed only under the
proviso that ''no nation shall sit in judgement ofthe United States." Any form of genocidal activity is

-

technically legal in the US under UN mandates thus, the Nazi biomedical genocide continues.

-
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The Use of Mercury Implants in Dentistry
The use of mercury amalgam for dental purposes quickly followed its invention by
a chemist named Bell in 1819. By 1826, its use had expanded to England and France. A
dentist named Taveau invented a 'Silver paste" for tooth fillings, combining melted silver
coins and mercury. It was first introduced in the United States in 1833 in the city of New
York. Dentists rebelled. They refined to use the 'Silver" because it caused immediate
symptoms of mercury poisoning. It only took ten years before most dentists denounced
the use of the material because of its poor filling qualities and its toxic nature. In that year,
1840, most dentists in the United States contributed towards the formation of the
American Society of Dental Surgeons. At the first dental college in the United States, the
Baltimore College of Dental Surgery, all members were required to sign a pledge
promising not to use mercury in fillings 'because the use of lithodeen mineral paste and all
other substances of which mercury is an ingredient were hurthl both to the teeth and to all
parts of the mouth." In 1859, a group of wealthy businessmen formed the American
Dental Association. The ADA promoted the use of mercury anialgam from the very
beginning.
A Chronology of Research and Studies

Active scientific research relative to the effect of mercury implants was stimulated
in the early 20th century by the general change in the health of the population. German
chemist Dr. Alfred Stock researched mercury poisoning in 1926 and proved that the
'Silver" amalgam filling was a source of mercury vapor contaminating the human body.
The research was generally suppressed, and years of patient poisoning transpired. In 1935,
the work of Stock in Germany proved that some of the mercury vapor coming from dental
amalgams entered the nose, was absorbed by the mucosa and passed rapidly into the brain.
It was found in the olfactory lobe and in the pineal gland.
The first issue of Environmental Reseach magzine in 1967 (p323) featured the
research of L. Magos, "Mercury-bloodinteraction and mercury uptake by the brain afier
exposure". His experiments with mice indicated that elemental mercury reaches the brain
after inhalation. We already know that mercury amalgam continuously gives off vapor.
Mercury vapor inhaled has an incredible heavy metal absorption rate between 70 to 100
percent. Since mercury oxidizes into its elemental form once in the brain, the blood-brain
barrier works in reverse, preventing the escape of elemental mercury from the brain. In
1980, the WHO admitted, 'The most hazardous forms of mercury to human health are
elemental mercury vapor and the short-chain alkylmercurials."*
The FDA in 1976pronounced "acceptance"of the mercury amalgam, due to the
fact that 'It had been in use since 1840." It was added to the Generally Recognized As
Safe (GRAS) listing of pre-1930 drugs. It is still there, because of pressure fiom the ADA
The 1980 WHO publication "RecommendedHealth-based Limits in Occupational Exposure to H e a y
Metals ".
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and dental lobby groups, who fear massive retribution should the true nature of dental
practices become known to the general public. Revelations about the use of mercury
amalgams would cause a vast series of lawsuits, and possible demands for no-cost
replacement of amalgam fillings by less toxic composites - there are currently no safe nontoxic dental fillings materials, although some plastic compounds are only mildly toxic.
In 1979, perhaps as a reaction to the FDA ruling, research began appearing that
documented the fact that mercury vapor is constantly released fiom fillings, especially
when the fillings were stimulated by chewing, brushing, or subject to swingings in
temperature. Three times a day there are periods when mercury leaching into the body is
at a peak. Every time you eat and brush your teeth.
By 1984, autopsy studies were published that demonstrated that the amount of
mercun, found in brain and kihev tissue direct& relates to the amount of mercury
amalaam~fillinasin the teeth. Research at the University of Calgary School of Medicine
demonstrated that mercury fiom dental fillinas could be found in the blood and tissues of
preanant mothers and their babies within a-fewd@vs o f insertion. Perhaps as a reaction to
those reports, the National Institute of Dental Research held an international workshop on
the "Biocompatibility of Metals in Dentistry".
The 1984 Workshop on Biocompatibility of Metals in Dentistry
The workshop on biocompatibility was held in Chicago in July 1984. It was
sponsored by the American Dental Association and held at the national headquarters
building. When it was over, it was apparent that the ADA was slowly giving way to the
increasing pressure from the results of scientific research. The usual policy of the ADA
had been such that they denied any possibility of negative effect from the presence of
mercury amalgam in the mouth. Now, the ADA publicallv admitted that mercury vapor is
releasedjFom amalgam fillings during the process of eating. They also admitted that
analysis of blood or urine does not show the true higher level of mercury toxicity in the
b*.
The ADA fbrther qualified their statement by saying, 'the amount of mercury
vapor released is 'so small' that it cannot be considered a health hazard except in a few
individuals who are 'hypersensitive to mercury' the incidence of such sensitive people is
estimated to be 1% of the population." We might at this point comment on this statement
by the ADA:

-

(1) The American Dental Association admitted that mercurv amalgam
is a health hazard for "mercury sensitive" individuals. Ifl however,
after making this statement in 1984, they did not immediatelyput a
general screening policy for all dental patients nationwide to check
for 'mercurysensitivity ', they would probably be guilty of gross
negligence, having knowingly pennittedpeople to have amalgam
inserted without testingfor sensitivity you adinit is there constitutes
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knowingly implanting a hazardous toxic substance. This constitutes
criminal activig. Obviously, this is the case fkom 1984 to 1994.

(2)The ADA stated that the number of people who were sensitive to
mercury was estimated to be 1%. Estimated by who? Theypresented
absolutely no scientzfic data to back up this statement. In fact, literally
hundreds of scientific studies indicate otherwise. Here, the ADA was
guilty of presentation of fraudulent and unsupported data. The ADA
later admitted that the figure was an "opinion" of a presenter.
(3) As the existence of the ADA has been integrated into public

awareness, the standard public perception is that ADA statements
represent scientific truth. The ADA knows this, and they also know
that a conditioned and ignorant public will rarely question any
statement made by the ADA. When the ADA utters false statements
that put the public health in jeopardy by permitting implantation
of a toxic substance in the body, they are considered to be party
to a criminal act. Having a third party dentist do the deed does not
excuse the ADA from guilt in this case. Dentists spend years going
to approved schools and a lot of money. Dentists that go against
the ADA could loose their license to practice. This constitutes a
form of extortion and racketeering punishable under RICO. I suppose
the same would be true for the other connected agencies.

In Ocober of 1984, a group of dentists, physicians and scientists formed the
International Academy or Oral Medicine and Toxicology. One of the items first on the
agenda was to address the ADA statement that mercury amalgam was 'Safe". The ADA
felt that the 'Workshop on Biocompatibility" had r e a r m e d the 'Safety" of dental
amalgam. A committee was formed to determine the validity of the ADA position. Afier a
year of study, a critical evaluation was produced and mailed back to the ADA. The
recommendation of the IAOMT was that 'the governments of the United States and
Canada declare an immediate prohibition on the further use of dental mercury amalgam
fillings until primary scientific documentation can be provided proving that the mercury
released from dental fillings is not harmfir1 to the public.3
In 1985, a study at Oral Roberts University involved pediatric dental patients
between the ages of five and twelve. The object of the study was to measure levels of
mercury vapor in the mouth before and after installation of amalgam fillings. The study
concluded that 'tlental amalgam restorations and mercury vapor exposure were shown to
be related" and 'thewing increases the evaporation of mercury fiom dental amalgams that
are only 1 week old."4 A fbrther study in August 1985 measured the mercury content in
International Academy of Oral Medicine, #6 15-401 9th Avenue SW, Calgary, Alberta, Canada T2P
3C5.
4
Ernler and Cardone, "An assessment ofmercuy in mouth air ", Oral Roberts University, March 1985.
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the air of the mouth before and after chewing gum. The study revealed that once you stop
chewing, it takes another 90 minutes before the oral mercury level returned to the prechewing level.'
The 1990 CBS "60 Minutes" Program on the use of Mercury Amalgam

On December 16, 1990, the CBS "60 Minutes" television program did a major
story on the amalgam issue. That one program generated the second highest response for
additonal information in the history of the program. Most who viewed the program
thought that it would produce a change in the system. Instead,' it prompted a vast
campaign to counter the knowledge given to the public.
In response to the 1990 "60 Minutes" program and the immense public response,
the American Dental Association and 'tesponsible" government agencies invested 'huge"
sums of money to counter the tremendous effect of the program. Special letters and news
releases were sent to every dentist in the United States demeaning the scientific
information presented on the program and assuring the dentists that 'halgam has been
used for 150 years and therefore had to be safe." They also countered with press releases
to all the major media, and even fabricated a program for the dentist entitled 'What to tell
your patients when they ask about amalgam."
Also in 1990, the first controlled research on the effects of amalgam implants were
published. The research cited significant effects of mercury amalgam on various tissues
and organs in experiments with monkeys and sheep. We review the study on sheep later.
Also in 1990 the EPA, in recognition of the toxicity of mercury vapor, banned the use of
mercury in latex interior paints.

In March 1991, the FDA recommended 'further studies", and consumer groups
and legislators began introducing informed consent legzslation where dentists would be
required to inform patients of the content of amalgam fillings (implants) and the potentially
h d l effects of mercury. In Mcly 1991, a medical research team at the University of
Kentuclj established "a probable relationship of mercury eqourre fiom mercury
amalgam fillings to both Alzheimer's disease and cardiovascular disease. We will review
the University of Kentucky study later. University of Georgia microbiologists have
determined that mercury from w i n g s inhibits the eflectiveness of antibiotics (which
probably should not have been used in the first place). In 1991, the World Health
Organization (WHO) reported that exposure to mercury fiom amalgams is higher than
that of other environmental sources, and that each amalgam filling releases fiom 3.0 to 17
micrograms of mercury every day while chewing food. Americans average about eight
fillings. The WHO audited all available scientific data on the subject and concluded that
-

-

Vimy M.J., and Lorscheider F.L. "'Intra-oralmercury releasedfi.om dental amalgam ", Journal of Dental
Research , Vol 64:1069-1071, 1985, and "Serial meaurements of intra-oral air mercury and the
estimation of daily dose @om dental amalgam ". Journal of Dental Research Vol64: 1072-1075, 1985.
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mercury fiom dental fillings is the greatest source of human exposure, exceeding intakes
from fish by about 200%.
In August of 1991 the Washington Dental Disciplinary Board, in an effort to stem
the growing awareness of the toxicity of mercury amalgam, proposed 'tiental ethics"
legislation that would have made it 'bnethical and a punishable offense for any dentist to
replace a 'clinically serviceable' dental amalgam filling for health purposes." The proposal
did not pass. Even today, for a dentist to recommend removal of fillings for health reasons
places his or her ADA license at risk.
In February 1992 at the annual meeting of the Society of Toxicology, medical
students presented five studies demonstrating adverse health effects of mercury exposure
fiom amalgam fillings. Also in 1992, the California State Senate passed an informed
consent bill regarding the use of dental amalgam, and the German Federal Department of
Health banned the manufacture and sale of some dental amalgam materials.
In 1993, the International Academy of Oral Medicine and Toxicology (IAOMT)
developed a Certification Program for Biocompatible Dentistry. Dentists certified by the
IAOMT will have 'tlemonstrated proficiency in replacing amalgams safely and properly.
Swedish researchers discovered that gastrointestinal h c t i o n improves after amalgam is
removed. A citizens petition requesting a ban on the use of amalgams is filed with the
FDA. The Swedish Health and Welfare System demanded in 1993 that the Swedish
government submit a five-year plan for permanently discontinuing the use of amalgam.
Also in 1993, the State of California passed a law requiring the Board of Dental
Examiners to develop, distribute and update a fact sheet describing and comparing the
risks and efficacy of the various types of dental restorative materials. Prior to this, a
dentist risked losing his or her license if such detailed information was given to a patient.
It was considered unethical to resent both sides of the dental mercurv issue to a ~atient!
In January of 1994, the govement of Ontario demanded a probe of mercury
dental fillings. In February, Sweden announced a total ban on the use of mercury amalgam
fillings. Dr. Fritz Lorschieder, professor of physiology at the Calgary Medical School,
stated ')given the evidence, the continued use of mercury dental amalgam fillings is
indefensible." (Second Opinion, William C-Douglas, M.D., ed. 1350 Center Dr. Ste100,
Dunwoody, Georgia 30338).

The 1994 British "Panorama" Broadcast on the Use of Mercury Amalgam
On July 11, 1994 the British channel BBC-1 featured an episode of the
documentary program "Panorama" that dealt with the amalgam issue. Interviewed on
Panorama was Dr. Lars Friberg, Chief Advisor to the World Health Organization (WHO)
on metals poisoning. He told the documentary crew that 'the use of mercury in dental
fillings is not safe and should be avoided." The program also reported on new scientific
research which demonstrated clear links between the mercury released fiom dental fillings
and serious illness, including Alzheimer's disease.
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Dr. Friberg told Panorama that he 'Uid not know why" the British Dental
Association considers mercury levels in amalgam 'safe', and that '1 think they are wrong."
He was concerned particularly about deposition of mercury in the brains of children fiom
fillings. According to Dr. Friberg, 'ke know that children are especially vulnerable to the
amalgam. We know that it takes a few years after birth until the brain is developed and we
know the brains in children are much more sensitive than those of adults. I think that you
should try to avoid the implantation of toxic metals in the mouth. There is no safe level of
mercury, and no one has actually shown that there is a safe level. I say mercury is a very
toxic substance. I would like to avoid it as far as possible.

Panorama investigated a number of new independent studies, some as yet
unpublished, which point inexorably towards the health risks of amalgam fillings. The first
is a new study by Dr. Boyd Haley, Professor of Biochemistry at the University of
Kentucky. This study discovered that small quantities of mercury fiom amalgams can
produce changes in the brain that are identical to changes caused by Alzheimer's disease.
The mercury inhibits the efficiency of tubulin, a protein vital to brain cells.
According to Dr. Haley, 'To the best that we can determine with these
experiments, mercury is a time bomb in the brain. We need to have an effect - if it's not
bothering someone when they are young, especially when they age, it could turn into
something quite disasterous. I still have one amalgam filling. When I had the others
replaced, I had them replaced with non-amalgam fillings. I would not make the statement
that mercury causes Alzheimer's disease, but there is no doubt in my mind that low levels
of mercury, present in the brain, could cause normal cell death that could lead to a
dementia which would be similar to Alzheimer's disease."

Panorama also reported on a unique ongoing study of a group of nuns by Dr.
William Markesbery, Professor of Pathology and Neurology and Director of the Sanders
n
J
Brown Center for Aging at the University of Kentucky, which is investigating the $
between mercury and Alzheimers. Dr. Markesbery told Panorama, 'Mercurv is a toxic
substance. It is a neurotoxin - that is to sav it causes nerve cells to degenerate if there is
enough mercury Dresent in the brain. The major problem in Alzheimers disease is the
degeneration of nerve cells. It is possible that mercury could add to the degeneration of
nerve cells - to the death of nerve cells.
The reaction of the British Dental Association to the 1994 Panorama program was
predictable. The BDA told Panorama that they were unaware of the work of Haley and
Echeverria, and also unaware of the work of Professor Aposhian at the University of
Arizona, who discovered that 66% of the mercury deposits inthe body come fiom fillings.
They rejected the work of Dr. Drasch as "notproving that mercury deposits in the borjl
are hazardous to health a position that is transparently ludicrous and scientilically false.
In fact, Mr. John Hunt, Chief Executive of the BDA told Panorama that he 'believed
amalgam was safe''. The BDA fact sheet made available to dentists states 'the scientific
evidence available to the BDA does not justifL banning the use of amalgam in young

-
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children." Says Hunt, 'I've treated my children with amalgam and have no doubt that
when they have their own children, they will do the same." Asked about any link between
Alzheimer's and mercury, he said, "As far as I know, there is no association with mercury
and Alzheimer's. We rely on expert advice. n e r e is no evidence to suggest that merely
because mercury is found in the kidneys of the fetus and young children, that it is a
hazard to health. I don't see why we should necessarily worry the population at large if
there are no proven arguments one way or another. The fact that it is there and it is
detectable doesn't mean to say that it's potentially doing any damage. You can probably
find a whole lot of substances in the brain that perhaps should not be there." As Forrest
Gump says, "stupid is as stupid does."
The Effect of Mercury Compounds on Dental Personnel

An unpublished study revealed by Panorama illustrated that dentists themselves
are sufferinpneuro1og;ical damape from daily handling of amalgam. Dr. Diana Echeverria,
a neurotoxicologist at the University of Washington, working with the cooperation of the
American Dental Association, has shown that under rigorous testing, dentists exhibit
classic sims o f mercury voisoning. Dr. Echeverria believes that the mercury dose dentists
receive is not substantiallv differentfiom that received continuallv bv their patients with
in their mouths. She told Panorama, 'The kinds of things that we have
metal fillinas
found are losses in function associated with the ability to manually move very small things
with your hands. A manual dexterih, problem. Another distinct feature of mercury
poisoning is the inabilitv to concentrate.
The November 18, 1988 issue of the Wall Street Journal reported that research in
Sweden had revealed that the ~ituitaqglands of Swedish dentists contained 40 times the
average level of mercuy found in the general ~opulation.The article also mentioned that
in the United States. 70% of dentists with elevated mercury levels suffer fiom de-vression,
anxietv and insomnia.
Mercury Amalgam Filings and Periodontal Disease
Dental fillings and prostheses are common causes of gingival inflammation. The
fact that toxic mercury is used to fill teeth causes more problems. Mercury accumulation
results in a depletion of fiee-radical scavenging enzymes gluthione peroxidase, superoxide
dismutase (SOD)and c a t a l a ~ e The
. ~ connective tissue matrix is particularly sensitive to
fiee radical damage. The use of saiium fluoride destroys connective tissue and collagen
structures within the gum. The status of the collagen matrix of the periodontium
determines the rate of diffusion and permeability of inflammatory mediators, bacteria and
their byproducts, and destructive enzymes fiom the oral cavity. The collagen matrix is
Addya S., Chakravarti, K., Basu, A., et al., "Effects of mercuric compounds onpee-radical scavenging
enqmes and influence of vitamin E supplementation", Acta Vitaminol. EntvmoL, 1984, 6. Pp103-7.;
Bartold, P., Wiebkin, 0.And Thonard, J., "The effect of oxygen-derived pee radicals on gingival
proteoglycans and hyaluronic acid', Journal of Periodontal Res,1984,# 19,pp.390-400.
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extremely vulnerable to atrophy when the necessary nutients for collagen synthesis are
absent or deficient.
Vitamin E and Selenium hnction synergistically as anti-oxidants and seem to
potentiate each other's effect. Vitamin E alone has proven to be of some help with
peridontal disease, and its anti-oxidant effects are particularly needed if mercury amagam
fillings are present. In animal studies, the toxic effect of mercury appears to be somewhat
offset by supplementation with vitamin E.'
Mercury is cytotoxic, which means that its acts as a toxin or an antibody and has a
specific poisonous effect on the cells. Bleeding gums and alveolar bone loss, which results
in loosening of teeth, are both classic signs of mercury toxicity. Of course some of these
symptoms are aided by bacteria. In 1978, a German study was conducted (Till) with germ
free animals and mercury amalgam. It was found that mercury in amounts released fiom
amalgam fillings could produce the same signs, in addition to inflammation of the tissues
which surround the tooth.

Mercury Amalgam Fillings in Pregnant Humans:
The Placental Bamer and the Fetal Brain
Another piece of research featured by Panorama was conducted by Professor
Gustav Drasch, a forensic toxicologist ar the University of Munich in Germany. This
research shows that mercury from a woman's amalgam fillinss crosses the placental
barrier and travels into the brain of the unborn child. According to Professor Drasch, "
Well, I think the implications are serious. It is a question of whether or not we have to
restrict the application of dental amalgam to women, not only in child bearing age, but
before. If for instance, a girl of 15 gets an amalgam filling, this f i b g lies in her mouth for
10 years. All this time this filling releases mercury. If this girl got pregnant when she has
the filling, the mercury passes to the brain of the child. It's really the question that is being
discussed in Germany right now, to speak about restriction of amalgam fillings for women
from, let me say, 15 to 50 years."Learning disabilities also seem to be characterized by a
general pattern of high levels of mercury in the body.

American Dental Association Recommendations
to Dental Personnel Handling Mercury Amalgam
When the metals of dental amalgam are mixed together to produce 'filling
material': not all of it is used. This 'Scrap amalgam" is considered a toxic waste disposal
hazard by O S H q the EPA and the ADA. The American Dental Association has published
rigid recommendations to dental personnel for the handling of dental amalgam and the
disposal of 'Scrap amalgam". The recommendations were published in the Journal of the

7

Kim, J., and Shklar, G., "The eflect of vitamin E on the healing on the healing of gingival wounrls",
Journal of Periodontal Res, 1983, #54, pp 305-8.
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American Dental Association under the category of Recommendations in Dental Mercury
Hygzene in 1984 issue 109, pages 617-619. An extract fiom this reads as follows:
scraps should be salvaged and stored in a tightlv closed container.
"All amalgam
The scrap should be covered bv a sulfide solution such as X-rav or photomaphic fixer
solution. A no-touch techniaue of handling amalgam should be used. Skin that is exposed
to mercurv should be cleaned. Precapsulated allov should be used. A face mask should be
used to avoid breathing amalgam dust."

Seven years ago in 1988 the EPA labelled scrap dental amalgam is a hazardous
waste. The Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) mandates that a
"materials handling sheet" must be present in every dental office. Once used amalgam is
removed fiom a patient's mouth, it becomes hazardous waste. Dentists are subject to fines
of thousands of dollars if they do not follow strict procedures.
An Amalgam Manufacturer's Warning
Kerr Manufacturing Company provides the following statement on their amalgam
product, "WARNING: Allov amalgam capsule products contain mercury. Since mercury
is a potentially hazardous substance. proper care should be taken to prevent exposure to
mercury. The wearing of gloves. good ventilation and proper disposal is essential."
Remember that warning as your dentist fills a tooth and small pieces of amalgam fall on
the tongue, lips and face - and go down your throat.

Merck on Mercury: The Psyching of a Poisoned Public
The Merck Index, a physicians guide, lists under human toxicity to mercury the
following symptoms: Severe nausea, vomiting, blood diarrhea, kiahey damage, brain
~
tissue damage, spasms of extremities and death. Earlv s i m of mercury ~ o i s o n-i nare
numbness o f fin~ersand toes, de~ression,anxietv and nervous instabilitv.
Since the advent of post World War II pgxholoav and its maskinn hnction
relative to the connection between environmental substances and neurobiological effects,
these symptoms are usually treated by allopathic physicians with chemical tranquilizers
(ofren derived from the very same petroleum products which re~lacedthe natural
substances suppressed today by the MedicalPhannaceuticaI~ndustrialComplex and its
agents, the FDA, CDC, the Drug Trust, et al.) and viewed as '~sychosomatic"problems
which often culminate in incarceration in a rest home or a mental hospital - either way,
the game is financial profit at the expense of public health.
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Mercury Metabolism and Detoxification in Humans
Chronic exposure to mercury through dental amalgam fillings involves several
factors. It was discovered in 1964 that each individual micro-dose of mercury behaves
independently in the body relative to processes of absorption, deposition in tissue and
excretion.* Further experimentation resulted in the discovery that there seemed to be three
distinct phases in the process of elimination of mercury fiom body tissues.'
How long does mercury persist in the body? Studies by Sugita in 1978 indicates
that the biological half-time of the slowest component of the three phases would be 18 to
20 years in the forebrain and midbrain.'' Furthermore, there was evidence that when the
dose is small, the biological half-time is longer than after a large dose. In other words,
how long it lasts is inversely proportional to the dose size. Studies by Bernard and Purdue
in 1984 suggest that the slowest component of elimination would take 27 years." Chronic
exposure to micro doses of mercury will cause a process of accumulation in various
organs over the lifetime of an individual. There appears to be no level above which
symptoms can be expected, or below which symptoms cannot occur.l2

Age and Mercury Content in Brain Tissue
Studies published in Germany in 1984 suggest a clear correlation between age and
mercury content in brain tissue. l3 A study done in Sweden at the Department of Hygeiene
in 1986 by Lars Friberg, one of the most capable researchers on mercury, was published in
the Swedish Medical Journal. The study showed that mercury in the central nervous
system (CNS) can be related to the number of fillings in the mouth. The study also showed
a directly proportional relationship between the number of amalgam fillings and the
amount of mercury deposited in the cortex. Considering that mercury has a half-time of
some 20 years in areas of the brain, there a lot of people in serious trouble. Dr. Friberg
was quoted as saying, 'There are no permissible limits on this. It is known that mercury is
one of the most poisonous substances that exist." In other words, there is no scientific
evidence anvwhere which Droves that the level of mercury found in the human brain is safe

'Rothstein A., and Hayes AD., "The turnover of mercury in rats exposed repeatedly to inhalation of
vapor". Health Phvsics Vol 10: 1099-1113, 1964.
'Rothstein A., and Hayes A.D., "The metabolism of mercury in rats studied by isotope techniques"
Journal of Phannacolom and Emrimental Theramtics, Vol 130: 166-176,1960.
10
Sugita M., "The biological hay-time of heavy metals", International Archives of Occuoational and
Environmental Health,Vol41:25-40, 1978.
I' Bernard S.R and Purdue P., "Metabolic modelsfor methtl and inorganic mercuty", Health Phvsics ,
Vo146, Issue 3:695-699, 1984.
IZ Cassar-Pullicino V.N. et al. "Multiple metallic mercury emboli " The British Journal of Radiolom, Vol
58:470-474, 1985.
l 3 Shiele q et al. "Studies on the mercury content in brain and kidney related to number and condition of
amalgam fillings" Institute of Occuuational and Social Medicine, University of Erlangen-Numberg
Symposium, March 1984, Cologne, Germany.
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or that no damage occurs because of it.14 It sort of makes you wonder whv the
establishment is fighting "tooth and nail" to defend the self-declared "right" to implant a
poison in the human body in the face of overwhelming scientific evidence contraindicating
such action. If they know about it and do it anyway, it proves that it is intentionally being
done to reap the financial benefit from a population that is rotting away before their eyes.
Theoretically, it could fall under the genocide laws the United States has so cleverly
sought to exempt itself from. In a staggering parallel to the other paradigms in Matrix 111,
out of more than $88 million in dental research scheduled for 1985 and 1986, only
$48,000 was spent investigating the "biocompatibility" of mercury amalgam fillings.
Detection of Mercury in the Human Body

Mercury in the body is sometimes measured by its presence in creatine, a
substance found in blood, urine and muscle tissue that is a measure of kidney function.
Mercury levels are typically measured in micrograms per gram (mcg/g) of creatine. Ten
minutes of chewing by a person with a mercury amalgam filling will release 4 mcg/g into
the system, or 0.4 mcglmin fiom each filling15.Symptoms begin to appear with levels as
low as 40-50 mcg/g, but between 50 mcg/g and 100 mcg/g is generally the range for subclinical illness, manifesting itself in the form of delayed response in nerve conduction, brain
wave activity and verbal skills. A person living in a house recently painted with latex paint
containing mercury (banned by the EPA in 1990) can show urine mercury levels as high as
118 mcg/g. At 400 mcg/g contamination there will be mild to moderate nerve and brain
disease, with the person exhibiting psycho-behavioral symptoms including depression,
irritablity, memory loss, signs of disturbed kidney function, minor tremors and other
neurological problems. Sub-clinical illness is transformed into overt clinical illness at a
level of about 750 mcg/g. The smallest amount of mercury that will not cause damage is
unknown. l6 In fact, the release of mercury fiom dental amalgams makes the predominent
contribution to human exposure to inorganic mercury, including mercury vapor, in the
general population.l7 Amalgam fillings lose 72% oithe mercury content in 5 years.

14

Friberg L., Kullman L.,Birger L., Nylander M., "Mercury in the central nervous vstem in relation to
amalgamjillings" Lakartidninaen Vo1.83, Issue 7 519-521,1986.
IS
Dental researchers at the University if Iowa in 1979, using a mercury vapor analyzer and new
measurement techniques, found that chewing does release tiny amounts of mercury vapor from fillings,
which ran counter to the prevailing belief that no vapor escapes once the mercury has hardened. Levels of
mercury in the blood and urine correlate with the number of amalgam fillings. Furthermore, autopsies
have indicated that there is more mercury in the brain tissue of corpses with fillings, proving that mercury
finds its way into the brain and body tissues from amalgam fillings. Ref: David Eggleston et al,
" Correlation od dental amalgam with mercury in brain tissue" Research and Education Vol 56, No.6,
Dec 1987; Nylander et al., "Mercury Concentrations in human brain and kidneys in relation to exposure
from dental fillings", Swedish Dental Journal, Vol 11, 1987.
16
Denton, Sandra, " The Mercury Coverup." Health Consciousness Magazine, June 1989.
I' University of Rochester School of Medicine (Thomas Clarkson, D.D.S., John Hurs4M.D.) and the
Karolinska Institute in Stockholm, Sweden (Magnus Nylander, D.D.S. and Lars Friberg, M.D.), the
world's foremost researchers on mercury toxicity.
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Based on the known toxic potentials of mercury and its documented release fiom
dental amalgams, usage of mercury-containing amalgam increases the health risk of
patients, dentists and assisting dental p e r s o ~ e l The
. ~ ~ overt effect on dental personnel is
in evidence by the general lack of calmness, initability and tension observed in the general
dentistry population.
Correlation Between Mercury and Multiple Sclerosis
There is some degree of evidence that the presence of mercury in the brain is a cofactor in the development of multiple sclerosis. Interestingly, patients having multiple
sclerosis are found to have mercury levels eight times higher than neurologically healthy
controls. It is a matter of scientific fact that inorganic mercury is capable of producing
symptoms that are indistinguishablefiom those of multiple sclero~is.'~
Categories of Mercury-induced Pathology
Physicians, dentists and toxicologists who have treated the increasing number of
people with problems associated with mercury have identified six general categories of
pathology: (1) Allergies. Mercury combines with allergens to more readily rupture white
blood cells than with allergens alone, (2) Immunological diseases, (3) Collagen diseases
(fbrther accentuated when dental fluorides are administered, (4) Cardiovascular diseases,
(5) Neurological degeneration and (6) Psychological and behavioral disorders caused by
systemic physiological or neurological damage. It is also interesting that each of the first
five areas uses the element manganese - the action of which is blocked by mercury.
Physiological Toxicology of Mercury in the Human Body
Mercury atoms have a distinct tendency to combine with organelles within the
neuron, eventually killing it. Because of this tendency, mercury rates as a primary cofactor in dementia, especially as expressed in Alzheimer's syndrome. How do the mercury
ions end up in the brain in the first place? Because amalgam fillings contain mercury,
silver, zinc, tin, copper and nickel, electrolytic action is induced in the mouth, which
frequently maintains an acid pH. Electrical charges induced free metallic ions which escape
both in liquid (saliva + mercury atoms) and vapor form. Bacteria, both in the mouth and
the intestinal tract, interact with elemental mercury to form methyl mercury compounds,
which are more than 100 times more toxic than the original mercury in the fillings.
Mercury vapor which makes its way into the nasal sinuses makes its way to the
brain via axonal transport when mercury ions become part of the electrical transport

'*

International Conference of Biocompatibility of Materials, Colorado Springs, Nov 1988. Tacoma,
Washington: Life Sciences Press, Nov 1988.
Ahlrot et al., Nutrition Research, 1985 supplement. Second Nordic Symposium on Trace Elements in
Human Health and Disease, Odense, Denmark,Aug 1987.
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mechanism between neurons. Vapor inhaled into the lungs enters the bloodstream via the
capillaries and spreads systemically throughout the body.
Curiously, when a pregnant human female also has mercury amalgam fillings, the
fetus tends to absorb systemic mercury in a process ironically designed to protect the
mother. Unfortunately in this situation, the human baby emerges with a red blood cell
count 30% higher than the mother, and as mercury readily combines with hemoglobin the
baby is more highly contaminated with mercury. This presents an additional cofactor for
learning disabilities and minimum brain damage, to which vaccines (especially DPT)
contribute once the baby is born. Hemoglobin and hemocrit eleva~ionfrom mercury
exposure, combined with depleted oxygen transport because of the tendency of mercury to
displace oxygen by taking its place in hemoglobin, results in fatigue - chronic fatigue. It is
certain that mercury is a co-factor in chronic fatiguelimmune depression syndrome, as
reversal of fatigue related symptoms and immune depression is known to have been
mediated within two weeks of amalgam removal.
Animal Tests of Systemic Mercury Absorption
In 1989 and 1990, tests were conducted with pregnant sheep in which radioactive
mercury amalgams were inserted. Each sheep had 12 molars filled. Radioactivity was
detected within two days in the jaw bone, lungs, and intestines. Within 140 days, mercury
was detected in the liver, kidneys, spleen, thyroid and pituitary glands, as well as in other
tissues. Mercury was also detected in lambs born to pregnant mothers in the tests, and the
milk of the mothers contained mercury at levels eight times higher than in the blood. The
sheep were fed twice a day, allowing the chewing action to release mercury. The
amalgams implanted in the sheep were smaller than those typically implanted into humans,
indicating that human-size implants cause an even greater problem. This study on sheep
was featured in an episode of 60 Minutes on CBS. Dentists in charge of the American
Dental Association (ADA) predictably reacted to publication of .the study and the
presentation on 60 Minutes, as detailed earlier in this chapter. Doctors at the ADA
complained that "sheep chew more than humans" and that unlike humans, the sheep had
all 12 fillings installed at once. However, at the 1992 Seattle Conference of Clinical
Toxicologists, a Dr. Lorscheider reported finding similar data on mercury toxicity in
monkeys, which chew the same as humans, and found evidence that standard methods
used by dentists to measure mercury exposure (blood, urine) do not look for the presence
of mercury where it resides the most in tissues and organs. Other speakers at the Seattle
Conference supported these findings.

-

Further Data on the 1991 University of Kentucky
Study correlating Mercury Deposition as an Alzheimer Co-factor
Scientists at the University of Kentucky examined autopsied brains of ten
Alzheimer's patients, compared with ten age-matched non-diseased controls, and found
increased ratios between mercury and selenium, as well as increased ratios of mercury and
zinc. Selenium and zinc are utilized by the human brain in a process that serves to protect
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the neurons fiom mercury.The brains of Alzheimer patients had higher levels of mercury,
especially in the cerebral cortex and areas relating to memory retention. Studies conducted
in 1990 and 1991, however, showed results that were even more interesting relative to
trace element imbalances in Alzheimer patients.

The 1991 Study on Trace Element Deficiencies
in the Alzheimer Syndrome Brain

In a study similar to the University of Kentucky that analyzed autopsied brains of
Alzheimer patients and age-matched disease-fiee controls,20trace element concentrations
were analyzed using a technique called instrumental neutron activation analysis. The
elevation of mercury in the Alzheimer patient was the most noticable difference, especially
in an area of the brain called the nucleus basalis of Meynert (nbM), a primary area
involved with retention of memory. This research yielded other interesting results which
may indicate additional mechanisms relating to mercury-caused neurological alteration in
the brain. It was noticed that (1) the interaction of mercury with the essential trace
elements selenium and zinc, which diminish in the presence of mercury, result in a
deficiency of these two essential elements and lead to cellular dysfunction, (2) cell
membranes of neurons become bound up with mercury, interfering with enzyme activity
and causing increased membrane permeability and leading to an altered ability to regulate
the flow of elemental or molecular ions, morphological changes or cell death2' (3)
mercury binds to tubulin, a protein subunit of microtubules in the bra#,
causing
cytoskeletal abnormalities which fbnctionally clog the microtubules between brain cells,
and (4) a decrease in protein synthesis, as well as RNA and DNA levels, takes place,
cutting down the informational transfer for the growth of new brain cells, inhibiting the
growth of new brain cells. All in all, mercury in dental amalgams destroys the existing
brain, the existing memory and prevents new brain cells fiom being made. The fact that
this research is known and the process is allowed to continue indicates that it is being done
intentionally. By the year 2020 we will have 60 million people in the United States over
the age of 65, 12 million of whom will probably have Alzheimers syndrome from
deposition of mercury and aluminum, according to the latest projections.
The 1990 Brain Research Study on Alzheimer's and Heavy Metals
A study carried out in 1990 by three psychiatrists23 was conducted to determine
the trace elements composition and imbalances in the brains of patients with Alzheimer's.
Bjorkland, G. "Mercury as a potential source for the etiology of Aizheimer's disease." (1991).
Could this be a cwert reason why both mercury and aluminum salts are used as adjuvants in vaccines?
Tubulin is a protein substance that is essential for the formation of neurofibril matrix between neurons
consisting of finger-like dendrite spines believed to play a part in long-term memory. If tubulin processes
are interfered with, neurofibrillaxy tangles are produced which is exactly what is found in the brain of
Alzheimer patients. Studies with rats have also confirmed this mechanism 'and the role mercury in this
process.
23 Wenstrup et al, "Trace element imbalances in isolated subcellular hctions of Alzheimer's disease
brains", Brain Research, Vol553, p125-13 1, 1990.
20
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The brains fiom ten autopsied Alzheimer's patients and 12 control patients of the same
age without Alzheimer's were evaluated. The most significant imbalance of metals found
in the Alzheimer patients was an elevated mercury level and an elevated level of bromine.
Levels of mercury were especially sigmficant in the cerebral cortex, especially in
an area called the nucleus basalis of Meynert, a primary center of memory retention.
Short term memory loss is initially the most common complaint. Researchers have also
found significant levels of mercury in the hippocampus and amygdala, which are also
structures that relate to memory.
Mechanisms of Neural Alteration from Mercury
Intensive scientific research on this subject has revealed the nature of neural
alteration that occurs because of the long-term presence of heavy metals, especially
mercury, in the human brain. (1) The elevation of mercury in the brain interferes and
inhibits protein synthesis, and causes a general reduction in the neural levels of DNA and
RNA, which are the carriers of genetic information, (2) Since mercury binds to a
substance called tubulin, a protein subunit of microtubules that run between brain cells,
the microtubules become cloggedz4 , (3) Mercury binds with the cell membranes of the
neurons themselves, interfering with sodium and potassium enzyme function, causing
excess membrane permeability, especially in terms of the blood-brain barrier25, which
promotes entry of materials into the brain that would not ordinarily be a problem. It is for
this reason that vaccines contain adjuvant compounds containing mercury (and
aluminum). It is one of the revelations that supports the concept that the medical
industrial complex has known about this all along and has been intentionally pumping
h e q metals into the population. ( 4 ) Mercury interacts with trace elements zinc and
selenium, causing shortages of these important trace elements which subsequently diminish
neural and immune system capabilities. There is no doubt in the minds of scientists that
mercury, acquired mostly from seafood (fiom industrial pollution) and mercury amalgam
dental implants, plays a definitive role in neurological deteriorization in Alzheimers
syndrome.
Interesting Parallels with the Early German discovery of Mercury Effects
and the Inculcation of the Prussian Educational System in the United States
It is interesting that much of the early (1920's) definitive research that determined
the effect of mercury on the brain was done in Germany, indicating that mercury
implantation might have later been included as part of the generalized plan to inhibit
24 In fact, when mecury binds with tubulin, it results in neurofibrillary tangles between neurons instead of
clear microtubules. Neurofbrillary tangles are always seen in the brain of Alzheimer's patients. Extensive
studies have also been conducted on rats to check this evidence.
ZS Less than lppm mercury absorbed into the bloodstream can impair the blood-brain barrier. Ref:
Koller,L.D. "Immunotoxicologyof heavy metalsn International Journal of Immunophannacology, Vol 2,
p.269, 1980; Koller L.D., "Immunosuppression produced by lead, cadmium and mercury" American
Journal Vet. Rex, Vol34, p1457, 1973.
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neurological activity in the population. It is also interesting to note that the Prussian
system of education inculcated into the United States was designed to reduce the thought
capacity of the general population, while preserving an elite one percent at the top.
Coincidence? I don't think so. It is also interesting, in light of this, that Germany has
banned the use of mercury amalgam implants, but the German-based scientific technocracy
in the United States encourages it. They can ban mercury in paint (1991) but they can't
ban it from the mouth.
Federal Drug Administration Collusion in the Mercury Coverup
One of the interesting statements by the American Dental Association is that "the
Food and Drug Administration in 1987 classfled mercury amalgam as a Class I dental
device." The FDA rules state that all "dental devices" must be certified as safe and
effective. Class I is the safest. Class II requires general performance standards. Class 111
requires special controls to insure a reasonable degree of safety.
The fact of the matter is that the ADA statement is not accurate. Research
indicates that the FDA does not certlfy mercury amalgam as safe - only the alloy that the
dentists mixes with it. Amazingly, the FDA certifies liquid mercury itself as a Class I
"device". The U.S. Department of Health and Human Services states that "the mailable
research evidence is not specific enough or strong enough to make sound
pronouncements about the human health rishfi.om &ntal amalgam. The potential for
efJects at levels of exposure prochrced by dental amalgam restorations has not been
adequately studied." According to FDA mandates, a device where imfJicient
information exists must be classified under Class Ill. The fact that mercury liquid is
class~fiedas Class I and amalgam itself actually remains unclassiped, means that the
manufacturer is not required tofurnish proof of sqfety. Without scient~pcproof provided
by the manufacturer, complaints about mercury amalgam end up nowhere. In 1991, the
FDA Dental Products Panel agreed with the HHS determination that "sufJicient scientific
&fa does not exist to allow a conclusion" as to whether mercury amalgam is a health risk
to patients." A Health and Human Services report in 1993 refers to the existance of
hundreds of complaints about adverse reaction to mercury amalgam as "anecdotal" and
"bogus." Conspiratorial criminal negligence? Yes. The only thing to be gained is the
gradual mental degeneration of the population. But, why would they want to do that?
The Swedish Conclusion
Several determinations made by Sweden in 1986 and the 1990's have already been
mentioned, but one determination not yet mentioned occurred in 1987. Sweden's National
Department of Health engaged an expert committee in 1987 to review the safety aspects
of mercury amalgam. According to the committee, '?om the toxicologicalpoint of view,
mercury is too toxicfor use as a filling material, and dentists should use other materials
as soon as they are available." It is this determination which contributed heavily to the
Swedish ban on the use of mercury in dental restorations.
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The American Dental Association position on amalgam
is condemned by the International Academy of Oral Medicine
The ADA's "Special Report", in fact, is so ludicrous that it attracted the attention
of the International Academy of Oral Medicine and Toxicology, who in 1990 published a
"Scientific Response to the American Dental Association's Special Report and Statement
of Confidence for Dental Amalgam7' in their publication In Vivo, No. 9. According to the
International Academy's response, "It is the conclusion of this Academy that the ADA
S~ecialRe~ortmisinforms dental ~atientsregarding the potential risks. and could leave
dentists ar risk of legal liablity and guilty of negligent misrepresentation. Given the
inconsistencies between scientific facts and this ADA Special Re~ort.the International
Academv of Oral Medicine and Toxicologv has serious concerns regard in^ the ADA's
lack of scientific rigor and the tendency to misinform the dental profession and. therebv,
the ~ubiicat large. regarding the established scientific facts about amalgam safety. This
failure has resulted in inadequate protection to the public and inade~uatelvDrotects the
membership of the ADA fiom personal liability due to amalgam usage."
The American Dental Association Promotes
Poisoning the Population as an "Ethical Act"
The American Dental Association does not care. They recently changed the "ADA
Principles of Ethics and Code of Professional Conduct" to say, "the removal of amalgam
restorations from the non-allergic patient for the alleged purpose of removing toxic
substances from the bo&, when such treatment is performed solely at the
recommendation or suggestion of the dentist, is improper and unethical." In other words,
to the ADA a dentist is "being unethical" if he dares to remove a toxic substance from the
body, implying that the ADA considers implanting toxic substances as being "ethical."
What kind of a mind set would consider it ethical to poison 100 million people a
year? The mind set born in the biomedical technocracy of Nazi Germany and imported to
the United States. Since the toxic effect of mercury amalgam was known in Germany in
1926 (just as the fact that vaccines produce encephalitis was known by the AMA in 1926
and published in their journal of that year), one can only conclude that to knowingly
poison 100 million people a year is contributory to genocide and constitutes a criminal
offense. When will the people band together as a community and "just say no" and demand
a halt to this process?
Written Consent to Be Poisoned
Another by-product of ADA dictates is that it puts the dentist in a very tenuous
positions. Dentists are prohibited from making scientific knowlege available to patients,
which has them essentially violating their own code of ethics and violating the right of the
patient to hlly informed consent. California has now passed legislation to require dentists
to acquire written informed consent fiom patients. If patients are truly given accurate
scientific information, why would anyone consent?

-
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The American Dental Association
on Mercury Amalgam
April 1990 ADA Journal

Special Report: 'When Your Patients Ask About Mercury in Amalgam"
1. "Scientific studies of dental amalgam in tooth restoration have been
carefdly conducted for more than 100 years."

Note: The implication of the above statement is that they have been studying the
safety of mercury amalgam for 100 years. No such studies exist. Only studies of strength
and durability have been done. The reason? Mercury is toxic and it is impossible to have a
valid study that proves it to be non-toxic. When dentists first grouped together in 1830
and formed the American Society of Dental Surgeons, dentists were required to sign a
pledge afbning the scientific reality of the toxicity of amalgam fillings. In general, dentists
who were kicked out of the ASDS because they used the cheap and toxic amalgam ended
up forming the Amercan Dental Association in 1859. A German study in 1926 affirmed
the toxicity of mercury amalgam.' Why does the ADA persist in its unqualified
endorsement of a toxic substance? Because of its contribution to human disease and the
coffers of the medical, pharmaceutical and chemical industries, and of course the pocket of
the dentist.
2. "Amalgam restorations continue to be shown safe for the vast majority
of dental patients. For the vast majority of patients, the benefits of
using amalgam restorations fhr outweigh any risks."

Note: This statement is a direct fabrication. No one has ever or will ever show that
mercury amalgam fillings are safe. Ironically, the beneBts to the medical industrial
complex outweigh any risks to the patient. The whole issue of the use of toxic substances
and suppression of effects is an issue of gross criminal negligence and criminal conspiracy.
3. "If there were any proven health hazard, dentists would immediately
stop using amalgam."

Note: A study published in the December 12, 1990 issue of the CRA Newsletter of
10,000 dentists revealed that only 39% are concerned about mercury amalgam implants
but 94% continue to insert them into patients. Why? So as not to buck the ADA and draw
attention to themselves. The ADA receives over $27 million in annual dues fiom 140,000
members (72% of all licensed dentists). It contributed $897,000 to both Republican and
Democratic candidates in 1988 specific candidates that would help defend the continued
use of toxic fluoride and mercury implants. Another survey conducted in 1990 found that
half of all Americans think mercury_fi.omamalgams is dangerous. It is a well known fact
that dentists deliberately price non-amalgam fillings higher than amalgam fillings in an
effort to keep the mercuv being pumped into the population. If you look closely, the

-

' Stock, A. "Die Gefahrlichkeit des quecksilberdampfes"Z Angew Chem.1926, Vol39, pp461-488.
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ADA does not certzfi dental amalgam as safe - they only c e r t ~ hthe & that the dentist
mixes with mercury as safe. Because the ADA cannot and does not certzfi the amalgam
but only the alloy, the ADA seeks to evade acountability. According to the ADA, ' k e
cannot cert2fL a reactionproduct made by the dentist." So, the dentist is the "fall guy" for
the ADA and also suffers fiom the effect of the mercury.
4. "After more than a century of thorough testing, no scientifically
reliable study has found the mercury component of amalgam to
present a threat to the general health of dental patients."

5. "There is no scientifically sound evidence linking amalgam restorations
to any general medical disorder."

Note: Both of these statements are outright lies. Mercury from dental amalgam has
been linked to dozens of physiological problems in hundreds of studies worldwide. I have
seen literally hundreds of references with indicate the severe physiological damage that
mercury amalgam causes to the human body, both on a short term and long term basis especially on the human brain.
6. "Mercury is made virtually harmless when it combines with the other
metals used to produce amalgam."

7. "Mercury is not poisonous when used in dental amalgam. Alone, in the
form scientists call elemental mercury and the public sometimes calls
quicksilver, mercury is toxic at high concentrations. However, when
mercury is combined with other metals, such as silver, tin and copper,
it reacts with them to form a biologically inactive substance."

Note: Both of the above statements have absolutely no scientific validity and
constitute outright fiaud and deception.
8. 'We absorb mercury all the time. It enters the body through the foods
we eat, as well as through the air we breathe and through out dnnkrng
water."

Note: Even the WHO'S expert committee on mercury in 1991 found that dental
fillings are the primary source of exposure to mercury in the general population,
exceeding exposure to mercuryfrom all other sources. The ADA statement is deceptive
fraud and negligent.
9. "Eventually, the body rids itself of mercury through the urine, but there
is always a very low level of mercury present in the human system."

Note: The presence of mercury in the body actually depresses the viability of the
kidneys - as much as 60%. The ADA even contradicts the above statement in the ADA

-
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Journal, Vo14, 1990, on page 396: 'there appears to be little correlation between mercury
levels in urine, blood, or hair, and toxic effects."

10. "An allergc reaction to amalgam is so uncommon that it involves less
than 1% of the general population. Unless a patient is truly allergic to
dental amalgam, dental researchers caution concerned patients
to
have their amalgam restorations replaced."
Note: The above statement misleads the public by equating absence of allergic
reaction with safety, which is absurd. It is also interesting that the 1974 ADA approved
textbook said, "a toxic reaction from absorption of mercury from dental amalgam has been
reported in a number of cases." Anyway, mercury poisoning is the problem - not allergic
reaction. Allergic reaction to mercury, according to published studies, increases with the
length of time of exposure to mercury. Mercury poisoning begins right away.
11. "The strongest and most convincing support we have for the safety
of dental amalgam is the fact that each year more than 100 million
amalgam fillings are placed in the United States."
Note: This sounds like a statement from Forrest Gump. The implication here is
that something that poisons a person slowly over time, because its effect is not necessarily
immediate or obvious, qualifies it as safe. It is a stupid, ignorant statement indicative of a
very childlike mentality. The degree of the crime does not excuse or justi@ the crime.
12. Research given in support of the position of the ADA:
1) Reinhardt, J.W., "Risk Assessment of Mercury Exposure
from Dental Amalgams", Journal Public Health Dentistry
Vol48, pp172-177, 1988.
2) Langanm D.C., Fan, P.L., Hoos, A.A. 'The Use of Mercury
in Dentistry: A Critical Review of the Recent Literature."
Journal of the American Dental Association, Vol 115,
pp. 867-880, 1987.
3) Fan, P.L.,"Safi of Amalgam". Canadian Dental Assn
Journal, Vol 15, p34-36, 1987.
4) "The Mercury Scare". Consumer Reports, March 1986.
5) "Council on Dental Materials, Instruments, and Equipment
and Council on Dental Therapeutics. Safety of Amalgam:
An update." Joumal of the ADA, Vol 119, p.204, 1989.
Note: According to experts, none of the studies above contain any original
research, but consist of media reports or review artucles discussing other people's
research papers. No primary research papers cited concluded that mercury amalgam was
safe. An interesting thing is that the same ploy is used by "experts" in defense of
electromagnetic fields, fluorides and just about every other area we have examined.
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Some Effects of Mercury on Human Physiology
1. Research indicates that mercury will penetrate the blood-brain barrier around
the brain the thin membrane which acts to separate the blood fiom the functional
elements of the central nervous system. The blood-brain barrier, as well as being a physical
barrier to undesirable metabolic materials outside the brain, also has other regulatory
functions which control passage of select biological substances fiom the blood to the
nervous system. Impairment of the blood-brain barrier can occur with absorption of less
than 1 part per million (4.Oppm) of mercury ions. The impairment occurs literally within
hours of exposure, permitting entry of substances in the blood that would otherwise be
excluded.

-

2 Studies of biochemical changes in the nervous system resulting fiom mercury
seem to indicate a selective inhibition of protein and a great reduction of amino acids being
incorporated into brain tissue.
..

3. All mercury compounds cause the same type of structural damage to the brain,
but to different extents.

4. Methyl mercury released fiom amalgam produces complex changes in the
metabolic response of the brain, suggesting impairment of metabolic control. The
alterations in brain metabolism occur at dosesfar below those p r h c i n g toxicity in rats.
5. Human autopsy studies have revealed brain damage in persons exposed to both
organic and inorganic mercury compounds.
6. Neurological disturbances fiom mercury amalgam consist mainly of mild tremor,

failure of muscle coordination and irregular movement, sensory and visual loss of acuity.
7. The central nervous system appears to be the first to exhibit functional
disturbance. The toxic effects are produced after the body converts the elemental mercury
vapor into murcuric ions.

8.Progressive constriction of the visual fields, o$en progressing to blindness, has
been reported repeatedly in almost all signtficant exposures of humans to mercury.
9. Even at low concentrations, methyl mercury inhibits the synaptic uptake of the
neurotransmitters doparnine, noradrenaline and serotonin. These substances are
effectively prevented from getting into the CNS and performing their functions. It is
interesting to note that Parkinsons disease results from an impairment of dopamine in the
brain. A study in 1981 reviewed six cases of mercury exposure and subsequent
development of Parkinsons disease.
10. The effect on the kidneys fiom mercury is well documented in scientific
literature. Mercury, therefore, is "nephrotoxic" (toxic to the kidneys). Pathological
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biochemical damage was found in the kidneys of various animals who had been exposed to
mercury in concentrations below those levels presently considered as ''safe" by WHO.
Another significant fact is the animals appeared to be outwardly healthy.
11. Chronic exposure to mercury may cause an excess of serum proteins in the
urine which may progress to nephrotic syndrome, a condition characterized by massive
edema, heavy proteinura and peculiar susceptibility to infections that break into and
modzh the course of any pre-existing disease.
12.Mercury fillings can contribute to a higher level of mercury in the blood.
13. Mercury adversely affects the hnctioning of the heart. In many cases the
vascular response to norepinepherine and potassium chloride is blocked by the presence of
mercury compounds. Mercury also blocks the entry of calcium ions into the cytoplasm.
14. Exposure to mercury compounds has been found to increase cardiovascular
impairment.
15. Electrocardiograph (ECG) readings are abnormal in cases of organic mercurial
poisoning.
16. A study in 1983 reported that chronic mercury exposure in rats led to
interference with catecholamine (adrenaline, epinephrine, dopamine, norepinephrine)
reactivity levels.

17. Mercury appears to have a pronounced effect on the endocrine system.
Endocrine substances are excreted by various glands in the body, and these glands control
or iduence almost all of the body processes. Some of the endrocrine secretions are
hormones (steroids, peptides, and amino acids). The steroid and peptide hormones have a
half-life varying fiom 5 to 100 minutes and circulate in the blood plasma. Some of the
glands that excrete endocrine sybstances are the pituitary, thyroid, adrenals, parathyroid,
pancreas, gonads, pineal body and the paraganglia. Research indicates that the pituitary
and thyroid glands display an amazing afJinity for the accumulation of mercury.
Concentrations of mercury in the pituitary and thyroid glands were much higher than that
found in the kidney, brain or liver tissues in humans. Evidence seems to indicate a drastic
decrease in the production of thyroid hormones when mercury is in evidence. Low
mercury concentations result in hormonal shifts and thyroid dyshnction.
18. The t e o i d gland will absorb an increasing amount o f nuclear radiation fiom
all sources under the influence o f the pesence o f mercury
19. Animals poisoned with methyl mercury exhibit stress intolerance and
decreased sexual activie. The data indicates im-wirment o f the adrenal and testicular
steroid hormone secretions. The level of mercury in tissue required to cause the endocrine
abnormalities is lower than those levels associated with overt neurological dysfunction.
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20. Methyl mercury is known to diminish sexual activity in birds and mammals. It
also causes subnormal -fertiliv and spermatogenesis (sperm production) in rats and
impaired growth.
21. Mercury can produce contact demititis and Addison's disease (reduced
fbnction of the adrenal glands. Some of the symptoms are progressive anemia, low blood
pressure, diarrhea and disgestive disturbances.
22. Mercury has distinct effects on the immune system, especially the white blood
cells (leukocytes) referred to as lymphocytes, of which there are two types, T cells and B
cells. T-cells are produced in the thymus gland and B-cells are thought to be produced in
the bone marrow. High frequencies of chromosomal aberrations have been observed in
lymphocytes exposed to mercury ions. In other words, the presence of mercury alters the
genetic code in the immune system. Other effects of mercury on white blood cells include
chromosomal breakage, alteration of mitosis (cell reproduction) and death of white blood
cells, as well as a drop in T-cell production.
23. Methyl mercury has an injurious effect on the fetal nervous system even at
levels far below that considered to be toxic in adults. The concentration of methyl mercury
in fetal blood is about 20% higher than that of the mother. Still births and the incidence of
fetal birth defects exhibit positive correlation with background levels of mercury.
24. Symptoms of congenital disease from methyl mercury include: intelligence
disturbances, prirnative reflexes, disturbances in body growth, speech ficulties, limb
deformity, and hyperkinesia (hyperactivity resulting from brain damage). Abnormally small
heads and mental retardation were present in 60% of cases.

25. During the 1971 incident in Iraq where mothers were exposed to methyl
mercury through contaminated food, mothers were studied for a five year period following
the exposure. Defects in babies whose mother had been exposed to methyl mercury
included CNS damage, cerebral palsy, a greater death rate among babies, delayed mental
development, delayed motor development, small head circumference, exaggeration of
reflexes and delayed speech development.
26. The reaction of adults during the 1971 Iraqi incident included headache, sleep
disturbances, dizziness, irritability, emotional instability, mania and depression. Mercury
binding compounds did not seem to have an effect in enhancing recovery fiom depressive
states caused by mercury toxicity.
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1. Mercurv ~enetratesthe blood-brain barrier around the brain. and as little as one
part Der million can i m ~ a i this
r bamer, ~ e r m i t t i nentrv
~ of substances in the blood
that would otherwise be excluded. (Chang and Hartman, 1972; Chang and Burkholder,
1974).

2. The effect of mercurv on the nervous svstem selectivelv inhibits rotei in and
amino acid absomtion into brain tissue. (Yoshino et al.,1966; Steinwall, 1969;
Steinwall and Snyder, 1969; Cavanagh and Chen, 1971).
3. Mercurv inhibits the svna~ticu ~ t a k eof neurotransmitters in the brain and can
produce subseauent deveio~mentof Parkinson's disease.

Ohlson and Hogstedt, "Parkinsons Disease and Occupational Eiposure to Organic
Solvents, Agricultural Chemicals and Mercury" Scandinavian Journal of Work
Environment Health Vo17 No.4 : 252-256,198 1.
4. Mercurv is ne~hrotoxic(toxic to the kidnevs) and causes ~athoiogicaldamage.

Nicholson et al, "Cahium andMkrcury Nephrotoxicig Nature Vol304:633, 1983.
"

5. Chronic exDosure to mercurv mav cause an excess of serum rotei ins in the urine
which mav Droeress to ne~hroticmndrome and ~eculiarsusce~tibilitvto infections
that break into and modifk the course of anv d re-existing disease.
Friberg et al, 1953 "Kidhey Injury a f i r chronic exposure to inorganic mercury"
Archives of Environmenal Health Vol l5:64, 1967; Kazantis et al, 1962 "Albumimrriaand
the Nephrotic Sundrome Following &pourre to Mercury" Ouarterlv Journal of Medicine
Vol 3 1: 403-41 8, 1962; Joselow and Goldwater, 1967 "Absopion and Excretion of
Mercury in Man and Mercury Content of "normal" Human Tissues" Archives of
Environmental Health Vol 15:64, 1967.
6. Mercurv fillinps can contribute to a higher level of mercurv in the blood. and can

affect the function in^ of the heart, change the vascular resDonse to noreuine~herine
and ~otassiumchloride. and block the entrv of calcium ions into the cvtodasm.
Abraham et al, 1984 T h e EfSect of Dental Amalgam Restorations on Blood Mercury
Levels Journal of Dental Research Vol63 No. 1:71-73,1984; Kuntz et al, "Maternal and
Cord Blood Background Mercury Levels: A Longrtudinal Surveillance" American
Journal of Obstetrics and Gynecology Vol 143 No. 4: 440-443, 1982; Joselow et al, 1972;
Mantyla and Wright, 1976; Trakhtenberg, 1968; Oka et al, 1979.
"
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7. Mercurv exDosure from amal~amsleads to interference with brain catecholamine
reactivitv levels, has a ~ronouncedeffect on the human endocrine svstem, and
accumulates in both the thvroid and ~ituitarvalands, reducina ~roductionof
i m ~ o r t a n hormones.
t

Carmignani, Finelli and Boscolo, 1983; Kosta et al, 1975; Trakhtenberg, 1974.
8. Mercurv induces the thvroid aland to absorb an increasina amount of nuclear
radiation from the environment. (Trakhtenberg, 1974.)
9. Mercurv can i m ~ a i the
r adrenal and testicular steroid hormone secretions, cause
intolerance for stress and decreased sexual abilitv. In rats, it causes subnormal
fertilitv and sDerm ~roduction.(Burton and Meikle, 1980; Khera, 1973; Stoewsand et

al, 1971; Lee and Dixon, 1975; Thaxton and Parkhurst, 1973.)
10. Mercurv in the bodv can ~ r o d u c econtact dermititis and reduced function of the
adrenal alands (Addison's disease), ~roducin? ~ r o ~ r e s s i vanemia,
e
low blood
pressure, diarrhea and di~estivedisturbances. (Alomar et al, 1983.)

11. Mercurv has a distinct effect on the human immune svstem, es~eciallvthe white
blood cells. Mercurv ions have been observed to cause chromosomal aberrations and
alters the cellular aenetic code. Mercurv has the abilitv to induce chromosomal
breakaae, alter cellular mitosis, cause a d r o ~in T-cell ~roductionand kill white
blood cells.

Vershaeve et al, 1976; Popescu et al, 1979; Skerfiing et al, 1970,1974; Fiskesjo, 1970.
12. Mercurv has an effect on the fetal nervous-svstem, even at levels far below that
considered to be toxic in adults. Backmound levels of mercurv in mothers correlate
with incidence of fetal birth defects and still births.

Reuhl and Chang, 1979;Clarkson et al, 1981; Marsh et al, 1980; Tejning, 1968; Kuntz,
W.D., Pitkin, R.M., Bostrum, A.W., and Hughes M.S., The American Journal of
Obstetrics and Gynecology Vol 143 No.4:440-443,1982.
13. Mercurv in the human bodv can contribute to intelliaence disturbances. speech
difliculties. limb deformitv, and hv~erkinesia(hv~eractivitvresulting from brain
damage). Abnormallv small heads and retardation were resent in 60% of cases.

Arnin-Zaki and Clarkson, et al, 1979.
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Pathological and Psychological Mercury Poisoning Symptoms
Psychological
~(Tb
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Little did these -people
realize that the
US would ignore foreign actions on

Ban on ~ e i E - - F v
Around Corner.
O n Octaber 6 the Swedieh gove r n m e n t took action banning 'eilver" (mercury amalgam) filling6
f o r t o o t h d e c a y . a f t e r 199 1-8
move t h a t many hope will trigger
similar action in other countries,
eepecially the United Stntcs.
T h e queetion ie not 11, but how
roon, we can ban mercury amalgam,'
raid Keratin Niblaeus, director of
Sweden's Chemical Inepection Divieion which has sent the government
a lirt of 10 hazardous chemicnlemercury included-which rhould k
removed from public access.
For more t h a n two y e a r s , Tlre
SPOTLIQHT har alerted readerr to
the toxicity and eneuing health dangem of recalled rilver fillings. More
than 60 percent or all the mmalgams
that dentirb routinely put into people'r m o u t h ir mercury-more poisonour Lo humans than lead. According l o Swededo Mat. Hanron, PhD,
a leader in the anti-amalgam movement, rome people react so reverely
to mercury they are almost totally
incmpacihted. Not long ago. Dr. llaneon reported the link between micromercurialirm and multiple rcleroair.
,
In hia recent prera releare, lianson rtated ar follows:
Tbo uro of rmrl#mm rs a donlal
'

liliing muel ceame. A m a i # m r conlaion mercury, w h l e b w h e n dl..
oolvmd Into lhw h u m a n body, w o n
In m l n l m d amount*. Iw rwwoclrtrcl
4 t h much health problomo mo t h d nomo, lack of rppotlte, Infocllonr,

Jolnt and mumela pdn. aartrolnloollnml mad coneenlrmllon dlrturbmncr A1 hisher Iovelr of toslcity,
(hers will bo bebrvloral mnd permoudlty cbmnsee. A l w tho immune
eymlom can bo affcctod rlnea car. lmln whlta blood celtr mre reduced
la oumber. And (hero I. potentld
for d u c e d Udney function.

In 1985, the Swediah Health and
Welfare Board appointed a group of
expert8 to examine'the r i ~ kof lowlevel cxpoeure to mercury. T l ~ c i rdetermination: Mercury smalgam le an
unsuitable dcntul filling from a toxicological point of view and should be
diecontinued-eepecially for pregnnnt women where there ie a rtrong
risk of fctnl damnge.
LONO-LASTINO DAMAGE

O t h e r European inveetigatora
etudying t h e problem h a v e confirmed t h o long-larting d a m a g e
traceable b mercury. In ono Cerrnan
rtudy of 200 patienla who had from
one to 22 fillingr, clear evidence of
chronic poisoning rtarted after a i r
years. Patienlm with 10 or more fillingr Itave suflered l h e moat tormenting problemr. Among other reriour
ride d e c b of amalgam-induced mereury poisoning mre the likelihqod of
zinc deficiency and that othor poiaonour metal8 like lead, cadmium.
and arrenic will alro k retained in
the body b a higher degree.
According to pre.viourly unpubliehed data,.B8 percent of patients
with amalgam fillings r u h r rome
delrimental enect. Among care reports: A nine-year-old girl who had
live amdgom fillingr in one year became extremely agitated, muffered .
reizurer and lost contact with her
rurroundinge; a 30-year-old female
nulTered continuous and debilitnting
l~endncherand low back and abdominal-pain until removal of 11 amalgem fillirrgr a n d chelation t r s a t menb.
A 33-year-old female w i t h 14
a m a l g a m filling8 over a 26-year
period felt very tired, old, depreeeed,
had corwtant vertigo, sick feelings,
concentration dificultier and relnted
probletna. She complained about bad
h a t e and smell, abdominal pain, diarrhea and periodic arrhythmia0 and
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prove until removal of d l amaigam
fillings and chelation.
Even a f t e r a m a l g a m removal
health problem8 frequently perrirt.
I n certain treated n s e , Tar inatance,
severe mlgrains headacher eontinued tor four monthr.
T h o danger of mercury toxicity
docs not end with t h e dental patient,
t h e experta noted. pointing out the
occupational health problems related.
t o amnlgam handling aflecting all
dental personnel working with t h e
substance. Polishing or amalgnms,
which ~enerates'Trictionand hent;
greatly encalates mercury vnpor re:
lease according to one dental school
'i
studv.
w h e n Unlvernity o r Minnesota
School of D e n t i s t r y r e r e h r c h e r r
rcreened 1,166 (1,002 males and 163
females) dentlab tor u n d e k c k d cardiac arrhythmias a t the 1988 World
Dentnl Meeting a r part of the Annual Slealth Evaluation Program, they
Tourid 14 percent of thoae dehtints
s c r e e n e d h a d a n a b n o r m n l EKG
showing one o r more arrhythminn.
while 4 perccnt screened wcre iclcntified a s having an arrhythmia that

needed further medical follow-up:
'bvo dentinb wcre honpitnlited with
potentinlly life-threatening disorderr
that had not bean prwiourly Identified.
In addition, there la considernble
environmental damrge. Data collected in flamburg and ilcrlin h a s revealed nt lenrt 13 percent of the mercury in refure water originaka troni
dental clinicr. The 100 d e n h l clinicr
in Slamburg d u m p 800 pound8 of
m e r c u r y i n t o local water. eoch
year-nn
alarming report t h a t
ahould be enllcd to Lhe attention o f
American environmental omciala,
connidering the ever-increaning cow
tamination 0lU.S. rivers and lakes.
One prominent Berlin internist,
Dr. Mnx Dnunderer, has .stated thnt
the evidence againrt anlalgam fillings ia no mnclusive their use should .
immedintely be considered evidence
o t malprnclico.
And where standn the Amcrican
Dental Association (ADA)?
Derpile all the rcientific validation
docurncnting the seriounners o t mercury vnpor toxins released from filli n g ~ and
,
the very real pokntial Tor
irreveraiblc damage, t h e ADA h a s
categorized the issue as a 'frivoloua
cnncern' and persistently aupportn
tho cotllint~edu,ne or mercury otnulgnm fillingn with fnnatical dcvotion.
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Material Safety Data Sheet from Dental Mercury Provider
-The mercury will later be mixed into an amalgam by the fall-guy- tbe dentist
MERCURY

-3aterialSafety Data Sheet
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SECTION 2 HAZAVDOUS INCREDIENTSADLNTITY
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SECTION 3 - PHYSlCAL dr CHEMICAL CHARACI'ERISTICS

Solubility
~ W I W

Insoluble

Rtacc~v~c)
~n
Water

Silver-White, Heavy Mobile,

Mdt~ng

L ~ ~ u Metal
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SECTION 4 FIRE & EXPLOSION DATA
Flash

Rint

N/4.

C.

A U ~ O - ~ ~ i c i o nN/A
tnnpnlun

und

Extiamilhn

M*i

74392 4

-38 F (-39 C)

.

Flammable Lirnita LEL
in Air P by Vdunn h r

M.lbad

CIS
NO

N/A..
...

UEL
Umcr
..

Dry Chemical, Carbon Dioxide, Water Spray or Foam
(1984 Emerqencv Resorise Cuidebmk. WT P 5800.31

SECTION 5- PHYSICAL HAZARDS (REACTIVITY DATA)
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HEALTH HAZARDS

Flush v ~ t hrunning v a t e r f o r 15 o h . including under the e y e l i d s .
Rcwve.eontaoinated clothing. Wash a f f e c t e d a r e a with aoap and water.
'itrhalat on: Rewve to. f resh a i r . Restore and/or support b r e a t h i n g a s needed. Adrinister:
0
m
h
-.
p n e u o n i t is.
In e s t i ~ G
. a s t r i c lovage with 5 % s o l u t i o n Of sodium fo-ldehyde
sulforylste. tollokid
- h Z NaHCO3. and finally l e a v e 250 cc o f the s o d i m fo-ldrhyde
s u l f o ~ ~ l a it ne the
sz-ch.
Seek medical a s s i s t a n c q f o r f u r t h e r treatment. observation and support.

SKIN CONTACT: Irritant/Sensitizer/Neurotoxin/Nephrotoxin.
Acute Exposure
May cause redness a ~ dirritation. Sensitization Dermititis
may occur i n previously exposed workers. Substance may be absorbed through
intact skin causing anuria.
EYE CONTACT: Irritant. Acute Exposure - Contact may cause irritation. Solutions are corrosive
and may cause corneal injury or burns. Chronic Exposure Mercury may be
deposited in the lens of the eye, causing visual disturbances.
INGESTION: lIeurotoxic/Nephrotoxic. Acute Exposure When ingested, necrosis
begins immediately in the mouth, throat,eso~hagus, and stunach. Within a few
minutes, violent pain, profuse vomiting, and severe purging may occur. Patient
may die within a few minutes from fluid/electrolyte losses and peripheral vascular
collapse, b ~ tdeath (from uremia) is usually delayed 5 to 12 days.
1XiAi16i: Irritant/Snsitizer/Neurotoxin. 28 MG/M3 imnediately dangerous to life or health.
Acute Exposure Inh rlation of a high concentration of mercury vapor can cause almost
imediate dyspnea, cfwgh, fever, nausea and vomiting, diarrhea, stomatitis, salivation and
mtallic taste. Symptoms may resolve or may progl;ess to necrotizing bronchiolitis.&ne~nitis,
pulmonary edema, and pneunothorax. T h s syndrome is often fatal in children. ~cidosisand
renal damage with re'cral failure may occur. Inhaling volatile organic mercurials in high concentrations causes wtallic taste, dizziness, clunsiness, slurred speech, diarrhea, and
sometimes, fatal-con:ulsions. Chronic Exposure Inhalation of mercury vapor, dusts, over a
long period causes'rn~rcurialism. Findings extremely variable & include tremors, salivation,
stomatitis, looseniny of teeth, blue lines on.guns, pain & mmbness in extremities, nephritis,
'diarrhea, anxiety, hcadach, weight loss, anorexia, anental depression, insomnia, irritability
& instability, hal1u:inations
and evidence of mental deterioration.
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-
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SECTION 7 SPEClAL PRECAUTIONS AND SPILUtEAK PROCEDURES
S t o r e i n cloned unbre;:kable c o n t a i n e r r (polyethylene)-in a c o o l , dry, e l l - v e n t i l a t m d
nrca away from S o u r i e s of heat. P r o t e c t c o n w i n e r s from p h y r i c a l damage.
Mercury e v a p o r a t e s vei.y slowly. S p i l l e d Hg forms many t i n y g l o b u l e s t h a t w i l l evaporate
f a s t e r t h a n a s i n g l e pool and can develop a i i g n i f i c a n t c o n c e n t r a t i o n of vapors i n an
unventilated a r e a . $.uch vapors can be poisorbus, e s p e c i a l l y i f breathed over a long
p e r i o d o f time. Heated Hg evolves high l e v e l h of t o x i c vapora.
LK) NOf 'IUUai SPILLEl) WIERIAL. SlUP LEAK IF
U C3N DD I T U l l l D U r RISK. FOK
SW.L S P I L ~ TAKE
,
w WITH SAND OR O ~ E RAEEX BENT WITERIAL &MY PLA- INIU
CI~TAINERS FOR un:I, DISIOSAL. A HER~IRYSPII.~.K I T MY ALXI BE USED FOR sw-I.
SPI1.L.S IN TIE WRKll ACZ. FOR I . M R SI'ILLS, DIKE PAR AJEIV) OF SPlLL FOR LAlER
ESSARY PEOPLE AWAY. ISOLATE 1WARD A R M AM) DENY ENTRY.
DISMSAL. KEEP -1

1

-

-

- - -

-

-

-
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SECTION 8 SPECIAL PROTECTION INFORMATIONlCONTROLMEASURES
Provide adequa t e - e x h s G t . v e n t i l a t i o n t o 'meet T L V , requirements i n t h e w r k p l a c e . Operat i o n s r e q & i ? i n g - ' & ~ i p o s e d Hg s u r f a c e should reduce t h e temp. of Hg t o l i m i t vaporizat i o n ~ n d ' m i n i a i z e ' v a p o rexposure by using a l o c a l e x b u s t .
S e l f - r o n t a i n e d b r e a t h t a g mpparatua can be used up t o 5 n g h 3 w i t h n f u l l f a c e p i e c e above
1 ng/03. Pos r i v e jnesaure-type a l r supplied breathing equipment'haa been recomended
above I m.h'."
Avoid r y e c o n t a c t by ere of chemicaL r a f e t ~g l a s s e s . wear rubber gloves and p r o t e c t i v e
c l o t h i n g a p p r o p r i a t r f o r t h e work s i t u a t i o n . Sep.rate w r k and s t r e e t c l o t h i n s . S t o r e
work c l o t l ~ i n gi n s p a c i a l lockers. 'Shovers t o be taken before changing t o s t r e e t c l o t h e s
Provide p r e p 1 a c e m n t $.ad p e r i o d i c medi-a1 exams f o r those r e g u l a r l v exposed t o HR. with
emphasis d l r e c t e d tc. CNS. s k i n . l u n ~ s ,l i ' ~ e r . kidneys and C . I . t r a c t .
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Dental "silver" tooth fillings: a source of mercury
exposure revealed by whole-body image scan
and tissue analysis
LEZEK J. HAHN, REINHARD KLOIUER. hfURI1AY.j. \'lh.I\:'
FRITZ L. LORSCHEIDER'J

YOSHIA11 7 ~ ~ h l l h S 1 1 1AN17
.'

D e f i r f m e n ~o/ Radiology, 'Medicine, and 'Medical Physiology, U n i ~ c ~ s i to/
y Calgary, Faulty of Medicine, Calgary,

Alberta, T2N 4N1,Conada

ABSTRACT

Mercury (Hg) vapor is released from dental "silver"
tooth fillings into human mouth air alter chewing, but
its possible uptake routes and distribution among body
tissues are unknown. This investigation demonstrates
that when radioactive '"Hg is mixed with dental
Hglsilwr fillings (amalgarn) and placed in tcctli or
adult sheep, the isotope will appear in various organs
and tissues within 29 days. Evidence of Hg uptake. as
determined by whole-body scanning and measurement
of isotope in specific tissues, revealed three uptake
sites: lung, gastrointestinal, and jaw tissue absorption.
Once absorbed, high concentrations of dental amalgam
Hg rapidly locali& in kidneys and liver. ~esults-are
discussed in view of potential healtli consequences
from long-term e x p u r e to Hg from this dental
R.; VIM); M. J.;
material. -HAIIN, L. J.; KLDIBER,
~ ; \ K A H M Y.
I ~; I LORSCIIEIDER,
,
F. L. Dental msilvern
toot11lilling: a sourcc oCtt~crcuryc x p u r c rwcalcd by
whole-body image scan and tissue analysis. FASEBJ.
3: 2641-2646; 1989.

.Kry Wo'ordc: dcnhl amalgam
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years (4, 5). Approximately 80% of all tooth restorations employ this Hglsilver dental amalgam (6).
The traditional view in dentistry maintains that the
Hg component of dental amalgam becomes inert once
the fillings have been allowed to set for several days, and
that long-term danger to the patient from Hg vapor is
therefore remote (7). H m v e r , more recent clinical
studies in subjects with amalgam fillings wllo chewed
gum for 10 min have de~nonstratedthat quite substmtial amounts of Hg vapor are released into intra-oral air
from dental amalgam, being sixfold higher than prechewing levels (8). The intra-oral Hg vapor concentration remained elevated during 30 min of continuous
gum chewing; and after cessation of chewing, the
mouth Hg vapor concentration declined slowly to prechewing levels over a period of 90 min (9). Control subjects with no amalgams had insignificant intraoral air
H g vapor levels that did not change as a function of
chewing (8). Brushing the teeth with commercial toothpaste will also stimulate thc rclca.. of Hg vaywr from
amalgam surfaces (10). Although a positive correlation
has been demonstrated between the number of dental
amalgams and the levels of Hg vapor in the mouth (8,
9), it remains uncertain how much of this Hg is absorbed into body tissues. A current review, addressing
whether Hg usage in dentistry constitutes a potential
public health h a r d . 'has concluded that further experimental widence is needed, particularly regarding
the metabolic fate of Hg vapor (2f. The objective of this
investigation was to determine possible sites of uptake
and patterns of tissue didribution for H g reieded from
amalps
Quditati. infomation by
in situ
whole-body scanning and quantitative tissue mcasurements by scintillation defection were determined using
radioactive m,Hg in a
uarimental model.

BEEN THE major component of
tooth filling materials for the past 150 years (1) and its
use has met with continuing controversy, as clear exevidence regarding its safety has riot been
demonnraied (2). Dental %ilvcrWtooth Mlings typically
have a might composition that is approximately 50%
pure elemekal Hg, 35% 'iilver. 13% tin, 2% copper,
a* a trace amount of zinc when mixed i s an amalgam,.
(3). 8 n w l y placed multi'surface dental silver filling in' I b whom correspondence sbuld bc atldrcrfed, at: .Dcpartmcnt
vol\4ing an o c c l u d (grinding) surface of a molar tooth
Mdicd Phyrio,ogy,hculty of Medicine, , Hu)ih Scicnca
beken'750-10?0.mg ?f H g and has an aver- C d , Ur~iwmityof Calgary, 3330 Hospital Dr. N.w.,' Cdgary,
age serviceable life s'pan in the human mouth of 7-9. . .Albgna T2N 4N1. Canada.. .
,

0892&38189KWK)3-2641nOI.50. Q FASEB
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METHODS
In the present study a 4-year-old ewe that weighed 61 kg
was anesthetized with halothane administered through
a n endotraclieal tube fitted to a Narkovet-2 gas anesthetic niachine. Dental surgery was performed with the
preparation and placc~ncritof occlusal atnalgam filliiigs
according to standard procedure (11) into 12 molar
teeth (3 molars or1 cacli sidc of I ~ iCq ~ p e rand lowcr
jaws). 'Tliis particular numbcr of teeth was cl~osenbccause previous attempts to cstirnatc the daily dosc of
H g and body burden in liumans had focused on subjccts having 12 o r niorc tcctli with occlusnl amalPtn
fillings (9, 12). '1'lrc a~iialgsrii mass placed in each
finished molar tooth of this ewe was approxiniately 850
mg, of which 50% was elemental Hg. Figure 1 shows
the placement of nonradioactive dental amalgam filli , q s in tcctl~of a sl~ccp~ I I I I I;I prc:limiti;wy study will1
a lateral vicw of tlic skull ( A ) , a n occlusal vicw of amalgam rcslorations i r ~t l ~ crig111lowcr ,jaw ( B ) , ; u d r;tcliograph i t n a p s of tlic uppcr and lowcr rigl~tjaws bcfvrc
(C) and aftcr (1))amalgzm placcmcnt. Bcforc mixing
the amalgam, 7.5 mCi of radioactive '03Hg (New
England Nuclear, Boston, Mass.), which had a specific
activity of 12 mCi/g, was diluted 11-fold with nonradio-

active Flg. At thc conclusion of thc d c n ~ a surgery,
l
;he
oral cavity was fluslicd with H1O arrd rinscd several
times by vacuum aspiration to remove any amalgam
particle trimmings.
Aftcr surgery tlic ewc was provided free access to
water and fed fresh hay twice daily for 29 days. During
thc coursc of tlic study intra-oral H g vapor Incasurcm e n u were takcn intermittently after chewing as previously dcscribcd (8). O n day 29, the animal was killed
will1 sodium pcntobarbital/saturated KCI. Tlie tooth
structurc abovc thc g u m linc containing thc entire amalgam filling was individually sectioned and removcd intact from cacli of thc 12 rnolnrs to rcducc the high background from '03Hg rcrnaining in thc fillings. Tile
animal was tlicn imaged using a Tcchnicarc Omega-500
large-field-of-view gamma camcra equipped with a
medium energy collimator (13, 14). An image of the
sliccp was ol)!:~incd in tlic riglit Intcml projcction, using
In addition,
the 279 28 KcV gamma rays of ""g.
tr;t~is~nissir~~i
iningcs wcrc ol~tnitwlusing n flat 30-cm
dianictcr "7Co sourcc tliitl outlir~cdtile ~ o t i t v u rvf ~ I I C
shecp's b d y . A posterior projcction inlagc was rcpcatcd
after removal of thc gastrointcstinal tract. Tissue and
fluid specimens were weighed at autopsy and analyzed
for radioactivity. Isotope mcasurcmcnts wcrc takcn for

*

Figure 1. Placement oldcntd amalgam hllinv in shmp tecth: A ) lateral v i w olshmp skull; B) onluaal view olshetp nrandible showing
occlual amalgam rtstoratinnn in the rnandihdar rig111quadrant; C) pcriapicd ndiqmphs oltbc upper and Inwcr right quadmn~sbefore
~ I I I ~ ~ I~I;ICCIIICII~;
I I I
D ) ln-riapicalr d i i ~ r a ~ Adwthe uplxr and 11mvt right I ~ I I ; U ~ ~ dtcr
I ~ I S ~ I I I ~ I ~ T I ~I~I-CIIICIII.
III
I11c x-my v h incliatc
that anchongc of thcsc fillings has b n n ac11iMd w i ~ happropriatv *~rulcrcuts.
2642
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the specilic activity of 203Hg(83,300 nglpCi), and for
the dilution of 'O'Hg with nonradioactive Hg (11-fold).
The final calculation represented the total amalgam Hg
(ng) per g (wet wt) of tissue or fluid as follows: (cpml
65%) x (83,300 nglpCi x 11)11,776,000 cpm/pCilg.

RESULTS
Figure 2 demonstrates the '03Hg distribution from
amalgam within the body of the sheep as viewed from
the right side. The transmission image obtained
without mwing the animal is superimposed to facilitate
orientation. Primary sites of Hg concentration are in
the abdominal cavity, specifically in the gastrointestinal
tract, liver, and kidneys. A second major site is in the
upper and lower jaws, even though the tooth structure
containing the radioactive amalgam has been removed
in its entirety.
Figure 3 is the posterior image of '03Hg distribution
from amalgam in the sheep's abdomen after removal of
the gastrointestinal tract. The left kidney is dearly
identified. The larger area of activity on the right side
of the animal represents the liver and the right kidney,
from which some tissue had been removed for wellcounting.
Table 1 lists the total concentration of amalgam Hg
in various tissues at autopsy 29 days after placement of
dental amalgam fillings. Whole blood and urine contained 9.0 and 4.7 ng Hglg, respectively. Muscle conccntratiot~of Hg was similar to blood, but concentration in fat remained low. In the oral/nasal tissues, Hg
was concentrated primarily in gum mucosa (323 ng/g)
and tooth alveolar bone (318 nglg). In the gastmintwtinal tract the washed stomach lining (929 ng/g) and

Figurn 9. Right lateral image of amalgam *Hg distribution in the
intact sheep, after pemoval of the dental amalgams, with auprimp r e d transmission scan &wing thc body contour. 171c greatest
concentrations of ='Hg are in the gastmit~lcrtindtnct (a), kidneys
(b), and in the gum and alveolar bone of the j a w s (r). Liver activity
(4 is obscured by large quantitia of Hg in the gut on this image.

10 min per specimen (approximately 2% SU counting
error) or 100 min per specimen for tissucs with low
counts (<lo% SD counting error) in a Picker gamma
well-counter calibrated to an energy range window of
249-309 KeV. Background counts +15% were set automatically for subtraction after a blank reading was
taken for 100 min. This instrument subtraction level
was suficiently high so that no net counts were detectable during a repeat 100-rnin background measurement.
At an 80% instrument counting efficiency, 1 pCi equals
1,776,000 cpm. Data, initially expressed as net radioactive cpm, were corrected for the physical half-life (47
days) of 20Wgdecayed to 29 days (65% remaining). for
MERCURY EXPOSURE F R O M DENTAL AMALGAMS

Left
F i g u ~3. Posterior image of amalgam mHg distribution in the
abdomen after remwal of the y t m i n t a i n a l tract which demonstrata Hg within the kidneys and liver. The kR kidney (LK) is
dearly identified. The large area or Hg depaition on the right aide
of the animal represents a combination of liver (L)and right kidney
(RK). Some t i m e had been r c m d from the right kidney, which
l i dplaced funher from the detector, explainhad been ~ ~ ~ n b iand
ing the lower intensity compared with the left.
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DISCUSSION
linuc

Wlrolc blood

U~iw
Skclctal musclc ($~tcus)
Fat (mesentery)
Cortical maxillary bone
Tooth alveolar bone
Gum mucosa
Mouth papilla
Tongue
Parotid eland
Etllrnoturbinal (nasal) Imtic
Stomach
Small inkstine
Large intcstinc
C0i0ll
Bile

Feces
Heart muscle (ventrick)
Lung

Tradlcal

lining

Kidney

Liver
Spleen
Frontal w n u
Occipit J cortex
Thalamus
Cerebrospinal fluid
Pituitary gland
Thyroid
Adrenal
Pancreas

18.9

3.5

14.9
2.3
44.4
44.2
37.8

45.7
26.7

Ovary

feces (4489 nglg) containcd the ~liostMg, alil~ougl~
tlg
concentration in other washed intestinal tract tissues
was three- to sixfold higher than in blood, and bile concentration was more than twice that of blood. Heart
muscle contained H g lcvcls that were similar to skeletal
muscle. However, lung concentration of H g (30 ngIg)
was tlireefold higher than blood, and trachcal lining
was much higher at 121 uglg. Abdotninal organs demonstrating t l ~ cgrcatcst ccmccntration of Hg wcrc kiclm y (7438 nglg) and livcr (772 nylg). Splcen containcd
48 ng Hglg, which was fivefold higher than blood content. In the central nervous system the brain frontal
cortex and thalamus concentrations of H g were higher
than in either blood or cerebrospinal fluid. Endocrinc
gland concentrations of H g wcre thrce- to fivefold
higl~ertliati blood. Thcrc is not a direct corrclation between the intensity of Hg-203 localization on the
whole-body scan and absolute radioactivity counts in
autopsied tissues because of attenuation and geometry
factors that aEect the image.
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The results of this study clcarly demonstrate that substantial quantities of Hg from amalgani will appear in
various body tissues as early as 29 days after placement
of a~r~iilga~n
fillings in tceth. This Hg can bc rcatlily
visualized by scintigrapliy and can bc easily quantified
by analysis of tissue radioactivity. T11c cxpcrimc~~tal
dcsign of this in vivo isotope study has the advantage that
all of the Hg measured originates only from dcntal
amalgam and cannot be attributed to food, water, or
background environmental sources.
Our findings indicatc at lcast tl~rceprincipal sites Tor
absorpion of Hg from amalgam. First, the lungs absorbed Hg as did thc cilia lining thc traclica hccausc of
c o r ~ t i ~ i ubrcatliirrg
d
of intra-oral air h a t had a H g
vapor concentration ranging from 19-50 ~ g / m ' t l ~ r o u g h out tliis study. In humans, approximately 80% of inhaled elemental Hg vapor is aborbcd into blood and
becomes available for tissue retention (15). Second, the
gastrointestinal tract contained a large amount of IIg
likcly due to mixing of intra-oral Hg vapor, amalgam
niicroparticles, and dissolved mercuric ions with saliva
and food bcfqre swallowing. About 10% of the elcrnental Hg in the human gastrointcstinal tract can be absorbed into blood (16). Even tliough the ellicicncy of H g
absorption in the gut is low, large amounts of H g in
fccu seen in the present study may signify a substantial
pathway for uptake of H g in its elemental or vapor
forms. Amalgam microparticles containing H g would
not like1y be susceptible to gut absorption. Third, some
tissues in the jaw such as gum mucosa and the tooth
root and surrounding bone also absorbed Hg. The H g
absorbed into the jaw could be transported from bone
marrow directly into b i d by venous routes radiographically demonstrated for human circulation (17).
The highly vascularized oral mucosa may likewise
afford a route lor some Hg vapor transport dircctly into
the systemic circulatio~i.
We arc confident that the Hg uptake observed in this
animal was not the result of procedural contamination
during dental surgery because serial blood measurements taken for 24 h after surgery had no measurable
radioactivity. This indicatcs tirat thc cndotrachcal tubc
prcventcrl i~ihalationof H g vapor. Any amalgam partides not removed from the mouth by surgical rinsing
wortit1 haw pas.ud througl~thc gastrointestinal tract
wcll bcl'orc 29 days wl~cnt11c i~nngingwas lxrl'or~ncd.
After the H g released from dental amalgam is absorbed into Mowl, the two principal target organs of
rapid accumulation arc kidney and liver. Based on organ miglits for kidneys (250 g) and livcr (1000 g) in the
adult c m , the total Hg conccrltratcd in the kidney in
this animal was 1.86 rng, and in the liver it was 0.77 mg,
aftcr only 29 days. Even during this relatively short
time, the brain and s m r a l endocrine glands (pituitary,
thyroid, adrenal, pancreas, and ovary) also showed evidence of H g accumulation from the dental amalgams.
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fillings rcmain in human teeth for 8-10 known sites of autoimmune disorders,, which brings
years, this would allow an extended opportunity for into question the long-term implications of Hg concenbody tissues to be continuously cxposcd to Hg. Other tration in thcse tissucs from dcntal amalgams as deminvestigators havc recently reported that Hg conccntra- onstrated by the present study.
tions in autopsied human brain and kidney are sigOur laboratory findings,in this investigation are at
nificantly higher in those subjccts with dcntal amal- variance with the anecdotal opinion of the dcntal
gams than in subjccts with no amalgams (In).
profession, which claims that amalgam tooth fillings arc
Each molar tooth of this shcep contained approxi- safe. .Experimental evidence in support of amalgam
mately 425 mg Hg, only one-half the amount or Hg safety is at best tenuous (2). From our results we conused in the average human occlusally involvcd molar clude that dcntal amalgams can be a major source of
filling. In humans, occlusally involved Hglsilver dental chronic H g exposure. As it has becn estimated that in
fillings frequently encompass additional tooth surfaces North America 100,000 kg of Hg are used each year in
such as buccal, lingual. mesial, arid distal asl~cccs. dcntistry (7), contitiuing rcscarch in h i s arca is esscnThus, such complex human tooth rcstorations have a tial and may havc an elkct on public hcalth.
greater surface arca exposed to grinding forces from
which Hg may vaporize. This is in contrast to occlusal
T l ~ ca u t h o a thank J. E. FcwcII. Director of thc Rcproductivc
restorations in this sheep that are limited only to the occlusal surface and are totally supported circumfcrcn- Mcdicinc Rcscarch Group, and the Christic Unit lor thc Study of
tially by solid tooth structure. The natural ovinc molar Human Rcproduction, for providing lacilitics and assistance with
materials to conduct this investigation. Nuclcar mcdicinc facilirics
is multiridged for forage grinding. Technical reproduc- w r c kindly supplied by lhc Foothills Provincial Hospital Dcpirttion of these ridges to their original exact functional oc- rncnt of Nuclear Mcdicinc. Calgary. Partial suppnrt was prviclcd
clusal Icvel in thc amalgam fillings was not possible. by a grant l r u ~ nthc latcrnational Acadcn~yof Oral Mcdicinc and
Therefore, the restorations were purposely overcarvcd, Toxicology. 'l'hc authors arc also gratcful to S. Naatz and M. Satchwhich created a concave occlusal surfacc, ensuring that w l l for thcir assistance with the dcntal surgcry, S. Kelly lor
the amalgams would not be functionally too high and assistance with animal managcmcnt, and C. McKay and K. Wisc
thus subject to abnormally rapid wear. None of the lor assistance with thc nudcar medicine imaging procedures.
Hg/silver fillings were lost from the mouth during the
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Abstract-Since all dental restorative materials are foreign
substances, their potential for producing adversehealth effects
is determined by their relative toxicity and bioavailability. as
well as by host susceptibility. Adverse health effects to dental
restoratives may be local in the oral cavity or systemic,
depending on the ability of released components to enter the
body and, if so, on their rate of absorption.
The medical scientific community is now in general
agreement that patients with dental amalgam fillings arc
chronically exposed to mercury, that the average daily
absorption of mercury from dental amalgam is from 3 to 17
mimgramsperday. and that the amalgam mercury absorption
averages 1.25-65 times tbe average mercury absorption from
dietary sources(WorldHea1thOrganization, 1991).Thehealth
significance of this chronic mercury exposure is now k i n g
investigated by several medical research groups.

Thismanuscript is publiskd aspart ofthe proceedings of -the
NIH TechnologyAssessment Conference on Eflecu and Sidec;6Fects of D e m l Restorative Materials, Augwt 2628,1991,
National I~tinucsofHealth, Bethesda, Maryland, anddid not
undergo the cwtomory journal peer-review process. -

O R A L ADVERSE E F F E C T S
TO DENTAL AMALGAM
here arc several published investigations of oral sideeffects to dental amalgam. Investigations have
documented the harmful effects of various dental
1 materials. including amalgam. on dental pulp tissue.
This topic will not be addressed. since proper handling and
pulpal protection have minimized this problem.
It has been well-documented in the dental literature.
beginning with Chase (1878), that electrical cumnts arc
&mated when amalgam fillings are placed in teeth.
Investieationsconducted in Sweden failed to find a comla~ion
between the d e g m of electrical current generated by dental
amalgams and the occumnce of gemral oral and systemic
symptoms thought to be attributed to "oral galvanism". There
have been no investigations of the potential impact of these
vagrant cumnts on oro-facial neuromuscular function.

-

EFFECTS OF DENTAL AMALGAM
ON PERIODONTAL DISEASE

It has been well-documented and referenced that claqsic signs
of chronic mercury exposure include gingivitis, alveolar bone
loss. loosenine and loss of teeth. bruxism. metallic taste. oral
u l c e & n . & excessive salivation (Shafer et al., 1958:)
Several early reports amibuted periodontal pathology to
elcctrogalvanism resulting from dissimilar metals. Phillips
(1973) has stated. "When contacting dissimilar base metal
alloys an present in the on1 cavity. &ctacular examples of
t o m i o n and soft and hard tissue destruction have been
rcponed." This position was affirmed by Lemons at the 1984
NIDR Worlcshoponthe Biocompatibilityof Metals inDmtistry
W R , 1984):
T h e f m formal investigationoftheeffect of dental amalgam
on the periodontal s a u c h u was
~ by Zander (1957). Clinical
and histologic examination confmed inflammatoryresponse
in gingival tissue adjacent to amalgam fillings. The author
concluded: "Clinical observations of a chronic inflammatory
reactionof thegingivaltisswar~ndrestmtimsarr
confinmd
by the present mvestigation...These is no doubt that not only
dental calcuius but also the materials used in restorative
dentistrymay be aconeibuting factor in gingivaldiscasc"; and
'In patients in whom such clinical m- ~ t o m sas chronic
gingivitis. rrcumnt mcrotizing ulcerative gingivitis and
periodontal pockets do appear, such conditions can sometimes
be mated successfully only by removal of gingival tis-ues to
below the margin of dental ~~torations."
These finding were confirmed by App (1961). who
concludcd: "The amalgam restoration produced a chronic
inflammation of the adjacent gingival tissues. The tissue
response to amalgam is the same as the t i m e response to
calculus. Since calculus is an etiological factor in periodontal
disease and the sulcus epithelium responds to amalgam as it
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does to calculus, these restorative materials must also be
considered etiologic factors in periodontal disease."
At this point. it was not certain if the adverse effects wen
a result of plaque accumulation on the amalgam fillings or from
components in the fillings themselves. Trott and Sherkat
(1964)conducted aconuolled clinicalstudy on 82medical and
dental students. Oral hygiene was strictly monitored. and the
study miteria ruled out several factorswhich cancausegingival
disease, either alone or in combination. Thirty-five of the 82
subjects had significant gingival disease. Results showed a
correlation between gingival disease and amalgam fillings as
compared with contralateral amalgam-free sites in the same
subjects.
These Findigs were colrfymed by Sanchez Sotrcs er 01.
(1969). who conducted a histologic analysis of gingival tissue
adjacent to amalgam fillings and of control tissues. The
inflammation intensities were 1.6 for control tissues, 1.8 for
tissues adjacent to polished amalgam, and 2.5 for tissues
adjacent to unpolished amalgam. The authors concluded that
the inflammation resulted from chemical factors, rather than
from the mechanical characteristicsor textureof the restorations.
Trivediand T a l i i (1973)alsoconducted a histologicanalysis
of gingival tissue adjacent to dental ~cstoratives,including
amalgam. An inflammatoryreactionoccumd at 625% of the
tissue sites in contact with amalgam, and proliferation of
epithelium occurred in 68.7% of the sites adjacent to amalgam.
Turgeon et al. (1972) conducted a clinical investigationon
16 children between the ages of 11 and 17. Thiiy amalgam
Class II fillings provided 32 expuimental papillae and 44
proximal surfto,be studied. Comsponding conorlatd
sites without amalgam fillings sewed as controls. Their
fmdings were: "Clinical procedures involved in restoring
posterior teeth with Class II amalgam restorations caused an
immediate gingival intlammation chanrctaized by aythaM
andincrclsedcreviculardepth,but without signir~cant
migration
of the epithelial attachment." After eight months. the
experimental areas showed significantlymore erythema than
did the control areas.
Frcden ef al. (1974) biopsied gingival tissue a d j m t to
dental amalgam fdlings andwntmltissue in contact with intact
tooth structure. The tissues were analyzed for mercury content
by flameless atomic absorption spectrophotomeby. All of the
biopsies which had been in contact with amalgam fillings
showed markedly higher mercury contents than did the control
biopsies. Mercury content in subject si was 19-380 pglg
(mean = 147) and 1- 10 pglg (mean = 3) i control sites.
Using three independent criteria, Goldschmidtet al. (1976)
confumed that from 1 V to 104 molar conanoations of
corrosionproduct ions liberated fromdental amalgam produced
injurious effects on human gingival fibroblasts in virro.
Inhibition of aminoacid incorporationinto protein-likematerial
was seen with eluates of amalgam and with ionic solutions of
most metals comprising dental amalgam. Mercury, silver,
copper. and zinc ions in 105 molar concenrrations caused
damage. Compound cytotoxic effects occurred at 1w molar
wnccnaation.
Fisher cr al. (1984) confumed several earlier reporu in
finding alveolar bone resorption to be significantly higher
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under Class 11amalgam fillings than in control sites after four
years. Fifty-four paired interproximal amalgam fillings.
extended subgingivally vs. umxtended, were placed in 43
subjects and compand with control sites. The rate of alveolar
crest resorption for the unextended Fillings was similar to that
of controls but was significantly higher for those amalgams
extended subgingivally.
Siblerud (1990) wmparcd oral health parameters of 50
subjects with amalgam fillings with those of 51 subjects
without amalgams. Amalgam subjectsdisplayedmoregingival
bleeding, periodontal disease, metallic taste, and foul breath
than did the amalgam-free group. An additional 86 subjects
were surveyed before and after amalgam removal. In this
group, 86% of the bral cavity symptomswere either eliminated
or improved after amalgam removal.

DENTAL AMALGAM
AND ORAL LICHEN PLANUS
Finne er 01. (1982) tested 29 patients with oral lichen planus for
contact allergy to dental materials and found 62% of the
subjects to be allergic to mercury. All of the subjects had
amalgam fillings. The amalgams wen removed in four of the
subjects, with total m i s s i o n of the lesions occurring in three
of these and c01lsidcra61e improvemt in the fourth.
Mobadcen ct al. (1984) found 16%of 67 subjects with 4
lichen planus to be allergic to mercury. Of the 67 subjects, 64
had amalgam fillings. Bolewskaeta!.(1990) found high levels
of mercury in lichen planus lesions adjacent to amalgam
fillings.

DENTAL AMALGAM
AND MERCURY ALLERGY
Djuassi and Bemva (1%9) investigated the incidence of
allergy to dental amalgam mi its compomnu in 180 subjeas
with amalgam fillimgs and 60 controls with no amalgams.
None of the controls exhibited positive reactions to amalgam
orits components. Ofthe subjects. 16.1% exhibited an allergic
response to amalgam and 11.O% were alicrgic to mercury. Of
subjects with amalgam fillings for up to five yean. 58%
showed positive reactions, while 2252% of the subjects with
amalgam fillings formorethan five yearshad positivereactions.
White and Brandt (1976) patch-tested 3% dcntal students
and found a weakcornlation of increasingincidenceof mercury
allergy to length of time subjects had amalgam fillings. Of
subjects having amalgam fillings for two yeas or less. 3.8%
had positive mercury patch tesu, while 6.0% of those with
amalgam fillings for more than five years wuc positive.
Miller et al. (1987) tested 171 dental students and found a
greater cornlation to the number of amalgam fillings subjects
had than to the length of time the fillings wen in place. The
prcmtage of subjects testing positive to mercury ranged from
26.9% to 38.7% by class.

CLINICAL REPORTS OF DENTAL AMALGAM
AND SYSTEMIC PATHOLOGY
The medical scientificcommunity is now awarc of the chronic
exposurc to mmury that patientsreceive from dental amalgam
fillings.. Controlled investigations arc now under way. and
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some preliminary results have appeared in medical and dental
journals. Attempts to correlateche pathophysiologic effects of
mercury from dental amalgam to measurements of mercury in
blood or urine will not be addressed, since the National
Institute of Dental Research formally acknowledged these
parameters to be invalid in I984 (NIDR. 1984.)
Ahlquist er al. (1988) reported no difference in 30 specific
questionnairesymptomsin 1024women with amalgam fillings.
The subjectsweredivided into two groups, one with fewer than
five surfaces of amalgam and the other with 20 or more
surfaces of amalgam. The number of amalgam surfaces was
determined by panoramic x-rays, and there was no control
group of amalgam-free references.
Lavstedt and Sundberg (1989) surveyed 1204 subjects by
means of 14 questions and four clinical tests. Subjects were
divided into five groups, with mean numbers of amalgam
surfaces being 6.4, 21.1, 32.6, 39.2. and 37.9. No positive
comlations were found.
Siblerud (1989) compared psychological parameters of 50
subjects with amalgam fdlings (avenge. 10.1 amalgams in
males and 9.8 in females) with those of 51 subjects without
amalgam fillings. Two mental health questionnaires and two
laboratory tests for evaluation of tissue mercury burden were
utilized. An additional 86 subjects w m surveyed by health
questionnaireafter amalgam removal. The findingssuggested
that inorganic mercury exposure from dental amalgam fillings
does adversely effect the mind and emotions.
In a second study. Siblerud (1990) investigated
cardiovascularparameters in 50 subjects with and 5 1 subjects
without amalgam fillings. Subjects with amalgams had
significantly higher blood pressure. lower heart rate, lower
hemoglobin. and lower hunatocrit. Hemoglobin, hematoait,
and red blood cells were significantlylower when correlated to
increased levels of urine mmury. The amalgam subjects had
agmter incidence of chest pains. tachycardia, anemia, fatigue,
and tendency to tire easily to be tired in the morning.
In a preliminary study on two subjects. Eggleston (1984)
reponed alterations off-lymphocyte percentagesafterremoval
of amalgamfdhgsand upon re-insmionof amalgams. Mackert
. r al. (1991) investigated total numbers of leukocytes.
percentage of lymphocytes, absolutenumbers of lymphocytes.
and lymphocyte subset populations in 21 subjects with an
average of 7.8 (f3.7) occlusal surfaas of amalgam and 16
subjects with no amalgam fillings. He found no immune
system differences in subjects with and without amalgam
fdlings.
Molii (1990) investigated several health parameters by
means of blood tests and found no c o m l a t i w to the presence
of amalgam fillings. The investigation was conducted in four
parts:
Pan I compared 12 subjects having a mean number of 34.6
imslgam surfaces with 12 controls having a mean number of
30.5 amalgam surfaces. All of the controls had amalgam
fillings. ?he 12subjectshad symptomsthoughttobeattributed
to oral galvanism.
Part II studied two groups of dental pmomel with no
indication that any subject in either group lacked amalgam
fillings. Eighteen subjects in the high-urine-mercuty group

had a mean urinary valueof 6.5 pglg creatinine and a mean
number of 39.9 amalgam surfaces. Thineen subjects in the
low-mercury-urinegroup had a mean urinary value of 2.0 pgl
g creatinine and a mean number of 31.5 amalgam surfaces.
Part I11 consisted of eight recent immigrants to Sweden,
none of whom had ever had dental amalgam fillings and were
in need of dental care. Amalgam fillings (16.1 mean surfaces)
were placed in one sitting ineachsubject, and thesubjects were
followed for three months. After amalgam placement. the
erythrocyte glutathione pemxidase level in the study's lone
female elevated to twice the level of the other seven subjects,
so she was dropped from the study. The remaining subjects
exhibited a significant increase in plasma selenium and urine
beta 2-micro~obulin,but both indicators remained within the
reference interval. During the short duration of this study. the
plasma and urine mercury levels of the subjects failed to reach
levels found in the subjects in the other three studies.
In Pan IV,all amalgam fillings were removed from ten
healthy subjects,with a mean number of 19.9amalgam surfaces.
Parameters were compared before amalgam removal to 12
months after amalgam removal and to a control group of ten
subjects with a mean number of 24.7 amalgam surfaces.
Molin (1990) concludedthat dental amalgam contributesto
the mercury concentration in plasma md urine. but that the
mercury exposure docs not influence selenium status or organ
functions.

CASE REPORTS OF ADVERSE SYSTEMIC
EFFECTS TO DENTAL AMALGAM
Cumnt documentation of case repons of adverse systemic
effects of dental amalgam has also appeared. The time
limitations of this pmentation do not permit discussion of
w l i a reports. Katsunuma er 01. (1990) rcponed r ase of
exercise-inducedanaphylaxisthat ~ o m c l e only
d aftcrnmoval
of the patient's amalgam fillings. Zamm (1990) documented
22 patients with multiple s e v m immune dysfunctions chat
wue Rsisurnt to standard rhuapies. After rtmovd of dental
amalgam filliags, an improvemult of 63% of the specific
symptoms was noted.
Since April of 1991. 320 Advvse Reaction Reports to
dental amalgam have been filed with the United States Food
and h u g Administration (1991). with more continuing to be
fded each day. After replacement of dental amalgam fillings,
303 patients reported improvement of illnesses or symptoms.
seven reported worsening, and lOnponed no changes. Relief
from numerous symptoms is being reported, with the
prepondcran~related to neurologic or immune dysfunction.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
BenefitIRisk Ratios
The total absence of data on the incidence and severity of
adverse reactions, oral or systemic,todental amalgamprevents
identification of benefithisk ratios.
Sufficient documented evidence exists to warrant thorough
investigation of possible adverseeffects of dental amalgamon
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the periodontal smactures and to possible allergic responses.
such as oral lichen planus. Potential influences of vagrant
electric currents generated by dental amalgam, particularly in
combination with other dental alloys, on oro-facial
neuromuscular function should be investigated.
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This is the legal case where the American Dental Association, on 9/10/92, admitted
that it "owes no legal duty of care to protect the publicn, and makes the dentkt the
liable party for damages [applies to both fluorides and mercury].
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Attornays far Defondant THE AMERICAN DENTAL ASSOCIATION

IN THE SUPERIOR COURT OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA

IN AND FOR THE

COUNTY OF SANTA CLARII

Plaintiff,
joiusoi

&

JOHNSON C O N S V M ~

.PRODUCTS, 1Nc.1 ENGILXARD
C O W * 1 A81 DENTAL, fNC.1 THE
MERXCAW DENTAL A8SOCZA'PIONI

.I.

Def andants ..

This i s tho oeaond demurrer filed by the AXERfCAN DENT&
ASSOCIATION ("ADA").
The f i r a t demurrat was sustained pure\;.ant to
I

the plaintitf'r stipulation v i t h 10 days leave t o amend.

The

p l a i n t i f f timely filed

8 eraond amended complaint en Auguat 1 4 ,
.
~ h p
o l a i n t i f f allegau peruonal injuriar resulting f r c m

.

tV93.

mercury toxioity through expoouro.to .hiti i.r&y
rhalgam i i 1 1 ings.
.
.
.
. . ...
xi8 f ir8t oauae of aotion- i o tor e t r i o t produotci"~liabil'i.ty
against
.. .
' h i s d w t i s t , ~mnamFitrgorrld, and vaiious m a n u i a ~ u r o r sand
; .s

- a

/

-
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The second and third causes o f action are againat the eame
dofendanto for breach of warranty and nogligenos, rsspoctively,
.Plaintiff1#fifth cause of action is for naqligentc against:

defundant Pitzgarald only.
The plaintiff8a fourth eaure of aation i s the only clatrn

against tho ADA.

all0g.d

The oornpl.int

allegaa that the ADA us3

negligent i n informing or f a i l i n g to fnfarm t h e public about t h e
alleged dangers o f mercury-containing amalgams.

we have found no

a u t h o r i t y i n any jurirdiotion that a pro?eooional oervica
a ~ a o c i a t i o n , lika tho ADA, Lo liable t o r i n j u r i e s to the public
oauoed by product8 ueed by its marnbara,

The plaintiff a t t e m p t s

her@ t o create a now leg81 duty where none exiets.

court' to fomulrte
ADA

8

new law v h h h oould impose liability an t h e

tar every d e n t a l rolatad injury suffered by

United States,
..

.

.

,

.

X e B6kS this

any person i n tho

.

The ADA ewer.no legal duty of car.

t o proteat the publig fron

rlloged2y dangerous produatr Wed by dentimts.

.

Tha ADA. did not

mnuf acture, demiqn, a p p l y or inatall the mroury-oontainlhq
Tha ADA doem not Control thosm who do.

saalq=ns.

.

.

involvemant i n tha produet vats t o

al10g.d

regarding
-

.

it6

use.

oxpresmod 'above,

amand

88

prwkr inforrotion

Di8~02ah8ti0nof information

tha public from potential injury.

tho demurrer mu&

The ADA1:% only

reiatinj

'tc,

the

herof fore, t o r the rereon6
be auutained without l e o w to

no duty to t h e p l a f n t l l ? ha0 er aan bo ell-ged.

~oreovor,the demurrer' muet be

suetiinad b.oausa

th*
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ADA BAILS OUT ON DENTAL AMALGAM LEAVES DENTISTS HANGING!
A civil lawsuit has been filed in Santa Clara, California,by a plaintiff claiming that he sustained injuries stemming
from exposure to the m m r y contained in his dental amalgams. He named as defendants his treatin dentist, two
amalgam rnanufaaurers, an amalgam dismbutor, and the American Dental Association (ADA). The AD ,abandoning
its fnquently stated obligation to praaicing dentists and the public health, has adroitly eliminated itself from responsibility.
In a legal brief filed with the court. attorneys for the ADA made the following argument: "The ADA owes no legal
duty of care to protect the public from allegedly dangerous produds used by dentists. The ADA did not
manufacture, design, supply or install themercurycontaining amalgams. The ADA does not control those who
do. The ADA's only alleged involvement m the product was to provide information regarding its use. Dissemination of information relating to the ractice of dentist does not create a duty of care to rotect the ublic from
tential injury ."
~olhurstvs. Pohoson & lohnson?onsumer Products. lnc; Engelbud toT.;
lnc.;
R e ~mericanDental Association. ct al. In the Superior Court of the State of California. In and For the County of Santa
Clara. Case No. 7 182281
The C o w a p d with the ADA and dismissed it from the case, leaving the defendant dentist, manufacturers, and
distributoradrift. This information, if it ever reaches than, should send chills down the spines of amalgam-using dentists.
In the face of ever increasing scientific documentation casting doubt on the safety of dental amalgam, the only defense
for its use has been the unwavering support of organized dentistry. This su port has functioned lather like a security
blanket, ostensibly offering assurance of proteaion. Now, comes the nve ation that in a court of law organized
dentistry washes its hands of le@ responsibility for the potential adverse effects tiom the use of dental amalgam. The
ADA has also issued formal nottficationthat,as a voluntary professional o anization. it has no le al authority to regulate
the use of any dental m a w (ADA. Letter fium Executive ~lrcctor Coady. DDS.. 19 k b 1985). Ruther. the
ADA has admitted that there is no scientific documentation establishing the safety of dental amalgam and the defense
of safety is based only on the fact that it has been used for over 150 yean (ADA, Division of Scientific Affairs. When
Your PatientsAsk About Mercury in Amalgam. JADA, 120:395-8,1990):
The ho e that use of dental amalgam en be defended on-thebasis that it is a legally approved dental device, a
ted
and classi& by the Food and Drug Adrmnstration (FDA), 1salso a hollow dream! contrary to popular belief,
has nartr accepted anddassified mixed dental amalgam. Instead, the FDA has acapted "Dental Mercury" and
"Aplgam Allo as "Safe and Effective" dental devices (Food and Drug Admiitration. Dental Devices: General
Rovlsm. and &ssification of 110 Devices: F i Rule. Fedaal Regista, ~2(l55)~0082-~OlO6.l2
Aug 1987). In
1993. in the widely acknowl+ ed Public Health S v v i a (PHs) doaument on dental amal
the FDA admitted that it
amalgam (United States Pvblic ~ e a l t hc i a . Jknral Amalgam: A
had never accepted-and~classgcdmixeddental
ScientificReview and Rtmmmmded Public Health ServiceStrategy for RcSearch. Education and Regulation. Committee to Coordinate Environmental Health and Related Progtams. Regulatory Work Group Report (FDA). Pagcs V1-2.
1993).
Interestingly, the*ADA also refuses to certify mixed dmoll amalgam. Like the FDA,-the-ADA. certifies "Dtntal
Macury" and "Amalgam Alloy" seprately. not requiring biocompatibility testing for either produa (American Dental
Association. ANSYADA Specification No. 1 "For Alloy for Dtntal Amalgam"; ANSYADA Specification No. 6 "For
Dental Menwy."21 1 E. Chicago Ave., Chicago, IL60611). it should not surprise anyone that the Chairman of the FDA
Dental Device Panel that recommended this policy to the FDA in 1980 was also the Direaor of the ADA Council on
Dental Materials; Instrumm.and Devicts (CDMIE) at the time (Faod and h u g Admiimtion. Medical Device
Classification Procdurts.Federal Register, 40(97)21848-21851.19 May 1975).
This samepuson -John W.Stanford, PhD. has wrm
i a letter stating that dental amalgam is a "readon product"
mamhcmrcd-b-ythc &mist (ADA. Later from John W. Stanford, W.D., Direaor, Council on Dental MatcriaLs.
Instruments and Equipment, 22 May 1986). Thaefon, according to Dr. Stanford, mixed dental amalgam cannot be
certified by the ADA and is solely the rcs nsibii of the dentist. Once again not surprisingly, tht FDA has also put
the same wording-into writing (Food ankg
AListration. Lctta from Lillian Ym,R.D.. Director. Division of
Ob-Gyn, ENT, and Dental Devices, ma of Device Evaluation, 2 April 1991). The ADA. by the way, has not hesitated
.to artifj; OW"&-dtion products;'-such as composites;cements and irnprtssmn materials. All of this adds up to one conclusion, if there ever is a legal liability for placing dental amalgam into humans, the
practicing dentist has been left holding the bag! This is funhercompounded by another faaor. The FDA has categorized
mercury-as a-"druga-in its +tiom
for First Aid Mataials: Since scientific documentation has clearly proven that
mercury is released from in VIVO dental amalgam on a daily basis and does accumulate in human tissues over time, the
~lacunentof dunal amalgam constitutes implantation of a time-nleased hiahlv toxic drur! into humans. This articular
i f ~ gmucuj,'bXbctn
,
kientifically p m i n to be more neurotoxic than l&d;cadmium,-or even arsenic ( S h RP;
Obusteiner,EJ. Metals and Nwotoxic Effects. J Comp Pathology. 91 235-244.198 1b). Legal precedent has established
that in any other medical
..
ciraunstance, thiscannot be done without informed consent. - . '
The statement "the ADA owes no legal due of can to protea the public from allegedly dangerous produas used by
dentists," which was filed in the legal brief by the ADA, raises another important question. That is. who does have the
legal duty of can to protect the public? The answer is obvious besides the practicing dentists themselves the Boards
of Dentistry of the s e v d states! This has been established by law, by the State Dental Practice Act in each state.
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To this point, Boards of Dentistry in many states have totally ignored the burgeoning published scientific evidence
uesuonin the safe of dental amalgam. Their argument has been. soldy and u d ~ i v e l ythe.
. position of organized
lentistry. e ADA%a s even blished encouragement to Boards of Dennsuy to discipline denusts opposed to the use
of dental mercury (ADA. 198finnual Session. JADA. 1M:Z, Jan 1987).
Now that the ADA bas formally and legally removed itself from responsibility for the use of dental amalgam, the
Boards of Dentistry have no defense for disciplining mercury-fret dentists. Indeed, in view of the FDA's refusal to
t and classify dental amalgam, the Boards are faced with defending punishment for opposition to a dental device
that s no legal acceptance.
In view of the incnasing tendency for Dental Boards in some states to discipline mercury-free dentists, the situation
with the Boards is specially important. Some dentists have been severely, and mgically, punished.
Instead of disciplining dentists opposed to dental amalgam, the Boards of Dentistry amally have a
a
This duty
t
has been e s t a b l i i h e ~ h
h
state!
Unforhmtely, these same laws have clauses obviously designed to protect the Boards (and the dental establishment).
For example. Board members art usually immune from civii rosecuuon. unless "malice" can be dmrly proven. As a
result, the Boards of Dentistry have evolved into a conception &t they arc above the law. They believe, quite apparently,
that they can do whatever they wish, so long as it is in accordance with organized dentistry.
Now. in the case of dental amalgam, this "security blanketn from organized dentistry has been eliminated. The
Boards of Dentistry must now face the prospect of addnssmg the documented scientific evidence on amalgam-derived
mercury exposure without the benefit of supporting scientific documentationor estabiishment position.
C o n y the belief of memben of the Boards. the arc not above the law. They are answerable to State I;?w.
through the gislatureand the GwMor of thestate! 1fa &nt.al ~ o a r disciplines
d
a dentst simplybecauseof opposition
to chronicmercury exposure from data1 amalgam,the case can be reported to the Governor and to the State Leglslature.
The Board must then defend its actions from charges of malfeasance and misfeasance in office, without benefit of
scientific documentation or the support of organized dentistry.
The final element in this issue is that of Standard of Care." In the event of charges of "malpractice." the Standard
of Care concept has been very potent. However, in the case of use of dental amalgam. a new factor is evolving.
The scientific documentationhas dearly established that munvy from invivo d m 1 amalgam fillings continuously
transfers to body tissues and accumulates with time. Published medical research is now showing that this mercury
exposure is not without risk. Tbe Standard of Care defense for use of dcnd amalgam now amounts to this: "I am not
llty of e
g ply patient with amalgam mercury becausem o of~the dentists in my area .arc d e g the same thing."
&ether ths specious argument holds up m Covm of i r w rcmam to be seen: the Courrr
dm&.

h

************

CANADIAN DENTAL ASSOCIATION BLAMES GOVERNMENT FOR DENTAL AMAM;AM!
The Canadian Dental Association (CDA) sent an astounding letter to its membershipon 21 June 1995. Theopening
pangraph stated: "The Canadian Dental Association has learned that more questions may soon be raised by the news
maha about the safety of dental amalgam. This may come m the wake of release of news, cordmed by the German
Dcnd Association, that Gumany is lacing furtha limitations on the use of amalgam,includin banmg its use for
pregnant women as of 1 July 1995. d o s a to home, amalgam safety may again k qucsti~ntdfofowing the release of

a Health Canada report scheduled to be made public m July."
The last sentence is in reference to an announcement that Health Canada ma l i t h e number of amalgam fillinp
is cidiuri can h i e (reported in Bio-Rda N r l m c r , l1(3):6, May 19YS).
this i m p , the CDA has apparently
admitted that the intention of Hcalth Canada caanot be stopped.
The letter stated: ,Ihroughits on-going contact with Health Protection Branch, CDA's most repeated and consistent
advice to government has been to support fimk definitive research into dunal amalgam. This a d v i i has m t been
heeded. Instead, Health Canada has only recently launckd a review of the literature. The rrscarchu reviewing this
issue is attempting to establish a rrcommended total daily intake for mcrcury. With this, his report may recommend
placing a limitation on the munbu of amalgam fillingsan individual should receive."
Accompanying the letter, the CDA included a new "wrapamund" addendum to its current position on dental
amalgam, which cltarly attempts to demonstrate a responsible coxem on its part ova the years and pointing to the
Canadian Government as being unresponsive regarding the safety of dental amalgam issue. 'Ibeaddendum also accuses
the scientificcommunity of playm a role "in the dissuninationof one-sided and incomplete information in xcccnt years."
Thii information, the later s t a t d pmvides a v q laorthy isommendation, specifically, "an increased emphasis on
informed consent is good advice for the dental profession to follow, whcther theproadun involves dental amalgam or
any other restorative material." The CDA is appamt.ly warning its manbadup to anticipate a drastic change in the
status of the use of dental amalgam and trying to plead that this is the fault of everyone else but them.
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Dental Mercury: A Factor That Aggravates
and Induces Xenobiotic Intolerance
Alfred V. Zamm, M.D.1
I know that most men, including those at
ease with problems of the greatest complexity, can seldom accept even the simplest and most obvious truth, if it besuch as
would oblige them to admit the falsity of
conclusions which they have delighted in
explaining to colleagues, which they have
proudly taught to others, and which they
haue woven thread by thread into the
fabric of their lives.
Leo Tolstoy

make three points:
1. Mercury jrom dental amalgam inducessyrnptoms in a sensitivegroup ojthe
population that has also been observed to
be sensitive to xenobiotic substances.
[Xenobiotic substances are substances
which arejoreign to the natural state ojan
organism. Examples of such foreign substances are petrochemical vapors, chlori-nated hydrocarbons, sulfites, and metals
which are not metabolically useful.)
2. This sensitive group serves as a marAbstract
ker that warns of the potential danger of
Zndividuals who are xenobiotically sen- dental mercury to the rest of the population
sitive to chemicals comprise a living indi- who are also at risk but may not yet exhibit
cator system that enables us to rdentzjy symptoms.
that g r o u . i n the population that is a150
3. Dental mercury should be banned.
mercury sensitive.
There is a spectrum oj.xenobiotic in- 1. Symptomatology
tolerance in thegeneral population that is
The following is a small sample of
a function o/, among other things, the common symptoms that I have observed,
spectrum of efficiency o j the cytochrome to jm~r0v-e when mercury fillinns areP-450 system that exists i n the population -umnwUatigue, headache, central nerdue to a spectrum oj genetic polymor- vous system dysfunction, inappropriate
bhism.
coldness, sugar intolerance, sugar cravings,
Dental mercury inactivates thiogroups, gastrointestinal disturbances, myalgia, arwhose function is Drotection o f the cvto- thralgia, rhiniiis, dermatitis, asthma, and
chrom; P-450 syshm. This ikzctivaiion genitourinary dysfunction.l These sympand consequent loss of protection induces toms are so varied and seemingly disconxenobiotic intolerance in individuals who nected that misdiannosis or no diagnosis
are already compromised due to genetic is more often the rule. These and many
polymorphism and who are the most other symptoms can also be produced a k
susceptible individuals i n the genetic willin these sensitive patients by exposure
bopuiation lo further compromise. These to xenobiotic substances.
;ompromised individuals will exhibit a
These symptoms of n e n o t i ~ t i cir.:c!trvariety of diagnostically confusing hetero- ance often develop after dental mercury
genous symptoms.
has been inserted into a patient's mouth
O n March 15,1991, the Food and Drug and remit after the filling has been reAdministration convened a hearing on the moved. The duration of time before the
"Potential Toxicity of Dental Amalgam". onset of symptoms subsequent to the inser1. was one .of the .invited .speakers. The tion of dental mercury and the duration of
following is based on thespeech I delivered time before the remission of symptoms
at that meeting.
after the mercury has been removed varies
My purpose in this presentation is to from individual to individual due to ene
~ l y m o r p h i s m The
.
great variabi ~ t y
of these two time-oriented factors, the
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onset of symptoms
boxylization process.
symptoms, makes for difficulty in
in regard to the interferenceof thiamine's
tying a caui-and-effect
adds tc the confusion
nosis. This clitrically
effect rchtionship indicates that the protective mechanism against x e n o b i ~ t i c ~ o i -mercury and arsenic interfere wi& thiasoning has been compromised by the mine-dependent enzymes (and exces~thiapresencc of mercury in the tissues.
*can
be protective, to some extent,
In tlis words of Gerstner and Huff, as agalnsi poisoning from both metals). Arquoted in Goodman and Gilman's classic senic poisoning can imitate thiamine defitextbook T h e Pharmacoloaical Basis o f ciency disorders, as it interferes with the
Therapeutics,
.
. ..
.
mercury
.
poisoning is oftei thiamine-dependent conversion of pyru"-gnosed
for months and even v c a a vate to acetyl coenzyme A.6
The reasons tor these tragicdelays included
These relationships also add weight
the insidious onset of th; affliction, vague- (but no absolute proof) to the concept that
nessof early clinical signs, and the medical thiamine colalhbuaktnina-pdictive.
profession's unfamiliarity with the dis- way to determine if mercury intoxication
easeW.P
1s present and benefit could ensue from the
One cf my clinically observed findings removal of amalgam dental fillings. Such
is that t1.e mercury intolerant, xenobioti- benefit from taking thiamine isa frequent
callv intolerant e r o u often
~
exhibit\
sunar finding in my practice.
cra;inqs and &ar htolerance. In some
cases evcn the smallest amount of table Clinical Cases of Dental Mercury
sugar will produce a temporary "high" Poisoning that Parallel
followed by one to two days of symptoms Laboratory Investigation
such as those mentioned above. These
1. The T-4helper cellsperform a major
symptonls gradually improve to some ex- function -ogical
protective
tent over a one to two year period after. process that defends against invading pacomplete removal of dental mercury. The thogenic organisms and cancer cells. David !
following is one of the possible explana-' Eggleston, D.D.S.,a t the University of
tions for this observed phenomenon.
Southern California School of Dentistry
Thiamlne is important in the decar- showed that when he removed the mercury
boxylaticn process of cellular respira- amalgam fillings from four volunteers,
tion.' 4 There is a critical step at the t h c _ ~ u m b e r T-4
d helper cells increased
entrance h t o the aerobic oxidation cycle bv 5 O L H e was then'able. to depress the
(Krebs cyde) from the anerobic (Embden- level of T-4 helper cells by 50%by reinsert,Meyerhof) pathway. This step involves ing mercury fillings. When he finally
- ?-Us. Coenzyme A contains a removed these last mercury fillings and
sulfhydryl group (-SH). These "-SH" replaced them with a non-mercury substigroups are s-e&.beinginactivatrd
tute, the T-4 helper cells recouped this 50%
loss.'
The following two clinical case studies
parallel Dr. Eggleston's laboratory work
hoimuct mercury isavailable, and only and show thatdental mercury do& suplimited atr.ounts of functional coenzyme press the immune response.
A will be ;:milable.
Adding ;nore thiamine will enhance an C u e of Mr. J.S.
This is a 60-year-old man who for SO
impaired area of the metabolic cycle and
compensate for its inefficiency by pushing years suffered from generalized eczema. He
the reactio;'; "to the right". as follows: The was able to obtain some relief a=ol
patient wii! more efficiently utilize what- by avoiding various -nit foods. At
ever limiter! amounts of still unpoisoned age 57 he developed intractable staphycoenzyme .-\ are available by a greater lococcal furunculosis. Despite almost conamount of thiamine provided to the decar- stant antibiotics for two years, the condi-
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tion persisted. Mr. J.S. was investigated by
a board certified hematologist/oncologist
who could find no reason lor his illness.
Subsequent questioning of Mr. J.S. revealed that his furunculosis began about
three mont hs alter _two, mercurv lllllllpz.
were installed. Within one month after
these fillings were removed, his condition
star!ed to abate. By three months he was
en tire1y [ree of furuncles, and the antibiotics were stopped. He has been off antibiotics and has remained free from furuncles
this last year-and-a-half. Over the last year
his chronic eczema of 30 years' duration
has practically disappeared, and he is now
able to eat foods that were previously
allergenic, if they are not eaten in excess.

following experiment. Fritz Lorscheider,
Ph.D., of the University of Calgary School
of Medicine, inserted ordinary mercury

Within 29 days, mekurv could be found in
every organ in the s h e e ~ sbodies.'
'
A parallel case study that clinically
confirms this experiment is that of Ms.
S.B.This 22-year-old female was in good
health until age 20. Within weeks of
having a single_mercurv filling installed,
she developed a progressive illness. Most
of her symptoms were similar to those of
Ms. M.C. (above). Iadvised her to have this
single mercury filling removed. Within 17
days after removal, she reported that her
symptoms started toabate. By three months
Case of Ms. A1.C.
her general health had improved, and she
T h i s is a 22-year-old woman who at age was able to eat most foods without diffi1I levelopedg varietv ofsvmnlr\mcw
hich culty, provided they were not eaten in
. .
later became 'so
that she excess. 1 reported to the Food & Drug
had to leave college. Numerous medical Administration 30 similar cases.out of the
investigations failed to revcal the reason hundreds that I have- seen.
=were
filed
for her illness. History revealed that her as "Adverse Reaction
T h e folillcess started at age 11, one year after she lowing is a summary of these 30 cases:
Four cases of interstitial cystitis re-sponding to removal of dental mercury,
recommended that her nine mercurftillone of whom was one week away from
ings be removed.
having her bladder excised as the only
- T h e following notes are from a letter I therapy her board-certified urologist could
received from Ms. M.C.when she was five offer to relieve her 20 to 50~
urinaweeks mercury-free: sleeping well I wake
uprested. fatigue gone, physically stronger, e *
of the recalcitrant sequellae
meatal acuity recovered, food reactions of yme Disease i n a patient who was fully
less severe. pain on side n o longer constant treate a n who only improved after her
or extreme, memory restored, n o more mercury fillings were removed.
diarrhea, headaches rare and not severe,
0 Five cases of patients who were exappetite improved, n o longer constantly posed to excessive amounts of xenobiotic
cold, co-ordination returned, immune sys- vapors and who subsequently developed
tem strengthened bad cut healed quickly immune dysfunction. They improved only
with n o invection. (Ms. M.C. alwaysdevel- after removal of their mercury fillings.
oped a n infection whenever her skin was
Thirteen cases of patients who had
brtken. She described that even when she various intolerances to exogenous subused prophylactic topical antibiotics, she stances such as inhalants (particles and
still developed infections. This represents vapors) and ingestants (foods and chemia cranifestation of immune dysfunction. cals). These patients were also often inEggleston is rightl) Her complexion im- tolerant to endogenous organisms, most
proved, menstrual problems were all but prominend y Candid
eridicated, her overall health improved, include a 6 s e a r not only physically and mentally. but also who for about ten years suffered from
emotionally, and her self-confidence was Meniere's svndrome. She had been i W
.restored.
sigated by small armv 01 ~ h v s K a n s l
2. T h e rapidity with which mercurv includinn two extensive investigations at\
g e r v a m e body is;demonstrated in the the ah& Clinic
all without beneiit.
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After !ler mercury fillings were removed, it
took nine mont for her to experience
some ene at. She subsequently became
pracifcally symptom-free and is now able
to tolerate previously provocative alleraenic foods.
One case of asthma and dyslexia y h o
recovered after removal o-curv
fillinds.
Qne case oI e ile s initiating at age
ten. a, a time when is flrst mercury filling
was i (~stalled.He improved only after his
mercury fillings were removed at age 40.
Clne case of two sisters who had
ulti le sensitivi s and who improved
*
!
r
y
fillings were removed. This suggests to me a genetic
, & i o l o e i ~ s i t i o for
n susceptibility
to mercury poisoning.

involved in the protection against xenobiotic substances and free radicals. The
primary function of glutatione peroxidase
is the reducrianol h v d r o ~ 1 ~ r o x i , din- ~ ,
organic hydroperoxides via the oxidation
of g l ~ t a t i o n e . ~Glutatione
~'~
peroxidase is
also protective against lipid peroxides."
Glutathione is also utilized by the cytochrome P450 enzyme system in the phase
11reaction for detoxifying xenobiotic substances.
Selenium is protective against free radical damage and carcinogen-induced chro
mosomal breakage.ZH9 '2 $$ ~4 Free radical
are thought to be involved wit
%XJ
t e gener
ation of neoplasms. The absorption o
dental mercury will lead to a reduction i
biologically available selenium becaus
the selenium will bind to mercury,22 ihu
reducing the potential benefits of protec
11. M;.rcury, Selenium and Cadmium
tion against free radicals by selenium
w u r y is i m m u n o s w r e s s i v e and since less selenium will be available.
1 7 9 10
12 1' 14
Just as arsenic interferes with selenium
whhad,. activity,Z1 t 4 s6 so does mercury interfere
1
v a t ~ ~ e n i u m ~ t . . m - a r b _ ewith
_ ~ selenium activity. The result is di- :
tory t ~ a o r & c , d e x e l o p m g n _oft cancer.
minished availabilitvof selenium a&
ga-r:"
3ProtertiQ.4al~ainstfree ra&cal damage.
l7
f l Schamberg has shown that the mi his results in greater potential risk fo&
incidmce of cancer is high in areas where the development of neoplasms.
the selenium content of the soil and water
Dental mercury may also be a mntribuis low (and vice versa). The lowest cancer tory factor in the development of-cardio- r
rate .(34 cancer deaths p e r m was vascular disease. C
Q has been infound i n ~ i . d U y & g & J a J a Jhich Yrrmlnated in the development of a r d i o had the highest soil and water levels of vascular disease." Uv~erwnsionin animals
seleni um in the United States. T h e h i p h r r r. was able to be modulated at will by
cancer rate was found in Lima Ohio Schroeder by removing cadmium by c h d
whicti had the lowest soil an-vz
lation and then adding it back.n
of seienium in the United States. Other
Coronary artery disease is adversely afU.S. tities fell in between these extremes fected by low blood and tissue selenium
in a rimilar pattern when the cancer rate levels40 and was benefited by increased
was compared to the selenium levels. intake of selenium.4142
BIooJ selenium levels were used in these
When selenium binds to cadmium both
s t u d i s as an accurate. measure of the atoms become biologically inactivated.21
actual ingestion 01 selenium resulting The additional load of mccury from
from ~hesesoil and water levels.~
dental amalgam will bind additional
amounts of selenium and render it biologically inactive; thus, less selenium will be
one ci the mechanisms by which selenium available for inactivation of cadmium.
o( The result will be an increased biological
protezis against cancer the
inattivation
.- ---.
availability of cadmium a n d ' a greater
merclii
4 : n i u m is a component in glutathione. potential for cardiovascular disease.
Cadmium is encountered as a n enviperoAdase. Selenium enhances xenobiotic
toleehce by increasing the available glu- ronmental contaminant. Cadmium is
tathi;ne.m *" Glutathione via glutathione routinely leached out of copper water
pero..idase and glutathione reductase is .fipes.4' 44 '5
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111. Xenobiotic Intolerance and the
Cy tochrome P-450 System

o f dental mercury.
Dental mercury further compromises
these individuals by adding to their metabolic burden by inactivation of the thio
groups that protect their cytochrome P450
system. These -tally comp_ro.m&l
jndividuals will be damaged by even so-'
called "small quantities" of mercury. It is
tantamount to compounding a misdemeanor into a felony.
My clinical observations confirm this
relationship: that there is a similar wide
variety in the ability of. individuals to
resist poisoning from chemicalsanddental
mercury. Thirty yearsof observations have
.
convinced me that these two g r o u ~ s the
chemically sensitive and the mercury sensltlve, are In tact o n w u p .

Euidence of Xenobiotic Intolerance
in the General Population
A segment of the population is intolerant
to xenobiotic substancesd. My findings
reveal that this segment often develops
. intolerance or has existing intolerance
aggravated by the presence of dental mercury. It appears that the cytochrome P450
enzyme system may be involved in this
hypersensitivity via its "assigned" role as
a protective mechanism against poisoning
from xenobiotic substances.
The ability of a subset of the population
Lo resist toxicity from exposure to xenobiotic chemicals is, among other things,
m - r t i o n a l to the quantitv and a
gf cytochrome P450 present. There are
individual d~tterencesin these two factors,
and the effectiveprotection in a population
varies with the frequency distribution
curve. The intensity of clinical symptoms
of xenobiotic intolerance similarly varies
with this curve and is a function -o
"m
-,
47
r9 50 5' making for a
wide variety of confusing symptoms.
Work at the Department of Molecular
Carcinogenesis at the National Institutes
of Health demonstrated that theseextremes
in xenobiotic intolerance in individuals
exist, and that these extremes are a function
of the effectiveness of cytochrome P450,
which is a result of genetic differences.52

Some Specifics About the .
Cyfochrome Pl5O System
This system contains a variety of enzymes, all with thecommon characteristic
of containing an oxveen-bi '
All of these enzymeoxidative ( e l e m r a n s f a )r e a r a T h e
mechanism by which cytochrome P450
system protects against xenobiotic substance involves a two-phase reaction:
Phase I Oxidation of' o he xenobiotic
molecule; Phase 11 The,oxidized intermediate form of the xenobiotic molecule
is hydrated or conjugated with glutathione
or glucuronic acid or sulfaie. The result is
a water-soluble end product that can be
excreted through the kidneys.

-

T h e Metabolism o j Debrisoo&e
Setves as a Prototype for Other
Cases o j Xenobiotic Intolerance
The occurrence in the general population of a human autosomal recessive t
d
for P450dbl is a b u t one in twelve.51 The
P45Ua61ernyme presides over the hydroxylation of debrisoquine, an antihypertensive
agent used in Europe and Canada but not
1.1 the United States (hence the Xb"
suffix). This enzyme also inactivales a
variety of other xenobiotic molecules.
Individuals with this defective gene meiabolize the debrisoquine at 1/10 to 1/200
of the rate found in the normal population.
Thus they are much less able to deal with
exposure to this and other. xenobiotic
srrbstances. Through this prototype one
can get a glimpse into the potential danger

-

Laboratory Conjirmation o j the Clinical
Observation that Mercury Aggravates
and Induces Xenobiotic intolerances
It is well known that there arc protective
-SH groups, i.e., protective thio groups
which function to protect the cytochrome
P-450 system.5354 Theaffinity of mercury'
for -SH groups is ten times greater than its
affinity for oxygen and chlorine.55 Mercury
will bind firmly to and inactivate these
critical -SH groups, which protect the
cytochrome P-450 system.5' 54 It is by this
process that the unique vrotective function
of these -SH group;is lost due to mercury
poisoning and the cytochrome P-450enzyme
system becomes compromised.
This laboratory evidence confirms my
clinical observation that mercury is capable
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of indur ing xenobiotic intolerance. The population exists that is genetically diffol1owi1.i is from a personal communica- ferent.
tion to n.e from Harry V. Gelboin, Ph.D.,
Chief, C<boratoryof Carcinogenesis, Na- Monosodium Glutamate Intolerance
tional 1:ktitutes of Health: "There are and Aspirin Idiosyncrasy
several ceferences in the bibliography
Patronsof Chinese restaurants are alerted 1
which i1.5cate that mercury may interact on menus that foods without MSG are
with r o u e P450s and also may interact available on request. Warnings are given I
with soi:~eof the second phase enzymes. to aspirin consumers on labels conremind
Mercury is also a very good candidate for their possible aspirin idiosyncracy. Yet no
interactim with glutathione through the warnings are offered ~ ~ u r c h
SH grotip and thereby reducing the con- 2 I j m e r c u r v amalgam.
cent ratio;^ of this compound which has a
The contents of mercuryamalpm denmi
very higl: detoxification role. in addition fillings have been-from
the
to thesee:.wymes,a host of other metabolic consumer. T h e aforementioned warnings
enzymes .would contain SH groups sensi- are all acknowledgements of society's retive to n-ercury toxicity."
sponsibility to respect and warn this genetically different group. Dental patientsare
The C1i:li'cal Aspects of
not informed that their so-called '>ilver"
Xenobic.ic Intolerance
There 3re certain universally accepted
example: of subpopulations that are xenobiodcall j. intolerant by virtue of a genetic
A juice vendor who sells a 30%orange
inability to deal with foreign substances. juice solution as orange "juice" rather
Ewmplrs of these.non-allergenic intoler- than orange drink would be liable for
ances arc; sulfite intolerance, monosodium misrepresentation and fraud. YetJrauduglutama:2 intolerance, and aspirin idio- lant dental mislabeling persists, with the
syncrasy:
-tanard that these amalgam lillings are
called "silver" because they are silvercolored. Why not call them mercury fillreaciion. ::HypersenGfi~~i
ings? Mercury is the same color.
only.antigen~antibodyr
T o call them "amalaam" fillings is even
non-antigen-antibody chemical,
m.
It is the eauivalent of
such- as'enzyme' defic'Iency and
calling the a "soup" ol m e h s without
mentioning%e ingredients of the soup.
T h e ilicidence of allergy to g e r c ~ r y & "Soup" means nothing to the average
b w . as x o v e n by ~ a t c htests. Thls low consumer.
i n d e n & ~ o n t r a s i s ~ w ithe
t h higher inciT h e following are some clinical obse
e r ~ u r ~ the
, indentical symptoms foun
dence of ~ ~ ~ s e n ~ i t i v i t ~ ~ ~ ,aot~ myalionsthat
suggeste-: by the commonplace finding of in these two groups (the xenobioticall
xenobiotk intolerance. This relationship intolerant group and the mercury-intoler
is depicted in the common clinical finding ant group) are in fact the symptoms of
of into1e:ance among patients to peuo- single group. The xenobiodcally sensitiv
chemiczl vapors, such as solvents, cleans- group routinely develops many syraptoms
ingagenu, gasoline fumes, kerosene heater from exposure to mercury following either
fumes, t1 e vapors of incompletely oxidized a simple dental cleaning or the removal of
hydrocaibons from gas stoves used lor a mercury filling. The mercury "normally'
cooking and automobile exhaust.
released during these procedures provides
an indicator system for identifying this
mercury-sensitive group.
Sulfite Itrtolerance
1ndivi:luals collapse and even die on
ingestio;~of sulfite-laden salads in res- Dental Cleaning and Amalgam Polishing
taurants. Guidelines and ,warnings have
During the abrasive cleaning process
been issued lor the use of sulfites in foods, mercury is released and then absorbed by
thereby acknowledging that a subset of the the patient. I have used dental cleaning as
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a diagnostic test for mercury intolerance ~ d m i n i s t r a t i o nof selenium prodby observing that significant symptoms abrupt relief of s v m p u m ~
within h o w
are routinely produced in this group short- The protective effect of selenium against
ly after the cleaning and may last up to mercury is the most likely reason for this
two weeks.
beneficial effect.
~ t t ethe
r cleaning process symptoms are
further produced by exposure to small Selenium and the "Tuna Obfuscalion"
amounts of mercury that aresubsequently
Some mercury advocates say that there
released when the mercury fillings are is more mercury in tuna than from dental
a layer mercury exposure. They leave out the
polished. This -removes
of previously reacted metal that was in a important fact that the tuna protects itself
higher state of oxidation (i.e., i t was less from poisoning by selectively absorbing
reactive and thus more stable). The polish- two molecules of selenium for every moleing reveals the shiny unreacted, unoxidized cule of mercury.22 2s Thus, & c o n s u w
and more reactive metal below. Following
the cleaning process, this shiny, more
reactive metal is additionally released by despite the presence of the mercury. N o
mastication over the next few weeks. The such protection via a selenium antidote is
?elease of mercury provides symptoms afforded by the dental mercury filling.
throughout this period.
Diagnosis
The Process o/ Removal of Mercury
The method I use to determine that a
Fillings via .Dental Drilling
clinical-pathological relationship exists
A cloud of mercury vapor and particles between dental mercury and xenobiotic
is dispersed by the abrasion of the drill. sensitivity is as follows. I am a dermatolo-_
Even with all the precautions taken by gist. Dermatologists are unique1 y able to
using multiple simultaneous suctions. i t z e r v e the skin as a visible and objective
has been my experierlcc that this group ol indicator of disease. The skin shows us a
xenobiodcally intolerant patients routine- relation between the presence and severity
ly get markedly ill from exposure to mer- of a n external eruption vis-a-vis the prtcury. T h e symptoms of mercury poisoning sence and severity of an internal disease.
are identical to the symptoms developed
The patient's skin condition and his
fro;m exposure to xenobiotic chemicals. I internal medical symptoms get better and
have seen these symptoms last from days worse when I remove and then reintroduce
to weeks after removal of a single mercury a causative agent, such as an inhalant, a
filling.
food, or a chemical. Thus, as a dermatoloThat these symptoms from cleaning gist, I am able to clinically identify the
and drilling are due to mercury poisoning responsible substances causing the disease
is proven to my satisfaction by the fact that and then produce and verify a cure.
,

An Algorithm of my Diagnostic Method:

f

f

Particles

(

Xenobiotic Vapors

Inhalants d

Foods
Ingestants
Environmental
In t?lerance

4

Chemicals

(

Int&zd

Gastroin testinal

Endogenou.s-

Protozoa

Yeast
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I divide the patient's world into exoge- follow the patient's medical health i
r.ous and endogenous substances and then non-dental parameters after Ley have in7
make a detailed, customized inventory, serted mercury into the patient's body.
It is evident that clinical observationb
hem by item, of these substances,~scheme
of omission and reintroductb 1s used, have value, and one could not practice
cisinn
. - customized elimination diets as well medicine without them. Medicine is as
a s environmental controls. -.
much a n art as it is a science. The value of
'..The patient keeps a detailed record of clinical observation is that it is a first step
ingestants and inhalants encountered and t o w a r d p r o v i ~ ~ i c i oIt'n .
tylates them to symptoms by time of day is a starting point for the creation of a
a.ld geographical location. Preprinted, protocol that may lead to a statistically
&id-like guidance forms are provided to valid proof. A reasonable clinical
. .index
. of
the patient as well as printed instructions, suspicion now e x i s r z l h l r n a w ~
Y k s , and detailed verbal guidance. Pa- dental mercury as a ~ o i s o n .
Not all xenobiotically intolerant indiviuents are often studied for months and
duals (including universal reactors) exhi bit
soon learn to do much of this-themselves.
This detailed clinical method contrasts
with the usual practice of dentistry.
Dentists are not in a position to make a oI how a genetically
dccision as to whether dental mercury does can go on to
o. does not represent a danger to the ance.
pdtient, because they d o not routinely
A Vicious Circle of Ever-Increasing Dydunction
Genetic damage and
possible impairment of
genetic repair function

Decreased function of
cytochrome P450 system
and other xenobiotiolly
protective mechanisms

R a u l u n ~decreased protection from
further onslaught of mvironmenrally
encountered genetically disabling
/ xenobiotic substlnces

3. T h e amount of mercury released is
o n l w _ a y ~ s m a lamount.
l
- So why the disagreem=t? Some
that this small amount of
from the mercury fillings is not
significant. Others believe that
nli Dental Mercury Controversy
What are the essential elements of this amount of mercury is clinically
a small amount of mercury
controversy? T h e points ofasrcemcnt are: T h e beliee l i n k a l l y significant is the result o<
1. Mercury is a poison.
' . It assumes a??. Mercury is released from the amalgam & P J o r . !?Lor In
binary'iunctio&thing
is clinifillirigs.
Do these genetically predisposed xenobibtically intolerant individuals leave the
world further genetically compromised
t l ~ a nwhen they arrived?

'
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cf Ily significant (toall)or is not clinicallv

population does exist; and, like the canaries

~ : ' ~ n i f i i a(toall).
nt
~ h c e r r olies
r i n assum-ii~p:a yes or not answer.
- T h e truth is that intolerance in a large
population is not binatv. but analog, It
indicates 'Ishades oi eray" r-than
"black or white". The degree of illness
developed by an individual isa function of
tfiat.'part of the. frequency distribution
&rve in which he finds himself by virtue
d his genetic sensitivity.
T o the most sensitive patient this socalled "only~small"amobnt of mercury
will be c l + a l l ~ signifimnt*T o the least
sensiiive patient .this'-small amount of
me!cury
may
produce
symptoms.. T h e 'rest of the population :will fall
Somewhere in between these two poles.
T h e m a g n i t u d e e a s e lMI))induced
h mezury in a particular individual is
directly proportional to the concentration
O[ mercury (Hg) times the
e of
his wnsitivitV (MS). Bear -that
lhesemeasurements must be made:
the
mercury and lhe
magnitude of his sensitivity:

_

u

l

the rest of us. We should apply common
sense and remember the cardinal rule of
medicine: gefore you attempt to d o good,
first d o no harm.
In'-Summary, dental mercury is a dangerous substance. It is a 170-year-old anachronistic mixture of crude coin filings
and mercury. It has been grandfathered in
without scientific proof of safety and
should be banned.

-
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Foundation For Toxic Free Dentistry
SELECl'ED HEALTH SYMPTOM ANALYSIS OF 1569 PATIENTS BEFORE AND
AFTER ELIMINATION OFTHEIR MERCURY-CONTAINING DENTAL FILLINGS
% of
Total

SYMPTOM

Total
No.

No. Improved
or Cured

90 of Cure or

Improvement

221
ALLERGY
ANXIEm
86
BAD TEMPER
81
BLOATING
88
BLOOD PRESSURE PROBLEMS
99
CHEST PAINS
79
DEPRESSION
347
DIZZINESS
343
FATIGUE
705
GASTROINTESTINAL PROBLEMS 231
GUM PROBLEMS
129
HEADACHES
531
MIGRAINE HEADACHES
45
INSOMNIA
187
IRREGULAR HEARTBEAT
159
IRRITABILITY
132
LACK OF CONCENTRATION
270
LACK OF ENERGY
91
MEMORY LOSS
265
METALLIC TASTE
260
MULTIPLE SCLEROSIS
113
MUSCLE TREMOR
126
NERVOUSNESS
158
NUMBNESS ANYWHERE
118
SKIN DISTURBANCES
310
SORE THROAT
149
TACHYCARDIA
97
THYROID PROBLEMS
56
ULCERS & SORES (ORAL CAVITY) 189
URINARY TRACT PROBLEMS
115
VISION PROBLEMS
462

The above statistics involve a total of 1569 patients in
six different studies: 762 patients utilized the FTFD Patient
Adverse Reaction Report to individually report changes
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Contamination with Aluminum Compounds
General Information
Aluminum is the third most abundant element (8%) in the Earth's crust, exceeded
by oxygen (47%) and silicon (28%). Because of its strong affinity to oxygen, aluminum
never occurs as a metal in nature but is found only in the form of its compounds, such as
alumina. This strong affinity to oxygen also explains why it withstood all attempts to
prepare it in its elemental form until well into the 19th century. The metal's name is
derived fiom alumen, the Latin name for alum. In 1761 the French chemist Guyton de
Morveau proposed the name alumine for the base in alum, and in 1787 Antoine Lavoisier
identified alumine as the oxide of a then-undiscovered metal. In 1807 Sir Humphry Davy
assigned the name alumium to the metal and later agreed to change it to aluminum.
Shortly thereafter, the name aluminium was adopted to conform with the -ium ending of
most elements, and this spelling is now in general use throughout the world, except in the
United States (where the second i was dropped in 1925) and Italy (where alluminio is
used). The role aluminum plays in human physiology is not known. The metal is ingested
through food and water. Aluminum has been detected in the brain cells of Alzheimer's
Disease patients.
Physical Properties of Aluminum
Aluminum, symbol At, is a silvery-white metal in Group mA of the periodic table.
Its atomic number is 13, its atomic weight 26.9815. It constitutes between 8 to 14% of
the Earth's crust, depending on the location. It is ductile, nonmagnetic, and an excellent
conductor of heat and electricity. The density of aluminum at 20 deg C is 2.699 g/cu cm
(0.1 lblcu in); it melts at 660.24 deg C and boils at 2,450 deg C. Aluminum is widely used
in many kinds of products because a combination of properties gives it special advantages
over other materials.
Aluminum's electrical alloy has the highest conductivity per pound of any
commercially sold conductor. Because aluminum is only one-third as dense as copper, it
supplies about twice the conductivity per pound. For this reason more than 90% of the
transmission and distribution lines in the United States are made fiom aluminum.
Aluminum is an excellent conductor of heat as well. It is about 1.8 times as thermally
conductive as copper by weight, depending on the alloy, and about 9 times as conductive
as stainless steel. For this reason it is widely used in automobile radiators; cooling coils
and fins; heat exchangers in the chemical, petroleum, and other industries; and heater fins
in baseboard and other types of heaters.
The aluminum industry, founded in 1854, is the newest of the nonferrous metal
industries. In the United States, commercial production began in 1859 at a cost of $1 7 for
a pound. Not until the late 1880s was a method found to bring prices down and permit
aluminum to be used in a wide range of applications. The aluminum industry is now
worldwide.
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The United States is the world's largest aluminum producer, followed by Canada,
Australia, Norway, Brazil, and Germany. The United States is also the world's largest
aluminum consumer. The U.S. aluminum industry consumes 1% of the nation's energy,
largely in the form of electricity. The amount of electricity used per pound of metal in
smelting, which accounts for about two-thirds of the industry's total energy consumption,
has decreased steadily, and today the average is about 7 kwh.Aluminum can be recycled
for less than 5% of the energy required for producing virgin metal. U.S. aluminum-can
recycling provides over half the aluminum used in making new cans, and recycling of
aluminum scrap equals almost half of total aluminum production. In 1963, the United
States produced about 11.5 billion aluminum beverage cans. In 1985, over 70 billion were
produced. The phosphoric acid in soft drinks, which leaches aluminum fiom the walls of
the can, guarantees that each can of beverage delivers aluminum metal to the drinker. In
addition, one of the most toxic by-products of aluminum manufacture, sodium fluoride, is
added to many public water supplies.
Aluminum in the Human Diet
The majority of the human population in the industrialized nations ingest a
minimum of 30 to 50 milligrams of aluminum metal per day. An examination of labels on
consumer products will reveal that many of them contain the metal. Most foods contain
aluminum products. Beverage cans, aluminum foil in contact with food, aluminum pots
and pans and aluminum in drugs (including most antacids) insure that the cumulative load
of aluminum in the human body eventually reaches critical level.
Aluminum in consumer drugs is a big problem. Aspirin is commonly buffered with
aluminum hydroxide, aluminum glycinate and other aluminum compounds. Vaginal
douches contain potassium aluminum sulfate, ammonium aluminum sulfate, and alum.
Antacids contain aluminum hydroxide, magaldrate, dihydroxyaluminum, and aluminum
oxide. Antidiarrheal drugs contain aluminum magnesium silicate and kaolin, an aluminum
salt. Cake mixes, self-rising flour, processed cheese, baking powder, food starch
modifiers, pickling salts and anti-caking agents provide additional aluminum in the form of
sodium aluminum, sodium aluminum sulfate, aluminum ammounium sulfate, and sodium
aluminum silicate. Aluminum contaminates drinking water, milk and other products.
Analysis of Deliberate Aluminum Dosing of Humans
A curious practice arose for gold miners in Ontario, Canada, that involved
deliberate inhalation of aluminum metal dust. One of the side effects of mining gold is a
lung condition called silicosis, fiom the silica dust inherent in gold ore. At the McIntyre
Porpupine Gold Mine, someone got the warped idea that miners should inhale aluminum
dust, which would coat their lungs, and then when they coughed up the aluminum they
would also expel the silica inhaled during the working day. Stupid is as stupid does.It was
an absolutely insane practice - so insane that it lasted until 1980, when officials 'tiecided"
there was no evidence that the aluminum dust was doing any good against silicosis.
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In 1980, after this dubious practice was discontinued, an epidemiologist at Clark
Institute of Psychiatry in Toronto, Dr. Sandra Rifat, heard about these miners and decided
to study them to understand the effects levied on the men. She eventually tracked down
over 1,300 men who had been miners since the 1940s. Of those, 647 agreed to participate
in the study. After putting these men through cognitive tests (examining memory and
logzcal thought), it was apparent that all the miners tests scored in the "impaired" range.26
You don't have to be a miner to inhale aluminum compounds. Dust from talcum
powder, baby powder, cat-box litter, cement, asphalt mixes, tobacco smoke and ashes
contain aluminosilicates. Complex ionic aluminosilicates go directly to the brain through
the olfactory system." Much of the damage typical of Alzheimer's disease, coincidently, is
found in the olfactory regions of the brain. Metal particulates are a signrficant constituent
of the general atmosphere in many industrialized countries. These particulates are typically
1/50 the width of a human hair. The miniscule size of these particles enables them to join
other elements floating in the blood. A darkfield microscopic examination of your blood
will show heavy metals floating around. They also travel through cell walls and into the
nucleus and directly affect the DNA. Yale University researchers in 1978 published a
paper that estimated that 140,000 deaths a year are related to all forms of metallic air
pollution compounds2*.Metallic air pollution now kills almost 300,000 people each year,
and the toll is rising, despite the scientific evidence. No one is taking industry to task. The
legislation during the administration of George Bush actually allowed an increase in
industrial metallic particle emission, beainnina in 1995.~~
Toxic metals in the atmosphere
include nickel, aluminum, titanium, beryllium, cadmium, arsenic, lead, mercury, iron, and
manganese. The converted sulfbr and nitrogen oxides, plus the hydrocarbon emissions,
constitute antigens that can cause cellular mutation. The net effects of this process
suppress the human immune system, reduce cell-mediated and humoral immunity,depress

The Advocate, "Is aluminum related to Alzheimers disease?", Dec 11, 1990,p.B-2., Walsh, M.W.
According to neurobiochemist Eugene Roberts, PhD,a research physician at the City of Hope National
Medical Center.
28 Noble, H., "The air: Unsafe at any site", New York TimesMagazine, N w 4, 1979, p.122.
29 Bush created the Council on Competitiveness,a front for industry and manufacturing to head off EPA
santioned environmental restraints. It was overseen by Dan Quayle. The Council altered standards and
issued operating permits to wer 35,000 polluting businesses. Quayle's Council reviewed EPA
administrator William Redly's Clean Air Act proposals and added a provision to allow manufacturers and
chemical companies to increase pollution levels without uublic review. In 1991, EPA General Counsel
Donald Elliott wrote a memo declaring the Council's proposal to be illegal. William Reilly called for the
public to be notified. The Council rejected the EPA proposal, and Bush directed the EPA to issue the rule.
Reilly refused to do so, unless the Department of Justice declared it to be legal. Attorney General Ban
issued a legality memo. On June 25, 1992, the new pollution rule was in. Now, under the "Clean Air Act
of 1990", industries are allowed to actually increase atmospheric pollutants. Bill Clinton scrapped the
Council of Competitivenessas soon as he got into office. It had already served its function - to subvert all
existing environmental legislation that would interfere with the process of causing degeneration of the
physical and mental capabilities of the population. In 1995, television commercials appeared for small
pocket recording devices to help those with poor memories find their parked cars. Curious.
26
27
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white cell (phagocyte) response, increase susceptibility to infection and stimulate fibrillary
tangles in the brain3' - the same tangles that are found in Alzheimer's disease.
The Advent of Alzheimer's Front Organizations
Because of the tremendous amount of accumulating evidence relating to aluminum
and Alzheimer's disease, an eventual collision with the public is inevitable, along with
litigation that promises to bankrupt the industries involved.31In 1982, the "Alzheimer's
Disease and Related Disorders Association" (ADRDA) was created. The research grant
programs of ADRDA coincidently parallel those of the U.S. Public Health Service. By the
end of 1990, 365 grants and awards totaling more than $18 million were funded by
ADRDA. The seriousness of the problem is attracting the attention of both the
government and industry - both are becoming concerned that the dimensions of the
problem will become too obvious in society. In 1991, Congress appropriated $247 million
for "Alzheimer's research" - a 67% increase over 1990. Will "Alzheimer's research" do
any better than 'kancer research': "AIDS research': 'EMF research" or any other
program? No. All industries are beginning to cloak themselves in protective mantel's of
financial contributions and political moves. The aluminum manufacturers have taken a
lesson from the past successful activities of the tobacco industry, and are paying attention
to the current troubles of the tobacco industry. The writing is on the wall.
Is ADRDA an independent organization really concerned about Alzheimers and
related disorders, or is it a fiont for industry destined to act as a buffer for pending public
concern about the real causes? 'It is a matter of record that Edward Truschke, the
executive director of ADRDq has admitted that ADRDA has received unrestricted grant
monies from the Aluminum Association of Canada (ALCAN) and the Aluminum
Company of America (ALCOA). .The international Alzheimer's disease meeting in Italy,
held in July 1992, was sponsored in part by ALCAN. Research indicates that the two
major aluminum companies take radically different approaches to the issue. ALCAN is
aggressively h d i n g research (which can direct the outcome of findings, of course) in
order to permit the possibility of claiming (in the end) that they were looking for evidence
that aluminum contributes toward Alzheimer's. ALCOq on the other hand, takes the
typical approach of U.S. companies with something to lose denial. They will not do the
research because they want to be able to say that such research is not valid, and that they
do not do research because they do not believe that their producted could be implicated.

-

Interestingly and predictably, ADRDA's 'fesearch" continues to find "no
connection" between aluminum toxicity and Alzheimer's disease. No surprise there.32
pp
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3 0 ~ ~ t e ~ p a rAnnuals,
thic
Vol 11, 1983, p.38-59; Weiner, M., The Way of the Skeptical Nutritionist, New
Uork, MacMillan, 198 1.
" It is perhaps with this in mind that Congress in 1995 began to work on legislation to limit damage and
liability awards levied against corporations in the United States.
32 Alzheimer's Disease and Related Disorders Assn, 70 East Lake St., Chiago, Illinois 60601, 1-800-6210379. Call them up and ask them to explain their cozy relationship with the aluminum industry.
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The aluminum industry, following the neo-Darwinian paradigm of material
scientism as a model for suppression of the truth, argues against environmental factors as a
prime cause for the growing prevalence of Alzheimer's disease33.The evidence, whether
they like it or not, is unrefutable.

Environmental Considerations: Aluminum and Alzheimer's Disease
There is an interesting parallel between the incidence of Alzheimer's disease and
similar memory disorders, and the amount of aluminum in drinking water. A study
published in Lancet, the journal of the British Medical Association, involved an evaluation
of the geographical relationship between the aluminum content of drinking water and the
prevalence of Alzheimer's over a ten year period. The study reported a 50% increase in
the risk of Alzheimer's disease in areas with high concentrations of aluminum. Even a
small presence of aluminum in water has an
These studies have been corroborated
by studies done in other countries (other than the United States, in which such a study
would be a conflict of interest and labelled "irresponsible"), especially in Norway and
~ u s t r a l i a .It~ is
~ also interesting that studies of motorneuron diseases in Guam, where a
tremendous increase in amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS) has occurred, found parallels
between ALS and high concentrations of aluminum in drinking water. Swedish studies of
the Guam ALS problem conclude that mortality from motorneuron disease, especially
among women, varies with the local water concentation of aluminum.36
In England, the estimate of the average adult intake of aluminum is 6mg/day,
mostly from tea3', although the tannin in tea tends to reduce the aluminum content
somewhat.38 Research conducted in 1988 conducted by the Medical Research Council

33Theessence of this paradigm is to steer attention away from the environment, wherein lies litigation
and accountability, and steer the public toward a "genetic predisposition" or similar arguments.
34 Researchers learned that the risk of Alzheimer's was 1.5 times higher when the aluminum
There was no
concentration exceeded 0.11 mg/l than in areas where the concentration was 0.01
evidence of any relationship between any other form of dementia, including epilepsy, and the presence of
aluminum in drinking water. The Lancet, Jan 14, 1989, pp.59-62, "Geographical relation between
AWleimer;~disease and aluminum in drinking water." It is interesting that about 50% of British drinking
water is also treated with iron, which is also suspected of being a co-factor in dementia.
35 Vogt, T., 'Water quality and health - a study of possible relationship between aluminum in drinking
water and dementia" Central Bureau of Statistics of Norway' 1986; Jorm A., et al., 'Differences in
mortality from dementia in Australia: an analysis of death certificate data".
36 ~ a s e ,Y.,'Environmental controbution to the ALS process" Neuromusculnr Diseases, New Yo*,
Raven Press, 1984, p.335; Lindegard, B., "Aluminum and Azheimer's disease", Lancet, Feb 4, 1989,
pp.267 and 268.; Yase, Y., 'Pathogenesis of A L S Lancet, Vol 2, 1972, pp292-296. ALS is also called
"Lou Gehrig's Disease".
37 Studies in England meal that 91% of the filterable aluminum in tea infusions is bound to organic
mater. Large molecules of aluminum shift toward mineral salt species of lower molecular weight, and
cross-link to form destructiev free radicals in protein complexes that become quite influential in biological
processes.
38 Coriat, A., et al, "Beware the cups that cheer", Nafure,Vol321, 1986, p.570.
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revealed that long-term exposure to aluminum contributed to plaque deposits in the
cerebral cortex and aluminum deposition in neurons.39
Aluminum in Infant Formula and Bovine Milk

One wonders, after examining all the diierent areas covered in this book
(vaccinations and encephalopathy, electromagnetics, etc) if orthodox science is really
ignorant of the sensitivity of infants and children to environmental contamination, or know
about it and they don't care because there is another agenda afoot. I am convinced of the
latter. The same parallel follows with heavy metals and the physiology of young humans,
who are more sensitive than adults. Any good physiologist or physician would be able to
tell you that the permeability of the gastrointestinal tract of the infant is quite great, as
protective mechanisms have not yet fully developed. It is this very fact that allows many of
the substances in human mother's milk to systemically permeate the body of the infant.
Unfortunately, the same lack of protection seriously impairs an infant who
consumes infant formula, especially soy formulas, and bovine (cow) milk. Whether the
pasteurization process (aluminum vats and piping) contributes to the amount of aluminum
in milk, or it involves the feed the animal is eating, is unknown. A 1985 British report in
Lancet documented an infant with a case of severe kidney failure where the absorption and
retention of aluminum from a cow's milk-based formula resulted in clinical toxicity. By
one month of age, the baby had a aluminum concentration in its brain in the neurotoxic
range.40 In 1986, another British report detailed levels of aluminum in rnik formulas for
infants.41Other clinical papers followed. Research indicates that aluminum concentrations
in most cow milk is 20 times greater than human breast milk (5-20 mcgli) and 100 times
greater in soy-based
Since aluminum is to some degree excreted by way of the action of the kidney, the
undeveloped kidney in infants (especially premature infants43) guarantees greater
systemic deposition of heavy metals.44 Deficiencies in zinc will also cause children to
absorb more aluminum into their systems, because aluminum competes with zinc in
Ibid.
Aluminum deposition in an infants brain can cause a degree of mental retardation, learning disabilities
and pave the way for early onset of Alzheimer's. Freundlich, M. Et al.,"Infant formula as a cause of
aluminum toxicity in neonatal uraemia", Lancet ii, 1985,p.527.
41
McGraw, M., et al., "Aluminum content of mill< formulae and intravenous fluids used in infants''
Lancet I: 157, 1986.
42
Bishop et al., "Aluminum in infant formulas" Lancet, Mar 4, 1989.
43 A sentiment echoed by the American Cornmitee on Nutrition, which suggests avoiding soy-based
formulae for premature infants and those with impaired kidney function. "Aluminum toxicity in infants
and children", Pediatrics, Vol 78, 1986,p. 1150-1154.Also, a 1988 report of the Department of Health
and Social Security committee, advising on infant feeding, said that soy-basedmilks quai@ as "borderline
substances" for established forms of milk intolerance. DHSS Committee on Medical Aspects of Food
Policy. Present Day Practice in lnfmt Feeding, London, HM Stationary M c e , 1986.
44
Sedman et al., "Evidence of aluminum loading in infants receiving intravenous therapy", New England
Journal ofMedicine, Vo13 12,p. 1337-1343,1985.
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binding sites on ligands, organic molecules in the body that attach to a single metallic ion.
Systemic reduction of zinc is especially prevalent in infants fed with soy formulas.45

The Problem of Aluminum Cookware
One wonders why aluminum cookware, as opposed to stainless steel, was
introduced in the United States in the first place. Along with aluminum foil, cookware'
made of aluminum is a si@cant source of excess aluminum in the diet. Boiling water in
aluminum containers, especially water containing acidic substances, causes aluminum to
leach into the water and food. Water containingfluorides encourages the leaching process
from aluminum cookware. Water containing lppm fluoride46,boiled for ten minutes in an
aluminum pot, will increase the concentration of aluminum to 200 ppm. Prolonged boiling
can increase the concentration to 600
Add acidic food (tomato sauce, for example)
and it even goes higher. In addition, as we see in the chapter in fluorides, the presence of
aluminum increases the negative effects of fluorides (which is why fluoride toothpaste
comes in aluminum tubes). Since the scientific data has been around for some time on all
these issues, it cannot be anything but intentional. Aluminum cookware has been around
since the late 1920's.

The Effect of Aluminum on the Human Brain

In order to prove that all of this is intentional, we have to prove that it was known
early enough that aluminum causes a problem. One would assume that indications of
negative effect would preclude introduction of aluminum cookware. Not in the United
States. If you examine Matnx III as a totality you will understand why. The fact of the
matter is that German experiments done in 1897 , where aluminum was analyzed for
pathological reaction in animals, showed that aluminum is a selective neurotoxin and a
nerve cell poison of specific a;fJinityfor the brain.48 Exposure of the central nervous
system to aluminum salts produces aprogressive e n ~ e ~ h a l o ~ t h y . ~ ~

45

Settle et al., "Effect of phytate: zinc molar ratio and isolated soy bean protein on zinc bioavailability",
Journal of Nutrition, Vol 111, 1981, p.2223-2235.
46 The usual level of fluoride in public water supplies.
47 Tennakone et al., "Aluminum leaching from cooking utensils" Nature, Vol325, January 15-21, 1987.
48 Doellken, P. "Ueber die wirkung des aluminum mit sonder beruecksichtigung der durch das aluminum
verursachten lasionen im tentralnexvensystem~"Naunyn-Schmiedebergs Arch Exper Path Pharmakol
4058-120, 1897.
49 Munoz-Garcia et al, "An immunocytochemical comparison of cytoskeletal proteins in aluminuminduced and Alzheimer-type neurofibrillary tangles." Acta Neuropathology Vol70, 1986, p.243-248. Now
we see that aluminum deposition produces encephalapathy, vaccines produce encephalopathy, fluorides
and mercury amalgams produce encephalopathy, and they knew about all ofit early on. Someone or some
group in high position, more than 70years ago, intentionallyplanned to use the United States as a testing
ground for all ofthis, ultimately resulting in a sociopathic society pleading for totalitarian control. They
knew about the effect of mercury and vaccines in 1926. It's in the medical literature. All of this is not an
accident. Are you going to stand by and not take responsibility for your health and the health of those you
lave? The government isn't, because it's a conflict of interest.
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Earlier we mentioned the fact that a great number of cases of degenerative brain
diseases in Guam drew the curiousity of researchers. Ten percent of the total population
of native Guamanians die of brain disease. Fifteen percent of the natives in the Mariana
Islands die of neurodegenerative disease. Why? Part of the answer is that there are high
levels of aluminum in the drinking water. There are also high levels of aluminum in the
food.50
The Neurological and Physiological Effect of Aluminum Deposition

Aluminum is known to be a significant cross-linking agent that acts to imrnobilze
reactive molecules within brain cells. It also causes fiee-radical pathology inside the
neurons, bringing on molecular cross-linkage throughout the brain's tissues, resulting in
neurofibrillary tangles so characteristic of those seen in autopsies of brains of those with
Alzheimer's syndrome.51The process is highly complex, and is outside the scope of our
general examination.
Research has been conducted to intentionally induce and replicate the sequence of
symptoms of Alzheimers in animals. Using cats, and injecting 100 nanomoles (1 billionth
of a mole) of aluminum chloride into the hippocampic space (brain ventricle) a dementia
similar to Alzheimers developed.52 It takes very little aluminum to actually begin the
process of degeneration. Progressive dementia also developed within ten days of a
subcutaneous injection of aluminum chloride under the skin. Neurodegeneration is
proportional to long-term accumulation and specific sites of ac~umulation.~~
Interestingly, concentrations of aluminum that are toxic to many biochemical
processes are found in at l e a s t m human neurologrcal conditions.54 Animals in these
experiments typically develop symptoms within two weeks, including shaking (ataxia) and
'O Perl, D., et al., "The association of aluminum, Alzheimer's disease, and neurofibrillary tangles"
Journal ofNeural Transmutation, Vol 24, 1987, pp.205-211; Dalton et al, "'Aluminium and calcium in
soil and food from Guam, Palau and Jamaica: implications for ALD and Parkinsonismdementia
syndromes of Guam", Brain, Vol 112, 1989, p. 45-53.
Bjorksten, Johan, 'The crosslinkage theory of aging", American Journal of Geriatrics Society, Vol 16,
No.4, 1968, p.408-427; Pryor, W., "Free radical reactions and their importance in biochemical systems'',
Federal Proceedings, Vol32, 1973, p.1862-1869; Demopoulos, H., 'The basis of free radical pathology",
Federal Proceedings, Vol32, 1973, p. 1869-1861.
'*The work of Dr. Donald McLachlan, Professor of Physiology and Medicine, University of Toronto,
Centre for Research in Neurodegenerative Diseases, Toronto, Canada.;McLachlan et al, 'Neuronal
correlates of an encephalopathy associated with aluminum neurofibrillaq degeneration." Brain Research,
V0197, 1975, p.253-264.
" . If you have mercury amalgam fillings, drink fluoridated water, get vaccinations and cook in aluminum
pots, then remote viewing your future will no doubt bring a picture of a nursing home to view, as you
dribble all over your shirt, and your grandchildren, whom you don't recognize, draw pictures on the bald
spot at the top of your head.
54 Senile and presenile dementia of the Alzheimer type, Down's syndrome with Alzheimer's disease,
Guam parkinsondementia complex, Guam ALS. McLachlan et al, "Aluminum in human brain disease:
an overview"Neurotoxico~ogv,
Vol 1, 1980, pp.3-16; McLachlin et al, "Aluminum: a role in degenerative
brain disease associated with neurofibrillary degeneration7',Progress in Brain Research, Vol70, 1986.
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unsteady gait.55 The same symptoms are exhibited by humans, and also include the
inability to correctly pronouce words, lack of coordinatation of movements with the
senses (sensory ataxia).
When aluminum enters the body it is systemically metabolized. Some of it,
depending on the status of the kidneys and the intestinial system, is excreted. The rest is
absorbed into the brains6 The absorption rate of aluminum in various tissues depends on
the age of the individual. Generally, uptake of aluminum is greater the older a person
becomes. Aluminum absorbed in food enters the blood and then breeches the blood-brain
barrier, which is often effectively weakened by other environmental factors, such as
mercury or petrochemical derivatives, and enters the brain. Very often, natural peptides
present in the brain, such as beta endorphtn, actually combine with heavy metals and
themselves become toxic5'. Other neural enzymes are inhibited by the presence of
aluminum and other heavy metals, resulting in an overall decrease in brain cell energy,
fatigue and progressive loss of reasoning ability.

~ e w i et
s al, "Chromatin structure in dementia"Annals of Neurology, Vol 15,1984, pp.329-334.
King, S.W.,
'The clinical biochemistry of aluminum" CRC Critical ~ b i e w in
s Clinical Laboratory
Sciences, Vol 14, 1981, pp. 1-20.
'' Keiser, J., et al., "Aluminum absorption and distribution: effect of parathyroid hormone" Science, Vol
197, 1977, pp. 1187-1192.
55
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Example of Allopathic Treatment Paradigm Generating Billions of Dollars
HUMAN ULCERS

Helicobacter Pylon
(Bacterial Cause of Most Ulcers and Stomach Cancers)

REAL TREATMENT

ALLOPATHJC TREATMENT
(Treat Symptom Instead of Cause)
Bacterial Infection of Lining

I

Anti-biotic & Bismuth Treatment

ANTI-ACID COMPOUNDS
Billion-Dollar Industry

I

I

Endoscopy
$1000 per treatment

I

CAUSE ELIMINATED

TREATMENT KNOWN SINCE 1986 !!

Peptic Ulcer

Stomach Cancer (Lymphoma)

Anti-Acid Compounds are one of the
most significant sources of Aluminum,
especially for older people.

Heart Disease Risk 2X
H.Pylo~-iraises level of
clotting factor in blood
Disease, Financial ~ u i n
and Death
STANDARD U.S.
MEDICAL APPROACH

MULTI-BILLION DOLLAR
PROGRAM OF MEDICAL
FRAUD
-

Note: In August 1995, the antacid
TAGAMET was released as a non
prescriotion h.
TAGAMET has
ihe eff& of incr;easing human
sensitivity to organophosphate
pesticides and chemicals 1000 times.
(k
"Staying Well in a Toxic World")

Based on Documentary Sept 7,1995
'The Nature of Things" with David Suzuki
1995 BBC Program on Canadian Broadcasting Network
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Injection of Lead Compounds into the Human Environment
Sources of Lead in the Environment
The element lead is found naturally in the crust of the earth at a concentration of
12.5 ppm, but natural background levels pale in significance to the amount of lead injected
knowingly into the human equation through corporate intransigence. The use of lead by
human civilization approaches 4 million tons per year - a level exceeding ancient ambient
levels by a factor of 500' . Lead is present in drinking water in homes that still have lead
water pipe, estimated to be 20% of the home in the United States, and is present in many
models of newly installed dripless faucets that are made of metal alloys which contain lead.
Output of lead compounds fiom exhaust are heavier than air and eventually settle
to the ground. Before they settle, they present a hazard to humans through breathing.
Much of the lead in the blood of humans comes fiom the lead solder in food containers2,
lead-based paints, lead water pipes and the manufacturing of consumer products3 by
companies who lack stringent emission controls that eliminate heavy metals. Lead from
industry and transportation that settles to the ground, especially in or near cities, can raise
soil lead levels to very high levels, contaminating food grown in such soil.4
It is estimated that petroleum industry injected over 200 million pounds of lead per
year into the atmosphere every year prior to 1972, when the use of leaded he1 was
discouraged. Industry added another 3 billion pounds per year to the human environment.
The Physiological Effect of Lead in the Human Brain and Body
Obviously, no amount of lead is appropriate in the human body. Any level above
10 micrograms per 100 milliliters of blood is dangerous5. A condition known as "lead
poisoning", where the effects become really obvious, occurs at a level of 60 micrograms
per 100 ml. The most ~rofoundeffect of lead is _foundin the brain. Once lead levels
exceed 25 micrograms, a child may weer chronic memory loss and be deprived of motor
coordination. Levels above 50 micrograms cause kzdkey problems and iron deficiencies,
and levels above 100 micrograms is lethal.

'

Archives of Environmental Health, Vol 11, page 344, 1965. Patterson, C.C., "Contaminated and natural
lead environments of man."
Incredibly, industry waited until 1991 to begin to eliminate lead solder in food cans! Why?
The manufacture of the following products produce lead in the environment: Varnishes, batteries,
solder, roof coverings, pottery glaze, porcelain enamel, paints, pigments, noise barriers, metal alloys,
linotype metal, lead shot and bullets, insecticides, heavyduty greases, flint glass, electric cable insulation,
bearing metals, cable covering, acid containers and general products containing lead or lead pigments.
USDA soil tests in Baltimore, Maryland found lead levels as high as 5,000 ppm. Soil with more than
500 ppm is considered "harzardouswastey'by the EPA. The natural lead level in soil is 15-40ppm.
5
An amount the size of a pencil tip.
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For approximatelyforty years, until about 1975, children in the United States were
intentionally exposed to high levels of lead. Those children growing up during that period
are some of the Alzheimer patients of today.6 Only 28 out of 50 states in the United States
require testing children for lead exposure. Most of the 28 states who do test for lead do
not supply enough data for researchers to arrive at a total picture of the extent of the
problem of lead contamination in the population of the United States. New studies show
that even 10 micrograms of lead can lower a child's IQ several points, resulting in semiretardation, or adults that have retarded thouaht cqvaci@
When lead enters the body and combines with tissue fluids, it forms a soluble
disphosphate compound, since lead combines with phosphorus molecules in much the
same way that calcium does. Lead diphosphate follows calcium metabolic pathways and
precipitates in the bones as tertiary lead phosphate after molecular lead enters the
bloodstream. Lead, like fluorides and AZT, is a protoplasmic poison with an afJinity for
the gray matter of the brain, invading the neurons, damaging synapses and dendrites,
and seriously reducing the number of red blood cells in the hoe. Curiously, adult human
bodies absorb only about 10% of the metal to which they are exposed, while childien
absorb more than 50%. Those under seven years of age are most at risk because the
nervous systems and organs are still developing.
Analogies With Other Toxicological Paradigms
The sensitivity of the nervous system of the infant and child is also pointed out in
the chapter that relates vaccination practices and resulting encephalopathy due to the
immaturity of the myelin sheath. Another interesting fact is that lead poisoning presents
no discernible ~ymptomsin its early stages. In a similar parallel to the ~roblemscaused by
electromagnetic fields. aluminum poisoning. slow viruses and bacteria gained through
vaccination practices and the use of fluorides. this effective& limits ~rovabilitvo f causal
relationsht~and removes accountabilitv_fromcorporate industry. Lead just adds to the
slow death and physiologicaVmental degeneration that the population must endure while
enormous profits are made by the medical, pharmaceutical and industrial complexes, while
at the same time actual accountability is hidden in the ever-tightening spiral of time. We
have chronologically shown in this book that the eflect of all these substances was known
early enough that it proves that it was done intentionally, with an agenda in mind, since
international corporate entities have fought tooth and nail to suppress this data in an
atmosphere of historically documented criminality that is a matter of public record.
Lead Pathways and the Importance of a Balanced Diet
After absorption, much of the lead shows up in the spleen, liver and kidneys. After
a few days of metabolization, the lead moves to the bones and remains there unless the
individual eats a diet low in phosphates. Phosphate deficiency is a main factor in the
Alzheimer's Syndrome is primarily caused by heavy metal poisoning, including aluminum, lead,
cadmium and iron.
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development of lead poisoning, since it forces the lead to combine with phosphates already
in the body. So, poor nutrition leads to increased pathology with respect to lead. A diet
deficient in phosphorus will liberate toxic lead from the bones, causing it to permeate the
lymphatic system and blood stream and poison other tissues, often resulting in anemia. A
diet high in calcium without a corresponding elevation of nutritional phosphates will also
cause lead to migrate from the bones. Once lead has left the bones and enters the blood, it
easily passes the blood-brain barrier and enters the brain. Provided there is sufficient
phosphorus in the diet, Vitamin A assists the retaining of accumulated lead in the bones. A
deficiency in calcium intensifies the toxicity of lead. Another reason to eat a balanced diet.
Physiological Signs of Lead Toxicity
The initial symptoms of lead toxicity are fatigue, irritability, abdominal pain,
constipation and lack of hunger. The neurotoxic effect of lead exposure in-utero, through
breast feeding, and during childhood causes developmental problems and neurological
deficit. It reduces nerve cell development in the cerebral cortex, and has been specifically
shown to reduce nerve cell size in the optic nerve. Lead toxicity also delays growth,
impairs motor skill development, and alters the level and utilization in the brain of
dopamine, norepinehrine, serotonin, and gamma-aminobutyric acid, which inhibits nerve
cells from overfiring. Lead toxicity has also been linked as a contributor to SIDS. In 1943,
one study showed that children exposed to lead made unsatifactory progress in school due
to sensorimotor deficits, short attention span, and behavioral disorders. Even relatively
how levels will cause a reduced IQ. Children with the highest lead levels had the greatest
risk of dropping out of school. Sociological result of lead in society: decreased mental
capacity and increase in sociological behavioral problems and violence. Lead toxicity
can also be a causative factor in developing osteoporosis in women.
Progressive lead poisoning can develop successively as pain in the bones, gout,
high blood pressure, iron-deficiency anemia, neurological problems, and numbness or
tingling in the extremities. In young children progressively exposed to lead, there will be a
decrease in play activity and an increase in irritability that may be falsely interpreted as a
"behavior disturbance" requiring drugs or psychological intervention.'
Exposure to lead produces clear-cut progressive and chronic encephalopathy
(mental deteriorization due to brain damage) in children, which is most noticible in
children over the age of three. Upon examination, these children appear to be hyperactive
and often manifest aggressive behavior disorders. All of this is prone (as the footnote
below delineates) to allopathic misdiagnosis, often with application of neurologically
damaging drugs or psychologically damaging therapy. Stupid is as stupid does.

7

Interestingly, the same parallels occur with synthetic food additives and colorings, which can result in
diminished intellectual capacity, as well as hyperactivity, psychologically misdiagnosed as 'httention
deficit hyperactivity disorder", resulting in the misapplication of drugs or psychotherapy - all the while,
the problem was in the food or the environment. See the pattern of treating effect instead of cause?
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With adults, remembering that lead absorption is less, progressive lead poisoning
manifests itself as motor abnormalities, typically involving the extensor muscles of the
hands and feet. With acute adult lead encephalopathy, there is progressive irreversible
damage to the kidneys, often appearing many years after toxic exposure - this fact gave
rise to the term "late nephropathy" (kidney damage).
Treatment for Lead or Other Heavy Metal Toxicity
The most effective treatment for heavy metal toxicity is EDTA chelation therapy.
It is recognized even in allopathic medicine as being the most effective'solution. Chelation
therapy, unfortunately, is expensive and time-consuming. The end result is detoxification,
so the choice remains clear. During one clinical study with succimer * chelation therapy, 15
children with lead poisoning achieved a 78% decrease in blood lead levels. EDTA
produces a slightly lesser decrease in blood levels and requires a higher amount of
infusion. There are many kinds of chelating agents and many variations. Check with a
professional chelation therapist for the best method to suit you. I personally know one
such professional. Oddly, no children who know him are into heavy metal music. Curious
but true.
Seriously, if you decide that you would like to investigate the use of chelation
therapy, we have a list of physicians, both in North America and Canada, who offer
chelation therapy. All are licensed physicians who follow the program put forth by the
American College of Advancement in Medicine. Write to us at Leading Edge for
information.
Introduction of Leaded Fuels, Unleaded Fuels and Catalytic
Converters: Production of Neurotoxic Compounds
In a series of articles in Nexus during 1995, there was an extensive discussion
about apparent chicanery involving the petroleum industry with regard to both the use of
leaded gasoline and its subsequent replacement with unleaded gasoline and the use of
catalytic converter^.^
When internal combustion engines were first developed, they ran on a highly
refined product known as "motor spirit." By today's standards, it was a clean fbel that
produced few h d l by-products. The engines of yesterday ran at very low compression
ratios because of the highly refined fuel. As consumers were entrained to desire engines
with more compression and paver (not supprising in a culture where ego fbnctions of
security, sensation and paver are inculcated), the petroleum companies decided to
increase profits by spending less refining the product. This combination of more

* Succimer is a relatively new lead-removal drug. FDA reports that clinical experience is limited to about
300 cases. It is not generally recommended as a substitute for EDTA chelation therapy.
Nexus Magazine, Vol. 2 No.25, AprfMay 95 and Vol 2. No. 26, J d J u l 95. "The Lies of Unleaded
Petrol". Nexus Magazine, P.O.Box 177, Kempton, Illinois 60946-0177. ($5 apiece). Subscription S201yI.
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compression and less refining of he1 led to the problem of 'Pinging". Rather than return to
the production of engines with lower compression ratios or more refined fuel, companies
decided to add tetraethyl lead in order to combat the "ping" problem. Petroleum
companies have gone out of their way to claim that the lead levels in human blood have
paralleled the use of tetraethyl lead.''

The Phase-in of "Unleaded Fuel"
In addition, the cost of oil low in sulfur and nitrates that was easy to process began
to skyrocket. Companies decided to pursue oil high in nitrates and sulfur, refining it using
the same old processes, and this lead to higher atmospheric levels of surphur dioxide and
nitrogen oxide smog. Instead of using refining processes to remove the contamination in
the fuel, companies decided to opt for the catalytic converter. In order to use the
converter, though, cars must bum unleaded he1 as to not render the converter, containing
quseless. Unleaded fuel, in order to combat the "pinging" problem that was the
cause for the original addition of tetraethyl lead (which created significant airborn lead
contamination in the environment), needed to contain other substances to combat the
"ping". For this reason, unleaded gasoline contains M m E (methyl-tert-butyl ether), an
anti-knock substance to replace tetraethyl lead. MBTE is dubbed an oxygenate, and it has
been especially used in the winter months. Other substances added to gasoline are
aromatics: benzene, toluene, xylene, dimethylbenzene and mesitylene. All of these socalled "ring compounds" are extremely carcinogenic and make up about 40% of the fuel
composition. Furthermore, substances called olefnes are added - organic double-bond
compounds - which when burned yield toxic compounds, one of which is 1,3-butadiene.
The EPA has targeted both benzene and 1,3-butadiene as two of the top five air
pollutants.

-

The Production of Nerve Gases from the Catalytic Converter
Now, engine oil contains a substance known as U ) T P (zinc dithiophosphate) in
order to increase the longevity of engine oil. Now comes the problem. When M7BE and
W P interact, phorsphoric ester and similar compoun& are created which fit into the
same group of chemicals as Sarin, Tabun and E-605 - nerve gases. Since chlorine
compounds are also used as additives in both gasoline and engine oil, when these
compou& are passed over platinum in the catalytic converter, phosaene gas begins to
come out the exhaust. Phosgene ( COC14) was a poison gas used in World War I.
According to Dr. Hans Neiper, who consulted a qualified fill professor at the
Medical School ar Hannover, Germany, besides phosphoric esters and phosphines, the
MTBE-ZDTP reaction could generate enols, which block vital human enzymes. Diesel
fbels do not contain MTBE.
lo Although the use of tetraethyl lead has contributed to the overall load of lead in the blood, the most
significant loading of the blood has been due to lead content in foods (from the solder in cans, only
recently scaled back in 1991) and in water supplies.
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Chemical Toxins Table - Metals
Metallic Substance

1 Common
Sources

Symptoms

Cans, foil, antacids, pots
and pans, baking powder,
some cheeses, deodorants,
utensils, plant foods, tap
water, gardening additives,
bufferd aspirin, bleached
white flour, refined junk
foods
Batteries, cigarette smoke,
coffee, gasoline, metal
pipes, plastics, refined
foods, solders, steel, water
contaminant

Colitis, constipation, sktn
ailments, Alzheimers, head
aches, memory loss, hyperactivity, skin aliments, loss
of appetite/energy or hair,
thyroid disorders, learning
disorders, and learning disorders
Anemia, dsly skin, hair
loss, headaches, immune
disorders, kidney damage,
liver damage, low blood
pressure, protein in urine,
sugar in wine
Auto
exhaust,
smog, Anemia, angina, asthma,
bronchitis,
emphysema,
cigarette smoke
headaches, memory loss,
respiratory disorders
Water disinfectant. House- Vitamin deficiencies, heart
problems
Mineral deficiencies: zinc,
plumbing
potassium,
magnesium,
iron and molybdenum, GI
disorder^, m i t a l disordas
Dental treatments, water Abnormal hardeningof
contaminant, bottled water, bones and teeth, &cer,
fertilizers, mouthwashes
accelerated aging, brain
Fluorinated hydrocarbons
damage, immune disorders
vitamin deficiencies
Toothpastes
Mongolism, tumors
thyroid disorders, kidney
disorders, genetic damage
Cancer
Air and water pollution
Gastrointestinal esorders
Tobacco smoke

Aluminum

Cadmium

Carbon Monoxide

Chlorine

Fluoride

Hexavalent
Chromium
Industrial and
Agricultural
Chemicals

I Toxicological

plant and animal tissues
Air, water, soil and food

Vitamin depletion
Brain damage
Memory disortien, coma
Death

Dyes, paints, gasoline,
insecticides, plumbing
p
o
w
,solder, insecticides
scrap metal, tobacco smoke
textiles

Cramps, nausea, fatigue,
headaches, insomnia,
nausea, vomiting,weakness
cancer, nerve disordas,
brain damage

I

Counteracting
Nutrients
Calcium
Fibex
Lecithin
Magnesium
Vitamin C
zinc
Cabbage family vegetable
Calcium, copper, fiber,
iron, manganese, pectin,
selenium, vitamin C,
vitamin D, zinc
Eleuthero, vitamin A,
vitamin B, vitamin C,
vitamin E, cysthe, bee
pollen, nutritional yeast
Vitamins C and E
Manganese, Molybdenum
Vitamin C
Bioflavonoids
Zinc
Calcium
Manganese
Vitamin C
Vitamin E

Vitamin C
Bee pollen
Lecithin
Vitamin 4 B and C
Famented foods
Sauna Therapy
Chlorophyll, cysteine
Elathero, iron, legumes,
beans, pectin, lecithin,
phosphorus, cabbage
family vegetables
Selenium, zinc, vitamins
A B 1 8 2 3 Complex, C,
D, and E. Sodium
alginate.
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Chemical Toxins Table - Metals
Metallic Substance

Common
Sources

Toxicological
Symptoms

Counteracting
Nutrients

Mercury

Amalgam fillings, fish,
soil, m c i d e s , cosmetics
pesticides, film,plastics,
paint

Cabbage family veggies,
Mcium, fiber, lecithin,
pectin, selenium, sodium
alginate, vitamins A, C,
B complex, and E, cysteine, nutritional yeast

Nitrates and
Nitrites

Processed meats

AUergies, arthritis, birth
defects, cataracts, vision
loss, depression, dizziness
epilepsy, fatigue, fever,
headaches, insomia, kidney
damage, memory loss,
nervousness, paralysis,
seinaes,weakness
Cancer of the bladder
Cancer of the liver
Cancer of the stomach

Fertilizers
Water contaminant

Heart disease
High blood pressure
Cancer
rnhysana
Respiratory disorders

Nitrogen Dioxide
and Ozone

Smog

Poiynuclear
Aromatic
Hydrocarbons
Synthetic and
Chemical Drugs

Smoke h m tobacco, wood
coal, oil and most
commercial incense.

Cancer

Antibiotics, parnkillas
barbituates, cocaine,
heroill, crack, etc

Birth defects, canca,
vitamin and m i n d defic.
Metabolism, disruptiom,
liver damage, mental
disardas,sexualdisordas,
kidney damage, disruption
of metabolism
Various cancers, immune
disardas,lung problans

Tobacco Smoke

I

I Bee pollen, lecithin,

it& A, B complex,
C and E, nutritional yeast

I Bee d

I
I

I

e n
~leuihem
Panax ginseng
Vitamins A, PABA with
B complex,c and E.
Calcium, iron, selenium
pantothenate, vitamins A,
B 13 2 8 complex, C and
E, zinc.
Bee pollen, eleuthero,
multiple minerals,
vitamins A, B complex,
C, bioflavoncids and E,
fermented foods,
lecithin

I

-
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Deliberate Contamination of Human Consumables
with Toxic Halogen Compounds
Fluoride Compounds
Since the original material on Fluoride was published in the first volume of Matrix
III, a lot more research has been done - probably as a response to the increase in
propaganda by the American Dental Association and the Aluminum Trust (of which
Federal Reserve Chairman Greenspan is a member) gauged to offset the increasing public
awareness about the lethal medical dangers of fluoride. As mentioned in the first volume,
fluoride is in your toothpaste and in the water not because it is beneficial, but because
someone decided that you should be medicated. In the first volume ofMatrzx III, we saw
that the same people in the United States who backed Germany's rise to power (and saw
their use of fluoride to behaviorally modzb certain groups of people) are using fluoride in
the United States and other countries for the same purpose - to offset the questioning of
authority and to create long-term medical problems for financial gain of the medical and
pharmaceutical indusrstry.
Many chemicals are added to the water supply "to counteract pollutants" (and
some of these cause more harm to human physiology than good), but fluoride is an
exception it is put there intentionally to behaviorally rnodzb the population. Let's
examine the nature of fluoride in a little more detail.

-

More on the Nature of Fluorides
One of several compounds is used to add fluoride ions to the public water supply.
Sodium fluoride, the most fiequently used, is one of the most lethal forms of what are
called halogen salts. In some cities, the fluoride is added in the form of sodium
silicofluoride. Another form of fluoride, calcium fluoride, is also used. Whatever the
compound used, the purpose is add fiee fluorine ions "to act on the enamel of the teeth of
children below the age of 12, in an attempt to harden it against the invasion of decay." As
mentioned in volume one, this philosophy is based on erroneous information, and we will
go into the background of this erroneous information in a little more detail in a little while.
Sodium fluoride is a compound that has many industrial uses. Merck's Index, the standard
reference book of the pharmaceutical profession, lists the industrial uses of fluoride
compounds as "an insecticide, particularly for roaches and ants." Under the heading
"Human Toxicity", the Index says "Severe symptoms result fiom ingestion of 0.25 to 0.45
grams, and death results fiom ingestion of 4 grams. Sub-lethal symptoms are nausea and
vomiting, abdominal distress, diarrhea, stupor and weakness. Lethal symptoms consist of
muscular weakness, tremors, convulsions, collapse, dyspnea, respiratory and cardiac
failure and death. Chronic symptoms are mottling1 of tooth enamel and osteosclerosis."

1

Mottling characterizes chronicfluoride poisoning ofthe teeth
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Dental Fluorosis
An article in the Journal of the American ~ e n t a~ssociation~
l
revealed that Grand
Rapids, Michigan, whose water supplies were fluoridated in 1945, showed 23% tooth
mottling among children as the result of fluoridation. Allen London, D.D.S. stated "dental
fluorosis now has the largest incidence of any waterborne disease in the United States.
Since mottling is permanent disfigurement, and there is an unending accretion of new
cases in all fluoridated water areas, it is only with time that we can witness the full tale of
this afflicti~n."~
Fluorides as a Toxic Protoplasmic Poison
Fluoride has been described by Dr. Charles A. Brusch, former director of the
Massachusetts Medical Center in Cambridge, as a "hi&& toxic proto~lasmicpison that
is 15 times stronger than arsenic." The US. Dispensary, 24th edition (used by
pharmacists) states further that 'Ifluoridesare violent poisons to all l i v i n ~tissue because
of their precipitation of calcium. They cause a fall in blood pressure, respiratoryfailure
and general paralysis. Continuous ingestion of nonfatal doses (as in the water supply and
fluoride in toothpaste) causes permanent inhibition of growth." Calcium metabolism is
also affected by fluorine. Since bone picks up 30 percent less calcium in the presence of
fluorine, it produces an increasing level of osteoporosis. We will examine more about
fluoride and the bones later. Fluoride is an insidious poison, toxic and cumulative in its
effects, even when ingested in minimal amounts, and that fact remains unchanged no
matter how many times it is repeated in print that the fluoridation of the water supply is
safe. Why has the American Dental Association and the U.S. Public Health Service
suppressed this information? I think you know the answer to that question by reading the
previous volume of Matrix 111, but let's take a closer look at the history of the idea of
fluoridation of the water supply.
The Beginning of the Fluoridation Movement
For many years, the dental condition known as "mottled teeth" has been
recognized in both human beings and in domestic animals in many parts of the American
Southwest. In 1930, it was discovered that natural fluorine in the water was the cause.
From 1930 to 1940, public health researchers and industrial engineers sought to devise
methodsfor the removal offluorine or mitigation of its toxic eflectsflom domestic water
supplies. Odd that the U.S. "Public Health" Service would later campaign for its d i t i o n
to the water supply, isn't it? The explanation for that, as mentioned in volume one, was
that a gentleman named Oscar Ewing ( a lawyer for Alcoa Aluminum, who was seeking
ways to get rid of toxic fluorine by-products fiom the manufacture of aluminum) was
appointed director of the US Public Heath Service. A way was found to dump the toxic
fluorides into the water supply by taking advantage of misinformation resulting fiom an
Journal of the American Dental Association, Vol. 68, 1962.
Journal of the Medical-Dental Committee on the Evaluation of Fluorides, 1963.
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event that took place in Deaf Smith county Texas that was reviewed in the American
Joumal of Public Health in April 1925.
Shortly before World War I, Hereford, Texas was heralded as the "town without a
toothache" because of the excellent condition of the teeth of the children. An assumption
was made that the natural fluorine in the water was responsible for this, despite the fact
that the teeth of many of the children were mottled in appearance. The possible effects of
the superior mineral content of the foods in the area and the fact that the region produced
a lot of citrus h i t high in vitamin C was ignored there were even studies done by MIT
that proved that animals fed the food from the area developed only half as much tooth
decay as those fed food fiom New England. The MIT study also found that riboflavin, a
non-toxic B vitamin, was effective in preventing dental decay. The precipitous conclusion
regarding the relation of fluorine to dental health quickly led to agitation (headed by Oscar
Ewing and the Aluminum Trust) for mass application of arhficial sodium fluoride to
domestic water supplies in an effort to duplicate the supposedly "favorable effect" of the
fluorine found in natural waters. The result was that millions of people are compelled to
partake of toxicfluorine.
While the strong afltinty of fluorine for calcium results in deposition in dental
tissues and increased hardness (brittleness), it is conducive to periodontal disease,
including grngrvitis andpyomhea. This is precisely why the American Dental Association
promotes the use of fluoride it helps to increase the profit margin of dentists. Remember
that fluoride is a protoplasmic poison? There was a study by Dr. H.K. Box, a periodontist
of international reputation at the University of Toronto, who checked the status of a
number of people who had been using naturally fluoridated water for several decades and
found appalling periodontal (gum) disease, with marked morphological changes, such as
enlargement of the roots and narrowing or closure of root canals and pulp chambers,
indicating premature agrng of the tooth structure, making extraction very dif£icult. Many
of these cases had severe gum disease and premature need of dentures.

-

Natural vs. Artificially Fluoridated Water
The proponents of water fluoridation claim that water to which industrial fluorides
are added at one part per million (lppm) has the same effect as water in which fluorine is
naturally present. They also maintain that a fluorine ion is a fluorine ion no matter where it
comes from. All that is simply not the case at all. Leading water toxicologists and
biochemists do not question the identity of the fluoride ion, but maintain that in naturally
fluoridated water (calcium fluoride) there are other minerals which unite with it and affect
its absorption and toxicity. The naturally occurring calcium-fluoridated water has been
proven to be 85 times less toxic that sodium-fluoridated water. For obvious reasons, the
effect on dental decay of other minerals in water has been denied by the proponents of
using industrial fluorine compounds in drinking water. One questionable premise upon
which the case for fluoridation has been built that artificially fluoridated waters are
biologically identical to artificially fluoridated water - has been seriously questioned by

-
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many informed and responsible experts. In a 1957 AMA report is was stated " It is too
early to know what the effects of artificial fluoridation will be. What is reported as a
reduction in dental decay may in fact be a delay in recognition of decay, and reasons given
for believing that artz$ciaIly fluoridared water will have the same eflects as water with
naturalfluoride are not valid " The claim that fluoridation is one of "nature experiments"
is not valid, because the salts put into the water supply, sodium fluoride or silicofluoride,
are industrial products never found in natural water or in organisms. They are notoriously
toxic to the degree that they are used to poison rats and insects ... and humans.
The Claim of Fluorine as a "Nutrient"
One of the other tenets that the proponents of the use of industrial fluorine in the
public water supply use is the assertion that "good teeth require fluorine supplements in
the diet". This rather bizarre thought pattern is in fact denied by a number of scientists
who have conducted research on this very subject. An article by Drs.Mauer and Day in the
August 1957 Journal of Nutrition, reported that animals in their laboratory in a highly
purified fluorine-pee diet showed no signs of a fluorine deficiency, much less any tooth
decay. Decay-free teeth have been observed in areas where there is no fluorine in the
water. On the other hand, the 1957 records for New Britain, Connecticut (where the use
of industrial fluorides had been in use for 6 years) showed that some of the children's teeth
had been damaged beyond repair where the water is fluoridated, even when the percentage
of industrial fluorine is kept at or below 1 ppm, mottling is produced in 10-15% of the
children examined. Mottled teeth are teeth showing symptoms of fluorosis, and the enamel
of mottled teeth is brittle and subject to mechanical injury which is difficult or impossible
to repair.
Fluorine is classified as a trace mineral by nutritionists. Very small traces are
deemed desirable, for some reason, in the diet. There is no such thing, however, as a
"fluorine deficiency symptom." Even in communities where the water is completely free of
calcium fluoride (natural fluoride), residents get enough fluorine in their diet. An analysis
of some common foods indicates the following average calcium fluoride content (keeping
in mind that some areas medicate the drinking water with 1 pprn fluoride already):
Food

Parts Per Million

Beef
Beets
Butter
Cheese
Corn
Mackerel
Peanuts
Wheat
Yams

2.0 pprn
17.7 pprn
1SO pprn
1.62 pprn
2.10 pprn
26.0 pprn
1.36 pprn
7.2 pprn

8.2 pprn
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In an article in the Belgian Dental Journal for March-April 1960, Dr. L.N.
Peacock said "Ninety percent of the enamel in human teeth consists of calcium phosphate
with a trace of calcium fluoride, 4.5 percent of calcium carbonate and 1.5 percent of
magnesium phosphate. It is obvious that the double salt of calcium phosphate and calcium
fluoride is the most important part of the tooth structure. The calcium and phosphorus
atoms are well supplied to children by intake of milk products and the magnesium atoms
by the intake of vegatable and fiuits. Owing to the present-day refining and processing of
foods, it cannot be expected that there will be an adequate atomic packing of tooth
structures, resulting in structures which are easily broken down by contact with refined
sugars, which are the main cause of dental decay. The author has no faith in adding
inorganic fluorides to the drinking water as a decay-preventing measure, but relies on a
supply of fluorine from the complex organic molecules obtained from vegatables and fish."

In fact, the most important cause of dental decay is a deficient diet, not a
deficiency in fluorine. Serious consideration should be given to the results of experiments
conducted by Dr. A. Aslander in Stockholm in 1958 (Tooth Formation in the Light of
Plant Nutrition) that indicates that food supplementation with bone meal has a most
profound decay protective effect in children. Bone meal is a wholesome food there is
evidence that fluorine is not an absolutely essential nutrient. One of the more interesting
theories regarding the reason that some people are fiee of cavities is that the saliva itself
may contain an antibacterial substance the research comes as a result of the work of Dr.
Gordon E. Green of the Henry Ford Hospital that was presented at the ADA meeting in
November 1962. According to Dr. Green, one percent of the US population is cavity fiee
because of the nature of their saliva.
"But a Small Amount of Fluoride Can't Hurt You

..."

Claims made by the food industry that additives cannot harm humans or have any
cumulative effects is also pmoted by proponents of using toxic fluoride compounds in the
public water supply and toothpaste. For the food industry, according to the FDA,
calculations of the amount of additive chemicals which may be added to food are based on
the amount which is toxic "to the average person". After the toxic amount is determined, it
is divided by 100 to determine the amount "which will be safe for almost everybody". It is
unfortunate that this procedure, which uses aberrant logic, is not applied to the addition
of toxic fluoride to substances human consume directly.
Like some food additives, the fluorides fiom artificially fluoridated drinking water
build up in the body. Dr. Jonathan Forman, formerly a professor at Ohio State University
and former editor of the Ohio State Medical Journal, explained this to the Medical-Dental
Committee on Evaluation of Fluoridation. In the transcript of the meeting, Dr. Forman is
quoted as saying "It is now known that such vital organs as the kidneys, thyroid, the aorta,
4

-

The issue is not just one of "concentration" it is the substance itself. Viewed from another
scientifically valid perspective, fluorine has a certain "frequency" as a substance which is incompatible
with biological organisms.
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liver and lungs, as well as other organs, can be the sites of unusually high fluoride buildup. No matter how small the amount of fluoride in the diet, a part of it tends to
accumulate in the body. When the water supply is fluoridated, the intake of the individual
is considerably increased and the accumulation in the body increases accordingly. There is
no clear-cut pattern as to the degree of retention among individuals. Further, it
accumulates in certain organs in an unpredictable way. Some individuals may store up to
100 times more fluoride in certain tissues than others. This has given rise to concern over
fluoride's vossible role in chronic disease. Fluoride is an enzyme poison and medical
authorities recognize that disturbances of the enzyme system are a cause of disease." In
addition, it might be mentioned that fluoride in some drugs - calcium preparations,
steroids, tranquilizers, vitamins and in certain babv foods exceeds by itself what is called
"the safe daily dose".
In fact, fluorides are used in biological laboratories to block the action of enzymes,
and can be used in this manner because it can interfere with so many diierent enzymes.
Fluorides switch off enzymes by attacking its weakest links - the delicately balanced
hydrogen bonds surrounding the active site.'
Fluorine Pollution in the Environment

In urban areas, we regularly inhale almost 20% of the so-called "safe dose" on a
daily basis. Dr. F.B. Exner of Seattle once published a heavily documented report,
Economic Motives Behind Fluoridation, in which he lists innumerable industrial uses of
fluorides which result influoride air pollution. Superphosphate fertilizer is one of them,
with chronic fluorine poisoning in the region of manufacturing plants commonplace. Insect
svravs may contain up to 7ppm of fluorine, and these are used on fiuits and vegatables
destined for human consumption. Although "fluoridationists" claim there is only 0.3
milligrams per day of fluorine in the average total diet, Dr. Exner quotes a Department of
Agriculture (another criminally negligent agency) toxicologist, Dr. Floyd DeEds, as
claiming that the daily intake of fluorine fiom baking powder alone might amount to more
than 2.5 milligrams. Although aluminum is the chief culprit, the manufacture of practically
all metal seems to produce fluorine wastes which are dumped into rivers as the easiest
way to get rid of them. Wherever there is a factory creating pollution, people, animals and
vegetation suffer for it. Crops coming fiom such regions assay as containing many times
the 1 to 1.5 ppm that government authorities have stated as the "acceptable tolerance for
fluorine". According to Dr. Exners report, there is a possibility that a large portion of the
American population is already ingesting far too much fluorine in its daily diet, without
any addition to its water supply. Thank you Alan Greenspan, for ruining our lives in as
many ways as possible.

Chemical and Engineering News, Vol66, Aug 1, 1988, p.40.
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Fluorides and Cancer

An article in an independent newspaper called 7he ~ r i b u n stated,
e~
"the
biochemical basis of fluoride's possible link to cancer has been demonstrated in a wide
variety of experiments indicating that fluoride inhibits enzyme activity essential to protein
formation and the synthesis of DNA, the basic building block of genes. Fluorides are
highly toxic, quite aside from the tendency to cause or promote cancer. A few grams will
kill you."

In Great Britain, Dr. R.A.Holman of the Royal Institute of Pathology discussed
fluoride poisoning in an article in the April 15, 1961 issue of the British Medical Journal.
He noted that the long-term efJects of sodium fluoride ingestion needed much more
investigation, and continued, "Fluoride is a well-known inhibitor of several enzyme
systems, and can form spectroscopically recognizable compounds with the enzyme
catalase, resulting in its inhibition. Catalase poisoning has been linked with the
develo~mentof viruses and the causation of a number of diseases, includina cancer.
Many observers have suggested that the agents (fluorides and other toxic environmental
substances) which decrease the catalase the cells may predispose those cells to tumor
formation. Voisin has said, "the method most likely to solve the problem of cancer is to
ask why the cancer cell is lacking in catalase and try to prevent its impoverishment from
taking place. Did the American Cancer Society ever ask that? No. They are too busy
scamming billions of dollars from under the nose of a dying public who doesn't know
anything. Now you do. A class action suit against the ACS for criminal negligence would
be interesting to watch.
Dr. Holmans article was questioned a short time after publication in a letter
published in the same journal by Dr. A.J. Dalzell-Ward, of the British Central Council for
Health Education. Dr. Dalzell-Ward's objections were based on the fact that workers
inhaling large amounts of fluorides in cryolite dust exhibited bone and gastric symptoms,
but no "microscopically recognizable organic lesions apart from the bone changes". Also,
he noted that in the aluminum industry there were no figures (no studies were done) to
link fluorides with cancer, even though the workers were proven to excrete more than 9
milligrams ofjluorine daily. It is a comment typical of what you hear by those who have a
lot to loose if the truth comes out - that "there are no figures..." or "there are no studies".
Do you seriously think that they would undertake such studies? Of course not. What Dr.
Dalzell-Ward did not mention was the paradoxical effect noted by Schatz and Martin, in
which calcium andfluorides sometimes interact to bring about opposite enzyme stimuli.
According to their conclusions, "more work should be done on this matter before fluorides
are dismissed as a cause for cancer." Current scientific research seems to indicate that
fluorides contribute to the deteriorization of the body, and that this serves to promote
disease.

February 16, 1990.; Fluorides and Truth Decay.
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According to Dean Burk, Chief Chemist Emeritus at the United States National
Cancer Institute, "In point of fact, fluoride causes more human cancer death, and causes
it faster, than any other chemical. Scientrfic evidence indicates that fluoride causes
genetic &age (one of many mutagenic substances). Mutagenic substances also tend to
be cancer- causing (carcinogenic).

"'

Research on Fluoride-Induced Human Cancer
As early as 1984, researchers in Japan were achieving some degree of
understanding about fluorides consumption and human cancer. Dr. Takeki Tsutsui of the
Nippon Dental College showed in 1984 that 'ffluoride caused not only genetic h a g e but
was also capable of transforming normal human cells into cancer cells." In Dr. Tsutsui 's
sfutj, the level of fluoride used was the same level that the United States National
Cancer Institute suggested should be used in a study to determine whetherfluoridation of
public water supplies causes cancer. The level offluoride deemed "safe" by the United
States in I ppm. The researchers in Japan found that cells treated with fluoride produced
cancer.*

The work in Japan was confirmed four years later in 1988 by researchers at the
Argonne National Laboratory, who also discovered that fluoride promotes and enhances
the carcinogenicity of other cancer-causing chemicals in the food and environment.
Interestingly, this work confirmed studies sponsored by the United States National Cancer
Institute conducted back in 1963 by Herskowitz and Norton at Saint Louis universityg.
More than 30 years ago, these scientists showed that low levels offluoride increased the
incidence of melanotic tumors in living organismsfi.om I 2 to 100% - oBen these tumors
were induced byfluoride over apriod of days1o. These studies were hrther amplified by
work done by the Taylor's at the University of Texas which found that I ppmfluoride in
drinking water increased tumor growth rate in mice by 25%" . Fluoride, like mercury
and lead, suppressed the immune system. According to John Yiamouyiannis, Ph.D.,
studies in the United States and Canada have shown the cancer death ratesfrom 4 to 40
percent higher in areas where the water isfluoridated than in areas where it is not12 .

7

Burk, Dean, testimony before Congress. Congressional Record, Dec 16, 1975.
'~akeki Tsutsui, et al, "Sodium Fluoride-Induced Morphological and Neoplastic Transformation,
Chromosomal Aberrations, Sister Chromatid Exchanges, and Unscheduled DNA Synthesis in Cultured
Syrian Hamster Embryo Cellsn, Cancer Research, Vol44, pp. 938-941, (1984).
Herskowitz, I., et al, "Increased incidence of melanotic tumors following treatment with sodium
fluoride", Genetics, Vol48, p307, (1963).
lo Ibid.
' I Taylor, A., et al, "Effect of Fluoride on Tumor Growth", Proceedings of the Society on Experimental
Biology andMedicine, Val 65, p.252, (1965).
l2 Yiamouyiannis et al, "Fluoridation of Public Water Systems and Cancer Death Rate in Humans", 67th
Annual Meeting ofthe American Society of Biological Chemists, June 1976.
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The Yiamouyiannis Study
Based on all of this research, Dr.John Yiarnouyiannis began a series of studies
relative to public water fluoridation and cancer. The study compared the cancer death rate
of the ten largest fluoridated cities (Chicago, Philadelphia, Baltimore, Cleveland,
Washington, Milwaukee, St.Louis, San Francisco, Pittsburgh and Buffalo) with the cancer
rate of the ten largest non-fluoridated cities (Los Angeles, Boston, New Orleans, Seattle,
Cincinnati, Atlanta, Kansas City, Columbus, Newark and Portland) that had comparable
cancer death rates from 1940 to 1950, a period of time during which neither group of
cities had fluoridated water supplies. During the period fiom 1940 to 1950, the cancer
rates of both groups rose identically. From 1952 to 1956, the cities on the "fluoridation
list" began to fluoridate their water supplies. As the process of water fluoridation
continued, the cancer death rate of the fluoridated cities began to far exceed the rate of
the unfluoridated cities13. By 1969, the fluoridated cities had an average cancer death rate
of 225 per 100,000 people, while non-fluoridated cities had an average cancer death rate
of 195 per 100,000. m e &a indicates a fluoride-linked increase of cancer of 10% in
only 13-1 7 years. These figures were checked and confirmed in 1979 by the United States
National Cancer Institute. The increase in cancer death observed in fluoridated cities
occurred primarily in people ages 45 and over; this fact is explainable because both the
immune system and the normal DNA repair process (the two major defense ystems
against cancer) decline with age..

In 1977, Congressional Hearings were held in which Dr. Yiamouyiannis and Dr..
Burk were able to show that the increase in deaths were due to water fl~oridation'~. At
the conclusion of the hearings, Representative Fountain and his committee instructed the
United States Public Health Service (well known by now for questionable and dangerous
medical advisory practices which benefit the medical and pharmaceutical industries) to
t
causes cancer". As a result,
conduct animal studies to "determine whether or ~ ofluoride
the USPHS retained Battelle Memorial Institute (also well known for NWO technical
activities and is considered by many to be part of the cancer cover-up) to perform a study
on mice and rats unfortunately rodent physioloay ai#ers considerably porn humans,
making the transfer of data between species reltitively meaningless.

-

Results of the Battelle Study on Cancer
and Fluorides: Liver and Oral Cancer
Despite the study by Battelle, which the USPHS thought would vindicate fluoride,
interesting data about mice, rats and fluoride materialized. On February 23, 1989, Battelle
released the results of the mouse study. The most curious result of the study, fiom the
USPHS point of view, was that fluoride i h c e d the occurrence of an extremely rare

bid.
Burk, D., et al, "Fluoridation and Cancer: Age Dependence of Cancer Mortality Related to Artificial
Fluoridation", Fluoride, Vol 10, N0.3, p102, (1977).
l3

l4
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form of liver cancer, called hepatocholangio carcinoma, in fluoride-treated male and
female mice15.
Two months later in April of 1989, Battelle released the results of its study of
fluorides and rats. The study showed a dose-dependent relationship between the
incidence of oral cancerous tumors andfluorides. It is interesting to note that mice and
rats yielded different results with fluoride - different types of cancer. As a response to the
Battelle study, the National Cancer Institute fiom examined the incidence of oral cancer in
fluoridated and non-fluoridated countries over the period from 1973 to 1987. R e
National Cancer Institute stu* found that as exposure tofluoriktion increases, so does
the incidence of oral cancer; sometimes as much as a 50% increase in oral cancer rates
occur in fluoridated areas - this translates to 8,000 new cases of oral and pharyngeal
cancer per year, needless pain and mflering and a financial windfll to the medical and
pharmaceuticalfactions that concern themselves with treatment.
If fluorides contribute to oral cancer, then why is it in toothpaste? In 1989
Dr.Yiamouyiannis used the Freedom of Information Act to obtain carcinogenicity studies
conducted by Proctor and Gamble (one of the makers of fluoridated toothpaste) that were
submitted to (and covered up by) the United States Public Health Service. Subsequent
studies showed dose dependent cell abnormalities caused by fluoride16 . These results
were reported in the February 22, 1990 issue of the Medical Tribune. Additional studzes
by Proctor and Gamble scientists confinned the link between oral precancerous growth
andfluoride, as well as an increase in osteomas (bone tumors) and osteosarcomas (bone
cancer). In fact, the National Cancer Institute found in 1991 that the incidence of bone
cancer was 50% higher in men ages 0-19 years of age exposed to fluoridated water
compared to those who were not. The continued use of fluorides in toothpaste is clearly
somewhere between criminal neghgence and genocide but the profits are immense and
profits make strange bedfellows.

---

It is estimated that over 10,000people die each year due to fluoridation of public
drinking water and fiom 30,000 to 50,000 deaths fiom various causes attributable to
fluoridation ( which includes the 10,000to 20,000 deaths attributable to fluoride-induced
cancer each year)17 . Because fluoride disrupts the DNA repair entyme activity, causes
genetic damage, causes cancer and damages the immune system, it can be seen that in
truth fluoridation is being promoted to deliberately accelerate the aging process in the
population and contribute to the welfare of the medical andpharmaceutical industries.

lS
16

Toft, J.,"Sodium Fluoride: Individual Animal Tumor Pathology", Battelle Memorial Institute, 1989.

USPHS,"Dose determination and carcinogenicity studies of sodium fluoride in mice and rats7',Review

of Fluoride, Benejits and Risks, 1991.
I' Grandjean, et a1,"Mortality and Cancer Morbidity after Occupational Fluoride Exposuren American
Journal of Epidemiology, Vol. 121,1985.
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United States Public Health Service Coverup of the Battelle,
National Cancer Institute and Proctor & Gamble Studies
In 1980, the United States Public Health Service contracted with the Battelle
Research Institute to perform studies on fluoride and cancer. The study took an amazing
eight years. In 1988, the Battelle studies showed that fluorides cause a rare form of liver
cancer, oral cancers and bone cancer. The U.S. Public Health Service covered up many
of the results of the studj and announced that 'ffluoride might cause bone cancer, " and
assigned former FDA Commissioner Frank Young to "reevaluate" fluoride. 7hey then
declared to the public that 'ffluoride does not cause cancer. " The USPHS ironically had
data from the National Cancer Institute, as well as toothpaste maker Proctor and Gamble,
that indicated fluoride causes bone cancer, but also chose to cover up these studies. It is a
case of pure criminal negligence. The Proctor and Gamble study showed that as little as
0.5 ppm fluoride in water causes genetic damage1*, tumors andprecancerous
Fluorides and Thyroid Problems

A number of years ago, it was discovered that iodine deficiency contributed to a
condition known as goiter. Because of the condition of the soil in the Midwestern United
States, Europe and Switzerland, iodine was added to salt (check out Morton Iodized Salt
in the grocery store) in an attempt to "overcome this shortage". In portions of the United
States where fluorine is being added to the water, it may represent an additional threat to
the stability of the thyroid gland. Dr. D.T.Gordonoff,professor of pharmacology in Bern,
Switzerland, did some marvelous research which indicates that fluorides decrease the
function of the thyroid gland by 30 to 4Opercent.
The Effect of Fluoride Consumption on Bone Growth
The fact that fluorides can cause brittleness and maYormatiori of bones in childien
is not disputed, even by the apologists for fluoridation, but the pro-fluoridationists deny
that fluoride has this effect at the standard prescribed dosage. Unfortunately for the
proponents of fluoridation, bodily storage of fluorides taken in drinking water or food
takes place principally in teeth and bones. Amounts stored in other parts of the body vary
per unit of time depending on the individual. In a report on fluoridation to the Department
of Biochemistry at the Nobel Institute of Physiology and Medicine in Stockholm, Nobel
prize winner Hugo Theorell stated: "even if the risks from the viewpoints of enzyme
chemistry with water fluoridation up to lppm are not be exaggerated, the distance to
toxic doses is so short that hesitation should bejustiied O'
"M.J. Aardema et al, "Sodium fluoride-induced chromosome aberrations in different stages of the cell
cycle: a proposed mechanism."Mutation Research, Vol223, p. 191-203, (1989).
I g ~ . ~ o f"Sodium
t,
fluoride: individual animal tumor pathology table for mice" Battelle Memorial
Institute, 1989 ; Proctor and Gamble, "Carcinogenicity studies with sodium fluoriden National Institute of
Environmental Sciences, July 27, 1985 ; J.K. Maurer et al, "Two year carinogenicity study of sodium
fluoride in rats", Journal of the National Cancer Institute, Vol82, p. 11 18, 1990.
20 Rodale, J., Our Poisoned Earth and Sly, p.457, 1964.
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Osteosclerosis is one of the conditions that may be found in people who have
subsisted for a number of years on water containing fluorides. Osterosclerosis is a disease
of the spinal column in which the tissues between the vertebrae harden. It may also affect
the joints and extremities. It is no surprise that in an era of premeditated medical genocide
and "ethnic cleansing", that the water in South Africa contains up to 13ppm of sodium
fluoride, and that it is affecting growing childien dzflerently from the way it affects
adults. The children are affected with pain in the legs, disturbances in bone growth and
severely mottled teeth2'. Their bones become chalky, white and porous. For those in
doubt, consult the March 1956 issue of the Journal of the American Dental Association
where H.C. Hodge remarks, "skeletal deposition of fluoride is a continuing process in
which a considerable portion of the ingested fluoride, perhaps 25 to 50%, is deposited in
the skeleton."
When the long-continued ingestion of fluoride results in mottling of the teeth, it is
only logical to assume the existence of remote ~ystemiceffects. Such findings have been
reported by Danish researchers among workers in cryolite mining who were inhaling
fluorine in dust. Not only did these subjects exhibit dental defects (thickened roots and
narrowed pulp chambers), but supercalcification was manifested in ostephyte (bony
outgrowth) formations on bones, osteosclerosis, calcification of tendons and fixation of
the thoracic wall. These same effects have been noted also in parts of Afiica and India
where the natives have long been using naturally fluoridated water. Associated
malnutrition seems to accentuate the effects.
Another study was done in England in 1948 where bone defects in three groups of
school boys were studied. Two groups were fiom districts where the water supply was
practically free of fluorine. The third group was fiom the town of Launton, where the
natural water supply contains lppm of fluorine (the same as the level deemed "safe" by the
U.S. Public Health Service). X-ray examination revealed that 20 percent of the first two
groups had mild non-specific spinal irregularities. In the third group, the one consuming
lppmfluoride in their water, 64% were found to have spinal defects, and lesions were
more severe.

A study was done by Brand1 and Tappeiner where very small amounts of sodium
fluoride were fed to young growing puppies for 21 months. Their bones were then
examined microscopically. Deposited in the bones were crystals of calcium fluoride. The
soluble fluorine salts combine with the calcium of the bones, causing increased brittleness.
The bones of the fluorine-fed animals were chalky, white and fiagile, as were the teeth.
The Consumption of Fluorides and Pregnancy
Studies of the effect of consumption of minute doses of fluoride salts and its effect
on fetal development have not been done on humans, as yet, but only on animals. The

21

Ibid., p.458.
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results of these studies confirm that the consumption of fluorides has a profound effect on
cellular growth, chromosomal stability and a host of other factors.
One such study was done in ~ a p a n ~ ~ t hinvolved
at
examination of fluoride
deposition in the fetuses of dogs. It was found that the quantity of deposited fluorine was
especially large in bones, largest in the cranial bone as well as the lower leg bone. The
quantity of fluorine deposition was parallel with the progression of the calcification. They
also proved that the deposit offlorine on teeth and bones starts through the placenta as
early as the embryo period, and then takes place through the mothers milk through the
infancy period, and throughfood, as well as directly through the inside of the oral cavity.
As fluorine is a known active enzyme poison, it is known to affect cell division (mitotic) in
the fetus, resulting in anatomical anomalies (teratism).
Fluorides were used as an ergme inhibitor in a study by J.D. Ebert that was
published in 1959 on the metabolic pathways by which organs in an embryo are formed. In
low concentrations, he found that sodium -fluorideblocked almost completelv the regions
destined to form muscle. primarilv affecting the heart muscle. In higher concentrations, it
caused the entire embryo to disintearate in a clear-cut pattern, starting with the heartforming regionz . Could there be a connection between these facts and the rise in still
births in cities withfluoriaiztion? In research conducted on the incidence of Mongolism in
cities in Wisconsin, Illinois and the Dakotas published in 1959 in the official publication of
the French Academy of Medicine, it was found that as the percentage offluorides in the
water rose, there was a parallel rise in the incidence of Mongoloid births the age of the
mothers giving birth to Mongoloid babies also declined with rising fluoride levels. It is
interesting that. in the first three years of fluoridation, New Britain, Connecticut
experienced a 150% rise in still births, while in nearby Waterbury (uduoridated), the
stillbirth rate remained the same during the same time period.
Acceleration of Strontium 90 Absorption
Due to Physiological Presence of Fluoride Salts
As early as 1959, the knowledge existed that the presence of fluoride in human
bodies hastens the absorption of radioactive substances present in the environment. In a
report to the Atomic Energy Commission's Division of Biology and Medicine entitled
"The Metabolism of Alkaline Earth Metals by Bone" by F.W. Lengemann, professor of
chemistry at the University of Tennessee on March 23, 1959, it was scientifically shown
that the presence of fluorine and other environmental substances such as lead and cyanide
in the human body increased the ratio of strontium 90 to calcium in bone. Keep in mind
that the U.S. Government, during this time period and for years afterward, conducted
numerous above ground nuclear tests. In addition, radioactive substances are routinely
released into the atmosphere by nuclear power plants and other government facilities.
What is the relevance of this? The presence offluoride in the water and food affects the
22
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growth of bones in children, and additionally causes accumulation of radioactive
materialfLom the environment which impacts the bone marrow, contributing to the rise
in childhood leukemia, which is already spurred on by ambient electromagneticfields.
A year earlier in 1958, another scientist arrived at an independent conclusion very
similar to Lengemann, but this time relative to the growth of cancers within the body. In
October 1958, Dr. J.F. Montague, a medical doctor, published material reflecting his
growing concern over fluoridation in the Journal of the International College of Surgeons
connecting the presence of fluorine in the human body to cancer. Also in 1958, an
interesting piece of work was done by Dr. James Kerwin, a dentist, in which it was shown
that the simultaneous presence of fluorine and strontium 90 in the human body may

result in a greater accumulation of both substances in which compounds like strontium
fluoride are formed. Because of the low solubility of these substances, the body has a very
hard time getting rid of them. His report was published in Dental Digest in February 1958.
Additional Data on the Effect of Fluorides
on the Adult Human Body
Two years after Kerwins' report in 1960, the American Dental Association issued
a pamphlet for public consumption called Fluoridation Facts: Answers to Criticisms of
Fluoridation. In defense of the use of toxic fluoride compounds in public water supplies
(which is a grievous crime against humanity, since it means mandated involuntw public
medication),they used the logic that "people have been known to live to a ripe old age" in
areas where the water supply is fluoridated. Unfortunately, they neglected to mention that
the addition offluoride to the water supply correlated directly with the number of still
births. mongoloid children brittle teeth and enlar~eddental root structures. adverse spinal
conditions. osteomalacia (softening of the bones) and osteoporosis (abnorrnallv porous
and spaced structure inside bone) in the medicated population as opposed to control
populations that were unmedicated (see Matrix III, Vl). In other words, it contributes
toward getting "to a ripe old age" rather quickly, well ahead of your time.
Fluoride- Induced Collagen Breakdown,
Arthritis, Deformed Teeth and Bones

Fluoride at levels as low as I part-per-million @pm) in the drinking order gwe
rise to an increase in the urine concentration of certain biological chemicals that signal
the breakdown of collagen, as well as the irregular formation of collagen in the body.
Collagen is important, making up more than 30% of the protein of the body. It is the most
abdundant of all the proteins in the body, and serves as the major structural component of
skin, ligaments, tendons, muscles, cartilage, bones and teeth. Fluoride disruption of the
nature of collagen in the body results in premature wrinkling of the skin, weakening of
ligaments, irreversible arthritis (as the collagen in cartilage is affected) and stifFhess of the
joints.
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Dissent on Fluoridation from within the American Dental Association
Within any faction or group, as has been prohsely illustrated in the Matrix books,
there is always dissent fiom factions who do not agree with policy not ultimately in the
public interest. One such example that applies to the subject under discussion is that of
John R. Lilliendahl, D.D.S., who wrote a pamphlet in the 1960's entitled My Reasons for
Opposing Fluoridation. In this pamphlet, which discusses the issue of safety and water
fluoridation, Lilliendahl says:
"Failing to demonstrate safety for fluoridation are the mortality statistic
comparisons in the 32 paired cities (paired meaning fluoridated vs.
unfluoridated) discussed in Public Health Reports in May 1954. In the
case of the 32 cities, 5 more deaths per 100,000 observed in fluoridated
areas was deemed 'insigntficant'. In the Illinois survey, 98 more deaths
per 100,000 seemed 'insignificant' to evaluators. These 'evaluations'
were discussed in a report entitled Mortality in Fluoride and NonFluoride Areas subsequently published in Health and Statistical
Bulletin 21 in 1952. Criticism eventually surfaced relative to this study
in technical article in the Journal of the Maine Wder UtilitiesAssn. in
March 1956 by B.C.Nesin, which stated that "the erratic nature of
these surveys is such that a death rate of 600 per 100,000 is deemed
insignificant. We have noted that studies of naturally fluoridated areas
prove nothing relative to artificially fluoridated places. Since mortality
statistics rarely, if ever, list chronic fluorine intoxication as a disease
entity, and since physicians generally know little of the syrnptomology
of fluoride poisoning, the value of mortality statistics in proving anything
about it seems slight."
In other words, there is an assertion by Dr. Lilliendahl here that not only are there
no figures to prove conclusively that fluoridation is unsafe, but also there are no figures
which prove it is safe. Since the proponents of fluoridation are the ones asking for its use,
the burden of proof should be on them, just as the burden of proof of the safety of a food
additive is on the processor who proposes it. In Canada, there were observations of this
nature as early as 1959. In that same year, the Ontario Minister of Health, Dr. Dymond,
announced that no hrther fluoridation would be permitted there, because "no one knows
for sure what the effect is to persons given fluoride throughout a lifetime." In the
Edinonton J o u m l of the same year, Dyrnond was quoted as saying, "when I prescribe
treatment for my patients, I prescribe a stated amount. It is not possible to prescribe a
stated amount by introducing it into the water supply." This is the case because of the
technical dficulties involved in the water fluoridation process.
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Technical Aspects to Water Fluoridation
Why a "standard dose" is impossible to achieve

Many authorities have pointed out the difficulties involved in "ensuring equal doses
of fluorides" to all members of a community simply by adding the toxic chemical to water
supplies. Some people drink more water than others. Some obtain more fluorine fiom
food cooked in fluoridated water. Even if the population could be "persuaded to take a
daily dose of a stated amount of water, the dosages would vary in different parts of the
population. Problems also arise with fluoridation equipment. A good example of this arose
in the town of Red Deer, Alberta, Canada. In Red Deer, lppm was the intended dosage of
fluoride. Because of faulty mechanical operation of the fluoridation equipment, the
fluoride levels in the first three months of 1961 fluctuated between .32 and 2.30 ppm. In
the United States, there was a problem in Morristown, New Jersey in the 1950's when
fluoridation was first attempted. Fluoridation attempts were discontinued when it was
found that despite efforts to obtain a fluoridation level of 1.2ppm, actual values taken at
points in the city ranged from 0.0 to .41 pprn (fortunately for the population). Concord,
New Hampshire discontinued fluoridation after it was found that the sludge in the water
maintains a concentration of fluorides ranging from 1,693 pprn to 4,491 ppm. In DeKalb
County, Georgia, where the intended level was .7ppm, actual concentrations were found
to fluctuate between .7and 1.0 ppm.
In 18 locations in West Virginia, fluoride concentrations were found to fluctuate
between .2 and 1.6 ppm. Milwaukee's fluorine concentration, when examined, was found
over a period of 4 years to vary fiom .25 to 1.5 ppm. The New York State Department of
Health study on this problem found that this problem happens in every location where
fluoride is added to public water supplies. In the report of the proceedings of the 3rd
Medical-Dental Conference on the Evaluation of Fluoridation, held on March 7, 1959 in
New York City, the committee concluded that "It is apparent that the practice of
fluoridation is not the simple is not the simple, trustworthy procedure that the promoting
authorities have given the profession and the public to believe. Added to the lack of
control of fluorides at the consumers tap are these major uncertainties: the gross variation
in individual water consumption, the varied intake of fluorides in food and the fluoride
intake fiom atmospheric and occupational exposure. These unpredictable issues make
meaningless any talk about "controlled individual fluorine intake." Most, if not all of this
research has been buried by the authorities, who maintain glibly that "fluoride compounds
are safe in the water supply". It is an absolute lie, a distortion of the truth and constitutes
criminal negligence.
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Fluoridation Status of some Large United States Cities in 1988

City

Population

Fluoridation Status

New York City
Los Angeles
Chicago
Houston
Philadelphia
Detroit
San Diego
Dallas
San Antonio
Phoenix
Baltimore
San Francisco
[ndianapolis
San Jose
Memphis
Washington, D.C.
lacksonville
Milwaukee
Boston
Zolumbus
Yew Orleans
3eveland
Denver
21 Pas0
Seattle
Uashville
3klahoma City
h s a s City
'ort Worth
St. Louis

7,263,000
3,259,000
3,O 10,000
1,729,000
1,643,000
1,O86,OOO
l,Ol5,OOO
1,004,000
914,000
894,000
753,000
749,000
720,000
7 12,000
653,000
626,000
6 10,000
605,000
574,000
566,000
554,000
536,000
505,000
492,000
486,000
474,000
443,000
441,000
430,000
426,000

Artificial
None
Artiicial
Artificial + Natural
Artificial
Artificial
Discontinued 1954
Artificial
None
None
Artificial
Artificial
Artficial
None
Artificial
Artificial
Natural
Artificial
Artificial
Artificial
Artiicial
Artificial
Artiicial
Natural
Artificial
Artificial
Artificial
Artificial
Artificial
Artificial

Sources: Bureau of the Census, National Institute of Dental Research
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Use of Sodium Fluoride for Population Behavior Control
It is a matter of record that sodium fluoride has been used for behavior control of
populations. In an 'Address in Reply to the Governor's Speech to Parliament" 24 , Mr.
Harley Rivers Dickinson, Liberal Party Member of the Victorian Parliament for South
Barwon, Australia made a statement on the historical use of fluorides for behavior control.

Mr. Dickinson reveals that, 'At the end of the Second World War, the United
States Government sent Charles Elliot Perkins, a research worker in chemistry,
biochemistry, physiology and pathology, to take charge of the vast Farben chemical plants
in Germany. While there, he was told by German chemists of a scheme which had been
worked out by them during the war and adopted by the Gennan General Staff. This
scheme was to control the population in any given area through mass medication of
dinking water. In this scheme, sodium fluoride occupied a prominent place. Repeated
doses o f ir@nitesimal amounts of fluoride will in time reduce an individual's power to
resist domination bv slow~vvoisonina and narcotisina a certain area o f the brain, and
will thus make him submissive to the will o f those who wish to povem him. Both the
Germans and the Russians added fluoride to the drrnkinp water of prisoners o f war to
make them stupid and docile."
The book Fluoride - m e Freedom Flight also makes reference to the work of
Perkins. The author, Dr. Hans Moolenburgh of Haarlem, Holland, relates:
" The story I read gave one the cold shivers. It told of a chemical engineer, Mr.
Perkins, who related how immediately after the Second World War, he was the one the
Americans put into the well-known I.G. Farben Company in Germany. There, he
discovered that I.G. Farben had developed plans during the war to fluoridate the
occupied countries, because it had been found thatfluoridation caused slight damage to a
specific part of the brain. This damage had a very particular ef/ect. It made it more
d~fficultfor the person aflected to defend his freedom. He became more docile towards
authority. Scientists in the camps of both proponents and opponents of fluoride have
always dismissed this story as mere poppycock, but it had a life of its own and reared its
head again and again. It fed the suspicions of many people that 'there was more to
fluoridation than meets the eye.' As far as I know, there is no one who has done any
serious research into whether the fluoridated person is really more docile, easier to rule,
more impressed with authority than the non-fluoridated one. There is, however, one
peculiar thing. Every Dutch doctor has a medical reference bookfor 1984. One chapter is
entitled 'Tranquillisers'. Looking at the heading 'Major Tranpillisers', there are 27
compounds listed Seven of them are afluoride compound One of those is called Semap,
and it is one of the strongest anti-p~ychoticcompounds we know. This means that 25% of
the major tranpillisers are connected withfluoride."

24

Victorian Hansard, August 12, 1987; Nexus, AuglSep 1995.
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It is interesting that Dr. George Estabrooks, an advisor to the United States
Government on hypnotism and psychological behavior control, later became chairman of
the Department of Psychology at Colgate University. Internationally, Colgate was and
remains today the most ardent producer and advocate for fluoridated toothpaste.
The use of chemicals by the government to modify behavior of select population
groups is not new. During the first two World Wars, bromides were administered to
service men to dim the libido in an attempt to inhibit forrays into local bordellos. Today, in
Australia, the military fluoridates the drinking water of the soldiers, ostensibly to protect
the teeth. However, since the mythical ability of fluorides 'to prevent tooth decay7'only
exists for those under the age of 12, it is certain that the real purpose is less altruistic.
In volume one of Matrix 111, we discussed the role of Alcoa Aluminum in the
production of fluoride, the role of Alcoa lawyer Oscar Ewing, who eventually gained
control of what was to become the United States Public Health Service, his promotion of
fluoridation and the use of advertising and false propaganda in an attempt to sell water
fluoridation to an unsuspecting public. Interestingly, it turns out that Alcoa transferred its
sodium fluoride production technology to Germany in 1939 under the Alted Agreement,
and Dow Chemical Company transmitted its experience and technology to Germany
during the same period. So, we have the U.S. transmit tin_^ technologv to Germanv before
the war that allows Germany to experiment on select elements of the European
population and then after the war Nazi scientists and the results of experiments are
brought back to the United States under Operation Paperclip. Curious, isn't it?

A little research turned up the fact that I.G. Farben developed organophosphate
nerve agents, Zyklon B cyanide-based extermination gas used on the Jews during the war,
and many other interesting substances. I.G. Farben, financially supported by the United
States, was the first to develop and process heroin and cocaine. They also developed
fluorinated nerve gases Sarin and Sornan. Farben had many interconnections with
companies in the United States and Britain. Consult the illustrative chart in this book.
In a letter abstracted from Fluoridztion and b l e s s n e s , published by the
Committee for Mental Health and National Security (with obvious implications) from the
aforementioned Charles Perkins, U.S. appointed post-war head of I.G. Farben, to the Lee
Foundation for Nutritional Research, Milwaukee, Wisconsin, October 2, 1954,we read
the following:
'We are told by the fanatical ideologists who are advocating the fluoridation of the
water supplies in this country that their purpose is to reduce the incidence of tooth decay
in children, and it is the plausibility of this excuse, plus the gullibility of the public and the
cupidity of public officials that is responsible for the present spread of artificial water
fluoridation in this country. However - and I want to make this very definite and positive the real reason behind water jluoridatzon is not to benefit childken's teeth. If this were
the real reason, there are many ways in which it could be done which are much easier,

-
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News Tribune, Thursday, August 10,1995,

'The existence of (I.G. Farben) makes a mockery of its victims.'

A Nazi corporate ally under fire
-

-

By Arthur Allen

The Assoclated Press
FRANKFURT, Germany -The SS was abolished,
the Nazi brown shirts, too. But I.G. Farben, a company whose name evokes the thousands it worked
to death at Auschwitz, still exists, much to the rage
of its victims.
An annual meeting w&esday featured shouting
matches between the company's managers and several protesters, who demanded that I.G. Farben be
liquidated immediately and the proceeds paid to
surviving slave laborers.
A dozen other people demonstrated outside the
meeting at a Frankfurt airport hotel. Peter Gingold, a 79-year-old Jew whose family died a t
Auschwitz, wore a sandwich board that read, W y
brother and sister were murdered with poison gas
from I.G. Farben."
T h e existence of this com any makes a mockery of its victims," said Gingo d, who has protested
s annual meetings for the past 10
at the Their
amp% a
s are stained with blood."
years.
Many big German corporations have shown a
willingness recently to more W y face their Nazi
ast. Deutsche Bank, Germanfs largest rivate
tank, mently helped publish a history g a t described the bank's role in strip ing Jews of their
ropert~in the 1930s. ~ o e c h sJemicals
t
pledged a
&rge sum to help maintain German Holocaust

f'

memorials.
I.G. Farben's war-related factories included a notorious synthetic-rubberplant at Auschwitz where
30,000 people worked until they died or were
deemed unfit for work and sent to the gas chambers.
Asubsidiary produced the Zyklon-B cyanide tablets
used to gas hundreds of thousands of concentration camp inmates.
In 1953, I.G. Farben's assets were divided among
Hoechst, BASF, Bayer and other firms, and the
company remains basically as a trust to settle claims
and lawsuits from the Nazi era.
I.G. Farben managers say the firm has paid its
debt to the victims and that its first duty now is to
crediton and stockholders. But survivor groups see
the continued existence of I.G. Farben - 42 years after it was stripped of its assets as an insult.
Many of the 350 shareholders at Wednesday's
meeting shouted at fellow shareholder Eduard Bernhard when he demanded the company's dissolution. 'I won't allow it, you blockhead," said Ernst
Krienke, head ofthe supervisory board.
Six young leftists stood up and shouted, "Down
With Fascism!" and were wrestled out of the hall as
some shareholders yelled, 'Throw them out!"
Krienke pointed out that the company paid $8
million in 1957 to the U.S.-based Jewish Claims
Conference, which compensated an estimated
10,000 Western European, Israeli and U.S. Jews.

-

It didn't pay Eastern European Jews and nonJewish victims, including thousands of Poles.
Krienke said that was because there was no bilateral German treaty with the eastern states authorizing such payments. .
About 8,000 claims have been filed, said Henry
Mathews, a shareholder who, like Bernhard and
others, bought a small amount of Farben stock to be
able to voice objections a t stockholders' meetings.
Krienke said the company is only worth $21 million and has no cash for such payments.
T h e Holocaust isn't our problem, it's all of Germany's problem," he said. We're just the company
that everyone hangs it on."
.Theboard decided instead to ask the government
to compensate the survivors and count the payments against some 58 square miles of land in Easte m Germany that the company claims belongs to it.
Gingold and Mathews were skeptical, saying the
plan was vague, put the burden on taxpayen and
would take too long.
%'a nothing more than astalling tactic until the
last survivor dies," Gingold said.
Regaining all the company's former holdings in
Eastern Germany would make I.G. Farben the
largest property owner in Germany. That is not going to happen, but recovery of even a few old claim
in Berlin could put money in the pockets of its 8,000
shareholders.

-
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cheaper and far more effective. Zle real puspose behind water fluoridation is to reduce
the resistance of the masses to domination, control and loss of liberty."
Furthermore, 'When the Nazis decided to go into Poland, the German General
Staff and the Russian General Staff exchanged scientific and military ideas, plans and
personnel. The scheme of mass control through water medication was seized upon by the
Russian Communists because it fitted ideally into their plans to Communize the world. I
say this in all earnestness and sincerity of a scientist who has spent nearly 20 years
research into the chemistry, biochemistry, physiology and pathology of fluorides. Any
person who drinks artificially fluoridated water for a period of one year or more will
never again be the same person, mentally or physically."
When Major General Racey Jordan was in charge of the massive lend-lease airlift
operations from Great Falls, Montana to Russia, via Alaska, he queried the transshipment
of considerable amounts of sodium fluoride. He was told fiankly that it was to put into the
drinking water of the prisoner of war camps to take away their will to resist.25
It is also interesting that former British Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher, who
has a background in academic chemistry, initiated a program involving astronomical
expenditures of UK revenue on a fluoridation campaign in Northern Ireland.
The United States as the Most Medicated Nation on Earth
According to Chemical Engineering News in 1988, each year in the United States
80,000 tons of hydrofluosilicic acid, 60,000 tons of sodium silicofluoride and 3,000 tons
of sodium fluorides are put into public water suppliesz6 . In view of all known research, it
would be safe and accurate to rephrase the previous sentence and say that each year the
United States Government allows' 143,000 tons of fluoride products to be added to public
water supplies in order to numb, disempower, and render docile a large percentage of the
population. Present estimates in 1995 run about 200,000 tons annually. Now, why on
Earth would any oligarchic group (a small group) want to do this to tens of millions of
people, deliberately and knowingly?
General Suppression of Scientific Research on Fluorides
All of these fluoride chemicals are by-products of the aluminum and chemical
fertilizer industries that are considered to be hazardous wastes by the EPA. Robert J.
Carton, an environmental scientist at the EPA, says the scientific assessment of the health
risks of fluorides in 1985 'bmits 90% of the literature which suggests fluoride is a
mutagen causes cellular and genetic mutation." 27 Several scientists in the United States

-
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27

Nexus, V012, No.27, AugISqt 1995, p.28.
Chemical Engineering News, Vol66, Aug lm 1988, p.39.
Water Fluoridation:A Case of Truth Decay.
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and other countries who have done research or written reports questioning the benefits of
water fluoridation, or suggesting health risks, were discouraged by their employers fiom
actually publishing their findings2*
In recent years, several dentists who have testified against fluoridation have been
dental officers. The American Dental Association and the United
reprimanded by
States Public Health Service, who are supposed to be scientifically, not politically
motivated, have actively discouraged research into the health risks of fluoridation of
public water supplies. Public f h d s have been spent to fight anti-fluoridation efforts.
John A. Colquhoun, a former dental officer in the Department of Health in
Auckland, New Zealand, did a study intended to show the advantages of fluoridation. He
carefully compared decay rates in fluoridated and non-fluoridated regions. Unfortunately,
he failed to find any difference in decay rates between the areas studied. Afer hisfinal
report was written, his superviors refused to let him publish it.29
Institutions Subject to Government Extortion on the Issue of Fluorides
W.B. Hartsfield, mayor of Atlanta, Georgia, stated in Dental Survey in 1961 that
"no school, college or independent medical research institution dares to be critical of
fluoridation because they receive grantsfiom the US.Public Health Service. Likewise,
no big food, beverage or drug company will dare speak critically of fluoride because they
are under the supervision of the FDA, a branch of the USPHS. One brewery official told
me that their own research indicated grave questions about fluoridation, but they dare
not speak out. As you know, the Food and Drug Ahinistration can bankrupt any
national food, beverage or drug company with a little adverse comment." Now, why
would the truth be so threatening to institutions that are supposed to protect public health
and safii? Because these institutions are involved in the overall genocide against the
population of the United States. The proof is a matter of historical record. That the Food
and Drug Administration is a suppressive organization is a matter of record.
Massive Corruption, Collusion and Conflict of Interest
The same individuals promoting the addition of fluorides to the water supplies also
serve on the FDA Dental Products Advisory Board. Fluoridation equipment makers,
fluoride suppliers, and federal and state health department staff serve on the American
Water Works Association's "Fluoride Standards Board." The American Dental
Association, who receives public funds, also receives hundreds of thousands of dollars
fiom Proctor and Gamble, Lever Brothers, Colgate, Warner Lambert, Johnson & Johnson,
and others in the fluoride business. After the American Dental Association endorsed
"Crest" toothpaste in October 1960, it became known that the ofJiczals responsible for the
endorsement of Crest toothpaste had ~ersonallv~rqfitedfinanciaI~v~fiom
the immediate

29

bid.
Schenectady Gazette, "Suppressed Science, A Stain on Society", Aug 5, 1989.
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rise of $8 per share in Proctor and Gamble ~tockr.~'
Take another look at the front of
this book and examine again the legal definition for criminal conspiracy and gross criminal
negligence.
Countries Outside the United States Reject Fluoridation

In 1977, the Minister of the Environment in Denmark recommended that water
fluoridation not be allowed, primarily that no adequate studies had been carried out on its
long-term effects on both human organ systems and fiesh water ecosystems. In 1978, the
West German Association of Gas and Water Experts rejected fluoridation for legal reasons
and because 'the so-called optimal fluoride concentration of 1 mm/L is close to the dose
at which long-term damage to the human body is to be expected." In France, the Chief
Council of Public Health rejected water fluoridation after he decided in 1980 that it was
dangerous.
American fluoridation spokesmen go to great lengths to deny the fact that most of
the countries of medically advanced Western Europe have actively rejected fluoridation of
public water supplies and the use of fluorides altogether. Fluoridation in Western Europe
is now down to less than 2%. To illustrate how misleading fluoridation promoters in the
United States can be, consider and article which appeared in the ADA News on January 23,
1978.
The ADA article, titled "Public Health Service (PHs) Refutes Claims of Fluoride
Ban in Europe, discusses a pro-juoriiciation resolution which was voted on in the World
Health Organization in 1969. The article states, "Among the nations cited by antifluoridationists as those which have banned fluoridation, West Germany, France, Italy, the
Netherlands, Norway, Sweden, Switzerland and Yugoslavia, actually supported the 1969
WHO resolution." What this 1978 ADA News article does not mention is that, subsequent
to their 1969 vote supporting fluoridation, several of these countries reversed their stand,
either by discontinuing fluoridation or by explicitly refusing to fluoridate in the first place.
"

For example, Sweden banned fluoridation in 1971 after 11 years of testing it; the
Netherlands banned fluoridation in 1976 after 23 years of 'kxperirnentation" involving 9
million people; Norway rejected a Parliamentary bill to introduce fluoridation in 1975, and
West Germany discontinued all fluoridation in 1971. Nor does the ADA article point out
that, by the time it was written in 1978, the only one of the countries listed that still had
any fluoridation whatever was Switzerland, which maintains a single "experimental
station." This Swiss 'kxperimental program," which serves 4% of the population,
constitutes the only fluoridation in Switzerland fiom 1959 to the present. Finland also has
one small 'kxperimental program," which has been operating since 1959, 'kerving" about
1.5 % of the total population. In addition to all of the above, the countries of Holland,
India, and Egypt permit no fluoridation of their populations.

'O

Tampa Tribune, Aug 4, 1960, Phillip E.Zanfagna, M.D., F.A.C.A.
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In the United States, however, the U.S. Public Health Service, long a pawn of the
industries producing toxic fluorides certified by the EPA as hazardous waste, prematurely
endorsed fluoridation of public water supplies in 1950. Since that time the PHs has
criminally promoted fluoridation throughout the United States, and actively promotes
water fluoridation worldwide. Using a twisted logic born out of a Nazi biomedical
orientation, the PHs believes that, if other countries can be convinced, blackmailed or
extorted into fluoridating their populations, it would help reduce the American public
opposition to involuntary medication. This is, of course, consistent with PHs attempts to
conceal the refusal of most European countries to fluoridate. How, can the PHs ever
dream of succeeding in their plans to intimidate other countries into compliance with the
plans of global socialism to medicate the planet into compliance with a totalitarian
planetary system of rule?
International Fluoride Politics, Intimidation and Bribery
The United States Public Health Service (USPHS), which historically has
fhctioned in an Orwellian position exactly opposite to its title, exerts great influence on
foreign countries through the WorldHealth Organization (WHO),
which it heavilyfinds,
as well as through its numerous grants (bribes) toforeign Health Ministries, as well as to
medical and dental researchers in those countries. For this reason, many European
nations, desiring major research and healthcare grants from the United States, and
umviling to find their awn research, avoid explicitly banning fluoridation and
antagonizing the United States medical oligarchy. Instead, such a country quietly refuses
fluoridation for itself whenever the question comes up. This normal policy of European
countries to rqjectfluoridation without overtly declaring a ban on it has been deceptively
used, on its face, by the ADA.
For example, in the 1978 ADA article previously mentioned, the ADA refers to the
'histaken assumption by anti-fluoridationists that fluoridation hal; been banned in
European countries." While the article is technically correct in denying that many
European countries have banned fluoridation, it fails to point out that most European
countries can and do reject fluoridation without formally banning it, i.e., without
expressly prohibiting it by law. The fact of the matter is that Austria, Belgium, Denmark,
France, West Germany, Greece, Holland, Italy, Luxemborg, Norway, Spain and Sweden
do not fluoridate public water supplies.
Another very important fact never brough out by fluoridation spokesmen is that
even those countries that introdice or vote infavor of a pro-fluorihtion resolution in the
World Health Organization will usually not permit jluoriabon for their own people. In
order to understand this apparent 'paradox," it is necessary to point out the following
important fact. Always included, as part of the fluoridation resolution package, is the
recommendation for W O finding to assist member states in their cavity-prevention
program (which of course does not address the actual cause of dental caries, i.e.,
processed foods, etc.), even if they decide not tofluoriabte. This means that a country
could not gracefully accept such "assistance" unless it votesfor the resolutionpackage.
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To cite another example of pressure techniques, it should be pointed out that
WHO has long-assisted member nations in improving their water supply systems,
independently of any considerations relative to involuntary medication of populations
through the water supply itself However, the 1975 WHO fluoridation resolution
contained a reminder of the Water Supply Assistance Program (WSAP), with the
suggestion that water fluoridation be tied to this program. A country receiving aid under
WSAP, but not fluoridating, would at least feel obligated to vote for the pro-fluoridation
resolution.
Further, such pro-fluoridation resolutions, which the WHO voted on in 1969, 1975
and 1978, have ahvays been 'hatered" down in an attempt to make them acceptable. For
instance, the resolutions never state that fluoridation should be implemented, but countries
are subjected to a continuing plea for consideration.
In 1969, when the WHO first voted in favor of such a fluoridation resolution,
fluoridation promoters hailed the vote as a 'hnanimous endorsement" of fluoridation. In
fact, the promoters did not publicize the fact that the vote was taken when only about 60
of the I , 000 delegates were present (shadows of the passage of the Federal Reserve Act in
the United States). Out of the 60 members present, only 45 actually voted. Most of the
member nations were, in fact, not represented at all. Neither did fluoridation proponents
point out the economic inrhrcements built into the resolution, for its weak non-committal
wording.
The ADA News article, often referred to by proponents of mass fluoridation, infers
that the European countries which reject fluoridation do so against the recommendations
of their respective "health authorities': so that such rejections 'tannot be interpretated as
a confirmation that fluoridation poses health hazards." The reply to this inference should
be prefaced with the remark that, in any case, the scientific community should indeed not
have the right to impose medication on the public when no 'tianger of contagion" is
involved. But, as it turns out, an extensive examination of European medical and dental
journals shows the great majority of the European scientific community is in fact
opposed tofluoridation.
Consider, for example, Sweden, which is one of the most medically advanced
countries on the planet. Sweden banned fluoridation by Parliamentary vote in 1971. The
fluoridation proponents erroneously claim that the Swedish scientific community opposed
this ban. In an article written by two pro-fluoridationists in the British Dental Joumal of
July 18, 1972, the Swedish dental profession is attacked for not supporting fluoridation.
The British government, who has a history of drugging populations in order to subjugate
them, starting with the opium tra8ticking in the 17th century, have not lost their touch.
The key fact remains that most medically advanced countries of Western Europe
now have nofluoridation; not because they have neglected to consider it, but because of
their own previous experiences with it or as a result of detailed and objective studies of the
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scientific evidence of its hazards and biophysiological effect on both the human body and
human behavior. In contrast to the United States, which is almosy 50%fluoridated, less
than 2% of the population of Western Europe is subject to involuntary medication through
their water supplies.
The Goal of Global Socialism is
PlanetaryFluoridation by the Year 2000
According to the Centers for Disease Control and the United States Public Health
Service, the federal g d is 'to have universal fluoridation of ~ublicwater suuulies bv the
year 2000. This goal was detailed in the CDC Morbidity andMortality Report on May 29,
1992 and the American Dental Association News on January 3, 1994. It is an interesting
parallel that the political agenda dictates establishment of a New World Order by 2002,
moved up two years on analysis of political setbacks.
Political Suppression of Scientific Information on Fluorides
in the United States by Medical Journals and Associations
In 1974 Sohan Manocha, now a lawyer, and Harold Warner, professor emeritus of
biomedical engineering at Emory University Medical School in Atlanta, submitted a report
summarizing a study of enzyme changes induced in monkeys by the consumption of water
containing fluorine compounds for publication in the AMA Archives of Environmental
Health. The editor passed the report around for review. It did not take long before he
wrote a letter of rejection back to the authors. One of the peer reviewers had written a
comment, " I would recommend that this paper not be accepted for publication at this
time, because this is a sensitive subject and any publication in this areas is subject to
interpretation by anti-fluoridation groups."31 After the rejection of their paper, Manocha
and Warner were told by the director of their department, who had been warned by the
National Institute of Dental Research that the research "would ham the cause of
fluoridation," not to try to publish their findings in g other United States journal.
Eventually the authors were granted permission to publish in a foreign journal, as indicated
in the footnote below.

In 1979, the American Dental Association issued a White Paper which includes
the following statement, "dntists n o n - c i p a t i o n in fluoride promotion is overt neglect
of professional re~ponsibility."According to an ADA spokesperson, this is still the
organization's policy. Dentists who have a grain of conscience are reprimanded by their
respective state dental officer.32

31 Chemical Engineering News, Aug 1, 1988, p.36. These same papers, however, were published in
pretigious British journals, Science Progress (Odord) and Histochemical Journal.
32 Ibid.
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In 1980, a toxicologist Brian Dementi at the Virginia Department of Health, wrote
a comprehensive report on "Fluoride and Drinking Water" that suggested possible health
risks fiom fluoridation. The 36-page study has been purged fiom the department's library
even though it is the only one the department has prepared on the subject. Spokemen
apparently say the report was "thrown away because it was old, while maintaining that
"the department will be preparing another report on the subject soon."
In 1982, John Colquhoun, former principle dental officer in the Department of
Health in New Zealand was told after writing a report that showed no benefit from
fluoridation in New Zealand, that the department refbsed him permission to publish it. He
now teaches the history of education at the University of Auckland, and notes that "the
editorial policy of scientific journals has generally been not to publish material which
overtly opposes thefluoridation paradigm." According to Colquhoun, scientific journals
employ a referee system of peer review, and when the overwhelming majority of experts
in an area from which the referees are selected are committed to the sharedparadigm of
fluoridation (or any other paradigm), the ystem lends itself to preservation and
continuation of the traditional belief that-fluoridationis safe and effective. R i s results in
a "sinzle-minded vromotion (materialist rediictionism), but poor-aualifv research. and
an wvarent inabilifv to-flexiblvreassess in the presence qf unexpected new d6n."33 It is
quite obvious that the same problem is apparent within the other paradigms (EMF effects,
etc.) mentioned in Matrix III.
In 1984, after receiving a letter for publication on fluorides fiom Geoffrey E.
Smith, a dental surgeon from Melbourne, Australia, the editor of the New York State
Dental Journal replied, " Your paper was read here with interest, but it is not appropriate
for publication at this time because the opposition to fluoridation has become virulent
again."34
After the WHO released its study on fluorines and fluorides in 1985, it immediately
drew criticism from scientific circles. In a letter from Phillipe Grandjean, a professor of
environmental medicine at Odense University in Denmark (see illustration page) to the
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency on June 6, 1985, Grandjean wrote, "information
which could cast any doubt on the advantage of fluoride supplements was left out by the
Task Group. Unless I had been present myseg I would havefound it hard to believe."
The 1985 WHO report was not the only thing under fire. Criticism of reports on
fluorides authored by the EPA were also under scrutiny. According to Robert J. Carton,
an environmental scientist at the EPA, the scientific assessment of fluorides health risks
written by the agency in 1985 "omits 90% of the literature on mutagenicity, most of which
suggests fluoride is a mutagen."35

33
34

35

Ibid. p.36
bid. p.37
bid. p.36
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Tucson Study Finds Fluoride Promotes Tooth Decay 1992

Those promoting the concept of water fluoridation maintain that the presence of
fluoride in the human diet, whether in public water supplies, food, beverages or fiom other
sources, assists in the prevention of dental caries (cavities). After conducting two years of
research on the subject, contacting numerous organizations and pouring through
mountains of scientific reports and documents, I could find no credible data supporting
this conclusion. In fact, I found exactly the opposite was the case. It explains why the
American Dental Association and the National Institute for Dental Research have always
supported fluoridation of the population. Aside from the issues of cancer, mutagenicity,
osteoporosis and behavior control, one of the results of fluoridation is that it actually
creates more cavities in order to support the dentalprofession. Where's the proof3
According to Cornelius Steelink, professor emeritus at the Department of
Chemistry at the University of Arizona, who was intimately involved in the debate to
fluoridate the water of Tucson, when the incidence of tooth decay versus fluoride content
in a child's drinking water was examined in Tucson, a city with discreate geographic areas
of groundwater with both high fluoride content (0.8ppm) and low content (0.3ppm), a
positive correlation was revealed. Dental screening was conducted of 26,000 elementary
school children. When the incidence of tooth decay was plotted against the fluoride
content of the water, it was discovered that the more fluoride a child drank. the more
cavities w ~ e a r e in
d the teeth.
The fluoride debate in Tucson started when the local county board of health, soon
joined by state and federal "public health" organizations, requested that the city of Tucson
add fluoride to the drinking water. The city refmed the mattter to the subcommittee
chaired by Dr. Steelink. The subcommittee also discovered that a large population of poor
children would get no benefit fiom optimum fluoride in the water, as the largest factors in
tooth decay (besides processed foods and sugar) were lack of access to dental facilties,
poverty and poor oral hygiene. In it's final report, the subcommittee stated that 'there was
no obvious relation of fluoride content in municipal water to the prevention of tooth decay
in Tucson" and 'because there are multiple causes of tooth decay, a decision to fluoridate
would still leave pockets of poor dental health."36 Furthermore, it was reported that
"children, who lived in a fluoridated community, had 11 times the odds of developing
fluor~sis.'~'
Studies of young males and fluoridated water have produced some interesting
results. A February 1991 U.S. Public Health Sexvice study linked fluoridated water to
bone cancer in young males in Seattle, Washington and Iowa. A New Jersey Department
of Health Study in November 1992 found bone cancer rates among young males to be six
times higher in fluoridated than in non-fluoridated c~mmunities.~~
36

37

38

Townsend Letter for Doctors, October 1994.
Clinical Pediatrics, N w 1991.
Safe Water Coalition of Warhington State, West 5615 Lyons a,
Spokane, Wash. 509-328-6704.
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Environmental Fluoridation of Indian Tribes: A Case History

It is of interest that many of the facilities producing environmental pollution
containing significant amounts of fluorides are located in areas also inhabited by native
peoples. Although an exhibit is included regarding this matter in Australia with the
aborigine people [who operate in a diierent basal paradigm threatening to material
scientism, as do American native peoples and those in many Third World countries], it is
necessary to illustrate a significant case in point relative to the United States.
In 1980, the Mohawk tribe, located on the New York-Canadian St. Regis
Reservation, filed a $150 million lawsuit for damage to themselves and their property
against the Reynolds Metals Company and the Aluminum Company of America
(ALCOA). Between 1960 and 1975, industrial pollution devastated the tribes cattle herd
and the complete way of life of the tribe. The cattle were so crippled because of the
fluorides that would settle on the land, that they would crawl around the pasture on their
stomachs--a pitifid sight. Birth defects were common. After five years, legal costs
bankrupted the tribe, and they settled for $650,000 in damages to their cows.' The courts,
however, allowed fitture action by the Mohawks for damage to their own health. The
judge was apparently not in the mood to approve annihilation of the tribe by fluoride
emissions--the same industrial toxic pollutant that is dumped into public water supplies as
a convenience to escape complex EPA regulations for disposal of toxic wastes. This has
been admitted by the EPA [see the exhibit provided in this book].
Today, the Mohawk tribe fishes in the St. Lawrence river. The catch is comprised
of fish with ulcerated spinal deformities. Mohawk children also exhibit damage to their
bones and teeth. No one outside the tribe seems to care. After all, hasn't the most
important consideration been the annihilation of indigenous people in support of the
Darwinian-Malthusian mandate?
Fluorides as a Toxic Industrial Pollutant Impacting Human Physiology

Although the main focus relative to the subject of fluorides is its direct
administration to humans, an equally important and signrficant issue is the effect on
humans from intentional2 and continuous exposure of the human population to airborne
toxic industrial emissions, fluoride being the subject of immediate discussion. According to
the EPA, fluoride remains one of indusQ 's lamest pollutants. In 1988, the EPA
estimated at least 155,000 tons each ve9? are being released into the year by United
States industrial plants. Emissions into water (over and above fluoridation of public water
supplies) have been estimated to be as high as 500.000 tons a vear. That's a lot of
Robert Tomsho, "Dumping Grounds," Wall Street Journal, N w 29, 1990.
It is intentional because the effects have been known for a great many decades and it is still being done
with reckless negligence and abandon.
'Summary Review of Health Effects Associated with Hydrogen Fluoride and Related Compounds,"EPA
Report No. 60018-29/002F, December 1988, p.1-1.
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behavior modification--it would have made the Nazis proud, to have so many so obedient
and responsive to authority. Fluorides, by the way, are not biodegradable; with that in
mind it is both curious and understandable why the cumulative effect is never discussed.
Environmental Sources of Fluoride Compounds

The atmosphere in the United States is contaminated by fluoride emissions from
the production of iron, steel, aluminum, copper, lead, zinc, phosphates (the main source
for water fluoridation chemicals), plastics, gasoline, brick, cement, glass, ceramics and
clay products, electrical power generation, combustion processes, and uranium processing
(a double whammy for uranium worker^).^

In ten& of pollution of water, the leading industrial fluoride polluters are the
producers and processors of glass, pesticides and fertilizers, steel and aluminum,
chemicals and metals.' Obviously, industry and government have a powerful motive for
claiming, even falsely, that "increasing doses of fluoride are safe for the population,"
despite the absolute fact that fluoride is by far the most toxic to vegetation, animals and
humans6 As a matter of fact, fluoride is one of the most toxic substances known.' The
United States Department of Agriculture, who has for years been involved in dosing both
the population and the environment with neurotoxins [see pesticide discussion], ironically
admits that 'hirborne fluorides have caused more worldwide damage to domestic animals
than any other air pollutant."8
How early did science and industry know that fluorides can negatively affect the
environment? As early as 1901,studies found that ''jluoride compounds are much more
toxic that the other compounds that are of significance in the industrial smoke problem."g
So, evidence that industrial fluoride has been killing and crippling not only
animals but humans has existed at least since the 1930 3. Not only has the United States
government, as mandated by the basal paradigm, dismissed the danger and left industry
fiee to pollute [causing disease and medical profit], but it has promoted the intentional
addition of fluoride [industrial waste] to the drinking water of the population. The
problem of fluoride pollution of crops, livestock and people was known as early as 1850
because of the emissions of iron and copper industries. Because of this, lawsuits and
regulation threatened the existence of these industries in Germany and England. Tall
4

Engineering and Cost Eflectiveness Study of Fluoride Emissions Control, U.S.EPA Report, Volume 1,
No. SNl6893.OO0, Jan 1972, p. 1-3, et seq.
"Treatmentand Recovery of Fluoride Industrial Wastes," EPA Report No. PB-234447, Mar 1974,p.5.
6
E. Jerard and J.B. Patrick, "The Summing of Fluoride Exposures," International Journal of
Environmental Studies, Vol3, 1973, p. 143.
G.J. Cox, 'New Knowledge of Fluorine in Relation to Dental Caries," Journal ofAmerican Water Works
Association, Vo13 1: 1926-30, 1939. It is interesting that 1939 is the same period in which the Nazis were
using fluorides for behavior modification of prisoner populations.
Air Pollutants Affecting the Performance of Domestic Animals, U.S.D.
A. Handbook No.380, Aug 1970.
Kaj Roholm, Fluorine Intoxication (London: H.K. Lewis & Co, 1937), pp.6445.
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smokestacks might have pushed the emissions into the upper atmosphere in the 1850's,
but the sheer magnitude of the emissions today have no solution.
In the earlier, more honest days of the U.S. Department of Agriculture, the senior
toxicologist in 1933, Lloyd DeEds, was quoted as saying, 'It is a well-established fact
that chronic intoxication [with fluorides] may manifest itself in man as recognized
abnormalities after constant, or at least frequent, exposure ... the possibility of fluoride
hazard should be recognized in indusv, where this element is discharged into the air as
Aluminum had a critical role during World War
an apparently worthless
11, and by 1938 the aluminum industry had been placed on a wartime schedule, producing
an ever-increasing by-product of toxic fluorides. Die cover-up of the efJects of fluorides
was necessmy to allow the growth of US.industries and to suppress knowledge of the
"benefit" of its behaviorally modzfiing qualities learnedfi.om the Germans.
With the birth of the military-industrial complex, mandated by the basal paradigm
discussed at the beginning of this book, along with its concomitant public misinformation
campaigns, there was understandably a blitz to convince the unknowing American public
that "fluoride is safe, and good." The realization by the military-industrial complex that
knowledge about fluorides had to be suppressed was mirrored in the 1939 announcement
by Gerald J.Cox, a scientist fbnded by the Aluminum Company of America, that "the
present trend toward complete removal of fluoride from water and food may need some
reversal."" Reversal? Yes, they knew the danger of fluorides and they had begun to plan
the removal of fluoride wastes fiom the environment.
Well, reversal was taken to the extreme. The first 'fluoridation experiments" were
undertaken between 1945 and 1946, in true Malthusian style, on indigent, mentally
retarded children at state-run schools, one of which was the Wrentham State School for
Feebleminded Children. The "experiment" was conducted by the Massachusetts
Department of Health without the knowledge of the school administration. According to
1954 Congressional testimony of school 'trustee" Florence Birmingham, "I found in the
files a letter revealing that a health department representative had come to the school, and
in a conference with administration officials, warned them that there should be no publicity
on the fluoride program there."12 Well, we know where the Nazi expertise ended up after
the war, don't we, and the methodology remained the same. The same as at Hadarnar,
where the Nazi's began their killing with the indigent and mentally retarded. Interesting
coincidence.
The same year, in 1946, the 'bfficial fluoridation experiment': publicly slated to
last 15 years and compare results with an unfluoridated city, began in Michigan. At the
same time that this publicly-declared 'kxperiment" began, six other cities were fluoridated.
Lloyd DeEds, "Chronic Fluorine Intoxication," Medicine, Vo1.12, 1933, pp. 1-60.
G.J. Cox, "Discussion," Journal of the American Medico1 Association, Vol. 113, 1938, p. 1753.
l 2 Congressional Hearings, May 25-27, 1954, pp.46-48. Birmingham's testimony was confirmed by John
Small, Information Specialist, Fluorides and Health, National Institute of Dental Research, in 1992.
'O
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The 'txperiment" was ended after two years, and the control city, which had been
unfluoridated, was then fluoridated, making it impossible to prove that fluoridation had no
effect on 'breventing tooth decay," the actual source of which was the sugar and
processed food--but, of course, no one was made aware of that fact. In 1947, ex-ALCOA
lawyer Oscar win^'^ was appointed head of the Federal Security Administration, which
at the time was also in charge of the U.S. Public Health Service. Ewing, who was aware of
the fluoride disposal problem of the aluminum industry, hired Edward Bernays.
The "Genius" of the Fluoridation Plan
~ e r n a ~ was
s ' ~a public relations specialist who specialized in "programfning the
public mind,"15 and very soon a 'hational fluoridation campaign" was introduced to the
public, who at the same time were beginning to realize that decay problems with teeth
(because of the processed food) were becoming rampant. It was a miracle solution. Feed
the public fluorides, save money on processing hazardous waste, make the public more
compliant and less resistant to authority by affecting their brains, and lastly, reap
tremendous medical profits because of the genetic damage and general degeneration
caused by the fluorides. The same rationale was applied to chemical wastes as food
additives and the medical profits gained by the cancer industry, who periodically gained
additional fbnds by soliciting the public in the 'kar against cancer." Ail of it was a brilliant
plan, and it was just the tip of the iceberg. It was the old Malthusian paradigm again--to
increase the mortality rate of the non-elite. As with Hitler, nobody would believe anyone
could do such a thing. But it was true, and we have more than demonstrated the proof of
it. Why should it be any different--thee~aradimnwas the same.
One of the champions against fluoridation was Frederick Exner, who accumulated
volumous files that were a source of pivotal evidence in lawsuits decided against industry
and promoters of fluoridation. He was the first to document government and industry
complicity in the suppression of the hazardous nature of fluorides. After his death in 1978,
his files were destroyed in a very "mysterious" fire. Despite the fact that tens of thousands
of people, government, and industry have lied to us for the last 60 years, remember that it
is the paradigm that is the problem. They all bought into the paradigm. Do you?

l 3 After his stint at the U.S. Public Health Service, Ewing invested his ill-gotten gains in the
establishment of a government research facility in North Carolina, Research Triangle Park.
l4 Bemays was a nephew of Sigmund Freud. See also Murder By Injection by Eustace Mullins.
Is Bernays wrote Propaganda in 1928, and explained the 'Saucture of the mechanism which controls the
public mind, and how it was manipulated by the special pleader (public relations counsel), who creates
public acceptance for a particular idea or commodity. According to Bernays, 'those who manipulate this
unseen mechanism of society constitute ah invisible eovemment which is the true power of our
country... our minds are molded, our tastes formed, our ideas suggested, largely by mean we have never
heard of, either with or without their conscious cooperation." [Edward Bernays, Propaganda (New York:
H . Liveright, 1928), p.181 Bernays also pushed other socialist control paradigms, such as nationalized
medicine. Many recognized the socialism involved, but were dubbed "crazies" and 'hmmies", which was
ironic, because Communism is international socialism in an extreme form.
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Last Minute Bullets on Fluorides
Fluorides Block Telepathic Reception in Humans
I realize that the above statement is no less than amazing, but it is something I
stumbled on in September 1995 quite by accident. I started out more than 25 years ago in
the field of parapsychology, before I became interested in free energy devices and their
suppression (which originally got me started on this whole adventure). One of the books I
still have from that era, called Beyond Telepathy, by Andrija ~uharich,~relates a
tremendous amount of scientific research to do with telepathic states. An incredible piece
of work, and very well documented. Anyway, Andrija discusses that fact that telepathic
transmission is dependent on the sympathetic nervous system, which is activated by
adrenalin-like compounds. Thus the telepathic transmission state is called a state of
aclrenergra. Now, the state of telepathic reception is dependent on the parasympathetic
nervous system, which released acetylcholine, and is called the cholinergrc state. In
September 1995, I was reading scientific papers on fluoride, and the statement was made
that fluorides are anti-cholinergic in nature. This, of course, means that a side function of
fluoridation is su~pressionof telepathic reception in the population I'm probably the only
one who's discovered this curious fact, but I thought I would pass it on to you. Presuming
that development of telepathic functions in a population is itself a function of the evolution
of the morphogenetic field [Sheldrake, Matrix 111Vol I], and such development would be
a threat to the current basal paradigm [as I mentioned before with the vicious suppression
in Canada of a drug that promoted telepathy], and the fact that developed drugs like
telepathin, and native plants which have a cholinergic effect are suppressed in the
paradigm, "it would make good sense" for the power elite to suppress the general
awakening of the population that would occur as the morphogenetic field evolved. In a
way, it sort of explains why the efJorts to suppress the human brain have been
inordinately accelerated as we approach the interesting period ahead. Also, take a look at
the rest of the information in the Matrix III volumes, match
and
sympathetic effects of various substances mentioned, and you will arrive at additional data
relative to this curious and amazing discovery.
More Comparisons Between Fluoridated and Unfluoridated Populations

An interesting bit of news has come fiom the Netherlands comparing two cities,
Tie1 and Culemborg. On November 5, 1994, Dutch television broadcast an interview with
Dr. Josephien van den Berg, a dentist, who related the following. Tie1 was fluoridated in
1952, and a control city, Culemborg, was not fluoridated. No provisions were made to
compare various health aspects of the two cities. In 1973, the High Court of the
Netherlands, after 20 years, came to the conclusion thatfluoridation of the water supplies
had been an illegal act. Tie1 then stopped adding fluoride to the drinking water. Van den
Berg wanted to know it differences in health had occurred between Tie1 and Culemborg
after the 20 year period ending in 1973. She chose the people between 40 and 60 years of

' Andrija Puharich, Beyond Telepathy (New York: Anchor Press/Doubleday, 1973) p.5.
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age to examine, as these people had consumed fluoridated water from birth onwards for
20 years. The study involved 14,200 inquiry forms. There was a 46% response back to Dr.
Van den Berg. The results were as follows:

stud^ Item

Tie1 (Fluoridated)

Culembor~h o t fluoridated)

Brain and Nervous Diseases:
Women .................................18.6% ...................................7.0%
Memorv Loss:
Women 56-60 years ............. 4.4% .................................... NONE
All Women .......................... 3.4% .................................... 0.9%
Men and Women ................. 3.3% .....................................l.8%
Cancer:
Women 56-60 years ............. 11.1% ...................................3.1%
Arthritis:
Men 56-60 years ...................4 1.4% ...................................26.7$
Fluorides In India: An Update
A draft copy of the new Health Amendment, February 1995, states, "Toothpastes
containing fluorides must contain a warning that children below 7 years should not use
them." According to medical scientists in India, "nearly 25,000,000 people are effected by
endemic fluorosis in 15 regions."
All U.S. Indian Reservations, Fluoridated, Have Higher Cavity Rates
The Journal of the American Dental Associatrion , on October 17, 1994, under
the heading "Council sees need for more staff at Indian Dental Health Offices," was the
following statement: Native American children have a much higher incidence of dental
caries and other oral health problems than children in the US.population as a whole."
University of Arizona Study: Fluorides Create More Cavities
A University of Arizona study, published in Chemical and Engineering News, July
27, 1992, stated that "the more fluoride a child drinks, the more cavities appeared in the
teeth."
Researchers at Colgate and Palmolive Labs Working on New Compounds
In the International Express, ApriVMay 1995, it was reported that "researchers at
Colgate and Palmolive are working on new compounds to reduce decay firther." [Of
course, now they have been caught in a boldfaced lie, unsupported by any scientific
evidence not provided by studies paid for by the industry. Gross criminal negligence on the
part of companies, to continue this scientific fraud.]
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For Further Information Contact:

+ New York State Coalition Opposed to Fluoridation - P.O. Box 263, Old Bethpage,
New York 11804. Telephone 5 16-378-7309, or representative Carol Kopfs at 5 16-7965336. NYSCOF is a volunteer non-profit organization of individuals, professionals,
lawmakers and organizations. NYSCOF is committed to eliminating the fluoridation of
public drinking water, and have successfblly assisted communities thteatened with water
fluoridation.

+

National Health Federation - 212 West Foothill Blvd., P.O. Box 688, Monrovia,
California 91016. Telephone 8 18-357-2 181.

+ Center for Health Action - P.O. Box 270, Springfield, Massachusetts 01 108. Telephone
413-782-21 15.

+

Safe Water Coalition Contra Costa Chapter - P.O. box 773, Orinda, California 94563.
Telephone 4 15-254-243 1.

+ Safe Water

Coalition of Washington State
Washington 99208. Telephone 509-328-6704.

-

West 5615 Lyons Court, Spokane,
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Comparative Toxity Rate for Sodium Fluoride

Toxicity Chart
Low1 High 6

7

Based on data from ClinicaI Toxicity of Commercial Products,
Robert E. Gosselin et al, 4th edition, 1976
The above chart son of raises the question: If the EPA mandated levels in human
consumables for the items on either side of sodium fluoride are extremely low to zero
tolerance, then why is sodium fluoride added to human consumables? Since it cannot be
for health reasons, because scientific evidence demonstrates a higher rate of cavities with
fluoridated water [which is why the American Dental Association suppons fluoridation,
because it keeps the dentists employed], it m t be for a different reason. Of course, now
we know what that reason is.
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1.Fluoride exDosure d i s r u ~ t the
s svnthesis of colla~enand leads to the breakdown
of collapen in bone, tendon, muscle, skin. cartila~e,lunes, kidnev and trachea.

A.K. Susheela and Mohan Jha, "Effects of Fluoride on Cortical and Cancellous Bone
Composition", IRCS Medical Sciences: Library Compendium, Vol 9, No. 11, pp. 10211022 (1981); Y.D. Shanna, "Effect of Sodium Fluoride on Collagen Cross-Link
Precursors", Toxocologrcal Letters, Vol. 10, pp97- 100 (1982); A.K. Susheela and D.
Mukejee, "Fluoride poisoning and the Effect of Collagen Biosynthesis of Osseous and
Nonosseous Tissue", Toxocologiocal European Research, Vol 3, No.2, pp. 99- 104
(1981); Y.D. Sharma, "Variations in the Metabolism and Maturation of Collagen after
Fluoride Ingestion", Biochemica et Bioiphysica Acta, Vo17 15, pp. 137- 141 (1982);Marian
Drozdz et al., "Studies on the Influence of Fluoride Compounds upon Connective Tissue
Metabolism in Growing Rats" and "Effect of Sodium Fluoride With and Without
Simultaneous Exposure to Hydrogen Fluoride on Collagen Metabolism", Journal of
Toxological Medicine, Vol. 4, pp. 151- 157 (1984).
2. Fluoride stimulates granule formation and oxvzen consum~tionin white blood
cells. but inhibits these Drocesses when the white blood cell is challen~edby a foreign
a ~ e nin
t the blood.

Robert A. Clark, "Neutrophil Iodiition Reaction Induced by Fluoride: Implications for
Degranulation and Metabolic Activation," Blood, Vol 57, pp.9 13-921 (198 1).
3. Fluoride de~letesthe e n e m reserves and the abilitv of white blood cells to
pro~erfvdestrov forei~nagents bv the Drocess of ~hagocvtosis.As little as 0.2 DDm
fluoride stimulates su~eroxide~roductionin rest in^ white blood cells. virtually
abolish in^ ~ha~ocvtosis.
Even micro-molar amounts of fluoride, below 1 ~ ~ may
m .
seriously d e ~ r e s the
s abilitv of white blood cells to destrov ~ a t h o ~ e napents.
ic

John Curnette, et al, "Fluoride-mediated Activation of the Respiratory Burst in Human
Neutrophils", Journal of Clinical Investigation, Vol63, pp.637-647 (1979); W.L. Gabler
and P.A. Leong, ., "Fluoride Inhibition of Polymorphonumclear Leukocytes", Joumal of
Dental Research, Vo. 48, No. 9, pp. 1933-1939 (1979); W.L. Gabler, et al., "Effect of
Fluoride on the Kinetics of Superoxide Generation by Fluoride7', Journal of Dental
Research, Vol. 64, p.281 (1985); A.S. Kozlyuk, et al., ''Immune Status of Children in
Chemically Contaminated Environments", ZdZavookhranenie, Issue 3, pp.6-9 (1987);
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4. Fluoride confuses the immune svstem and causes it to attack the bodv's own
tissues. and increases the tumor erowth rate in cancer Drone individuals.

Alfied Taylor and Nell C. Taylor, "Effect of Sodium Fluoride on Tumor Growth",
Proceedings of the Societyfor Experimental Biology and Medicine, Vol 1lg,p.252(1965)
Shiela Gibson, "Effects of Fluoride on Immune System Function", Complementary
Medical Research, Vol6, pp. 111- 113 (1992); Peter Winson, "Inhibition of the Immune
Syetem With Low Levels of Fluorides", Testimony before the Scottish High Court in
Edinburgh in the Case of McColl vs. StrathcZyde Regional Council, pp. 17723-18 150,
19328-19492, and Exhibit 636, (1982); D.W.Allrnan and M-Benac, "Effect of Inorganic
Fluoride Salts on Urine and Cyclic AMP Concentration in Vivo", Journal of Dental
Research, Vol 55 (Supplement B), p.523 (1976); S. Jaouni and D.W. Allman, "Effect of
Sodium Fluoride and Aluminum on Adenylate Cyclase and Phosphodiesterase Activity",
Journal of Dental Research, Vo1.64, p.20 1 (1985)
5. Fluoride inhibits antibodv formation in the blood.

S.K. Jain and A.K. Susheela, "Effect of Sodium Fluoride on Antibody Formation in
Rabbits", EnvironmentalResearch, Vo1.44, pp. 117- 125 (1987).
6. Fluoride de~ressesThvroid activitv.

Viktor Gorlitzer Von Mundy, "Influence of Fluorine and Iodine on the Metabolism,
Particularly on the Thyroid Gland," Muenchener Medicische Wochenschrzjl, Vol 105,
pp182-186 (1963); A. Benagiano, "The Effect of Sodium Fluoride on Thyroid Enzymes
and Basal Metabolism in the Rat", Anndi Di Stomatologia, Vol 14, pp.601-619n
(1965);Donald Hillman, et al., "Hypothyroidism and Anemia Related to Fluoride in D a j l
Cattle," Journal of Dairy Science, Vol 62, No.3, pp.416-423 (1979); V. Stole and J.
Podoba, "Effect of Fluoride on the Biogenesis of Thrroid Hormones", Nature, Vol 188,
No.4753, pp. 855-856 (1960); Pierre Galleti and Gustave Joyet, "Effect of Fluorine on
Thyroid Iodine Metabolism and Hyperthyroidism", Joumal of Clinical Endocrinology
andMetabolism, Vol. 18, pp.1102-1110 (1958).
7. Fluorides have a disru~tiveeffect on various tissues in the bodv.

T.Takamorim "The Heart Changes in Growing Albino Rats Fed on Varied Contents oif
Fluorine," m e Toxicology of Fluorine, Symposium, Bern, Switzerland, Oct 1962, pp. 125129; Vilber A.O. Bello and Hillel J. Gitelman, "High Fluoride Exposure in Hernodialysis
Patients", American Journal of Kiahey Diseases, Vol. 15, pp.320-324 (1990); Y.Yoshisa,
"Experimental Studies on Chronic Fluorine Poisoning", Japaneses Journal of Industrial
Health, Vol 1, pp.683-690 (1959).
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8. Flouride Dromotes develo~mentof bone cancer.

J.K. Mauer, et al., "Two-year cacinogenicity study of sodium fluoride in rats", Journal of
the National Cancer Institute, Vol 82, pp1118-1126 (1990); Proctor and Gamble
"Carcinogencity studies with Sodium Fluoride in rats" National Institute of
Environmenrtal Health Sciences Presentation, July 27, 1985; S.E. Hrudley et al.,
"Drinking Water Fluoridation and Osteocarcoma" Canadian Jmmal of Public Health,
Vol 81, pp.415-416 (1990); P.D. Cohn, " A Brief Report on the Association of Drinking
Water Fluoridation and Incidence of Osteosarcoma in Young Males", New Jersey
Department of Health, Trenton, New Jersey, Nov 1992; M.C. Mahoney et al.,"Bone
Cancer Incidence Rates in New York", American Journal of Public Health, Vol 81,
pp.81, 475 (1991); Irwin Herskowitz and Isabel Norton, "Increased Incidence of
Melanotic Tumors Following Treatment with Sodium Fluoride", Genetics Vol48, pp.307310 (1963); J.A. Disney, et al., " A Case Study in Testing the Conventional Wisdom;
School-Based Fluoride Mouthrinse Programs in the USA" Community Dentistry and Oral
Epidemiology, Vol 18, pp.46-56 (1990); D.J. Newell, "Fluoridation of Water Supplies and
Cancer - an association?", Applied Statistics, Vol26, No.2, pp. 125-135 (1977)
9. Fluorides cause premature apinp of the human body.

Nicholas Leone, et al., "Medical Aspects of Excessive Fluoride in a Water Supply", Public
Health Reports, Vol 69, pp.925-936 (1954); J. David Erikson, "Mortality of Selected
Cities with Fluoridated and Non-Fluoridated Water Supplies", New England Journal of
Medicine, Vol. 298, pp. 1112-1116 (1978); "The Village Where People are Old Before
their Time", Stem Magazine, Vol30, pp. lO7-lO8,lll-ll2 (1978);
10. Fluoride inpestion from mouthrinses and dentifrices in children is extremely
hazardous to biolopical develo~ment,life man and general health.

Yngve Ericsson and Britta Forsman, "Fluoride retained fiom mouthrinses and dentifiices
in preschool children", Caries Research, Vo1.3, pp.290-299 (1969); W.L. Augenstein, et
al., "Fluoride ingestion in children: a review of 87 cases", Pediatrics, Vol 88, pp.907-912,
(1991); Charles Wax, "Field Investigation report", State of Maryland Department of
Health and Mental Hygiene, March 19, 1980, 67pp; George Waldbott, "Mass
Intoxication from Over-Fluoridation in Drinking Water", Clinical Toxicology, Vol 18,
No.5, pp.531-541 (1981)
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The contents of a familv-size tube of fluoridated tooth~asteis enou~hto kill a 25pound child.
In 1991, the Akron (Ohio) Regional Poison Center reported that "death has been reported
following ingestion of 16mgkg of fluoride. Only 1/10 of an ounce of fluoride could kill a
100 pound adult. According to the Center, "fluoride toothpaste contains up to lmgtgram
of fluoride." Even Proctor and Gamble, the makers of Crest, acknowledge that a farnilysized tube "theoretically contains enough fluoride to kill a small child."

Fluorides have been used to modifv behavior and mood of human bein~s.
It is a little known fact that fluoride compounds were added to the drinking water
of prisoners to keep them docile and inhibit questioning of authority, both in Nazi prison
camps in World War I1 and in the Soviet gulags in Siberia.
Fluorides are medicallv cate~orizedas ~roto~lasmic
~oisons,which is whv thev are
used to kill rodents.
1943 The Journal ofthe American Medical Association on September 18, 1943,
states, "fluorides are general ~rotoplasmicpoisons, changing the permeability
of the cell membrane by inhibiting certain enzymes. i%e exact mechanism
of such actions are obscure.
"

Fluoride consum~tionbv human beinps increases the ~eneralcancer death rate.
1975 Dr. John Yiamouyiannis publishes apreliminary survey which shows that
people influoridated areas have a higher cancer death rate than those in
non-fluoridated areas. The National Cancer Institute attempts to refbte the
studies. Later in 1975, Yiarnouyiannis joins with Dr. Dean Burk, chief chemist
of the National Cancer Institute (1939- 1974) in performing other studies which
are then included in the Congressional Record by Congressman Delaney, who
was the original author of the Delanev Amendment, which prohibited the
addition of cancer-causing substances to food used for human consumption.
Both re~ortsconfirmedthe existence o fa link between fluoridation and cancer.
(Note: Obviously Dr. Burk felt fiee to agree with scientific truth only after his
tenure at NCI ended, since his job depended on towing the party line).
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Fluorides have little or no effect on decav mevention in humans.
1990 Dr. John Colquhoun in New Zealand is forced into early requirement in New
Zealand after he conducts a study on 60,000 school children and finds no
dflerence in tooth decay betweenfluoridated and unfluoridated areas. He
additionally finds that a substantial number of children influoriciated areas
sufleredfrorn dentalfluorosis. He makes the study public.
There is no scientific data that shows that fluoride mouth rinses and tablets are safe
for human use.
1989 A study by Hildebolt, et al. on 6,000 school children contradicts any alleged
benefit from the use of sodium fluorides.
1990 A study by Dr.John Yiarnouyiannis on 39,000 school children contradicts
any alleged benefits from the use of sodium fluorides.
1992 Michael Perrone, a legislative assistant in New Jersey, contacts the FDA
requesting all information regarding the safety and effectiveness of fluoride
tablets and drops. After 6 months of stalling, the FDA ahitted they had no
&a to show thatfluoride tablets or drops were either safe or effective. They
informed Perrone that they will "probably have to pull the tablets and drops
off the market."
The fact that fluoride tooth~astesand school-based mouth rinses are ~ a c k a e e din
aluminum accentuates the effect on the bodv.
1976 Dr. D.W.Allman and co-workers from Indiana University School of Medicine
feed animals lpart-per-million (ppm) fluoride and found that in the presence of
aluminum in a concentration as small as 20 parts Der billion fluoride is able
to cause an even larger increase in cyclic AMP levels. Cyclic AMP inhibits
the migration rate of white blood cells, as well as the ability of the white
blood cell to destroy pathogenic organisms. Ref Journal of Dental Research,
Vol55, Sup B, ~ 5 2 3 1976,
,
"Effect of Inorganic Fluoride Salts on Urine and
Tissue Cvclic AMP Concentration in Vivo". (Note: It is no mall accident that
toothpaste tubes containingfluoride are ofren made of alumimrm)
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Letter from the National Federation of Federal Employees - 1991
On the EPA Abuses Connected with the Fluoride Issue

National Federation of Federal,EmpIoyees
EOX 76082 WASHINGTON, D.C. 70013
.
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ion.' ~ilrip:,$. q8211,y..
.S . .~,n.vironmental
~dministsator'.~
.
.
Protection Agency
Washington, D.C.. 20460
'

~&gi.2050

2 0 19g1

'

Dear ~r .. ~eilly
,NFEE Local .a050 recerk,ly 'learned'from an article in gnvironment

m,

that the:Agency is,estaljlishinga panel of outside experts
.to advise you on the-role of science at EPA. We note in
particulai: that th.e .Panel..'is
to .!( ; ..work .with EPA offices to ,
accomplish .this,tas)r."../.There,
is :no stated intention to work'with
EPA professionals or their electea representatives, where such
representation exist's. It is critical that,you'instruct the
Panel of its responsibility in this regard. .If you expect this
Panel to achieve its stated objectives, especially:,"To enhance
the stature of science within the Agency and among the'many
constituencies with vhich EPA deals", the Panel must address t h s
concerns of the professionals who do the scientific work in the
program offices, the Office of Research and Development, the
.laboratoriesand the Regions. Allowing inpuf solely from
management officials will only perpetuate the abuses of scien?
and scientific personnel that have entrenched themselves in L-.*.
over the last 20 years. Most management officials have by and
large been pronoted on the basis of their sensitivity to
political pressure and their ability to use the Civil service
personnel system to conply with a political agenda, rather than
.the ethical practice of science.
It is extremely important that the Panel seriously investigate
some of the major.abuses of science and scientific personnel that
have occurred, if it hopes to understand the dynznics of science
in a regulatory agency. NFFE Local 2050,offers the following
examples from their experiences at EPA Headquarters for their
consideration:

4

* The fraudulent use of science in the 1985,fluoride in
drinking water.regulation.
* The'failure to conduct a scientific i--estigation of the
illnesses being caused by new carpeting at EPA headquarters
and around the nation.
* The intimidation and harassment of scientists who-express
their professional'opinion.
* ~htifailure to investigate and act upon the threat to
public health and safety of flammable and explosive
pesticide aerosol cans.
* The rejection by EPA of the Code of professional Ethics
proposed by NPFE Local 2050.
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There are many more exanples which professionals at EPA can and
-will identify if asked and if they are given ironclad.guarantees
that managers who engage in reprisals will be severely
disciplined.
This is an excellent opportunity for you to put the rhetoric of
Total Quality Management into a visible and effective form, by
negotiating with NFFE Local 2050, the elected representative of
the professionals at EPA Headquarters, on hov the Panel should
address the concerns of the 1100 professionals who work here.
The Panel needs to address these concerns in a systematic, and
nost importantly, democratic process. To this end, we hereby
request Impact and Inplementation bargaining on any plan to
examine the role of science at EPA Headquarters. We ask that you
send to the bargaining table individuals with the stature and
ability to be able to negotiate for management on this:issue, and
that the win-win bargaining technique be utilized for these
negotiations. We would appreciate a response from you personally
indicating that you agree with the necessity for win-win
bargaining and for applying TQM principles to examining the role
of science at EPA.
Sincerely ,

J. Williain Hirzy, P1l.D.

President
NFFE Local 2050
Mail Code EN-200
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Deaths of dialysis patients due to fluoride presence in public water supplies, 1993
Chicago Tribune. Saturday. Juty 31. 1993

Section 1
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Fluoride blamed in dialysis deaths
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Three women died and six
other kidney patients suilaed an dents who drink tap water with a Statement ad.
allergic reaction m a r . they un- small amount of fluoride added to
ha, drrply
dement dialysis July 16 at the U. prevent tooth cavities have no
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3 U. of C. kidney patients die
5 others haveallergicrea~tionstddialysis treatment
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miu women dled Rlday r[Ler
they recelved kidney dlalysir
tmtments at an outpatlent fadllI! operated by the .Unlverslty of
thicapo Hospitals, and patlentt
who underno dialysis there h m
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'and .wsr Wcen to Ja-n
Park
Hospital. where she dled.
The thlrd. age 80. went lnto
heart nbrlllatlon i n the ambubncc that takes her lo and irom
dlalysls. She war .pronounced
dead at 4 p s l h the emergen
rwxc r t BMitchell ~ o s p ? taL part or the U. of C cornplcx,
hospital omdrls a h
People whose kldneys have
stopped worklnz undergo dlalysb
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didyslr machine. and (he blood
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IS FLUORIDATION SCIENTIFICALLY DEFENSIBLE ?
Bibliography with Annotations

by John R. Lee, MD

I
I

I. Dosage Problems:

Food chain fluoride now exceeds "optimal" intake

Leveren DH. Fluorides and the Changing Prevalence of Dental Caries. Science 217: 26-30, July 1982.
Environmental fluoride may be approaching a critical mass.
Lee JR. Optimal fluoridation-the concept and its application to municipal water fluoridation. Western J Med;
122:431-6, May 1975.
Rose D & Marier J R Environmental Fluoride 1977. National Research Council of Canada, No. 16081,
Ottawa, July 1978.
Shern et al. Enamel biopsy results of children receiving fluoride tablets. J Am Dent Assoc; 95:3 10-14, Aug
1977. Dental enamel fluoride concentrationsof unfluoridated children; those receiving fluoride
supplements show no difference.
Smith G. A surfeit of fluoride? Sci Pro Oxf; 69:429-42, 1985.

I1
(

I

Waiuowski et al. Dietary fluoride intake of infants. Pediatrics; 55517, 1975. Placental tmnsfer fluoridates
newborn, reduces available fluoride binding sites.
Krook L. The Cornell Veterinarian; Vol. 60 (Supplement 8). 1979.
Louw & vanWyk. J Dental Research, June 1981.
Madwka et al. Placental transfer of intravenous fluoride in the pregnant ewe.Am J Obstet Gynecol; 136:84,
1980.

11. Lack of Dental Benefit
Colquhoun J. Fluoridation in New Zealand: New evidence. Am Lab; 17:(5)66-72, (6)98-102, 1985.
Colquhoun J. Child dental health differences in New Zealand. Community Health Studies; 11:85-90, 1987.
Colquhoun J. Mann R Address before the 56th Congress of the Australian and New Zealand Assoc. for the
Advancement of Sciena, Jan 26, 1987. A reexamination of New Lealand's fluoridation trial (iiasungs
and Napier) fin& gross irregularities in diagnostic procedures in Hastings and obfuscation of
comparable caries decline in conuol city, Napier.
Colquhoun J. Fluorides and the decline in tooth decay in New Zealand. Fluoride; 26:125-134, 1993. Decline
in tooth decay commenced before and independently of fluoridation or other uses of fluoride.

II

DePaoia PF et al. Changes in czies prevalence of Massachusetts children aver thirty years. J Dental Res;
60:360, 1981. Reports a decline in caries prevalence of 40-50% both in fluoridated and in
unfluoridated cornmunties.
Diesendorf M. The mystery of declining tooth decay. Nature; 322:125-9, 1986.
Diesendorf M. A kcxamination of Australian fluoridation trials. Search; 17:25641. 1986.
Douglas et al. Impact of water fluoridation on dental practice and dental manpower. J Am Dent Assoc; 14:35567, 1972. When naturaily fluoridated and unfluoridated communities arc compared, the cost and
nature of dental w e are not significantly different; in fact. dentists' income in fluoridated communities
is higher.
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Forst JA. Report by Bureau of Health Semices, October 26, 1954. Dental comparison of school children of
Kingston and Newburgh, NY, after ten years fluoridation in Newburgh, finds better dental health in
unfluoridated Kingston
Gish & Muhler Effectiveness of a stannous fluoride dentifrice on dental caries. J Dentistry for Children, MayJune 1971. The 5-year increase in cavities in school children using fluoridated dentifrice was the
same as those using a non-fluoridated dentifrice.
Glass. Secular changes in caries prevalence in two Massachusetts towns. Caries Research; 15:445-50, 1980.
I Decline in caries prevalence in nonfluoridated community equals that of fluoridated community ('58'78).
Gray AS. Fluoridation: time for a new baseline? J Canadian Dent Assoc; 53:763-5, 1987. Expected benefit
of fluoridation not found.
Kumar VK, Green EL, Wallace W, Carnahan T. Trends in dental fluorosis and dental caries prevalences in
Newburgh and Kingston, NY. Am J Pub Health; May 1989; 79: 565-69. Caries decline since '55 in
both communities; no advantage in fluoridated Newburgh. More fluorosis (thru age 12) in Newburgh.
Schrotenboer. Editorial review. J Am Dent Assoc; 102. April 1981. No proof that current decline in cavities
is due to fluoridation.
Scott F. Editorial, Fluoridation: more evidence it is not safe or effkctive. Am Lab; June 1986.
Tijmstra T et al. Community Dentistry and Oral Epidemiology; 6:227-30, 1978. When children are matched
by fathers' occupation. candy consumption and toothbrushing habits. the supposed reduction in caries
among fluoride users vanishes.
Yiamouyiannis J. Water fluoridation and tooth decay: results from the 1986-1987 National Survey of U.S.
schoolchildren. Fluoride;23:5547,l990. No difference.
Ziegeibecker R. Fluoridated Water and Teeth. Fluoride; 11:123-8. 1981. European scientists. in evaluating
USPHS claims of fluoride dental benefits, find these supposed benefits are random. i.e. not doserelated, and are unconvincing whereas the toxicity (dental fluorosis) is dose-related.
National Dental Caries Prevalence Survey of 1979-80. NIH Pub. No. 82-2245, March 1982. Fails to
demonstrate any advantage of artificial fluoridation.
Robert Wood Johnson Foundation Special Report No. 2. National Preventive Dentistry Demonstraton Program
1983. Found no benefit from topical treatments tried in a four-year test in ten differing communities.

111. Toxicity: Fluoride is toxic; no lower limit of safety found
Bucher JR et al. Results and conclusions of the National Tosicology Program's rodent carcinogenicity studies
with Na-F. Int J Cancer; 48:733-737. 1991.
Clark J, Taylor J. I.R. evidence for a strong hydrogen bond in the fluoride-uracil system. J Chem Soc Comm;
pp 16668, 1981.
Clark R. Neutrophil iodination reaction induced by fluoride: implications for degranulation and metabolic
activation. Blood; 57:No.5 (May) I98 1.
Colquhoun J. Disfiguring dental fluorosis in Auckland. New Zealand. Fluoride;17:66-72. 1984.
DeChateiet et al. Effects of fluoride on the osidarive metabolism of human neutrophils. Biochem Med;
25:106-13, 1981.
Desai VK et al. Epidemiological study of goitre in endemic fluorosis district of Gujarat. Fluoride; 26: 18790.1993. Shows correlation of fluorosis with goiter.
Edwards S et al. The crystal structure of fluoride-inhibited cylochrome c peroxidase. J. Biolog Chem;
259: 12984-8, 10 Oct 1984.
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IV. Fluoride and Bone
Alhava EM et al. The effect of drinking water fluoridation on the fluoride content. strength and mineral
density of human bone. Acta Orthop Scand; 5 l:4 13-20. 1980.
Arnala I. Bone fluoride, histomorphometry and incidence of hip fracture. Pub of the U. of Kuopio, Med
Series Orig Rep, Kuopio, 1983.
Arnala I et al. E a t s of fluoride on bone in Finland: histomophometry of cadavar bone from low and high
fluoride areas. Acta Onho Scand; 56: 161-6, 1985.
Arnala I et al. Hip fracture incidence not aKected by fluoridation. Acta Onho Scand; 57:SJ-I-8, 1986. No
bcnefit found from fluoridation.
Avioli LV. Fluoride treatment of osteoporosis. Postgrad Med: A Special Repon, pp 26-27. 14 Sept 1987
Fluoride ireatmen! has no place in the treatment of osteoporosis.
Baylink DJ, Bernstein DS. The effects of fluoride therapy on metabolic bone disease. Clin Ortho & Re1 Res:
55:51-85. 1967.
Bernstein DS, Cohen P. Use of sodium fluoride in the treatment of osteoporosis. J Clin Endocr; 27: 197-210,
1967.
Chlebna-Sokol D & Czenvinski E. Bone structure assessment on radiographs of distal radial metaphysis in
children with dental fluorosis. Fluoride; 26:3744,1993. lientat fluorosis correlated with increased
trabecular X-ray density.
Cohn PD. An epidemiological report on drinking water and fluoridation. New Jersey Dept. of Health report,
Nov 1992. Osteosarcoma in young men correlated with fluoridation.
Cooper C, Wickharn CAC. Barker DJR, & Jacobsen SJ. Water fluoridation and hip fracture. J Am Med
Assoc; 2 6 6 5 13, 1991. Fluoridation correlated with increased hip fixture risk.
Czenvinski E et al. Bone and joint pathology in fluorideexposed workers. Archives of Environmental
Health; 43:310-3, SepVOct 1988.
Fisher RL et al. Endemic fluorosis with spinal cord compression: A case report and review. Arch Intern
Med; 149:697-700, 1989. Spinal cord compression due to fluoride-induced osteosclerosis.
Hedlund LR Gallagher JC. Increased incidence of hip fracture in osteoporotic women treated with sodium
fluoride. J Bone BLMin Res; 41223-5, 1989.
Goggin JE et al. Incidence of femoral fractures in postmenopausal women. Pub Health Rep: 80:1005-12.
1965. No benefit found in fluoridated areas.
Ho SC et al. Hip fracture rates in Hong Kong and the United States. 1988 through 1989. Am J Pub Health:
83:694-7, 1993. US hip fracture rates higher than in Hong Kong.
Jacobsen SJ et al. Regional variation in the incidence of hip fracture. J Am Med Assoc; 264500-502, 1990.
Review of 54 1,985 hip fractures in U.S. white women aged 65 yean and older found strong
correlation with fluoridation status.
Jacobsen SJ el al. Hip fracture incidence before and aRcr the fluoridation of the public water'supply,
Rochester, Minnesota. Am J Pub Health: 83:743-5,1993.
Kleerekoper M. Presentation at the October meeting of the FDA Advisory Committee, as reported in Medical
World News, Oct. 23, 1989. p. 42.
Madans et al. The relationship between hip fracture and water fluoridation: an analysis of national data. Am
J Public Health; 73:296-8, 1983.
Mahoney MC et al. Bone cancer incidence rates in New York State: time trends and fluoridated water. Am J
Pub Health; 8 1:475-9. April 199 1.
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-Emsley el al. Ab initio calculations of uracil-fluoride systems. J Chen~Soc Conim: pp 476-8. May 1982.

p~

.

Emsley el al. An unexpectedly strong hydrogen bond: ab initio calculations and spcclroscopic studies of amidefluoride systems. Am Chem Soc; Jan I98 1.
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Letter from the EPA, March 30, 1983, admitting that dumping hazardous fluoride wastes from the
fertilizer industry into public water supplies "solves" the waste disposal problem

L e s l i e A. Russe-11, D . H . D .
363 W a l n u t . S t r e e t ' .
Newtonsf l l e , M a s s . q2160
Dear D r .

. .

--

Russell:

hank y o u f o r ' y n u r - l e t t e r o f March 9 , 1 9 8 3 , t n r e g a r d to
t h e f l u o r i d a t i o n of d r i n k i n g w a t e r .
he' i n f o r m a t i o n a v a i l a b l e t o t h e ~ n v i r o n ' m e n t a lP r o t o c t i - r .
Agency is t h a t f l u o r i d a t i o n 1 s a s a f e . a n d e f f e c t i v e means f o r
r e d u c i n g t h e o c c u r r e n c e o f d e n t a l c a r i e s . The f l u o r i d a t i o n
p r o c e s s h a s b e e n e n d o r s e d by s e v e r a l P r e s i d e n t s o f t h e U n i t e d
' S t a t e s and by s e v e r a l Surgeons General; including t h e c u r r e n t
S u r g e o n G e n e r a l , .Dr. C. E v e r e t t Koop. A c o p y o f D;. K o o p ' s
s t a t e m e n t on f 1 u o r i d a t i o . n is e n c l o s e d .
'

Water t=eatmant chemicals, .including f l u o s i l i c t c a c i d ,
h a v e b e e n e v a l u a t e d Lor t h e i r p o t e n t i a l f o r c o n t r i b u t i n g t o
t h e c o n t a m i n a t i o n of d r i n k i n g w a t e r . The Water Treatment
C h e m i c a l s C o d e x , p u b l i s h e d by t h e N a t i o n a l Academy o f S c i e n r ~ s ,
prescribes the purity requirernents.for f l u o s i l i c i c acid and
o t h e r f l u o r i d a t i o n chemicals.
,

I n r e g a r d t o t h e u s e o f f l ~ o s i l i c i ca c i d a s ' a s o u r c e o f
fluoride f o r f l u o r i d a t i ~ n ,this'Agency regards such use a s a
*a1
alts o l u t i o n to a l n n a - s t a n d i n o nroblem.. 9
r e c o v e r i n a bv- tod duct f \ u a s i l i c i c a c i d f r o m f e r t i l i z e r
m a n u f a r t u r i n ~ ,w a t e r and a i r v o l l u t i o n a r c m i n i m i t d , and
s o u r c e of f l u q r i d e a v a l l o b l p
w a t e r u t i l i t i e s h a v e a l!:w-cost
t o t-hem. I h o p e t h i s l n f a c m a t l o n a d e q u a t e l y r e s p o n d s t o y o u r
concern.
sincerely yours,
/

.

.)

,

Ii

...... ,

R v l ~ c c c aI l a t ~ l n a ? r
Deputy A s s i s t a n t A d m i n i s t r a t o r
f o r Water
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Proponents of Fluoridation claim that fluoridating public water supplies is a safe, simple type of
procedure, yet this extract from the Water Fluoridation Manual for Engineers and Technicians, dated
October 1985, published by the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, shows otherwise
Fluoride chemkak U h : chlorine, a w i c rod4 and m& othii EhEiiEih us.& in waicr
treatment can constitute a w f g y huudfor_them t a plant opentor unless proper precautions In handling
arc obxrvcd. It Ir a ~ n d rhl a t the opentor be wan of the ham& associated with each Individual chemical
prior to i a .use

-

2.6 Hydrofluoslliclc Acid

Hydrofluosilicic acid @ronounad HydmFLEWoh-suh-lys-ik). $0 known ~ h ~ f l u p s i l i csilicofluoni
iq
or fluosilkic acid (HSF,), is a 20 to 35 percent aqueous solution wth a formula wight of 144.08. It is a strawcolored, transparent, fuming.
liquid having a pungent odor and an irritating adion on the skin,
- .
Solutions of 20 to 35 w e n t hydrofluosilicicacid ahibit a low DH
The
.

lula dudi ion o i the acid
duct
-- a t --p--.__

____

of phos&ate r(;lilizer m m u f a q u , e -

7------.

14

-

Like all other fluoride compounds, hydrofluosilicic acid has a number of industrial uses, including the
sterilization o f quipment; in the brewery and bottling industries; electroplating: tanning of animal hides;
etching of glass; refining of lead; hardening of cement; and preservation of wood.
1s
Even supposedly well-rinsed drums should never be used where tnces of fluoride could
pment a hazard. If possible the storage area should k kept locked and not be used for any other purpose
Workers should particularly be warned against eating in a fluoride storage area.
Hydrofluosilicic acid presents particular stoner problems, for the vapors are corrosive and will wen etch
glass. Containers must be kept
-.
- tightly
- - closed and vented to the outdoan.
Always wear protective safety gear when handling fluoride chemicals. The following is a list of protective
clothing and equipment which is the minimum recommended for each fluoride chemical:
-

-

-

20

2.11.2 Chronlc Toxic Exposun
The w l y toxic e f l e o f low levels of fluoride over a prolonged period (2 to 8 t i m a that ofthe optimd level)
is mottled
enamel of the teeth. At hi her k n l s of fluoride intake, osteosclerosis, calcification of ligaments
.__..
and tendons. and/or f-rkbne consol? atlon a n occur. With c h r o G toxic aposure from fluoride chemical
.-.dusts. there'maa general lack of appetits slight nausea, romeshortnat of bruth, constipation. pain in
21
the liver region. and anemia.

_

_

---

L-...---

+

..Care should be taken to -avoid
-. greatly oversized feed pumps which could seriopsly overfeed
if accidentallyp! !po high.
.
7. The fluoridation quipment must k placed in an area which is secure from tampering and vandalism.
...
. .

103

8.1 General
The Centcrs for Disease Co~ltrol(CDC) I m been cl~:~rgcrl
wilh tllc lcspo~lsibilityfor the jn!p!cmentation of
a p @ ~ ! ~ h ~ ~ ! ii~r
~tilecp1u11wtio11
~ ~ &ulnl:~l
i ~IK:IIIII. il~lndingwater fluoridation. One*c+.
of this illiliative is tl,a!h!K)'nl, acarly all ol' tlic citirc~lsin t l ~ cUl~ilcdSlates who are served by community l(rl
~ hcc~clitsof w t c r Iluo~idaliotl!
public w;rtcr supply systc~w&ll o b t a i ~thc
The lack of good monitoring and surveillanceprograms in S t a t a with fluoridated communities has
concern of State dental diredon and CDC for some time

a

8 3 Fluoride Overfeed Incidents
8.31 G e n m l

110

When a community is fluoridating its drinking water, t h e n is always a potential for a w i n g .

Second, dl of the e f f u t i mulling from the we@ose of fluoride haw
been mild and short-lived. Third, it is wry difficult to swallow fluoride in large enough quantities to make
a person criticallyn
iU.- 0
p t o m of fluoride poisoning is ~ v musell;
m
Olu~
In eRca, people cum
themselves by vomiting.
4
111
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Pure Water News from New Zealand, 1995, describing the hwards inherent for workers
adding Sodium Fluoride and Hydrofluorosilicic Acid to Public Water Svstems
Thls -1s an account- of the hazards Involved In
handling Sodium Fluoride at the Wainuiomata
water treatment station near Wellington. It is
based on personal experience. For obvious
reasons the author must remain anonymous.
The handllng of Sodium
Fluoride putting it into the
waterworks
caused us some
concern.
Before we could do any work in
that area we had to undress and
then put on special overalls, spec~al
boots and gloves. Every part of us
was sealed entirely, including the hair
and head, and we wore breathing
apparatus with replaceable filters and
eyeglasses to protect us from the
toxic dust.
We were warned when handling the
material that the procedures for
ensuring that we were dressed
properly and had the protective
goggles and face mask on were
strictly kept to at all times.
The Sodium Fluoride was very
heavy to handle. It was contained in
a plastic bag within a cardboard drum
weighing about 400 Ibs. We had to
have a crane to lilt the drums and tip
the contents into a hopper. The
So
u
d
m
i
Fluoride was lhen
automatically fed through a measuring
device into a mixing chamber and
then finally injected into the water
main.
Sometimes there were occasional
problems with the feed controlling
devices. The quantity of fluoride was
never tested as we did for chlorine
content. It was automatically
assumed that the correct dosage was
going into the water supply. We did
not conduct any tests to indicate how
much fluoride was, in lac!, in \he
water. Our only comparison was
between the total amount used and
the total water flow:,
Chlorine.
however. was tested continuousiy.
automatically and also manually every
morning at 9 am.
If there was an emergency and the
water main was dosed up, alarms
would sound withtn the building and it
was necessary to go down and shut
those machines off. They also had
relays which automatically triggered
out but we still had to follow up
manually. An operator was always
within about ten .mtnutes of the plant.
When the drums were empty,' we
burnt them., in an tnanerator wtside
the plant. Once this was done we
had to start undressing. We would
walk over to a special room, Jose
the door behind us and strip off all
our clothing and-equipment entirely.

-

-

Thts would be dropped through a hole
direct into a lorm of washing machine
which gave an initial rinse. We would
then shower. scrub our fingernails and
all the orifices of our body as
carefully as possible and then step
out into another area, dry ourselves
and gel dressed again.
We were informed that even small
crystals of Sodium Fluoride under our
finger nails were enough to do us
serious health damage if dropped
onto our food, for example, whilst we
were eating.
The' overalls and equipment 'were
washed twice, rinsed twice and then
finally put through a roller washing
machine before being hung up to dry
ready for the next usage.
In -retrospect. there is an area
which would have ,concerned me had .
I had more' kirowledge aoout the
particular material. This was the
burning of the drums, which obviously
were contaminated with crystals, in an
outside incinerator. It occurs to me
that the crystals would not
themselves be destroyed but would
be retained in the ash of the
cardboard drums. This ash would be
disposed of in the nearest rubbish .
trench or scattered across the
ground. Rain would dissolve the
crystals, gradually washing down into
the streams thereby contaminating a
wider area.
. The real hazard, of course, is if the
stuM is left lying.around and kids get
to play with H. The waterworks area
is .totally dosed off to all public and
bne reguired a permit to enter,the
area but it w a s a possibility..
The regulations we had to abide by
were fairly strict. We were taught
properly how.. to, handle the. Sadium. .
Fluoride and it was 'stressed that we
were dealing with a potential hazard.
It was. however, a Job which we did
not particularly relish.
I*would not drink the water which
len that plant but obtained it straight
out of the riven up in the mountains.
,

-

'

A councll worbr Uppbg the last bag 01
lluorlde Into the Gold Coast (Australia)
water c u ~ ~ alter
l v the councll ended
lkorldatlon. (Note gopgles, breathing
and protoctlve cloihing).
. .

-

&&:

At ,ppme water treafmenl plants,

inchrding Aucklond. iiqt& Hydrofluosilio'c
Acid is used instead of Sodium Fluoride
crynals. The following is an extract
from the 'Alberta Reporl' (17N92).

HydrofluosiCcicacid is an acidic yellow
chemical soup which is only 24%
fluoride: il's a by-produd of Cominco's
ferliliser manufacturing plant.
Phosphate rock contains fluorine. In
preparing phosphate lerlikar. the
fluorine is released as a gas. silicon
telralhmride, which becomes
hydrolhmsifiac acid when the gas is
passed through scrubbers.
This Squid waste by-producl is lhen
transported to water plants in specially
lined tank trucks.
The yellawish acid will eat through
metal. At one plan1 an unlined pipe
injeding the add into Ihe water supply
mned pner hvo weaks.
The acid k stored in a wooden vat
lined with a huge acid-resistant baggie
(Awrding to one technical expert.
anyone who kll into the big wcden vat
would rapidly dissolve into a light film
bating on the lop).
As needed, the acid moves to a
smaller container where it goes inlo the
wler alter chlorinalwn (to kill bacteria.
which fluoridation doesn'l do).
About 24% of the acidic soup is
fluoride. The rest. according to
Cominco's own analysis, contains 57
mgk of arrenic. 3 mgR of lead, and
smaller traces of mercury. chromium and
cadmium.'

Footnols: The N m Zealand
classlllutlon for Hydrolluoslllcic Acid
Is 'Corrosive, Class 8 Dangerous
Goods, Hazehem 2".
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Cover of Pure Water News fiom New Zealand, 1995, showing police in Japan loading chemicals
found at a Japanese sect compound, and revealing that Sodium Fluoride is
one of the two main ingredients of the nerve gas Sarin

PURE WATER NEWS.
New tealand regislered magarm.
The Oflicial Publication of the N Z . Pure Water Association Inc.
I f undellvercd. please return lo P.O.Box 44. Cambridge. New Zealand.

lSSN 01 13-7271

Postage Paid
Cambridge N.Z.
Permit No. 139
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FLUORIDATED EXTERMINATORS AND ANESTHETICS
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Letter from the U.S. Department of Transportation, Mar 20,1991, detailing
the handling of the fluoridation chemical Hydrofluosilicic Acid

400 Sevenlh
Washinglon.

U.S.Deportment
of tonsportotlon

Federal Highway
Administration

St..S W.
O.C.20590

MAR 2 O 1991
Refer to: HFO-20

Ms. Carol S. Kopf
104 Meridian Road
Levittown, New York
I

1

11756

Dear Ms. Kopf:
This is to follow-up our letter of January 17 regarding your request for
information on the handling of the chemical, hydrofluosilicic acid.
Hydrofluosilicic acid (fluosilicic acid) is classified as a corrosive
material. It is a by-product of the action-of sulfuric acid on phosphate rock
containing fluorides and silica or silicates. The hydrofluoric acid acts on
the silica to produce silicon tetrafluoride, which reacts with water to form
fluosilicic acid. It is highly toxic and extremely corrosive by skin contact
and inhalation.
Specific packaging requirements for transporting this chemical are contained
in Section 173.265 of Title 49 of the Code of Federal Regulations. These
hazardous materials regulations are promulgated and administered by the
Research and Special Programs Administration of the Department of
Transportation. Should you have additional questions on packaging, you may
wish to contact their Office of Hazardous Materials Technology directly. They
may be reached at (202) 366-4545.
Finally, in response to your request for.more specific information in the form
of a "fact sheet," we would like to suggest that you write directly to the
chemical manufacturer. He are pleased to be able to enclose a list of these,
as taken from the 1990 Directory of Chemical Producers. He are able to
provide a copy of a technical data sheet extracted from the U.S. Coast Guard
CHRIS [Clremical HazarJs Response Information Systeifi] manual. This resource
material is intended to provide the on-scene coordinator or other responsible
officials with some of the technical information necessary to properly respond
to discharges of hazardous chemicals.
We thank you for your interest and trust this information will be useful.
Sincerely yours,

Off ice of Motor Carrier
Field Operations
Enclosure
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Material from the American Water WorksAssociation, A WWA Manual M4, 3rd Edition
"Water Fluoridation Principles and Practices", p. 15, Indicating that Fluoride Chemicals
Contain Lead, Arsenic and Zinc Impurities
COMPOUNDS IN ADJUSTED FLUORIDATION
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Experience shows that a low moisture content plus a relatively narrow size distribution results in a material that is handled better by dry feeders.
Considerable quantities of sodium silicofluoride are imported. Sodium
silicofluoride is normally packed in bags and drums similar to those used for sodium
fluoride.

OTHER FLUORlDE COMPOUNDS
Ammonium silicofluoride, magnesium silicofluoride, potassium fluoride, and calcium
fluoride (fluorspar), as well as hydrofluoric acid, have been used for water fluoridation. Each has particular properties that make the material desirable in a specific
application, but none of them have widespread application in the United States.
Fluorspar is used frequently in South America, particularly in-Brazil.
Ammonium silicofluoride has the 'advantage of supplying all or part of the
ammonium ion necessary for the production of chloramines, when this form of disinfectant is preferred to chlorine in a particular situation.
Magnesium silicofluoride and potassium fluoride have the advantage of extremely high solubility, which is of particular importance in applications such as school
fluoridation, where infrequent refills of the solution container are desired. In addition, potassium fluoride is quite compatible with potassium hypochlorite, so a mixture
of the two can be used for simultaneous fluoridation and chlorination.
Calcium fluoride (fluonpar) is the least expensive of the compounds used for
fluoridation and also the least soluble. It has been successfully fed by first dissolving
it in alum solution and then using the resultant solution to supply both the alum
needed for coagulation and the fluoride ion. However, this method of operation is
wasteful because of 'fluoride loss during alum coagulation and filtration (see chapter 4).
Hydrofluoric acid, although low in cost, presents too much of a safety and corrosion hazard to be acceptable for general water fluoridation. I t has, however, been
used in a specially designed installation.
Other fluoride~compoundshave been suggested for use in water fluoridation,
among them ammonium and sodium biflubride. These materials have the advantages
of high solubility and low cost, but their potential corrosiveness has made them
generally unacceptable.
The manufacturers or suppliers of the various fluoride compounds can provide
technical data and specification sheets that will assist the prospective purchaser in
selecting the appropriate grade of chemical for the type of feeder being used.

CHEMICAL IMPURITIES
Trace amounts of impurities, especially arsenic, lead, and zinc, may be introduced
into fluoride chemicals during production. Normally, impurities are a t levels far below
that which would necessitate the establishment of maximum impurity limits.' As
with all direct additives for water treatment, purchasers of chemicals must ensure
that impurities are not present a t levels that would deteriorite the quality of the
water being treated.
AWWA standards exist for sodium fluoride? sodium silicofluoride? and
hydrofluosilicic acid.4 All chemicals used for fluoridation should be comparable in
quality to the requirements of these standards.
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Letter from the EPA Defining Water Fluoridation
Compounds as Industrial Grade, Non-Clinically Tested Chemicals
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UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY
WASHINGTON. D.C.

JUN 1 5

20460

1978

C o l ~ n eGeorge
l
Lindegren ( ~ e t).
17135 Santa Madrina Street

Fountain Valley, California 92708
Dear Colonel Lindegren:
We have received a copy of your April 26 letter,to President Carter
*.regard to fluorides and drinking water fluoridation.

Chemicals used in water treatment a r e all industrial grade chemicals.
Considering that the quantities of water treatment chemicals used a r e
very large and the final concentrations in water a r e so small, i t would
not be practical to use food grade chemicals for this purpose. Since
all of the water treatment experience in fluoridation h a s been gained
using water treatment-grade fluoride compounds, i t cannot be said that
these compounds have not been clinically tested.
Sincerely yours,

6

: ? ~ / E

Ervin Bellack
Chemist
Criteria and Standards Division
9ffice of Drinking Water (WH-550)
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Letter from the National Federation of Federal Employees 1991
Representing 1,100 EPA Professionals, on the Subject of Fluoride
( R e p r e s e n t s approximately 1100
EPA p r o f e s s i o n a l s )

Natlonal Federation ot Federal Employee

~ocai=O
.

February 20, 1991
Dr. Bob Carton

202-260 -2 383
The EPA Profe~oionalounion aeeerted today that the Health and Human Servlces
report o n fluoride released on Tuesday ir a total vindication of thelr concerna
tb.at the current EPh mtandardr are unsafe and ehould be drastically Lowered.
They also recommended that William Reilly. &?A Adminiotrator, call for an
lmmediate ceooation of water fluoridation whlle EPA conductr their review.
CiLing many admirsiona in the report of the adveroo effect0 o f fluoride exposure
and of the glaring research needs, Dr. Bob Carton, Ph.D.. Senior Vico-Prr~ldeflt
of Local 2050, callad on EPA t o get on with their Congresolonrlly mandated
review. Dr. Carton polnted out the f o l l o ~ i n prevelations in +he HHS report:
1. Dental fluoroe~a; a detrimental effect on the' d e v o l o ~ l n a teeth o f
children. is on the riee throuahout the U.9,- The HHS report admito that
their, La an increaming expomitro t o fluoride from drinking water,
toothpaste, mouth rinser'and other sources.
2; Water~fluoridation acroee tke
f racturel.

U.S.

ham been linked t o bone

3. Cancrr of the b

e ie on the riee in malee throuahout the U.S. ~ h f slo
the same cancmr found in the National Toxicology Program rtudy on the
effect. of fluoride Ln rats.
4 . -LC
damaae was found in 3 out of 4 test- conducted bv the National
lpxfcoloav Proaranl. Theoe findings glve added weight t o the poreLbLlLty
of fluoride cauring.cancer in h w n s .

5. Rwaearch L m needed QI the e u - c t of fluorido on bdne and t e e t u
psteoearcoma. o n r e ~ r o d u c t l v e ef fecta. o n aenetlc mffmcte. and m s e i b l y
'9

Dr. Carton also etated that the time ham c o w for EPA t o stan$"on ilr oun two
feat and look at the rieks from fluorlde exposure. 'SPA should uee Irm own
ecientists and experts from around the world who have deaaonmtr@ted ability Ln
the inpertigation of fluoride risks.'
ha maid.
Dr. Carton rocomnended the
'following aclentlat~r Dr. L.K.Surheela, the woman in chargo of India'm skeletal
fluorosio eradication p r c q r m ; Dr. Hark Dlmsondorf from AustralLa, Dr. John
Colquhoun from New Zealand; Dr. Zlegelbecket from Aurtrla; and .Dro. Lee,
Burgetahler, and Y l w u y i a n n l a from thm U.S. Dr. Carton accumod HHS of avoiding
coneultlng there well-known expert. t o prevent an honemt reevaluation o f the
hirtorlc poeitlon of tho PHS.
'The Public Health Service has r monumental conflict of intOt08t in fluoridation
and could hardly be expected t o conduct an unbiar.d revlow of past porltlcna,
eaid Dr. Carton.
'EPA got burned in 1985 uring a blared lf not f rauduient
report from the P H s ' raid Dr. CarLon. 'EPA rhould avoid petting trapped aTaln
into playing politlcr with rcience.'
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Media Article in Canada Indicating Fluoridation Hazards - 1992
THE WHIG-STANDARD
CANADA
-Kur+.wrl, cmc
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Fluoridated water dangerous: Expert
About hall 01 B.C.3 commolluorlde In the water ineffecllve
lor dental care, but I t Is also nilies add flourlde lo the water
highly toxic, even at one part per supply. Water In the Greater
T h e d o c t o r who r e c o m - million."
Vancouver are? does not have
mended Brltlsh Columbia add
Dr. Foulkes. 68. sald he be- fluoride edded:
fluoride lo Ils water supply now lieves lluoridation causes brlllle
Dr. Foulkes sald he felt comrays the pracllce bdangeroua
bones In the elderly and may pelled to review hisorlglnal Ilndlngs after a recent commlsslon
Dr. Rlchard Foulkes, whose cause certain cancen.
controversial 1974 report called
But the president of the B.C. on health-care costs also advolor water lluoridallon. says he College 01 Dental Surgeons cated mandatory fluoridation.
He u l d he has written a letter
was mlsled by "a powerful Insists the practice Is sale.
lobby" Into belleving the prac- . "Our position Is the same as outlining hls concerns to the B.C
tlce was sale and prevented the World Heallh Organization's College 01Dental Surgeons.
'The additlon 01 any kind of
tooth decay.
II's to the benellt of all." Dr.
John Diggens sald. "It's a greal medicalion to waler supplies
"Ifeel thal Iwas conned."says
Dr. Foulku. "I
now flnd, by God. ald i n preventing tooth decay. when you don't know who you're
even before 1973 there was very parllcularly lor chlldreo whlle treating, t h a t I s r e a l l y
unethical."said Dr. Foulka.
clear evldence that not only Is their teeth are developing."
VANCOUMRlh Cruan Pr*as

-

to be identilid. as saying fluoride oride in U.S. binlring water is l o w
parts per million
lour times
greater than that In Calgary.
Carton has said long-turn urpoy c ~
sure to fluoride at one part per
should be kept out of drinking. fluoridemduncer.
water, say hvo scientists at the US.: . Others dismiss the critics. Dr. million may calcify ligaments and
Environmental Protection Agency. . -John Miq, dental director for Cal- tendons. and l a d to arthritis and
Water fluoridation "is the big-. gary health suvices, has p o i n t 4 nperiltive stress injwy.
Fluoridation began i n crlgary
gest mistake that was ever made" t o a U.S. study which zayz there
and there is no scientific p r o d i t u no r d pro01 d a ancer link and last August. Other cities that do so
include
Edmonton. Ottawa. Wlnnihelps reduce tooth decay. longtime recommendedfluoride as safc
The chemiul has generally been peg. Sashtoon and Moncton. N.B.
agency scientist Robert Carton told
Vancouver. Montreal and Frecredited with preventing deuy by
the Calgary Herald.
dericton haw resisted the introThe newspap& also quoted an strengthening the tooth enamel.
The all*
concentration of flu- duction 01 fluoride.
agency toxicologist. who asked not
L
k w u ce
J.+N P ? / C L

-

Canadian P r a s

is a +ieniial urciriogen.
-Fluoride is a poison. :Opponents of the chemical have
suggested a link betmen
that likely causes cancer and (or

CALGARY

-

fluoride riskv
Former consultant
says water additive

should be abandoned
Hy Mark Lowey

lC*nYll(y

W.kr n u o ~ d r t l o nrhould br abmd o a r d b r e a u a r Iterd r n r r o u a r a d
thrtr'r n o wltntlfio proof i t r t d u c r r
both d r o r u y r r l o m r r tap mvunmrnt h e r b o o n r u l t a n t wbo omem
b r o k r d rhr prralu.
'Iham r r v i r w t d &a rubid
.. -ramnL
- - - --ly and now eonrludr t h a t auorldrtlon
or r-uaib w a h r sup UY r
~br d
ab40n.d:
Lh. moh.huP F d k t r u y a
Cn li r t t o r WBrUsh Calunrbk'l htrltb

.d&.

04 m m d r b floorldrtlon,
HIa ~ r n . %l a t u r bIr1ti.1~
n~odd,.
tbn a r r d t n t l l l c a l l y uruound wra rr.
l t r a a d M d y by thr looal H a r l t h AP
tian Network W a w ,
Thr olttsmr' &p
eollectrd =or.
thm 40 000 rlmrturrr o n a p ~ t l u o n

q*t

bunri*tid&

...

F o u l k r 8 , w h o r j t n t a b o u t 811
month8 n v l t w h g the r d r n t l f l c Iltarr.
turr on n u o r i b rnd fluorldatlon, a l w
r a n t r lrtttr to tha rt l e t r r r o f tha
B.C. Collrge o t ~h,dcfanr a n d Burrronr.
'nuorldr in w tor rupplirr, m n r t
+ha * e ~ ~ m1evef
a l ~o t
p u t p r mu:
Ilon. ha8
barn 8h.n to be todr.
11 &4Y@.
'Evan In 1 9 7 5 wa a h o u l d hwr
known that thin (fluoridr) w u r d m r r r o u r ohtmlcal.'

-

--
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Letter from Phillipe Grandjean, Professor of Environmental Medicine at
Odense University in Denmark, to the EPA in Regard to the WHO study on Fluorides

ODENSE UNIVERSITET
Insltlul

lor Samlund¶mcd#cln

Aleellng lor UI11.rn.d~ClO

Dr. Joseph Corruvo
US € P A
Head. Office of Drinking Water
W H 550
(r01 hl St, S W
Washington, DC 20016
USA

Dear Dr. Cotruvo:

I understood from Dr. B i l l Lewis that you are interested In data concerning skeletal
fluorosi;, especially i z relatiart to high fluoride level3 i n drirking water.
You are most certainly aware that very severe cases occur i n developing countries
wher.e calcium deficiency may render the patients more susceptible to fluorlde
toxicity. Perhaps the problem is most severe i n lndia where.every single state has
areas or pockets of high fluoride. During my short stays i n this country, I have seen
many cases of crippling fluorosis, some with spinal cord compression. My colleague,
Dr. A.K. Susheela, of the A l l lndia Institute of Medlcal Sclences I n New Delhi. has
estimated that a t o t a l of PO million people i n lndia are exposed to toxlc amounts of
fluorlde, about half of them experiencing symptoms a t this tlme. This number is of
course a very rough estimate. However, nobody would doubt that fluoride toxicity
i n some developing countries is a very important public health problem.
Unfortunately, fluoride toxicity has been a "faut pas" for many years, and anybody
discussing this topic would be suspected to belong to the antifluoridation
movement. Thus, the recently published Environmental Health Crlterla 36 on
Fluorine and Fluorides (WHO, 1980) only superficially discusses chronic toxicity,
while beneficial effects and safety margins are dealt wlth i n detail. As Temporary
Adviser I was present a t most of the Task Croup meetin8 when the document was
finalized. I n accordance with the official fluorldation policy, informatlon which
could cast any doubt on the advantage of fluoride supplements was l e f t out by the
Task Croup. U n l a s 1 had been present myself, I would have found i t hard t o
believe. Thus, 1 am pleased that you have taken a personal interest i n the problems
of chronic fluoride toxlclty.
My own work mostly deals w l t h occupational fluorlde exposures.
informatlon, Ienclose two recent reprints.

Yours sincerely,

cc: Dr. Lewis

For your
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EPA Scientists Challenge National Academy of Sciences 1993 Fluoride Report

CHEMICAL REGULATION REPORTER"
A weekly review of activity affectirlg chemical users and msnufacturers
iolume 17,
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THE BUREAU OF NATIONAL AtFAIRS. INC.

Scientists Dlspate NRC Report On Fluoride Llmlt
Sciecthb have cbdeuged a report supporting the Eovir n ~ m e ~ t aP.rIotection A p c f s fluoride standard in drinking
W b r . calling it "propaganda masquerading as science." in
statements released late August
The mprf W e d Aug. 17 by tbe National R a e v c h
Council of the National Academy of Sciences, said the
present Limit on flnorlde in drink&g water at 4 r n i l l l m
per liter h sale enough and not linked to cancer or other
diseasa (17 CRR 970).
Robert Carton, former EPA scienU3t and prmldeat of an
anti-fluon'da orgaab..tion called Truth Aboat Fluoride, Inc..
Ruckeystown. Md, chargcd in a statement Aug. 19 that lhe
NAS fdd to emphasize new evidence in the report that
fluoride c a m booe fnctmu in tbe elderly and bow
cancer In young males. and that severe pittiug and mottliag
of tooth e ~ d 4
called bo-.
b m tbe rise in young
chtldr~n.Bepadded that NRC panel m e m k admitted in
UHlr report. they f e r e rurprid about how much Buotide
people arc erposed to frvm souroes $uch as their diet, moath
the,and twlh paste.
Re said, "Instead of calling for an imrnedlate end to the
ptactica of Booridadon and more
NRC m o m r n h contlnuiog the masslve human experiment of Etuoridation, while couductlng m r c h to see LI the p a d i c e is
cauung harm ... lhlr recommdndatioa omomts to human
experimentation without informed ~ o a ~ m t
and
, dould be
coOdemn@d."
n e statement said EPA wahrPqrrind by ha to redew
the ievtlr of fluoride d c w d in public wr!ar srlppllw but
Instead delayed its investiptioa and delegatrd ib duties to
otbers. Flwridatioa's crlttcs qoertibeed from the M
g
the vnlidiq of the outcome because many of the panel
members received p n t money Lrom the National Instftate
of Dental Rtsesrch, and now of the scientlrrts critical about
Buoride'~h u l t h etIects were. permitted on the panel. a c
coding to the statement
Willlam Hirzy, praident of National Federatiou of Federal Ehnployws -1
2050, which teprewnb EPA Beadquart e n d e n t i r t s , said Ln an Aug. 18 statemcat, "An bonat
assessment of risk might laad to pubUdty that could damage tbn RtbUc Beialtb Service's loag~tandiagp
~ of
tq-ing to persuade Amuicrns .to 0uoridat.e d
l public water

srr pplia."
Hlrzy and Cartoq in their respactlve sbtemcnts, described various schemes by W C to coper.up data mapporttve of EPA's Buvride standard Ln drinking water, including
coercion of EPA scientists and clouding of data.

Oorobrr 1 . 1 W 3
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Letter from EPA Senior Science Advisor Dr. William Marcus
Fired because of his views on fluoride. The EPA was forced to rehire him.

UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20460

June 13, 1 9 9 5

OrnCE OF
WATER

Mr. Rick Matthew
Safe Water Association
500 South Main Street
Fond du Lac,W 54935
Dear Rick,
Your letter to Congressman Petri was very good. I would like to pass a long a
few tips that have gotten some responses from people who were previously profluoridators. I like to use the approach that first states what everybody has agreed
upon in the U.S. and progress to the more controversial.
First it is agreed by all people who think themselves knowledgeable about fluoride
that the effect on teeth is limited to children three years or younger. That means
everybody else who is three years and one day or older is exposed unnecessarily.
Second I reiterate that when using the measures of filled, partially filled and missing
teeth-comparing fluoridated and non-fluoridated water supplies the world over,
including the U.S.A., -there is either no significant difference - or more often,
people using fluoridated water have significantly more caries. That even very small
amounts of fluoride cause brittle, hard to repair teeth.
Third, I cite the studies that demonstrate that the rate of hip fracture is at least double
amongst people 65 or older in fluoridated areas- including the most recent studies less
than one year old. That people who imbibe fluoridated water are twice as likely to be
hard of hearing at age 65 or older.
Fourth, I state that the act of fluoridating water increases lead exposure especially to
children because of two facts- a. The fluoride added to drinking water often has up to
400 mg of lead per liter and b. the corrosive action of fluoride extracts lead from
pipes and solder joints increasing lead exposure of the young. (Babies up to 3 months
absorb 16 times as much lead per unit body weight than adults. Black babies and
children because of genetic make-up absorb significantly more lead than white
babies.)
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Fifth, I tell the story of the two large prospective studies (the best kind of
epidemiology evidence available) completed in New Jersey and New York State that
determined the incidence of osteosarcoma (almost always fatal) in men under 18
years of age increased by 6 to 8 fold. That an increase of this maghitude is prima
facia evidence of a real ongoing effect. I remind them that one of President
Kennedy's nephews had the disease.

I find that people are simply not willing to believe that our government would
condone the addition of a compound to the water supply that was not efficacious.
This is why in my opinion it has not been possible to convince enough people of
conscience to review the fluoride story. You must remember that the National
Academy of Science released a report that sort of said fluoridation was OK. They do
not know that the members hand-picked for the panel were known to be profluoridation. They were not present when the pathologist from the Armed Forces
Institute of Pathology stated that any bone or tooth structure that contains fluoride is
weak, crumbling and highly undesirable. They were not present when they board
calculated that the amount of fluoride ingested daily was far higher than previously
believed. They discovered that soft drinks including, Coke, Pepsi and Seven-Up were
made by diluting concentrate with fluoridated water. That Kool-Aid, baby formula
etc. also would have fluoride. They were informed that these exposures were not
considered by EPA when setting the current standard.
They did not allow me to explain that the levels of fluoride found in the bones of
rodents who had osteosarcoma was lower than the level found in human adults
exposed to allowable levels of fluoride. I was not permitted to explain that with the
exception of fluoride, no other compounds including radioactive compounds, have
been able to produce osteosarcomas in rodents.

I hope these facts will help.
Very truly yours,
William L. Marcus, Ph.D.
Senior Science Advisor
Office of Science and Technology
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Example of Public Propaganda That Fluorides Pose No Health Risk -1993

Report: No health
risk in fluoridated water
= "Dental fluorosis":

The only proven harm
kom fluoride-laced water
the.pane1could find is an
increase in staining or
pitting of tooth enamel, a
researcher says.
The Associated Press

838-7
$
-

WASHINGTON
Discounting
studies that say there are health
risks from fluoride in drinking water, a National Research Council
panel said Tuesday there is no
credible evidence that the chemi...-.
cal causes cancer, kidney disease
or birth defects.
Dr. Bernard M. Wagner, a New
York University School of Medicine
professor and chairman of the
NRC committee, said that the only
proven harm to health from fluoride-laced drinking water that his
panel could find was an increase in
staining or pitting of tooth enamel,
a condition known as dental fluorosis. About 10 percent of Americans
experience tooth staining in a
"very mild to m i l d form, he said.
"The ovewhelming benefits of
fluoride in water in terms of preventing cavities, allowing young
children to have a life of good teeth
and maintaining those teeth into
older life. far outweighs the small
percentage of our population that
shows fluorosis," said Wagner.
An Environmental Protection
Agency standard of no more than 4
parts per million of fluoride in
drinking water was viewed by the
committee as "appropriate." But
the panel said this standard should
be changed if new research indicates it.
American cities began adding
fluoride to their water supply in the
1940s after research suggested it
would reduce dental decay among
the young. It is estimated that
-

-

~

-

abopt 132 million Americans now
use drinking water with fluoride
levels above .7 parts per million,
considered the minimum beneficial
level.
The NRC committee said it is
unable to gauge the true fluoride
exposure that Americans experience because the chemical is
present in foods, beverages and a
wide array of dental products. In
addition, fluoride often is applied
during visits to a dentist.
As a result, said Wagner, the
committee called for continued
study to determine if a lifetime exposure to low levels of fluoride
could be harmful.
The committee found some studies that suggested that a long-term
exposure to fluoride caused an increased tendency toward hip or
vertebrae fracture after age 80.

Among the study's findings:
m "The weight of the evidence
from more than 50 epidemiological
studies does not support the
hypothesis of an association
between fluoride exposure and
increased cancer risk in humans."
= Fluoride ingestionat
approved levels did not increase
risk of kidney disease or stomach or
digestive problems,
There are "no adverse
effects" on human reproduction
from current levels of fluoride in
drinking water. Animal studies that
linked the chemical to birth defects
and infertility involved far higher
doses than people are exposed to.
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Case of Mass Fluoride Poisoning in Alaska in 1992
Morning News Tribune, Tacoma, Washington, July 2, 1992

Mass fluoride poisoning
blamed on pump, government
BY Davld H U I @ ~
McClatchy

News Servlce

-

-

ANCHORAGE
than 260
villagers in Hooper Bay. Alaka
nearly 10 t i m a more than prevlOW1Y
MY Inhave
feted fluoride poisoning
Maysufafter drinking water laced with dangerous levels of the chemical, according to a new slate study.
A "-yearold
Inan died after
drlnklng large
water
from a village well. The Hooper
Boy incident now klieved to be
(he largest reported outbreak of
fluoride poisoning. according to the
new study released Tuesday by
doctors in the state's Section of
Epidemiology.
The report describes a string of
serious blunders
from malfunctioning pumps to a b r e l y function.ing local government that led to
fluorldation at nearly 40 Uma the
level considered safe by the Iedcrol government.
Dominic Smith died and his 37yearsld sister was hos I(r1lzed on
.Memmial I)ry weekm8 rfkr high
levek of fluoride made lhelr t r y

-

-

4 It's not clear to us

whether we could have
spotted any of the

mechanical problems
there ... with just an
occasional visit

-

7

Svend Btmdt.Erlchsen,
environmental official

into one of two public Watering
points in Hoo~erBay. a sprawling
Yup'ik Eskimo settlement of about
950 people on the Bering Sea coast.
In Hooper Bay, u in nearly 150
other rural Alaskan cornmuni!iu.
fluoride has been added to drinking
water for many yean to reduce
the rkk of tooth decay. The village
bas no running water or sewer s p
tem, and fluoride and chlotlne are
added at two public wells. People
haul r a t e r home In buckets.
The new report lays blame for
the problems in various directions

md dc[ends the practice of adding
fluoride to public water supplies.
'7he outbreak occurred Mause
of multiple deficiencies that exisled in deign. operation, maintenann. training. communication.
management and regulation of the
rater sptcm,- u , ~
report wncluda.
The Hwper Bay episode highlights numkr of chronic. ridespread problem that plague many
villa~erater sl-rterns. (hc report,
lie king L.ken by'
several agencia to make Sure the
sP'2cifir problems lhat
fn
&y don't Occur ekewhere.
Specifically:
9Virtua11~ eVemOne
drank
water drawn
the
Old
towmite well May 21 or May 22
I01 Lick. InitiaBY. doctort reported
Lhat about two dozen villages'
'Ought
at
lor
~
~
~
~
~
tingling in face and hands.
A team of epidemiologists who
wmt to the rlllage, however. f o l d
more residents bad SYmP
tom. Based on the number of
ple believed to have drawn watu
from the well. the report estimates.
261 villagers reported sym t o m
or were believed to h v e &wed
from them.
a t.The
appeared
peopletowho
have
became
drunkrickthe
most WI~CT. he report wyt Smith
morning Of May 22-ind
drank a glass of water drawn from
ckc we11 t h ~p=viws by. ne
quickly vomited.
"In order to maintain his hydration he continued to drink water at
8 rate a t i m t e d by his r u e
k
one 8-ounce glass every IS minutes. By late morning he felt weak
and needed to lie down." By afternoon. Smith and several of hi childrm were vomiting.
That evening, one of his children
brought home more water from
the village pump. Smith drank four
more glasses of taler. "Accwdig
to his rife, by this time her husband was unable to walk and was'
complaining of 'weak m~tsclesand
sore feet."' H i wife found him
dead in hi bed the atxt morning.
Hooper Bay bad problerns with
high hul not dangerous levels

-

-

351

fluoride dating at least to January 1991. In f=ct, according to the
re rt. the fluoride pump was
reEllt April 7 by workers for the
stale Department 01 Environme~
ta1 Conservation.
Within a month, routine sampling of taler
showed e].
evated levels of fluoride. and officials with the regional health
agency in Bethel ordered the pump
shut off. The report questions
whether the pump m s actually
off by the village operator.
The report offen no C O ~ C ~ W
reasons for the high level of fluoridation Ln water drawn from the
t e l l but sap several failures occarred. For example, the pump
drawing water from the pound
into a holding tank apparently ma)lunctioned and higher-than-normal
Ievels . of fluoride then were
pumped into the tank.

Of

Svend Bnndt-ErichKn. the dcv
~ south-central
t
i
~
prrtmtnt's
regional
dltcctor, mid Tuesday Ihe dtpartmatt's worken wouldnl oms88rily have W
,&d
the p r ~ b k m ~ .
"It's not e l u r b lu whether we
could have spotted an uf the m e
chanical problem J e t e . Based
apn wbrt I've hurd from our
staff. it would h8ve been ertrane17 difiicult
with j u t in
orruloml r W t "
The village water-plant operator
bad no formal training. In addition.
Rooper Bay only recently hlred 8
village rdnlnltrator after the job
h d t~ r c r n for
i a Y-:'
The dud9 said. "A review of
DEC records revealed that, despite
requirements for weekly monitora d monthly rePo- @ DM: by
the Water system operator, w re
rb had been received from
wper Bay slnce July, 1990.. ..
"Wbm elevated fluoride levels
r e r e discovered in early May. hpltmcntation of ncommendationt
8 sk~~tfi
did not occar.
b y was .rl*out a city
administrator for a year, assurance
of compliance
was difficult,"
study said.
H o o p Ba vice mayor Maria
erator,
G
said
whom she
current
wouldn't
water
-me.0~
had resigned rccenUy..
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Canadian Study on Fluorides and Bone Cancer
-

DRINKISG WATER FLUORlDATION AND OSTEOSARCOMA
STEVE E. HRUDEY, P ~ . D . . ' COLlN L. SOSKOLNE, PL.D.,~
JOHANNES BERKEL. M.D.. P~.D.: SHIRLEY FINCHAiVI, M.A.'

M

edia reports beginning in late 1989, concerning results
from a U.S.National Toxicology Program bioassay
on rats exposed to sodium fluoride in drinking water, have
rekindled the debate over the safety of fluoridated water.[
This debate. which has raged for over 45 years, has been very
bitter, with lack of objectivity apparent among proponents
and opponents of drinking water fluoridation.'
Fluoride occurs naturally in varying amounts in
nonfluoridated waters and many food sources. If drinking
water is fluoridated, typically to a concentration of 1 mg/L,
this source has been estimated to contribute approximately
two thirds of the total dietary fluoride intake, with the
remainder coming from food.'
Various adverse health effects have bein attributed to
fluoride ingestion. Dental and skeletal fluorosis are well
documented for sufficiently high fluoride doses, but
evidence on carcinogenicity has been unconvincing. The
U.S. National Cancer Institute initiated a cancer bioassay
on fluoride in 1977,:which was taken over by the newly
created National Toxicology Program (NTP). The study
was completed in 1983. However, the results were declared
"inadequate" because of mortality problems, attributed to
diet, which included both the experimental animals and the
controls. The study was redesigned and was completed in
1987, with the final interpretation and publication of results
scheduled for 1990. A summary of these results obtained by
the media led to report9 with headlines like: "Don't Drink
the Water? Brush your teeth, but the fluoride from your tap
and may cause cancer."
may not do much good
The bioassay results which led to this furor showed the
occurrence of osteosarcoma among male rats at the two
highest fluoride doses (4 out of 80 exposed to 79 mgl L and 1
out of 50 exposed to 45 mg/ L). No osteosarcoma was found

in any of the controls or among female rats. A panel
convened to review the National Toxicology Program
evaluation of these results has unanimously endorsed the
finding that there is "equivocal" evidence of carcinogenic
activity of sodium fluoride in male rats, meaning that
"studies arc interpreted as showing a marginal increase of
neoplasms that may be chemically related.?
Public concern inevitably arises when results such as these
are publicized. Extrapolation of risk prediction to humans
from such animal studies is largely theoretical. However.
because of the apparently specific nature of the cancers
found in the rat bioassay and the knowledge that fluoride is
deposited in bone, a comment on the prevalence of
osteosarcoma in humans is warranted.
The Alberta Cancer Board has maintained a populationbased cancer registry since 1960, which incorporates all
cancers. Consequently, an opportunity existed to compare

TABLE I
Incidence R a t a for Osteosarcoma*, 1970-1988,
Calgary m d Edmonton, Alberta
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I . Enrironmental dt Ormpa~ionalHealth F'rognm.
2. Epidcmiolow Promam. Depanmcnt of Hcalth Scrvim Adminulracion &
Communit Medicine. Univemily of A l k m .
3. Division of~piderniolowand Preventive Oacdow. A l k r u G- Board.
Aurhor responsible for c ~ c ~ p o n d t ~ ~for
~'o
nprinu:
nd
Dr. S I M E. Hndey,
En\iromntal k Occupational Hcalth Promam, Uninnity of Alkna. 13-103
Clinical Scicncn Building. Edmonlon, Albcm T6G 2G3. Phone: (403) 492-6801.
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I

Numkr of arer

Glary
I970
1971
1972
1973
1974
1975
1976
1977
1978
1979
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987
I988

I

Edmonton

I

Rates/ 100.000
Edmonton

Calgary
0.3

0.2

Total
*OSIC--~
(ICM):T = 1m.M = 9180)-91833.91903)
*'tolal cucr for .I1 of Albcna lor 19701988 = 103
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TABLE I1
Distribution of Osteosarcoma Incident Cases by Birth
Cohort, 1970-1988, Calgary and Edmonton, Alberta
Calgary
Females
14
I
0
0
I
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
14
I5

Year Born
before 1970
1970-72
1973-75
1976-78
1979-8 1
1982-84
1985-87
1988
Total

Males
13

Edmonton
Males
Females
12
II
I
0
0
0
0
I
I
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
13
13

the incidence of osteosarcoma in Alberta's two major cities
which have had different policies on fluoridation of
drinking water. Edmonton adopted fluoridation in 1967,
while Calgary had not accepted fluoridation until it was
passed in a municipal referendum in the fall of 1989. The
osteosarcoma incidence data for patients with a residence in
either Calgary or Edmonton at the time of diagnosis are
presented in Table I.
These data fail to reveal either any difference between
Calgary and Edmonton, or any apparent trend over time in
the incidena of osteosarcoma. Because of the relatively
crude nature of the evaluation, the lack of apparent
differences does not preclude the existence of subtle
differenks. However, the most relevant aspect of these data
for the concerned public is perhaps the low overall incidence
of osteosarcoma in either city. These low osteosarcoma
incidence rates (Calgary 0.29 per 1.00,000; Edmonton 0.27
per 100,000) compare equally with the provincial rate over
the period 1970-1988, of 0.3 per 100,000 population. To
further demonstrate consistency in the lack of any
association, an analysis of the provincial impact of

TABLE 111
Age Distribution of Osteosarcoma
Incident' Cases, Alberta, 1970-1988
Age at
diagnosis (yun)
1-2
34
5-6
7-8
9-10
11-12
13-14
215
Total
.

osteosarcoma reveals no difference between urban and rural
rates. These results were obtained by combining the urban
centre cases from Calgary and Edmonton and then
comparing this total (n = 55, or 53%) to that for the rural
remainder of the province (n = 48, or 47%). The urban-rural
incidence is approximately proportional to the population
distribution. Indeed, the provincial rate, excluding both
Calgary and Edmonton, for the period 1970-1988, remains
0.3 per 100,000 population.
The concentration of fluoride in Edmonton drinking
water since 1967, has been approximately 1 mg/L while
Calgary's natural background level has averaged around 0.3
mglL. These values are more than an order of magnitude
lower than concentrations to which the rats in the NTP
study were exposed. We recognize that with a likely latency
period in excess of 25 years for osteosarcoma, any
differences between Calgary and Edmonton should not be
expected to become evident before 1993.
If age at first exposure is a factor, excess osteosarcoma
rates among adolescents, if present, should now be
detectable. However, an analysis of Alberta data (Table 11)
has failed to identify any such excesses; nor are any trends
evident. Of course, with so rare a tumour in populations the
size of Calgary and Edmonton, stable rates and statistical
significance are never likely to be achieved.
Table 111 reveals that most cases of osteosarcoma were
diagnosed after the age of 15 years. No differences between
Calgary and Edmonton are evident among the younger age
at diagnosis groupings.
Although these data d o not allow any definitive
conclusions about the role of nuoridation as a risk factor for
osteosarcoma in humans, they d o show that the current
upper bound of any such cancer risk must, at wont, be
extremely low. By the same logic, if any absolute increase in
osteosarcoma incidence were to arise in the future, it should
be readily apparent when compared to c u m n t small
numbers. Based on the evidence to date, we conclude that
there is no link between fluoridation and osteosarcoma
among Albertans.
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Case of Acute FIuoride Poisoning from a Public Water System
New England Journal of Medicine, Jan 13,1994
\'ad. 3311 So. ',
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ACUTE FLUORIDE POISONING FROM A PUBLIC WATER SYSTEM

BRADFORD
D. GESSNLR,M.D.,MICHAEL
BELLER,M.D.,M.P.H.,
JOHN P. MIDDAUGH,
M.D.,
AND GARYM.WHITFORD,
PH.D., D.M.D.
Abstract Background. Acute fluoride poisoning produces a clinical syndrome characterized by nausea, vomiting, diarrhea, abdominal pain, and paresthesias. In May
1992. excess fluoride in one of two public water systems
serving a village in Alaska caused an outbreak of acute
fiuoride poisoning.
Methods. We SU~eyedresidents, measured their urinary fluoride concentrations, and analyzed their serumchemistry profiles. A case of fluoride poisoning was
defined as an illness consisting of nausea, vomiting,
diarrhea, abdorcinai pain, or numbness or tingling of
the face or extremities that began between May 21
and 23.
Resufts. Among 47 residents studied who drank water
obtained on May 21.22, or 23 from the implicated well, 43
(91 percent) had an illness that met the case definition, as
compared with only 6 of 21 residents (29 percent) who
drank water obtained from the implicated wen at other
times and 2 of 94 residents (2 percent) served by the other

water system. We estimated that 296 people were poisoned; 1 person died. Four to fivedays after the outbreak,
10 of the 25 case patients who were tested, but none of the
15 control subjects. had elevated urinary fluoride concentrations. The case patients had elevated serum fluoride
concentrations and other abnormalities consistent with fluoride poisoning. such as elevated serum lactate dehydrogenase and aspartate aminotransferase concentrations.
The fluoride concentration of a water sample from the implicated well was 150 mg per liter, and that of a sample
from the other system was 1.1 mg per liter. Failure to
monitor and respond appropriately to elevated fluoride
concentrations, an unreliable control system, and a mechanism that allowed fluoride concentrate to enter the well
led to this outbreak.
Conclusions. Inspection of public water systems and
monitoring of fluoride concentrations are needed to prevent outbreaks of fluoride poisoning. (N Engl J Med
1994;33095-9.)

INCE the late 1940s, many communities in the
&fay 23 after s r d members at the Hooper Bay health clinic noted
that mrny residenu had b
e ill ahonly after drinking water from
United States have adjusted the fiuoride concmb a r system. Since acute fluoride poisoning pmduca a ciinial syn:ration in their water systems to prevent dental caries.'
drome chancterizcd by nausea. vomiting, diarrhea, abdominal
Xumerous studies attest to the effecaveness'and safety
~i:, acd ;arcr;hesia and because t a u conducted during the six
of maintaining fluoride concentrations in the range
w&
before the o u t b r d had shown fluoride conccarntionr in
water system 1 of 6.5 and 20.0 mg per liter. acute fluoride poisoning
recommended by the Public Hedth Senrice 0.7 to
was suspmed.
1.2 mg per liter."' As of 1989, a total of 9411 public
The outbreak resulted in one serious illness and one death. On
water systems in the United States provided fluoridatMay 23, a 37-year-old woman with a two-day hilory of vomiting
ed drinking water to 135 million people,' yet only six
zr.5 diarrtra was cvrcuaced by air to a regiood hospital. Her serum
outbreaks of acute fluoride poisoning related to overa l a u m concentnrion was 5.2 mg per d d t u (1.3 mmol per liter),
..':ioridation have been r e ~ o r t e dAcute
. ~ ~ ~fluoride ~ o i - and her semm fluoride conccnmrion was 9.1 mg per liter (480pmol
per~bur) (the normal h a n g serum fluoride concenmdon in perrvning caused the dcath'of one patient in ~ a r ~ i n dsons
using drinking water connining 1 mg of fluoride per liter is
and, recently, of three patients in Illinois (Flanders R,
0.01 lo 0.03 mg per Liter 10.5 to 1.6 pmol per Liter]). She recovered
IlIinois Department of Public Hedth: personal comwithout apparent requclae. On Yay 23, after 24 hours of i n a c m ble vorniring. a 41-yeu-old man was found d a d at home. He had
munication), all of whom were undergoing dialysis
attempted
to remain hydrated by drinking an a d m ~ t e d10 liten of
therapy. In this paper we describe an o u t b r d of
water from water system I on .May 21 and 22. H
is only known
acute fluoride poisoning resulting from overffuoridam e d i d problem was peptic ulca d i e . for which he took cimcution of a public water system.
dine. The portmoreemserum d a u m conccnmaon was 4.9 mg per

S
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is a small village on the Bering Sa populatHooper Bay.
ed predominantly by Alaska Nadvu. The villige hu two
b p h i a l l y &cina d
m with scpante wells m d water systems:
e a r 1 (population, 470) and 2 (populatioo, 375). Neither water
Wtcm provided cunning waur to individual homa; resideno curied water &om holdbg rrnk to their horn-, where it was stored for
domutic w. On May 26, 1992, the Alaska Division of Public
Halth w;u ootified of an outbreak of acute gasPointatid illnus
in the w e . The water system in section 1 had born m e d off on

d d t e r (1.22 mmol per Liter). m d the urinary fluoride concentradon (not corrected for crr~dninecontent) was 55 mg per liter (2900
-pmo1 per liter).

.
'

T o dccmnioe rhe durrdon of the outbreak, m m i w e d rhe
halth dioic rrcDnL of dl p a m u ~ e cborn
l
May 1 to May 25 with
naurq vomiting. d i i or abdominrt pain. Of 31 patients with
t b a e symptoms, 22 were tecn on May 21,22, or 23. We therefore
d&ed a cue padcat witb fluoride poisoning as a resideat who hrd
a t l a r t m e of the foUoWingsympmmr on &May21.22, or 23: arw;r,
vomiting, diarrhea, abdominzl pie, or numbnus or ringling of the
fie or a & d a
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Letter fiom the Public Health Service, CDC, Atlanta, EPI-78-24-2, Dec 14, 1978 to the CDC
Chronic Disease Division, marked "Not for ~ublication;'on a case of Fluoride Poisoning in Harbor
Springs Michigan in 1944. Example of how fluoride "overfeeds" are withheld from the public,
who continue to drink overfluoridated water, and the foods and beverages processes with it.
PUBLIC BUf.Ttl S t X V I Q - C D C - A n m A
tP1-78-24-2
December 14, 1978

TO

: Director, Canter f o r Direrre Coatrol

1MH

: Chronic Dire area D i v i r i o n
Bureau, of t p i d e m i o l o ~ y

On Moveder 22, 1977, 4 perroar i n Rrrbor s p r i n g # , Michigan,
b e c m ill with n m r e a asd vomiting r h o r t l y a f t o r drinking rrrait i p a l water. An ioromti8rtion by l o c a l , r t a t e , md f e d e r a l
perroanel indicated t h a t t b o n pcrroar probably had r u t e f l u b
c l d e psi r a l s a .
thc r c h a a i e a l e o a t t o l of th f l u o r i d e f a d e ? pump a t 1 of
the c i t y ' # 4 w e l l # h.d r r l f u n c t i o n d , end .n e r t i s r t r d 86 4 of
251 h ~ d r o f l u o r i l i e i cr i d (%Sit6) had beta i n j e c t e d i n t o the
dirchar8e l i n e of a t e r e t r e -11.
The balur of e o a c e a t t r t e d
B2Sit6 war i n j e c t e d i n t o the u a i e i p a l v a t e t eyrtem &en the
r e r c r v e v e t 1 w u a c t i v a t e d . A r i u l a t e d epirode i a d i c h &ICP
t i d e ion war w e d u a t r u e r m g t e r t e d t h a t the ruirra f l u o r i d e
i o a conconttatioa a t a f f e c t e d t r r i d e a c e r may hare h e a a0 high u
2,400 = g / 1 (deaf red f l u - t i d e c w c o n t r a t i o n i n &out 1 qI1) d
the period of r i r k .bout 20 minutor.
A c o r u n i t f v i d e telephnno u m t y cooducted Doceder 13-15,
1977, and 8 t a r i e u of ewergent) t e a end h o s p i t a l d m i r r i o n
record@ f a i l e d t o i d e a t i t y m y o t h e r epiroder of i l l n e s r a t t r i b u t a b l e to t h i n u c i d e a t .

00 December 9 , 1977, Kenneth 1. Wilcot, f r . , U.D., Q i e f , Burcru of D i r e u e Control
and t a b o r a t o r y k r r i t e r , U i c h t # m D e p r r t w n t of Public B e r l t h , c a l l e d Clark Y. Eerth,
Jt*#
H.D.,-Director, Qlronie D f r r r r e r D i r i r f o a , Burem of t p f d t m i o l o ~ ,Center f o r
D i r r q r e Coattol, t o d i r c u r r the h e a l t h e f f e c t 8 of the r u t e l n ~ e o t i o aof f l u o r i d e ion.
t h r e e perraar b d k e o l c 111 a f t e r em-union u n i c i p r l v e t e t m Aoreeber 22, 1977, fn
Ratbot S p r i n g s , Uichigm. A f l u o r i d e h t d e t p d ? kad w l f a a t t i o a e d at 1 of the e i t y ' r
3 functioning w e l l r , m d the u a i t i p a l r a t e r q p l r e n t l y had contaiaed w e a r f l u o r i d e
i o a for A b r i e f prriod.
..
A f t e r f u r t h e r d i r c u n r i o a r m n g Dtr. Yilcor md lteath; P h i l i p J . b a d t i s e n , M.D.,
Chief, Special Studier Branch, Qlroaic,Dimcuer Diriaion: md t e a a e t h 8. t o n l l , U.D.,
Dep-ty Chief, Speelal S t u d i e r Branch, i t vaa rereed t h a t f u r t h e r t n r e r t i a a t t o n m u
needed. Dr. Pout11 departed f o r Micbi8.a a~D e c e d e t 11, 1971, to h g i n th. intertit a t ioa.
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Toxic Tort Legislation: Personal Liability
GEORGE GLASSER
30 16 23rd St. N.

---*

St. Petersburg, FL 337 13

o*oo

(8 1.3) 896-9050

Speler AB733, Another Name for the "F" Word.
George Glasser

Until the June 21 senate health committee hearing, Jackie Speier's bill to
mandate state wide fluoridation was passing through the Califorina state legislature like
a dose of astor oil. On July 11 the bill barely made it through the senate health
committee W e n Senator Tim Leslie's arm was twisted to vote yes, and A8733 was on
it's merry way to senate appropriations when samettiing happened prompting Jackie
Speier to pull the bill: LEGlSLATIVE LIABILITV.
It wasn't ~ r f ulobbies
l
that stopped the mammoth legislative machine fueled
with monies from chemical and equipment manufacturers and the prorntses from
influential organizations like the American and California Dental Association. It was
two words whispered to a senator: -PERSONAL U A B t ~ :
Elected officials can be held liable for their actions when it affects the health and
wetfare of individuals, and water fluoridation is one of those issues.
The inuendo of "personalli8biIv killed the momentum and brought AB7 33 to an
abrupt halt.
In 1994, the spector of personal liability killed the same fluoridation bill in
Pennsylvania. The water districts complained about the possibility of being sued by
consumers at risk from ingesting fluoridated water. Another aspect that came into the
Pennsylvania scenario was the fad that as of 1989 fluoride was declassifed as an
essential nutrient and again became an unapproved new pencription drug by the US
Food and Drug Administration. Fluoride's new status placed the water districts in
further jeopardy oftort litigation for dispensing a prescription drug (a prescription is
required to purchase' fluwide).
Upon being confronted with these facts, the authors of the Pennsylvania bill
procededto confer with attorneys and create an immunity clause to protect the water
districts. It seems thet by creating an immunity clause. the legislatars accepted any
and all personal end criminal liebility. The action became what is k n o w as an
intentional tort. m e Pennsylvania fluoridation bill died a quiet death in committee,
1994.
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Today, Jackie Speier faces even mwm insurmountable problems. All of the
research and statistical data on artificial fluoridation is invalid. The ctinical research
performed regarding the health effects of fluoride is executed with a phafKIa~e~ti~al
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grade of sodium fluoride, and the statisticial research data is acquired from naturally
fluoridated areas. Neither the clinical nor statisticial research take into account the
grades and types offluoride used for water fluoridation which are the toxic waste
byproducts of phosphate fertlizer manufacturing and aluminum smelting operations.
The industrial grade fluoridation agents contain many contaminates which are
also toxic fluorides: 1)LEAD FLUORIDE, 2) ARSENIC FLUORIDE,'3) MERCURY
FLUORIDE, 4) CADMIUM FLUROIDE, 5) URNAIUM FLUORIDE, 6) ALUMINUM
FLUORIDE, ECT. while the pharmaceutical grades are all but free of these
contaminates.
The magnesium and calcium fluorides that are common to naturally fluoridated
water are 20-25 times less toxic than manufactured fluorides.
Jackie Speier is aware of these facts as well as all the senators on the senate
health committee and Govenor Pete Wilson. However, Speier is conferring with the
attorneys at the Oflice of Legislative Council to find a way to circufnvent tort law and
get A8733 passed. However, more problems lay down the road: FEDERAL LAWS.
The law regulating the use of toxic substances, The Toxic Substances Control Ad,
1976 states that the manufacturers of chemical compounds, must provide research
data proving that Umir products are safe to the environment and to humans. Not o m
manufacturer of industrial grade fluoridation agents can make any such claim.
Another fector about artificial fluorides that hasn't been addressed in the courts
and the legislative mmittees is: The addition of fluoride violates the Safe Drinking
Water Ad. The Sa* Drinking Water Act prohibits the hderal gowmment horn
mandating floridahon. The US Environmental Protection agency only regulates the
amount of the fluorides' Maximum Contaminate Leves (MCL) at 4 parts per million in
drinking wetor. Wm fluaridation, the state assumes ell tort rsspmsibility.
Water n ~ o r i d a tisi ~not a health issue. Dental carries are not an health issue.
The reasons gtven forfluoridating the drinking water are that paor children cannot
afford fluoride treetmetnts. To ened every small portion of the population, the
Califorina State Legislatun, is willing to spend millions of dollars orit of the General
Fund to fluwidate the states' drinking water when the endeavor will waste 99.99% of
the money allocaed because most ofthe fluoride goes down the drain. One 8.5 or
t u b of fluoride toothpaste mntains enough fluoride to supply s child under sir yesn
old for almost three years, children six yean and older for 1.5 years.
What is water fluoridation about? Steve Speigle, USEPA attorney, said, " m e
EPA emugages industries to find markets Ibr their recovered pollutants.' Tho
market for m o w W fluoridas is the Unffed Sfufes ddnklng warer suppb.
Tudor Oevies, in a 1995 letter to the author stated, " In the United States, there
are no Federal standards applicable to additives, including those intended for wster
fluoridation." In 1988, the €PA relinquished control wer water treatment chemicals to
a non-profit corporation, National Sanitation Foundation (NSF), to establish voluntary
praducl standards. The standards far water fluoridation chemicals were written by the
American Water Works Association and approved by the NSF. Psapk smlng on the
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committee that establishes the standards am mprtsenItves ofthe manuhctumn
and vendon of water treatment chemiceh. It would appear that a conflict of interest
exists.
Another equally troubling conflict of interest is that the Federal Gavemment
supplies grants up to $100,000.00for comrnunites to nuoridate water supplies while
fluoridation is a violation of the Sa& Drinking Water A d & Toxic Substams Contrd
Ad.
As the lawyers at the Office of Legislative Council for the California State
Legislature bum the midnight oil in an attempt to pawn the liability onto some
unsuspeding state agency, in the name of public health, another more omnious cloud
threatens the state and the legislators' cotfures: TOXC TORT mAmh/.
There are a myriad of health problems associated with weter fluoridation and
fluorides in general: Hip fractures in post menopausal women, stress fractures, dental
fluorosis. osteasamma ( fatal form of bone cancer that occurs in young males) and
people with diabetes and kidney ailments should not drink fluoridated water.
As far back as 1984, the Journal of Legal Research recognized the potential for
TOXIC TORT UTIGATKIN, and in Volume 7, Issue 5, they published a short article
stating: "Despite the salutory effect in teeth protection and bone treatment, it is
'increasingly suspeded that chronic fluoride intake, even at low lwels can cause health
problems. This will undoubtedly result in clients showing up in law H~ceswho h e
been diagnosed with some ailment due to fluoride intoxication Toxic tort researchers
should be aware of this and develop6 intewiew tools for their firms which will help
pinpoint the source of the causitivs fluoride.. .. "
Today, fluoride rematch has opened m e doors to toxic tort litigation: 1)
Neural t o x b t y , 2) tho inmesing prevalence of dental Iluomsis m both nuorkfated and
non-nunidated smes, 3) osteosames, end 4) hip and stress h d v m s .
Fluoride is also associated with infertility in animal end human studies. A 1994
FDA statistiil study (Exposumto High FluoMe Comntrationsin Drinking Water is
assoc~atedWh Demased BiRn Rates, Stan C. Freni) using data from naturally
fluoridated areas states that them is a relationship between fluoride intake and
infertility. The study also states that there is wealth of animal researdr data proving
that fluorides caw reproductive problems,
The means to determine fluoride intoxication have been available for yean and
with a wealth of research data strongly associating fluoride with many health problems.
1oday, many law firms are beginning to explore TOMC TORT UTKIATKIN.
Them have been other wammgs from researchers regardingthe prevalence of
dental fluorosis and SuQQerting that a host of dodors and health care professionals
prescribing and rdministering fluorides cwld be at risk of litigation. Howwer, as of
yet, no one has heeded these warnings,
A British law firm, Freeth, Cartwright, Hunt end Oickins filed a class eclion dental
fluorosis suit in 1994 against the manufacturers of fluoride laced products. Paul Balen,
the lead attorney, wrote in correspondence to the author, "Iam wny pleased to have
heard from you beaiu~eIviewed with some swprise that Ifor once appear to be ahead
of the Americans, whereas traditionally in product liability tho Americans are ahed d

us."
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According to attorney8 interviewed, there are no loopholes for Aummbly-pormon

Speier, legisletors or the G o v e r n to slip through ifthey mandub fluoridation. The

same acsnario occurred in Pennsylavina and begmentwj into the reality of being
involved in 8 conspiracy to commit fraud and an intentional tort.

Over the past 17 yeen, not one state has passed a mawhte to fluoriddo tho
drinking water, dsbpite the efforts and investment of the US PuMic Health Swim,
Americal Dental Association and releted industries. The current push to h8va 75% of

the Nation's drinking water fluoridated by the year 2000 m

s lo wein be floundering

in cdtfon%a. As an attorney, it appears that Assemblygooon Spoir WU have
investigated the legal ramifications of me bill she a u t M .

....George
Glasser, Investigative
Journalist, is a regular contributor t o ECO Sarasota ReporJ.
Published articles include:
1-Water A Toxic Dump? Dec, ' 9 4
2-Dental Fluorosis
A Leqal
Time Bomb!
Feb, ' 9 5
3-Water Fluoridation: The Enhanced Toxicity Factor?
June/July 9 5
To be ~ u b l i s h e d :
ate; Fluoridation--Product Substitution Conspiracy to CommitFraud?

-

....

All are available from:
Tacoma Fluoride Alert
Phone&0/756-8737

/'
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Environmental Fluoridation of Aboriginal Peoples
"ALCOA CAN'T WAIT"
On 12 December 1980. 17 Aborigines. all descendents
of the Goumditch-Jmare group. were arrested without
resistance at their campsite in the middle of a mad
belonging to the Alcoa Aluminum Company. although only
two hours had passed since the town of Portland had
turned the road over to Alcoa. Alcoa immedietely warned
the Aborigines to move; they apparently could not wait
for a negotiated settlement. The A b o m that did not
move were arrested. A week earlier, on 4 December. five
conservationists had been arrested as they tried to stop
bulldozers from clearing nearby heathlands.
These arrests marked the culmination of a four-month
conflict pitting Aborigines and conservationists against
Alcoa and the state and national governments in Victoria.
The dispute centered on Alcoa's plans to build. near the
town of Portland. Victoria. one of tha world's largest
duminum smelters. with an annual capacity of 530.000
tom of aluminum by 1988. Alcoa pmposed to locate the
smelter in an area of wetlands and heath which included
sacmi lands and ercheeological sites of historical and
cultural importance to the Aborigines. ?be smelter would
also threaten the ecology of the neighboring wetlands and
coast. endangering several species of rare animals and
plants. including a unique variety of spider orchid.
W i a l l y . two sites were under consideration. The
western site was an area of clearad grazing land; the
eastern one was part of a stretch of heathland bordering
Portland Bay (see map). The eastern site, f a v d by
Alcoa and eventually approved by the Victoria government. appears to be socially and environmantally the
less acceptable choice.
The Ministry for Conservation's preliminary environmental assessment of the project was based on 124
statements submitted by government departments.
conservation groups. and individuals regarding the
smelter site. One hundred and nineteen submissions
opposed the eastern site chosen by Alcoa. Among those
organizations disagreeing with Alcoa were the Ministry
for Conservation's enviro~lentalstudies division. the
National Parks Service. the Department of Crown Lands
and S w e y , the Victoria Archaeological Survey and the
%yal Botanic Gardens and National Herbarium.
Reflecting these views. the h4iuistry's preliminary
essessment concluded that, in order "to protect the
scenic value of the coastline. and to retain a major pert of
the heathland. the smelter should be on the western
location."
lhis mcoxpmendation. however. was reversed in the
publidled en-te1
msessmmt. While tbe
.
peekmrnary report indicated that the two sites would
offer no substantial difference in air d s i o n s or their
effect on Portland. the published report. relying on unspecifid "new" information. irdicated that the western
site would have a more adverse effect than the eastern
om. What this effect is. or the extent of the Memm
between the two sites. was unstated. The Crown Lands
Department's submission offered a u m e likely explanation, calling the plblished report an attempt " t o
justify an apparent prior decision to construct the smelter
on the eastern site rather than effectively examining all
the propods to reach a logical dacision on the a p
m t e location." Anothm posaib1~explanation is that
l a d n m b g inteT%4ts.
dismayed by the impending

.

.

precedent. lobbied against the loss of even 400 hectares
of grazing land.
Aborigines regard the heathlands of the eastern site as
sacred lands. Numerous sites contain Aboriginal relics.
including a rare shell midden. and an apparent chert-tool
"factory". The Aborigines use these relics and sites when
teaching traditional culture to their children. Under
Victoria law. disturbing a relic violates the
Archaeological and Aborigipal Relics Preservation Act of
1972. However, attempts by Aborigines to block construction in the heathland area through the courts were
unsuccessful. Hop~ngto satisfy the Aborigines and their
supporters. Alcoa offered to build a museum to house any
artifacts or relics turned up during the construction
process. This offer was bitterly rejected by the
Aborigines, who claimed ' h t a museum is e warehouse
for curiosities from the past. and to put these relics in one
would be to deny them their place in contemporary
Aboriginal culture.
While. the legal battles continued, a small g m p of
Aborigines set up a camp on a madway in the Alcoa site.
From that point they could observe and hinder attempts
by Alcoa and its contrectors to develop the site on the
heethland. The camp also served as a reminder of the
Aborigines' traditional attachment to that land. At first.
the Alcoa officials or police could not expel or arrest the
protestors. a s the road wes technically Crown land and
thus open to Aborigines. The Aborigmes were able to
prevent grading of the road by lying in front of the
grader's wheels. but at the same time Alcoa officials
were buming off part of the heethland to facilitate
construction. Once Alma obtained legal right to the mad.
the arrasts quickly followed.
The Australian government's willingness to create
optimum conditions for the development of new large
acale industries is reflected in the situation at Portland.
First. they apparently ignored the Archaeological and
Aboriginal Relics Preservation Act of 1972. Second. they
classified the smelter as a "new business" rather than as
a mining venture. thereby allowing Alcoa to avoid the
legal requirement of W / a Australian ownership in mines.
A "new business in the manufacturing sector." as the
smelter is officially classified. requires only the minimum
Australian involvement "appropriate to the drcumstances." TO make sure this minimum was met, the
Australian government agreed to consider Alcoa as 4910
Australian-kd [due t i t h e stakes held in the company
by the Western Mining Corporation and other institutional investors).

ALCOA'S
SMELTER SITE
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Finally. they reversed the recommendation of the
environmental effects assessment. and were generally
lenimt with Alcoe on the issue of environmental quality.
~ o v i n gthe smelter does not alleviate its adverse effects:
they are simply shifted from one area to another. The
government's legitimate concern with the air quality of
Portland is offset by their lack of concern for the smelter's
effectson the heathland.
As the smelter is currently planned. Alcoa could not
build it in the United States. for two reasons. First. it
would be too close (1.5 km)to the nearest house: in the
US. the minimum distance is 2 km.Second. the quality of
the emissions from the smelter would be unacceptable.
Alcoa has proposed emissions as high a s 1.3 kg of fluoride
per ton of aluminum produced: the US limit is 1 kg per ton
of aluminum. The Hunter Valley smelter being built in
Australia will be limited to 0.76 kg/ton. and while some
US smelters release as little as 0.52 @/ton, most are
below 0.8 kglton.
The Australia and Victorian governments' concern
with the air quality at Portland could be satisfied by
imposing standards which are more strict than those
currently proposed. Acceptance of Hunter Valley's 0.76
@/ton limit as a national standard wouid prevent the
creation of "pockets of pollution" in areas with less
stringent requirements. If Uus were done. then locating
the Portland smelter on the western site, off of the
heathland and over 2 km from the nearest house. would
be the logical step. This would not only protect the
Aboriginal sacred sites, but also preserve the rare animal
and plant species of the heathland. A larger buffer zone
could be established around the smelter. thereby containing the most severe effects. However. by permitting
Alcoe to control emission effects by locating the plant on
the eastern site rather than using expensive technology to
purify the emissions. the Australian government has
allowed the degradation of other parts of the environment
of biological and cultural importance.
Since the arrests of 10 December. various unions
working at the Alcoe smelter site have considered taking
action to show their displeasure with the company's
treatment of the Aborigines. Concerned with the parallels
between the activities at Portland and those at
Noonkanbah in Western Australia in early 1980. the
union officials are worried that the Australian government is making a standard practice of siding with extractive industries when they conflict with the interests of
Aboriginal groups. The unions appear determined to
prevent this.
The situation at the Portland site has also prompted the
formation of the Southeast Land Council. a group cornposd of 15 representatives from tribes in Victoria and
parts of South Australia. New South Wales. and the
Australian Capital Territory.
?he events et Portland, when seen in the context of
recent events at Noonkanbah and at the uranium mines in
the Northern Territory. do not bode well for the
Aborigines. While Awtralie has long been known to have
huge mineral reserves. their exploitation until recently
has not been economically feasibl. W ~ t hthe increase in
world demand for these minerals. however. their exploitation is sure to increase. Many of these minerals are
on Aboriginal lands. In light of the recent agreements
made by the Australian government to encourage the
rapid exploitation of these minerals. their consideration

of the interests of the Aborigines appears minimal. at
best.
In the past. Rime Minister Fraser. the Portland area
representative in the House of Representatives. has been
sensitive to nationel and international criticism of
Australia's Aboriginal policies. The union's admirable
concern coupled with the increased organization of the
Aborigines, evident in the burgeoning Land Council
movement, can begin to stimulate internal criticism.
International pressure, however. can only be brought to
bear 'if the state of the Aborigines is publicized. The
situation at Portland is far from ideal for the Aborigines.
and it could well be repeated at other sites throughout
Australia. Apparently. only signihzant amounts of
pressure. both from within Australia and around the
world. can prevent this. For additional information.
please write to:
Compiled and edited by Patrick Leonard
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INTRODUCTION
The adjustment of the fluoride content of community water supplies to an
optimal level to prevent tooth decay began on January 25, 1945, in Grand
Rapids, Michigan. At the present time, over 128 million citizens in more than
8,081 communitiee throughout the Nation are receiving the benefits of
optimally adjusted fluoridated water. An additional 9 million people in 1,869
communities are using water with naturally occurring fluoride Bt levels,of 0.7
parts per million or higher. Therefore, 44 years after the first water eyetem
was fluoridated, more than 55 percent of the Nation's population has access to
water with a dentally significant concentration of fluoride.
Adjusted fluoridation is the conscious maintenance of the optimal fluoride
concentration in the water supply for reducing dental caries and minimizing
the risk of dental fluorosis. The optimal concentration may be accompliehed
by adding fluoride chemicals to fluoride deficient water; by blending two or
more sources of water naturally containing fluoride to achieve the opt-1
concentration; or partial defluoridation, that is, removing naturally
occurring exceseive fluorides 'to obtain the recornmended level. Water eysteme
are considered to have optimal level of natural fluoride if they contain
naturally occurring fluoride at or above the minimum recommended control
range. Water eyetems and cornmunities with optimally adjusted fluoride and
naturally occurring fluoride in water are listed in this publication.
Adjusted water syeteme are fluoridated at the optimal level according to the
average maximum daily air temperature in the community. (Recommended
concentrations, according to National Interim Primary Drinking Water
Although the term "natural
Regulations, 1975, are ehown in Table A.)
fluoridation" has no particular scientific or official connotation, it has
been used in this publication for the sake of eimplification.
TABLE A
-

RECOMMENDED OPTIMAL FLUORIDE LEVEL

1

Annual Average of
Maximum Daily Air
Temperatures (OF)

40.0
53.8
58.4
63.9
70.7
79.3

-

53.7

- 58.3
- 63.8
- 70.6
- 79.2
- 90.5

.

Optimal Fluoride

Recommended Control Range
Community Systems

School Systeme

0.1
Below

0.5
Above

20%
Low

20%
High

5.4

1.1

1.7

4.3

6.5

1.1

5.0

1.0

1.6

4.0

6.0

1.0

4.5

0.9

1.5

3.6

5.4

0.9

4.1

0.8

1.4

3.3

4.9

0.8

3.6

0.7

1.3

2.9

4.3

0.7

3.2

0..6

1.2

2.6

3.8

anmuunity
(PP)

school2

1.2

(PPm)

1. Based on temperature data obtained for a minimum of five years.
2. Based on 4.5 times the optimal fluoride level for coxnunitiee.
Source: Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, National Center for
Prevention Services, Division of Oral Health.
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A computer printout of the fluoridation status for each state as it was
collected for the 1989 Fluoridation Census Sunnnary was forwarded to every
state health department as a guide to updating information for the
Fluoridation Census 1992 Summary. They were requested to uppate, change, and
verify the information presented and to include new fluoridation installations
while deleting those that were inappropriate. A request was made to update
the population figures to reflect 1992 census estimates. This information was
then submitted for the Fluoridation Census 1992: States were asked to report
each fluoridated water system and the communities each system served; the
status of fluoridation, adjusted, consecutive, or natural; the system from
which water was purchased, if consecutive; the popu-lation receiving
fluoridated water; the date on which fluoridation started; and the chemical
used for fluoridation, if adjusted.

The updated information was returned to CDC where a master file was created to
incorporate the new format and to reflect changes made in the previous data
provided by etate health officials. The states were informed that unless they
made specific changes in their state's printout, the data on the existing
printout would be used in the publication of the Fluoridation Census 1992
Summary. In essence, this publication is a report of the status of
fluoridation made by the states, and the data herewith reported have been
provided by the individual states.
Previous Status Reports were:
Fluoridation Census. 1967, Division of Dental Health, National Institutes of
Health, U.S. Department of Health, Education; and Welfare. U.S. Government
Printing Office Publication $1968 0-310-023.
Fluoridation Census. 1969, Division of Dental Health, National Institutes of
Health, U.S. Department of ~ealth,Education, and Welfare. Natural Fluoride
Content of Community Water Supplies, Division of Dental Health, NIH, DHEW.
U.S Government Printing Office Publication 51970 0-380-791.
Fluoridation Census. 1975, Dental Disease Prevention Activity, Bureau of State
Services, Center for Disease Control, Public Health Service, U.S. Department
of Health, Education, and Welfare. U.S Government Printing Office Publication
# 1977
740-11613782, Region No. 4.

-

Fluoridation Census. 1980, Dental Disease Prevention Activity, Center for
Prevention Services, Centers for Disease Control, Public Health Service, U.S.
Department of Health and Human Services. U.S. Government Printing Office
751-641, Region No. 4.
Publication $1984

-

Fluoridation Census.
Prevention Services,
Department of Health
Publication $ 1988
I

-

1985, Dental Disease Prevention Activity, Center for
Centere for Disease Control, Public Health Service, U.S.
and Human Services. U.S. Government Printing Office
535-439.

Fluoridation Census Summarv..l988, Dental Disease Prevention Activity, Center
for Prevention Services, Centers for Disease Control, Public Health Service,
U.S. Department of H e p t h and Human Services.

-

Fluoridation Census 1989
Summarv, Dental Disease Prevention Activity,
National Center for Prevention Services, Centers for Disease Control, Public
Health Service, U.S. Department of Health and Human Services.

-
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TABLE 1
POPVUTION AND PERCENT SERVED WITH ADJUSTED AND NATURAL FLUORIDATED
HATER BY REGION AND STATE AS OF D
m 31. 1992

I

--- -- ---

---- --- --- --

- -- --

---

**Fadera1 Reportins Data S y s t m IWS sarvica p o p l a t i o l u u c * . d . d the k 0 . u of CMUIU
W, NV, OK.

RI. UI.

h

PR.

+Data for thesa S t a t e s based

0x1

EPA &ta with no updata of n.*

.f.t.l...

U t L . t ~ a for AR, CA. DC.

n,HI.

U.

I
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UBLE 1 CamTImIED)
rnPULATION m PERCMT SPLW m ADJLmm Am MmuL P L U c m D A r n
WATER BY RU;IQI AllD STlUE AS OP -D
31. 1992

I

*Basmd an 1992 Buraau o f C.P.U.
mstL.te8
**Federal Reportins Data S y s t r RR a 8 ~ i c mpopulation8 acdd th. Duma# o f CIutn r t i ~ t m af o r AR, CA, DC,

w, nv.

CK,

m. UT.

&

PR.

+Data for thmsm Statmr based on EPA data w i t b no updatm of now mtms.
t '

a.81, u,
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TABLE I1
W
P
1 Of PUBLIC WATPL SYSTMS. CCCMJNITIES. AND POPULATIONS USING
ADJUSTED AND NATURAL FLUORIDATION BY REGION AS OF DECPIBER 3 1 . 1992

*Note:

v

Syataar refara t o fluoridatin8 a y s t . ~
pltu c ~ ~ ~ ~ a c u8t i7v8e t ~ .
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TABLE 11 (CORIINLED)
NUHBER OF PUBLIC W
A
m S Y S m . WMJNITIES, AND FOPULATIONS USING

ADJUSTED AND NATURAL FLUORIDATION BY REGION AS OF DECPIBER 31, 1992

I

USING ADJUSTED
~PVUTION

USING NATURAL

SYSIDS'

CUmJNITIES

ARKANSAS

193

119

1,392.672

20

9

18.139

LOUISIANA

84

76

2.026.465

111

31

359.906

wLw MEXICO

73

18

615.717

137

42

287.485

OKLmmA

174

103

1,752,530

55

36

111.017

811,024

(

SYSIDS'

-1TIES

COLORADO

156

64

1,911,725

298

106

MONTANA

39

6

53,301

119

20

95,717

LORfa DAKOTA

170

130

478.309

65

51

21.024

SOUTB DAKOTA

266

255

562.863

102

57

38.906
10.800

UTAA

12

5

3s. 155

19

9

M I N G

12

10

111.186

54

21

38.942

OB

5.W6,UO

166

82

785,673

8

1.282.425

137

48

345.266

RECnOls

I*

ARIZONA

180

'

73

(

CALIFORNIA

85

82

4,442,846

32

29

414.798

BAWAII

10

3

150.290

1

1

3 54

NEVADA

12

3

2,678

16

4

25.255

REGION X

432

227

3.112.459

82

66

408,BlO

AuSKA

209

135

306.01B

0

0

0

IDABO

19

6

64,183

46

34

304,552

OREGON

37

30

508.464

20

20

42,165

WMBINGTON

167

56

2,232,101

12

62.483

I'
lore:

S y s t m refers t o fluoridatin8 8y.t-

plru ~ 0 n 8 m c u t i8~1 8 t u .

-
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TABLE I11

SCHOOL POPLUTION AND HUMBER OF SCHOOLS USING ADJUSTED
AND NATURAL FLUORIDATION BY REGION AND STATE AS OF DECEMBER 31. 1992

I

11

1

USING ADJUSTED'

I

USING NATlhAL-

1

0

11

i

VIRGINIA

1

3.020

1

5

1

0

I

NORTR CAROLINA

I

20,987

I

64

I

0

I

I

11

SOW CAROLINA

1

450

1

1

I

0

I

0

11

11

WISCONSIN

1

7.620

1

43

1

5.881

1

1

1

11

MISSOURI

1

0

1

0

1

1

1

ALASKA

I

393

I

5

I

4

4

0

1

I

0

1

1

I

*Schools u
r
n fluoridated a t . 4 . 5 times tho recolll..nded optimal 1.~01 i o r c-ities:
Note: Schools include a l l American Indim and Alaskan Iativrn Rosrnmation School.
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TABLE IV
POPVU'IION, NLWBER OF mICAN INDIAN AND A W K A N NATIVE
RESERVATIONS USING ADADJUSTED AND NATURAL F L ~ I D A T I O H ,BY REGION AND STATE AS OF
D-PL

31. 1992
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TABLE IV (CONTINUED)
.3
WPULATION, m
E
R OF AMERICAN INDIAN AND ALASKAN NATIVE
RESERVATIONS USING ADJUSTED AND NATURAL FLUORIDATION, BY REGION AND STATE AS OF
D m E R 31, 1992
SCBWLS*

AOJUSTED

~TLIRfiL

NUMBER OF

POPULATION

mR3BER OF
SCmoLS

POPULATIO!f

SYSTPiS

URIZED

1,973

SIIVE(

%,oa

8

11
'.::::;::::::::::~.y.yZ:R:::I.j::::i:i:8::::::~:::*.:y.;
.'...............
: E : > ~ : *,. *.......................
$gfm*e:

.

; : s ~ ........
$ ~;:;.;.;,>~;~;;;
~ ~ ~ s
-

1

Si...m*...............W.?....<.rn.
....
;mzm:s&z%:;::??g:

NEW MRtIW

2

1,410

.........................................
........
.............................................................
".:................
:.
y
......................................................................
.% -:.................................................. :.:.
....................................
...
:
. ..: ..:.:.::.,:...:..i'r.:.:.c;* :*j:tj:3>::::::
................ ":::*:i*
:.:5:.::
.::w:,.
,:.~,:,:,~,.~...:.:,,

1,045

.::;~I&*;2m~;;;s~~$z;j&~;i~;B~
!:a;&jzG$sjjii
MISSOURI

0

ARIZONA

0

170

1

I

1

.......
....................
j... .................................
.................................................
::1
;

ALASKA

I

383

I

5

I

* S c h o o l s arm F l u o r i d m t m d at 4.5 t i m e s the rmc-ended

1

441

::.;:i<:5i$rs$3.<:jj::gi:5<:.:
.:::::a::#:~~g::::::::a::::.i;a::::::j:.::;::::j:.:::i

..@
..............................
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~.:,
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: $-;$@gq&,.................................
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........................
....................
............................................
:~;j.i;,i.i.i..,
- ..........................
< *.:+:,$....... ~
~
:
~
;
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6

$:$g@@fg@&g@

~
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.;:*~:.::~::a:v:*.:.::~ : ~ ~...................................
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1

ADJUSTED

I

NATURAL

RESIDENT

RESIDENT
WPULATION
USING ADJUSTED

INSTALLATIONS
ADJUSTED

1.366.801

133

m,m

18

REGION I

S8.225

5

0

0

MINE

10,200

2

0

0

MASSACHUSETTS

8,000

2

0

0

NEW HAMPSHIRE

25

1

o

o

REGION 21

46.952

6

0

U

NEW JERSM

37.352

3

0

0

NEW YORK

9.600

3

0

0

REGION I11

70.117

1
'1

2.027

2

DELAWARE

6.400

2

0

0

52.003

7

2.027
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TABLE V (CONTINUED)
RESIDENT POPULATION, NWBER OF MILITARY INSTALLATIONS USING
ADJUSTED AND NATURAL F L U ~ I D A T I O N . BY REGION AND STAIE. AS OF DDECEWBER 31. 1992
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TABLE VI
NUMBER OF PUBLIC WATER SUPPLY SYSAND POPULATION SERVED BY EACE
OF THE MAJOR CBPnCALS BY REGION AS OF DECPIBER 31, 1992

Fote:

Chemical used was not indicatad for a11 syrtoms. s o those data are not conrriatmt with other sumnary trblos.
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TABLE V I (COIIIINVED)
A
m SUPPLY S Y S r P S AND POWLAIION SERW BY EACE
NUMBER OF PUBLIC U
OF IRE MAJOR QfEHICALS BY Pn;ION AS OF O
F 31, 1992

UNITED fiTATE8
REGION I
REGION 11
REGION 111
REGION IV
REGION
. .
REGION
REGION
REGION

V

VI
VII
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REGION IX
REGION X

TOTAL
POPULATION

P.W. SYSTEM
POPULATION

POPULATION
FLUORIDATED
WATER

PERCENT P.W.S.
FLUORIDATED

PERCENT TOTAL
FLUORIDATED
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178 5308 909
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78 7 2 0 ~ ' 0 0 0
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Human Contamination from Chlorine Compounds
Chlorine has been added to public drinking water supplies for a great many years,
and has proven to be of some anecdotal benefit in the early years in lieu of other methods
to remove waterborne organisms that cause typhoid fever. However, typhoid is most
rampant under overcrowded and unhealthy conditions. Today, the fact that chlorine is
added to public drinking water has proven to be a Pandora's Box full of chemical
consequences for the unsuspecting population. The use of chlorine compounds, especially
organochlorines and chlorinated hydrocarbons, has proven to be a toxic legacy relative to
human physiology and the nervous system.
The February 1992 EPA Proposal for a Ban on Water Chlorination
In a February 1992 proposal for the Clean Water Act, the EPA "recommended
examining chlorine's impact on health and the environment, allegedly "with the possible
goal of banning or restricting its use." The EPA "proposed" a $2 million one-year
chlorine study that would look at the effects of chlorine and chlorine compounds in the
manufacture of paper, solvents and plastics, as well as in disinfecting waste water and
public drinking water.' Of course, dioxin and TCDD (See Chapter on Herbicides) are
chlorinated compounds, and they continue to cause neurological damage to the
population. There are no apparent plans to halt mass spraying of pesticides and herbicides,
so any EPA proposal to study anything to do with chlorinated compounds will fall on deaf
ears and is, in effect, a moot point.
The July 1992 Statistical Meta-Analysis of Chlorinated Water and Cancer
A statistical analysis in 1992 indicated that people who drink chlorinated water run
a 2 1% greater risk of bladder cancer and a 38% greater risk of rectal cancer than people
to &ink water with little or no chlorine2. According to investigators, something in
chlorinated water may act as a carcinogen. Robert D. Moms, who directed the study at
the Medical College of Wisconsii in Milwaukee, says "I am convinced, based on this
study, that there is an association between cancer and chlorinated water." Morris
indicated that previous studies may have lacked the statistical power to find a connection
between the presence of chlorine and degenerative disease in humans.
The study used a formidable statistical method called meta-analysis. They began
their inquiry by using a computer to comb the medical literature for studies on chlorinated
water and cancer. Their search turned up 22 studies, but only 10 met quality standards.
The meta-analysis method allowed Moms' group to pool the data fiom the 10 studies, far
surpassing the statistical power of any single study. The analysis turned up a significantly
increased risk of developing rectal and bladder cancer for people who drank chlorinated
water - a risk that went up as the dose increased. Research indicates that at least 4,200
1

Science, Vol 147, Feb 12, 1994, p. 111.
Science, Vol 142, July 1992, p.23.
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cases of bladder cancer and 6,500 cases of rectal cancer in the United States alone, each
year, may be associated with consumption of chlorinated water.3
Animal studies have suggested that chlorine forms cancer-causing by-products
when it interacts with organic compounds in water. Scientists at the Environmental
Protection Agency also indicate a connection. According to Fred Hauchman at the EPA
Health Effects Laboratory in Research Triangle park4, North Carolina, "we recognize
that there could be an association between exposure to chlorination by-products and
cancer."
The reaction between chlorine and organic matter forms trihalomethanes
(THM' s).
1993 National Cancer Institute Studies on Chlorinated Water and Cancer

In experiments with rodents, food containing trihalomethanes produced not only
liver and kidney toxicity, but also unusually high rates of ~ a n c e rThe
. ~ important thing to
remember is that rodents have a higher resistance to toxins than do humans, and this fact
only underscores the problem with chlorines in drinking water relative to humans. The
NCI study tested hundreds of mice and rats, giving them water containing chlorine,
chloramine, chloroform, chlorodibromomethane, and bromodichloromethane (THM7s).
Tumors of the kidney and colon normally occw in fewer than 1% of the rat
population. The new research showed that 25-33% of the rats treated with chloroform,
bromoform or bromodichloromethane developed kidney cancer. Between 25-90% of the
rats fed one of those three THM's also developed precancerous and malignant colorectal
tumors. According to Robert Morris, "Thisstudy provides some of the clearest evidence
yet of water chlorination 's carcinogeniciv, particularly its colorectal carcinogeniciv."

In addition, Moms indicated that trihalomethanes may not be the only cancercausing substancesformed, since only about 50% of chlorination's by-products have so
far been identiped.
According to Stephen W. Clark of the EPA Office of Drinking Water Standards in
Washington, D.C. in 1993, the NCI data "would probably influence the new rules for
trihalomethanes in drinking water being negotiated by EPA, industry and environmental
leaders." It obviously didn't. In 1995, Congress proposed relaxing water and air pollution
standards, bowing to industry pressure. The EPA is powerless and can only stand by and
make unenforceable "recommendations", if it says anything at all.

American Journal of Public Health, July 1992.
4

Research Triangle Park, you will remember, was the research facility created by Oscar Ewing, former
U.S. Public Health director and ex-attorney for Alcoa Aluminum, who vigorously promoted water
fluoridation programs in the United States.
'science, Vol 142, July 1992, p.23.
Journal of the National Cancer Institute, May 19, 1993. Dunnick et al.
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The Chlorine Industry Issues a "Study" in 1994
The year 1994 seemed to be a bonus year for reports on chlorine fiom both sides
of the fence. The chlorine industry hnded a study of the adverse effects of chlorine
compounds. That fact itself invalidates the study, since it represents a conflict of interest,
but the 1,050 page study was issued as a "supplement" to the August 1994 issue to
Regulatory Toxicology and Pharmacology, and indicated "the alarms about chlorinecontaining compounds are unwarranted." This stance did not impress the Society on
Environmental Toxicology and Chemistry, who called for restricting and banning
chlorinated chemicals "that are highly toxic, persistent and bioaccumulative." Of course,
dioxins, some pesticides and polychlorinated biphenyls fit that description. The Canadian
Government announced on October 25, 1994 that Canada would "take aggressive action
in dealing with chlorinated substances that pose a threat to health and the environment,
beginning by eliminating the most h d l chlorinated substances." The United States
continues to ignore the scientific facts, as curbing use of chlorinated compounds would
cost the industry billions in revenue. The health of the population is not the issue.

New Proposals to Add Botb Chlorine and Ammonia to Drinking Water
Despite the evidence that chlorine reactivity with organic matter in water creates
carcinogenic by-products, there is evidence that researchers are studying a new method of
disinfecting water called chlorarnination, which a& both chlorine and ammonia to
water. According to Robert Moms, "chloramination may prove safer that simple
chlorination because it yields yields fewer dangerous by-products." However, there is
absolutely no scientific evidence that that could ever be the case. Adding chlorine and
ammonia to water will still produce a reaction between chlorine and organic matter, and it
will create ammonium chloride, the effect of which on human physiology is unknown on a
long-term basis. The fact that they are not using safer methods, like high volume ultraviolet light bombmhent in combination with super filtration is quite puzzling.
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Media Release of Finnisb Study on Effect of Chlorine in Drinking Water
August 30, 1994, Associated Press

Cancer Risk Found
In Drinking water'
Treated With Chlorine
By Lauran Neergaard
Associated Press

j2 1 3

WASHINGTON-By-products
in chlorinated drinking water may
slightly increase people's risk of
bladder and kidney cancer, a
Finnish study has found.
U.S. scientists emphasized that
Any risk is minuscule compared
with that from high-fat diets and
other unhealthy habits, but said it
is of enough concern for the government to act.
"From a public health standpoint, it makes sense to do everything to lower these contaminants
to the greatest extent possible,"
said Dr. Kenneth Cantor of the
National Cancer Institute.
Almost all Americans drink
chlorinated water. Chlorine is a
disinfectant for water, killing bacteria that cause deadly diseases.
Up to 9 million people die every
. year from drinking contaminated
water in parts of the world that
don't disinfect it.
But during chlorination, the
chemical reacts with other cornpounde to form by-products that
some studies have found slightly
increase the risk of cancers.
The Finnish study, published in
the American Journal of Public

Health, said people who for de~cades
1 drank
~ ~ water laden with chlorine by-products, particularly one
called MX, were 20 percent more
likely to get bladder cancer than
those consuming few by-products.
They were 20 percent to 40
percent more likely to get kidney
cancer, said Dr. Meri Koivusalo of
the Finnish Cancer Registry.
The Finnish study was the first
on cancer in people with a documented lengthy exposure to chlorine by-products. But like most on
the subject, the study didn't account for smoking or a poor diet,
two main causes of cancer, and
should be interpreted with caution, Koivusalo wrote.
The Environmental Protection
Agency in June proposed rules
that would force some public water systems to lower disinfection
by-prodr~ctsin five years.
The main concern is with surface water because groundwater is
purer, Cantor said. Some 98 percent of Americans drink chlorinated water, half of it surface water.
Reducing organic matter in surface water, perhaps by filtering or
treating it with carbon before
chlorine is added, could greatly
cut the worrisome by-products,
Cantor. said.
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Contamination of the Human Food Supply
and Environment by Synthetic Chemicals

In 1962, Rachel Carson wrote Silent Spring, which described a scenario when the
spring songbirds would be absent due to their demise from pesticides. This scenario is
coming true, for increasingly large areas of the United States are marked by a distinctive
absence of songbirds. Pesticides are very concentrated chemicals which are intentionally
designed to kill lifeforms. Some of them, like phosgene and Zyklon-B, were also used to
dispatch humans. Phosgene is used today to produce chemical herbicides. Many of todays
pesticides, like malathion (which was recently sprayed over population areas in California
to allegedly rid the area of the medfly) and parathion are members of the nerve gasfamily.
So lethal is parathion that a dose of 0.00424 oz will paralyze you and kill you before you
could take an antidote.
Many of the pesticides, especially the chlorinated hydrocarbon pesticides P D T ,
Aldrin, Kepone, Dieldrin, Chlordane, Hepachlor, Endrin, Mirex, PCB, Toxaphene,
Lindane, etc) are extremely stable compounds that do not break down for decades, and in
some cases for hundreds of years. Chemicals that are banned in the United States are
routinely sold to Third World countries and return in the food exported back to the United
States. Not surprisingly, banned drugs are also exported to Third World countries, while
at the same time drugs that are promising in other countries are banned in the United
States.
The nature of pesticides is such that at each successive stage up the food chain, the
toxic concentration is increased. Factory farm animals build up especially high
concentrations of chemical toxins for several reasons. They are fed great quantities of fish
meal, feed is grown on land laced with pesticides, and they are intentionally dipped in,
sprayed with, and fed many toxic compounds never encountered by animals raised in a
natural environment. Most toxic substances are retained in the tissue of the animal that is
consumed by humans, who are at the top of the food chain.
The Environmental Protection Agency routinely publishes the Pesticides Monitoring
Journal, and in 1969 the Journal reported that "foods of animal origin are the major
source of pesticide residues in the human diet." Studies indicate that of all the toxic
chemicals in the American diet, more than 95% come from meat, fish, eggs and dairy
products. The choice is yours.
Since the production and use of these chemicals is quite profitable for all concerned,
despite the effect on human beings, millions of pounds continue to be produced each year.
Public concern in the 1970's forced the passage of the Toxic Substances Control Act, but
the agency responsible for ordering tests for the 50,000 toxic substances on the market
that can enter the human system have not done too much toward enforcing the act. Much

-
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of the lack of enforcement of the Toxic Substances Control Act was due to the policies of
the Reagan-Bush administration, who abolished or crippled many of the most important
health and environmental laws, including those regulations designed to protect the public
from the misuse of pesticides1. Is this another example of willhll criminal intent and
negligence? Yes.

Government Fraud, Deception, Deceit
and criminal Negligence Relative to Pesticides
The philosophy espoused by the Reagan-Bush administration (and continued today
in the current administration, is to let the fox guard the henhouse - let the industry police
itself, and the industry promotes the idea that "all dangerous chemicals have been banned"
and "the resurgence of deadly diseases spread by insects is because some pesticides were
prematurely banned." An excellent example of flawed logic, tempered with no scientific
information, dependent on public ignorance of the situation. It is also another example of
willfbll criminal intent and negligence, fraud, deception and deceit.
It is the result of criminal policies like this that prompted Lewis Regenstein to write
How To Survive America the Poisoned, where he states that virtually no chemicals have
been banned in all their applications by the government. DDT, having a life of hundreds of
years, continues to be found in aquatic life - even at the North Pole.

Dieldrin in Food
TT;hechemical Dieldrin isfive times more poisonous than DDT when swallowed and
40 times more poisonous when absorbed through the skin, but by the time it was finally
banned in 1974, the FDA found Dieldrin in 96% of all the meat, fish andpoultry in the
United States. mey alsofound it in 85% of all dairy products and in the flesh of 99.5%

of the American people they checked. Dieldrin is also one of the most potent carcinogens
ever known. In humans, low levels of exposure cause convulsions, severe liver damage,
and rapid destruction of the central nervous system. After a World Health Organization
(TWO) anti-malerial program committed the pre-meditated criminal act of using Dieldrin,
workers began foaming at the mouth, went into convulsions and died. Others who were
only minimally exposed suffered convulsions for months.
While Dieldrin is not (as far as we know) applied any more to the soils on which
livestock feed is grown, it still exists in that soil due to previous application, so Americans

'

Barringer, F.,"ThirtyMore Regulations Targeted for Review", WashingtonPost, Aug 13, 1981, pg A-27
Brown, M., "Reagan Wants to Ax Product Safety Agency", Washington Post, h4ay 10, 1981 "Stockman
moves to Kill Consumer Safety Panel".New York Times, May 9, 1981.
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still ingest Dieldrin when they consume meat, eggs, and dairy products.2 For many years,
Dieldrin was applied to virtually all the acreage in the United States used to grow corn,
oats, barley, soybeans and alfalfa for livestock feed, which resulted in Dieldren being
thrust into virtually every human being in the United States who consumed meat, eggs, or
dairy products.3 Even during the Reagan-Bush administration, on June 26, 1980, the
U.S.D.A. revealed that turkey products from Banquet Foods Corporation contained
intolerable levels of Dieldren, and two million packages of frozen turkey products were
recalled.

Dioxin in Food
Everyone has probably heard of Dioxin, a component of Agent Orange, because of
the apparent health effects experienced by people who were in Southeast Asia during the
time period when it was used, as well as the effects on their children. The effects of Dioxin
manifest themselves in many ways, including birth defects in children born to those
exposed. Birth defects include missing bones, twisted limbs, holes in the heart, deformed
intestines, partial spinal chords, shrunken fingers, brain damage, and missing rectum.
Incredibly, the two active ingredients of Dioxin (24-D and 245-T) are spruyed today
(1993) on land used to grow foodfor livestock. According to Dr. Diane Courtney, head of
the Toxic Effects Branch of the EPA National Research Center, Dioxin is "by far the most
toxic chemical lcnown to mankind." She also testified that Dioxin is present in beef and
dairy products from cattle that have grazed on land treated with (245-T). Despite the
scientific proof, Dow Chemical Company, manufacturer of the chemical, maintains that
Dioxin is "about as toxic as aspirin". Birth defects have been noted at Dioxin concentrations as low as one part per trillion. It is also carcinogenic, but it usually kills the host
before tumors appear. There were some 40,000 deformed children fathered by men
exposed to Agent Orange in Southeast Asia.
The Dow Chemical Company claim that Dioxin is harmless is r W y ludicrous. From
1965 to 1968, 70 prisoners, mostly black, at the Homlesburg State Prison in Philadelphia,
were the subject of test by Dow Chemical Company of the effects of Dioxin. Their skin
was exposed deliberately to Dioxin and they were then monitored in order to observe the
results. Almost a parallel to the Tuskegee study, the subjects developed lesions which,
according to Dr.Albert Kligman, the doctor in charge at the University of Pennsylvania,
lasted for four to seven months and remained untreated. It was the second such
experiment conducted by Dow Chemical the previous one was carried out on 51
prisoners a captive audience. Obviously, Dow Chemical Company is guilty of criminal
conduct and crimes against humanity.

-

-

Highland, J.,"CorporateCancer,"Environmental Defense Fund, Washington, D.C. Sixth Annual Report
of the Council on Environmental Quality, WashingtoqDC, 1975 "A Brief Review of Selected
Environmental Contamination Incidents with a Potential for Health Effects",Prepared by the Library of
Congress for the Committee on Environment and Public Works, United States Senate, August 1980. pgs
173-4.
RegensteiqL.,"Howto Survive in America the Poisoned", Acropolis Books, 1982, pg 103.
Associated Press, "BanquetFoods Recall Turkey,"Washington Post, June 27, 1980 pg A-8.
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Dioxin is so deadly that a single drop has the ability to kill one thousand human
beings. To kill a million people would take about one fluid ounce. The fact that Dioxin
itself is not a defoliant, and the fact that it was added to Agent Orange, constitutes a
criminal act of chemical warfare and an attempt at contributory genocide on the part of the
user to work on "the population problem." It was 1961 when Operation Ranchhand
commenced in Vietnam, and from 1961 to about 1964, Agents Orange, Blue, Pink, White,
and Green were sprayed from the area of the Mekong Delta near Saigon all the way up to
the DMZ.
It is interesting that during the Vietnam war, Pentagon people were busy doing
research on blood types of Asian groups. They were no doubt in the process of developing
chemical ethnic weapons, designed to take out certain people in the quest for world
domination and the decimation of the human population. In the November 1970 issue of
Military Review, geneticist Carl Larson pointed out the possibility of designing chemicals
to attack specific populations. Larson felt that observed variations in drug response
pointed to the possibility of great innate differences in vulnerability to chemical agents
between different populations. The British also used it over Malaya.
In 1966 Assistant Secretary of Defense Dixon Donnelley, in a letter sent in behalf of
President Johnson to twelve physiologists protesting the use of Agent Orange (laced with
Dioxin), stated that Agent Orange and similar chemicals were used extensively in most
countries of both the Free World and the Communist Bloc, and that "they are not h d l
to people, animals, soil or water." It was an outright lie within twenty years, Vietnam
veterans managed to win a settlement fiom Dow Chemical and other companies for
extensive physical damage they had incurred fiom their exposure to Dioxin, a byproduct
of Agent Orange. Since Dioxin has severe effects on the human immune system, it is
certain that some of these effects are being categorized as "AIDS" symptoms in order to
artificially raise the number of "AIDS cases" to just* increased W i g and huge profits
for pharmaceutical companies, who look for the "cure". More will be said about this in
another section of the book. The next time you visit a supermarket, think about the
genocide that is going on right in fiont of your eyes.'

Heptachlor in Food
Heptachlor is primarily produced by Velsicol Chemical Corporation. Before Silent
Spring was published, it was partially serialized in the New Yorker rnagaiine, which
prompted Velsicol to send a threatening letter to the publisher, Houghton MifEn,
attempting toprevent the bookjiom beingpublished. It didn't work. In October 1974, the
-

-

Homblower,M.,"A Sinister Drama of Agent Orange Opens in Congress," Washington Post, June 27,
1979 Federal Register, Decl3, 1979, pg72,325 NOVA "A Plague on Our Childrenn, 1979
Severo,R,"Two Studies for National Institute Link Herbicide To Cancer in Animals", New York Times,
June 27, 1980 Nordland R, "Poison At Our Doorstep", Phildelphia Inquirer, Sept 1979 Covert Action
Information Bulletin 28, 1987 Military Review, November 1970 Harris, R,"A Higher Form of Killing",
1982.
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EPA was petitioned by the Environmental Defense Fund to ban Heptachlor and Chlordane
on the grounds that it posed a health threat. In the petition, the EDF pointed out that "the
incidence of Heptachlor in human food is currently very high in the United States,
especially in meat, poultry, fish, and dairy products. Heptachlor is carcinogenic at the
lowest levels tested (lppm) in laboratory experiments." Hearings began in November
1974, and Velsicol spend tens of millions of dollars on legal maneuvers in the end, several
company officials were indicted by a federal grand jury. Heptachlor is still used today in
many applications, and continues to poison humans6
Again, during the Reagan-Bush administration, the Department of Agriculture
discovered that, as part of its school lunch program, it had sent 40 thousand pounds of
Heptachlor contaminated ground pork to school systems in Louisiana and Arkansas. By
the time they had realized this, over 14 thousand pounds had already been consumed by
the children.'
Tests to determine the existence of these substances in food are very expensive and
are rarely performed. In April 1986, inilk contaminated with high levels of Heptachlor had
to be recalled in Arkansas, Texas, Louisiana, Kansas, Missouri and Oklahoma. Also in
April 1986, beef supplied by the U.S.D.A to California elementary and high schools had to
be recalled because of Heptachlor contamination.
In December 1986, Banquet Foods admitted that a total of 200,000 chickens had to
be destroyed in Arkansas because they were found to be contaminated by Chlordane, a
derivative of Hepta'chlor. Arkansas authorities also found Heptachlor contamination in the
breast milk of 70% of nursing mothers examined. A similar discovery in Hawaii also
resulted in a study of 120 infants whose milk had been contaminated the development of
the brains of the infants was retarded.'

Polybrominated Biphenyls (PBBs)in Foods
A particularly nasty contamination involving PBBs occurred in Michigan between 1973
and 1974. In 1976, it was determined that Michigan residents ate over 5 million pounds of
hamburger contaminated with PBBs. The PBBs "somehow" became mixed in with
livestock feed which was dispersed throughout the state. When the PBBs were found on
virtually all of Michigans meat and dairy products, state officials tried to cover up the
discovery, which itself is a criminal act. Had the public been notified, a great deal of
problems could have been avoided. Tests in 1976 revealed that 96% of nursing mothers
had PBBs in their milk. The "somehow" as to how the PBBs got into the livestock feed
EPA- Products containing Heptachlor or Chlordane,"Federal Register, Nov 26, 1974 "EPA Hearing Velsicol Chemical Co et a1 Heptachlor/Chlordane Hearing"FedReg, Feb 19,1976.
7
REF:Denton,H.,"Contarninated
Pork Shipped to Schools," Washington Post, May 24, 1980, pg A-1.
"New Danger in Mother's Milk", Time, April 7, 1986 pg31 "Schools Ground Beef Blocked Over
Pesticides," San Francisco Chronicle, April 7, 1986 pg3 1 "Breast Milk Contamination", Birth Defect
Prevention News, Jan-Mar 1986.
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for the whole state has never been solved. If the data gained by research is any indicator, it
was an intentional criminal act which was intended to contribute toward genocide and the
pocket books of all the industries connected to it. It lends a new meaning to the phrase,
"you can have it your way ...". Enjoy the barbecue.

Polychlorinated Biphenyls (PCBs) in Food
Like its sister chemical PBB, PCBs have an extended biological longevity. More
than 1,000,000 tons of polychlorinated biphenyls have been produced in the United States.
PCBs have been found in significant concentrations in remote parts of the planet and in the
deepest and most remote parts of the ocean. A few parts per billion can cause birth defects
and cancer in animals. Primates have developed fatal cancers and give birth to deformed
babies after ingesting doses as low as one part per million. It's in the food that people eat.g
Sterilizing the Population With PCB's
A recent government stu& found PCB's present in 100% of the sperm samples
tested They also found a correlation between high PCB levels and low sperm count.
PCB's are considered one of the chief reasons for the staggering fact that the average
sperm count of the American male today is only 70% of what it was 30 years ago. Tests
done at several major universities have found that nearly 25% of toaizys college students
are sterile. Only 35 years ago, the sterility rate was less than 0.5 percent (one half of 1
percent).
PCBs were first introduced by Monsanto Company. Three years after production
began, the faces and bodies of 23 out of 24 workers in the plant had become disfigured.
Since then, more than 750,000 tons of these poisons have been produced. They can be
found today in every body of water in the United States, in the snows on both poles, and
in tissues of all life in the ocean. Fish, by EPA estimate, can accumulate up to 9 million
times the level of PCBs in the waters in which they live.
Livestock in todays factory farms are fed huge quantities of fish meal. Half of the
world'sfish are fed to livestock, who then pass on the PCBs, along with all the other
toxins, to human beings.''
Culhane,J.,"PCBs: The Poisons that Won't Go Away", Readers Digest, December 1980, pg 113,115
"Toxic Chemicals and Public Protection: A Report to the President by the Toxic Substances Strategy
Committee", Council on Environmental Quality, 1980 Nader, R,et al, "Who's Poisoning America",
Sierra Club Books, 1981 pg 177 "Pesticidesfound in wild polar bears," Animal's Agenda, Sept 1985.
'O Richards, B.,"Drop in Sperm Count is Attributed To Toxic Environment", Washington Post, Sept 12,
1979 Brody, "Sperm Found Especially Vulnerable to Environment", New York Times, March 10, 1981
"Unplugging the Gene Pool", Outside, Sept 1980 Jamson, E.,"The Impact of Hazardous Substances Upon
Fertility Among Men in the United States, and Birth D e f i " , Friends ofthe Earth, Washington, D.C.,
Nov 17, 1980 Nelson, B., "PCB Pollution Grave Question, U.S. Says," Los Angeles Times, Oct 7, 1979
Congressional Quarterly, Sept 6, 1980 Associated Press, "PCBs Discwered in Foods in West",
Washington Star, Sept 15, 1979.
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Toxaphene in Food
Livestock are routinely doused with a chemical called toxaphene to kill the parasites
on them. Toxaphene is a chlorinated hydrocarbon, and it is biologically stable, fat soluble,
and a deadly poison. In microscopic amounts in produces cancer, birth defects, and causes
bones to dissolve in laboratory animals. Even a concentration of a few parts per trillion
severely disturbs the reproductive cycle of fish, and a few parts per billion turns their
backbone to chalk. Every day in the United States, toxaphene is routinely administered to
the live-stock the public is conditioned to eat.
Each year in the United States, over a million cattle are dipped in or sprayed with
several million gallons of toxaphene solution, despite the fact that chlorinated
hydrocarbons are absorbed through the skin and is retained in the flesh humans eat."

Dichlorvos in Food
Obviously, flies are a problem in feedlots, and many of the sprays used to kill them
contain Dichlorvos, which is so toxic that the WHO set its acceptable daily intake at
.004mgkg, which is an amount that is exceeded if you stay in a room with a No-Pest strip
containing the chemical for nine hours. Because of its heavy use, Dichlorvos ends up on
the cattle, and thus enters the meat supply humans consume. Common sprays having
Dichlorvos as a main ingredient are Fly-Die, Duo-Kill, and Vapona, as well as a host of
other products.

Rabon in Food
Diamond Shamrock Company produces Rabon, which has as its principle ingredient
a substance that can cause extreme damage to the human nervous system and send people
into convulsions. The larvicide is administered to dairy cows while they are being milked
and to beef cattle right up to the day of slaughter.

The U.S.D.A "Testing" Program

In 1966, the U.S.D.A admitted to Congress that no milk available in the United
States was fiee of pesticide residue. In 1970, the U.S.D.A. tested 2,600 poultry samples
fiom every federally inspected plant in the United States. Every sample was contaminated
with pesticides. Since detection of toxic chemicals requires complex laboratory equipment
and a great deal of time and expense, not much is actually done. Currently, the United
States Department of Agriculture tests one animal out of every 250,000 for toxic residues,
and even then it only tests for 10% of the toxic chemicals known to be present in the meat
"

"Toxaphene: Position Document 1," Toxaphene Working Group, United States Environxnental
Protection Agency, April 1977 Taylor,R,"CattleDeaths Stir Pesticide Debate," Los Angeles Times,N w
5, 1979.
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supply of the country. So low are the US inspection standards that the EEC in 1984
declared 11 of America's largest meat packers ineligible to export their products through
the Common Market. It took until 1973 for the U.S.D.A. to realize that the violet die they
stamped "USDAApproved on American meat was itself carcinogenic.

'*

A Human Breast Milk Analysis

A nursing mothers body draws on the fat reservoirs of the body to make milk, and
stored in those same fat reservoirs are virtually all of the toxic chemicals she has ever
ingested, inhaled, or absorbed through her skin. The EPA has concluded that American
breast fed infants ingest nine times the permissible level of Dieldrin and ten times the
maximum allowable level of PCB. In 1981, the breast milk of 1,000 Michigan nursing
mothers was tested, and residues of chemicals so toxic that they cause birth defects were
found.
The less a women eats meat, fish, eggs, and dairy products, the less concentration
of undesirable chemicals will be in her milk. The 1976 EPA analysis of vegetarian mothers
found levels of chemicals to be far less than average. Mothers milk has more advantages
for the infant than not, especially if it is relatively chemical fiee. The milk of a vegetarian
mother contains only 1-2% of the contamination of non-vegetarian mothers.
Estrogenic Chemicals: An Introduction
In 1962, Rachel Carlson wrote, 'We know that even single exposures to [these
chemicals], if the amount is large enough, can precipitate.acute poisoning. But this is not
the major problem. For the population as a whole, we must be more concerned with the
delayed eflects of absorbing small amounts of the pesticides that invisibly contaminate our
world." Today, delayed effects of absorbing small amounts of what are called estro~enic
com~oundsare "coming home to roost."
In 1991, an international group of scientists met at Wingspread in Racine,
Wisconsin, to discuss the effects of DDT and other organochlorine compounds on sexual
development in wildlife. Their concern was precipitated by increasing numbers of birds,
fish, shellfish and mammals with sexual abnormalities, including decreased fertility and
hatching success, gross birth deformities, metabololic and behavioral abnormalities,
demasulinization of males, defiminizationof females (female to female pairing and males
with female .sex organs), and compromised immune systems. These scientists were
concerned that humans might eventually display similar symptoms. They released a fivepage statement entitled "Chemicallv Induced Alterations in Sexual Develo~ment:The
Wildlike/Hurnan Connection," which says, 'bnless the environmental load of synthetic

l2 USDA Statistical Summary: Federal Meat and Poultry Inspection for 1976, January 1977, pg3
"U.S.Meat Banned For Export Through The Common Market," Vegetarian Times, October 1984, pg17
United Press, "Foodand Drug Admin: Meat Dye May Cause Cancer," Washington Post, April 6, 1973.
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hormone disrupters is abated and controlled, large scale &sfunction at the population
level is possible13 .
Hormones are produced by the endocrine system, which consists of cells, tissues
and organs that create and secreate organic chemicals, hormones, that regulate other
kin& of cells and systemic processes in the body. Cells affected by particular hormones
contain receptors for those hormones - the sort of 'lock and key" concept you might have
heard of in discussions about neurotransmitters and the brain. A small amount of hormone
attaches itself to a receptor site, triggering major chemical changes in tissues, organs and
the body as a whole. The endocrine system itself, for females, is responsible for starting
the menstrual cycle. It regulates cell division and organ dzflerentiation in the developing
fetus. In birds, it has the additional fbnction of regulating the pattern and timing of
migration. In mammals, it has the additional fbnction of regulating hibernation. The
abenal gland, pancreas, thyroid, pituitary, ovaries and testicles are examples of
endocrine glands in humans.
Estrogenic compounds mimic sexual hormones, chiefly estrogen, and thus interfere
with normal development of individuals exposed before, or shortly ajler, birth.
Abnormalities are most often found in the offspring of exposed adults rather than the adult
itself, although the increase in environmentally caused cancers, tumors and brain diseases
are a clue that something is going on. Because the allopathic medical system denies
environmental effect and tries to direct liabiity for physiological problems toward 'Viruses"
or 'kenetic predisposition" in order to deflect public attention from corporate
accountability, it is sure that they see the writing on the wall. Note the trend in 1995 to
formulate national legislation to limit damage awards for corporate bungling.
In humans, the effect of apparent exposure might not be apparent for years. While
some abnormalities are obvious at birth, other problems caused by environmental
chemicals do not surface until later in life. In order to escape liability and accountability,
corporate capitalism tends to deny the existence of long term or cumulative effects, and
this is apparent throughout all of the paradims discussed in Matrix III. A simple example
of a delayed effect is seen in the daughters and sons of mothers who were given DES by
the allopathic medical system, who suffer from increases rates of cancer and
abnormalities of the reproductive system. As an aside, all of this might be considered 'hn
accident" - that corporations and world power structures were not aware of the
capabilities of these substances. I maintain that research indicates that they were aware of
the effect of these substances, early on, and that dssemination of environmental
chemicals was deliberately not curtailed in order to prohuce the effect it is havrng on the
population. This tendency, which was not apparent before several years of research was
complete, is again seen in all areas examined in Matrix III. It is not something a sleeping
public grounded in social consciousness, in general, could or would easily accept as
believable. What Hitler did during World War 11, fbnded by the Rockefellers, was not

I3

Safe Food News, Vol4, No.3, Summer 1995.
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initially believed as being possible, but it was found to be the case. Consult Xhe Unseen
Hand and other historical research and you will see it is the case.
While the 'Wingspread Statement" focused on animals and speculated that similar
harm could come to humans, a report released in April 1995 says that male reproductive
health is deteriorating in many countries, and the most likely culprit is exposure to low
levels of industrial chemicals present in food, water, air and many consumer products;
most cosmetics, pehmes and aftershaves contain neurotoxic substances. The report,
entitled 'Male Reproductive Health and Environmental Chemicals With Estrogenic
Effects': was conducted by the Danish equivalent of the EPA in Copenhagen. It says, 'it is
now evident that several aspects of male reproductive health have changed for the worse
over the past 30-50 years."It cites a striking decline in speann counts, increased incidence
of testicular cancer (now the most common cancer among young men in many countries),
a rise in hypospadias (malformation of the sex organs), and a trend toward increasing
incidence of undescended testicles. The incidence in these disorders originated 20 to 40
years ago - when Rachel Carson was busy writing Silent Spring.
Dioxin, which we have already covered briefly and will cover in more detail later,
is estrogenic and has been linked to endometriosis in women (a painfbl condition in which
tissue which lines the uterus (endometrium) become attached to other pelvic organs. DDT
has been linked to breast cancer, and PCBs (also estrogenic) have been linked to
endometriosis in women and diminished penis size in men. As might be expected, the U.S.
Chemical Manufacturers Association fhded a report disputing the Danish study, claiming
the 'industrial estrogenic chemicals do not plausibly contribute to an increased incidence
of breast cancer in women and male reproductive problems." Of course, they are lying to
protect themselves, for the litigation would wipe out the whole industry if the public as a
whole realized the truth and acted on it.

Consumer Products as a Source for Estrogenic Chemicals
The Danish Report identifies many consumer products as possible sources of
estrogenic chemicals, including pesticides, detergents, cosmetics, paints, and plastic
packaging materials, including food wraps. Some specific chemicals to watch out for
include many of the 109 types of PCBs, dioxins, furam, alkylphenols (the breakdown
products of alkylphenol polyethoxylates, which are widely used in cosmetics, detergents,
herbicides and paints), herbicides (2-4-D, alachlor, amitrole, atrazine, metribuzin and
triflwalin), fungicides, malathion, and many chemicals found in plastics. Regarding the
latter, the Danish report states, "Phthalates,used to make plastics flexible, are the most
abundant man-made environmental pollutant^'^ , and human intake per day via various
routes is measured in tens of milligrams." Some plastics contain up to 40% phthalate
esters by weight, which leach out over time. Much of the plastic packaging in the United
States contains phthalate; even blood for transfbsions is sometimes packaged in such
-
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Science News,Vol. 148,July 15, 1995,p.47.
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plastics. Phthalates activate receptors for estrogen, the primary female hormone. Many
enivironmental pollutants subsequently bind to estrogen receptors.
The common food additive BHA", butyl benzyl phthalate (BBP) and di-n-butyl
phthalate (DBP) appear to be both estrogenic and carcinogentic, and in a 1994 British
study16 it was shown that these substances stimulated the growth of breast cancer cells in
culture1', conclusions also backed up by studies in the United States and spain'*. The
chemical bisphenol-A (BPA), present in polycarbonate flasks and beakers used in labs,
also mimics estrogen. BPA plastics are used in many molded consumer products, incluing
tubing, prosthetic devices, and appliances. Manufacturers in the United States have the
capacity to make more than 1 billion pounds of BPA annually. According to an article in
Science ~ e w s 'polycarbonate
~,
manufacturers are aware of their products potential to
shed BPA. Manufacturer's consider a concentration of 10 parts per billion (ppb) to be
safe, however research has established that BPA exhibits hormonal activity at
concentrations of just 2ppb to 5ppb20. This has been interpreted by the National Institute
of Environmental Health Sciences as suggesting that estrogenic eflects can occur in the
absence of confinnation by chemical analytical m e t h d - at concentrations that are
below analytical measurement2' .
The phthalate DBP serves as dispersing agent in some insect repellents, and
appears in plastic piping and food wraps. The British team in 1994 headed by Susan
~ o b l i nfound
~ ~ ~that there are up to 500pg of DBP per kilogram of food wrapped in
plastic. The phthalate BBP not only goes into items like vinyl tile, but is also put into
This explains
paper and cardboard designedfor contact with liquid, diy and fatg fd.
how butter and margarines and up laced with BBP at concentrations exceeding 45mgper
kilogramz3. All of these substances have been established as seriously affecting humans,
have their origin with petrochemicals, and are still allowed by those controlling the
petrochemical and food industries to impact the population.
Ironically, some of these chemicals have been identified in the EPA's Health
Effects Research Laboratory (HERL) in Research Trianale Park, the same research
facility established by Oscar Ewing, the ex-lawyer for Alcoa Aluminum appointed at one
time to head the U.S. Department of Health. Oscar Ewing, was the major advocate of
adding sodium fluoride, an EPA-designated hazardous waste and a by-product of
aluminum manufacture, to the public water supplies in the United States. As mentioned in
Is The fact that BHA contributes to a lowering of intellectual capacity in children was shown in the Cape
Verde study discussed in the chapter on food.
l6 Jobling et al, B m e l University, Uxbridge, England. Environmental Health Perspectives, June 1995.
I' Science News, Vol 149, July 15, 1995, p.47.
18
Ibid. Tu$s University School ofMedcine, Boston, and Universiv of Grenada in Spain.
19
Science News, Vol 144, July 3, 1993.
20
Endocrinology, June 1993.
" Science News, Vol 144, July 3, 1993.
22
Jobling et al, Brunel University.
23 Danish study "Male Reproductive Health and Environmental Chemicals With Estrogenic Effects"
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the chapter on halogen chemicals, Alan Greenspan is also on the board of Alcoa.
According to the EPA in July 1995, a host of pollutants has been identified that
'fbnctionally mimic estrogens in animals''. According to L. Earl Gray at the EPA's HERL,
Reproductive Toxicology Branch, research indicates that several types of environmental
chemicals have the capability to affect the unborn fetus of male animals, blockrng the
One of the chemicals identified was vinclozolin,
activity of androgens - male h~rmone?~.
which is a ~ystemicfungicide used to protectBit, vegatables and ornamentalplants. The
indications are that a vast number of chemicals, both in the food and the environment, are
in effect demasculinating and feminizing the male population. Vinclozolin works by
binding to and blocking the androgen receptors in reproductive tissue. Most experiments
have been done with rats, but since these types of chemicals are put in the human food
chain, the implications become quickly obvious.
Not only does the fungicide bind the the androgen receptors, but the breakdown
products in the body bind to them jrom I0 to 100 times more effectivelJ' . There is no
doubt in the minds of many researchers that these chemicals are co-factors in the 50%
decline in human sperm production over as many years.
Compounds called nonylphenols can leach out of plastics or fonn dwing the
natural degradation of sur$actants called nonylphenol polyethoxylates. According to Ana
Soto, an endocrinologist at Tufts University School of Medicine and a co-author of a pair
of papers in Enviromnental Science and ~echnolo# on the diverse occurrences of
organochlorine pesticides, an estimated 360 million pounds of these surfactants are sold in
the United States each year for use in dshwashing liquids, toilenies and pesticides. Soto
indicates that these chemicals have a cumulative effect on the body, and notes that the cost
of producing afiture generation that cannot reproduce cannot be estimated.
Some environmental agents that affect reproduction are not estrogenic. Some
substances, such as the systemic hngicide benomyl, cause the premature release of cells
that would have become sperm. Benomyl is used on everything from rice and tomatoes to
apples and grapes. Society created regulations (that are not closely enforced) to 'Screen
but no rules yet require a similar test of new or
chemicals for their ~arcino~enicig':
existing chemicals and their ability to mimic or afJect reproductive hormones.
Parallels Between Rates of Testicular Cancer
and Decline in Human Sperm Production
In January 1994, the fact that these chemicals are in fact 'gender-bending" was
discussed at a federally sponsored international conference in Washington, DC. At the
conference, 'Estogens in the Environment': the role of pesticides as a contributor to this
24

26

27

Science News,July 2, 1994, p. 15.
Ibid.

January 1994.
While creating loopholes for the addition of unregulated additives to human food.
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trend was examined2*.One of the chief scientists at the conference, endocrinologist Neils
E. Skakkebaek, chief of the University Department of Growth and Reproduction at
Rigshospitalet in Copenhagen, Demark, noted the sharp rise in industrialized countries of
testicular cancer. Denmark has maintained a national cancer registry since 1943. The rate
of testicular cancer has more than tripled over the last 50 years - which coincides precisely
with the 50% drop in human sperm production. According to Skakkebaek, the rate of
testicular cancer continues to grow. Skakkebaek himself did an analysis of previously
published studies on semen quality. The data indicated a fall of sperm density from 113
million per milliliter in 1940 to 66 million per milliliter in 1990. It was also noted that the
volume of sperm has also dropped an average of 19%. What appears to be a 'tvorrisome
trend'', as far as orthodox science is concerned, in actuality is a planned event geared to
support a Malthiusiun population rediction mandate. In order to prove that, we must be
able to prove that the effect of some of these chemicals was known in the past. Why
would they have started tracking sperm density in 1940?
British studies have documented a near doubling of the number of boys born with
at least one undescended testicle. In the 1950's, it was about 1.6%. In the 1970's it grew
to 2.9%". The undescended testicle cannot produce sperm, because sperm production
must occur below 98.6 degrees. EPA research indicates that some substances like TCDD,
the most environmentally permanent dioxin, do not overtly feminize rats but slightly
emasculate both sexual behavior and reproduction changes which result in large effects
on sperm count3'. In addition, birth registries in England and Wales document that
congenital abnormalities of the urinary tract (hypospadias) doubled between 1964 and
1983. The work of Skakkebaek has identzed an apparent link between undescended
testicles at birth and testicular cancer in adulthood. All of these phenomena have been
reported in women who received DES, a synthetic estrogen, during pregnancy. Even
though it was known in the 1950's that reproductive abnormalies were accelerating, no
effort was made to definitively define the problem - or, efforts were derailed by the
pharmaceutical and chemical cartels as it represented both a threat to profits and a
potential for accountability and liability.

-

Environmental Estrogens and Breast Cancer
Breast cancer has also been on the increase in industrialized society. While it has
been determined that carcinogenic substances disrupt genetic bnctions in the cell, as well
as break and mutate DNA, a number of laboratories around the world have been
investigating other environmental mechanisms to explain the rise in breast cancer. Findings
indicate that the chemical cocktail of estrogenic agents in the environment has a part to
play in the rise of breast cancer by stimulating breast cell proliferation and interfering with
metabolism of estradiol.

28

Science News, Vol 145, Jan 22, 1994, p. 145.
Ibid.
30 Toxicology and Applied Phannaology, March 1995.
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Study discovers estrogen, cancer link
*

a

/

G, ' 1 J
followed 121,700 women nurses
BOSTON -Women who take es- since 1972.
trogen for several years after
Estrogen's benefits may still outmenopause appear to raise their
weigh itshazards for women who
risk of breast cancer by nearly half, are at high risk of heart trouble and
a s t u Q found
brittle bones. However, for those
Older women once took estrogen whose risk of these problems is low,
for only a few years to ease the hot the study says the increased
flashesand other symptoms of
chance of breast cancer may make
menopause, and the new study
hormone supplements a bad gamconfirms this is safe.
ble.
But many doctors now keep
The study found that woinen who
women on hormones for many
took either estrogen alone or estroyears,even for life, because of esgen plus another hormone, progtrogen's demonstrated abiity to
estin, for more than five years had
ward off heart trouble and fraca 46 percent higher risk of breast
tures.The latest research suggests
cancer than did those who never
.
such lengthy use may do more
used the therapy.
harm than good for some women
The risk varies depending on the
"It clearly raises the need to re
woman's age. The researchers calconsider the risk and benefit if a
culated that a Wyear-old woman
woman is go to use hormones
who has used estrogen for a t least
years," said Dr.
for more than
fiveyears has a 3 percent chance of
GrahamA Colditz of Brigham and
developingbreast cancer over the
Women's Hospital in Boston, the
next five years if she keeps taking
study's principal author.
the treatment. If she had never
Some earlier studies bave aiso
used hormones after menopause,
found links between estrogen and
her risk over the same period
breast cancer; others have not The would be 1.8 percent
latest report, published in ThusThe study also found that longday's New England Journal of
term users' increased risk of breast
Medicine,is the largest to examine cancer drops back to normal within
the question It was based on the
twoyears of stopping hormone
Nurses' Health Study, which has
he ~ssociatedPress
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The News Tribune, Wednesday, July 19,1995
Report: Estrogen cuts colon cancer risk

-

WASHINGTON Women using estrogenreplacement
drugs aRer menopause reduce their risk of colon cancer
by about half, researchers say. The finding adds to a
growing list of effects,good and bad, from hormone therapy.

'This is a very important benefit from the use of hok
mone replacement therapy," said -author Polly Newcomb of the University of W~consin.'This is a big re
duction in a disease that is the third most-common
cancer among women."
About 70,000 women are diagnosed annually with
colon cancer and about 30,000 die of the disease, said
Newcomb. The study will be published today in the
Journal of the National Cancer Institute.

On the other hand, estrogen has
been found to cut in half the risk of
heart disease, which is the leading
cause of death for women as well as
men It has a similar impact on hactures, a major cause of disability
dy Bush of the University
of D=
Mary and said that even if estrogen does muse breast cancer and she's not convinced it does the benefits vastly outweigh the
risks.

7"

Estrogen may
help curb age
effects on mind
Bv Marilvn Elias

NEW YORK -- Estrogen replacement therapy appeam to
protect women's memories
from decline due to aging new
research shows.
In a study reported Monday,
women who took no estrogen
from 60 to 66 years old showed
''typical age-related declines in
visual memory" over the six
years, while those' on hormones showed no decline, said
psychologist Susan Resnick of
the National Institute on Aging.
Resnick looked at women
who were tested every few
years since 1978 as part of the
Baltimore Longitudinal Study.
She compared scores of 117
estrogen users and 174 nonusen on a test that predicts onset
of Alzheimer's d i i . Current
hormone users did better.
Then she selected 18 women
who started using-hormonesby
66. She matched them with 18
who scored the same at 60 but
didn't take estrogen in the next
six years.
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FDA Total Diet Studv of American Foods and Contaminants
Product

Pesticide
#sam~les # Residues

Buttennilk
Chocolate Milk
Low Fat Milk
yogurt
Skim Milk
Ice Milk
Margarine
Milk Shakes
Yogurt w/fiuit
Butter
Cottage Cheese
Evaporated Milk
Half-and-Half
Ice Cream
Processed Cheese
Sofi Cheeses
Whole Milk
16
Beef Broth
Chicken Noodle Soup 16
Pork and Beans
16
Spaghetti, Tomato S. 16
Tomato Soup
16
Vegetable Beef Soup 16
Frozen Fried Chicken 16
Frozen Chicken potpiel 6
Lasagne 16
Macaroni & Cheese 16
Spaghetti wlmeat
16
French Fries
16
Frozen Pizza
16
Apple Pie
16
Chocolate Pudding 16
Gelatin Desserts
16
Caramels
16
Chocolate Milk Mix 16
Danish Pastries
16
Doughnuts
16
Sandwich Cookies
16

Pesticide
# Formulations

Remarks

DDT, Penta
Industrial 1 Pesticides
DDT, Dieldrin, Heptachor
DDT, Penta
Octachlor, Penta
DDT,Dieldrin, HCB
PCB, Penta
DDT,Dieldrin, malathion
DDT, Dieldrin, Endosulfan
DDT,Dieldrin, Heptachlor
DDT, Dieldrin, Heptachlor
DDT, Dieldrin, malathion
DDT, Dieldrin,Octachlor
DDT, Dieldrin, Octachlor
DDT, Dieldrin, Lindane
Listeria bacteria
DDT, Dieldrin, Lindane
Sulfamethazine, Heptachlor
Penta
Malathion, Penta
Dieldrin
Diazinon
DDT, MalathioqParathion
None
DDT, Diazinon
DDT, Diazinon,malathion
DDT, Malathion
DDT, Malathion, Penta
DDT, Malathion
DDT,Teteachlor Benzene
DDT, Dieldrin, Heptachlor
DDT, Heptachlor, Lindane
DDT, Octachlor, Lindane
PentalTributyl Phosphate
Dieldrin, Malathion
Dieldrin, Lindane
Dieldrin, DDT, Octachlor
DDT, Malathion, Octachlor
DDT, Dieldrin, Lidane
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Pesticide
Product

1

#samples

# Residues

Pesticide
# Formulations

Remarks

DDT,EDB,Malathion
Chocolate Cake
16
61
8
Chocolate Chip Cook 16
68
12
DDT, Dieldrin, Lindane
Dieldrin, Heptachlor
Coffee Cake
16
60
11
Milk Chocolate
16
93
14
DDT, Dieldrin, Heptachlor
Pumpkin Pie
16
54
13
DDT, Heptachlor, Dieldrin
Brown Gravy
16
16
4
Malathion, Penta
8
3
Penta, BHC, EDB,Antibiotics
Honey
16
Italian Salad Dressing 16
9
4
Dieldrin, Penta
9
4
Dieldrin, Penta
Mayonnaise
16
Pancake Syrup
16
3
1
Penta
9
3
Tributyl Phosphate, Penta
Sugar, White
16
Corn Chips
16
26
7
Toxaphene, Malathion
Fruit Jelly
16
20
6
Malathion, Carbaryl
Ketchup
16
7
DDT, Penta
38
Dill Pickles
16
65
12
Dieldrin, Heptachlor
Peanut Butter
16
183
17
Dieldrin, Toxaphene
Potato Chips
16
53
10
DDT, Dieldrin
Olive Oil
0
0
Virtually fiee
16
Sesame Oil
16
0
0
Virhially free
8
Malathion, Dieldrin
Corn Oil
16
20
Penta, Diphenyl Phospate
Margarine
16
19
2
Cottonseed Oil
16
10
2
DDT, Dieldrin
38
20
7
DDT, Malathion
Soybean Oil
44
35
7
Various
Coffee
Tea (bag)
16
1
1
Penta
Tri 2-ethylhexyl phosphate
Instant Coffee
16
1
1
44
4
Carbaryl, Dichloran
Wine
16
Apple Juice
16
15
3
Carbaryl, Dimethoate
80
20
DDT, Phosmet, Phosalone
Apples
16
Apricots
(Residues of Azinphos-methyl, Captan, Carbary1,Diazinon)
Artichokes
(Residues of Endosulfan)
Blackberries
(Residues of Captan, Rovral, Dichlofluanid, Fenthion)
Blueberries
(Residues of Captan, Botran, Row& DDT)
45
12
DDT, Dieldrin
Broccoli
16
Cantaloupe
16
58
17
Dieldrin, Lindane, Carbaryl
Green Bell Peppers 16
83
22
Dieldrin, Penta, Carbaryl
(Residues of chlorothalonil, Dieldren, Endosulfan)
Honeydue Melon
(Residues of Acephate, Carbaryl, Malathion, Monocrotophos)
Jalapeno Peppers
Kale .
(Residues of DDT, Pexmethrin, Diazinon. Endosulfan)
(Residues of Diazinon, Phosmet, Vinclozolin)
Kiwi Fruit
(Residues of DCPA and Quintozene)
Leeks
Lettuce
16
36
9
Acephate, Endosulfan
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Product

I

#samples

Lima Beans
Mung Beans
Nectarines
Okra
Orange Juice
Parsley
Parsnips
Peaches
Pears
Plums
Potatoes
Prunes
Spinich
Canned Spinich
Strawberries
Summer Squash
Sweet Potatoes
Tomatoes
Tomato Juice
Tomato Sauce
Winter Squash
Peanuts
Wax on Foods
Biscuits
Corn Bread
Cornflakes
Crisped Rice Cereal
Egg Noodles
Farina
Fruit Flavored Cereal
Granola
Grits
Oatmeal
Oat rings
Pancakes
Pasta
Popcorn
Rice
Saltine crackers
Shredded Wheat
Tortillas
Dinner Rolls

Pesticide
# Residues

Pesticide
# Formulations

Remarks

16
41
10
DDT, Malathion, Lindane
(Residues of Lindane, Malathion, Pirimphosmethyl)
(Residues of Diazinon, Chlorpyrifos, Dichloran)
(Residues of Malathion, Mevinphos, Parathion)
16
43
5
Ethion, Chlorobenzilate
(Residues of DDT, Diazinon, Chlorpyrifos)
(Residues of DDT, Diazinon, Dieldrin, Heptachlor, Tacnazene)
Azinphosmethyl, Phosalone
16
97
20
16
79
13
DDT, Diazinon, Ethion
16
68
17
DDT, Endosulfan, Penta
16
60
15
DDT, Chlordane, Heptachlor
DDT, Phosalone
16
62
13
16
95
19
DDT, Dieldrin, Heptachlor
12
DDT, Chlordane
16
35
16
86
16
DDT, Dieldrin
81
17
DDT, Dieldrin
16
43
10
DDT, Dieldrin
16
16
50
13
DDT, Diazinon, Lindane
35
8
Carbaryl, DDT, Parathion
16
36
18
DDT, Dieldrin, Heptachlor
16
48
18
PCB, Dieldrin, Endrin
16
16
183
17
Dieldrin, Malathion, Penta
(Residues of hngicides and pesticides, Benomyl, Dichloran)
16
28
6
DDT, Dieldrin, Lindane
32
5
DDT, Penta
16
Tributyl Phosphate, Penta
16
10
5
16
5
4
Malathion, Tributyl Phos.
16
30
6
Malathion, DDT
4
Malathion, Diazinon
16
21
16
26
8
Malathion, Heptachlor
16
27
6
Chlordane, Diazinon
3
Malathion, Diazinon
16
15
16
24
3
Malathion, Diazinon
16
9
4
Penta, Tributyl Phosphate
35
6
DDT, Dieldrin
16
10
3
Malathion, Diazinon
16
16
37
8
Diazinon, Dieldrin, Penta
18
7
Malathion, Penta
16
4
Penta, Diazinon
16
28
16
31
6
Malathion, Penta
34
11
DDT, Dieldrin
16
44
9
Diazinon, Penta, EDB
16
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Pesticide
Product

1

#samples

Muffins
Raisin Bran Cereal
Rye Bread
Whole Wheat Bread
Applesauce
Asparagus
Black-Eyed Peas
Cabbage
Corn
Fruit Cocktail
Grape Juice
Grape Fruit
Lemonade, Frozen
Mixed Vegetables
Oranges, Naval
Peaches (canned)

# Residues

Pesticide
# Formulations

16
46
11
42
13
16
16
49
13
16
49
10
16
13
6
(Residues of DDT, Dichloran)
16
18
5
16
32
8
16
2
1
4
16
11
16
16
2
16
16
5
16
8
7
16
20
8
16
23
2
14
3
16
Peas
16
12
6
Pecans
14
4
16
Pineapples (Mexico) (Residues of Heptachlor, Carbaryl)
16
32
11
Radishes
16
7
7
Red Beans
16
34
12
Snap Green Beans
4
16
10
Watermelon
16
63
15
Grapes
16
67
22
Cucumbers .
16
87
23
Collard Greens

Remarks

DDT, Diazinon, Penta
Captan, Dichloran
Malathion, Dichloran
Malathioq Diazinon
~arbaryl;Diazinon
Acephate, Parathion
Toxaphene, DDT
Diazinon
Carbaryl, DDT, Ethion
Carbalyl
Ethion, Dichloran
Chlorobenzilate
Captan, ~nchlorobentene
Carbaryl, Parathion
Carbaryl
Carbaryl, Diazinon
Diazinon, Pentachlor.Benzene
DDT, Toxaphene,Dieldrin
Diazinon, Dieldrin
Acephate, DDT, BHC
Methamiclophos
Captan, DDT, Dichloran
Diedrin, Heptachlor
Dieldrin, DDT, EndosuKan
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Water Treatment Methodoloav Analvsis

I
I

I
I
I

Bacteria (1-lOmicrons)Human Hair (100 microns)

Treatment Method
(Most filters use two or more of the types below)

Abbreviation

Depth Filter (fabric/cotton/wooVfiberglasdporcelain)
Screen Filter (very fine membranes, $1 00 ea)

'

Activated Carbon Filter (Iodine # 1000+ , Phenol # 15 or less)
Filter Capacity: 2000 gaV500dayd granulated carbodno powder
Reverse Osmosis Filter
Activated Alumina Filter
Distillation
Ultraviolet Light Treatment

($200-$700+)
Fluoride Remove/Aluminum Add
($1OOOIl 1gaVday)
($500)

'DF
SF
AC
RO
AA
DN
W

Elimination of Substances
Dl?
Substance
Lead
N
Dirt
Y
Bacteria (General)
N
Giardia Lamblia
N
DDT, Heptachlor, Dieldrin, Aldrin N
MalathioqParathioqTrihalomethane N
Chloroform, Phenol,TrichoroethyleneN
Viruses
N
N
PCBs
Commentarv
Removal of Bacteria (general)
Removal of Many Toxic Chemicals
Removal of Most Toxic Chemicals
Filter Type: (R)ough (F)ie
Removal of Giardia Bacteria
Removal of Pesticides (Gd/Poor/Ex)
Typical Micropore Size (microns)
Specific for Fluoride, Removes
Adds Metal Ions to Water
Long-Term Reliabiity
Modifies Organism DNA in water

DF
N
N
N
R
N
P
10
N
N

N
N

DN
Y
Y
Y
Y
N
N
N
unk
N

SF
Y
N
N
F
Y
P
.2
N
Y
N
N

AC
N
Y
N
R
N
G
nfa
N
N

N
N

RO
Y
Y
Y
F

Y
E
n/a

N
N
Y
N

AA
N
N
N
F
N.
N
nla
Y
Y
N
Y

DN
Y
N
N
F
Y

P
nfa
N
N
N
Y

UV
N
N
Y
Y
N
N
N
N
N

UV
Y
N
N
R
Y
N
da
N
N
N
Y

* Most filter systems use a combination of different methods to achieve a total result. Many filter types

remove specific substances.Some substances have a lower boiling point than water or are wlatile.
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Aerial Spraying of the Mass Population
with Toxic Chemical Mixtures
"A grim specter has crept upon us almost unnoticed"
Rachel Carlson

Involuntary dosing of mass populations with toxic chemical compounds has been a
mainstay of elitist population reduction mandates since the first gas attacks in the first
World War, where military forces were almost exclusively the victims. Other refinements
were made during the second World War and then extended into civilian peacetime in
terms of the spraying of biochemical warfare weapons, pesticides, insecticides and
herbicides on the mass civilian population "to control disease and pests." Viewed from
inside a short linear time span while totally in social conciousness, this rationale might be
viewed as semi-plausible, but viewed outside of social consciousness over an extensive
linear format, combined with other information, it becomes quite clear that another agenda
is being implemented. It is-an agenda that when assembled, proves beyond the shadow of a
doubt that the initial operative premise is true that human populations are being
deliberately dosed with toxic substances in order to increase general physiological
degeneration, boost medical and pharmaceutical financial profits, and fullill elitist
Malthusian population reduction mandates fiom existing populations. Where's the proof
of this premise? Is there any proof any of it is intentional and deliberate?

-

The Development of Phenoxy Herbicides
"Phenoxy Herbicides" (Chemical compounds derived fiom a synthesis of chlorine and
phenol. Dow chemical is the worlds largest manufacturer of phenol, a carcinogenic
substance which gave Dow its start. Herbert Dow (1866-1930) pioneered the production
of synthetic phenol from bromo-benzene, later adapted to a method using chloro-benzene,
which led to the development of chlorophenols, fiom which are derived the phenoxy
herbicides 24D and 245T. Dow became a major producer of these chemicals). Phenoxy
herbicides profoundly affect nucleic acid metabolism, disrupt the synthesis of RNA and
DNA, and suppress synthesis of gene-regulating enzymes. They also disrupt the
production of adenosine triphosphate, ATP,the primary compound responsible for storage
and release of energy in the cell, and destroy cellular membrane integrity, both in animals
and plants. A single molecule can sect genetic processes1 . There is no safe level. The
phenoxy herbicides cause human behavioral changes which are ofien profound, involving
impaired memory and concentration, disturbances in sex drive and potency, depression,
fear and anxiety, and hypersensitivity to light and noise. The substances are an analogue to
indoleacetic acid, and interfere with serotonin level? , resulting in the production of
-

-

' "Inter-Agency Regulatory Liaison Group Report on the scientific bases for identification of potential
carcinogens and estimation of risks". Federal Register, July 6, 1979. Adopted as part of national cancer
policy by the Carter Adminimation on September 28, 1979, but was never adapted by the EPA Office of
Pesticide Programs.
White, A, et al, Principles of Chemistry, McGraw-Hill, New York, 1968,pp.589-590.
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violent behavior and, on a mass scale, social disorder. Abnormal serotonin levels are also
linked to mental retardation, particularly in conjunction with certain birth defects. Changes
in brain chemistry, however small, are genetically inherited by offspring3. The exact
mechanism behind this is currently unknown.
"2451"' (2,4,5- Trichlorophenoxyacetic Acid. Contains TCDD. 245T is manufactured by
Monsanto Corporation, which has known CIA connections and also manufactures
aspartame, a food additive previously on a Pentagon list of biowarfare chemicals and
added to some 4,000 consumable food products worldwide. Silvex, 245TP is a
derivative). After an emergency suspension of the use of 245T in 1979,24D was used.
"TCDD (2,3,7,8 - Tetrachlorodibenzo-p-dioxin, an impurity formed under heat and
pressure during the manufacture of 245T. Dioxin is one of the most toxic substances
known to man. Two ounces in the New York water supply would kill all humans in the
city. The United States scattered 240 pounds over Vietnam between 1965 and 1970.
TCDD is a potentic mutagenic, carcinogenic, tetragenic compound which kills every living
Exposure to 0.05 part per trillion is a grave health threat.
cell, plant or ani~nal.)~.
"24D (2,4- Dichloro-phenoxyacetic acid, which breaks down in the environment by
microbial action into 2,4, Dichlorophenol, an even stronger cancer promotor. The
substance 24D induces mutations in both animal and human cells in culture, damages
DNA in a manner similar to ionizing radiation, causes developmental toxicity in offspring
when absorbed by pregnant females, causes fatal hemorrhage at low doses, especially in
the presence of its breakdown product "2,4, Dichlorophenol", and is a potent carcinogen,
stimulating prernalignant cells that have been initiated by other carcinogens into hlly
malignant cells. It causes growth retardation and malformations at very very low doses.
24D is manufactured by Hercules 'and Dow Chemical. By 1980 over 70 million pounds of
24D were distributed in the United States. By 1981, over 1,500 commercial products
containing 24D were "registered by the EPA for use in the United States). According to
molecular geneticist Ruth Shearer, who is also a consultant in genetic toxiology, only
three cancer tests have been done on 24D in all world literature. Dr. Shearer lives in
Issaquah, Washington. The two U.S. tests used a few mice, low doses and short times.
The third test was done in the Soviet Union with more rats and mice. The 24D tested
strongly as a cancer initiator (catalyst or trigger) for cells already affected by other
and other variants.
environmental factors. C&C1203. Related: 2,4-DB, CIOHIOC~O~
"Agent Orange" (50150 mixture of 24D and 245T. Used hi Vietnam and in the United
States as a forestry herbicide, contaminating watersheds and population areas. Disrupts
basic growth processes on cellular and genetic level.

Sjoden and Soderburg, "Sex dependent effects of prenatal 245T on rats' open-field behavior",
Physiology and Behavior, Vol 9, No.3, 1972; Physiological P~chologv,Vol 3 No.2, 1975; Ecological
Bulletin, Vol27, p.149, 1978; Science Vol211, p593-95, Feb 6, 1981.
After workers at the Dow plant became affected in 1964, Dow contracted with Dr. Albert Kligman of
the University of Pennsylvania to perform secret experiments with TCDD on prisoners at Holmesburg
Prison in Philadelphia. Kligman was conducting similar experiments with other chemicals for the U.S.
Army at the time, testing to determine the maximum doses of chemical warfare agents required to
mentally disable 50 percent of a population. A human LD-50 test, one of many conducted by the U.S.
Like the syphillus experiments done at Tuckasegee, no followup studies were conducted on prisoners.
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"Agent White" (Combination of 24D and Picloram, one of the most persistant herbicides
known. A herbicidal analogue of DDT, according to Dr. Arthur Galston of Yale).
"Agent Blue" (A 54% arsenic solution of cacodylic acids, deadly to all life. Used to kill
rice crops)
Historical Developments, 1940 to 1972
Back in 1880, Charles ~ a r w i nproposed
~
proposed that plant growth is regulated
by a chemical, which he termed "auxin". The chemical, indoleacetic acid, would be
isolated 60 years later in 1940. Attempts to synthesize similar compounds led to the
development of the phenoxy acids, 24D and 245T. Miniscule amounts have the ability to
stimulate plants, despite the deposition of lethal chemicals in plant tissue. Slightly greater
amounts disrupt cellular and genetic structure. Since the deliberate killing of enemy plant
crops had been practiced since Roman times, scientists sought to develop the lethal
potential of these substances. In 1941, the lethal potential of 24D and 245T was studied
by Dr.E.J.Kraus at the University of Chicago, which also had a contract with the
U.S.Army for research in chemical warfare. Within two years, in 1943, Kraus presented
his report to the National Sciences Committee on Biological Warfare. In 1944, Kraus was
transferred to Camp Detrick (later Fort Detrick), the Army's Biological Warfare Testing
Center in Maryland. A close neighbor to the Detrick installation was the USDA research
station at Beltsville. The participation of the USDA in domestic biochemical warfare
would later figure prominently in the implementation of Malthuisian policies in the U.S., as
we shall later see.

In 1948, some of the first experiments were conducted with phenoxy herbicides in
"forest management" in the Pacific Northwest by the United States Department of
Agriculture (USDA), the United States Forest Service (USFS), and Oregon State
University (OSU) on land near Five Rivers in the Siuslaw Naeonal Forest. These
experiments demonstrated wide drift of the aerially applied 24D. The military
demonstrated much interest in these results. By 1955, the USDA was actively involved in
US. Amy chemical and biological warfare research in the United States. The
contarninent dioxin was identified in TCDD in 1957. In 1962, the U.S. military began
using Agent Orange in Vietnam in "Operation Hades."
In 1963, a study of phenoxy herbicides was undertaken by Bionetics Research
Laboratories (Litton Industries) on 24D and 245T. Results of the study showed both 24D
and 245T were capable of causing birth defects at doses lower than lethal amounts. The
company sat on the results for six years, finally releasing it in 196g6. In 1970, hearings
It is extremely ironic that Damin's son, Leonard Darwin,was the president of the First Congress of
Eugenics held at the University of London in 1912. Winston Churchill was one of the first vice-presidents,
and American vice-presidents included Charles Elliot, president Emeritus of Harvard, Alexander Graham
Bell and Starr Jordan, president of Stanford University.
it "Evaluation of the carcinogenic, tertatogenic and mutagenic activity of selected pesticides and industrial
chemicais" BRL, 1969; Mrak, Emil, et al., Report of the Secretary's Commission on Pesticides and their
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were held on the effects of 245T on humans and the environment before the U.S. Senate
Subcommittee on Energy, Natural Resources and the Environment, chaired by Senator
Philip art.' So, now we have it established that the aovemment knew about the effects
o f vhenoxv herbicides at least in 1970. i f not before then in the earlv 1960's durina the
Vietnam emerience. or even earlier in the oripinal1948 emeriments.
The civilian liaison with the military at OSU was Dr. Michael Newton, who
publically dismissed any suggestion that herbicides posed a threat to humans or wildlife.
He would later participate in the National Academy of Sciences "task farce" investigating
reports of human health effects and environmental devestation cause by U.S. use of
chemicals in Vietnam. Newton would also later make use of USAF surplus stocks of
Agent Orange on private land in Oregon in the l97O1s,ostensibly to get rid of alder and
maple trees which, preferring pines, he referred to as "weeds." The EPA finally had to
confiscate the remaining barrels of Agent Orange fiom ~ewton'.Either the chemicals had
affected his mind or he was implementing someone else's agenda. The latter proved to be
the case. How Newton got ahold of surplus government stocks of dioxin-laced Agent
Orange and was able to spray it over private lands (despite the results of the Senate
Hearing, the USDA reports, the Dow reports and the decision of the Mrak Commission)
remains a mystery. It may become clearer as we move on with the discussion.
On April 15, 1970, the secretaries of Agriculture (USDA), Interior, and HEW
announced suspension of the registration of 2,4,5-T for aquatic, home and recreational
use, followed 15 days later by a notice of cancellation of regstration for all uses on food
crops intendedfor human use.
Since rice was one of the major food crops treated with 245T, Dow Chemical
challenged the cancellation. While the advisory commitee deliberated (the fact that they
had to "deliberate" at all about such an issue is telling), regulation of pesticides was
transferred by Presidential order fiom the USDA to the EPA. In 1971, the advisory
commitee (composed of those with connections to the food and chemical industries)
submitted its report to EPA administrator William Ruckelshaus, concluding that 245T
"was unlikelv to constitute a hazard to human health." Only one member of the
committee, Dr. Ted Sterling, dissented. Despite the recommendation of the biased
commitee, Ruckelshaus continued the ban on 245T until the legal requirement for a public
hearing could take place. Dow Chemical objected, and successfully challenged the EPA
Relationships to Environmental Health, U.S. Dept of Health, Education and Welfare, December 1969.
The Mrak Commission placed 24D in the categoly "to be immediately restricted to prevent risk of human
exposure''. Subsequent studies by the National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences, the USDA, the
Dow Chemical Company and the Canadian Food and Drug Directorate showed 24D to produced severe
abnormalitiies. The Other Face of2,4-D:A CitizensReport, 1978,1979.Penticton, B.C.
7
U.S. Senate Hearings before the Subcommittee on Energy, Natural Resources and the Environment,
Commerce Committee, 1970, "Effects of 2,4,5-T on Man and the Environment." 91st Congress, 2nd
Sess., April 7th and 15th 1970.Serial 91-60.
* Eugene Register-Guard, "Outlawed Chemical use on Oregon Lands", June 7, 1973; "Five states
involved in Agent Orange tests", June 8, 1973.
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decision (to provide for the public health) in a U.S.District Court in Arkansas, a state that
had a major rice crop every year.
Now, according to the Federal Insecticide, Fungicide and Rodenticide Act
(FIFRA), Ruckelshaus, a lawyer, was legally required to open a public hearing on the use
of 245T. It was only because EPA administrator Ruckelshaus failed to follow the law and
call the public hearing that Dow Chemical was able to overturn the cancellation in
Arkansas. The Eighth Circuit Court then overturned the District Court's decision, and the
EPA scheduled administrative hearings against 245T. Someone else got to the EPA, for
the hearings were postponed for 8 years on the grounds that "more infoxmation was
needed about the chemical." Now, who would have the influence to do that? During those
8 years, Dow Chemical marketed and promoted the use of dioxin-containing 245T, a
chemical that had been withdrawn fiom use by the military since 1970.
Major amendments to the FERA were passed by Congress in 1972 that required
"review and re-registration of all pesticides after EPA-determined efficacy and safety
tests." Unfortunately for the population of the United States, Congressional oversight of
this amendment remained in the agriculture committees of Congress, which were prochemical.

Mass Herbicide Spraying on the Population and
Government Agency Involvement
In the United States, it is.technically illegal to perform pesticide experiments on
human beings without their informed consentg . There is a distinction, however, between
experimental activity and operational activity. Experiments done by the U. S. Government
over population centers with biological weapons have been known for some time. The
chemical experimentation, especially with chemicals that can sterilize the population and
induce neurotoxic, mutagenic and carcinogenic effects, are not so well knownlO.
Arizona
Research indicates that spraying of the select elements of the United States
population with 24D-245T mixtures (Agent Orange) or selective applications of 24D or
245T began about 1965. From 1965 to 1969, for example, the U.S.Forest Service (USFS)
began a herbicide program in the Tonto National Forest and sprayed thousands of acres
near Globe, Arizona with Agent Orange and 245TP, or Silvex, the same chemicals being
sprayed over South Vietnam at the time. No residents of the sprayed areas were notified,
either before or after the spraying. Those who questioned USFS helicopter activity were
-

-

Fn;RA

5 12(a)(2)(P),7 U.S.C.5 136j, prohibits pesticide tests on human beings without their informed

Collsew.
' O The studies performed on phenoxy herbicides done by Bionetics Labs (Litton Industries) for the
National Cancer Institute indicated birth defects from small doses, but the National Cancer Institute
never released the studies - even to other government agencies. Concealing hidden profit potential?
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told that the spray was safe and harmless to humans and animals. When trees began to die,
the USFS told residents that the trees were affected with a "mysterious disease."" A
major investor in the herbicide program was the Salt River Hydroelectric Project (SRHP),
who stood to gain from the water runoff when all the plants died. All animal life perished
in the sprayed areas. Trees and plants died. People sickened and died, and the areas
became poisoned for decades.
Spraying of the Globe area began to intensify in 1966. In June 1969, families living
in Keller Canyon in the Globe area found helicopters flying directly over their houses and
faxms spraying Agent Orange. Farms animals became blind, deformed, paralyzed and bled
from every conceivable orfice. Helicopters deliberately sprayed families. The Arizona
Department of Health found the same chemicals in the Globe, Arizona municipal water
supply. Billie Shoecraft, author of Sue the Bastards, was sprayed directly while standing in
front of her house. She slapped a $4.5 million lawsuit against the U.S. Forest Service and
four herbicide manufacturers.
Since the phenoxy herbicide program was so important to the USDq the chemical
industry, the military and a major hydroelectric company, scientists and politicians who
were called into the area to investigate were unable or unwilling to get involved, much less
to listen to the testimony of "scientifically unknowledgable residents" and "anecdotal
reports" of injuries, cancers and generalized mayhem caused by the spraying.
By 1970, residents were so frustrated that sii families filed another lawsuit against
the Salt River Project, four chemical companies and a helicopter company. For I 1 years
these families held out for a court hearing. By 1980, only Dow Chemical remained of the
sii defendents named in the case. In March 1981, the Globe families that were still alive
settled out of court. As part of the settlement, D m ahitted no liabiliiy12 .

Oregon
Oregon was seemingly involved with the first "testing" of phenoxy herbicides back
in 1948. However, major spraying of watersheds, population areas and faxm animals in
Oregon began simultaneously with spraying in Vietnam, Arizona and several other states
in the mid 1960's. One of the major areas affected in Oregon is the area around Siuslaw
National Forest, where the U.S. Forest Service began spraying with a mixture of 24D and
245T Agent Orange - very often on lands owned by the Bureau of Land Management
(BLM), ostensibly under the control of the U.S. Department of the Interior. The U.S.
Forest Service refbsed all proposals from residents to use alternative methods of
"controlling brush."

-

Shoecraft, Billie, Sue the Bastards!, Phoenix,Franklin Press, 1971, p.450.
DOWapparently had the gall to market a beer in Canada for a while, but stopped when dozens of people
began dying after drinking it.
"
l2
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The bbCATS"
Case: 1976-1978

In April 1976, after more than a decade of spraying, Citizens Against Toxic Sprays
(CATS) was joined by the Oregon Environmental Council and filed a suit in federal
district court in Eugene, asking for an injunction against spraying throughout the Siuslaw
National Forest, mainly that the Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) submitted by the
U.S. Forest Service was inaccurate and misleading relative to the nature of 24D, 245T and
245TP.What the litigants discovered is that there is no law that can be invoked to stop
government agencies or anyone else from spraying toxins on populated areas. In May
1976, the litigants appealed to federal judge Otto Skopil for a temporary restraining order
to suspend spraying operations until the case had been decided. It was denied, as the
spraying contracts arranged by the USFS had alrea& been signed and it would have cost
more monet to break them. The USFS immediately proceeded with the spraying. Those
who signed the affidavits against the USFS had their property and water supplies sprayed
immediately. County road crews in spray trucks joined the helicopters in their genocidal
task.
Meanwhile, the lawsuit proceeded. The Industrial Forestry Association (IFA)
joined the USFS as arbitrators, although the IFA was represented by a law f h n who also
represented Dow Chemical when the company would announce its intention to get
involved in a case against it. Litigants in the case were tailed constantly by people with
cameras. FBI agents appeared in the area, asking questions about CATS members. Now,
the fact that the FBI was involved means that some faction in the federal government was
determined to ensure that phenoxy herbicides would be sprayed, no matter what.

The Case
The spraying of phenoxy herbicides was challenged by the people on the grounds
that (1) scientific evidence exists that phenoxy herbicides are harmful to life, and (2) the
Environmental Impact Statement @IS) submitted by the U.S. Forest Service disregarded
the nature of phenoxy herbicides, and (3) the EIS gave the impression that spraying was
safe and would have no environmental impact on people or animals.
The Litigants: The People, represented by CATS and the Oregon Environmental Council.
The Defendants: The U.S. Forest Service, OSU, the EPA, Dow Chemical Company, and
the Council for Agricultural Science and Technology, who had supplied most of the
technical information in the EIS.
The People submitted a large number of scientific documents testifjing to the
toxicity and environmental effect of phenoxy herbicides; affidavits fiom residents relating
damage to health, crops, land and livestock fiom forest spraying; detailed testimony on the
feasibility of manual brush control as an alternative to herbicides; testimony fiom forest
workers on the effect that spraying chemicals had on their health. In addition, the People
had at their disposal on site a vast selection of scientific documents.

-
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The hearing was predictably strange. Judge Skopil, on several occasions, referred
to the defense lawyers as "Dow lawyers", and was amused when they objected. An OSU
scientist did not recognize the title or text of a scientific paper published in his name. The
EPA had engaged Dr. Logan Noms fiom OSU to take samples in the Siuslaw Forest
during the spraying. Dr. Noms acknowledged that his sampling yielded positive results for
dioxin contamination, yet he did not submit the information to the Forest Service.
According to Noms, "onlynegative results were considered sound."
Dr. Patrick O'Keefe, a chemist fiom Harvard, testified for the people. O'Keefe
said that the samples collected from the Siuslaw Forest under the Dioxin Monitoring
Program showed high levels of TCDD. His testimony was in stark contrast the the defense
witnesses, who maintained the safety of herbicides. O'Keefe blew away the contention of
the USFS that TCDD could not accumulate in the environment. Dr. O'Keefe also testified
that he had collected human milk samples fiom mothers in the area that showed TCDD
contamination and had submitted them to the EPA. The EPA never released this
information, and it was only discovered after a Congressional FOIA request.I3
Predictably, all defendent parties challenged the human milk sample results. In the
end, Judge Skopil found that the 1976-77 EIS failed to acknowledge the extreme toxicity
of TCDD. Skopil granted a permanent iniunction apainst the use of 235T and 245TP. He
noted that the EIS contained no relevant discussion of herbicide alternatives, substitution
of other kinds of herbicides, and that the EIS was totally inadequate. However, Judge
Skopil stated that his decision related onlv to 245T and 245TP. not to-forest use o f 24D.
He made is clear that his decision was based on "the Forest Services blatant lack of
regardfor the consequences of their spray program on the health of human beings-" The
USFS could not spray 245T or 245TP until they had prepared a new EIS that included all
information about health effects and alternatives. Skopil's opinion was fled on March 7,
1977, cancelling the spray program for that year.
In April 1978, the USFS submitted a new EIS which contained information on the
health e#ects of herbicides and discussion of alternatives. Although Skopil conceeded
that the new EIS used language which chose to downplay effects, and noted that "the
Forest Service should understand that materially misleading statements and conclusions
can be just as fatal to an EIS as omissions and false statements." Since the USFS had
technically complied with the letter of the law insofaras EIS content, Skopil was forced to
approve the USFS plan. Skopil entered into the record a plea for the USFS to act more
responsibly. We must make it clear at this point that it was not the responsibility of Judge
Skopil to make the decision of whether herbicides should be sprayed, only to review the
EIS. It was now legal for the USFS to proceed again with herbicide spraying. They did it
with a vengeance. Keep in mind, now, that the government has known the effect of
phenoxy herbicides on the population for decades and is doing it anyway. The question is,

" Statesman Journal, Salem Oregon, "Mother's milk yields a trace of dioxin", Feb 17, 1977; O'Keefe,
Patrick. Supplementary Testimony in Cl TS v. Bergland, Civil No. 76-438, tmnscript of proceedings, June
23, 1976.
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who is ultimately behind it and why? It is known a great number of secret negotiations
transpired between the EPA and Dow Chemical Company which prevented the
completion or public disclosure of riskhenefit analyses. Since the late 1960's, animal
experiments demonstrated that phenoxy herbicides affect reproductive success and cause
degenerative disease. Since the government has known this since then, it can only be
concluded that the spraying existed to intentionally affect human reproduction
capabilities andproduce degenerative disease. Now, who might benefit from this policy?
After the suspension of the use of 245T and 245TP, the U.S. Forest Service
substituted 24D and piclorarn in its Siuslaw National Forest spring applications in 1979,
and proposed spraying within a mile or less of private homes, including watersheds for
domestic water supplies. Complaints to the District Ranger about these plans were met
with assurances that spray plans would be revised to avoid contamination of water
supplies. However, the watersheds were sprayed anyway. Within weeks, 60% of the
pregnant women in the Five Rivers Valley suffered miscarriages. Children were coming
down with meningitis. Letters were written to the EPA, the USFS and the local health
department complaining about the spraying. The EPA responded, saying that they would
issue questionnaires for residents to complete and that they would be looking for the
occurrence of pregancies and spontaneous abortions. So, residents found themselves
unwittingly participanting in an "EPA study" a study designed to be a prospective and
continuing at least through 1980. Since the EPA already knew the effects of phenoxy
herbicides, it can be concluded that "epidemiological studies" constituted a delaying tactic
designed to allow programs to continue, while presenting the "impression" that concern
existed, until other substances can be brought in that no one has information about and
used for the same purpose. It is a government pattern that is quite familiar.

-

By late 1979, birth defects were running rampant, with neural tube defects
showing up very prominently. In September, thirteen physicians petitioned Lincoln County
Commissioners to institute a moritorium on the use of phenoxy herbicides until the
pesticide useres and producers could prove beyond a reasonable doubt that the chemicals
were safe for human exposure. The Commissioners refbsed to act on the petitions,
believing that the county had no jurisdiction over state and federal activities in the
county." Ballot measures were then proposed by residents, but were soundly defeated
because the chemical industry fbnded political opposition.
Indications that Herbicide Spraying is Connected to
Military Chemical and Biological Warfare Programs

In January 1981 (remember that this is during the administration of George Bush,
former director of the CIA), the U.S. Forest Service announced its plans to triple the
acreage to be sprayed, using 24D, piclorarn, Roundup and Krenite. Residents were
outraged. The USFS EIS did not even address chemical effects y d alternatives to use - a
requirement firmly established by the 1976 CATS case. Instead, the forest s u p e ~ s o r
-

l4

-

-

-

Opinion of James Brown,Oregon State Attorney General, July 11, 1980, citing the FIFRA.
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published an "environmental assessment report" which declared that the spray project
would have "no significant impact" on human health or the environment and therefore did
not require an EIS. This is equivalent to the "Determination of Non-Sigmficance" used by
cellular companies when erecting cellular towers. The USFS was now absolved of a legal
obligation to study and disclose the effect of its actions. It was a brilliant political tactic. A
lawsuit was filed against the USFS, the EPA and the BLM, petitioning them to jointly
prepare an EIS which would adequately address health and safety issues. A temporary
restraining order was also sought to prevent the USFS from awarding spraying contracts
until the case was decided. The request for a restraining order was denied by a federal
district judge because the plaintiff had no proved that irreparable harm would occur. The
suit had the effect of curtailing 1981 USFS spraying in the Five Rivers Valley and
reducing spraying in the rest of the Siuslaw National Forest. The case was still pending in
1982, delayed by government re@al to provide the plaintiff witth EPA evaluations of
safety testing on forest chemicals, or connections between testina laboratories and the
military chemical and biolopicol wmfme command." The -connections are now
becoming clearer. How many scientists originally connected with Operation Paperclip
were originally connected with development of these programs? The Nazi mentality is
evident here, as are the policies of Social Darwinism and Malthusian-based population
control policies - all based on false scientific paradigms which have absolutely no veracity.
A Connection Between Phenoxy Herbicide Spraying
and the CIA becomes evident

By 1981, residents in Oregon began to arm themselves against efforts to spray
neurotoxic and mutagenic phenoxy herbicides over populated areas. Spray trucks began to
ignore the "No Spray" signs posted by residents.16 Helicopter crews were confronted by
citizens. A year earlier in 1980, citizens began trashing helicopters from Evergreen
Helicopter Company connected with spraying. In May 1981, helicopters were increasingly
burned and destroyed by irate citizens. As destruction of an aircraft is a federal crime,
local newspapers issued rewards for information leading to the arrest of the perpetrators.
No one who destroyed aircraft was ever located or prosecuted.

l5 Merrell v. J.R. Block, et al., U.S. District Court, Oregon, Civil No. 81-6138-E. A series of Freedom of
Information requests revealed that the US. Army Chemical and Biological Warfare Command had
contracted studies worth millions of dollars to study the eflects ofphenoxy herbicides on populations. It is
also interesting that the govement's National Center for Toxicological Research has been identified as a
cover for the Pine Bluff Arsenal in krkansas, a major center for the production and development of
chemical and biological warfare weapons. Many labs who were charged with determining the safety of
phenoxy herbicides falsified and suppressed evidence that these substances were harmful , confronted with
the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) of 1969, in order to allow spraying to occur unimpeded.
l6 The Coastal Monitor, Newport, Orgeon, "County roadcrews ignore 'no spray' signs", May 1981;
Statesman Journal, Salem Oregon, "Five Rivers residents block herbicide truck", May 14, 1981.
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Death By Government
Now, Evergreen is a company with known CIA connections. It was reported to
have flown the Shah of Iran by a UP1 story on March 24, 1980. It is also mentioned in
Chistopher Robbins "Air America: n e Story of the CIA 's Secret Airlines", insofaras the
fact that Evergreen had absorbed equipment and personnel from Intermountain Aviation, a
known CIA proprietary airline. Outwardly, Evergreen denies any connection with the
CIA. In 1982, it was announced that Evergreen decided to expand its operations." The
question now becomes, why would U.S. intelligence be connected to spraying operations
conducted under the auspices of a military chemical-biological warfare testing program on
United States citizens, under a government headed by a former CIA director? The
implications are obvious and grave. Indications are that the spraying is still continuing.
The spraying of neurotoxic malathion in California has produced great concern, as has the
use of organochlorine pesticides. In the face of corporate and government CBW testing
and dissemination of carcinogenic chemicals in the environment, combined with the "mock
surprise and wonder" expressed by the allopathic medical system at the growing load of
cancer cases and brain tumors in the United States, citizens find themselves with no legal
recourse against the problem except that which is considered "unacceptable" by those who
would murder us all in the name of false science and elitism to achieve a political objective
fostered by ego aggrandisement and preoccupation with death, wealth, power and greed.
"What is largely responsiblefor the death toll is the belief in power as a tool ...
power kills ...the more power a government has,the more it kills. It 's not just a matter of
crazy people coming to power - it 's a belief in absolute truth combined with absolute
power. The government death toll in the 20th century exceed 200 million people"
Author R.J. Rumrnel, in Death by Government
Elements of Fraud and Falsification of Chemical Testing
In 1976, the FDA discovered serious discrepancies in the testing of phamaceuticals
and chemicals in tests performed by major laboratories in the United States. These tests
were the basis upon which substances are registered and approved, and are also the basis
for approval in Canada and other counties. The EPA was informed about these
discrepanies, but withheld the information from the public until 1977. The nation's largest
laboratory involved was Industrial Bio-Test Laboratories (IBT), a subsidiary of Narco
Chemical Company. IBT conducted over 25,000 tests on food additives, colors, drugs,
cosmetics, agricultural chemicals and herbicides between 1969 and 1976.18 On the basis of
IBT data, products were registered for use by the EPA and FDA, and tolerance levels of
pesticide residues in human food were established. The FDA audit disclosed deliberate
falsziJcation of testing reports in many of over 4,000 tests involving 123 pesticides and
160 applicationsfor foodpesticide resihue tolerance levels allowed infood.
17

Statesman Journal, Salem, Oregon, "New Evergreen chief hopes to build stronger financial base for
expansion", March 7, 1982.
l 8 The Toxic Mist: The Use and Abuse of Pesticides
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The EPA, when it finally released the fact that all of these tests had been falsified,
publically deemed these fraudulent activities "deficiencies." In 1977, EPA adminstrator
Douglas costle19 ,however, conceeded that "the EPA is dependent on receiving accurate
tests data in its (process ofl regulation of pesticides. If that data is deficient, there can be
no assurance that the public health and the environment is being properly protected."
The EPA was not forthcoming on any of the details until an agricultural reporter managed
to cajole an EPA employee in 1980 to release details on just how serious the problem was.
The EPA employee, who was later reassigned because she gave out the information,
indicated that 99% of IBT's long-term studies were invalid, 94% of the carcinogenicity
studies were invalid, 79% of the reproductive effect studies were invalid, 64% of the
neurotoxicity studies were invalid, 44% of the mutagenicity studies were invalid, 75% of
the studies to determine effects on wildlife were invalid, and 42% of the studies to
determine chemical residue tolerance levels in human food were invalid. The EPA,
however, would not identify the chemicals involved.
A 1978 Wall Street Journal articleZ0revealed that former IBT president Frisque
had ordered shredding of hundreds of records requested by the EPA, including seven
long-term studies on the cancer-causing potential of substances used in plastics, herbicides
and artificial sweeteners. The article also quoted an EPA official as saying that the EPA
was looking in to "eight or nine" other testing labs at the time. This is what was reported
publicly in the paper. However, in response to a 1981 Freedom of Information (FOIA)
request, the EPA conceeded that out of 82 laboratories audited after the 1976 FDA
discovery, 25 labs had serious deficiencies, with data from 10 considered totally invalid,
and 22 others routinely destroyed lab reports containing raw data. In other words 57% of
the 82 labs produced fraudulent data. In June of 1981, a Federal Grand Jury indicted four
former IBT officials on charges of falsifjing test results on chemicals and drugs between
1969 and 1976, as well as falsifjling reports both the FDA and EPA. Even in 1982, the
EPA refbsed to reveal what chemicals were "tested" by any one of these labs or which
ones constituted invalid results. One IBT official indicted was Paul Wright, who worked
for IBT fiom March 1971 to September 1972, and then got a job with Monsanto as
"manager of toxicology." Registration of Monsanto's herbicide "Roundup" was based on
fraudulent data from IBT.
Agencies Regroup
As a direct result of the IBT investigation, as well as the exposure of 47 other
laboratories putting out false test data, the EPA asked 235 chemical companies to reexamine 4,363 tests supporting the registration of 483 different pesticides and herbicides,
including 245T, 24D and 245TP (Silvex). Of course, complete .evaluation of all the
chemicals and drugs involved would take an estimated 50 years, and all the while the

20

EPA press release "Deficiencies in pesticide safety tests reported by EPA" Aug 25, 1977
Wall Street Journal, Feb 21, 1978.
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registrations at EPA and FDA based on the admittedly false tests continue until the
complete picture is resolved after the year 2000.
As mentioned before, as a result of the publicity generated by the FDA discovery
of 1976, Congress in 1978 amended FIFRq instituting a new a novel concept called
conditional registration, which provided that new or already registered products (under
the falsified IBT or other lab data) could gain a synthetic status of registration and usage
before adequate testing took place. This constituted a political ploy that acquiesced to the
chemical and pharmaceutical companies who, through political action committees lobbied
(pressured) Congressional members and contributed money to campaign coffers (bribes).
The lobby of the National Forest Products Association did the same thing in 1978
and "suggested an another amendment to Congress for the FIFRq which Congress
passed, making it possible for certain pesticides and herbicides to be granted a synthetic
"minor use" exemption permitting them to be used in any unpopulated areas surrounding
communities, farms and recreational areas. In March 1978, it was clear that the admission
to the public by the FDA and EPA that tests on 25,000 products didn't matter. No action
was taken and no one was prosecuted except for the four IBT officials, who received a
slap on the hand. The credibility of both the FDA and EPA was now permanently
damaged. To outsiders, the inaction by the FDA and EPA was inexplicable.
Other 1978 amendments to the FIFRA provided for "public disclosure of health
and safety data" on active ingredients of registered pesticides. On the surface, it was an
amendment that seemed to indicate a move in the right direction. In actuality, it meant
nothing, since chemical and pharmaceutical companies are corporate "entities", and
actively sought and obtained injunctions against FIFRA disclosure provisions on the
grounds that FIFRA "violated their 5th Amendment Constitutional rights". They claimed
that health and safety information was intellectual property of commercial value" and
that government release of such information would constitute ''tml~~tfil
taking of
property without due process of law." So, corporations considered themselves "individual
citizens of the United States protected by the Constitution. This quirk in corporate
interpretation has never been successfblly challenged. The 1978 FlFRA amendment
providing for disclosure of health and safety data on active ingredients (such as it is),
exempted disclosure of health and safety data on so-called "inert" ingredients, many of
which are extremely toxic and biologically h d l . Details about inert ingredients are
legally held from public scrutiny.
Eventually, corporate injunctions obtained against FIFRA-sponsored release of
information were overturned by an appellate court, and upheld by a 1981 Supreme Court
decision. However, the EPA still continues to conceal valuable data required for a public
assessment of safety, maintaining that health and safety data constitutes a "trade secret."
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Shareholders Challenge Dow Chemical on Herbicides
Obviously, all of the above raises serious moral and ethical questions. Now, why
would these companies want to conceal the toxic nature of what they were doing from
public scruntiny? How can the public deal with these companies on a level they will
understand? One interesting tool is the "shareholder resolution". Security and Exchange
Commission regulations require that any corporate shareholder can submit proposals on
policies and practices of corporations for consideration by all shareholders at corporate
annual meetings. It's the law. In 1980 and 1981, several church and religious groups who
were significant shareholders of Dow Chemical Company asked Dow shareholders to
support a resolution directing DOW Chemical to establish an independent review
committee (like asking the fox to guard the henhouse) to evaluate the existing and
potential health consequences of 245T and derivative chemicals, as well as make
recommendations on the justification of continued production of these herbicides and
similar pesticides.
The shareholders based their resolution on the 1979 EPA emergency suspension of
245T, two studies perfbrmed by the National Cancer Institute that found dioxin to be
carcinogenic, and the fact that corporate data for D m Chemical revealed that money
expended by Dow in defending phenoxy herbicides exceeded the income that Dow
received #om phenoxy herbicides. In addition, phenoxy herbicides accounted for only
2/10 of 1% of total chemical sales. Now, why would a company spend more money to
defend a product than they made on a product, for a product that constituted only .2% of
its sales, unless there was another age& that the pr&ct met an agenda that did not
entirely involve D m Chemical?

-

The shareholder resolution upset Dow Chemical and they issued a statement to the
shareholders in opposition to the resolution, claiming that the original 1976 EPA hearings
served the same purpose and such activity now would be redundant. The resolution was
defeated in 1980. The 1981 Annual Corporate Meeting for Dow Chemical Company was
not without its drawbacks. A former consultant to Dow, Dr. Marvin Legator, who was
then the director of the division of toxicology for the University of Texas Medical School,
spoke at the meeting in support of the proposed resolution. It was the last time he would
be invited to say anything. Legator supported the resolution with a verbal rendition of
Dows own policies for monitoring chemicals with carcinogenic and mutagenic effects, as
well as citing two studies from Sweden and New Zealand implicating 245T as a cause of
cancer and birth defects. Legator's words fell on deaf ears. To confiont Dow at the annual
meeting was inadvisable. Amazingly, Dow executives claimed that the two NCI studies
cited in the resolution actually supported Dow's position on 245T (the NCI studies
supported the toxic and carcinogenic nature of 245T). Dow referred to a British
government report (based on IBT data) which concluded that 245T was safe. Dow
neglected to inform the constituency that the British Trade Union Congress, which had a
membership of 12 million people, refitted the British government study on the same day it
was released. In 1981 Dow Chemical entered into closed-door negotiations (secret deals)
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with the EPA so as to "settle the issue" without the necessity for such a resolution. In the
end, the 1981 resolution was defeated for a second time.

The Experience with Vietnam Veterans and Agent Orange
The early defoliation program in Vietnam was termed Operation Hades. The
extension of that program was termed Operation Ranch Hand. In 1977, a caseworker at
the VA hospital in Chicago began to notice that veterans had various medical problems
which fit a pattern. Vets complained of numbness in the hands, rashes, b i h defects in
children, heart conditions, chronic fatigue, irritability and other marked symptoms. All the
veterans complained about being exposed to chemicals while in Vietnam. By the time she
had accumulated 57 cases, her supervisors became aware of her efforts to conduct an
epidemiological review. She was told in no uncertain terms to stop her investigation. She
then contacted WBBM television about the problem, and a one hour special program,
structured as a debate, was arranged. Affected veterans were invited to be on the show.
One female veteran who had filed a claim against the government for damages for Agent
Orange poisoning told of four pregnancies lost through miscarriages and spontanous
abortions. Residents of Globe, Arizona appeared on the special and told of the 245T
spraying, the birth defects and problems with the government. Owners of horses in
Missouri appeared on the program and related stock deaths from authorities spraying
dioxin-contamined oil "to keep the dust down."
Officials fiom Dow Chemical Company also appeared on the show, as did
government officials. Disclaimers by these officials was undermined by expert testimony
fiom Dr. Matthre Meselson, a toxicologist fiom Haward. The television dosumentary
triggered intense local public interest, and word spread nationwide. Veterans with similar
symptoms could finally pinpoint the sources of their problems. Groups arose nationally. As
a consequence of the 1977 documentary, a host-of national groups met in St.Louis and
formed the National Veterans Task Force on Agent Orange in 1978.
The Veterans Administration maintains a policy, relative to Agent Orange, is that
veterans must prove exposure and casuality (connectedness to the chemical). Outwardly,
this is against VA regulations, which require that any reasonable doubt involving a
veterans claim to be resolved in favor of the veteran. The main source of this discontinuity
appears to stem fiom, general governmental policy relative to veterans rights as well as the
influence of the chemical cartels on the govemment. First of all, veterans have of'ten tried
to take legal action in order to gain medical assistance and compensation relative to the
problem. In the legal case Feres v. United States, decided by the Supreme Court in 1950,
it was decided that military members must be denied the right to sue the government for
admittedly negligent acts which occurred on active duty. It essentially denies the military
access to the judicial system. The conceptual extension of this policy, relative to chemical
manufacturers, has been termed the contract law version of the Nuremburg Defense: the
chemical company, as a government contractor, may be immune fiom legal action because
of mistakes for which the government itself cannot be held responsible.
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On June 26, 1979 the first public hearing on Agent Orange was held before the
Sub-Committee on Oversight and Investigation (SCOI). Witnesses charged the VA with
failing to study the Agent Orange problem, withholding veteran medical records and
inadequately examining veterans with claimed Agent Orange-related medical problems. It
was also pointed out that decision-making at the VA was carried out in secret, barring
veterans themselves fiom participating in policy formulation.
In December 1979, Congress passed Public Law 96-15 1, the Veterans Health
Program Extension and Improvement Act. It made the VA theoretically responsible for
conducting an epidemiological study of Vietnam veterans, especially those involved with
Operation Hades and Operation Ranch Hand. Unfortunately, the VA interpreted this very
narrowly, and the eventual proposal for an epidemiological study was limited to a short
term examination of those involved, and did not take into account those with chronic and
extensive exposure - which constituted most of the people with the problem. Most of
those with problems were those troops who were concerned with maintenance of roads
and transportation, as well as those whose duties put them near roads and rivers where
defoliation took place and defoliated material burned. It was also in December 1979 that
President Carter created the Interagency Working Group (IWG) in response to growing
public concern about herbicides and dioxin. It would prove to be an empty gesture. The
election of 1980 interfered with completion or publication of the report.
The IWG included representatives from the Department of Health and Human
Services, the Department of Defense, and the Veterans Administration. It included
observers from the EPA, USDA, the Department of Labor, the White House Office of
Science and Technology and the Office of Technology Assessment. In other words, the
IWG was made up of all the agencies involved in the coverup and suppression efforts.
The IWG did not initiate a new expanded study, but instead relied on the small
limited VA study of Operation Ranch Hand personnel done as a reaction to PL 96- 151. It
also relied on unverified Department of Defense evaluation of military exposure records,
despite an existing General Accounting Office report that the DOD study was "inaccurate
in its report on ground troop locations and likelihood of exposure." In other words, the
IWG continued the coverup by utilizing data which minimized the probablity of finding a
great number of problems to be solved.
When it was all over, the IWG suggested "expanding the epidemiological study
mandated by Congress in PL 96- 151." This "needs more study" recommendation fiom the
IWG was not welcomed at the VA, and they showed no willingness to change any policies
with respect to those affected by phenoxy herbicides. In fact, the VA became more
obstinate. They reaffirmed VA policy as requiring scientific proof of a definite linkage
between exposure to herbicides and specific liability. Of course, it is impossible for any
epidemiological study to produce such data, since the records required to prove it were
concealed, suppressed or destroyed by the military. Ultimately, Carter's IWG failed to
improve the screening exam for Agent Orange victims. The VA continued to distribute
misleading information to both VA facilities and veterans, and incomplete and useless
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exams that were designed not to evoke controversial data would continue to be used on
those affected by Agent Orange. By 1981, it was quite apparent that VA policy remained
fairly immune to recommendations from anyone - except the chemical companies and the
CIA. In June of 1981, the U.S. House approved legislation directing the VA to provide
hospital care and priority medical attention to Vietnam veterans whose health problems
"may be linked to exposure to Agent Orange. Unfortunately for veterans, Congress left
the determination and defintion of "Agent Orange problems" to the VA. The fox was in
charge of the henhouse again.

Organophosphates and Other Chemicals Used in Southeast Asia
Chemical Used

I Agent Blue

Purported Use

1 Rice crop destruction

1 Agent Orange

Jungle cover defoliant

Jungle cover defoliant

Agent Orange I

Agent Pink

Jungle cover defoliant
I

Agent Purple

Forest defoliation

Chemical Used

Purported Use

I gent white

( Forest defoliation

Aldrin
Azodrin 5

Soil insect control
Insecticide

BHC

Insecticide

Clorfurazol S
Chlordane

I Herbicide

1 Insecticide

Manufacturer(s)
Amount applied
1 Ansul Company
1 2.2 million gallons
Bayer A.G. (Gemany), 8,208 gallons
Dow Chemical, Union
Carbide
Dow Chemical Co,
Hercules Inc., Uniroyal,
Diamond Shamrock,
Thompson Chemical,
Monsanto Company,
T.H.Agriculture
Miller Chemical Co.
Union
Carbide
Vertac Dow, CANZ,
Diamond Shamrock
Dow Chemical Co
Union Carbide
Union Carbide Co.
Diamond
Shamrock
Dow Chemical Co.

Manufacturer(s)

I Dow Chemical

Union
Carbide
Shell Chemicals
crystal
Chemical
Inter-America
Hooker
Chemical

( Fisons

I PPG Industries

I

10.3 million gallons

1 million gallons

122,800 gallons
145,000 gallons

Amount applied
( 5.3 million gallons
-

15,400 gallons
213,850 pounds
275,575 munds

1 <50 gallons

1 >50,000 gallons

I
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Defoliant
Insecticide
Insecticide
Insecticide
Defoliant
Insecticide
Insecticide
Insecticide
Insecticide
Insecticide
Insecticide
Fungicide
Insecticide
Insecticide

>44,000 pounds
1 million pounds
520,285 pounds
11,025 pounds
40,000 pounds
26,450 pounds
45 1,940 pounds
103,620 pounds
26,450 pounds
46,300 pounds
1.4 million pounds
485,000 pounds
343,920 pounds
unknown

Purported Use

Manufacturer(s)

Amount applied

Wood preservative

2-4-D Acid

Defolient

2-4-D-Ester

Defolient

DDT

Insecticide

DDVP
Daiapon
Deet

Insectcide
Herbicide
Insecticide

DEL Defoliant 2 1
Diazinon
Dibrom
Dieldrin
Diquat
EPN
Endrin
Furoden
Gardona
Lindane
Malathion
Moneb
Methyl Parathion
Mirex

Chemical Used
Monuron
Paraquat
Phosphamidon
Phosvel
Pichioran
Polybor Chlorate
Tandex
Trinoxol
Urox 22
Zinc Phosphate
Zineb

unknown

Crowley Tar, Koppers
Company, Los Angeles
Chemical Company
Miller
Chemical
Union Carbide , Dow,
Vertac,
Diamond
Shamrock
Miller
Chemical
Union Carbide, Dow
Chemical,
Vertac,
Diamond Shamrock,
CIANZ
Monuose
Chemical
Diamond Shamrock
H o p b Agricultural
Dow Chemical, Bayer
Chemical formulators
Hercules Chemical
Australia
Ciba Geigy
Chevron Chemical Co
Shell International
ICI Plant Protection
Du Pont
Velsicol Chemical
Pillar Int'l, M C
Shell International
Celamerck Gmbh (Ger)
American Cyanamid
Crystal Chemical
Kerr McGee Chemical
Allied Chemical

Cresote

Hopkins Chemical Co
Ortho Chemical Co
Chevron Chemical Co
ortho Agri. Co.
Velsicol
Insecticide
Dow Chemical
Herbicide
U.S. Borax
Herbicide
FMC Corporation
Herbicide
Union Carbide
Herbicide
Hopkins Agri. Chem
Soil sterilization
Hopkins Agri Chem
Rodenticide
Bell Laboratories
Bayer A.G. (Germany)
Miticide
Framoplant, FMC Corp
Source: California Department of Veteran Affairs, 1987
Soil sterilization
Herbicide
Insecticide

815,000 pounds

224,870 pounds

2.3 million pounds
674,000 pounds
121,250 pounds
unknown

unknown
330 pounds
41,900 pounds
41,900 pounds
5.3 million gallons
68,500 pounds

unknown
unknown
unknown
99,200 pounds
257,940 pounds
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We have already discussed several programs where populations were
indiscriminately sprayed with phenoxy herbicies. In order examine the roots of the dictate
relative to the issue, it is necessary to examine several earlier mass spraying programs.
The Gypsy Moth Eradication Program

In 1957, the USDA prepared to embark on an ambitious program "to eliminate the
gypsy moth", widely acknowledged to be a threat to trees in northeastern forest regions,
stripping trees of leaves, but only sometimes causing trees to die. The USDA proposed a
well-coordinated regionwide spraying campaign to aerially spray a mixture of DDT
suspended in oil. This program was explained to the U.S. House of Representatives
Subcommittee on Agriculture by M.L. Clarkson, chief of the USDA Division of Plant and
Pest Disease, as being the "final solution" to the problem of the gypsy moth.*' According
to Clarkson, total eradication might require ten years of spraying.
DDT by that time was known to have a devestating effect on wildlife. The USDA
assured Congress that application of DDT was "safe." Contradictions between USDA
assurances and the apparently non-random pattern of wildlife mortality prompted the New
York Times to question "the government's moral and legal right to 'spread poison' over
private property without permission of the owner in the absence of an overriding public
health hazarde2
The 1957 Gypsy Moth program proceeded, leaving in its wake a vast a trail of
death and destruction with indigenous wildlife. Residents of Long Island, New York, filed
suit near the end of 1957 in an attempt to prevent future spraying programs. In order to
win the lawsuit, residents had to demonstrate that (1) the USDA had no authority to
undertake mass spraying programs without regard to land use or
and (2) that
DDT was without doubt a health hazard and that people were adversely affected by the
spraying of DDT. The non-jury trial opened in February 1958, with the plaintiffs
maintaining that the spraying program upset the balance of nature and ultimately produced
unintended consequences worse than the original pest infestation and, firthennore, that
the federal government had no right to apply such hazardous materials indiscriminately
and that the private citizen had a right not to be sprayed. Dr. Malcolm Hargraves of the
Mayo Clinic testified that experiments on laboratory animals strongly suggested an
erosion in human tolerance to DDT as absorption rates increased, which might cause
jaundice and aplastic anemid. Biological and toxicological evidence presented by the
plaintiffs showed pesticides to be apparent hazards to fish and wildlife."
U.S. House of Representatives, Committee on Appropriations, Department of Agriculture FY1958, 85th
Congress, 1st session, 1957, p. 1053.
22 New York Times, May 23, 1957, p.32.
23 This authority was in fact implicit in the original sparying campaign and would later be made explicit
by the Fire Ant Eradication Act.
24 New York Times, Feb 14, 1958, p.33.
404
"
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Mass Spraying Programs Involve "Government Police Powers"

The USDA case rested on testimony by Dr. Wayland Hayes of the Public Health
Service (PHs). The Public Health Service, you will recall, is the same agency that
promoted the addition of toxic sodium fluoride to public water supplies. The PHs
presented "field studies" that contradicted laboratory evidence about toxic and chronic
chemical effects of DDT, and Hayes declared that PHs examinations of workers at DDT
manufacturing plants, and of prisoners who received over 200 times the "normal" daily
dosage of the chemical, "showed no ill effects." Hayes maintained that "the amount of
DDT absorbed by citizens was "so small as to not be mea~urable."~'So, we now see that
the government had done Phase I1 testing on prisoners, so they knew the eflect of DDT
on h m a n physiology, yet they felt the need to lie to the court about these effects. Now,
the judge in the case was named Bruchhausen (German). On June 23, 1958, Bruchhausen
argued that government ~ o l i c epowers allowed it to undertake mray c a m ~-a i m"on
behaZf of the -public ~ood."Government police powers? Where have we seen this phase
used before? During the investigation of the vaccination paradigm. Bruchhausen, in the
face of compelling scientific and experiential evidence to the contrary, declared that he
found "no compelling evidence to declare DDT a health hazard" and that "DDT was
harmful neither to man nor wildlife when applied properly."26Now, why would the judge
lie in the face of compelling evidence to the contrary? Because mass spraying programs
involve another agenda which overrides the physiological health of the public.
The Long Island suit was eventually appealed to the U.S. Supreme Court in 1959,
and the result was the same. The court ruled that the cause of the complaint was moot and
therefore nonjudicible. Plaintiffs in future mass spraying programs would encounter
similar rulings, making it almost impossible to stop mass spraying of the population
without temporary injunctions, which were almost impossible to acquire due to the
predisposition of traditional deference to the "expertise of executive agencies." Where
plaintiffs could demonstrate evidence, using expert testimony, that pesticides caused
damage to people and wildlife, courts declared the cases to be moot, since most cases
came to trial afier the spraying had ceased.
The "Fire Ant Eradication" Program

The fire ant migrated fiom South America through the port of Mobile, Alabama in
the 19207s, spreading gradually. By 1955, it was indigenous to parts of nine southern
states. A National Research Council report found the sting of the ant to be no greater than
the sting of bees or wasps2' According to a study in 1958, the primary food for the fire
ant consisted of the boll weevil, an insect extremely harmfhl to cotton crops grown in the

New York Times, Feb 25, 1958, p.45.
New York Times, June 24, 1958, p.33.
27 Committee on the Imported Fire Ant, U.S. Department of Agriculture, Report by the National Research
Council, 1967.
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South, and other insects. So, the fire ant in fact was a potentially valuable resource to
Southern cotton farmers.28
Despite the fact that the "threat" fiom the fire ant was profoundly different fiom
that presented by the government by the Gypsy moth, the government response to the
existence of thefire ant would be of equal or greater magnitude. The USDA "war against
the fire ant" continues to this d a y , despite opposition from evert biologists and
environmental scientists. Why?
It is interesting that prior to 1957, USDA entomologists womed little about the
fire ant, and confined their activity to research studies that appeared to confirm the
relatively minor status of the insect. In fact, the USDA's own ranking of control priorities
in 1957failed to mention the fire ant m a sign@cant pest.30 Department of Agriculture
studies showed that the fire ant did not particularly bother farm workers and that land
values were not affected by ant infestation. Why, then, did southern USDA officials
suddenly, despite their own evidence, begin to support a massive federal eradication
program?
The USDA Acquires Authority to Spray Without Congressional Authorization

On March 19, 1957, several southern House members requested the initiation of a
broad campaign against the fire ant. Since existing statutory authority at the time allowed
the USDA to undertake "control programs" only under specific congressional
authorization. It was proposed to amend the Agricultural Organic Act of 1946 and grant
the USDA broad authority "to control or eradicate insect pests, particularly the fire ant."
The proposed legislation would allow the USDA "to control pests" without spec*
congressional a~thorirmion.~~
The eradication program thus began in later 1957.
The USDA, with no justification or explanatory rationale, maintained that
"treatment of the fire ant problem" required qvplication of granulated deldrin.
chlordane. and heptachlor, all persistent hydrochloridated pesticides known to be at least
40 times more toxic than DDT. Some 20,000,000 acres were to be involved, and
"contingency hnds were to be made available" to "take care of emerging outbreak^."^^
The Assistant Secretary of Agriculture, Ervin L. Peterson, maintained that "all
infestations must be treated without regard to location, land use, or ownership33. Now, if
the actual evidence suggested that the fire ant was in no way a threat, why would the
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Hays, K., "The Present Status of the Imported Fire Ant...", Journal of Economic Entomology, Vol 51,
1958, pp. 111-112.
29 In fact, a television program, National Geographic Explorer, featured "the battle" on TBS, 8/13/95.
'O Rachel Camin, Silent Spring, Greenwich, Corn., Fawcen, 1962, p. 147.
U.S. Senate, Committee of Agriculture and Foresuy, Fire Ant ~radication,85th Congress, 1st sess.,

"

1957,p.3.
CongressionalRecord, March 29, 1957,p.4753.
'' Whitten Subcommittee, USDA, FY1959,85th Congress, 2nd sess, 1959,p.584.
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government ignore that fact and begin a program of mass spraying of extremely toxic
hydrochlorinated pesticides? It is only explainable by the presence of another agenda.
Thus, the Fire Ant Eradication Act, Senate Bill 1442, was approved by Congress
with minimal debate or opposition in less than 90 days. It was an event that was even
more amazing considering that debate about the eradication program involving the Gypsy
Moth was causing great public controversy during the same time period. Eisenhower
signed the bill into law without comment on May 23rd, oddly the same day that the New
York Times ran an editorial that supported federal research on the relationship between
pesticide application and the affect on wildlife. Ironic, isn't it?
In late 1957, the USDA announced that its new "eradication program" would take
three years and that some 20 million acres "required treatment." An immediate media
propaganda blitz began to engender public support, and government authorities doused
the public with press releases, motion pictures and government-inspired stories in order to
eliminate resistence to the upcoming mass spraying on the population of neurotoxic,
carcinogenic and mutagenic chemical toxins. One Southern newspaper joined the
propaganda blitz, announcing "no one knows how many people have been killed by ants."
It was a rhetorical statement that was absolutely true, but was used to inspire fear in the
population. Congress appropriated $2.4 million to begin the program, despite the
existence of three studies by Harvard biologists that warned that the program would only
serve to devestate the ant's natural predators, and that too little was known about
dieldrin's toxic or chronic eflects to use it with confidence.34Now, why would the
government lie to the public, despite even the evidence provided by Harvard biologists?
The fire ant eradication program was originally designated to be finded through a
joint effort split between the states involved and the federal government, represented by
the USDA. As the mass spraying program expanded, the horrendous effects on the
wildlife became increasingly apparent. During 1958, the USDA treated some 900,000
acres with granulated dieldrin and heptachlor. The National Audubon Society argued that
continuing field inspections showed alarming rates of wildlife damage and pleaded with
the Whitten Subcommittee to suspend appropriations for the program. Congress ignored
the devestation and appropriated another $2.4 million for another year of spraying. By late
1959, after another 800,000 acres had undergone "treatment," USDA's intransigence in
the face of wildlife devestation began to infuriate both state and national wildlife interests;
a Georgia veterinarian reported the sudden death of over 100 cattle soon after dieldrin was
sprayed, and reported of similar devestation to farm animals began to come in fiom
throughout the region. Farmers in Georgia by mid-1959 rehsed to contribute fbrther
monies to the program. In Texas, faced with growing opposition from both farmers and
general landowners, the USDA literally gave heptachlor away to any property owner who
would use it. The USDA continually assured the public that "heptachlor can be applied at
no danger to livestock, pets or birdsn3' , despite the obvious evidence that both dieldrin
e York
w
Times, Dec 27, 1957, p. 1 1 .
In October 1959, the FDA announced its intent to establish a zero tolerance for heptachlor.
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and heptachlor were killing wildlife in massive numbers. In other words, the USDA
continued to lie to the mblic. knowins?full weN that the public had no recourse.
Silent Spring, Attempts at Reform and Pesticide Politics
Following the publication of Rachel Carson's Silent Spring, detailing the
environmental abuse fostered by chemicals, it became evident that establishment criticism
of the new public awareness about chemicals fell neatly into two camps. The chemical
industry and agricultural businesses decided that in order to offset the bad publicity
created by Silent Spring, the public needed to be "educated and "reminded of the benefits
of pesticides to society", despite the fact that there ultimately were none when the
cumulative effect of these toxic chemicals was considered. The manufacturing industry
conducted systematic advertising campaigns that hinted "doom and gloom for the world
food supply" should pesticides and herbicides actually be eliminated in what the industry
called a "worst case scenario." In addition, the fact that scientists supporting the USDA
and government (NAS-NRC) had been caught with their collective pants down meant that
the "assault on professional reputation" had to be countered, especially because it had
been neatly pointed out by Carson that many members on government panels created to
regulate these chemicals worked for or were paid for by the industry - a situation that still
exists today. To these scientists, despite the veracity of Carson's observations, it was an
attack on their "scientific neutrality" which, of course, didn't exist in reality and does not
exist today.
In a masterpiece of psychological "displacement", the chemical industries viewed
attacks on their credibility, and on their program of poisoning the public, as "a sinister plan
to create the false impression that business is grasping and immoral." They objected to the
reduction of the use of agricultural chemicals as "an attack on the food supply, potentially
reducing it."36 Of course, the most "sinister" element of the attack was the public. Now, if
it was an individual who behaved this way, it would have been cause for psychological
commitment. A corporate entity, however, is an individual of a different order an entity
who is not liable to institutionalization.

-

From 1963 until about 1969, after the publication of Silent Spring, the chemical
industry offered a vast array of "expert studies", each claiming to be the "definite analysis"
on pesticides, in an attempt to debunk claims by rival studies. These pluralistic studies
seemed to be divided into two main perspectives. The first held that federal pesticide
policy inadequately deals with mounting human healh and environmental dangers and
therefore requires major revisions. The other held that "public fears about pesticides are
misplaced" because the "alleged hazards" are "miniscule, compared to the benefits", and
36 Based on a letter written to Houghton MBlh, publisher of Silent Spring, from Velsicol Chemical
Company (who also produced herbicides for distribution wer Vietnam) when they discovered their two
main chemical products, chlordane and heptachlor, were criticized in Carsons soon-t&-published book.
After the letter from Velsicol, the publisher independently conducted its own toxicological investigation
and confirmed Carson's information. Velsicol then dropped its threatened lawsuit, which was aimed at
stoping the public from have access to the information in Silent Spring. (Silent Spring, p.49).
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no overhaul is necessary. The result of these dualistic sqaubbles, both purposely aimed at
the public at the same time, was to put the public into a state of chronic indecision,
muddling public understanding of the real stakes involved in the issue. Science became
fbrther politicized.
To make matters worse for the chemical industry, President Kennedy appointed an
independent Science Advisory Committee, outside the influence of the National Academy
of Science (NAS) and the National Research Council (NRC), to examine the issue of
pesticide regulation. The President's Science Advisory Committee (PSAC) recommended
a series of administrative and legal changes that cumulatively had the potential of
tightening regulation ,beginning with stronger action-forcing mechanisms linked to the
notion of agency coordination and cooperation. The PSAC found that the Federal Pest
Control Review Board (FRCRB) had been inadequate for the task at hand, and that
FRCRB objections to USDA mass spraying programs had failed to mitigate the
devestating effect on the environment. The PSAC determined that more research, both on
the effects of pesticides and on non-chemical control technologies, was essential, as was a
federal monitoring program to track the sale, production and use of the vast quantities of
chemicals applied each year.
One of the provisions of FIFRA was that pesticides must be registered even if the
FDA filed a protest at the apparent safety of a chemical. These so-called "protest
registrations" were considered by PSAC to be a loophole without merit. The PSAC
acknowledged "the social benefits" of pesticide use - a conclusion that did not surprise
environmentalists. Proponents of stricter federal regulation used the PSAC report to
support the widely held contention that the USDA was ill-suited for pesticide regulation.
The PSAC proposed that the FDA register all pesticides used for non-agricultural
purposes. Since the line between agricultural and non-agricultural chemicals was thin, the
PSAC proposal constituted a threat to USDA and agricultural appropriation subcommittee
power over pesticide policy.
Based on the publication of Silent Spring, the PSAC report and subsequent reports
from the NAS and NRC, released in 1962, legislators in Congress perceived statutory
reform to be the answer to apparent regulatory shortcomings. In fact, between 1963 and
1964, Congress held almost a dozen separate committee or subcommittee hearings on
pesticide matters. Six bias emerged in the House in 1963 and three in the Senate. The
reform proposals either sought to eliminate loopholes in FIFRA and strengthen federal
regulation, or demanded advance USDA consultation with the Department of the Interior
and the HEW on all registrations and pest control programs. Unfortunately, true change
could only come from within the well entrenched committees on agriculture a fact that
was very apparent to proponents of reform. Federal agricultural officials balked at
proposals that tightened the more gaping holes in the regulatory framework. The Senate
Bill S1605, proposed by Ribicoff and Pearson, provided that "trade secrets" and chemical
formulas be kept secret, but allowed for public access to health and safety data. This was a
rather empty proposal, as health and safety data was based on data provided by the
manufacturer. Manufacturer data could not be trusted to accurately reflect the true nature

-
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of compounds, since the very existence of companies depended on the sale of those
products. For a company to claim a product was dangerous would be a conflict of interest.
This basic fact of life - conflict of interest - has never been adequately addressed,
as it chips away at the very structure and existence of corporate control of economies and
the control of the population therein. The Senate passed RibicofF s bill intact in October
1963, but the House Committee on Agriculture immediately tightened dissemination of
information in line with USDA and industry efforts to preserve the status quo. The House
version eventually became law.
Despite all the Congressional meanderings purporting to control the excesses of
the government, incidents continued to occur. In late 1963 the State of Louisiana called in
the Public Health Service to investigate a massive fish kill downstream fiom a Velsicol
Chemical plant in Memphis. It published a report in March 1964 indicating that the cause
was a chemical called endrin released fiom the Velsicol plant. In an attempt to divert
attention fiom Velsicol, HEW Secretary Anthony Celebreze called a multi-state
conference "to determine the cause(s) of the accident", despite the fact that the PHs had
already determined the singular cause as being a release of endrin fiom Velsicol. The
of its own, and in June 1964 announced findings that
USDA began an "in~estigation~~
mysteriously contradicted the PHs analysis. According to the USDA, "none of the
evidence was scientifically adequate to just% withdrawal of endrin, aldrin or dieldrin fiom
farm use."37 Velsicol executives charged the PHs with "gross error7', despite the fact that
the PHs investigation of the mass fish kill and the Velsicol discharge was legitimate. The
fact that Senator Everett Dirkson (R-Ill.)also condemned the PHs for "wild accusations
that unjustly crucified Velsicol and the chemical industry in general" made it obvious in
whose pocket the Senator resided.

In 1969, the Mrak Report was released. It was a comprehensive study of pesticides
and their impact on the environment. The report recommended against blanket suspension
of pesticides, but concluded that there was adequate evidence concerning potential
hazards to man and the environment to require corrective action. The report called for a
phased elimination over two years of all but "essential" uses of DDT, and recommended a
national shift away fiom all persistent pesticides. Of course, this did not stop exportation
of DDT to Third World countries and subsequent return of contaminated products to the
United States. More than 79% of DDT production went for export. Canada had already
banned DDT and other nations were following suit. The Mrak panel advocated changing
the "zero tolerance'' clause in the 1958 Delaney Amendment, making the strange
statement that "rapid technological advances made the idea of zero residues simple
untenable." They argued that a single government agency should insure effective
monitoring of the total environment, but stopped short of recommending specific shifts in
existing agency jurisdictions. This recommendation would later form the cognitive basis
for the creation of the EPA. Another important development to note was that Congress in
1969 passed the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA), which required that federal
"U.S.

House of Representatives,USDA Appropriations FY1965,88th Congress, 2nd see, 1964, p.437.
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agencies must consider environmental actions before undertaking new actions. NEPA
created a cabinetolevel Council of Environmental Quality (CEQ) to develop national
environmental policies. NEPA created the concept of the environmental impact statement.
Between 1969 and 1970, 3 1 separate proposals to either ban certain pesticides or
rework federal regulation of pesticides were referred to the House Committee on
Agriculture. No action occurred beyond hearings. In 1970, more than 13 separate
environmental organizations were registered, including the Natural Resources Defense
Council (NRDC) formed in 1970 by several northeastern lawyers. By 1971, almost 70
environmental organizations had established offices in Washington. In 1970, the Sierra
Club v Hickel case established the concept of "class action", allowing plantiffs to file on
behalf of entire sectors of society, even if those represented knew nothing about the
dispute.Unfortunately, the courts have ahvays sided with the pesticide producers and the
USDA, again indicating that another higher-level agenda is present within the issue.38
In December 1970, the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) came into being,
with a singular goal of protecting the environment. This role would automatically bring it
into conflict with other agencies who were fronts for various agenda that did not consider
the environment or the health of the population. The EPA's first administrator was
William D. Ruckelshaus. It is interesting that after the creation of the EPA, the
Environmental Defense Fund (EDF)filed suit in federal court to require that the EPA
cancel the organochlorine chemicals aldrin and dieldrin. The EPA, however, still depended
on Congress for hnding - that was its weak point, as Congress was loaded with those in
the pocket of the chemical and agricultural industries. This would be the major oversight
that would effectively render the EPA useless. Succeeding administrators, chosen by
Presidents more closely allied with U.S. Intelligence agencies, would continue to subvert
the EPA internally over the next two decades, rendering it impotent. The same procedure
was carried out at the PHs, the FDA and other federal agencies that could conceivably
have an impact on the hidden agenda which augmented the coiporate and militaryindustrial infrastructure of first the United States, and then the planet as a whole.
Why a Ban on a Chemical is not a Ban on a Chemical

The apparent ban on DDT was filled with myriad loopholes. The announcement of
intent to cancel DDT applied only to uses stated in the ban, not a ban on the chemical
itself - which is what the public was led to believe. Secondly, the ban applied only to
certain products in interstate commerce. Cancellation of a specific use for a chemical
under the impotent FlFRA forced the manufacturer only to indicate forbidden uses on the
label, but the product itself remained on the market. Farmers were encouraged to use
DDT on crops not designated for DDT under pretense of buying it for crops where its use
38 As you might have guessed from the initial presentation in this chapter of incidents involving phenoxy
herbicides, environmenal legislation and political activity relative to herbicides and pesticides really
accomplished nothing in the en4 for the USDA and other federal agencies became even more involved in
mass spraying programs, deeply affecting the environment, watersheds and population.
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was permitted. When you consider that the USDA was the "enforcer" of such "bans", it is
not surprising that no efective policy was possible to limit the mass spraying programs
and uses of chemical pesticides and herbicides by the government on the land and
population of the United States.
Announcement of cancellation of a product does not immediately stop the use of
products if the manufacturer objects. EPA suspension of the actual manufacture or use of
a product does not prohibit sale of that product. Cancellation processes set long appeal
processes into motion that were originally designed to protect the manufacturer from the
possibility of capricious bureaucratic action. In addition, each separate use for a chemical
was guaranteed a separate appeal. For DDT, it would have meant over 300 separate legal
proceedings.
Though manufacturers had to establish both the efficacy (use~lness)and safety of
a product during initial registration (which in itself is a conflict of interest built into the
system by corrupt politicians in the pocket of the industry who crafted the legislation), in
cancellation proceedings the burden of proof is paradoxically shzfid to the federal
government. Each use, in essence, was considered innocent until proven guilty, and
manufacturers can continue to produce and sell the product until all appeals are exhausted
- a process that could take years. As a result, the EPA had to compromise on its original
mission to protect the environment and came under the influence of the chemical industry
and its webwork of legislative constraints.
After the Supreme Court decision in Union Carbide v. Costle in 1981 which ruled
that the public has a right of access to data on chemicals, industry lobbyists swarmed over
Washington with proposals to either eliminate public access completely to chemical data
or narrow disclosure substantially. The EPA worked a compromise with the chemical
industry, allowing the public to look at "selected data" without the ability to copy it. The
chemical industry sought to expand the definition of "trade secretsy'to include both all
new chemicals and the analytical tests used to determine toxicity. The implications of this
policy are obvious. With no access to chemical data or methods to determine toxicity, the
industry would be entirely free to release newly developed neurotoxins with absolute
abandon. Under these proposals, the EPA would have the power to define the word
"new" as applied to the chemical under consideration. The fact that White House was
occupied by an ex-director of the CIA didn't seem to bother anyone.
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Start Date
Apr 26, 1929
Apr 13, 1956
Jun 8, 1962
Jun 17, 1963
Jun 13, 1966
Sep 24, 1975
Jun 5, 1980
Jun 5, 1980
Jun 5, 1980
Aug 4, 1981
Aug 25,198 1
Jun 19, 1984
Jun 19, 1984
Feb 25, 1985
Mar 2, 1987
Mar 2, 1987
Jul27, 1987
Jul27, 1987
Jul27,1987
Jul27, 1987
Jul20, 1988
Sep 26, 1988
Sep 26, 1988
Aug 3 1, 1989
Aug 3 1, 1989
Apr 16, 1990
Apr 16, 1980
Oct 7, 1991
Oct 7, 1991
Jul28, 1992
Jul28, 1992
Nov 16, 1992

Summary of Medfly Eradication Efforts in the United States
Stop Date
Product
Location
Coverage Area
Orlando, FL
Miami,FL
Dade Cty, FL
Miami, FL
Brownsville, TX
Venice, CA
Nor&hridge, CA
San Jose, CA
San Jose, CA
Tampa, FL
Baldwin Park, CA
Miami, FL
Miami, FL
Miami, FL
Hialeah, FL
Hialeah, FL
East Los hgeles,CA
East Los hgeles,CA
Maywood, CA
Maywood, CA
Northridge, CA
West Los Angeles,CA
West Los Angeles,CA
Mountain View, CA
Mountain View, CA
Miami Springs, FL
Miami Springs, FL
Los Angeles, CA
Los Angeles, CA
San Jose ,CA
San Jose, CA
Oceanside, CA

200 square miles
1,250 square miles
3.8 square miles
1.1 square miles
20 square miles
35 square miles
100 square miles
1,500 square miles
1,500 square miles
16 square miles
35 square miles
7.5 square miles
7.5 square miles
3.5 square miles
9 square miles
9 square miles
22 square miles
22 square miles
13.3 square miles
13.3 square miles
16 square miles
23 square miles
23 square miles
47 square miles
47 square miles
20 square miles
20 square miles
425 square miles
425 square miles
24 square miles
24 square miles
.05 square miles

Jul 1930
Feb 1958
Oct 1962
Nov 1963
Nov 1966
Aug 1976
Dec 1980
Sep 1982
Sep 1982
Nov 1981
Sep 1982
Nov 1984
Nov 1984
Aug 1985
Jul 1987
Ju1 1987
Feb 1988
Feb 1988
Feb 1988
Feb 1988
Nov 1988
Jun 1988
Jun 1988
Sep 1990
Sept 1980
Aug 1990
Aug 1990
Nov 1993+
Nov 1993+
Nov 1993+
Nov 1993+
Jul 1993

Arsenates
Malathion
Malathion
Malathion
Malathion
Malathion
Malathion
Malathion
Diazinon
Malathion
Malathion
Malathion
Diazinon
Malahon
Malathion
Diazinon
Malathion
Diazinon
Malathion
Diazinon
Malathion
Malathion
Diazinon
Malathion
Diazinon
Malathion
Diazinon
Malathion
Diazinon
Malathion
Diazinon
Malathion

The effects of malathion can result in the depressiion of acetylcholinestrase
(AChE), which is an enzyme needed for proper hnctioning of the nervous system.
According to research, exposure to repeated doses may overcome the ability of the human
body to detoxifL or eliminate the active chemicals in malathion enough to prevent adverse
effects [neurotoxic] fiom occurring. Estimates were that repeated spraying would depress
AChE levels in individuals as much as 20%. Malathion breaks down into malaoxon, which
is more toxic than malathion. Experimental studies have shown that male reproductive
systems can be affected. Studies in rats have shown testicular atrophy. It also has
produced tumors in rats and has been shown to effect chromosomes.'

' Health Risk Assessment ofAerial Application ojn/lalathion, Feb 1991, Department of Health Services,
Berkeley, California. Data: Medfly Program, Final Environmental Impact, 1993, USDA.
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When Ignorance Is Not Bliss:
Secret "Inert"Pesticide Ingredients
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mocracy is that l n f m is made m 0 n l y u s e d a s d o o d ~ b u t ww4 play, or
when pesticides
aMilable to dtt+ensso that t h y can some people have aIkrglc reactions hwtbanusedareeqosedtounpartidpate ln dedsiopmaldng p r e tobreathingJYlhadioxide,agasgiwn known chemicals How can we find out
cesses as know1edgeable partners. off by sdtites. Documented deaths If we are being expased to toxic com
Where infomationis not available or have occurred in customerr of res pounds? Who can identify these
is kept secret. a dcmoaa~cycannot taurantsvohacsuultesmrtin~~chemicals? Pestidde manufacturers.
function as It is Intended This be+ Tests showed that Doug, h fact, does we~\tmckwwwhatlsImtheprodcomesstrlkinstydearin adiscussion h a v c a ~ g r e a d k n . T h e ~ h a ucts
d they makc and the products of
of scuct %ertw pestiddebgmtkmta t o ~ ~ a l m o Q t ~ d thdr
y . compaitors nils assumption
A s a n l h t m t 4 ~ c r t h e f d l a w T h l s s t o r y k a n U ~ n o f t h e tun& out not to be cornpletelybue
ing story:'
essentfal problem with "inert*lngredk For esample. Monsanto Asricultural
It's spring. 199z in Hblsdale. mois. mts of pestjddes. n#y,re secret and Company ln 1991provided NCAP with
Hiusdale k the home of Doug Reming. thaefonMPin their e€fects a list d the Ingredients in their herbC
age 14. aartely seusitive to a variety However, the probkm doesn't stop dde Roundup. The burth ingredient
ofChrmlcals'andManaRMh38.hls t h a t , a s t h e ~ s t o r p a l s o l l l u s on the list is N a t e d orgauk adds of
motha,tryiagtohephersoahea#hy. trates. As "inertst are ldenUfied and styPhosate,* but is not identined with
It's also home to gypsy moth caterpil- studled,problems continue to surface any more accmiq? Monsanto is not
lars and a proposal for a Bacillus This articlediscussessomeof these able to. or does not wish to. specifi~ ~ @ . t . ) a a d i c a t D D p m g m m problems and thdr significance for cally ldtntify this portion of the
Hinsdale oBdals planned to s p a y wstidde ref~rodud's"lnats.*
the village kom helicopters as part of
'Ihe US. lhvlronmental Rotedion
YocraDn'Kaaa
a statewide gypsy moth amtrd pm
Agency
P A ) , m assume. should
. ~ Q ~ ~ t h = ~ m a n y i s s WhoDoar?
u e s
know the lmredicnts in Dcstldde forthat one might want to amsider in a
&cause the identity of "hats' is muWons.% assump& &t&&
careful evaluatkm of the health and not made p u b k all d us who use out not to k me. EPA's O h d the

envlronmentalimpactsdsuchapm I
gram- What 0th- catapithrs wlll be
ldlled by the Rt? What is the poteb
rial for infect lo^^^ lnhumans?
However, neither of these became
the most impKtant problrmsbr Maria
and Doug Remins. hLstead thy b

/

cusedonthesecretmat*~
(See %me Important Definltlons,"
right.) Abbott hboratories, manufacturer of the Mpet 8AF formulation
proposed lor use, had annormaxithat
It would reveal %ertstto physldanr
Fleming made arrangements for a
confaenacall among a toxicol@t,
Doug's physldan. and. Abbott LaQ
Unfortunately, the catl was unsuc-

~fulkaurseAbbottdidn'th;Maay
reaKdsiDdicatjngHinsdalchaspurchased B.t products. Fleming was
cvmtuallyabletosolvetheprobbn
and arrange lor amtba conference
CaU, but the begimbq of the spray
progmn was now lmmhenf

1

Some Important
Definitions

"hat"
Any pesticide
ingredient other than an active b
m d k n t 2 Almost all Dcmcide fordamns contain some m*IIP
-Inertwwhen applied to pestkide gndlaDsThey are used as mts,
ingdbbd#snot=-,
suhcmm dilueuts, carriers, cab
c k m k a b . or
i n a t b t s , synergists, intenaiflers, and
underthiFeddbasectidde,b m o r r t h a a 3 0 o t h a ~ ? ~ R g
gicide and Rodentldde Act Q%RA), rae 1.)
the national pesticide law, %at*
%ms*must be intentionally
i w e d b t s arc *ed
simply by added (not a amtaminant), accorderrlwhg "active* subshmxsw
ing to EP& and do not include ad)&
Auk
An l w e d h t Mnts added by the pestklde WT.
which
prevmf datmy. npel.
Secret b @ e d i L Any pesticide
a mitisate my peR M a FIRU, insndimt not disdoded on the perthneothaoatcaorbofbbbslcPlty t i d d e w

scttvechemicalsarelnduded~the

R~UFamahthaIhecombb

dcfinitrollofanrttvtbgmdkntl) t b o d r t h n a u d ~ h g m d i e n t s
phntngulatonwblchchansethe
IPavthratcthe-ratcor
other khavbm d crop or orna
mental plantJ; 2) defouants MW
--mdmp-aphnc
d3)desatswhlchdrylns of phnt tisue'

-

tnapestkldeasttboommadaDy
sdbMmybrm~aremoatly
Y n d rathe than active bgredlmts.
@ecngurr 2)
1. --P(rg
2--2(m>
t 40 cFR leal001.

~ o F P B I l ~ 1 F P o l a r / F l u l aN0.S
l ~ / ~
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Inspector General (OIG) reported In Ynerts.'12 They form a bridge be- dness, numbness. muscle weakness.
1991 that EPA's pertidde data base. tween two chemicals that don't mix emotional disorders, and sleep disturPPLS. contblned about 600 entries In reacUly dl and water or wata and a bawes) are probably common to most
sohrmts. -All solvents are soluble In
whWl the %ertsmwere identilied only wary leaf surface, for exampleu
as 'khemical name not available' In
SraiaoscKve agentsare often toxic f a t a n d w U a t m m e l e v e i o f ~
additbi, the OIC audited a ~aIIdom to fW1 and other aquatic oganlsms. produce&acts on the central nerv~ls
sampleo
f 50 pestidde products in the 7 W was unfommately well IUustrated system," ooncluded Congress' Office
data base and disannnd that almost when the oil tanker Torrey Canyon of TechmaogY &sessmentP
half contained errors in the idenaccidentally spilled crude oil along
Spedficclassesof oganksohrents
tion and coding d "inerko7
hopean shores.Cleanup oms used are paTttarlarly problematic. Gtyco1
in Eact. EPA's lnaWiry to identify about 10.000 tons of detergents to . ethers, for example, cause anemia;
~ ' k a d s t o ~ t h a t c o u l dlspersetheoiI,rrsulthrgtnmassive
d
intoxication: irritation of the eyes.
be called absurd. la 1990, EPA r e kiUs d marine organisms. The entire nose. and skin; birth defects: and
sponded b a Frredom of tnfonnatbn animal population d the beaches was da~nage~spamandtestes?~In
1984,
Act request Okd by North Carolina destmyed, with the exception of a a glycol e t h a . c o n formulation
~
resident m b e t h Iglesiss. Among handful of specks14 CUkd animals are of the fmxtklde Safratin (the active
other qwstias, she asked If hazardsusceptibIe.lS
Ingredient is an organophosphate,
a a ~ 8 s t e s ~ d ~ ~ =~d t ri * end itg eom e s y s
plopetamphas) was associated with
pestiddes, as ectiM &wedients,.YR tem~,
appear to be damaged tn humans illness in a bus drtw who was aert' ingredients, or othenuise EPA tc- poisoned by surfactantcontdnlng posed to the fmxtklde when she ensponded, "Hazardous waste k legally pestldde products.1417
tered h a bus the morning after a
allawedbyEPAtoberecycledinto
routlnefnsecttddetreamentfs
pestiddes.' then went on to say that
Xyhesareanothadassdpmb
it had not been p4ss& to detemnlne
Ielnatk-TheyeaUse~eye,
P A % CIosdIssUaa of UI~
if any pesticide product cmently reg
node and throat irrttatian; Lmpalred
Todd& ollrcrlla~~cB~nb
istered contained such materials8
memory;liver and kidaey
lna
m
r
d
b
a
t
b
~
ditdness;
hearing
b
,
Aren't Mbst -fnab9 k
and fetal death and decreased fetal
JVontaxic aa Watat
wdghtgaixl dlaingprqpancy.~Riskd
W e their name suggests other=p==kW~theyare=d
wiso %ertwpestidde ingmkntsvary
in-2Poo-wn
widelyin t h e i r w e a n d chronlctox+
~ddrrmtsInaaodatloPnwtth
icity. Some, Wce wata. honey, wheat,
pestldde active bgmdknts have also
carrots, and sawdust are reMlvely
beendaMedin~,=addbng
nontoxic to most people. other ax&
-a==--fw==
mab, and plants. Others. such as
Ropdlrntr'Zhe~usedto
methyhe chloride, m e w bromide.
propd-~depIod-and naphthalene, are or k
Sou-: U.S. €PA OHiw d Um ~ ~ E C
6a10rd
W
their anltaiaers @
foggers,
I
for exIngredients in pesticides and are 1991. RepodOf udit:hart ingndanhin
ampk) are a sobering UustraWn of
@rides. WaslWm, D.C. ((ScpQmkr 27.)
cleartyaaddy-toltviag~UO
theprobkrns~~~AbOutP3
EPA has evaluated the torldty data it
mllllos3 aerosol pesWde containers
has aMUable b r %errsmand has
Plants may also be damaged by aremanufacturcdeachyearlnthe
duded that it does not have adequate s n k m c t h agents. Foreramplo an U2LaMaay d these products contain
informationto evaluate the toxlclty of aIiulsi&dbnn*
oftheflmgkide J@mmhm, like butane and p r e
m!ost%~'(Scengure3.j~bo~t75truoriaebtoxktoMuebarypdkP p a n e . a s ~ t s . T b e s e c h e m i c a l s
percent of the "inert$' ideutified in the A d u d y s h o w e d t b a t ~ a l i o f ~ J ~ W ~ I ~ I l r m n u h k W h q l s u c h a
OIG audit are of3mknown toxklty."' thetoPddtycouM kaammW for by pestidde product is used to 'Yog a
Alarge number d
however, onedthe%ertsmrathatbanarry rnoDSdtmunvmtlbtcQthevapors
belong to classes of chemkab that ~m--Yd~-mea=~
can easily ignite. In fact, one fire
have been linked to salous health or
O I & r r d c S d v e o b ~ t o a -mmhal has nportcd that arsonifts
environmental impacts. A review of ganic &vents is rmodated with a "'=odlecting---by
some of the problems associated with varlayd-pdDk=.h
these classes of chemk& k an inter- chdhganimcrrasehthefrcqumcg
esting Introductkn to the possible d
lfdthapareatbee Tbc rrnaalsrs auld nd be prosecuted
hazardsd-illats.-Foraeampk~ p o ~ m b e h a v i o r a &norl
o r d e n k d t k ~ m o n e y ~
sider the hazards that have linked to malltSes?1 and liver cancer in c a u s e t b t ~ w a c b e b a g u s c d i n
lnRnneaFPUwrst1ommkawahar aa=da=ewitht&M(whiefrdOes
surfaa-asmts,-and propellants:
In the US. (cmlyafractkmofthese
m c u v t crgenb;Swfamac- workatpcsW-lobs)aIv~
As altanatives to flammable hytive agents reduce the surface tcnskn cupatlonaliy exposed to solvents. ~ p r o p d h k s a n e p e s t i d d e
of water.ll Detergents. surfactants, Horrsehddarposrnesalso~~~~.The
products use chlorofluorocarbons
emuWers. and foamsuppressants are behavioral a n d n a d o g k d problems (CFCs), notarks for their ability to
all surface-active agents used as
euphorb,
dfi- destroy statospherk omone At least

-

_

.

zg2=z&z

mf=-l=.

-
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half a dozen CFCs are used as "inertw deftnilion of pesticides to indude their
propellantslo in 170 pesticide prod- secret %ert*Ingredients expands the
ucts.Jl Depletion of stratospheric nwnber and scope of these problems.
ozone has been ilnked to a number of It is a crucial step if we are to fully
aax,unt for the damage that pestiddes
crucial global health and envhnmtal problems including an inaease in Cancause.
The lssue of %ertsw also provides
the frequency of sktn cancer. an b
aease in the frequency of cataract a lJnk between pestidde reform and
blindness, decreased effidency of hw some basic concepts that are fundaman immune systems,a decrease in mental to demoaacy as most Am&
world food prodmion. and exbctkm cans envisage it. Because dtfiens d e
servetolmcrwabouttheirtqmsure~
of some species.=
to t&c chemicals at work and at
Svncgv
home, and deserve the right to gtve
their informed consent to such e x p
One of the most Mghtenlng pottial problems with pesticide %ertw b sures, secret %ertw ingredients are
gredients k the poteuthlfor syneqkm unacceptable. By taking this message
among several 'inertsw or among toneighbors.-o88dals,reswfie
'herfsmand activt Ingredients. Citvrn managen. and m d e USUJ. we are

large number of possible combi- us@thethe%ertswLrswasyetam
nations of chemicals and the small other tool to reduce pesticide use and
amount of testing required for %er&w promote sustainable alternatives. m
information on this sub)ectis sketchy.
It does, however, &arty illustrate the
pressing need for more studies.
For example, ltseadlers studying
the movement of Esteron 99 (an herbicide with the fsooctyl ester of 2.4-D
as active ingredient) through protective gloves discavered that the %atsW
in the formreduced the p m
teaton offered by the glows.= The
'hutswappeared to permeate the
glove material f i r e and then helped
bring the 24-Dester across.
Simihrsynegistic effects have been
documented for both acute and
chronic toxicity. The synthetic pyre+
throid insecticide Pydrin 2.4 EC is
more acutdy toxic to mice than is its
active ingredient femalerate, for 5
ample," and the carbamate herbFagoktwiaasaaWytodclomldse
larvae as its active ingredient
triallateSSThe cardnogenldty of the
fumigant Telone ll -in laboratory ank
malsisdwtobothits%ertmstabL
l i i , epichlorohydrin. and its active
ingredht, 1 ~ m p e n e . 5 6 W i b h
so much of the t o x h b g y of %ertsm
unknown and the enormous number
of pesticide lormulatbns. It seems
nearly inevitable that some clanthe

TakhgAdion
.
Synthetic pestiddes havecaused a
wide range of health and awhmmab
tal ~roblemsin the halhnhw that
t h e have widely used.pcf&&
and

biornamikatba resistance. human
toxicity, and groundwater contamination to name lust a few. Expanding the
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A Chronological Analysis of EPA's Lists of Inerts
by Colehour Arden

The issue of EPA's inerts lists is rather complex and deserves some additional discussion.
On July 25, 1986, the EPA released a 53-page document entitled ?Lists of Chemicals Used as
Inert Ingredients in Pesticides." The list included 1282 entries, though some 296 were deleted
awaiting further review. Some of the inert5 were included on more specific lists, which EPA
released simultaneously. List 1, or "Inerts of Toxicological Concern," induded 57 items. List
2, called l n e r t s With a High Priority for Testing," numbered 62 chemicals. List 4, 'Minimum
Risk Inerts; amounted to 271 entries, of which 160 did not appear on the 53-page list. List 3 was
not specifically identified, so the remaining 1052 items were assumed to be List 3.
EPA first published its inerts policy as an April 22, 1987 Federal Register Notice, which also
updated some of the lists. List 1was presented with the same name and same number of items,
although not all the chemicals listed were the same. List 2, renamed 'Potentially Toxic
InerWHigh Priority for Testing," now numbered 67 chemicals. While no List 4 was printed in
this document, it was referred to as "Minimal Hazard or Risk," and said to amount to about 300
items. List 3 is mentioned a s including 'approximately 800 inerts" that have 'no basis for
listing...on any of t&e other three lists."
Updates to the lists appeared in EPA's November 22, 1989 Federal Register Notice on inerts.
List 1was changed to include only 40 items. List 2 had 62 entries, but was corrected in the June
29, 1990 Federal Register to read differently, and therefore had 64 entries. List 4, still unpublished, was changed. The previously released List 4 was now referred to as List 4q while a
new List 4B was created. List 4B was not given a title, but included 2 items that EPA believed
under 'current use patterns ...will not adversely affect public health and the environment." List
3, never published nor released in any coherent form, nonetheless received some modifications,
as well as a new name, -Inerts of Unknown Toxicity."

On November 19, 1990, EPA released the 296 items which they had deleted from the July 25,
1986 53-page list of inerts. In the process, EPA stated this list was not at all 'complete." Not only
was the 1986 list not complete (as later verified by the July 23, 1991 release of a new 'complete"
inerts list), but the list had a number of duplicate entries, incorrect matching5 of chemical
names and Chemical Abstract Service (CAS) numbers, and other errors.
As noted h e , the EPA released a new 'completem List of inerti on July 23, 1991. Unlike the
1986 list, EPA claims this list only includes items which are indeed found i n a registered
pesticide product. The 1986 list purported only to TdentifL chemicals that are used or may have
been used as inert ingredients." The, 1991 list, with 1820 entries, is substantially larger than the
previously released inerts lists combined (ie., the 1986 "complete" list of 1282 items, plus the 160
items on List 4 that did not appear on the 1986 list, for an old total of 1442 inerts.)

The 1991 list claims to be 'inclusive of previously published Lists 1, 2, and 4, as well as those
inerts which were to be compiled as List 3." But many items from previous lists are not included on this new List because EPA believes they no longer occur in any pesticide .formulation.
Only seven items from the 1989 List 1,.and fifty items f h m List 2 are included on the 1991 list.
Many new items appear as inerts for the first time on this list. Also, there is no indication -is to
.the breakdown into Lists 1, 2, 3,4A and 4B. Furthermore, the cover memo for the list includes
the disclaimer that any number of items 'Lmay have been inadvertently omitted from the listw
With such protective language, and without the identification of which chemicals are on
which Ests, the information is of questionable public value. Nevertheless, EPA's public release
of this information is another step in the slow process of finding out whats really .in a pesticide.
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Pesticide Manufacturers Non-Cooperative in Releasing Data
The Attorney Gencnl't office went directly to pesticide manufacturers to ask them
IO name

the h e n ingredients in some of their products sold in New York State. Eighl

companies of the 39 cdnlactcd uy)pcrated fully by identifying all the inut ingredients
used in spccific products they manufacture. . Twenty-three prod-

.inadequate

rrsponscr: 12 avning the inett.~Ihe company used without specifying the products in

which each inm is found, and 11 othas merely providing copies of product kbeLt or
otha inadequate information. Eight manufaaurcrs mtirdy ignored the q u e s t for
information.

Survey Results

Dow ChemiaJ Company

>

FhlC Corporation

Greensweep Household Products

Hyponu Carpontion
ICI Americas. Inc.
0.M.Scott and Sons Company
Rhom-Poulenc AG Company

Abbort Laboratories
Acme Burgess. Inc.
American Cyanamid Company
ATOChcm North America
C h m n Chemical Company
CIBA-GEIGY Corpontion
Duo1 Industries
Fmnenta ASC Compan
F ~ Y ~vrwry
S
k c A , ~nc.
Hutz MounPin Copontion
Hachst-Routsel Agri-Vet Cornpan:.

Kenco Chemical Company
Miles. Inc.
Mobay Corpontion
Monsanto Agricultural Company
NOR-AM Chemical Company
Pace National Corporation
Rohm and Haas Company
Ma, Inc.
-02
corp Protection COT.
~ n i ~mo m p n y .lnc.
WIStbLinck Company

'
'

COhfPLElZ RESPOME (8)
The Andemn Management Corpontion
Bcuiide Products Co.. Inc.

The d-Con Co., Inc.
Fausy k Beshff

Glorion Corpontion
Greenview
Howud Johnson's Enterprises, Inc.
Rbga Co~pontion

' FMC was willing w dircws providing anrin infomution &-an
a
m
of d
i
. 'Ihir was na rcrpcnriuc to r h Sue's requa kaurc h would
n a mablc Ihe Uue to pmvidc h i s infomalion to rhe public.
-Indudes =posses nrming krens uxd wiPhan prwiding produa idauiks and
mpcnses imbuifying xwe but mt rll inen h p d i m t s in specifii pmduc~.

i
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Chemicals Used as Inert ingredients
US*

QlcmidN.mc

-

110-194 ~oaicvidirobdyicncr
108-24-7 Adc.Clby&i&
6744-1 kaal
75a-8 Acaoni&
98-862
8284&2 6-Aaraxy-2.4-dimclhyl-m-di61788-46-5 Acaylucd h d h
617849.0 Acaylucd twlin .Lobd
7&&2 Acrylee
90aMas Aayhi&-.crylic.cidlaiu
c n a . p o l y m c r ~ a a y k m i & i k m d13-

-14
wau#7

Aaylicdpdyms
A a y l i c d p d y m s , nh
~

msoa-9 A a y l i c . c i a b u l y l a u r . p d y m e r w i l h ~

m-30-8 Acrylicdd.~rirb.cykmidc.roditlm~
1-162
A a i dq d
lM.044 Ad+&
lP79-5 Adipic.ci4diaPylcacr
smz-IW Agar
68131404 Alcohdr. C11-IS-rccaduy. ubaaylucd
68439-509 Alohdr. C12-14. abaxylucd
68131-39-5 Alcobdr. C12-l5.
68213-SO Alcobdr. C12-18. abQlykcad
69Z7-210 Alsohdr. C12-18. ahoxylucd. propoxylucd
663269&3 AlmboL. C12-20. abaxytod
684394% ALcobdr. C16-18. abaxylucd
6843945-2 Almhdr. -12 abayluod
69013-190 Alcobdr. C8-18. d ~ ~ ~ y t cpropmykrcd
cd.
970(3-91-9 A l e . C9-16. abolylucd
61791-284 ALcobdr. Jlor. a b m y h d
Alf.lf.
9049a-2 Al*
glm
AUcyl(fmy~dcocolacd)dh+1y1
bc+e
7um6-U-5 AUrylimidudrmlrmnwcbyl~darvadfmmd&.cd
W l ~ ~ ( ~ ~ L " ; ~ r ( ~

k

o

c

)

68585-360 Alkyl(C1&14) oaypdy(echyhmxy)clbyl p h p b c
70#2-8@2 AUcyl(C10-16) dimabybnhe aide
69Z7-Z-I dphr-wl(Cl&I6>awra-b~y-~yahyLne
pdyorYPwY1- polyor+yk=
6RS65-342 d p h r - ~ l ( C l & l 6 ~ g a + ~ ~ ( o x y a h y
d u e . rodirm, nh
Allyl(Cl1-15) p b a o x y p l y ( m y a h y l e a e ~
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Appendix I

Provisions of Federal Laws Regulating
Pesticides

Lawiprovision

Regulates
Pesticide uses

Purposdeffect
Reaister soecified uses of oesticide ~roducts
on %e basis of both risks and benefits.
Pesticide may not cause any unreasonable
risk to man or the environment, Wung into
account the economic, social, and
environmental costs and benefits of the use of
the ~esticide.
FFDCA
Pesticide residues in or on foods
Limit the amount of pesticide residue in or on
(specifiedsections)
raw agricultural commodities. processed
foods. or animal feed.
Section 408.
Pesticide residues on raw agrccultural
protect human health while allwng for the
commodities (raw foods). Requlres a tolerance production of an adequate. wholesome, and
(legal llmit on the amount of pestlctde res~due economical food supply.
allowed) or tolerance exemption.
Section 409 (includes Delanev clause. Pesticide residues (classified as food
Protect human health bv reauirina that
additives) in processed foods Requires a
proposeduse will be Gfe. delaGy clause
set. 4 0 9 ( ~ ) ( 3 ~ ~ ) )
tolerance when the level of residue exceeds
establishes a strict 'zererisk' standard for
that prescribed in the section 408 tolerance for carcinogenic pesticide residues in processed
the raw agricultural commodity. Under the
food.
Deianey clause. no food addltlve tolerance
may be granted for a pesticide found to
induce cancer in humans or an~mals.(Certain
exceptions are made for animal feed.)

AFRA

p
p

Section 402

--

-

Also regulates pesticides applied during or
after processing.
Adulterated food.
Providesthat a raw food is adulterated i f it
are not
contains a pesticide whose res~dues
authorized by a section 408 tol,vance or
exemption.

for which a
Permit the use of certain ~r0ductS
section 409 tolerance could not be obtained.
Under the How-through provisionof section
402(a)(2)(C), the use of a pesticide containing
a minute quantity of a carcinogenic ingredient
could be allowe6, whereas. under the-&laney
clause. this use would be prohibited.

Reauires a section 409 tolerarce for a
pesticide (1) whose residues are concentrated Since the term 'ready to eat' has not been
above the section 408 tolerance in ~rocessed defined. the concentrationrequiring a section
food that is 'ready to eat' or (2) thai is added 409 tolerance is uncertain.
to the processed food during or after
processing. (W~thouta tolerance. the
processed food is considered adulterated.)

1

The 'flow-through' provision, section
402(aX2)(C). exempts a pesticide from the
requirement for a section 409 tolerance when
the pesticide's residues in a processed food
that is 'ready-toeat' are not concentrated
above the tolerance prescribed in section 408
for the same raw food.
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PESTICIDES AND NATIVE PEOPLE
COLOMBIA
Although chemical eradication of Colombian marijuana is still in the planning stages, the current activities of "Anti-narcotics Police" have made native people
easy and frequent targets, as illustrated by the following letter from individuals of the Guajira peninsula to
the Colombian Minister of Agriculture, a copy of which
was sent to Cultural Survival.
Dear Mr. Minister,
1 May 1981
During the week of 6 April 1981, a detachment of 100
Anti-narcotics Police, under the command of Capt. Luis
Enrique Flores moved into the Alto Guajim in search of
marijuana and other drugs. To accomplish this, Capt.
Flores did not hesitate to abuse, torture, rob, loot, destroy
private property, illegally enter and in general abuse his
authority. (A brief description of robbery and looting
follows.)
Besides the priviouly mentioned excesses, in countless
Indian huts, police robbed or simply killed their animals.
thereby taking away the source of livelihood and subsistence. This particulary affected the poorest people.
The police's zeal to find the marijuana did not encounter any obstacles to obtaining information. Yet,
abuse and violence were used on the population. When
one policeman was asked how he was able to wmmunicate with the people, given that many Indians do
not speak Spanish, he responded that it was no problem
because "after a going over with a rifle butt, almost all of
them learn Spanish." There were cases of individuals
who were beaten with rifle butts until they vomited
blood. There was also a case in which police placed a
grenade in a youngster's pocket to persuade that person
to talk.
An unfortunate coincidence made these incidents even
more serious. The police action coincided with Easter

-

LOMOTIL An effective anti-diarrheal medicine sold
by prescription in the US. Doses slightly above the
recommended level, however, can be fatal. In the
Sudan. the drug was sold over the counter in containers
boasting that it was "used by astronauts during Gemini
and Apolio space flights." It was also recommended for
children as young as 12 months.
PANALBAIALBAMYCIN-T
A combination antibiotic, first marketed by Upjohn in 1957. By 1968.
sales from this product totalled $18 million, or 12 percent of the com~any'sgross domestic income. But in
1968. 30 ~ a t i o n a i~ E a d e mof
~ Science experts
unanimously recommended that panalba, along with 49
other antibiotics, be removed from the US market. According to their studies, 20 percent of patients
developed allergic reactions to the drug. Twelve patients had already died as a result. By 1970, it was
forced off the US market. However. antibiotics are not
classified as drugs in the US, which allows the
substance to be exported, now under the name of
AIbamycin-T, to 33 countries. In Mexico it is recommended for urinarv infections; there is no mention of
toxicity or side efftkts.
PHENACATIN/SOMA/FIORINAL
This drug
causes kidney failure which often proves to be fatal. It
is sold in Malaysia for such minor ailments as
toothaches. flu. and headaches.

-

-

-

Week, a period in which many indians return from
Venezuela to visit their families in the Guajira. Many of
them carry several months of savings with them, along
with goods and personal possessions. On 13 April, at the
site of Irruwain, near Nazareth, a bus fi lled with Indians
and c,argo was looted by the police. Police officers confiscated radios, tape recprders, and other possessions
from the passengers. This was only one of numerous incidents which occurred between the police and bus
passengers.
The reign of terror is so broad that civil authorities
from the area refused to receive cornplaints from the people, sending them instead to the commander of the
military post in Nazareth. Most of those affected did not
want their names made public because they were afraid
of repression by Capt. flores. Nevertheless, if the notional government offers sufficient guarantees to the
population, they will be able to obtain the statements
necessary to substantiate the accusations made here.
Signed by 10 prominent political
officials, public health officers,
clergy, businessmen, and an anthropologist.
The military officer in charge of Colombia's Antinarcotics Bureau ordered an investigation and subsequently promised to repay the Indians. Payment has
not yet been made and incidents of violence against
native people have not diminished.
in a letter of 1 October 1981. the signees of the earlier
letter wrote detailing several local incidents of violence
and mentioning the threats against themselves by C a p
tain Flores. This included an attempt by the police to
place a small amount of marijuana into the truck of a
local merchant. The letter adds that, fortunately for the
man,
TETUCYCLINE - In industrialized countries, this
antibiotic is not used for children under 8 or women
more than 4 months pregnant. If used in large doses for
more then 1 week the drug retards fetal bone develop
ment and stains children's teeth. In 1979 in Singapore
and Malaysia. 42 preparations were for sale. over the
counter, with only 2 including any cautions. Bristol's
brand. Bristaciclina. is sold in Col~mbiawithout warning to pregnant women. and is recommended for
children. In other Third World countries the drug is
recommended for infants and children.

-

VERDIVITON This drug is restricted in Britain and
contra-indicated for anyone with a liver problem. In
Bangladesh. where some 50 to percent of the population suffer from amoebic hepatitis or other ailments of
the liver, the drug is contra-indicated for most of the
population. It is, however. readily available there
without warnings.

-

WINSTROUSTANOZOLOL
A synthetic male hormone restricted in the US because it stunted the growth
of children. It is intended to be used only for blood
disorders in adults. However. the drug is sold over the
counter in Brazil where it is recommended as an a p
petite stimulant for children. In Mexico it is sold as a
tonic. In Malaysia. it is sold to treat weight loss and
anorexia for all age groups.
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"an army corporal was also traveling in the car and
spoke out in the face of this farce. Capt. Flores responded. 'If I want to get you in trouble. I'll fill this whole car
with marijuana and say that this cargo is yours.' "
It is well known that this is not the first time that the
Anti-narcotics Police have provided this type of
"evidence" against someone. The population justly
feels the repression of Captain Flores, who could easily
obtain "evidence" of arms and drug possessions to take
revenge on those who have spoken out against the r o b
bery, kidnappings, and tortures which the troops at his
command have taken place amongst the Guajiros."
I t should be emphasized that the quantities of marijuana which Colombia exports are normally calculated
in terms of shiploads tons of marijuana bailed into
huge bundles, driven in large trucks to waiting ships.
and sent by freighter to the United States. Such traffic
flows up and down the Guajira peninsula relatively uninterrupted. Those who would try to alter this large
scale movement would face heavily armed opposition.
The police know this. and it is one of the reasons why
the Guajira is considered a no man's land with regard
to the control of marijuana traffic.
If any Guajira Indians are involved in this traffic.
their contribution would be miniscule by comparison.
What then is the purpose of this violence against them?
Does it serve largely to demonstrate a degree of control
while masking the ineffectiveness of large-scale policing activities? If so, are Indians then becoming the
scapegoats for a problem which Colombian authorities
cannot, will not, or perhaps do not care to resol\ie?
Many argue that the "cocaine problem" is not Colombia's, but that of the US. One might then expect that
chemical control of marijuana production could focus
on unarmed Indian cultivators, rather than the large
scale producers involved in most international traffic,
thereby demonstrating a "concern for the problem"
without affecting production. The previous CSN indicated that, even with limited information. it seemed
likely that native peoples would be affected disproportionately by the increasing international use of poisons.
Colombia. unfortunately, may provide more eviTheodore Macdonald
dence. E

-

Pesticides and Native People
of Sierra Nevada de Santa
Marta, Colombia
5 November 1981
Dear Cultural Survival,
I appreciate your recent issue of Cultural S w i v a l
devoted to Poisons in the Third World. I thought I
would call your attention to the dangerous connection
between drug control actions involving poisons
sprayed from the air and the survival of peripheral p
ple of the Sierra Nevada de Santa Marta in Colombia,
South America. The Sierra is rather well known for the
cultivation of marijuana, and recently the US State
Department has had under consideration a plan for
spraying marihuana plots there. Vigorous ground control programs date from 1978, including the burning of
.a reported 24,282 hectares in the Sierra [a remarkably
exact figure) and a cost of 146 million dollars annually,
but it is estimated that only 15% of the cultivated
marihuana was affected. With this as background. the

spraying of chemical herbicides has become the focus
of a series of discussions and technical papers prepared
by "beltway bandits" in the DC area. I have seen one of
these papers, or at least sections of it that are
"unclassified" which is to say do not deal with actions
proposed. However, a key to the actions is provided by
the bibliography to the paper. Referenced are
numerous scientific papers dealing with the effects
upon fruit trees, cotton, wildlife, fish and aquatic vertibrates and pasture grasses and soils of 2.4-D.
Glyphosate Herbicide, Paraquat (the most commonly
cited) as well as things talled Cationic Herbicides.
MON-0573. and Dalapon. From your newsletter I know
the effects of 2.4-D. From my reading 1 understand Glyphosate to be harmful to wildlife, fruit trees, pasture
grasses and fish. And we know Paraquat.
The text of the paper deals with the location of
gardens, housesites and waterways in relation to

Indian residence in Sierra Nevada de Santa Mana
O Borys Malkin. Anlhro-Photo

marihuana plots. My experience in the Sierra
(1972-1973) was that secalled marihuana plots are in
fact extensions of normal roza. or shifting cultivation.
plots in most instances - rarely are they isolated from
corn, yucca and bean plots and while they are not
itemized they are contiguous. Of course such plots tend
to be located near waterways, from which local indigenous people as well as mestizo farmers draw drinking, cooking and washing water.
In short, the policy contained in the Foreign
Assistance Act of 1971 of linking continuing foreign
assistance to vigorous drug control efforts will lead to
the dangerous program now being contemplated for the
Sierra Nevada de Santa Marta. State Department planning and funding of such poison spraying is apparently
not yet a fact; but the background work prior to planning is now taking place. Given the Colombian government's history of accepting whatever drug law enforce
ment technology the US provides, and its willingness to
attack peasant growers [and their Indian and peasant
neighbors who do not grow) rather than wealthy
distributors, State Department plans and funds would
probably be accepted and implemented. Consequences
for indigenous peoples and their mestizo neighbors will
be dire, guilt and innocence notwithstanding.
I am wondering if mention of this situation and the
threat to the indigenous and mestizo farmers of the
Sierra it represents would not be good to mention in
connection with the series on Poisons. Purposefully
poisoning human communities is perhaps even more
reprehensible (although less widespread) than accidental poisoning, even if the ends seem worthy to politicians and bureaucrats.
Sincerely.
William L. Partridge
Associate Rofessor and Chairman
Department of Anthropology
Georgia State University

-

-
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Gulf War Syndrome and Other Biological Problems
-Implementation of Malthusian Directives The Contagious Component of Gulf War Syndrome
Genetically Engineered in the United States
According to Dr. Garth Nicholson and Dr. Nancy Nicholson, who were
interviewed on Nurse Talk Radio in Houston, Texas, April 15, 1995, research done at the
M.D. Anderson Cancer Research Center shows that one of the components (illnesses)
inherent in the Gulf War Syndrome appears to be a form of man-made g e m warfare. Says
Dr. Garth Nicholson, "we have isolated a bacteria called Mycoplasma incognitas through a
method called gene trackmg. The good news is that if treated, by a readily available
antibiotic, most veterans have been helped. The bad news is that we are finding more and
more family members that are contracting the disease from Desert Storm veterans." His
wife, Dr. Nancy Nicholson, had more to say: "this could be a holocaust of monumental
proportions as it has been genetically enpeered, with roots right here in the Houston
area.

"'

Who are the Drs. Nicholson, who have made these charges? Both have very
impressive credentials. Dr. Garth Nicholson is a Professor of Laboratory Medicine and
Pathology, a Professor of Internal Medicine, and Chairman of the Department of Tumor
Biology at the University of Texas, M.D.Anderson Cancer Center at Houston. With over
25 years experience and over 400 papers published in scientific and medical journals, he is
also a member of the editorial boards of 13 scientific and medical journals, and has been
nominated for the Nobel Prize. His wife, Dr. Nancy Nicholson, has an Undergraduate
degree from Johns Hopkins University, a Ph.D in Molecular Biophysics from Florida State
University, post-doctoral training at the M.D. Anderson Cancer Center at Houston, has
been a member of the faculty at Baylor University in the Pharmacology, Microbiology and
Immunology departments, and is President of the Rhoden Foundation for Medical
Research.
An Interview with the Drs. Nicholson
R= radio station D= Drs. Nicholson

R: Last winter, I caught a Houston press conference where a lady in a laboratory smock
explained that mycoplasmas are natural components found in all living cells. She
continued that she and her husband were doctors that had discovered that the cause of the
Gulf War Syndrome (at least a component also contributing to its contagion) was a
manmade, artijricial mycoplasma that had "somehow" been implanted in the cells of
Desert Stoxm veterans. Tonight's guests: Dr. Nancy Nicholson and her husband, Dr.
Garth Nicholson. Welcome.

' Extraordinay Science, Vol7, N0.3, JulfAuglSep 1995, p.48.

KPBC-770AM Radio, May 15, 1995; The Antishyster, Vol5, NO.^., 1995, pp. 17-22.
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D: Thank you. First, the mycoplasmas that seem to cause GWS are not exactly 'hrtificial,"
but we have scientific evidence that they have been modfled. However. there is a-federal
gag order out on this, so you won't hear about it on the normal news. It's frustrating
because people need to know they can be helped -- but if they don't know, they are at
risk.
R: How did you get involved with the Desert Storm syndrome?
D: Our daughter served in the 101st Airborne Division in Iraq, on 'the deep insertions.
Like many other vets, she came home with Chronic Fatigue Syndrome (CFS) and a
number of associated ailments, including arthritis-like problems with her joints. She had
problems with her hearing, vision, memory, headaches, muscle spasms, skin rashes,
gastrointestinal problems, and cardiac arrhythmia. All these and a variety of other
problems collectively fall under the category of "Desert Storm Syndrome" or 'Gulf War
Illness."
Urinary and reproductive problems are also common in women with Gulf War Illness.
Severe pregnancy problems, many still births, birth defects, and many of the babies born to
Desert Storm Syndrome patients die within a couple years -- tremendous problems in this
category.
R: This is an amazing array of symptoms. How many people are infected?
D: Between 50,000 and 100,000 people. That only includes those registered at the VA
Hospitals, not their family members. There may be more.

R: Are these soldiers that were in deep insertions?
D: Some were on 'Ueep insertions" and some were behind the lines. For example, some
Air Force soldiers decontaminated aircraft that bombed Iraqi chemical and biological
Many of those decontamination soldiers are dead and those still
weapon storage faci~ities.~
alive are very, very ill. Some are paralyzed. We worked with a 16-member graves
registration unit. There's only one member alive, and she's in a wheelchair now and doing
very poorly.

R: The other 15 died?

D: They're all dead. They were handling thousands of b d e s , but the government has
covered this up and only reported 148 combat deaths. There were ten times more than
that due to infectious diseases and other problems associated with the Gulf Win. Worse,

-

For details on these facilities, see also U.S.News and World Report, Sept 11, 1995, p.41-43.
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the number is going to grav because of contagion. Mycoplasmas can be transmitted
through the air.4 Every place I look, somebody's showing symptoms. We have detected
the microorganism. It's very evasive and very infective, very contagious in these Gulf
War veterans. The evidence indicates that these mycoplasmas have been tampered with
by man. The mycoplasma penetrates the cell and proliferates. It takes pieces of the host's
membrane with it so the body is set up for rheumatoid response or thyoiditis and it's a
very confounding illness - perfect germ warfare, the last thing you'd expect and very
difficult to diagnose. The general medical community is unaware of this - so the more
it S kept under wraps, the greater the problem become^.^
The mycoplasmas are deep in each cell's nucleus and have certain DNA sequences that
are extremely unusual and it is highly unlikely that these genetic sequences could have
gotten into this organism in a way exceDt by man putting them there. One o f the DNA
sequences includes part o f the HIV virus that was inserted into this micro-organism
to
make it more danperous and more pathogenic ,6 but that doesn't mean that people with
GWS have HIV... it's treatable... people hear "AIDS" and they get really upset.

R: Did you study AIDS and the hanta virus? Doesn't their transfer into humans seem so
unnatural, that something almost had to be engineered?
D: Absolutel~. You only expect a naturally occurring virus to have 'homology':
similarities, to other viruses. We look at the DNA sequence of HIV-1 and there's
homology to so many different naturally occurring viruses (more than 50), that it doesn 't
appear to be a naturally occurring event. The GWS mycoplasma also gives L'AIDS-like"
symptoms because it can also cause immunosuppression. When a patient is imrnunosuppressed, he's left wide open for a variety of other opportunistic infections and diseases.
Patients become more susceptible because they have this underlying mycoplasma infection
- which I call 'the great impostor" and 'beat masquerader". It hides and manifests itself in
some many different ways that most people just treat the symptoms if they don't know that
thisparticular organism ispresent. And, it is difficult to detect. We had to go to forensic
techniques, but it & detectable and treatable. Some people think the mycoplasma is a cofactor to the M V virus, A person who has HIV and contracts these mycoplasma
infections probably won't survive. But, other people who have only the mycoplasma
infection can live -- iJthey are given the proper treatment.
We have a publication in the Joumal of the American Medical Association on a small
study of 73 soldiers who have GWS. Fifty-five of those soldiers recovered afker multiple
treatments with the antibiotic Doxycycline. So, we know that there are probably two
With Over 100,000people contaminated, it now is a potential death sentence for the entire population of
the United States. The pollution of the air, food and water isn't fast enough to meet Malthusian demands.
At this point, what certain factions of the United States technocracy are involved in is genocide of the
population of the United States on an even more accelerated basis.
SOnow we have what is essentially a contagious disease that does not require contact.
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antibiotics, Doxycycline and Sibrofloxin, which seem fairly eflective against the
microorganism. But, it requires several cycles, sometimes years ...
We are told the Iraqis operated under the Soviet War Doctrine. If so, they probably used
several infectious and chemical agents. As a result, many of the Gulf War soldiers were
heavily exposed to indigenous chemicals and a variety of other agents in the air and
clothing. This caused a multiple chemical sensitivity problem. Unfortunately, because of
these chemical sensitivities, maw veterans cannot take the powerful antibiotics needed to
help them. because they react against them like they are foreim chemicals so, we have
a double problem with those soldiers.

-

R: Do Doxycycline or Sibrofloxin actually kill the mycoplasma, or do they just "put it to
sleep"?
D: You will cany the mycoplasma for the rest of your lije, but whether you relapse
depends on your own immune system. The earlier you get the antibiotics the better
chance you have of not relapsing. The longer you possess the illness, the harder it is to
get rid of it.

R: How did you discover the antibiotics?
D: (Nancy Nicholson) I almost died from the illness in 1987. I had all the symptoms. I
went down to 70 pounds. I was partially paralyzed, my thyroid was affected, I had
encephalitis, meningitis -- I had just about everything. I didn't think I was going to make
it. I had a near death experience - which people can mock - I was told I wasn't going to
die but I had better promise that when I get better, if I ever heard of anyone else sick in
the future, I had better speak out, even if it meant putting myself up to danger and
ridicule. So, I try and keep that word. About that time, we tried Doxycycline.

R: How did you come across that?
D: An article in the New York Times called 'Mycoplasma Incognitos" listed all my
symptoms, so I called the author, Dr. Shiloh, who was at the Anned Forces Institute of
Pathology in Washington. He never told me (and I didn't find out until much later) that he
had been worhng in my own deparbnent at Baylor College of Medicine but oflsite.'
So, at this time he was very open (except about having worked at oust on*). In 1987,he
tested me and said that I had it, so that's how we found out.

-

Then, in 1992,when out daughter came back from Desert Storm with an almost identical
illness - that was a big tip-off. So, because Dr. Shiloh had given me so many clues several
years before Desert Storm, we were able to figure out what they had done.
-

7

Which is where Nancy Nicholson probably contracted the disease at the Baylor lab.
Houston, Texas is also the area frequented by ex-President and CIA director George Bush.

-
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R: What's the government doing about it?

D: Harassing those who are tying to help. Mostly, denying there's even a problem. They
have put out a lot of misinformation indicating these veterans have 'post traumatic
stress syndrome" and "other emotionalproblems" unrelated to disease, when in fact they
have real, physical problems. Some of them are in wheel chairs, some are paralyzed. You
cannot imagine the range of different diseases. We have found that Chronic Fatigue
S'drome is an infectiousdisease possibly caused by mycoplasmas.
R: What is Chronic Fatigue Syndrome?
D: It's a feeling that you are very tired, worn out and you don't have any stamina or
strength. Can't focus. Major concentration problems. Can't remember what you are doing.
There are also documented immunologic problems. In extreme cases, encephalitis and
meningrtis can develop, and some soldiers get false idcations of auto-immune disease
like multiple sclero~is.~

The problem is International. Scientists were imprisoned in the Midde East for not going
along with the germ wai$are. I've experienced a ten-year character assassination,
professional assassination in my work. I cannot just@ any of this with science. It's evil,
that 's all I can tell you. It 's a spiritual battle.
R: If this disease is communicable through the air, it may be potentially more dangerous
than AIDS.
D: I don 't see how anyone can avoid that conclusion. It's latency period depends on the
immune system of the individual. Some people might carry it for years ... it can also be
transferred to unborn babies. hat's why it is so important that we tell people what to do.
I have detected the DNA sequences deep in the cell nucleus - very deep. I don 't know
what that is go in^ to dofor generations - it's in the ham& o f God.now. It 's hard to sleep
at night wondering who is going to be a victim when thev can e@v be treated if the gag
order and media blackout were stopped.

R: Who issued the gag order?
D: M
c We know the Clinton
White House has this information and the-Y haven't done arythinp with it. Our own
hospitals administrators admitted receiving pressure from the Defense Intelli~ence
Agenq and the Central Intelli~enceAgency because we were ordered to stop our work on
these problems and we were ordered not to talk to the media or to the
. But, we
can't do that, because it's too serious.

This forms a definitivetie-in with the material in the chapters on vaccines, that tie MS with vaccine use.
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There has to be somethina that we leave for future generations. The children must be
considered, but it almost sounh like people thinkrnn in terns o f eu~enics.where thev do
not care about who is victimized.
Eugenics Programs Since the 1940's Admitted by Department of Justice

One of my close friends, a Director of Special Investigations in the Justice Department,
has confinned that there have been secret eupenics directives in prominent East coast
laboratories since the late 1940's. I've had corroboration from scientists who were on
some of these projects, so it's a horrzfiing thought. But, I cannot explain it any other way,
that people should be so callous with our soldiers.
Every other experiment that's been done since the late 1940's involved soldiers. For some
reason, the people who give these orders think they are immune to the disease and can
escape it. But, someone might carry the infection and not feel anything, or not have any
symptoms, and then pass it on to the next generation, or come down with it 10 years
later. Probably, nab+ is immune.
Evidence of Prisoner Testing of GWS Mycoplasmas

And, now you don't have to be a soldier to get sick. Because the mycoplasmas are
contagious, we 're talking about civilians. We're working with some prison personnel at
the Huntsville group, headed by Sally Meadly. They had an array of symptoms similar to
those that we're seeing in the Desert Storm vets. In Huntsville prison, is there are several
hundred people affected and diagnosed with anything fiom MS to ALS." U%en I'd done
their profile using our genetic tracking, the profile was very similar. A couple of years
ago, there was an unusual outbreak of an illness in Palestine, Texas where there's also a
prison facility. They hushed that up, but we were able to talk to the physician, and he did
use Doxycycline.
Biological Blowback

That connection between Desert Stom Syndrome and prisoner illnesses helped us start to
piece together dupliczties and the spider web of connections betweenpolitics and science.
High level people got sick, so they started leaking information to us. We put it together,
because after we helped many people who were high level military intelligence and Delta
Forces - and my own experience of most likely having been in the department where the
work was initiated -- we were able to piece the information together.

R: Could the "ebola" flesh-eating bacteria in Africa be a biological warfare agent?
D: All of a sudden, all these illnesses are cropping up. I can't prove it, but its highly
suspicious that there was an outbreak of Ebola in West Virginia. That is what the move
'O

A neurological denenerative disorder also called Lou Gehrig's Disease.
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'Outbreak" was about. Knowing what I know from people who worked at Fort Detrick
and who are high up in the agencies nothing would surprise me because of the amount of
genetic tampering. I strongly suspect there's been tampering with the Leprosy bacteria
and with anthrax gene sequences. So, although we can only speculate, you have to
assume there may be tampering with anything that is deadly.
None of this has been exposed in the media because there is practically a news blackout on
this. Both my wife and I have given interviews for major news networks, but they have
been pulled. It's very frustrating, because we wanted to help everyone. You have to draw
the line at political agendas the welfare of the people should be ~rimarv.particularly our
soldiers ... it 'sa tremendous betrayal. l1

-

R: Why would the government suppress this information? Is the cover-up to help make
these "world police actions" seem more palatable to the American people?
D: It 'sprobably more serious than that. We can only speculate, but in the 1 ate 1960's, we
passed federal laws banning the development and deployment of biological weapons. We
ratified international treaties in the early 1970's essentially banning the use of biological
weapons.12 Unfortunately our biological development has probably gone on unimpeded
even afler signing those treaties.
But, we didn't know enough amount the cells to begin with -- that's why these
experiments are completely ill-advised. Dr. Paul Burg won the Nobel Prize and advised
against these experiments in the early 1970's. They literally excluded him from the loop
and went 1 1 1 speed ahead on the recommendations of Dr. Joshua Letterburg and Dr.
James Watson who had very unusual agemhs in relation to the Human Genome
Project. We believe that the Human Genome Prqiect-Tunneled a bunch ofmonev that
should have pone -for basic research -for medical benefits into makina destructive
weqons and bioloPica1 warfme research. It's contemptible. We don't know about how
our cells work, and these people never should have played God. It goes against everything
that we, as a people, stand for.

-

-

-

But, there's also the question offinancial liability. If people that were exposed to these
biological weapons canprove they were exposed, there's a certain amount of civil liability.
Remember the Agent Orange problem of Vietnam? Every veteran exposed to Agent
Orange (dioxin compound) had one heck of a time txying to convince the government that
they were ill. Because of that court battles bagged outfor toyears or more.
" Now, who would want to betray the people and military of the United States, yet be ~ 0 ~ e ~ tto
e the
.d
highest levels of U.S.Government and the intelligence agencies? I am sure you have an idea, and the
connections with the past three presidential administrations.
As pointed out elsewhere in Matrix III Vol2, the United States also signed a genocide treaty, but only
with the provision and caveat that no nation could ever sit in judgement of the United States. This now
allows genocide to be perpetrated without fear of retribution. It is remarkably similar to something the
Nazis would do during World War 11, and uses the same deceptive logic. Operation Paper Clip? Reagan's
visit to an SS cemetary in Bitburg? Ya!

''
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R: There's a serious difference, though -- Agent Orange was not communicable.

D: That's right -- the mycoplasma is more serious.
R: So the government generally ignored the Agent Orange veterans until many had died
and the problem was essentially stilled by time. Today, however, we're dealing with a
contagrous disease and official silence will cause more people to sufJer and die. So, b~
keepinp
- this disease under wrws, the government virtua1Iv marantees that the contapion
will mread?
D: That's true -- they're still handling it just like they handled Agent Orange.
R: If Iraq used biological weapons in the Gulf War, where did Iraq get the necessary
research hta?
D: I made a little survey, and it seems that most of the mycoplma laboratories in the
United States have Iraqi technicians, which was quite an interesting fact. I can't speak for
other countries. However, it seems that e v e r y b e was involved Mina Bachoff is
Moscow's Administrator for the human genome project, so you have Russia involved; the
United States is involved leading the west; you have Iraq; the United Kingdom; Israel was
involved -- everybody, everybody. However, not too many people worked on
mycoplasmas for the last 20 years so it's easy to trace who was doing the research.
R: Then how did Iraq get that biological weapon? Is it possible that the United States or a
close ally is responsible for unleashing this disease?

D: Ok,let's speculate. We strongly suspect that the mycoplasma's that we've detected in
Gulf War veterans were probably 'hodified" in this country, in Houston, and sold
illegally to the Iraqis.
R: That's why the government is not going to talk?
D: Correct. It's very interesting that two weeks before Desert Storm, the US. Commerce
Department put a hold on all mycoplasmas or genetically modified mycoplasmas for
shipment to the Iraqi Atomic Energy Commission which tells us they had a l r e d
shiv~edit.

-

R: Has this disease affected people living in the Middle East?
D: They're very sick. We had an emissary from Iraq itself, from Saddam Hussein. We
have his blood, and he was positive. He told us there were 250,000 dead and at least
1,000,000 infected, including members of his own family. We've been contacted by just
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about every Middle East country. For example, in Jordan there are high rates of
spontaneous miscarriage and stillborn^.'^

R: Those that live by the sword will die by the sword ...?
D: We told the Iraqi emissary that he poisoned his own seed. The germs don't care what
you are. They don't know terrorists from counter-terrorists, from Iraqis, fiom Israelis,
from Islamics or Christians or Jews -- they attack everyone. However, the French help
their soldiers exposed to the Gulf War illness. They wrote to us and said they knew about
the antibiotics but they were diplomatically tied. We've helped the British. Both Nancy
and I were on BBC. The story is not being covered up in Britain.

In Australia we were on television. We've been on TV in Italy because the Vatican is very
concerned about this, particularly the Pope, who in his splendor of truth wrote that certain
acts are inherently evil and this is one of them. He spoke out on our death-oriented
sociev, so g e m warfie will be very high on their priority. But. because of the gap order
andvress blackout. America is the laa- lace to be helped. You know, we wish we could
stay totally away fiom the politics, but it impacts on everything.
R: What kind of "political agenda" are you facing now?
D: We can only hypothesize, but it appears that although American soldiers were victims
of biologcal and chemical warfie, the official government line is that no chemical or
biologicals were used against our soldiers. Unfortunately, it doesn't look that way, and to
keep that official line going, they have to deny that out soldiers are sick - and that's just
what they are doing.
R: We've watched movies since we were kids about scientists creating monsters
appears that we have created a monster so small that it's virtually invisible.

-- it

D: Not if you know what to look for. And recognized early, it's easi& treatable. We
developed our gene tracking over a 15 year period to study the spread of cancer. We
modified it for infectious disease and that enables us to know how the DNA's are put
together and precisely where they are. As a result, we have a test-forthis disease that we
will run-fiee of charae. But, we need a blood sample to run a test. We'd been mostly
testing soldiers and their families, but we've opened it up to other people because we
realize that many people have been exposed whether they realize it or not, with people
fiom the Middle East, with soldiers, with a variety of other individuals, and they are at
risk. Many people have Chronic Fatigue Syndrome and the associated GWS, but they
don't know it.

l 3 The Malthusian population control mandate and the Cobden Club mandate are clearing embodied in
this whole exercise.
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R: One last question. If we know someone who was in the Gulf War, should we check to
see if they have any of these symptoms?
D: Yes. If they want help, they can contact my office at the University of Texas, M.D.
Anderson Cancer Center in Houston and I'll give you the number. They can contact Jean
at my office. The number is 713-792-7477. They can also contact us by fax at 713-7940209

End of Interview
Financial Investment in Biotechnology Companies
Who Sold Biowarfare Substances to Iraq
Approximately seven weeks after this radio interview, the Spotlight camed an
article about the ~icholsons.'~
This article quoted Dr. Garth Nicholson, who had this to
say on the apparent United States cover-up of biological warfare in the Gulf
"The reason for such highly unusual events, is probably due to the fact that former
President George Bush and former Secretary of State James Backer, as well as the
president of M.D. Anderson Cancer Center, have _financialinterests in the local biotech
companies that we stronplv suspect were sellin~illepal bioloPical weaoons to Iraa that
were subsepentlv used aaainst our soldiers in Desert Storm. There's a bombshell. If one
hundred thousand American veterans have been exposed to a life-threatening biowarfare
agent that was sold illegally to Iraq, and generated a profit for President Bush, who was
also a former director of the CIA, at the same time he was ~lanninpor waPinp the Gulf
War. there should be hell to vqv. Likewise, it a government cover-up to shield Bush and
his associates is condemning thousands, perhaps millions of American citizens to the same
disease ... it is hard to imagrne the kind offirestorm that is coming.
Iraq Admits Production of Biowarfare Substances
The Iraqi government admitted in July 1995 that they produced biowarfare
weapons.I5 According to the admission: 'Iraq has admitted for the first time that it
secretly produced deadly bacteria before the 1991 Persian Gulf War in sufficient quantity
to kill millions of people. A remote desert factory produced an immense quantity of the
bacteria that cause botulism and anthrmc.16 However, Iraq denies using these substances
as germ warfare agents in the Gulf War, but maintains they were preparing to use germ
warfare prior to the Gulf War."
The Spotlight, July 3, 1995.
Dallas Morning News, July 6, 1995.
l6 The fact that members of the U.S. military were forced to be injected with experimental anthrax and
botulism vaccines, proves the government knew about the Iraqi biowarfae program well in advance of
the war. The war itself was a directive from the Rothschilds, who own the Kuwati oil fields, to have Bush
remove the Iraqi's from the region. Bush is also believed to have had investments in the area.
l4

Is
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iNBC News Reports on Chemical and Biological
Weapons Used on US Soldiers in the Gulf War by lraq
On October 13th at 9:OOpm Tom Browkaw, on NBS Newsmagazine program
"Now", did a series on apparent chemical and biological weapons use on United
States military personnel by Iraq during Operation Desert Storm. This report follows
closely the recent admission by the Department of Defense, a+r almost bvo years,
that the original "Gulf War Mystery Disease" affecting hundreds of troops who
returned from the Gulf War (who had symptoms of radiation poisoning) was caused
by the use of depleted uranium-tipped anti-tank weapons. Now, in this stunning
admission on national television (which we taped), it has been stated that U-S. military were dosed with a communicable cancer-causing virus. Now that these troops
are home and their families are also getting sick, there is no telling how far this new
viral plague will spread. The official policy of the Clinton administration is to ignore
the problem. Here for your perusal is a transcript from the broadcast:
Thursday, October 14, 1993
Tom: We begin tonight with an unsettling report The Pentagon is insisting
that Saddam Hussein never used chemical and biological weapons in the Persian Gulf
War. There is growing doubt among fhousands who brought back a host of bizarre
und sonmhes f
& &eases. NBC news has uncovered new and disturbing information about what one unit of Gulf Veterans is struggling with: what they think Saddam
Hussein did to their bodies during Desert Storm. Here is the report by senior correspondent Fred Francis. (GWV = Gulf War Vet on Camera)
G\Wl: Since coming back from the Gulf War, I am suffering symptoms of
headaches....
GWI72: swollen lymph nodes..
GVW3: all kind of rashes....
GVW4: dizziness..
GVWS: aching all over...
GVW6: I have lymphoma cancer.

Fred: These are members of the 1624th Naval Mobile Construction Unit
brought home from the Gulf War.
GWVS: I think I have some good friends dying on me right here, and I may be

too.
Fred: NBC news has learned that 23 out of 38 men in the Alabama-Georgia
unit have multiple symptoms no doctor can explain. It looked like such an easy war,
quick, decisive - no fuss, no muss. Except for burning all the oil wells, Saddam
Hussein turned out to be a toothless tiger, but Nick Roberts (GWVS), who served
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with the 1624th. is not so sure. Roberts has been taking chemotherapy treatments for

lymphoma - cancer of the lymph system. Nick and a lot of his fellow CBs think their
unit was hit by one of Saddam's chemical or biological weapons.
Fred: You think he used those warheads.

Nick You're darn right that he did. He's sitting over there and he knows
exactly what he has done.
Fred: Back in January 1991, U.S. servicemen were under smciirtg orders to
put on special anti-chemical gear whenever Saddam launched rnissles. On January
20th, Nick used gear similar to this (shot of soldiers putting on chemical gear) near
the Saudi port of Al Gibial.

Nick There was a loud explosion. You got marines screaming, like panickridden.
Fred: What are they yelling?
Nick: Chemical in the mea! Go tom ,3dOP Level d!
Fred: Full chemical suits?
Nick: Yes.
Fred: Nick, did you think this was a full biological-chemical attack?
Nick I had a bad taste in my mouth and nay lips felL numb. The back of my
neck started burning. mere w m a burningfeeling on my arms.
Fred: and it didn't go away.
Nick Two or three days after that, e v q b o @ starts gcrring w n k and tired
The rashes, the [vmph nodes, the night swea&...
Fred: Nick's health went down fast For hw years, A r m and VA &@rs
toLd
him hisprobLem wrrs "in his headn. But last spring, aprivate do-r diwnosed Nicks
dwunced cancer. The Department of Defense says that "Nick Roberts is flat wrong".
The ofticial Pentagon position is "there is no evidence Saddam Hussein's chemical or
biological weapons were used on American troops". The military says "maybe that
explosion was a sonic boom1' and "perhaps Nick Roberts has post-traumatic stress".
Repeated requestsfor on-camera i n t e n hfor
report w e turned down. Officially, the Pentagon insists that what Nick Roberts, and others of the 1624th are telling
us, nevm happened
I
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W :I was there.
Fred:. (shot of eleven members of the 1623th). NBC news invited other members of Nicks unit to tell us what they remember about that night.

I

I

I

GVW2: Tirme were a Lot of sheep lying all over the place, all over the desert.
Nick I mean, what do the sheep have, post-traumatic stress too? I mean,
they're dead.
,
GWV7: I suppose they've taken us for complete idiots...
Fred: Could so many men be mistaken? These men are long time volunteer
Navy reservists. CB's. Construction workers. In the Persian Gulf they built roads,
-airfields and fortifications for the marines. When it was time for their battallion to go
home, the men felt proud of their work, but some were worried about how sick they
fclt and angry with military doctors who they say ignored fieit symptom, and they
were mad as hell over orders not to talk about d a t had happened to them.

I
II

Nick: We were oftjcially ordered to stop the "rumors". stop the "talk", or we
would be sent to see the "Old hian".
Fred: Nick now says that he and his buddies in the 1624th knew tighr then
&ere was going to be a coverup.
Nick: That's what we call it jn Alabama, and it's still going on.
Fred: Nicks wife and his three daughters worried about his undiagnosed pain,
rashes and fatigue. He'd always been so healthy. Everyonefemed it was something
serious. Everyone ercept doctors at tlie nearby Tmkegee V&(U~S A&nWmation
Hospital (shot of Hospitd sign which says 7Ze Price of Freedom is I1llrrsib&Here) who
N i .said w e W e d by his numerous vis&.
.
~Vrek=
37re surgeon wid me to d p . He mashed r e d hard in my groin and in
each side of my neck and said "You're fine. Get dressed. I don't know why they sent
you up here".

Fred: When civiZion hctors found the cancer, it was hardest on the kids. In
his attempt to find out what really happened in the Gulf, Nick tallred t o other Gulf
War families. Mrs Adcocks' son 22 year old Michael dedlastyear ofthe same cancer
Nick has. Michaels' -4rmy unit was near N i c h unit &at day, January 20, 1991.

I

Mrs Adcock They called me on January 21st and told me that there had been
and that he and several others c x p ~ c e a
d horribk kutc in their
a scud
m o d t s , red eyes, wutery eyes and itching skin. When I asked what happened, if there
not to rcJk abouf k
was a chemical attack he said dhev w e
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Fred: Chester and Clinton say governmetu rtocrurs told Michael he was
"suffering from stress". They prescribed ulcer mdkine. A private doctor found the
cancer. I t was too late. Why the Pentagon ,unda tw administarions, has c o d w e d
b saWmdf, is a mystery. Veterans Administration hospitals are beginning to give
Gulf War vets a higher priority, but no one can tell them for sure what made them ill;
medical testing here at the VA hospital only genemated more confusion and fear. One
of heir 1A
' dodom. a specialist in environmental r n e W e . reported' concluded b m
ihe vets w e in&edsuflkhg dte Lonp-term e f f i of a b w L o M k f m e wen&That
man, Dr. Charles Jackson, sent a letter to the commander of Nick's reserve unit,
confirming "members of your unit have &ai
p r o b k , n d y ~vmphaduropa@
and ~vmphomu".Even Jacksons low-key boss, Dr. Calvin Reeper, agrees the puzzle
began in the war.
Reeper: Many of the twetennshave conus that they have been exposed
to something in rlie GulJ 2 % &
~ it c h d a l - b w h g i e a l wrfwe. My gut reaction is
that what they rue saying is absolutely true. Something happened to them in a moment in time.
GkfV7:I mean. what's going on here?

Fred: NBC news has learned that several Navy resenikts were toLdpmwtelv,
o_0the rewrrl, by their VA doctor, that hev w e infedcd bv a perm wwfme went a
cmrcm-causinp virus hut is contapious.

-

GWVS: It's scary, it really is.
Fred: Mike Moore (GWVS) was norm out of the gulf with dryroidf h e , not
long rr/ta dke " r n j s f q " rnrocR Now, as he ujoves into a new house, his family is
struggling with fear. Both his w e and daughtn arc sick nirir the same sympfums he
ha.
Wife: I was diagnosed with chronicf e e .
Daughter: T h w diagnosed me with liyper-dryroidism It scares me. I worry a
lot.
Fred: Only recently, Dr. Jacksons germ warfare theory was rqu.
n SecrJesse Br-

s & n @ c f ' bjt Veterans
-4.

.

us "un-

Brown: A dedicated professional was involved in his own individual research
down there, without first "thinking through the entire process".
Fred: Dr. J a c b n said he couldn't talk without the VA's permission.

Fred: (to Dr. Jackson in parking lot): If they are willing to allow you, will you
talk yo us about it?
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Jackson: I h o w what they are going to say.
Fred: The "unsolved m.vsteryW remains a dark cloud over Nicks batallion;
even last weekend, when it was honored as the best such unit in the Persian Gulf
War,many of the men were missing - some forced out by ill health. Others, like Nick,
,
have resigned in disgust
Nick's Wife: We feel that its something he's got that could be transferred to
me because of h e wqv I fecL Pm v q tired f e u e d ...I can't think slruight

...

Fred: And they're swamped with those private medical bills - %17,000 in outof-pocket expenses After we told Secretary Brown about Nick, he promised action.
Brown: In that case, we simply "dropped the ball". We did not give him the
type of treatment that he had earned, and deserved, and as a result we are going to
take care of his expense.
Fred: (to Nick) This really isn't about money, is it?
Nick: No, &eyfve bopped b e b e big &ne, all the ~ l across
y
dhis country.
Somebody is going & answr to all h e vds w h y d h q are having t d l e medical
probluns, and cancer.
Tom Brokaw: Even though the Pentagon denies Saddam used biochemical
weapons in the war, another major government agency is not so sure. The Vetems
Administration says if has not nrlcd out Irhe passibsuch wap0n.s were used This
fall, the VA plans to open at least one new lab to "study and treat the mysterious
diseases that are plaguing some many Gulf War veterans".
End of NBC Program
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Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee:
We are here today to present our report on possible
reproductive dysfunction among the U.S. armed forces who served
in the Persian Gulf war. My oral statement is based upon the
report we are issuing today, ODeration Desert Storm: Ouestions
Remain on Possible Ex~osureto Reproductive Toxicants. I ask
that it and my prepared statement be included in $he record of
this hearing at the conclusion of my oral remarks.
Since their return from the war in the Persian Gulf, many
veterans have complained of a variety of health problems
including reports of an increased number of birth defects and
other reproductive problems. It,is now known that before,
during, and after the war, U.S. troops were exposed to a very
wide variety of potentially hazardous substances. These include
but are not limited to the following: diesel fuel used as a dust
suppressant at encampments, smoke from the burning of human and
other waste with fuel oil, shower.water contaminated with fuel,
investigational drugs and vaccines to protect against chemical
and biological weapons, pesticides and insect repellents, and the
smoke from the oil-well fires at the end of the war.
My testimony today, and our report, is focused on the
potential for reproductive effects from these and other
substances. The work we did was in response to questions the
Chairman posed to us this past January. I summarize those
questions and our responses as follows.
ASSESSMENTS OF REPRODUCTIVE TOXICANTS BEFORE THE WAR
First, What assessments were performed before the gulf war
to determine the potential for exposure to reproductive
toxicants? We found that the assessment process that the
Department of Defense (DOD) uses for reproductive toxicants was
incomplete. During DOD's material acquisition process for
equipment, it performs general health hazard assessments that may
identify reproductive toxicants, and it relied on .the
Environmental Protection Agency's normal processes for screening
pesticides used in the gulf war. However, not included in DOD's
assessments were potential reproductive effects from various
individual compounds present in the working environment of
deployed troops and from the possible synergistic effects of
exposure to combinations of hazards. These potential effects are
currently unknown.
REPRODUCTIVE TOXICANTS PRESENT DURING THE WAR
Second, What reproductive toxicants, if any, did DOD
actually identify? We found that the DOD's health hazard
assessment process generally endeavors to identify potential
reproductive toxicants that are internal to the weapon system
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development process. However, in addition, we found several
reproductive toxicants that were external to that process and
that were not identified by DOD. These included reproductive
toxicants from the oil-well fires.
We found a total of 21 reproductive toxicants (listed in
appendix I at the end of my statement). All these substances
were, of course, known to be present in the gulflregion, and
prior scientific research had identified them as potential
reproductive toxicants. However, up to this point, it has not
been pointed out that these specific substances present in the
gulf region are known reproductive toxicants and that an unknown
but potentially large number of U.S. troops were exposed to them.
However, we did not ascertain cause-and-effect relationships
between exposure to these 21 toxicants and reproductive
dysfunctian reported by veterans of the war. Also, the
concentration levels of these compounds are unknown and so are
the exposure rates:for specific units.
EDUCATION AND PROTECTION AFFORDED TROOPS DURING THE WAR
Third, What protection and education were provided to
military personnel to avoid reproductive toxicants during the
war? We found none directed specifically at reproductive
toxicants. However, some activities covered by DOD directives to
protect against other hazards may have also minimized exposure to
the reproductive toxicants present. Yet, as we reported earlier,
some of the protective facilities, equipment, and training were
not adequate.
DOD did provide some guidance to troops on the toxic hazards
of the oil-well fires. However, because these fires were
unanticipated and widespread, it was not possible to adequately
protect service members from them. This is important because we
found that several substances in the oil-well fires are known
reproductive toxicants.

I

MONITORING FOR REPRODUCTIVE DYSFUNCTION AFTER THE WAR
Fourth, How are veterans now being monitored for
reproductive dysfunction? On this point, we found several major
shortcomings involving certain ongoing and planned studies as
well as the Veterans Affairs (VA) and DOD registries.

'u.s.

General Accounting Office, O~erationDesert Storm:

Army Not Adeauatelv PreDared to Deal With DeDleted Uranium

II

Contamination, GAOINSIAD-93-90 (Washington, D.C.:
January 1993),
and U.S. General Accounting Office, Chemical Warfare: Soldiers
Inadeauatelv Eaui~vedand Trained to Conduct Chemical Omrations,
GAOINSIAD-91-19? (Washington, D.C. : May 1991).
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To begin with, monitoring has not addressed all forms of
reproductive dysfunction. For example, the VA registry
examinations did question veterans about birth defects and
whether women were pregnant while in the gulf, but the registry
did not cover other issues such as infertility, miscarriage, and
additional possible forms of reproductive dysfunction.
The VA has recently decided to revise its rebistry
questionnaire to include questions on infertility and
miscarriage. However, the VA has not decided whether the 20,000
veterans who have already responded to the earlier, less
complete, questionnaire will be queried. If they are not, it is
possible that data will not be collected from the very veterans
who are most likely to have had adverse reproductive health
effects.
Also, a study conducted jointly by the VA, the Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention (CDC), and the Mississippi State
Department of Health assessed a high rate of birth defects
reported by reserve units in Mississippi. As described to us,
this unfinished study concludes to date that there was not an
abnormally high incidence of birth defects among this group
compared to a group consisting of the overall population of the
Atlanta metropolitan area and similar data from California and
Iowa.
One of our concerns regarding this study is the possible
lack of comparability between a group of military reservists and
the population of urban areas such as Atlanta. While the CDC
data constitute a standard set accepted among experts, it is
reasonable to question whether the Mississippi reservists might
have been a healthier set of individuals than the general
population found in urban areas such-as Atlanta. In this case,
the Mississippi reservists would be expected to have a lower rate
of birth defects than the rate predicted from the Atlanta
comparison base rather than an equivalent rate. A second concern
is that the small size of the Mississippi group makes it
difficult to detect differences in rates of birth defects unless
they are of fairly large magnitude.
Finally, a study to be conducted by the Navy Medical
Research Center in San Diego, California, plans to examine
differences in birth outcomes between a large number of gulf
veterans and a large comparison group of military personnel who
were not deployed to- the gulf. However, this study will not
examine records from reserve components and will not collect data
on infertility and miscarriage rates.
In summary, questions remain unanswered concerning the
potential reproductive and developmental dysfunction that may
have occurred as a result of the Persian Gulf war. The basis for
this uncertainty is threefold: (1). certain potential reproductive
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toxicants were indeed present in the region during the deployment
of U.S. troops; (2) in the case of some of these toxicants, the
exposures may have been widespread but were of unknown intensity;
and (3) the studies that have been performed to date are
unfinished, cannot be generalized, or are too weak
methodologically to demonstrate convincingly that there are or
are not abnormally high reproductive dysfunction rates among
Persian Gulf veterans and their families.
I
RECOMMENDATIONS

1
1

I
I

I

I

1
I

1
I

Based on our work, we have four recommendations.
First, the Secretary of Veterans Affairs should direct that
the VA use its revised and expanded questionnaire to reregister
the 20,000 veterans who have already had a VA registry
examination.
Second, the Secretary of Defense, working in concert with
the Envir~nmental Protection Agency and the Department of Health
and Human Services, should ensure that DOD makes additional
scientific inquiry into the possible synergistic effects of
multiple exposures to hazards found in the Persian Gulf.
Third, the Secretary of Defense should explore approaches to
collecting baseline data on birth outcomes, infertility, and
miscarriage rates among active duty and reserve military
personnel so that these data are available for future studies.
This information should also include baseline data on exposure
levels t o ascertain when exposures of reproductive toxicants rise
to dangerous levels in future conflicts.
Fourth, DOD should develop procedures to better ensure that
troops are informed of possible reproductive toxicants before
future deployments and to monitor exposure levels to such
hazards.
That concludes my testimony, Mr. Chairman; I will be happy
to answer any questions you or the members of the Committee may
have.
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Appendix I
This appendix lists potential reproductive and developmental
toxicants GAO found to be present in the Persian Gulf area of
U.S. armed forces deployment during Operations Desert Shield and
Desert Storm. Paternal reproductive dysfunction is indicated by
tests to determine links to reductions in male reproductive
capacity, including tests on semen, the endocrine system,
fertility rates, weight of accessory sex glands, and testes.
Maternal reproductive dysfunction is indicated by tests on
ovaries, the hypothalamus and pituitary, the endocrine system,
oviducts, uterus, cervix, vulva and vagina, and fertility rates.
Events that'adversely affect the pre- and postnatal development
of a child are known as developmental, while embryofetal toxicity
includes effects on survival and development of the embryo or
fetus, as well as minor malformations and reversible
abnormalities. (These are also noted as malformations.) The
terms given correspond to the scientific literature on which the
information is based.
~esticides
-- Carbaryl , paternal and maternal, malf o'rmations
-- Diazinon, malformations
-- Dichlorvos, paternal and maternal, malformations
Ethanol, paternal
-Lindane, paternal and maternal
-- Warfarin,
developmental

--

Oil Fires and Soil S a m ~ l e s
Arsenic, paternal and maternal, developmental
Benzene, paternal and maternal
Benzo (a) pyrene, paternal and maternal
Cadmium, paternal, developmental
Di-n-butyl phthalate, peternal
Hexachlorobenzene, developmental .
Hexachlorocyclopentadiene, embryofetal
Hexachloroethane, embryofetal
Lead, paternal and maternal, developmental
Mercury, paternal and maternal, developmental
Nickel, paternal and maternal
Pentachlorophenol, embryofetal
Toluene, paternal and maternal, developmental
Xylene, paternal and maternal
Decontaminatina Aaents
-- Ethylene glycol monomethyl ether, paternal and maternal
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THE CHANGING FACE OF MEDIA AIDS PROPAGANDA
The following collection of bullet statements from articles released in the public media is
provided to illustrate the s h i h i t i e s and progression of programming statements made to the public. All
significant statements that are seen to provide valuable facts relative to scientific knowledge or are seen to
constitute "slip-ups" in data mistakenly revealed to the public, are highlighted in BOLD PRINT. Watch
the patterns of statements, especially the number of times a certain statement is repeated or contradicted in
the same or a different article. Note that the train of logic in press releases does not follow.

#1
"Prevalence of HIV in Ethnic Minority" UCAL School of Public Health
Difference between HIV seroprevalence and seroconversion rates between whites and
blacks, according to Michael Samuel, UCAL School of Public Health.
Epidemic control strategies need to be intense in black areas.
4110187

#2
5111/87

"Smallpox Vaccine 'triggered AIDS Virus" London Times 5/11/95
WHO is studying possibility smallpox vaccines awakened HIV.
Doctors accept that vaccines can activate other viruses.
Sub-clinical HIV is a vaccine-induced disease.
19-year old Army recuit got HIV after vaccination at Walter Reed Army Hospital.

#3
8130187

"AIDS"
Los Angeles Times
British researchers report a high percentage of Afiicans possess a genetic variation that
seems to leave them vulnerable to HIV.

#4
12/1/87

"WHO Murdered A k a ? " Health ConsciousnessMagazine 12/87
CDC admits 4% of those receiving Hepatitis vaccine had AIDS in 1981.
CDC admits 60% of those receiving Hepatits vaccine had AIDS in 1984.
CDC will no longer provide data about Hepatitis vaccinees and AIDS.

#5
1/1/88

"AIDS Testing is Often Improper" USA Todrry Tim Friend
No standard practice is being followed for ordering HIV lab tests.
10% of tests are done appropriately with consent and counseling.
Six patients in Minnesota told they were positive when backup tests said negative.
Improperly handled test can cause severe psychological and financial problems.

#6
2/25/88

"AIDS can reverse Civil Rights Gains" Los Angeles Times
AIDS described as a "fatal acquired immune deficiency virus"
Surgeon General Koop says prejudice is a civil rights issue.
Surgeon General Koop (ref Los Angeles SentineI) says "AZT prolongs life"

-
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#7
4/1/88
"Growth in ADS Virulence Found Los Angeles Times
HIV. the virus that causes AIDS appears more virulent as AIDS progresses.
The virus changes its biological features.
Four subjects developed AIDS but were not HIV positive; two later died.
One subject continues as HIV+ but has not developed AIDS.

#a
,

6/26/88
"Prognosis: ADDS Risk Still Rising" Source not recorded
Inner city minorities and prostitutes most likely to get MV.
Ref Dr. King Holmes, Harborview Medical Center in Seattle.
Drug use closely associated with STD.
New studies fiom Kenya show STD increases the risk of HIV infection.
#9

6/6/89
"AIDS: Surprising number of infected teens" Montreal, Canada
CDC says surprising number of teens infected in early adolescence.
80,000 people have been tested for HIV anti-bodies
HIV antibodies mean you are HIV+ and have AIDS.
CDC says HIV has reached epidemic proportions among poor urban areas.
Bronx Lebanon Hospital Study on 3,502 low-risk people, 6% tested positive for HIV
antibodies, 18% of those men 25-44 tested positive for HIV antibodies. Almost all in
study are black or latino.
University Hospital Study in Newark, New Jersey: 8.1% of 1,746 patients tested
positive for HIV antibodies, 22% of men and 8.7% female tested postive for HIV
antibodies.
Walter Reed Hospital: New HIV infections appearing on previously negative people.
From 1987-1988,200,000 soldiers studied. 268 were HIV+ only 18 months after testing
negative.

#lo
9/26/90
"AIDS Taking Heavy Toll of Children"
Source not recorded
WHO says 10 million children will be dead by year 2000 fiom HIV.the virus that causes
AIDS.
WHO says there are 1.2 million cases of AIDS worldwide.
* WHO says 400,000 cases of AIDS are believed to be in children under 5.
#11
10130190
"Romania halts experimental drug use"
Source not recorded
Romania halts use of experimental ADDS drug on 83 babies.
Drug called FLV23la. Was administered by a five-man British team.
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#12

"Second Wave of AIDS hits Women/Kidsn Source not recorded
61319 1
AIDS is expected to be the 5th largest cause of female death.
More than 16,000 women have been diagnosed with AIDS in the United States
#13

11111/91
New York Times News Service
"Humans to be new guinea pig"
Officials plan to abandon animal tests and start using humans
First vaccine tests not due until 1993.
WHO says 11 million people are infected.
WHO says 40 million will be infected by year 2000, including 10 million children.
WHO is laying out vaccine trials in Brazil, Rwanda, Uganda and Thailand.
The government is exploring vaccine studies of high-risk groups in the U.S.
'

#14

12/1/91
"90 AIDS tests yield false positives" Source not recorded
90 people donating blood in the US tested false positive for three viruses.
Recent flu immunization common in 60% of donors.
According to New York Times, it is not clear how flu shots made tests positive for HIV
#15

1/19/92
"AIDS in U.S."
Source not recorded
It took 8 years for first AIDS cases to appear in the United States.
CDC says U.S. cases now stand at 206,392 and deaths at 133,232.
HIV virus causes AIDS.
7% of new cases traced to homosexual transmission.
5% of first 100,000 cases were heterosexual cases
CDC says heterosexual cases expected to double by 1995.
12% of first 100,000 cases occurred in women.
9% of second 100,000 cases occurred in women
27% of first 100,000 cases were black patients.
3 1% of second 100,000 cases were black patients.
More than 11,000 heterosexual cases have been reported.
#16

1/24/92
"An AIDS research success"
Source not recorded
Scientists maintain successful vaccination of monkeys.
Vaccination using bits of HIV viral coating.
#17

211192

"New Studies Show AIDS Airborn" Source not recorded

CDC studies show AIDS can spread through aerosols.
Stanford University studies show airborn HTV is viable for a few minutes.
Researchers blame NIH for testing delays.
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#18

"WHO:Heterosexual sex causes 90% AIDS' Source not recorded
WHO says 1 million contracted AIDS through heterosexual intercourse recently

2/13/92

AIDS will be the leading cause of death.
It can take ten years or longer to develop symptoms.
Most people diagnosed die within a few years.
Over 2 million cases of AIDS have occurred.
By 2000, 30-40 million will have contracted HIV. the virus that causes AIDS.
Over 10 million are infected with HIV worldwide.
#19
21 1 9/92

"Possible AIDS Cure Claimed"

Source not recorded

WHO says in recent months more than 1 million in the U.S. contracted HIV. the virus
that causes AIDS.
AIDS has grown epidemic in parts of East and Central Afiica.
Kenyan Medical Research Institute has developed Kemron, a natural human alpha
interferon to enhance the immune system.Doctors report a complete reversal of symptoms
with Kemron, claimed more effective and less toxic than AZT.
AZT is the only approved treatment in the United States.
Out of 795 treated with Kemron, only 19 died.
Doctors in Kenya claim world ignors Kemron.
Dr. Barbara Justice, African American Research Institute in New York, takes Kemron
seriously and will speak at the lsy Annual AIDS Survival Conference.
According to Dr. Justice, the United States Government is giving out
misinformation about AIDS and also about AZT.
According to Dr. Justice, AIDS is a manmade disease to eradicate Afiica.
The number infected with HIV in the United States is estimated to be 1.5 million.
Kenyan doctors first diagnosed HIV in 1984.
Kemron treatment costs $1600 per year vs. AZT at $10,000 per year.
#20
313 0193
"Kids to get vaccine for AIDS"
Associated Press
Researchers will test experimental vaccines on children with HIV. the deadlv virus that
causes AIDS, according to the National Institutes of Health.
Three vaccines will be administered to 90 children fiom the age of 1 month to 12 years.
The tests will help determine if the vaccines slow the progress of the disease in children
who are not yet sick.
There are about 10,000 children in the United States who have been infected with the
HIV virus.
Further tests will be conducted if the vaccine proves to be safe.
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#21
"HIV Does Not Cause AIDS Says Nobel Winner" Associated Press
10124193
A Nobel Prize winner says there is no proof that HIV causes AIDS.
Dr. Kary Mullis and a group led by University of California molecular biologist Peter
Duesberg believe AIDS research got off the track ten years ago when HIV was declared
to be the cause.
Proving a link between HIV and AIDS and proving HIV causes AIDS are two different
things. Many cases of AIDS are HIV-free.
University of British Columbia epidemiology professor Martin Schechter says some
patients have AIDS-like symptoms without being HIV positive, but they were probably
suffering a different immune deficiency disorder.
Dr. Kary Mullis also believes that AZT is killing people.
#22

11/4/93
"ADS Contamined Blood"
Associated Press
Geman officials in a widening scandal over contaminated blood, called for all patients
who received transhsions or other blood products since the early 1980's to get AIDS
tests. The number infgected by tainted blood was unknown.
#23

11/15/93
"United Nations Sounds Alarm About TB Risk"
Los Angeles Times
WHO says AIDS has facilitated the spread of TB because it destroyed the cells which
keep TB dormant. TB has been declining at a rate of 6% in the US until 1986, when it
began to rise again.
#24

11/23/93
"Feds Back off plans to test AIDS vaccine" Associated Press
Plans to test possible AIDS vaccines will be delayed at least until the end of 1994.
Potential vaccines had seemed to work against special strains of the AIDS virus
cultivated in the laboratory. All but one of the vaccines failed to stimulate immune
response against "real-life" strains of the virus.
A vaccine developed by United Biomedical has been shown to work in one person.
Genentech, a South San Francisco company, has already poured $100 million into AlDS
vaccine development, and has more than 200,000 doses of its genetically engineered AIDS
vaccine ready to go.
According to Genentech, "5,000 people become infected with the AIDS virus every
day."
In the planned test of the vaccine, thousands of non-infected volunteers from high
risk groups would be vaccinated.

-
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#25

12/1/93
"Clinton Addresses AIDS War"
USA Today
Clinton announced a plan to marshall forces in an effort to speed up the AIDS fight.
+ A 15-member task force taken tiom government, the pharmaceutical industry, medicine
and AIDS sufferers is intended to accelerate the development of drugs to combat ADDS
and cut red tape for approval.
More than 1 million Americans are infected with HIV. the virus that causes AIDS, the
nation's 8th biggest killer that has claimed 200,000 lives.
+

#26

12/10193
"Small Study Suggests Immunity to AIDS" Associated Press
Researchers in London say they found 12 people whose urine tested positive for
antibodies to the AIDS virus, although their blood tested negative.
+ The study was published in a recent issue of lancet.
More research is needed just to determine whether the urine test, still not accepted in
the United States, is valid.
+

#27
12/10/93
"Substance to be tried on AIDS"
New York Times
A natural substances in the blood, called IL-12 restored immune function to cells grown
in the lab. In test tube experiments, normal immune responses have been restored in cells
from people infected with the virus that causes AIDS, federal researchers reported.
+ Dr.Gene Shearer, a researcher at the National Cancer Institute, said IL-12 had turned
out to be the most powem regulator of immune response that his team had found in the
lab experiments with cells damaged by HIV.
Scientists are cautioning against false hopes, warning that what looks promising in the
laboratory often does not work or is not safe in humans, in part because laboratory
experiments are limited to studying components of the immune system in isolation
from the rest of the body.
+ Genetics Institute in Cambridge, Mass. Manufactures IL-12, which belongs to a group
of natural blood proteins known as inteleukin (IL) or cytokines, that help regulate the
growth of immune cells.
+ IL-12 was discovered in 1991 by scientists at trhe Wistar Institute in Philadelphia and
H o b LaRoche of Nutley, New Jersey.

#28

12116/93
"Study says chances slim of doctors passing AIDS' Assoc.Press
CDC has concluded that catching AIDS fiom a doctor is extremely remote, after testing
22,000 surgical patients of 63 doctors infected with HIV. the AIDS virus.
+ CDC has recorded 903 cases of AIDS among doctors and 243 cases among dentists
through 1992.
Of the 20,000 patients tested, 112 had HIV,but none had HIV that matched the genetic
code of their doctor's virus.
+
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#29

"Evidence of HIV Immunity Hold Promise of Vaccine" USA Tocilay
12116/93
Discussions about AIDS and the immune system are underway at the Institute of
Medicine in Washington, D.C.Scientists agree that the evidence for natural immunity is
intriguing but still largely anecdotal.
Some people infected with HIV for 10 years or more show few signs of immune system
damage. Some have immune system impairment, but have stabilized without developing
AIDS.
Some people who have probably been exposed to the virus have not become infected at
all.
Some high risk people who test negative on the standard HIV antibody test show no
other sign of exposure.
Some people who have apparent exposure have no antibodies in the blood, but only in
the urine.
According to Mario Clerici of the National Cancer Institute, all of this suggests that it's
not always true that you get sick and die when exposed to the virus.
Records show that some prostitutes in Kenya who regularly have sex with infected men
remain disease free.
#30
12117/93
" A I D S : Blood Supply, Truth in Diagnoses" Wall St.Jouma1
Bernsteins article in the December 2, 1993 Wall Street Journal suggests that the number
of AIDS cases may have peaked, but that the CDC redefinition of AIDS cases may
mask this information,
The article pointed out that a reported 41% upsurge by the CDC in diagnosed AIDS
cases fiom 60,656 between January and June 1992 to 85,656 for the same period in 1993
is due to a vastly expanded definition of AIDS by the CDC. Under the former criteria,
there would have been a drop of 39.64%.
Due to playing games with definitions, the CDC gave the impression of a 41%
expansion in diagnosed cases when they actually decreased by almost 40%, misleading the
public in the attempt to succeed.
#31

1111/94
"AIDS Fear Thinning Ranks"
Associated Press
Fear of contacting AIDS is keeping people away fiom vaccine experiments.
Scientists said that they need a diverse group of volunteers to evaluate vaccines across
racial and genetic lines.
Since 1988, only 21% of the 300 volunteers at Johns Hopkins have been black and 29%
have been women.

-
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#32

1/16/94
"Anti-HIV Cream"
Associated Press
Scientists plan to test a vaginal cream aimed at preventing women from contracting
AIDS during sex. WHO researchers in the Netherlands sre seeking 550 women in the
Netherlands and Thailand to test the cream. At no time will they be exposed to HTV.
#33

Associated Press
"AIDS in Russia Poised to Explode"
2115/94
A relatively closed society until 1991, Russia has been largely cut off from AIDS.
There is a "sexual revolution" going on in Russia.
Homosexuality is becoming more open, and everything is right for an epidemic to
explode.
#34

2/26/94
"AIDS Drug Fails"
Associated Press
Merck and Company, testing a drug called L735 in human trials, stated today that the
drug, which "works" by blocking the action of an enzyme that HIV uses to reproduce, is
not as hopefbl as first thought.
According to Merck, the drug permitted initial decline in HN levels but then stops
working.
Merck, the world's largest drug maker, is one of 15 companies developing AIDS drugs.
#35

3/6/94
L'Millionsspent, Blood Tests show no HIV-2"
Associated Press
In 1992 the FDA ordered all blood banks in the US to test for HIV-2, even though the
virus is vanishingly rare. HN-2 has been confined to the area of West Afiica. HIV-2
testing in the US costs $20 million annually.
According to the CDC, 48 people have the HIV-2 virus, and there was no sign of
spreading.

-

#36

3/16/94
"AIDS Epidemic Has Peaked in San Francisco"
Olympian News Svc
The AIDS epidemic has passed its peak in San Francisco, which more than a decade ago
was the first city to be struck by the disease.
4 The number of ADS cases reached its higest lebel in 1992, before dropping by 50% in
1993.

#37
6119/94
"New Study Casts Doubt on HIV Test Patent" Source not recorded
Federal investigation found no evidence Robert Gallo invented test for HW. the virus
that causes AIDS.
HIV test produced $20 million in royalties for the US Government since 1987.
HIV test produced $14 million in royalities for the Pasteur Institute.
Gallo received more than $700,000 from sale of AIDS tests.
French seeking bigger share of HIV test royalties.
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#38
"Vaccine hopes"
Source not recorded
HIV destroys the immune system after evading body defenses.
Government panel rejected full scale vaccine tests on 6/17/94.
Government panel recommended fbll scale tests in late April 1994.
Two vaccines are in the second stage of testing, made by Genentech and Biocine Co.

6/28/94

#39
"World AIDS Cases Leap to 4 million" Source not recorded
711194
3 million adults have been infected since July with HIV, the virus that causes AIDS.
The epidemic first took hold in the 1980's.
Sub-Saharan area in Afiica had 2.5 million cases.
Asia has had an eighfold increase in cases.
Worldwide cases have grown fiom 2.5 million to 4 million during last 12 months.
#40

"National Vaccine Center Calls for Tests" Spotlight
National Vaccine Center asks U.S.Dept of Health and Human Services to test polio
vaccine for possible links to AIDS.
Officials knew in 1976 that green monkey tissues were used for polio vaccine.
Polio vaccine known to be contamined with SIV in 1976.
NVC askes HHS to test polio vaccines made fiom 1976 to 1985 for S N .
From 1976 to 1985, contaminated polio vaccine given to millions of US children.
7118/94

#41
"Government holds key AIDS issues"
Source not recorded
Government does not want to confront sex and IV drug abuse issues.
National Academy of Science report.
Use of federal finds for needle programs banned.
The NAS says more money must be spent on behavioral research programs.

7/28/94

#42
7/28/94

"HIV Deaths"
Source not recorded
HTLV-2 is spreading quickly among IV drug abusers.
HIV.the virus that causes AIDS, is transmitted through donated blood more easily.

#43
7/29/94

"The AIDS drug AZT'
Tacoma Tribune
Federal advisory committee recommends that AZT be given to pregnant mothers.
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#44

8/4/94
"New Strains of AIDS Virus Discovered Los Angeles Times
Researchers have identified 30 different strains of HN.
Robert Gallo, co-discoverer of AIDS virus, announces a cure for Kaposi sarcoma.
According to Gallo, "the new approach is supported by indirect evidence."
HIV is transmitted one million times faster than most other organisms.
Genetic information in strains can vary from 1 to 30%.
Two main types of MV are recognized as HIV-1 and HIV-2.
#45

"HIV cases up 1 million in Asia"
Source not recorded
8/8/94
Studies show a huge rise in the rate of MV infection but AIDS case numbers are low.
#46

8/8/94
"Hemophiliacs with AIDS reject Settlement" Source not recorded
$160 million settlement is up in the air.
Hemophiliacs maintain they caught AIDS fiom medications.
#47
8/8/94
"Bleak Prognosis at AIDS Conference"
Source not recorded
In 1993, Southeast Asia AIDS cases increased 800% from 30,000 to 250,000.
In Thailand, 8% of pregnant women and 20% of military recruits are infected.
In Bombay, 30% of prostitutes are infected &th HIV,the virus that causes AIDS.
In northeast India, 50% of Iv drug users are infected.
The A M .says, "no treatment seen before the year 2000"
WHO says the worldwide cases have risen 60% since 1993, and the total number
infected is 17 million.
CDC says during the last 18 months, 47% of the new cases are among gay men, 28 new
cases with IV drug users and 9% of new cases are with heterosexuals.
CDC says the number of cases among blacks and females are up.
In Japan, 764 AIDS cases reported. The number of HN+ os 3,074.
* In Japan, 315 of the new cases are due to contaminated blood products.
#48

8/8/94
"HIV Cases Up 1 million in Asia"
Source not recorded
More than 2.5 million have HIV in Asia, up 1 million since 1993.
#49
8/9/94
"AIDS Vaccine is a must"
Source not recorded
U.S. scientist in charge of $1.3 billion federal AIDS project says a vaccine is top
priority.
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#50
"AIDS Conference Update"
Source not recorded
3 million people caught AIDS virus in 1993.
AIDS vaccine will not be available for testing for one to three years.
AZT fails to prolong life "because the virus evolves too fast."
It is now not known whether those infected with HIV will get AIDS.
Overactive immune system may hasten HIV.
Protease inhibitors slow development of viral resistence in combination with AZT.

8/9/94

#51

8/9/94
"AIDS Infection Rate at 3 million in 1993" Souce not recorded
WHO says 17 million infected with HIV, the virus that causes AIDS.
#52

8/9/94
"New Use for AIDS Drug OK'd
Source not recorded
Hoffman LaRoche to market drug called ddC, marketed as HIVID, to be prescribed for
those intolerant of AZT.
Zalcitabine (ddC) can be used as a treatment for HIV.
Zidovudine (AZT or RETROVIR) is marketed by Burroughs-Wellcombe Company.
#53

8/9/94
"Panel mistaken to shelve AIDS vaccine"
Source not recorded
Every new AIDS infection will cost $10 million to treat.
Genentech and Biocine vaccines have infected 6 people with HN.
Genentech says a protein called gp120 is a new vaccine ingredient.

#54
8/ 10/94
"U.S.Officia1 Urges Return to Basic Research" New York Times
Clinton 1994 AIDS budget is $1.3 billion.
There are hopes to increase money spent on HIV. the virus that causes AIDS, by 20%.
HIV destroys the bodies immune system.More than 17 million infected since 198 1.
Researchers are experimenting with immune suppressives.
Doctors tell pregnant mothers that AZT reduces HIV transmission by 213.
A U.S.Government study says that AZT reduces by 213 HIV transfer to newborns.
3000 women around the world contract HIV every day.
UN-WHOStudy says 1 female is infected for every 5 males in the United States.
UN-WHO Study says 2 females infected for every 3 males worldwide.
UN-WHOStudy says by the year 2000, male and female HIV rates will be equal.
WHO says 1 million children infected by their mothers with HIV.
HIV infects immune system T cells.
"We have gaps in understanding of the disease."
It is a mystery why 5- 10%infected with HIV live healthy for 12 years or longer.
16,000 women in the United States developed AIDS last year.
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#55

8112/94
"ArDS MEETING"
Source not recorded
4 10th International Conference on AIDS in Yokohama, Japan.
American Foundation for AIDS Research (AFAR) says there is no cure, treatment or
vaccine for AIDS.
Africa has 213 of the world cases of AIDS.
In Asia, 40% of women are infected with HIV.
CDC reports 401,749 AIDS cases and 243,423 deaths since 1981.
Number infected worldwide is now 17 million since 1981.
#56
8112/94
"AIDS Programs to spur global condom demand" Associated Press
WHO says world will need 1 billion condoms by 2005. Manufacturers happy.
#57

8/12/94
"AIDS Summit Ends with Look at Prejudice"
Associated Press
New information on how HN becomes AIDS came out of meeting.
New fast HIV tests are being devised which take 20 minutes.
4 HN transmitted by exchange of blood or other body fluids.
4 University of California: "we haven't cured anybody with gene therapy yet."
#58

8112/94
"Epidemic Outpacing Remedies as meeting ends" Associated Press
* There is nothing new at the conference.
One half of AErican infections happened in the first 4 years of epidemic.
1993 AZT trials showed a limited benefit.
First AIDS Conference held in Atlanta in 1985.
4 There were 9,285 cases of AIDS in the United States in 1985 and 402,000 total cases in
the United States.
CDC says there have been 243,000 deaths in the United States since the start.
WHO says 4 million have developed AIDS since the start.
Asia is expected to be a new epidemic center for HN.
Scientists are studying people with HIV who do not get sick.
Lab work now likely to have little impact on infected people.
Next AIDS Conference in Montreal, Canada in 1996.
#59
"Woman Awarded $100,000 in HIV error"
8116/94
Blood test falsely showed HIV.

Associated Press

#60
8119/94
"Baby Infected with HIV at Hospital"
Baby shared a ward with two A D S babies in New York City.

Associated Press
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#6 1

Associated Press
"Trace mineral may be key to AIDS virus:"
8120194
Many AIDS patients lack Selenium, so we conclude HIV must need it to grow.
#62

8/26/94
"Japanese with AIDS virus face ostracism"
Explosive spread ot AIDS in Thailand and Asia

Associated Press

#63

"Study links hard cheese to AIDS related complex" Associated Press
8130194
People with HIV should avoid Cheddar,Monterey Jack and Gouda.
Study l i i s hard cheese to AIDS related disease.
Researchers suspect mycobacterium in cheese. It may be a ARC co-factor.
#64

9/7/94
"LA Mayor declares AIDS Emergency:
Los Angeles Times
Local state of emergency declared to allow clean needle handout to reduce HIV virus
transfer.
#65

9/8/94
"Georgia: 495 ex-patients win award
USA Today
495 people caught AIDS virus fiom a dentist. Awarded total $850,000 settlement.
None of the 495 has tested positive for HIV.
#66

9/9/94
"Weaker form of HIV found
USA Today
Scientists confirm that a milder form of the AIDS virus exists.
The milder form, HIV-2, is common in Afiica.
Harvard Study: Senegal in Afiica - 136 prostitutes with HIV-2,78 with HIV-1.
33% of HN-1 developed AIDS within 5 years. None with HIV-2 developed AIDS.
H N - 2 has been known to cause AIDS.
#67

9/9/94
"AIDS affects minorities more"
USA Today
AIDS continues to hit minorities much harder than whites.
New AIDS cases are five times more common among black men.
IV drug users in the Northeast account for 24% of minority cases.
New cases 15x more common in black women than white.
#68

9/9/94
"Woman with HIV charged"
USA Today
Woman in West Palm Beach was charged with attempted murder when she bit someone
after she discovered she was HIV positive.

-
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#69

9113/94
"Holocaust of Blood Protested
Olympian (Olympia, Washington)
+ Hemophiliacs march and want justice fiom pharmaceutical industry.
+ Hemophiliacs maintain they caught HIV from contaminated blood concentrate.
Hemophiliacs testified at Institute of Medicine hearing.
+ Estimated that 5,000-8,000 hemophiliacs are HIV positive.
#70

11/6/94
"Scientist Blasts Research"
Associated Press
+ Researchers in China treated AIDS patients in 1992 with malaria.
+ CDC condemned this research in 1993.
Heimlich (in China) has treated AIDS patients with Plasmodium vivax.
+ Heimlich proposes to treat AIDS patients with malaria in the US.
#71

11111/94
"New AIDS Czar Urges Abstinence"
Tacoma News Tribune
Patricia Fleming urges teens to delay having sex to protect themselves fiom AIDS.
+ Half of all HIV infections occur before age of 25.
+ 25% of those infected with the virus die before age 20.
#72

"AIDS Vaccine may be a step closer"
USA Talay
11111/94
+ Monoclonal antibody fiom bone marrow of AIDS patient neutralized HIV-1 more than
70%.
+ In five years, an approach like this could reduce the virus in a patient.
+ Combination treatment may knock out all forms of the virus.
In 1993, vaccines effective in labs did not work in samples.
#74

11/29/94
"Trials set for AIDS vaccines"
N m York Times
+ WHO reverses policy and plans vaccine trials.
+ U.S.rejected plans for WHO AIDS vaccine testing in June 1994.
WHO estimates 17 million infected with HIV and 4 million have AIDS.
+ Indications point to Thailand for site of AIDS vaccine testing.
+ Alternate testing may take place in Uganda.
+ Dates and sites for testing depend on scientific and political factors.
+ In june 1994, federal officials rejected plan for Phase III testing in the U.S.
HIV is the virus that causes AIDS

-
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#75
"HlV Infection gives researchers hope: Vaccine on the way?'Assoc.Press
1/26/95
*Man caught genetically weakened strain of HIV identical to weakened virus used in an
experimental vaccine.
This man,44, appears to be perfectly healthy 12 years after getting infected.;
About 5% of HIV-infected people show no signs of immune system damage more than
a decade after catching the virus.
*Doctors discovered that the man's virus was crippled by a mutation in one of its nine
genes. By coincidence, this mutation is identical to the one deliberately engineered into an
experimental vaccine for SIV, the monkey form of the AIDS virus.
*Giving dead fragments of the virus does not appear to stimulate to body enough to ward
off infection. Giving a weakened but live. attenuated. virus is considered too riskv because
of the chance it will cause the disease it is intended to Drevent.
*Dr.Ronald Desrosiers of the New England Regional Primate Center said many scientists
agree that a live attenuated virus is likely to be the most effective at preventing infection.
*Dr.David Baltimore of MIT wrote that "continued study of an attenuated vaccine is
reasonable."

#76
2114/95
"AZT Found Ineffective in Children" Tacoma News Tribune
*"In a major surprise about the treatment of the AIDS virus in children, the drug AZT,
which is now the standard treatment. uroved so ineffective in preventing disease
progression that federal health officials have halted part of a large study involving AZT
ahead of schedule.
*AZT. or zidovudine. also had unexpectedly high rates of adverse side effects in children,
such as bleed in^ and biochemical abnormalities, federal health officials said in disclosing
the findings on February 13th.
*The long term study, begun in August 1991, involved 839 children initially aged 3
months to 18 vears old. They were treated in 62 hospitals.

#77
2/3/95
"AIDS Spread Stabilizes"
Associated Press
*CDC reports that the rate at which ADS is spreading has leveled off and the number of
new cases reported every year is falling.
CDC says "the disease is stabilizing at 3% annual increase" according to Dr.John Ward,
the CDC chief of HIV-AIDS surveillance.
The announcement comes three days after the CDC announced that "AIDS is now the
leading killer of Americans ages 25 to 44."
The AIDS definition was expanded in 1993 to include people with TB or depressed
immune systems.
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#78
3/24/95

"AIDS Vaccine a killer, study finds"
The Olympian
Researchers ar Dana-Farber Cancer Institute found that an altered SIV virus that
protects adult monkeys from Simian Aids Virus causes newborn monkeys to sicken and
die of the disease.
According to Dr. Ruth Ruprecht, the study shows that the virus has not lost its ability to
cause AIDS, even after we removed the genes.
According to Dr. Rupprecht, science still cannot identigy all the genes in the virus that
cause illness. The virus used in the study is related to HIV.which causes human AIDS.
Dr.Ruprecht added, "as a result of this, I have reservations about ever using an
attenuated vaccine for HIV."
#79
5/25/95

"AIDS Researcher Gallo sets up own Institute" USA Today
Dr.Robert Gallo together with Dr.Robert Redfield, a U.S.Army researcher, and Dr.
William Blattner, a scientist fiom the National Cancer Institute who has studies the spread
of AIDS in various populations, will set up their own center for studying viruses, the
Institute of Human Virology.
The new Institute will get $12 million from state and local governments and will spawn
a for-profit biotechnology company to market any successfbl drugs or vaccines it creates.
Gallo will continue to collect $100,000 peryear fiom the HIV test he developed.
According to Gallo, MV will be an institute of human virology that combines basic
research and population studies. We will continue to study viruses related to cancer, and
we'll include some herpes virology. I would like to say that we contributed to the end of
AIDS.
#80
6/2/95

"ADS Vaccine"
Tacoma News Tribune
+The hunt for an AIDS vaccine has taken a small step forward with promising results
fiom a study on 16 monkeys vaccinated against SIV,the monkey form of AIDS.
*The British study, to be published in B e Lancet, extends previous American research by
showing that the monkeys were not only protected against fiee virus particles but also
fiom cells infected with the virus. Some scientists believe that infected cells pose a tougher
challenge to any vaccine. It is a boost for scientists that believe that a live attenuated
vaccine is possible.
#81
7/7/95

"CDC: All Pregnant Women Should Be HN Tested" The Olympian
The CDC published new guidelines developed by the Public Health Service which
recommend all pregnant women should be offered a test for infection with the virus that
causes AIDS.
The PHs developed the guidelines after recent studies showed that treatment of HIVinfected pregnant women with the drug AZT sharply reduced the transmission of the virus
to their bablies.
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*Through 1994, the CDC had reported 58,428 cases of AIDS among adult and adolescent
women, and the numbers are rising faster among women than men.
#82

7/7/95 "Screen AIDS in All Pregnancies, Government Says" Tacoma News Tribune
All pregnant women should be voluntarily tested for AIDS because dramatic evidence
shows mothers who are infected can protect their unborn children by taking the drug AZT,
the government said on July 4th.
*Until now the CDC recommended has recommended testing only for those pregnant
women at high risk of infection, such as intravenous drug users and prostitutes.
*This is the first time the CDC has suggested testing, although still voluntary, for an entire
group of people.
*Dr.Helene Gayle, who heads CDC AIDS efforts, said, "to reduce chances of
transmission, we must provide ongoing treatment and care, including AZT therapy.
*James Curren, head of AIVIAIDS prevention for CDC, said "this should be a routine
part ofprenatal care. We believe this should really be the standard of care for pregnant
women in the United States, even if they are at low risk of infection."
*A Federal Study published in the November 1994 New England Journal of Medicine
found that women who take AZT during pregnancy could reduce by two-thirds the risk of
transmitting the virus to their babies. Without the drug, up to one-third of the children
born to HIV-infected women, about 2000 infants a year, will be infected.
*CDC recommendations are generally influential in setting the standard for medical
practice in the United States.
*The CDC recommendation calls for women infected with HIV to begin taking AZT by
the 14th week of pregnancy and continue taking the drug through delivery. Newborns
should receive AZT for the first six weeks to protect them during breast feeding.
#83

7/13/95
"Should man with AIDS get baboon marrow transplant?'Tacoma Tribune
San Francisco AIDS activist Jeff Getty has survived with the HIV virus for 15 years, but
now his doctors say he has less than a year to live.
Getty is a likely candidate for experimental therapy some researchers believe might
rescue a patient's immune system: transplanting bone marrow fiom baboons into humans.
*Baboons are not susceptible to HIV, the organism that causes AIDS by attacking
immune system cells that fight infections.
*Some worry the transplant could set the stage for the transfer of new disease-causing
organisms into the human population - some of which might survive undetected for years.
*Today, the FDA begins two days of hearings to determine whether the treatment should
go forward. The FDA is drawing up guidelines for experiments involving transplanted
tissues that officials hope to have in place by years end.
*Suxanne Ildstad of the University of Pittsburg Medical Center, who has done
experiments with baboons leading to the proposed human trial, discounts the trans-species
disease risk. According to Dr. Ilstad, "it's all speculative."
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#84

7114/95
&'Newroles for AZT?"
Science, Vo1.269.
While newspaper headlines last week were touting AZT's role in preventing
transmission of the AIDS virus to fetuses, less publicized reports were hinting at other
rolesfor the h g : attacking diseases such as a type of leukemia andpsoriasis.
In a study published in the New England Journal of Medicine, researchers at the
University of Southern California report that they and their co-workers tested a
combination of AZT and interferon-alpha in 19 patients who had a highly lethal form of
adult T-cell leukemia-lymphoma, caused by human T-cell lymphotropic virus type 1
(HTLV-1). Four were also infected with HIV.Eleven patients had "major responses" to
the treatment, including five complete remissions. The trial did not have a control group.
*Researchers at the University of Texas Medical School report that AZT cleared up most
of the psoriasis in four out of 12 chronic sufferers.
Both research groups hope to test these novel AZT approaches in larger, controlled
trials.
#85

Tacoma Tribune
"New Drug Due for Late-Stages AIDS
7117/95
An experimental AIDS drug made by Merck & Company, indinavir sulfate, will become
available soon to a limited number of people in late stages of the disease under a program
announced over the weekend by the manufacturer, who will make the drug available fiee
by lottery to about 1,400 people in the United States. The drug is also known by the brand
name Crixivan.
*HofEnan-La Roche announced a similar program June 21st for its drug, saquinavir, or
Invirase.
Although the drugs are still experimental, demand outstrips the supply. The companies
are awaiting the results of clinical tyrials and have not gone into fill production.
#86

"Is End In Sight for AIDS Epidemic?"
B e Olympiian/ssoc Press
8/8/95
The 1990's will be a decade of increasing AIDS deaths, but perhaps also the decade of
containment of the disease through global prevention programs, the head of the U.S.
government's foreign assistance agency, the Agency for International Development, said
on August 7th.
J. Brian Atwood, the administrator for USAID, told a conference of more than 7,000
AIDS experts sponsored by his agency.
*Patricia Fleming, director of AIDS policy for the White House, said U.S. AIDS finding
has increased 40% since Clinton took office. The House recently agreed to boost finding
for the National Institute of Health's office that deals with the disease.
Undersecretary of State Timothy Wirth said "AIDS is not likely to run its course an
subside," he told a State Department briefing. According to Wih, "without better
response strategies, without massive behavioral changes, we're going to continue to see a
multiplication of AIDS infections. We are seeing that around the world."
Atwood said the tide could turn. According to Atwood, in Thailand, increased condom
use and availability of anti-viral drugs have resulted in a 78% decrease in STD since 1989.
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Atwood also cited increased condom use in at-risk countries, such as Kenya and
Ethiopia, where such protection is credited with preventing an estimated 110,000 HIV
infections since 1989. (Editor note: This completely disregards the fact that the HIV virus
is smaller than the smallest pore in a condom, which is no protection at all. It's all
absolute pseudo-scientific anecdotal crap).
#87

8117/95
"Early Use of AZT found to delay onset of AIDS symptoms" Wash-Post
According to findings published in the New England Journal of Medicine, taking the
drug AZT after infection with the AIDS virus may delay some symptoms of the disease.
An early course of treatment also helps preserve immune system cells, although whether it
prolongs life isn't known.
*Taken in the long, symptom-fiee period when an HIV-infected person's immune system
is intact, the drug confers no benefit.. Taken during the late stage of illness, AZT delays
complications and prolongs life.
*The new European research was headed by Sabine Kinloch-de Loes of the Geneva
University Hospital in Switzerland.
#88

8117/95
"Earlier AZT use shows promise " USA Today
A European study, in todays New England Journal of Medicine, is published alongside a
U.S. study that represents one of several disappointing tries ar early treatment.
*The U.S. study, fiom doctors at several medical centers, shows the drug AZT has no
long-term effect on survival when patients take it before key immune cells drop to about
half of normal levels.
#89

8118/95
"Study: AZT can't slow AIDS virus" The Olympzan/Ass. Press
Once heralded as an effective way to slow the progress of AIDS, the drug AZT may not
live up to its billing, a study says.
*In a study of more than 1,600 volunteers infected with HIV,the virus that causes A D S ,
it was found that treatment with AZT before the onset of full-blown AIDS does not fend
off the disease.
*In the study, published in the August 17, 1995 New England Journal of Medicine,
researchers at San Francisco General Hospital and the AIDS Clinical Trials Group wrote
that AZT does not significantly prolong either AIDS-fiee symptoms or survival.
*The research counters earlier studies that lauded AZT as a successful way to slow the
deadly disease. A 1990 study suggested that AZT substantially slowed the clinical
progression to AIDS in HIV-infected people who were not showing symptoms. (Editor
note: It was a study that was paid for by pharmaceutical interests, not a study done by
independent factions, and this was a conflict of interest, invalid, and gave out false and
misleading information).
Patients in the recent study, a continuation of earlier research, received either a placebo
or AZT.
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IN THE LATEST CHAPTER of the

Government Duplicity on AZT: Caught Again
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Deliberate Exposure of Humans to Nuclear Radiation
The Early Discovery of X-rays and Their Effect on Human Tissues

X-ray radiation was discovered in 1895 by the German physicist Wilhelm
Roentgen accidently while researching cathode radiation production. Within one year
American phvsicists were using X-rays in clinical medicine. What were physicists doing in
clinical medicine? The production and use of X-ray machines was undertaken mostly by
electrical engineers, without any standards, and no one realized the true damaging
potential of X-rays on human tissue until 1896, when the New York Medical Record
published accounts of hair loss, lesions and reddened skin that sloughed off So, here we
have it established that within one year of the discovery of X-ravs, it was known that it
aficted human tissue neaativelv. Despite the publication of negative physiological effects,
equipment was refined and became even more powefil. By 1913, there were hundreds of
X-ray machine operators, calling themselves 'practitioners." This number, despite the
scientific evidence of its devestating efJect on human physiology, would increase to over
150,000 by 1981,' including doctors and people with little or no radiological training.
This raises the question, if it was known to be so harmfbl, why was it continued? [Ed.
Remember Malthus? Increasing the mortality rate of the non-elite?]

By the 1930 's, so many people had fallen victim to the misuse of X-ray's that a
book, American Martyrs to Science Through the Roentgen Rays, was published by Dr.
Percy Brown, a Boston radiologist who himself died of cancer in 1950.~As is seen by the
footnote, this book was published in 1936. Studies in 1946~,1956~,1963~and 198l6
noted the amazing effects on radiologists themselves, who had become the guinea pigs of
the radiation industry.

'

Note that 1981 is during the administration of "exn CIA director Bush. It is also of note that in 1981,
less than 30% of states in the U.S. required licensing of X-ray machine operators. Six years earlier in
1975, the Bureau of Radiological Health found that 63% of operators failed to properly restrict the beam
to the size of the film. Forty percent of credentiaied operators failed tests given them. Later in 1981,
Congress passed a law requiring states to establish federally apprwed programs for training and licensing
operators. States were given until 1985 to establish programs.
Percy Brown, American Marryrs to Science Through the Roentgen Rays (Springfield, Illinois: Charles
C. Thomas, 1936), p.37.
3
Helmuth Ulrich, "Incidence of Leukemia in Radiologists," New England Journal of Medicine, January
10, 1946m Vol234, pp.45-46.
In 1956, the National Academy of Sciences found the leukemia rate in radiologists to be eight time that
of other doctors.
E.B. Lewis, "Leukemia and Ionizing Radiation", reported in ~mericanJournal of Epidemiology,
January 1965, pp.2-22.
"Job Hazards of Radiologists Studied," WashingtonStar, February 23, 1981. Also reported in Medical
WorldNews Vol22, N0.6, M m h 16, 1981, p.36.
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The "Breast Cancer" Detection ~roduction]Program

The idea of using X-ray radiation to detect breast cancer in human females arose in
was in common use, and in 1963 a study
the 1930's. By the 19607s,'hamm~graphy~~
began by the Health Insurance Plan of New York [based on no credible scientific
evidence] concluded that 'hammography could reduce mortality rates among women,"
despite the fact that it was alreadj known that radiation was itself carcinogenic. In 1973
the American Cancer Society and the National Cancer Institute cosponsored the
establishment of 27 Breast Cancer Detection Demonstration Projects with the goal of
"examining" 250,000 women. The entire program was repeated each year for five years.
In 1977, Dr. John C. Bailer I11 published an article in the Annals of Internal
Medicine warning that the Health Insurance plan study, which had 'brompted so much
faith in mammography,'"ad not in fact demonstrated a increase in survival rates
among the women under 50 who had been given the X-ray radiation In fact, Dr. Irwin
Bross and Leslie Blumenson of Rowel1 Park Memorial Laboratory in Buffalo estimated in
1977 that, based on dosage levels, twice as many deaths as cures could result porn breast
cancer "screenings. Bross called the whole program "a disastrous mistake that would
produce the worst epidemic of cancer in medical history."At a meeting sponsored by the
National Cancer Institute, Bross accused the American Cancer Society and the American
College of Radiology of "subjecting 250,000 American women to X-ray dosages
equivalent to death warrants with a I5-year delay in execution."
"

Radiation Dosage of Unborn Children

Two months after Wilhelm Roentgen's 1895 discovery of X-ray radiation, the first
X-ray picture of a fetus in utero was taken. It became common practice to use X-rays to
detect multiple births or abnormal conditions of the fetus, and the practice of dosing
unborn childen with rdation continued for 60 years. It was not until the mid-1950's
that the first survey was done on the effect of X-rays ion unborn children. In 1955, a
statistician at the University of Oxford in Britain, David Hewitt, noted that in the few
years before 1955 there had been more than a 50% increase in the number of British
children dying of leukemia. ARer persuading health officials to interview the mothers of
over 1,600 children who had died of cancer in the previous two years (using an equal
number of healthy mothers and children as controls), a cause for the excess cancers
emerged. The mothers of the children who had cancer has received pelvic X-rays while
they were pregnant.
Obviously, neither the nuclear industry or the medical community appreciated this
revelation. One of the health officials who conducted the study in Britain, a Dr. Stewart,
came under criticism and lost her funding at Word. Despite this, Stewart kept on
working, and in 1958 concluded that a fetus exposed in the first 90 days of development
was ten times more likely to develop cancer than an unexposed fetus. Stewart also found
that women who were not pregnant, if exposed to radiation, could have &aged
oflipring. l%e ovaries and eggs would be affected by the radiation. Today, despite this
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knowledge gained in 1958, women are not sufficiently protected fiom radiation unless
they declare they are pregnant.
Spurred on by the work of Stewart, the Harvard School of Public Health
conducted a study of 700,000 children born between 1947 and 1964 in 37 major maternity
hospitals in the northeastern United States. Dr. Brian MacMahon, who headed the study,
found that cancer mortality was 40% higher among children with mothers who had been
dosed with radiation. In 1963, MacMahon told a committee hearing conducting an
investigation into atomic bomb testing fallout in Utah that 'he must consider very
seriously the possibility of cancer production by l m doses of radiation such as
encountered in X-ray diagnosis andfallout.'
Now, despite the 1963 warning to Congress, all the studies conducted previously,
and all the knowledge that the government itself had accumulated about the hazards of
nuclear radiation in any form, little was done to notzjj the public about the effect of
medical radiation on the unbornfetus for an amazing Byears. The year 1970 was the
last year in which the federal government analyzed X-ray records on a national scale. In
that year, it found that 23% of the 3.5 million pregnant women in the United States-some
800,000 women-were exposed to X-rays. In 1975, a study of 68,000 single deliveries
estimated that pelvic X-rays were given in 4,500 cases. A 1976 telephone survey in New
York indicated that women of childbearing age were ofien not asked beforehand if they
were pregnant. Estimates in 1982, during the administration of ex-CIA director Bush, it
was still estimated that at l e a t 6% of all pregnant women are dosed with pelvic
radzation, despite the fact that the Bureau of Radiological Health and the American
College of Obstetricians and Gynecologists launched a campaign two years earlier in 1980
to begin to warn the public of the dangers of drugs and radiation on the unborn child. The
funds for this public education program were reduced each year after it began

-

New Toys New Radiation Dosage Programs

The use of radiation on humans adds to the income of doctors and medical
institutions. Much of the newer technology, which is very expensive and requires much
usage in order to reap a return on investment, involves hannfid radiation. For instance, the
advent of computerized axial tomography (CAT) scanning introduced a powerfbl new
source of radiation, ranging as high as 4,500 millirems for some scans. By the early
198OYs,more than 2,000,000 Americans underwent CAT scans each year. These machines
are not only used for 'Scans': They are also used for radiation 'therapy", which can run as
high as $36,000 per year.

7

Fallout, Radiation Standards and Countermeasures, U.S. Congress, Joint Committee on Atomic
Energy, Subcommittee on Research,Development and Radiation, August 20-22,27, 1963,p.595.

-
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Add Another Carcinogenic Inducement to the Dentist's Office
As if the use of mutagenic fluorides and mercury amalgam in the dentist office
wasn't enough, the use of dental X-ray radiation on patients increases the predisposition
toward denegerative systemic diseaase. Radiation can create mutations in cells which the
fluorides can then activate into full blown cancer. Fluoride is a known cancer activator.

The average skin does per dental X-ray film is about 910 millirems, nearly three
times the whole-body dose fiom background radiation. A full mouth series can involve 16
or more individual exposures and can deliver a substantial doese of radiation to the mouth
cavity and bone structure. A survey done in 1976 in New York found that 89% of dentists
ordinarily included a full set of mouth X-rays during a patients first visit. Nearly 50% of
the dentists repeated X-rays of the mouth at least once a year. In 1981, the National
Council on Health Care Technology Conference on Dental Radiology agreed that dentists
reply too much on X-rays.
The Chest X-Ray Program
The presence of tuberculosis originally provided an excuse to dose men, women
and children with radiation to look for it. However, as early as 1965 the Public Health
Service called for an end to routine chest X-rays as a means of detecting TB,because TB
was on the decline. Interestingly, the Public Health Service admitted in 1965 that 95% of
the ~ e o u l ewith active tuberculosis had been identified without X-rqv screening If so,
why were mobile X-ray vans going around the United States dosing people with radiation
to look for tuberculosis? Despite these facts, X-raying of chiZ&en with mobile units
continued unabated until 1972, when the Public Health Service was jeirred by the
American College of Radiology and the American College of Chest Physicians in a call for
discontinuation of the mobile unit program. The mobile van program was curtailed
somewhat, but the total paradigm of chest X-rays was not. In 1977, over 37 million chest
X-rays were performed in hospitals across the United States. In 1979, the Joint
Commission on Accreditation of Hospitals announced that it no longer required routine
X-ray examination upon admission to the hospital. In 1981, the government eliminated its
program of routine chest X-rays for 160,000 government employees. X-rays continued to
be prescribed in an ever-increasing cascade in facilities all across America, many of them
required as a result of the insurance programs, who require X-rays before a patient will be
reimbursed for treatment. Medical malpractice laws are also a strong incentive for doctors
to require numerous doses of radiation far in excess of real medical need, in hopes of
establishing a "record with which to defend themselves in case of legal action.
The "Logic" of the U.S. Medical System
It is about as logical to use X-rays, which cause cancer,, on a cancer patient for
'therapy", as it is to use toxic chemotherapy drugs, which are carcinogenic and destroy
the immune system, on a patient with a depressed immune system. Everything in the
allopathic medical system in the West, especially the United States, is "ass-backwards."
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The whole medical system is geared toward death, both rapid and slow, and
making as much money from it as possible. The allopathic medical system, in its entirety,
is a massive criminal enterprise. Any scientific, sane analysis by anyone with a brain in
their head will amve at that conclusion. The allopathic medical system is, on its face,
genocidal. A 1984 plea [albeit naive] to the United States by medical doctors in the
United States about wholesale medical genocide [published in the LEI went unheeded.
Radiation "Therapy"
Early in the 20th century radium treatments were deemed acceptable for
'treating" skin diseases, as well as removing benign tumors and moles. Between the
~
was deemed acceptable for treating an enlarged thymus and
1920's and 1 9 5 0 ' ~radiation
thryroid glands, enlargement of the tonsils [a natural result of the proper functioning of the
tonsil]; deafness due to hypertrophy of lymphoid tissues around eustachian tubes,
ringworm of the scalp, cervical inflammation, tuberculosis of the cervical nodes, asthma,
whooping cough, and even breast problems after birth. Throughout the 1950's American
adults and children were commonly 'Sized"for shoes by having their feet X-rayed [what
was wrong measuring the un-shoed foot?]. That was yesterday, when people didn't know
better, right? Wrong. Besides the fact that the hazards of radiation were known when these
activities were going on, this kind of thought pattern carried right on into the 1 9 8 0 ' ~ ~
thirty years later. In 1981, two 'health spas" in ~ontana'were found to be advertising
'the benefits of radon gas': known to be hazardous to humans, in curing 'tirthritis,
sinusitis, migraine, eczema, asthma, hay fever, psoriasis, allergies, diabetes and other
ailments." Advertisements for the health resorts failed to mention the fivefold increase in
lung cancer associated with breathing radon gas, well-established during observation of
uranium mine workers. I wonder who owned and had stock in those health spas.
Death for the Slaves of the U.S. Uranium Mining industry
That the process of digging for certain ores would evoke a terminal illness has
been knaon since the 16th century. Early potters used pitchblende, a uranium ore, as a
source for pigment. Mine workers for 400 years suffered lung problems and an early,
painful death. The condition that resulted as a result of this mining was identified as lung
cancer in 1870. In 1939, it was determined by Peller that the lung cancer rate among
those miners was 20 times higher that among control subjects in Vienna. The source of the
problem was radon gas, which in turn decays into isotopes of polonium [also used in
smoke detectors], bismuth and lead, some of which exist for quite a while as breakdown
products of radon. Only a miniscule amount will cause cancer. Such dangers were known
when men were sent to dig uranium in the early days of the nuclear program in the 1940's
in the United States, as well as during the uranium mining operations until the ear&
19 70 's.

* Observed in pamphlets from the Meny Widow Health Mine, Basin, Montana, and the Sunshine Health
Mine, Boulder, Montana. Do they sell "pet rocks", too?
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All the while the Atomic Energy Commission refbsed to protect mine workers until
forced to do so in 1971, when federal standards for radon gas levels in uranium mines
were created. Since the plague of lung cancers for generations of mine workers was
totally avoidable, why did the US. govemment let these men continuously die a horrible
death? I suppose the answer lies somewhere in the realm of why the same government
financially supported the buildup of National Socialism in Germany and Marxist
Communism in Russia, and then absorbed the scientific research gained from the blood of
millions into its own programs to be used against its own citizens? Probably. But, in the
final analysis, this historically accurate portrayal of the govemment does not so much
condemn the people involved, but the Malthusian-socialist mandate--the paradigm itself,
as the reason why all this continues to occur around us on a daily basis.

In 1960, the Public Health Service gave the statistics on uranium mine workers to
Joseph Wagoner, a doctoral graduate of the Harvard School of Public Health. By 1964,
Wagoner demonstrated a fivefold increase in cancer in mine workers. When the new
standards appeared in 1971, Wagoner felt they were not adequate. Mines would often turn
the radon gas ventilators off during lunch break, when the miners were on the surface, and
begin blasting. When the workers returned, they would receive radon levels more than 17
times the legal standard. The extreme doses were never recorded in company files. In
1980, Wagoner quit the Public Health Service after 20 years. According to Wagoner,
uranium mining as practiced in the United States remains the moral equivalent of
genocide.
Pollution of the Human Environment by the Nuclear Industry
Oncec the miners have returned the ore to the surface, it is ground into as fine
powder and mixed with acids. The acids dissolve the desired isotopes. The remaining
material is referred to as 'tailings," which still contain 85% of the radioactivity of the
original ore and over 99% of the original volume. It is a tremendously wasteful mass-tomass process of extraction which would not be tolerated in any other enterprise, and it
results in high quantities of hazardous waste which must be stored. Most works of
literature state that there is no way to render it neutral, but we saw in the January 1995
issue of the Leading Edge that MRX technology, which uses laser light, is a practical way
of safety and quickly neutralizing the material. We also saw proof that it was offered to
the government, who reksed to entertain the idea. Why would the government refuse a
safe, quick and effective way to neutralize nuclear waste?
Both the acids, n o d y called 'liquor'', and the tailings are stored. On July 16,
1979, exactly 34 years to the day from the first test of a nuclear device in the deserts of
the American southwest, a dam broke in Church Rock, New Mexico, releasing several
hundred million gallons of 'liquor" and 1,100 tons of mill wastes down upon Gallup, New
Mexico and into the western Rio Puerco river, carrying toxic metals that could be detected
Wassennan and Solomon, Killing Our Own: The Disaster of America S Experience with Atomic
Radiation (Delacorte Press, 1982), p. 150.
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70 miles downstream. The accident, which occurred 14 weeks after the accident at Three
Mile Island, was one of America's largest nuclear disasters. Virtually no one outside of the
areas where it happened remembers it, because it was not publicized, and the owners of
the facility at Church Rock were United Nuclear Corporation, a Virginia-based firm with
assets of hundreds of millions of dollars and strong influence in the New Mexico
government. The virtual press blackout was not unexpected.
The waste that broke out of the dam at Church Rock contained Thorium 230,
which is as toxic is plutonium and has a half-life of 80,000 years. It collects in human bone
marrow, the liver, and lymphatic tissue, and even minute quantites can detect cancer. The
accident will be a cancer threat for tens of thousands of years. An investigation of the
accident proved that it was preventable--that problems with the dam were known a year
before the accident. No one did anything about it. Why?
When the time came for 'kleanup," the state ordered United Nuclear to monitor
pools created when the spill overflowed the banks of the Rio Puerto. The company chose
to 'inonitor" the uranium content of the pools. However, this was subterfbge on the part
of the company, since the uranium had already been removed during the processing of the
ore. Why did the company chose to monitor the pools for an element it knew would least
likely exist in the pools? Investigators from the Nuclear Regulatory Commission showed
that the radiation levels in the pools were 100-500 times natural background radiation. A
doctor working with Indian children, Dr. Jorge Winterer, noted that children along the
river played in the pools. Winterer publically brought out the facts about the subterfbge on
the part of the company, and came under personal attack. He and his family were told to
leave New Mexico, "where they would be better
The mine and mill were back in business in less than five months. The same pond
was in use, and constant seepage of up to 80,000 gallons a day was routine. The company
put up signs warning of contamination, but animals consumed by humans who wander into
the area can't read.
The Nuclear Regulatory Commission acknowledged that at least 15 accidental
release of uranium tailings happened between 1959 and 1977, including seven dam breaks,
six pipeline failures and two floods. In at least 10 occasions the release reached a major
water source." In the fall of 1977, an internal NRC memorandum revealed that the NRC
had underestimated radon emissions from tailing piles by a factor of 100,000. According
to the Centers for Disease Control, when faced with the mounting rise of childhoof
leukemia in areas where tailings are stored, 'there appears to be no relationship between
the mills and
The problem with waste tailings around the United States,
lo U.S.Congress, House Committee on Interior and Insular A&lirs, Subcommittee on Energy and the
Environment, Mill TailingsDam Break at Church Rock, New Mexico, 96th Congress, October 22, 1979.
I ' William Sweet, "Unresolved: The Front End of Nuclear Waste Disposal," Bulletin of the Atomic
Scientists, Uay 1979, p.45.
l 2 Crowell and Heath, "Leukemia in Parowan and Paragonah, Utah,'' EPI-67-70-2, memorandum to the
Director, National Communicable Disease Center, Atlanta, April 26, 1967.
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especially in the western part of the country, is endemic. Yet, because of the political
aspect of the nuclear industry, nothing is done about the storage problems or the
thousands of still-born children in mining families. The use of tailings for building materials
was widespread throughout the 1950's and early 1960's. Despite repeated warnings fiom
independent experts, the Atomic Energy Commission did not investigate the possibility
that such tailings could harm people. In Grand Junction, Colorado alone, at least 270,000
tons of tailings were used in construction of the town. The leukemia rate in Grand
Junction is twice the state average. More women of childbearing age are suffering than
men.13 The Malthusian legacy continues.
The pattern with the problem of nuclear waste and industries involved with it can
be seen with virtually every other industry that causes human suffering. Industries maintain
that tightening standardsfor safety would be too expensive. This can be seen within the
paradigm of chemical industries, electromagnetic emissions and other areas covered under
the auspices ofMatrix III. All the patterns and responses are the same. All the excuses are
the same. The inaction is the same. The result is the same--death, degeneration and disease
for millions of people, production of financial profit for the industries involved and the
medical community, and suffering and misery for the American population. Thomas
Malthus maintained in the 19th century that the elite had to increase the mortality rate of
the non-elite. It is still taken quite seriously by the government of the United States and
International Corporate Capitalism, in its quest for institution of Global Socialism. The
people continue to die to satisfy that objective. Re-read the legal definitions at the
beginning of this volume for criminal gross negligence, genocide and criminal conspiracy.
Atomic Bomb Testing in the United States and Population Reduction
Much of the focus has been on genetic damage caused by fallout fiom U. S. above
ground atomic tests. More signdieant, however, is the systemic damage done to the fetus
during the first trimester of pregnancy. In 1969 Dr. Ernest Stemglass, a graduate of
Cornell University and a former employee of the Naval Ordnance Laboratories, published
an article in the Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists contending that some 375,000 American
infants had died as a result of atomic bomb testing. His thesis rested on the idea that as
medical technology was advancing, the rate of infant mortality dropped, essentially by a
constant percentage each year. When the atomic bomb testing began, the rate of decline of
infant mortality slowed. When the testing stopped, the rates began to drop as they had
before, in keeping with continued medical advances. The total death rate caused by the
atomic bomb testings, particularly from aerial dispersion of Iodine 131 which passes the
placental membrane and affects the prenatal thyroid gland, is estimated at 375,000 infants,
who suffered stunted growth, congenital deformities, hypothyroidism, brain damage,
deformities and death.14 This is not some crazy abstraction. Nobel Prize winner Linus
Pauling predicted in 1958 that 140,000 people would die fkom each and every bomb tests
H. Peter Metzger, The Atomic Establishment, (NewYork: Simon and Schuster, 1972)p.63.
Ernest Sternglass, "Infant Mortality and Nuclear Tests," Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists, April 1969,
Vo125. Also see "The Death of All Childen," an article by Dr. Sternglass, in Esquire, Sept 1969.
l3

l4
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conducted aboveground in the United States. Pauling indicated that a single radioactive
fallout product, radioactive carbon 14, from a single years bomb testing, could cause
425,000 embryonic and neonatal (before one month of age) deaths, over 170,000
stillbirths and childhood deaths, and result in another 55,000 children being born with
'&oss physical or mental defects." l5 Each year of bomb testing would S e c t 650,000
people. Hiroshima and Nagasaki directly affected about 200,000 people and no doubt
killed millions through cancer and leukemia through generations. Why has the United
States been using this and other programs (chemical, biological and electromagnetic) to
conduct the genocide of its own country? The proof is historically there, absolutely
without question. The reasons were explained at the beginning of this volume. The
paradigm must change, and change now.
The charges levelled by Dr. Sternglass were quickly addressed by the Atomic
Energy Commission, who chose Arthur Tamplin at Lawrence Livermore Laboratory to
refUte the charges. Tamplin dissected Stemglass's study and 'tiecided" that the case had
been overstated. Tamplin said each bomb killed 4,000 American children. The rest of the
375,000 cases had been 'uue to social factors, including poverty." l6 How impoverished is
a fetus during its first 90 days? Not very. The Atomic Energy Commission asked Tamplin
to omit reference to the 4,000 deaths per bomb before he published his report in Science.
The charges levelled by Dr. Stemglass have never been adequately refuted, but he has
been attacked mercilessly since then. The atomic industry has devoted a lot of money and
time to attack his work-which was apparently impeccable." Why? Because it reveals the
truth, something which has been suppressed at every turn.
In 1979, Dr. Emest Stemglass and Stephen Bell, an educational psychologist,
presented a paper before the American Psychological Association suggesting that the
atmospheric testing was linked to a decline in the SAT scores among American teenagers.
The effects were particularly strong in Utah, where scores plunged 26 points.'' The paper
obviously met with strong criticism fiom the nuclear industry. However, a 1980 study
commissioned by the US. Navy substantiated the thesis. The Navy was concerned that
the complexity of its technology was exceeding the ability of recuits to manage it, and it
worried about an obvious decline in the mental abilities of American youth. According tyo
the Navy study, it was agreed that radiation probably played an important role. Two of the
Navy researchers, Bernard Rimland and Gerald Larson, hdicated that 'Stemgiass and Bell
provide very convincing and disquieting evidence closly linking the SAT score decline to

Linus Pauling, "Genetic and Somatic Effects of Carbon-14," Science 128, No.3333, Nov 14, 1958.
Arthur Tamplin, "Infant Mortality and the Environment," Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists Vol 25,
December 1969.
" As a tenured professor with patents of his own, Stemglass has been financially beyond the grasp of the
nuclear industry, leaving them with only his reputation to attack. In 1973, C.B. Yulish wrote Low-Level
Radiation: A Summary ofResponses to Ten Years of Allegations by Dr. Ernest Sternglass (NewYork:
Charles Yulish Associates), a one-volume work primarily circulated among utility executives.
l 8 Stemglass and Bell, "Fallout and Decline of SAT Scores," APA Meeting, New York, Sept 3, 1979.
IS
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the cumulative effects of nuclear fallo~t.'~
The effect of radiation on human tissue was
first noted in 1896. For almost 100 years, the toll of death and dying because of its
deliberate proliferation has been a calculated effort to undermine the human population
on a genetic and embryonic basis. Otherfonns of nuclear power, such as aneutronic or
protonic power (that does not emit radmtion or produce nuclear waste) could have been
developed-why the development of the "dirty"version?

Proliferation of Nuclear Facilities and Radiation Leakage
In the fall of 1969, Go&
and Tamplin published findings linking cancer deaths
to radiation releases fiom nuclear reactors. In 1970, Dr. Ernest Stemglass began to look at
infant mortality rates in communities where reactors existed. He soon found that in many
cases, there was a significant rise in infant deaths in nearby counties and areas downwind
from reactor sites. The findings of Dr. Stemglass were given further credibility in July
1971 by Dr. Morris Degroot, chairman of the Department of Statistics at the CarnegieMellon Institute in Pittsburgh. His statistics indicated a tentative correlation between
reactor emissions and health problems around the Brookhaven reactor on Long Island,
New ~ork.*'
Degroot also studied the reactor at Shippingport, Pennsylvania, and noticed a rise
in infant mortality there. Nine miles downwind in the small town of Aliquippa, Sternglass
found a 20-year high in infant mortality rates. Rises were also evident in fetal mortality,
underweight births and leukemia. In April 1973, the governor of Pennsylvania appointed a
high-level commission to look into the problem. The commision found that the utility
company, Duquesne Light, had been derelict in its responsibility to monitor radiation. A
stronger statement was levied by another member of the commission--there appeared to be
a strong suspicion of dishonesty in reporting releases. Unfortunately, and perhaps
predictably, because future work depended on towing the party line, the commission
eventually found 'ho sufficient evidence" to confirm charges of an escalated infant death
rate. However, death rates in the area had been lower before the plant opened. Thus, the
rise of death rates relative to the state average actually represented a rise that could be
attributed to the reactor. The same pattern would be seen at Three Mile Island.

Parallel Developments at Three Mile Island
Babcock and Wilcox, famous makers of steam boilers, received its first order for a
nuclear reactor in 1966 fiom Metropolitan Edison, a subsidiary of General Public Utilities,
who decided to build a reactor complex on Three Mile Island, ten miles southeast of
Harrisburg, Pennsylvania. It went on line in 1974. Within 24 months, interesting things
--

-~

Rimland and Larson, "Manpower Quahty Decline: An Ecological Perspective," Armed Forces and
Society, Fall 1981.
20 Monis DeGrwt, "Statistical Studies of the Effect of Low-Level Radiation from Nuclear Reactors on
Human Health," Proceedings of the Sixth Berkeley Symposium on Mathematical Studies and Probability,
University of California, July 19-22, 197 1.
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began to happen to the animals in the local area, who began experiencing miscarriagess,
deformed births and accelerated death rates. By the time the second TMI unit opened in
January 1979, residents of the area began to notice a milky white substance drifting down
out of the sky fiom the power plant every time it was in operation. Also coincident with
the operation of the TMI facility was the general disappearance of squirrels, rabbits and
birds. An increase in the incidence of thyroid cancer in humans was noted. These were the
same problems noted at Shippingport. On March 28, 1979, TMI #2 had a near meltdown,
with unknown quantities of radiation escaping into the local area. Estimates were made by
the Nuclear Regulatory Commission that 16 million curies of noble gases and 14 curies of
Iodine 131 had been released. No one really knows.
Reports of b i i e reproductive events concerning animals happened for years
afterward. Infant human deaths doubled in the months following the TMI incident. Eightyeight infants died. Infant mortality in the state of Pennsylvania exceeded the average U.S.
rate.Within a five-mile radius, the ratio of infant deaths per live births rose by a factor of
seven. The rate within a ten-rnile radius of TMI doubled. The State of Pennsylvania
claimed to have an explanation. At a press conference in April 1980, the Pennsylvania
State Secretary of Health announced that the infant mortality rates in the TMI area
showed 'ho statistically si@cant difference in the mortality rate than for the state as a
whole."21 Despite the fact that infants in the TMI area sustained hypothyroidism, the State
of Pennsylvania rehsed release the data to the public. It was only after UP1 was notified
that it appeared in the newspapers (interestingly, thyroid problems surfaced in islanders
after the U.S. conducted atomic tests in the Marshal Islands). Officials claimed all the
physical problems could not be.connected to the TMI incident, and this party line was
reflected in major newspapers." They lied. The deceit still continues.

Pennsylvania Department of Health, Health Department Releases Preliminary Study on Infant Deaths
TMIArea (Hanisburg: Department of Health, April 2, 1980).
22 New York Times, April 15, 1980 "Three Mile Island: No Health Impact Found"
in
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MATRIX I11 - VOLUME TWO

Advisory and Disclaimer
In volume one of Matrix III, we covered basic information on the vaccination
gambit in chapter 6. It is advisable, but not absolutely necessary, that you have access to
the material and documents in the first volume, as there are historical connections and data
there that are not in this volume. The subject was basically introduced in the first volume,
and will be covered in more detail here, as more information has become available since
the first volume was accomplished. We are required to state that the information in this
book is for educational purposes only, that it is not intended to be taken as medical or
legal advice, and that those requiring medical or legal advice should seek the senices of
those considered by the reader to be competent in those fields. Given these constraints and
statements, we assume no liability for any loss or damage caused or alleged to be caused,
directly or indirectly, fiom information contained in this book. Readers are advised to
supplement this knowledge and information with their own research, as a h c t i o n of
experience, before amving at definitive conclusions and subsequent modification of
personal reality. All reasonable efforts have been made to ascertain the validity of the data
contained herein, supplemented with references when available at the time of writing.
Introduction

The subjection of vaccination or immunization is obviously a sensitive one, since a
great deal of profit depends on the existence of the paradigm. Fortunately, all paradigms
based on deceit eventually fall, aided by the plethora of data which &aces as a result of
the social negativity such paradigms generate. The subject of vaccination is a good
example, and we will take the data heretofore presented in volume one and amplify it,
based on an overall reassessment which integrates what we have learned since then. Let us
start with an examination of the subject of human immunity to disease.

Natural Human Pathotropic Immunity
Natural immunity can be considered the sum total of immunity to disease inherent
in biological immune defenses not artiicially induced, and is comprised of active
immunity, acquired through normal infestation of intestinal and respiratory systems after
birth, and passive immunity, generally consisting of antibodies acquired fiom maternal
blood and breast milk.
The human immune system is hrther characterized as having specific responses,
such as the production by the body of specific antibodies to counter specific foreign
proteins or antigens, and non-specific responses, which consist of the general systemic
response to undesirable substances. Included in the general repertoire of non-specific
response is the skin, the mucous membranes of the respiratory and digestive tracts, reflex
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actions of sneezing and coughing, natural antibodies, complement proteins, interferon1,
the process of phagocytosis (cells devouring other cells), the effect of fatty acids,
inflammatory response2, the action of reticulo-endothelial cells, the action of lysozyme
and other enzymes, the response of respiratory and intestinal celia, the effect of stomach
acid on bacteria, and secretions that contain antibodies themselves, such as secretory
immunoglobulin, which assists the process of phagocytosis - an example being the action
of white blood cells on pathogenic organisms.
The human body maintains several lines of defense against the invasion of foreign
proteins and subsequently produced toxins. The first line of defense is the skin, which is
primarily composed of a protein-based material called keratin. The skin also secretes
various oils, fatty acids and lactic acids which inhibit the general growth of bacteria,
although many body flora that inhabit both the skin and the interior of the body are
relatively innocuous, given that the immune system is in a normal condition, and many
body processes are assisted by their existence. These organisms that exist in symbiosis
with human anatomy are sensitive to antibiotics and synthetic materials administered by
current medical practice. Disturbance of the delicate balance can lead to overpopulation of
pathogenic organisms. The proliferation of candida albicans caused by administration of
commercial antibiotic drugs is an example, as is the diarrhea and bleeding caused by
obliteration of intestinal flora by antibiotics. Since the maintenance of internal organisms is
an essential part of the human immune response, the death of these organisms weakens the
overall immune system capability.
The white cells in the body, the leukocytes, are generally divided into two groups,
the granulocytes, which include neutrophils, eosinophils and basophils, and the nongranulated lymphocytes and monocytes. Neutrophils constitute the most prevalent type of
granulocyte, and have a nucleus containing a number of lobes. Because of the segmented
nature of the nucleus, neutrophils are also called polymorphomclear leukocytes. They
have an interesting property in that they have the abiity to form physical barriers against
pathogenic organisms. The eosiniphil comprises about 2% of the leukocytes in the
bloodstream, and appear to be connected with defense against parasitic infection and
allergic response, rather than against microorganisms and toxins. Basophils also have a
role to play in allergic response, and contain histamin and heparin. A firther form of the
leukocyte is the monocyte, which has the capacity to ingest foreign particles and bacteria.
The monocyte appears to be active in conditions presented by tuberculosis and h g a l
infections.
Another natural line of defense is the lymphatic system. Most cellular structures in
the body are bathed in lymph, a clear fluid which acts as a general dumping ground for
1

Interferon also causes xnany viruses to go into latency.
Inflammatory response occurs when tissue is injured. The process starts when connective tissue blocks
the lymph channel to check microbe spread, enlargement of injured cell c a p M e s enables tramport of
neutrophils to the site of injury, and the release of C-reactive protein, natural a n t i i e s , Igh4, interferon,
properdin, and complement.
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unwanted substances, later filtered out through the liver and kidneys. The lymph moves
through a series of ducts and glands by virtue of a specialized series of muscular
contractions, many of which are generated during the act of physical exercise. It is the
lymphatic system which contains the aforementioned reticulo-endothelial cells which trap
and ingest various organisms within the lymph. These cells also form the lining of several
important organs, and are also present within the liver and spleen. When a foreign protein
structure is located, connective tissue traps the foreign structure and lymphocytes are
dispersed to engulf the offending organism. In the circulatory system are macrophages,
specialized white blood cells that ingest and disrupt organisms found in the blood. After
rnacrophages perform this action, processed antigens appear on the surface of the
macrophages membrane. It is these processed antigens leftover fiom the destruction of
organisms that are sensed by the T-cell lymphocyte?, prompting them to send out
substances called lymphokines, which in turn alert B-cell lymphocytes to produce an
antiboc3, in response to the processed antigen, otherwise taken as a processed foreign
protein. Each B-lymphocyte has approximately 100,000 immunoglobulins on its surface4.
Antibodies produced by the B-cells are sometimes called immunoglobulzns,
designated by the symbol Ig, and are released as the B-cell is stimulated by the presence of
foreign antigens to transform into a plasma cell which manufactures the specific antibody
required for the foreign antigen. There are generally five types of immunoglobulins. The
first antibody, I@, reproduced in response to a foreign antigen is a large molecule found
typically in the blood which stimulates the process of phagocytosis. The process of passive
immunity involving maternal blood given to the fetus involves the antibody IgG, which is
responsible for activating the macrophages. It can directly destroy many antigens on
contact, and is the most abundant immunoglobulin in the body. Membranes in the
respiratory tract, urinary tract and intestines produce IgA, which is produced directly at
the site of an attack on a membrane by a foreign antigen. When the human body is
experiencing an allergic reaction, IgE is released. The last immunoglobin identified, IgD, is
not well understood, and is found in minimal qu&tities in the blood, as well as on the
surface of B-cell lymphocyte membranes.'

T-cell lymphocytes originate in the bone marrow but mature in the Thymus gland. When they mature,
they are released into the lymphatic and circulatory system. It is the T-cells which maintain a molecular
memory, much of which is genetically based, of past foreign protein structures. It is this memory which
causes the production of additional T-cells, some of which directly consume antigens. Other cells, called
T-helper cells produce hormones which signal to other cells that a conflict is in progress. When the battle
is over, cells called T-suppressor (killer) cells release hormones which alert the immune system that the
threat is over. The process of memory of past antigens is part of specific immunity.
Chaitow, Leon, "Vaccination and Immunisation: Dangers, Delusions and Alternativesn, p.28.
A highly recommended work on the immune system is Essential Immunology, by Ivan Riott, the 8th
edition of which is published by Blackwell Scientific Publications, 1994, 448 pages. It is an expensive
book but is well worth the time to acquire if you really want to get a good understanding of these
processes.
48 1
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Another line of defense involves complements, substances manufactured in the
linings of the intestines, the liver, spleen and microphages. The main substance is known
asproperdin, and its hnction is the neutralization of viruses and bacteria.
The reticulo-endothelial cells mentioned earlier comprise another line of defense
known as the reticulo-endothelial system, and produce specific sunstances involved in
phsiological defense, primarily proteases, which play a role in detoxification of 1hsubstances.
In addition to the immunologzcal defense system mentioned above, the body
. blood itself, by virtue of its chemistry, is to a
maintains a chemical defeme ~ s t e mThe
great degree bacteriostatic and virucidal, but this depends very heavily on correct nutrition
which produces optimum levels of vitamin C and vitamin B6 (pyridoxine), in addition to
other substances. In fact, the optimum response of the immune system is said to depend
~ very
. fact that most vitamins are
heavily upon adequate levels of vitamin ~ 6 The
removed fiom processed foods and replaced with synthetic vitamins made from petroleum
ought to tell you that processed foods have a significant role to play in immune system
depression, and that it is being done knowlingly. The level of vitamin C in the blood can
make the vital difference in human response to toxic vaccines, especially in infants, who
often go into immunological shock. Alcohol and tobacco use, besides the obvious toxic
consequences, reduce the level of vitamin C in the bloodstream, and are heavily promoted.
Vitamin C in the bloodstream also plays a role in detoxification of heavy metals
such as lead. It is estimated that the average individual in todays society requires vitamin C
supplementation of 400-600 milligrams daily.' For additional data on the impact of human
diet on disease, refer to that chapter.
During the early 1950s there was an unusual chain of events relative to the health
status of Aborigines in Australia. A New South Wales doctor by the name of Archie
Kalokerinos spent seventeen years in the outback, and was appalled by the death rate in
Aborigines from all kinds of bacterial and viral infections. In analyzing their diet, which
consisted primarily of sugar, bread, and sausage, he made the determination that they were
deficient in Vitamin C. Since they did not "show normal signs of Vitamin C deficiency
(scurvy)" other doctors, displayed their immense lack of intelligence, declared that a
Vitamin C deficiency was not indicated, ignoring entirely the diet of the people.
Kalokerinos concluded that the death rates of Aborigines could be cut in half by allowing
them various supplementary vitamins. Subsequent blood analysis by the skeptic doctors
proved the deficiency in Vitamin C.
In 1970, the Australian government stepped up their vaccination programs, and the
results proved disastrous for the children. The infant death rate in the Northern Territory
doubled within one year. By 1971, the death rate in some areas was approaching 50
Chaitow, pp.24-25.

' Ibid. Dr.J e f h y Bland, Linus Pauling Institute for Science and Medicine.
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percent. Kolokerinos concluded that the malnourishment of the children contributed to an
even weaker immune system; when a vaccination was given, the result was fatal.
Investigation into the apparent and purposefbl decimation of the Aborigine people during
this period, by what was essentially an exercise in bacteriological warfare against a specific
group of people, provided information that the government's vaccine program purposely
excluded any medical examination before vaccines were given, any case history of the
Aborigine, and no checking of any dietary deficiencies. Subsequent deaths were fiom
acute Vitamin C deficiency precipitated by the vaccination. If some infants survived the
first vaccination, they would be lined up within another 30 days for another one. The
Australian government denied that any relationship existed between the injections and the
subsequent death of children. Because of this incident, it was discovered that high doses of
Vitamin C reversed toxic and deadly effects of experimental injections.

The Concept of Vaccination and Synthetic Immunity
Vaccine: 'B preparation containing protein antigens and toxins, commonly bacteria,
viruses and chemicals, used with the intent of inducing artificial immunity against a specific
disease, mimicking the process of naturally occurring infections by artificial means,
producing infection and production of antibodies, commonly with physiological side
effects, with the aim of preventing full-blown clinical disease of the type that would be
theoretically contracted without injection of the vaccine, provided that living standards,
hygiene, acquired immunity, maternal care and natural immunity partially or completely
fail in order to allow the disease to occur."
The composite definition above is not one you will find in a medical journal, but is
one assembled fiom a functional analysis of the conceptual paradigm of vaccination.
Websters Medical Dictionary simply defines a vaccine as: 'hatter or a preparation
containing the virus of cowpox in a f o m used for vaccination, or a preparation of killed
microorganisms, living attenuated organisms, or living fully virulent organisms that is
administered to produce or artificially increase immunity to a particular disease."
Vaccination itself, according to Webster's, is defined as 'the introduction into man or
domestic animals of microorganisms, active or latent viruses or bacteria, that have
previously been treated to make them harmless for the purpose of inducing the
development of immunity to a particular disease."
Within the paradigm of vaccination, active immunity is achieved fiom the
physiological reaction to the foreign antigens in the vaccine, and passive immunity is
defined as that achieved with the injection of immune serum containing human or animal
antibodies. Compare the concepts of arti$cial active and passive immunity in the
vaccination paradigm with those given for natural immunity earlier in this chapter. The
use of injected toxic vaccines by-passes the natural defense systems of the body and
exposes the individual to more risks than benefits at least this is the overall consensus by
qualiied experts. If you ask any doctor the question of whether the idea of immunity by
vaccine is the same as immunity by disease, they will answer "of course"; the actual facts

-
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indicate otherwise. Another way of asking the question is "is the 'immunity' gained by
injection the same as 'normal' or "pathotropic" immunity?"
Vaccination as a procedure is based on several medical assumptions, all of which
knavn scientific
constitute a mind-set and belief system that not only fails to &ess
knowledge, but one that forms the basis, on upper levels, for deliberate suppression of
that knowledge and maintenance of a medical orthodoxy that insures its own continuance
by promotion of disease conditions in the human community. These "medical
assumptions" are: (1) a belief that disease agents are the only or primary cause of certain
conditions, (2) a belief that the body can build a defense mechanism against such agents
and prevent clinical illness with a lack of adverse consequences, and (3) a belief that this
can be arbitrarily achieved by the administration of a certain form of the disease agent.

Classification of Vaccines
Vaccines are generally divided into two main groups, those made from bacteria
and those made from viruses. Furthermore, vaccines contain either killed or live bacteria
or viruses. Within the paradigm, those vaccines using
organisms must be weakened or
attenuated, 'So as not to cause disease in the recipient." There are several ways that
viruses or bacteria are commercially attenuated. The most frequent procedure is by the
method of serial passage, which is to pass the organism through animal cell cultures a
number of times. Vaccines incorporating viruses may be passed through animal cells
literally hundreds of times before it is declared to be attenuated. The type of animal cell
that a virus is passed through depends on the type of virus. The measles virus, for
example, is passed through successive groups of chicken embryo cells, polio viruses are
passed through monkey kidney cells, rubella virus is passed through duck or rabbit cells,
and yellow fever is passed through rodent cells or chicken embryo cells. Live vaccines
have the capability of reproducing in the host human. The impact of injection of foreign
animal protein complexes into humans will be discussed in detail later.
Vaccines designated as 'killed vaccines" are those containing viruses or bacteria
that are 'Inactivated by the use of radiation, heat or chemicals, resulting in altered whole
cells or viruses, split or fragmented cells or viruses, all chemically extracted, synthetic
molecular structures, or what are known as toxoids. The physiological response to a killed
vaccine is the production of antibodies that continue to circulate throughout the body. A
great number of situations have arisen in which supposedly killed vaccines still contain live
components. This happened in 1955 with the administration of Salk polio vaccine that
produced a number of cases of paralytic polio. The preparation contained fonnalin, a
carcinogenic germicide that was thought to have inactivated the virus. Obviously, it did
not work. Let us not forget that all vaccines are experimental in nature.

Viral Vaccines
Viruses themselves are non-living pieces of nucleic acid surrounded by a coat of
protein. When a virus enters a cell, it makes use of cellular enzymes and duplicates itself.
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They can be active or assume a latent, passive infective condition within the cell, waiting
for the right conditions to activate. Viruses can remain undetected and latent for years
within the body, only to suddenly manifest themselves explosively. Viruses can infect
plants and animals, as well as bacteria. Duplication of the virus within a cellular structure
often results in the death of the host cell, and viral particles are released through broken
cell membranes and infect other cells. Viruses also have the capability to combine with the
genetic material in the host cell chromosomes without killing the host cell. The nucleic
acids RNA and DNA are spiral-shaped protein chains that express heredity codes
transferred genetically and direct the formation of various protein substances. Nucleic
acids contain individual packets of information which are species-specific.
The "D" in DNA and the "R" in RNA have characterigics which are dependent on
the kind of sugar molecule associated with it. DNA exists predominantly in the nucleus,
but is also represented in the cytoplasm and in the mitochondria. RNA is also present in
the cytoplasm. When viral RNA or DNA combines with the genetic material in the cell
itself, the viral genetic material can become part of the host cell genetic code, altering the
genetic structure of the cell. When the altered cell duplicates, the encoded viral genetic
material may affect cellular processes in such a way as to produce abnormal cells, which
sometimes become malignant or cancerous.
Another designation applying to viruses is the slow virus, characterized by
extremely long periods of latency and very often fatal. Creutzfeld-Jacob disease,
characterized by dementia and motor convulsive disorders, is an example of a well-known
slow virus, as is Kuru, a virus that plagued a cannibalistic tribe in New Guinea. Since viral
particles blend easily with cellular genetic material, it is quite likely that generations of
vaccination is a co-factor contributing to the general decline in the immune system of the
general population.
It is interesting to note that the oxymoronic World Health Organization in Geneva
has a program called 'Health for All by the Year 2000" that 'tiemands a significant
increase in the production of viral vaccines and other biologically active substances
without a reduction in potency."8 Furthermore, they have decided to develop cell line seed
banks for use in vaccines for baby hamster kidney cells and African green monkey kidney
cells known to contain simian virus 40 (SV-40).

Natural vs Invasive Viral Entry Processes
Normally, the natural portal of entry of a virus into the body appears to be when it
lands on a mucous membrane lining, which itself possesses certain types of defense
mechanisms. The actual immunity conveyed by these membranes is due to the local
production and release of IgA, which is a membrane or glandular anti-body, and it is more
abundant in those tissues than in blood. The apparent action is that the IgA coats or wraps
''Abstracts, Continuous Cell Lines as Substrates for Biologicals", National Clarion Hotel Meeting, May
1988, Virginia, paper#41.
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a virus, thereby neutralizing it. The process of injection, on the other hand, permits a viral
entry through a route that is different than the natural portals, decreasing the appropriate
antibody response and bypassing the body's first line of defense. This is common
knowledge, which makes the deliberate use and intent to use injection processes an even
more dubious approach; it can result in nothing but an increase in the general ill health of
the population, which of course guarantees a line of income for quite some time, due to
the long-term effects incurred. This is another case of criminal activity, knowledge of
which is kept fiom the general public.

Normal Processes of Viral Penetration
Respiratory viruses enter through the surface cells of the respiratory tract. Unless
the individual has a strong pathotropic (surface membrane) immunity, which is usually not
long lived, invasion will occur. Higher amounts of internal protection fiom the defensive
abilities of the membrane may be offered if high amounts of circulating IgG is present in
the blood. Next, the virus may enter through the lymphatic glands in the digestive tract.
The tonsils are major guardians in this area. Presumably, this is why medical edict required
their removal, as an "organ with no apparent function", for so many years in this society.
In the case of vaccine and smallpox virus, cell-to-cell transmission of the viral particles
occurs this cause progressive death of the tissues involved (necrosis) which is then
unaffected by the presence of anti-bodies but apparently arrested by sensitized immune
lymphocytes. Presumably, this is achieved by a graft-type rejection of the infected cells
whereby virus synthesis is interrupted and already-formed viruses are neutralized by antibodies.

-

Other mucous membrane penetration is through micro-lesions created during anal
intercourse, inoculation into the womb by intercourse during the menstrual period, direct
injection into the blood stream, through micro-lesions in the gum tissue in the mouth
caused by the use of tooth-brushes and dental floss, and ingestion of fragments (bone,
etc.) within food, which injure the intestinal lining.

Abnormal Viral Penetration By Injection
Viruses directly injected into the blood stream below the skin level avoids the
proper immunogobulins and the naturally occuning oleic acid mantle, and are neutralized
or blocked by circulating antibodies. We are talking about viruses that are not the result of
genetic engineering. The body produced only one type, IgA, as the first line of defense,
and this is against arthropod or insect-borne viruses which are carried by blood-sucking
and stinging vectors injected directly into the blood or lymph. In other words, nature
provides appropriate protection against predatory viruses as long as they attack through
their natural routes. The problem comes in when viruses normally meant to run this gambit
are injected, as when commercial immunizations are administered intramuscularly or
subcutaneously.
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Bacterial Vaccines
One of the primary vaccines made fiom bacteria is the diphtheria vaccine. Horses
are injected with diphtheria bacteria and then bled, producing antiserum. Another
preparation using diphtheria bacteria is called toxin-antitoxin mixture, combining both the
toxic components and the antidote in one preparation, and a number of serious reactions
prompted the development of a diphtheria vaccine prepared fiom toxoidr, which are toxins
theoretically rendered non-poisonous by combining it with a chemical agent. Diphtheria
toxoids came into existence in the 19207s,using carcinogenic formaldehyde (used to
emblarn bodies) as the chemical agent in the vaccine.
The DPT vaccine, which we will discuss later, combines the toxoids of diphtheria
and tetanus with the whole cells of pertussis bacteria to form a single vaccine which has
proven to be quite lethal to humans, especially infants with immature immune systems and
unmyelinated nerves, and has resulted in death, encephalitic paralysis and brain damage.
DPT vaccine is produced by taking tetanus bacteria and adding it to a broth of dextrose,
beef heart infusion, salt and casein. Diphtheria bacteria are added to a similar broth. After
the poisonous toxins are produced in each of the vats, the broth is filtered and
carcinogenic formalin is added in an fbtile attempt to attenuate the toxoids. Poisonous
methanol alcohol is then added to precipitate the toxoid, which is dried to a powder and
mixed with glycerine. Pertussis bacteria are chemically killed by adding a poisonous
mercwy-based chemical called thimerosal, and aluminum hydroxide or potassium sulfate is
added. The result is called DPT vaccine, which is injected into human children after testing
on mice to determine the strength at which 50% of a test lot of mice survive. The result
will be discussed later in detail, but the neurological disorders produced by such activity
are
of the puzzle of why crime is so rampant in our society today. This fact is
discussed in another chapter which illustrates that despite the fact they have known
vaccines produce minimum brain damage since 1926, and they have known that this MBD
produces aberrant behavior leading to criminal activity, they ignore that fact and do it
anyway. Hegelian production of social aberration to justifiy greater social control. Simple.
Serial Passage of Vaccine Components Through Animal Cell Lines
According to the vaccination paradigm promulgated by medical companies, the
passage of viruses through animal cell lines is necessary in order to reduce the toxicity of
the viruses to humans. This belief is contraindicated by historical evidence.
Back in the 1940's there was a campaign in French West Afiica to immunize
population groups to yellow fever virus. The virus was passed through mouse cell cultures
258 times, and the mice who were paralyzed had their brains ground up and dried, and this
preparation was used to 'inoculate" over 100,000 people in 1944. This resulted in over
100 cases of brain damage (meningioencephalitis) and 18 death^.^

Murphy, J. "What Every Parent Should Know About Childhood Immunization", p.35.
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The SV-40 Virus Contamination of Vaccine Cultures
In 1960 it was discovered that millions of polio vaccine doses produced in the
early 1950's from monkey kidney cells were infected with simian virus 40 (SV-40), which
was found in both Salk and Sabin polio vaccines. SV-40 is resistant to the 'heutralizing
effects" of the carcinogenic germicide formalin added to the vaccineslO,and was passed
on to millions of people who now have SV-40 as part of their genetic structure. SV-40 is
one example of a DNA polyoma virus. Polyoma (many tumor-causing) viruses cause
prolonged infection where tissue is destroyed, integrate into the hosts genetic material, are
capable of mutating a cell, may reproduce afier coming into contact with a "helper" virus,
enable the separate replication of the viral genome, can generate immune responses, and
they can induce malignancy. Scientists are amazed at how little genetic information these
viruses carry in proportion to the damage they can cause. Also, with polyoma viruses, it
becomes impossible to detect the viral genome once it has been integrated, and it may
reappear if the transformed cells are fbsed to others which are naturally permissive for SV40 or other polyoma viruses.There have not been many statistical studies done, for
obvious reasons, to determine all of the long term effects of polio immunization; it is
known that polio vaccines injected into humans before 1962 contained SV-40. This was
documented in an article in 1969 in Science Magazine, a Journal Of The American
Association for the Advancement of Science. It was an article by Dr. Joseph Fraumeni
entitled "Simian Virus 40 in Polio Vaccine: Follow-up of Newborn Recipients". It stated
that SV-40 virus was an unrecognized contaminant if virus vaccines prepared in monkey
kidney cell cultures prior to 1962. However, the SV-40 virus was recognized by Dr.
Hillman in 1960, which does not explain the two-year gap in "lack of recognition" and
suppression of this information that followed. Legalese defines the word contamination,
with respect to vaccines, as something external to the manufacturing process, and does
not permit the public dissemination of the fact that the SV-40 virus already existed in the
cultures used to prepare the "polio vaccine". SV-40 is an oncogenic (cancer-causing)
virus.

According to the report, "from 1960 to 1962, polio vaccine in various forms and
regimens was given to 1077 newborn infants at the Cleveland Metropolitan General
Hospital, in a study to assess the feasibility of introducing active immunity to poliomyelitis
in the presence of maternal antibodies. Normal term infants were assigned with parental
consent to one of six study groups. An attenuated poliomyelitis vaccine was given orally
to 925 infants; some received very high concentrations of S-40 within a few hours of birth.
The remaining 152 children were injected with large doses of inactivated polio vaccine
which had smaller concentration of SV-40 than the oral preparations. Later in infancy, all
the chidden received "booster" injections of attenuated or inactivated polio vaccine, or
both, which presumably contained SV-40. Since 1964, we have made periodic efforts to
determine the death rate among the vaccinated children, who were from an urban, low
socioeconomic, highly mobile, predominantly Negro population."

lo

Murphy,p.36
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An analysis of the above reveals staggering gaps in logic that support the premise
that it may well have been done deliberately to study the negative effects of the vaccine.
The study purports to have been performed in order to "evaluate antibody formation" in
newborn vaccines, but in defiance of the orthodox definition of an empirical study, no
control group was used or selected so that such an evaluation could take place. Followups were made to determine death rate and not state of health. The parental consent forms
detailed no risks involved with the experiment that would bar the parents fiom signing.
The health state of vaccines at the time of the report was not mentioned. Clearly, either
total incompetence or negligence was involved, or the study was done to assess the known
negative results to those vaccinated. Evidence points to the latter, and this constitutes a
criminal act.

SV-40 is also a DNA virus. A study on DNA viruses was completed in 1966, and
the results of the study were published in a 1967 edition of the American Journal of
Pathology; the results clearly showed the known connection between such viruses and
cancer: "A number of viruses containing DNA have been shown to induce tumors when
inoculated into newborn animals. Members of the papovavirus group, mouse polyoma,
and simian virus 40, all adenoviruses, are now recognized as oncogenic (cancer-causing)
when tested by this method".
An article by M.A. Israel, 'Molecular Cloning of Polyoma Virus DNA in E-Coli",
published in Science Magazine in 1979 described the use of Polyoma DNA in molecular
cloning into E.Coli for the purpose of ongenicity (production of a cancer-causing virus). It
only takes 10 or 20 particles of polyoma per cell to cause malignancies. Matrix III volume
one describes in detail the research done at the National Cancer Institute in producing
cancer-causing viruses under the guise of cancer research.

Research indicates that there is an unusual feature to these viruses, in that the
tumors they eventually cause appear to be virus-pee, making it impossible to detect viral
causation in tumors induced by these viruses. Over 500 million people have been
inadvertently innodated with SV-40.

SV-40an Integral Part of Genetically Engineered Products
When a genetically engineered product is manufactured, a probe, plasmid or vector is
an essential part of the process; these can be defined as a specific kind of molecular
structure that permits the passage and insertion of one type of DNA into the genetic
material of the organism used to manufacture the genetically engineered substance. Some
of the newest genetically engineered products for sale are those "vaccines" against
"AIDS". Most of these vector probes contain SV-40 or portions of SV-40 as part of their
structures, SV-40 being a very important active component in the process. Any review of
the various symposia conducted on genetic engineering makes it clearly obvious that it is
an important factor in recombining viruses and genetic material (recombinant genetic
engineering). Due to the influence of the SV-40 base, various other viruses are eagerly
assimilated. Sometimes, in genetic literature, SV-40 is called "plasmid pMV104, which
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uses SV-40 as its origin but hides the immediate relationship with SV-40 fiom public
perusal. The action of the presence of Sv-40 material is analogous to that of DMSO, in
that it acts like a "wheelbarrow" to carry other substances into an otherwise wellprotected cellular body; this is the main reason why an individuals' subsequent reaction and
susceptibility to environmental pollutants after injection with a vaccine.
Supporting these lines of thought, an article in the January 6, 1962 Science Newsletter indicated that "common human viruses act as carriers in causing cancer by
interacting with cancer-causing chemicals; this has been indicated by experiments which
show that cancer-causing substances that are present in too small a quantity by itself will
become active and create tumors when combined with single doses of virus. Malignant
tumors appeared in five type of injected mice." The viruses mentioned were ECH09, B-4,
Coxsackie, and Poliovirus 2. The article fbrther indicated that "viruses may also activate
other cancer causing substances besides chemicals in the environment, such as DMBA,
AF, and DBA."
The Use of Animal Cell Line Substrates for Human Vaccines
In our current cultural situation, medical drugs are generally dividied into three
categories: (1) Pharmaceuticals, (2) Biologicals and (3) Genetically Engineered Products,
which now include sera (plural of serum), vaccines and blood derivatives". Most vaccines
are manufactured using what are called contimous cell lines (CCL), usually animal tissue
based, which provide the raw materials having specific biological properties which serve as
the substrate for production of genetically engineered (biotech) drugs. In the past,
vaccines were made solely fiom individual lots of animal tissues or human disease by
products.The main aspect of CCL that is attractive to vaccine manufacturers is an infinite
lifespan and a high growth rate, but the problems are "biochemical, biological and genetic
variability in terms of the production of transforming proteins and potentially oncogenic
(cancer-causingj DNA, contaminating viruses and predisposition to tumors in animals." l2
J.B. GrifEths fiom the United Kingdom gave a presentation in 1988 in which he stated "it
is now generally accepted that continuous cell lines are acceptable as substrates for the
production of biologicals, provided that the manufacturing process yields no detectable
risk attributed to the cell subtrate." l3 Three French doctors in 1988 warned of hazards
fiom introducingplasmidDNA into mammalian cells, " since part of the regulatory genetic
elements used in the expression vectors (plasmids) is often virus-derived, and the presence
of these DNA sequences in the final product represents a potential risk." l4

" Dr.J.P. Dorpema, National Control Laboratory, Bilthwen, Netherlands. Presentation #13 at the
National Clarion Hotel, Arlington, Virginia, May 26-28, 1988, at a conference discussing introduction of

cell lines into the vaccine industry.

Dorpema, 1988. National Clarion Hotel, Arlington, Virginia,May 26-28, 1988
Griffiths, 1988. National Clarion Hotel, Arlington, Virginia, May 26-28, 1988
l4 Presentation #29 at the National Clarion Hotel, Arlington, Virginia,May 26-28,1988
l3
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Known Simian Disease Epidemics

Since simians (monkeys) are the prime creature that is used for animal research, it
is no surprise that the urge to perform experiments between species, a post Atlantean
tendency, was due to fall on them. As a result, outbreaks of cancer occurred in primate
laboratories worldwide. In one experiment documented in the Journal of the American
Veterinary Association, human blood laced with leukemia was deliberately injected in
gibbon monkeys under the guise of "malaria experiments", and watched as the speed of
action and the severity of the virus increased with the program of infecting more and more
animals. During a period between 1969 and 1973 a leukemia epidemic affected 900 inbred
Hamadryas baboons at an experimental animal station in Soviet Georgia. These monkeys
were then shipped to Litton Bionetics in Kensington, Maryland, a laboratory that had such
a bad containment record that even the National Cancer Institute called it "grossly
irresponsible", according to an article in a 1979 Science Journal. Other violations of
containment were reported an another infamous laboratory run by Litton: the Frederick
Cancer Research Center. In 1971 and again in 1973, researchers were "surprised" at the
occurrence of two epidemics of leukemia in gibbons which happened "unexpectedly" at
the Medical Research Lab of SEAT0 in Bangkok, Thailand.
From November 1969 to November 1982, a continuous AIDS-like illness was
observed among primates worldwide. The illness had the following symptoms: diseased
lymph nodes, enlarged spleen, fever, diarrhea, weigh-loss, and infection with
microorganisms. These scientists were perfectly aware that transmission of a virus fiom a
species that is a natural host to a species that is not, causes mutations and an increase in
virulence, but did the experiments anyway, with total disregard for others in the society.
In the Primate Research Center in Beaverton, Oregon, the population of black
macaque monkeys, between 1978 and 1983, contracted what scientists referred to as
"simian AIDS". The high peak for the epidemic was in 1980, at the start of the ReaganBush administration. Of course, we all know about the Ebola Reston incident fiom the
book Xke Hot Zone.
Vaccination and Genetic Change:
Mobility of Genetic Material Between Life Forms
One of the indications that vaccinations may in fact be changing the genetic
structure of humans became evident in September of 1971, when scientists at the
University of Geneva made the discovery that biological substances entering directly into
the bloodstream could become part of human genetic structure. Originally, Japanese
bacteriologists discovered that bacteria of one species transferred their own specific
antibiotic resistance to bacteria of an entirely diierent species. Dr. Maurice Stroun and
Dr. Philip Anker in the Department of Plant Physiology at the University of Geneva, began
to accumulate evidence that the transfer of genetic information is not confined to bacteria,
but can also occur between bacteria and higher plants and animals. According to an article
in WorldMedicine on September 22, 1971, "Geneva scientists are convinced that normal
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animal and plant cells shed DNA, and that this DNA is taken up by other cells in the
organism."
In one experiment, scientists in Geneva extracted the auricles of frog hearts and
dipped them for several hours in a suspension of bacteria. Afterward, they found a high
percentage of RNA-DNA hybridition between bacterial DNA extracted fiom bacteria
of the same species as that used in the experiment and titrated DNA extracted fiom the
auricles which had been dipped in the bacterial suspension. Bacterial DNA had been
absorbed by the animal cells. This phenomenon has been dubbed transcession. There is
evidence that this kind of phenomenon is happening all the time within the human body. It
is conceivable, for example, that heart damage following rheumatic fever could the the
result of the immune system reacting to its own cells producing a foreign RNA complex
after absorption of foreign DNA.

In Science magazine, November 10, 1972, bacterial RNA was demonstrated in
fiog brain cells after a bacterial peritoneal infection. In the April 1973 issue of the Journal
of Bacteriology, transcription of spontaneously released bacterial DNA was found to be
incorporated into cellular nuclei of fiog auricles. Studies by Phillipe Anker and Maurice
Stroun have indicated spontaneous release of DNA material fiom mammalian cells,
spontaneous transfer of DNA fiom bacteria to higher organisms, spontaneous transfer of
DNA between cells of higher organisms, release of RNA by mammalian cells, and
biological activity of released complexes containing RNA.
Malignant Cellular Transformations Caused By Foreign DNA
There is evidence that fieely circulating foreign DNA can cause malignancy. In a
1977 issue of lntemational Review of C'ology, Volume 5 1, Anker and Stroun discuss the
possible effects of foreign DNA causing malignant cell transformations. When foreign
DNA is transcribed into a cell of a different organism, "this general biological event is
related to the uptake by cells of spontaneously released bacterial DNA, thus suggesting
the existence of circulating DNA. In view of the malignant transformations obtained with
DNA, the oncogenic (cancer-causing) role of circulating DNA is postulated."
The discovery in 1975 that viruses causing cancer in animals had a special enzyme
called reverse transcriptase makes the problem even more interesting. These kind of
viruses are called RNA viruses. When an RNA virus has the reverse transcriptase enzyme
within its structure, it allows the virus to actually form strands of DNA which easily
integrate with the DNA of the host cell which it infects. Studies by Dr. Robert Simpson of
Rutgers University indicate that RNA viruses which do not cause cancer can also fom
DNA, even without the presence of reverse transcriptase. DNA formed in this way fiom
an RNA virus is called a provirus. It is known that some non-cancerous viruses have a
tendency to exist as proviruses for long periods of time in cells without causing any
apparent disease. In other words, they remain latent. Some examples of common RNA
viruses that do not cause cancer, per se, but have the capacity to form proviruses are
influenza, measles, mumps and polio viruses. In the October 22, 1967 British Medical
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Journal, it was brought out by German scientists that multiple sclerosis seemed to be
provoked by vaccinations against smallpox, typhoid, tetanus, polio, tuberculosis and
diptheria. Even earlier, in 1965, Zintchenko reported 12 cases in which MS became
evident after a course of antirabies vaccinations. Remember that millions of people
between 1950 and 1970 were injected with polio vaccines containing simian virus 40 (SV40) transferred from contaminated monkey kidney cells used to culture the vaccine. It is
impossible to remove animal viruses from vaccine cultures. You are reminded that SV-40,
the 40th virus to be discovered in simian tissue, is a cancer-causing virus.
Immunization programs against influenza, measles, mumps and polio are in fact
seeding humans with RNA and forming proviruses which become latent for long periods
in throughout the body, only to re-awaken later on. Post-polio syndrome is a good
example of this problem. Other examples may include the so-called mesenchymal and
collegen diseases, such as rheumatoid arthritis, multiple sclerosis and lupus erythmatosis,
where antibodies are formed by the immune system against the person's own tissues tissues which have been impregnated with foreign genetic material. According to a special
issue of Postgraduate Medicine in May 1962, "although the body generally will not make
antibodies against its own tissues, it appears that slight modification of the antigenic
character of tissues may cause it to appear foreign to the immune system and thus a fair
target for antibody production." Two years later in 1964, studies were conducted on the
polyoma virus, a tumor-producing DNA virus. It was discovered that the persistent
genetic DNA material in the polyoma virus brought about malignant transformations in
hamster embryo cell cultures. This was reported in the November 23, 1964 issue of the
Journal of the American Medical Association.
Even common non-tumor viruses, including those in smallpox vaccine and polio
virus 2, can act as carcinogens. It was reported in Science on December 15, 1961 that
these common viruses acted as catalysts in p r h c i n g cancer when given to mice in
combination with known organic carcinogens in amounts too small to inchrce tumors
themselves. This means that some vaccinations will induce cancer, when combined with
the growing problem of environmental pollution fiom toxic by-products of agriculture
(pesticides on and in food) and industry. Of course, this information is hidden fiom the
public, which is why the FDA, EPA and the agricultural industries can get away with
"sanctioning" small amounts of pollutants in food, water and air. The connection has not
been made public, much to the joy of the chemical industry, the National Cancer Institute
and the growing cancer industry, which continues to fraudulently solicit public donations
to just* its own existence. As an aside, it has aireadybeen admitted that polio
vaccinations have caused 100% of all polio in the United States since 1980 and the
predominant cases of all paralytic polio since 1972 (Science, April 4, 1977). It is suspected
that the Salk and Sabin vaccines, made of moneky tissue culture, have also been
responsible for the major increase in leukemia in the United States.
The use of viruses, bacteria and animal tissue cultures in mass immunization
campaigns, considering that this information has been knownfor 20 years, constitutes an
intentionally created hazard to humans. The global impact on the wide range of genotypes
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relative to human beings is difficult to assess, but the outcome is definitely negative, and
permitting the seeding of latent proviruses in humans, knowingly, can have no other
rationale other than future medical profiteering, and constitutes a criminal conspiracy of
vast proportions which is tatamount to a genocidal policy against the population, further
constituting crimes against humanity, which is internationally punishable by death. But,
of course, especially in the United States, this fact is ignored and suppressed fiom public
knowledge, despite a 1984 plea by some U.S. physicians to the United Nations in a report.
The fact that this goes on with the 1 1 1 knowledge of the world medical community makes
this an international conspiracy where the population has no recourse, given that
vaccinations are becoming mandatory and a prerequisite for many social programs.
Persistence of long-term viruses and foreign proteins and their relationship to
chronic and degenerative disease was also pointed out by Dr. Robert Simpson of Rutgers
University in 1976, when he addressed science writers at an American Cancer Society
seminar, saying "these proviruses could be molecules in search of a disease." Dr. Wendell
Winters, a virologist at the University of California noted, "immunizations may cause
changes in slow viruses and changes in the DNA mechanism." Although host cells
containing latent viral particles operate more or less normally, they begin to synthesize
viral proteins under the guidance of the viral DNA, eventually creating the circumstances
for various autoimmune diseases, including diseases of the central nervous system, which
unfortunately add to the growing load of aberrant social behavior patterns.
Some Things to Ponder

A few interesting facts and questions to ponder: much of the oral polio vaccine
(OPV) produced in the world is prepared using ground up kidney cells fiom Afiican green
monkeys, at least for the last 30 years. It was Albert Sabii himself who detected the SV40 virus in polio vaccine. Why did he cover it up? The very first muss oral polio
vaccination campaign took place in Ruwanda and parts of the. northeastern Belgian
Congo (Zaire) fiom 1957-1958. Over 250,000 were given the oral vaccine. Today, this
area is rampant with AIDS. This same OPV, produced by Wistar Institute in Philadelphia,
was used in Leopoldville (now known as Kinshasha, Zaire, site of the earliest HIV
sample), capital of the Belgian Congo. Interestingly, Zaire was also the site of the 1995
outbreak of Ebola. Ruwanda was the site of the mass murder and genocide perpetrated by
the mentally aberrant Tutsi's on the Hutu tribe, resulting in the death of 250,000 people,
hacked to death and dismembered, in 1994. Could the aggression have been created by
generations of virus-laden experimental vaccines producing post encephalitic problems? In
1967, 31 vaccine technicians and laboratory workers contracted Marburg virus after
working with tissue fiom Afiican green monkeys, which also contains simian virus 40
(SV-40) and other toxic organisms too expensive to screen out, such as simian herpes (I3
virus). It might be mentioned that SV-40 has been linked to leukemias and degenerative
brain disease. Yellow fever vaccine is grown on chicken embryos contaminated with avian
leukosis virus, a retrovirus causing cancer in chickens.15 In 1986, the World Health
l5
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Organization (WHO)advised that it was permissible for the vaccine to continue to contain
avian leukosis, since it was difficult to obtain leukosis-free chicken embryos. In the August
20, 1987 issue of Nature, page 660, a new leprosy vaccine made from armadillos was
described, in addition to the fact that the vaccine also contained "foreign proteins, DNA
and unknown retroviruses that may produce delayed hannfuul egects."
The Bottom Line on the Bottom Paradigm
When you taken into consideration the fact that many viruses, including
cytomegloviruses (CMV) are parasites of virtually every animal species, and a major
feature of CMV parasitism and many animal viruses is the latent state in which they exist
after the primary infection is resolved, and that they can be reactivated in the body (in
vivo) under the influence of various stimuli (primary examples being environmental
chemicals (especially those derived from petroleum), heroin, cocaine, nitrates, nitrites and
inhalant drugs of abuse, or other vaccine injections of foreign proteins, toxins, bacteria or
viruses), the use of anirnal cell lines to make human vaccines is criminally negligent, never
mind the fact that injection of foreign proteins and toxins directly into the bloodstream,
bypassing the natural defense systems of the body is also criminally negligent. The
evidence suggests that a methodical system has existed for knowingly and selectively
transferring slow and dzflcult-to-detect dseasesfrom other species into the human race.
As a method for population control, to weed out those considered to be "useless eaters"?
To produce disease and then profit fiom treatment which is just as deadly as the disease?
You decide. Isn't it interesting that Burroughs Wellcome company in England is the
source for both immune-system-destroying amyl nitrate "poppers", used in bath houses
by homosexuals and promoted as "air fiesheners" by media magazines, and the preferred
"AIDS treatment" AZT, which is a deadly cellular toxin and also destroys both the
immune system and the human being involved?
It is interesting to note, therefore, that since humans have been receiving animal
viruses in vaccines, and viruses (including CMV) are present in immune deficiency
syndrome ("aids") in humans, and known animal viruses and viral components are
oncogenic (cancer-causing), and can cause all the "symptoms" of AIDS, and this has
been going on since the 1940's (when polio vaccine cell cultures were first contaminated
with simian virus 40 (used as a genetic carrier in all genetic biotech products having viral
particle components), and this was well known in the medical field but suppressed from
public knowledge, and ultimately the same people who politically control the
pharmaceutical, biotech and vaccine companies also control the medical establishment, as
well as benefit fiom fbnd-raising (i.e., American Cancer Society ,etc.) for "diseases" that
never get resolved, you have a very large conspiracy that is worth trillions of dollars to
keep from public scrutiny. That's the real bottom line. Research bears all of this out. You
are now informed, and if you don't believe that something of this magnitude can be
possible, do the research and you 'I1 see that it is absolutely the case. If you comment on
this without checking it out, which might involve a little work, there is nothing credible
you can say. I haven't been putting in over 80 hours of research a week for more than a
year for nothing in order to put this together.What is being done to the world population
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Known Components of ImmunizationsNaccines
Component

Remarks

Phenol (Carbolic Acid)

Known carcinogen

Forrnalydehyde

Known toxic carcinogen
Embalming fluid .domponent

Mercury

Toxic heavy metal (Thimerosal)

Alum

Aluminum containing preservative

Acetone

Known toxic carcinogen
Crosses placental barrier

Glycerin

Carrier

Aluminum Sulfate

Aluminum deposition in body

Pig Blood

Decomposition toxic by-products

Horse Blood

Decomposition toxic by-products

Cow Pox Pus

Pathogenic organisms

Rabbit brain tissues
Dog Kidney tissue

Decomposition toxic by-products
May contain bacteria/viruses
Foreign protein7immunereaction
Aluminum deposition in body

Aluminum Phosphate
Monkey kidney tissue

Decomposition toxic by-products
Known to contain SV-40virus
Foreign protein immune reaction

Chicken Protein

Foreign protein immune reaction

Duck Egg Protein

Foreign protein immune reaction

Viruses or Bacteria

Foreign substance immune reaction
allergic response or disease

Chlorofonn

Known carcinogen

Decomposed Fecal matter fiom patients

Typhoid serum
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constitutes criminal negligence of genocidal proportions. Creating a clean biologically
harmless, yet effective vaccine is not possible - it would be just too laborious and
expensive, over and above the fact that the paradigm of vaccines is 19th century
technology brought into a 20th century illusion. It is also fiaud.

Suppressed Information Gained By a Study of the Polio Plague,
Sugar and Salt Consumption, and Ripping of DNAIRNA
The incidence of polio as a rampant plague increased 400 percent, according to
Dr. Wfiam Koch, after the process of injection with serums, vaccines and penicillin in the
1950's. In addition, the W e r sociological encouragement of the spread of the disease
was found by several medical researchers to parallel the mass marketing of sugar-related
products for consumption. Sugar is extremely bad for the body, and prepared the bodies
to h c t i o n as more acient breeding grounds for the polio epidemic soon to arrive. This
was brought out briefly in 1948 by Dr.Sandler at a Veteran's Administration Hospital in
North Carolina; release of this information was curtailed after its initial announcement
brought down the incidence of polio in North Carolina by 90%. Afterwards, people
resumed their previous habits and the incidence slyocketed. Sandler was censured
therafter.

Between 1977 and 1980, an article came out in a major medical journal that
detailed the effort to raise $10 million in h d m g for i n t d pressure on the Surgeon
General of the United States in order to stop.him from revealing to by public, by virtue of
foods
package labeling, that the combination of & and sugar b
cause replicative and structural Mure in DNA and RNA within the human bodv. Since the
rate at which DNA and RNA balance is maintained in the body is slightly higher than the
rate at which the DNA and RNA are being ripped apn? in consumers, the cause of
c o ~ t i o nresullng~om
s
this me not imme&ate& o b ~ ' & to the public. This information
to the public was also curtailed; this was never corrected, since the inedical system was
reaping large profits in "polio dollars", along with the tacit cooperation of the Department
of Agriculture, who was in bed with the food industries, sugar companies, phamacatical
industries and the Federal Drug Administration, not to mention other ancillary agencies
and the entire political community in power then and even to this day; this relationship and
problem will continue until the public rectifies it and brings to justice all who corn& and
condone this continuing crime against the population.

re-~re~ked

Rubella is a rather innocuous (benign) infectious disease caused by a virus. Most of
the population contract this condition as a matter of course and develop a life-long
immunity to the effect of the virus without recourse to the paradigm of synthetic immunity
via injection of viral components. Side effects from naturally contracting the virus are
extremely rare, although fetal development is subject to genetic deformity if a female
contracts the virus during the first trimester of pregnancy. The fact that it can cause birth
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defects in newborn babies was seized as the justification for a rubella vaccine, which was
licensed in 1969, even though there are indications that not all pregnant women exposed
to the virus give birth to children with congenital defects16. It is estimated that as of 1980,
over 83,000,000 doses of rubella vaccine have been injected into the population.17 The
number of cases seems to remain stable at about 30 to 40 per year, out of a population of
250,000,000. Despite the use of the rubella vaccine, the number of infections in women of
childbearing age has remained the same1*,indicating a d e f d e paradigm.
According to statistics, it would seem that rubella vaccine has been ineffective in
eradicating the disease. Re-infection has been noted in patients with supposed vaccineinduced i x m m i t ~ . 'The
~ use of rubella vaccine has pushed the &kctive age of rubella
contraction upwards into age groups (>IS) where the presence of rubella is ~ndesirable.~"
The first signs of human intolerance to the rubella vaccine surfirced soon after its
introduction in 1969. Skin rashes and abnormalities of the lymphatic system2', as well as
transient episodes of anhtitis in childrentt have beco documented, as well as pain m the
wrists, hands and knees.B in 1970, the U.S. Depof Health, Education and
Welfare reported that as much as 26% of children receiving rubella vaccination in national
testing programs developed arthdgia and arthritis. Many had to seek medical attention
and some were hospitalized to test for rheumatic fever and rheamatoid arthritis. In New
Jersey, this same testing program showed that 17% of all children vaccinated dweloped
arthralgia and arthritis. An estimated 340,000 childfen in New Jersey were crippled as a
result of the rubella vaccine. The HEW also admitted that in 1969, before the rubella
vaccine was used, only 87 congenital rubella syndrome cases were reported in the entire
U.S., and that 12 of these were in New ~ e r ~ e y . ~ ~
hilammation of the nerves and spinal cord in 36 children was reported in 1972
. .
following a mass rubella v a m m o n campaignx The highest incidence of these
neurological problems was s e m in preschool children and appeared up to 42 days after
injection with any type of rubella vaccine.Laboratory analysis consistently confirmed the
presence of an abnormal nerve conduction velocity.26

Rachelcisky and Hermann, 1974, Jovnrol of P d b i c s , Vol84, No. 4, p.474-478
sod mn,
Ho@td Practice, July 1969, p49.
Is Ibid.
l9 Rauh et al, 1972, 'Rubella surveillaace and vaccinaton at a d o l ~ American
w
Journal of the
Disabled Child, Vol 124, p.27-28.
20 Cherry,1%9.
21 Lymp-opathy
Coaper et al, 1%9, "Transient arthritis after rubella vaccinationnAmerican Journal of Disabled Child
23 KilrOy et al, 1970, =TWO
syndromes following rubella ndmtionn,JAM4 Vol214, N0.13, p2287.
24 Science, March 26, 1977, p.9.
25 ~
l ~ c u lGilmartin
o ~ et al,
. 1972, Joumul ofPediafrics, Vol80, No. 3, p413-417.
26 Gilmartin et al, 1972.
l6

" J.D. Cherry, T h e new epidemiology of

"
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Recurrent problems with the joints in children 6-8 months of age became apparent
after receiving the HPV-77 rubella vaccine culturedfrom dog kidhey, and this problem
appeared within two to seven weeks, with recurrent attacks lasting one to seven days
appearing at one to three month inter~als.'~
As with other vaccines in the paradigm of synthetic immunity by injection,
bypassing the natural defense systems of the body, the concept that a group of vaccinated
prepubertal children will prevent the spread of rubella appears to be invalid. In 1971, there
was a rubella epidemic where over 1,000 preschool and elementary children in Casper,
Wyoming contracted rubella. Over 83% of the elementary school children and 52% of the
preschool children had been "vaccinated against rubella virus." It is a well known fact
that the appearance of infectious diseases after the introduction of vaccines for that disease
is chronically under-reported in the United
mainly because such reporting would
constitute a con£lict of interest. It is considered "unethical" by the medical profession to
report problems that would reflect badly on the medical profession. Strangely, it is not
considered "unethical" to suppress syrnptomological data indicative of hazards fiom ones
work that would constitute knowledge that would benefit the population.

Incredibly, the medical profession insists on vaccinating pregnant women with the
rubella virus vaccine. Despite the fact that pregnant women are viewed as the "high risk"
group as far as exposure to rubella virus is concerned, between 1979 and 1982 there was a
great effort in the United States to inject women of childbearing age with the rubella
vaccine." Interestingly, there was a parallel increase in cases of congenital rubella
@ome
in women of childbearing age from 1981 to 1982. In 1975, a review was
published regarding the general experience with the rubella virus vaccine since its
introduction in 1969. It was claimed that there was a decline in reported cases of rubella
and congenital rubella syndrome, and that the vaccine provided protection. Curiously, it
was also admitted that those "vaccinated could suffer reinfection fiom the virus, and that
there was a "small but significant incidence" of adverse reactions and a "potential" risk
to women who are vaccinated during pregnancy.31 The fact that these supposedly
"intelligent" human beings can't understand that reality undermts their own paradgm is
absolutely incredible, especially when it is known that natural rubella infection is almost
always benign and confers better immunity than the vaccine, and that rubella vaccination is
not justified in young children, who have undeveloped nervous system32 that are
extremely sensitive to vaccine components. The rubella virus has been recovered &om
peripheral blood leukocytes two years after vaccine injection; many are sero-positive more

''

Spruance et al, 1972 'Recurrent joint symptoms in children vaccinated with HPV-77DK-12 rubella
vaccine."Journal ofPediatrics, Vol 80, No.3, p413-417, 1972.
Klock and Rachelefsky, 1973, 'Failure of rubella herd immunity during an epidemicn New England
Journal ofMedicine, Vol288, No.2, p69-72.
29 New York Times ,July 10, 1990, "The Doctors World"
30 Joncas, J., 1983, "Preventing congenital rubella syndrom by vaccinating women at risk"
31 MOdiin et al, 1975, Pediatrics Vol55, No. 1, p20-29.
32 Again, myelination of the nervous system is not complete until after 14 years of age, and even then
there are components of the system that continue to myelinate well into the 40's.
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than 8 years after vaccination. A 1985 study investigating the mechanism of "vaccine
~~
that there was "a generalized lack of understanding of the
failure" in ~ a n a d aconcluded
nature and sigdicance of altered immunologic responses caused by rubella vaccine
programes." But, they'll continue them anyway.

In 1983, the National Advisory Committee on Immunization in Canada
recommended that "the rubella vaccine34 should be given routinely to all children of both
sexes at 12 months of age or as soon thereafter as possible, preferably in combination with
measles and mumps vaccines3', and should be given to allfemale adolescents and women
of childbearing age. There are no known adverse effects following administration of
vaccine to immune women." Rubella vaccine was contraindicated in pregnant women.
These statements seem to disregard known scientific information. If you inject a
person with one of these vaccines, loaded with foreign proteins, non-human viral particles
and carcinogenic substances, and these substances lie around latent in the system for years,
doesn't this present a potential hazard for an unborn child to come? Of course, but these
facts are deliberately disregarded, and the public just stands by, mute and hypnotized by
this incredible line of pseudo-scientific jargon. Again, why the emphasis on injection of
human females, if in their eyes the human females are the most susceptible to damage unless the upper echelon of the medical community, who has the knowledge of the effect
of latent viral particles, the actual content of the vaccines, etc., is deliberately making the
attempt to cause long-term degenerative disease in generations to come, thereby assuring
the long-term existence of the pseuo-scientific 19th century medical paradigm. Yes, the
"reptilian bastards" are at it again.

In 1984, there was a study of the impact of rubella vaccination done in Australia
that indicated that after 13 years of rubella vaccination, there was a notable increase in the
proportion of rubella sero-positive pregnant women. Rubella vaccination of girls 12-14
years old started in 1971. Interestingly, the study showed that 61% of girls were a l r e w
immune to rubella before vaccination and that 76% of men were immune at 18-23 years
of age.36 The deliberate injection of vaccines was unjustified within their own paradigm as
indicated, yet it was done anyway. A study done in 1983~' on doctors, nurses and other
hospital personnel indicated an average of 53% were not vaccinated against rubella. Over
22% of doctors in general and 9% of obstetricians had not chosen to be vaccinated with
the rubella vaccine. The majority of screening hositals did not take measures to make
general vaccination mandatory, regardless of the category of employee. Interesting. Do
the medical personnel understand what we do and the general public doesn't?

33 Tingle et al, 1985,Tailed rubella immunization in adults and association with immunological and
virologicical abnormalities", Journal of Infectious Diseases, Vol 151No.2,pp330-336.
34 Made with animal cell cultures laden w
ith foreign viruses, in addition to rubella.
Made with animal cell cultures laden with foreign viruses, in addition to measles and mumps viruses.
36 Menser et al, "Impact of rubella vaccination in Auseralia", Lancet, May 12, 1984, p1059-1061.
37 Sacks et al, 1983, "Employee ~ b d l screening
a
progam" J M , No. 249, p2765-2678
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In 1991, it was established that rubella virus, both natural and vaccine-introduced,
has been found to play a major role in chronic fatigue syndrome.38Try and explain that to
the hundreds of millions infected with the rubella vaccine. Also in 1991, the Institute of
Medicine released a report on the adverse effects of pertussis and rubella vaccines. It
indicated a " casual relationship" between rubella vaccine and acute arthritis in 13-15% of
adult women. However, they said, " the evidence does not provide for reliable estimates
of excess risk of chronic arthritisfollowing rubella vaccine." Excess risk? Why take any
risk at all? The measles-mumps-rubella (MMR) vaccine continues to be administered and
continues to cause problems in the population. In a 1991 issue of Doctor Weekly,
congenital rubella syndrome (CRS)was reported in two babies of mothers who were
vaccinated as teenagers with rubella vaccine.
Orthodoxy on Rubella
According to standard orthodox immunological description, " rubella infection may
be associated with significant morbidity (diseased states) in adults and is associated with a
high degree of fetal wastage or anomalies if contracted in the early months of pregnancy.
Because there is no evidence that persons who have previously received the vaccine or
had rubella are at any risk of local or systemic reactions fiom receiving live rubella
vaccine, testing for susceptibility before vaccination is unnecessary.."" Obviously, these
statements are inaccurate, based on the evidence, and constitute fraud.
Orthodoxy on Adverse Effects of Rubella Vaccine
"Vaccinees can develop low-grade feverq0, rash and lymphadenopathy4'after
vaccination. As many as 40% of vaccinees in large scale field trials (experiments) have had
joint pain. Arthralgia and transient arthritis occur more fkquently and tend to be more
severe in susceptible women than in children. Transient peripheral neuritic complains, such
as paresthesias and pain in the arms and legs have occurred. There is no increase risk of
these reactions for persons who are already immune when vaccinated. The vaccine virus is
not transmitted fiom vaccinees to pregnant susceptible' contacts. Rubella vaccine should
not be given to women known to be pregnant, not should a vaccinated women become
pregnant within 3 months of a vaccination, because of theoretical risks to the developing
fetus fiom rubella vaccine infection. Based on studies conducted in the U.S. and abroad,
the U.S. Public Health Service believes the risk to the fetus of vaccine-associated
malformations is so small as to be neghgible. Rubella vaccination during pregnancy should
not ordinarily be a reason to recommend interruption of pregnancy."

38 Liebermam, 1990, "The role of the rubella virus in chronic fatigue syndrome" Clinical Etiology, Vol7
N0.3, pp51-54.
39 U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, "Health Information for International Travel", 1990.
40 A fever is a brain response during illness that can potentially lead to central nervous system damage.
41
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"Replication of live rubella vaccine virus may be potentiated in patients with
immune deficiency diseases and by the suppressed immune responses that occur with
leukemia, lurnphoma, generalized malignancy, therapy with corticosteroids, antimetabolites and radiation. Patients with such condition should not be given live rubella
virus vaccine, however, rubella vaccination can be considered for susceptible HIV-infected
travelers, regardless of symptoms."

Measles
Measles is a viral disease which is truly universal and present everywhere on the
planet. It is characterized by a self-limiting infection of short duration, moderate severity,
and extremely low fatality which has maintained a remarkably stable biological balance
over centuries. The period fiom first exposure to the appearance of symptoms is about 10
days. The characteristic feature of measles infection is the development of multimcleate
grant cells, both epithelial giant cells (which appear in the respiratory lining) and what are
called reticuloendothelialgiant cells, which generally occur in lymphatic tissues, including
the tonsils, lymph nodes, thymus and the spleen, for up to five days before the appearance
of an external rash. The second stage of measles is characterized by this rash, which seems
to occur about the 14th day after exposure, appearing first on the trunk and then
extending to the lower extremities.The rash then fades and disappears, and improvement
starts within two or three days as the antibodies disappear in the blood. The acute phase of
the disease last for about 7 days. About 90% of all measles patients were 5 to 9 years old
before the introduction of measles vaccines. By 1955, before the introduction of vaccines,
the death rate fiom measles had declined 97.7%, and measles was beginning to disappear.
Most human children acquired measles before they reach puberty. Many studies
have been done of the epidemiology of measles. One such study was done on measle
patterns in Baltimore, Maryland on cases fiom 1900 to 1931. It was concluded that when
68% of children less than 15 years of age were immune to measles, epidemics did not
This is basically the concept behind " herd immunity". It is interesting to note that
despite the fact that in the United States measles vaccines are given to 98% of the
population, measles epidemics still occur at three to four year intervals, uninfluenced by
vaccinationpattern. The fact that these epidemics always occur, despite 98% vaccination
compliance, means that the vaccination against measles in ineffective and a h u d . Why,
then, do they continue to promote the vaccine when it is useless? Why do the epidemics
continue to occur? Why did they vaccinate for measles in the first place?

Co-factorial Subversion of the Human Immune System
It is also a well-known fact that naturally contracted measles is an important phase
in the maturation of the human immune system. Why would anyone want to create a
vaccine to stop or delay an important and well-documented phase of human immune
Jystem development acquired through natural contraction of a mild disease? In 1963,
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several kinds of "vaccine" were introduced with the intention of preventing naturally
contracted measles. These vaccines included live attenuated measles virus and measles
virus that had been " inactivated with formalin, administered to almost 1,000,000 people
between 1963 and 1967. Soon after the introduction of these vaccines, vaccinated
children began to contract atypical measles, which is an especially vicious form that resists
treatment, as well as a milder form of the virus with little or no rash which has the effect of
causing children to develop chronic diseases, including cancer, later in life. It is a curious
matter of record that cancer patients appear to have a particularly small number of
infectious childhood diseases in their medical history. In 1985, studies found evidence of a
relationship between measles with a lack of rash and increased incidence of degenerative
and autoimmune diseases.43

An interesting study began in 1961 in Cincinnati which followed 386 children who
had received three injections of vaccine containing "killed measles virus. Of these 386
children, 125 had been exposed to measles and 54 of them developed the disease.44 A
study in 1967 described the manifestation of atypical measles in 10 children who had
received inactivated measles virus vaccineflve to six years earlier. Nine of the children
developed pneumonia which resisted all treatment. Serious reactions occurred in children
first injected with inactivated virus and then re-injected with live virus vaccine^.^' Despite
the continuing episodes of serious local and systemic reactions to measles vaccines, and
the obvious lack of effectiveness, medical officials continued to declare that measles
vaccines were safe and effective. This constitutes fraud and criminal negligence.
Medical authorities blamed the reports of vaccine failure and atypical measles on
"improper storage" and " children vaccinated at too young an age", refusing to believe
that the vaccine was the problem. Those in upper echelons knew what was happening all
along, but the majority of the medical community suffered from deliberately suppressed
information, as did the general public.
In 1973, reports of severe neurological disorders due to measles vaccination began
to roll in. One such report described 80 cases of neurological disorders which began
within 30 days after injection with measles vaccine. The fact that 45 of these children
experienced neurological problems between 6 and 15 days after injection was a clue to the
fact that more than a " casual" Sink between the vaccine and the neurological problems
existed. Interestingly, this "two week" period seems to also apply to DPT and polio
vaccines, as far as symptomological response is concerned. Zkis is why the cut-offpriod
for reporting adverse eflects from vaccines has been established to avoid the period
when most adverse events actually occur. Measles vaccine can cause fatal conditions such
as ataxia (lack of coordination), retardation, hyperactivity, aseptic meningitis, seizures,
paralysis,46 and generalized encephalitis. It is generally thought that the myelin around the
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nerves actually ends up becoming an antigen when it is dissolved during the encephalitic
process, and intensifies the inflammatory process, but the mechanism is not hlly
under~tood.~'Prior to 1900, encephalitis fiom childhood diseases was almost negligible.
Those who socially manuvered themselves to be declared "medical authorities"
continue to voice the " benefits" from alleged " protection" given by " vaccines", yet they
are indifferent to the fact that measles epidemics continue consistently in l l l y vaccinated
children. In the 1970's adults began contracting measles for no apparent reason. This
never happened before the introduction of measles "vaccines".
In 1978, the Secretary of the U.S. Department of Health announced " a new effort
to free the United States from measles by 1981," and a new vaccine initiative was
launched. You will remember that the typical age of the measles patient before the
introduction of measles vaccine was 5-9 years old. After the introduction of vaccines, 64%
were older than 10years of age. The average age during the outbreak at the University of
California was 20-24 years 91% of those had been vaccinated against measles. After
1981, the United States was hit repeatedly by major epidemics, thanks to the new vaccine
" initiative," and most epidemics were in l l i y " vaccinated" communities, with atypical
measles presenting itself as a continuing problem. Adults, and now babies under 2 years
old, thanks to the vaccines, were contracting measles. Furthermore, compulsory measles
vaccination programs were always done with vaccines which had always been found to be
ineffective during outbreaks of measles. As has been the consistent pattem, medical
authorities sought a semantic solution to the paradox. In 1984, they declared that a child
that is in the state of being immunologically sensitized, but not immune, is in a state of
"inadequate immunity." Ironic, isn't it? The answer to a failed vaccine, and a failed
vaccine concept, was to vaccinate more. This circular logic persists to this day, because
people can't join together and "just say no."

-

In 1985, medical authorities had the audacity to state that " sustained transmission
in a totally vaccinated community has not been demonstrated" and "the major reason for
failure to achieve elimination of measles appears to be the fact that some persons for
This was a deliberate falsehood,
whom vaccine is indicated have not been vac~inated.~"
and they went unchallenged. Meanwhile, the measles virus vaccine continued to do its part
undermine the general immune system of the population.
Now, since natural immunity to measles and its contribution to the development of
the human immune system had been thwarted, and generations of children with this socalled " inadequate immunity" would grow into adults with no placental immunity to pass
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on to their children, who would contract measles at an age when babies are normally
protected by maternal a n t i b ~ d i e s . ~ ~
Measles Infection and Mitigation with Vitamin A
There is evidence that measles virus infects and damages epithelial tissues
throughout the body, and in the process severely diminish the concentration of Vitamin A
in the body. In a study published in 1987, children under 2 years old receiving Vitamin A
supplements of 200,000 IU orally immediately on admission with measles survived those
who did not by a factor of 7." Vitamin A is essential for proper performance of epithelial
tissues. Another interesting development is that some children seem well protected and
survive measles vaccine, but have an increased risk of death fiom a variety of other
diseases in the years following administration of measles vaccine,51 conceivably because
the level of allergic sensitization of the population is being steadily enhanced by the
number of mandated vaccination programs.
Racial Sensitivity Differences to Vaccines and Subsequent CNS Manifestations
Another interesting fact is that some races suffer more neurological damage fiom
diseases like measles and whooping cough (andfiom the vaccines) and greater intellectual
impairment and subsequent behavioral disorders. A 1964 controlled study in Baltimore
found that blacks suffered disproportionately fiom diseases like whooping
Blacks are also known to suffer more than whites fiom conditions that are the product of
encephalitis, such as epilepsy and asthma,53sometimes as much as 2.5 times in the case of
asthma. Dyslexia is also higher in American blacks than in white^.'^ AU of this might seem
to indicate that part of the overall plan of post-vaccinal disease might be racially
motivated. It is interesting, considering this point, that all of the experimental vaccine
programs of the World Health Organization have been initially performed in Africa. ~ l s o ,
the fact that black babies are predisposed to low birth weight and prematurity matches
interestingly with the known fact that both conditions are also related to demyelination of
immature nervous systems, predominantly because of vaccine damage.55 Of course, it
would be human nature to try to mitigate post-vaccinal behavior disorders with drugs,
which the government also conveniently supplies to inner city communities. Curious, isn't
it. It is also curious that the hypersexuality which often parallels post-vaccinal minimum
brain damage (MBD)is so inherent within the development of inner-city "rap" music
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the parallels are amazing, and indicate a decidedly insidious slant to the overall nature of
vaccination programs and the "war on drugs." Of course, no one would dare to even
suggest such a thing without really good research behind the suggestion, would they?
Of course, such trends in black susceptibility would be noticable at an early stage
of mass vaccination. They were. In 1931, the chairman of the White House Committee on
Communicable Disease Control (WHCCDC or wick-dick), George Bigelow, noted the
" higher fatality rates among Negroes and American Indians" but theorized that they were
"more likely due to living conditions than to inherent hypersusceptibility.'756 Inherent
hypersusceptibility? Sounds like they knew in 1931 what was going on, doesn't it. It is also
a fact that people forced into a socioeconomic situation of poor nutrition and a deficiency
in vitamin A would suffer more severely from measles, especially atypical measles, adding
to the problem. During the major measles epidemic in the United States in 1989, measles
occurred in large numbers in black and hispanic preschool children living in the inner city.
The 1989 measles epidemic in Chicago really brought out the racial statistics. The
epidemic affected over 2,000 people. Afiican Americans suffered 71% of the cases,
Hispanics 23% and the remaining 6% occurred in Caucasians. Over 32% of the cases were
in infants less than 15 months old, well below the minimum age for receiving the vaccine,
and well below the pre-vaccination era of 5-9 years old." As a result of the Chicago
epidemic, the health department curiously lowered the minimum age for receiving a
vaccination twice, finally dropping it to 6 months of age, which ironically guarantees the
maximum neurological damage from the viral vaccine, the subsequent neurological
problems, the subsequent behavior disorders, and the institution of" publically demanded
subsequent social control mechanisms when things get out of hand. See how it works yet?
Oddly, the same pattern was followed during the measles epidemic in 1967, and again the
epidemic went on unchanged. Disregarding this historical evidence, why did they do it
again in 1989, unless another a g e d exists underneath this rather insane behavioral
manifestation by medical authorities.

Orthodoxy on Measles
"Measles is often a severe disease. Measles elhination in the United States have
resulted in record low numbers of reported measles cases. While the number of reported
measles increased in 1989, chances remain low that indiviakals will be e p s e d to natural
measles. Most persons born before 1957 are likely to have been infected naturally and
generally need not be considered susceptible. A single dose of live, attenuated measles
vaccine induces antibody formation in at least 95% of susceptibles vaccinated at 15
months of age or older. A second dose is expected to induce immunity in the 5% who do
not respond to the first dose. Primary vaccination may be associated with mild fever and
transient rash. Central nervous system conditions including encephalitis and
encephalopathy (minimal to severe brain damage) have been reported, however the
%
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incidence rate of these conditions following measles vaccination is lower than the observed
incidence rate of encephalitis of unknown etiology, 'suggesting the reported neurological
disorders may be caused by' other factors'. There is no evidence of a greater risk of
reaction to live measles for those who have previously received live measles vaccine or
had natural measles. Although recipients of killed vaccine may be more likely to
experience local and systemic reactions after revaccination with live measles vaccine, these
individuals should be revaccinated to avoid the severe to avoid the severe atypical form
of disease which often occurs after their exposure to natural measles.
Live measles vaccine is now produced in chicken embryo cell culture. Persons with
a history of anaphylactic reactions should be vaccinated only with extreme caution. The
replication of live measles vaccine virus may be enhanced in patients with immune
deficiency diseases and by the suppressed immune responses that occur with leukemia,
lymphoma, generalized malignancy, antimetabolites and radiati~n."~~

Mumps
Mumps are also a rather benign childhood viral disease which seems to contribute
to development of the human immune system. Women, for example, appear to be less
likely to contract overian cancer if they had mumps during childhood59.Adults who
contract mumps, however, can sustain severe neurological damage.
The scenario with mumps is very similar to that of measles, in that a policy was
followed of suppression of clinical symptoms by vaccine administration. Mumps appears
to cause a very mild meningitis or meningoencephalitis that manifests itself up to 23 days
after infection, with possible encephalitic symptomology including drowsiness, irritabiity,
dizziness, convulsions, psychosis and axatia, but more commonly enlargement of the
parotid salivary gland and occasional enlargement of the testicles in 20-30% of adolescent
or &It malesM. The first vaccines were tested in the 1950's, and were produced by
American Cyanamid Chemical Company using chicken embryos with the virus inactivated
using formalii. The vaccine was first tested on institutionalized orphans and mental
patients fiom one to eight years old. Interestingly, one of the three institutions
participating in the test had never had a case of mumps. After the vaccine was introduced,
the first cases of mumps appeared within 90 days and continued to manifest themselves
during the entire testing period. Another case of the vaccine causing the disease.
There were indications in 1967 that the viral vaccine was causing the disease in
children. A study was conducted using live attentuated viral vaccine on children, many of
and the outbreak
whom contracted clinical mumps within 16 days of being inje~ted,~'
continued for several months. This pattern resulted in many attempts to manipulate
'8
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vaccine testing data, and the overall results showed that the injection of live mumps virus
into humans shortens the general incubation time of the disease - a pattern evident with
many other vaccines. Furthermore, 65% of those tested showed antibodies for mumps
already in their systems before the vaccine was needlessly administered.
In 1980, reports surfaced of atypical mumps in previously vaccinated children
during general viral outbreaks,62with symptoms including fever, appetite loss, nausea, and
a generalized rash. The atypical mumps occurred when wild natural mumps virus
circulated among unvaccinated children - a normal event associated with immune system
development in humans. All the children contracting atypical mumps had been injected
with viral vaccine five to seven years earlier. In 1981, an outbreak of mumps occurred in
Massachusetts. Out of 33 children involved, 29 had been injected with mumps virus, and
97.4% of unvaccinated children in the locale did not contract mumps.63

Since 1986, there has been an increase in the incidence of mumps in the United
States, with many of the new cases among high school students - far above the age when
natural mumps was contracted before the start of murnps/MMR vaccine use.64 The
conclusion by some medical people was that " not enough people had been vaccinated", a
statement which is not supported by published information on the incidence of mumps and
the rate of vaccine injection, with over 80,000,000 doses of mumps virus vaccine alreadypumped into the population. In fact even when vaccine compliance was low, the incidence
of mumps was
As compliance increases, so does the incidence of mumps, o h
resulting in quite substantial outbreaks. Medical personnel increase the problem by
fostering mass vaccination campaigns during epidemics they themselves initially cause with
the vaccines66 - another pattern with similiaries relative to other vaccines. It is absolute
criminal negligence.
In 1989, it was finally determined that it was the strain of virus used in the vaccine
that caused mumps meningitis. The virus isolated fiom patients who aeveloped meningitis
21 days after injection was identical to that used in the ~accine.~'Serious neurological
symptoms fiom mumps or MMR vaccine was documented in sweden6' between 1982 and
1984, and in Germany in 1989, where 27 cases of neurological problems were noted with
mumps vaccine.69 Cases of vaccine-induced meningitis were also noted in Canada, with
In 1992, further evidence was collected that
one child dying 10 days after inje~tion.~
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mumps virus preparations in MMR vaccine were causing parotitis and meningitis when
mumps vaccine vimsed were isolated fiom cases of post-vaccinal meningitis."
A study was done in Canada in 1989 that studied the epidemiology of mumps in
Alberta between the years 1980 and 1982. It was concluded that mumps, as naturally
contracted, is a generally mild disease, tending to occur early in life, with no documented
mortality. The need to inject individuals with viral vaccines was not clear, but it was
eventually decided that injection of children with MMR vaccines was "cost effective."

Other instances have been cited relative to mass immunizations with mumps and
subsequent outbreaks, or lack of them. From 1967 to 1977, both the incidence of
vaccination for mumps and mumps outbreaks were low. Ten years later in 1987 a mass
vaccination campaign for mumps was started in Chicago for no apparent reason there
were no reports of mumps. Immediately after the campaign mumps went rampant in
Chicago for seven months, primarily affecting those 20 years old and older. One of the
most disturbing trends with mumps, like other diseases, is the shift fiom children toward
adults, who are more susceptible to complications of testicular and ovarian infection.
Medical personnel creating a disease epidemic again? Yes. Part of the population control
program? Maybe. All of this clearly illustrates what is really happening. Why would these
people be so determined to continue this policy, despite all of this published evidence,
unless it was a conscious intentional act geared toward creation of disease, subsequent
profit, and prolongation of their warped paradigm?

-

Orthodoxy on Mumps
"Mumps is primarily a disease of young, school-age children. Vaccination against
mumps is not a requirement for entry into any country. Susceptible children, adolescents
and &Its should be vaccinated with a single dose of vaccine unless vaccination is
contraindicated. Combination with measles and rubella vaccines should be considered.
Mumps vaccine can be of particular value for children approaching puberty and for
adolescents and adults, particularly males, who have not had mumps. Persons can be
considered susceptible unless they have documentation of previous vaccination on or after
the first birthday, physician-diagnosed mumps, or laboratory evidence of immunity. Many
persons in the U.S. will receive two doses of mumps vaccine as a result of the new twodose schedule for MMR vaccination which is now recommended in the United States to
control measles. Because there is no evidence that persons who have previously either
received the vaccine or had mumps are at any risk of local or systemic reactions fiom
receiving live mumps vaccine, testing for susceptibility before vaccination is
unnecessary."

Forsey et al, "Mumps vaccines and meningitis" Lancet Vol340, p980, 1992.
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Diphtheria
Diptheria is an acute infectious disease caused by a bacterium characterized by
development of a membrane on the epithelium of the throat which causes soreness. The
membrane development may interfere with breathing. Diphtheria is serious but it is an
extremely rare disease. In 1980, the number of cases in the United States numbered less
than 5. In Nazi Germany, diphtheria vaccine injection was made mandatory in the late
193OYs,resulting in a 17% increase in the disease and over 600 deaths. The disease rate
fell after injections were stopped. During an epidemic in Chicago in 1969, a full 25% of
cases had already been injected with diphtheria vaccine, and 12% showed 111 immunity.
The evidence suggests the vaccine was worthless and contributed to the incidence of the
condition.
Diphtheria vaccine is a toxoid vaccine which includes the actual toxins produced
by the Diphtheria organism, slightly modified through treatment with heat or chemicals. A
bacterial toxin homes in on specific organs of the body. In the case of Diphtheria, the
organ is the adrenal gland. Diphtheria antitoxin is produced by injecting Diphtheria toxins
into a horse. Blood, containing animal viruses, proteins foreign to humans and the reactive
substances from the horse immune system in response to Diphtheria toxins, is removed
from the horse and allowed to clot. The antitoxin serum which weeps out of the clot is
then treated with an antibiotic and is subsequently injected into humans as "vaccine" to
theoretically enable the human to deal with subsequent toxins produced by theoretical
&re contact with the Diphtheria bacteria. The only other way to create supposed
antitoxins in humans is to inject weakened Diphtheria bacteria into them. The first
vaccines outside of Gemany for Diphtheria were generally introduced about 1939.
Between 1939 and 1942 it became evident that, paradoxically, the presence of
Diphtheria antitoxin in human blood did not prevent contraction of the disease, and
finhermore there were people working in Diphtheria clinics who were unvaccinated for
Diphtheria who had the organisms in their blood who never showed symptoms of the
diseaseen Despite the existence of these paradoxes, vaccines were disseminated and
appeared to have a remarkable effect on the incidence of the disease in Britain in the short
term period between 1940 and 1955. When the disease is examined on a larger time scale,
it is evident that the largest drop in Diphtheria occurred between 1865 and 1875, before
the bacteria had even been isolated, indicating the spread of the disease was on the way
out all by itself. The antitoxin was first used experimentally around 1900, and coincided
with a large drop in recorded cases. Orthodoxy does not have much to say, except
"Diphtheria remains a serious disease throughout much of the world. Most cases occur in
unimmunized or inadequately immunized persons." No level of antitoxin provides
absolute protection.73However, current recommendations by the Advisory Committee on
Immunization Practices recommend DT doses at 2,4,6 and 12-15 months of age, well
before the immune system and neurological myelination processes have progressed.
72
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Tetanus
Tetanus, as a condition, is also known as 'lockjaw7: and is caused by a
microorganism that produces a potentially fatal condition characterized by extreme
muscular rigidity, spasms of the respiratory muscles, asphyxia and death. The organism,
which is found in soil and the intestinal tract of some farm arnimals, usually enters the
body through an open wound. The incubation period for the microorganism varies fiom
one day to three weeks. Treatment is harsh, and involves the use of artificial airways,
muscle relaxing drugs, antibiotics and antitoxins - in short, hell on earth for whomever
contracts the condition. Since 1976 there have been less than 100 cases in the United
States, and the majority of these have been in individuals over the age of 50. Between
1982 and 1984,9 cases occurred in children. No deaths occurred in anyone under 30 years
old. The vaccine compliance rate is about 95% with school age children. Prior to
widespread vaccines for this condition, there were about 500 cases per year. It has never
been adquately addressed to whether individuals should unequivocally receive the vaccine
without receiving an injury first.
The tetanus vaccine is another toxoid vaccine. It elicits a reaction of swelling,
redness and abcesses in 3-13% of those receiving the inje~tion'~,and allergic reactions
have been documented with repeated exposure75.Long term side effects are currently
unknown. Vaccination is given in a series of four injections which appears to provide
protection for 10 years. There is no known reason to inject infants with the tetanus toxoid,
especially because the infant immune and nervous systems are not developed and the true
effect on the system of the toxoid is unknown. Children under two years old are not at risk
of contracting tetanus, according to the available research. The first injections should not
be given earlier than 12 months of age, and then every 10 years thereafter. Serious wounds
might demand tetanus immune globulin, made fiom human tissue sources, which contains
antibodies to the tetanus bacterium; this must be provided within 48 hours or less after any
serious injury. If in doubt, contact a qualified health professional. Tetanus toxoid or
immune globulin (TIG) can be acquired not in combination with any other vaccine, but of
course you never know what else is in the vaccine you receive.
Current ACIP recommendations, however, oddly include both Diphtheria and
Tetanus toxoid administration in situations of wound management rather than single
antigen tetanus to~oid.'~It is unknown what effect both of these have together at the
same time in the human body, especially in light of the combination of chemical
preservatives present in both vaccines, the Diphtheria having its origin in animal tissue.
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Pertussis or Whooping Cough
This is where analysis of vaccines and the whole vaccine paradigm really gets
interesting. Pertussis, or whooping cough, is an infectious childhood disease caused by the
presence in the body of a bacterium Bordetella pertussis. It is characterized by a spastic
cough consisting of short respiratory bursts followed by a long inhalation, often
accompanied by vomiting and expulsion of periodic mucus plugs from the respiratory
tract. The cough has a characteristic "whooping" sound. The disease can last as long as six
weeks, no matter what treatment is applied. Complications can include cerebral bleeding,
fever, convulsions, brain damage, pneumonia, emphysema, collapsed lungs and death. The
disease still occurs as a common childhood disease, although the severity of the disease
seems to have diminished somewhat over time. Before 1940, most children suffered some
fonn of the disease. Several thousand cases a year still manifest themselves. Between 1976
and 1985, between 4 and 11 deaths occurred per year fiom pertussis. For parents, it can
be a terrifying experience to see your child under the influence of this bacterium. More
complications occurfrom receiving the pertussis vaccine thanfrom the disease itself, as
we shall see.
Several books have been written about pertussis vaccinen, especially in
combination with diphtheria and tetanus vaccine in a trivalent mixture dubbed 'DPT'.
Most adverse reactions to vaccines reported to the National Registry involve reaction to
DPT vaccines, and the DPT vaccine is estimated to cause some degree of minimal brain
damage in all chil&en, some more than others, and is ultimately the most signifcant
vaccind cofactor in the signzjicant upswing of abberant behavior in the population for
the past several generations, even modlfjnng genetic structure. We discuss this
progression in a special chapter in this book, and we will discuss DPT later in a separate
section.
Pertussis vaccine has a historical reputation for causing neurological damage in the
human brain, ranging fiom very mild outwardly imperceptible damage which later
manifests itself in more severe symptomology, to more severe brain damage, retardation
or death. The vaccine can produce learning disabilities, attention deficit disorders and
behavioral problems, and many reactions do not manifest themselves until later. This
causes some difliculty in proving temporal relationship to the vaccine, at least in the eyes
of medical orthodoxy, and is most often the reason why they continue to get away with
injecting the population with this dangerous vaccine, since orthodox medicine deliberately
establishes a cutoff time for reporting that occurs before most symptoms manifest
themselves, providing a temporal buffer which undercuts the true volume of reaction to
the vaccine and assures continued administration of the vaccine to the population.
Typically, an initial seizure manifests itself soon after injection, followed by a
continuing pattern of seizures lasting for weeks, followed by obvious mental and/or motor
retardation during the months or years that follow. A major study was conducted in Great
77

The most notable being A Shot in the Dark by Harris Coulter,
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Britain between 1976 and 1979 called the National Childhood Encephalopathy Study, in
response to the increasing chaos the pertussis vaccine was causing. The idea of the study
was to once and for assess the risk involved with vaccines for pertussis by examining cases
where people were hospitalized following injection. The response of medical orthodoxy to
the controversy was that the vaccine "brought out symptoms that would have occurred
anyway," which of course was a transparent attempt at spin control.

DPT and Sudden Infant Death Syndrome (SIDS)
Three recent studies have found a temporal association between infant death,
including Sudden Infant Death Syndrome (SIDS), and administration of DPT vaccine, of
which pertussis is a main component.78Not surprisingly, orthodox medicine rejected the
results of the studies, despite the obvious nature of the problem. The American Academy
who had a obvious conflict of interest,
of Pediatrics "Task Force on ~ertussis"~~,
concluded that "there is no convincing evidence for a causitive role for DPT in SIDS"
after reviewing these studies, plus four other ones, that scientifically and statistically
demonstrated a clearcut temporal connection between DPT and SIDS.'~ There is clearcut
evidence that when Japan raised the pertussis vaccine age to 2 years old, SIDS virtually
disappeared.81Japan has the lowest infant mortality rate in the world. The United States
ranks 20th since it enforces injection of children under two years old.
In March of 1979, the Tennessee Department of Health reported to the CDC that
since November 1978, four infants who had been vaccinated with DPT died within 24
hours. Why did they wait four months to make the report? All the children who died
received their first DPT and oral polio vaccine (OPV). Between August 1977 and March
1979, 52 "deaths of infants from SIDS or unknown causes " were recorded. In 1982, at
the 34th Annual Meeting of the American Academy of Neurology, William C. Torch
referred to the Tennessee deaths and over 200 reported SIDS cases. In his published
abstract, he wrote that 66% of the first 70 cases had been ''immunized'' prior to death. In
the DPT SIDS group, 6.5% died within 12 hours of DPT injection, 13% within 24
hours, 26% within 3 days, 37% within 1 week, 61% within 2 weeks, and 70% within three

-

B d , Ablon, and Weiss, "Possible temporal association between DPT vaccine and sudden infant
death syndrome" Pediatric Infectious Disease Journal, Vol 2, 1983; Torch, W, "DPT immmbzation: a
potential cause of the sudden infant death syndromen Neurology, Vol32, 1982; Waler, Jick and Perera et
al, "DPT immunization and sudden infant death syndrome" American Journal of Public Health Vol 77,
1987.
79 AS a side note, it is w
ell known that in this society, everything is the exact opposite of what it appears
to be, and a "task forcen always seems to represents an organized effort between a number of parties, in
secret, to undermine attempts to get at the truth. That is also the definition of a conspiracy, and a criminal
one, where individuals are being deliberately and knowingly harmed in the effort to maintain a profitmotivated system of pseudo-science focused on disease instead of health
80
Scheiiner, 1991, "Evidence of association between non-specific stress syndrome, DPT injections and
cot deaths"Proceedings of the 2nd National Immunisation Confirence, Canberra, Australia; Karlsson, L
et al,"Association between non-specific stress syndrome, DPT injections and cot death" (same ref as
Scheibner).
81
Cherry et al, 1988.
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weeks. SIDS deaths outside of vaccination normally occur in the autumn or winter, but
was non-seasonal in the DPT group. His conclusion was that "DPT vaccination may be a
generally unrecognized major cause of sudden infant and early childhood death, and that
the risk of immunization may outweigh its potential benefits. A need for re-evaluation and
possible modification of current vaccination procedure is indicated by this study."
Predictably, Torch was heavily criticised for his study and his conclusions. Damage
and spin control was quickly implemented, and several "studies" quickly followed which
concluded that there was "no evidence of a casual link between DPT injections and
SIDS." These studies, in turn evoked some critcism, and the game has been going back
and forth. Meanwhile, babies and young children are being mercilessly killed.

In 1986, Connaught Laboratories, a maker of DPT vaccine, included on their
package insert, "SIDS has occurred in infants following the administration of DPT. One
study has showed no casual connection." In 1991, Wyeth Laboratories, another maker of
DPT vaccine, included in the package insert that "the occurrence of SIDS has been
reported following administration of DPT. The significanceof these reports is unclear."
Pertussis Vaccine Trials

One method of scientific investigation on efficacy of a substance is to do trials
which involve a test group, which is given the substance, and a control group which is
given a placebo, consisting of sugar water or a neutral substance, or nothing at all. All too
often, either the trials themselves or the results are falsified in order to produce a speczfic
result, especially when those conducting the trials are beiig paid by those who wish a
specific outcome, subverting the scientific method. Obviously, any experiment or result
falling in this category is completely invalid. Also invalid is any safety experiment which is
funded by those who have a h c i a l interest in the outcome of the experiment. Safety
tests must be done by an independent party with no connections to anyone with an interest
in the outcome. Thus, all tests for sajety of drugs or vaccines done by or paid for by
companies who make the drugs or vaccines involve a conflict of intrest and potential
hancial gain the results must always be questioned, especially in the face of exisfing
controversy relative to the product in question. The pertussis vaccine, because of its
insidious characteristics, has been the subject of some really imaginative coverup efforts by
medical authorities.

-

Trials conducted in the United States in 1931 by the AMA seemed to indicate that
the vaccine did not make a sigdicant difference, and the Council and Pharmacy and
Chemistry recommended withdrawal of the pertussis vaccine as unreliable.** Trials on the
value of pertussis vaccine, relative to its abiity to prevent pertussis, were conducted in
England from 1942 to 1944 on children attending welfare clinics and day nurseries. The
results, published in 1945, indicated that the vaccines were ineffective, because no
The AMA did not become fully entrenched in the medical-industrial complex until the 1940's. Much
data and research that came out of the AMA before 1940 is quite valuable and revealing.
82
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significant difference was observed in the incidence or severity of whooping cough
between vaccinated and unvaccinated children. In trials conducted in Oxfordshire, of those
who developed whooping cough, 12.5% had been vaccinated and 14.1% were
~nvaccinated.~~
In 1987, during 28 months of surveillance on the persistence of pertussis
on Novia Scotia, 526 cases of pertussis were identified. Of the patients that came down
with pertussis, 91% had received at least three doses of pertussis vaccine.84

"Doctored "Pertussis Trials and Possible Bacterial "Doping" of Vaccines
British medical authorities, disappointed that the pertussis vaccine was not being
implemented as planned, decided to conduct a mass trial of over 8,000 children. Half of
the children were to be the test subjects who were injected with the pertussis vaccine. The
control group, instead of being left alone or given a neutral placebo, were injected with a
mixture of four bacteria.'* The control group injected with the four bacteria were
designated as the "unvaccinated group". Twenty percent of the children fiom both groups
were monitored fiom 24 to 72 hours after injection. Only reactions to the pertussis vaccine
group were noted. Local or systemic reactions in the control group were ignored. The rate
of pertussis was 18.2% in those vaccinated with pertussis and 87.3% in the "control"
group. Was the four-bacteria mixture a covert test for a means to induce a higher rate of
pertussis? Obviously, the "control" group was not a true control group in this test, since
the "unvaccinated group was "vaccinated with a solution containing bacteria which also
functioned as foreign proteins to the control group, artificially lowering their resistance, in
order to artificially produce results that would show the "unvaccinated" group to be more
prone to get pertussis than those receiving the pertussis vaccine.
In 1986, the Swedish medical authories conducted trials of Japanese acellular
pertussis vacciness6 on 3,800 children, six to eleven months old. The children were
divided into two groups of 1,400, each of whom were given the two test vaccines, and a
group of about 950 babies, the control group, who were given a "placebo". The
"placebo", instead of being a neutral substance, was a solution containing a tissue fixative
(formalin), thiomersal (a preservative containing mercury) and aluminum phosphate. All
these chemicals are the typical substrate for many vaccines in other words, it was the
vaccine solution without the pertussis bacterium. So, we have three groups: Vl,V2 and P1
(vaccine 1, vaccine 2 and placebo). Within 24 hours, there were members of all three
groups that experienced systemic vomiting (avg 4%), fever ( avg 5.4%) and drowsiness
(avg 6.7%) with two doses of vaccines and placebo. This was quite interesting, because it
indicates that the substrate itself is capable of causing neurological symptoms, and it is a
common substrate for many vaccines, not only pertussis. Vomiting, persistent crying and
drowsiness usually sigtllfy brain swelling or encephalitis. A fifteen month followup was
done with all three groups (Vl,V2,Pl), and it was found there was no correlation between

-
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McFarlan et al, British Medical Journal, 1945.
Halperin et al, 1989, Journal of Pediatrics, Vol 1125, p.686-693, "Results of Nova Scotia m e i l l . . "
A mixture of Staphylococcus, Streptoaxcw, Corynebacterium hofmanni and Neisseria catarrhalis.
Sweden stopped using "whole cell" pertussis vaccine in 1979. It produced pertussis in 84%of vaccinees
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post-vaccination serum concentration of antibodies and subsequent protection against
whooping cough, and Swedish authorities concluded that the biological mechanisms for
protection by pertussis vaccine remain unknown, and that pertussis vaccine needed further
study. However, we got something more out of this study that the substrate containing
mercury and aluminum compounds, as well as formalin, produced neurological damage in
a percentage of children, especially babies, whose nervous system is relatively
unprotected. The pertussis bacterium simply aggrevates the reaction fbrther and takes
advantage of the situation created by the substrate. Why has no one realized this before?

-

Sensitization of the Immune System by Repeated Vaccination
and Production of Systemic Invasive Bacterial Infection
The Swedish test of the Japanese acellular pertussis vaccine also produced some
other interesting results. Eleven babies in groups V1 and V2, those who received the two
types of acellular pertussis vaccines, also contracted systemic bacterial infection^.^^ Four
babies died. Five babies in PI, the placebo group, contracted systemic bacterial infections,
but none died.88 This indicates that the substrate, combined with the bacterial and viral
hin ways beyond the
antigenic components as a "vaccine" is even more biologically 1
pertussis component. The majority of bacterial infections surfaced after the second dose of
vaccine, and is compatible with the observed peak occurrence of invasive bacterial
infections between 6 and 11 months of age just when most babies acquire their second
injection of trivalent DPT. The fact that repeated injection of antigens can lead to
hyperimmunization is well k n o ~ n , ~ ~ acan
n dlead to myrocarditis, or enlargement of the
heart. The Swedish trials ended in 1987.

-

In the end the Swedish National Bacteriological Laboratory witMew the
a Japanese pertussis vaccine, and noted that the efficacy of
the acellular vaccine was probably lower than the whole-cell pertussis vaccine abandoned
in 1979. When one considers the type of systemic bacterial infections fiom the vaccine, it
raises the legitimate question as to whether vaccines are assisting in the rising incidence of
meningitis and Haemophilus influenza B in industrialized countries. Are they deliberately
"doping" vaccines with other substances to create other problems "to be conquered"?
How would we know, since medical authorities and the upper echelons of the medical
industrial complex have historically demonstrated that they cannot be trusted? Is there any
casual evidence that this might be the case?
application for licensing of

In 1991, a study on Alaskan native children yielded data which provided evidence
of a casual link between DPT injections and invasive bacterial injections.g0 The highest
incidence of invasive bacterial infection occurred after the 3rd injection a process

-

'' The infiions fiom the vaccinated group also included meningitis, pneumonia and Haemophilus flu.
'' Storsaeter et al, "'Mortality fiom invasive bacterial infections during a test of acellular pertussis
vaccines in Sweden" Pediapic infectious Diseases Vol7 N0.9, 1988.
'' Amsel et al, 1986, "Myocarditisafter triple immunizations".
Davidson et al, 1991, "DFT immunization and susceptibility to infectious diseases" American Journal
ofthe Disabled Child, Vol 145.
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compatible with known scientific facts relative to sensitization to infectious diseases by
repeated injection of foreign antigens. Other studies have demonstrated that most cases of
invasive bacterial infection occur between 31 and 60 days after DPT and oral polio
vaccine (OPV).91

In 1992, the American Academy of Pediatrics published an article in Pediatrics in
which they revealed that "an application has been made for B-type vaccine based in part
on the results of the Swedish triar', omitting the fact that the application for licensing in
Sweden was withdrawn and that Sweden has not resumed pertussis vaccination. The
American Academy of Pediatrics that recommended that all American infants be injected
with five doses of pertussis vaccine begrnning at 2 months of age, with both whole cell
pertussis and acellular pertussis. This ap~roachesdeliberate criminal homicide bv the
AAP. vet no one is challenging them on this. Why? Because the process will intentionally
create the type of behaviorally aberrant societyfull of medically needy crippled chil&en
to assure continuedfinancialprofit? Or, is it part of an upper level population control
rnambte, or both? Why else would American doctors be oblivious to encephalitic effects
of vaccines administered to young babies in the United States? Why do they "have
trouble" reviewing world literature and seeing that pertussis vaccine does not protect
against pertussis? It's incredible, yet true. It has to be a criminal conspiracy at the highest
level.
The Connection Between Pertussis Vaccines and Hib Influenza Meningitis
Systemic infections associated with Haemophilus Influenza B (Hib) are appearing
more and more frequently in the United States, England, Australia and Scandinavia. It is
strongly associated with most cases of meningitis, penurnonia, septic arthritis,
osteomyelitis and pericarditis. Three quarters of all foxms of Hib occur in children less
than 18 months old and the rest in children more than 24 months of age.
Analysis of meningococcal disease indicates a 400% increase since 1942. Between
1942 and 1965 the incidence fell and then started to climb after 1965. This trend can be
directly correlated with the introduction in the 1940's of ma.w vaccination for pertussis
and the subsequence variance in compliance and public a~ceptance.'~The increases in
bacterial meningitis have been in babies 3 months and older. Have you noticed that Hib
and its vaccine is being stressed in 1994 and 1995? Is it a process of using one vaccine
"doped with contaminants and chemicals to create the next "crisis" and the artificially
created "need for the next vaccine? The total package of evidence is very persusive and
supports this overall conclusion. You must decide, based on your research and the
evidence presented.

Black et al, "Apparent risk of invasive bacterial diseases after heterologous childhood immunizationy'.
Cartwright et al, "Outbreak of meningococcal disease..."1986; Michaels, "Increase in influenza1
neningitis" 1971, Smith et al, "Changing incidence of Haemophilus influenzae meningitis", 1972.
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The 1990 Workshop on Pertussis Vaccination

In 1990, a Workshop on Neurologic Complications of Pertussis and Pertussis
Vaccination was ~onvened.'~It concluded that pertussis vaccines are not standardized
between manufacturers, that vaccines are not standardized by each manufacturer from one
batch to another, that there is no inherent difficulty in assigning cause and effect to the
vaccine and subsequent permanent neurological damage, that there was sufficient
experimental data to implicate both endotoxin and pertussis toxin in adverse neurological
reactions to pertussis vaccine, and that there was a consensus between neurologists that
the seizures following pertussis vaccination could not accurately be described as 'febrile
convulsions" because they are not necessarily benign. Incredibly, in the face of their own
conclusions, they released a report that concluded "there is no demonstrated association
between DPT vaccination and SIDS, because sudden death @er pertussis vaccination is
too rare to be detectable in the context of presently available series. There are 10.000
cases of SIDS in the United States each vear. The conspiracy runs deep. In the 1990
Journal of the American Medical Association an editorital clearly labelled vaccineinduced encephalopathy 'ti myth': ironically accusing the American Association of
Pediatrics (AAP) ' h d other well-meaning physicians" of 'joining forces with parents
groups and lawyers." Ironic, because the AAP was the one who recommended in 1992
that babies in the United States should be given five doses of pertussis vaccine. It is
interesting how the AAP changed their tune within two years. The end result of this
insanity led to the formation of the National Vaccine Injury Program.
"

Another bit of irony is that finally in 1992, the Institute of Medicine admitted that
"the evidence is consistent with a casual relation between DPT vaccine and acute
encephalopathy, dejined in the studies reviewed as encephalopathy, encephalitis or
encephalomyelitis, and the evidence indicates a casual relation between DPT vaccine
and anaphylaxis, between the pertussis component of DPT vaccine and protracted,
inconsolable crying." In other words, brain damage in progress.
Harvard Medical School and Federal Drug Administration
Tests on DPT Vaccine
Almost 50 years ago in 1948 two Harvard Medical School scientists, Randolph
Byers and Frederick Moll, carried out tests on DPT vaccines at Children's Hospital in
Boston and concluded that severe neurological problems followed administration of DPT
vaccines." The results of the tests were published in Pediatrics, a respectable medical
journal. They were ignored by the medical and pharmaceutical community, who had a
vested financial interest in continuing the practice. In 1976, Charles Manclark, an FDA
scientist, remarked that 'the DPT vaccine had one of the worst failure rates of any product
submitted to the Division of Biologics for testing."95
93
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Menkes and Kinsbourne, 1990.
DPT:A Shot in the Dark, p.28.
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DPT Trivalent Vaccine Composition and Physiological Action

Approximately 3.3 million childien are injected each year with DPT vaccine,
which is composed of the toxoids of diphtheria and tetanus, along with whole cells of
pertussis bacteria. Again, toxoids are defined as the toxins emitted by organisms when
they grow in a culture. Tetanus toxins are produced in culture consisting of beef heart
infusion, containing by nature animal bacteria, viruses and antigens foreign to the human
body, as well as dextrose (sugar), sodium chloride (salt) and casein (a bovine milk byproduct). Diphtheria toxoids are produced in a similar manner. They used to be produced
fiom antibodies gained from blood of horses injected with diphtheria bacteria. After it has
been determined that a sufficient amount of toxic by-products have been produced, the
cultures are filtered to obtain a reasonably clear solution containing the toxic cellular byproducts of the bacteria, plus animal viruses and foreign protein antigens. Formalin is
added to cause any particles left to clump. Formalin is a derivative of formaldehyde (a
carcinogen used to embalm bodies)." Wood alcohol, methanol (toxic) is added to cause
the toxoid particles to precipitate into a fine powder. Whole cells of deadly pertussis
bacteria that have been killed by thimerosal ( also known as merthiolate), a mercury
compound, are added to the mixture. Over 35mg of thimerosal will kill a rabbit.
Thimerosal also destroys the 'hotency" of the vaccine, aEects growth patterns of human
cells it comes into contact with, and inhibits the action of human white blood cells,
inhibiting the process of phagocytosis.97 Thimersol is five times more toxic to human cells
than it is for Staphlococcus bacteriag8and, as a mercury compound, produces an allergic
reaction in the body."
A substance called an 'hdjuvant", which initiates reactionary antibody formation, is
added. Common adjuvants are aluminum hydroxide and aluminum potassium sulfate.100
The mixture is then put into vials for injection into children. In the body, the formalin
coating dissolves, releasing all bacterial and viral particles fiom animal culture sources.
The thimerosal and adjuvant chemicals irritate the body tissues and increase the action of
accompanying bacteria and viruses, as well as the reaction of the immune system to the
foreign protein antigens, severely damaging neurological membranes, especially in babies
and children, where the myelin sheath has only partially protected the nervous system,
resulting in mild to severe neurological damage, production of learning disabilities and
other nervous system disorders, or death, especially upon subsequent injections where the
An experiment was once done injecting a 10% solution into the leg of a mouse. In one hour the leg
became paralyzed and four days later the mouse was dead. Trueta and Hades, 'Provoking and localizing
factors in poliomyelitis", Lancet, Vol.1, 1954, p.998-999. Identical results occurred with 0.51~1
of 1%.
Welch and Hunter, 'Method for determining the effect of chemical antisepsis on phagocytosis"
Amrican Journal of Public Health, N0.30, 1944, p. 116-117.
Bid.
99
Haeney et al, "Long-term parentera1 exposure to mercury in patients..."British Medical Journal, 1979.
loo Aluminum salts, especially aluminum hydroxide, enhances encephalitic effects of the vaccine. Wills
and Savory "Aluminum poisoning: dialysis encephalopathy, osteamalacia and anemian Lancet, 7/2/83.
The aluminum metallic salts increase the ability of the mixture to produce antibodies by way of increasing
the reactionary response of the immune system. Klein, Immunology, Wiley & Sons, 1982, p.361.
%
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cellular structure of the body has already been sensitized, promoting allergic reactions and
responses of increasingly severe nature.
Promotion of Disease Processes By Chemicals in Vaccines

Between 1940 and 1955, it was noticed that children who had been recently
injected with pertussis vaccine suffered paralytic polio at an increased fiequency over
those who had not received pertussis vaccine. During a polio outbreak in Minnesota in
1946, eighty-five children came down with polio. Thirty-three of them had recently
received pertussis vaccine five to nineteen days earlier, and the limb injected with the
pertussis vaccine was paralyzed in 58% of the children affected."' In 1949, the risk of
contracting paralytic pclio for infants was four times higher if they received a diphtheriapertussis injection within the previous six weeks before exposure to the virus, as compared
to an un-injected group of control infants.''* In 1953, research on a polio epidemic on
some Pacific islands revealed that the children on the island, who were receiving weekly
injections of a solution of mercury, arsenic and bismuth to combat an infestation of
spirochetes, experienced polio at ten times the rate of children on the islands not receiving
the treatment.'"
The 1954 study on "Provoking and Localizing Factors in Poliomyelitis,"
conducted by Trueta and Hodes and published in Lancet, journal of the British Medical
Association, outlined research performed <ice 1900 on diverse factors that appeared to
increase the severity of poliomyelitis or localize it to a specific area in the nervous
system.104As early as 1920, researchers were sure that the polio virus migrated through
the body by way of the circulatory system. This bit of research prompted Trueta and
Hodes to make the suggestion that the factors which influence the severity and localization
of polio might somehow m o w the pattern of blood vessels in the nervous system,
increasing the permeabii of the blood-brain bamer, giving polio easier access to both
the brain and the nervous system. Experiments with formalin and other substances
illustrated that these type of substances caused engorgement of blood vessels in areas
corresponding to areas of paralysis. Their research, and subsequent work, has confirmed
that some of the substances such as formalin that are routinely added to vaccines have the
effect of increasing the severity of disease and the probablity of death, depending on the
bacterium or viruses that are injected with these chemicals.
A subsequent study in 1954 by the Medical Research Council of Great Britain
revealed that diphtheria-pertussis vaccines, especially those precipitated using aluminum

Graham Wilson, The Hazards of Immunization, Landon, Athlone Press, 1967.
Ibid., p.273.
'03 bid., p.277.
lo4 Some of the factors mentioned included trauma, tonsillectomies, pertussis vaccines, vaccination
processes in general, and injected chemicals such as cortisone, bismuth, guanine and penicillin. Now we
know why doctors insisted on performing tonsillectomies, now considered an unnecessary operation. It
might be noted, as an aside, that bismuth subsalicylate is the active ingredient in Pepto-Bismol.
lo'
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compounds, predisposed children to paralytic polio.105In 1957, the eminent biologist
Dubos proved that when pertussis vaccines or killed mycobacteria were injected into
animals infected months earlier with small doses of bacteria, the subsequently injected
bacteria multiplied explosively. In other words, pertussis vaccine is able to accelerate
latent infections into active acute infections. Since medical authorities fail to thoroughly
examine people injected with vaccines, they cannot detect latent infections which can be
reactivated by injection of vaccines and accompanying chemical preservatives and
bacteriostatic drugs.
Total Annual DPT Statistics for the United States
DPT vaccines, no matter what the formulation, appear to have a devestating effect
on the neurology of American children. Out of 3.3 million babies, infants and toddlers
injected each year, over 33,000 experience acute neurological reactions, with 8,500
experiencing convulsions andlor collapse, and over 16,000 have episodes of high-pitched
screaming indicating brain damage in progress.106The general compiication rate with DPT
vaccine is estimated to be over 10,000 for every million injected.''' If 33,000 postmen
shot themselves in the head each year, would there be notice taken of it? The fact that the
slaughter and injuries have not stopped is due more to lack of mass awareness of the
dimension of the problem.
Efforts at Population Control Using Tetanus Toxin as a Carrier
Leading Edge Research is a member of the National Vaccine Information Center,
and as such we have access to a continual flow of valuable data and information
concerning activities within the vaccination paradigm. One of the more interesting things
in concert
to arise in 1995 was the revelation that the World Health Organization (WHO),
with the Centers for Disease Control, the American Academy of Pediatrics, the World
Bank, the United Nations, the Rockefeller Foundation, the Population Council, the U.S.
National Institutes of Health, Great Britain, Sweden, Norway, Denmark, Germany and
several universities, including those at Helsinki, Uppsala and Ohio State University, have
been workzng for nearly 25 years on an anti-fertility vaccine using hCG (human
chorionic gonadotrophin) tied to a tetanus toxoid vaccine. Two decades of medical
journals have detailed their progress. By injecting a woman with hCG, using tetanus
toxoid as a carrier, the woman's immune system not only produces antibodies against
tetanus, but also produces anti-bodies against hCG. When the woman subsequently
becomes pregnant, the hCG antibodies will cause her to abort her baby because there will
be too little hCG (normally needed to maintain a pregnancy) in her body.

In June 1995, Human Life International, a large human rights and pro-life
organization, raised questions about the program, as well as the apparent activity of the
'05
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WHO, where millions of unsuspecting women in Mexico, the Phillippines and Nicaragua
are being used as human guinea pigs in which they are injected with an anti-fertility
vaccine but are told it was nothing more than a tetanus vaccine. After becoming suspicious
of protocols in what the WHO billed as "a massive campaign to reduce the incidence of
neo-natal tetanus", pro-life groups in the Phillipines had vials of the vaccine independently
tested and discovered that they contained hCG.
According to James Miller, who reported on the controversy in the June 1995 HLI
Reports newsletter, when the first reports surfaced in the Phillipines, health ofFcials at the
a?rO and Phillipine health agencies categorically denied the vaccine contained hCG.
When confronted with lab test evidence showing the vaccine vials contained hCG as well
as laboratory evidence :hat there were high levels of hCG antibodies in 27 out of 30
women who had been vaccinated, WHO oflcials started to make excuses. Now, why
would they try to hide the fact that hCG was in the vaccine unless they knew they were
doing something unethical?
According to Miller, "first they said there was no hCG in the vaccine108, then they
said there was, but it was in tiny amounts. Then, they said that hCG is part of the vaccine
manufacturing process. Now, they are saying the tests to detect hCG are flawed and
produce 'a lot of false positives'. But, there is one fact that cannot be disputed. There is
no known way for the vaccinated women to have hCG antibodies in their blood unless
hCG had been artzjicially introduced into their bodies."
Tetanus vaccine has historically been given to individuals every ten years as
standard allopathic practice, despite the criminal nature of the procedure. Tetanus vaccine
is umaIly given allopathically in the event of a severe injury. Evidence that vaccinating
pregnant mothers "to prevent neo-natal tetanus" is illogical, anecdotal, and is not
supported but any evidence whatsoever. It is interesting that the CDC is also
recommending that pregnant mothers also receive AZT "to prevent transmission of HIV
to babies" and that newborn babies receive AZT. Of course, AZT is an experimental
chemotherapy chemical which is lethal to all cellular structures. Both instances constitute
willlll criminal negligence tatamount to genocide, both for mothers and babies.
According to the CDC, who has been promoting elimination of neonatal tetanus
in the Third World, "hundreds of thousands of infants die fiom neonatal tetanus in mostly
underdeveloped countries every year because they are born in unsanitary conditions and
their umbilical cords become infected with tetanus bacteria." CDC protocols discuss "the
need" for pregnant women to receive two injections of tetanus vaccine. The WHO tetanus
campaign in the Phillipines, Nicaragua and Mexico (afta NAFTA?) targeted " all women
of childbearing age and adult women" and injected with with three doses of vaccine within
90 days, following up with two more doses for a total offive tetanus shots. One Roman
Catholic nun was quoted as saying that health officials "started vaccinating teenagers
Io8 "3 women to file raps vs FLavier" Manila Standard, 4120195. Also "Doctor sues former Secretary of
Health Flavier, Galvez-Tan on vaccination against tetanusn,Manila Standard, 4/28/95.
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without their consent and were even going house to house." Human Life International is
calling for a Congressional investigation, which NVIC endorses, to explore human rights
abuses connected with the mass vaccination campaign.
Human Life International, as they indicated in HLI Reports (Vol 13 No.6 June
1995) placed an exploratory call to the Montgomery County (Maryland) Health
Department, Epidemiology Division, Infectious Diseases and Adult Immunizations to
inquire about the frequency of tetanus vaccinations. The answers provided by the Health
Department were revealing:
Q: For how long a time does the tetanus vaccine "offer protection"?

A: 10 years.
Q: Have you ever heard of any adult requiring three tetanus vaccinations within
a 3 or 4 month time period, and a total offive vaccinations in all within a
year or so?

A: Whaaat! Never. No way!
So, even ''standard allopathy" doesn't agree with the protocol that is being
implemented by the WHO,in concert with the rest of the "anti-fertility gang."
The WHO "Special Programme" in Human Reproduction
The WHO began its "special programme" in human reproduction in 1972, and by
1993 had spent more than $356 million on 'teproductive health" research..log Over $90
million of the fbnds were contributed by Sweden, Great Britain (hotbed of Social
Darwinism) donated more than $52 million. Nomay, Denmark and Germany kicked in
over $80 million. In the United States, the Reagan-Bush administrations contributed a
meager $5.7 million. In 1993, the Clinton administration donated $2.5 million of taxpayer
h d s to support the genocidal program. The World Bank contributed $15.5 million, the
Rockefeller Foundation contributed $2.5 million, the Ford Foundation contributed over $1
million, and the International Research and Development Centre of Canada contributed
$716,500. The program uses vaccines procured by UNICEF."'
After the vaccine controversy appeared, it became evident that none of the three
dzflerent bran& of tetanus vaccine being used had ever been licensed for sale and
distribution, registered with the Philippine Bureau of Food and Drugs (BAFD). The
head of the BAFD lamely explained that the companies distributing the vaccine "did not
apply for registration." The companies are Connaught Laboratories Ltd and Intervex,

'*

Challenges in Reproductive Health Research, Biennial Report 1992-1993, World Health
Organization, Geneva, p. 186.
"O
American Online: KKVWC, 7/7/95. Interpress Service, "Phillipines - Population. Tlffover vaccine
is now war over abortion. "
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both fiom Canada, and CSL Laboratories fiom Australia. When the Secretary of Health in
the Phillipines heard that the head of the BAFD had been questioned, he quickly stepped
in and announced that 'Since the vaccine had been certified by the WHO, there was
assurance enough that 'the vaccines come fiom reputable manufacturers." However, no
h t was found in the mid-1980's to be
one questioned the fact that C 0 ~ a ~ g Labs
distributing vials of contaminated blood products.

'''

According to the WHO, the vaccine is used in over 140 ~ountries."~
The WHO
has made the statement 'tetanus toxoid does not have a contraceptive effect or contain
any hormones. The vaccine contains no abortifacients." Of course, it is now known that
they lied. In principle, if a 'World Health Organization" is caught lying, then the whole
collective is guilty of criminal activity and needs to be disbanded as a subversive and
suppressive organization. According to the WHO, the truth about the program, despite the
admissions that the vaccine contains hCG, is considered "misinformation" and "an absurd
claim". How can the WHO expect anyone to take that statement seriously after 25 years
of medical advertising about the development of a population control vaccine? Stupid is as
stupid does.
Acting Phillippine Health Secretary Jaime Galvez Tan estimated that "fiom 1986
to 1990, immunization has averted 15,300 cases of neonatal tetanus." Quite a record after
you shoot up millions of people, isn't it? WHO 'hams" that 'because up to 5 million
women were not 'immunized', 300 to 400 more babies will contract tetanus and die."
Wait a minute, isn't something out of whack with the ratios here? Only 1 out of 12,500
babies is at risk? You mean a risk for .00008 percent of the population justifies injecting
millions of people? There is obviously another agenda here.
Actually, the first discovery that tetanus toxoid vaccines contained the hCG
hormone was made in Mexico in the autumn of 1994, when members of the Comite Pro
Vida de Mexico became suspicious of the protocols for the Mexican campaign: all males
were excluded fiom the program and only women of reproductive age (15-45) were to be
vaccinated. A member of the Comite happened to be a member of Human L i e
International's World Council for Life and Family, who alerted HLI about the vaccine.
Now, another issue is the fact that women, especially teenage women, were not
informed about the hCG in the vaccine or about the risks from tetanus vaccine itself. In the
Physicians Desk Reference, it describes the tetanus toxoids as being "for adult use" and
that 'prior to the administration of this vaccine, health care personnel should inform the
parent, guardian, or adult patient of the benefits and risks of vaccination against tetanus."
In fact, people that are injected with vaccines, when they are given data at all, are given
that data afier they are given the vaccine. This does not constitute informed consent. It
constitutes negligence and fiaud, since vaccine benefits are largely anecdotal to begin with.

"'

:Ottawa got blood tainted by HIV" Ottawa Citizen, April 4, 1995.
American Online: KWNMC, 7/7/95.InterPress Service, "Phillipines Population. Tiflover vaccine is
now war over abortion. "
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In fact, there is absolutely no evidence whatsoever that the WHO vaccine
programs adhered to any of the precautions detailed in medical advisories relative to
vaccine administration. Secondly, all the programs involve ethnic minorities who, if they
were provided the cooperative assistance to upgrade their living conditions, would not
need to be concerned about tetanus in the first place. Rather than upgrade the living
conditions, world organizations preserve the status quo and then treat the symptoms of
poor living conditions. Typical allopathic response to life, isn't it? Crinlinal negbgence and
Malthusian neglect.

A New Proposed Guideline for Truth in Research

No agency,company or entity which owes its existence to, or gets fbnding fiom, the fact of a
social presence of a problem, can be allowed to be involved in an evaluative mode in any
way relative to a solution to that problem, for a solution would mean its non-existance and
the act involves conflict of interest. Nor can any company which owes its existence to, or
gets fbnding from, the fact of a social presence of a problem be involved in any way that
would contribute to the production of law or legislation, for an actual solution would launch
the agency, company or entity into non-existence; the company must have the problem exist
to exist itself, thus any action taken by such an entity must always be a conflict of interest.
Nor can those who produce a product for public consumption define or research
contraindications to that product, for that would be an internal conflict of interest and
provide for litigation against the producer of the product. Thus, producers of a product are
forced to cover up, deny, or redefine contraindications for self-protection and maintenance
of income fiom that product. Nor can a company fund a study to prove safety of its product,
for results in the negative would be a conflict of interest. All studies of this nature have no
legitimacy. Actual solutions to problems require elimination of the source of the problem,
instead of treatment of the symptom of a problem. Studies related to safety and efficacy must
be done by independent parties not in any way connected to the producer of the product, the
industry that the product lies within, or any agency, company or individuals connected in any
way with the producer of the product in the past, present or future.
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Legal Considerations Relative to the Vaccination Paradigm
The whole issue of vaccinations is paradoxical in that it is a complex one relative
to legal matters, but it is relatively straightforward on its face. One would think that one
would have a say about the disposition and care of one's health, but the truth is that the
State views the matter quite differently. The most quoted legal case on the matter is one in
1905, Jacobson v. Massachusetts, but there are considerations put forward by the U.S.
Supreme Court in Roe v. Wade that initially need examination. Roe v. Wade, of course,
dealt with the right to abortion. The Supreme Court chose Justice Blackmun to deliver the
majority opinion in the case. According to Blackmun:
"The Court's decisions recognizing a right of privacy also acknowledge
that some state regulation in areas protected by that right is appropriate.
A state may properly assert important interests in safeguarding health,
in maintaining medical standards, and protecting potential life...It is not
clear to us that the claim asserted that one has an unlimited right to do
with one's body as one pleases bears a close relationship to the right
of privacy previously articulated in the Court's decisons. The Court
has refused to recognize an unlimited right of this kind in the past.'
The Constitution does not explicitly mention any right to privacy,
however the Court has recognized that a right of personal privacy,
or a guarantee of certain areas or zones of privacy, does exist under
the Constitution. Only personal rights that can be deemed as
"fundamental" or "implicit in the concept of ordered liberty" are
included in this guarantee of personal privacy. The "right" has some
extension to activities relating to maniage, contraception, family
relationships, child rearing and education."

In the Roe v. Wade case, the court found that the woman's prima facie right to
abort her pregnancy could be defeated only by 'kompelling" state interests - interests
which varied with the particular trimester of pregnancy. This Compelling" state interest
also figured heavily into the Jacobson v. Massachusetts case, where the state felt it was
compelled to ignore the fact that Jacobson and his son, who refbsed second injections of a
smallpox vaccine, had become ill after the first injection. Jacobson took his case to the
Supreme Court, where he maintained that the smallpox vaccination was in violation of his
personal liberties under the 14th amendment, that fines or threats of imprisonment for
refbsing to be vaccinated constituted unreasonableness and oppression, as well as an
assault upon his person. He also focused on the unreliability of the vaccine to prevent
smallpox in all cases and, using himself and his son as examples, the inherent dangers the
vaccine presented to one's health. Furthermore, physicians at the time could exempt a
child from vaccination if it was considered a threat to health. Adults were not allowed the
same exemption. Since the law did not recognize medical testimony that would have
proven that small pox vaccination would have endangered his health, any such evidence
had to be excluded. The Supreme Court took the position that the individual liberties of a
Jacobson v. Massachusetts (1905) on vaccination; Buck v. Bell (1927) on sterilization.
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single person are not absolute and must give way to reasonable restraint, in certain
circumstances, when the safety, welfare and comfort of the majority are of issue, and the
interests of the society are subordinate to the wishes or convenience of the few.This
decision was rendered in 1905, and is the one used to support the policy. In 1905, the
general data relative to the safety of the process of injection of foreign antigens was not
known. Nevertheless, legal procedure falls back on this case in order to prevent the issue
fiom coming to the surface, preventing the integration of currently known scientific data
which would overturn the 1905 ruling.
Furthermore, the Supreme Court stated the issue of whether the vaccine "was the
best method of preventing smallpox"( whether it worked to prevent disease) was not the
issue. The issue was that the common belief in the mass population that it worked was the
issue. The Court went on to say:
"While we do not decide and cannot decide that vaccination is a
preventative of smallpox, we take note that this is the common
belief of the people of the State, a n d with this fact as foundation
we hold that the statue in auestion is a health law, enacted as
a reasonable and proper exercise of police power."

The Supreme Court followed these remarks by saying that it did not hold absolute
that an a h l t must be vaccinated (for smallpox) if the indivihal could demonstrate that
he was an unfit subject for vaccination and that this "unfitness" could seriously impair
his health or cause death if vaccination were given.

In the case of Zimmennan v. Freeman, the Supreme Court maintained that
"compulsory vaccination laws, which deal with the health and safety of its citizens, take
precedence, and t h e compulsory education statutes are subordinate to vaccination
statutes. In other words, 'be don't care if they learn anything, as long as they can be

medicated."
The mandates for vaccination are based on what is called Compelling state
interestn2, which rests on the concept of 'police power" that lies subordinate to the
constitution. However, vaccination laws may come under what is called the 'Vagueness
Defined by Blacks Law Dictionary as an interest which the state is forced or obliged to protect. It is also
employed to justify state action under "police power of state"
Defined as the power of the state to place restmints on the personal M o m and property rights of
persons for the protection of public safety, health and morals, or the promotion of the public convenience
and general prosperity. Police power is subject to limitations of the federal and state constitutions, and
especially to the requirement of due process. Police power is also defined as the soveriegn right of a
government to promote order, safety, security, health, morals and general w e k e within constitutional
limits and is defined as an essential attribute of government. The "police" per se, is defined as the branch
of government which is charged with the preservation of public order and tfanquility, the promotion of the
public health, safety, and morals, and the prevention, detection and punishment of crimes. Also defined is
the term "internal police", which means the same thing, only in reference to domestic affairs and its own
citzens, and is not surrendered to the federal government.

'
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doctrine", since statutes relative to vaccination do not fairly inform a person about the
nature of what is commanded, since adverse effects are generally suppressed from public
knowledge in order to maintain what is essentially a faulg mass belief. This would
constitute~mdulentcoercion of the public in order to maintain a procedure hazardous to
the public health and safety. This is my view of the problem. Certainly the members of the
Supreme Court arefilly aware of the issues behind vaccination - hence the statement that
"we do not decide and cannot decide that vaccination is a preventative ." Since the
Supreme Court admits that the principle behind vaccination is "the common belief of the
people of the Staten, and simultaneously (as seen in Griswold v. Connecticut) that " T h
State mav not, in the spirit of the First Amendment, contract the spectrum of available
knowledae", it would seem that a paradox exists where the Supreme Court is, in essence,

sanctioning suppression4 of "available knowledge" in order to perpetuate a common
belief that it uses as the rationale to permit continuation of vaccination policies. This is in
addition to the fact that, literally, the state owns the body that the spirit inhabits.'
Other Significant Statements By the Supreme Court
Illustrating the Mind Set Behind the Court
and the Highest Principles of Law in the United States
RELATIVE TO INDIVIDUAL RIGHTS AND SUBSTANTIVE DUE PROCESS
"We do not sit as a super-legislature to determine the wisdom, need, and
propriety of laws that touch economic ~roblems.business affairs or social
conditions." Justice Douglas, 1965, Griswold v. Connecticut
T h e State mav not. in the spirit of the First Amendment, contract the
spectrum of available knowledae. The right of freedom of speech and
press includes not only the right to utter or to print, but the right to
distribute, the right to receive, the right to read and freedom of inquiry,
freedom of thought and freedom to teach." Douglas, (Griswold)
"Disclosure of membership lists of wnstiutionally valid associations we
held was invalid. The First Amendment has a penumbra where privacy
is protected from aovemment intrusion. The right of association, while
4

Suppression is defined as "a conscious effort to control and conceal unacceptable thoughts or acts." It is
also a rule of law that Suppressio veri (suppression or concealment of the truth) is equivalent to
suggestio falsi (representation of that which is false), and where the suppression of the truth or the
suggestion that what is false can be proved, in a fact material to the contract (adhesion contracts which
give the state power wer the person), the party injured may have relief against the contract. Blacks Law
Dictionary, p. 1433,1440. This is the reason for the coverup on the b m d s of vaccination processes.
Many people do not seem to understand the fact that when you get a birth certificate, the state in fact
establishes a chattel mortgage on the body . A chattel mortgage is a pre-Unifonn Commercial Code
security device having to do with a "security interest" in the body that has been defined as "the personal
property of the state" because of the adhesion contract established through the use of the ''birth
c e ~ c a t e " :This is the ultimate basis for the decision in Roe v.Wade, etc., as well as what coverty lies
behind "health and safety laws" and ultimately police powers of the state. The first adhesion contract
under the UCC is the social security number, leading the way for some 70 possible adhesion contracts.
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it is not expressly included in the First Amendment, is necessary in
making the express guarantees fully meaningful." Douglas, (Griswold)
"The foregoing cases suggest that specific guarantees in the Bill of
Rights have penumbras, formed by emanations from those guarantees
that help give them life and substance. Various guarantees create
various zones of privacy. The fourth and fifth amendments were
described in Boyd v, United States, 116 U. S. 616 (1886), as protection
against all government invasions "of the sanctity of a man's home
and the privacies of life. A governmental purpose to control of prevent
activities constitutionally subject to state regulation may not be achieved
by means which sweep unnecessarily broadly and thereby invade the
area of protected freedoms." Douglas (Griswold)
'The Ninth Amendment shows a belief of the Constitution's authors
that fundamental rights exist that are not expressly enumerated in the
first eight amendments, and an intent that the list of rights included
there not be exhaustive." Justice Goldberg (Griswold)
"In a long series of cases, this Court has held that where fundamental
personal liberties are involved, they may not be abridged by the States
simply on a showing that a regulatory statute has some rational
relationship to the effectuation of a proper state purpose. Where there
is significant encroachment upon personal liberty, the State may prevail
only upon showing a subordinating interest which is compelling. The
law must be shown necessary, and not merely rationally related, to
the accomplishment of a permissable state policy." Goldberg (Griswold)
"Liberty is a rational continuum which, broadly speaking, includes
freedom from all substantial arbitrary impositions and purposeless
restraints, and also recognizes certain interests require particularly
careful scrutiny of the state needs asserted to justify their abridgement."
Goldberg (Griswold v. Connecticut, 1965)
"If the law does not reflect the standards of the people, they can freely
exercise their true Ninth and Tenth Amendment rights to persuade
their elected representatives to repeal it." Stewart (Griswold)

Evidentiary Standards of the Vaccine Compensation Program
PUBLIC HEALTH SERVICE Ch.6A 42 4 300aa-14

"The following information is derived from Title 42, ChGA, and is the official
government table of vaccines, injuries, disabilities, illnesses, conditions, and deaths
resulting from the administration of such vaccines, and the time period in which the first
symptom or manifestation of onset , or of the significant aggravation of such injuries,
disabilities, illnesses, conditions, and deaths is to occur after vaccine administration for
pumoses of receivina compensation under the proqram:"
I. DTP, P, DTPIPolio Combination; or any other vaccine containing whole cell pertussis
bacteria, extracted or partial cell bacteria, or specific pertussis antigen(s).
, .

.

Problem
Anaphylactic Shock
Encephalopathy or encephalitis
Shock Collapse or hypotonic hyporesponsive collapse
Residual Seizure Disorder
Acute Complication including death

Must Occur Within
24 hours
3 days
3 days
3 days
Not Applicable

II. Measles, mumps, rubella, or any vaccine containing any of the foregoing as a
component; DT, Td; or Tetanus toxoid
Problem
Anaphylactic Shock
Encephalopathy or encephalitis
Encephalopathy or encephalitis
Residual Seizure Disorder
Residual Seizure Disorder
Acute Complication including death

Must Occur Within
24 hours
15 days (MMR)
3 days (DT,Td,TT)
15 days (MMR)
3 days (DT,Td,TT)
Not Applicable

Ill. Polio Vaccines (other than inactivated polio vaccine)
Problem
Paralytic polio in a non-immunodeficient recipient
Paralytic polio in a immunodeficient recipient
Paralflc polio in a vaccine-associated community case
Any Acute Complication, including deasth

Must Occur Within
30 days
6 months
Not Applicable
Not Applicable

IV. Inactivated Polio Vaccine
Problem
Anaphylactic Shock
Any Acute Complication

Must Occur Within
24 hours
Not Applicable
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Subject to the following qualifications:

" The Secretary of the Department of Health and Human Services may recommend to
Congress revisions of the table to change the vaccines covered by the table."
"The term "encephalopathy" means any significant acquired abnormality of, or injury to,
or impairment of function of the brain. Among the frequent manifestations of
encephalopathy are focal and diffuse neurological signs, increased intracranial
pressure, or changes lasting at least 6 hours in level of consciousness, with or without
convulsions. Signs and symptoms such as high-pitched and unusual screaming,
persistent unconsolable crying, and bulging fontanel are compatible with an
encephalopathy, but in and of themselves are not conclusive evidence of
encephalopathy', which usually can be documented by slow wave activity on an
electroencephalogram."
"If in a proceeding on a petition it is shown by a preponderance of the evidence that an
encephalopathy was caused by infection, toxins, trauma, or metabolic disturbances, the
encephalopathy shall not be considered to be a condition set forth in the table."
Editor Note: Notice the last two items above. The first one says that known symptoms of
neurological damage in progress are "not conclusive evidence of encephalopathy", which
i s medically and scientifically ridiculous, designed to prevent compensation from being
levied. The last statement says, essentially, that encephalopathy caused by vaccine
components is not compensatible. Vaccine components include infectious agents, toxins
and metallic compounds which induce neurological trauma. It's a stacked deck against
anyone except those with the most immediate horrific symptoms, backed by a medical
doctor willing to jeopardize his career. Since encephalopthic problems have been

documented well out of the designated time periods, it is another attempt to evade
accountabilityfor causing medical &age.
-

-

-

-

Analysis of Vaccine Injury Compensation Program Statistics 1988 to 1992
Total Petitions for Compensation: 3,176 with 2,703 injuries and 473 child deaths.
Vaccine
Petitions Iniuries Deaths
Vaccine Petitions Iniuries Deaths
DT
21
16
5
DPT
2272
1862 410
Pertussis
2
0
2
Tetanus
2
2
0
IPVIOPV
11
10
1
PV
242
232
10
MMR
178
164
14
OPV
196
181
15
Measles
90
78
12
Mumps
8
%
0
Rubella
102
101
1
Othervacc. 24
22
2
b u f f . Info
28
27
1
NOTE: Petitions require the cooperation of a medical official, which is usually not forthcoming.

'

-

On the contrary In 1984, Assistant Secretary of Health Edward Brandt, M.D.testified before the U.S.
Senate Committee on Labor and Human Resources that EACH YEAR in the United States there are 9,000
cases of vaccine-induced convulsions, over 9,000 cases of vaccine-inducedcollapse, over 17,000 cases of
vaccine-induced high-pitched screaming episodes - 35,000 vaccine-induced neurological reactions a year
in American children that are reported within 48 hours of a DPT injection, with 950 DPT deaths per yea/

VACCINE DISORDER MATRIX
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"In regions in which there is no organized vaccination of the population, general paralysis is
rare. It is im~ossibleto deny a connection between vaccination and the ence~hditiswhich
follows it." Journal of the American Medical Association, July 3, 1926, p. 45.
"Cases of cerebral symptoms, suggesting encephalitis, following vaccination have been
reported from Holland, Czechoslovakia and Germany. From Switzerland there have been
reported cases of meningitis." New York State Journal of Medicine, May 15, 1926.

Technically speaking, encephalitis is defined as a brain inflammation1, and is a subclass of a category of disease known as encephalopathy, generally defined as brain disease;
physicians do not make a systematic distinction between these concepts, and they are used
as synonyms. Physicians have always known that encephalitis can be caused by
vaccinations/immunizations. One of the remarkable aspects of encephalitis is that it spawns
a great variety of physiological, neurological, mental, behavioral and emotional symptoms.
It can be seen by the quotes that preface this chapter that it was known as early as
1926 that encephalitis could readily be caused by vaccines. Encephalitis that appeared in an

otherwise healthy human being after vaccination was initially considered to be "atypical",
but it was realized that these "atypical" cases could in fact mimic meningitis, viral
encephalitis, poliomyelitis and practically all acute diseases of the nervous system. This is
true of encephalitis induced by anv vaccination. For example, let's look at DPT vaccines.
According to studies in 1965 by Margaret Pittman, one of the most prominent
pertussis vaccine researchers in the United States, pertussis vaccine (the "P" in the DPT
vaccine) is one of the most dangerous childhood vaccines. It is a vaccine made from
Bordetellapertussis, the same bacterium that causes the disease, and is unique in its marked
ability to modii biological responses. One of the manufacturers of pertussis vaccine,
Connaught Laboratories, stated in a 1986 package insert for pertussis vaccine that
"systemicreactions such asfever occur quitefrequently. Respiratory dzflculties have been
observed Moderate to severe systemic events such as a fever of 105" or higher, and
persistent inconsolable crying lasting three hours or more, unusual high-pitched
screaming, collapse, or convulsions occur. More severe neurologic complications, such as
a prolonged convulsion or an encephalopatly, occasionally fatal, have been reported
Ana&hyIactic reactions have been reported Sudden infant death syndrome (SIDS) has
occurred in infants following adninistration of DPT. Onset of infantile spasms has
occurred in infants who have recently received DPT or DT." Any of these symptoms are
indicative of some degree of brain damage.
---

I

Webster's Medical Desk Dictionary, 1986, p.209.
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As far as DPT and other vaccinations are concerned, a review of available literature
produced a plethora of additional information relative to the known childhood reactions,
also common with encephalitis2: vomiting, diarrhea, flatulence, gastroenteritis, stomach
aches, enuresis, constipation, loss of sphincter control, back-archin2, dilation of pupils,
lack of appetite, disturbances of sleep rhythm, severe headache, bulging of the skull, night
terrors and chronic sleep disturbances, violent respiration, sudden deafh, breath holding
(apnea), cyanosis, convulsions, develoument o f autistic mDtoms, profise soapy yellowgreen diarrhea4, dry cough, crossing of the eyes, loss of coordination, severe stuttering
and stammering, inability to swallow food, otitis with consequent hearing loss, cjlslexia,
dysgraphia5, reading d~fficulties,inability to deal with abstractions, facial palsy6,
hypersalivation, involuntary grunting, changed sensitivity to pain, unusual sensitivity to
heat, hyperacute hearing7, flaccidity, severe one-sided paralysis, paraplegra,
quadriplegia, arrested mental development, spacticities, clumsiness, unexplained seizures,
development of Parkinson's Disease later in life, intellectual and physical regression,
development of lep-handedness8 or ambidexterity, development of long-term effects in the
lo , pronouncement of the Moro ~eflex",unexplained changes
absence of acute reactiongp
in muscle tone, saDess of the neck1*, d e n lapse into unconsciousness, unusual
dzfJicu1ty in arousal and deajkess.
The initial symptoms of post-vaccination encephalitis may be minimal, but this does
not prevent other effects from manifesting later on, or mean that minimal brain damage has
not occurred. Any researcher who ignores or rejects the possibility that vaccination can
cause the most serious neurologic disorders in the absence of a marked acute reaction on an
immediate basis is faced with fmding grounds for distinguishing post-vaccinal encephalistis
from encephalitis due to other causes. A patient manifesting the typical long-term effects of
vaccination is probably a victim of vaccination, even if no acute reaction was observed
immediately subsequent to vaccination.

2

Relative to postencephalitic symptomology.

~ e d i c a lcalled
l ~ "opisthotonic posturing", it often accompanies episodes of violent screaming and pain.
''This has been seen after a MMR (measles,mumps,rubella) vaccination, and was diagnosed as
"salmonellan poisoning by a physician who refused to believe it could be connected to the vaccine.
'lmpairrnent of the ability to write, caused by brain damage.
Inability to move facial muscles, d t i n g in a "mask-liken expression, often with a "frozen smilen.
Also reported in autistic children.
8
Many postencephalitic patients, as well as vaccinedamaged children exhibit this change.
Encephalitis from causes other than vaccines is known to produce severe neurologic damage in the
absence of an acute reaction. Since vaccines are admitted to cause encephalitis, vaccines also have the same
result, regardless of the understandable reluctance of physicians to admit it. Their jobs are at stake. In many
cases with only mild reaction, severe wstenmhalitic com~iicationscan arise months or vears later.
lo~ a k e rA.B,
,
"The Central Nervous System in Infectious Diseases of Childhood" Postgraduate Medicine,
V015, 1949, p.1-12.
l1 The "startle reaction" in infants.
l2 Headache, stiffness of the neck and drowsiness are symptoms relative to menigial involvement.

'
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The fact that many of the symptoms above could be connected was not generally
publicized in professional circles until 1982, when Norman Geschwind and Peter Behan
published their finding of an association among autism, celiac disease, dyslexia, stuttering,
migrane headaches, developmental disabilities and left-handedness, which are all features of
post encephalitic syndrome. Their article caused a bit of a sensation in scientific circles
because of the basic inability of professions to imagine what the connecting thread among
these disparate conditions could be.13 We now know that vaccinations are the connecting
thread, but for physicians and professionals to openly admit that would mean the loss of
their professional license and livelihood which, of course, would serve them right for
participating in this insidious process in the first place. It must be strange to be trapped in
that vicious circle of professional deceit.
The fact that something was going on became apparent in 1943, when world famous
in young people
child psychologist Leo Kanner described 11 cases of a new mental i~lness'~
which he termed "inborn autistic disturbances of affective contact". Initially known as early
infantile autism, these first cases emerged in the United States at the same time as
vaccination against pertussis (whooping cough) was becoming increasingly widespread.
One of the outstanding features of the autistic child was self-absorbed alienation, or
the inability to relate themselves in the normal way to people and situations fiom the very
beginning as infants, living in a world of their own. This also manifests itself as a gross and
sustained impairment of emotional relationships with others, aloofhess, abnormal behavior
toward other people as persons, difficulty in mixing or playing with other children. As these
children become older, they appear to have almost a mechanistic finction and seem to be
without emotional awareness of social interaction or empathic relatedness. No doubt,
vaccinations seem to be the ultimate origin of the "blind date fiom hell" which we have all
experienced at one time or another, and this emotional emptiness is typically what we see
today with young people and the preceding several generations subject to vaccines. The
longer the problem goes on, the worse everything becomes on a social level.
Other psychological symptoms attributed to minimum brain damage (MBD) caused
by post vaccinal encephalitis are ego weakness 15, often with compensating hypersexuality
Geshwind and Behanm bbLefthandedness:Association with immune disease, migrane, and developmental
learning disorder", Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences, Vol79, August 1982, p.5097-5 100.
"~anner, Leo. "Autistic Disturbances of Affective Contact", The Nervous Child II (1942-1943); "The
Concept of Wholes and Parts in Early Infantile Autism", Journal of Pediafrics Vol25, 1944; Leo Kanner
and L.I.Lesser, "Early Int%nt.de Autism: 1943-1955" Pvchiafric Research Reports Vol7, 1957, p55-65.
lS Which may result in a spectnun involving unawareness of personal identity, lack of sense of self,
orientation that the whole world revolves around them, inability to stand exposure to reality and handle
criticism, inability to look another in the eye, inability to understand the significance of "I", fear of taking
initiative, lack of spontaneity, unawareness of risks, inability to comprehend danger, diffuse undirected fear
and anxiety, profound feelings of inadequacy and restless aggressiveness. At the time Kanner made people
aware of this, it was in the post WWII era where Freudian psychoanalysis was gaining dominance relative
to the treatment of perceived mental illness, and "autism" represented a rich field for speculation. Early in
1922. Samuel Orton did a studv that connected emotional disturbance with neurological ~roblems.
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and aggression, depression and suicide, resistance to change16, inability to conceptualize
and acquire experience, intellectual fragmentation, constant search for structure1',
development of contact disorders, development of feelings of inadequacy and sociopathic
personality structures, and tendencies toward commission of violent criminal acts.
As the neurological basis for all of this was gradually understood, the characteristic
alienation, withdrawal and ego weakness (initially seen as a casual observation) were
discovered to be the effect of a sense-perception disorder. Ordinarily, when we receive
information through the senses, we extract meaning and organize it in the form of concepts
or ideas. These are stored in the memory and recalled when necessary. In this way, sense
perception and memory assist in the acquisition of everience. Minimum brain damage,
however slight, has an effect on this process. Severely autistic children seem to have a
preoccupation with sensory impressions, and are unable to organize them into functional
patterns. Furthermore, the process of maturing involves moving beyond concrete sense
perception into the world of abstraction. This process is impacted by situations where
immature development and organization of the fiontal and temporal lobes has taken place,
hence the person affected cannot create and manipulate the symbols which normal people
use to represent and act upon external reality. Testing of austistics has also disclosed
damage to both the brainstem and cranial nerves. Thus, neurological research demonstrates
that developmental delay reflects an actual biological delay in maturation of the brain and
nervous system. This can manifest itselfin the failure to develop abstract reasoning and the
relative inability to process symbolic information.

In the 1 9 6 0 ' ~there
~ was .a tremendous upsurge in childhood autism, and parents
went in droves to psychiatrists. This increased prevalence of autism matches and reflects the
expansion of mandated vaccination programs during the same time period. Today, autism is
a real growth industry. The same parallels can be found in every country on the planet.
But what does this have to do with most people, you ask, since most people do not
appear to be classified .as autistic? The answer is that post vaccinal encephalitis manifests
itself on a sliding scale of minimum brain damage that also manifests as other physiolog7cal
and psychological conditions.

Hyperactivity began to manifest itself within about a decade after the first cases of
childhood autism began to appear in the mid-1950's. In 1963, the U.S. Public Health
Service listed nearly 100 symptoms and signs associated with hyperactivity, and changed the
designation to minimal brain &sfunction. The expression "minimum brain damage"(MBD)
is more accurate, since dyshction is a consequence of actual brain damage. In 1971, Paul
post WWII osvchologv. this connection was lost and osvchiatrv and vsvchoanalysis became woular. With
the true cause suppressed, new industries were bom, and with time the petroleum-backed pharmaceutical
industries joined in. The cause was buried.
l6 Control is threatened by change, so change is what is feared the most.
" Music supplies structure. It is no coincidence that rock music surfaced just as the first vaccinated
generation came of age. The deeper the neurological problem, the deeper the search for structure. It is no
surprise that the evolution of 140 beat per minute music, as well as the deep bass of rap music, evolved.
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Wender, a leading authority at the time, wrote that MBD "occurs in conjunction with and is
possibly the basis of virtually all categories of childhood behavior disturbances. It is
probably the most common single entity seen in child guidance clinic^."'^ Even the Ivy
League schools had something to say about MBD. A study at Yale Medical School in 1984
revealed that MBD is "perhaps the most common and time-consuming problems in current
pediatric practice."1g Even the AMA admits the severity of the objective problem.20 It is
estimated that MBD affects up to 20% of school children * I , and is at this point referred to
as Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder, which the schools are treating with Ritalin and
other stimulant drugs.u These drugs themselves can induce hrther damage in children with
MBD."
Children who have MBD often have a limited attention span, even when of normal
or superior IQ, and they do poorly in school because they are distracted easily and fail to
complete work in the allotted time, often resulting in the label "absent-minded". MBD
children may also have an excessively long attention span, and can spend a long time on a
project until they are completely done. It is possible for children to grow out of MBD, but
this happens only in very mild cases; attention span difficulties and other problems,
however, can continue into adult life. There is no cure once MBD has occurred. Medical
and psychiatric approaches to MBD, as mentioned, involve heavy use of drugs to suppress
or modify symptoms of MBD.

In the same way that researchers found that autism was associated with many
nervous symptom problems in 1982, they found that MBD syndrome was associated with
mental retardation, seizures, cerebral palsy and other neurological signs and problems which
do not readily fit into behavioral or emotional categories, despite the concerted effort to fit
them into such categories. Because autism is essentially an MBD problem, all the problems
associated with it are also reflected in other MBD categories. That is, the MBD syndrome is
also associated with left-handedness, clumsiness, seizure disorders, etc.

'' Wender, Paul H., Minimal Brain Dyfinction in Children, New York, Wiley Interscience, 1971.
Shaywitz, S.E, "Diagnosis and Management of Attention Deficit Disorder: A Pediatric Perspective",
Pediatric Clinics ofNorth America Vol3 1 NO2, April 1984, pp.429-457.
20
The Journal of the American Medical Association in 1988 called MBD "the single most prevalent
disability reported by elementary schools and one of the most common referral problems to child psychiatry
outpatient clinics. It is probably the most researched problem in child psychiatry". Which of course explains
why they will not admit the link to vaccination, as too much money is being made by treating a neurological
deficit as only a psychological aberration.
21
Coulter, H., "Vaccination, Social Violence and Criminality: The Medical Assault on the American
Brain", North Atlantic Books, 1990, p.60.
Ritalin is the generic name for Methylphenidate. Children with existing MBD can develop Tourette
Syndrome, involmtary tics, after taking Ritalin. Tourette Syndrome is a non-benign condition that makes
the individual's life insupportable, causing many to commit suicide, and these new symptoms due to Ritalin
can also be irreversible. The e f f ' is not dose dependent but idiosyncratic.
f3 T
.I.Lidksy suggested in 1981 that the full range of risks associated with drug-induced brain disorders
has not been established. L i w et al., "Are Movement Disorders the Most Serious Effects of Maintenance
Therapy with Anti-psychotic Drugs?' Biological Psychiatry Vol 16 No. 12, 1981, pp. 1189-1194.
l9
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It is interesting that in 1987 a Washington Post-ABC News poll revealed that 16% of
all Americans under 30 years of age are left-handed or ambidextrous, as opposed to only
12% of those under sixty. This is significant, because it ties the production ofMBD in the
population to svecific time p e r i d that lust happen to coincide with all the maior
vaccination proprams in the United States. Another survey revealed that 13% of 20 year
olds were lefties, compared to 5% of persons in their fifties." Sleep disturbances are also
very common in this population25,and the emergence of MBD around 1955 also coincided
with the emergence of this problem. Of course, it was viewed as strictly a psychiatric
problem to be controlled with therapy and brain-altering drugs, fbrther damaging the brain
and psyche of all concerned. Since 1970, a new condition in adults arose, labeled "delayed
sleep phase syndrome" - inability to fall asleep before the early hours of the morning. MBD
children grown up. In addition, urinary control problems accompany this MBD ~ o n d i t i o n . ~ ~
Children, adolescents and adults with MBD can also have appetite disorders,
refbsing to eat even when hungry. Those suffering from anorexia nervosa may in fact suffer
from MBD, together with Psychosocial concerns about appearance. Anorexia can also be
caused by the very amphetamines given to children to control hyperactivity. MBD children
may also suffer fiom bulimia, also a condition which, like anorexia, came into prominence
in the 1960's. Surveys indicate that 15% of adolescent girls in the United States experience
serious problems with either anorexia or bulimia. Interestingly, hyperactivity seems to
predominate in MBD males and eating disorders in MBD females - at least as visible
physiological problems. Very often, the psychological and behavioral problems are much
more severe.
The Problem of Allergic Reaction to Vaccination
As early as 1938, the relationship between allergies, vaccination and encephalitis has
been a topic of medical investigation.*' In 1954, it was additionally' noted by researchers
that the common factor in the pathology of encephalitis fiom vaccination was "anaphylactic
hypersensitivity."28 Stanford University performed experiments in 1983 which gave
. ~is
indications that children with existing allergies many overreact to pertussis v a c ~ i n e It
interesting to note that 80% of autistic children and adults have severe allergies, as well as
high levels of serotonin in the brain, released during the process of allergic and anaphylactic
reaction. One of the most serious allergies is to products containing wheat or gluten. It is
There is a possibility that the epidemic of vaccine-induced sub-clinical encephalitis since 1945 has
generated a disproportionate incidence of left-handedness and ambidexterity in the under forty or under
thirty age groups.
25 Kaplan, B.J., "Sleep D
isturbance in Preschool-Aged Hyperactive and Nonhyperactive Children"
Pediatrics, Vol7, 195 1, p.60-68.
26 Over 11 million adults are thought to have this problem. Washington Post, Sept 2, 1987.
27 Finley, K.H., "Pathogenesis of Encephalitis Occurring With Vaccination, Variola and Measlesn AU4
Archives ofleurology and Psychiatry Vol39, 1938, pp. 1047-1054.
*' Miller,H.G. et al, "Neurological Sequelae of Prophylactic Inoculation" ,1954.
Coulter, H, et al, DPT: A Shot in the Dark, New York, Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, 1985.
"
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also known that hyperactive and MBD individuals also manifest a high level of allergic
reaction. It is interesting to note that the autoimmune diseases - rheumatoid arthritis,
systemic lupus, erythematosus, allergic rhinitis, wheat allergy (celiac disease), pernicious
anemia and others also came to prominence in the 1950's.
In 1970, researcher G.A. Rosenburg theorized that 'h autoimmune allergic
mechanism has been postulated as the cause of post-vaccinal encephalitis, possibly with an
initial invasion of the nervous system by a virus, with a subsequent antigen-antibody
reaction".

In 1982, Israeli scientists found autistic children to have a 'bell mediated immune
response to brain tissue", suggesting that a neural autoimmune reaction may play a p&t in
the pathogenesis of autism. Researchers in both France and the United States have found
the immune system of autistic children to be hypersensitive. Of course, all this is 'Mer the
fact". It either does not occur to these researchers that the true source of the problem is the
vaccination process, or they suspect it and are &aid for their lives or jobs, which of course
depend on the true cause being hidden in the first place.
The Mechanism of Encephalitic Damage from Vaccines
One of the keys to understanding what is happening is to understand that the myelii
sheath, the fatty protective coating around the nerves, spreads through the nervous system
in developmental stages. The myelin sheath, in some nerves, does not even begin to grow
until the child is at least eight months old. In fact, the growth of the insulating sheath
proceeds at different rates in different areas in the nervous system for the first 15 years of
life. In some areas, growth of myelin continues until the mid 40's. What does this mean?
When cultural vaccination programs initiate neurotoxic processes in early childhood, it
severely affects the development of the nervous system by impacting growth of the nervous
system. Myelination processes begin in the phylogenetically older parts of the brain, such as
the brain stem, and then moves to the areas of the nervous system that have developed
recently in humans. Obviously, the cerebral hemispheres and the cerebral cortex are the last
to be protected. The sheath is necessary for the development of the nerves, so when the
cultural vaccination programs inject h d l toxins into a newborn infant or children, the
myelination process is interrupted to one degree or another and MBD occurs.
In 1947, Isaac Karlin suggested that stuttering was caused by 'delay in the
myelinization of the cortical areas in the brain concerned with speech."30 In 1988, research
by Dietrich and others using MRI imaging of the brains of infants and children from four
days old to 36 months of age have found that those who were developmentally delayed had
immature patterns of myelination. It has also been found that impairment of these processes
can alter neural communication without necessarily causing severe CNS damage.31 So,
30~arlin,
B.J, "A Psychosomatic Theory of Stuttering"Journal of Speech Disorders Vol 12, 1947, p.319.
Dietrich, R B et a1 'MR Evaluation of Early Myelination Patterns in Normal and Developmentally
Delayed Infants" April, 1988.
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these facts have been satisfactorily proven by science, but ignored and suppressed by
mainstream medical establishment. Babies and children pay the price, and society pays the
price when these individuals grow up and begin to exhibit aberrant behavior, affecting social
structure, increasing crime and necessitating more authoritarian social control mechanisms.
We can see that the assocition between post-encephalitic syndrome and either
demyelination or incomplete myelination of the brain is pretty straight forward. In might be
mentioned at this point that polio, or poliomyelitis, involves a breakdown of the myelin
shealth, which causes paralysis. We also know that encephalitis, whether caused through
disease or as a result of vaccination, can cause demyelination of the nerves, and that this has
been known since the 1920's.
The exact role of the allergic reaction in encephalitis was not completely understood
until about 1935, with the discovery by Thomas Rivers of the phenomenon known as
"experimental allergic encephalomyelitis," or (EAE). Up until 1935, it was assumed that
encephalitis was caused by some viral or bacterial infection of the nervous system, and a
search began in the 1920's for some organism that might cause the problem. Rivers was
able to produce brain inflammation in laboratory monkeys by injecting them repeatedly with
extracts of sterile n o d rabbit brain and spinal cord material, and this made it quite
apparent that encephalitis was an allergzc reaction. This explains the association of
allergies and autoimmune states with prior cases of encephalitis.
In 1922, the smallpox vaccination program caused an outbreak of encephalitis, with
a secondary result of Guillain-Barre Syndrome, an ascending paralysis ending in death. For
some reason, the fact that the vaccinations were directly connected was hidden fiom the
public until 1 9 4 2 . ~In~ 1953 it was realized that some of the epidemic children's diseases,
measles in particular, were demonstrating an increased propensity to attack the central
nervous system. This indicated a growing allergic reaction in the population to both the
diseases and the vaccinations for the diseases. In 1978, British researcher Roger Bannister
observed that the demyelinating diseases were getting more serious "because of some
abnormal process of sensitization of the nervous system." I submit that the process of
increased sensitivity was a normal occurance - it could only be seen as abnormal if the
connection between the vaccines and the sensitization process, which by then should have
been obvious with the research conducted, was deliberately ignored. The fact of the matter
is that it is a matter of record that it was known that vaccinations produced encephalitis
since 1926. The sensitization of the population was being enhanced by vaccination
programs. Someone had to know, since the comection was a matter of record.
Now, people who suffer fiom certain degrees and aspects of MBD are less likely to
have success in getting along in society. Not unexpectedly, as the number of MBD people
increases and the number of people unable to relate to others because of degradation of the
nervous system increases, the number of unsuccessfbl social interactions leading to
unacceptable social behavior will also increase. A look at the statistics proves this to be the

'' Neal, J.B, Encephalitis: a Clinical Study, New York, Grune and Stratton, 1942.
544
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case. At the end of this chapter is a general chronological breakdown reflecting these
trends. Some of the statistics are as follows:
The murder rate doubled between 1960 and 1980, fiom four per 100,000 people
(4:100,000) to 8:100,000. In 1987, there were over 20,000 murders in the United States.
The largest increase was between 1960 and 1970. The murder rate in Western Europe
remained at an even 1: 100,000. The general figures for crimes of all categories went from
4,000: 100,000 in 1971 to 6000: 100,000 in 1980. It has stabilized around 5,000: 100,000.
Between 1970 and 1980, the number of arson incidents rose 325%. In 1933, the
incidence of violent crime (murder, rape, robbery) was 200: 100,000. By the 1940's it had
declined to 100: 100,000, but by 1963 it was back to the 1933 level. Since 1963, it has
climbed steadily, reaching 500: 100,000 in 1978 and 650: 100,000 in 1987. You really
cannot blame all of this just on the concept of poverty, since it is three times higher today
than in 1933 and six times higher than in the 1940's. The crimes are also taking on an air of
real brutality, even those performed by females. In 1969 only 12% of female adolescents
committed violent acts. By 1979, it had risen to 48%. Child abuse started to become a
public problem in during the Bush and Reagan administration in the 1980's. In 1986, there
were 2.1 million reports of child abuse in the United States - a 200% rise since 1976.
The prison population has doubled since 1970. In California, it tripled between 1977
and 1988, after only 10 years. Today the ratio of people in prison is 250: 100,000 (in
comparison, it was 29: 100,000 in 1850. The characteristics of murder changed from being
predominately one between people who knew each other before 1963, but after 1963 it
began to accelerate to where people are murdered by people they don't even know, more
often than by someone they do know.
It was noted in 1988 that adults with a history of attention-deficit hyperactivity
disorder (ADHD) are predominant in the felon popoulation in prisons.33A large majority of
the prison population involved in serious crime appear to have been categorized as
hyperactive in their youth. Hyperactivity often declines in MBD affected individuals, and is
replaced by aggressiveness and a hair-trigger tempe?4, with MBD individuals as adults
showing destructive impulsive behavior. Other common features with violent criminals are
short attention spans, dyslexia, general learning disabilities, dysgraohia, dyscalcula (inability
to perform basic calculations), defective sequential memory, and reading disabilities, all of
which contribute to a condition of social incompatibility. It is interesting to note that in
1970, it was found that 33% of children with conduct disorders were reading disabled.
Students are graduated fiom high school with a reading level equivalent to that in second or
third grade. The schools cannot cope with the increased number of MBD students, and are
graduating them just to get rid of them. Those with MBD conduct disorders eventually

of the American Medical Association Vol259 No 17, May 6, 1988; Cowart,V.S. ADHD article.
34 ~ i k T
eimothy McVeigh, charged with the bombing of the Oklahoma City federal building in April 1995
or Ted Bundy, violent with hypersexual impulses.

" Journal
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move psychologically to where they have sociopathic personalities involving childish
egotism and self-centeredness bound to conflict with ordinary society.
In 1928, A British physician noted that changes in morals and character in patients
who have had encephalitis reveal "a curious uniformity". All those who were neurologically
damaged react their own inability to successfully interact with society with aggression,
impulsive unreflective behavior and irrationality. Adolescents within the vast spectrum
involving MBD are often drawn to drugs and alcohol by the need to offset hyperactivity, or
by an inherent realization that they somehow do not feel normal, unable to cope with life's
ordinary stresses.
The pertussis vaccination program was rather sporadic in the 1920's and 1930's,
becoming widespread during and after World War II. The appearance of autism and
learning disabilities reflects the growth of the vaccination program. Vaccinations yielded the
first autistics in the early 1940's. Learning disabilities emerged eight or ten years later, when
the children of this same generation were seen to have chronic difficulties in school. The
learning disabled children of the early 1950's were brothers and sisters of the autistics of the
early 1940's. The generation born in 1945, and thus exposed for the first time to
widespread vaccination, came of age in 1963, when they reached the age of 18. The year
1963 also marked the beginning of the general decline of intelligence in the United States - a
fact revealed when the generation in 1963 took entrance examinations for college and the
military. In 1963, the average SAT verbal score was 478 and the math was 502. It began to
decline until by 1980 the verbals score was 424 and the math 466. The scores today are the
lowest ever recorded. Tests given to military recuits in the 1970's showed their mental
capacity to be signrficantiy lower than recruits between 1941 and 1945. In 1977, a panel
was convened to ascertain the reasons for the IQ decline, and 79 hypotheses were
advanced. None proved to explain the problem. The vaccination problem was not one of the
79 hypotheses.

A national study in 1988 found that mathematical ability has virtually vanished in
American adolescents. Half the applicants for college cannot read at the 10th grade level or
solve eighth grade problems in mathematics.
In 1965, Congress passed the Immunization Assistance Act. More and more states
extended their vaccination programs and made them obligatory. By 1970, physicians
encountered a whole new group of neurologically defective four and five-year-olds. A 1986
National Health Review Survey found that between 1969 and 1981, the prevalence of
"activity-limiting chronic conditions" in children younger that 17 had increased, for no
understandable reason, almost 44%. Almost all of the increase occurred between 1969 and
1975. Most of these conditions are readily associated with post encephalitic syndrome. All
of the childhood respiratory diseases increased 47%, childhood asthma 65%, mental and
nervous system disorders 80%, personality and non-psychotic mental disorders went up
over 300%, diseases of the eyes and ears increased 120%, with hearing loss increasing 129
percent. In 1993, President Bill Clinton proposed a National Vaccination Program.

-

"Nothing ever happens in politics by accident. If it happens, it was planned that way" FDR
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Psycho-Chemical Treatment of MBD Children
In 1922, Samuel Tory Orton did a study which made a connection between
neurological damage and subsequent behavioral problems1. This major insight, which
might be quite obvious today, was suppressed right after World War II when the growing
influence of the Rockefeller-based petroleum industry, which also supported Nazi
Germany with h d s and supplies enabling them to rise to power2, began to realize that
neurologically caused behavioral patterns could be a source of income for the petroleumbased pharmaceutical industry, some of which had its roots with the I.G.Farben complex
and its American subsidiary. Furthermore, psychiatry and psychotherapy, as well as
general psychology, mostly fiom Germany, combined with the growing pharmaceutical
industry to completely bury the growing cause of behavioral problems and replace it with
psycho-pharmaceutical treatment of syrnptomology. Also imported into the United States
towards the end of World War 11 was all of the technical expertise on psychotechnical
manipulation acquired fiom Nazi experimentation on prisoners.3
The source of behavior and conduct disorders in the population would gradually
move after World War 11 fiom simple matters of 'hltural adjustment" to
neurophysiological problems caused by growing environmental pollution fiom the
chemical industry and fiom biochemical experimentation on the population4, compounded
with a growing interest in electromagnetic mind control protocols. Since the protocols of
experimentation and control of the neurology of the population had to be hidden, the
resultant effects had to be blamed on '~sychologicalmaladjustment", and treatment by
drugs and therapy, lest the true causes and their effect on human neurology be discovered,
in which case massive litigation against and persecution of the establishment would begin,
forcing termination or alteration of experimental protocols and loss of psychosocial
control that would spread internationally.
With the foregoing in mind, and especially in reference to treatment of those
neurologically damaged by vaccine technologies, we see that childhood and adolescent
post-encephalitic disorders, as exterior symptoms and behavioral manifestations, succumb
to psycho-babble, and are now benignly referred to as attention-deficit-hyperactivity
disorder (ADHD) and similar "syndromes", all treatable by therapy and drugs.
Samuel Orton, who worked on the relationship between stuttering and dyslexia in the 1920's and

19307s,realized that "emotional disturbances" originate in "neurologic reality". It is this link between
mental illness, neurology and subsquent behvioral manifestation which was broken as described.
The Unseen Hand,Epperson, 1985,Publius Press, Tucson,Arizona, Chapter 24, WWII, pp264-284.
Some 55,000 Nazi intelligence, national security, psychosocial and scientific personnel came to the U.S.
Which produced an ever-growing number of minimally brain damaged individuals. Furthermore, in
recent decades, any neurological interpretation of mental illness, combined with the cultural pawbgm of
body identification (the body is the person) and its subsequent derivative that the brain is the source of
consciousness relative to the individual entity, reflects a conservative political stance that promotes a basic
unwillingness to assist the low-income social groups whose inferior economic status (created by the power
s t r u m by design) gives rise to "emotional" disabilities requiring politico-medical intervention. It
doesn't occur to anyone to curtail future cases by curtailing vaccination programs.
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The Worldwide Use of Methylphenidate (Ritalin) on MBD Children

We have already reviewed the manifestation of minimally brain damaged children,
the causes and symptomology. As if the predisposition of the medical and psychological
community to treat external manifestations of neurological behavior disorders with drugs
wasn't enough, the neurological changes caused by MBD predispose those affected to
seek consolation in alcohol and drugs, which research has shown to be ultimately provided
by the State. Adding to the State-provided illicit drugs are the State-provided
psychotropic drugs destined for the allopathic 'treatment" of the State-caused
neurological problems, outwardly defined as ADHD and other variations reviewed in the
constantly upgraded Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders @SM-111-R,
recently upgraded to the DSM-IV).
Among the preferred treatment drugs is Ritalin, or methylphenidate hydrochloride,
which is chemically related to amphetamines, which has the paradoxical effect of
mitigating hyperactivity, while covertly causing additional neurological damage insuring
the necessity for a constantly varying series of treatments. Ritalin is manufactured by CibaGeigy, who in 1971 decided to market the drug in the United States. This decision was
critisized by the Swedish Medical Association, who had banned the use of Ritalin in
Sweden ten years earlier because of widespread abuse. According to Ciba-Geigy:
" The mode of action in man is not completely understood, but Ritalin
'presumably' activates the brain stem arousal system and cortex to produce its
stimulant effect. There is neither specific evidence which clearly establishes the
mechanism whereby Ritalin produces its mental or behavioral effects in children, not
conclusive evidence regarding how these effects relate top the condition of the central
nervous system.

That Ciba-Geigy can admit they are marketing a psychotropic drug they don't
understand that produces mental and behavioral effects in children without conclusive
evidence of the effect on the central nervous system is quite telling. In addition, they also
admit:
"Sufficient data on safety and efficacy of long-term use of Ritalin in children are
not yet available. Patients requiring long-term therapy should be carefully monitored.
Ritalin should be given cautiously to emotionally unstable patients, such as those with a
history of drug dependence or alcoholism. Chronic use can lead to psychic
dependence with varying degrees of abnormaltty. Frank psychotic episodes can occur.
There have been reports of Tourettes Syndrome and toxic psychosis. "

Notice above they are saying that 'hufficient data on safety and efficacy of longterm use of Ritalin in children are not yet available." Not yet available? How long does it
take? Ritalin has been in use almost 30 years. Secondly, 'patients requiring long-term
Physicians Desk Reference, 1991, p.865.
Ibid, p.865.
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therapy..." Wait. They have had it for 30 years and have not established safety or
effectiveness for long-term use but they encourage patients to have long-term therapy?
This seems to follow the pattern of all pharmaceutical drugs and manufacturers,
doesn't it? Casual, criminal negligence and indifference - as long as the financial profit is
there or until enough people suffer fiom the product. Let's continue with the word from
Ciba:
" Ritalin is indicated as an integral part of a total treatment program for a
stabilizing effect in children with a behavioral syndrome characterized by the following
group of developmentally inappropriate symptoms: moderate to severe distractibilty,
short attention span, hyperactivity, emotional lability, and impulsivity. Specific etiology
of the syndrome is unknown. Learning may be impaired. "

'

Nothing like a 'total treatment program" with a 30-year-old drug with unknown
effects on a child's central nervous system. The indications for use of Ritalin are listed by
Ciba as:
Attention Deficit Disorders (previously known as Minimal Brain Dysfunction in
Children). Other terms being used to describe the behavioral syndrome include
Hyperkinetic Child Syndrome, Minimal Brain Damage, Minimal Cerebral Dysfunction
and Minor Cerebral Dysfunction."

It is assumed you see the connection to previous chapters by now. As previously
mentioned, the up-and-coming name tag for this syndrome is Attention-Deficit
Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD).' Interestingly, after reviewing everything available at
state libraries and computerized medical databases, there are several predictions possible
on a social basis should this psychotechnical abuse continue. ADHD is moving toward
being defined as a 'genetic disorder" or a 'biochemical imbalance" requiring treatment
with psychotropic drugs. The bio-medicalization of education. If ADHD becomes legally
defined in this way, it will label six to 12 million children as handicapped, as well as
biochemically and genetically flawed. It will put millions of children on a highly addictive
Class 11 drug that has not shown any positive long tenn beneficial educational, social or
behavioral effects. Despite the effort to classifL individuals in this way, no evidence could
be located anywhere that proves a biochemical or genetic cause for the disorder. We know
what the true cause is. To avoid W e r confirsion, instead of ADAD or ADD, we will
refer to the manifested syndrome as MBD.
In 1992, MBD was recognized as the most common neurobehavioral disorder of
children. Estimates with or without the element of hyperactivity range fiom 10-20% of all
7

Ibid. p.866.
Ibid. p.865.
ADHD as a definition came into being in 1987 with the publication of the DSM-111-R (revised), where a
single delinition was proposed where a child was considered to manifest ADHD if 8 or more of 14
symptoms are exhibited. School Psychology Review, 1991, Vol 20 No.2. Sounds like the same process
where they "redefined"AIDS, doesn't it? It is.
8
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~hildien.'~The DSM -111 diagnostic criteria for MBD is a disturbance of at least 6 months
during which at least 8 of the following criteria are present:"
9 Often fidgets with hands or feet or squirms in seat (adolescents may be limited

to subjective feelings of restlessness.
P Has difficulty remaining seated when required to do so.
P Is easily distracted by extrane,ous stimuli.
9 Has difficulty awaiting turn in game or group situations.
9 Often blurts out answers to questions before they have been completed.
9 Has difficulty following through on instructions fiom others.
9 Has difficulty sustaining attention in tasks or play activities
9 Often shifts fiom one uncompleted activity to another.
9 Has diculty playing quietly.
9 Often talks excessively.
9 Often interrupts or intrudes on others.
9 Often does not seem to listen to what is being said.
9 Often loses things necessary for tasks or activities.
P Often engages in physically dangerous activities without considering
possible consequences.
Ritalin Production Quotas
IGlograms per Year WorMnide

-1

lo Dylcman et al, 'Research synthesis on assessment and characteristics of children with attention deficit
disorder", referencing work of Shaywitz and Shaywitz, 1992.
DSM-III-R criteria for Disruptive Behavior Disorders.
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Grams of Ritalin Used By Country 1991
United States
Canada
Mexico
Japan
Germany
Chile
Cuba
South Afiica
Australia
Bulgaria
Switzerland
Israel
Equador
Norway
Belgium
Brazil
Panama
China
Nicaragua
Columbia
United Kingdom
New Zealand
France
Luxembourg
Austria
Spain
Italy
The above table is quite revealing, in that the amount of Ritalin used seems to be
directly proportional to the suppression level of the population. Notice that the 4th Reich,
the United states1*, is right on top with the most repressive allopathic medical system. In
the United States, Idaho has the highest use of Ritalin, with 1761 grams for every 100,000
people, followed by Alaska (1495), Michigan (1416), Wisconsin (1391), Iowa (1328),
Indiana (1325), Georgia (1294), Ohio (1264), Virginia (1241), Minnesota (1224),
Montana (1 174), Alabama (1 130), South Carolina (1 124), Missouri (1072) and Utah
1028). AU of the remaining states use Ritalin below 1000 gr/100,000, with the Virgin
Islands (42) the lowest.l3

'*

Since the corporate structure of the United States, through Standard and Union Oil, supported the
buildup of Nazi Germany, then transported 55,000 Nazi scientists over here, then developed the ultimate
psychotechnical society of repression and mind control, this label seemsjustified historically.
All these are 1992 figures measured in grams used per 100,000 people.

"
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Parallels Between Medical Treatment of MBD Syndrome
with Medical Treatment of AIDS Syndrome and Gulf War Syndrome

Syndromes are not diseases but general conditions with multiple contributing
causes. Allopathic medicine, with its reptilian 'Slash and bum" orientation towards drugs,
surgery and radiation, must maintain itself in the face of a growing awareness in the
population of the true nature of its approach to health. Allopathic medicine historically
uses several techniques to do this. The nature of allopathic medicine is grounded in
pseudo-scientific biological misinterpretations of 19th century medical practice, and by
propaganda maintains the mass belief system of the population as close to the 19th century
paradigm as it can. One of the components maintaining this mass belief system is fear, and
one of the techniques for maintaining the fear is to come up with new medical 'problems"
for insertion into the public mind - medical application of Hegelian philosophy. Cause a
problem coverty, present a solution that represents an element of gain that does not
resolve the problem, and look for the next opportunity.
The upper echelons of the medical community, supported by mainstream
foundations, chemical and pharmaceutical companies and the medical industrial complex,
know the causes for most of todays problems. Discovery of these true causes within the
mass mind of the population would be hazardous to their health, so syndromes are
marketed and promoted as singular 'tliseases7'inthe context of the 19th century allopathic
paradigm in order to conceal the causes and maintain financial gain. As was mentioned
earlier, there is definitive proof that the medical comm~nity'~knew about vaccinal
encephalitis in 1926, and that that the causes of MBD are known today, but since
allopathic medicine focuses on symptoms, the causes remain unaddressed. Let's look at
some bullets:

P Collective symptoms are marketed as singular diseases. Vaccination paradigms
plus chemical irritation cooperate to cause MBD, but it is marketed as a disease requiring
additional treatment using drugs and psychotherapy, fbrther damaging the patient. The
general decline in the immune system of the population is because of the 'Injection" of
chemicals and biological weaponry into society, assisting the syndrome of "AIDS" which
is marketed as a disease having a singular cause which has never actually been proven. The
treatment is fbrther administration of toxic compounds, killing the patient.
P The definitions of these 'tliseases" are micromanaged and adjusted to maximize
profit and financial gain. The criteria for ADHD currently involves having a certain
number of symptoms fiom a list. The criteria for AIDS originally involved having a certain
number of symptoms fiom a list. The criteria for GWS involves having certain symptoms
fiom a list. The definition for 'tliseases" are then expanded to encompass more

l 4 When the term 'hedical community" is used in this context, we mean the controlling elements of the
medical community. We all know that the majority of doctors are "sucked into" this and can't get out.
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individuals, mimicking a 'bowing problem" and insuring more financial gain for research
and an expanding paradigrn-based bureaucracy.

>

When Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Syndrome, Acquired Human
Imrnonodeficiency Syndrome and Gulf War Syndrome are all examined, the element of
denial and suppression of cause is followed by definition of disease, which is followed by
declaration of authorized treatment, followed by expansion of definition, followed by
suppression of alternative treatment, followed by redefinition of disease, followed by
redefinition of authorized treatment, accompanied by statements of 'heed for more
research" and a continuing process of collection of money. The same parallels can be
found in the cancer industry, the diabetes industry, etc.

> MBD, AIDS and GWS are all degenerative in nature, and all involve an assault
on the brain and the immune system.

> MBD, AIDS and GWS are all deliberately caused. Because of the visibility of
GWS, combined with the fact that it is communicable and affecting the families and
unborn children of military members, it might end up being the straw that breaks the
camels back if enough people press hard enough.

Appearance of Resistance and Cracks in the ADHD Syndrome Paradigm
In accordance with the experiential maxim 'you can't fool all the people all the
time'', many professionals are starting to question the externalized MBD paradigm of
ADHD. Most notably, work has been done by the Chesapeake Institute preparing
executive summaries of research done on the ADHD paradigm, and some interesting
questions from health professionals are starting to emerge. Many of the questions stem
fiom growing evidence that supports what we already know - that ADHD is a
symptomology which reflects neurological abnormality, not a psychosocial disorder, but
they are still missing out on the cause of the problem because the true facts are being
suppressed by the upper echelons of the medical industrial complex.
For instance, in 1991 a piece entitled 'Neurological Basis of ADHD lS was
quoted as saying: " Table 1 lists a number of neuroanatomically-based hypotheses
about the brain regions that may be involved in ADHD. Generally these hypotheses
implicate subcortical structures believed important in arousal and the regulation of
motor control, or they propose the involvement of both subcortical and cortico-frontal
systems. Laufer, Denhoff and Solomons (1957 also proposed that midbrain structures
(thalamus, hypothalamus) may be involved in ADHD. However, specific structures and
neurotransmitters involved are largely unknown and research into the contributions of
hormones related to the hypothalamus has not been fruitful. Investigative
methodologies employed in examining sub-cortical structures and their functional
George Hynd, Kelly Hem, Kytja Voeller and Richard Marshall, School Psychology Review, Vol 20,

No.2, 1991.
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systems have limited our ability to adequately validate some of these theories. It is
relevant to note that in none of the neuroimaging studies have the brain scans
appeared to be clinically abnormal; the brains of children with ADHD look normal. As
suggested by the imaging and postmortem studies of dyslexics, these differences may
be related to prenatal deviations in cellular micrration and maturation.

One might ask, what could create prenatal deviations in cellular migration and
maturation? The response of an immature immune and nervous system to attack by
injected foreign antigens and exposure to carcinogenic vaccine adjuvants? The evidence
seems to indicate that this is the case, but the deviations don't have to occur prenatally,
since the same effect manifests itself in infants who experience post-vaccinal MBD. The
fact that the symptoms are being deliberately passed off as the cause is an essential part of
the allopathic paradigm. Children with MBD manifesting external ADD grow up to be
adolescents and adults. It is estimated that as many as 15,000,000 adults fall into this
category, although the true figures for post-vaccinal MBD probably come closer to 80
million in the United States alone.
Stupid Is As Stupid Does
In reference to the externalized phenomenon of ADD, so-called 'kxperts" have
said some really sad, humorous or stupid things:
>'Dr. Casey told the audience that Ritalin generally served as the first choice of
physicians due to its lack of side effects. Casey noted that, carefblly managed, Ritalin
poses fewer risks for the patient than does aspirin." Ludies Home Journal, 9/93.

> 'The good news is that once diagnosed - through a detail personal history ADD is treatable, either with stimulants such as Ritalin or antidepressants.." (same ref).

> 'Medication had little impact on changing this pattern of family behavior.
Finally, stimulant medication allowed Tom to plan and act less impulsively. Instead of
picking up the first rock he saw, he now looked around for a nice large one. He was also
able to wait until a bus came by before throwing the rock." l6
Grant Us a Grant

Between 1988 and 1993, 18 grants were awarded to researchers working at the
University of Massachusetts Medical Center, Massachusetts General Hospital, the
University of Pittsburgh and the Western Psychiatric Institute, totalling $10,000,000 for
investigation of attention deficit disorders and the generation of psycho-pharmaceutical
approaches to dealing with it. It's another way post-vaccinal MBD is creating quite a
business after the fact.
l6

Goldstein and Goldstein "Hyperactivity Why Won't My Child Pay Attention?" Chapter 11.
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The allopathic paradigm is not without its pitfalls. In 1988, Stephan Breuning,
billed as "d psychologist and prominent authority on drug treatment for mentally retarded
children who are hyperactive': pleaded guilty to charges of scientj?~fimd in the first
criminal case brought against a federally h d e d researcher. He has repeatedly falsified
data in a study he conducted at the University of Pittsburgh ( h d e d for more than
$160,000 by the National Institutes of Mental Health) that used Ritalin and Dexeakine
with young subjects."
Bullets on ADHD Bureaucracy

In 1993, the Children's Disability Program served 770,000 at a cost of $3.6
billion; the program is a component of the entitlement program called Supplemental
Security Income. If MBD children, by their external symptoms, qualify for the CDP, their
parents are paid additional money on a monthly basis, and parents are not required to use
the money for therapeutic or medical aid." It is also a fact that Ciba-Geigy, maker of
Ritalin, financially backs organizations and lobbies to make ADD an officially sanctioned
handicapping condition requiring use of Ritalin. Researchers with grants fiom the National
Insitutes of Mental Health (NIMH) and other federally fimded research programs often
staff organizations ( O D )dedicated to maintain the paradigm of the disorder they are
h d e d to research, and many of them are paid by drug companies. Why is it claimed that
11,000 studies have been done on ADD, yet there are no studies on the long-term effects
of Ritalin, no studies on educational or instructional intervention, and no basic
demographics released on this 'tiisorder" such as race and ethic background? By now, you
know the answer to these questions - questions that are starting to be raised on a cultural
level by parents and educators who are becoming suspicious. What is going to happen
culturally when they find out the truth?

Janny Scott, 'Researcher Admits Faking Data to get $160,000 in Funds", ' Los Angeles Times, Sept 20,
1988, p.3,27.
I* Bob Woodward and Benjamin Weiser, "Costs Soar for Children's Disablity Program" WashingtonPost
Feb 4, 1994.
I'
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The 1991 Childrens Vaccine Initiative (CVI)
launched at the 1990 World Summit for Children in New York
Information h m the Journal of the British Medical Association, h c e t , 1991.

"Just over a year ago, scientists were debating how childhood irnmunisation programmes
might be improved through the use of new vaccine technologies. That consensus, presented at the
World Summit for Children in New York, was that new and combined antigens and stabilisers
could help guarantee more, better, and affordable vaccines for children. The Children's Vaccine
Initiative (CVI) was launched last year to accelerate vaccine development and make use of these
technologies to produce heat-stable, non-parenteral multi-antigen vaccines that might be given just
once, early in life, to protect agamt a dozen or more diseases. The substance of the initiative began
to take form last month in Geneva, at meetings of its management advisory committee and standmg
committee. The CVI strategy devolves from the observation that there have been too few
incentives to encourage the application of science to imrnunisation programmes.
The initiative's objective is to ensure that nations of the developing world have an adequate
supply of affordable, safe and effective vaccines against important diseases. Thus product
development is the central focus of the initiative and is supported by parallel efforts to enhance
research, production and delivery systems. A task force, employing analysis of feasibility and of
economic costs and benefits, will determine how to set priorities and choose investment targets for
CVI. A "situation analysis" will be used to assess the global vaccine market and suggest how
United Nations agencies and bilateral donors who support immunisation programmes in
developing countries might use their purchasing power and market share to iduence vaccine
developers to meet the needs of the developing world. The World Health Organisation will
investigate how new multivalent vaccines can be incorporated into the immunisation schedules of
the Expanded Programme on Immunisation. Other task forces will inquire into technology
transfer to manufacturers in developing countries and into the inclusion of commercial vaccine
producers as collaborators in CVI.
Small teams will be assembled to manage the development of specific vaccine projects
under CVI. The first two will tackle controlled-release tetanus toxoid vaccines and heat-stable
oral polio vaccines. The objective of the former is to obviate the need for booster doses; that of
the latter to develop a polio vaccine that will remain potent "in the pocket for a week"

CK' Sfive foundation agencies - WUO, UNICEF, m e RocRefeller Foundation, and the

-

World Bank retain thefinal decision makrng authority through the standmg committee, which
appoints a management advisory committee to help guide policy decisions. The CVI consultative
group will meet on December 16th and 17th in Geneva, and all finding has been pledged by
UNICEF, VlWP, World Bank, and the Rockefeller Foundation. The Agency for Cooperation
in International Health, a private foundation in Japan, and the US Agency for International
Development expect to join UNICEF in supporting the situation analysis, which carries a
provisional budget of $250,000. The total CVI budget amounts to approximately $50,000,000 over
the next five years."

EDITOR NOTE:The Rockefeller Foundation is aligned with CIA objectives, accordq to Dr.
Julius Mader, Soviet Intelligence Service (KGB),in a monograph entitled "The CIA 500".
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The Rise of Multiple Personality Disorders, Ritual Abuse and
U.S. Intelligence Agency Involvement in Covert MPD Operations
A Review of the Multiple Personality Disorder

The earliest recorded multiple personality disorder was related by Paracelsus in
1646, involving a woman who was amnesic for an alter personality she reported as
stealing her money.' In 1791, Eberhardt Gmelin reported on the case of 'kxchange
personalities7'. He treated a German woman who would suddenly 'kxchange" her
personality, language, and manners with a personality who spoke perfect French and
behaved like an aristocratic lady. As the French personality, the woman retained memory
for all that happened in her French state, whereas she was amnesic for this same behavior
in her German personality. Gmelin was able to switch her back and forth between these
two personalities with a wave of his hand.2 It was one of the first reported cases where a
therapist established control over an MPD patient. Benjamin Rush, one of the signers of
the Declaration of Independence and chief surgeon of the Continental Army, collected
case histories of dissociation and MPD for his lectures and writings on physiological
psychiatry. Rush penned the first attempt at a textbook on psychiatry in the United States,
and theorized that the origin of MPD involved a curious split in hemispheric interaction.
During the period fiom 1880 to about 1920, there was a flourishing interest in
multiple personality disorders. A relatively large kmber of cases were reported,
particularly in France and the United States. That MPD is considered to be a dissociative
phenomena led to increased discussion about the nature of consciousness itself. It was also
a period of a great many conferences and meetings, many of which devoted extensive time
to sessions on dissociation. A plethora of cases stand out. Several unusual ones deserve
mention. Eugene Azam (1822-1899) studied the case of Felida over a period of 35 years
and published her case in 1887 with a preface by Charcot. Felida had two prominent
personalities and a third personality which would appear from time to time. Her first
personality was amnesic for the behavior of the second, whereas her second personality
remembered her entire life history. The third personality, who suffered fiom attacks of
anxiety and hallucination, would emerge on occasion. At one point, the first personality
appeared with an unexplained pregnancy that could not be explained. The second
personality emerged and took re~~onsibility.~
A strikingly similar example of an
unxplained pregnancy in MPD was reported in 1984.'
Reviewers of MPD all seem to comment on the waxing and waning in the numbers
of case reports over the last two centuries. The period fiom about 1920 to early 1970's
1

Bliss, E.L., "Multiple Personalities: A report of 14 cases with implications for schizophrenia and
hysteria:,Archives of Psychiatry, Vol37, 1980, pp. 1388-1397.
2
Ellenberger, H.F.,
The Discovery of the Unconscious: The History and Evolution of Dynamic Psychiatry,
New York, Basic Books, 1970.
Azam, E.E., Hypnotisme, Double Conscience et Alteration de la Personnalite, Paris, Balliere, 1887.
Solomon R et al, "Differential diagnosis of multiple personality" Psychological Reports Vol51, 1982.
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saw the lowest point of MPD as a clinical entity. A few cases continued to be reported in
journals during the 1930's and 194OYs,but added little new information.
In the 1970's, individuals with MPD started appearing out of the woodwork and
case reports of MPD became increasingly commonplace. The publication of the Diagnostic
and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM-III) in 1980 by the American
Psychiatric Association, which created many new categories of mental disorders,
admittedly for insurance billing purposes, conferred a certain legitamacy upon MPD that
no othre form of "proof of existence" could. The period from 1980 to 1995 saw a rapid
growth in the number of cases reported, not necessarily because MPD was quantifiable in
terms of the DSM-I11 or DSM-111-R (revised), but because there genuinely were more
people appearing with bona fide MPD disorders. The reason for the increased numbers oif
MPD cases was unknown.
Some clinical features of MPD have changed over time. The most striking of these
is the difference in the numbers of alternate personalities reported for earlier cases and the
numbers found in modem patients. Many of the very earliest cases are dud personalities, a
condition that is very rarely encountered in modem patients. When more than one 'hlter"
was present, usually no more than four distinct personalities were identified. An interesting
trend toward increasing numbers of identified alters. In 1978, the mean number of
alternate personalities was 9.7.' By 1984, the average number of alternates was 1 5 ~ .
Many therapists now report patients having 50 or more alternate personalities.

A second feature of MPD that has appeared to evolve over time is the slowly
emerging association of the disorder with traumatic childhood experiences. The existence
of a traumatic experience producing alternate personalities was described by Janet and
Morton Prince in 1906' and Walter Prince in 1917' , who cited specific physical abuse
episodes for his patient Doris. Goddard in 1926 was the first to report sexual abuse as a
possible precipitant.9 Morselli in 1930 was the first to report a history of incest connected
with an MPD patient.10 Until the late 1970's, however, the majority of case reports did
not include a history of clearly identified childhood trauma as part of the case history,
though many of the early cases did identifl childhood environments characterized by
extremely authoritarian, religious, or perfectionistic standards.l1 Although the incidence of

Allison, Ralph, ''Psychotherapy of multiple personality" Annual Meeting of the APA, May 1978.
Kluft, R, "Treatment of multiple personality disorder: A study of 33 cases" Psychiatric Clinics of
North America, Vol7, 1984, pp.9-29.
7
Prince, M., Dissociation o f a Personality, New York, Longman, Green, 1906.
Prince, W.F.,"The Doris case of quintuple personality" Journal of Abnormal Psychology, Vol 11,
1917, pp.73-122.
Goddard, H.H., "A Case of Dual Personality" Journal of Abnormal and Social Psychology, Vol 21,
1926, pp.170-191.
' O Morselli, G.E.,
"Sulla dissoziazione mentale"Rivista Sperimentale di Freniatria, Vol54, 1930.
I' Boor, M., "The Multiple Personality Epidemic..." Journal of Nervous and Mental Disease, Vol 170,
1982, pp.302-304.
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child abuse between 1976 and 1986 rose, in some samples, as much as 900%12, the
number of emerging adult cases, especially in connection with scenarios involving
contact with apparent alien species, as well as US.Government or military personnel,
began to accelerate after about 1980.
The Pardigm of CIA Use of MPD Personalities

The core feature of MPD is the existence of alter personalities who exchange
control over an individual's behavior. The 'Uters" appear to be discrete states of
consciousness organized around a "prevailing affect': a sense of self (including body
image), with a limited repertoire of behaviors and a set of state-dependent memories. The
interesting attributes of MPD memory structures were noticed early on by U.S.
Intelligence personnel, particularly the CIA, who envisioned MPD "sleepers" as a form of
'Manchurian candidate" able to penetrate strange and unusual environments where the
primary personality would be so altered that reactive memory would be oblivious to the
strangeness, yet alternative personalities, apparently impervious to technical memory
erasure techniques, could preserved intelligence data in nested psychic gestalts accessible
by similarly nested code words and phases when the "sleeper" could be recovered. The
CL4 has openly admitted MPD experimentation, but insists that it terminated such
programs in 1960. The production of MPD personalities, as far as research has
determined, involved ritual sexual abuse of children, use of mind-altering drugs and
various forms of negative aversion conditioning centered around cult activity involving
"satanic" ritual and belief systems. But, where is the overt proof that this actually
happened, other than in the results gradually emerging fiom various psychotherapy
sessions? We'll get into that later, but first let's discuss the various attributes assignable to
MPS alter personalities.
The Alter Personalities

In 1984, various APA workshop work with the emerging MPD problem arrived at
a cohesive definition for an "alter" personality as 'hn entity with a firm, persistent, and
well-founded sense of self and a characteristic and consistent pattern of behavior and
feelings in response to a given stimuli. It has a range of fbnctions, a range of emotional
responses, and a sigdicant memory of its own existence."13 Most MPD patients have
some alter personalities who meet this definition, as well as a number of what are
apparently personality "fiagments" who are similar to I11-fledged personalities except that
they lack the depth and breadth of a fbll personality, and have a limited range of Sects,
behaviors and life history. l4

l2 Browne, A., et al., "Impact of child sexual abuse: a review of the research" Psychological Bulletin,
V0199, 1986, pp.66-77.
l 3 Kluft, RP., "An introduction to MPD" Psychiatric Annals, Vol14,1984, pp.19-24.
l4 Ibid.
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At least 50% or more of MPD patients have 'hlters" who see themselves in
diametric conflict with the "host" or 'fprimary" personality. This group of personalities,
sometimes referred to as "internal prosecutors" will 'Sabotage the patient's life and may
inflict serious injury to the body in attempts to kill or harm the "host" or other
personalities.
There also may be "suicidal personalities" who are driven to kill themselves, and
these often have the single-minded dedication to their task of suicide and have no
awareness of the host or other personalities. At least, the psychological data on this alter
interestingly matches reports of alters of identical function used in intelligence operations.
It is this alter that is often called on, by virtue of programmed code-words, to eliminate the
individual once an intelligence operation is complete and the "sleeper" loses its usefulness.
Most MPD patients have an array of "protector" and 'helper" personalities. who
serve as a functional counterbalance to the 'persecutors" and "suicidals". In female MPD
cases, the "protector" personalities are often male alters who will emerge if they believe
the body is in danger or threatened by circumstances similar to previous trauma. In
therapy settings, it is necessary to contact this alter and assure it that no harm is intended
to the patient. The "protector" personalities also apparently serve as part of an internal
system of "checks and balances" to counteract some of the self-destructive alters. A
special subset of the 'fprotector personality'' is the "internal self-helper," first identified in
1974. These alters are typically passive, emotionless and provide information and insights
into the inner workings of the system. It is fiom these internal self-helpers that the insight
into CIAINSA use of individuals for covert operations, and some of the code phrases and
words, first emerged.
The "memorv trace" personality is an alter who has a more or less complete
memory of the individual's life history. It is a source of historical information on past
events and the activities of the other personalities.
At least half of all MPD patients appear to have "cross-gender" alters, meaning
child, adolescent or adult alters of the opposite sex from the host. Unfortunately for the
patient, some of these 'kross gender" personality may overtly cross dress. They may be
responsible for the 'bni-sex" appearance of many MPD patients. Female MPD patients
frequently have short har and wear clothing that allows their male alters, who tend to
serve in masculine roles, to emerge comfortably. In male MPD patients, the female
personalities are often older, 'kood mother" figures who attempt to provide counsel. In
male MPD cases, female alters appear in about 75% of cases.
In most MPD cases, there are personalities that express "forbidden impulses':
often markedly sexual in nature. These promiscuous alters may !ead turbulent sexual lives,
leaving the bewildered "host" wondering how the situation arose. This is especially
interesting when the promiscuous alter picks up a male partner and then another alter
appears, leaving the host personality, usually fiigid, to contend with the advances of the
"stranger". The host personality often interprets the outcome of this internal setup as
"rape."
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Other alters involved in the MPD scenario are described as "administrators"
(fbnctionally organizing otherwise fiagmented alters, ofien described as cold, distant and
authoritarian), "autistic" (alters generally infant or child), "special ability7' (alters with
special skills, often alter-fragments organized by the 'hdministrators'), "anesthetic or
analgesic" (alters which trace their orgin to painfbl physical or sexual abuse, who deny
feeling pain and are activated when the body is inured by self or others), "imitators or
imposters" (alters that mimic other alters, handling situations the mimicked alter cannot
they drive the therapist crazy), demons and spirits" (alters arising in those having hosts
with original fundamentalist religious belief systems, usually malevolent alters), and the
"ori~inalpersonality" (alter identified by the other alters as the 'original' from whom all
alters are derived). Research seems to indicate that the 'briginal" is the identity which
developed just after birth and split off the first new personality in order to help the body
survive a severe stress. The 'briginal" is typically not active and is often described by
other alters as having been "put to sleep" or otherwise incapacitated at some much earlier
point. The host personality is not the "original"personality in most patients. All of this is
a situation in which Abbott and Costello would ask, "who's on first?" Nevertheless,
clinical description of the alters seems to match reports in the field related to
neurolinguistic codification of alters created through intelligence programs fiom about
1950 through at least 1970.

-

Degrees of Interawareness among Alter Personalities
The alters possess varying degrees of awareness of each other. The host
personality generally does not know about the existence of the alters, although 'internal
self-helpers" and 'hemory trace" alters will claim knowledge of the entire system of
alternate personalities. Alters may know a subset of other alters, but not all of them. This
property has been clinically termed "directional -awareness". Surveys by the National
Institutes of Mental Health (NIMH) found that 75% of MPD patients had at least one alter
who denied all knowledge of the other alters, and that 85% had an alter who claimed to
know all of the others.''

Information Permeability Between Dissociative Bamers
The dissociative barriers that separate the alters are more permeable for some
types of information than for other types. The more traumatically or emotionally charged
an idea or affect is, the more it will tend to be isolated within an alter and segregated &om
the larger domain of consciousness. Uniqueness of alters and the barriers between them
tend to disappear for emotionally neutral or non-affect laden material. This tendency tends
to compartmentalize emotionally charged information - a fact taken advantage of in terms
of intelligence programming of MPD persons for operational intrusion into unusual
scenarios. The compartmentalization is apparently accessed through nested codification

" Pumam, F.W., "The scientific investigation of multiple personality disorder" . In Quen's Split
Minds/SplitBrains, New York, New Yo* University Press, 1986.
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assigned to seemingly innocuous alters, although the jury can still said to be out on the
precise internal organization.
Attitudes of Alters Toward the Physical Body

Many of the alters seem to have a rather cavelier attitude toward the safety and
well-being of the physical body that they share. Alters who recognize that they share the
body with other alters often do not seem interested in the health of that body, and provide
explanations to justify that seeming indifference. Some of the explanations are quite
intriguing - "the original abuser mistreated the body, so the alter feels the same': 'the alter
exists outside the body and views it as a place to come for interaction with the physical
world': and 'It is not their body, and they would change it (sex) if they could." An
interesting variant is that many of the alters see the body as being different after they
"inhabitnit. Some see the hair as a different color, some see the body as thin when it is fat,
etc. A really interesting variant in MPD lore, which has occurred often enough to establish
it as a viable variant, is that when one alter is in charge, the body will be diabetic. When
another alter takes over, there is no trace of diabetes present. Other variations of this
mirror the ability of consciousness to alter the physical characteristics of the body. This is
something that drives mechanistic psychiatrists crazy themselves, and they often go into
denial about the whole thing. Of course, we know better.
Alter Switches and Switching Processes

Switching is the process of changing fiom one alter to another, and is obviously a
core process in MPD. Therapeutic efforts must incorporate knowledge of switching and
the recognition of switches. Otherwise, changes in behavior are misunderstood, and any
leverage gained through recognition and confrontation of alters fades away. A switch may
be stimulated by a process buried within the internal dynamics of the MPD system, or
elicited by events in the immediate environment, including words, phrases or events that
mimick a core event that may have given rise to an alter in the first place. As an MPD
patient undergoes treatment, control of switches by the patient often manifests itself.
Since many alters are unaware of other alters and view "life" as a series of
'hppearances" and 'tlisappearances" in which they often 'bake up" or '$0 to sleep", there
is a certain adaptive logic to the switching process, so that an alter appropriate to the
external circumstance is called out in most cases. The multiplicity of alters is often masked
by the ease at which the MPD patient switches alters in ways that appear appropriate to
changing external situations. Hence, the very existence of alters may only be apparent to
those who observe the individual across a wide variety of different settings. In times of
stress, however, alters may emerge who are inappropriate to the situation, resulting in
serious problems.
Switches can be overt or covert, the latter often being diflicult to detect, and it is
often only after one has observed a number of overt switches that covert switching is
likely to be recognized. The manifestations of a swtch can be divided into physical and
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psychological changes that many be observed when exhange of alters takes place. The
degree of differentiation between the alters (how different the alters are) obviously affects
the perception that a switch has occurred. Are one of you following this? A second factor
that appears to influence the perception of a difference by an observer is familiarity and
past experience with alters. Very often, a radical change in facial expression can betray
that fact that a switch has occurred. Sometimes, it can be as subtle as a distinctive change
in the eyes - often not a quantifiable change. Postural and motor behavioral changes occur
with transition of alters. Changes in voice and speech, as well as dress and grooming, may
indicate a switch. Switching itself can take a fraction of a second or can last minutes sometimes longer. Transient facial twitching often accompanies a switch. Some switches
have been mistaken as epileptic seizures.
Alter Names

Alters may be named by the external or internal function they perform (e.g., 'the
driver," 'the maid," 'the gatekeeper') for a alter who performs the internal fbnction of
controlling which alters can emerge at a given time. They may be named for the affect that
they manifest (e.g., 'the angry one," 'the sad one" ), or an actual external person in an
authoritative position one of the alters identifies with (e.g., "Dr. Green"). Most of the
attributes of an alter collapse into a single morpheme, or name. Sometimes they will have
a first, last and middle name, or they might be a derivative of the legal name.
Many MPD Jystems, in turn, can have 'hmamed alters that go by the " name" of
'ho one," 'hobody," or 'ho name." In many cases, what appear as unnamed alters will
turn out to have names after all. Many alters are unwilling to reveal their names because
the knowledge of the name will allow an external person to call them out.
Alter Numbers

Research seems to indicate that the absolute range of the number of alters range
from two, in the case of dual personalities (now rare), to reports of hundreds of alter
personalities - not only a therapeutic nightmare, but a real adventure for the individual
involved. The fact that some people who manifest MPD are involved in abduction
scenarios complicates the issue ever further.

An NJMH study found a significant correlation between the number of different
wes of childhood trauma reported and the number of alters,16 suggesting that the more
traumatized a person was, the more alters the m e m will contain. The lower the age at
which the trauma occurs the more alters are likely to appear. This tends to be supported
by clinical findings we have examined. The number of alters in the system is directly
proportional to the probability of sociopathic behavior, externally directed violence, and
suicide attempts.

l6

Putnam et al, 1986.
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Layering of Alters

One phenomena noticed by therpists (and one implied or directly stated in
descriptions of CIA methodology) is the nesting or layering of alters. Some alters overlie
each other or are buried beneath other alters. An overtly recognizable alter can mask
several covertly active alters not externally manifest - these covertly active alters are often
tied to a specific trauma or life issue. Lack of recognition of nesting can cause previously
fised alters to re-dissociate. It is an important discovery made in 1984. Often integration
of alters itself will open up certain 'hiches" in the system, holes as it were, which can be
filled by alters previously dormant or inactive. It is common psychiatric interpretation that
layering is part of the defensive process of dissociation that binds pain and horror by
fragmentation and storage in such a way that it is difficult to reassemble, however,
research indicates that the layering or nesting process is one that is so well understood by
intelligence agencies that it can be crafted in any way necessary to set up a specific system
to store information, parallel to an equally nested series of coded initiators for various
alters.
Groups of related alters often exist, often tied by the same trauma and therefore
sharing the same origin. Complex MPD patients with large numbers of alters may carry
several diierent "family groupings," and often the various groups may be in conflict with
each other. Dating someone who turns out to have MPD must be the literal 'blind date
from hell."
Key or Cue Words

Interestingly, reports of CIAINSA keyword systems relative to MPD individuals
have a certain viability. The existance of the use of key words to elicit specific alters was
first noted in 196417,only four years after the CIA elaimed they terminated the program in
1960. The use of "cue words" is an important technique for facilitating the hypnotic
process. Since hypnosis, drugs and trauma are essential for deliberately creating MPD
individuals in line with mission objectives, it is not surprising that the existence of cue
words became evident early on.

"Morton

and Thorna, "A case of multiple personality", American Journal ofClinica1 Hypnosis, Vol 6,

1964, pp.216-225.
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THE GREENBAUM SPEECH
ON RlTUAL ABUSE, MPD AND
MIND CONTROL
Herein is the lecture by D.C.Hammond, originally entitled "Hypnosis in MPD:
Ritual Abuse," but now usually known as the "Greenbaum Speech," delivered at the
Fourth Annual Eastern Regional Conference on Abuse and Multiple Personality, Thursday
June 25, 1992, at the Radisson Plaza Hotel, Mark Center, Alexandria, Virginia. Sponsored
by the Center for Abuse Recovery & Empowerment, The Psychiatric Institute of
Washington, D.C. Both a tape and a transcript were at one time available fiom Audio
Transcripts of Alexandria, Virginia (800-338-21 11). Tapes and transcripts of other
sessions from the conference are still being sold but -- understandably -- not this one. The
transcript below was made fiom a privately made tape of the original lecture. The single
most remarklable thing about this speech is how little one has heard of it in the two years
since its origmal delivery. It is recommended that one reads far enough at least until one
finds why it's called "the Greenbaum speech."
In the introduction the following background information is given for Dr. Hamrnond:
B.S. M.S. Ph.D (Counseling Psychology) from the University of Utah
Diplomate in Clinical Hypnosis, the American Board of Psychological Hypnosis
Diplomate in Sex Therapy, the American Board of Sexology
Clinical Supervisor and Board Examiner, American Board of Sexology
Diplomate in Marital and Sex Therapy, American Board of Family Psychology
Licensed Psychologist, Licensed Marital Therapist, Licensed Family Therapist, Utah
Research Associate Professor of Physical Medicine and RehabilitatioqUtah School of
Medicine
Director and Founder of the Sex and Marital Therapy Clinic, University of Utah.
Adjunct Associate Professor of Educational Psychology, University of Utah
Abstract Editor, The American Journal of Clinical Hypnosis
Advising Editor and Founding Member, Editorial Board, The Ericsonian Monograph
Referee, The Journal of Abnormal Psychology
1989 Presidential Award of Merit, American Society of Clinical Hypnosis
1990 Urban Sector Award, American Society of Clinical Hypnosis
Current President, American Society of Clinical Hypnosis
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"THE GREENBAUM SPEECH of D.C.HAMMOND
We've got a lot to cover today and let me give you a rough approximate outline of the
the things that I'd like us to get into. First, let me ask how many of you have had at least
one course or workshop on hypnosis? Can I see the hands? WonderfUl. That makes our
job easier. Okay.
I want to start off by talking a little about trance-training and .the use of hvpnotic
phenomena with an MPD dissociative-disorder po~ulation, to talk some about
unconscious exploration, methods of doing that, the use of imagerv and svmbolic imageq
techniques for managing uhvsical symptoms. input overload, things like that. Before the
day's out, I want to spend some time talking about something I think has been completely
neglected in the field of dissociative disorder, and that's talking about methods of
profound calming for automatic hyper-arousal that's been conditioned in these patients.
We're going to spend a considerable length of time talking about ~e-rewessionand
abreaction in working through a trauma.
I'll show you with a non-MPD patient -- some of that kind of work -- and then
extrapolate fiom what I find so similar and different with MPD cases. Part of that, I would
add, by the way, is that I've been very sensitive through the years about taping MPD cases
or ritual-abuse cases, part of it being that some of that feels a little like using patients and I
think that this population has been used enough. That's part of the reason, by choice, that
I don't generally videotape my work. I also want to talk a bunch about hvpnotic relapseprevention strategies and =-integration
thera~y today. Finally, I hope to find
somewhere in our time-fiame to spend on hour or so talking specifically about ritual abuse
and about mind-control prowamming and brainwashing how it's done, how to get on
the inside with that which is a topic that in the past I haven't been willing to speak about
publicly, have done that in small groups and in consultations, but recently decided that it
was high time that somebody started doing it. So we're going to talk about specifics today.
[Applause]

-

-

In Chicago at the first International Congress where ritual abuse was talked about I
can remember thinking, "How strange and interesting." I can recall many people listening
to an example given that somebody thought was so idiosyncratic and rare, and all the
people coming up after saying, "Gee, you're treating one, too? You're in Seattle"...Well,
I'm in Toronto...Well, I'm in Florida.. .Well, I'm in Cincinnati." I didn't know what to think
at that point. It wasn't too long after that I found my first ritual-abuse patient in somebody
I was already treating and we hadn't gotten that deep yet.
Things in that case made me very curious about the use of mind-control techniques
and hypnosis and other brainwashing techniques. So I started studying brainwashing and
some of the literature in that area and became acquainted with, in fact, one of the people
who'd written one of the better books in that area. Then I decided to do a survey, and
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fiom the ISSMP&D [International Society for the Study of Mulptiple Personality and
Dissociation] folks I picked out about a dozen and a half therapists that I though were
seeing more of that than probably anyone else around and I started surveying them. The
interview protocol, that I had. got the same reaction almost without exception. Those
therapists said, "You're asking questions I don't know the answers to. You're asking more
specific questions than I've ever asked my patients." Many of those same therapists said,
"Let me ask those questions and I'll get back to you with the answer." Many of them not
only got back with answers, but said, "You've got to talk to this patient or these two
patients." I ended up doing hundred of dollars worth of telephone interviewing. What I
came out of that was a grasp of a variety of brainwashing methods being used all over the
country.
I started to hear some similarities. Whereas I hadn't known, to begin with, how
widespread things were, I was now getting a feeling that there were a lot of people
reporting some similar things and that there must be some degree of communication here.
Then approximately two and a half years ago I had some material drop in my lap. My
source was saying a lot of things that I knew were accurate about some of the
brainwashing, but it was telling me new material I had no idea about.
At this point I took and decided to check it out in three ritual-abuse patients I was
seeing at the time. Two of the three had what they were describing, in carefbl inquiry
without leading or contaminating. The fascinating thing was that as I did a telephoneconsult with a therapist that I'd been consulting for quite a number of months on an MPD
case in another state, I told her to inquire about certain things. She said, "Well, what are
those things?" I said, "I'm not going to tell you, because I don't want there to be any
possibility of contamination. Just come back to me and tell me what the patient says." She
called me back two hours later, said, "I just had a double session with this patient and
there was a part of him that said, 'Oh, we're so excited. If you know about this stuff, you
know how the Cult Programmers get on the inside and our therapy is going to go so much
faster."'
Many other patients since have had a reaction of wanting to pee their pants out of
anxiety and fear rather than thinking it was wondefil thing. But the interesting thing was
that she then asked, "What are these things?" They were word perfect same answers my
source had given me. I've since repeated that in many parts of the country. I've consulted
in eleven states and one foreign country, in some cases over the telephone, in some cases
in person, in some cases giving the therapist information ahead of time and saying, "Be
very carefbl how you phrase this. Phrase it in these ways so you don't contaminate." In
other cases not even giving the therapist information ahead of time so they couldn't. When
you start to _Fnd the same highly esoteric information in dtfJerent states and dzflerent
countries, porn Florih to Califmia, you start to pet an idea that there's something
go in^ on that is verv l a m vent well coordinated, with a weat deal o f communication
and svtematicness to what's happening. So I have gone fiom someone kind of neutral
and not knowing what to think about it all to someone who clearly believes ritual abuse is

--

-
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real and that the people who say it isn't are either naive like people who didn't want to
believe the Holocaust or -- they're dirty. [Applause]
Now for a long time I would tell a select group of therapists that I knew and
trusted, information and say, "Spread it out. Don't spread my name. Don't say where it
came fiom. But here's some information. Share it with other therapists if you find it's on
target, and I'd appreciate your feedback." People would question -- in talks -- and say, you
know, they were hungry for information Myseg as well as a few others that I've shared
it with, were hedging out of concern and out of personal threats and out of death threats.
I finally decided to hell with them. If they're going to kill me, they're going to kill me. It's
time to share more information with therapists.
Part of that comes because we proceeded so cautiously and slowly, checking
things in many dflerent locations andfind the same thing. So I'm going to give you the
way in with ritual-abuse prograrnminq. I certainly can't tell you everything that you want
to know in forty-five or fifty minutes, but I'm going to give you the essentials to get inside
and start working at a new level. I don't know what proportion, honestly, of patients have
this. I would guess that maybe somewhere around at least$& percent, maybe as high as
three-quarters, I would guess maybe two-thirds of your ritual-abuse patients may have
this. What do I think the distinguishing characteristic is? If they were raised from birth in a
mainstream cult or if they were an non-bloodline person, meaning neither parent was in
the Cult, but Cult people had a lot of access to them in early childhood, they may also
have it. I have seen more than one ritual-abuse patient who clearly had all the kind of ritual
things you hear about. They seemed very genuine. They talked about all the typical things
that you hear in this population, but had none of this programming with prolonged
extensive checking. So I believe in one case I was personally treating that she was a kind
of schizmatic break-off that had kind of gone off and done their own thing and were no
longer hooked into a mainstream group. [Pause]
Here's where it amears to have come from. At the end of World War 11, before
it even ended, Men Dulles and people fiom our Intelligence Community were already in
Switzerland making contact to get out Nazi scientists. As World War II ends, thev not
onlv pet out rocket scientists. but thev also pet out some Nazi doctors who have been
doing
- mind-control research in the camps.
They brought them to the United States. Along with them was a young boy, a
teenager, who had been raised in a Hasidic Jewish tradition and a background of Cabalistic
mysticism that probably appealed to people in the Cult because at least by the turn of the
century Aleister Crowley had been introducing Cabalism into Satanic stuff, if not earlier. I
suspect it may have formed some bond between them. But he saved his skin by
collaborating and being an assistant to them in the death-camp experiments. They brought
him with them. That started doin2 mind-control research for Militant Intellipence in
militant hospitals in the United States. The people that came, the Nazi doctors, were
Satanists. Subsequently, the boy changed his name, Americanized it some, obtained an
M.D.degree, became a physician and continued this work that appears to be at the center
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of Cult Programming today. His name is known to patients throughout the country.
[Pausel
What they basically do is they will get a child and they will start this, in basic
forms, it appears, by about two and a hay after the child's already been made
dissociative. They'll make him dissociative not only through abuse, like sexual abuse, but
also things like putting a mousetrap on their fingers and teaching the parents, "You do not
go in until the child stops crying. Only then do you go in and remove it." They start in
rudimentary forms at about two and a half and kick into high gear, it appears, around six
or six and a ha& continue through adolescence with periodic reinforcements in
adulthood. Basically in the programming the child will be put typically on a gurney. They
will have an IV in one hand or arm.They'll be strapped down, typically naked. There'll be
wires attached to their head to monitor electroencephalograph patterns. They will see a
pulsing light, most often described as red, occasionally white or blue. They'll be given,
most commonly I believe, Demerol. Sometimes it'll be other drugs as well depending on
the kind of programming.
They have it, I think, down to a science where they've learned you give so much
every twenty-five minutes until the programming is done. They then will describe a pain
on one ear, their right ear generally, where it appears a needle has been placed, and they
will hear weird, disorientinp sounds in that ear while they see photic stimulation to drive
the brain into a brainwave pattern with apulsing light at a certain frequency not unlike the
goggles that are now available through Sharper Image and some of those kinds of stores.
Then, after a suitable period when they're in a certain brainwave state, they will begin
programming uroptammin~oriented to self-destructionand debasement o f the person.

I am seeing a patient at this point in time about eight years old who has gone
through a great deal earlv proarammin~which took lace on a militan, installation.
That's not uncommon. I've treated and been involved with cases who are part of this
original mind-control project as well as having their programming on military reservations
in many cases. We find a lot of connections with the CIA. This patient now was in a Cult
school, a private Cult school where several of these sessions occurred a week. She would
go into a room, get all hooked up. They would do all of these sorts of things. When she
was in the proper altered state, now they were no longer having to monitor it with
electroencephalographs, she also had already had placed on her electrodes, one in the
vagina, for example, four on the head. Sometimes they'll be on other parts of the body.
They will then begin and they would say to her, "You are angry with someone in the
group." She'd say, "No, I'm not" and they'd violently shock her. They would say the same
thing until she complied and didn't make any negative response. Then they would
continue. "And because you are angry with someone in the group," or "When you are
angry with someone in the group, you will hurt yourself. Do you understand?" She said,
"No" and they shocked her. They repeated again, "Do you understand?" "Well, yes, but I
don't want to." Shock her again until1 they get compliance. Then they keep adding to it.
"And you will hurt yourself by cutting yourself. Do you understand?" Maybe she'd say yes,
but they might say, "We don't believe you" and shock her anyway. "Go back and go over
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it again." They would continue in this sort of fashion. She said typically it seemed as
though they'd go about thirty minutes, take a break for a smoke or something, come back.
They may review what they'd done and stopped or they might review what they'd done
and go on to new material. She said the sessions might go half an hour, they might go
three hours. She estimated three times a week. Programming is under the influence of
drugs in a certain brainwave state with these noises in one ear and them speaking in the
other ear, usually the left ear, associated with right hemisphere non-dominant brain
functioning, and with them talking, therefore, and requiring intense concentration, intense
focusing. Because often they'll have to memorize and say certain things back, wordperfect, to avoid punishment, shock, and other kinds of things that are occurring. This is
basically how a lot of programming goes on.
Some of it'll also use other typical brainwashing kinds of techniques. There will be
very standardized types of hypnotic things done at times. There'll be sensory deprivation
which we know increases suggestibility in anyone. Total sensory deprivation, suggestibility
has significantly increased, from the research. It's not uncommon for them to use a great
deal of that, including formal sensory-deprivation chambers before they do certain of these
things. [Pause]
Now let me give you, because we don't have a lot of time, as much practical
information as I can. The way that I would inquire as to whether or not some of this might
be there would be with ideomotor finger-signals. After you've set them up I would say, "I
want the central inner core of you to take control of the finger-signals." Don't ask the
unconscious mind. The case where you're inquiring about ritual abuse, that's for the central
inner core. The core is a Cult-created part. "And I want that central inner core of you to
take control of this hand of these finger-signals and what it has for the yes-finger to float
up. I want to ask the inner core of you is there any part of you, any part of Mary," that's
the host's name, "who knows anything about Alpha, Beta, Delta, or Theta."
If you get a Yes, it should raise a red flag that you might have someone with
formal intensive brainwashing and programming in place. I would then ask and say, "I
want a part inside who knows something about Alpha, Beta, Delta, and Theta to come up
to a level where you can speak to me and when you're here say, 'I'm here."' I would not
ask if a part was willing to. No one's going to particularly want to talk about this. I would
just say, "I want some part who can tell me about this to come out." Without leading them
ask them what these things are. I've had consults where I've come in. Sometimes I've
gotten a Yes to that, but as I've done exploration it appeared to be some kind of
compliance response or somebody wanting, in two or three cases, to appear maybe that
they were ritual abuse and maybe they were in some way, but with carefbl inquiry and
looking it was obvious that they did not have what we were looking for. Let me tell you
what these are.
Let's suppose that this whole fiont row here are multiples and that she has an alter
named Helen and she has one named Mary, she has one named Gertrude, she has one
named Elizabeth, and she has one named Monica. Every one of those alters may have put
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on it a program, perhaps designated alpha-zero-zero-nine a Cult person could say, "Alphazero-zero-nine" or make some kind of hand gesture to indicate this and get the same part
out in any one of them even though they had different names that they may be known by
to you. Alphas appear to represent general programming, the first kind of things put in.
Betas appear to be sexual programs. For example, how to perform oral sex in a certain
way, how to perform sex in rituals, having to do with producing child pornography,
directing child pornography, prostitution. Deltas are killers trained in how to kill in
ceremonies. There'll also be some self-harm stuff mixed in with that, assassination and
killing. Thetas are called psychic killers. You know, I had never in my life heard those two
terms paired together. I'd never heard the words "psychic killers" put together, but when
you have people in different states, including therapists inquiring and asking, "What is
Theta," and patients say to them, "Psychic killers," it tends to make one a believer that
certain things are very systematic and very widespread. This comes fiom their belief in
psychic sorts of abilities and powers, including their ability to psychically communicate
with "mother" including their ability to psychically cause somebody to develop a brain
aneurysm and die. It also is a more future-oriented kind of programming.
Then there's Omega. I usually don't include that word when I say my first question
about this or any part inside that knows about Alpha, Beta, Delta, Theta because Omega
will shake them even more. Omega has to do with self-destruct programming. Alpha and
Omega, the beginning and the end. This can include self-mutilation as well as killingthemselves programming. Gamma appears to be system-protection and deception
programming which will provide misinformation to you, try to misdirect you, tell you halftruths, protect different things inside. There can also be other Greek letters. I'd
recommend that you go and get your entire Greek alphabet and if you have verified that
some of this stuff is present and they have given you some of the right answers about what
some of this material is, and I can't underline enough: DO NOT LEAD THEM.Do not
say, "Is this killers?" Get the answer fiom them, please. When youtve done this and it
appears to be present, I would take your entire Greek alphabet and, with ideomotor
signals, go through the alphabet and say, "Is there any programming inside associated with
epsilon, omicron," and go on through. There may be some sytematicness to some of the
other letter, but I'm not aware of it. I've found, for example, in one case that Zeta had to
do with the production of snuff films that this person was involved with.
With another person, Omicron had to do with their linkage and associations with
drug smuggling and with the Mafia and with big business and government leaders. So
there's going to be some individualism, I think, in some of those. Some of those are comehome programs, "come back to the Cult", "return to the Cult" program.
Here's the flaw in the system. They have built in shut-down and erasure codes so
i f thev pot into trouble t h y could shut something down and thev could also erase
somethinq. These codes will sometimes be idiosyncratic phrases, or ditties. Sometimes
they will be numbers maybe followed by a word. There's some real individuality to that. At
first I had hoped if we can get some of these maybe they'll work with different people. No
such luck. It's very unlikely unless they were programmed at about the same point in time
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as part of the same little group. Stuff that I've seen suggests that they carry laptop
computers, the programmers, which still include everything that they did twenty, thirty
years ago in them in terms of the names of alters, the programs, the codes, and so on.
Now what you can do is get erasure codes, and I always ask, "If I say this.code, what will
happen? Doublecheck. "Is there any part inside who has different information?" Watch
your ideomotor signals and what I've found is you can erase programs by giving the
appropriate codes, but then you must abreact the feelings. So if you erase Omega, which
is often where I've started because it's the most high risk. Afterwards I will get all the
Omega, what were formerly Omega alters, together so that we will abreact and give back
to the host the memories associated with all the programming that was done with Omega
and anything any Omega part ever had to do in a fractionated abreaction. They use the
metaphor -- and it is thsir metaphor of robots. and it is like a robot shell comes down
over the child alter to make them act in robotic fashion. Once in a while internally you'll
confiont robots.

--

What I found from earlier work, and so I speed the process up now because I
confirmed it enough times, is that you can say to the core, "Core, I want you to look -there's this robot blocking the way in some way, blocking the progress. Go around and
look at the back of the head and tell me what you notice on the back of the head or the
neck." I just ask it very non-leading like that and what's commonly said to me is that there
were wires or a switch. So I'll tell them, "Hold the wires or flip the switch and it will
immobilize the robot and give me a yes-signal when you've done it." Pretty soon you get a
yes-signal. "Great. Now that the robot is immobilized, I want you to look inside the robot
and tell me what you see." It's general& one or several children. I have them remove the
children. I do a little hypnotic magic and ask the core to use a laser and vaporize the robot
so nothing is left. They're usually quite amazed that this works, as have been a number of
therapists. [Pause]
Now there are m a y dfflerent lavers of this stuff, and this is the problem. Let me
come over to the overhead and give some ideas about them. What we have up here are
innumerable alters. I'll tell you one of the fascinating things I've seen. I remember a little
over a year ago coming in to see some cases, some of the tough cases at a dissociativedisorders unit of a couple of the finest of the MPD therapists in this country, who are
always part of all the international meetings, have lectured internationally. We worked and
I look at some of their patients. They were amazed at certain things because they had not
been aware of this before. As we worked with some of the patients and confirmed it, I
remember one woman who'd been inpatient for three years, still was inpatient. Another
who had one intensive year of inpatient work with all the finest MPD therapy you can
imagine -- abreactions, integrations, facilitating cooperation, art therapy, on and on and
on, journaling, intensively for one inpatient year followed by an intensive year of
outpatient therapy two, three hours a week. In both patients we found out that all ofthis
great work had done nothing but deal with the alters up here and had not touched the
mind-controlprogramming. In fact it was not only intact, but we found that the one who
was outpatient was having her therapy monitored every session by her mother, out+
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state, over the telephone, and that she still had intact suggestions that had been give to
her at a certainSuture time to kxll her therapist.
Now one of the things that I would very carefblly check is, I would suggest that
you ask the core, not just the unconscious mind, ask the core, "Is there any part inside that
continues to have contact with people associated with the Cult? Is there any part inside
who goes to Cult rituals or meetings? Is there a recording device inside of Mary," if that's
the host's name, "a recording device inside so that someone can find out the things that are
said in sessions?" This doesn't mean they're monitored. Many of them just simply have it.
"Is there someone who debriefs some part inside for what happens in our therapy
sessions?" I have the very uncomfortable feeling fiom some past experience that when you
look at this you will find the larpe uro~ortionof rituaEabuse victims in this countrv are
havin~their on~oinpthera~vmonitored. I remember a woman who came in about
twenty-four years old, claimed her father was a Satanist. Her parents divorced when she
was six. After that it would only when her father had visitation and he would take her to
rituals sometimes up until age fifteen. She said, "I haven't gone to anything since I was
fifteen." Her therapist believed this at face value. We sat in my office. We did a two-hour
inquiry using hypnosis. We found the programming present.

In addition to that, we found that every therapy session was debriefed and in fact
they had told her to get sick and not come to the appointment with me. Another one had
been told that I was Cult and that if she came I would know that she'd been told not to
come and I would punish her. If anything meaningful comes out in a patient who's being
monitored like that fiom what I've learned thus far, they're tortured with electric shocks
-- my belief is if they're in that situation you can't do meaningfir1 therapy other than being
supportive and caring and letting them h o w you care a lot and you'll be there to support
them. But I wouldk't try to work with any kind of deep material or deprogramming with
them because I think it can do nothing but get them tortured and hurt unless they can get
into a safe, secure inpatient unit for an extended period of time to do some of the work
required. I have a feeling that when you make inquiries you're going to find that probablv
greater than fifi percent of these vatSents, i f thev're bloodline. mean in^ mother or dad
or both involved, will be monitored on so me onpoinp basis. pause]

--

Now when you come below the alters, you then have Alpha, Beta, Delta, Theta, so
and so forth, the Greek-letter ~ronammingand they will then have backu~Dromams.
There will typically be an erasure code for the backu~s. There may be one code that
combines all the backups into one and then an erasure code for them, simply one code
that erases all the backups. So I will get the code for, let's say, Omega and for all the
Omega backups at the same time. After I've asked "What will happen if I give this," I will
give the code and then I will say, "What are you experiencing?" They often describe
computer whirring, things erasing, explosions inside, all sorts of interesting things. I've
had some therapists come back and say, "My Lord, I had never said anything about robots
she said something about robots vaporizing." I remember one therapist who'd been with
me in several hypnosis workshops and consulted with me about a crisis MPD situation. I
told her to inquire about Alpha, Beta, Delta, Theta. She did. She got back to me saying,
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"Yeah, I got an indication it's there. What is it?" I said, "I'm not going to tell you. Go back
and inquire about some of this." We set an appointment for a week or so hence. She got
back with me and said, "I asked what Theta was and she said, 'psychic killers.' I asked her
what Delta was and she said 'killers."' Okay. So I told her about some of this stuff for a
two-hour consult. She called back and she said, "This seemed too fantastic. I heard this
and I thought, 'Has Cory been working too hard?"' she said, I'm embarrassed to admit it,
but she said, "I held you in high professional regard, but this just sounded so off in the
twilight zone that I really thought, 'Is he having a nervous breakdown or something?"' She
said, "But I respected you enough to ask about this." She said, "I asked another MPD
patient and she didn't have any of this." So in this patient she started describing things and
how she worked, for example, with an erasure and she was describing things like robots
vaporizing and kinds of things. She said, "I hadn't told her about any of these things."
Well, here's the problem. There are differentlqers and I think some of them are desirmed
to k e e ~us aoina
in circles-forever.TheyFgured we probably, in most cases, wouldk't get
below the alters which they purposefilly created.

The way you create Manchurian Candidates is you divide the mind. It's part of
what the Intelligence Community wanted to look at. If you're going to get an assassin,
you're going to get somebody to go do something, you divide the mind. It fascinates me
about cases like the assassination of Robert Kennedy, where Bernard Diamond, on
examining Sirhan Sirhan found that he had total amnesia of the killing of Robert Kennedy,
but under hypnosis could remember it. But despite suggestions he would be able to
consciously remember, could not remember a thing after was out of hypnosis. I'd love to
examine Sirhan Sirhan.
It appears that below this we've got some other layers. One is called "Green
Promamitzing" it appears. Isn't it interesting that the doctor's name is Dr. Green? One of
the questions in a way that does not contaminate is afker I've identified some of this s t -is
there and they've given me a few right answers about what some of it is, "If there were a
doctor associated with this programming and his name were a color, you know, like Dr.
Chartreuse or something, if his name were a color, what color would the color be?" Now
once in a while I've had some other colors mentioned in about three or four patients that I
felt were trying to dissimulate in some way and I don't really believe had this. In one case I
got another color and I found out later it was a doctor whose name was a color who was
being trained by Dr. Green almost thirty years ago and he supervised part of the
programming of this woman under this doctor. I remember one woman couldn't come up
with anything. No alter would speak up with anything. I said, "Okay," and we went on to
some other material. About two minutes later she said, "Green. Do you mean Dr. Green?"
We found this all over. There appears to be some Green Programming below that and I
suspect that you get down to fewer and more centralprograms the deeper you go. Well,
all Green Programming is Ultra-Green and the Green Tree. Cabalistic mysticism is mixed
all into this.
If you're going to work with this you need to pick up a couple of books on the
Cabala. One is by a man named Dion Fortune called "Qabala" with a "q," Dion Fortune.
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Another is by Ann Williams-Heller and it's called "The Kabbalah." I knew nothing about
the Cabala. It was interesting. A patient had sat in my waiting area, got there considerably
early and drew a detailed multicolored Cabalistic Tree over two years ago. It took me two
months to figure out what it was. Finally, showing it to somebody else who said, "You
know? That looks an a&l lot like the Cabala Tree" and that rang a bell with some
esoteric in an old book and I dug it out. Bat was the background of Dr. Green.
Now the interesting thing about the Green Tree is his original name was
Greenbaum. What does "greenbaum" mean in German? Green Tree, Ultra-Tree and the
Green Tree. I've also had patients who didn't appear to know that his original name was
Greenbaum, volunteered that there were parts inside named Mr. Greenbaum. Now let me
give you some information about parts inside that may be helpful to you if you're going to
inquire about these things, because my experience is one part will give you some
information and either run dry or get defensive or scared and stop. and so you punt and
you make an end run and you come around the other direction, you find another part. I'll
tell you several parts to ask for and ask if there's a part by this name. And, by the way,
when I'm screening patients and fiddling around with this, I throw in a bunch of spurious
ones and ask, "Is there a part inside by this name and by that name" as a check on whether
or not it appears genuine. For example. "In addition to the core," I ask, "is there a part
inside named Wisdom?" Wisdom is a part of the Cabalistic Tree. Wisdom, I've ofien
found, will be helphl and give you a lot of information. "Is there a part inside named
Diana?" I mean I may throw in all sorts of things. "Is there a part inside named Zelda?"
I've never encountered one yet! Just to see what kind of answers we get. I try to do this
carefully. Diana is a part that, in the Cabalistic system, is associated with a part called the
Foundation. You will be fascinated to know that. Remember the Process Church? Roman
Polanski's wife, Sharon Tate, was killed by the Manson Family who were associated with
the Process Church? A lot of prominent people in Hollywood were associated and then
they went underground, the books say, in about seventy-eight and vanished? Well, they're
alive and well in southern Utah. We have a thick file in the Utah Department of Public
Safety documenting that they moved to southern Utah, north of Monument Valley, bought
a movie ranch in the desert, renovated it, expanded it, built a bunch of buildings there,
carefully monitored so that very few people go out of there and no one can get in and
changed their name. A key word in their name is "Foundation." ?'he Foundation. There
are some other words. The Foundation is part of the Tree. So you can ask, "Is there
something inside known as The Foundation?" I might ask other things to throw people off
"Is there something known as the Sub- Basement?" Well, maybe they'll conceive of
something. Or "Is there something known as the Walls?" There are a variety of questions
you can come up with, to sort of screen some things. I've also found that there will often
a part called "Master Prowammer," and that there will
be a part called "Black Mae,''
be computer operators inside. How many of you have come into computer things in
patients? There will typically be comvuter overatom: Computer Operator Black,
Computer Operator Green, Computer Operator Purple. Sometimes they'll have numbers
instead, sometimes they'll be called Svstems Information Directors. You can find out the
head one of those. There'll be a source of some information for you. I will ask inside, "Is
there a part inside named Dr. Green?" You'll find that there are, if they have this kind of

-
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programming, in my experience. Usually with a little work and refiaming, you can turn
them and help them to realize that they were really a child-part who's playing a role and
they had no choice then, but they do now. You know, they played their role very, very
well, but they don't have to continue to play it with you because they're safe here and in
fact, "If the Cult simply found out that you talked to me, that they you had shared
information with me, you tell me what would they do to you?" Emphasize that the only
way out is through me and that they need to cooperate and share information and help me
and that I'll help them. So all these parts can give you various information. Now they have
tried to protect this very carehlly.
Let me give you an example with Ultra-Green. 1 discovered this -- by the way I
used to think this programming was only in bloodline people. I've discovered it in nonbloodline people, but it's a bit different. They don't want it to be just the same. I don't
think you'll find deep things like Ultra-Green and probably not even Green Programming
with non-bloodline people. But let me tell you something that I discovered first in a nonbloodline and then in a bloodline. We were going along and a patient was close to getting
well, approaching final integration in a non-bloodline and she suddenly started
hallucinating and her fingers were becoming hammers and other things like that. So I used
an affect-bridge and we went back and we found that what happened was that they gave
suggestions, that if she ever got well to a certain point she would go crazy. The way they
did this was they strapped her dawn and they gave her LSD when she was eight vears old.
When she began hallucinating they inquired about the nature of the hallucinations so they
could utilize them in good Ericsonian fashion and build on them and then combine the
drug-effect with powefil suggestions. "If you ever get to this point you will go crazy. If
you ever get W y integrated and get well you will go crazy like this and will be locked up
in an institution for the rest of your life. They gave those suggestions vigorously and
repetitively.
Finally, they introduced other suggestions that, "Rather than have this happen, it
would be easier to just kill yourself." In a bloodline patient then, as I began inquiring about
deep material, the patient started to experience similar symptoms. We went back and we
found the identical things were done to her.
This was called the "Green Bomb." B-0-M-B. Lots of interesting internal
consistencies like thatplgv on words with Dr. Greenbaum, his original name. Now in this
case it was done to her at age nine for the first time and then only hers was diierent. Hers
was a suggestion for amnesia. "If you ever remember anything about Ultra-Green and the
Green Tree you will go crazy. You will become a vegetable and be locked up forever."
Then finally the suggestions added, "And it'll be easier to just kill yourself than have that
happen to you, if you ever remember it." At age twelve then, three years later, they used
what sounds like an Amytol interview to try to breach the amnesia and find out if they
could. They couldn't. So then they strapped her down again, took and gave her something
to kind of paralyze her body, gave her LSD, an even bigger dose and reinforced all the
suggestions. Did a similar thing at the age of sixteen. So these are some of the kind of
booby traps you run into. There are a number of cases where they combined powedbl
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drug effects like this with suggestions to keep us from discovering some of this deeper
level stuff. What's the bottom line?
Your guess is as good as mine but I can tell you that I've had a lot of therapists
who were stymied with these cases who were going nowhere. In fact someone here that I
told some basic information about this to in Ohio a couple of months ago said it opened all
sorts of things up in a patient who'd been going nowhere. That's an often common thing. I
think that we can move down to deeper levels and if we deal with some of the deeper level
stuff it may destroy all the stuff above it. But we don't even know that yet. In some of the
patients I'm working with we have pretty much dealt with a lot of the top-level stuff I'll
tell you how we've done some of that. We'll take and erase one system like Omega. Then
we -will have a huge abreaction of all the memories and fe&ngs in a fractionated
abreaction associated with those parts. I typically find I'll say to them, "Now that we've
done this are there any other memories and feelings that any parts that were Omega still
have?" The answer's usually "No." At that point I will say, "I usually find at this point in
time the majority, if not all, of those parts that used to be Omega no longer feel a desire or
need to be different, realizing that you split off originally by them and want to go home to
Mary and become one with her again." I use the concept often now which came from a
patient -- of going home and becoming one with her. "Going back from whence you
came" is another phrase I'll use with them. "Are there any Omega parts inside who do not
feel comfortable with that or have reservations or concerns about that?" If there are we
talk to them. We deal with them. A few may not integrate. My experience is most of the
time they'll integrate and we may integrate twenty-five parts at once in a uolvhnpmented
complex MPD.
-

-

--

I think it is vitally important to abreact the feelings before you go on. Also for
many patients it hasn't seemed to matter the order we go in but I've found a couple where
it has. If it doesn't seem to matter I'll typically go Omega, then Delta because they have
more violence potential, then Gamma to get rid of the self-deception stuff. What I will do
before I just assume anything and do that, is once we've done Omega and showed them
that success can occur and something can happen and they feel relief after, I will say to
them, "I want to ask the core -- through the fingers -- is there a specific order in which
programs must be erased?" You know maybe it doesn't matter but most of the time I
found "No." There are cases where we found "Yes."
I recommend doing one or two or three of those because they'll produce relief and
and a sense of optimism in the patient. But then I would recommend starting to probe for
the deeper level things and getting their input and recommendations about the order in
which we go. Question?
Q: What has been the typical age and typical gender of this type of person?

Dr.H: I know of this being found in men and women. Most of the patients I know with
MPD ritual abuse that are be in^ treated are women, however. I know of some men
being treated where we've found this.
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A while back I was talking to a small group of therapists somewhere. I told them
about some of this. In the middle of talking about some of this a11 the color drained out of
one social worker's face and she obviously had a reaction and I asked her about and she
said, "I'm working with a five-year-old boy," and she said, "Just in the last few weeks he
was saying something about a Dr. Green." I went on a little further and I mentioned some
of these things and she just shook her head again. I said, "What's going on?" She said,
"He's been spontaneously telling me about robots and about Omega." I think you willFnd
variations of this and that they've changed it, probably every few years and maybe
somewhat regionally to throw us off in various ways but that certain basics and
l e into their _forties
fundamentals will probably be there. I have seen this in ~ e o ~ UD
includinp
- -~ e o
- v l ewhose parents were very. verv hiph in the CC4.other sorts o f thinas like
that. I've had some that were oriainally part o f the Monarch Proiect which is the name o f
Intelli~enceproject. Question in the back?
the aovemrnent

Q: I'm still not grasping how one starts, how you find out how to erase. How do you get
that information?
Dr.H: I would say, "I want the core, if necessary, using the telepathic communication
ability you have to read minds," because they believe in that kind of stuff, "so I11 use it..." I
was trained in Ericsonian stuff, "...to obtain for me the erasure code of all Omega
programs. When you've done so, I want the yes-finger to float up." Then I ask them to tell
it to me. "Are there backups for Omega programs?" "Yes." "Okay? How many backups
are there?" "Six," they say, let's say. It's diierent numbers. "Is there an erasure code for all
the backup programs?" "No." "Is there an erasure code that combines all the backups into
one?" "Yes." "Obtain that code for me and when you've go it give me the yes-signal
again." It can move almost that fast in some cases where there's not massive resistance.
Question?
Q: Yes, can you tell me what you know about the risks to the therapist? [Laughter]
Dr.H: You would have to ask.
Q: Yeah, I'd like to know that. What kind of data do you have given that you've had
contact with large numbers of people. Not just threats but also any injury, any family
problems that have arisen. That's one question. A second one is are you aware of anybody
that you've treated or others with this level of dissociation and trauma that have
recovered? Integrated? Whole and happy?

-

--

Dr.H: Okay, I have one non-bloodline multiple, complex multiple who had this kind of
programming where they have a lot of access to the patient as neighbors and where the
doctor .... by the way, you 'Ilfindphysicians hem'& involved. They've encouraged their
own to go to medical school, to prescribe drugs to take care of their own, to get access to
medical technology and be above suspicion. There have been a couple, in fact, in Utah
who've been nailed now. We now in Utah have two full time ritual-abuse investigators
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with statewide jurisdiction under the Attorney General's Office to do nothing but
investigate this. [Applause] Okay? In a poll done in the State of Utah in January by the
major newspaper and television station, they found that ninety percent of Utahans
believe that ritual abuse is genuine and real. Not all of them believe it's a frequent
occurrence but some of that was imparted from two years of work by the Governor
Commission on Ritual Abuse, interviewing, talking, meeting people, gathering data.
Now when people say, by the way, "There's no evidence. They've never found a
body," that's baloney. They found a body in Idaho of a child. They've had a case last
summer that was convicted on first-degree murder charges, two people that the summer
before that were arrested where the teenaged girl's finger and head were in the refiigerator
and they were convicted of first-degree murder in Detroit. There have been cases and
bodies.
Back to risk. I know of no therapist who's been harmed. But patients inform us
that there will come a future time where we could be at risk of being assassinated by
patients who've been programmed to kill at a certain time anyone that they've told and any
member of their own family who's not active. If that would come about is speculative.
Who knows for sure? Maybe, but I don't think it's entirely without risk. A question in the
back?
Q: It seems to me that there seems to be some similar& between these kinds of
prommminp and those ~ e o ~who
l e claim that thev1vebeen abducted bv suaceshi~s
and have had themselves bhvsicallv robed and rmromammed and all of that sort of
thing. Since Cape Canaveral is across the Florida peninsula fiom me and I don't think that
they've reported any spaceships lately, I was just wondering is there any sort of
relationship between this and that?

Dr.H: 1'11 share my speculation, that comes from others really. I've not dealt with any of
those people. However, I know a therapist that I know and trust and respect who I've
informed about all this a couple of years ago and has found it in a lot of patients and so on,
who is firmly of the belief that those people are in fact ritual-abuse victims who have
been programmed with that sort of thing to destroy all their credibility. someb body's
coming in and reporting abduction by a flying saucer, who's going to believe them on
anything else in thefuture? Also as a kind of thing that can be pointed to and said, "This
is as ridiculous as that." All I know is that I recently had a consult, a telephone consult,
with a therapist where I had been instructing her about some of this kind of stuff. When
we were consulting at one point in the fifth or sixth interview she said, "By the way, do
you know anything about this topic?" I said, "Well, not really" and shared with her what I
shared with you. I said, "If it were me being with this guy..." that she'd been seeing for a
couple of months, I said, "I would ask inside for the core to take control of finger-signals
and inquire about Alpha, Beta, Delta, Theta." She proceeded to, do all that, got back to me
a week later and said, "Boy, were you on target. There is a part inside named Dr. Green.
There's this kind of programming." Yes?
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Q: What's the difference between this kind of program and cult-type abuse and Satanic

abuse in the kind of cults with the candles and the...
Dr.H: This type of programming will be done in the cults with the candles and all the rest.
My impression is this is simply done in people where they have great access to them or
they're bloodline and their parents are in it and they can be raised in it from an early age. If
they are bloodline they are the chosen generation. If not, they're expendable and they are
expected to die and not get well. There will be booby traps in your way if they aren't nonbloodline people that when thev pet well thev will kill themselves. I'll tell you just a little
about that. My belief is that some people that have ritual abuse and don't have this have
been ritually abused but they may be may be part of a non-mainstream group.
Satanism comes in as the overall vhilosophv overridinp all of this. People say,
"What's the Dumose of it?" Mv best mess is that the ournose of it is that thev want
an armv of Manchurian Candidates, ten o f thousan& o f mental robots who will do
prostitution. do child vornomavhv, smu~pledrups. enpage in international arms
smupplinp. do snuff films, all sorts of verv lucrative thinps and do their biddim and
eventuallv the mepalomaniacs at the top believe thev'll create a Satanic Order that will
rule the world.
One last question. Then I'll give you couple of details and we need to shift gears.
Q: You have suggested and implied that at some point at a high level of the U.S.
Government there was support of this kind of thing. I know we're short of time, but could
you just say a few words about the documentation that may exist for that suggestion?

Dr.H: There isn't great documentation of it. It comes from victims who are imperiled
witnesses. The interestina thin^ is how manv veovle have described the same scenario
and how manv veoole that we have worked with who have had relatives in NASA. in
the C U and in the Militarv. includinp verv hid-uvs in the Miliiruv. I can tell you that
a friend and colleague of mine who has probably the equivalent of half the table space on
that far side of the room filled with boxes with declassified documents fiom mind-control
research done in the past which has been able to be declassified over a considerable
couple of decades period and has read more government documents about mind control
than anyone else, has a brief that has literally been sent in the past week and a half asking
for all information to be declassified about the Monarch Project for us to try to find out
more. Now let me just mention something about some of the stuff that my experience is in
several patients now that you may run into late in the process. I know I'm throwing a lot at
you in a hurry. Some of it is completely foreign and some of you may think, "Gosh, could
any of this be true?" Just, you know, ask. Find out in your patients and you may be lucky
and there isn't any of this. Somewhere at a deep level you may run into some things like
this.

-

--

Let me describe to you, if I can find my pen, the system in one patient. One patient
I had treated for quite a while, a non-bloodline person. We had done what appeared to be
successfbl work and reached final integration. She came back to me early last year and
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said she was symptomatic with some things. I started inquiring. I found a part there we'd
integrated. The part basically said, "There was other stuff that I couldn't tell you about and
you integrated me and so I had to split off" I had done some inquiring about things like
Alpha, Beta as a routine part of it and found they were there and I said to this part, "Why
didn't you tell me about this stuff?" She said, "Well, we gave you some hints but they went
right over your head." Says, "I'm sony, but we know that you didn't know enough to help
us but now we know you can." So the stuff started coming out. It was interesting. She
described the overall system -- if I can remember it now -- as being like this. The circle
represented harm to the body, a system of alters whose primary purpose was to hurt her
including symptoms like Munchhausen's, self-mutilation, other kinds of things. Each of the
triangles represented still another different system. She said, "With the exception of me,"
this one part, "you dealt with the whole circle with the work that we did before but you
didn't touch the rest of the stuff." Okay. In the middle of all this was still another system
consisting of the Cabalistic Tree, which some of you are aware, looks approximately
likethis with lines in between and so on and so forth. There's a rough approximation. That
represented another system. Then once we got past that she implied that this entire thing
was somehow encompassed by, what do you call it, an hourglass. I kept thinking we were
at final integration then I'd find some other parts. This person had an eagle-eye husband
that was watching for certain things that we found to bereliable indicators. So often I
would get evidence of dissociation within a few days. It would suddenly be picked up.
You know, what we found was I continued to find evidence of dissociation and I'd find
parts. Finally this part, as I got angry with him and said, "Why when I give these
ideomotor inquiries am I getting lied to?" This part said, "Because you don't understand.
You're going to get us all killed." We started talking and then she basically said, "It'sbeen
programed so that i f y m succeed and think ymtve succeeded, you will fail. Khey build it
in as a way to laugh at you, that i f y m ever get us integrated, we will die." Here's what
she said, this part said, "I'm one of twelve disciples," and I've seen this in others, twelve
disciples within this hourglass each of whom had to memorize a disciple-lesson which
were basic Satanic kind of premises, philosophies of life like "be good to those who hurt
you, hate those who are nice to you," on and on and on. There may be two or three
sentences like that associated with each that they had to memorize them. They said, "We
are like grains of sand falling and when the last grain of sand falls, there's Death." I said,
"Is Death a part?" "Yes. When the last grain of sand falls the Sleeping Giant awakens."
The Sleeping Giant was Death, who was then to kill them on Day-One or Day-Six
after awakening unless certain things were followed and we did some of those. Well we
also found Death had a sister as a backup, used with mirrors to create the sister part. We
had to get past and deal with that too. Death had certain things that they said had to be
done to integrate. I started to say, "Oh, come on, they lied to you before." She said, "Wait
a minute. This what they said you'd say. They said that no doctor would ever believe that
they had to go these extremes to get us well and that's part of the reason they'd fail." I
said, "Well, tell me, tell me again." She said, "I have to be dressed all in red. I have to have
Demerol onboard, have taken Demerol. A code has to be given and it has to be in a room
that's totally dark. It has to happen on Day-One or Day-Six after this part's been
awakened." I said what I'd have to lose? I had a psychiatrist give her a little Dernerol. We

-
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used the code. My office didn't have any windows anyway. It was pretty easy. Oh, and
there had to be four, I think, candles lit. Well, fine. So we did it and everything went well.
Maybe it would have gone well if we hadn't done it, but I decided not to take the chance
and to trust the patient maybe. Well, so we go on and then we find another part. There's
Death And Destruction, another backup also with a sister that we had to get through. In
fact, I think there were two backups there. Interestingly, the very last part was an
extremely nice part, made especially that way so that they wouldn't want to lose them
because they would be so adorable and so loving and so sweet that they wouldn't want to
maybe get rid of them. Then we found that she continued to have these feelings with this
last part left now of darkness and blackness inside. What did we find? A curtain. She said,
"They assumed that if you ever got to this point, you would," and along the way, by the
way, we had encountersd this stuff about the LSD stuff, the Green Bomb programming.
The message was that she said, "There is a curtain behind which are the remaining feelings
and memories, but it can't be opened fiom the middle. It's l i e a stage curtain. It has to
opened this way," that it can't be opened. They assumed that you would try to deal with all
the feelings. That can't be opened until you've dealt with that last part and they've
integrated. So far it looks like we've got integration that's holding. So I found Death And
Destruction and the Hourglass in non-bloodline. "The Tree and the Hourglass," this
patient informed me, "were made of sand because we were meant to die. We're
expendable. We're the unchosen generation." I've heard variously that it's crystals or blood
that fills the Hourglass in bloodline people. By the way, you can do real simple things like
turn the Hourglass on its side so nothing can fall out, so time stands still to be able to do
certain kinds of work.
Spread the grains of sand on the seashore so that they can't be numbered and the
time will not be counted. Got that idea fiom a ritual-abuse victim who had seen some of
this kind of programming done that another therapist was seeing. So those would be just a
few other hints about things that may be helphl or meaningfid. We're talking about very
intensive things and at deep levels to to me this give us two things. One thing it gives to
me is hope because it gets to material and it makes progress like nothing else we've ever
seen with these people who have it. The second thing it does for me is it demoralizes me,
too, because although three years ago I had a pretty good idea about the extent and
breadth of what they'd one to these victims, I had no real appreciation for the depth and
breadth and intensity of what they'd done.
I want to come back to the other question over here now. The other question is
how many of them can get well? We don't know. In most things in the mental health
profession we accept two-thirds of the patients are going to improve, maybe seventy
percent. There's very little we can get everybody well. I think one of the sad things we
have to face is that many of these patients will probably never be well. My personal belief
is that if they are being messed with their only hope of getting well is if they can somehow
get out of contact.
Now I know patients who've gone to other states and simply had deep-level alters
pick up the phone and call and said, "This is our new address and phone number" so that
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they could be picked up locally. I mean in an inpatient unit for an extended period of time.
If they are in a Cult from their area and they are still being monitored and messed with, my
own personal opinion is we can't get them well and can't offer more than humanitarian
caring and supportiveness. Lots of therapists do not like to hear that. That's my opinion. I
believe that if somehow they're lucky enough to be wealthy enough to have protection, to
have somehow gotten away in some way and we can work with them without being
messed with, that they have a chance to reach some semblance of normality and livability
with enough intensive work. My own personal belief is I don't think anybody with this
kind of programming is well in this country yet. There are some who are well along the
way. I've got a couple who are well along in their work and have done a tremendous
amount, but they're clearly not well yet.
Q: Could you speculate on the relationship between this stuff and the fantasy games that
have been proliferating, Dungeons and Dragons and that sort of thing?

Dr.H: Well, there are a lot of things out there to cue people. You want to see a great
movie, interesting movie, to cue people? Go see "Trancers II."You can rent it in your
video shop. Came out last fall. One night in sheer desperation for something at the video
store, you know? Nine o'clock on Friday night. Everything's gone. I rented a couple of
movies and one of them is that. Fascinating. They're talkrng about Green World Order.
Yes, "Trancers 11." And who is the production company? Full Moon Productions. I
couldn't see much cuing in "Trancers I," but who's the production company in "Trancers
I"? Alter Productions. There are lots of things around that are cuing.
There's an interesting person in the late sixties who talked about the Illuminati.
Have any of you ever heard of the Illuminati with regard to the Cult? Had a patient bring
that up to me just about exactly two years ago. We've now had other stuff come out from
other patients. Appears to be the name of the international world leadership. There appear
to be Illuminatic Counsels in several parts of the world and one internationally. The name
of the international leadership of the Cult supposedly. Is this true? well, I don't know. It's
interesting we're getting some people who are trying to work without cuing who are
saying some very similar things. There was an old guy in Hollywood in the late sixties who
talked about the infiltration of Hollywood by the Illuminati. Certainly what some patients
have said is all of this spook stuff, horror stuff, possession and everything else that's been
popularized in the last twenty years in Hollywood is in order to soften up the public so
that when a Satanic world order takes over, everyone will have been desensitized to so
many of these things, plus to continually cue lots of people out there. is that true? Well, I
can't definitely tell you that it is. What I can say is I now believe that ritual-abuse
prommminp is wides~read.is svstematic, is vew owanized from highlv esoteric
information which is uublished nowhere, has not been on any book or talk show, that
we have found all around this country and at least one forekn country. Let's take a
couple of quick questions and we need to get on to other material. Yes?
Q: Do you have any techniques for decreasing your level of uncertainty that a patient is or
is not being still tampered with, "messed with," as you said?
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Dr.H: Just that I would ask several of the parts I've inquired about, Core, Diana, Wisdom,
Master Programmer, several parts inside I would ask about these sorts of things and I will
keep asking it. As you do additional work and get a bit further, I would ask again to find
out. In the back?
Q: I wonder if you've heard or you know of the Martin Luther Bloodline?
Dr.H: The what?
Q: Martin Luther Bloodline?
Dr.H: I know nothing about Martin Luther Bloodline. I'll give you one other quick tip.
Ask him about an identification code. There's an identification code that people have. It
will involve their birth date. It may involve places where they were programmed and it will
usually involve a number in there that will be their birth order, like zero-two if they were
second-born. It will usually involve a number that represents the number of generations in
the Cult, if they are bloodlines. I've seen up to twelve now, twelve ~ e n e r ~ o n s .
Q: I have seen a lot of the things you've been describing today in several patients. I wanted
to ask you a question about the Seven Systems. You mentioned something about systems
here. Are there Seven Systems?
Dr.H: There has been that described in some patients, yes, the Seven Systems.
Q: Could you say what that is or a little diagram?
Dr.H: I don't think we know enough to know what it is, honestly. I think it may have to
do with Seven Cabalistic Trees.
Q: Have you ever had any evidence where any of these people have b e e n a d and there
have been anything of their body-parts that might be related to this, private parts in
particular?

Dr.H: Well, there are certainly people that have had tattoos, that have had a variety of
other kinds of things, some of which have been, you know, documented in cases, but I
mean to say, well, maybe they did that to themselves or had it done consciously to really
prove something, not that occurs to right off the bat. Let me just take this one last
question back and we need to go on to other material because we're never going to get
through it all. I'll just ask you to hold your question.
Q: It's not a question but I wanted to say for myself, personally, and perhaps for others
here as well, I wanted to thank you very sincerely for taking this time to come forward.
[Applause]
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Dr.H: Well, [Applause]
Q: Does anyone want to join us for a standing ovation for this material? It's wonderful.

[Sustained applause]
Dr.H: A dear fiiend who's one of the top people in the field, who I know has had death
threats, but I know struggled for professional credibility in believing in MPD and was
harshly criticized for even believing in that ten and fifteen years ago, and struggled to a
point of professional credibility. I think in his heart of hearts he knows it's true, but he will
say things like, "I wouldn't be surprised to find tomorrow it was an international
conspiracy and I wouldn't be surprised to find tomorrow that it is an urban myth and
rumor." He tries to stay right on the fence and the reason is because it's controversial,
because there is a campaign underway saying these all false memories induced by,
along with incest and everything else, by some TV programs and some books, and
by naive therapists using hypnosis. It's controversial. My personal opinion has come
to be if they're going to kill me, they're going to kill me. There's going to be an awful
lot of information that's been put away that'll go to investigative reporters and
multiple investigative agencies, if it happens, and an awful lot of people like you , I
hope, that if I ever have an accident will be pushing for a very large-scale
investigation.
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The Transition from Mechanistic to Quantum Society
The Mechanistic World View

Today's perception of social and political philosophy, in all it's "modernity", is a
mechanistic perception formed in direct response to the philosophical and scientific
concepts of the seventeenth century that produced the pattern forming the basis for
today's "science". This perception is reinforced by constant exposure to these underlying
themes in the media and culture around us.
The greatest proponent of the mechanistic world view was Isaac Newton, a
member of the influential British Royal Society, who extended his viewpoint to include
what he perceived as "problems in moral philosophy". French scientists in the 18th century
tried to extend his ideas to questions of history and spirit. The power of Newton's
mechanistic view drew nearly every influential social, political and economic thinker of the
17th 18th and 19th centuries to use them as a model.
Thomas Hobbes, John Stuart Mill and John Locke turned to mechanistic physics
for inspiration and example in their writings on state and society. The deterministic laws of
history expounded by German Karl Marx, the mechanistic and reductionist theory of
evolution of Darwin and Wallace, Freud's reductionist "scientitic model" of the self, and
Rev. Thomas Malthus' pessimistic view of human lie all took root from the mechanistic
concept of the universe.

Mechanism, or the mechanistic view, has the following components:
(1) Mechanism stresses itn unbridgeable gulf" between human beings and the physical
world. Human consciousness has no place in Newton's vast "world machine". Nature is
perceived as something to be conquered and used. Of course, this is one of the main
sources of out current ecological crisis.
(2) Mechanism stresses hierarchy- It structures existence according to ever-ciescendig
units of analysis. In mechanistic societies, power and organization are structured in the
same ladder of ascending and descending authority.

(3) Mechanism stresses isolated, separate and interchangable parts. Everything in
Newton's universe is ultimately reduccible to so many individual atoms and the forces
acting between them, so called atomism. Atomism encourages a model of relationship
based on conflict and con_fi.ontation,on part against part. This was seen in Hobbes
mechanistic proposal that "life is a struggle, each against every man". In fact, atomism
underlies the modem cult of the "expert", the detached individual who is very

knowledgeable about isolated bits of information or experience but is imorant o f the
whole of which these bits are a part. The expert is often alienated from the situation or
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community in which he practices his expertise. This alienation was extended even hrther
in society by virtue of the Industrial Revolution.
The idea put forth that "life was a struggle, each against all" was taken to a new
atomistic low by Malthus, who put forth the notion that the elements of population needed
to be controlled by a "select elite" and, after observing goats, the reductionist notion that
humans were motivated by one factor - sexual reproduction. Furthermore, Malthus
proposed another erroneous notion - that the population would increase geometrically and
eat itself into oblivion and that population reduction mandates needed to be imposed by
the 'Ute': Passive population reduction consisted of population neglect, which allowed
the in~astructzrresupporting the existence of population to collapse without maintenance,
plus indirect killing by the creation of condztions that would promote death of the nonelite. We see this today embodied in the "treat symptom instead of cause" principle of
allopathic medicine, which views the human body mechanistically and suppresses all
medical treatment except on& that which is allowed within the mechanistic view - drugs,
surgery, radiation and other 'inass to mass"approaches to life. In fact, modem society is a
culture of death. The deliberate environmental pollution, deliberate withdrawal of vitamins
and nutrients in processed food and their replacement by petroleum derivative synthetics,
the deliberate addition of synthetic behavior-afEecting chemicals to the food and water,
and the deliberate undermining of any attempt at conective action all support the indirect
killing proposed by Malthus. Malthusian thought patterns provided a rationale for the
"elite" to maintain themselves as such, and populations became a threat instead of an
asset.
(4) Mechanism stresses the single point of view. In science, when a single theory is the
only theiry, then science essentially becomes a religion scientism. The single point of
view infers the concept of an "absolute space-time fiamework". In Newtonian physics,
there is only one reality at a time. You will immediately recognize this as the basis for the
social reality in Western Civilization, typified by the United States, where the true
multidimensional nature of the universe is viciously suppressed in order to preserve the
status quo, which is based on false science and false premises about reality.

-

Furthermore, this 'Single point of view7'is taken advantage of by the media. When
the media produces a continual series of conflicting viewpoints, it deliberately and
knowingly performs the fbnction of throwing the mind of the population into chronic
indecision. The either/or of "absolute choice" became the chosen way of dealing with
reality. A statement is either true or false, a course of action is either good or bad. There
can only be one truth, one best course of action. Paradox, multiplicity, difference and
plurality cannot be accomodated. Presentation of conflicting viewpoints is paralytic.
Because innovation and progress is suppressed to maintain what is essentially a
'low-tech" society compared to the technology actually in hand by the government, it fits
the mechanistic model very precisely. Strict determinist "laws" actually correspond to a
very narrow spectrum of physical reality.
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Because of the impact of Malthusian thought, which maintained that large
populations were a threat, acquisition of land for resources became a major motivating
factor in 20th century warfare. While still in
this is being supplanted by the drive
for corporate capital, and still again by the drive for the mind of the population.
Population control, including control of behavior (Skinner) and thought, is a Malthusian
mandate. The size of the population is constantly being touted in the media. In fact, all of
these thought patterns are not at all based on fact. It has been calculated that Earth can
comfortably hold over 44 billion people, if the resources are cooperatively managed.
Cooperative management and mutual aid, combined with the release of previously
suppressed non-polluting technology, combined krther with a shift in the mental patterns
into more altruistic modes, will ensure a peaceful move into space for a large segment of
the planetary population.

As pointed out in Matrix IV, future life progressions and other data indicate that
the population of the planet will decrease within the next several decades by virtue of a
series of alterations in both planetary geology and other factors, which is all the more
reason to maximize the health and welfare of the population we do have. We do not have
too many people on the planet. We have too little common sense.

Fractal Evolution
An Extract fiom Avoiding Exhnction, also by Leading Edge ~esearch'
"A decade after Mandelbrot published his physiological speculations, some theoretical biologists began to
fmd fractal organization controlling structures all through the body. The standard 'exponential'
description of a bronchial branching proved to be quite wrong; a fractal description turned out to fit the
data...." -James Gleick

In the view of the Darwinists, the endlessly exquisite designs of nature are the
result of an interplay of two factors--random genetic mutation and Natural Selection.
Genetic mutation proposes, Natural Selection disposes.
The question of "design" in nature was one that troubled Charles Darwin all his
professional life. In the year following the publication of the Origin, he writes to Asa
Gray: "I am conscious that I am in an utterly hopeless muddle. I cannot think that the
world, as we see it, is the result of chance; and yet I cannot look at each separate thing as
the result of design."
Darwinist Ernst Mayr, for one, is well aware of the design dilemma. "No
consequence of Darwin's theory of natural selection was a source of greater dismay to his

'

Avoiding Extinction: The Transitioning of Humankind porn the Present Nightmare to the New
Enlightenment, Dr. Dan Hall, Leading Edge Research, 1995. $24.95 ppd Foreign add S 10. 168pages.
James Gleick, Chaos-Makng a New Science (New York: Penguin Books, 1988 [1987]), p. 109.
3~rnst
Mayr, Evolution and the Diversity of Life, (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press), 1976, p.
30.
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opponents than the elimination of design from nature. Those who studied the countless
superb adaptations of animals and plants had been most gratified by the explanation that
such perfection was clearly the result of design by the maker of this world." In fact,
Darwin did not eliminate design fiom nature, as he himself indicates in his letter to Gray.
Darwin and his followers succeeded only in challenging the traditional idea that the
source of all design is God.
After citing many examples of fantastic design in nature, Mayr goes on to say,
"But when we ask how this perfection is brought about, we seem to find only
arbitrariness, planlessness, randomness, and accident...." 4 If Mayr and his fellow
Darwinists find in nature only "arbitrariness, planlessness, randomness, and accident" that
is a reflection on their ability, not on the capability of nature.
Today, any graduate student asked to develop a paper on the subject of design in
nature would invariably wind up looking into fractal geometry and mathematics. Fractal
geometry, as its name implies, is a geometry focusing on the description of geometrical
structures, and structuring, in fiact[ion]al space.
Until 1975, we didn't have a fiactal geometry. Our only geometry was the familiar
Euclidean geometry, which goes back over two thousand years. The Elements of Euclid
(circa 300 B.C.) summarized in thirteen volumes the mathematical knowledge of ancient
Greece. Up into our own century, Euclid's books of geometry were taken as the final,
authoritative word on the subject. Euclidean geometry deals with whole rather than
fractional realities. Plane geometry concerns planar (one- and two-dimensional)
structures, and solid geometry describes volumetric (three-dimensional) structures.
'New geometry's always begin," writes James Gleick, "when someone changes a
hndamental rule." Fundamental supposition would be a better term than rule. Gleick
continues: "Suppose space can be curved instead of flat, a geometer says, and the result is
a weird curved parody of Euclid that provides precisely the right fi-amework for the
general theory of relativity. Suppose space can have four dimensions, or five, or six.
Suppose the number expressing dimension can be a fiaction.... suppose shapes are
defined, not by solving an equation once, but by iterating it [repeating it] in a feedback
loop.I1
French mathematician Benoit Mandelbrot made a number of the above
suppositions, and the result was the birth in 1975 of "fractal" (fiactional) geometry and
mathematics (Les Objets Fractal). The original stimulus behind Mandelbrot's work was
an interest in irregular (seemingly "chaotic") patterns. Cotton prices over a long period of
time, frequency of earthquakes, flooding conditions.... all seemed to occur with a regular
irregularity. What was the principle of order within the chaos?

4

Mayr, p. 32.
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Mandelbrot's "studies of irregular patterns, " Gleick indicates, "and his exploration
of infinitely complex shapes had an intellectual intersection: a quality of self-similarity.
Above all, fractal meant self-similar."
"Self-similarity is symmetry across scale. It implies recursion, pattern inside of
pattern. Mandelbrot's price charts and river charts displayed self-similarity, because not
only did they produce detail at finer and finer scales, they also produced detail with certain
constant measurements....'I 7
The physical world, the explicate realm, is structured along the lines of fiactal
geometry. The basic underlying idea is the idea of repetition ,of structure in different
scales of magnitude. The common example is a coastline. A photograph of a section of
coastline from a blimp will show the same ragged contours as a photograph of the whole
coast taken fiom a space station. A photograph of a one-foot-long section of the same
coast will also show the same contours. The various coastlines are "self-similar," each
similar to the others in shape, but different in magnitude.
Mandelbrot and those who took up the tools he provided found endless evidence
of the fact that the creation, the explicate realm, is designed via fractal mathematics. In
light of these findings, the idea of Mayr and other Darwinists that the perfections of nature
are the result of "planlessness" is simply ludicrous. The physical realm is structured like
"Chinese eggs," eggs nested within eggs.
"A decade after Mandelbrot published his physiological speculations," Gleick
writes, "some theoretical biologists began to find fiactal organization controlling
structures all through the body. The standard 'exponential' description of bronchial
branching proved to be quite wrong; a fiactal description turned out to fit the data. The
urinary collecting system proved fractal. The biliary duct in the liver. The network of
special fibers in the heart that cany pulses of electric current to the contracting
muscles....11 8
"How did nature manage to evolve such complicated architecture?" Gleick asks,
rhetorically. "Mandelbrot's point is that the complications exist only in the context of
traditional Euclidean geometry. As fractals, branching structures can be described with
transparent simplicity, with just a few bits of information...." "Fractal mathematics" is
comprised of the simple formulas by which conversions are made--fractal to fiactal.
The seemingly infinite complexity of the Mandelbrot set is based on the simple
formula z + z2+ C. Take a number, multiply it by itself, and add the original number. lo
Gleick, p. 103.
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"By the 1980s," Gleick writes, "a home computer could handle arithmetic precise
enough to make colorfbl pictures of the [Mandelbrot] set, and hobbyists quickly found
that exploring these pictures at ever-greater magnification gave a vivid sense of expanding
scale. If the set were thought of as a planet-sued object, a personal computer could show
the whole object, or features the sue of cities, or the size of buildings, or the size of
rooms, or the sue of books, or the size of letters, or the size of bacteria, or the size of
atoms. The people who looked at such pictures saw that all the scales had similar
patterns, yet every scale was different. And all these microscopic landscapes were
generated by the same few lines of computer code."
A decade or so after the publication of Les Objets Fractal, as Gleick observes, a
number of biologists (and not just "theoretical biologists") began the work of reunderstanding the body in terms of fractal engineering. Today, the fractal approach is
being used to better understandig every component of the human body. Neuroscientist
Ary Freeman, for instance, maintains that a kind of "ordered unpredictability" lies at the
heart of the brain's ability to perceive the world. "Studying the electrical activity of the
brains of rabbits trained to recognize various smells, Freeman finds that the animals' brain
waves shift to a diierent pattern of chaotic activity as each smell is inhaled." l2

"Paul Rapp of the University of Pennsylvania has found similar results in humans.
When his subjects were asked to count backward fiom 100 by sevens, their brain-wave
patterns suddenly shifted into a chaotic state that marked intense concentration...." l3
The Freeman and Rapp references are fiom a recent article titled "The
Mathematics of Human Life," by William F. Allman. We sense Allman's excitement as he
comes to realize the 111 dimensions of the fiactal phenomenon: "The body's overall
structure bears the signature of the chaotic processes that shape it--right down to the
DNA molecule that serves as its genetic blueprint.... The fiactal nabre of DNA appears
to play a role in its ability to pass on biological information that controls development of
the various parts of the body. Because fractals represent a midway point between
randomness and predictability, DNA's fiactal structure may represent a compromise
between encoding the maximum amount of information, while still being extremely
resilient to damage....o 14

The Work of Dr. Bruce H. Lipton

In the early eighties, the Darwinian orthodoxy still reigned supreme, and
consequently it was assumed that the secrets of biological evolution would be discovered
"
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as the result of research in genetics. Most biologists interested in evolutionary process
were guided (or misguided as it were) by the doctrine of the primacy of the DNA. For
these researchers, fractal geometry was of interest as it might apply to understanding the
nature and workings of the DNA. The above reference to the "fractal nature of DNA
suggests the sort of conclusions that came from the orthodoxy.
Among the more unorthodox biologists interested in fractal mathematics was
University of Virginia-trained anatomist and cell biologist Dr. Bruce H. Lipton. As
indicated in earlier chapters, improvements in electron-microscopy during the fifties had
made it possible for researchers to get a really look at the cellular membrane. Lipton's
career as evolutionist began when he redied that consciousness is not something encoded
in the genes (the position of the orthodoxy) but something that is "transduced" by the IMP
system of the cell membrane.
The biological basis of consciousness, Lipton maintains, is the IMP (integral
membrane protein) unit, a stimulus-response mechanism in which the "receptor" is the
stimulus receiver and the "effector" the response activator. "So," Lipton says, "we get
into a really interesting understanding of consciousness here. The fbndamental unit of
consciousness happens to be a protein receptor and protein effector in combination. If you
separate either of these two proteins fiom each other, then the unit of that perception is
not made. If you cut the receptor off, no signals come in, or jf you cut the effector out
then there's no response to the signal. In either case, you break the perception pathway."
15

The biological primacy of the membrane over the DNA is demonstrated, Lipton
indicates, by the simple fact that if the IMP receptors are cut off, then the cell goes
comatose and dies, whereas if the nucleus is taken out of the cell, the cell continues to
operate normally, until such time as it requires new parts. New parts are supplied by the
cell's Parts Department--the genome. Consciousness does not originate in the genome
(the "ghosts in the machine" hypothesis of the Darwinists), it originates in the
environment; it is transduced (processed) by the cellular membrane, and various of the
signals that are so processed activate creative processes in the genome. If we view the cell
as itself a stimulus-response mechanism, a kind of super IMP, then the cellular membrane
would be the stimulus-receiver component and the genome the bottom-line response
component.
By consciousness, we refer to a process that occurs in any organism, fiom the
prokaryotic cell to the human being-the process of receiving signals (fiom outer
environment and inner domain) and translating those signals into appropriate biological
responses. Clearly, as Lipton indicates, there is a wide spectrum of awareness, "fiom the
hypothetical organism that can see one percept--meaning it would have just one receptor

Is

The Biology of Consciousness--An Introduction to Fractal Evolution, unpublished dratt, June 1993.
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and effector, so it can see only one thing, to a human being, who has an enormous range
of awareness and enormous versatility in terms of response." l6
In keeping with orthodox doctrine, many biologists define consciousness as a
strictly human phenomenon. That is not our definition here. There are great differences
between the signal reception-response expressed by a unicellular organism and the signal
reception-response expressed by the human being, but these differences do not j u s t e the
hypothesis that there is no relationship between awareness at the cellular level and
awareness at the human level. Indeed, fiom the point of view of methodology, such an
hypothesis--a "negative hypothesisw--isinvalid. It's possible to prove that which is, but
how is it possible to find evidence for the non-existence of something? "God does not
exist, and here's the proof.. ."
If Darwinism should have taught us anything, it is the fact that evolution expresses
continuig with change. First there is a something, and then the something becomes
something else. The exact nature of the something else is determined by the nature of the
something and by certain other factors that come into play to modify the something. By
the standard of continuity with change, so convincingly expressed by Darwinism, we
would suppose not that human consciousness is a "special phenomenon" (an idea which
"smacks of' the Biblical doctrine that man is a special creation), but that human
consciousness is an evolved form of lower consciousness.
Our presumption is that human consciousness is an evolved expression of cellular
consciousness. That presumption is a starting point, and not necessarily the best possible
starting point. It may be that Itzhak Bentov is correct in his understanding that we
humans operate via two distinct consciousnesses-the rudimentary consciousness (the
collective cell consciousness) and the higher consciousness, an emanation of our higher
selves. I' In our present context, however, the main focus is on specific means by which
organisms became "smarter."

Means of Cellular Consciousness Expansion
Lipton identifies three primary means by which consciousness evolved, fiom
unicellular consciousness to human consciousness. The first means was increase of
cellular membrane surface area. Nature had to figure out how to make the prototype cell
(the prokaryote) into a smarter cell--a cell with greater consciousness capability. Again,
the cellular mechanism of perception is the IMP network. IMPS require access to the
external environment and to the inner domain, and thus they cannot be stacked. The cell
membrane contains only one layer of IMPS. This means that if the IMP (consciousness)
capability of the cell is to be increased, then the surface area of the membrane must be
increased.
Ibid.
Ikhak Bentov, A Cosmic Book-On the Mechanics of Creation (Rochester, VT. Destiny Books),
pp. 25-29.
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Expansion of cell membrane surface area was accomplished in two ways, through
the development of an internal skeleton (the prokaryotic cell has an exo[outside]skeleton)
and through the internalization of all systems not requiring a face-to-face contact with the
external environment. In the case of the prokaryote, all systems (including the DNA) are
on the membrane surface; in the case of the eukaryote (final stage cell), only the "nervous
system" is on the surface. The other systems are internalized as organelles.
How are organelles formed? Lipton: "In evolution, functional groupings of
plasmalemmal [membrane] IMPS invaginated and detached fiom the cell surface. These
internalized portions of the plasmalemma provided for the formation of discrete
membranous organelles, including the nucleus. Organization, fbnctional integration, and
mobility of the organelles was provided by the cytoskeletal matrix." l 8
Integration of Outputs
What the evolution of consciousness next requires, as part of what we might call
the "membrane expansion program," is the development of the optimal program for the
integration of inputs. The IMP receptors receive signals (inputs) and the effectors activate
the output functions that transduce the signals into behavior. In addition to receptors and
effectors there is an intermediate protein called a processor protein, or "G protein,"
Processor proteins interface between receptors and effectors, and given their positions
they have great potential for directing and re-directing incoming frequencies. In the words
of Bruce Lipton: "A processor can hook a receptor to one output, and another processor
can hook the same receptor to a different output-so that one incoming signal can be split
by the processor into multiple functions. Over evolution the processor proteins are coordinated, or co-ordinate themselves, in such a way that the processor sub-system has
tremendous versatility in terms of its abiiity to 'get the most' out of incoming signals. The
sub-system might be able, for instance, to use just one incoming sigial to provide a wide
variety of biological functions." What the processor protein sub-system represent's, Lipton
says, is "a mechanism of expanding the consciousness not just by increasing the numbers
of receptors and effectors, but by integrating them into functional biological repertoires."
19

The Fractal Ladder
Once nature perfected the cell, which is to say maximized its capability for
receiving and processing signals, then there was, according to Lipton, a momentary pause
in the evolutionary process. If nature was to continue with the work of building greater
and greater consciousness capabilities into the biological realm, she had to come up a new
-
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"Histology Introduction-From Cells to Tissues: A Brief Review of Evolution," academic course
pamphlet, undated, p. 3.
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format. The cell format had been completed. What would be the next step? What was
the solution that nature came up with?
Dr. Lipton recalls the moment in 1983 when he discovered the answer to that
question: "I was sitting in my laboratory looking at a eukaryotic cell through an electron
microscope. I was reiterating in my mind the common understanding that all the
physiologic systems that can be found in the human being are in the eukaryotic cell when it
really struck me.... the cell I was looking at was a fractal of the human being.
Alternatively, the human being is a fractal of the cell--a version on a greater order of
magnitude." From that moment, Lipton the anatomist and cell biologist became Lipton
the evolutionist.
"Evolutionary process is not that very very long uninterrupted upward inclined
plane that the Darwinists suppose it is," Lipton says. "In terms of simple structures,
evolution is more like a ladder-a fractal ladder which takes us, 'us' being the material
realm, into higher and higher consciousness. The single cell--from prokaryote to
eukaryote-is one rung of the ladder. After this rung was completed, nature took a bunch
of state-of-the-art [eukaryotic] cells and combined them into the first multicellular
organism. That first organism was the beginning of a new fiactal rung, a rung that is
completed with the completion of the humanbeing. We humans are the eukaryotes of our
fractal level."

In the years following his realization, Lipton accumulated more and more
information supportive of the hypothesis that fractal mathematics and geometry are at the
formative heart of biology and evolution. "The story of evolution at the level of the single
cell is largely the story of cell membrane expansion," Lipton says. "The more membrane
surface, the more IMPS can be packed in. At the level of the multicellular organism, the
maximizing of cellular membrane surface area is achieved through 'fiactal packing.' The
way to get the most surface area into any given three-dimensional space is by means of
fractal structuring." l4'
The third primary means of consciousness expansion, Lipton reasons, is the
combination of fractal rung end products into the proto-products of the next fractal step.
The eukaryote is the end product of the single cell fractal rung. When it was completed,
the next step was the combination of eukaryotic cells into the first multicellular organism.
Human beings are the end-products of the multicellular rung. What marks the completion
of this rung? Level of consciousness is the measure. Probably, the key marker of
completion is the development of "creator consciousness," the understanding that we
"create our own realities. "
Currently, we (humans) are very much in the process of discovering the facts of
our "creation consciousness," all that to do with the various programs (paradigms) on
which we run. The book you are reading at this moment participates is this discovery
process. What we call Darwinism is a basal paradigmatic program, one on which Western
civilization has operated on for over a hundred years. It is not so much scientific program

-
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as a political program. If the masses are convinced that existence is without purpose or
plan, that "anything goes" and "anything can happen," then of course what's needed is
strict top-down controls. Thus we have the so-called "New World Order," which is
understood by many as an elitist conspiracy to control the world through control of
economics, politics, and ultimately genetics and thought.
In endeavoring to explain the origins of New World Orderism, critics invariably
point to secret societies, some of which have been around for a very long time. Zle
bottom-line source of whatever problems we might have as a civilization is the basal
paradigm(s) we operate upon. Look at the paradigm, not at the people.
People are in a real sense merely puppets of their paradigms. At least, this has
been the case until recently. Now, we as a civilization seem to be really getting the idea
that we and the creator energy are in some sense synonymous. Yes, we are fractals of the
Creator. This is the meaning of the idea that man is made "in the image" of God. This is
the message of Christ (and of other great spiritual leaders)-a message that humankind was
not ready to receive, not until now.
Embracing the understanding that what we call physical existence is, as it were,
computer modeled by means of fractal mathematics is a key to the reconciliation of
Western religion and science--of metaphysics and physics. Whatever label we might care
to give the implicate order doesn't really matter, so long as we have a reasonably accurate
understanding of "the way it all works." The Christ message and the New Physics
message point in the same direction, toward "participatory Creatorism."

Another important implication of fractal biology and evolution is that at long last,
we have solid support for the Gaia hypothesis that the planet is one organism. The human
being is a fractal of the single cell, the planet is a fractal of the human being. If existence is
structured along fractal lies, then it is very difficult to avoid the conclusion that Earth is
a single organism.

If our planet is a single organism, then what is Homo sapiens? What is the role of
humans? As suggested earlier, the probable role of humans with regard to the planet is
akin to the role of immunity cells in the body-"to serve and protect." The Biblical idea
that humans are meant to be the "stewards" of the planet is an early (and very correct)
expression of the understanding that humans are immunity cell equivalents.
It's important to note that immunity cells are not simply the cops of the body.
They are, in the words of Bruce Lipton, "the cells of evolution." They have the ability to
embrace the new things--the unknown--to learn those new things. They are the experts -the Sherlock Holmeses. Further, they are little creators .... the creators of genetic
blueprints for organisms that can protect the body against antigens.
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If we are the protectors, it is certainly incumbent on us to complete our training
soon. We may already be in the process of being tested. Not long ago, I attended a
lecture by a most colofil and gifted Hopi by the name of Robert Morning Sky. Morning
Sky claims that his grandfather and five other young men were the rescuers of an
extraterrestrial whose ship crashed in August of 1947, not long after the famous Roswell
crash. From this alien, Morning Sky says, much information was learned as to the true
history of this solar system and this our planet.
"Star Elder" told the young men who rescued him (all from different tribes), that
the gods of old, the "olden gods" of Sirius and Orion, are coming back to renew their
claim of ownership of Earth (Terra), and to renew their claim of mastery over humankind.
If we humans do not know who and what we are, then we will continue to be what we've
always been--fm animals. An interesting story.... incredible perhaps, but interesting in its
timing. Just as we humans are coming to realize who and what we are, we are going to be
tested by the appearance of some very interesting extraterrestrial "antigens." What will
these antigens say when we as a civilization have gone beyond master-slave games into the
realization that we are the planet? In the words of a popular song, "we are the world."
Probably, what they will say is, "We're certainly glad you had the smarts to figure that out.
In that you're evolving quite nicely now, we won't have to re-cycle you and start all over.
Welcome to the association of gods [biological entities that understand they are creators
of their reality]. Do you think you might have a bit of space here or there so we could set
up a liaison office?"

-
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Asia and Europe, invisibility and camouflage was necessary to survive. This became
imperative in Europa during the time of Santa Hermandad, Holy Office or Inquisitions.
The Manchus in China also persecuted Taoists in the 16th century. So, for the record, we
are NOT a Masonic, radical, revolutionary, or paramilitary group. We ARE only an
ancient Hermetic Gnostic Magickal Order concerned with the intellectual and spiritual
evolution of mankind.
The so-called "Books of the Order" are the Emerald Tablet of Hennes, the
Pyramid Scrolls, the I Ching, the Tao-Te-Ching and Hua-Hu-Ching of Lao-Tm, the T 'ai
Chin Hua Tsmg chih2, Theogonia ~eometridand the Coder urensis4. These seven
books are the foundation of the Order. The true GnosisSis contained in one single Tablet the Emerald Tablet of Hermes Trismegistos, the ancient Ionian Sage.
Unlike purported, spurious translations of the Emerald Tablet which comprise
many verbose, meaningless pages, this sacred document contains in one single page the
entire havledge of the universe. It's language is symbols, glyphs and coded Alchemical
lexicon. The original tablet was created by Hermes himself, and was made of sand that had
been alchemically changed into Emerald - hence the name. It disappeared "mysteriously",
but has been preserved in our main temple for thousands of years that in itself was a
"miracle" arranged by Hermes himself. It is the source of the true Gnosis, and a translation
in German, English, Russian, Chinese and Turkish was made available for the first time in
1970 by our Order. Previously, the only available translation from ancient times was in
classical Greek or Arabic. The so-called "Emerald Tablet of the Chaldean Recension" is a
duplicate, a copy of the original, not in Ionian Gnostic symbols but in Chaldean symbols.
Hence, something was lost in the translation, but has been restored by our Order in 1970
and made available to a few select individuals that could use the information wisely.6 It
was released in Chicago, the location of our North American headquarters, for the USA.
But now, it is moving to the West Coast, as dictated by the high chiefs of the Order, the
location having been meticulously selected by the Mega Arkons themselves.

-

It is worthwhile to note that all the Ancient Mystery Schools and Temples were
located in great mountains, near great mountains or, when no mountain was available, an
artiticial mountain was constructed. That was the primary reason for constructing the
Pyramids of Giza. Why were mountains - the Himalayas, the Andes and the Alps - so
sacred and special to the ancients? Mountains are not only great repositories of condensed
gravitational energy due to their great mass, but also they create local distortions in the
space-time continuum that, combined with Earth Grid Energy, make anti-gravity easily
attainable and provide for local time warps necessary for Magickal initiations and
astraetheric travel. This is possible because of the focusing of centrifugal components of

"The Secret of the Golden Flowern by the immortal Lu Tung-Pin. A manual on Meditation.

' A rare Greek treatise by PythagoradProclus on Sacred Geometry.
4

6

A classic from Ur, a rare Babylonian manuscript on astrophysics and science.
Gnosis = To Know, in terms of Ancient Wisdom.
An accurate representation is found in the text of Unified Field, Part 8, Leading Edge #72.
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the Coreolis force related to Earth spin. Furthermore, large mountains are accumulators
of "cosmic energy", that fancy, nebulous New Age tern.
Basically, "cosmic energy" is nothing other than higher-order cosmic rays
composed of Takyons and Ante-matter7, not the lower-order radioactive particles that are
harmful to humans, animals and plants. At mountains, an exchange of Gravitons and
electrical charges occurs within the ionosphere, much the same as electron-positron
emission and absorption occur on sharp metallic points. That is why the air in the
mountains is so fresh, cool and invigorating. It contains an excess of electrons - negative
ions - in the air surrounding its folds. Unlike deserts, where there are mostly positive ions,
in forests and near waterfalls and mountains there is a profbsivity of electrons and negative
ions, as well as fresh air to breathe. Perhaps the artificial "mountains" of Giza were also
built to maintain a gravitational as well as electrostatic balance. The last reason, of
course, is that great peaks in the Andes, Himalayas, Alps and other places are
interconnected by an immense network of underground tunnels built by ancient
civilizations that lived here thousands of years ago. It is not generally known that Mt.
Everest, Aconcagua, Illimani, Mt.Hood, Mt. Rainier and Mt. McKinley are all
interconnected by this immense network of underground tunnels that also connect with the
Giza and other pyramids throughout the world. Maybe now it becomes clear why great
Mystery Schools were located near these gravitational colossi!
The most important archeological discoveries this year (1994) have been made in
Egypt, at the Sphinx. In October 1994, while endeavouring to repair the side of the
Sphmx, a worker discovered an ancient tunnel. Professor Zahi Hawass, chief antiquarian,
said the passage was extremely old, dating to Pharonic times. Exploration of this passage
will be done in February 1995, provided the authorities don't change their mind. As it is
now, Egyptologists stand on very shaky ground due to the discoveries of "maverick"
Egyptologist Anthony West and colleagues, who found water erosion on the sides of the
Sphinx dating from at least 10,000 years ago, when the plain of Giza was a rain forest, not
a desert. I think everybody should see the documentary video released in 1994 called
"Mysteries of the Sphinx", which summarizes the research of West and associates. To see
Egyptologists feel embarrassed and cornered by the evidence is worth the price of this
excellent 85-minute videos. It seems that the Hall of Records is about to make its
appearance!
To close, I wish to point out that our researchers doing presentations are both
native Americans, or foreign-born, like myself, but they all have lived in and visited the US
to study and become familiar with all the scenarios going on, both in fiont and behind the
scenes. The emphasis is on the United States, because it is a trend-setter in technology,
especially Tactical technology. That is why we have focused our attention on Western
research primarily, for it affects the whole world. We must know what the secret plans of
governments and military are, so we can protect ourselves wisely.

7

Ante-matter is not the same as Anti-matter. See diagrams in Matrix XU and IV.
write "Sphinx", P.O. Box 2249, Livonia, Michigan 48151, or call 1-800-508-0558 for information.
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Finally, the tape recordings of the meetings have been transcribed with a modicum
of coherency and unity, and also to eliminate the foreign accents and idiom of our
overseas visitors for the benefit of readers. However, we do not dare change their peculiar
idiosyncrasies, for that is their privilege of expression. We cannot and do not edit what a
human being says or how they say it, even if it is "incorrect". After 2,000 years of "good
grammar" and "syntax", people still cannot communicate with each other, and war seems
to be "the only answer" to frustrated spoken or written words.
Those who commit atrocities with their editorial pens would never print out
controversial information, and those pedantic iconoclasts that insist on proper grammar,
diction and syntax would distort our writings, as the ancient scribes distorted Holy Writ.
That is why we have entrusted Val Valerian to publish our material "as is", for we have
followed his publications closely, and we feel he is brave, courageous and a wise
researcher and publisher.g"
Dav One of the Meeting
Dr.A: "Welcome, again, Ladies and Gentlemen, to the USA. Welcome to Chicago! This
is the second year in the history of our Hermetic Gnostic Order, both the 1.0. and O.O.,
that we have had our annual meetings outside Europa. This is so because we see that, per
our own historical annals, the times are indeed indicative of great change and forthcoming
global turmoil, both political as well as cosmic. I am sure you all know what I am talking
about. In behalf of Herr Professor Doktor N., who will be here with the Mega Arkons for
the Equinox event, I extend a warm BienvenWelcome to you, especially our
distinguished visitors fiom the far East and CCCP. As Dr. H indicated, this may be the last
time we meet in scientific and Magickal conclave as a large group, 55 visitors and our
local US 9, a total of 64 -- I Ching Ba Kua coincidence, perhaps?
As you all know by now, 1994 has been very eventful and coloufil for our groups

worldwide. It has been tragic for some of our members, since two of their close friends
and associates departed to the Inner Planes prematurely. Last year, because of Ex
Cathedra pronouncement by the Mega Arkons (Chief Hierophants), it was decided to
make some of the technical details of the meeting available to a selected public in the
international research community - unorthodox community, I must emphasize - not the
academicians and orthodox community, of which some of us are members of, but quite De
Congnito (secretly and anonymously) as decreed by the strict rules of the Order.
We have been monitoring underground publications in both the US and abroad,
and we decided to publish said extracts and selections in Enghsh, German, Polish, Turkish,
Russian and Chinese. This year we have added Hindi to our multilingual editions, thanks
to Sri Dr. S., who is also a Tantric Yogin and Master of Sanscrit fiom Baranashi
(Benares). As English is becoming a Hieractic language, we feel that those conversant
with English will get the info fiom the American publication, but our Eastern Brethren,
where we have Great Schools, Temples and Tradition - they need their own tongue to
Editor note: At this rate, I will be walking on water in about 30 days. Thanks guys.
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know that is going on in the Western world. You chaps fiom Odord that speak Sanskrit,
Namaste !
We have also been monitoring and kept a close watch on individuals in various
countries, researchers that have connected with the Hermetic Gnostic current in one way
or another, and whose research has the flavour of Ancient Wisdom coloured with modem
science. We have found five individuals that meet these requirements. Some are known,
some are unknown and chose to remain so. These persons are Dr. Jose Arguelles, an
associate of the great Chinese I Ching scholar, the late Alex Kigh Diegh, a phenomenal
authority on calendrical non-linear time. For years he published the I Ching Book of
Days, a masterpiece. Now, Dr. Arguelles is the foremost authority in Mayan Calendrics.
The next one is Dr. Rupert Sheldrake, a Britisher like myself, and perhaps the most
controversial bio-scientist today. The British journal Nature called him "a renegade
scientist, a heretic." Nature's editor on the BBC said: "His works should be condemned
because he is a heretic -- like Galilee!" This is on record can you imagine that? Atomic
Age? He is of course the author of the theory of morphogenetic fieldsloand morphic
resonance, a sort of "Unified Field of Biology". In a capsule, his heresy is that information
(consciousness) exists outside the body and in-forms the DNA!

-

The other chap is a research associate of a fiiend of one our members of the Outer
Order, a Greek chap by the name of Kostas T. Lambrakis, PhD, ScD., who has advanced
the most outrageous and controversial theory yet about Unified Field Theory based on the
Einstein-Bohm paradigm. He argues that Hilbert-and-Bohm Imaginary Space is more real
that the Real Vector Phase Space of Quantum Mechanics, and that Consciousness is, in
essence, the Bohm Super-Quantum Potential, hence W t e Holographic Information
Continuum, hence Universal Intelligence, hence God! And,
Factor of All Fields which are imaginary
therefore, Consciousness is the Ugconstructs!"

--

Then follows the enigmatic Carlos Castenada, who is by now a Shaman, Brujo or
Nagual. His works are superlative, and his dream research truly verging on the Hermetic
Gnosis. His teacher, Don Juan, I might add, was a pupil and disciple of our own 1.0.
member, the South American Shaman fiom Peru, X.X. We feel his influence and
teachings will be of great help to the masses, especially the dream work, when the SwceTime Continuum shifls beain to occur. F i y , the last chap is a Chinese scientist who is
very close to discovering the secret of Antigravity and Free Energy, but must remain
anonymous. We are keeping close tabs on these individuals, for they have tapped the True
Gnosis. What the Order does is to see that these researchers receive the information and
inspiration they need to flourish.
lo For more extensive information on morphogeneticfields, see Matrix III, Volume 1, and Dr. A,
Rupert Sheldrakes' classic book "The Resence of the Pad:Morphk Resonance and the Habits of
Nature", 1988, Vintage Books, New York, ISBN 0-394-75990-7, $10.95.
The Unified Field and Consciousness has been an ongoing series featured monthly in the US in
The Leading E&e. Issue #77 Dec 1994 featured Part 12, HorOgraphic Acoustrustrcal
FieldDynmMUcs.
Part 13 is in the issue you are reading.

"

-
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Since last years meeting, there have been a few fabulous breakthroughs in the
sciences, some research being open and public, some being private, and some being highly
classified. We will discuss that seems to be of immediate benefit to our own research
endeavours in both physics, paraphysics, metaphysics and cognate sciences.
Of great interest to the biophysics and neuroscience community is the amazing
brain research and theories derived therefrom. Also a few theoreticians have advanced
outrageous, radical departures from even unorthodox research. The work of our Russian
colleagues, the pioneer research on cell morphology by the American
biophysicist/materials scientist Tomas Landh, the controversial brain research of the
American neurologist Richard Cytowic, the theoretical exploits of Consciousness
mediated by quantum mechanical wave phenomena in microtubules by Professor Penrose
of Oxford, and the Takyon-mediated models of superluminal perineural transport in
psychic phenomena of Dr. Lambrakis, and, the nebulous applications of the marriage of
silicon neural networks with biological neural networks of US classified brain research.
Also, the amazing research of the military researcher, Dr. Eldon Byrd, and the novel
concept of biological trauma'' by Samuel Lentine.
One research endeavour that has been a dilemma to discuss or talk about is the
present status of arti$cial intelligence, cybernetics, computer microchip research, and the
electronic computerised communications and information networks, such as the
1ntemet13, and similar information networks, because they are heavily intricated with
involving national security of many
military, intelligence and defence de-ents
nations. To make matters worse, some of these projects are either dzrectly or indirectly
associated with very unusual brain and genome research. This leads into the realm of
genetic engineering, and this seems to be a "hot" topic in many quarters. Some of the
implications of these projects are so bizarre as to sound unbelievable, and even smack of
science fiction.14 However, we have decided to discuss some of these topics following the
"computer hackers credo", that is really quite sensible, that "information wants to be
free!" So, we shall see how that flows in the context of this week's meetings. I say, for
all you chaps and ladies -- that have been involved in military protocols and maneuvres,
we will simply say when the time for said discussion comes: "Cany on, blokes!" and
quietly add, "May the Great Spirit guide you!".

--

These highly specialised topics will be presented by the various members
presenting papers in this informal symposium, and, last but not least, because of the great
import to us all, the present status of planet Earth in regards to ecology, habitats, and a
most alarming cosmic scenario, the much talked about but very poorly understood and
l2 Trauma is the intemption, distortion, or local andlor global destruction of the information bits in
the grid of the information band or scalar field surrounding all animal, mineral (crystalline) and
plant organisms an intrusion on the morphic field.
Note: The Internet originated from a project outgrowth of Rand Corporation. We will include
some data regarding this matter in this issue if space allows. If not, #79.
l4 A good example of technology in this arena lies with MRX technolow. A sample of material
describing this technology is included in this issue of The Leading Eke.

-
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speculated topic of the photon band in the Seven Sisters system of the Pleiades centred by
its Sun, Alcione.
As the Sage Lao Tzu stated in his extremely rare Hua Hu Ching, one of the

Order's Sacred Books, the Final Age of Cofision, the '90s, is here and it is becoming
more cofising and alarming day by day. All we need do, I say, is to see the chaos and
war in the whole world, America, Europa, Asia, Afiika and, last but not least, for the
cognoscenti, in outer space!
This year, since the locale for our meeting is Chicago, the Chairman will naturally
be a local member, in this case, the most illustrious Dr. D, who was a very young man
when he first met the tenured Herr Professor Doktor Einstein in Princeton. He has a very
profound knowledge of two things: relativity and acoustics, especially Baroque music, for
he is a very accomplished organist. Thank you for your patience with my long
introduction. I seldom get to see and talk to such a numerous gathering of great scientists
and initiates under one roof in this faraway suburb of Chicago. It is my pleasure to
welcome you. And now, ladies and gentlemen, our chairman for the week, Dr. D. ( loud
applause and multi-lingual cheers).
Dr D: Thank you, Dr. A, for your meticulous introduction. I'd say it was not long, but
extremely informative in setting the tone and mood for this unique meeting. Will Dr. B.
please have the visual aids, projectors and video equipment ready? Thank you. At this
point, we invite you to pick a special folder and notebook with the schedule of events and
speakers for the week. We will commence immediately with the first speaker, then we will
have a coffee break. Any questions? Yes, Mrs.Dr.L?
Mrs.Dr.L:
What is that dark purple glow around the entire house and garden that
extends all the way to the access roadway? To the outside street?
Dr D: Ahhh!Mrs. Dr. L is obviously clairvoyant! It is a Takyonic Force Field created by
a special Delta-T and Delta-Wye Transforms, Unified Field Devices. You see, we don't
use commercial electricity. We have our own special magnetic motors, and our power
supply is not 60Hz. It is much higher. This type of electricity is called electrum. That
feeling of coolness and calmness you feel is the protective force field, Tesla field if you
will. This was the brainchild of Dr. G, the nuts and bolts engineer who designed the field
converter motors and electrical wiring, appliances, and converters for all our installations.
This seemingly luxurious mansion is really our research laboratory. Does anyone see the
force field? Ah, yes, Ms.Dr C and a few others. I'm glad you noticed it. We always use it.
You will also notice the windows are slightly tainted with a special vacuum-deposited thin
film. That is a natural filter for optimising the harmonic frequencies of visible light in the
blue-green range. All houses should have it! Is everyone ready now? Good!
Dr D: Ladies and gentlemen, to begin, we will have a general scientific and technological
overview of the most pertinent topics to ow common interests since our last meeting in
September 93. There is no more qualified person for this bird's eye view than our
physicist and diplomated engineer Herr Dr. G, who keeps tabs on all electronic and far out
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developments with his own invention, or electronic sniffer as he calls it. It is my pleasure
to present Herr Dr. G, formerly fiom Leipzig, the home of Johann Sebastian Bach. Dr G,
please. (Hearty applause)

Dr G: Thank you Dr. D and Dr. A for the welcome address and setting the tone of this
great meeting. Last year we met in New York because of the great pastries, right? This
year is Chicago, maybe because of famous Pizza Italiana or Mexican food, yes? Very
clever, ya? (General laughter and jokes)
Ladies and gentlemen, you all have been following the technological developments
via our monthly private Ordus Charta communication, but let me discuss items that we
could not discuss at the time that are of foremost importance to us, especially in the light
of what Dr. A said in his introduction in regards for the 1995 world events. Besides the
pizza, we met here because of Dr. N's crucial plans for the Order, and also because some
of us wanted to visit and sniff around (laughter) with some fiiends at Batavia, Argonne
and U of C" , totally unofficially, of course. As Dr. A indicated, we may not be able to do
so leisurely in the future. It seems Chicago is a time bomb just waiting ...
To begin, the Clementine moon mission revealed most unusual info, which was
promptly censored by NASA., but, as always, the news leaked out. Those gigantic crystal
structures, a couple of hundred meters tall, are none other than Gravitational Landau
Wave Transducers. I'm sure our Soviet colleagues agree on that. Since, as un-romantic as
it may sound, the moon is not a true satellite of Earth, but merely a highly sophisticated
spacecraft, built of steel and titanium, it was concluded that it was placed there as a
gravitational stabilizer for Earth. By whom? Obviously by a pre-eminent and extremely
advanced civilisation. It is obvious that there is atmosphere in there, because of the dust,
the undulations in the flags (suggesting wind), the footprints, and the EM/IR spectra,
which reveals molecular vibrations of oxygen, nitrogen and carbonic anhydride (carbon
dioxide). Landau waves are quantum mechanical relativistic phenomena related to
gravitational pressure, in its most general, simple foxmulation.
What is most interesting is that crystalline structures can be, probably are,
electromagnetic gravitational transducers (EMGT) that most likely stabilize the wobble
and Chandler nutations of the Earth. Ya. I think that the crystals were synthetically grown,
and are most likely silicium di-oxid, or quartz. This has tremendous implications in the use
of synthetic crystals as gravitational and anti-gravitational EMGT. Therein, ladies and
gentlemen, lies the secret of antigravity. In crystals! That is why most "UFOs" have finedtuned crystals as their critical EMGT in addition to their magnetic motors. Maybe, some
craft only use crystals as motors. Klatu Barada Nikto? We wonder how Richard Hoagland
is going to handle this one. He is playing a very low profile lately. Wonder why ... Please
bear this in mind. Crystals and sound may be a simple way to create antigravity in the lab
bench. Of course, this also links crystals to scalar waves, soliton waves, takyon waves and
technology thereof Remember this, ya? Maybe the New Age belief in crystals as "good
luck charms" and "cosmic energy condensers" may not be too far off
IS
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Now, let's talk about electronic surveillance technologv. You all saw or read
"Mark fiom Michigan's" video/info16. Well, in Germany, Israel and the CCCP, new
technology has developed that now with microcrystal transceivers you can listen to
anyone, anywhere in the world. Example, you drop the microcrystal in the Piazza di San
Pietro and you can hear any conversation of the Roman Curia, the Pope or the servants in
their quarters while sitting at a monitor in Sidney! Can anyone locate the microcrystal
transceiver? No! Only the one who placed it -- if he remembers exactly where! It is
practically impossible to track or find its location, for its signals go to a satellite first! The
Israelites are the inventors of this gem, and it only works on one single frequency, but not
in the Hertzian EM spectrum. Solitonic Scalars! The Amerikaners NRONSA have a
similar, but bulkier transceiver for video surveillance, about 5mm wide. It is rumored that
every house will have one of these for absolute video surveillance. For audio, the ordinary
telephone does a 24 hour surveillance on anyone while on the hook, its normal position.
Taps are past history. Also, there is a function in all TV's that can be turned on remotely if
a King or a President needs to address the country in an emergency.'' There are also
d
eavesdropping surveillance hctions even z f the TV is disconnected and u n ~ h m fiom
the AC socket. Ladies and gentlemen, they have not missed one single small detail, and all
of this was planned in the 1950 's and 1960 's!
Next, the surveillance of currency. cash. gold and silver bullion/coins is truly
masterful! Many countries, like Germany and England, have a metallic strip on the notes
that is easy to locate. Removing it renders the note valueless. However, in Amerika, since
there has been worldwide counterfeiting of US dollars, the method is now different. They
have inserted a coded strip of platinum-mylar composite in situ. All denominations have
that now. Where do people put their money in their homes? In their steel safes, right? So,
a "seeing eye" was developed to "see" what is inside steel walls. An x-ray laser
micropulse, which diverges to about 90cm (36in), is sent to locate the safe. Then a
narrower beam is sent where the safe is and the "read density" function is activated. Thus,
the modulated beam can read the density of coded strips and kn6w how many $100s,
$50s, $20s, gold bars, silver coins, etc., you have in your safe. If you don't have a safe,
and you hide your money "under the mattress" or elsewhere, it is even easier to locate.
Since all this technology involves phase conjugation non-linear electromagnetics,
all of this takes place in about one to three minutes fiom a v d a u t o parked 1000 feet fiom
your house! Phase conjugation means that the wave you send is self-referencing and
returns immediately almost at the speed of light. Obviously, they wanted to use this
technology for the IRS boys, but only the NRONSAfCIA have exclusivity to this amazing
technology. The same thing can be done fiom a helicopter. Some of these machines are
l6

See Leading Edge #64.

The existence of this technology was also revealed on CNN news in Dec 94, in terms of the ree n g i n e e ~ gof the old Emergency Broadcasting Network to permit turn-on of receivers
(TV,Radio,VCR,etc) automatidy, but so far only in terms of "equipment that will be modified for
the purpose? The existence of remote surveillance monitors in television sets since the late 1960's
has been verified, and was dicussed briefly in Alex Christophers book "Pandora's Box* - which may
explain why intelligence goons visited the author in May 94 and confiscated research materials.
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being used by immigration agencies at the Canadian and Mexican borders already since
early 1993. When someone has too much cash hidden, they stop them and interrogate
them. So, do travel "lightly" with not much cash on you. Travelers cheques are ok,
because they are not yet detectable -- I think?
Dr. E: What about lining your safe with lead or hiding your money in a lead container?

Dr G: Not a very good idea! If they locate lead boxes/containers, they know you are
trying to hide something. So? They can have IRS officers come unexpectedly and force
you to open your safe and impound your funds. Worse yet, they can come a open your
safe easily, or even steal it. Remember, they are highly skilled super-technological
professionals. And they are extremely intelligent. They are not called "intelligence
agencies" in vain! This is how they secretly locate, raid and rob the drug lords. They are
the intelligence "robin hoods". They do steal fiom crooks and keep it for their own
agencies. They are masters at this. You'll never hear this on the news, and no crooks or
Mafioso is going to report it to the police, ya? They are after big money! They have even
robbed banks! You see, they have these space-time black boxes whereby they can come
and go as they please anywhere in the world. The average Hans Smith is not their target only people they suspect or know they have lots of cask stashed away. I think there is a
new law in Amerika that says you can't have more than $3,000 cash, or something like
that.'' Other countries are also instituting similar laws. Check and see how much is
allowed. Not sure.

Ms Dr.C: This sounds terrible! How can I protect my 1l-year-olds piggy bank? (Loud
laughter). I think he's got a few hundred dollars put away for his favorite model airplanes.
Can they take children's money too?

Dr G: Well ... I don't think they would steal piggy banks, but the IRS might !(laughter
again). You see, Dr. C, it is the adults they want to control absolutely. Children then are
naturally controlled by proxy. But, interesting point, many professionals and adults have
"dropped out" of the system. Some are radicals, others are religious fbndamentalists,
others paramilitary rebels, terrorists, or simply just patriotic citizens - patriots! If you drop
out of the banking system, the best way to "hide your cash", or gold bullion, since so
many people invest in gold, the thing
to do is (a) rent a safety box in a bank and (b)
don't hide your money in your apartment or house if you live in as big city, or any city.
You can't hide it there anywhere! Move to the suburbs or the country. Here we have to
borrow the lore of Ancient Magicians and blend it with high-tech -- Babylonian style!
Furthermore, you will remember that in late 1993 and early 1994, the Air Force
conducted many national reconnaissance (operations) at very low altitude flights all over
the country, but especially in the East Coast, Mid-West and Southwest. Our operatives
inform us that these humongous black bombers are equipped with very sensitive infrared
sensors and other sophisticated electronics to detect illegal drug laboratories or marihuana
-

''

-

-

Actually, the law provides for seizure if a person has $3000 or more on his person, and it is up to
you to prove that it is the result of non-criminal activity.
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growing operations. Also, undergrounds and tunnels where paramilitary groups may have
constructed hiding places or "stashed firearms, explosives, food, or created tactical
headquarters. All State and National Parks are already "booby trapped with electronic
gear to detect fugitives, dissidents, criminals or radicals that "run to the hills" and hide
from authorities or the system.
The Infrared Topographic Imaging Satellites (IRTIS) have already started their
spying operations at the local, state and municipal level. These satellites, as all satellites
do, broadcast in the microwave range, and are capable of a thermal resolution of k OS°C,
and are able to detect fluid motion accurately, within inches! In Washington State, in Clark
County, Vancouver, the satellite spotted about 58,000 septic tanks that were defective or
leaking, and this info was promptly related to the County Health officials for their use.lg
In other words, ladies and gentlemen, now we have heavenly Federal spying via satellites
at state and county levels. This is the next form of control and enforcement of the
ridiculous and outrageous ordinances being passed all over the country and the county
level. The aerial infiaredfthermal topographic and depth scans/photos can also monitor
and detect underground sewer hnctions and provide a precise record on a monthly basis,
which includes not only the cities but the countryside as well.
So, you can't get away from the government agencies even if you live in the
forests! Lo and behold! No matter where you are, you will be required to buy a permit
even if you are building a dog house, for with their satellite monitors, they can spot and
construction change within feet, even inches of resolution! 1984 again? Oregon is now
being monitored as well. For some reason, the Pacific Northwest is the testing ground for
satellite surveillance operations. It could be because of the tactical importance of Fort
~ e w i s and
~ ' the nuclear submarine base.

In the midwest, near Chicago, the deserted Great Lakes U.S. Navy base, capable
of housing an entire mid-size city, has been reportedly prepared as a future "concentration
camp" with eight foot fences with the barbed wire facing in! Officially, but secretly,
Chicago is already under martial law, as was announced by "Mark from Michigan" last
year. Other abandoned military bases in the country are secretly being refiubished for
similar "emergency uses" in the future. As an afterthought, you all remember the 1993
video "Montauk Revisited"? Well, mister Preston was right! There is a new electrical
wiring coded 1990 in the base, and definite activity in the underground levels 80 feet
below. It was checked by Dr. E that visited the spot with his "wife" and "baby" equipped
with sensitive seismographic equipment in the carriage. How creative we are getting, no?
Bravo for Dr E's new baby! (Applause and laughter)
His conclusion? Same as in Fort Lewis. Telegeodynamics and profuse low frequency1
infiasound activity via scalars.
l9 The use of purposefully degraded environmental conditions as a substitute for war, in order to
further paradigms of domination and control, is covered in the Iron Mount& Report in the late
19609s,as is the "drug war", "health war", etc
'O See LE 63/64 for details on Fort Lewis operations and Earth Grid protocols.
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Ms Dr C: Do you think this activity can be related to the profuse malfunctionlfailure of
computers and your prediction of massive failures of IBM 400 series PC's throughout the
country this year? What about the reported UHFNHF television interference?"
Dr G: The large, tactical computers, perhaps, because even though the signals broadcast
fiom Fort Lewis to Montauk bounce back and forth at the speed of light, they do create a
, while it does not cause a voltage surge, it may affect the
certain amount of E M I ~ ~that
microchips and power transistors directly.u Recall that Brookhaven is directly interfaced
with other National Labs like Argonne, Los Alamos, etc., and are EM-linked, hence they
could all experience the same EMI. The IBM PC is a different story, and that has to do
with Intel microchips and a scenario that cannot be discussed in this format. As for TV
interference, that has to do with the HAARP" boys.
To conclude, remember the great emphasis on Opto-electronics and Photonics in
the past few years by AT&T and the Ma Bell boys? Well, with fiber optic cables operating
today, the 1.5 to 2 inch cross-section contains many thousands of optic fibers as thin as a
human hair, each capable of carrying thousands of phone conversations simultaneously. It
is now being proposed by the same boys that allphones, computers, TV's, electronic mail
and satellite communications be conducted through these fiber optics via telephone
cables. Wonderfbl idea that will save millions, right? Wrong! Why? Because today all
telephone conversations are monitored and routed through AT&TYsBoulder, Colorado
headquarters. But, what else do we know that is in Boulder? The FCC and NBS'~, that
with AT&T form the Unholy Trinity! There it is, the diabolical plan: absolute electronic
o
monitoring and control of the entire worlds communications by AT&T and the ~
Brilliant! Absolutely brilliant!
Anyway, so much for surveillance technology. In closing, I just want to remind
you ,that it is imperative that you remember that the greatest intruder to your privacy is the
telephone and the TV, and to a lesser extent, the radio. Last year we 'discussed the effects
of telephone electronics on the brain and the danger of answering machines. This
continues to be a first class danger and intrusion on the brain, psyche and spirit of a human
being. Every time you make a phone call, AT&T benefits fiom it, and in essence what you
are doing is that you, the public, are paying for your own electronic mind control and brain
stagnation by using the phone system! As you all know and have been asked by the Order
During the week of December 11,1994, reports of massive failures of IBM Pentium series 486,
586 and some 686 computers have been reported around the country. These have only been on the
market for two years. Consequently, Intel stock plunged.
Electromagnetic interference @MI).
Perhaps because Surface Bamer Transistors are in use in terms of the technology, there might be
a resonance to certain modulation protocols.
For information on HAARP, see Le&g Edge #75 and #77.
2S National Bureau of Standards (NBS), although the name has changed again.
26 The astute researcher will recall how AT&T (or ATT) has been getting worldwide contracts from
various countries to upgrade (and in some cases operate) national communication systems over the
past two or three years. It's not by accident.
'l
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not to do, we use phones minimally, and with specially constructed electronic filters and
protective force fields around the phones. We never use answering machines or fax
machines2' for many reasons, but especially to prevent spying by the Boulder, Colorado
Boys!

Dr K: What are the specific dangers of phones and TV's to the brain, psyche and spirit?
Is 50 Hz AC any worse?

Dr G: Mein Seele! What a question! The pulsing electromagnetic fields, combined with
the static magnetic field from the powerfbl cobalt-samarium magnets in the earpiece
(auricular transducer) affect the thalamus, hypothalamus, pineal, pituitary and amygdala
directly. It somehow slows down the neurotransmitter chemistry or rapidity of thinking
processes. Surveys show that most people hold the telephone receiver on the right ear, so
the fields focus on the right brain2*,the intuitive, psychic processor. The phone is so close
to the diencephalon area, it does flood these delicate organs with the EMF and sonic fields
from the electronic circuits. It was also discovered that acoustical harmonics with coded
information were being sent through the dial tone and background hissing present at all
times in telephone circuitry. It is possible that electronic programming is being used via the
telephones.
As for TV,by now all transmissions, especially in Amerika, contain subliminal
information, both optically, acoustically and electronically via electronic signal
compression - the mysterious "black line" every 34 frames or so.29 Videos, including
cartoonsfor children, are intended to numb the brain, and suppress spiritual inquiry.30
These were precise protocols that were instituted in the 1950's under Project Silent
Weapons Technology (SWT). It has been conclusively proven by our research and Soviet
research that certain colour frequencies combined with sound affect the neurotransmitters
in the brain.31 The pulses, intensities and modulations are the key. The Soviets have used
this superlatively in their LIDA machines. American police use the red-blue pulsating
flashing lights to induce (a feeling of) intimidation and fear.32 There is a lot more to this,
but this is enough. Ah, ya! Certain European and Asian countries use 50 Hz instead of 60
Hz. This is not as "bad*, because 60 Hz AC contains a'fi.epencv that is a precise
Copies of every fax and telephone call are accessible by the government through the Boulder,
Colorado complex. Local phone companies also typically maintain recordings of every conversation
you have for a minimum of two weeks after they are made.
28
Presumably, cellular telephones also make use of these effects See Matrix III V1.
29 Reference buzzsaw signals in Matrix III V1 and Leading Edge #77 Dec 1994.
30
Seemingly analogous is the use of fluorides in public drinking water to promote compliancy and
create a situation where people become afraid to challenge authority.
31
Notice how people are falling so hard for light-sound technology, despite the FDA pretense of
raiding one establishment in Washington State. The action simply made more people buy the units.
It's all a psychological game. Are you playing it?
32 Actually, one could carry the discussion on the use of red and blue lights by the police as a
''restimulation of implants", genetic or otherwise, based on some of the early work of Hubbard,
where people and their implant history were traced back over extremely long periods of time. The
sighting of flashing light inculcation bars by those abducted over the last 20 years also reflects the
use of this technology. S& Matrix IL
27
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arithmetic harmonic ( I W o f a Theta brainwave of 6.0-6.6 cps. that is a point o f inaress
to the central nervous svstem. In simple terms, this will interfere with the sleeping and
dreamim urocess. Ya? We have discussed this before, and other researchers have
published this info.
Ms Dr.E: What to do then? Should we use no phones, watch no TV, don't go to the
cinema, or listen to the radio?
Dr G: Ya! Absolutely! Just become telepathic! You see, I understand the situation of
those with families and kinder (children). Since all of you are scientists and initiates, you
must use your knowledge to outsmart the system. Most of us now use short wave radio,
for, surprisingly enough, it is seldom monitored any more. The emphasis of surveillance
and control today is in TV, computers and electronic mail. A bit of trivia - did you know
that the U.S.Congress does not use electronic mail and computerised communications?
They still use the old IBM Selectric typewriters. Same with many other governments in
the world. They don't want surveillance! Have you noticed the advertising campaign for
Grundig shortwave mini radios? That is telltale! Short wave communication is widely used
in AM late and early morning talk shows worldwide. That is how we obtain unusual info.
We also have our own codes for communication.
To close, just minimise your phone usage. When you want to talk and want
privacy, unplug the phones and your TV! If you suspect intrusion fiom the TV screen,
cover it with aluminum foil! That should do the trick! Finally, I want to categorically state
that the same phenomena occurs with computer screens --VDT's. However, this is a much
more involved scenario that can't be discussed in this format.33Just remember that Dr. N
has asked all of us not to use computers with VDT screens any more. Please abide by that
dictum. It is of categorical importance and urgency. Unless you have specific protection,
don't use VDT computers. Thank you, ladies and gentlemen. That concludes my
presentation. (prolonged applause)
Dr D: Thank you Dr. G for an excellent and most interesting presentation. We will now
adjourn for a 15 minute coffee and tea break. Thank you.
Dr D: Our next speaker, ladies and gentlemen, will discuss brain research and related
topics, both in neuroscience and biophysics/biochemistry and medical science in general.
This topic is very important to us all in our mental, Magickal and spiritual evolution. And,
to quote that eloquent exponent of Quantum Medicine, Dr. Deepak Chopra, "... for the
development of the transcendental cerebral hyperfunctions or siddhis psychic functions".
This year we have our distinguished Soror (sister) fiom China, Mrs. Dr. L, who will be
doing the presentation of the latest research on these topics. Mrs, Dr. L holds degrees in
both Western and Chinese medicines, and a PhD in biophysics. Parenthetically, I may add
that she studied under the eminent Herr Professor Doktor Friztsch, one of the foremost
theoreticians in quantum electrodynamics (QED) at the Max Planck Institute. Finally, as
of last year, she assumed leadership of the Orders 1.0. and 0 . 0 . in the Orient. She is our
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Just as a tickler, it has to do with modulations from Elohim computers on humans.
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linguist and specialist that translates all our Asian language technical and secular papers.
Ladies and gentlemen, permit me to introduce Mrs Dr. L fiom Beijing. (Applause)

Mrs.Dr.L: Thank you very much, Dr.D. I am deeply honoured to be here with such
distinguished colleagues Fraters and Sorores of the Order. I will discuss Eastern and
Western developments in neuroscience, but with more emphasis on Western neurological
research. I'll oblige any questions during the presentations.
Dr B: I say, did you study at Oxford? You have a slight Oxfordian intonation...
Mrs.Dr.L: Yes, I did study in Oxford, but not medicine, but physics under the eminent
Professor Roger Penrose. My accent is probably Beijing-Oxfordian and my German, only
God knows! (general laughter and applause). Let me begin By first mentioning to you that
the American Medical Association (AMA) and the FDA have started a strong and secret
campaign to eliminate Oriental type of medicines in the US; many Chinese doctors and
acupuncturists in this country are being harassed and their precious herbs confiscated, but
you don't hear this in the news. You also hear that they made Germanium, Gerovital GH3
and Melatonin capsules "illegal", and withdrew them fiom the market. Many distributors
were raided. Next on their list is SOD and various herbs and natural remedies. This is
alarming indeed, because England and France are very permissive of alternative medicines,
but the US is paranoic about it. My American contacts inform me that Kessler, the new
FDA boss who cracked down on the tobacco industries, is the one tactician chosen for
gaining public confidence and then imposing horrendous regulations to "protect the
American public".34 Do keep an eye on him. He is not to be trusted. His real boss is not in
~ ~ various "Chinatowns" this year, and confinned
Washington, but in New ~ o r k I.visited
fiom Chinese nationals that they had difficulty getting their shipments of herbs fiom Hong
Kong, Taipei, Taiwan and China. Natural remedies are in shortage in all US
"Chinatowns."
Let me begin with a discussion of the most novel brain research tools available
today. I will go quickly through the ones already known, but discuss in detail the most
important one today. May I have the first slide, please? ( slides are shown ). As you have
seen, those (brain research tools) are standard Computer Aided Tomography (CAT or
CT), Positron Emission Tomography (PET), Single Positron Emission Computerised
Tomography (SPECT) and, of course, the usual EEG. Unfortunately, all of these
techniques are intrusive and potentially dangerous, because the intense magnetic fields
focused on the brain to create "positron excitation emission7' are merely exciting or
intruding upon the hydrogen atoms of your brain, which is 95% water! It has been
reported that people that undergo CT,PET,SPECT and similar intrusive techniques see
light flashes, coloured lights, hear voices, and even see visions.36 Some even have
Kessler was quoted as saying, "the FDA is the arbiter of tmth. The American public does not
have the knowledge to choose health care Trust us."
35 The Rockefeller Medical complex is headquartered in New York. There has not been one FDA
administratorwho has not had a conflict of interest with the medical and pharmaceutical industries.
'6 The article in Leading Edge #77, Dec 94, entitled "Hearing Voicesn,details intensional microwave
reproduction of these effects. Also important is Walter Bowart's new researchers edition of
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nightmares many nights thereafter. It is understandable that the very processes attending
brain functions may be affected this way, for no one has done any research on the long
term or even the short term aftereffects of these techniques. Most likely, they have not
been reported. I say, if your hydrogen atoms are intruded upon by kilogausses of pulsating
magnetic fields, it is going to affect the neural networks and brain functions somehow -not to mention the hypefinctions not known or acknowledged by orthodox medical
science! Even in China today there is controversy about these Western medical
diagnostics. Some Chinese doctors are in favour of it, but most nationals won't even go
close to these "demons". My personal experience with it is that they definitely affect the
flow of Chi -- it creates vortical flow.
Now we come to my favorite tool, Magnetic Electroencephalography or MEG.
This is absolutely non-invasive and non-intrusive. It uses a superconducting quantum
interfering device, or "SQUID, and its main characteristic is that it is extremely
expensive! (Laughter) Yes, indeed, millions of pounds Sterling! But more importantly, it
provides precisely updated, per millisecond intervals, information from brain processes in
real time, so precise measurements can be made in situ for quantitative computations. This
is truly an asset for theoreticians l i e myself and others in this audience. Unlike EEG,
which has many artifacts and errors to contend with (hence no precise quantitative
measurements), with MEG we can compute microsecond, microvolt and microamp events
accurately. The only precaution needed is that the rooms that house these instruments
must be absolutely insulated from external fields, and compensations for the Earth's own
geomagnetic field are more accurately and easily done.
Both tools, EEG and MEG, can be used complementarily to do precise
observations, cum quantisation, of subtle cerebral processes and hctions, nonintrusively, by recording the electricallmagnetic impulses produced by certain neurons in
the cerebral cortex. Recall that EEG was mostly a diagnostic tool to monitor cortical
electrical activity - the exo-cortical behavior. But, nothing could be studied about the
endocortex, midbrain and central brain electridmagnetic phenomena until now. The
EEG senses electrical voltageslpotentials only. MEG is ultrasensitive to magnetic fields
only. Since electric fields are orthogonal (at 90') to the magnetic field vectors, per
standard theory, EEG records both radial and tangential components of any given brain
signal. That is why EG needs about 126 electrodes/channels to map all regions of the
exocortex. However, EEG emphasizes the radial component. MEG ignores the radial and
records only tangential components. This means it can pick up the fissures and folds of the
brain, a feature impossible to the EEG.

-

The MEG, on the other hand, uses a helmet housing the SQUID sensors,
accurately positioned over the head using precise topological reference points. Eggheads
and Hotheads are most difficult to analyse! The information outputs of the MEG can be
precisely monitored, recorded, analysed, and stored on magnetic tape for W r e

"Operation Mind Control", availabie from Flatland, P.O. Box 2420, Fort Bragg, CA 95437. Call
707-964-8326 for availability.
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referen~e.~'In other words, one can obtain the characteristic cerebral magnetic signature
of any human being.38I see some of you realised the amazing implications already.
DrM: . :n this magnetic information fiom the brain be obtained fiom afar, that is, by
remote control?
Mrs.Dr.L: Yes it can, but with different sensors. I think our Russian colleagues can
answer that more precisely. Do you care to answer that, Dr Z?
Dr 2: Nyet. Not now. Thank you.
Mrs.Dr.L: Let me continue, then. Precise positioning of the SQUID sensors can be
accomplished both metrologically or sonically using a small acoustic probe. Once this is
done, the neuromagnetometry (NMM) can be commenced. But, what is the practical use
of NMM? Well, two main areas of research. Spontaneous brain activity (SBA), such as
breathing, heartbeat, coughing, scratching, nose picking (laughter) and most autonomic
hctions, including some natural reflexes. The second function is evoked response ~ulses
(ERP), similar to the evoked response potentials (ERP) of EEG, such as the telltale,
"electronic truth serum" P300, P200, etc., pioneered by our Russian fiends. Let me
illustrate one of the outstanding findings with this technique by Professors Kaufinan and
Williamson of New York University. Subjects were shown various visual imagery
composites and their MEG outputs updated in millisecond intervals. Then, subjects were
blindfolded and asked to rhyme words in other words, analytical thinking was induced.
Amazingly, in both cases a pronounced suppression of alpha waves was noticed. The
supression continues for three intervals of 500, 100 and 700 ms, respectively. These
cycles correspond to visualization of the word, gleaning its meaning, and searching the
"memory bank" for a similar sounding word,

-

The implications are obvious. When we are assailed by rich visual imagery, profise
levels of Beta waves are produced, Alphas are suppressed, because of extreme stimulation
to the visual cortex. Furthermore, stimulation to the visual cortex is suppressed by
blindfolds, and profise alphas ensue. However, if the subject starts thinking, then the
Alphas are suppressed, and you are back in Beta. Perhaps that is why thinking, while a
left brain function, ruins intuition, which is a right brain function. This is particularly
noticeable in the martial arts. The great Chinese and Japanese masters always say, "TaiChi and Kata is Pure Intuition and Feeling. Thinking ruins the flow!" The great Japanese
Aikido grandmaster Morihei Uyeshiba yelled to his students, "Don't think, just do it!"

'' Translational Fourier-based recordings of thought patterns are also a fact, because such patterns
are transmitted on a regular basis to restimulate aberrant behavior patterns in mass population to
provide a rationale for control and domination - dl this in the realm of electronic mind and behavior
control. Documented ad Winfiniturn.
This factor can provide for remote surveillance of a body emitting the specific signature, or the
resonant transmission of frequencies producing pathogenic reaction in that body, in order to
produce disease or death conversely, the process can be used to augment biological health, perhaps
to ovemde long-term resonant signatures produced by electromagnetics, contrary to those who
promote Dasein ohne Leben.

''

-
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A few years ago, researchers in Vienna did a comprehensive mapping of the
functional organisation of the motor cortex, and found characteristic, yet distinctly
reproducible micromametic_fiel& that preceded voluntarv activifv by 30-50 milliseconds.
In other words, they measured the intent before the action was executed -- precisely. I got
a copy of all their data and did preliminary calculations and found, just as the eminent Dr.
Robert E. Becker had predicted, information traveled close to the speed o f light while the
intent was reaistered. The motor cortex process and muscular movement occurred at the
usual ionic-transport slow speed. Therefore, it has been quantitatively and unequivocally
proven that intent is a luminalvrocess that b m s e s the ordinary neural networks o f the
brain. New mechanisms are needed to explain what precedes the evoked action
potentials. No one has proposed any mechanisms to explain intent signaling in the
neuroscience community - no one yet.

Dr D: We have received a manuscript that has an interesting proposed mechanism for
such a process. It's not fiom a medical researcher, but fiom a physicist doing research in
Unified Field Theory and Consciousness, a certain Dr. Lambrakis. I think one of our
members knows one of his associates. Anybody heard of him? No one? Well, we'll have
copies of his paper available this afternoon or tomorrow. Also, I think it is time to take a
lunch break. (applause and cheers).
Break
DrD: Ladies and gentlemen, I trust you are all fulfilled now, and since I have been
"interrogated repeatedly by many of our distinguished guests, I hereby make the official
announcement that Chicago-style pizza and beer will be served on Friday night only. We
don't want any casualties before our important Solstice events (boos and multi-lingual
insults). Quiet please! Quiet! I need to make an important announcement. At lunch one of
our American researchers infonned us that the AMA and FDA are secretly preparing a
campaign to target any unorthodox method of diagnosis, such as alternative medicine,
kinesiology/muscle testing and radionics even by licensed chiropractors, etc. Also, all
devices using light, sound or EM fiequencies in any way that alter brainwaves will be
declared illegal.39This includes all subliminal music, hypnosis, meditation tapes and selfhelp modalities. You should know that ahead of time, because they have sophisticated
electronic technology to detect where, how and who is using these devices, and possibfy
raid them or confiscate them. Be aware and know about it now.

-

Ms.Dr. C: Will they also be targeting private individuals using brainwave altering props,
techniques, etc?
Dr D: You want to answer that question, Dr. F?

In deference to government mandated electronic altering of brainwaves, since they want the only
game in town. Too bad the NWO does not realize it will be the source of its own undoing. When the
equipment is shut down and people awake wait and see.

39

...
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Dr F: Ok, I will. You see, it is not really the AMA and FDA alliance behind this last
outrageous plan, but this comes straight fiom the National Reconnaissance Organization
(NRO), the National Security Agency (NSA) and the Central Intelligence Agency (CIA)
headquarters, and it is linked to satellite electronic surveillance protocols.4041 Anyone in a
state of profound, self-induced trance or altered state of consciousness will not respond to
their own subliminal programming and mind control protocols.42That constitutes "loss of
control", and that they cannot tolerate.43So, since, per New Age fads, most people rely
on external device? to attain altered states of consciousness, then the logical thing to do
is eliminate these devices fiom the market completely.45On the other hand, individuals
using drugs to attain altered states of consciousness are literally "sitting ducks" for
immediate control46, because their brains have already been chemically prepared with
special "additives" introduced on all drugs4' by the very process of "refining" these drugs
for public consumption world wide. This was the very basis of the earlier MKULTRA
project, using drugs. Later, this became refined to MKDELTA, Delta here meaning sleep
brainwave cycle and, finally, the electronic protocols of today4', including Woodpecker,
Buzzsaw, videodrome4' and "holy signals". This last one is also secretly coded "Holy
See" Project. It involves the use of holograms to create visions of Angels, Light Beings,
etc. The research of ONR (Office of Naval Research) researcher Dr. Eldon Byrd describes
the process behind this project.
Dr. D: Thank you for a very informative answer, Dr. F. And now, here is Mrs. Dr. L to
continue her talk. (applause)

40

Perhaps another reason why these agencies did not like 'Pandora's Box", because it gave away
details about the remote transceivers in televisions and other data.
Note: The recent linkup of McCaw Cellular, A m , Disney (who is delving into virtual reality
educational modes), Microsoft, the "information highway", and classified developments in artif~cial
intelligence, nanotechnology, bioelectronics, hyperfield electronics and implant technology all point
to a concerted effort in this direction. Historically, this kind of process is an off-world one that has
existed for millions of yeam Those of you having access to Sector 9 Hubbardim material know.
" Many of these protocols are detailed in Matrix 1
1
1Volume One.
This very fact can also be examined in light of the book Cekdne Ro~hecies,in that those
involved in the NWO Mind Control and Domination program must exist as "energy vampires", since
they are unable to draw energy from the Universal Source and are firmly grounded in ego
aggrandizement, power and control in an effort to maintain a parasitic 'symbiosis" with the mass
population, whom they view as having D u s k ohne Leben, existance without life. Extension of WWII
Nazi Germany, etc.
Instead of "internal 'technology'", which is infmitely more powerful.
If this is done, it will probably be done very selectively, since some devices that are marketed are
themselves designed to "sensitize" the unknowing to existing or planned electromagnetic and scalar
protocols. Best to stick with internal modes entirely, folks.
Thus, the rationale for agency trafficking in spec* drugs that ground a person to lower brain
states (opiates and derivatives, street drugs, etc) and form a neurochemical basis for sensitization
for nested overlapping chemical and electronic paradigms. See M d r k 111,Volume One.
"Including over-theconnter d r u g available on a common basis in society.
a Supplemented with public attention to Neurolinguistic programming, et al.
49 Standard reference electronics for television signals nationwide comes from B d d e r Colorado, at
the former National Bureau of Standards, which interfaces with the rest.

"
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Mrs.Dr.L: Thank you, Dr. D and Dr. F for such vital information. That also affects
Chinese practice, because the diagnostic method using the three pulses has always been
regarded by the AMA as "highly suspect of quackery". Also, I may add that my research
has proven absolutely with the Mega Arkons and Dr. N have been emphatically telling is that profound states of altered consciousness that are self-induced by the techniques
taught to us in the Order, and also transcendental meditation, Zen meditation, Taoist
Golden Flower meditation, and Flower of Life Merkaba meditation, do make an individual
immune to external subliminal programming. Unfortunately, only great masters and
advanced Yogis are able to resist the electronic mind control intrusions using scalar wave
technology. Our only protection against that powerfbl intrusion is equally strong Scalar,
Solitonic and Takyonic force fields.50And that we can easily do with our own available
technology. Other folks worldwide are less fortunate -- unfortunately!
Let me continue. I already discussed the importance of the magnetic component of
brain activity in studying and monitoring brain processes and functions accurately and
precisely. Further research by our Russian colleagues has also shown that with proper
parallel computing algorithms, one can plot three-dimensionally the magnetic field
configuration and spatio-temporal time-varying fields of the midbrain's thalamus,
hypothalamus, hippocampus, amygdala, pituitary and pineal functions in real time!
This is unprecedented, because it shows that, as we all here have learned in our
Hermetic Gnostic Order's teachings, the so-called "Cave of Brahma", Dr. N's favourite
"hang-out" (laughter), is indeed the magnetic and acoustic resonance chamber, its shape
being a topological complex analogue of an ellipsoi&l, prolate spheroid and a torus. In
American lingo, I think that is called, a doughnut inside an egg? (Laughter) May I have the
cine film strip please? Thank you. (Short film showing computer graphics is shown).
This shows a real-time plot of the nested magnetic fields around my own head.
This piece of research was a little favour fiom a British colleague that likes to work nights.
They call it the "Dracula Shifl" (laughter). The white lines of the overall contour, the
green the Hypothalamus plus Thalamus field, the red the Hippocampus plus Arnygdala
cycloid-shaped field (semi-circular), and the dumb-bell shaped blue is the Epyphisis
(Pineal) and Hypophysis (Pituitary) combined fields. I wrote this algorithm myself with the
help of Professor Penrose -- another unofficial favour -- to map the magnetic fields using
both the SQUID sensor helmets and a special helmet designed by Dr. Z having Delta-T
and Delta-Wye transforms, having specially designed magnetic coils and sensors. This
way we could pick up Pico and Nanogauss fields (billionth of a Gauss). The combined
information is displayed here in three-dimensional coloured graphics. Notice the external
white-lied shape is like an egg. Inside, almost at the centre, is the toroidal shape of the
Hippocampus-Amygdala combined fields, the red contours. The central tube-like "sausage
with trumpet-like open ends7' looks like what? Anyone? (Chorus: "An Einstein-Rosen
Bridge!") Right!
-

- -

S O ~have
e been advising people about this for a least two years. You know where to get these
devices if you have been paying attention to your surroundings.
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The blue-green combined field of the Thalamus-Hypothalamus-Pituitary-Pineal
glands forms a sausage, like a mini hyperspace tunnel, about 7cm long. The screen image
is magnified, but the actual side is about 7cm, (reflecting) the normal brain size.
Let me pause as minute. Can we replay that part? Thanks. Notice how the overall
geomew is an ellipsoidal prolate spheroidal cavity containing a sub-space of a toroid
traversed by a hyperbolic, non-linear Einstein-Rosen bridge. Again, in American lingo,
"an egg-shaped cavity containing a doughnut crossed by a sausage". What do these nested
fields look like to you, dear friends? (Cross talk and comments). A topological analogue
of a relativistic, locally curved space-time locus around a solar system. Of course! What
else? A space-time torus with an Einstein-Rosen bridge connecting its median points!
There, ladies and gentlemen...there is the scientific proof that the motto of our
Order, the dictum of the ancient sages, "As Above, So Below ... As Within, So Without"
is scientifically and neurophysiologically correct and precisely so! These shapes, which you
all recognise as hperspatial four-dimensional plots, are indeed magnetic-acoustical
resonance chambers. Notice that these amazing geometries are the synergistic eeffect of
the magneticfields of these six organs surrounded by the ventricles, under the roof of the
choroidplexus and corpus callosum. Notice what happens if I subtract the field of even a
single organ, let's say the pineal gland. See how it changes the entire structure?" And, if1
add the contribution of the marnillary body, it only widens the tube, right? And if we add
the field from the reticular formation, the master circuit network, relay and switchboard of
the brain where all waves are originated, what do we get? Next frame, please? We get a
tunnel merging with the main ellipsoidaljield. In the screen, it is the orange coloured
grid.
To summarize, what is our Mid-Brain or Inner Cavity? It is a relativistic spatiotemporal cavity with local enfolded hyperspatial bridges that undergoes harmonic
resonances to magnetic and acoustical stimuli. The implications are almost astronomical,
if I may use the term, because a model and mechanism based on this novel scientific
information implies that our human brain is in reality none other than a biolopical macetime enera, transducer. As such, it creates not only space, but also time. Our ancient
Chinese ancestors maintained that "the Tao was in our head", in other words, all the
Universe was in our head! My own inference from this study is that space and time are
essentially biologically modulated, perhaps even formulated, for my equations show that
possibility. Should this intuitive scientific insight be correct, then it would demolish
physics, biology, philosophy and theology in a single, clean blow.
Incidentally, I showed this filmstrip and discussed my theory and equations with
Professor Penrose, who seemed interested at first, but very politely declined any m h e r

Of course, by injecting enough disabling co-factors into the environment, the power structure is
making sure that the public does not have access to burgeoning psychic abiities and telepathic
interchange. They'd rather you use your cellular phone.
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comment or association with me thereafter.52I think he realised the impact of this novel
theory. He is still convinced that quantum mechanics is the answer to explain brain
functions and consciousness. I disagree. I think it is General Relativity and Unified Field a
la Einstein, pure and simple. Quantum phenomena is not the cause, but merely the effect,
and creation is not statistical. It is wholeheartedly deterministic, not left to chance, but to
precisely formulated potentials, not fields. The potentials are the cause, the fields are the
effects. In simple terms, pure magnetism and sound are the potentials. Electricity is the
field. Magnetism and sound do not "travel" as such, for they are inherently enfolded in
space and are everywhere. It is the disturbance that travels. On the other hand, electrical
charge, hence electricity, does travel, because it needs a physical medium. It is obvious
that we still don't understand either magnetism or the true nature of sound.
To close, I would like to just mention experiments being done combining the novel
science of sonochernistrv and neurophvsics. Amazing altered states of consciousness have
been attained by some privately fbnded researchers using sound and light, a combination
of physics and Yoga. From stereochemistry, the precise molecular structure of certain
alkaloids have been obtained, and their vibrational isomorphic hdamental vibrational
frequencies determined. Example: Ammonia, W, molecules vibrate at 40,000 cps. LSD
vibrates at about 11,000 cps. A tone was obtained from this vibrating molecule, and a
large poster of its molecular structure was made. By focusing on the chemical formula on
the poster and playing the sound hannonic/tone of the LSD molecule, a fabulous
psychedelic trance was experienced by eight volunteers, men and women. No side effects,
unpleasant emotions or after effects were experienced. The subjects remained in the Theta
brainwave through the entire three hour experience. Many OOBE, time travel, and
"clairsenses" experiences were reported and monitored. The experiment was repeated at
other times with close controls, and similar experiences were reported. The information
from these experiments was truly, truly amazing, fabulous, fantastic -- to put it mildly. The
psychokinetic and telekinetic feats were, I think, unparalleled in the history of
parapsychological research. A new biochemistry and pharmacology can emerge from this
study. I have passed this information to our Russian colleagues for future study, for it is
their specialty -- paraphysics and biological radio. Ironically, the CIA and KGB are
familiar with two alkaloid substances known as telepathine and astraline. The former is in
the chemistry handbook, the latter is new. Interesting names! Thank you my fiiends.
(Standing applause).

Dr D: Thank you Mrs. Dr. L for a superbly informative presentation. It is almost mindboggling for us non-medical type to understand the intricacies of the brain. Obviously,
your research is light years ahead of the orthodoxy. Any questions before we move on to
the next speaker? Yes, Dr. A?
a Which lends itself to the notion that any scientist who is employed, on tenure or steeped in
academia, cannot truly function as a scientist, since truth and revelation does destroy structure and
provide novelty - the average scientist, afraid of losing funding and afraid of professional censure,
cannot publically ackowledge any degree of developmental truth which would collapse a set of major
paradigms upon which employment depends. After all, Penrose doesn't want to be a Sheldrake, does
he?

-
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Dr. A: Please explain how the cerebral magnetic fields of the mid-brain change as a
hnction of ASC's, altered states?
Ah, so. Very good. What my associates and I did is to go into various
Mrs.Dr.L:
trance states induced by the techniques that we all know here (A) D e e ~ZenITaoist
meditation, absolute stillness, (B) Tai-Chi moving meditation, and (C) Tantra Toga Cobra
Breathing - pulsed powefil breath, Yoga Asana (lotus posture). I was the subject tested.

In (A), all metabolic processes cum homeostasis are slowed down pronouncedly.
The brain emitted EEG peaks in the Alpha-Theta range (11,9,7, and 5 cps, at the lowest).
Great Masters can descend all the way into Delta, 0.1- 4cps. he amplitudes varied
between 60 and 275 microvolts, root mean square averages. The magnetic fields were
actually at a maximum, especially when eyes were closed, ranging fiom about 9.5 to 48.5
Picogauss (lo-' gauss). The diagrams you saw in the cine film were made with
measurements of this part (A).
In (B), the metabolic processes are increased, but homeostasis is optimised.
Brainwaves are almost totally Alpha, but some Beta spikes were observed. Again, a Great
Tai-Chi Master would be totally in Alpha, maybe even some Theta. The magnetic fields
were somewhat elongated in the Y-axis, meaning the length of the space-time tube. This
meant that space-time hnctions are altered when doing Tai-Chi correctly. It is said in
Chinese lore that Tai-Chi Masters can arrest, even reverse their aging process, and cause
local distortions of space-time, hence their ability to literally propel opponents "flying
through the air", 12 feet into the air, like the legendary master in the remote Changu
province. Somehow, magnetism and Chi are related, and are controlled by the brain via
intent and breath.
In (C), the brainwaves are almost totally composed of very unusual spikes that
could be Alpha or Beta. The magnetic fields were pulsating, or oscillating, which means
some non-linear DC pulses created expansion and contraction of'the magnetic field.
Curiously, it appeared as if it became alive and began to "breathe", and the pulse was
about 6 to 8 cycles per second. My interpretation is that here space-time is being pulsed,
and time is being accelerated, but externally, not internally. In other words, the outside
time-flow seems to be going faster. Any other questions? Yes, Ms Dr. J?

Ms.Dr.J: What is the best way to optimise one's own brain functions, especially in adults
like us? Also, I understand you're a grandmother and won't reveal your age. To me, you
look like you are about 22 years old! What's your secret?
Mrs.Dr.L: Thank you for the complement. My answer to that is to be like a child, laugh a
lot - and this group are all clowns, especially those loud Russians, back there (great
laughter and cheers), and eat Chinese food, especially vegetables, eggs, and a lot of sea
weed. Also, I practice Tai-Chi and Chi-Kung every day. In China, we walk many
kilometers every day. Now, as for brain functions, as Dr. N said, do not watch TV or
movies, don't use computers or telephones, and practice your Yoga and

-
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i s best
visualizationlimagination exercises daily. Study of Sacred ~ e o m e t r y ~ ~the
stimulation for the brain, for the Sacred Forms, angles and diagrams have their space-time
analogues in the Mind, Soul and Spirit. You saw how the brain forms Sacred Geometry
magnetic field patterns in our film. That is very significant. Some Hermetic Gnostics of
early Christianity thought that Angels derived from Angles. You see? Finally, never, never,
never smoke cigarettes or take drugs. That damages the Thymus and Pituitary, and causes
premature aging. Also, don't drink coffee - it interferes via purines in brain
neurotransmitters. Drink tea.

Dr R: Will you explain how movies, TV, TV screens, computer VDTs and , I suppose,
all VDTs in scientific equipment affect the brain, and I understand, the chromosomes,
DNA and genes as well?
Mrs.Dr.L: That is a tremendous question! The effect on DNA, chromosomes and genes
has been discussed in the open scientific literature, but it is quite controversial. I believe
Dr. D has most of the papers and references in our technical files, so you can secure
copies of those. I will summarise this way. It seems that the EMF from the VDT does
interact and interfere with brain functions by entrainment of the 60 Hz AC of commercial
electricity. In other words, the synergy between the Reticular Formation and the Thalamus
is responsible for the Alpha spikes that indicate that during a normal day, the brain takes a
"dip" into Alpha 30 times per minute while you are awake. Nobody knows why this is so,
but I think it has to do with replenishment of Vital Force - Chi - and a balance between
the rational and intuitive functions. Entrain-ment prevents that, for it keeps you all the
time ar 60 or 50 Hz. Movies and videos contain not only decadent material, but also
subliminals and encoded secret information. There is another more noxious scenario that I
am not at liberty to discuss. I have to clear that with Dr. N. Thank you, ladies and
gentlemen. That concludes my presentation for today. See you at dinnertime. (Applause)

Day TwoDr. A: Good morrow, ladies and gentlemen! I trust you are all rested after last nights
workshops and fulfilled by today's Chinese-style breakfast, per Mrs.Dr.L.'s suggestions
for brain food! I have an announcement! There will be no evening workshops Thursday
night. Those going to the Art Institute in downtown Chicago will come with me in the
gray van. Those going to the organ recital at Rockefeller Chapel, University of Chicago,
will go with Dr. D in the blue van. For those staying, we have a quintet playing Telemann,
Vivaldi, Bach and Mozart's clarinet quintet in 4 K581.We all need great music for the
soul. Those wanting to make phone calls must do in our Chicago quarters. There are no
phones in the main house or any other building. We only use the DC intercoms. Also, we
have no commercial 1lOv 60Hz electricity in any of our buildings. Let me remind you,
once again, to use the electric shavers we have provided, or razors. Ladies, your
attendant, Mrs H. And Staff, will attend to any of your needs. The library is open all the
time. Thank you. Dr. D, please?
See Matrix IV: The Equivideum-Paradigms and Dimensions of Human Evolution and
Consciousness.
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Dr. D: Thank you, Dr. A. Good morning, ladies and gentlemen. Since we are running
early (laughter), we will run the cine film, shown yesterday, by popular request. It seems
that many of use here had dreams about these diagrams shown by Mrs. Dr. L yesterday.
Lights, please? ( the 6 minute cine film is shown) Thank you, Dr. B. We have had a
change in speakers, Ms.Dr.C will speak next. You all know her, she needs no
introduction. However, let me remind you that she is a master of clairvoyance, clair
sentience and bio-radio (remote viewing). Permit me to welcome Ms.Dr.C. (applause)
Ms.Dr.C: Thank you, Dr. D. Gutten morgen, dear colleagues. I wish to begin by asking
how many had dreams about brainwave diagrams last night. Hands up, ya? Let me see. I
count 27? What? On yes. 29. About half the group. Gut! I wish to inform you that you
were all a part of an experiment yesterday. (Laughter)
Dr.2: You call this Amerikanish hospitalishe? In CCCP only experiment is to see how
much vodka you drink. That also gives great dreams! (wild laughter and raucous
comments)
Ms.Dr.C: I am glad we have such a live group of scientists here. Laughter is our greatest
cathartic, as you all know. I just hope that was not a nervous laugh! ( more laughter) The
reason what this is so important is that unbeknownst to you, we run a "double blind"
experiment yesterday to do in vivo research. This is perfect time and group for that. I am
one of the three researchers involved in this brain wave research. The other researcher is
back in England, and is not part of this group. Only Mrs.Dr.L and I knew about this
experiment. We will discuss that later. Now, I wish to have the lights and projector ready.
Thank you, Dr. B.
I wish to start with a discussion of the revolutionary research of Herr Professor
Doktor Tomas Landh, a biophysicist and bio-materials scientist. He has advanced a new
theory based on solid evidence that conflicts meatlv with current views on cell
morpholom, especially neuronal brain cells. Current theory is based on two-dimensional
models of thin microtome sections of cells viewed under optical or transmission
microscopy, which states that "the cell's membrane is a spherical double layer of fatty
lipids having their liophobic ends pointing inward, and liophyllicS4ends pointing outwards
with protein structures at either surface or squeezing through the membrane. Show the
first slide. Next slide. You see here, this shows the protoplasm in center and looks like
round circles, ya? Doktor Landh is not arguing cell function, but more the structural
topology of its true geometry. M e r reviewing thousands of published fotos in histology
literature for the past 35 years, he is convinced the current view is incorrect.
use transmission electron microscopy (TEM), but scanning
What he did, is
electron microscopy (SEM) with very special dry-fieeze techniques to preserve actual cell
morphology without preparation artifacts. He then performed a mathematical topological
analysis (MTA) to correlate hypothesis with observations, and found that cells, far fiom
Sl

Commonly, "hydrophobic" and "bydrophyllic*, water-hating and water loving, respectively.
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being spherical 3-D little balls, ya?, were in reality very complex 3-0 aggregates
following aprecise topological law known as Periodic Minimal Surface (PMS), not to be
confbsed with female PMS, ya? ( roaring laughter ) I will skip the details, but Doktor
Landh has postulated that the actual cell morvholoav and cell continuum is not a random
svherical confiauration, but a vrecise crvstalline awepate o f cubic-shaped cells whose
membranes show a six-fold svmmetnt! Traces of the Egyptian Flower of Life symmetry,
maybe, ya?55 Furthermore, the cvtoskeleton or vrotein skeleton o f the cell grows in a
spiral pattern. vent similar to DNALUNA peometq. I wish to have the next five slides, Dr.
B. You see how the cell growsfrom a two-dimensional circle to a cubic aggregate ifyou
apply the rules of topology, ya? You see also the repeatingpattem, like a crystal, ya? This
cubic shape is probably dictated by hnctional cellular requirements, and determines the
actual cell behavior.
Finally, his last phenomenal discovery was that, as a materials scientist - like the
Amerikan Dr. William Tiller - he was very familiar with metallic and metalloid
microstructure. When he saw the high-angle SEM's at low resolution and high angle, he
noticed the pattern resembled what material scientists call a photonic cystal, a lattice
structure of atoms or molecules that is sensitive to electromagnetic radiation, or m t , ya?
So he realised, of course! That explains the work of Herr Doktor Popp from
switzerlandS6 and his photon cell experiments. In other words, the cells are
morphologically arranged like a PMS structure that maximises its surface per unit
volume for absorption of energy. It _follows,therefore, that cells. eveciallv neuronal
cerebral cells. are crvstalline electromagnetic transchrcers - in other words, they respond
to light, ya?57 That explains why not only exodermal (skin) cells, but deep endodermal
cells, including (those in) the pineal gland, are sensitive to light. The current view
maintains that light photons do not affect metabolism. Doktor Landh's research
contradicts that, and categorically shows how cells are structurally and morphologicaly
equipped to act as light transducers, ya? That is the conclusion of our own research. (
standing ovation and applause )
Ms Dr. C: Dankershen. Thank you, respected colleagues. You know, we may just be a
biological black hole! ( more laughter) Now, let me go into the second topic of my talk. I
wish for the lights, please. Thank you., Dr. B. This topic of brain research verges almost
on paraphysics, the favourite topic of our CCCP colleagues. ( cheers) A Polish researcher,
Dr. Richard Cytowic, has been researching an unusual phenomenon known as gmesthesia,
a condition where one sense overlaps with another, such as "tasting colours", "smelling
colours", "tasting words", "feeling sensations and emotions in vivid colours", such as
sexual orgasms (loud laughter). Background question how can we do that? ( more
laughter)

-

" See Matrix IV for further information and explanation.
ss Editor Note: Dr. Fritz Popp (see Matrix III V1) did research detailing the photonic emissions and
electromagnetic interaction relative to DNAIRNA.
Which also lends a new view to the existence of pyramidal-shaped cellular structures within the
brain - specifically, cells shaped like two pyramids base to base exactly the same configuration as
the Delta-T antenna. Get it?

-
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The phenomenology of svnesthesia cannot be explained by the present
neurological model of the brain that maintains that the cortical regions are responsible for
most physical senses. The rational cortex is responsible for sensory perception. This view
can't explain svnesthesia. Instead, Doktor Cytowic argues that it is the limbic Vstem or
"emotional brain" with its neural networks beneath the endocortex that has channels of
communication with other parts of the brain via the endocrine and hormonal systems. It
follows fiom his research that the dominance andpre-eminence of the cortex over the
limbic system is not pefinctory, and the limbic system is not subordinate to it. It appears
that it is actually the "central control", the CPU,to use computer language, of the overall
brain function. This would intimate that finctionally, the corticalfinctiom and limbic
finctions are nested, or "multiplexed", and that information and dbta acquired by the
brain can be, or is, processed by parallel computation, ya?
The important implication is that this phenomenon of gmesthesia suggests that &
learninp process could be directly linked to emotions, rather that to sensory stimuli
alone. The common feature of so-called "synesthetic~"~~
is that they have phenomenal
memories, amazing visualisation abilities, like seeing vivid shapes and colours, and also
remarkable psychic abilities, such as precognitions, deja-vu, clairvoyance, telepathy and
remote viewing and sensing. But, unfortunately, these abilities are regarded as "abnormal"
or "strange7'. So, they play these down and hide them. Ah, I forgot. These people don't
do very well in math, and they often get lost on the streets poor orientation. The
experimental conclusions, conducted on subjects under controlled laboratory conditions,
forced Dr. Cytowic to make a courageous statement: "synesthesia takes place in the left
side of the limbic system, deep in the temporal lobe." This confirsed everyone in the
neurological community. But, we know that what he is talking about is the so-called
"hyperfbnctions of the limbic system", as yet unrecognised, unaccepted and non-existent
to orthodox medical and psychological sciences.

-

Traditional neurology proposes a hard-wired circuitry of neuronal networks
mediating neurological functions. The new view requires and proposes new electrical
channels of communication. This has been dubbed "volume transmission" in
contradistinction to the traditional "wiring transmission" mediated by the normal axons,
synapses, dendrites and spikes. Some Eastern researchers, by contrast, regard that
"synesthesia" is a "normal" condition we are born with, but culturally is "blotted out" of
our neural functions. Only a few individuals manage to maintain this function as adults,
who have retained this phenomenon as a conscious awareness even if it appears strange!

-

Ironically, the purpose of training in transcendental meditation ('I'M) in the Siddhis
program, the Magickal training in Hermetic Orders, like our own, and various types of
Yogas, is to arouse these "synesthetic functions", for they verge very closely with the
phenomenology of "psychic powers". These parapsychic functions, hitherto unexplained
by physics, medicine, psychology or even parapsychology, f d , of course, in the realm of
"brain hyperfbnction", or should we say pre-cultural "normal functions", ya?

SB~eople
who experience synesthesia phenomena
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With the research we conducted with Mrs. Dr.L discussed yesterday, and with this
overview of today's information, I think it is obvious that the present neurological brain
models are in dire need of fbndarnentai revision. Comparatively, we know more about the
ocean that we know about the brain. We understand water, but what about
Dr Z: Comrade Frau Doktor C! ( laughter) What mechanism in brain do you suppose
will explicate the phenomenon of seeing with the eyes closed, or blindfolded, like Yogins,
also KGB and CIA special members trained to see in total black at night?
Ms.Dr.C: Is that a trick question? ( laughter ) You are the expert in that field, Comrade
Ruski! ( more laughter) No? Innsbruck, Ich muss. dich lassen (she begins to sing, and
everyone laughs)
Dr 2: No! I am serious. I wish to compare theory, because one of my fiiends here has a
different explanation!
Ms.Dr. C: Different fiom what? ( laughter and general pandemonium )
Dr D: Ladies and gentlemen, permit me to interrupt. I think we need a fifteen minute
coffee I mean TEA break!

-

-

(Tea Break)
Ms.Dr.C: Now, we are all fiesh. I wish to continue my lecture. I answer question later,
Dr. Z. Did Dr. B pass the questionnaires? Gut. We fill them later. Now, I wish to explain
the experiment. I wish for Dr. B to have the cine filmstrip ready for show. Thank you.
About five years ago, the topic of the effect of electromagnetic fields on humans
who wrote
became very notorious due to the books and articles by Mr.Paul ~rodeur~',
the most controversial articles to this day in the very popular New Yorker magazine. Since
then, he wrote other books and made video films. Simultaneously, but with less notice,
researchers in CCCP and Germany were investigating effects of lights, colour and pulsing
light, and colour flashes on the brain of animals and humans, as well as on the
rnind/psyche. I will not go into detail, because new technologies emerged fiom said
endeavours, including the brainwave altering machines in France, Germany, and their
American counterpart, like today you see advertised (Zygon,Voyager,etc). New
technologies emerged, based on light and sound, based on the research of Drs. Thomas
Budzynski and Igor Lozanov. I believe Dr.2 and fiiends know them personally. Anyway,
the main theoretical construct behind the so-called "psycho-acoustical stimulation" and
"luminal brain entrainment", the technologies behind those devices, was the new and
revolutionary theory of the "holographic quantum mechanical brain", or the "BohmV1 proposes a model for tbought, brain attenuation thereof, and
The paradigm in Matrix
processes where thought descends into particulate mass.
See New Yo*
magazine for 1989, June 12, June 19 and June 26. Paul Brodeurs' three-part
article entitled "Annals of Radiation", about EMF hazards.
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Pribrarn Model", for short. We have copies of those research papers if anyone wants
them.61 See Dr. D, ya?
The area explored by Dr. Budzynski was the Theta, or "twilight state". To quote
him directly, "the areas ranging between 4 to 7 cps and the hypnagogic state", or
spont&us
imagery that supposedly emanates fiom Jung's LLpersonaland collective
unconscious" when the mind is suitably stimulated. Jung used active imagznation and
mandalas to reach the "unconscious''. Modem technolom uses electromametic and
acoustical stimulation. The fields of "subliminal psycho&" and "psycho& of the
unconscious" postulated by Carl Gustav Jung are the keys to understanding this Jynergy
of brain and psyche. To summarise the brain phenomenology behind these novel
technologies of light and sound, brain entrainment occurred by (because of) the auricular
and occular pieces of the machine, and the effect was the alteration of the (levels of the )
neurotransmitters serotonin, norepinephrine and beta endorphins by Alpha and Theta
induced states. They published data, which we critically analysed, and found to be
incorrect and misleading. But, then, these are market in^ endeavours. not scientific.
However, we did experiment using the very machines on the market and found
most interesting information. We were our own volunteers, or "guinea pigs" something
all scientists should do instead of using animals. ( applause) After we recorded and
obtained all the info we needed and plotted cerebral magnetic-fieldsusing the protocol
developed by Mrs. Dr.L., we noticed that all three of us, plus four other volunteers, had
the same heam for two or three nights in a row. So, we decided to investigate further.
We had the available data, so we gave the three devices to Herr Doktor G., the mad
scientist with his electronic sniffers (laughter), and he analysed each device down to the
silicon microchips! We will not discuss the electronic details. That stuff is beyond our
d find is that there are multiple electronic _fbnctions
scope of expertise, but what we &
be in^ formulated bv the machines that apparently were not in the oriPinal set o f ~romams
or firnctions advertised Very curious indeed. Further research by Dr. G revealed that
these devices were ~owedulreceivers for some -form of sirmals that were not straight
electromametic waves - perhaps higher order electromagnetic^^^, such as scalar waves.
7Rev seem to become more ~ronouncedwhen these machines were close to an o~erating
W s e t or comuuter WTscreen.Keep that info in mind for later.

-

Two or three days later, I had a dream about the DNA and RNA molecules
dancing to beautifbl music, but when a strange sound was heard, the music stopped, and
the DNA and RNA molecules started to go crazy and fight amongst themselves. I awoke
frightened, but I recorded the dream in detail. Later in the day, I read a paper describing a
new technolom o f DNA and RNA alteration based on radio fiequencies called "in vivo

61 This has been discussed during the past year in the Unified Field and Consciousness series in Zibe
Leading Edge.
See M&
111for a review of higher order EM functions and discussion themof. My own personal
opinion is that you should put your light-sound machine on the floor and jump on it, or hit it with a
hammer and get rid of it.

"
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microsurgery" created by MRX, ~ n c .I ~did~ not pay much attention to that, but it was
synchronistic about my previous dream, ya? But that night, when my husband and I were
reading and listening to music of Mozart, his flute and harp concerto, I fell asleep on the
armchair and had the dream about the DNA and RNA molecules dancing again, but this
time so beautifully, it was almost like a real-life ballet I was watching. Then, I woke up
and realised the dream Sound affects the resonance _frequencvo f the DNA and RNA
molecules. Certain speczjicfrequencies, timbres, pitch, and characteristic musical themes
create either harmonic resonance or dis-harmonic resonance. Naturally, Mozart, Bach,
Vivaldi, Telemann and the old masters' music is very beautifbl and harmonious, where
"modem music" is highly questionable.
In collaboration with Mrs. Dr. L, we found light and colour frequencies that were
geometrical harmonics of the Theta brainwaves emitted during lucid dreaming. We used
Fourier and Wiener transforms to create optical patterns and enfolded them in the colour
graphics showing the cerebral magnetic fields you saw in the cine filmstrip. We also
determined some resonant vibrations of the sound corresponding to melatonin, the
neurotransmitter secreted by the pineal, and responsible for sleep-dream cycles. We found
it, and chose a harmonic in the near ultrasonic spectrum, and recorded it onto the
soundtrack of the cine filmstrip. We projected it, and 50% of this group had the dream
about the audio-visual stimulus that entrained your brain in about 6 minutes. Wonderfbl,
ya? Of course, the implications are truly amazing, as this can be used for wonderful, nonintrusive, non-invasive healing applications, for it affects the DNA and RNA immediately
and expediently, per our own research. The simplest and most immediate application
would be for a person to construct a symbol or mandala following Jung's or Yoga
instructions, select a musical piece that one truly loves, preferably harp or flute, like the
ancient Egyptians or Greeks, contemplate it while listening to the music, and then go to
sleep. Repeating this for a week or so will immediately affect the DNA, RNA and immune
system, and healing will occur almost "miraculously".
Dr. M: Have you tried this technique on sick people already?
Ms.Dr.C: Ya vol, we have indeed tried it on many people. Mrs. Dr. L, in her own medical
practice, quite confidentially of course, has tried it with 100% success, both in China and
the West. Of course, she used Chinese music in China and Mozart in the West. We are
using two pieces by Mozart as our control music. The harp and flute double concerto and
the Clarinet Quintet in A, K58 1, which will be played here Thursday night. We are doing
fbrther research in this topic, but very confidentially, because of you all know who, ya?
Ya! This may prove to be a blessing to mankind, because this simple process addresses
the DNA, RNA and immune system directly, and according to Mrs.Dr.L, also the thymus
and pineal glands. Interestingly, it is the locus of the Upper Tan-Tiens and Triple Warmer
in Chinese ancient medicine, the Cauldrons and transducers of Chi, or Life Force.
Fortunately, both Mrs. Dr. L and I have orthodox medical degrees, and wear the "white
coats of medical approval" ( laughter).

" As synchronicity would have it, we received data on MRX technology just before receiving the
data for this presentation.
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What we do is to make sure our research patients "entertain" themselves drawing
symbols of their dreams in full colour, admiring them before they go to sleep, and listening
to the music tapes of Mozart or Master Ludwig von Fu-Man-Chu (roaring laughter).
There are some patients in the research hospital to whom we can talk frankly about this
technique. Most people respond quite enthusiastically about it, and of course, when they
are healed, they tell others about their "secret"! We are collecting fantastic information
and feedback. We are also experimenting with monotonic harmonics, or single
frequencies, that may be disguised as "background noise". Very clever, ya? Any
questions?

Dr. R: Are you exploring the application of magnetic fields directly to the brain for
inducing cerebral hypefinctions, like induced psychic powers, astral phenomena and time
travel, besides healing?
Mrs.Dr.C: Absolutely! We know government agencies have been doing that for years,
but we do have totally different goals. Of course, we are all bound by the strict rules of the
Order of absolute non-interference. We can't even help our own families unless they want
to be helped. Remember, out Oath of Secrecy is absolute! Alateia nosi is!^^
One "pet project" we have is to help our young children to be "deprogrammed"
from the influences of schools, TV and radio media, videogames, etc. We do this by
inhczng creativig in them to create their own symbols and mandalas by playing the music
while they are going to sleep. We have four children - three of primary school age. I am
sure most of you have children as well, so this may be of great benefit to our
own siblings. However, the magnetic field research requires very special helmets, which
Hen Dr.G is building for us. We only have one now, and we need at least two more. Our
results cannot be discussed at this point. Last question?

Dr.E: What do you think of virtual reality helmets? What do you think of virtual reality
as an emerging technology?
Mrs.Dr.C: Ya! Excellent question. Yes, we have researched it. That imaginary space is
still very, very far fiom looking "real". It also fleets the brain a n d ~ y c h everv uherselv.
Stay away fiom it. Thank you. I see it is lunchtime! Gut!

Dav Three
Dr. D: Good morning, ladies and gentlemen. Today we will begin promptly with our first
speaker. Yesterday was a very intense day, due to the nature of the information. Today,
we will discuss a topic of great importance to us all in this group, and the entire world for
Truth and knowledge is foremost!
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that matter. It is time to discuss matters of great urgency. Our next speaker is Dr. E., a
native American from the all American city of Milwaukee, the beer capital of the world (
laughter). He is a physicist an expert in artificial intelligence and information theory. He is
also an expert in military strategy and a veteran Okinawan karate stylist, and God knows
what else. Don't argue with him! ( laughter ) His topic will be on the latest research on
Electronic Mind ControI and related topics. Pennit me to introduce Dr. E. ( applause )

Dr.E: Thank you very much, distinguished colleagues. Welcome to Chicago, pizza
capital of the world, the windy city, home of the White Sox and Cubs.
Dr. Z: Is that a religious order, the White Sox? ( roaring laughter) Nyet? Oh, is soccer
team, no? ( laughter and boos ) Ah, is baseball, Amerikanishe fast ball sport. What means
Cubs? ( Dr. D yells "we'll explain later!" )
Dr.E: Well, we got that one under control! You see, friends, Chicago baseball is hard to
explain. Very difficult "field theory!". Anyway, let me start by refemng you to last years
symposium topics.6' It's in your notes. What I would like to do is to give you a
theoretical background on the physics behind electronic mind control, because it is
imperative to understand the mechanisms of the brain, psyche and Soma, as well as the
salient details of the electronics behind it. We have selected extracts fiom five videos by
three very unusual American unorthodox scientists, which you must know fiom our
Order's extensive yearly technical packages you all get. These three scientists are Lt.Col
Thomas E. Bearden, Dr. Alfked Bielek and Dr. Preston Nichols. All three have been
involved with the famous, or infamous, Montauk Project, Project Phoenix, and Dr. Bielek
with the Philadelphia experiment (Project Rainbow). The video is about one hour long. If
you want to grab some pop corn, I'm sure Dr. D wouldn't mind. Pop too. You may need
it.
Dr.Z: What means pop korn? And pop? (Dr.D: Oh, no! Not again! It is like Caviar and
Vodka, Igor!) (laughter)
Dr.E: If you have questions during the video, don't hesitate to ask. We'll stop the frame.
Lights, please, Dr. B? Ok, here we go. This is Tom Bearden speaking about scalar
electromagnetics. ( video is shown )
Dr.Z: I wish to explain something. The "woodpecker" transmitters are three, operating
now. One in Riga, Latvia. This transmits to Europe and Amerika. The second, near
Kamenogorsk. This transmits signal to Asia. The third in very far away place, other side of
CCCP, in Siberia in Chikotskoye Nagorye. This transmits signal to Amerika, North and
South. These are all ELF with modulation information contained inside radio waves. Go
on. I wish to say that Kapitan Bearden is not correct, because there are also Amerikanshe
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Agdn, see Leading Edge #63 and #64.
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Teknicians in Soviet Union working on secret instaIIations with top Supreme Soviet
~ u r e a u ~ e n n i s s i oAlso,
n . ~ ~with KGB. Before, NKVD.
Dr.E: Thank you, Dr. Z. That is good information to know. Go ahead, Dr. B. Okay, now
we have Dr. Al Bielek talking about Einstein's relativistic physics, but with Unified Field
Theory concepts, per Blue Book Grudge report disclosures. Notice how two orthogonal
(90') magnetic fields created by a Tesla conical coil create a third field due to resonance.
These mutually orthogonal pulsating fields are able to rotate the space-time vectors so as
to create changes in time flow.
Ok, now this is Dr. Nichols, the electronics wizard fiom the Montauk Project. He
is talking about relativistic physics in relation to the creation of local distortions of the
space-time continuum to create hyperspacial or higher order electromagnetics. That
antenna he talks about is the famous Delta-T antenna. You can see it looks like two
pyramids connected at the base. Remember this configuration when we talk about special
Delta-T magnetic sensors.67Most of the information is discussed in detail in his book, The
Montauk Project. Also, more details are found in Chapter 7 of Matrix III by Val Valerian,
a copy of which is on the table with the rest of the reference books mentioned. These
books are all available in the U.S., but in English only. No translations are available not
yet, anyway. Ok. Now we are going to take a break and return for the formal presentation
of this topic on all its aspects. Lights, please, Dr. B? See you in about 15 minutes. Yes,
Dr. S?

-

Dr.S: Can we obtain copies of these videos in European foxmat? I know many people
who would like to see these!
Dr.E: I will have to check that with Dr.D. I will let you know, Ok, Dr.S? Now, let's
take a coffee, no, a tea break!
Break

Dr.E: Well, that was a refreshing break! Now, I want to discuss the most important
points about brain research specificallv related to behavior modiication. mood alteration
L61nother words, there are US scientists working in Russia on mind control projects that affect the
American population, besides working on their own US projects.
67 Which brings to mind another visualization relative to the counter-rotating tetrahedronal fields of
the Merkabah, which could be seen as a Delta-T formation with the top and bottom components
rotating in opposite directions, creating a spacetime distortion in the center where the human being
is generating it using emotion which, if done properly, causes the body to shift in space-time to
another reality system. Many of the substances in daily life, such as tobacco, fluoride, etc, affect
space-time fields generated by various neumnal structures, thereby prohibiting development and
inquiry into hyperfunctions. In this society, they are also used to firmly focus perceptive fields in
lower brain structures to ensure f d o n of control and domination paradigms to preserve power
structures. According to some sources, implants are used by some species to prevent slave species
from "warping outn and escaping imprisonment. All these paradigms have been in use since ancient
times and do not have their ultimate origin on Earth. Additional ref: Sector 9lHubbardian
materials.
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and electronic mind control in general. Dr.Z already discussed, brilliantly, I may add, the
latest confidential research on the inducement of paranormal functions via a novel
technology yesterday afternoon. The reason why I'm going this route is that
imperative to know and understand the neural mechanisms linkim Psvche and Soma,
hi& that react to electromametic fields68.and how thev are traumatised or intruded
-.
This, I may add, is so urgent a matter, per Dr. N himself, that he personally
reviewed the information presented by Dr. Z and my own research. This urgency has to do
with the forthcoming events in 1995. Our very survival depends on how well we learn to
protect ourselves from assault. Let me begin reviewing the work of the eminent Dr. J.M.
Delgado, the 'father of electronic mind control." He has been maligned a lot, but his
brilliance and ingenuity deserves acknowledgement at least fiom scientists such as
ourselves. He started with great and noble ideals, as most scientists do, and then got
seduced by elitists and the CIA, who gave him unlimited funds to conduct his (by now)
"classified" research. I have studied his research thoroughly, and I have all his scientific
publications and data and then some more.

-

He worked primarily alone. His four main hypotheses69 were: (A) there are
fbndamental brain mechanisms responsible for all intellectual, emotional and artistic
functions, (B) these mechanisms can be detected, analysed and influenced either
chemically or electrically, (C) predictable behavior and mental responses can be induced
by direct manipulation of the brain, and @) we can substitute intelligent and purposeful
neuronal functions for blind, automatic responses.70 The only difiiculty he had was in

" Remember:

electromagnetic fields have both a "real" three-dimensional component, and a
"imaginary" hyperspatial component. To understand how this second component, which is
psychoactive, was conceded, refer to the material in MIltrir III which details how Maxwell's
Equations, which utilised quaternion notation and contained both ComDonents, were changed by
several scientists after Maxwell's death to a singular form within 3-dimensions only, expressed in
vector notation. Taking a more esoteric leap, knowing what we d l know about reality structures at
this present time, one way this could have happened is that the minds of these men were
manipulated by some faction having advanced technology that would cause the idea and emotional
impetus to change the equations to simultaneously appear in the minds of three men. Since we do
know that certain factions used radio communication long before Marconi, it is quite conceivable
that an interface existed between the world power structure and factions quite external to them. On
the other hand, it could also be a resonant aspect of the morphogenetic field as related to the fields
of the planet itself which forms a matrix for impression of resonant thought patterns from another
Source. Of course, anything is possible. Though we do know a lot, there is a lot more to learn in
making known the unknown. Life is what happens after you plan things, isn't it? Another thought
pattern about this impetus to control and manipulate, mentioned in MIltrir N,is the aspect of
energy acquisition as implied in the book Cekdne Rophecies. Unable to acquire energy from the
Universal Source, entites are forced to energy parasitism through the use of control, manipulation,
electronics, drugs, radiation, etc. all the time a mechanistic mass-to-mass approach which only
recognizes ego aggrandisement, d l the while never recognizing the fact that they are the source of
their own undoing. Silly wabbit! Kids need equality in consciousness and love, not psychotherapy,
drugs and mind control. Motto: Be impeccable to your Self. Remember thut sometime, vou will see it
all in reverse and experience vourself fiom the emotional mint of other entities with whom vou have
had interadon. Ya?
Which in fact were also belief svsfents.
Perhaps the most insidious belief system, based on previous historical thought patterns, which
dictate the removal of will from members of a population.

-
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proposing a suitable neurophysiological model for "love" within his mechanistic concept
of the mind, which to him was "essentially the brain". He was a romantic Spaniard and a
showman, but his heart "felt in love" with control, not with love.71He used classical music
to study brain hnctions of spatiotemporal artistic perception. He also studied carehlly
the neurochemical and neurophysiological aspects of anger and rage72by noting the
patterns of neuronal discharges. He coined the phrase "neuronal fields" to refer to the area
of synergistic electrochemical activity surrounding firing neurons. He made the important
discovery that raae has sinale neuronal discharpes. but it creates multi-level behavioral
regonses in the rest of the organism of the su&iect e-riencina raae. Likewise, it fleets
other individuals nearby bv a strange _form of "induced resonance", "harmonic
resonance", to use the word paradoxically! He did these experiments with monkeys, and
later, it is rumoured, using political prisoners or "~olunteers".~
What is important is that the neurophysiology, neurochemistry and psychology of
angerlrage was thoroughly studied by Delgado. Once one understands anger, then it is
easy to devise technology to control it. You all remember the famous films showing the
"electronic matador" Delgado stopping an angry charging bull, fiozen in its tracks by the
simple push of a button. Well, that was in the 1960's using implanted electrodes. T+,
the technoloay has advanced so _farthat it can even be done bv remote control - in
another countiy !
But why these experiments? The answer is obvious! To stop a n m mobs charging
against the government cold in their tracks. And, of course, to do the reverse. To create an
a n q mob to charge against anyone, even their own compatriots, fellow soldiers or even
neighborhood riots. Remember Watts and the Chicago riots? Why would people ransack
their own neighborhood and stores? I think you are getting the picture. 74 Electronic
stimulation of the brain (ESB).That is what Delgado termed his newly created technology
in the 1960's. Since then, a great deal has been researched in the areas of neurochemistry,
neurophysiology and attending fbnctional psychologies and vice versa.

-

Indicating that Delgado was steeped in both social consciousness and body consciousness, didn't
know himself or who he was, and Yell prey" to his own ego defense mechanisms as a defense for
inner insecurity based on his sew-perceived inability to satisfy cultUraI modalities of ego
aggrandisement, especially when presented with unlimited funds and his inner terror of bath himself
and the CIA. Ya?
Again, redlecting the paradigm of the time preoccupation with behaviors faered by lower order
brain structures and the manipulation thereof.
Apparently, most of the Uvolunteers" in US mind control programs, under the guidance of the
CIA, eventually constituted a cmve uuriience which included the mentdly ill, inmates in prisons,
and unwitting people on the street just like Montauk 40 years inter and other apparent programs
where tens of thousands of children and adults vanished into oblivion under the paradigm of
"national insecurity" and control.
" Immediately, the Los Angeies riots come to mind. There were witnesses to electronics vessels off
the LA coast for three days prior to the outbreak of the riots, black helicopters were seen for days
before the riots even broke out that traveled in triad formation with microwave antennae and
evidence of other advanced electronic gear, and witnesses to the fact that gangs were literally
"hired" by government operatives to pillage and carry the spoils off as a reward; gangs were
supplied with materials to start fires, government operativeslsleeperswere themselves participating
in the arranged chaos. A Hegelian scenario if there ever was one, courtesy of Uncle.

-

"

-
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Soon after Delgado started his advanced research, the behaviorist Skinner
provided "amazing" information about behavioral science, modification and control. His
writings were extremely controversial, as were his experiments - in which he used his own
children. His main thesis was that "humans are not really free, but totally dependent and
controlled by their environment." In other words, environment dictates behavior. This is
blatant in Western culture where our very own surroundings affect our mood. So, he
argued that "man can only be free if he can be liberated from the tentacles of his
environment." This, of course, Delgado saw as the golden opportunity to help mankind.
Unfortunately, the intelligence agencies and governments had a totally different agenda.
The so-called Delgado-Skinner protocols were duly appropriated, refined and
meticulously developed to ultimately create the "ideal society" composed of "ideal
citizens", all electronically programmed to exhibit "ideal" and "good behavior. No crime,
no s~bversion.'~Everyone lives happy in a pychoczvzIzsed society. That, ladies and
gentlemen, is the ultimate end (objective) of the New World Order!

''

To close this section, let me state to you that today, in the 'go's, there is a
technology that can electronically mimic any neurotransmitter, peptide, hormone, enzyme,
or protein to induce any given specified behavior77in any individual whatsoever. In simple
terms, you can electronically induce any behavior and emotion you desire in any individual
or individuals, anytime! An example of a large scale field test was the fear introduced in
the Iraqis in the Gulf War. We showed the specific details last year in a documentary film,
Are there any questions? Yes, Dr. M?
h e by
Dr.M: Are you saying that this technology can go against the will of the individual and
create havoc in society?
Dr.E: Yes, sir! This is the unfortunate truth, even though there already is havoc in
number ofpeo~le,o f
colour,
society. Xhis technoloov can rnanirnlate anvb*.
race or national
There are no international barriers. Remember the classical
experiment of Delgado, the one on a "volunteer"? He made him slap his own face
repeatedly! The subject then said something like: "I guess your electricity is stronger than
One of Skinners first subjects was his own daughter. She killed herself in her '20s.
Of course, complimentary biological and chemical functions are simultaneously introduced an
example being that fluorides in drinking water were used by the Germans and Soviets both to keep
concentration camp inmates compliant and submissive to authority. It is the only reason why it exists
in the US water supplies, along with 700 other chemicals. The claim about fluorides and dental
health is a ruse. Of course, complimentary biological and chemical functions are simultaneously
introduced an example being that fluorides in drinking water were used by the Germans and
Soviets both to keep concentration camp inmates compliant and unwilling to question authority
figures. Affects the brain.
n As well as anv D ~ V S ~ O ~disease
O P ~ Ccondition,
~
for fmancial profit of the medical, pharmaceutical
and petrochemical industries, and related government and corporate agencies.
" ~ e tus not forget Rwanda, where US interests staked a claim several years ago, where all of a
sudden millions of people went around hacking each other to death.
l9
Let's coin a new term: electro-ethnic cleansing. Possible because of genetic variances between
different racial groups. Tuskeegee was just a beginning.
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my.will, Dr. Delgado!" Also, remember from last year's meeting that there are ethnic,
racial, cultural and gender (meczfic) electromametic sirnatures that government
researchers have obtained. If DNA and pigments dictate race and colour, then there is an
electromagnetic signature for each type. The Genome Project and similar projects are
related to this endeavour of cataloging people genetically. They alreacjl have done it
electronicalty! We have a mixed racial group here, so our signatures would of course
reveal that difference. So, spiritually we may all be equal, but racially we have different
electromagnetic signatures, each characteristic of its DNA, phenotype, etc. Ok,Dr M? .
Mrs Dr.L: Will you explain the details of this electromagnetic signature and the
technology behind it?
Dr. E: Wow! That's a biggie! Molecular neurochemistry and genetics are not by specialty,
but I will give it a try. With due respect to Mrs. Dr. L, biology is to me what math is to
most college students. I could never get close to those labs with dead cats and other
animals. I am a nuts and bolts guy. I don't fhction very well around blood! Or without it,
I guess. Ok, let's see. Let me make a very long story very short. You medical types
know precisely how racial and colour patterns are fashioned in humans, so I won't discuss
it, for I know very little of it. However, the melanin, which is very sensitive to
electromagnetic radiation, especially W, has a distinct absorption spectrum whose pattern
has been studied in detail. This pattern also has an emission spectrum, for anything that
absorbs energy also emits energy. It is the emission pattern of the skin of different races,
colours and ethnic groups that have a characteristic electromagnetic signature around the
body. This is known as the information band or morphogenetic fields0,to use Sheldrake's
term, that surrounds every living organism in the Universe.

Rigourously, this electromagnetic signature is not really the electromagnetic
energy associated with the electromagnetic spectrum. It is a higher order of EM energy,
associated with scalar waves, solotonic or takyon waves. It is definitely not photonic
waves, per the EM spectrum. This information band or morphic fieid is in essence what
the ancients called the Akasha field, or halo. Today, it is called the "aura". There is no
orthodox technology that can detect, measure or register this information band. That is
why "it does not exist" for orthodox physics81and medicine as well. Only psychics,
clairvoyants and some members in this group are able to see these information bands
which, incidentally, is multilayered. However, there is a special technolorn that uses
ultraviolet-inearedharmonics and optical phase coniuaation that, rumour has it, is alien
technology, that can actually detect, measure, quantise and analyse this information band
or morphic field. I have never seen one of these machines, but a colleague of mine lent me
his photos of an actual subjects information bandlmorphic field. I have it here in these
frames. Dr.B, will you pass these two photos around? Thanks. You will notice they have a
bluish background and there are density gradients as the band projects away fiom the
The first diagram showing energy bands around humans and access frequencies was published in
Matrix IL
Since orthodox science was locked out of this area by government technocrats, who held the
knowledge as "classified information necessary for national security".
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body. It is about 12-14 cm wide, approximately. These are monochromatic, but the energy
densities can be accurately measured -- as in the earlier emission and x-ray spectrographic
densitometers. It would be interesting to contrast it with what clairvoyants see. Perhaps
Mrs. Dr. L would care to comment on that later? I hope I have answered your question,
madame.
Mrs Dr.L: Yes, you have, very well. Thank you Dr. E. Now, my comment. The two
photos are truly remarkable. The body does look indeed like a radiator of energy in the
photos. It is quite accurate, but it does not show another fine layer that exists beyondthe
inner granular information band, shown here as various gradients of blue. Do you care to
comment on the photos, Ms. Dr. C?

Ms.Dr.C: Ya! They are beautfil! What a difference from those New Age colour
Polaroid's that show mostly thermal, molecular and ionisation effects, or the Kirlian
plasmas. These are masterpieces, ya! But, I agree with Mrs. Dr. L. The layer
corresponding to the Akashic subtle body or Spirit Body is missing! I'm sure they can't
detect it. It is purely higher order, 6th order, takyonic. This scalar or solotonic must be
4th order or so, maybe 5th but no higher.82 We see also the subtle hyperbolic fields
around the chakras, absent here in the photo, because they are photonic, 3rd order. I also
noticed that the subject is a woman, even though the physical body contour is not
resolvable. It is black. This can be concluded from the substructure pattern in the inner
layer next to the body. A man's substructure is coarser. I like it. Can we buy one of these
machines? Maybe we could spy on our children by remote control, ya? ( laughter )
Dr E: I don't think they are for sale in the Sears catalogue ( laughter). Oh, oh! Yes, Dr.

z?

Dr. 2: My fiiends and I think photos are very h e . Have you used image analysis with
algorithm to obtain 3-D image in real time to see motion? We have done something like
that in laboratory in CCCP. It shows thinking process.
Dr E: You mean you can read a person's thoughts, what a person is thinking?
Dr. 2: Nyet. No, not what a person is thinking, not this machine, but which of four level
subtle bodies is active in what person is thinking at moment, yes? As Madame Dr. C noted
by bio-radio vision (Clairvoyance), we know there are 4 bioplasma bodies around body
physik (physical body), and foto shows that. But, we see substructure with our machine
that is acoustic type of vibration, but we see in real time. I say in foto, foto shows that
information band contains information in bioplasma substructure, because bioplasma is
information, yes? ( laughter )

82 With this in mind, it is interesting to note that many highly secure underground facilities have
surveillance equi@ment which can and dws detect the presence of an individual in the out-of-body
state we have run into this before. They have EMIscalar boobytraps to confine those in that state
who stray into the "wrong places".
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Dr. E: I see what you mean. ( more laughter ), Yes, Ms. Dr. C?
Ms. Dr. C: I have worked with Dr. Z. I think what he is saying is that if you analyse the
original information band with a certain type of machine programmed with a special realtime algorithm, you can determine by looking at the sub-structure which of the four subtle
bodies the individual is using in "thinking", ya? The mental, emotional, intuitive or etheric
body. Is that correct. Herr Doktor Z?
Dr. Z: Yes, yes, Bravo! That is what I said! ( laughter ).
Dr. E: Thank you, Ms. Dr. C, for helping me to understand the question. No, Dr. Z, we
have not analysed the information band in real time - we don't have the algorithm. In fact,
we don't have the machine! ( laughter) As I said, the photos were taken by somebody else
in their laboratory. However, I find it very interesting what you are saying that &
information band consists o f a substructure that is o f acoustical nature. That would
confirm what Colonel Bearden maintains - that the human brain is a special form o f
scalar wave transducer. The scalar waves may then be of the evancescent, or 2nd order
longitudinal waves, outside the electromagnetic spectrum. This may explain why the only
so-called Rife machine that works is the is the one used by Dr. Rife himself, that was
equipped with an Abrams acoustical -pulse aenerator. Bearden maintains that those were
scalar evanescent waves. Very interesting indeed. Yes, Dr. S?
Sri Dr. S: Thank you, my friend. I wish to say that last night, after Dr. 2's presentation,
five colleagues and I who are also clairvoyant, concluded that the chakras that are
direct& connected to their remective subtle bodies by means of bidirectional b e- r b o l i c
channels. or mini Einstein-Rosen bridges. do r e m n d to their res~ective sound
freauencies. or "tonal mantraf. We all know that in this group. However, my dear
colleagues, Dr. E, Dr. Z and Mine Dr. C just confirmed scientifically what Indian Yoga
has taught for millennia about the subtle bodies and chakras. I think the reason why the
body of the subject in the photos appears as black shadow with no detail in it is that the
thermal component of energy radiating fiom the body, which is only 1st order EM energy,
was filtered out with intiared absorption filters. When you remove heat and light fiom the
human body, what you have left is the Void, vacuum, or Dirac Sea. In Sanskrit we call
that the Mahabindu. All you are able to see then, or what the machine is recording, is
merely the subtle energy that holds mass together - gluonic forces. The photos don't
show very much detail of substructure, but there is substructure in the first three levels,
because that is different in the two genders, man and woman. That is why Dr. C could tell
it was a woman. However, the 4th order subtle body does not show substructure as such.
It is a continuum. In Yogic terms we call that A h h a , which is roughly translated as
Spirit -that has no sex - neither man or woman. Dr. Z discovered this scientific
phenomenon in his research, but only clairvoyant Siddhis can actually see this, and is a bit
different from the photos, because you can actually see seven subtle bodies, and their
respective hyperfine structures, which incidentally extend all the way to the atomic,
nuclear and sub-nuclear levels - more precisely, the quantum relativistic level.

-
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Dr. E: Thank you very much, Sri Dr. S. I am interested in your information. I'm curious
about the connexion between the subtle bodies and the atomic quantum relativistic level.
Could you expound that some more, please?
Sri Dr. S: Well, it is your presentation. ( laughter ) Maybe I will say a thing or two when
you are finished.
Dr. E: That will be great. We physicists and engineers tend to get too involved with nuts
and bolts, and sometimes forget where all these equations, particles and technology
originally come fiom. As you say, fiom Akasha. Ok, let me continue. Where was I? Oh
yes, electronic mind control - back to reality! ( laughter) We spoke about electromagnetic
signatures, DNA and genes, racial genes, Genome Project, etc.
Now, let me wrap this up, and move to the next section of my presentation. We
have seen now that the neurochernistry, neurophysiology and bioelectromagnetics of given
behaviors have been thoroughly researched by Delgado and other researchers for the past
20 years or so, and most recently by Dr. Eldon Byrd of the Naval Weapons Research
Center, under ONR grants, and others. You may wonder, why is the government and
military so interested in brain research? You will know now why this secret and classified
research is light years ahead of what is known in academia and written in books and
magazines for the masses.
By now you all know that the same extensive research has been done on
pathogens, viruses, bacteria and other disease-causing organisms. Just look at our own
scientific literature and research for the past three years! All of this extensive info is
contained in enormous databases waiting to be used on a large scale when the time is ripe,
and the time is now. With great horror we have seen the return of ancient plagues in
India, South American, Afrika and an epidemic of the age-old tuberculosis consumption,
for the romantics - and the new ones, such as the genetically engineered AIDS, CFS,
Candida Albicans, Legionnaires disease and toxic shock, just to mention a few. Are these
just coincidences, dormant bugs revived, genetic engineering with electronic catalytic
mutations, or punishment fiom God for our sins?

-

Let me now shift a bit fiom a scientific perspective to a strateaic perspective and
the tactical im~licationsof all the scientific concepts and technolorn I have discussed so
far. Where does it fit in the grand scheme of political, military, economic, and social
strategies of the One World Order agenda, and, I might also add, the alien agendas? Let
me take a drink of water before I start - actually double shot of whiskey would be more a
propos! ( in the background, the audience yells "NO! Vodka! Vodka!", and laughter and
jokes follow)

I am sure you are all intimately familiar with all the latest scenarios in the world,
but let me emphasize what's been happening in the United States since meeting last year
(1993). Excellent condensed information is available in Matrix II and III, and
Leading Edge research magazine. We have copies on the table with reference books. Only
English is available, though. As you know, the UNCED Meeting in Brazil in June of 1992
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consolidated the plans and established the protocols for world
penocide. g3

ovulation control throuph
-

7his has been the primav-vumose of the geneticallv enzineered dames. We will
dub these "techno-plagues", or "TPs". The main strategy to rid the world of undesirable,
inferior races" and people that are regarded as "useless feeders" is to do so by introducing
"TPs" to targeted countriesg4: Afiika, India, and South America.
China would be included, but the superiority of their medicine prevents that. They
would control it very quickly, yet Western medicine with their mere 35% cure (rate)
pooh-poohs Chinese medicine with their 95% cures. Funny! So, TPs initially introduced in
contaminated foocistuffsand drinkina water reservoirs is the initial modus operandi. In
the United States and worldwide, homosexuals have also been targeted. This was
introduced through Hepatitis B vaccines etc.
The second method of population control was via "telegeodynarnics", namely, by
creatin~natural disasters, like earthquakes, tidal waves, hurricanes in designated
overpopulated Third World areas. Remember India, Mexico, Columbia, China? This has
also been used to prevent (damage in) areas, that if hit by earthquakes would destroy
national economies. That is w& Los Anaeles. Chicaao. N m York. London - ves London!
- and Tokvo are being "protected" bv creating smaller, but controllable makes and
temblors whose precise epicenters are in "emendable" citiesa5or near@ neiphborhod.
Meanwhile, back at the ranch, as they say in America, the Montauk Boys, Fort Lewis,
Yakima, New Mexico, Nevada, Texas, Pine Gap, CCCP, Manchester, and Haifa Boys are
all working desperately to Drevent Mother Earth fiom aoina into aeolopical
c o m ~ l s i o n s ~ ~electronic
b~v
and infiasonic manipulation o f .the Earth Gria3. - ~ o r t
Lewisa7andyakima@ provide the necessay infiasonic enerpv impulses via _fake "heavy

The unedited transcripts from the UNCED Conference, along with commentary relative to
tadcdccd
scenarios and multi-level ~ r d o c o an&&,
l
is found within Leading Edge #43; the Cobden
Chb Memorundurn for world genocide by mandated culling of existing population is found in
Lerrding Edge #75. Cross reference: Senator Gephardt's contact number alleged to be that found on
the copy spirited out of the conference. Furthermore, in 1984 a large group of medical doctors in the
United States, together with others, submitted " A C o m h t to the United Ndom Center for
Human Riphts in Geneva. A~clinstTvrannv and Medical Genocide in the United Statesn, suppressed
by compliant cultural media, is found in Leading Edge # 75 and #76 in two parts.
W~nterestingly,even the media and CDC repolts of the continous series of mysterious plagues
worldwide appear to support this hypothesis. Notice you
have the presence of the 1933 Nazi
paradigm o f Dusine Ohne Leben (Existence without Life) the one they used in public mass media
propaganda films to justify the euthanasia of mental patients at s u major psychiatric hospitals in
Germany. The hospital at Hadamar is perhaps the most famous. The same view is ultimately backed
by the paradigm of Cecil Rhodes. The bond between Germany, US and England is a key. Ya?
It would seem Mexico City, with a population of w e r 1million, is just such an expendable city. So
much for NAFTA, again, simply a ruse/step to a higher level.
For further amplification of these topics, see LE #63 and #64,1993 Conference.
Fort Lewis also had the apparent distinction of hosting, at one time, the mathematician Von
Neumann, of Montauk fame. Down the road is one of the most advanced military research hospitals
in the US, Madigan. We had a report, published in LE #0 in May 1992, based on interaction with a

-
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artillem maneuvers" that have cmtowaphic codes. and other countries urovide the
necessarv ~ercussionsfrom undermound
atomic/mclear testing. Energy is energy! Also,
a lot o f underwound
activitv is camouflaped that w q . with "acceptable and
emlosions
for the masses. so they will not pet su.wicious o f what is really
recoanizable"
going on

Let me now go to the politicaVeconomic area. As you know, the One World Order
boys are divided into two groups: (A) World Bankers, Elitists and Cultural, Religious and
Political Intelligentsia on one side that want absolute control via total economic control of
the world's monies and natural resources and (B) Military, Intelligence and Scientific
Technologists that supposedly work for the first group. This group is the one that
interfaces with the alien Ets. This year (1994) a very subtle, yet pronounced feud is going
on between the two great giants of European Nobility, namely, between Prince Philip of
Edinburgh, one of the most powerfbl world figures and the successor to the throne, Prince
Charles. Prince Philip does not want Charles to be the successor, probably because he is
too liberal. Without going into details, which I hardly understand, it is rumoured that this
feud, in which the bankers are also included, could create havoc in their so-called
"Derivative Markets", which unlike the common stock market, which involves millions,
maybe billions of dollars, the "Derivative Markets" involve trillionsplus all the world gold.
Should this preferred market collapse, the One World Order plans would collapse
immediately and create total havoc in the world economies. A real worldwide collapse,
totally out of control!
What they have been planning all along is a "controlled chaos", a collapse that they
have orchestrated, and then come and "save" the world by recalling all the currencies in
the world, taking possession of all natural resources of all countries, and by default
owning all the lands, leases and mortgages of real estate worldwide. Then, our "saviours"
would introduce the debit card or "mark of the beast", that ties directly to the 666
computer in BrusseIs, Belgium. Is everyone following?
Now the plot thickens. Enter Prince Bernhard from the etherl lands" , a brilliant
erudite, perhaps "Erasmus von Rotterdam", the great Renaissance Scholar re-incarnated,
Prince Bernhard has great power amongst the Old European ~obii$", secret societies,
powefil Masonic Orders and the Bilderbergers, and it is rumoured he has connections
with some Illuminati groups. Well, we know it is not us, and St. Gerrnain is on a very long
holiday! ( laughter) His agenda is that he wants to institute the centre of power in
Holland, not in Britain or the Vatican, and he has great, great influence and resources.
-

-

nurse who applied to work there, about apparent alien humanoids working at tbe hospital. At least
two witnesses.
Yakima is also host to a particularly insidious NSA satellite facility. Bizarre area.
Living in the area, I can vouch for this experience.
Netherlands is home to a viable euthansia program and 101 varieties of street legal marijuana.
What a way to Builder-burg a future. It is probably the ultimate source of the famous quote "I'm
not as think as you stoned I am."
Sometimes sharing the Italian front as the Black Nobility", land of the Guelphs and their
eternal quest for worldwide power dating earlier than the 1600's.

"
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While all of this is going on amongst the elitists and power-lords, the plans for
"controlled financial collapse" are not going very well. Japan is becoming more powefil,
both economically and technologically; China is becoming "an alarmingly strong power".
Meanwhile, Russia is in shambles, the US is in shambles economically, and the Davros
Protocols of 1993 and 1994 are just not working as planned. Even though Maurice
Strong's global agenda of World Ecology is working well, and the Rockefeller Protocols
of "Federal, State, County and Municipal Ordinances" is slowly but surely infiltrating
every American city, no matter how small, the bankers and financiers are getting desperate
and about ready to pull the plug, as it were, on the world economies in 1995. This is
forthcoming, with or without their control.

In a recent secret meeting -- similar to ours -- of the worlds key power-lords,
including Clinton's boss, but not Mr. Clinton, the Technocrat Lords, the far right, finally
gave the Elitists-Politicians-Bankers (EPB) the ultimatum.92 In essence, what was said
was, "look fellows, we have been waiting for your stupid financial plans and strategies to
work for about 10 years. It ain't working, fellows. It is time to use our methods, our way!
Remember, we always get results quickly!" They are referring to the Iraq war, of course.
So, the bottom line? Well, the EPB's are now very scared that the Far Right is going to
take matters into their own hands, and there is nothing they can do to stop them, because
thev have technoloaical vre-eminence! And that, ladies and gentlemen, is the latest
scenario. We got this information fiom the highest source, fiom Dr. N himself And, you
all know how and why; he is never wrong.
Therefore, 1995will be the vear where massive doses of electronic mind control,
p r o m m i n g . thou~htintrusion and brainhiogenetic manitnilations will commence in
grand scale. These projects are no longer experimental. They are fully operational, for the
"field testing" is over! The whole arsenal of frequencies will be unloaded on the USA,
Australia, New Zealand, Canada, and Mexico as part of Stage 1 of the First Protocol, (to
Sonic Pulses, Optical
include) Woodpecker, Buzzsaw, Videodrome, ~ubliminals~~,
Holograms, Visions, Voices and strange Psychokinetic phenomena. Beware of TVYs,
computers, movies, radios and phones! Also books, magazines, newspapers, printed
advertisements and posters will also contain the enmtpted hiciden subliminal holograms.

This shift might have been reflected in the November 1994 Republican seizure af power in
Congress.
93 In addition to the obvious programming of commercial, consumerism and marketing, the real
reason behind all the subliminals and electronically compressed information in movies, commercial
television, Hollywood videos, radio and telephones - and now encrypted in printed matter is to
affect the brains neural networks and functions throuph s&ct fieuuencies and their hamwnics to
diminish the WiU Individualitv and CreativiiV of the Individual. Furthermore, the protocols are
intended to give, in essence, the commands of "Obey the Law", &DoNot Question Authority", "The
Government is Your Godn, "Do As You Are Toldn and "God is talking to You". Also, erratic
thoughts of Anger, Fear, Depression, and wanton Sexuality are also included. This causes utter
confusion in individuals who don't know where these strange thoughts are coming from. Now you do.
They have told you its coming. Ya?

-
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Ladies and gentlemen, the Gestalt of the video movie "They Live" is here now -- 1995! (
dead silence ) Any questions?
Dr. B: Is that why there have been so many people seeing "angels", "light beings",
"spirits" and other instances of what could be either religious or psychic experiences?
What about the "channeling" phenomenon of the past five years?94
Dr. E: Well, yes and no. As was mentioned earlier, there is a project sardonically called
"Hoiv See". It is being conducted by the Vatican and the CIA. Strange bedfellows! The
New Age fad about contacts with angels, archangels and saints is part of another, more
sinister scenario yet, which I am not at liberty to discuss here. The channeling
phenomenon is also related to this sinister plot. Yet, there is some very genuine
information being given to the public through this medium of channeling. I cannot disclose
what the Source is, but it is mostly for the benefit of the New Age community that is very
ignorant of science, naive, gullible, and almost stupid when it comes to tactical matters.
They are in great danger, because they have been targeted for very precise protocols - a la
Montauk because thev are unable to differentiate a aenuine osvchic. oaranorma1 or
religious experience-fromone that is induced either hologrqhicalZv or bv virtual realiv
manivulations of a very advanced type, not the commercial Mickey Mouse stuff, if you
pardon the expression, trash! They all think that spirit is taking to them. Little do they
know who this "spirit" really is, and what it is up to. At this point, I want to mention two
specific books that I think every New Ager should read. One is "Bringers of the New
Dawn" by Barbara Marciniak, and the 2nd book of " m e Montauk Project" by Preston
Nichols. Not onZv is the New Aae but the Occult and Suzrihral communztv in prave
d e e r of beina "mentallv raped". but also of beinp used as non-voluntary recruits to
jkht a War thev don 't even understand. They all think they are being helped by "spirits",
"aliens" and "masters" than "channel" through-them or talk through them; little do they
know that all of this is being done with technology that is truly "out of this world!

-

Meanwhile, people continue to be hopelessly confbsed with synthetic s~iritualitv,
which, unfortunately, has been created for N m Age commption. Unfortunately, I do
know, all of us here know, the Source of that grand scale intrusion, but there is nothing
we can do to help those that don't want to be helped. The only thing we can do is give
them information, and refer them to legitimate research from where they can draw their
own conclusions. I apologize, Dr. B, forgetting carried away with your question, but it
did touch a soft spot in me. You see, my ex-wife and two daughters are heavily involved
in the New Age movement. In fact, my oldest daughter is now "channeling" in California.
Her material is very V i e , but she thinks the same thing about "my truth". Well, enough
of that!
Let me continue. I have already discussed the various technical aspects of the
various protocols that are now being instituted for a large scale, final "jield test", a
"dkessrehearsal", ifyou wzll, on selected nations in the world, because the EPBs are not
delivering what they have promised over 10 years ago (1980+): total economic control of
94

Referring to the increase, since 1988, of hoards of individuals "channelingn
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the world. So, it seems that the far right "technocrat lords" are about to strike "big time".
The next logical question is: ?+%at do we do to Drotect ourselves. knowin2 what we all
know. both technolopicallv. met~hvsicallv.Herrneticallv and tacticallv?
To begin with, let me emphasize what I and many others in this Order, and others
as well, have said about the darners of commercial AC electricitv, 50 and 60 Hz AC.,
television. radio, movies. commters and above all. telephones! Unless you have special
protective force fields, devices, extreme conscious awareness and advanced metal Yoga
training, do not be exposed to it, or do so minimally. Add to this list standard commercial
magazines, books "best sellersy7especially -- newspaper and advertising -- and know
that the contain enfolded and encwted subliminal information. And, especially for our
distinguished visitors, beware of American shopping malls! Dr. B, please explain that to
out Russian fiiends -- in Russian, please! Is there a word for "shopping mall" in Russian
and Chinese? I hope not! ( laughter )

--

Once you knao this is happening, it automatically alerts your mind and psyche that
you are treading on dangerous territory. We will deal with subliminals first Ifyou are
consciouslv aware that there is encrypted subliminal information (embedded) in visual or
aural (sound) stimuli, and give a verbal command to yourself and deny permission to
register the information, there will be no assault or (at best) a minimal influence on your
mind. This is for reading books and listening to music fiom the radio. As Preston Nichols
said in the video, "knowing it is haopening. how and whv it is ha~peningis vour first and
greatest defence against intrusion." You already are in a state of alertness and awareness.
Secondly, knowing the theory and mechanisms of how AC electricity, Hertzian
and non-Hertzian waves and thoughtforms can intrudeg5 upon our brain and mind/psyche,
we can create conditions to protect our
information band from receiving noxious
stimuli, for the higher order interactions with the outside world occurs there. This could
be done in two ways -- well, actually three.
First, you could move to Mars. ( laughter) Not really, but you could move to a far,
far away place to eliminate all external cultural audio-visual stimuli. Some folks have done
that. They are called "hermits", "monks" and "recluses". It is not feasible for us.
The next thing to do is to create vour own environment in your laboratories and,
most importantly, in your home, where you sleep. There are a few exceptions!
( laughter) If you live alone, like I do, there is no problem, but if you are mamed and
have a family, it is very tricky. If you family knows about it and cooperates, it's great, but
if they don't, as in my case, you have to either allow them to do what they want, or
protect them secretly. This is categorical with teen agers, and a must with infants and
small children. Get rid of commercial radio and television, and install your own video
educational programme at home. That is 90% of the problem. Without getting into

9S

This information is presented, together with diagrams, in M&
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technical details, what vou need to do is de-modulate and disoraanise the photonic field
that carries the encoded/encwted information.If anything. an intense scalar field with
pulsating tensor. spinor and twistor fieldss should do that easilv. if you are familiar with
electronics. Delta-T. Delta-Y and Wiener Transform Analogues do the trick completelv.
Thanks to Dr. G, we all have devices like that for our labs, workshops, offices, schools
and temples of the Order. This is the dark blue-violet dome that you clairvoyants can see
around the building. It is a Takvonic Tensor Field, and it cannot be seen by any
technology today. And, if any technology would see and detect it, then they are the
Overlords of the Universe. We are safe with them.

As for personal protective devices when we go to the marketplace or to a concert -

- or baseball or soccer game, we recommend a device we have been testing for

about a year, the brain-child of Dr. Larnbrakis and his associates. We are in contact with
him through a fiiend of one of my students, who knows him. He does not know about us,
but we know about his work. He and his associates publish their papers in the Leading
Edge monthly. We have copies of all his research papers for distribution. Very interesting
and quite different from mainstream science. Dr. B has several copies.
The device is a so-called Takyon Capsule, which is a Unified Field device, which
creates a Tensor-Spinor Field around the body using the information band itself! Very
clever device. It is used as a medallion or necklace around the neck. It is very effective,
compact and inexpensive the price of a semi-he watch. It also has a hnction that can
create a dome-shaped force field with a simple insert and protocol. We have ordered these
devices for all of this group, courtesy of Dr. N himself. It comes with technical
inf~rmation.~'
Try them later.

--

Finally, to sum up, I wish to point out that there is another very alarming scenario
that has to do with ''alien1ET intervention", but I am not at liberty to discuss that in here. I
wish to point out, however, for out few colleagues in the astrophysics and astronomy
fields, that your radiotelescope and astronomical ancillary equipment is also being
monitored. So, be aware of that. Communication by electronic mail is absolutely out! Use
letters, telepathy or, like our Babylonian ancestors, homing pigeons! ( laughter ) I have
been collaborating with Prof Dr. M in a project that is directly related to astrophysics. It
has been my great privilege to assist him. We are all in for a great, possibly very shocking
and alarming scenario, but it is time to discuss it, before 1995. Since we are way, way

" See the Unified Field and Physics series in The Leuding E k e , and Matrix III.
" If you have been reading the LE for the past year or so then this device has been available to you
It is the only legitimate UF takyon device available that accomplsihes this. Wearina it reouires no
protocol imlementation, but extending the field requires implementation of a mathematical
protocoL It works, and bends the spinning fields of the body into a sort of barrel shape. There, now
you have no excuse. I've had it for years and it does the job. Light years ahead of the competition!
See AD this issue. There are products out there which advertise that they involve takyons - we have
found none that actually do other than the device we speak of. There are even products made of
glass. Since takyons can only be enfolded by a metallic lattice relative to local space there is a lot
of chicanery out there.

....
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past lunch time, I think I will stop here so we can take a break. Thank you, ladies and
gentlemen. Dr. D, please? Thank you. That is all.
Dr. D: Thank you Dr.E. That was magnificent. It is important to remind the audience,
however, that the scenario discussed by Dr. E has one most alarming piece of data he
forgot to mention. If a national emergency occurred in which electrical power would be
lost locally or widely across the nation, it would not a#ect the electronic mind control
operations. Why? Because they have provided for such an occurrence, and knowing that
panicflooting might ensue, they made sure that they would have their own power supply.
They have their own diesel megawatt generators positioned strategically across the
country, maybe even the world.
Furthermore, they are using scalarphase conjugation waves strictly, which do not
attenuate with distance whatsoever. Their phase conjugate "mirrors" or resonators are the
microwave towers installed every 15-30 miles throughout the United states." This also
links up with microwave communication with satellites. Do you now understand the
importance of the cellular telephone microwave towers that have erupted worldwide
between 1990 and 1994? So, you see, they are completely prepared for any tactical
situation or emergency. The second protocol is the one in which they themselves
purposely create a power failure that eliminates all electricity and communications,
including telephones. men, they take over very quietly and swzjUy. Some "field tests"
have already caused "bla~kouts'~
in large cities to study possible scenarios. The
protocol is that they have an electronic function that when activated incapacitates and
'yeezes" any firearm whatsoever f?om jimctioning
anywhere. No details can be
discussed now. Just be aware of that. This will suprise the hell out of paramilitary types, if
you pardon the expression. Either they zap their brains or their firearms. They can easily
do either one or both. It has already been field tested in Iraq and elsewhere. Remember
that electronic mind control can also terminate life hnctions by zapping the brain.

-

What to do in case of either scenario? Stay away from the big cities, and stay put
in your homes using your own protective devices against EMC that don't rely on AC
electricity. Don't rely on firearms. Rely on the technology and techniques that you all
know! Thank you Dr. E. That is all.

Dr. D: We are all refieshed after our late lunch, I hope. Now, we will hear what I think is
the most urgent topic in this week's technical meeting. The presentation will be by our
distinguished colleague, Dr. M, Professor Emeritus of Astronomy and former colleague of
Prof XX in England. I urge you all to take notes on this topic, for this is perhaps the most
controversial topic of the century. World governments know about this, and it is highly
classified, and only a chosen few astrophysicists, physicists and medical researchers are

nr

Which include the GWEN network, cellular and "personal"communications, etc
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involved in this project. This may explain the very strange, controversial and highly
classified HAARP project. Ladies and gentlemen, pennit me to present Dr. M. (applause )

Dr. M: Thank you, Dr. D. I say, this is a difficult topic to present, because of its
controversial nature that polarised the astronomical community when it was first
introduced in 1954 and subsequently confirmed around 1958. It was promptly classified
for obvious reasons. No less than Prof Albert Einstein was involved in the project that
consisted of a panel of merely five scientists, myself included. After Einstein's death in
1953, three more were invited to join and one resigned, because he did not agree with our
findings. We were all under oath of confidence then. Today, this project has included the
US and two other military groups, but it is still classified, and understandably so.
Let me begin. My collaborator, Dr. E, will assist me with the audiovisual aids.
Lights, please. May I have the first slide? This is a photograph of the members in the
original panel. They are all scientists. I believe you know all of them. The sixth one was
the official liaison for the various observatories and meetings. Two have died; there are
three of us fiom the original panel. Thank you, Dr. E. Lights, please?
First of all, I have to give a very brief introduction about electromagnetic theory
with respect to what we know today as the "electromagnetic spectrum". May I have the
second slide, please? Here is the functional spectrum shown vertically as increasing
fiequenciesg9. The area of our particular interest is not even shown in most spectra,
because it is beyond even gamma rays. It is the region corresponding to cosmic rays, and
high gamma's of about i d 2 Hz. So, we made our own spectrum starting with W
(ultraviolet), then X-rays, Gamma and Cosmic rays. Bear this in mind. Also, according to
present theory, all of this spectrum consists of quantum photons of electromagnetic
energy. As to whether "cosmic rays" are photons, it is still not clear. In fact, we don't
know what "cosmic rays" truly are. Suffice it to say they are Beta particles, Gamma rays,
Protons, and God knows what! This is the realm of "cosmic ray energy physics".
However, this is not to be codused with the New Age term of "cosmic energy" and other
mumbo-jumbo terminology. Lights, please? In this group we need not go hrther than that.
You all know physics.
During the 1950's, two separate phenomena were studied in detail: the precession
motion of the Earth that behaves as a gyroscope, and the mysterious "cosmic rays".
Cosmic rays are the most mysterious particles in the Universe today! What is important is
that all these particles, except Gamma's, are highly ionised and cause ionisation likewise,
in our atmosphere due to their extreme energy. Cosmic rays can go through the Earth like
a bullet through butter. Their energy is of the order of 10" EV (electron-volts), the ideal
dream of all particle physicists!
When M3 1 Andromeda nebula and the M45 Pleaides cluster were first resolved, a
very unusual phenomena was observed in the Pleaides cluster. I won't go into details, but
a very unusual belt of radiation was theorised to exist around it. The observations and
99
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theoretical calculations indicated at this time an invisible radiation belt was of the order of
high-energy Gamma rays. There was disagreement at the time, but when Einstein was
cautiously approached to give his opinion, he not only agreed with our hypothesis, but he
offered valuable suggestions for reinterpreting the data and reformulating new equations
using relativistic corrections. By then we were absolutely positive of our findings, but then
the implications were astounding. Professor XX decided to form a small panel, and invited
Einstein as a consultant. He agreed, even though he realised we were going out on a limb
proposing such an outlandish theory. But Einstein's was a truly great mind, and open to
"crazy" ideas like his own in 1905. So he helped us. Unfortunately, a few months later he
died, so we lost our great consultant. However, by 1960 satellites were launched, and
infrared and ultraviolet astronomy would allow us to see what was up to then impossible.
So, in 1961, our hypothesis was verified, and when the radiation belt was discovered via
satellite instrumentation, we celebrated and got royally drunk! However, we sobered up
quickly, because we now knew the implications of our theory and had confirmation of this
radiation belt.
I wish to digress here for a very important point. We had also approached the
great Professor Fred Hoyle to consult about our findings. Not only did he stay up all night
reading our confidential papers, but he agreed wholeheartedly with our findings and
encouraged us greatly, even when we told him that our information fell on deaf ears in the
astrophysical and astronomical community. Then he told us a secret. He had been aware
of this very radiation belt, and had approached it fiom a different angle, but his intuition
told him that his theory would be regarded as "science fiction" at best. Then, he got the
flash of writing about his theory in science fiction story. In fact, the book was about to be
released by then, 1957. As soon as it got published, we devoured the book. It was a
superlative work describing our theory, but in a somehow anthromorphised manner. We
highly recommend all of you to read Sir Fred Hoyle's "fiction" story. It is titled ''B
Black Cloud". It is the work of a genius, but with real facts behind the fiction. It is also the
manifesto of a maverick in the astrophysics community that never accepted the "Big
Bang" as such, but a steady state creation. His latest 1993 book on the origins of life is, in
my opinion, destined to become a classic.
Now, we take a leap in time, and go to the 1980's, where another scenario was
brewing, namely the detection of an ominous radioactivity belt around the Earth's
atmosphere. I need not tell you who put it there. We all know.'00It was the atmospheric
detonations and nuclear testing of our imbecile governments! Further studies by the
Chilean and other observatories revealed though spectroscopic analyses the existence of a
paseous a w e p a t e that had begun to c~?,stallise.
-fonninaorganometallic com~oundsthat
were mametic in nature. and also ~otentiallyflammable. almost
IosiveZy so. Some of
these orpanometallic com~oundshave similar composition to firlminatina com~ounds
used in militarv ordinance explosives. To make matters worse. the mametic "cloud" was
also attracting the radioactive belt closer to the Earth. We made precise calculations, and
when we were absolutely certain, we approached the Naval Observatory of the ONR. A
loo We are probably talking about Project Argus in the 19609s,where some military scientists had
the brilliant idea of detonating hydrogen bombs in space around the Earth, and did so.
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high-ranking admiral told us, "gentlemen, we know about it. I must urge you to remain
silent, for the project is highly classified. Nevertheless, he invited us to join the project
and introduced us to those working on the project already. To make a long story short, by
now, 1985, they knew about our own project about the M45 Pleiades radiation belt, and
he also urged us to "classi@" the project, even though no one in the scientific community
paid an ounce of attention to "such a ridiculous theory". It was already forgotten by them.
However, the military was extremely aware of it, because the USAF and Navy
have perfbrmed extensive scientific studies on atmospheric physics and radio-astronomy,
for obvious reasons related to "tactical national security" The politics and red tape were
intolerable, and eventually I resigned, both from my academic post and my research
contract with the Naval Observatory and ONR. Meanwhile, the danger hovering around
Earth was getting closer and closer. Likewise, the solar system was slowly but surely
approaching the Manasic ring in M45, and its precarious radiation belt. To make matters
worse, the insane UFO community had gotten hold of the information about this belt in
M45, and dubbed it "the Photon Belt". And, to add to the public confbsion, in the 1990's
started the absolutely insane craze of the New Age community with their "channelled
ludicrous information about "the belt". We have, of course, read all the mumbo-jumbo
being written on the subject, but nobody really knows the scientific truth behind it -except for the military, and by now some government officials.

I don't mean to demean or insult anyone, and, with due respect to Dr. E's New
Age ex-wife and daughters, we have to categorically state that all their information is
incorrect, pure dogma and empty illusions of "being transformed into 'Galactic Beings' of
4th density". If this occ~rs'~'according to our calculations, we will all glow in the dark if
we get close to the radiation belt in M45 Pleiades. Unfortunately, we just don't know or
understand the nature of this radiation belt, and if it is a form of radiation we know, or if it
something totally new. For one thing, if there is a negative electromagnetic pulse, it will
create havoc on all our electrical systems due to interference. If it creates a positive
electromagnetic pulse of positrons, then, yes, all electricity will be neutralised on Earth.
But, that includes human beings, because our brains and nervous systems operate on
electricity. So do plants and animals. So, at this point, we really don't know what to
expect, scientifically speaking, of course. The Order, on the other hand, knows what is
coming. So, ladies and gentlemen, it is interesting to contrast what orthodox science
knows, or does not know, with what our own Hermetic Gnosis informs us to expect. Just
remember, though, that five world governments know about this forthcoming
phenomenon, possibly, disaster.
Let me now to what seems to be a most imminent and "closer" scenario that is
driving the military "mad,because they know the implications of this event, and they are
doing desperate efforts to prevent it fiom happening. I will spare you all the intricate
scientific details, but concentrate more on the practical aspects of what to expect. You
will have noticed that in the past five years, the scientific literature is full of reports of
unusual high Gamma rays from "God knows where". These are also classed as "cosmic
lo'

The approach of the M45 radiation belt.
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rays". Simultaneously, but not reported in the journals, is the tremendous increase in
radioactivity at the level of our own airplane routes worldwide. Now, this is due to the
crystallised organometallic, magnetic explosive cloud in the high atmosphere the latest
reports locating it in the area of the high-level aurora region. between 500 to 650 Krn
above sea level, just next to the ionosphere.

-

Are you getting the picture of the project on "aurora atmospheric research"
dubbed HAARP? The real reason behind the HAARP ~roiectis a desperate attem~tto
disverse the hi&
explosive and radioactive cloud ap~roachin~
the Earth and
threatening the whole world now. I hope scientists are wrong in their predictions of
disaster, but if the governments and military are desperately making attempts to stop this
event, it must be close to the disaster scenario predicted by our colleagues in the 1980's.
It is true that the H
'poses &gers to ~ l o b acommunication
l
and ecoloa! but the
other danper is o f a areater magnitude, for it may incinerate the whole Earth's surface in
a matter of +s. mmqvbe even hours. I would like to stop here, so we can contemplate this
information and clear our minds of alarming thoughts. Thanks.
Break

Dr. M: Let me continue. While all of this is occumng above us in the heavens, the present
status of Mother Earth is nothing less than alarming. I don't wish to be the "harbinger of
doom or bad news", but the truth must be known now, before it is absolutely too late.
Who knows, it may be too late now! As we all know here, we research scientists are
usually ignored by the rest of the scientific community, the government, and the public in
general. Only the military hears what we have to say, and they do that, anyway, to know
what we are doing, in case they can "use us for tactical or military purposes". Oftentimes,
scientists are "seduced" by the military and intelligence agencies, who are always the only
ones always interested in our science and have unlimited fbndslo2for research. That
happened to Delgado, the Montauk scientists, the Oppenheimers, the Tellers, and so on.
Only the great Einstein and David Bohm were wise enough to say no! That is why they
fired Prof Bohm fiom Princeton, and that was a blessing, for otherwise today we would
not have the (concept o f ) the holographic implicate order in quantum mechanics. I was
not so smart. I persisted until the pressure started to ruin my health, and I finally resigned
before they "retired me the way they do when they "retire" dissident or "obsolete"
scientists that know too much.
Anyway, I will not talk about the ecological status of the planet. That is now "past
history". lo3 What I want to point out is that we are running out o f oxygen sofast that
unless somethina is done. ~loballvand picklv. in about three vears fiom now (1997) we
will be feel in^ the effects o f excess carbon dioxide, carbon monoxide. ozone and
methane. and peovle will be " d r o ~ ~ i dead
n g like _flies". 104 The reason? Excess cars,
102Primarilyfrom international drug traffkking and negative sources.
lWThe human body also "lives in the past". Think about it.
lM
I just had an interesting train of thought. Could the falling level of oxygen be one of the reasons
the radioactive belt around the Earth has not yet detonated? Could an effort to increase the oxygen
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trucks, planes, and diesel engines polluting the air, and the savage logging of trees
worldwide! Trees are not only the "lungs of the Earth" that replenish the oxygen supply,
but are vital to the electrostatic balance of electrical charges between the Earth and the
atmosphere, even the ionosphere. Furthermore, unknown to most orthodox earth and
physical scientists -- except the military, of course, the planetary earth grid is affected is
adversely afXected by the removal of trees, because great trees are natural resonance
cavities for the earth grid energy that emanates at cross points.
Without those nodal points, we do not condense atmospheric Takyons for the
synthesis of the Life Force. Remember the ancient Hermetic saying, "the trees are the
'hair' of Gaia", the transducers of "prana" and "Pneuma" into life force for biosynthesis!
Professor Philip Callahan, in his most unusual research, has discovered this fact, and has
since dropped out of the orthodoxy. Now he is helping the Egyptian government to
restore "fertility" in the formerly rich valleys in the lands of the Nile, today tenibly barren
and infertile. What an irony, fiom the Old Egypt to the Modem One.
A colleague of mine theorises - and I hope he is wrong - that all the abuse we have
inflicted on planet Earth has contributed to the erratic behavior and anomalies of the
geomagnetic field, and that the e ~ a t i cwobble + Chandler nutations (in other words, the
pole wanderings + oscillations) have tilted the Earth fiom its normal orbit by about 22". If
this continues, the Earth may undergo great oscillations that could send it into
convulsions, or (cause it to move ) rapidly away fiom the Sun. If the former occurs, the
Earth could literally explode "like the planet Krypton", or, if the latter occurs, in a matter
of days the Earth could attain below fieezing temperatures, down to 120" below zero! As
with the crystallised organometallic cloud, created by man's chemical and radioactive
pollution, this last scenario was also created by man's greed and stupidity. And, since
"science" did nothing to prevent it, they dismissed it as "science fiction", and laughed
about it. Well, soon we may not be laughing any more. We may be crying bitter tears! I
wish to stop at this point, so we may engage in questions and answers on this scenario that
is here and now and affects us all. So, let me open the podium for questions. (Dead
silence and long pause) Yes, Dr. P?

Dr.P: First, thank you for a superlative and very sobering presentation. Now, which of
the two events is likely to occur sooner - the crystalline radioactive explosive cloud, or the
M45 Pleiadian radiation belt? And, secondly, has the hypothesis of your colleague been
discussed, confirmed or rebuked by other astrophysicists?
Dr. M: I'll answer your last question first. The hypothesis has been discussed with others,
but everyone in the orthodox community laughed about it. They though it sounded like
level contribute to a detonation? Could this synchronistically be the same thing that happened on
Mars? Will they ever find Elvis Presley? (Just kidding). Could MRX (see elsewhere in this issue) be
an answer? As for the existence of a "post apocolypticn society living in a poisonous atmosphere,
future life progression studies by Dr. Chet Snow, and the OBE experiences of Robert Monroe, oddly
enough, indicate parallel reality structures, 200 to 300 years ahead, that incorporate domed living
structures. Remember: "never clone alone in a dome homen, attributed to Dr. Wertha Fookowi, in
the 2lst century novel "SleeplessAgoinn.
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"Jor-El of Krypton", the Superman science fiction story. However, Dr. YY and a young
theoretician, Dr. WW, from the Naval Observatory (ONR)and myself feel the data and his
calculations are sound. Three others have read the papers, and they also agree. It is very
plausible. As for the time frame? As I said, about three years. However, and I will only
make the statement once, the N m and Air Force are aware o f it. and have discussed this
with an alien woup that can he@ stabilise the erratic pvroscovic behavior o f the planet
via their amazina technolom.
Now, as for the M45 and atmospheric clouds, we are already under the influence
of the Pleiadian Manasic belt, and the high Gamma's reported in 1993 and 1994 are
undoubtedly from that. There have been major power failures already, not too well
publicised, of course, but we have had mysterious black-outs, and also many highreliability computer failures as well. The explosive cloud in the atmosphere is being
bombarded with terawatts of power (HAARP) in an attempt to disperse it, or repel it. It
has been slowly approaching the (surface of the) Earth for about 10 years, but attained a
critical distance in 1993. It could accelerate and approach the Earth's ionosphere in about
a year (1995), maybe less. It is not a textbook type of phenomenon, and nobody truly
understands its inner structure, or dynamic mechanisms. So, that is an unstable situation.
Ms Dr. U: What can we do ourselves to help the planet, to offset the destruction of
trees, chemical pollution, and to help the Earth grid in our various countries, on a
collective basis?
Dr. M: Not very much, unfortunately. It is too late to plant trees, which nobody is really
doing, except for logging companies that are merely "mining the Earth", planting only one
kind of tree, to be cut again in 20 to 30 years. In this group of scientists, we could all join
the efforts and research of Dr. Callahan, and construct "artificial Earth grid resonators",
like the Hieronimus towers, Callahan towers or "cosmic tubes", if you pardon the
expression, by using higher-order electromagnetics, like scalar and takyonic transducers,
to create localised resonances at specific grid crosspoints. This will help the Earth at least
at the local level. It will also minimise the danger of local seismic movements, or
earthquakes, because it releases vortical flows of Earth grid energy, which is what causes
the natural earthquakes.
The ancient Chinese and Egyptians mastered this science and protected their
temples this way by building specifically constructed towers, obelisks, and domes at
precise grid crosspoints. Today, this can be done using simple technology. The key is the
precise placement of these tubes and the Takyon converters. The Germans, the Chinese,
the Israelis, the British and the Americans have such tubes amongst the unorthodox
research community - the psychotronics and radionics community. Some use electrical
batteries others use "fie energy" devices. Primitive people use stones, and those,
amazingly, do work well. Otherwise, just take care of yourself.

-

Dr.Z: You forgot CCCP, Dr. M. We also do have kosmic tubes like that. Also, in
Czechoslovakia. If all this can happen, then what is best way to protect ourselves and
family? What is government doing here? In CCCP, doing nothing!
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Dr.M: I say, I wish to defer that question to Dr. E. You want to answer that, Dr. E?
Dr. E: Ok, I will. That is a hard one to answer. Let me just tell you what the government
has been doing here. It is not (generally) known, but it is a fact that every major critical
military installation in this country - West Point, Annapolis, the Air Force Academy, etc.,
has an exact replica of their facilities deep underground, in case of any emergency of any
sort. Furthermore, in the past 10 years, the military has bought and stored entire
warehouse of food to last them for about 20 years. They have their own water filtration
plants in underground facilities, and as you know fiom our past meetings, not only does
Mrs. Maurice Strong have the largest collection of seeds in the world stored away safely,
but also the military has vast stores of wheat, grain and seeds. You think Russia got the
grain before? Wrong. They got some, but the rest is stashed away by the government in
case of any geological disasters, not war, just natural disasters. They know what is really
going on, but, as Dr. M indicated, they publicly deny it, and the orthodox and academic
scientists ridicule the possibilities of world geological and cosmic disasters as preposterous
or science fiction! I think we would be wise to follow their example, but be very quiet and
discreet about it. They certainly are!
Mrs Dr. C: What about that rumoured phenomenon about the space-time continuum warp
and time flow shift that was discussed with Herr Professor Dr. Albert Einstein and the
cosmologist Dr. George Garnow in the 194OYs,and that was recently discussed by Dr. XX
in Poland?
Dr. M: (silence) Dr. A., would you like to answer that?
Dr. A: Yes, indeed. Unfortunately, we are not at liberty to discuss that here. But, let me
just say that one of our colleagues wrote a script for a movie that was made in New
Zealand as science fiction. He and Drs. XX and XXX wanted to inform the world of the
dangers that they were exposing the Earth to by playing with the Earth grid without
sufficient understandig. It was submitted anonymously, as was "The Day the Earth
Stood Still", and the film is virtually unknown on the continent. It is called "The Quiet
Earth". It is available in video in the USA. Most of it is true, except the romance, and ,
most importantly, the key to survival. Such a space-time shift is hinted at in the movie.
That is all I can say about it. You ail know the technique. Thank you. That is all.
Dr. M: I think this is also the last question. More discussions can be held tonight in the
workshops. Thank you ladies and gentlemen for your undivided attention. Dr. A has
hinted that today's meeting is over. Thank you (applause) END OF PRESENTATION
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RESEARCH RESULT
Non-ionizing radiation exacerbates the effect of ionizing radiation.

REFERENCE
Turmanyan, M.A. and Samoilenko, 1.1. (1983) "The
Influence of alternating magnetic field on the
bacteriocidal effect of ionizing radiation" Radiobiology
Vol23 No.3, pp415-419.

Pregnant rats exposed to 30mT(300G) static magnetic field had
significantly fewer live fetuses than unexposed rats. Miscarriage
(fetal absorption) was 13.9% in exposed rates vs 3.9% in control.**

Mevissen, Buntenkotter and Loscher (1994) from the
School of Veterinary Medicine in Hannover, Germany,
Teratoloay, Sept 1994 Vol50, pp229-237.

Rats exposed to 30mT 50Hz magnetic fields delivered fetuses
had significantly more minor skeletal anomalies. Increased skeletal
ossification believed to be result of accelerated prenatal development.

Mevissen, Buntenkotter and Loscher (1994)
(see above), also Microwave News Nov/Dec 1994

Birth weight of rats from mothers exposed to DC fields higher.

Mevissen, Buntenkotter and Loscher (1994)

Association between acute non-lympocytic leukemia and the use
of electric razors. A 30% increase in ANLL over controls, with a
dose-response relationship between leukemia risk and time spent
shaving. "The peak field is an exposure parameter worth studying"

Dr.Richard Lovely, Battelle Seattle Research Center
American Journal of Epidemiology, Vol. 140,
pp. 5 10-517, 1994; Microwave News NovIDec 1992
Microwave News NovIDec 1994.

Exposure from appliances include frequency components reaching
the low Mhz, flux densities of up to 5 G and time-rates-of-change
Over lo7 GIs.

Bioelectromagnetics, Vol 15, pp.439-446. Battelle
group led by Dr.Bary Wilson; Microwave News
NovIDec 1994.

Utility workers exposed to high-frequency transients (HFT) show
up to a ten fold increase in risk of developing lung cancer from
cumulative exposure.

McGill University study. Microwave News N/D 1994
Study of 2.679 cases of cancer in utility workers from
1970-1988; Benedict Armstrong et a]., "Association
Between Exposure to Pulsed Electromagnetic Fields
and Cancer in Electric Utility workers in Quebec";
American Journal of Epidemiology, Vol 140, Nov 94

* * Studies which use a small number of animals tend to suppress
findings indicating eSfects. This study used 99 rats.
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RESEARCH RESULT
Increased risk of lung cancer among New York Telephone Co.
workers. Also increased risk of other types of cancer. Highest
risk for cable-splicers.

REFERENCE
Dr.Genevieve Matanoski, Johns Hopkins University School
of Hygiene and Public Health, Baltimore, MD, 1989. Also
Microwave News Nov/Dec 1994.

Low level microwave radiation can cause DNA breaks in the
brains of experimental animals from either continuous wave
(CW) or pulsed (500 2psec pulses per second) 2,450 Mhz
(2.4 Ghz) radiation at a power density of 2m~/cm*,
corresponding to SAR of 1.2 W/Kg. After four hours of
exposure to pulsed signals, Lai and Singh found a significant
increase in single-strand DNA breaks in the brain,
especially in the hippocampus. F o r m exposures, a significant
increase in DNA breaks was found both immediately after
four hours later. There were approximately
exposure and*
20% and 30% more DNA breaks after exposure to CW and
pulsed microwaves, respectively, as compared to controls.

University of Washington. Drs. Henry Lai and Narendra Singh
Bioelectromagnetics, Spring 95; Microwave News N/D 1994
Remark: Cellular industry predictably takes a dismissive
attitude toward these scientific findings, as not to do so would
constitute a conflict of interest. The Cellular Telephone
Industry Association commented "It is unclear what relevance
the data has to our program." According to Lai, the microwave
radiation does not cause direct damage to the DNA. but
probably affects DNA enzyme repair mechanisms. According
to Dr. Kenneth Tindall of the National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences in Research Trianple Park, "more
recent research suggests certain types of breaks may not be
easily repaired and could lead to a biological effect."

Video Display Terminal (VDT) operators with electromagnetic
Drs. Olle Johansson and Peng-Yue Liu of the Experimental
sensitivities have dramatically different skin biopsies than controls. Dermatology Unit of the Karolinska Institute in Stockholm
Sweden. Workshop on Electromagnetic Hypersensitivity,
Graz, Austria Sept 26-27, 1994; Bioelectromagnetics
Society Annual Meeting, June 1994, Copenhagen, Denmark.
Microwave News Nov/Dec 1994.
Among those hypersensitive to electromagnetic fields, 2-4%
Project on biomedical effects of EMF, "COST 224", by 70
of the subjects showed measurable responses to weak 50Hz fields participants of the European Community. Dr. Stanislaw
Szmigielski of the Center for Radiobiology and Radiation
Safety, Warsaw, Poland, 1994. Microwave News N/D 94.
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REFERENCE
In a study of 70 volunteers, there existed a significant lenathening Dr.Stanislaw Szmigielski and Dr. Marek Szuba of the
in reaction times to acoustic and visual si~nalswhen exposed for Technical University of Wroclaw, Poland. Microwave News
three minutes to high electric fields of 10.9 and 13 kVlm.
NovfDec 1994.
Excess of risk of leukemia determined to exist among railway
workers after analysis of changing long term EM exposure.

Dr.Birgitta Floderus, National Institute of Occupational
Health in Solna, Sweden. Microwave News MaylJune 94.

Long-term exposure to 50Hz magnetic fields promotes the
growth and incidence of mammary tumors, "strongly indicates
that magnetic field exposure exerts tumor-promoting andlor
co-promoting effects "

Dr. Wolfgang Loscher, School of Veterinary Medicine,
Hannover, Germany. Cancer Letters July 30, 1993;
Microwave News, JulyIAug 1993. Loscher continuously
exposed 99 rats that had been treated with DMBA, a
carcinogen, to a 1G magnetic field for three months and
found that 50% more rats developed tumors than those who
were just treated with DMBA. Loscher intends to repeat the
study using a field of only 100mG, and then go on to 1OmG
if significant results are obtained at 100mG. In previous work,
Loscher observed similar effects using stronger (1501300 mG)
and weaker (3-10mG) magnetic fields.

Rats exposed to 3- 10mG variable fields developed tumors
more quickly.

(same as above)

Rats exposed to 3-1OmG magnetic fields measured significant
lowering of melatonin concentration in the blood.

(same as above) Remark: Meletonin is an oncostatic agent It can keep cancer cells in check. Loschers studies in this
areas were run by Dr. Alexander Lerchl, a former postdoctoral
fellow at the University of Texas, now at the Institute of
Reproductive Medicine at the University of Miinster in
Germany.

Rats exposed to 50Hz magnetic field of 200mG and a cancer
initiator called NMU developed more tumors than controls.

Oncology Research Center, Tbilisi, Republic of Georgia, 1991.
Microwave News MarIApr 1992.
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A 20G magnetic field can act as a co-promoter, with the
addition of carcinogen TPA, of skin cancer in mice

REFERENCE
Bureau of Radiation and Medical Devices at Health and
Welfare in Ottawa, Canada. Microwave News JuYAug 1991
Dr.Jack McLean.

Breast cancer cells, which do not grow in the presence of
melatonin, resumed proliferating when also exposed to
magnetic fields.

Dr. Robert Liburdy. Lawrence Livermore Lab, Berkeley,
California. Microwave News JuYAug 1992.

Electromagnetic fields are a "possible, but not proven
cause of cancer in humans" (1991 EPA report re-write)

EPA Report, Evaluation of the Potential Carcinogenicity
of Electromagnetic Fields, 1990. Remark: Earlier draft
cited EMF as "probable" cause of cancer in humans.
Microwave News NovIDec 90; JuYAug 1993. The EPA
decided that "it should be rewritten." Microwave News,
JuYAug 1991. The EPA eventually prepared a meager
30 page summary for release "at the end of 1993 or early
in 1994."

Electromagnetic fields are a "probable" cause of cancer
in humans" (1990 original EPA draft report)

"Concerning expiosure to fields associated with 60Hz
electrical power distribution, the conclusion reached in
this document is that such exposure is a 'probable' carcinogen
risk factor .... the carcinogenic response observed in humans
has a biological basis, although the precise mechanisms are
only vaguely understood."

Contained in the original EPA report, but later deleted
from the Executive Summary. Microwave News May 1990

Brain tumor cells proliferate at an abnormal rate following
an exposure to radiofrequency and microwave radiation

Dr. Stephen Cleary, Virginia Commonwealth University
used frequencies above and below the 800-900 Mhz
radiation emitted by cellular phones. Cleary stated that he
expects to get similar results a cellular frequencies.
Microwave News, JuVAug 1993, p8.
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Weak microwaves simulating emissions from a radar gun
can inhibit DNA synthesis in the corneas of mice.Also
a significant increase in the mass of the spleen and a lower
White blood cell count. 34Ghz a power density of 20CLW/cm2
Exposure time 2 weeks.

REFERENCE
Czech Academy of Sciences and Czech Military Academy in
Brno, Czechoslavakia. Environmental Health Perspectives,
Vol 101, pp.134-136, June 1993.

Electromagnetic effects on calcium ions may be frequency
dependent. Effects on human heart rate can be enhanced
when the fields are intermittent.

Literature review on potential hazards of MAGLEV
EMF exposure prepared for the EPA by Drs. Arthur
Pilla of Mt. Sinai Schoold of Medicine in New York,
Russel Reiter of the University of Texas, San Antonio,
and Bary Wilson of the Battelle Pacific Northwest Labs
in Richland, Washington. The focus on the study was
animal and human exposure to EMF that have components
over a wide range of frequencies. Fields with pulsed or
intermittent characteristics are "of special interest",
according to the report. Microwave News JIA 1993.

Meletonin seems to protect from all tumors except those
occurring in the brain. EMF suppresses meletonin levels.
QI

ul
a

Electric train systems produce more broadband EMF
than magnetic levitation trains. (More h components)
which emit large and rapid field changes.
60 Hz fields block meletonins anti-tumor effect.
(oncostatic action)

R.P. Liburdy et al., "ELF Magnetic Fields, Breast Cancer
and Melatonin" Journal of Pineal Research, Vol 14,
pp.89-97, 1993.

"The Soviet studies of humans under occupational conditions
report marked functional changes, sometimes accompanied by
histological and biochemical changes, under the chronic influence
of microwaves at power densities ranging from fractions of
microwatts to a few milliwatts per square centimeter."

White Paper entitled "Biological Effects ofMicrowave
Radiation", written by Dr. Cletus Kanavy, the chief of
the biological effects group of the Phillips Laboratory
Electromagnetic Effects Division at Kirtland Air Force
Base, New Mexico, October 1992. Microwave News,
SeptemberIOctober 1993, p. 12.
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Excess of primary tumors found in rats exposed to weak
RF radiation at levels deemed safe by the ANSI C95.1
"Standard". (which is an unenforceable recommendation
designed to protect the EMF interests of industry and the
military, who wrote the standard - not the population).
(Whv the truth about cellular phones is "dannerous")+

REFERENCE
Dr. William Guy. Microwave News Nov/Dec 1993;
Microwave News JuVAug 1985; Nov/Dec 86; JanIFeb 1993.
According to Dr. Asher Sheppard, then of the VA Medical
Center in Loma Linda, California, "although the study by
Dr. Guy is, in my opinion, inconclusive on the question of
cancer, the auestions it raises undermine the basis for the
ANSI standard and therefore the basis for the report bv
Dr. Jerrold Bushberg and Dr. Don Justesen." (of the VA
Medical Center in Kansas City, who testified for the
cellular industry that cellular phones present "no risk"
in a California case where a school declined cell towers
on its property. Dr. Sheppard is also pro-cellular.

Changes in normal cell function occur after exposure
to radiofrequency radiation that is too weak to heat tissue

Dr.Raymond Neutra of the California Department of
Health Services, 1993. Prompted the San Francisco School
Board to ban cellular antennas on school grounds. Ref
Microwave News, Nov/Dec 1993.

"A large amount of data exists. both animal experimental and
human clinical evidence. to support the existence of chronic
non-thermal effects."

(same as above) "BiologicalEffects of Microwave Radiation"

"The principal electromagnetic biological effects of greatest
concern are behavioral aberrations, neural network perturbations,
fetal (embryonic) tissue damage (induding birth defects), the
production of cataracts, altered blood chemistry, metabolic
changes and suppression of the endocrine and immune systems."

(same as above) "BiologicalEffects of Microwave Radiation"
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"The ability of certain modulation frequencies imposed on
various carrier frequencies to affect (lock on to) circadian
rhythms poses formidable research problems. A principle
question raised is the existence of certain 'frequency windows'
and resonances associated with certain physiological and
psychological responses. The entire issue of human interaction
with electromagnetic (RF and microwave) radiation is pushing
forward as a major population health concern."

REFERENCE
(same as above) "BiologicalEffects of Microwave Radiation"

"Other areas of concern center on the uninvestigated human
response to high peak, low power, moderate to high pulse
repetition frequency microwave fields. The relationships
between these variables and specific human responses should
be of prime importance to the directed energy weapons (DEW)
development programs."

(same as above) "Biological ESfects of Microwave Radiation"

"The existence of non-thermal effects is essentially denied
by omission."

(same as above) "Biological ESfects of Microwave Radiation"

"Three conditions are required to establish that 60Hz EMF'S
have a significant effect on health: A) A plausible coupling
mechanism at the cellular level; B) the coupling must induce
biochemical changes; and C) the biological changes must be
detrimental."

Dr. Steven Koonin, physicist at the California Institute of
Technology in Pasadena, in a report for Dr. Robert San
Martin of the Department of Energy in Washington. Reprinted
in Microwave News, SeptIOct 1993, p. 13.

"The recent discovery of magnetite in the human brain might
provide a plausible physical mechanism by which magnetic
fields might perturb biological systems."

(same as above)
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"Cellular-level coupling of magnetic fields to biological
systems is physically plausible and does not violate any
physical principles."

REFERENCE
(same as above)

Children living near high current power lines have higher
rates of cancer.

Savitz and Peters studies. Microwave News N/D 86,M/.A91

Microwave radiation can induce damage in the structure
of chromosomal DNA.

Paper in Mutation Research, 1991, by Drs. Garaj-Vrhovac,
Durda Horvat and Zlatko Koren, a professor of electrical
Engineering at the University of Zagreb. Microwave News,
May 1June 1992.

Aberrations occurred in human lymphocytes exposed to
7.7 Ghz microwaves in cell cultures.

(same as above)

Eyes of monkeys exposed to 3.5-4wlkg power density
of 1.25 Ghz radiation (0.5 psec pulses at 16H.z) lost most
of their cone function and half of the rod function.

Henry Kues of Johns Hopkins University. Work presented
at the Bioelectromagnetics Society Meeting, June 1991
Microwave News, Sept/Oct 199 1.

Low level pulsed microwave radiation can injure the endothelial
layer of the cornea and cause leakage in the blood-brain barrier
The effect occurs at an SAR of 2.6 WIKg or less.

Research at Johns Hopkins University and Applied Physics
Laboratory by Kues and Monahan. Microwave News 9/9 1.
Microwave News, JuVAug 83, Sept/Oct 86 and JuVAug 87.

ELF magnetic fields can act in concert with toxic chemicals
to promote the development of cancer. Findings suggest that
the magnetic field may affect tumor growth by suppressing
an immune surveillance system (NK cell activity) that would
otherwise prevent or retard the growth of leukemia or tumor
cells.

Drs.Jack McLean and Maria Stuchy of Health and Welfare
Canada. Presented a t Annual Meeting of the Rioelectromagnetics Society in Salt Lake City, June 23, 1991
Microwave News, JuVAug 1991
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Number of cancer cells doubles when a cell culture is exposed
to TPA (chemical carcinogen) and a 1G, 60Hz magnetic field
twice a day for four weeks. The magnetic field enhances the
effect of the toxic chemical.

REFERENCE
Research of Cain. Microwave News, JuVAug 1991

Modulated RFImicrowave fields cause modification of calcium
binding at cell surfaces. affecting signal transmission between
&. Calcium is the key messenger for antibodies, neurotransmitters.

Testimony of Dr. William Ross Adey, M.D, to the Senate
Committee on Governmental Mairs at the Hearing on
Microwave Emissions from Radar Guns, Aug 7, 1992
Bawin et al., 1975; Blackman et al., 1979,1985; Dutta et al.,
1984; Lin-Liu and Adey, 1982.

Modulated RF/microwave fields cause action on the cells of
the immune svstem. causing reduced immune competence
followed by dire consequences for the individual.

Testimony of Dr. William Ross Adey, M.D, 8/7/92

Modulated RFImicrowave fields cause modification of enzyme
activitv regulating cell growth. Growth regulating enzymes in
widely differing types of mammalian cells are sensitive to
modulated radiofrequency or microwave fields.

Testimony of Dr. William Ross Adey, M.D, 8/7/92
Byus et al., 1984, 1988; Krause et al., 1990

Police radar guns operate with a continuous wave (CW) signal
at either X-Band (10Ghz) or K-band (24Ghz). Their frequencies
are high enough to resonate directly with the vibrations of
biological molecules, or portions of the molecules. These direct
molecular actions do not occur at lower frequencies. Research
in this area is meager.

Testimony of Dr. William Ross Adey, M.D, 8/7/92

-
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REFERENCE
Yeast cell cultures were irradiated with CW microwaves at field Testimony of Dr. William Ross Adey, M.D, 8/7/92
intensities of a few milliwatts per square centimeter (mw/cm2).
Grindler et al., 1983;Grundler and Keilman, 1983;
The growth rate was considerably enhanced or reduced depending Grundler, 1990; Grundler and Keiser, 1992.
on the field frequency around 42 Ghz, with a succession of peaks
(representing frequency resonance windows) at intervals of about
10Mhz. Cell growth appears to be finely tuned to the frequency
of the applied field. The sharpness of the tuning increases as the
intensity of the imposed fields decreases. The tuning peak occurs
at exactly the same frequency as the field intensity was reduced
in a progression. Clear responses occurred at incident field levels
of onlv 5 picowatts/cm2. which is about 1 million times below
field levels ~ermittedunder ANSVIEEE guidelines for microwave
exposure for occupational purposes. There are no guidelines for
public exposure to electromagnetic components.
Im~osedfields can be active even at intensties near zero. A lower Testimony of Dr. William Ross Adey, M.D, 8/7/92
limit or threshold may not exist.
Kaiser, 1983,1988. Professor Friedman Kaiser, a
theoretical physicist with the Max Planck organization
and a world authority on weak millimeter wave interaction.
Sensitivities in biomolecular systems may exist even at the lowest
levels of magnetic energy input. Based on interactions between
magnetic fields and chemical forms known as "free radicals",
there can be "an enormous effect of a small magnetic field on a
chemical reaction, and the effect begins at the lowest applied
field strength.

Testimony of Dr. William Ross Adey, M.D, 8/7/92
Studies at Oxford University by McLauchlan, 1992

Vinyl Chloride workers with long work experience have shown
blood abnormalities with microwave power densities of 10-50
microwatts/cm2, or 1120th of the revised ANSVIEEE guideline.

Testimony of Dr. William Ross Adey, M.D, 8/7/92
Garaj-Vrhovac et al., 1990
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Aqueous solutions of DNA can absorb microwaves in the
1- 1OGhz frequency band

REFERENCE
Resonances between microwaves and DNA have been reported
by Dr.Mays Swicord of the FDA in Rockville, MD.
Electromagnetic Man, Cyril Smith & Simon Best, 1989,
St.Martins Press, p.236. Efforts to duplicate these results are
discussed in Microwave News, JuVAug 1987. Other work has
been done by Professor Edward Grant at King's College in
London. Much of the work in DNA absorption of microwaves
in the US is done by the U.S. Navy, while British and Swedish
work is being paid for, ironically, by the U.S. Air Force. In
Britain, at least in 1990, 53% of all R&D money is spent on
military research. Grant's project was fbnded with $120,000
from the U. S. Air Force.

QI

Microwave News, SepJOct 1987. Interestingly, chemists led
by Dr. Robert Birge (1987) at Carnegie Mellon University in
Pittsburg recently identified a family of compounds similar to
rhodopsin, called retinyl Schiff base salts, which is also able
to absorb specific frequencies. The implications for this include
comprehension of the mechanism behind frequency-specfic
(An example is
biological effects, especially those in the a.
microwave damage causing cataracts, already documented by
work done by Dr. Milton Zaret. Once Dr. Birge realized that
the discovery could prompt the use of microwaves by the
military to make military hardward optically invisible by
dosing potential viewers with specific frequencies, combined
with the realization that the Schiff base salts could be modified
Military interest in MW Stealth Tech ---> so they could absorb the entire RF range, the military moved
Civilian research commandeered.
in and has shrouded his work in secrecy, being now classified
along with other Stealth research.

Rhodopsin, the molecule responsible for vision, is capable of
absorbing specific frequencies of RF and microwaves
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The best method of getting an ELF signal into an animal is to
make it a pulse modulation of a high-frequency field

REFERENCE
Dr.Ross Adey, in research at the Loma Linda Veterans
Administration Hospital. (Example: Woodpecker)

The Woodpecker signal is designed to produce nuclear resonance Theorized, according to Robert Becker, by radiologist
in human tissue, which on a long-term (chronic) basis could
Raymond Damadian, who patented the first NMR scanner
magnify the metabolic interference of both electromagnetic
Electromagnetic Man, Cyril Smith & Simon Best, 1989 p.228
pollution and electromagnetic weapons.
Heating the Earth's atmosphere with radiation in the 20- 1800kI-I~ Microwave News, MayIJune 1988. Electromagnetic Man,
frequency range could cause total disruption of communications Cyril Smith & Simon Best, 1989 p.229 . This is the reason
over a large oortion of the Earth
why the military has suppressed efforts to check public
exposure to EMF. In 1994195: HAARP.
QI

OI
OI

Perhaps 30% of the gross population can have a neuronal
alteration because of the presence of the type of EM interference
available from the Woodpecker signal: Pulse repetition rate of
IOHz, peak power of 14 million watts per pulse at frequencies
between 3.26 and 17.54 Mhz.(MER)

Dr. Robert Beck, a Los Angeles physicist and former EM
weapons possibility brainstormer for the U.S.
Electromagnetic Man, Cyril Smith & Simon Best, 1989 p.227

An average 70kg man could theoretically be sensitive to electric
and magnetic fields as low as 8pVlm and 300 fT,corresponding
to a power density of less than l p ~ l c m .2

Comments by Cyril Smith (1986) on the NRPB (UK)
guidelines for EMF exposure, while discussing electrically
sensitive allergy patients and the importance of frequency
and degree of coherence over the level of intensity.
Electromagnetic Man, Cyril Smith & Simon Best, 1989 p.222

The immune system exhibits a "biphasic" reaction to RF/MW
radiation, with initial exposure stimulating the whole system,
followed by a gradual suppression of the whole immune system
with increasing exposure andlor power densities.

Marino, A. (Ed.) (1988), Modern Bioelectricity, NY
Electromagnetic Man p.2 18.

<---GENERAL IMMUNE SYSTEM EMF PATTERN
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Low level magnetic fields affect both the heart and serum
triglyceride levels in the blood. Nine out of ten volunteers
in Naval experiments who had been exposed to an alternating
magnetic field of 45Hz and 100pT showed a build of serum
triglycerides, an accepted warning of potential heart problems.

REFERENCE
Dr.Dietrick Beischer, U.S. Naval ELF scientist
Beischer et al, "Exposure of Man to Magnetic Fields
Alternating at Extremely Low Frequency", July 30, 1973,
Bureau of Medicine and Surgery, Naval Aerospace Medicine
Research Lab, Pensacola. Proj:MFS1.524.015-0013BEOX.

Military personnel occupationally exposed to R F W radiation
are three times more likely to develop cancer, and seven times
more likely to develop leukemia and tumors.

Microwave News JanlFeb 1987. Five year study in Poland
by Dr. Stanislaw Szmigielski on military RF exposure

There are scientific implications that the threshold for any effect
associated with structured water in a living system is -100nT
because the dimension of regions of coherance in water
correspond to a lOOpm wavelength, and the critical magnetic
field for one flux quantum to link each of them is -100nT.
The usually neglected interaction between the electric dipole
of the water molecule and the quantized electromagnetic
radiation can be treated in the context of a recent quantum
field theory formulation of collective dynamics. The result is
that coherent interactions between electric dipoles and the
radiation field can generate ordered structure in microscopic
domains of the order of 100 microns in size. These domains
are the basis of the memory properties of water, in that
water "remembers" and retains frequencies to which it is
exposed. This also explains why homeopathy works,
spreading frequency changes throughout the water in the
body. Magnetic fields which are able to influence these
microscopic domains in water are biological stressors.

Del Giudice, Preparata and Vitiello (1988)
"Water as a free electric dipole laser"
Physical Review Letters, Vol61, pp. 1085-1088.

<--- WHY HOMEOPATHY WORKS
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A feature essential for a liquid is that length will not define
a resonant frequency, only the precision with which frequency
can be specified. Dilution and succession will therefore only
increase the precision of the frequency determined by
coherence and hopping rate. Thus, there should be a limiting
frequency resolution of the order of tens of milli-hertz;
resonant frequency of aboyt 6lrHz in highly potentised
preparations and 30kI-b in lower potencies. Water has a
helical structure which permits magnetic field interaction.
The bond angles of the water molecule lead naturally to a
basic pentagonal structure which forms naturally into a
dodecahedron (12-sided near spherical cavity) at the
interface of collapsing bubbles formed by the succession
of homeopathic potency. Only those dilution ratios which
correspond to the planes of symmetry of a dodecahedron
produced effects in Benvenist's experiments. A pearl-chain
of dodecahedrons would also provide a helical structure,
and this would make the hndamental 'bit' for information
storage. The fundamental action of homeopathic potency
on a living organism is essentially the 'seeding' of the
frequencies of specific resonant modes in the multi-mode,
multi-frequency dielectric resonator which is constituted
by the organisms morphology. Any block of dielectric always
has at least one propagating EM mode, and without any need
for 'metal walls of a cavity resonator'. This accounts for
the observed properties of metabolically pumped coherent
oscillations in living systems.

REFERENCE
Del Giudice, Preparata and Vitiello (1988) Dr. Wolfgang
Ludwig, . (1 988), Seminar Proceedings of the Hans
Briigemann Institute, Postfach 1262, D-8035, Gauting
Germany; Benveniste, J. (1988) Nature Vol334 p.29 1.
(1948) "Fields in non-metallic waveguides"
Whitmer, R.M.
Proceedings of the IRE, Vol36, pp. 1105-1109;
<------- WHY HOMEOPATHY WORKS
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REFERENCE

Preliminary results of experiments using alternating magnetic
fields (0.6-30Hz, 30- 1800nT) at the heads of subjects during
routine EEG recording in a hospital revealed that coupling
occurred at 30nT between the ELF and the rhythmic brain,
similar to what occurs with photic driving. Coupling at low
frequencies increased the amplitude of brain waves, coupling
at higher frequencies reduced them. Spontaneous bursts of
Theta waves (4-7Hz) were liable to cause de-coupling

Maxey, E.S. (1975) "Critical aspects of human versus
terrestrial electromagnetic symbiosis", presented at the
U.S. National Committee/International Union of Radio
Science 1975 Meeting, Boulder, CO, October 20-23, 1975

The coherent structures predicted for water of the order of
100pm, and the consistancy of wavelength within a highly
coherent region makes the frequency proportional to the
velocity; this, in turn, will be proportional to the charge
hopping rate, where the maximum is 10" hops per second.

Del Giudice, Preparata and Vitiello (1988)

Jafary-As1 et al., 1983; Aarholt et al., 1988; Smith et al, 1987.
The appearance of an anomaly at a frequency of 2 kHz is very
"NMR Conditions in Biological Systems" Modern Electricity,
suggestive of a nuclear resonance interaction involving protons
precessing in the geomagnetic field. An increased lattice interaction Marino, A., Ch4, pp75-104.
of the magnetically resonant protons will produce a drop in
permettivity of the cells below that of their surroundings. The
proton NMR condition represents a sharply defined resonance
condition whereby energy can be inserted into a living system
in a very specific manner. Microwaves act as a carrier able to
deposit the NMR frequency as the microwave modulation signal
within the tissue.
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Non-thermal resonant effects have been found in the growth
of yeast cultures exposed to 42Ghz microwaves. The result
was a biphasic dependence on frequency, with resonance
Bands of 8 Mhz f i l l width at half maximum. It appears that
the frequency of 8 Mhz is a rather fundamental one for yeasts

REFERENCE
Grundler, W. (1985), "Frequency-dependent biological
effects of low intensity microwaves", Interactions between
Electromagnetic Fielak and Cells, NATO AS1 Series 97A.
Grundler, W. (1983) et al., "Coherent Excitations in Biological
Systems" Springer-Verlag, Berlin.

The lowest electric field observed to evoke a response in a fish
is 1pVIm.

Bullock, T.H., 1977 "Electromagnetic Sensing in Fish
Neuroscience Residence Program Bulletin Vol 15 No. 1

A continuously operating, weak lOHz square-wave electric
field is able to prevent or reduce internal desynchronization
and entrain a free-running system into synchronism.

Electromagnetic Man, pp .48-49.

lOkHz modulated with ELF frequency of 10 Hz has an effect
on thrombocytes.

Jacobi, 1979 (Germany) Pathopsysiologie der
Thrombozytenadhasivitat, Bern, Verlag.

For an organ the size of the human pineal gland to respond to
changes in magnetic field, the coherent energy of the magnetic
field within the volume of the pineal gland must not be less than
the random thermal energy, which means that the minumum
detectable magnetic field for the pineal gland is 0.24nT (2.4pG)
The strength of the magnetic field giving a single magnetic flux
quantum through a pineal gland is 75pT (0.75pG). Honeybees
and birds are reportedly sensitive to magnetic changes less than
1nT.

Barr, M.L. (1979) The Human Nervous System.
Smith, C.W. (1985) "Superconducting Areas in
Living Systems" World Scientific, Vol404 No.20.

OI
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A 150mm thickness of Aluminum is required for shielding of ELF Dubrov, A.P. (1978) The Electromagnetic Field and Lye
Geomagnetobiology, New York
magnetic fields.
A specific enzyme concerned with the synthesis of meletonin
reacts to weak magnetic fields. (Wlin Pineal gland)

Cremer-Bartels et al, 1983. "Influence of low magnetic
field strength on human pineal"
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Modulated RF fields affect the central nervous system by
shifting the EEG to lower frequencies (ELF modulation)

REFERENCE
EPA REPORT, 1990, Evaluation ofthe Carcinogenicity of
Electromagnetic Fielb, EPA/600/6/005B. October 1990
p.5-89.

Modulated RF fields affect the central nervous system by
disruption of mitochondria and cell membranes.

EPA REPORT 1990, p. 5-89.

Static magnetic fields of high field strength cause sex-linked
recessive lethal mutations in fruit flys.

EPA REPORT 1990, p.5-87.

RF fields cause inhibition and ELF magnetic fields cause an
enhancement of DNA synthesis within a range of frequency
and intensity "windows".

EPA REPORT 1990, p.5-87.

Long-term exposure of animals to moderate or high intensity
EM fields at 50 or 60Hz result in changes in the cerebellar
Purkinje nerve cells that included rearrangement of the
endoplasmic reticulum and the disappearance of the hypolemmal
cisterns of the dendrites. Glial reactions showed an increased
concentration of S-100 in the cerebellar hemispheres, which
indicate disturbances in the interaction between plasma membrane
Structures and the cytoskeletons of cells of the nervous system.

EPA REPORT 1990, p.5-86
Hansson et al., 1987."Effects of experimental exposure to
power-frequency electromagnetic fields on the nervous
system" in: Anderson, L.E. "Interaction of biological
Systems with static and ELF electric and magnetic fields"
Proceedings of the 23rd Hanford Life Sciences Symposium
Oct 2-4, 1984, Richland, Washington: Pacific NW Lab p297.

Changes in magnetic field are perceived by the retina, decreasing
the firing rate of neurons in the pineal gland and inhibition of
melatonin content, if applied at night when the pineal is secreting
melatonin.

EPA REPORT 1990, p. 5-86
Semm et a1 (1980); Oicese at a1 (1985)

Neuroblastoma cells exposed to microwave pulses in culture
exhibited ultrastructural damage as evidenced by breaks in the
cell and mitochondria1 membranes

EPA REPORT 1990, p.5-86
Webber et al, 1980
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RF radiation decreases the viability of granulocytes in rabbits.

REFERENCE
EPA REPORT 1990, p.5-82; Szmigielski (1975)

Liquid gel patterns of human immunoglobins IgM,IgA and IgG
experienced changes in elution patterns after exposure to lOmhz
RF radiation.

EPA REPORT 1990, p.5-82; Liburdy & Wyant (1984)

RF radiation alters the structure of membrane-bound proteins on

EPA REPORT 1990, p.5-82; Liburdy & Wyant (1984)

the surface of the lymphocyte.

a
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RF radiation reduces the number of granulocyte and macrophage
colony-forming units.

EPA REPORT 1990, p.5-82; Lin et a1 (1979)

Pineal content of melatonin and N-acetyltransferase decreased
when the inclination of the geomagnetic field was inverted or
changes by small amounts. This occurred when the field was
perturbed at night when the pineal gland is active, but not
during the day.

EPA REPORT 1990, p.5-82; Welker et a1 (1983)

The firing rate of single pineal cells decreases gradually over
periods of about 72 minutes when the vertical component of
the field is increased by 0.05mT. This reponse disappears if
the optic nerve is cut or the nerve is in total darkness. Dim
red light must be present for magnetic field stimulus to be
effective (in rats).

EPA REPORT 1990, p.5-83; Olcese et al. (1985)

Inhibition of melatonin synthesis occurs by a change of 5"
in the orientation of a static magnetic field of 0.062mT
(62pT). Ambient residential 60 Hz fields are within this
order of magnitude.

EPA REPORT 1990, p.5-83
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In a in vitro study of a cytotoxic T-cell line, a 48-hour exposure
to 60Hz fields at only 0.1 and 1.0 Vim suppressed the cytotoxicity
of these T-cells. No effect at 0.01 Vlm.

REFERENCE
EPA REPORT 1990, p. 5-8 1

Melatonin production can be suppressed by a 60 Hz field.

EPA REPORT 1990, p.5-62; Wilson et al, (198 1/86)

Meletonin level affects production of prolactin and estrogen, which
increase breast cancer by increasing stem cell turnover (hypothesis)

EPA REPORT 1990, p. 5-62;Wilson at al. (1988)

The proposed mechnism by which chronic exposure to a 60Hz electric
Field may increase DMBA-induced breast cancer: chronic exposure to
6OHz fields reduces melatonin production, causing the ovary to produce
a constant supply of estrogen and the pituitary to produce a constant
supply of prolactin, which in turn increases the turnover of breast
epithelial stem cells, increasing DMBA mammary carcinogenicity.
Note: DMBA is a cancer-causing chemical, the effect of which is
increased by the presence of a 60 Hz field.

EPA REPORT 1990, p.5-62; Stevens, 1987

Cell lines derived from tumors of the human central nervous system
respond to modulated RF fields.

EPA REPORT 1990, p.5-46

Weak VHF fields, amplitude-modulated at brainwave frequencies
increased calcium efflux from the brains of neonatal chickens. The
applied field was 147Mhz at 1-2m~/crn*and amplitude modulated
at 0.5 to 35 Hz for 20 minutes. Fields modulated at frequencies
ranging from 6- 16 Hz produced a progressive increase in calcium
effluxfrom the brain, then a gradual decline at higher frequencies,
indicating a "windowed" effect, dependent on a narrow band of
slow modulation frequencies.

EPA REPORT 1990, p.5-44; Bawin et al(1975)
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In Orlando, Florida, two Swedish researchers said they could
increase the permeability of the blood-brain-barrier with
extremely low levels of 915 Mhz microwave radiation.

REFERENCE
Microwave Newsl JuVAug 1992

Highly significantr increases in leakage through the bloood-brain
barrier of rats at specific absorption rates (SAR) as low as
0.01-0.1 W/Kg. (Most "standards" assume no health effects
below 4WlKg). According to Persson, no thermal effect noted.

Microwave Newsl JuVAug 1992
Drs.Leif Salfors and Bertil Persson of Lund U,

Extremely low frequency (ELF) can block meletonin's ability
to control the growth of human breast cancer cells. Meletonin's
protective action countered by 60Hz fields. According to Libirdy,
"Our results su~aestthat direct cellular level interactions between
ELF fields and melatonin and breast cancer cells are ~ossible."

Microwave Newsl JuVAug 1992
Workshop on EMF's and Meletonin, Palo Alto, CA
sponsored by the Electric Power Research Institute
(EPN) and the DOE. Margrit Wisendanger and Dr.
Robert Liburdy at Lawrence Berkely Laboratory.

For both childhood and adult studies, the timing of the EMF
exposure is emerging as a crucial variable. Extended exposures
at an early age, or repeated exposures over extended periods of
time appear to enhance cancer risks. Secondly, research suggests
that "instead of only thinking about 'confounders', we need to
look at the combined risk of EMF's with both chemicals and
radiation."

Microwave Newsl JuVAug 1992
Dr.Genevieve Matanowski of Johns Hopkins
Medical School of Hygiene and Public Health
in Baltimore.
<--Long Term Cumulative Exposure Risks
<--EMF + Chemical Presence Risk

The greatest risk of breast cancer among male telephone linemen
is among those exposed before the age of 30.

Microwave News/ JuVAug 1992
Matanowski (above)

Report of a six-fold increase in cancer risk among certain young
electrical workers.

Microwave News1 JuVAug 1992
Dr. Paul Demers, Fred Hutchinson Cancer Center
1990. Microwave News Jul.Aug 1990, Sept 1991.

<----- Cellular telephone frequency damage.

<----Damage below standard SAR limit.
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Women who worked at cathode ray tube (CRT) computer monitors
developed brain tumors at close to five times the expected rate.

REFERENCE
Microwave News1 JuVAug 1992
Dr. Philip Ryan, University of Adelaide, Australia
International Journal of Cancer Vol 5 1, p20, 1992.

Canadian study has determined that men exposed at work to
fluorescent lighting had a significantly elevated risk of skin cancer.

Microwave Newsl JuVAug 1992
Dr. Stephen Walter, McMaster University, Ontario

Australian team reports a doubling of skin cancer risk among women
and men exposed to fluorescent lighting at work.

Microwave Newsl JuVAug 1992
Microwave Newsl Sept 1982

No essential studies have been done at cellular telephone frequencies
(800-900Mhz) to ascertain long-term health risks. Claims that there
are "thousands of studies over the last 40 years that prove cellular
phones are safe" is insupportable. (They don't exist, because the
truth would close down the industry)

Microwave Newsl Jan/Feb 1993

Unmodulated 27Mhz and 2450 Mhz (2.45 Ghz) radiation can accelerate
the proliferation of human brain tumor cells. Five days after a single
two-hour exposure, the tumor cells were still growing abnormally

Microwave Newsl Jan/Feb 1993
Microwave Newsl MarIApr 1990
Dr. Stephen Cleary, Virginia Commonwealth Univ.

Small doses of radar-like microwave radiation caused a significant
excess of cancer in rats. Five year study by Dr. Arthur Guy at the
Universitv of Washinaton under contract for the USAF.

Microwave Newsl Jan/Feb 1993
Microwave Newsl JuVAug 1984

The EPA is quoted as saying that Arthur Guys five-year study
can be said to have demonstrated the carcinogenic action of this
type of pulsed RF radiation.

Microwave Newsl JuVAug 1990

RFImicrowave radiation can act as a tumor promotor in mice.

Microwave Newsl May 1981
Microwave NewslJanIFeb 1993
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Motorola many many other companies will soon introduce digital
cellular systems, and is betting billions of dollars on its Iridium Pro-iect,
a system of 66 low-Earth orbit satellites that will allow customers to
use cellular phones anywhere on the planet. The Pro-iect Iridium signals
will be modulated - remarkably - at 50 Hz. the European power
freauencv. "Picking a frequency that has been implicated in dozens
of cancer studies was certainlv strange. As one scientist quipped,
'It's hard to think of a worse choice."

REFERENCE
Microwave Newsl Jan/Feb 1993, p. 12.

Microwave radiation can have profound effects on the eye, especially
in combination with commonly used glaucoma drugs.

Microwave News, Jan/Feb 1993
Microwave News, JuVAug 1983
Microwave News, SepIOct 1986
Microwave News, JuVAug 1987
Microwave News, JulIAug 1988
Microwave News, SepIOct 1991

Glaucoma patients using timolol therapy can suffer ocular changes at
an SAR as low as 0.26W/Kg, well below safety "standards"

Microwave Newsl Jan/Feb 1993
Henry Kues, Johns Hopkins University
Bioelectromagnetics Vol 13, pp.379-393, 1992.

Amateur radio operators exposed to various sources of non-ionizing
radiation, have a higher-than-expected rate of cancer. Researchers
found an excess of acute myeloid leukemia and an excess of brain
tumors.

Microwave News, Jan/Feb 1993
Microwave News, May 1985
Microwave News, NovIDec 1987
Dr. Samuel Milham, Jr. Formerly with Washington
State Department of Health.

More than 12 epidemiological studies have shown that people
exposed to EMF'S of one kind or another have higher rates of
brain tumors - up to 10- 13 times the expected rates.

Microwave News, Jan/Feb 1993
Microwave News, MarIApr 1990
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RF and microwave (MW) radiation should be classified as a
"possible human carcinogen" (EPA Report, 1990)

REFERENCE
Microwave News, JanlFeb 1993
Microwave News, MayIJun 1990

Motorola, after being asked which studies show that cellular
phones are safe, produced three (3) papers by Dr. Ross Adey
of the VA Hospital in Loma Linda. These papers show that,
under certain conditions, unmodulated RF/MW radiation has
no effects - but the papers also show that the radiation, when
modulated, can induce biological changes. By implication,
even this evidence shows that modulated cellular signals
may not be safe. Adding to irony, Motorola announced that
the next generation of cellular technology will use modulated
radiation. (See Project Iridium, previously) Motorola will
not say how powerful its Iridium phones will be, but they
will have to be stronger than the 0.6 watt phones now in
use, as the Iridium satellites orbit at 450 miles above the
Earth.

Microwave News, JanIFeb 1993, p. 12

Jitters on computer screens are an indication that a high
magnetic field may be present.

Microwave News, MarIApr 1993

,
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Microwave News, MarIApr 1993
Magnetic fields of more than 2000mG have been discovered
in offices in the Chrusler Building in New York and at offices
in Gateway Plaza in New York, prompting companies to move
and litigation to be filed. Con Edison officials say the transformers
below the offices may be to blame.

There are almost an unlimited number of macromolecules
in the body whose shape could be influenced by external
fields of various fiequencies.

Microwave News, Jan/Feb 1990 p. 1,6.
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"Biological responses due to very weak electric fields cannot
be dismissed on theoretical grounds, according to Dr. James
Weaver of MIT and Dr. Astumian of the National Institute
of Standards. We do not explain how the fields can have an
effect. All we are trying to point out is that the thermal noise
limit cannot be used to dismiss the possibility of a real effect
being present at low field strengths." Both scientists take
aim at the often-used argument that to trigger biological
changes, electric fields must be large enough to overpower
random fluctuations. Their simple models indicate that a tiny,
but repetitive (modulated) electric field concentrated in a
narrow band of frequencies can trigger transitions in the
conformation or shape of macromolecules - especially
membrane-bound enzymes.

REFERENCE
Microwave News, Jan/Feb 1990
Science 11/26/90 p.459.
Astumian and Weaver.

4
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Proteins, lipids and DNA are all electrically sensitive and their
Microwave News, Jan/Feb 1990
action depends on their topology. Weaver and Astumian have
devised models which show that thresholds for electric field
effects can be lowered by a factor of 100,000 below the
thermal noise level - to levels as low as 4 x 1 0 ~Vlm at lOOHz
and 1U6V/m at IkHz.The optimal coupling would occur in
the range of lOOHz to lMhz, based on relaxation times of
transitions between different structural arrangement of
enzymes. Very little research has been carried out on this
portion of the EM spectrum. According to Astumian, "I
have always been surprised that people have not focused
more on these frequencies." However, when asked about
the models implications for magnetic fields, Weaver, who
is affiliated with the Harvard-MIT Division of Health
<--Part of the cover-up of magnetic field effects on humans.
Sciences and Technology, replied predictably that "it's
hard to make a case for direct low-level magnetic field effects."
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60 Hz EMF'S alter growth and membrane properties of human
cancer cells.

REFERENCE
Microwave News, MarIApr 1990
Dr.Jerry Phillips, San Antonio. Now at VA Loma Linda

These "safe" ANSI exposure guidelines have little justification
in reality, they are rather arbitrary and have been questioned for
some time." Dr. Robert Becker.

Microwave News, JuVAug 1990

The membership of the Institute of Electrical and Electronic
Engineers (IEEE) developing "standards" on non-ionizing
radiation (NIER) is being criticized because of its lack of
medical and biological expertise. and because the mdority
of its members represent the U.S. military."

Microwave News, JuVAug 1990
Fletcher Buckley, member of IEEE Standards Board

"The suppressove effects of ELF (including magnetic fields)
on pineal melatonin production and the general oncostatic
(cancer-fighting) properties of melatonin in several endocrine
stimulated tumors provide indirect evidence for the hypothesis
that ELF exposure may be a risk factor in the growth of these
tumors. Studies which incorporate all three of these parameters,
ELF exposure, melatonin production and breast cancer
induction, are needed for hrther evaluation of this hypothesis."

Microwave News, JuVAug 1990

"It is no longer possible to say that mechanisms mediating
interactions of electromagnetic fields with biomolecular
systems remain unknown with respect to potential health
problems." Dr. Ross Adey, VA Hospital in Loma Linda, CA.

Microwave News, JuVAug 1990

@
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Computer models indicate that a 7 watt radiation source
operating at frequencies above 4OOMhz would deposit
more than 8WKg in human tissue at a distance of 2.5cm.
At 800-900Mhz, a frequency used by many cellular phones,
The SAR would be 14-17WKg in eye lens tissue and 19-21
WKg in brain tissue. At 1.5Ghz, the SARs would be 32W/Kg
for eye tissue and 29WfKg for brain tissue.

Microwave News, Nov/Dec 1990
Bioelectromagnetics Society Meeting, San Antonio, Texas
Dr.Niels Kuster of the Swiss Federal Institute of Technology
in Zurich.

Experiments with models of the human head indicated that
the ANSI theoretical 8WKg limit could be exceeded with
the 800 Mhz hand-held radios operating at power levels as
low as 3-4 W.

Microwave News, Nov/Dec 1990
Drs.Robert Cleveland of the FCC and Whit Athey of FDA
Microwave News, SepIOct 1989
Bioelectromagnetics, Vol 10, pp. 173-186, 1989.

People viewing color transparancies using a lighj box may be
at risk. Magnetic fields at a height of 4.5cm above the viewing
surface (normal level) in some cases were as high as 60-80mG.

Microwave News, Nov/Dec 199 1

T-Lymphocytes (T-cells) exposed to 60Hz fields at a variety
of intensities for 48 hours found that their ability to kill cancer
cells was inhibited. The extent to which the immune response
was inhibited increased with intensities of exposure. A field
0.1 mVIcm field inhibited the ability by 7%, a 1mVIcm field
inhibited immune response by 18% and a 1OmVIcm inhibited
response by 30%. "This is a notable finding, because if it
could be also established that this phenomenon could occur
when the cells are in the body, it would be one of the reasons
for cancer promotion."

Possible Health ESfects of Electric and Magnetic Fields
From Electric Powerlines, Jan 1990, Washington State
Institute for Public Policy, Evergreen State College,
Thomas Sykes and Ping Li.
Lyle, 1986, cited in Sheppard 1988, OTA 1989.

<-- Directly proves cell phones may be harmful, even in terms
of the thermal SAR-based paradigm.

<-- EMF effects on Immune System Response
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60 Hz fields cause an increase in the production of corticosterone,
a hormone that responds to stress. Windowed effects were found in
intensity and duration. "There is no explanation for these windowed
effects."

Possible Health Effects of E&M Fielh, 1990
Lymangrover, 1983, 1987, cited in OTA 1989

"Interactions between ELF and cell activity begin at the cell membrane,
so that exposure to ELF fields may affect intercellular and intracellular
communications."

Possible Health Effects of E M Fields, I990

"Exposure to 60Hz EMF may play a role in inducing embryo
malformation and abnormality, but what mechanism or process is
involved in this interaction is not evident."

Possible Health Effects of E M Fields, I990

"The nervous system may be particularly sensitive to exposure,
especially with respect to the synthesis and secretion of neurohormones"

Possible Health Effects of E&M Fields, 1990

"Exposure has a definite effect on the periodicity of physiological
hnctioning, such as circadian rhythms, although it is 'not yet known'
whether this effect is harmful or longlasting."

Possible Health Effects of E&M Fields, 1990

"Animal studies demonstrate a somewhat more positive association
between exposure to 60Hz EMF and health effects on a biological
system than do cellular studies."

Possible Health Effects of E M Fields, I990

Exposure to ELF fields can cause changes in calcium flow through
the cell membrane, changes in the immune response by cells, and
changes in RNA transcription.

Possible Health Effects of E&M Fields, 1990

<--Hormonal response to ELF exposure

<--ELF effect on cell communications.

P
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Animal studies have shown a consistent effect of electric fields on the
secretion of certain neurohormones which administer the circadian
rhythms, but the effect is demonstrated at certain field frequencies
and intensities. Some studies have reported altered sensory response
and stress response.

Possible Health EfSects of E&M Fie/&, 1990

ELF field exposure may be associated with abnormal embryo development for some specific circumstances and may affect brain development.

Possible Health ESfects of E&M Fields, 1990

Laboratory studies on immune response, RNA transcription and
circadian rhythms, and epidemiological studies have suggested that
ELF fields might play some role in promoting cancer.

Possible Health Effects of E&M Fields, 1990

Leading the world in exposure to radio signals, the United States
also has the highest incidence of disease rates that have increased
in parallel with EMF proliferation. It is also a conspicuous fact that
of all European countries, Germany is the one with the highest
number of cancer cases, due to the vast number of military radio
installations in our territory.

Wolfgang Volkrodt, Raum & Zeit 26 Aug 1992
Germany

Temporary changes in brain waves and behavior have been seen on
exposure to power densities lower than 10-12W/cm2 (equivalent to
0.000001 microwatt/cm2),which is substantially below typical urban
levels. A meaningfbl risk factor for the general population appears
to exist.

Physiologrcal Chemistry and Physics, Vol 10, p.387
(1978) William Bise "Low Power Radio-Frequency
and Microwave Effects on Human EEG and
Behavior"

A study found that rats exposed in utero to ELF showed signs of
learning disabilities - a problem that did not go away when rats
got older.

Wall Street Journal, I 1 Oct 1988, p.B6
Kurt Salzinger, former president of the New
York Academy of Sciences.
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"The results of much research presented here leaves little doubt about
the reality of non-thermal (athermal) bioeffects of RF/microwave fields
and their importance with respect to human health hazards. This knowledge has yet to take its place in any safety guidelines. Those private
bodies presuming to advise government, industry and the general public
have produced guidelines based solely on tissue heating. Worse, the
ANSVIEEE guidelines appear to have become a rehge for special
interests for whom the very existence of health problems at athermal
levels would have important consequences. Uninformed engineering
opinions on some of the most complex of medical problems are
foisted on an unsuspecting public."

William R. Adey, M.D. Testimony to the US,Senate
P. 18-19.

"Biological effects also occur where RF heating is neither an adequate
nor a possible mechanism. These effects often involve modulated RF
fields and millimeter (microwave) wavelengths. There is a need to
Understand the fbndamenta! mechanisms of interaction, since it is
not practical to explore each RF field for its characteristic biophysical
and biological interactions."

fie Effects of Non-Ionizing Radiation, 1989, p. 156
World Health Organization "Radiofrequency
Radiation".

By retaining a 4WlKg limit (ANSVIEEE), Adair and Gandi appear
to be disregarding a whole body of work that has appeared since
1982 that is on both thermal and non-thermal effects. It indicates
that 0.4 WKg is not protective. There is no evidence that the
subcommittee has ever discussed the potential RF/MW cancer risk.

Microwave News, MarIApr 1989, p. 15
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Maximum permissable limits of microwave exposure have been adopted
is ~considered potentially
by the Bell System. Above 1 0 m ~ l c m
hazardous. For incidental or occasional exposure, 1- l O m ~ / c r nis~
considered safe. For prolonged exposure or permanent assignment,
1 mw/cm2 is considered safe. Higher power densities are allowed
under the ANSI standard, based on 1 0 m ~ / c m
as~averaged over
any possible six-minute period, for either continuous or intermittent
radiation. Pacific Northwest Bell has not yet adopted this less
restrictive standard for company instruction.

Pacific Northwest Bell Telephone Company
Company Instruction to Employees No. 12
Plant Instruction 830.15. Complete Revision
July 1, 1968

"We concluded, after looking at the MRI that found the brain tumor,
that the tumor was located in this part of the head ...directly in the
middle of the path of the (cellular phone) antenna, and probably no
more than an inch away from it."

Faith Daniels Show, 1/28/93 1 1:AM
Interview with David Reynard, whose wife died
of a brain tumor, blamed on cell phone use.

"There were a lot of complications (with my wife) ...this was only
a couple of months after she starting using the device."

Faith Daniels Show, 1/28/93 11:AM
Interview with David Reynard

"Adequate research (on the safety of cellular phones) has just not
been done. The industry, in their zeal to get this product out in the
market, claim they have countless research papers to support the
safety of cellular telephones, and from the research we have done,
that just doesn't exist."

Faith Daniels Show, 1/28/93 1l:AM
Interview with Dr. David Perlmutter

<-- Exposure standards for telephone employees
are 1/10 of what ANSI says is safe.

Faith Daniels Show, 1/28/93 11:AM
"Cellular phones are safe. There is (sic) no adverse health effects
from cellular phones ever been shown. There have been about
Interview with Ron Nessen, a vice president of the
10,000 studies over the past 40 years. There have been about 733
Cellular Telecommunications Industry Association
studies in the past two years. There's never been a study that found
any health effects. This is one of those rare stories where there's only one side."
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There is currently no official federal standard for exposure of the
general public to RF radiation. Until recently, the EPA was
developing "federal guidance" for RF radiation that would have
recommended safe levels of exposure for the public. However,
EPA has apparently decided to abandon that effort and to "defer"
indefinitely its program, due to "budgetary constraints" and "a
lack of resources."

Federal Communications Commission
OET Bulletin No. 56, January 1989
"Questions and Answers About Biological Effects
and Potential Hazards of RF Radiation"

20 kHz sawtooth magnetic field, 1 or 15pT applied to embryos
on days 0 to 14 of gestation. There was a significant increase in
number of mouse fetuses with external malformations at 15pT.

WHO report on EM Fields, 1993, p. 142
(Tribukait et al, 1987)

20kHz sawtooth magnetic field 15pT applied to embryos on days
0 to 19 of gestation. There were an increased number of implants
and post implantation death in mice. No effect on incidence of
malformation.

WHO report on EM Fields, 1993, p. 142
(Frolen et al, 1987)

19& sawtooth magnetic fields of 5.7,23, or 66 pT, for seven
hours a day, before and during gestation increased minor skeletal
defects in the highest exposure group.

WHO report on EM Fields, 1993, p. 142
(Stuchly et al, 1988)

Pulsed magnetic field effect on chicks of 1OHz, 1OOHz or 1000Hz,
up to 1.2 pT, for first 48 hours of development resulted in abnormal
development, particularly in cephalic region of the brain. The effect
was most marked at 100Hz.

WHO report on EM Fields, 1993, p. 141
Dr.Jose Delgado et a1 (1982)
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In the 1960's, a study fiom Germany showed that bees subjected to
ELF electromagnetic fields fiom power lines committed social suicide
by sealing up their hives in mid-season, after becoming savage and

Wellenstein, G. (1973) "The Influence of High Tension
Lines on Honeybee Colonies", Zeitschrijtfir
Angewandte Entomologies, Vo1.74, pp 86-94.

A study in 1970 was done in France on the health of people living
within 100 meters from high voltage lines. Although the people did
not appear to be more healthy than a control group, they did pay more
visits to consultant specialists. The study was undertaken soon after
Erection of HV lines throughout Europe. It is now known that ELF
health effects are time-related and cumulative, depending on the length
of exposure. Doctors of people near the HV line were puzzled by the
variety of symptoms and referred many of them to specialists.

Strumza, M.V, "Influence on Humans of the Proximity
of High Tension Wires" Archives de Maladies
Professionelles de Medecine du Travail et de Securite
Sociale, Vol3 1(b), pp269-76.

Allergic responses can occur to electromagnetically caused bioeffects.

Studies by Dr. Cyril Smith and Dr. Jean Monroe, 1982

Q1
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Electromagnetic Man, p. 130 (1989)
In England, after portions of the national power grid were erected in
1967, it took 6 years until villagers in the village of Fishpond in Dorset
Electric field strength: 6kVlm
to develop symptomological effects. Two circuits passed over rows of
houses 400kV (400,000 volts) and 275kV. Among the effects noted
were headaches across the eyes, exhaustion, sleeplessness, loss of appetite,
occasional dizziness, palpitations of the heart, trembling and blackouts.

-

Studies were done in 1969 on the health of workers in 500kV substations. Meda et al, Institute for Occupational Health and
Both studies reported effects on the cadiovascular system, peripheral
Occupational Safety, London; Danilin et al, "Labor
Hygiene
and Occupational Diseases" Abstract MIOT
nerve system and raised leukocyte counts.
135, May 1969.
Abnormal ionization of the air near HV power lines produces a condition Hawkins, N. 1981, "Air Ionization and Ofice Health"
Building Services and Environmental Engineer
of a total absence or cancellation of + and ions. Lab animals die under
these conditions in 3 days.

-
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An object within an electric fields "perturbs" the field, is subject to
what physicists call electric-fieldenhancement, as the field drapes
Like a curtain in close folds over the object, leaving a clear space
underneath. Thefield sofolded can reach values of up to 100 times
of the unperturbed ambientfield. The possible biological implications
of field enhancement are considerable.

Dr. David Smith, University College of North Wales
Electromagnetic Man, pp 136- 137.

A Swedish study found fewer normal pregnancies among the families
of high voltage switchyard workers. High level of birth defects.

Nordstrom et al, 1983, "Reproductive hazards among
Workers at HV stations" Bioelectromagnetics Vol4.

A study in Staffordshire, England observed unusually high levels of
depressive illness and even suicide among patients who lived near HV
Lines. The study implicated the mametic component of the power line
EM fields. The study was one of the first to suggest that the importance
of the magnetic fields lies also in extremely low power alternating fields
with frequencies which resonate with, and reinforce, biological wavelengths. Magnetic field bioeffects depend not only on the strength of
the field but also the frequency of the alternating field. Depressive
illness and suicide were found to be statistically increased just as much
among patients living near underground HV lines.

Perry et al, 1981, "Environmental power-frequency
magnetic fields and suicide" Health Physics, Vol41.

The DNA helix was found to resonate with microwaves.

Science News, 1984; Swicord et al, 1983,
Bioelectromagnetics Vo 1 4, No 1, p2 1-42.

The apparent ability of water to retain frequency patterns to
which it has been exposed may enhance the electromagnetic
effects of environmental sources of coherent frequencies.

Electromagrletic Man, p14 1
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Low-level pulsed magnetic fields affect cell membrane permeability.

Branganza et al., 1983 "The superdynamic effect of
magnetic fields on one and two component liposomes"
Biochemica et Biophysica Acta, Vol80 1 pp66-77.

Variously modulated electromagnetic fields affect the brain and disturb
the circadian rhythms of the body (ELF).

Wever, 1973

Study showed an increase in cancer and leukemia among people who in
childhood spent time close to HV power lines.

Wertheimer and Leeper, 1988; Tomenius,
1982, 1986 "50Hz electromagnetic environment
and the incidence of childhood tumors in Stockholm
County", Sweden. Bioelectromagnetics Vol 7, p 191

Statistical study in Washington State showed significantly higher than
average rate of acute myeloid leukemia for workers exposed to ELF.

New England Journal of Medicine, Milham, 1982

Statistical study in Britain showed significantly higher than average
acute myeloid leukemia for workers exposed to ELF

Lancet, Journal of the British Medical Society, 1983
McDowell et a1

Statistical study in Los Angeles showed significantly higher than
average acute myeloid leulemia for workers exposed to ELF

Lancet, Journal of the British Medical Society, 1982
Wright et al

Statistical study in Britain showed rise in the incidence of leukemia
in electrical workers

Coleman et al., 1983; Beral, V., 1983 International
Journal of Epidemiology Vol 17, No. 1, pp 1- 13.

Research can never demonstrate that health effects do not exist from
Electromagnetic fields.

Science, May 1986. Editorial.
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Studies indicate that there is a three-fold enhancement of the cancer
risk ratio at 1 milligauss (1mG) = lrnicrotesla (1pT) magnetic field.

Wertheimer and Leeper, 1979; Savitz (1987)

At a geomagnetic field of 5OpT (0.5G), protons will interact strongly
with a frequency of precisely 2130 Hz, which can be supplied by an
electrical or magnetic field. Hydrogen atoms (protons) in water of
living systems seem to be sensitive to this condition. The necessary
frequencies could be present as harmonics in a power distribution
network.

Jafary As1 et al, 1982

The threshold for suicidal tendencies is approximately 140mG.
Because magnetic fields are quantisized, it is possible to conclude
that whatever part of the body was affected, it must be at least
360 microns in size to accommodate a single quantum of magnetic
flux at this threshold field.

Smith and Baker, 1982, based on Perry et al, 1981

People living in rural areas are more at risk from electromagnetics
From being hvpersensitized bv exposure to pesticides and herbicides.

Electromagnetic Man, p 156.

At a distance of 30 meters from a 220kV double-circuit power line,
there will be electric fields of the order of 0.5kVlm and magnetic
fields of the order of 10,000 mG.

Electromagnetic Man, p. 166
WHO Publication, 1984 data analysis, 1989.

Microwaves have been found to potentiate the effect of drugs.

Microwave News, Feb 1981

Monkeys exposed to microwaves developed tell-tale Alzheimer
pattern of neurofibrillary tangles.

Microwave News, Sep/Oct 1986
WHO 1982 report
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"Abundant fragmentary evidence has been presented in support of
possible biological effects from non-ionizing radiation, at both
transmission (powerline) and microwave (cellular telephone)
frequencies. These effects often appear to be unaccompanied
by macroscopic thermal changes."

American Advisory Committee on the Non-Thermal
Effects of Non-Ionizing Radiation (NRC, 1986) to
the United States National Academy of Sciences
National Research Council (NAS-NRC);
Microwave News MayIJune 1986.

Chronic, low-power condition magnetic fields (appliances turned off)
as well as wiring codes were associated with cancer risk that was most
pronounced for leukemia. Shorter duration high-power magnetic fields
(appliances on) did not show an association.

Savitz, 1987, University of North Carolina

"If one accepts a casual link between power line magnetic fields and
Cancer, the percentage of childhood cases attributable to such fields
would be 10-15 percent."

Ahlbom et al, 1987. Final report on 16 studies.
New York State Powerlines Project, $5 million.

Low energy electromagnetic radiation producing fields comparable to
those from power lines increases the activity of the enzyme ornithine
decarbooxylase in human cancer cells grown in culture. This enzyme
produces putresene, a polyamine that accelerates the growth and
proliferation of both normal and cancer cells.

Byus et al, 1987, 1988

Threads of protein protruding from the cell walls can sense weak
electric fields and transmit them to the inside of the cell.

Dr. Ross Adey, VA Medical Center Loma Linda

Radiofrequency fields only influence cells if they are modulated
at frequencies below 1OOHz.

Dr. Ross Adey, VA Medical Center Loma Linda

Field enhancement raises the field strength particularly around the head.

Electromagnetic Man, p. 175
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Irradiation of the U.S. Embassy in Moscow began in 1953, with the full knowledge of the US State Department and five
US administrations. In 1979, private and public concern prompted an investigation by Congress in 1979. The Congressional report
showed that rather than inform the embassy employees, the US Government chose to remain silent and allow the employees to
hnction as guinea pigs. In 1976, the US finally decided to install protective screens. Originally, the signal detected was thought to
be too weak to hnction in terms of eavesdropping. In the 1960's, equipment was devised to measure the radiation being beamed at
the embassy. In 1963, continuous recording of data began. According to the 1979 Congressional report, between August 1963 to
May 1975 the frequency of the signal ranged from 2.56 to 4.1 Ghz and the intensity remained about 5pW/cm2 at the strongest
point of the beam. In January and August of 1973, two additional beams were detected. This continued daily, and boosted the
. n protective screening was installed in February 1976, the intensity dropped to
intensity of the signals at times to 1 8 ~ w l c mW~he
2pW/cm2, at which it remained until bombardment ceased in January 1979. It reappeared briefly in 1983. In March 1988, the
irradiation began again, this time primarily in the 9-1 1Ghz range, producing power levels of 0. 1pw/cm2outside the building and
0.0lp~/cm2.
(Microwave News, Mar/Apr 1988). Around 1965, growing concern by a number of scientists prompted the State
Department to carry out the first of a number of studies involving embassy personnel. A project was started by the George
Washington University School of Medicine, headed by Dr. Cecil Jacobson (Cytogenic Evaluaiion of Mutagenic Exposure), which
took blood samples fiom 71 embassy employees before, during and after exposure. Employees studied had a higher-than-average
lymphocyte count. Both Moscow ambassadors assigned to the embassy during the period died from cancer and leukemia. The final
and most extensive epidemiological study was initiated in June 1976 by Johns Hopkins University. Analysis of medical records of
some 3,100 embassy employees and 2,336 dependents (1,468 children) yielded interesting results. Females showed a higher-thanaverage death rate fiom malignant neoplasms. Males showed a significantly raised rate of protozoal intestinal diseases, benign
neoplasms, diseases of the nerves and peripheral ganglia. Females also had a significantlyhigher rate of protozoal intestinal diseases
as well as complications of pregnancy and childbirth. The children had significantly higher rates of mumps, anemic blood diseases,
heart disease and respiratory infections.
For the U.S. Government to admit that the weak Moscow signal caused health effects would also result in the admission
that the 1 0 m ~ l c mU.S.
~ "standard" was inadequate, unleashing potential claims and litigation nationwide. Four ex-employees of
the embassy sued the U.S. Government and received out-of-court settlements. To reveal that such weak modulated signals caused
health effects would jeopardize the entire fbture U.S. electromagnetic weapons program, since the signal was 1,000 times weaker
than the U.S. limit.

-
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Surgeons using electrosurgical units are exposed to very high levels of
RF radiation, especially their eyes and foreheads, which registered
electric fields as high as 9 million Vlm and magnetic fields of 3.5A/m,
far above the "ANSI standard" of 4000 Vlm and 0.0025 A/m between
30 and 300Mhz. Electrosurgical units may be used 100 times during a
typical operation.

Dr.Jacob Paz et al., (1988) New York Medical College

Sample Conversions
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MAGNETIC FIELDS T=Tesla nT= nanotesla pT= microtesla G=Gauss mG= milligauss pT= picoTesla ff = femtotesla
3.2mG = 0 . 3 2 T
~
0.01 mG = 1nT .002mG = 0.2nT 16.8mG-1.68pT
l
g
a
m
m
a
(
y
)
=
1
0
~
~
~
nT
=
1
=
l
oe9~
2mg= 200nT 1mG= 100nT

N

Maximum Power Density EMF Recommendations (Status Quo)
Standard
ANSI 1982
ANSI 1982
ANSI 1982
ANSI 1982
NCRP 1986
EPA 1986
NRPB1989(UK)

Frequency
3OOMhz+
30-300Mhz
>30Mhz
Any

30-300Mhz

Power Density
10m~lcm~
1mw/cm2
No recommendation
No recommendation
200p~lcm~

Occupational Exposure
Occupational Exposure
Occupational Exposure
Public Exposure
Public Exposure

6 minutes
6 minutes

>300Ghz

SAR-POWER DENSITY CONVERSION
SAR 0.08 WKg = Power Density of 2 0 0 ~ ~ l c m ~
SAR 0.04 WlKg = Power Density of 1 0 0 p ~ l c m ~
SAR 0.4 WKg = Power Density of 1 0 0 0 p ~ l c r n ~
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The brain can detect phase differences of 2psec, confirmed at Tufts
University. The pinnae or outer ear is a phase-encoding array that
generates a time-ratio code that is used by the brain to localize the
source of sounds in 3-D space. Localization ratios run fiom 2psec
to several milliseconds (msec).

REFERENCE
PACE Newsletter, Vol. 7, No.4, Flanagan, Patrick,
"Neurophone: A bio-responsive scalar wave device"
Extraordinary Science Newsletter 1st Qtr 1995.

Biological organisms serve as highly non-linear media which can
serve as scalar wave detectors.

Extraordinary Science Newsletter I st Qtr 1995

Commercial Power Frequencies (50-60hz)
Continuous Exposure Results
50 Hz:
QI

Maa Field

Elect Field

Waveform Information

Result/ Research

-----

2- 15kV/m

2hr/day

CW Sine

-----

1-5kV/m

4mo/2hr/day

CW Sine

-----

1OOkVIm

30min

CW Sine

-----

100kVIm

6hr

130 G

-----

1mo/4hr/day CW Sine

Change in tissue distribution of elemental copper, iron,
and molybdenum. Kozyarin, 19 77.
Pituitary and Thyroid gland depresssion. Kozyarin, 1977
Activity return to normal 14 days after exposure stops.
Heart arrhythmia begins after 20 mins exposure for 10 min
Prochwatilo, 1976.
Lympocyte decrease, neutrophil and esoinophil increase.
Meda, 19 74.
Reduction 15% in red blood cells. Tarakhovskiy, 1971.

-----

15kV/m

6daIl .5hr/da CW Sine

Increase in blood glucose. Dumanskiy, 19 77.

200 G

-----

24hr

CW Sine

-----

5OkVIm

3 mo

CW Sine

Histological changes in glycolytic processes. Udinstev, 1976.
Resistance to infection decreased, Udinstev, 1976.
Significant decrease in white blood cells. Le Bars, 1977.

a

CW Sine
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Commercial Power Frequencies (50-60hz)

Continuous Exposure Results
50 Hz:
Man Field

Elect Field

Waveform Information

Result/ Research

100kV/m

8wk

CW Sine

-----

unk

CW Sine

6 mo
3 hr

CW Sine
CW Sine
CW Sine

Elevated neutrophil levels, depressed lymphocyte levels.
Ceretilli, 1979.
Alterations in carbohydrate, protein and nucleic acid
metabolism; alterations in liver glycogen, cardiac
glutamine content and nucleic acid levels in the brain,
and liver. Kholodov, 1975.
Increased catecholamines in adrenal glands. Uddinsteve, 1966.
Nocturnal activity increased in rats.Hilmer, 1970.
Estrogen cycle dysfbnction. Pathological changes in rat
testicles and ovaries. Andrienko, 1977.
Change in estrous cycle of rats. Tarakhovsky, 1971
Brachycardia in rats. Blanchi, 1973
Prolonged depression of testicular enzymes in rats. Uddinstev,
1977.

----60kV/m
5kV/m

-----

unk

,

50/5.2kV/m

-----

unk
15 min
5 da

CW Sine
CW Sine
CW Sine

Elect Field

Waveform Information

Result/ Research

---------

1kV/m
I 1kV/m

5 da
cont

CW Sine
CW Sine

-----

0.007 V/m

unk

CW Sine

-----

1- 10 mv/cm2

I hr

CW Sine

Nocturnal activity increase in rats. Moos, 1977.
(Bees) some herded together and stung to death. No storage
of pollen and honey. Warnke, 19 75.
Study of eels and salmon showed reaction to lowest external
electrical field known. Cleve et al
Decline in ability to concentrate in humans. Gibson, I974

60 Hz:
Man Field

-
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General Frequency Studies:
Freauencv

Mag Field

Waveform Information

Result/Research

120 da

CW Sine
CW Sine
CW Sine
CW Sine
CW Sine
CW Sine

Increased thyroid weight in fetal rats.
Ossenkopp, 19 72.
Calcium efflux response.Blackman 1981
Calcium efflux response.Blackman 1981
Calcium efflux response.Blackman 1981
Calcium efflux response.Blackman 1981
Extended human reaction time in human
Hamer, 1968.
Decrease human reaction time.
Konig, 1970
Increase in human reaction time.
Konig, 1970
Production of excess rnRNA in fly
salivary glands. Goodman, 1981
Delay in mitosis rate. Goodman.
Human leukemia cells produced
histone, actin. Goodman, 1987
Defective fmit fly offspring.Heller,1970
Decrease EEG activity. Dumansky
Altered EEG activity. Adey 1974
Suppression of T-cell action. Lyle, 1983
Decrease in Vitamin B6 levels in all
tissues of brain,blood. Minayev 1975

-----

4 Vlm

12 da
12 da
12 da
12 da
unk

-----

0.3 - 30 VIm

unk

CW Sine

unk

CW Sine

15 min

Pulsed

unk
unk

CW Sine
CW Sine

5 min
2 wks
unk
4 hr
15da13hrlda

CW Sine
CW Sine
Modulated
Modulated 6OHz
CW Sine

-----

2G

----20-30Mhz
50 Mhz
147 Mhz
450 Mhz
2 Ghz

Elect Field

em---

0.7 Vlm

-----
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Electromagnetic Output of Various Equipment Types
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Average magnetic fields on an Arntrak coach were found by
a DOT study to be 134mG to 628mG at frequencies ranging
from 5 Hz to 2.56 kHz.Predominent magnetic fields were
at the fundamental frequencies of the power systems, 25Hz
or 60 Hz - and their harmonics. Time varying magnetic fields.

U.S. Department of Transportation (DOT) assessment of
EMF emissions from electric trains and experimental
magnetic levitation (MAGLEV) svstems. 1993.
Microwave News, JuVAug 1993, p. 10.

One type of subway car used on the Washington Metro system
generated average magnetic keld of 3 17mG /peak of 2,987mG.

(same as above)

For X-band radar guns (10Ghz) the average antenna power
for~hand-held). With
density was 3.36 mw/cm2 (2.66 m ~ / c m
development of K-band (24 Ghz) aperture power density
dropped to 9.93 mw/cm2 and 0.69 mw/cm2 respectively. The
incident fields are 1 million times higher than incident fields
changing growth of cells by direct exposure.

Testimony of Dr. William Ross Adey, M.D, 8/7/92

A television generates a magnetic field of 2.5-50pT at 3cm,
.04-2pT at 30cm, and less than .01-.15pT at 1 meter.

World Health Organization report on magnetic fields,
EHC Series No.69, Geneva: WHO/IRPA

A microwave oven generates a magnetic field of 75-100pT at
3cm, 4-8pT at 30cm, and .25-.6pT at 1 meter.

World Health Organization report on magnetic fields,
EHC Series No.69, Geneva: WHOIIRPA

a
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RESEARCH DETAILING MEASUREMENT OF AMBIENT ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELD COMPONENTS

Naturally Existing Electromagnetic Conditions
Natural Variable Field 2% magnitude change
Natural Steady Geomagnetic Field: 0.5 Gauss (5OpT)Average. Actual range 0.35 G to 0.70 G. Steady Field
Mean Thermal Energy @ 27OC: 6.25 x 1012Hz (Frohlich, 1978)
Schumann Ionospheric Cavity Resonance: 1 Hz to 30 Hz (Konig, 1979) 8 Hz Component coincides with brain Alpha 8- 12Hz
Natural Earth Radition Power Flux Density: lo-'' w/m2 Hz (Gendrin and Stefant, 1964) >threshold sensitivity for adult human.
Living systems are non-linear in response to electromagnetic fields.

Synthetic Ambient Electromagnetic Conditions
Background EM level in USA, median exposure of the order of 5 0 ~ ~ / was
m * found. (WHO report on EM Fields, 1993, p. 16)

Directly Interactive Frequencies
Inferential therapv frequencies:
0-5Hz
0- 1OHz
10-150Hz
10-15Hz
90- 110Hz
13OHz

affect Sympathetic Nervous System
affect Unstriped Muscle
affect Parasympathetic Nervous System
affect Motor Nerves
affect Sensory Nerves
affect Nociceptive System

(Savage, 1984) Electromagnetic Man, 127.
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Freauencv Tested Power
CW
Y
9.3 Ghz
7-28 w/m2
9.0 Ghz lOOOpps 2 0 0 ~ 1 m ~ N
4.0 Ghz
42WKg
Y
4.0 Ghz
42WKg
N
10-100 w/m2
Y
3.00 Ghz
3.00 Ghz
70w/m2
Y
3.00 Ghz
50w/m2
N
3.00 Ghz
5WKg
N
2.95 Ghz
to 50w/m2
N
2.45 Ghz
500~1m~ Y
2.45 Ghz
250~/m* Y
2.45 Ghz
1.5kw/m2
Y
2.45 Ghz
1OOWKg
Y
2.45 Ghz
2kWKg
Y
2.45 Ghz
2.4kw/m2
Y
2.45 Ghz
28WKg
Y
2.45 Ghz
19WKg
Y
2.45 Ghz
500w/m2- 1OWKg Y
2.45 Ghz
15WKg
Y
2.45 Ghz
4 WKg
Y
2.45 Ghz
4.2kw/m2 Y
2.45 Ghz
2.5kw/m2
Y
2.45 Ghz
1.5kw/m2 Y
2.45 Ghz
0.6 2.4 WKg
N
2.45 Ghz
1 kw/m2
Y
2.45 Ghz
>.45WKg
N
2.06 Ghz
5-100~lm~ Y

-

Persisted after exposure ceased.

Pulse
N

Y
N
Y
N
N
Y
Y

Y
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N

N
N
N
Y
N
y
N

Modulation Effect Time Specifics
n/a
N
5m
No effect pn phenobarbitol action
5d
+8Hz Mag field 60mT 12 hrs day
Pulse l6Mhz Y
n/a
Y
30m Slight change in EEG pattern
AM 16Hz
Y
30m Slight change in EEG pattern
n/a
Y
to 3h Increased Potasssium Efflux/Osmoticresist.
n/a
Y
200h Influence on neuroactive drug effects
1Od Enhancement of EEG at h of pulse rep rate.
1psec 5 0 0 - 6 9 9 ~Y~
lpsec 525 HZ Y
8-35d Influence on neuroactive drug effects
lpsec 1.2Ghz Y 2h/day/3mo Desynchonization of EEG long term
n/a
Y
30m Depression of Phagocytosis
n/a
Y
n/a
Influence neuroactive drug effects
n/a
Y
1OOm Threshold exposure for cataracts
n/a
Y
>140m Cataract produced in rabbit
n/a
Y
15m Reduced marrow colony forming
n/a
Y
5 min spleen colonies rose
n/a
N
44h n/a
n/a
N
1.4h n/a
n/a
Y
n/a
Influence neuroactive drug effects
n/a
Y to 320d Increases chromosome abberations
nla
N
n/a
n/a
n/a
Y
5m
Posterior cortical opacities wlin 1-2d
n/a
Y
cont Structural changes in cornea of eyes
n/a
Y
1h
Posterior cortical opacities wlin 1-2d
<30pSec
Y
lm
RF pulsed field perception threshold
n/a
Y
30m Effect on capping of B-Lympocytes
2psec15OOHz Y
45m Decreased choline uptake in brain tissue
n/a
N
n/a
nla

'

ANALYSIS OF FREQUENCY PATTERNS PRESENTED BY THE WHO
ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELD 300Hz to 300Ghz REPORT, 1993
Frequencv Tested
Power
CW
2.06 Ghz
0.12 - 2.4 WKg N
2.06 Ghz
0.12-2.4WKg N
2.06 Ghz
0.12-2.4WKg N
1.7 Ghz
5 0 0 ~ / m 1OWKg
~Y
918 Mhz
75W/Kg
N
915 Mhz
10-400 w/m2
Y
500 Mhz
25-50 w/m2
N
450 Mhz
10w/m2
N
450 Mhz
10w/m2
N
450 Mhz
10w/m2
N
N
450 Mhz
10w/m2
450 Mhz
10w/.m2
N
10~1.m~ N
450 Mhz
450 Mhz
to30~1m~N
450 Mhz
0.3WKg
N
450 Mhz
10w/.m2
N
N
450 Mhz
15w/m2
450 Mhz
15w/m2
N
450 Mhz
15w/m2
N
450 Mhz
15w/m2
N
450 Mhz
15w/m2
N
450 Mhz
15w/m2
N
N
147 Mhz
1.1 - 480w/m2
147 Mhz
1.1 - 480w/m2
N
147 Mhz
1.1 - 480w/m2
N
147 Mhz
10w/m2
N
1-30 Mhz
not avail
N
1- 1OMhz
500V/m
N

Pulse
Y
Y
Y
N
Y
N
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
N
N
N
Y
N
Y
Y
Y

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

Modulation
Pulse 32 Hz
Pulse 16 Hz
Pulse 8 Hz
da
10psec lOHz
n/a
3 Ghz
16Hz
4oHz
6OHz
da
AM lOHz
AM 16Hz
AM 16Hz
AM16Hz
AM2oHz
Sine 3Hz
Sine 16Hz
Sine 40hz
Sine 6OHz
Sine 80Hz
Sine lOOHz
Pulse 9Hz
Pulse 16Hz
Pulse 60Hx
AM 1-25Hz
AM60Hz
AM 14-16Hz

Effect Time
da
N
N
da
N
da
Y
da
Y
da
Y
15m
N
15d
Y tolh
Y to lh
Y tolh
N
tolh
Y
1h
Y
1h
Y
1h
Y
da
Y
1h
Y
da
Y
da
Y
da
Y
da
Y
da
Y
da
N
da
N
da
N
da
Y
da
N
3h
Y
6~

Specifics
No effect on calcium ion exchange
No effect on calcium ion exchange
No effect on calcium ion exchange
Influence neuroactive drug effects
Auditory stimulus 7.5Hz tone at lOhz
Change in thalamus of cats
da
Reduced enzyme activity
Reduced enzyme activity
Reduced enzyme activity
n/a
Increased ornithine decarboxylase
Increased ornithine decarboxylase
Altered exchange rate for calcium ions
Altered calcium mobility in cortex of cats
Increased ornithine decarboxylase
Suppression of mouse T-cell cytotoxicity
Suppression of mouse T-cell cytotoxicity
Suppression of mouse T-cell cytotoxicity
Suppression of mouse T-cell cytotoxicity
Suppression of mouse T-cell cytotoxicity
Suppression of mouse T-cell cytotoxicity
da
n/a
da
Altered ability to produce select EEG in cat
da
Changes in EEG after 3 weeks
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Cellular Level Quantum Electrodynamics
Cell Size

Threshold
Electric Field

Threshold
Magnetic Field

Poynting Vector

1OOpm

3Vlm

1OOnT

80mw/m2

Whole Body
8pVIm
Adult Man

Fields for 1 Flux Quantum

500nT

3OOff

-

Cellular Electromagnetic Membrane Resonance: 4x1O"H.
Cellular Acoustic Membrane Resonance: 7x10'~Hz
Cell Electromagnetic Circumference Resonance: 1012Hz
Electromagnetic Microtubule Resonance: 6 x 1015Hz

-

Cell Membrane Potential: 0. lv Field: lo7 Vlm
Surface Tension Wave Resonance: 1o4Hz
Cell Acoustic Circumference Resonance: lo7HZ
Acoustic Microtubule Resonance: 5 x 101° Hz
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Electromagnetic Research References Used in the Preparation of Matrix III
For Reference Explanation, See End Notes for this section
Health Effects of Low Frequency Electric and Magnetic Fields.'
Protection of DOD Personnel from Exposure to RF Radiation.'
Biological Effects of Electromagnetic ~ i e l d s . ~
The Drive to Regulate Electromagnetic Fields4
Health Effects of Non-Ionizing Radiation - Biological Effects of R F W ~nergy'
NIOSH Comments on FCC Proposals for RF Exposure ~uidelines~
Testimony and Exhibits of Andrew A. ~ a r i n o '
"Points to Ponder" for Electromagnetic Safety and General 0bservations8
"Facts, Thoughts and Questions on the ANSI/IEEE ~tandards~
CBS "Eye to Eye" Transcript, Connie Chung, Dec 16, 1993."
Investigation Settlement Agreement, Los Angeles Cellular company1
Occupational Health Effects of Non-ionizing Radiation1'
"Low Intensity Radiation: The Next ~sbestos?"'~
Los Alamos Classified Conference on Non-Lethal Defense: ~ g e n d a ' ~
"The Property Damage Issue" by John T. ward''
"Constraints on Biological Effects of Weak ELF Fields" by John T. ward.I6
Testimony of Dr. Arnold T. Shienvold, Metropolitan Edison, July 1993.' '
New Jersey ElectromagneticEnvironmental ~roposals'~
"Onthe Line". Potential for Electromagnetic ~itigation'~
Supreme Court Syllabus, June 1993. Class Action against Dow chemical"
"Technology Barrons Form Satellite ~ e t " "
Commentary to the EPA on its Draft Report on Cancer and Electromagnetic ~ i e l d s ~ ~
Extract from Consumer Reports on Electromagnetic Fields,May 1994.'~
Microwave News, Sept/Oct 1994, Vol 14, ~ 0 . 5 ' ~
Microwave News, Sept/Oct 1993, Vol 13, ~ 0 . 5 ~
Statement by William Bise on EMR Research in the East and
National EMR Alliance Network News, Spring 1994.'~
National Cancer Institute "Current Clips", 1993"
"Reducing Uncertainties About Electromagnetic Fields", U.S. DOE Lab, MayIJune 1993~'
"Cellular Exposure OK", University of Utah News, NIH Study at University of utah30
State of New York Court of Appeals Opinion, Oct 12,1993~'
"Zap, Crackle and Pop" Health Concerns in the US on RF/EMR Telecom ~ a c i l i t i e s ~ ~
"Public Health Aspects of Wireless Technology and Science-based ~ e c i s i o n " ~ ~
"Electromagnetic Health Research pushed by EPA", Feb 28, 1 9 9 3 . ~ ~
"The Current" Newsletter of the Coalition to Reduce Elemopollution, Spring 1 9 9 3 . ~ ~
Report on the Therapeutic Possiblities of Microwave Electromagnetic Freq~encies.~~
Review of Health Risks Associated with M.crowave/Radiofrequency~ x p o s u r e . ~ ~
Letter and Package Sent by Microwave Awareness Group of Yelm to Craig ~ c C a w . ~ '
"Onthe Coupling of Microwave Radiation to Wire Structures", IEEE, August 1992.
Report on Microwave Energy and Forest Tree Damage. ( ~ e r m a n ~ ) ~ '
"Stress from Current and Radiation: Alternating Magnetic Fields"
Report on Accuracy of the ANSI Standard, Raines Engineering, Maryland, Feb 1991.41
"Regulating Radio and TV Towers" June 1984.~'
Harvard Health Letter, Harvard Medical School, "Power Struggle", July 1993.43
"Can Human Beings Be Manipulated by ELF Waves?" (Germany)44
"Comparative Study about Food Prepared Conventionally and in Microwave oven^"^'
"Electromagnetic Fields: The Problem With Power", 1 9 9 0 . ~ ~
"Cancer Victim Files Suit Blaming Cellular Phone", Chicago Tribune, Dec 19, 1993.
"Study: Cellular Phones Are Safe" USA Today Dec 10,1993.~'
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"Governments hedging against risk unknown", Seattle Post Intelligencer, Oct 26, 1993.
"Study suggests electromagnetic link to leukemia", AP,March 31, 1994~'
"Cellular Phones and Your Health" Transcript from Lany King Live, Jan 2 1, 1993, #746.
Letter to Senator Slade Gorton from the EPA, Oct 21, 1991, referencing MW tower case.
"Non-ionizing radiation: Hidden Hazards", Trial Magazine, 1990.
"Discrepancies in the Present Electromagnetic Theory" Pursuit, Oct 1983.
VDT Health and Safety: Issues and Solutions, Ergosyst Assoc, Lawrence, KS, 1987.
Declaration of Andrew Marino: Case of Bendure v. Kuston Signals, KS, June 18, 1992.
"Questions and Answers: Biological Effects and Hazards of RF' ,FCC OET Bulletin No.56
Bendure v Kustom Signals (KS): Legal briefs on Radar Gun Deaths, June 18, 1992. (CA)
Policy Letter from AT&T, on RF Cellular Exposure for Cellular Workers. Nw 20, 1984
"Immunologic and Cancer-Related Aspect. of Exposure to Low-Level Micrwave and Radio
Frequency Fields, (Poland) Stanislaw Szmigielski, Marian Bielec et al,(approx 1980)
"The Immune System and ELF Electromagnetic Fields", Frontier Perspectives, Fall 1992.
"EMF'S Run Aground: Mapping Magnetic Fields from Water Pipes and Home
"Electronics and Brain Control" Popular Electronics, July 1973
"Power Field Hazrds" Seattle Times, April 8, 1990.
Youth Action News, Alexandria, Virginia (collection of various issues)
A S w e y of Magnetic Field Radiation Measurements in Household Appliances, (FWBell)
"Project Seafarer" Transcript from CBS broadcast Feb 13, 1977.
The EPA Draft Report on the Evaluation of the Potential Carcinogenicity of EM ~ields""
News Release NY Ally Gen Abrams Call for Utilities to Measure EMF at Schools, Mar 1993
"Biological Effects of Power Frequency Electric and Magnetic Fields" OTA Report 1989.
"Pollution Alert" News Releases from Ergotec (various issues)
Data from the 1983 Transmission & Distribution EMF Conference
Radio und Milcrowellen als mogliche Ursache fur Waldschaden (Germany) (electrosmog)
Commentary Letter from the Washington State Department of Health on ANSI Standard
'92.
Letter from Mark Adams on RF radiation exposure, 1992. Thousand Oaks, CA case.
Declaration of Arthur W. Guy on safety of EMR ( former Pro-EMR puppet for industry)
Data on new CDMA digital cellular technology. Telephony, Jan 10, 1994.
Digital television: General review. Popular Science, Januart 1995.
World Health Organization Report on EMF: 300 Hz to 300 G 4 Geneva, 1993. EHC 137.
Biological Effects of Microwave Radiation relating to proposed NYNEX Cell Tower, NJ
Copy of fax from Paine Webber, Dec 14, 1992, on Pacific Telesis Corporation
"Cancer Institute Plans to Launch Studies on Cellular Phones" Wall St. Journal 2-5-93
FDA Talk Paper on Cellular Phone Update, Internal Memo, Feb 4,1993.
Letter from Bell Atlantic Mobile to Bell Atlantic Cellular customers, Feb 17, 1993.
FCC Communications Interference Handbook, 1990.
Letter from AT&T to Cellular One Company, May 10, 1883. Cell field tests. NJ case.
Letter from Northeast Regional EMF Action Network, 2/15/93, Power field effects.
United States Senate Hearing on Cellular Risks,Feb 2, 1993; FCC documents
Specrfic Absorption Rate (SAR) in Models of the Human Head, UHF radios, 1989.
US House Subcommitteeon Telecommunicationsand Finance, Briefing on RF Effects 1993
Brief Repoxt, NIOSH Study 1991 on EMF Exposue and Leukemia Mortality in the U. S.
1993 IEEE Specla1 Report on Personal Wireless Communications, IEEE Spectrum Jun 1993
Political Strategy Agatnst Those Who Resist Hazardous Waste Dumps, Cerrell Assoc. (CA)
"The Cellular Phone Scare", IEEE Spectrum June 1993
AT&T 1990 Radioftequency/MicrowaveProtection Guidelines for Company Personnel
Extract: NCRP Report No.67 RF/EMF Properties, Quantities, Units and Bio-Interaction.
"Do Electromagnetic Fields Pose Health Problems?" April 18, 1990 Research Tri.Park.
Letter from T.E.Bearden to Dr. William Boardman, Jan 13,1993. EMF Effect Mechanism
Raines Engineering Electromagnetic Analysis and Desisn: Antennas and h a y s .
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FCC OlEce of Engineering and Technology Letter on Cellular Base Stations (undated)
Cellular Telecommunications Industry Assn. Press Release on FCC Petition, Dec 27, 1994.
"Wireless Industry Asks U.S. to Force Approval of New Tower Sites" WSJ Dec 23, 1994.
CTIA Petition for Rulemaking to the FCC to Force MW Towers on Statesm Dec 22, 1994
US West Communications Application to Participate in FCC Auction, Sept 23, 1994
ElectromagneticEnergy Association Petitition to the FCC, Dec 22, 1994.
Title 70 RCW Washington State Law: Public Health and Safety 1992
Department of Defense Instruction 6055.11, Aug 20, 1986 on Protection of DOD Personnel
ElectromagneticEnergy Assn Press Release: Urging Preemption of EF Energy, 12-22-94
Communications Act of 1934, Sec.332, Mobile Services, p. 103-106. FCC Pkg 1-26-94
Public Law 103-66. Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1993.
Hammet & Edison Comments to FCC on adoption of ANSUEEE c95.1-1992 RFR Standard
ElectromagneticFields and Land Use Controls, American Planning Assn Rpt 435, 1991
EMF Field Reduction: Research Needs. Transmission Research Task Force, Jan 15, 1992
"Siting Cellular Transmitters" Zoning News, Jan 1991, American Planning Assn.
Human Colon Carcinoma Cell Lines: Effect of 60Hz Electromagnetic ~ields.''
Low Power RF and Microwave Effects on Human EEG and Behavior, 1978.'~
"The Microwave Problem" Scientific American, Vol255, No. 3, September 1986.
"The Effects of Non-ionizing Radiation" World Health Organization, 198gS4
"The Dangers of Ignoring Non-Ionizing Radiationn Louis Slesin, 1989
"Containing the Costs of the EMF Problem", Science, Vol257, July 24, 1992.
"The Darker Side of Electricity", Mothering, Fall 1991. Concept of "healing use of EMF'
"Courtroom Controversy: Struggling With Complex Scientific Testimony" US News 10-92
"Polarized Debate: EMFs and Cancer" Science, Vol258, Dec 11, 1992."
"Electromagnetic Radiation Hazards to Personnel" Int'l Journal of EMC, 1992.(Israel)
"Electromagnetic Waves: How Real a Hazard?" Harvard Medical School Ltr, 1990
"Electromagnetic Radiation: Something's Happening" WNYCOSH, July/Aug 1990, No. 11
"What's the Fuss Over EMF?" Health Physics Society Newsletter, May 1991
"Mystery: Maybe Danger in the Air" Time, Dec 24, 1990
Transcript: Wall St. Journal Report, Nov 14,1992 on Cancer and EMF
Transcript: Moneyline, Jan 12, 1993 "Debate wer Neural Efkas of Cellular Phones"
"The Invisible Threat: The Stifled Story of Electric Wavesn Scientific Review,Sept 1979
''Prudent Avoidance: A Quick Course", Fortune, Dec 3 1, 1990
"Power Playn, Discaver 1989
First World Congress For Electricity and Magnetism in BiologyMedicine. 1992 Program
Chronology of EM Studies Indicating Physical Effects, 1979-1990
United Nations Rights of the Child, Nov 20, 1959
Summary and Transcript of the the Bainbridge Island, Washington EMR case, 1982
"The Hazards of Electromagnetic Fields" The New Yorker, 1989, Brodeur.
University of Utah letter to Senator Lieberman: Effect of Radar Guns on Oi3icers, 1992
Radar Guns:Testimony of Margorie Lundquist, 1992
"Biomagnetic Material Found in Human Brainn CaIifomia Institute of Technology 5-92.
"Electromagnetic Interaction With Living Organisms", C.A.Cobb, Bioengineer, Sept 1992
"Potential Hazards of RF NIR" Summarhtion of Literature Search, May 11, 1992.
"New Evidence of Cancer from Electromagnetic Fields" (Sweden, 1992)
The Complete Swedish Study on Magnetic Fields, Power Lines and Cancer, 1992
"Occupational Exposure to EMF in relation to leukemia and brain tumors" (Sweden, 1992)
Microwave News, Vol. 13, No.6, Nw/Dec 1993. Breast cancer and electrical workers.
"Potential Health Concerns of Radiofrequency Exposure" Sage Assoc.(CA), 1991
IEEE Standard for Safety Levels of Human Exposure to RF,3kHz to 300Ghz, 1991
"The Origins of U.S. Safety Standards for M i c r m e Radiation" Steneck, 1980
"The Effect of Microwave Radiation on the Cell Genome" (Yugoslavia) 1990
"Citizens Jam Nuclear Radio Networkn (GWEN)Bulletin of Atomic Scientists, Nov 1988
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"The Molecular Biology of EMF Exposure: Past Results and Future Promise", 1991
"In Vitro Exposures to EMF: Changes in Tumor Cell Properties", 1986
"Transfenin Receptors and Natural Killer Cell Yeasts Exposed to 60Hz EMF', 1986
"Effect of 72Hz Pulsed Magnetic Field Exposure on Macromolecular Synthesis", 1991
"Accelerated Development of Benzopyrene-Induced Cancer in Mice with 2.4ghz M W ' , 1982
"Microwaves at 2.45 Ghz Suppress Murine Natural Killer Cell Activity", 1983
"Neoplastic Transformation of C3H Cells Exposed to 120Hz Mod 2.45Ghz MU"', 1991
"Interaction of Biological Systems with Static and ELF EMF", US DOE, 1984
"Electromagnetic-Field Induced Bipoeffects in Human Cells in Vitro", Univ.TX, 1984
The National Environmental Policy Act, 42USC, NEPA 001
Press Advisory: Jury Verdict in Zuidema v. San Diego Gas and Electric, May 4, 1993
Aeroject General Letter, May 24, 1991. Admission of 200mV radiating field fm 2000' tower
"Effects of long-Term Low-Level RF Radiation Exposure on Rats", Augist 1985
"Hearings and Litigation: The Last Resort" Steneck, MIT Press
"An EMF Battle Plan" Builder, May 1993
"Social Response to EMF Health Concerns" Resources for the Future, 1987
"EMF Effects: Future Directions - The Medical and Legal Perspective"
"Electromagnetic Fields Attract Lawsuits" The National Law Journal, Feb 8, 1993
"Deformity Case May Shift Scientific Evidence Rules" (Benedictin), 1993
"VDT Emissions and the Law: Many May be Targets of Suits" Misweek, March 27, 1989
Statement prepared for Connecticut Siting Council Hearing, December 10, 1992
Appeal of Mitigated Determination of Non-Significance, Everett, Washington 1992
Case information iile: Cellular Tower Siting, Fair Oaks,California, 1992
"Is Amateur Radio Hazardous to Our HealthYUHF and Microwave Equipment, 10-89
"At Our Peril: The False Promise of Risk Assessment" Share
"ELF: The Current Controversy" Science News, Feb 14, 1987. Power line EMF
'FCC Proposes Using New Technology to Send VideoNoice" WSJ Dec 11,1992
"Clutter on Airwaves can block Workings of Medical Electronics" WSJ June 15, 1994
"Senate hears testimony on Radar gun/cancer link" Medical Tribune Sept 10,1992
"Dialing P for Panic: Cellular Phones and Cancer" Time, Feb 8, 1993
"McCaw to Study Cellular Phones As Safety Questions Affect Sales" WSJ Jan 29, 1993
"Danger in the Airn (microwaves and birth defects) Ladies Home Journal, July 1991
Transcript: CBS "Street Storiesn, Jan 28, 1993. Cellular phones and brain cancer.
Settlement Agreement: Friends of Fair Oaks Village v. County of Sacramento, 1992
"Society Condones Invisible Killer" Outline of Documented Harm from E m 1992
"Danger Overhead". Time, Oct 26, 1992. Article commenting on Swedish EMF study
Pacific Northwest Bell Telephone Company Radiation Protection Manual, 1968
"An Assessment of EM Ecology in Slater Elementary School, Fresno, CA. 1991
"The Cancer at Slater School" The New Yorker, Nov 1992. Brodeur.
"Cancer Incidence in Census Tracts with Broadcasting Towes, Honolulu, HI", 1986
U.S. EPA letter to Thomas Stanley, FCC, Nov 9, 1993 Proposed EF Rulemaking.
U.S. EPA Internal Memos and Letters, 1992 (coverup of EPA EMFlCancer Report)
Microwave News, MarIApr 1995. Suit Blames Texas Utility for Childhood Cancer
Microwave News, MaylJune 1995, RF/MW-Exposed Soldiers Have More Leukemia
"Radiofkquency EMF Associated with Cellular Radio Cell-Site Antennasn, 1992
"A Frequency-Dependent Finite-Difference Time-Domain Formulation for Induced
Current Calculations in Human Beings", University of Utah, 1992
Microwave News,JulylAug 1994. Radar and O&ce EMFs and Brain Tumor Clusters
Microwave News: EMF'S in the 1990's
Microwave News, SeplOct 1993. ANSI RFMW Standard Challenged by USAFMughes
Microwave News, JuVAug 1993. German Animal Studies Support EMF-Breast Cancer Link
Microwave News, Nov/Dec 1994. Microwaves Break DNA in Brain
Microwave News, Nov/Dec 1991. German Workshop on Mechanisms of EMF Interactions
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Microwave News, Nov/Dec 1990. White House Sets Conditions for EPA Report Release
Microwave News, Jul/Aug 1990. Male Breast Cancer Ties to Occupational EMF Exposures
Microwave News, MarIApr 1990. Johns Hopkins Study on Cable Splicer Cancer Rates
Microwave News, Jan/Feb 1990. New Outlook on Very Weak Electric Fields
Microwave News, MarIApr 1993. CongresdStates seek to limit school powerline EMFs
Microwave News, Jan~Feb1989. NCI Set to Begin Childhood Cancer EMF Study
Microwave News, Jan/Feb 1993. Research Promised as Cell Phone Industry Faces Safety
Bioelectromagnetics Society Newsletter, Jan/Feb 1993. EM Fields in Medicine
Bioelectromagnetics Society Newsletter, Jan/Feb 1992. Biaelectromagnetics in Gennany
Bioelectromagnetics Society Newsletter, MarIApr 1992. Risk Assessment and Standards
c'Bioelectromagneticsin the Service of Medicine", 1992
H.R 1665: Set labeling requirements for products emitting low-freq fields (Bill Buried)
H.R 1494: National policy prohibiting location of schools near EMF ( Bill Buried)
H.R. 1982: Set labeling requirements for products emitting low-freq fields (BillBuried)
"Possible Health Effects of Electric and Magnetic Fields from Electric Paver Lines: A
Summary of Scientific Studies", Sykes and Li, Jan 1990
"Electromagnetic Man: Health and Hazard in the Electrical Environment'' Cyril Smith and
Simon Best, 1989.
"The Body Electric: Electromagnetism and the Foundation of Life" Robert Becker and Haxy
Selden, 1985.
"Cross Currents: The Perils of Electropollution and The Promise of Electromedicine"
Robert Becker, 1990.
"Gravitobiology: New Biophysics, Soviet Energetics, Biological Weaponry, EM Warfare,
Woodpecker OTHT and Scalar Technology" Lt.Col.Thomas Bearden, 1991.

END NOTES FOR GENERAL ELECTROMAGNETIC REFERENCE MATERIALS
Environmental Science and Technology, Vol27, No. 1, 1993, articles by David A. Savitz and Thomas S.
Tenforde.
* DOD Instruction 6055.1, August 20,1986.
IEEE Spectrum, May 1984.
l Ibid.
Wilkening and Sutton, March 1990.
On the problematic nature of the two-tier FCC Standard, January 11, 1994.
Testimony before the Pennsylvania Public Utilities Commission, Butler County M W Case.
Kathleen Hawk, with ANSI body exposure information. Personal communication, 1994.
Ibid.
lo Interview with a Mr. Kane, cellular telephone prototype tester who has cancer, 1993.
Case of microwave towers near schools in San Francisco, Feb1994.
l2 OccupationalMedicine, Vol. 7, No.3, July-Sept 1992, Philadelphia.
The Pennsylvania Lawyer, Jan 1987, "Legal Thoughtsn.
l4 Also,two letters from the National SecurityAlumni, Nwember 1993.
lS Power lines, property and public fear (legal aspects).
l6 A pro-ANSI standards article that maintains ELF fields "are too weak to affect humansn. Jan 1991.
l7 The concept of public fear as a valid legal defense against potential EMR damage.
lS January 1994. Proposals for new more stringent electromagnetic exposure standards.These proposals
made the military-industrial complex quite uneasy, and eventually led to increased lobbying efforts by the
industry to establish a beach head before other states followed suit.
l9 Journal ofthe American Bar Association, January 1994. Potential of electromagneticlitigation.
'O Case in which Frye "general acceptance'' rule is superceeded by federal evidence, June 1993.
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Data on the Microsoft McCaw Cellular merger in a satellite web proposal.
Valuable also because it includes a staff listing of the IEEE/USA Committee on Radiation. Jan 4, 1991
23
The work of Wertheimer and Leeper on mapping electromagnetic fields in the home.
" EMF Research Grant List; EPA long-term research proposals.
25
Challenges to the ANSI exposure standard; USAF analysis of property impact of EMF challenges.
26
Pacific Northwest Center for the Study of Non-Ionizing Radiation. Bise is the director. Jun 1978.
27
Third Annual National EMR Alliance Conference, discussing powerline EMF. Spring 1994.
On the issue of cellular telephones and brain tumors. Also USA Today article on Feb 5, 1993.
29 From Profile, published by the US Department of Energy Pacific Northwest Laboratory, MayIJune 93.
30
A review of ploys used in EMR research in 1993.
The case of Criscuola et al v. Power Authority of the State of New York. (Powerline EMR).
32 Janury 1995. Research report outlining defense strategy of the industrial complex against protest with
electromagnetic field emissions from telecommunicationsfacilities. From law firm in San Francisco.
33
Major U.S. Conference in June 1995, featuring speakers and investigative reports on the biological
effects of chronic exposure to microwave radiation.
Pittsburgh Post-Gazette, Sunday, February 28, 1993. (AP) Targeting of appliance and powerlines.
" Articles on cellular phones and human cells, tightening of regulations in Saskatchewan, and a review
of some recent EMF epidemiological studies. Spring 1993.
36 Article by Dr. Charles McWillians, Research Institute of Complementary Medicine, Nevis, West Indies,
1992. Research with the disturbing aim of using microwaves on humans for "therapy".
37 Report from the Ward Seven NeighborhoodAssociation, Health and Safety Committee,onRF/MW
health risks, associated with a microwave tower case in Pennsylvania.
No reply to this package, sent by the Microwave Awareness Group of Yelm, was received from McCaw
Communications. Feb 1, 1993. Included was a letter from Dr. Wolfgand Volkrodt on Dec 26, 1992 on
research projects indicating that the worldwide microwave burden is killing the trees, which of course act
like frequency-specific antennae. Also included was a scientific report "On the Coupling of Microwave
Radiation to Wire Structures", IEEE Transactionson Electromagnetic Compatibility,August 1992.
39 Dr. Wolfgand VoIlcrodt on Dec 26, 1992. Also letter from William H. Smith and CWon R Musser,
Yale University School of Forestry and Environmental Studies, December 11, 1992.
From Bau-Biologie, Health Consciousness Magazine, December 1991, by Wolfgang Maes.
41
Raines Engineering in Maryland does research on electromagnetics and antenna arrangements. This
latter discusses the biological effect of antenna-radiated current densities. Feb 14, 1991.
From the American Planning Association Planning Advisory Service, Report #384, June 1984, on
"'RegulatingRadio and TV Towers''.
This issue of the Harvard Health Letter, Vol 18, No. 9, July 1993, covers the area of environmental
health, specifically the "power struggle" sociologically taking place over the EMR issue.
Article by Dr. Wolfgang Volkrodt in Bad Neustadt, West Germany, on the question of whether "star
wars" will be replaced by "microwave wars". This report, which was completed before the fall of the wall
in Germany, discusses the fact that Eastern Germany was considered to be 20 years ahead of the West in
this field.
A 1992 article authored by Bernard H. Blanc, Swiss Federal Institute of Technology and the University
Institute for Biochemistry, and Hans Hertel, Environmental-BiologicalResearch and Consultation,
Switzerland. Published in Raum andZeit, Vol. 3 No. 2, 1992.
'6 From Occupational Hazark, October 1990.
I7
Study by Om Gandi, professor of electrical engineering at the University of Utah, paid for by the
Cellular Industry, specifically McCaw Cellular and the National Institutes of Health, with the supportof
the Cellular TelecommunicationsIndustry Association.
An article discussing a 20-yea. study in New York State on power lines and cancer which studied
200,000 men. It found an association with acute myeloid leukemia and weaker evidence for a possible
association with a brain cancer called astrocytoma. Ironically, the lead author of the study is Dr. Gilles
22
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Theriault of McGiN University an educational institution having a MK-ULTRA contract with the CIA in
the 1950's. Says Theriault, "the results are not conclusive or definative."
49 Science News, Vol144, August 21, 1993. Janet Ralofl
This article was an incredible find. It actually has a diagram which shows that scientists knew that the
area on the side of the head (where the cellular phone antennae sits next to today) is extremely sensitive to
electromagneticenergy. This is a vital document in the litigation against EMR
" This is the famous EPA report suppressed by the Bush Administration. October 1990.
52
Cancer Therapy and Research Center, San Antonio, Texas, Cancer Research, Vol46, Jan 1986.
a Physiology, Chemistry and Physics, Vol 10, 1978. W i Bise, Pacific Northwest Center for the
Study of Non-Ionizing Radiation, Portland, Oregon.
In fact, it is this precise WHO study that attempted to minimize the revealed knowledge about the
Soviet bombardment of the U.S. Embassy in Moscow.
" White House denial of problems with EMF.
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019944995 Leading Edge Research Group

This initial historical analysis was assembled as a chronological chart and took
months to accomplish. It is by no means complete. Resting on the known fact that the
universe is stranger that you think it is, extreme flexibility was allowed relative to the entries
in the chronology, sometimes reaching into the fiinge. Of course, that's were all the fin is.
Whether you realize it or not, experience means knowing the unknown, even if if might
seem ridiculous to the logical or linear mind, very strange facts have been known to come
together in strange ways. They always do. When you examine the chronology, which was
for me an organizational research tool, keep that in mind. I decided to include it in the book
because I thought you might somehow find it useful in your own examination. Don't get
into a state because you feel I "left something out" or "didn't include something else" or
"shouldn't have included this". I did it for me, remember? Items are there because of
informational relationship within the overall paradigm under examination. Names are not
changed to unprotect the ignorant dullards who decided to try and run the show. Silly
rabbit. Kids need love, not psychotherapy and psychocybernetic control. I trust you will find
the following to be of use in your overall investigations.
Bubonic plague engulfs the Roman Empire until 592.
Justinian convenes the Skcond Synod of Constantinople, issuing a decree that
bans the doctrine of "past lifetimes" or "reincarnation", as well as removal
of all veiled references to pre-existence from religious documents.
Gregory of Tours reports that just before the bubonic plague invaded the
Auvergne region of France, three brillant lights appeared around the sun
"and the heavens appeared to be on fire."
Another historian reports that bright lights in the sky preceed the plague in
another province in France.
Pope Gregory begins a process of moving Roman Civil Law, known as
Black Letter Law, into England. (Laws of Servitude to King or Church). This
was the basis of "state statutes" that dictate public municipal policy via private
law of the trust. Introduced into English Common Law by Lord Mansfield (1760).
Christian Crusades to fiee Palestine from the Moslirns. (To 1270).
Founding of the Knights Templar.
German emperor Frederick II leads a Crusade to Jeruselem.
Centralization of Papal power in Pope Innocent IV until 1254.
Between 1298 and 1314 seven large "comets" seen over Europe.
A plague in China, preceeded by a "terrible mist emitting a f e d 1 stench
and infecting the air".
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1347 Bubonic plague spreads in Europe through 1350. Over 100 million would die
from the plague during the next 400 years.
1350 Renaissance period, with its emphasis on freedom of the human spirit, replaces

1400

1444
1454

1493
1495

oligarchic control structures in Europe. It produces individualism that is
immediately expressed as republican nationalism, dedicated to ending all
hereditary control and dictatorship over the lives of people. The Rennaissance
Period becomes de-structured again by the old families in Europe. England
eventually becomes the source of the movement to destroy nationalism
(initially through conquest and establishment of the British Empire) and
individualism, expressed in the Communist movement. Eventually, two
world wars would be planned to restore rule by the oligarchy.
European power centers coalesce into two camps: the Ghibellines, who
supported the Emporors Hohenstaufen family, and the Guelphs, from
Welt the German prince who competed with Frederick for control of
the Holy Roman Empire. The Pope allied himself with the Guelphs. All
modem history stems directly from the struggle between these two
powers. The Guelphs are also called the Neri, Black Guelphs, or Black
Nobility, and supported William of Orange in his seizure of the throne
of England, which eventually resulted in the formation of the Bank of
England and the East India Company, which would rule the world
from the 17th century. All coup d'etats, revolutions and wars in the
19th and 20th centuries are centered in the battle of the Guelphs to hold
and enhance their power, which is now the New World Order. The power
of the Guelphs would extend through the Italian financial centers to the
north of France in Lombardy (all Italian bankers were referred to as
"Lombards". Lombard in German means "deposit bank", and the
Lombards were bankers to the entire Medieval world. They would
later transfer operations north to Hamburg, then to Amsterdam and
finally to London. The Guelphs would start the slave trade to the
colonies. The Guelphs, in order to aid their control of finance and
politics, would perpetuate gnostic cults which eventually developed into
the Rosicrucians, Unitarians, Fabian Society and the World Council of
Churches. The East India company, together with John Stuart Mill, would
finance the University of London. A friend of Mill, George Grote, would
give the University of London 26000 to study "mental health", which began
the worldwide "mental health" movement.
Men taken from Lagos, Afiica to Seville, Spain and sold into slavery to
work the sugar cane fields.
Pope induced to extend his blessing to the slave trade and his authority to
"attack, subject and reduce to slavery the Saracens, Pagans and other
"enemies of Christ." Portugal becomes a prime user of slavery to promote
its trade in sugarJ to which people were becoming addicted.
Columbus transports sugar cane to the New World on the advice of Queen
Isabela. Members of his crew acquire syphilis in Haiti.
Syphilis epidemic spreads to Europe from Naples, Italy, where the troops of
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Charles VIII were quartered.
Syphilis reaches Germany and Switzerland.
Treatment of syphilis using mercury compounds introduced, based on Arabic
use of mercury compounds to treat skin diseases.
Syphilis reaches England and Holland.
Severe famine in Florence, Italy.
Vasco da Garna cames syphilis to India.
Syphilis outbreak in India.
Epidemic of syphilis.
Dutch establish a sugar refinery at Antwerp and ships sugar to Gennany
and England.
Swift development of book printing and typography.
Syphilis outbreak reaches Canton, China.
First attempts to restrict right to practice medicine to licensed doctors.
King Ferdinand consents to recruitment of the first large contingent of
Afiican slaves in the growing Spanish sugar industry.
Spanish monks offer loans in gold to anyone who would start a sugar mill.
From 1526 to 1546, there was a tendency for syphilis to bceome milder and
more chronic in nature.
Severe outbreaks of plague in England.
First non-medical insane asylums instituted.
Massive influenza epidemic in Europe.
Tobacco first brought to Europe fiom Mexico.
Charles V of Spain builds vast palaces using taxes on sugar trade
General outbreak of plague in Europe. Kills 20,000 in London.
In South America, 2 million die fiom typhoid fever.
Disease epidemic in Lisbon kills 40,000.
First German sugar cane refinery at Augsburg.
First recognized description of whooping cough (Pertussis) by French
physician Guillame Baillou during epidemic in Paris.
Plague kills 15,000 people in London.
Outbreak of plague in Spain.
British find sugar pushing so profitable it becomes a matter of national
security. British pass the Navigation Act of 1660 to prevent transport of
sugar, tobacco, or any product of the American Colonies to any port outside
England, Ireland and British possessions.
East India Company granted a charter by the Queen of England.
Jesuits establish mission in Beiljing, China to provide contacts for the
Portuguese and Dutch for access to native drug trafficking routes in
the East. The Dutch negotiate an opium monopoly for northern India.
Heavy outbreak of plague in England.
London Company chartered to establish the Vigina Plantation on a
communistic basis, and the Plymouth Company, whose descendants
would control the New England business world.
Announcement of national bankruptcy in Spain.
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Telescope discovered.
Tobacco planted in Virginia in American colonies.
Under ~amesI, the East India Company becomes a joint stock company/
Francis Bacon writes The N m Atlantis, which espouses the paradigm of a
world university that scans the world for talented children in order to
enrich the power of the state, because the state will know everything and
be invincible. The book is widely read by Germans mystics.
First coffee shop opens in London.
One of the Montauk time loops extends to 1634 at Bannock Hill. Also connected
to point at the time of Merlin. (See 1923,1943)
Tobacco sale in France restricted to apothecaries by doctor's prescription only.
Torture abolished in England.
Income and Property Tax introduced in England.
World population estimated 500 million.
Extermination of North American Indian people begins.
Chocolate drinking introduced in London.
First bank note introduced in Sweden.
Dutch (Boers) settle in South Africa.
Charles I1 in England, in an attempt to retain his throne, grants the East
India Company the power to make war.
Britain importing 16 million pounds of sugar per year.
Descartes advances the concept that activities of organisms (including man)
are because of a reaction to external stimuli. One of the initialpremises of future
mind control paradigms.
London swept by bubonic ~lague.It was noticed that p e o ~ l ewho lived without
SUP^ escaped harm. Over 68,000 die.
Newton experiments with gravitation.
Great Fire of London.
The apparent danger of using animals serums foreign to human beings
and animal serums foreign to other animals is reported in medical
literature in 1667 when lambs blood was unsuccessllly used as a human
blood transfbsion.(Sir Graham Wilson, fie Hmards of Immunization, London
1967, Athlone Press).
Epidemics of smallpox, dysentary begin.
Merck begins an apothecary shop in Dmstadt Germany.
Outbreak of cholera in China.
Measles and tertian fever epidemics displace cholera.
Dysentary becomes mild and some smallpox occurs.
Inoculation against smallpox appears in Denmark. (See 1778).
First mention of diabetes mellitus in British Phannaceutice Rationalis, by
Thomas Willis, member of the Royal College of Physicians.
Maleria epidemic in England and discovery of "peruvian bark" (quinine).
Ice cream becomes popular dessert in Paris.
First medical treatise in America on smallpox and measles.
First German emigrants to America land.
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John Locke writes "Concerning Human Understandine'. One of the crucial
elements of the essay is the belief and concept that children are tabula erasa
ie., totally programmable. The idea was immediately taken up by the upper
class in Europe and the United States, and it would become a cognitive
foundation for the idea of "the emergence of a strong state", in terms of
"programming an analytical systems substructure" the substructure being
.
the children who ,under this paradigm, are entities to be possessed and
controlled - paradigm that would persist for 400 years.
Salem witch trial executions in New England.
National Debt begins in England.
Bank of England founded.
Royal Bank of Scotland founded. University of Berlin founded.
Paris and Rome experience ferocious epidemics of Pertussis.
First English property insurance company founded.
Tax on beards in Russia instituted.
Philadelphia epidemic of yellow fever.
From 1700 to 1830, the East India Company would gain control of India and
wrestle control of the opium monopoly.
British Isles importing 20 million pounds of sugar per year.
Deaths fiom tuberculosis increase dramatically in England and other sugar
consuming countries as the body environment changes to accommodate it.
Refined sugar is the most important export of France.
First appearance of yellow fever in the United States. It would appear 35
times between 1702 and 1800 and would appear almost every year between
1800 and 1879.
Plague in Turkey, Russia, Scandinavia and Germany through 1710.
First record of vaccinations for smallpox in France.
British East India Company opens its first trachg office in Canton; China
begins trading in opium.
Inoculation against smallpox instituted in England by Lady Mary Montague
after she returns fiom Turkey, where it was in a popular experimental stage
at the time
First bank notes in England.
Outbreak of the plague in Marseilles, France through 1720.
British government issues instruction that American colony governors
consent to no Act emitting Bills of Credit.
In the United States, a clergyman named Cotton Mather attempts to introduce
a crude form of smallpox vaccination by smearing smallpox pus into scratches
in healthy people. Over 220 people are treated during the first sii months of
experimentation. Only six had no apparent reaction. Mather was bitterly
attacked for recommending this practice. Boston, Massachusetts.
In Wales, a Dr. Wright refers to innoculation against smallpox in the British
Isles as "an ancient practice". A citizen of Wales, 99 years old, states that
innoculation had been known and used during his entire lifetime, and that
his mother stated it was common during her life, and that she got smallpox
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through her "innoculationy'.
Johann Peter Rockefeller arrives in the US colonies fiom Germanv.
First record of smallpox immunization in Ireland, when a doctor in Dublin
innoculates 25 people. Three died, and the custom was briefly abandoned.
First record of vaccination for smallpox in Germany. It soon fell into disfavor
due to the number of deaths. Years later, doctors were able to reintroduce it.
Coffee planted in Brazil.
Madrid Lodge of Freemasons founded.
Emperor Yung Cheng prohibits opium smoking in China.
Zinc smelting begins in England.
Molasses Act of 1733 passed by Britain, putting a heavy tax on sugar and
molasses coming fiom anywhere except the British sugar islands in the
Caribbean. Sugar was also essential for production of rum (alcohol), to
which a significant percentage of humans were already addicted. Tobacco,
(nicotine) begins to gain more significance in world use.
Masonry introduced to the Netherlands.
Masonry introduced to Portugal, Italy and Russia.
Masonry introduced to Germany.
Hume's Treatise on Human Nature is published.
Smallpox epidemic in Berlin. University of Pennsylvania founded.
Philadelphia epidemic of yellow fever.
Philadelphia epidemic of yellow fever.
Dutch shipping more than 100 tons of opium per year to Indonesia.
Scandinavia experiences a 15 year epidemic of Pertussis (whooping cough)
which takes 45,000 lives.
Vienna Stock Exchange founded.
Inoculation for smallpox introduced in Rome. The practice was soon stopped
because of the number of deaths it caused. Later, the medical profession would
successllly reintroduce it.
Bengal made a British Crown Colony, and Britain expands its trafficking
in Opium.
Lord Mansfield introduces Roman Civil Law into Engjlsh Common Law. It is
this decision which sparked the American Revolution in 1776. Jefferson wanted
nothing to do with the Common Law of England because of the way it had been
polluted by Roman Civil (Ecclesiastrical) Law by Mansfield. Ref Letter to Judge
John Tyler, June 17, 18 12 fiom Thomas Jefferson. Common Law before 1760 did
not recomize unilateral contracts where there is no full disclosure and meeting o f
minds. This move legalized the concept of hidden implications and "strings
attached "Roman Law relies entirely on unilateral or "implied contracts",
where one party agrees by the simple act of "accepting a beneJit9'the civil
government has to offer. The act of "acceptance" comes with "strings" of
compelledper$ormance, because the act of voluntary acceptance @ysilence)
impliesyour endorsement, which then creates a "constructive trust arrangement"
with the civil government for your assumed benefit. The trust "becomes the
thirdparty" who can dictate statutes, codes and laws by its legislative powers,
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and individualsare thereby compelled to align their lives with them. Under Roman
law, the Corporate State is a "Diocese of the National Church of the 14th
Amendment Trust". Roman Civil Law is a perversion of private conscience
law, because it places the private consciences of one or a few over that of
the population. ?%isis done withoutfill disclosure of bilateral contracts,
and it is the reason why government becomes a superior entity to the citizen
by binding him in constructive trust arrangements. Under this, there is no
separation of power - only the power of government. m e people are then
subservient because they are involved in a constructive trust that controls
their conscience - and they are not even aware of it.
Philadelphia epidemic of yellow fever.
Epidemic of smallpox in France wipes out a large part of the population. It
was immediately attributed to imoculation, and the practice was prohibited
by the French government for five years.
The first recorded episode of biological warfare in the United States occurs
when white colonial settlers give smallpox-infected blankets to Native
Americans who sought friendly relations. Also a sigmficant case of genocide.
Britain prohibits American colonies fiom issuing their own currency.
The medical profession in France is successful in re-instituting vaccination
for smallpox.
Emile is written by Rosseau. The work parallel the work of Locke in 1690,
but Russeaus work won the attentions of the Prussian Em~ire(Germans),
essentially a synthetic state founded on a religious principle, due to the fact
that Prussians were the subject of a religious war and Crusade by the Pope.
Georg Wilhelm Fredrich Hegel born in Gmmnv.
Encyclopaedia Britannica first assembled in London.
Robert Owen is born in Great Britain. Owen, with Charles Fourier in 1772, arrived
at Communtarian plans to tranform 19th century crisis-warped society into a
more "humane" order. (See 1812).
First Continental Congress convened, Sept 5, 1774.
Scheele discovers Chlorine gas.
King George issues his Proclamation of Rebellion.
Continental Congress authorizes respective states to issue paper currency
in defiance of Britain. The British respond by printing countedeit money
and flooding the US with it.
Adam Weishaupt infiltrates the Bavarian Masonic Lodges. The doctrine of
the Illuminati encompasses: abolition of ordered government, private
property, inheritance, nationalism, family, religion, marriage, morality and
communal education of children.
Roughly 85% of citizens in the United States have independent livelihoods.
American colonies of Britain declare their independence fiom Britain. The
American Revolution over the liberty of choice of political domain.
Adam Smith writes ?%eWealth of Nations, setting forth British policy to
maintain the American colonies as backward raw material producers and
the mandate to expand the opium trade.
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Nathan Rothschild born. Weishaupt joins the Munich Masonic Lodge, and
within two years would be in control of the lodge of Theodore of Good Counsel.
Danish physicians move to open two major vaccination houses in Denmark,
by order of the King.
In Italy, infants were innoculated by Neapolitan nurses without the knowledge
of parents.
Act of Congress prohibits importation of slaves into US.
American recalls its currency to counteract the effect of undermining
by Britain.
United States has two interest bearing banks.
Eclectic Alliance used until 1784 to covert masonic lodges to Illuminism.
Adam Weishaupts Order of the Illuminati at the University of Ingolstadt
has 60 members in five German cities by 1780, but the impact of his ideas
extends much farther in society. Weishaupt and others desired to attach
themselves to Masonic lodges in Europe and America. In 1780, Weishaupt
recruits Adolf Franscis (Baron Knigge), which allowed the hierarchical
structure of the Order to expand to completion. Weishaupt sought absolute
obedience to him and other influential members of the order, and worked
for the overthrow of church and state authorities who were seen as blocks
to Illuminati progress. Knigge completes the system of initiation, and
membership swells to 300. Competation arises between Weishaupt and Knigge.
American Congress meets for the first time. The Bank of North America
founded, modeled after the Bank of England. Never recognized by the
majority of states. Bank of North America folded in 1790.
Massachusetts Medical Society incorporated.
Masonic Congress at Wilhelmsbad. Knigge enrolls virtually all of the members
attending over to Weishaupt's Order, which depleated potential members for
the rival Order of Strict Obervance.
Original Great Seal of the United States adopted.
Thomas Jefferson tells Monroe, "The indivihual may stand on his Constitutional
Rights as a Citizen. He is entitled to carry on his own private business in his own
way. His power to contract is unlimited He owes no duty to the State or to his
neighbors to divulge his business, or to open his doors to an investigation, so far
as it may tend to incriminate him. He awes no such duty to the State, since he
receives nothing there_fi.om,beyond the protection of his lge and property. He
owes nothing to the public as long as he does not treqwss on their rights. " He
also stated that that liberty would be destroyed anytime there is the establishment
of the opinion that the State has a perpetual right to the services of all its members.
Jeflerson, referring to surrender to the State, said, " this would be slavery, and
not that liberty which the Bill of Rights made invioable, andfor the preservation
of which our government has been changed." (From Roman Civil Law to
Common Civil Law). Ref Ruling Case Law, Vol.5,Sec 2, "Adoption of English
Common Law in America':
Baring Brothers become premier merchant of the opium trade.
Because of Weishaupts power and arrogance, complaints begin to surface that
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the Order was subversive of political and religious authority, the schools and
the press. In October of 1783, a disgruntled member of the order, Joseph
Utzschneider, denounces Wesihaupt to the dutchess Maria Anna of Bavaria,
who in turn speaks to Carl Theodore, the Bavarian king.
US President John Hanson dies.
Bavarian Illuminati (Wesihaupt) membership is 3000,which effectively knocks
out competition fiom the Strict Observance and Rosicrucian orders. Knigge
withdraws from Wesihaupts Order of the Illuminati.
US President Lee in office.
In Bavaria, king Carl Theodore outlaws secret societies (June 1784).
Carl Theodore issues another edict specifically outlawing Wesihaupt's Order
of Immunati, as well as providing rewards for information on them. Weishaupt flees
to a neighboring province, as does Count Massenhausen.
Columbus Lodge of Order of Illuminati established in New York City. Press
gives criticism to US President John Hanson.
Watt introduces steam engine in England.
In Bavaria, the home of Xavier Zwack, one of Weishaupts members of the
Order, is raided by the government. Many books and papers of the Illuminati
are found. The home of Zwacks' fiiend, Baron Bassus, is also raided and other
papers are seized.
British Secretary of State Dundas proposes that Britain storm China and
create more of an opium market to suppress the Chinese people.
The duke of Bavaria issues a final edict against the Order of the Illuminati.
Dollar currency first introduced in the United States.
Constitutional amendment ratified that limited the power of the government
and ensured money was backed by precious metal.
French Revolution begins. It would last until 1799.
Knights of Malta defeated by Napoleon.
Epidemic of influenza in New England through 1790.
Constitution of the United States ratified. George Washington maintains a
vast plantation growing marijuana (hemp).
George Washington, a mason, becomes President of the United States,
.Lee,Gorham,
following the tenns of Presidents Hanson, Boudinot, M
Griffin and St. Clair.
Baverian police harrass Illuminati members.
Washington DC founded. First patent law in US established.
Edward Jenner buys a medical degree from St.Andrews University for f 15.
Edward Jenner vaccinates his 18 month old son with swine-pox. In 1798, he
vaccinates his son with cow-pox. His son will die of TI3 at the age of 21.
First Bank of the United States chartered. Creation of Hamilton and
chartered for 20 years.
Anti-Saccharite Society forms in Europe to protest effect of sugar on people. It
induces a British sugar boycott through Europe. The British East India
companies, already involved with opium drug trafiicking, uses the slavery
issue for an advertising campaign "East India sugar not made by slaves", for
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its sugar trafficking.
Epidemic of influenza in New England.
Major epidemic of yellow fever in the United States in Philadelphia, the
social, political and financial center of the country. It would soon spread to
other states through 1796.
Edward Jenner in Gloucestershire, England credited with concept of
vaccination. Jenner vaccinates an 8 year old boy with smallpox pus. Jenner
would vaccinate the boy 20 times. The boy would die from TB at the age of
20.

Edict of Peking forbids import of opium into China.
General vaccine programs against cowpox instituted in the US.
John Robison publishes Proofs of a Conspiracy in which he describes 84
German masonic lodges and says that the Illuminati still work covertly
behind the scenes. Copy is received by George Washington.
Publication of Augustin Barmels "Memoirsof Jacobianism". Barruel comes
to similar conclusions as Robison, that when the Illuminati was outlawed it
went underground and resurfaced as an organization called the German
Union, which played a role in creating the French Revolution in 1789. This
thesis is later discussed in 1918 with Staufler 's New England and the Bavarian
Illuminati. Knigge was allegedly involved with both the German Union and
the Eclectic Alliance, which was used as a cover for converting Masonic
lodges to Illuminism between 1780 and 1784.
Emigration to Canada begins.
George Washington dies. With his death Masons were again trusted, and the
controversity about the Illuminati faded.
United States has 200 interest bearing banks.
Benjamin Waterhouse at Harvard University introduces vaccination in
Massachusetts.
British sugar consumption reaches 160 million pounds per year.
First widespread experimentation with vaccines begins.
The British government gives Edward Jenner S10,000 for continued
experimentation with "smallpox vaccine." The paradigm that vaccines
provide "lifetime immunity" is abandoned, and the concept of "revaccination"
is sanctioned.
Rockets introduced as weapons in Britain.
Morphine isolated by Sarturner.
Napoleon defeats Prussia (Gennanv) at the battle at Jena, causing Prussia
to realize that their defeat, they believed, was due to soldiers thinking only
about themselves during time of stress in battle. Prussia then took the
principles set forth by Rosseau and Locke and created a new three-tier
educational *em. The Prussian philosopher Fiche, in his Address to
the German People, states that the children will be taken over and told
what to think and how to think it.
French abolish slave trade by law.
England prohibits slave trade.
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Albert Pike born in Boston, Massachusetts.
Massachusetts encourages its towns to make provision for the vaccination
of inhabitants with cow pox vaccinae.
Hahnemann founds homeopathy.
The London Medical Observer (Vol.VI, 1810) publishes particulars of
"535 cases of smallpox after vaccination, 97 fatal cases of smallpox after
vaccination and 150 cases of serious injury fiom vaccination, ten of whom
were medical men."
Krupp works open in Germany.
Demise of the First National Bank
The War of 1812 with England. Treasury issues notes to finance war.
Alfied Krupp, German arms manufacturer, born.
Robert Owen ( see 1771) publishes a paper titled A New View of Society, which
discussed the formation of human character, and suggested that the governing
powers of all countries should establish rational plans for the education and
general formation of the characters of their subjects. Plans must be devised to
train children, who would be taken fiom their parents at age 2, to prevent them
fiom "acquiring falsehoods and deception", and their labor must be wdlhlly
directed upon the Cornmuntarian view rather than the individual. One of his
favorite phrases was "train the younfg collectively". Owen deplored private
property, and he blamed world ignorance and poverty on it. Owen laid plans
for Association of All Classes of All Nations with a purpose of "founding, as
soon as possible, communities of United Interest." Owen proposed a national
system of education, public works projects designed to guard the unemployed
against miseducative effects of enforced idleness. Owen established a commune
called New Harmony in 1825. Owen's commune had problems with production,
a short-lived Constitution and low morale. The experiment ended April 1827.
Charles Fourier in France was developing and spreading similar concepts,
except thaty Fourier believed in religion and private property. The ideas of
Fourier were brought to the United States by Albert Brisbane, who promoted
these ideas. Owens and Fourier had great influence on the leaders of the U. S.
and corporate special interest groups, and this influence figured heavily in
the formation of the Limited Liability Act of 1851, Civil Rinhts Act of 1866,
and the 14th Amendment of 1868. It was these legislative Acts that opened the
door to the Democracy that everyone moved into through ignorance.(The U. S.
is, by design, a Constitutional Republic, not a Democracy, according to the
legal case Smith v Alhvright, 321 U .S. 649). Karl Manr and Freidrich Engles
were devoted students of Robert Owen.
Napoleon awards Legion of Honor to Benjamin Dellesert for discovering how
to process the beet into sugar (which replaces dependence on the sugar cane).
France has mass planting of sugar beets and 500 refheries open. Over 8
million pounds of sugar are produced in one year.
Death rate fiom TB in New York 700: 100,000.
Suspension of Gold and Silver payments.
American Edward Everett goes to Prussia (Germany) to get his doctorate
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degree, returns to the United States and evntually becomes governor of
Massachusetts.
Income tax ends in England. Resumes in 1842.
Britain passes an act which outlawed brewers fiom possession of sugar or
molasses, since brewers had been adulterating their product with sugar.
Second National Bank established.
Prussian (German)law makes education compulsorv. B e Humboldt brothers,
Stein and others divide German society into three distinct groups: (I) those
who will be policy makers who are taught to think (.5 %), (2) those who will be
engineers, lawyers ,doctors who are taught to partially think (5.5%) and (3) the
children of the masses (94%), who were to learn obedience and how tofollow
orders. i?te school of the masses (volkschulen) divided whole ideas into subjects
which did not exist ~reviousZv. The result was that people would (I) think what
someone else told them to think about,(2) when to think it ,(3) how long to think
about i t ,(4) when to stop thinking about it, and (5) when to think of something
else. i?tis way, no one in the masses would know anything that 's really going on.
(Although brilliant. the svstem is inherentlv ne~ativein nature - it would lead
eventually to German mind control paradigms in the late 19th and 20th
century. The system also weakens or breaks the link between the child and the
capacity to read (cross-assimilation creating whole ideas) by replacing the alphabet
system of teaching reading with a system of teaching sounds, (breaking into smaller
units). The same paradigm relative to reading is currently injected into US Society
by the Peabodv Foundation, who imposed a northern system of schooling on the
US South between 1865 and 1918. The system in the northern US & the Prussian
system. Over 48% of the soldiers in the American revolution aaainst the British.
on both the American and British sides. were Prussian (German) mercenaries.
The British government advances Edward Jenner another £20,000 for
"smallpox vaccine" experimentation. Jenne~suppresses reports which indicate
his concept his causing more death than saving lives.
From about 1822, for the next 30 years, a stream of Americans go to Prussia
(Germany) and bring the educational system back to the United States.
Samuel Russell, second cousin to Skull & Bones founder William H. Russell,
establishes Russell & Company. Its business was to acquire opium from
Turkey and smuggle it into China, where it was prohibited, under the
armed protection of the British.
Justus von Leibig discovers properties of bitter almond (laetrile) and
benzaldehyde.
John Q. Adams elected president of the United States. Silicon discovered.
M.Taveau in France invents mercury amalgam f i g s .
Cholera epidemic begins in India.
Aluminum is discovered.
Radiactive element Thorium is discovered. Anti-Masonic party established.
Smithsonian Institution founded in Washington DC.
Adam Weishaupt dies.
Russell & Company buys out the Perkins opium syndicate, which had created
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the wealth of the Cabot, Lowell, Higginson, Forbes, Cushing and Sturgis
familiy. Russell makes Connecticut the primary center of the US opium
racket. Massachusetts families (Coolidge, Sturgis, Forbes and Delano) joined
Connecticut (Alsop) and New York (Low) trafficking families under the
auspices of the Russell Company and the British.
Export of nitrates fiom Chile begins.
Britain imports 18,956 chests of opium to China. Opium becomes the largest
commodity in world trade.
Element Vanadium is discovered.
Mazzini is exiled to France.
Georg Hegel dies. German philiosopher who gave rise to the Hegelian
Dialectic: Thesis (create the crisis) Anti-thesis (Offer the Solution) which
is the basis of elobalist elite manipulation paradimns. The synthesis achieved
becomes a symptomatic reponse instead of addressing the real cause (Gov't).
The World Order organizes and finances Jewish groups, anti-Jewish groups,
Communist groups, anti-Communist groups, and other "opposing" social
forces to create predetermined outcomes ensuring Dower maintenance.
Cholera epidemic spreads fiom Russia to Central Europe.
Smallpox epidemic in Wurtemberg, Germany, where 995 vaccinated people
succumb to the disease.
In Marseilles, France, 2000 vaccinated people are stricken with smallpox.
The Skull&Bones is launched under the Russell pirate flag.
Andrew Jackson re-elected. Vetos recharter of Bank of US. National debt of
the US falls to zero.
British Medical Association chartered. Impetus for forming AMA in U.S.
Christian Hahnemann creates school of homeopathy.
East India Company monopoly of opium trafficking expires.
Jackson veto of re-charter of Second National Bank.
British drop slave trade as unprofitable and issue Emancipation order.
Andrew Jackson orders that US hnds be withdrawn fiom the Bank of the
United States.
Mercury amalgam W g s introduced in NYC. Dentists rebel against it because of
how mercury affects patients. The effort to push mercury is temporarily set aside.
Giuseppe Mazzini appointed as Illuminati director worldwide. Thomas
Malthus dies.
Mazzini appoints Albert Pike to head Illuminati operations in the US.
Pope Leo 13th has the headquarters of the Knights of Malta moved to Rome.
First availability of powerfbl compound microscopes after the perfection of
the achromatic objective lens between 1815 and 1830.
Charter of the "Bank of the US" expires.
Britain imports 30,000 chests of opium to China.
First recorded case of the use of psychiatry to suppress dissent in Russia.
Crisis of 1837. All banks suspend specie payment. 600 banks fail. Banks that
charge interest expanding rapidly.
J.P.Morgan born.
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Smallpox epidemic in England.
Chinese burn 3,000 tons of opium, to the relief of oversupplied British traders.
John D. Rockefeller born.
First time a disease is traced to a parasitic organism. (Schoenlein, fungal
infection of scalp).
Roughly 70% of citizens in the US have independent livelihoods. (See 1776).
Baltimore Dental College graduates swore not to use mercury amalgam.
Albert Pike builds a mansion in Arkansas where he designs plans for three
world wars and three revolutions. Pike becomes Mazzini's superior.
First Opium War in China, as Chinese protest British import of drugs.
Liebig discovers the fbndamentals of artificial fertilizer.
Transportation of criminals from England to New South Wales ends.
Scottish surgeon James Braid discovers hypnosis.
Clinton Roosevelt writes "The Science of Government Founded on Natural
Law", outlining the Illuminati plans for the regimentation of mankind under
the control of the "enlightened ones" and the destruction of the Constitution.
Treaty of Nanking brings Britain vast wealth and control over Hong Kong.
Salt wells in Pennsylvania found to have oil. W i a m Rockefeller exploits
and begins buying up land in Pennsylvania.
American physician Crawford Long (1815-1878) uses ether to produce
anesthesia.
Prince Petr Kropotkin, Russian social philosopher and proponent of
the social concept of mutual aid and cooperation (suppressed) is born.
opened to foreign trade. The first lot in the port is rented by
Port of ShanBritains Jardine Mathieson & Co. Other lots are rented by Sumuel Russell,
an American representing Baring Brothers. Captain Warren Delano (FDRs
grandfather) becomes a member of the Canton Regatta Club, and enters into
dealings with the Hong Society. Delano founds his fortune on opium tracking into
China, and later becomes the first vice chairman of the US Federal Reserve Board.
Association of Medical Superintendents of American Institutions for the
Insane founded. American stores giving a half pound of sugar Eree with
purchase of five dollars or more.
Nucleus of physicians in New York form the American Medical Association
Over 117,000 Chinese laborers brought to Western United States, feediig
an imported opium trade estimated at 285,000 pounds per year into the US.
Independent US Treasury established.
Former slaves in Caribbean left to manage old sugar plantations a situation
that would last until sugar plantations would eventually be taken over by
the United States.
German botanist H. Von Mohl(1805-1872) identifies protoplasm.
American dentist W.T. Morton (18 19-1868) uses ether as an anesthetic.
Italian chemist Ascanio Sobrero (181I 1870) prepares nitroglycerine.
Werner Siemens opens his electronics factory in Germany and starts by producing
the worlds most advanced telegraph. Later in history, Siemens would do all the
electronic work for Nazi Germany, become involved in the later Montauk project
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and demonstrate interest with General Electric in Virtual Retinal Projection
Devices produced by Microvision in Washington State.
American Medical Association (AMA) organized in the US.
Rockefeller interests establish prime goal of control of US medical system.
Karl Marx Communist Manifesto created. Proposes: abolition ofprivate
property in land (through gradually increasing property tar), heavy progressive
or graduated income tar, abolition of inheritance rights (inheritance tax),
confiscation of private proper@, a central bank,forced distribution of
population and centralization of transportation and communication in the hanh
of the state.
Immigration fiom Ireland to the United States. United States news media
spread the word that "one third canied a copy of the Manifesto" in order
to help enforce the spread of compulsory schooling for "native" Americans.
California Gold Rush.
Dr.Semmelweis at the University of Vienna Medical School cuts infant
deaths by requiring doctors to wash their hands. Subsequently fired.
William A Rockefeller indicted for raping a hired girl. William also bills
himself as a "cancer specialist" and sells petroleum based products as elixir.
Two states in the United States, Massachusetts and New York, create an
active paradigm that says "the state is the father of children" and create
laws to cause a social phasing out of "blood family" loyalty and a phasing
in of "loyalty to state". The two states create adoption law.
Homeopathic college founded in Cleveland, Ohio.
US prison population is 29: 100,000.
The period from 1859 to 1931 is defined by historian Carroll Quigley as the
historical stage of Financial Capitalism, where a system of worldwide
financial control would be set up in private hands to dominate the political
system of each country and the economy of the planet as a whole.
British physician reads a paper detailing microscopic examination of food
products to the Botanical Society of London. The paper revealed that all
food products examined in Britain were adulterated withforeign substances,
including chemicals. Hearings periodically held for decades.
Germany experiences a new scientific paradigm, psvchophysics, which
maintains that people are similar to complex machines. The paradigm
fbrther leads to that of everimental ~.ycholoa,in order to discover
the nature of humans and how to program them. In Germany, Wundt
is the primary proponent of these ideas. American elite begin to come
to Germany to study the paradigm, then return to the United States.
Cecil Rhodes born.
Dr. Isaac Brown, a prominent British surgeon and president of the Medical
Societv of London, creates a surgrcalprocetfureto remove the clitoris from
women on the grounds that "masturbation caused epilepsy and convulsive
diseases."
Smallpox epidemic in England.
In England, the Compulso~Vaccination Act . From 1853 to 1860, vaccination
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reached 75% of the live births and more than 90% of the population.
Chloroform first used as anesthetic in England.
First use of hypodermic needle for subcutanous injection.
German watchmaker Heinrich Goebel invents first light bulb.
Compulsory nature of Massachusetts vaccination statute firm, and a precondition for school admittance. Statutes created in the belief it would
"protect children from smallpox."
New OrleansMedical and Surgical J w m a l sports an editorial which declares
that "masturbation is the destroying element of civilized society."
Outbreak of cholera in England.
Daniel Coit Gilman, Andrew White and Timothy Dwight set up the Yale Trust
to finance the Skull & Bones organization at Yale University. White would
become first president of Cornell University and US ambassador to Russia
(1892) and US Ambassador to Germany (1897-1902). White advised Herbert
Hoover to set up the Hoover Institution. Gilrnan trained John Dewey, who
would help him dominate American education in the 20th century. Gilman
also trained Richard Ely, who in turn trained Woodrow Wilson (who gave
the Federal Reserve System to the United States, the income tax and WWI.)
All three of the men who set up the Yale Trust were educated at the University
of Berlin, where they were indoctrinated with Hegelian Deterimi~sm,which
states that everyone must be controlled to achieve predetermined goals.
John Stuart Mill (On Liberty) becomes secretary of the East India Company. A
disciple of Mill, David Ricardo, originated the Theory of Rents. His descendant, Rita
Ricardo, married to Wesley Campbell (head of the Hoover Institution) would
advise President Ronald Reagan on Social Security.
Vaccination in England enforced by fines. Smallpox epidemic begins in England that
lasts until 1859. Over 14,000 die.
Second Opium War lasts until 1860 in China. British establish Hong Kong
and Shanghai corporations to act as clearinghouse for drug transactions.
England experiences a 7 year epidemic of Pertussis (ending in 1865) in which
120,000 die.
Stampede into the oil fields of Pennsylvania. Property prices skyrocket and
the Rockefellers begin to make their fortune in oil.
Darwins Origrn of the Species is published.
British and French lay seige to Beijing and bum temples and shrines. Treaty
of Tientsin allows Britain control of 718 of China trade.
Introduction of anti-biotics and immunization into the US. (Thru 1896)
British import 58,68 1 chests of opium to China.
United States Government begins a 30 year period of genocide against
native American Indians in order to acquire land. Hundreds of thousands
of people are rounded up, killed, or relocated to outdoor concentration
camps (reservations).
Encyclopaedia Brittanica (8th Edition) states "nothing is more likely to prove
hurtfbl to the cause of vaccination and render the public careless of securing
to themselves its benefits, than the belief that they would require to submit
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to re-vaccination every 10 to 15 years". Later, in the 1lth edition of the
Encyclopaedia Britannica, the policy would change: "it is desirable that
vaccination should be repeated at the age of 7 to 10 years, and thereafter at
intervals during lie".
Abraham Lincoln elected as President of the United States.
Senate Report on Crime in Washington DC.
Electric storage battery invented and Cesium is discovered.
Food and Drug Act in England established.
US Civil War begins. Morgans, Armours and Vanderbilts make a fortune from the
conflict.
Bank Panic of 1861. Banks rehse to loan US money.
United States introduces passport system.
Act of 1862 authorizes the issuance of 150 million in legal tender US notes, later
known as "Lincoln Greenbacks7'.Other issuances in 1862 and 1863 amount to a
total of 450 million. Bankers receive no interest from this and plot revenge. An
article in the London Times advises that the US government must be destroyed
lest it become prosperous beyond precedent.
Abraham Lincoln outlaws the trade in Chinese coolies (laborer/slaves).
Gatling gun invented.
National Banking Act passed by British sympathizers, authorizing a private
corporation to issue US money. Protested by Lincoln. Currency issued by
depositing "government bonds" with the US Treasury. Bonds are secured by
a first lien on all physical property within the nation and a first lien on
national income.
Congress taxes private banknotes out of existence.
National Academy of Sciences founded in Washington DC.
Lincoln's Emancipation Proclamation frees 3 million slaves in the US.
Second major epidemic of smallpox in England lasts until 1865. 20,000 die.
The Long Walk of the Navajos.
Pasteur invents pasteurization process for wine.
Dozens of oil refineries spring up in Cleveland, Ohio.
George Peabody (Rothschilds) conceives of "tax exempt charitable foundation."
United States Military Railroad set up by banks and railroads.
Union stockyards open in Chicago.
Lincoln assassinated.
British opium trafficking produces E20 million fiom China in 1864.
Maxwells Treatise on Electricity and Magnetism published.
Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT)founded.
"Black Friday" on London Stock Exchange.
Alfred Nobel invents dynamite and Whitehead invents torpedo.
Vaccination Act of 1867 in England begins to elicit protest fiom the population
and increase in the number of anti-vaccination groups. It compelled the
vaccination of a baby within the first 90 days of its life. Those who objected
would be continually badgered by magistrates and fined until the child turned
14. The law was passed on the assurance of medical officials that smallpox
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vaccinations were safe.
Joseph Lister introduces sanitation into surgery, over the objections of
leading English surgeons.
Nonpayment of fines for skipping smallpox vaccination result in harsh
penalties.
The National Academy of Science is set up by an act of Congress.
Congress passes the 14th Amendment, which accomplishes two things. First, it
made each individual primarily a federal citizen of the municipal corporation of
the District of Columbia. Secondly, it combined the Senate and the House in
terms of function, so they are now operating for the benefit of private commercial
law. Until the 14th Amendment, the House functioned for private commercial
benefit and the Senate functioned for non-commercial public municipal law benefitfor the benefit of the individual under Republican law. In addition, the 14th made
each person responsible for the public debt by making them beneficiaries of the
"public trust" the 14th Amendment established. The 14th Amendment was in fact
instrumental in shifting citizenship of each American from being primarily a state
citizen, to being a citizen of the private corporation of government. One thing to
remember is that the 14th can only exercise jurisdiction over those who chose
voluntarily to participate. One day before the 14th Amendment was passed,
Congress passed 15 Statute at Large, which provided for a person to remove
him or herself from the jurisdiction of the 14th Amendment Public Trust if they
so desire. All of this set the stage for private law to be used outside the constraints
of the Constitution to financially enslave the population and destroy the Union of
the Republic. It also set the stage to move Roman Law into operation within the
boundaries of the united States of America. Between 1868 and 1933, the 14th
Amendment has little effect on the general population, because the people still
controlled the substance of the law the only people affected were those who had
licenses and contracts with the government of the United States. On June 5, 1933
H.J R. 192 was passed, and the American people gave up both their gold and their
law.
Conference of the British Medical Association devotes its surgery
discussions to an attack on antiseptic theory and the work of Lister.
Transcontinental railroad completed in the United States.
Standard Oil Company is incorporated.
Amv~dalinnaetrile) is listed in the US Pharmacopaea of 1870. (The FDA
Grandfather Clause prevents the FDA from claiming jurisdiction. Upheld
by US Court of Appeals, 4th District, # 71-1243, Mayh 23, 1972.)
Third major smallpox epidemic in England begins and lasts until 1872. Over
44,800 dies.
Franco-Prussian war begins.
In Birmingham, England from 1871 to 1874, there were 7,706 cases of
smallpox. Out of these, 6,795 had been vaccinated.
In Bavaria, Germany, vaccination is compuisory and re-vaccination is
commonplace. Out of 30,472 cases of smallpox, 29,429 had been vaccinated.
Worldwide epidemic of smallpox begins. Claims 8 million people worldwide.
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Albert Pike writes "Morals and Dogma". Pike also writes a letter on Aug 15,
1871 (until recently on display in the British museum) to Mazzini detailing
the Luciferian plan for world conquest, outlining plans for three world wars,
and detailing the destruction of both Christianity and athiesm.
Bulwer-Lytton writes Vril: The Power ofthe Coming Race, containing racial
theory that would later figure in Nazi Germany. Protege of Lytton was
Aleister Crowley, of Englands equivalent to the "Thule Group", tutor to
Aidous Huxley, fbture prophet of mind control, who would later introduce
hallucinogens into American culture.
Select committee of the Privy Council convened to inquire into the
Vaccination Act of 1867 (England), as 97.5% of the people who died fiom
smallpox were vaccinated for it.
Mazzini dies.
Japan institutes compulsory smallpox vaccination. Within 20 years 165,000
smallpox cases manifest themselves.
Horace Greeley writes about the "National" Bank Act, saying "by our money
system we have nationalized a system of oppression not less cruel than the old
system of chattel slavery."
In England, 87% of infants are vaccinated for smallpox. Over 19,000 die in
England and Wales. (See 1925).
Rio Tinto Zinc company founded by Hugh Matheson with his uncles profits
fiom opium trafiicking and help fiom Schroder Bank in Germany, who
would later fbnd Adoph Hitler in 1931.
Banking panic of 1873.
Civil marriage made compulsory in Germany.
Western Union changes its name to Western Electric.
Western Electric changes its name to AT&T. (See 1982).
Public Health Act of 1875 in England promotes sanitary conditions.
Official government statistics estimate 120,000 Americans addicted to opium.
United States immigration excludes "coolies, convicts and prostitutes" as
undesirable aliens.
Blavatsky founds the Theosophical Society.
Deutsche Reichsbank opens in Germany.
Koch discovers anthrax bacillus.
Standard Oil Company incorporated and gains national ascendency into the
oil market. Cecil Rhodes writes the first of seven wills.
Telephone and gasoline engine invented.
Louis Pasteur tells his family never to show anyone his lab notebooks. His last
surviving grandson donated the documents to the Bibiotheque Nationale in
Paris in 1964. Later, historians would begin to examine Pasteurs notes and
would find evidence of potential scientific misconduct and a large degree of
dubious human experimentation. (See 1993 Gerald Geison).
Gold Standard reinstated in the United States.
Beginning of a 20 year period where elite American students of Wundt in
Germany return and become heads of psychology departments at Harvard,
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University of Pennsylvania, Cornell and all major universities and colleges.
Wundt trains James Cattell, who returns to the US and trains over 300
in the Wundtian system which, with help fiom the Carnegie and Rockefeller
foundations, eventually assume control of psychological testing in the
United States for all the soldiers of the First World War.
In Denmark citizens consume 29 pounds each annually.
Recorded death rate from diabetes in Denmark is 1.8 per 100,000.
Britain import 105,508 chests of opium into China.
Smallpox vaccinations start in the United States.
Sweden consumption of refined sugar 12 pounds per person annually.
United States immigration adds "luntics and idiots" to exclusion list.
Koch isolates the TI3 Bacillus. TB death rate 370: 100,000.
Standard Oil Company incorporated in New Jersey as a Trust, which
absorbs all other oil companies. Standard owned by railroad in N.Carolina.
Karl Marx dies.
Galton introduces the term "eugenics" to describe his ideas and proposes
practices of racial superiority and sterilization.
Lenin forms the first Russian Marxist group in Switzerland.
Czar in Russia invites Nobel brothers and Rothschilds to help develop
oil riches in Baku area in Russia.
In England, Dr. Charles Creighton is asked to write an article for the
Encyclopedia Britannica on vaccination. ABer much research internationally,
he concludes that vaccination constituted "agross superstition". Later,
Creighton writes two books, "Cowpox and Vaccinal Sphilis" and "Jenner
and Vaccination"
In England, more that 1700 children vaccinatedfor smallpox die of syvhillis.
Fabian Society founded in London by Sidney and Beatrice Webb.
Dr. Sobatta of the Gennan Army reports on the results of vaccination to the
German Vaccination Commission, which subsequently publishes data proving
that re-vaccination does not work. Deaths fiom vaccination are routinely
covered up by physicians.
A seven year period begins in Japan where 25,474,370 vaccinations and
re-vaccinations are performed in Japan, representing 66% of the entire
population of Japan. During that period, there are 165,774 cases of
smallpox with 28,979 deaths. (See 1955)
Golden Dawn founded in London by Mathers.
Michaelson-Morley experiments done to disprove Etheric Theory.
Superintendent of a home for the9'feeble-minded" in Kansas castrates 58
children before public revulsion forces him to stop.
Modified Great Seal of the United States adopted by Congress.
Rothschild monetary power reaches point of world control. Amschel
Rothschild dies.
German eugenicist Dr. Alfied Ploetz publishes "TheExcellence of Our Race
and the Protection of the Weak" in which he states that humanitarianism
which fosters the protection of weaker members threatens the quality of
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the race.
General vaccination program against rabies begins in the United States.
First oil tanker built.
New York doctor Ephraim Cutter publishes a book on cancer and the diet.
In England, Dr. Edgar M. Crookshank, professor of pathology and
bacteriology at Kings College, is asked by the British government to
investigate the cowpox outbreak in Wiltshire. The result of the investigation
was contained in two volumes of "nte Histoty and Pathology of Vaccination",
in which he states that "the credit given to vaccination belongs to sanitation.
Dr.M.W. Barr, president of the "American Assn for the Study of Feebleness"
strongly advocates sterilizarion.
Standard Oil operates first foreign operation, cded Anglo-American Oil
Company, Ltd.
Armand Hammer founds 'Arm & Hammer'.
Tesla invents electric motor with Westinghouse manufacturing.
Cecil Rhodes creates De Beers mines in South Afiica.
G.D Searle Company is established in Chicago, Illinois. In 1985 the chairman
of Searle would be William K. Searle, formerly an officer in the Army Chemical
Corps in the early 1950's, a time when the Chemical Corps was tested LSD
on human subjects together with the CIA. (See 1966, 1967,1975 , 1977, 1978,
1981,1983, 1984, 1987, 1990, Nutra-Sweet, ,FDA ,Aspartame)
Bacteriological Institute opens in Paris for experimentation with animals
and production of vaccines and sera. Other institutes open around the
world modeled after the Paris Institute.
Bacteriological Institute in Odessa, Russia tries its hand at a vaccine for
anthrax. Over 4500 sheep are vaccinated; 3700 of them die from the
vaccination.
Russia overtakes the United States in production of crude oil. Russia kerosene
takes 30% of the British market.
In England, a royal commission is appointed to inquire into certain aspects of
the vaccination question. The committee would be in session for 7 years and
would issue 6 reports, with the final report in 1896. The result of the h a l
report was the Vaccination Act of 1898.
Albert Pike issues a theological dogma to the 23 Supreme Councils of the
world stating that "Lucifer and Adonay are both God".
i
l production operations in Pennsylvania,Ohio, Indiana.
Standard O
Most of Britain's food production becomes industrialized.
Cecil Rhodes becomes Prime Minister of Cape Colony in Afiica, exploiting
the diamond and gold fields of Afiica, and took control of Parliamentary seats
and England and Afiica. With financial support from Lord Rothschild, he
was able to monopolize De Beers Consolidated Mines. Founded Rhodes
Scholarships at Oxford.
Standard Oil purchases Deutsch-Amerikanische Petroleum-Gesellschaft.
US Depression of 1890 created by International Bankers.
Sherman Silver Purchase Act.
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Andrew Carnegie writes a series of eleven essays called "The Gospel of
Wealth", a treatise which essentially stated that fiee enterprise and
capitalism no longer existed in the United States, because he and Rockefeller
owned everything, including the government, and that competition was
impossible unless they allowed it. Eventually, says Carnegie, the young
children will become aware of this and form clandestine organizations to
fight against it. Carnegie proposes that men of wealth form a gmthetic
pee enterprise svstem based on cradle-to-grave schooling. The people who
advanced through schooling would be given licenses to lead profitable
lives. All licenses are tied to f o m of schooling. This way, the entire
economy can be controlled andpeople have a motivationfor them to
learn what vou want them to learn. It also places the m i d of all chilhen
in the hanh of afew social engineers. (German System)
Emil vin Behring announces discovery of anti-toxins.
Cecil Rhodes group joins with Cambridge group led by William Stead to
form a secret society round table group. Rhodes gains control of 90% of
the world diamond supply. The Round Table group is founded.
Tesla invents the Tesla Coil and becomes a US citizen.
Wireless telegraphy begins in the United States.
Gustave Le Bon writes "The Evolution of Matter", detailing the use of
ordinary non-radioactive elements to create nuclear reactions. Heavily
suppressed data not permitted in the public domain.
Cholera epidemic in Hamburg, Germany. Threat of importation into the US
forced the establishment of the New York City Health Department division of
Pathology, Bateriology and Disinfection.
Rockefeller Trust transferred to holding company, Standard Oil of New Jersey.
i
l establishes resident agents in the Far East.
Standard O
America takes the lead in world wide sugar consumption, surpassing the
British. Sugar consumption would double again by 1920.
Banking panic of 1893.
Tesla works on building remote controlled devices using radio waves.
German Dr.Julius Hensel states that processed flour is devoid of nutrients.
Johns Hopkins Medical School established. HQ of German AUopathic
Medicine.
Bataille writes that Gallatin Mackey, a top Illuminist, showed him what
amounts to wireless telegraphy, decades before Marconi, stating that
units also existed in Charleston, Rome, Berlin, Washington and Naples. It
was discovery of this secret that enabled understanding of how seemingly
unrelated "incidents" took place simultanously around the world which
aggravated "situations" that developed into wars or revolutions.
i
l achieves a fleet of ocean-going ships.
Standard O
Lenin, Trotsky and others form the Social Democratic Labor Party.
Diptheria vaccination program begins. Over the period lasting until 1907,
63,249 cases of diptheria were treated with anti-toxin. Over 8,900 died, giving
a fatality rate of 14%. Over the same period, 11,716 cases were not treated
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with anti-toxin, of which 703 died, giving a fatality rate of 6%.
Rothschilds control 95% of United States military railways.
Whos Who mentions J.P. Morgan as owning 50,000 miles of US railways.
A fire bums down Tesla's lab, destroying plans for VTOL aircraft and
rocket engines.
Marconi "invents" radio telegraphy.
Marconi patents "the first radio". Patent #7777.
First "UFO flap in the United States.
Carlo Ruta, a professor at the University of Perugia in Italy, states that
"vaccination is a world-wide delusion and an unscientific practice, with
consequences measured today with tears and sorrow without end."
Oil is discovered in the American West.
i
l begins to form worldwide subsidiaries as trustees.
Standard O
AMA formally incorporated, paying $3 fee to State of Illinois.
Chloride of lime first used to sterilize drinking water.
Tesla publishes his dynamic theory of gravity.
Freud writes that "masturbation is the prime habit and addiction which
is replaced by addiction to alcohol, morphine and tobacco", Freud neglects
to mention is his own-furtheraddiction to SUPOTand cocaine, leading one to
assume Freud was eternally high and sexually fiustrated, and that this was
projected to form the sexually dependent theories taken up later by psychiatry.
Cecil Rhodes amasses fortune in gold and diamonds in South Afiica.
Eugenic sterilization bill is unsuccessfblly introduced into the legislature
in Michigan, providing for the castration of all inmates of the Michigan
Home for the Feebleminded and Epileptic.
Rockefeller interests prime goal of control of medical education in USA.
Tesla produces a vibrational device capable of causing earthquakes, a tiny
electromechanical oscillator.
Vaccination Act of 1898 in England. Elections held for the "board of
guardians", the administrators of the vaccination laws, and by 1898
over 600 boards in England were pledged not to enforce the law. The Act of
1898 contained the first "conscience clause", although no claims of conscience
were ever approved by magistrates.
Marie Curie discovers radium.
J.R. Ewald, professor of physicology at Strassbourg University in Germany
experiments using brain electrode implants.
Warren Bechtel moves to California to seek his fortune, beginning with a mule
team hauling dirt for small construction projects.
Theodore Roosevelt and the Kaiser in Gennany contemplate an alliance between
the three Nordic powers: Britain, Germany and the United States.
Tesla builds robotic devices and states that he shall demonstrate a device
which, when left to itself, will "act as though possessed of reason and without
any wilhl control fiom the outside." Tesla had already built a coil which
produced 4 million volts, but wanted to go higher to make it possible for
transmissions on a global scale. Tesla patent #613,809 filed for remote radio
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control of guided missles.
1924 Dr.George Simmons dominates the American Medical Association.
Tesla discovers terrestrial stationary waves which can produce electricity, and
also reports receiving signals fiom space.
Meeting in London where the Warburgs, Morgans and Rothschilds become
affiliated.
Tesla's Colorado Springs experiments with high voltage power systems. His
notes, translated into English, do not appear until 1978.
Castration of children at the Pennsylvania Training School for Feebleminded
Children.
Plans to destroy the one room school and its capacity to produce thinkers and
independent people begins in the US.
By 1900, all PhD's in the United States were trained in Prussia (Germany).
The degree is a German invention. These German educated men would become
presidents of American Universities, heads of research facilities (both
corporate and government).
AMA began to achieve goal of replacing existing medical system with
allopathy.
Royal Institute of International Affairs policy makers for colonial US Gov't.
Cancer causes 4% of deaths in the United States.
Deaths fiom measles were 13 per 100,000 (13: 100,000)
Tesla reaches New York, which is the time period when he claims to have
received off-planet transmissions.
In Gemany, Wilhelm Schallmeyer writes bbInheritanceand Selection in the
Life History of Nationalities: A Sociopolitical Study Based on the Newer
Biology ",which puts forward the idea of premarital screening by doctors
for "undesirable" inheritable traits.
Over 6,000 people fall ill in Britain after beer is contaminated with arsenic
from the production of carbonic acid gas fiom coal in the sugar refining
process.
Max Planck formulates quantum theory.
Ewen Cameron, son of the Reverend Duncan Cameron, is born in Scotland. Ewen
would later in his life bcome involved with CIA mind control programs. (See 1926)
J.P. Morgan partner Willard Straight becomes assistant to Sir Robert Hart,
chief of Imperial Chinese Customs Service, conduting opium trafEc. Later,
Straight becomes head of Morgan Banks Far Eastern operations.
Rockefeller Institute for Medical Research founded.
Tesla patent 685,012, in which he describes supercooling of conductors to
lower resistence. At this time, Tesla wanted to sue Marconi for patent
infringement. Marconi had used Tesla patent #645,576, filed in 1897 and
issued March 20, 1900. Tesla begins building WardenclyfFeTower for
radio broadcasting and wireless transmission of power. .
J.P. Morgan buys $23 million in stock of Central Railroad of New Jersey.
Rockefeller General Education Board founded, with the objective of racial
amalgamation and abolition of difference between sexes. The overt stated
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objective: "the promotion of education in the United States without
distinctions of sex, race or creed.". Incorporators include Frederick T. Gates
(Rockefellers right-hand man), Daniel Coit Gilman (vp Peabody Fund and
Slater Fund, president of University of California (1872) and Johns
Hopkins (1875), incorporator and first president of the Carnegie Institute and
original incorporator of Russell Sage Foundation. Gilman helped set up the
Yale Trust in 1856 to finance the Skull & Bones organization. Other original
directors of the General Education Board included Morris K. Jessup, a
banker who had been treasurer of the Peabody and Slater Funds, and
Walter Hines Page, who as US ambassador to Britain would help involve the
US in World War I, and George Peabody, who would be appointed the first
director of the Federal Reserve Bank of New York (19 14-1921) and later
became a director of FDR's Warm Springs Foundation and treasurer to the
Democratic Party. Peabody espoused to Fabian Socialism. The General
Education Board was pushed through Congress in by Senator Nelson Aldrich.
Paul and Felix Warburg emigrate to the United States.
The Chicago Health Department develops its "vaccination creed, which states
that "true vaccination repeated until it 'no longer takes' always prevents
smallpox. Nothing else does." The policy is immediately taken up by the US
military.
Tesla files patent #1,119,732 on an "Appratus For Transmitting Electrical
Energy. Patent issued in 1914. Also #685,975, "Apparatus for Utilization of
Radient Energy".
British Lord Kelvin proclaims agreement with Tesla in regard to two issues:
Mars was signaling America, and the conservation of non-renewable
resources.
Rockefeller Institute for Medical Research expands influence.
William J. (Bill)Donovan studies law at Columbia University until 1908. FDR
was one of Donovans classmates. (See 1915)
Tesla's money problems grow more severe. J.P.Morgan sends the remainder
of the promised $150,000, but it barely covers bills.
United States immigration adds "Epileptics and insane persons" to the list
of excluded persons.
Tesla patent #723,188 and #725,605 contain principles of logical AND
circuit element.
Carnegie Institution of Washington establishes a biological experiment
station at Cold Spring Harbor, New York. Eugenicist Charles B. Davenport
is assigned to be director.
German AEred Ploetz founds the Archivefor Racial and Social Biology,
which becomes the chief journal of the German eugenics or race hygiene
movement. Eugenics is popularized in Germany by Ernst Haeckel.
German chemical companies negotiate to merge interests.
John D. Rockefeller issues "Occasional Letter No. I" detailing plans to mold
the people, reduce national intelligence to the lowest common denominator,
destroy parental inhence, traditional and customs, and eliminate science
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and real learning, "in order to perfect human nature".
First ultraviolet lamps invented. General theory of radioactivity postulated.
Eugenics established as a course at University College in London.
Eugenics laboratory established at Cold Springs Harbor on Long Island,
constructed by Charles B. Davenport. Cold Springs Harbor was also the
location of the estates of both Dulles brothers. Cold Springs facility is funded
in excess of $1 1 million by the Hammans and the Rockefellers.
Food and Drug Act passed in the United States.
From 1905 until the First World War a great deal of literature was in
evidence that attacked the "intellectual nature" of education.
Eleven states in the US have compulsory vaccination laws; 34 states do not. No
states physically force injections on citizens, Vaccination was made compulsory
without state legislation providing for analysis of its history.
Assassination of Ohio governor Steunenberg.
Anglo-Chinese agreement. Chinese agree to reduce domestic opium
production.
British Fabian Society opens an American branch, the Intercollegrate Socialist
Society (ISS). Changed name to League for Industrial Democracy in 192 1. One
of the founders was John Dewey, who would travel to Russia in the late 1920's
to help organize a Mandst educational system.
First Communist Revolution in Russia fails. Lenin sent to Switzerland. Funds
used for this first attempt provided by John D. Rockefeller through Standard
Oil representatives.
Einstein formulates his Special Theory of Relativity and photon theory of light.
Benedictine monk Adolph Lanz forms the Order of the New Temple, and
was publisher of the magazine Ostara, which had the ancient symbol of
the swastika on the cover. In later years ,Adolph Hitler would meet with Lanz
at Lambach Abbey, where Hitler would be introduced to Vienna's occult
orders. The organization promoted Aryan Templarism and a war with
worldwide Jewry, who were seen to be the secret masters behind the
manipulation of world political and financial systems. It is fiom this
meeting that Hitler would develop the ideas brought forth in Mein Karnpf
Nao York Times notes in its obituary of Baron Alphonse de Rothschild that
he possessed $60 million in American securities, depite the fact that financial
authorities deny Rothschilds are active in US finance.
J.P. Morgans Southern Railroad Merger.
William A Rockefeller dies in Freeport,Illinois
First Pure Food and Drug law in the United States passed.
Election in England.
China and Britain agree to reduction of opium production.
Investigations into the content of Coca-Cola are halted by the US Secretary
of Agriculture.
In Germany, followers of Haeckel form the influential Monist League,
pressing for a government patterned along Darwinian lines.
England passes the Vaccination Act of 1907, after the newly elected
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government comes to power. The act allowed a statutory objection from
a parent relative to a child vaccination before the child was four months
old.
Indiana passes the world's first compulsory sterilization law for "all
confirmed criminals, idiots, rapists and imbeciles" who were confined in
state institutions. By 1908, 30 states passed similar laws.
At the Indiana State Reformatory, 475 males receive vasectomies.
United States immigration adds "imbeciles and feeble-minded persons" to
the exclusion list.
Bureau of Chemistry empowered by Congress to police quality of US food.
US Depression of 1907 created by International Bankers.
AUan Dulles secretary to Hague Peace Conference
J.P. Morgan precipitates Banking Panic of 1907 after Rothschild visits, as a
future "example" of America's need for a central bank. J.P. Morgan would
eventually gain control of all large insurance companies in the US.
Standard Oil achieves transcontinental US pipeline.
Fritz Haber synthesizes ammonia.
MSG is developed in its modem form by a Japanese chemist. By 1991, over
100 million pounds a year would be used by the food industry; a Harvard
Medical School study reveals 30% of 1,529 surveyed reporting reactions,
such as insomnia, depression, life-threatening asthma attacks, nausea,
visual distrubances, weakness, fatigue, shortness of breath, diarrhea,
abdominal pain and anxiety. [Behavior modifier]
Federal Bureau for Investigation founded in the US.
Founding of the Armanen Initiates, another proto-Nazi secret society.
Karl Haushofer meets Gurdjieff while in Tibet and is introduced to the
legend of the subterranean city of Agarthi, constructed over 60,000 years
ago by adepts who fled Atlantis. Gurdjieff asserted that the human race was
asleep and had to be awoken fiom its dream state by application of occult
techniques - thus the origin of the Nazi slogan "Gennany Awake". The
Nazi philosophy would be refined with the addition of the paradigm of
Neitzsche and the superman concept.
I.G. Farben discovers sulfanilamide. It is kept secret for 28 years.
Tunguska explosion in the Soviet Union.
Massachusetts Senate introduces bill prohibiting compulsory vaccination
Haniman Research Institute formed when E.H.Harriman dies.
Marconi shares the Nobel with German Carl Braun for separate but parallel
development of the wireless telegraph.
Germans discover how to convert coal into gasoline.
T. Henry Moray begins to experiment with extraction of electricity fiom the
ground.
FDR invests in Oak Island Treasure Company off Nova Scotia.
Carnegie Institution of Washington incorporated by Daniel Coit Gilman,
Frederic Delano, Cleveland Dodge and others.
Lord Alfred Milner begins organizing round table groups in chief British
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dependencies and in the United States. ( to 1913).
1909 Rockefeller Sanitarv Commission established. Beginning of Rockefeller
Foundation.
New York Press, January 26, 1909 publishes a report by W.B. Clark which
states, " cancer was practically unknown until cowpox vaccination began to
be introduced. I have seen 200 cases of cancer, and I never saw a case of
cancer in an unvaccinated person." Scientific evidence begins to mount that
where h m a n lymph is employed in a vaccine, syphilis, leprosy and TB soon
follow. Where calflyrnph is employed in the creation of a vaccine, TB and
cancer soon follow. (Cancer and Vaccination by Esculapius)
Tesla Ozone Company incorporated. Later, Tesla Propulsion Company would
build turbines for ships.
Attempted assassination of Mayor Gaynor of New York.
Japan acquires a source of cheap and abundant sugar on Formosa. Incidence
of tuberculosis (TB) rises dramatically in Japan.
Moray able to extract enough power from the ground to operate a small
electrical device. Moray enrolls in a correspondence course in electrical
engineering.
First TI3 Sanitarium opened. TB death rate 180:100,000.
AMA requests Carnegie Foundation to survey all US medical schools. Simon
Flexer (later to be a director of the Rockefeller Foundation) produces the report.
Carnegie institutes his Wundt model of volkschulen, school for the masses,
in his home town of Garv. Indiana between 1910 and 1914. The system had
no academic endeavor at all. The Gary system was pioneered by William
Wirt.
Rockefellers have achieved working control of the Carnegie Foundations. The
Educational Trust controls all jobs in education, and is run out of Stanford
and Columbia Teachers College.
The one-room schoolhouse is no longer in existence in the united States.
Meeting on Jekyl Island to plan Federal Reserve System. Nelson Aldrich.
Dr. Olii West becomes Tennessee director of Rockefeller Santitary Comm.
Baron Rudolf von Sebottendorf decides to found his own secret society while
living in Istanbul. Makes contact with German Order in 1916.
Dr.James Douglas founds the National Radium Institute for treatments.
B e Round Table Quarterly begins publication.
Moray begins to realize the energy he has been working with is oscillatory in
nature, and that the energy was not coming from the Earth, but fiom some
outside source to Earth. The oscilllations were hrther realized as being more
like "waves fiom the seay'in nature. (See 1925)
Denmark sugar consurntion 82 pounds per person annually.
Death rate for diabetes in Denmark is 8 per 100,000.
Supreme Court orders that Rockefeller Standard Oil Monopoly be broken up.
General vaccination programs against typhoid begin in the United States.
International Conference on the narcotic problem held at The Hague. It was
agreed to regulate the narcotics trade.
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Britain passes the "Official Secrets Act" prevents fbture discussion of anything
the government deems secret.
Carnegie Corporation incorporated by Andrew Carnegie and Elihu Root. The
directors for the Carnegie Corporation in the &re would include Mark
Kaplan, president of Drexel Burnham and Larnbert (Belgian Rothschilds).
Frederick Winslow Taylor founds scientific management and human engineering
by publishing a massive work showing managers how to get more fiom their
workers.
Britain issues large loan to Persia, with Persia opium reserves as collateral.
Licensed opium dens in Shanghai numbered 87.
Encyclopedia Brittanica contains "a guide for acquisition, operation and
care of the opium pipe."
Assassination of prime minister of Russia.
In the publication The World Today, Tesla gives an interview, saying that
it would be possible to split the planet, by combining vibrations with the
correct resonance of the Earth itself. Tesla: "within a few weeks, I could set
the Earths crust into such a state of vibration that it would rise and fall
hundreds of feet." (See 1935)
Hans Horbiger expounds on the ice and fire cosmogeny that would later
fire Hitlers thought patterns. Glazialkosmogonie und Welteislehre.
Dr. Robert Boesler, New Jersey dentist, notes that "modemmanufacturing of
w a r has brought about entirely new diseases. Supar has caused a vast
deaeneration
o f the m o ~ l e .
Westinghouse repossesses'equipment of Tesla as funding for his projects
his withdrawn.
First International Conmess of Eugenics at the University of London. The
president of the Congress is Leonard Darwin, son of Charles Darwin; one
of the first English vice presidents is Winston Churchill. American vicepresidents included Charles Elliot, president emeritus of Harvard, and
Alexander Graham Bell. Also attending was Starr Jordon, president of
Stanford University.
Mathematician David Hilbert developed new math capable of defining
dimensional spaces. Meets John von Neumann in 1926.
Aified Moray explores artificial production of ionizing radiation while in
Sweden. Tesla explored same processes before 1900.
Assassination of Spanish premier.
Attempted assassination of Theodore Roosevelt.
First whooping cough (Pertussis) vaccine created by two French bacteriologists,
Jules Bordet and Octave Gengou, who wanted to use it in Tunisia. Afier they grew
Pertussis bateria in large pots, they killed it with heat, mixed it with formaldehyde
(used to embalm bodies) and injected it into children.This whole cell vaccine,
although crude, is similar to that injected into people tody.
Dec 16 Truth magazine: "Schiff head of Kuhn Loeb for Rothschild interestsyy
Colonel E. Mandell House publishes the book "PhilipDru Administrator",
outlining plans for a central bank and the establishment of socialism in the US.
"

-
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Psychologist Henry Goddard administers IQ tests to foreigners ar Ellis Island
and rejects 80 percent asmfeeble-minded".
Founding of Gennanen Order, another proto-Nazi secret society.
Henry Moray goes to Sweden and attends the University of Upsalla to take
courses by examination.
The King of England, George V is the cousin of both the Czar of Russia and
the Keiser in Germany. George V and his wife are both emigrant Germans.
Averell Harriman dominates the Skull & Bones.
Moray discovers several kinds of material fiom a hillside in Sweden and brings
them home for testing, to see if a material suitable for a "valve" (transistor
equivalent) existed. Discovered silver wire used on stone makes a rectifier.
John D. Rockefeller founds Rockefeller Institute with $100 million grant.
Assassination of George I of Greece.
Rockefeller Foundation Charter pushed through Congress by Senator
Robert F. Wagner of New York, as a way to evade government decrees
against the Standard Oil monopoly. A spinoff of the Rockefeller Foundation,
the China Medical Board, secured the China oil market and gave access to
the highly profitable Asian drug trade, after Rockefeller financed the rise
to power of the Soong family, who created modern China. A future director
of the Rockefeller Foundation would be Lee DuBridge, also apresident of
the CaliforniaInstitute of Technology, a trustee of the Rand Corporation
and a member of the US Atomic Energy Commission.
The American Cancer Society is formed. (See 1944).
Federal Reserve Act "passed" while Congress adjourns for Christmas
Holiday. Founders of the Federal Reserve Bank (central bank) include
members of the Rothschild family, J.P. Morgan and Paul Warburg (not a
US citizen before or after). Paul Warburg's brother goes to Germany to
start a central bank there. Charles Lindbergh said, "theAct establishes
the most gigantic trust on Earth...the new law will create intation whenever
the trust wants inflation..$-omnow on, depression will be artipcially
created "
FDR arrives in Washington, D.C. to take his position as Under Secretary of the
U.S. Navy.
Licensed opium dens in Shanghai number 663.
Attempted and then successful assassination of Austria's Archduke Ferdinand.
The German Reichstag considers a eugenic sterilzation law.
I.G. Farben, headed by Carl Duisberg, pushes for chemical warfare. Nobel
pricewinner Fritz Haber is regarded as the "father of chemical warfare7'. I.G.
production of chlorine gas is 40 tons per day.
US National Debt is $1 billion.
Harrison Drug Control Act.
Resurgence of Illuminati in Austria. A major US railroad collapses.
Eugenics taught at Harvard University, Columbia, Comell, Brown,
Wisconsin, Northwestern, Clark and other universities.
Aleister Crowley sails fiom Switzerland to New York.
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First Conference of Race Betterment in Battle Creek, Michigan, where the
paradigm evolved that the future of mankind depended on attention to the
mentally ill and restoration of brainfunction. Precursor to behavior control.
A "segregation and sterilization program" was proposed to reduce the number
of "defective and anti-social" people in the population from 10% to 5.7 % by
1955 by sterilizing 5.7 million Americans.
Archeduke Franz Ferdinand, heir to Austro-Hungarian throne, assassinated
in Sarajevo, Bosnia by Bosnian Serbs. Germany declares war on Russia.
United States issues proclamation of neutrality.
Tesla pleads with J.P. Morgan for funds to finish and ship a turbine to
Germany.
Hitler enlists in the military at the beginning of World War I. He is blinded by
mustard gas and taken to Pasewalk military hospital in northern Germany,
diagnosed with "psychopathic hysteria". Hitler was placed under the care
of Dr. Edmund Foster. Later in 1933, the Gestapo would round up all records
of a psychiatric nature related to Hitlers treatment. Dr. Foster mysteriously
"committed suicide" in 1933. According to Hitler, he had experienced a vision
"from another world" while at the hospital. Hitler is discharged from the
hospital in 1918 and travels to Munich.
Federal Reserve System established in the United States.
Aleister Crowley becomes interested in the phenomenon of German Nationalism.
He is also in the employ of British Intelligence MI5.
Planning begins for US war with Japan (1941).
W i a m (Bill)Donovan selected by the Rockefeller Foundation to go to
Europe on a "War Relief Mission". While in London, Donovan works with
Walter Page and William Stephenson, who later "advises" him on setting
up the OSS.
A doctor in Mississippi alters the diet of 12 prison inmates and is successll
and producing pellegra, in a curious attempt at reverse contradictory logic
in an "attempt to find a cure for the disease".
Germans use chlorine gas on the battlefield against French and Algerians. They
also use a form of tear gas (T-Stoff) on the Russian front.
Tesla sues Marconi over radio patents. The Nobel prize cornmitee decides not
to award Tesla and Edison a joint prize, and chooses two other men.
A German Eum, licensed to use Tesla's radio patents, builds a radio station for
the US Navy on Mystic Island near Tuckerton, New Jersey, equipped with
the famous Goldschmidt high frequency magnetic reflecting alternator. The
station is closed by the government in 1917.
David Rockefeller born. Klu Klux Klan revival.
German spies caught in Russia trying to spread plague bacteria.
Britain begins creation of chemical warfare compounds. British use chlorine
gas against the Germans, killing British troops as the wind shifts. Britain
comes up with impregnated clothing as a defense.
Canada experiences a period of Prohibition until 1919 to create financial
reserves and bootlegging network for upcoming US prohibition.

-
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J.P. Morgan organizes control of US newspaper businesses.
Allied war orders take up the slack in US economy. Purchasing agent for the
Allies in the US is J.P.Morgan Company.
Tetanus epidemics in trenches of World War I.
Author Margaret Singer jailed for writing book limiting family size.
Germans announce a submarine blockade of British Isles.
Britain mines the North Sea and imposes a naval blockade on Germany.
The ship Lusitania leaves New York with a shipment of explosives and is
sunk by a German submarine. American lives are lost.
1.G.Farben official Werner Daitz first describes "national socialism".
Walter S. Gifford organizes the US Council on National Defense, formed to
involve the US in World War 1. Gifford later becomes president of ATT ,
a chairman of the board of the Camegie Institution andan officer of the
Rockefeller Foundation.
The first evidence of brown mottling of teeth is reported in the United States.
Walter Rathenau in Germany works to establish world socialism. He would
eventually be murdered.
FDR is Secretary of the Navy in the United States, and orders Navy contracts
in advance of US entry into World War 1.
French ship Sussex sunk, injuring Americans on board.
Introduction of graduated income tax in the US.
British War Office purchases 7,000 acres in Porton Down for a chemical
warfare installation.
Constituents try and force Harrison Drug Control Act on Coca-Cola and
are defeated.
Freud Mites "Introduction to Psychoanalysis".
Wagner von Jauregg treats syphilitic paralysis by injecting malaria.
Congress passes the Trading;With the Enemy Act of 1917. The US was at war
with Germany.
Congress passes the Espionage Act of 1917.
Carnegies schooling system is brought to New York by William Wirt and tried
in twelve schools that were predominently Jewish. Jewish immigrants, realizing
what was being perpetrated, riot for three weeks. Over 200 school children were
jailed. (Ref f i e Great School Wars, Diane Ravitch) (See 1910, 1930).
Congress passes the Invention Secrecy Act in the United States as a wartime
measure to prevent disclosure of inventions that "might be detrimental to
the public safety or defense. The act ended in 1918, but was resurrected in
1940 and reinstituted in the Invention Secrecy Act of 1951.
United States intervenes and enters World War I.
Tesla describes the invention of radar in the Electrical Experimenter of
August 1917.
Second Communist Revolution in Russia successfbl. The regime of Lenin would
be responsible for 4,O 17,000 murders between 1917- 1924.
Tesla reluctantly accepts the "Edison Medal". Tesla had achieved a charge of
20 million volts in some of his devices.
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US passes Trading With the Enemy Act ,forbidding US firms or their foreign
subsidiaries from trading with enemies of the US except under license.
Post WW 1 supplies of chlorine designated to be added to water supplies.
2 1.3% of WWI draftees rejected because of handicaps.
AMA hostility toward compulsory health insurance.
Britain informs Lord Rothschild of the intent to create a Jewish homeland
in Palestine, supported by the Zionist movement created by British Intelligence.
Outbreaks of encephalitis in China and Europe.
Trotsky arrives in New York aboard the steamer Momerrat, picks up hnds
and heads for Russia to start the Bolshevik Revolution.
Prohibition amendment ratified in the US with scheduled implementation in
the year 1920.
British use phosgene gas shells on the Germans.
Fifteen states in the US have eugenics laws on the books which authorize
sterilization of criminals, epileptics, the retarded and insane.
Henry Moray finds a post-war job as a fireman on a railroad, then obtained
work as a civil engineer for the Denver and Rio Grand Railroad, and as an
electrical engineer for several companies in Salt Lake City. He became a
certified member of the Amercian Assn of Engineers.
World War I ends after the use of 66 million poison gas artillery shells.
Congress passes the Sedition Act of 1918.
Great influenza epidemic attributed to widespread use of vaccines.
The Surgeon General of the United States issues a report that states that
tuberculosis is the leading cause for discharge of men from the Amed Forces.
Wilson calls for the formation of a League of Nations.
Paris Peace Conference.
Beginning of period of near-anarchy in Germany, that would last until Hitler
becomes Persident of the Reich in 1933. Contlict between Communist element
and National Socialist Democratic Party, with Hindenburg- administration
presiding.
Karl T.Compton assigned to American Embassy in Paris. Compton would
later become a special advisor on Atomic Development and would later
advise Truman to drop the two atomic bombs on Japan. Compton would
become a director of the Ford Foundation, Sloan Kettering Cancer Institute
and the Royal Society of London.
The Thule Society has over 250 members in Munich and nearly 1,506 others
throughout the countryside.
In Germany, Kaiser Wielm is forced into exile in Holland and spends time
studying in his occult library. Wielm blames World War I on a conspiracy
between Czar Nicholas II,King George V of England (who were cousins)
and secret societies.
President Wilson aids the new Soviet regime with bridge building projects.
Aleister Crowley visits the Montauk area on Long Island.
The Second Reich is defeated in Germany.
Hitler's tour as a prisoner-of war guard comes to an end when the camp closes,
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and he returns to Munich for attachment to German Military Intelligence. His
duties involve surveillance of Communists who had engineered a coup in Munich.
Hitler helps unmask the leaders, who are shot. Hitler attends meetings of the
German Workers Party as an undercover agent, but becomes converted to the
party and rises to become it's leader.
Adolph Hitler joins theThule Society, which founds National Socialist Party
to drum up support for another war. British fascists are tied closely to the
Thde Group, the Golden Dawn, etc. Hitler is also trained as a police spy
under Captain Mayr of the Bavarian Army Group Command IV. In September
Hitler enters the German Workers Party PAP), a creation of the Thule Society.
Hitler, still in the Army, is assigned espionage duties. During the Communist
uprising in Germany, the Thule Society goes underground after the Munich
headquarters is raided. Thulist Dr. Frederick Kohn provides Hitler with the
final design for the swastika.
Bert Walker formally organizes the W.A.Harriman & Co private bank. In
the autumn of 1919, Prescott Bush meets Bert Walkers daughter Dorothy, and
they are married in August 1921. The wedding was attended by Yale
Bonesmen fiom the class of 1917.
Warren Bechtel awarded first federal road building contract in U.S.
Diptheria vaccinations injure 60 and kill 10 in Texas.
Man Dulles serves with Barnard Baruch on Supreme Economic Council
British use arsenic smoke when intervening in the Russian Civil War.
Royal Institute of International Affairs founded (RIM) founded by 21
Americans and their British counterparts.
Death rate fiom encephalitis accelerates. Between 1919 and 1928, over
500,000 deaths and 1,000,000 cases of neurological impairment were
attributed to this disease, which affects males more than females. Recent
research indicates that this epidemic was a late manifestation of the post
World War I influenza outbreaks, and that both were due to the appearance
of a swine flu virus.
From 19 19 to 1920, William Donovan sent on classified missions to China
and Siberia.
Versailles Treaty. Germany, who lost WWI, is forbidden to have any type
of intelligence gathering agency. A proposal is made by the American
government (Morgenthau's Pastoral Policy), signed by Wilson, as one of
the provisions of Germany's surrender, the extermination of the Germans
as "an inherently warlike race". The document is now kept in the Sid
Richardson Research Center at the University of Texas, Austin.
Paris Peace Conference. League of Nations founded.
Communists murder Prince von Thum, a member of the Thule Society and a
member of the Order of Bavarian Mystics, which claimed descent fiom the
Illuminati.
Hitler is impressed with the political philosophy of Guido von List, which
involves the degradation of the Jews as a slave race who would work for
their German masters in a fixture Aryan-dominated Europe.
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Hitlers rniltary intelligence operation engaged in domestic terrorism. Rohm
takes Hitler to see Dietrich Eckart, the morphine addict who heads the German
Thule Society.
Belgian soldiers occupy Germany following WWI for ten years.
In Germany, the DAP becomes the National Socialist German Workers Party
(NdParty).
Encephalitis from childhood diseases (negligible before 1900) is being encountered
more and more frequently as vaccination programs increase.
Montague Norman achieves governorship of the Bank of England until 1944.
It was Norman who decided that Hitler should get help from London's financial
sector to build his influence against the Bolsheviks in Germany in 1934.
Britain declares its opium war against the United States. Prohibition in the
US brings narcotics traflCicking and large scale organized crime into the US.
Banking panic of 1920. Federal Reserve orders bank to recall loans.
Dr. Otto Walberg experiments with human cells. Removes 35% of the oxygen
and cells become non-reversibly cancerous.
I.G. Farben signs working agreements with Sandoz and Ciba-Geigy in Switz
Dr. Bergius discovers hydrogenation process.
William Donovan meets Adolph Hitler at Berchtesgaden and Pension Moritz.
The German Workers Party changes its name to the National Socialist Party.
Period begins where 400 political figures in Germany are assassinated.
Henry Moray injured on the job, which forces him back to examine radiant
energy.
Milner becomes head of Rio Tinto Zinc until his death in 1925.
Council on Foreign Relations formed in New York City from US RIAA branch
under the direction of Colonel Mandell House.
US banks number 3 1,076.
The regime of Chiang Kai-shek in China would bre responsible for the murder
of 10,214,000 people between 1921 and 1948.
Duke of Bedford, Marquis of Tavistock, creates the Tavistock Institute in
London to study the effect of shellshock on British soldiers who survived
World War I. Its purpose was to establish the "breaking point" of men
under stress, under the direction of the British Army Bureau of Psychological
Warfare, commanded by Sir John Rawlings-Reese. Led to the creation of the
Tavistock Institute of Human Relations in London, home of its -prophet,
Sigmund Freud. The Tavistock Institute develotxd the mass brain-washing
techniuues which were first used emerimentallv on American ~risonerso f
war in Korea. (Think of the implications of this). Its experiments on crowd
control methods by modifying human behavior through topical psychology have
been widely used on the American public.
National Institute for Industrial Psychology founded in London.
Hitlers storm troopers agitate against political opponents in Germany.
Second International Congress of Eupenics held in New York City. Sponsoring
committee includes Herbert Hoover and the presidents of Clark University,
Smith College and the Carnegie Institute of Washington (Rockefeller).
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Ghandi begins agitating against the British opium imports into India. He
would be eventually assassinated.
BCG tuberculosis vaccine developed.
Fredrich Dessauer advocates x-ray therapy.
Lenin establishes Soviet trade policy of acquaintance with US technology.
US Supreme Court redefines Trading With Enemy Act to apply in wartime.
William (Bill) Donovan appointed US District Attorney for New York.
H.H. Laughlin, the expert eugenics agent of the US House of Representatives
Committee on Immigration and Naturalization, proposes the Model Eugenic
Sterilization Law - a model to be followed by Hitler in 1933. Laughlis law
would mandate destruction of criminals, the insane, those with TB,the blind,
the deformed, the crippled and the dependent.
School becomes the ultimate screening mechanism and ultimate creator
of a receptive, docile public. Individual communities were gradually
denied the right to hire their own teachers. State legislatures forced to
accept the idea of "certification" by Carnegie/Rockefeller controlled
Education Trust and teacher colleges.
Aluminum production (along with production of toxic by-product sodium
fluoride) increases. Aluminum cookware is mass introduced in the US,
beginning the gradual accumulation of aluminum in the brains of
Americans. Additional aluminum is injected into society in "antacids"
and toothpaste tubes, which aggrevate the action of toxic fluorides.
Steve Bechtel , son of Warren Bechtel, is a student at the University of
California.
Coca-Cola plant built in Ashtabula, Ohio. The drink contains coal tar
derivatives , flavoring, and massive amounts of sugar.
Concept for future Bank of International Settlements created in Genoa, Italy.
Illinois Medical Journal says AMA has become an autocracy.
Tesla files various patents in the field of fluid mechanics.
By 1922, more than 100 radiologists died fiom X-ray induced cancer.
A studv bv Samuel Torrey Orton connects emotional disturbance with
neuroloaicalproblems. This insi~htwas lost after World War 11 when
psvcholow. ~svchiatvand ~sychoanalvsisbecame popular. breakina the
connection. The emotional disturbances caused bv vaccines then became
financial fodder for the new psych-industries. With the causes suppressed,
a new in dust^ was born.
The small pox vaccination program causes an outbreak of enceuhalitis and
ascending paralysis. (Guillain-Barre Syndrome)
Adolph Hitler is sent to prison until 1924. Occultist Alfied Rosenberg becomes
acting leader of the National Socialist Party in the interim. Rosenberg and
Eckart import the Protocols into the party philosophy. Rosenberg envisioned a
new national religion, which Hitler disapproved of
Karl Haushofer ghost writes Hitlers Mein Kampf in prison. Haufshofer later
forms the Vril Society.
Members of the Thule Society collaborate with Aleister Crowley's Lodge, the

-
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Astrum Argentinium (Order of the Silver Star of the Illuminati) and a hybrid
project called the Phisummum created, for the purpose of time travel
investigations. The Phisummum Order was known as the Order of the Black Sun.
According to the Star of lsis mystery school, in 1923 there was a massive
experiment by the Nazis with time travel. Apparently, the time rift associated
with the Phildelphia Experiment began in 1923, not with the experiment in 1943.
Dr. Karl Obermeyer steals the core chamber containing crucial crystals necessary
for a black hole inversion process.
Interpol founded in Vienna. The Gennans would control Interpol through
1944.
Rockefeller Commission decides that Adoph Hitler was to lead the German
people to their suicide in a Wagnerian Tragedy, fake his suicide and make
a secret exit. Hitler returns the twice-stolen saucer secrets to Rockefeller
in a secret deal, with the US acting in security mode.
Canadian physician Frederick Banting receives Nobel Prize for discovery
of a way to extract the hormone insulin , which permitted control of blood
sugar in those with diabetes. This opens a whole new medical market because
of the growing sugar addiction in the US public.
Earl of Inchscape publishes his report which insists that British opium trade
must be maintained to protect the revenue of the British Empire, much to
the protest of the League of Nations.
In the US, 18,718 businesses fail.
From 1923 to 1976, the regime of Mao Tse-tung in China would be responsible
for 37,828,000 murders.
Nazi's assassinate all political opposition. Ernst Rohm is killed and the Gexman
military is consolidated under Hitler.
In Gennany, massive inflation takes place as the Reichbank issues a total of
92.8 quintillion paper marks. One pound of butter = 6 trillion marks.
US President Harding dies mysteriously after reading a coded message.
US Congressman Stephen Porter passes a bill through Congress calling for
import quotas on opium that would reduce consumption 90%, leaving the
remaining 10% for "medical purposes".
Wiiam Donovan comes to Washington DC at the request of Harlan Stone,
one of Donovans professors at Columbia, to become Asst Attorney General
of the US. Donovan requests Edgar Hoovers removal fiom FBI, but Stone
appoints him to head the agency. Donovan becomes involved in the
persecution of Senator Burton Wheeler.
Germany, on May 25th announces that it has electrical weapons in the Chicago
Tribune: "The German government has an invention of death rays that will
bring down airplanes, ruin automobile motors and spread a curtain of death like
the gas clouds of the recent war". Three days later, the New York Times details
a ray weapon developed by the Soviets an electromagnetic invention by a
Russian engineer named GrammachikoK According to the article, testing
began in August of 1923 with the aid of German technical experts. The U.S.
Army is offered plans by J.H. Hamil for the Gennan device, but they refise.

-
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Dr. Seale Harris of the University of Alabama discovers that sugar can cause
hyperinsulinism and recommends people cut sugar consumption. The medical
establishment comes down on Harris and his work is suppressed. Harris would
be awarded a medal by the A M . 25 years later as pharmaceuticals to
control low blood sugar are developed and put into production. The basic
contribution of refined sugar to the problem remains suppressed.
Fritz Thyssen sets up his Union Banking Corporation in George Herbert
Wakers bank in Manhattan.
The Chief of Naval Operations and the Director of the U.S. Amy Signal Corps
send dispatches to stations to maintain radio silence so signals that were being
received from Mars could be heard clearly. Signals reported in the NY Times,
August 28, 1924.
Federal Reserve begins Open Market Operations.
George Herbert Walker Bush born in Milton, Massachusetts. "Bunny"
Harriman brings Prescott Bush into US Rubber Company in New York.
Hoover takes Donovan to the Bohemian Club, the West Coast power club.
Heroin outlawed as a prescription drug in the United States.
Diptheria vaccinations kill 25 in Bridgewater, Ct and 20 in Concord, NH.
Diptheria vaccinations kill 6 in Baden, Austria.
Krupp Industries receives $10 million loan fiom Wall Streets Goldman Sachs.
American banker Charles Dawes arranges $800 million foreign loan to
consolidate chemical and steel companies into cartels.
Mein Kampf published in Gennany.
Danish researcher Thorvald Madsen tries a modified Pertussis vaccine during
an epidemic in the Faroc Islands. It did not prevent Pertussis. (See 1933).
T.Henry Moray begins to see further improvement on extraction of energy
from ambient space and offers his invention to the United States Government,
who declined, saying it would compete with public utilities. Advancements in
the device prompted demonstrations. Moray calls on General Electric
Company. On December 23, 1925, Moray burns out the machine. It would take a
year to reconstruct.
From 1925, the Roundtable Group receives major financial contributions from
wealthy individuals, foundations and companies associated with the
international badang community, including the Camegie United Kingdom
Trust, organizations associated with J.P. Morgan, and the Rockefeller Group.
Doctors at the Paris Academy of Medicine discuss deaths occurring short&
after vaccination in Holland and other European countries.
In England, less than 50% of infants are vaccinated for smallpox. 6 deaths occur.
(See 1872).
Institute of Pacific Affairs set up in 12 countries, interlocking with the
Round Table Group and the RIIA.
General vaccine programs against tuberculosis began in the United States.
Another major US railroad collapses.
Fischer and Tropsch synthesis leads to industrial development of synthetic oil.
Inventor T.Henry Moray contacts General Electric about his work.
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Conference on International Arms Trade in Geneva produces the Geneva
Protocol of 1925 against Chemical Warfare. The US and Japan refise to
ratrfi the agreement.
Bechtel becomes major pipeline contractor for oil companies.
International Convention Against Narcotics Trade.
James E. Larrowe of Larrowe Milling Company contacts Suzuki Spice Company
in Japan for help in disposal of glutamate-containing waste water from the
processing of sugar beets. Prior to 1918, this waste water had been a source
of industrial potash, but with the end of WWI something had to be done with
the vast quantities of waste water kept in tanks. Larrowe goes to the Carnegie
Mellon Institute of Industrial Research with his problem. Dr. Elmer McCollum
at Johns Hopkins University advises Larrowe to manufacture glutamate (MSG)with
the waste water. His company changed its name to Amino Products Corporation,
and was eventually sold to the International Minerals and Chemicals Company.
I.G. Farben is reorganized by the Warburgs as a merger between Badische
Anihq Bayer, A& Hoechst, Welierter-Meer, and Griesheim Elektron. Max
Warburg is the Director of I.G. Farben (Germany) and I.G. Chemie (Switz).
American I.G. founded as a holding company controlling I.G. Farben assets
in the United States. Some board members were Edsel Ford, Charles Mitchell
(President of Rockefeller's National City Bank of New York), Walt Teagle
(President of Standard Oil), Paul Warburg (Federal Reserve chairman and
brother of Max Warbug, financier of Nazi Germany's war effort and Director
of American I.G.) and Hennan Metz, a director of the Bank of Manhattan,
controlled by the Warburgs. Three other members of the Board of Governors
for American I.G. were tried and convicted as German war criminals.
General Medical Society for Psychotherapy created in Germany, an
international organization.
Tesla has radio towers erected at the Waldorf in New York. Claims to get
signals from space.
Ewen Cameron leaves Britain and joins the stafFat Johns Hopkins University
in Baltimore, Maryland. He then makes a career move and joins the staff of
Manitoba's Brandon Mental Hospital. He studies the work of Taylor (191 1).
Dan Magdiel, friend of T-HenryMoray, goes to the Soviet Union to see if
they are interested in Morays work.
Hitler sends Goebels to Berlin to prepare for his entry in three years.
Knights of Malta support ascent of Italian dictator Mussolini.
Frank Howard of Standard Oil visits Baldische plant in Ludwigshafen.
Jersey Oil Company enters into a business agreement with I.G. Farben.
I.G. Farben merges with Dynamit-Nobel.
Prescott Bush joins W.A. Haniman & Co as vice-president. George Herbert
Walker would join Harriman in 1928 and later finances the building of
Madison Square Garden in New York. Walker's son, George H. Walker, Jr.,
would become chairman of Walker-Bush O
i
l Corporation and Zapata
Petroleum (owned by George HW Bush).
I.G.Farben approaches Standard O
i
l to discuss synthetic coal - threat to S.O.
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Conference at the Hame, under the auspices of the League of Nations, on the
subject of vaccination-caused deaths in Europe.
Pavlov wins the Nobel Prize for his discovery of a process of organism
conditioning through external stimuli in a precisely controlled external
environment. Western and European science focus on the conditioning
stimuli. Soviet scientists focus on the aspect of external environment. Both
aspects would later blend in an overall mind control paradigm in the latter
20th century. Heavy research would be conducted in Germany, which later
contributed to development of a mind control infrastructure in the U.S. based
on a mechanistically-based synthetic enviroment tied to body consciousness,
temporal structure, drugs and electronics. Soviet contributions would add to
the molding of the underlying psychological sub-structure. China would also
adopt the paradigm as a basis for control of their vast population of 1 billion.
John Watson has achieved an experimental basis for the behaviorist school of
psychology with his experiments in "molding the infant mind".Using external
stimuli combined with positive and negative reinforcement, Watson perfected a
mechanistic method of mind control based on fear. Developments would wait
for the introduction of operant conditioning by B.F. Skinner, whose first guinea pig
was his own daughter - who would later commit suicide at the age of 21.
Henry Moray files a sworn certificate on Nov 14, 1927, describing a
germanium compound using the words "pure germanium."
Oliver Wendell Holmes writes the US Supreme Court decision in the case
Buck v. Bell. In the case, a psychiatric inmate, Carrie Buck, was chosen for
sterilization after having a child because she was deemed "feeble-minded;
Oliver Wendell Holmes writes, "Itis better ifsociety can prevent our being
swamped with incompetance, it is better toprevent those who are mmtifstly
unjitfiom breedng their k.md lhe principle that sustains compulsory
vaccination is broad enough to cover cutting of the fallopian tubes ... three
generations of imbeciles is enough". Thev then sterilzed Canie Buck. The crux
of the matter is that Carrie Buck was not retarded, but just a little slow, based on
environmental conditions. Her child grew to be an honor student.
John Foster Dulles director of GAF Company (American I.G.) until 1934.
Diptheria vaccinations injure 37 and kill 5 people in China.
Brookings Institution incorporated by Frederic Delano (FDR's uncle), Harold
Moulton and Leo Rowe. Delano was one of the original members of the
Federal Reserve Board.
Standard Oil agrees to cooperative program to develop hydrogenation.
Rockefellers begin to pour money into the CFR
Austrian psychiatrist Menfied Sake1 develops insulin shock ( insulin coma
treatment .ICT). Patients are overdosed with insulin, which induces a coma.
By 1937, all neuropsychiatric hospitals in Germany would use ICT.
Four percent of US banks fail.
British government appoints a committee to inquire into "vaccine lymph", as
it is noticed that the "glycerinated calf lymph" used in vaccinations causes
deaths fiom "sleepy sickness". Two London professors bring notice of the
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problem to the government in 1922. It takes 5 vears before the government
responds.
Smallpox in England dwindles almost to the vanishing point. Fatality of the
unvaccinated cases is less than half of the vaccinated cases.
Federal Reserve withdraws $80 billion from the US Government.
Moray shows his device to Harvey Fletcher and Carl Eyring of Bell Labs. The
division of Bell Labs headed by Fletcher would then "come out with" the
transistor in 1948.
Approximate time that original bunkers were built at the Montauk base.
Edward L-Bernays,nephew to Sigmund Freud, writes the book Propapanda,
in which he explains the structure of the mechanism which controls the
public mind, and how it is manipulated by those who wish to create public
acceptancefor a particular idea or commodity. Says Bernays, "those who
manipulate this unseen mechanism of society constitute an invisible
government which is the true ruling power of our country. Our minh are
molded, our tastes areformed, largely by men we have never heard oJ Bernays
represents another connection to Germany and would be essential in the fluoride
campaign in the United States.
Cases ofpost-vaccination encephalitis force creation of two Committees of
Investigation in Britain.
Fleming discovers penicillin
Development of the discovery of the EEG machine and brain waves.
American Eugenics Society sponsors essay contest on causes of decline in
Nordic fertility.
Third International Conmess of Eugenics. At the conference, a Dr. Robie
calls for the sterilization of 14 million Americans with low IQ scores.
Japan begins experimental production of mustard gas at Tandanourni Arsenal.
Brown discovers electrogravity. When it is perfected it becomes classified.
Over $50 billion is invested in Tesla's 19th century induction motors and
systems of power transmission around the world.
Henry Ford merges assets with I.G. Farben.
John D. Rockefeller interlocks his empire with I.G. Farben in Germany.
Standard Oil begins operations in the Middle East.
Most US corporations have no debt at all.
Zke 1928 United States AFY Training M m a l defines Democracy as
"A government of the masses. Results in communistic attitude toward
propertyl negatingproperty rights. The will of the majority regulates
without restraint or regard to consequence. Results in anarchy. "In effect,
quickly into an oligarchy. where a minoritv controIs the
this ~romesses
majority. Onlv a Reuublic protects both rndority and minority.
After a period of ten years, Belgian troops occupying Germany finally leave.
William (Bill) Donovan organizes the law form of Donovan, Leisure, Newton
and Irvine on Wall Street. The firm defends AT&T in a govemment antitrust lawsuit.
Dr. Wileys book The History of a Crime Against the Food Law published,
"
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1929
1929

1929
1929

1929
1929
1929

1929

detailing the subversion of the food purity laws and government corruption;
all the books produced are mysteriously bought up, and no copies can be
found. Wiley's Bureau of Chemisty is dismantled and replaced by the
Food Drug and Insecticide Administration, precursor of the FDA. All
lists of "dubious compounds in food" were declared "Generally Recognized
as Safe (GRAS)".
German neurologist Hans Berger tests a large number of individuals and
determines that brain wave activity clusters and peaks at numerous points.
Consumption of refined sugar in Sweden 120 pounds per person annually.
Secretary of State Stimson abolishes State Department code-breaking office.
Admiral Byrd conducts expeditions to both poles. Discovers new areas.
Standard Oil gains 112 rights to hydrogenation process in world except
Germany.
I.G. Farben, Standard Oil and Shell Oil consumated agreement.
Royal Bank of Canada gives Venezuelan Diego Cisneros his start on a
financial empire involved with drug trafficking that would be worth over
$3.3 billion in 1992. Cisneros has close associations with Rockefeller family,
was a partner in a Florida finance corporation associated with drug and
gun running. (See 1980). Is the Cisneros on the Clinton cabinet a relative?
Fourth Psvchothera~euticCongress in Germany. Matthias Wring indicates
his philosophical problems with Freud and his influence in the psychiatric
profession. Wring maintains that Jews could not be helped psychologically
because of the "racial difference".
The Fascist control of the Vatican hierarchy is complete.
I.G. Farben concluded limited cartel agreements with Dupont Chemical in US
Montagu Norman, head of the Bank of England, arrives in Washington to
confer with Andrew Mellon, Secretary of the Treasury. The Fed raises the
discount rate. New York financiers call in loans.
US Stock market crash, crippling the US ability to interfere with coming
events in Germany.
De Beers diamond company reorganized by Sir Ernest Oppenheimer.
Hirnmler put in charge of the SS.
From 1929 to 1935, the regime of Joseph Stalin would be responsible for the
murder of 42,672,000 people.
A colonel in the Russian Army, Yakovlev, comes to the US to visit Morays
laboratory and see his device demonstrated. Yakovlev then requests Moray
to accompany him to New York to General Electric Company. No agreement
of any kind was reached. It is due to Yakovlev that the Soviet Union pets
hold ofMorav technolopv~for
use in mwerinp Tesla technology.
William Wirt, who pioneered Carnegie's Gennan Wundt school system in
Gary, Indiana and tried it in New York, is committed to an insane asylum
in Washington, D.C where he died in 1932. Wirt was committed because
he began to make public speeches saying that he had been part of a world
wide conspiracy to bring about a controlled state in the hands of certain
people the same people, no doubt, who committed him.

-
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Baron Werner Von Braun moves fieely back and forth between Nazi
facilities and space facilities in southwestern US.
Max Theiler develops a yellow fever vaccine.
Chinese production of MSG reaches 400,000 pounds annually.
Japan tests chemical warfare weapons on Formosa.
The supposed reappearance of "St. Germain".
Ernst Rudii professor of psychiatry at Munich and director of the Dept.of
Heredity at the Kaiser Wilhelm Institute visits the US and was praised by
the leaders of the Carnegie Foundation. Rudin, later architect of Nazi
Germany sterilization law, was financially supported by a large Rockefeller grant.
Henry Coanda begins work on lenticular gravity craft designs.
ITT begins to invest in Nazi pre-war economy.
Diptheria vaccinations injure 32 and kill 16 in Columbia.
Standard Oil announces it has an alcohol monopoly in Germany.
Nazi party in Germany begins its meteoric rise to power.
Japan begins a 15 year reign of totalitarianism by invading China.
Standstill Agreement of 1931 allows Gemany a moratorium on war debts
through the 1930's. A pact between the London, New York and German
branches of the Warburg and Schroder Houses.
Bank for International Settlements founded. The records are maintained at
the Hoover Institution today.
Three independent groups of scientists determine that fluoride in the water is
the cause of dental mottling. Research teams from ALCOA Aluminum (who
have fluorides as a hazardous by-product of aluminum manufacture) and the
University of Arizona. Also shown by North Afiican investigators and others.
H.Trendley Dean of the U.S. Public Health Service initiates studies on
fluorides under the -iurisdictionof Treasug Secretarv Andrew Mellon
Jfounder of Alcoa aluminum), publishes a mrposelv skewed s w
showing that. at I D D ~ . fluoride results in the reduction of tooth decav.
Bechtel consortium build the Bonnedle Dam, San Franciso Bridge and
Hoover Dam between 1931 and 1936. Friend of Warren is John McCone,
a steel saleman. Hoover (Boulder) Dam is financed by the SchroderRockefeller Group. Henry Schroder placed on Bechtel board as chairman of
finance committee. Huge government contracts for Bechtel follow this
appointment.
Wilhelm Reich publishes "TheInvasion of Compulsory Sex-Morality".
Business Week raises issue of AMA censoring of drug ad copy.
W.Averal1 Harriman, son of E.H.Harriman, merges his banking house with
Brown Brothers to fonn Brown Brothers Harriman. In 1933, BBH would
back the expansion of the CBS television network.
I.G. Farben and Alcoa Aluminum sign Alig Agreement pooling patents.
I.G. Farben complex begins large contributions to hnd Nazi cause.
Cornelius Rhoads, a North American pathologist at the Rockefeller Institute
for Medical Investigations in Puerto Rico, carries out an experiment on
Puerto Ricans deliberately infecting them with cancer. Thirteen die. In a
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letter leaked to the Puerto Rican Nationalist Party, Rhoads wrote, "the
Porto Ricans (sic) are lazy and degenerate. What the island needs is something
to exterminate the entire population. I have done my best to fbrther the
extermination." The president of the PRNP brings the case to the press, and
a legal investigation is initiated. The prosecutor exonerates Rhoads, calling
him "a mentally ill person or a man with few scruples". Rhoads goes on in
later years to direct the establishment of US Army chemical warfare labs in
Maryland, Utah and Panama, for which he was awarded the Legion of Merit
in 1945. (See 1945, Rhoads).
Roosevelt endorses polio "immune serum", precursor to vaccines in 1950's.
United States economy begins to show signs of recovery.
German Kurt Lewin becomes director of the Tavistock Institute in London.
The US Public Health Service initiates a study in Tuskegee, Alabama where
black men are given syphillis. Four hundred men were unwittingly given the
disease. No medical care was offered. The study ended when it was discovered
in 1972, after 40 years. m e ofJice supervising this study was the predecessor
of the Centerfor Disease Control unit now in charge of the AIDSprogram.
Diptheria vaccines injure 171 and kill 1 in Charolles, France.
Research (Young) indicates that neuritis is commonly precipifated following
vaccination with anti-tetanus, anti-pneumococcal, and anti-meningitis serums.
Third International Congress of Eugenics held in New York. Dr. Theodore
Russell Robie of the Essex County Mental Hygiene Clinic in New Jersey
presents "Selective Sterilzationfor Race Culture", in which he called for
the sterilization of at least 14 million Americans who had received low IQ
scores since World War I. Said Robie, "there are those who believe that our
population has already attained a greater number than is necessary for the
efficient running of the whole...". Conference financed by William Draper,
a Thyssen Trust banker.
Onassis works a deal with Joseph Kennedy, Eugene Meyer and Meyer
Lansky for liquor shipment to Boston and a heroin deal with Franklin and
Elliott Roosevelt.
Over 140,000 school boards exist in the US. (See 1960)
Germany's SS numbers over 42,000. Political murder increases. Wearing of
the Nazi uniform banned in Germany.
Hilter works with Viktor Schaubergers gravity craft designs. New designs
come tiom Habermohl, Ballenzo and Miethe.
FDR runs for president on platform supporting the gold standard and is
elected.
US Navy conducts maneuvers at Pearl Harbor to assess sea attack success.
Standard Oil builds refineries in Germany. Supplies Nazis during WWII.
Prince Bemhard of Netherlands joins Nazi SS and Farben Bilder comDany.
Bernhard would later suuport Gerald Ford in his race for Conmess.
Kurt Lewin, director of the Tavistock Institute in London, comes to the United
States and set up the Harvard Psvchologv Clinic, which originates the
propaganda campaign to turn the American public against Germany in order
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to assure involvement of the United States in World War 11.
H
i
l
. Concentration camps imprison German
dissidents. The Republic of Germany falls to National Socialism. Hiter
announces that communists have stated that England must fall before
communism can succeed. Hiter vows to defend England, who had succeeded
in lulling Hitler into a false sense of security until they could declare war
against him. In 1936, Hitler would arrange for meetings between German
and Enghsh diplomats, but the result was never attained due to British
agenda. In order to lure Hitler into World War II, Britain and the United
States covertly guaranteed him adequate supplies. The German regime was
responsible for the murder of 20,946,000 people between 1933-1945.
FDR becomes president of the United States. The Great Seal of the United
States, with Novus Ordo Seclorum (New Word Order) added to currency.
Warren Bechtel dies mysteriously in Moscow, and his son Stephen takes over
the Bechtel Consortium. (March 29, 1933). Warren dies of a drug overdose.
The Illuminati encounter short, grey reptilian humanoids having taller
reptilian elite. Deals are made for overlapping planetary aims and joint
control of a one-world electronic society; reptilian humanoids move bases
of operation from South and Central America to the American Southwest.
RCA makes vast strides in technology through 1934 with highly technical
information from an unknown source.
Japanese production of MSG reaches 10 million pounds per year.
Institute for Advanced Studies formed at Princeton University.
FDR passes Emergency Banking Relief Act (Mar 4th) of 1933 to illegally amend
Trading With the Enemv Act of 1917. The action was illepral because the US was no
longer at war. The Banking Relief Act of 1933 creates a wedge whereby wartime
powers are sanctioned for use in peacetime. The Banking Relief Act declared March
6, 1933 a Bank Holihy order which relieved US banksfi.om their contractual
obligation to the people of the US of redeeming their Federal-ReserveNotes in
Gold. The concept of the Federal Reserve note was, before this act, constituted a
"warehouse receipt" for real Gold which the people had placed on deposit at banks.
Furthermore, the parent Trading With The Enemv Act of 1917 excluded all citizens
of the US who conducted business wholly within the United States. The Banking
ReliefAct amends the THE Act in such a way to now include all citizens of the US
j?om now on, equating the people of the US as an enemy, and all legal and
commercial intercourse became illegal. The only way to do business in the US
thereafier was to obtain vermissionJLomthe state through getting a license. From
this the Uniform Commercial Code would spring. Furthermore, the EBR Act
created the whole paradigm of licenses, hivers license, etc. The government
(Washington DC) in this way protects itself from the people (enemy).
FDR redefines State of Emergency to include any national crisis.
FDR declares a National State of Emergency.
FDR issues Executive Order 2039, March 6, 1933 and ~xecutiveOrder 2040
on March 9, 1933. The now belligerent United States fideral government),
acting under the iVEEBR Actsjust established, seizes title to all lawful
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constitutional money (Gold), and takes possession of the Gold, leaving the
American people, forever enemies, without l@l means to pay debt. From now
on, people are forced to mortgage property. AU debt cannot be "paid", but only
le
cavtured chattel ~ r o ~ e rotfvthe US to
"discharged". The ~ e o ~become
"secure the debt". Former states become "political subdivisions" or occupied
territories of the belligerent corporate United States. Americans are ordered to
turn in their gold coins, bullion, other gold resources. During this period, over
$114 million in gold was taken fiom banks for export, and $150 million in gold
was withdrawn for hiding purposes. Gold at $20.67102.
FDR announces decision to devalue the dollar by announcing that the
government would buy gold at an increased price. Currency is now in the form
of Federal Reserve Bank Notes (War & Emergency currency) and not
Federal Reserve Notes (warehouse receipt for gold on deposit).
Former judicial Courts of Justice take silent judicial notice of International
Maritime Law In Rem jurisdiction, and assume the role as Executive OfJicers
(notjudicial) to enforce the Federal and State statutes in all cases. Judges
become executive political hatchetmen to enforce public policy statute
enacted by Congress and top enforce performance on Federal Reserve Bank
Notes in order to give it the appearance of value.
The citizens of the United States, now declared enemies of the United States,
find themselves with unlawfblly suspended rights. The Constitution and
the Bill of Rights no longer apply. American people now have no unalienable
rights to life, liberty, or property.
Citizens of the United States come under the control of the United Socialist
States of the District of Columbia (USSA).
US banks number 14,771.
Wilhelrn Reich publishes ''me Mass P.sychoIog~of Fascism", which earns him
a death sentence fiom the Nazis. Reich leaves Germany.
Germans begin to study the effects of microwave radiation on humans.
Japan creates an Army Chemical Warfare School at Narashino near Tokyo.
Creation of the Gestapo in Germany.
By 1933 most Jewish psychotherapists had fled the profession in Germany,
and all were gone by 1938.
Danish researcher Thorvald Madsen discovers the Pertussis vaccines
ability to kill infants without warning (SID). He reports that two babies
vaccinated immediately after birth died in a few minutes.
Outbreak of encephalitis in St. Louis, Missouri.
US murder rate 200: 100,000
Legal tender laws permanently enacted for US currency.
American researchers report that children react to Pertussis vaccine
with fever, convulsions and collapse.
Vaccination programs against Yellow Fever begin in the United States.
Madison Grant in the US publishes "Conquest of a Continent", a "racial
history of the United States", and sends a copy to Dr. Alfked Rosenberg,
who was Hitlers chief scientific advisor, and to Dr. Fritz Lenz at the
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Universitv of Munich.
H.H. Laughlin (see 1922) receives an honorary degree fiom Germany's
Heidelberg University, a major Nazi research center on "race purification",
for his contribution to eugenics.
Nevada passes legislation permitting casino operations and legal gambling. The
organized crime faction moves in, headed by the Lansky syndicate.
Ritual sacrifice of Jews reinstated. Stepped up after 1940.
A profision of German tourists swarm over the SW United States, buying
land, checking mineral rights and cavern locations.
Congressman McFadden brings impeachment charges against Fed Reserve.
Future UAW president Walter Reuther visits Soviet Gorki military plant.
Berlin Debt Conference.
Compulsory immunization instituted in Geneva.
Hitler institutes the Nazi Act for Averting Descendants Afflicted with
Hereditarv Diseases, which set up the eugenics courts which eventually
ordered the sterilization of 375,000 people before the start of WWlI. The
law was based on the Model Eugenical Sterilization Law published by
eugenics expert H.H. Laughlin in the US in 1922. Germanys Sterilization
Law was written by Ernst Rudin.
Hereditary Heath Courts formed in Germany to carry out the law. By
1937, there would be 225,000 sterlized as a result of the Courts.
Conference with Hitler, Dulles brothers, Kurt von Schroder to promise $
Standard Oil (US) sends $2 million to Germany chemical industry.
Diptheria cases decline in Britain over the period of a year.
Arthur Kallet publishes study. Food Dyes Violet 1 and Citrus Red 2 cancer.
I.G. Farben gives Nazis 4.5 million RM.
World Fair in Chicago has amoebic dysentary outbreak. AMA conceals it.
487 sightings of UFOs in Scandiivia (240 Norway,96 Sweden, 157 Finland)
The secret society which would become the OSS-CIA begins biotelemetry
implants in unsuspecting people. Implants activated by touching the skin
with an electrified rod. (The paradigm of Vril?)
Nazi Party Day rally in Nuremburg.
Rockefeller interests in the United States create the National Planning Board
(NPB), an attempted resource grab. The National Planning Board was cooked
up by economists at the London School of Economics. The NPB was created
by the Rockefeller ~oundationand staffed with people fiom the University
of Chicago.
Mein Kampf designated as required reading for German psychotherapists.
British embark on a biological warfare project.
Hitler meets with V i o r Schauberger (researcher into implosion vortex
propulsion).
Denmark sugar consumption is 113 pounds per person annually.
Death rate for diabetes in Denmark is 19 per 100,000.
Rockefeller establishment by now has extremely close ties with Nazi Germany.
Onassis and Rockefeller as head of Standard O
i
l (Exxon) sign a cartel memo
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to beat the Arabs out of their oil ands ship it on Onassis ships.
John D. Rockefeller creates $50 million trusts for his sons.
In Germany, the SS was designated as the Army of the Nazi Party.
McFadden Impeachment Resolution to repeal Federal Reserve Act. Buried
in committee.
Drs. ChaEee and Light publish manuscript entitled "A Methodfor Remote
ControI of Electrical Stimulation of the Nervous System".
Germans produce first pilotless aircraft.
IG. Farbenindustrie completely under Nazi control.
Germany maintains nine main concentration camps.
FDR prohibits private ownership of gold in the United States.
Toprepare for the next presidential election, the backers of FDR set up his
"opposition" and create the ' X i b e 9 League", who publically smears FDR
and his staff as "Communist" (which many ofthem were). FDR is given a
chance to speak against the "opposition", calling them "the Old Guard". Gerald
Smith is employed by the backers of FDR to smear FDR as "anti-semetic", in
a covertploy that operated until FDR 'selection in 1936.
French-American Nobel Prize winner Dr. Alexis Carrel publishes "Man, the
Unknown", in which he advocates murder of criminals and the mental& ill
in euthanasia institutions.
Goldborough Bill HI29216 to repeal Federal Reserve Act. Buried in committee.
Italians begin to use chemical weapons in Abyssinia Fthiopia).
Egas Moniz performs the first lobotomy in Portugal. Ironically, Moniz is shot
and paralyzed in 1939 by one of his patients, and beaten to death by another
in 1955.
Nau York American (711 1135) has an article on "Tesla 's ControlledEarth
Quakes", in which Tesla states, "experimentsin transmitting controlled
vibrations throught the Earth (telegeodynamics)were roughly described as
a "controlled earthquake". According to Tesla, "the vibrationspass through
the Earth with no loss of energy. It becomespossible to convey mechanical
eflects over great distances andprockuce all kinds of uniaue effects.The
invention could be used with destructive eflect in war. "
Lobotomv introduced in the United States. In the next 30 years, over 100,000
people would have their brain mutilated in American institutions. At the
University of Mississippi Medical Center, Dr. Orlando J. Andy would apply
lobotomy to six-year-old children.
Nazis institute the Law for the Protection of the Genetic Health of the German
Peo~le,which required couples to have a medical examination before
marriage; the law forbade marriage if a person was considered "genetically
defective", and did not permit marriage between Aryans and Jew, Gypsies, Slavs
and "others deemed inferior."
Russians arrested in China found carrying vials of dysentary, cholera and
anthrax for sabotage missions against the Japanese. Some missions were
successful.
Dr. Alexis Carrel of the Rockefeller Institute in New York publishes Man The
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Unknown, advocating abolition of prisons and disposal of criminals through
euthanasia institutions or alteration through surgical procedures.
The Rockefeller Trust begins the process of pouring $90 million dollars into
research in molecular biologv, the basis of genetic engineering, through 1959.
L.L. Vasilev, Russian physiologist and parapsychologist publishes a
monograph entitled "Critical Evaluation of the Hwno-c - Method", which
details various experiments by Dr.1.F. Tornashevsky on remote radio control of
the brain at a distance. Post hypnotic suggestions were implemented within 60
seconds.
Nazi government issues decree requiring German industry to keep secret any
discovery with military potential.
British scientist Robert Watson-Watt credited with the discovery of radar.
FDR re-elected in the United States. Roosevelt then mames his son to a member
of the Dupont family. FDR could now involve the United States in World War I1
as planned.
Pertussis vaccine introduced in the United States. Autism begins to appear in
children.
Tesla made head of ONR invisibility project. Research continues until 1940
test in Brooklyn Naval Yard.
British government deems everyone in Britain must have a gas mask.
German scientist Dr.Gerhard Schrader, researching new insecticides, makes
the formulation later deemed "Tabun", the original nerve gas.
Schrader is
summoned to Berlin to demonstrate Tabun to the Wehrrnacht. Tabun is
an ortho~hosphate,as is Sarin.
New York Times announces debut of new Schroder-Rockefeller holding
company. (Avery Rockefeller) Rockefeller holds 42% of the stock and
Baron Kurt von Schroder in Cologne, Germany (Hitlers personal banker)
holds 47%. Allen Dulles was a director of Schroder Company.
Washington Post taken over by Eugene Meyer. Mafia controls media by 1940.
Walter Freeman and James W. Watts help promote lobotomy in the USA.
I.G. Farben releases discovery of sulfanilamide. Released in US in 1937
1936 Avery Rockefeller sets up Schroder-Rockefeller Company. Schroder -Hilters $
Himmler becomes chief of the German Police and reorganizes it into two
branches, the Uniformed Branch (responsible for public order) and the
Security Police (Gestapo and SS Security Service (SD), who ran German
Protective Custody Compounds (concentration camps).
Hermann Gorings Four Year Plan begins.
Berlin Psychoanalytic Institute disappears as an institution in Germany.
Diptheria vaccine injures 75 in France.
Matthias Goring protects Jungian psychologist Gerhard Adler and facilitates
his escape to Switzerland. (Cousin of Herman Giiring).
I.G. Farben produces Zyklon B gas for extermination camps.
Anti-Communist pact signed by Japan and Germany.
Roosevelt policies in the Pacific force the Japanese to capitulate or fight.
Second wave of UFO sightings in Scandinavia.
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Matthias Goring establishes German Institute for Psychological Research
and Psychotherapy, dubbed the Goring Institute. The Institutes work
in psvchotheravy was supported by the LuftwaEe and had ongoing
professional contact with the Reuch Criminal Police Office, the SS
Lebensborn, the League of German Girls and individual members of the
Nazi hierarchy. Funds were later received fiom the Reuch Research
Council, chaired by Matthias' cousin, Hermann Goring. Institute renamed
in 1944.
Attempts made on the life of radient energy researcher T. Moray.
At the 1936 Olympics in Berlin, Hitlers observation box is shared by John
J. McCloy, a lawyer in the employ of I.G. Farben. McCloy would later be
president of Rockefellers Chase Manhattan Bank, chairman of the CFR,
and serve on the Warren Commission investigating the assassination of
Kennecj,. During the period following the war, McCloy pardoned 70,000
Nazis accused of war crimes. McCloy also pardoned General Walter
Dornberger, convicted at Nuremberg of collaborating to murder 6,000
prisoners, because Von Braun rehsed to work for the US rocket program
without him. Von Braun was named by the author of Nomenclature of
an Assassination Cabal as a key operative in the assassination of Kennedy. He
was associated closely with the Defense Industrial Security Command (DISC),
the secret police agency in the US for munitions manufacturers. Many DISC
executives are reported to have been Mafia. Von Braun was also in charge
of the Security Division of NASA. McCloy later worked in US intelligence.
German manufacturing trials for nerve gas Tabun begin.
U.S. Public Health Service publishes material indicating that fluoride concentrations
in many U.S.cities varied between 0.6 ppm to 8.0 ppm. A concentration of 0.9 ppm
means that over 10% of children have mottled teeth and tooth deformities.
Henry Coffin and John Foster Dulles lead the US delegation to England to
found the World Council of Churches as a "peace movement" guided by the
pro-Hitler factions in England. The Cofi family, mainstays of the lobby for
euthanasia and eugenics, survive the Hitler era and are integrated into the
CIA in the 1950's.
The regime of Hideki Tojo in Japan would be responsible for 3,990,000 murders
between 1937 and 1945.
Another outbreak of encephalitis in St. Louis, Missouri.
American I.G. has substantial stock holdings in Dupont and Kodak in USA.
The German edition of Madison Grants book "Conquest of a Continent' is
released in Berlin. Dr. Eugen Fischer of the Kaiser WIlhelm Institute, in his
praise for the book, notes "the racial idea has become one of the chief
foundations of the National Socialist State's population policies."
Morris Fishbein gains control as editor of the AMA, along with Dr. Olin West.
A M ."approves" drug suIfanilamide with diethylene glycol, which kills many
before it is removed fiom use.
Japanese production of mustard gas reaches 2 tons per day.
Japanes build biological warfare facility called Pingfan in Manchuria. It is
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complete by 1939. Destroyed in 1945 as Russians approach. The Japanese
wage biological war against China until 1945.
William Donovan renews his association with the Rothschilds, who ask him
to salvage their interests in Bohemia (Czechoslavakia) left over from the
Nazi occupation. He is defeated by Hitlers view of the Rothschilds. Donovans
law firm successfblly defends 18 oil firms against anti-trust charges. Donovan
meets Kim Philby in Spain and begins to build the OSS around the hard core
of the Communist Lincoln Brigade.
Italy signs Anti-Communist pact with Japan and Germany.
American professor Earnest Hooten, a Harvard University anthropologist,
was described in the New York Times as one of the leading authorities on
human evolution. Says Hooten, "I think that a biologicalpurge is the essential
prerequisite for social and spiritual salvation. It is very dzflcult to enforce
such a measure in a democracy, unless it has been preceeded by an educational
campaign..
Communist Party of the USA supports American Federation of Teachers.
Lord Russell and Aldous Huxley co-found the Peace Pledge Union to promote
the campaign for peace with Hitler, just before both left for the US for the
duration of the war.
Nazis run Tesla "p2" project at Los Alamos, New Mexico. Under Illuminati
control.
German state hospitals use electroshock and insulin shock therapies on
patients. Hitler orders the film "The Inheritance" shown in 5,300 theatres in
Germany as a beginning indoctrination in racial theory. By 1939, The "T4" project,
involving euthanasia of German mental patients and criminals, later extended to
others, is headed by Buehler in Germany aRer Hitler orders the killing of
such as "Daseinohne Leben", would follow
mental patients. Other films,
(existence without life) in a successfbl attempt to pass euthanasia law
in a public forum.
Adolph Hitler is interviewed bv Richard Helms, a reporter for United Press
International. Helms, whose grardjiather was thefirst director of the Bank
for International Settlements andpast chief of the Federal Reserve, would
eventually be appointed director of the CIA in the United States in 1966 and
leave the CIA in 1972, after ordering the destruction of all files relating
to MKULTRA. Helms made use of a vast research network in pursuit of
depth persuasion and transmission of subliminaI messages to population,
advocated the use of highfiequencies to G e c t the memory and unconscious
mind,and mentioned in a 1964 memo to the Wmen Commission the subject
of bioloical radio communication and the use of "cvbemetics in the molding
of a childs character, the inculcation of knowledge, the establishment of
behavior patterns and control of the growth process of the individual. The
term "cvbernetics" relates to technolow that responds to thou~ht.Richard
Helms was a consultant to Bechtel.
Japan makes extensive use of chemical weapons against the Chinese. China
makes a formal protest to the League of Nations.
Yf
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Roosevelt asks Congress for a law to limit the Supreme Court authority to
declare laws in conflict with the Constitution null and void. Congress refuses.
Early experiments in the US with radar and first seagoing tests.
The Nazis prohibit the Theosophists, Rudolph Steiner, the OTO, the Hermetic
Order of the Golden Dawn and the Order of New Templars in Germany.
Roosevelt executes secret agreement with Churchill which agreed to let
British Special Operations Executive control U .S. policies. Agreement in
effect cedes US sovereignty to England. Roosevelt sends General Donovan
to London for indoctrination before setting up the OSS (now the CIA) under
the aegis of SOE-SIS.
Tavistock Institute in London originates US and British wartime mass
bombings over Japan and Germany as a clinical experiment in mass
terror. Detailed records were kept. The later German V-2 launches over
south London (the British elite lived in north London) were part of the
experiment.
Germans begin flying experimental craft using conventional power sources.
German Antarctic Expedition (1938-1939) to survey area for operations base.
Orson Welles engaged to do the "war of the worlds" broadcast.
Fi-eight British physicians sign a mandate against compulsory
immunization in Guernsey point to the virtual disappearance of Diptheria
in Sweden, a country without Diptheria vaccination.
Sandoz Pharmaceuticals, now a subsidiary of I.G. Farben, begins manufacture
of LSD~Lvserfzicacid. There is strong evidence that the "LSD conquest of the
world was a paradigm generated within British Freemasonic channels.
Ugo Cerletti becomes the first to use electroconvulsive treatment in fascist
Italy. Cerletti got the idea from watching hogs being shocked at a slaughter
house. The first victim was a 39 year old engineer who was found wandering
on trains without a ticket. Present at this event was Lothar Kalinuws&, who
would become a member of the American Psychiatric Association and an
avid promoter of electroshock in the United States.
German chemist Schrader discovers Sarin, 10 times more lethal than Tabun.
Food. Drug and Cosmetics Act certifies 19 dyes for use in foods.
The idea of "booster shotsyyarose as a "solutiony'to poor antibody response
in infants and newborns. Thse become customary in the 1940's.
Congressional debate on Food and Drug Act.
Reich Air Ministry is shipped 500 tons of tetra-ethyl lead gas additive from Standard
Oil of New Jersey (Ethylstandard) in the United States, through I.G. Farben,
with payment secured through Brown Brothers Harriman on Sept 21, 1938.
ITT purchases 28% interest in Focke-Wulf Air& Co. In Gennany.
Germany invades Austria.
Compulsory immunization instituted in Hungary. Diptheria cases rise 35%
by 1940.
Ugo Cerletti introduces electroshock into the psychiatric hospitals in Italy.
Germany annexes Austria, causiig the destruction of the Vienna PsychoAnalytic Society and Institute and the exile of Freud to London.
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Health Practitioners Law (Heilpraktikergesetz) is put into practice
in Germany. Allowed psychotherapists to advance their professional claims
within the field of health and medicine in during the Third Reich n e law ended
thepeedom to cure that had existed in Germany since 1870. 7he government
would supervise all training of medical personnel, including ofJicialiy
approved health practitioners.
Psychiatrists in Nazi Germany begin murdering "mental patients" at
Brandenburg, one of the six killing institutions used for the "euthanasia"
program. Gennan policy expands to include euthanasia on asylum patients.
Henry Moray builds a laboratory in Salt Lake.
Nazi administration gives permission to doctors to give "mercy death" to
the deformed and mentally ill.
League of Nations suspended.
Scientists in Berlin prepare for the first sample of nerve gas Sarin.
Otto Hahn and Fritz Strassman achieve nuclear fission in Germany.
Jersey Oil renews its agreement with I.G. Farben in Holland.
Hitler sets up the Reich Committee for Scientific Research of Heredity and
Severe Constitutional Diseases, leading to the extermination of mentally ill
and physically deformed children in Germany. Karl Brandt heads the
division responsible for adults, which would claim over 300,000 by 1945.
Brookhaven Labs in New Jersey allegedly perfects teleportation technology.
US State Dept approves Groton, Connecticut plan to send sub plans to USSR.
Germany and Russia sign pact for division of Poland.
Interpol grouped with German Gestapo.
German SS massacre civilians in Poland.
Com~ulsoryvaccination in Germany raises diptheria cases to 150,000.
Cartels control 87% of mineral products in the United States.
Standard Oil President Frank Howard visits Gennany.
Psychiatrists in Brandenburg Germany begin operation of gas chambers to
kill mental patients.
Germany invades western Poland. Russia invades eastern Poland. Both
Gennany and Russia commit atrocities and mass murder.
Dr.Emanue1 Josephson reveals AMA coverup of Vitamin E benefits.
Farben $20 million in aviation gasoline.
Standard Oil of New Jersey loans I.G.
Two largest German tank manufacturers are Opel, a wholly owned subsidiary
of General Motors in the United States controlled by J.P. Morgan, and the
Ford subsidiary in Germany of the Ford Motor Company.
The German electrical equipment industry concentrates into a few major
corporations linked internationally by stock ownership to International
General Electric and International Telephone and Telegraph in the US. AU
American owned subsidiaries in Germany escape bombing during the war.
Radio astronomer Grite Reber claims receiving morse code from space.
Assassination attempt on Hitler.
Stephenson (A Man Called Intrepid) is quoted as saying in April 1939 that
"the president (FDR) is one of us". Roosevelt tells Mackenzie King,
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Prime Minister of Canada and longtime Rockefeller agent, "our frontier
is on the Rhine."
Dr.Weston Price, a research dentist, publishes Nutrition and Physical
Degeneration: A Comparison of Primative and Modem Diets and Their
EfJects, which proved that refined foods and sugar causes physical
degeneration and disease and opposed to natural unrefined foods.
A government investigator, Dr. Frasier, uses a hammer and smashes Morays
radient energy detector. At one time, Moray is asked to investigate the effects
on humans of high energy, high frequency current. Henry would go into
debt until 1949.
Federal District of Columbia institutes the Public Salary Tax to impose tax
on government employees or anyone who worked in a "federal area."
Colonel Stewart Menzies, one of the four who set up the OSS in the United
States, is appointed head of MI6 (until 1951).
Roosevelt re-elected President in the United States.
The Buck Act is passed in the United States, allows any d e m e n t of the
Federal Government to create a 'ffederal area" in order to impose the
Public Salary Tmc Act in that area. (See 1939). The Buck Act redefines the
term "state"to include any territory or possession of the United States, and
redefines the term 'ffederalarea" in such a wcly that land located within the
exterior boundaries of a State "shall be deemed to be a Federal area located
within such State. "
The FBI intimidates Henry Moray.
The multi-cavity magnetron becomes available, permitting development of
a practical radar unit.
William Stephenson anives in New York with a letter to W i a m Donovan
fiom Admiral Blinker Hall, a British Naval Intelligence officer whom
Donovan had met in 1916. The letter proposes an American intelligence agency,
although the US was not at war. FDR sends Donovan to London on July 15th
and Stephenson wires London that the US embassy is not to be informed. The
president, FDR, assures Stephenson that "I'm your biggest undercover agent."
Germanv orders compulsoxy mass immunization for children. As a result,
by 1945, Germany's Diptheria cases increase fiom 40,000 to 250,000.
Construction begins for Geman chemical warfare plant in the forests of
Silesia in western poland, near the Oder river, at Dyhernfurth. By 1943
the facility had cost R M 120 million. Complete in 1942.
British Secret Police renamed MI-5 and MI-6 for duration of WWII.
Nazis allegedly begin building Hitler secret hideout at Antarctica.
Major construction project at the Montauk base, in which a large number of
buildings were constructed in two levels, with two cellar levels below. When
covered, these building became known as "Radar Hill." (See 1928, 1950,1968).
James Forrestal is Secretary of the Navy.
David Rockefelle becomes aide to LaGuardia.
German SS execute British prisoners of war.
Japan, Germany and Italy sign a military alliance.
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Voorhis Bill HR2809 to repeal Federal Reserve Act. Buried in committee.
US breaks Japanese "purple code".
FDR causes National Guard to be voted into service for one year.
Germany, Japan and Italy sign the Tripartite Treaty.
British researchers at ICI discover substances for use in anti-crop warfare,
which were subsequently tested in fields in England.
Roosevelt asked to withdraw Pearl Harbor fleet to safer area. Rehsed.
Soviet concentration camps maintained by fluoride administration to inmates
to decrease resistance to authority and induce physical deteriorization.
Researchers succeed in isolating indoleactetic acid (IAA), the plant growth
regulating hormone or auxin, hypothesized by Darwan 60 years earlier. Attempts
to synthesize similar plant growth compounds led to the development of phenoq
acids 2,4-D and 2,4,5-T. Research uncovers the fact that slight excesses of these
chemicals could kill plants instead of stimulating their growth. (See 1941)
American intake of petroleum-based food coloringdadditivesincreases ten-fold
(to 1977). Most of the additives prove later to be carcinogenic.
Germany invades the Khazarian-ruled Slavic nation of the USSR. The
International Banker rule over Soviet "Gosbank" at risk. They require that
America be brought into the war, with finesse, to protect the loans.
France capitulates to the Nazis.
In the United States, psychiatrists were using hypothermia, or ''refigeration
therapy" on "mental patients." (See 1943 Goldman and Murray).
Senator Lodge introduces bill for health insurance, which is shelved.
Germanys SS number over 100,000.
Hitler decides to create a National Police manned by the SS.
Roosevelt cuts off oil and steel to Japan. Japanese ordered to withdraw from
China.
The potential use of synthetic growth regulating hormones to kill plants is
studied by Dr. E.J. Kraus, head of the botany department at the University
of Chicago, which had a contract with the U.S. Army for research in
chemical warfare. (See 1940,1943). Ref [2,4-D and 2,4,5-T herbicides]
German invades the Soviet Union. Millions of civilians uprooted and
exterminated.
Gassing begins at Auschwitz with 250 mental patients, 600 Russian POWs
and assorted Jews.
In France, the Vichy government rounds up 5,000 French Jews using French
police, who transport them to concentration camp Drancy, under German SS
view.
The regime of Josip Tito in Yugoslavia would murder 1,172,000 people between
1941 and 1987.
Schriever-Miethe designs successfilly tested in Germany.
British plan Operation Anthropoid to try and assassinate Reinhard Heydrich,
a Nazi SS chief Operation uses biotoxins and explosives. Successll in 1942.
(to 1945) WWII. Onassis sells oil, axms and dope to both sides without
losing a single ship or man.
-9
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Amory Howe Bradford manies Carol Warburg, whose mother Carola was
the head of the Warburg family in the United States after World War 11. The
family assisted the Harriman rise into the world in the 19th and early 20th
century. The Warburgs and the Sulzbergers (NewYork Times) used
various committees and religious organizations to protect the Harriman-Bush
deals with Hitler.
Louis Sauer of Evanston, Illinois, an avid supporter of mass vaccination,
reports that only 27% of a group of 89 babies developed '>rotective
antibodies" when vaccinated at three months of age or less. Sauer urges
that Pertussis vaccination "begin no earlier than seven months" because
"most o f these infantsdid not vet possess the pmer to develor,adeauate
immunitv when thev were in_iectedso earlv in life"
ONR invisibility project still in progress. Tesla has FDRs confidence, but
disagreement develops with John von Neurnann over coil design. Tesla
sabotages project in March 1942.
AMA "approves" I.G. Farben subsidiary "suifathiazole", which kills many.
Germany attacks the Soviet Union.
Viktor Brack, one of the heads of the German euthansia program, sent a
"Report on Experiments in X-ray castration" to Himmler. According to
Brack, "a two-tube installation could sterilize 200 persons a day."
US Supreme Court stacked with men indoctrinated with Fabian philosophy.
Murder rate in the United States 100:100,000.
Rudolf Hess flies to England with German nuclear secrets to trade for new
identity and immunity. Nuclear secrets of Hahn and Strassman.
Congressman Dies presents evidence in August of Japanese planned attack.
The Dies Commission, in possession of Japanese map,is told to tell public
nothing.
US conducts "refiigeration therapy" studies on inmates at Longview
Hospital in Cincinnati, Ohio.
Wdhelm Reich meets with Albert Einstein to discuss discovered phenomena. A
second meeting follows. Einstein retains use of orgone accumulator until 1942.
for study. Later, Einstein is silent about the accumulator and refuses to return
it to Reich, whose work ultimately means discredit to Einsteins theories.
Stephen Bechtel and John McCone form a separate company, Bechtel-McCone,
and receive a $260 million order for 60 fieighters for Britain. McCone would
later build the hastily and poorly constructed "Liberty Ships", many of which
fell apart before they could be sunk by the Germans. Bechtel-McCone would
make $44 million fiom the deal.
On Sept 18, 1941, Col. E.I. Jacob, Churchills military secretary, is informed by
Major Desmond Morton Church, ChurchiUs liason with the British Secret
Service, that "another most secret fact is that to all intents andpurposes, US.
Security is being runfor them at the Presidents request by the British. A
British ofJicer sits with Mr. Hoover and Bill Donovan for thispurpose. It is of
course essential that thisfact should not be &own."
J-Edgar Hoover complains that Rockefeller Center headquarters of the
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British Security Coordination controlled an army of secret agents in a group
of nine secret agencies. In New York, German sailors are murdered as acts
designed to force Hitler to declare war against the United States. Stephenson
complains that Standard Oil is supplying Germany through Spain, and he
prepares a 400 page report on US corporate dealings with Germany. J.Edgar
Hoover buries the document. Nelson Rockefeller covers up the supply of
German military forces fiom his South American subsidiaries. Among the
American corporations supporting Germany were Ford Motor Company,
Sterling Drug (Bayer) and ITT. Sosthenes Behn, head of ITT, hosted a
lavish conference of German intelligence operatives at the Waldorf Astoria
in 1940. The German director of ITT was Baron Kurt von Schroder, Hitlers
personal banker.
British reserve of chemical weapons reserve is 13,000 tons of poison gas.
Japan conducts "surprise attack on Pearl Harbor, Dec 7, 1941. 2,341 killed.
Germany maintains intense underground construction activity.
Wartime price controls in the United States.
United States begins investing in plant and equipment for a biological weapons
program. Over 4000 people would become employed in this field. From 1942
to 1945, the US opened 13 new chemical w d a r e plants.
German nerve gas factory becomes operational, unknown to the allies.
University of Columbia issues a report on St. Louis Encephalitis. Professor
of Neurology at Columbia University Josephine B. Neal writes that '>ertussis
encephalitis in early childhood was likely to leave irm3vihuals crippled with
motor and personality handicaps.
Assassination of Iterpol chief Heydrich in Czechoslovakia.
Henry Moray attempts to re-build his Radient Energy Device. His second
detector forced him into research involving nuclear materials, radioactive
reactions and synthetic radioactivity. When he inquires about Gustave LeBons
book "The Evolution of Matter" (synthetic radiation), he is questioned by the
FBI on why he wants the book, which had been withdrawn from libraries.
Bill Donovans OCI evolves into the OSS under E09128 and Donovan is put
in charge. The OSS becomes an "outpost" of British Intelligence in the United
States.
The Germans arrive at "the final solution". French police in Paris round up
13,000 Jews, including 4,000 children under 12 years old, and ship them off to
three concentration camps in Poland. By November 1942, over 42,000 are sent.
Rocky Mountain Arsenal opens in Colorado. It employed 3000 people and
produced 87,000 tons of toxic chemicals by the end of the war in 1945. The
chemicals were tested in Utah at the Dugway Proving Ground.
I.G. Farben known to be operating using slave labor fiom Nazi camps.
Truman Committee probes the deal between Standard Oil and 1.G.Farben.
The Truman government makes contact with a subterranean race of grays,
who apparently also established a relationship with the Nazis in Germany;
both countries are manipulated while at the same time pursuing their
overlapping goals. Alien activities parallel government mind control
"
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and other paradigms, allowing emulation of alien programs by the
Illuminati and hture media renditions that will support "an external
threat". (See 1961 Iron Mountain Report).
High altitude low pressure experiments on Dachau inmates. (March 1942 to
August 1942) to investigate human endurance at extremely high altitudes
up to 68,000 ft. Doctors involved were Karl Brandt (personal physician to
Hitler, Reich Commissioner for Health and Sanitation and a general in the SS
who was in charge of killing mental patients in the "euthanasia program"),
Rudolf Brant ( SS Colonel ) and Joachirn Mrugowsky (chief of the Hygenic
Institute of the WaBFen SS).
Experiments investigating treatment of persons severely chilled or fiozen are
conducted at Dachau, primarily for the benefit of the Gennan Air Force, are
conducted fiom August 1942 to about May 1943.
FBI sweep of US public libraries and book stores to confiscate anything to
do with alternative technology and gravity technology.
Epidemic of typhus in Egypt and North Africa into 1943.
Twenty-five nations at war with Germany sign a "Declaration by the United
Nations" pledging that none would sign a separate armistice or peace.
Churchill and FDR postpone a planned 1943 invasion of Europe until 1944.
Gennany becomes worlds largest producer of aluminum (and Sodium
Fluoride). Fluoride is used in the concentration camps to render the prisoners
docile and inhibit the questioning of authority.
United States psychiatrist Foster Kennedy writes an article in the July issue
of the chiefjournal of the American Psychiatric Association, advocating the
killing of retarded children.
The CIA opens an experimental mind control clinic in Montreal, known as the
to probe into EMR dytopia and other areas. The clinic is
funded by grants from the Rockefeller Foundztion, JD. McConnell of the
named after Dr. Charles
Montreal Star, and the Geschickter F&tion,
Geschickter, who testedpotent ahgs on mental patients and the terminally
ill, and bombarded monkeys with microwaves. The clinic was directed by
Dr. D. Ewen Cameron. Experiments would begin on the population of
Montreal.
Foster Kennedy, a psychiatrist in the US, recommends the killing of
retarded children.
On October 24th US Government orders the seizure of Nazi German banking
operations in New York City which were conducted by Prescott Bush. Under
the Trading With the Enemy Act, the government takes over Union Banking
Corporation, of which Bush is a director. On October 28th the government
seizes two Nazi front organizations run by the Bush-Harriman bank: the
Holland-American Trading Corporation and the Seamless Steel Equipment
Corporation. In November, Nazi interests in the Silesian-American Corp
are seized. Nazi US partners are left to cany on business. The order to seize
the bank is quietly published in government records and kept out of the
public media.
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Britain creates anthrax bomb and tests it on Gruinard Island.
Dr. E.J.Kraus (See 1940) presents a formal report on the crop-killing potential
of synthetic plant hormones, including 2,4-D and 2,4,5-T to a National Academy
of Sciences cornmitee on biological warfare. (See 1944, Kraus).
Test of the Eldridge ONR invisibiity project. The Philadelphia Experiment.
Germany establishes through Reinhard Gehlen a channel to British
intelligence in Moscow.
Researchers from the US Public Health Service examine the health of residents
of Bartlett, Texas to see if the 8ppm fluoride in the drinking water was affecting
their health. It was checked again in 1953. They find that the death rate in Bartlett
was three times higher than a neighboring town which contained 0.4 ppm fluoride.
American vaccine researcher Pearl Kendrick reports that adding a metallic
salt seemed to heighten the capacity of the Pertussis vaccine to produce
anti-bodies. (Metal salt is an "adjuvant" in this way). Some metallic salts
used are those of aluminum (alum). Pearl K e d i c k is the researcher that
urged that Pertussis vaccine be combined with Diptheria vaccine. Later the
Tetanus vaccine was added, producing the nefarious DPT Vaccine.
Churchill successfbl in prolonging the war another year by cancelling the
channel crossing plans of General Wedemeyer and embarking on a campaign
in North Afiica, essentially a replay of Churchills Gallipoii campaign of WW1.
In April '43, a conference of British and American officials formally
decide that nothing should be done about the holocaust being perpetrated
by Germany, and "ruled out all plans for mass rescue." (Easter 1943
Bumuda Conference). Those involved in the holocaust became expendible
to the war effort.
German underground facilities being constructed in Austria and
Czechoslaviakia.
Dr. Albert Hofhan, a chemist at Sandoz, a Swiss Pharmaceutical house
owned by S.G. Warburg, develops Lysergic Acid Diethylamide, LSD. There
is evidence that British and American intelligence agencies were directly
involved in its development.
Dr.Schaltenbrand in Germany reports successful transmission of monkey
encephalitis to "mental patients".
United States psychitrists Douglas Goldman and Maynard Murray publish
"Studieson the use of Refi.igeration nerapy in Mental Disease with Report
of Sixteen Cases" in the Journal ofNervous andMenta1 Diseases, Vo1.97 Feb
1943, pp 152- 165. Three deaths resulted during the program, tested on "mental
patients." (See 1949 Spradley and Marin-Foucher).
Current Tax Payment Act of 1943. Tax becomes known as "withholding tax".
Dr. John Tinterta rediscovers the vital importance of the endocrine system,
and connects supar use to production of&eraa!renocortic e~isodesin
humans intolerent to sugar, where adrenal hormones are suppressed,
producing inability to think clearly, allergies, inability to handle alcohol,
depression, apprehension, cravingfor sweets and low blood pressure.
General vaccine program against in£luenza begins in the US.
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Infantile paralysis epidemic kills 1200 and cripples more in US.
Penicillin "successfblly used in the treatment of chronic diseases.
The Journal of the American Medical Association on September 18, 1943,
states, "fluorides are general protoplasmic ~oisons,changrng the permeability
of the cell membrane by inhibiting certain enzymes. Xhe exact mechanism
of such actions are obscure. The sources offlorine intoxication are drinking
water containing lppm or more offlorine,fluorine compounds used as
insecticicial spraysfor fruits and vegatables (cryolite and bariumfluorosilicate) and the mining and conversion of phosphate rock to superphosphate,
which is used as a fertilizer. %t process alone releases approximately
25,000 tons of pure fluorine into the atmosphere annually. Other sources of
fluorine intoxication ispom thefluorides used in the smelting of many metals,
such as steel and aluminum, and in the prodiction of glass, enamel and brick.
German victories begin to be defeats, and Hitler considers employing his
chemical weapons.
Moray succeeds in rebuilding his device.
Supreme Court finds in Marconi's favor, ruling Tesla had anticipated all
other contenders with his fimdamental radio patents.
Child psychologist Leo Kanner observes a new illness appearing in US
children, "inborn autistic disturbance of afFective contact". The problem
became known as "infantile autism" or simply "autism". Outstanding
features of this new problem: seE-absorbed alienation, inability to relate
in the o r d i i way to people and situations fiom the very beginning of
life, detachment, nervous hostility with strangers, emotional bluntness
and isolation, impaired relationships, and reading with little or no
comprehension and inability to process experience. As a result of this
process, gaining wisdom and learning fiom experience becomes impossible.
Under experiments which began in 1942, experiments are conducted by
Germany on Dachau inmates who are fiozen in an attempt to assess revival
techniques. (Note: Preparation for arctic deployment studies?).
Voorhis Bill HR.373 to repeal Federal Reserve Act. Buried in committee.
Nazi Admiral Doenitz boasts the German submarine fleet has rebuilt "in
another part of the world a Shangri-La on land an impregnable fortress".
T.Henry Moray attempts to reconstruct his radiant energy generator and is
harrassed by the FBI after seeking GustaveLe Bons book (see 1892).
US Government sends citizens of Japanese descent to prison camps in the US
General Reinhard Gehlen infiltrates Soviet intelligence and forms a pact with
Allen Dulles.
Diptheria cases in Nazi occupied France rise to 47,000 after Germans force
compulsory vaccination. In nearby Norway, which rehsed vaccinations,
there were 50 cases of Diptheria.
Hitler decides to not use chemical weapons against allies, fearing allied
development of the same. British capture Nazi prisoner who turns out to
be chemist from Spandau plant.
Juan Peron and other pro-Nazi leaders take over power in Argentina.
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Pilots start reporting "foo fighters" in the air.
Allies begin manufacture of anthrax bomb, using British design.
US gives Russia plans for atomic bomb under Lend Lease Program. Later,
the Rosenbergs are subjected to a sham trial to cover up Soviet acquision. The
atomic bomb was partially invented by Samuel Cohen, who would later invent
the neutron bomb, capable of killing all life but leaving buildngs intact.
US delivers 1 kilogram of uranium to the Soviet Union.
Dr.Ewen Cameron receives Rockefeller grant to set up Allen Memorial Instit.
The US m c e of Strategic Services (OSS) sends Allen Dulles to Bern,
Switzerland to work with top Nazis like Otto Von Bolschwing to arrange
for the transfer of Gennans to the US under Operation Paperclip. At the
same time, Americans are dying in the Battle of the Bulge. One vital aspect
of the agreement was to extend the war until the Nazis could get their hnds
out of the country and begin again in the United States - this time at a covert
level. German funds are transferred to Argentina, Brazil and other countries.
Dulles remains in Switzerland until 1945 in this capacity.
"Tesla dies." A boxcar 111 of his papers are taken to Los Alamos for storage. A
significant amount of evidence suggests Tesla did not die at this time but was
wisked off to England after sabotaging the ONR invisibility project. Other
evidence suggests he did in fact die, but ONR was among the first to get a
"crack" at his papers.
Asperger in Vienna describes thefirst cases of
"autism" to appear.
Britain turns over anti-crop toxin research to United States. The US would
have mass production capability by 1945.
Dr. E.J. Kraus, after the U.S. Army chemical warfhre contract ends at the
University of Chicago, transfers to Camp Detrick, the Army's biological
warfare testing center in Maryland. From 1944 to the middle of 1946, Kraus
would test over 1,000 chemical agents on plants. (See 1943,1948)
American train in France carrying $10 billion in Nazi gold is blown up, killing 5 1
American soldiers. The gold is then used to financeMontauk mind control projects
later in New York. Later fbnded by ITT, owned by Krupp in Germany.
The city manger of Grand Rapids, Michigan announces that the Michigan
State Department of Health is planning a long range experiment with
fluoridated water and that Grand Rapids was selected as the location for the
experiment. The city commission approves a motion to fluoridate on July 3 1,
and decide it is to begin in January 1945, despite the warning issued three
months earlier by the American Dental Association. Grand Rapids becomes
thefirst city in the United States to conduct this experiment. It was to serve
as the test city to be compared against un-fluoridated Muskegon for a period
of ten vears relative to tooth decay, at which time it would be determined
whether or not fluoride was "safe and effective." Dr. H. Trendley Dean was
put in charge of the project. The experiment was terminated early with the
pronouncement that fluorides in public water supplies was "safe". See 1945.
Uranium pile built in Clinton, Tennessee. New cyclotron completed at Wash.
An initial batch of 5000 anthrax bombs comes off the production line
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at Camp Detrick. Main American plant at Vigo, Indiana built at a cost
of $8 million and employed 500 people. The plant was capable of producing
50,000 anthrax bombs per month. Plant ready for production by 1945 but
never used, and eventually was leased for production of antibiotics.
German SS reaches its top strength of over 900,000.
- is uut
on the pavroll of the Aluminum Com~anvof America
Oscar Ewinp;
(ALCOA), as an attorney, at an annual salary of $750,000. Within afav
months, Ewing was made Federal Security Administrator, with the
announcement that he was taking a big cut in salary. lke US Public Health
Service, then a division of the FSA,comes under the command of Ewing,
and he begins to vigorouslypromote fluoridation nationwide. Ref: May 25-27
Hearings before the Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce. A
by-product of aluminum manufacture is toxic sodium fluoride. Ewings
public relations strategist for the fluoride campaim was the nephew of
Sigmund Freud, Edward L. Bernays. Bernays conducts a public relations
campaign to promote fluorine ingestion by applying Freudian theory to
induce public acceptance. It was one of Bernays most successfUl campaigns.
Army Medical Department takes care of 4.4 million hospital patients. (US).
Health Practitioners Journal, June 1944, reports Dr. S.S.Goldwater, the New
York Commissioner of Hospitals states "as a result of the drugs, vaccines and
other suppressive treatments used to check diseases, chronic diseases are
growing at such a rate that America may become a nation of invalids. "
Attempted assassination of Hitler. Upper echelon Nazis begin to send wealth
to Argentina. Hitler turns control of planning, construction, and control of
Germany's "new weapons" over to the SS, who had previously only provided
security and anti-sabotage protection to highly classified German projects.
Himmler names Dr. Heinz Kammler (Lt-Gen SS) the director of secret war
production. V-2 rockets are launched on London. The SS demonstrates much
interest in certain unusual weapons that promised certain victory.
Norman Borlaug sent to Mexico by Rockefellers to develop new grain types.
Dr. Gelny, director of the Austrian institution Mauer-Ohling, demonstrates
death by electroshock at the 1944 Germany Psychiatric Congress.
German intelligence service Anwehr disbanded.
The Journal o f the American Dental Association on October 1, 1944 warned
that "We do know that the use o f dnnkinp water containinp as little as 1.2
to 3.0 v m o f fluorine will cause such developmental disturbances in bones
as osteovorosis, and we cannot run the risk of producing such systemic
disturbances in applyrng what at present is a doub@lprocedure intended
toprevent development of dental disfigurement in children. In the light of
our present knowledge or lack of knowledge of the chemistry of the subject,
the potentialities for ham-faroutweigh thosefor pood "
Germans destroy thousands of files on chemical warfare.
The American Cancer Society (ACS) is reorganized, chiefly under the wing
of Albert Lasker (an advertising tycoon), Elmer Bobst (president of two drug
companies, H o f i a n LaRoche and Warner Larnbert). Mary Lasker in New
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York was the driving force of the ACS for decades. The Albert and Mary
Lasker Foundation, which is based on the Lasker advertising fortune, provides
the impetus to dominate cancer research.
Lancet, official journal of the British Medical Association, comments that
neuritis is commonlyprecipitated by tetanus anti-toxin. (Oct 7, 1944).
By October 1944, only 60% pf Germanys underground complexes for
research, testing and manufacturing had been completed.
Albert Speer (Feb 45) assumes control over research and implementation of
new technical projects with SS supervision.
After being awarded the Legion of Merit for establishing chemical warfare
labs in Maryland, Utah and Panama, Cornelius Rhoads is appointed to the
staff of the Atomic Energy Commission, which at that time was carrying out
radiation experiments on unwitting prisoners, hospital patients and soldiers.
SS High Command moves one of its scientific research and testing centers (245) at Grossendorf, where rocket studies were being carried out, west to the
city of Sulzheim, and resumed operations on April 8, 1945, one month before
the British would be rummaging through the installation after Germanys f d .
1952 I.G. Farben split into BASF, Bayer, and Hoechst.
Gold Reserve requirement reduced fiom 35% to 25%.
A survey of 10,000 boys in the US having had the smallpox vaccination also
notes that 6% were associated with crime.
German ammunition dump captured and chemical shell shipped back to
Britain and Germany's secret chemical weapon is discovered.
United States imports 642 Nazi specialists under Operation Paperclip, which
continues to import specialists in all technical fields until 1973, after an
initial phase lasting until 1952. A large number of Germans involved in mind
control work in the concentration camps are imported into the United States.
One of the German imports would be a Hasidic Jew who represented the best
of the Nazi mind control programming. He would be the one to develop the
mind control operations for military intelligence in the United States, and is
known by the pseudonym of cabalist Dr.Greenbaum. Imported also is the
methodology for deliberating creating multiple personality dissociative states
to b h e r multi-level programming, using drugs, photic and acoustic
technology. Some of the Geman methodology for this has existed since the late
19th century.
Reinhard Gehlen comes to the United States to interface with the OSS.
Dr.Dietrich Beischer comes to the United States. He would become one of the
lead scientists to investigate the effect on humans of ELF.He discovered in 1973
that ELF radiation affected triglyceride levels in the blood. (See 1973).
Newburgh, New York has their water supply fluoridated. Subsequent exams
of the children by x-ray reveal that almost 14% have cortical defects in bone,
compared to the nearby uduoridated town of Kingston, where 7.5% have
bone defects. The data is suppressed.
As a result of government propaganda on fluorides, the ten year Michigan
study was termined after 1 year. The fluoride-free control city, Muskegon,
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was then fluoridated to conceal any differentialbetween the two cities.
British discover German plans for advanced craft and join US to subvert
German gravity craft progress. Germans fly Kugelblitz.
Germans technical group moves to polar region.
United States detonates nuclear device in New Mexico.
Japan surrenders twice, followed by US bombing of Hiroshima/Nagasaki and
a third and final surrender. The Allies mandate compulsory vaccination in
Japan. Thefirst cases of autismfollow pertussis vaccine introduction.
Postwar nitrate supplies designated to be added to food chain as fertilizer.
Alger Hiss writes the United Nations Charter.
League of Nations holds final meeting and gives assets to United Nations.
Yalta Conference. Eastern Europe handed over to Communists. Millions
relocated - at the signature of Roosevelt, with Alger Hiss by his side.
FDR dies of cancer and a stroke and is suceeded by Harry Truman.
Soviets carry off a German cyclotron from Berlin and take it home.
Germany "surrenders the war."
Hitler escapes from Berlin after arranging a fake suicide and is shipped to
Antarctic base. According to some, reappears as LBJ guest in 1967 with
his wife (Lyne).
The Americans establish concentration camps for Germans in post-war
Germany. Records show the annual death rate of German prisoners was
33%. Eisenhower redesignated the Germans from "prisoners of war"
(protected by the Geneva Convention) to "disarmed enemy forces7' (with
unprotected status). (Other Losses by James Bacque).
Interpol reorganized with headquarters in Paris.
Concentration camps released. Nazi SS camp guards put into Mauthausen.
The "doctors" trial begins at Nuremberg. During the trial, it would be
revealed that many of the experiments done on prisoners in the concentration
camps were done following precidental experiments done by the US on the
civilian population in the early 1940's.
Dr. Edwin Katzen-Ellenbogen,former member of thefaculty at Harvard
Medical School, sentenced to life in prison at Nuremberg for his role at
Buchenwald. Ellenbogen became a member of the faculty at Harvard in
1910, left the US in 1915 and reappeared in Paris in 1941. He was heavily
involved in the killing at Buchenwald, Nearly all Nzai war criminals
convicted at Nuremberg were released early under a general amnesty order
issued by John McCloy in January-February 1951.
Lancet, the official journal of the British Medical Association, features an
article on "Sterilization of the Insane in the USA". According to the
article, based on information in the Journal of the American Medical
Association, over 42,000people were sterilzed in the US between 1941
and 1943. Califona led the pack with over 10,000.
United States saved from the brink of depression by borrowers returning
from the war.
Under classified Operation Keelhaul, the US and British governments force

-
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the repatriation of 4 million Russians after they fled to the West.
The Central Association of Sterilized Persons is created in postwar Germany;
they estimate that Nazi Germany sterilized 2 million people 1933- 1945.
KGB place operatives in British MI5 and M16, and work out a plan to
penetrate Masonry, which allows them access to high areas in governments.
US imports German SS Intelligence officers into OSS. Gehlen flies to Europe
formerly establishes the postwar Gehlen Organization.
US Government Pertussis vaccine expert Margaret Pittman and FDA's
Charles Kendrick decide to test Pertussis vaccine by injecting it into the
brains of mice and see how many survive.
Werne and Garrow describe the deaths of identical twins within 24 hours
of their second Pertussis shot.
Interpol reorganization meeting held in Brussels. First public use of the term
"Interpol". Fifty years later Janet Reno, a member of Interpol, would be the
Attorney General of the U.S.
Rockefeller Foundation creates the "Foundation for Economic Education"
(FEE) for the purpose of promotion of "fiee market" privitization by
looting the productive capacities of the United States by forcing the
government to do it for them, as well as hrther bankrupting the government
to force "privatization" and buying up assets at low prices. Debt service in
the US to international banks would soar, while at the same time destroying
the tax base of the country. (World Bank, IMF)
American consumer demand for heroin at its lowest point in 50 years. US
passes up the chance to eliminate heroin addiction in the USA.
USAF establishes "Project R A N D for long range research projects.
Dr.Gerson demonstrates medical proof of complete remissions of cancer in
over 33% of his patients before the Pepper-Neeley Congressional SubCommittee for Hearings on S1875, a bill to-authorize the president to
wage war on cancer. Lobbyingforces for surgery, radiation and chemotherapy
defeat the bill byfour votes. The bill supported research into dietary means
for preventing and reversing cancer. Gerson's publications were black-listed
and he lost his license to practice medicine in New York.
US turns over 213 of Germanys aircraft manufacturing to Russia.
World Federation on Mental Health created. The term "eugenics", because of
its association with Nazi Germany, is dropped. The World Federation of
Mental Health continues to support electroshock, lobotomy, mind control
and other similar activities. It employs many who were involved in such
practices in Nazi Germany.
John D. Rockefeller, Jr. Donates $8 million to UN for a site in New York.
Wave of "ghost rocketsyyseen over Scandinavia.
Matthew Brody at the Brooklyn Hospital gives detailed descriptions of two
cases of brain damape leariin~to death in child-enreceiving Pertussis shots.
Rockefellers "Foundation for Economic Education" (FEE) establishes the
Mont Pelerin Society, which consisted of high-level Anglo-Venetian financial
barons. Milton Friedman was a member.

-
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Admiral Byrd allegedly heads expedition to Antarctic to search for German
base and attack. Mission fails because of German gravity technology. Over
4,000 elite Nazi troops, ships and equipment. Operation Hyjump lasted
three weeks. Ground troops hit with sound cannon, 4 planes lost. CIA prevents
retalitation. The US operation is undercut by Nazi elements in the US government, who have laison with British Intelligence and the Tavistock Institute.
National Securitv Act established in the United States in order to permit the
extension and continuation of Nazi efforts in the United States under cover
of "national security7', setting the stage for chemical, biological and electronic
sensitization of the population for the remainder of the 20th century. Efforts
begin to convince the American public that their "enemy" is Communism, not
fascism, setting the stage for the upcoming McCarthy period and the sham
known as "the cold war" which would extend and continue the military
industriaYpharmaceutical complexn and subsequent control paradigms.
Professor Herman Schwan enters the U.S. from Germany under Operation
Paperclip and accepts a post at the University of Pennsylvania, h d e d by
the Department of Defense, to research electromagnetics. Schwan is the
source of the 10mw/cm2"safety limit" declared by the military industrial
complex as a safe level for electromagnetic exposure. He would use metal
balls and flasks of salt to represent a human being, in accordance with the
belief that no non-ionizing effects fiom EMF exist, and issues the "standard
in 1953. The U.S. Amy and Air Force would adopt the standard in 1965, since
a lower standard would compromise development of military EMF weapon
programs - and eventually their electromagnetic mind and behavior control. The
standard, in fact, exceeds biological threshold levels by over 1000 times.
Reconstruction of Western Europe complete and retitled the "Marshall Plan",
and W.Averel1 Harriman appointed as head of the Plan, working out of the
Hotel Talleyrand in Paris, a Rothschild mansion. The Rothschilds consolidate
control of world money systems through the Bretton Woods Pact, essentially
a replica of the charter of the Bank of England, which provided immunity fiom all
judicial processes, declared the archives inviolable and not subject to any
Congressional inspection of court examination, and insured the tax-free status.
The Pact then proceeded to svstematicallv loot Western Europe and the
United States. The US is ruled through the CFR, various foundations and
the Federal Reserve System.
Forrestal appointed Secretary of Defense. Asked to resign in 1949 after
noting forces planning the war in Korea. See 1949.
Dr. Dennis Gabor, Hungarian physicist, conceives of "holograms". He gets
the Nobel prize for this in 1971, when they become us&.
According to Dr. Peter Beter, in 1947 the Russians begin research on
robotoid brain structures for synthetic humanoids.
John McCone becomes president of the Air Pollution Committee.
National Security Council founded under CIA charter. Formed by Hoover
and Reinhard Gehlen, the h c t i o n of the NSC was to "tell Congress what
is needed for "national security" to prevent Congress fiom forming opinions
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about the matter. The term "national security" is a catch-all cover to pennit
Nazification of the United States. Over the years the CIA would run an
estimated 3,000 major and 10,000 minor operations that would result in the
death of over 6 million v e o ~ l ein the Third World, according to John Stockwel
an ex-CIA agent. (Silent Holocaust).
Aleister Crowley dies.
Lord Russell advocates that the US order Russia to surrender to a One World
Government that would enjoy a restrictive monopoly on nuclear weapons.
Central Intellgence Agency created fiom OSS.
52% of Korean War draftees rejected because of handicaps.
Institute for Pacific Relations forced to leave the US after a scandal.
Charles Posner of the Harvard Medical School Department of Neurology
writes, "almost any vaccination can lead to noninfectious inflammatory
reaction involving the nervous system. The common denominator consists
of vasculopathy that is often associated with demylination." ( demyelination
is the stripping of the insulation away fiom the nerves).
France creates SDECE, equivalent to CIA.
British build a nuclear pile at Harwell.
Bell Labs releases the "transistor", an invention by William Shockley. It would
be later taken over by Fairchild Semiconductor, which is now owned by
Schlumberger, Inc.
The British Medical Research Council begins testing 50,000 children in
Britain with the Pertussis vaccine. All children tested are more than 14
months old (not newborns). Eight infants had convulsions within 72 hours
of the shot, 34 had convulsions within 28 dqys of the shot. British doctors
denied a connection between the vaccine and the convulsions, declaring
the tests a success and began administering it to all British children. Demite
the fact that none o f the t& were conducted on childken under 14 months old
(newborn and babies), the United States holak the tests in evidence that the
vaccine is safe for newborns as vouw as 6 weeks of age.
The testing would continue until 1957.
Second "UFO Flap" year.
Early men-in-black events just before Arnold sighting at Rainier.
Kenneth Arnold sees winged craft over Mr. Rainier.
Researchers at the Mayo Clinic thejirst confinned deleterious efJects resulting
solelyfi.om microwave exposure - cataract formation in dogs. Simultaneously,
militarv sources also reported a possible link between microwaves, cataracts,
and testicular degeneration in dogs. Work was conducted at the University of
Iowa at the request of Collins Radio in Cedar Rapids, which in turn was a
subcontractor for the Rand Corporation (CIA), which withdrew its support
for the research project in 1949. Ref Science Vol208,6/80. (See 1953)
Randolph K. Byers and Frederick C. Moll of the Harvard Medical School
publish an article describing children who had suffered brain damage after
receiving Pertussis vaccine. The findings provided the first clear evidence
that the vaccine caused the serious neurological complications in children.
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US Marshall Plan $17 billion "European Aid".
Some of the first experiments with phenoxy herbicides in forest management
were conducted by the USDA Forest Service and Oregon State College on
land near Five Rivers in the Siuslaw National Forest. These experiments
demonstrated widespread drift of the aerially applied chemicals. Substantial
damage to crop trees at all concentrations of 2,4-D was noted by researchers.
Study done in England where bone defects in three groups of school boys were
studied. Two groups were fiom districts where the water supply was practically
fiee of fluorine. The third group was fiom the town of Launton, where the
natural water supply contains lppm of fluorine (the same as the level deemed
"safe" by the U. S. Public Health Service). X-ray examination revealed
that 20 percent of the first two groups had mild non-specific spinal irregularities.
In the third group, the one consuming lpvm fluoride in their water, 64% were
found to have spinal defects, and lesions were more severe.
Los Alamos underground facility constructed by Brown & Root of Texas. The
existence of the 6000 sf facility declassified in 1959.
Israel comes into existence, displacing indigenous population.
Randolph Byes and Frederick Moll of Harvard Medical School validate that
severe neurolopical disordersfollow the ahinistration ofDPT vaccine. The
research was performed at Childrens Hospital in Boston and published in
Pedzatrics magazine. Nothing was done by physicians to halt the use of
DPT vaccine.
Project Phoenix I allegedly comes on line, using microwave energy to
cause brain damage.
A study on pertussis vaccine reaction is done by Randolph K. Byers and
Frederick C. Moll of the Harvard Medical School. They examine 15 children
who had reacted violently within 72 hours of a Pertussis vaccination. All the
children were normal before the shot. None had ever had a convulsion before.
One of the childem became blind, deaJ spastic and helpless afrer being given
the Pertussis shot. Out of the IS children, two died and nine suffered fiom
damage to their nervous system.Physicians were displeased by these results.
John McCone becomes Secretary of Defense of the United States. McCone
gives contracts to Standard O i and Kaiser Aluminum, in which he already
has hancial interests.
Standard Oil changes its name to Esso, which acquires a large interest in
Arabian American Oi Company and Oil companies in Switzerland.
Price of uranium rises to $1600 per ton.
Antibiotics aureomycin and chloromycin prepared.
CIA begins to study behavior influencing drugs.
George HW Bush graduates fiom Yale University and the Skull and Bones. It
is known that George HW Bush is a distant cousin of the Oueen of England,
part of the Black Nobiiitv which traces its power back 5.000 vears.
Crowleyan ritual magic worked by Jack Parsons and reputed Naval
Intelligence agent Ron Hubbard, who would later found the Church of
Scientology, based on initiatory grades and a cosmology reminescent of
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Theosophy. The symbol of Scientology is identical to the Crowley emblem
depicted in the Book of Thoth. Hubbard is reported to have maintained that
he was a reincarnation of Cecil Rhodes.
Assassination of Ghandi in India.
A major industrial conference in Chicago where the food industry is introduced
to the Japanese wonder additive, MSG.
Israel creates Central Institute for Intelligence and Security1
World Council of Churches founded in Amsterdam, Holland.
Operation Ohio, a CIA plan for assassination, begins. Over 100 European
figures are assassinated under this program before 1958.
Value of television as mass control medium realized.
Dr.Sander, Vet Adrnin, discovers sugar intake related to polio development
National "Campaign Against Cancer " conducted by medical monopoly to
gain financial support.
Lord Franks becomes British Ambassador to the United States. Franks also
becomes a director of the Rockefeller Foundation, a director of the
Rhodes Trust, a director of Schroder Bank, and chairman of Lloyds Bank. Lord
Franks is a member of the London Group which maintains the US as a British
colony.
Oscar Ewing convenes National Health Convention to enroll US in WHO.
Selective Service Act provides continous military draft until 1973.
Truman elected President of the United States.
Spraying of TCDD and 2,4,5-T dioxin begins in the Siuslaw National Forest
in Oregon, adjacent and over populated areas. Later connections between a
helicopter company who sprays and the CIA develop, indicating that this is
an experiment undertaken on the public. It would last over 40 years.
1952 Wellcome Trust (UK)Oliver Franks ambassador to US
George Orwell writes his book "1948", later renamed "1 984"
Lucky Luciano, with US government support, starts heroin labs in Cuba,
later turning it over to Santos Tracante in Miami.
England bans smallpox vaccine.
North Carolina polio cases number 2,498. See 1949.
Walter Freeman, who performed more than 3,500 lobotomies, demonstrates
his "icepick technique" at the University of Virgina in Charlotteville.
The Rockefeller milk trust sells fiozen products and pasteurized milk in
North Carolina, closely allied with the Coca Cola company who sells large
quantities of carbonated soft drinks. These substances prove to be instrumental
in preparing the bodies of Americans for the upcoming polio epidemic with
bovine proteins and sugar.
In North Carolina, Dr. Benjamin P. Sandler reveals that sugar and starches
lower the blood sugar level, producing hypoglycemia, and that soda pop
(recently introduced) contains phosphoric acid that absorbs phosphorus and
sulfates in food before natural metabolism can get it to the nervous system,
causing the nerve trunks to fail to function properly. Sandler says that dairy
products and sugared soft drinks are aggravating the incidence of polio.
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Polio cases in North Carolina number 2,498.
Louis Sauer makes an interesting observation at an AMA meeting where
Pertussis vaccination was discussed. Louis Sauer points out that "the
neurolog.lcal damage caused by Pertussis vaccine is the same as the damage
caused by Pertussis (whooping cough). (Which is logical, because they use
the bacteria in the vaccine). According to Sauer, "acustomaryprophylactic
dose of Pertussis vaccine seems to illicit a chain of nervous svstem reactions
and in some cases irreversable vatholoPical chames in the brain. These
findings resemble those encountered in cases of severe whooping cough
(Pertussis). In other words, the vaccine is causing the disease condition.
Egas Moniz, the first lobotomist, receives Nobel Prize for Medicine in
recognition for his "discovery". (See 1935).
AMA Council of Pharmacy and Chemistry goes on record to deny that dietary
changes could have anything to do with prevention or treatment of cancer.
In March 1949, at a (2,4,5-T) factory owned by Monsanto Chemical Company
in Nitro, West Virginia, an accident releases an unknown quantity of chemicals
involved in 2,4,5-T production. Over 200 workers develop a severe skin
disease known as chloracne, also associated with liver damage, nervousness
and other internal problems.
Onassis buys the US surplus "liberty ships".
A report appears in the August 1949 issue of Diseases of the Nervous System
featuring research by Spradley and Marin-Foucher entitled "H'othermia:
A New Treatment of Psychiatric Disorders". The authors note that the most
complete investigations in the bio-physiological field were carried out by
German researchers in WWII, and discuss some 30 experiments done on
mental patients in the United States.
Air Force begins tunneling into Manzano Mountains to create underground
facilities for nuclear weapons storage. A second facility constructed in 1989.
Rand Corporation established as an outgrowth of Strategic Bombing Survey,
an analysis of the psychological effects of the bombing of German population
centers during the war. I.G. Farben escaped damage d ~ the gwar.
Central Intelligence Act exempts CIA fiom disclosure laws.
Gehien organization transferred to CIA control.
US Public Health Service Division of Biologics Standards establish a
national potency test for Pertussis vaccine, and mod* it in 1953 to
establish potency limits. Despite this, the Pertussis vaccine that is pronounced
"safe" still causes minimal brain damage (MBD) in humans.
Rand Corporation's Dr. Irving Janis recommends to the USAF that they
initiate a study to note the effects of electrical frequencies on the human
brain.
US Army begins 20 year period of simulated germ warfire attacks on
American cities, conducting 239 open air tests with biological agents.
Noticing that polio strikes most in the summer, when children increase their
intake of sugar, Dr. Sandler warns residents to cut down on sugar and dairy
products in North Carolina. Polio cases dramatically decrease to 249. (See
"
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1948).
Interpol granted consultive statis by the United Nations.
Construction starts on AEC property in Nevada for Groom Lake Facility.
Creation of Chinese Secret Police.
Autopsies of soldiers killed in Korea reveal 80% had advanced heart disease.
Moms Fishbein removed fiom the AMA editorship.
John J. McCloy is US Military Governor and High Commissioner of Germany
until 1952.
Soviets explode a nuclear device.
US General George Marshall pressures Chiang Kai-Shek, forcing his
government to Formosa, clearing the way for the Korean War to occur.
The 1948 h d i i g s of Dr. Sandler in North Carolina are denegrated in the
public media, who claims that Sandlers findings are a "myth."
Rockefeller Milk Trust and Coca Cola force return to previous levels of
sugar and dairy product consumption. Polio levels rise to pre- 1949 level.
John McCone becomes Under Secretary of the Air Force.
Two levels to the underground base at Montauk were added.
The Korean War begins. William Jennings Bryan III becomes the "Chief of
Medical Survival Training" for the USAF. After the Korean war, Bryan
becomes a consultant for the CIA relative to projects concerning behavior
modification and mind control. Bryan later begins a hypnotherapy practice
in Hollywood, the "American Institute of Hypnosis, which was functional in
the mid 1970's. Bryan was believed by some to be one of the programmers in
the famous Candy Jones case.
Attempted assassination of Truman by "Puerto Rican Nationalists".
Internal Security Act of 1950.
Hearings are heard relative to placing the United States under a One World
Government by adoption of a World Government Constitution. The "age of
Nations must end and the era of Humanity begin".
The U.S. Navy sprays a cloud of bacteria over San Francisco in a biological
warfare experiment conducted on the American public. Many residents came
down with a pneumonia-like disease and one person died because of it.
US Army "simulated" germ warfare in San Francisco and in the Pentagon.
National Council of Churches founded in the US.
National Science Foundation established.
Pacific Corporation organized by CIA as a holding company.
Alleged CIA plot to introduce UFO Contact ideas and radio contact fiom space.
Worlds in Collision published by Immanuel Velikovsky.
Professor Pierre LePiie, noted scientist at the Pasteur Institpte in Paris, is
reported in the March 30, 1950 edition of the New York Times, as saying
"no more than one injection in 2000 really prevents polio."
Canadian scientist Wilber Smith writes that US considers gravity disks a
greater secret than the H-bomb.
Tranquilizer Mzltown (meprobamate) comes into use in the United States.
Revised edition of "The Effect of Atomic Weapons7'prepared by the AEC
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advises complete underground placement of bases.
Julius and Ethel Rosenberg fiamed for Soviet acquisition of atom bomb.
TI3 death rate down to 50: 100,000
Einstein General Field Theory (attempt to expand Relativity).
Introduction of Anti-histimines as popular cold remedy.
Plutonium first separated from pitchblend concentrates.
Britain officially recognizes Israel. US recognizes Vietnam, Saigon gov't.
Truman instructs AEC to develop hydrogen bomb.
Internal Security Act of 1950 authorizes detention camps in US.
Paul Warburg declares before the US Senate "we shall have world government
whether you like it or not, fi not by consent by conquest. "
Soviets add fluorides to water in prison system to maintain subservience in
the inmate population, affect the central nervous system and produce
compliance with authority.
North Korean brainwashing of American prisoners.
Project Redlight begins at Groom Lake in Nevada.
CBS broadcasting begins cooperation with CIA.
CIA Project Artichoke develops behavior control techniques employing
drugs, hypnosis, electroshock and extrasensory perception.
German Bundestag passes a law reinstated 163,477 German administrators
fiom the Nazi period back into government.
International Geodetic Survey to place crystalline resonators at grid points.
US High Commissioner John McCloy orders general amnesty and early
release for all convicted Nazi war criminals. (Jan-Feb 1951).
German concentration camp staffput to death by allied courts. Twenty-nine
of the staffare reprieved. Over 15,000 Germans are brought to the US to
k c t i o n in American technical and scientific projects.
Invention Secrecv Act of 1951. According to the act, "a secrecy order issued
during a national emergency declared by the President shall remain in effect
for the duration of the emergency and six months thereafter."
Truman declares a state of national emergency. Since no one declared an end
to it, it remained in effect until 1978.
General McArthur relieved by Truman.
Krilium developed fiom acrylonitrile for use in fertilization.
Blair flies solo over the South Pole.
Theiler wins Nobel for work on yellow fever vaccine.
McMillan & Seaborg win Nobel for discovery of plutonium.
The U.S. Public Health Service, with the cooperation of the American Dental
Association, holds a meeting of state dental directors at which the methods
for promotion of fluoridation were outlined. Thus the USPHS formed an
alliance with medical trade unions and industry to promote the addition of
toxic fluorides to the public water supplies. A concentration of 1.2 ppm was
suggested, and state dental directors were instructed to lie to the public
about the toxic effects of sodium fluoride, deliberately misinform the public
by relating the presence of "high-fluoride areasy7to "less cancer and less
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polio" - an entire public relations campaign meant to convince the public
to allow themselves to be medicated -just like the inmates in Soviet and
German prisons and camps. Their technique was not to refute the thing but
to show that the opposite was true, even if the opposite was not true.
Approximately 400,000 pounds of penicillin and 350,000 pounds of streptomycin produced in the United States.
Men Dulles orders 100 million doses of LSD fiom Sandoz.
Eisenhower elected president of the United States. Nixon elected VP and
John Kennedy elected to Senate.
John Foster Dulles and John D. Rockefeller III set up the Population
Council. The American Eugenics Society moves fiom its headquarters at
Yale University to the Population Council offices. Frederick Osborne,
former head of the Eugenics Society, becomes president.
The American Dental Association publishes an issue of its Journal instructing
its dentists not to discuss their personal opinions about fluoride.
American Council on Germany founded to exercise control over West
Germany. Together with the German Marshall Fund (CIA), control was
maintained over German government, academic life and communications.
AU those having connections with these two groups would be supporters of
the original Morgenthau Plan, which resolved to lay waste to Germany after
World War 11, protect the borders of the Soviet Union, exploitation of the
German people and extortion of huge reparation payments fiom German
workers, part of which would be diverted to Israel.
United States explodes hydrogen bomb in the Pacific Ocean.
Cyram and Becker statistically demonstrate connection between death rate
and weather.
The 1952 US Army Soldiers Guide re-defines Democracy as "including the
policies of the Armed Forces".
Albert Lasker, who manages the ACS, dies. Mary Lasker lobbies Congress
for finds "to fight cancer", and the National Cancer Institute Budget goes
fiom $18 million per year to $110 million per year half involved with the
chemotherapy paradigm. Mary would also begin to plan the looting of the
US Treasury for the "cancer program". (See 1969)
Cornelius Rhoads, who had been chief medical officer of the US Army's
Chemical Warfare Division, is head of the Memorial Sloan-Kettering Cancer
Center in New York.
Nobel prize Bloch & Purcell for work on magnetic fields in atomic nuclei.
Germany becomes member of the World Bank.
Frederic Hirsch, a scientist at Sandia Cornoration, reports cataract formation
in lab technicians due to microwave exposure of onlv 0.1 w/cm2.Researchers
at General Electric decided that if damage could occur at only 0.1 1/cm2,then a
safety factor of 100 should be built in and the guidelines for exposure set at
lmw/cm2.The Central Safety Committee of Bell Telephone took an even more
d
based on a safety
conservative stand and had adopted a 0. l m ~ l guideline
factor of 1000. (See 1953,1954)

-
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1952 Britain explodes nuclear device in Australia.
1952 From 1952 to 1956, the cities on the "fluoridation list" began to fluoridate their
water supplies. As the process of waterJuoridation continued, the cancer death
rate of thefluoridated cities began tofar exceed the rate of the unfluoridated
cities.
1952 San Francisco begins to fluoridate its public water supplies.
1952 Congressional representative from Nebraska, Dr. A.L.Miller, who was also
the Chairman of the Special Committee on Chemicals and Foods, comments
on the fact that within 3 months the USPHS, who did not endorse fluoridation
of public water supplies, suddenly reversed course and promoted it very
heavily. Dr. Miller said he could not find any public evidence that the AMA,
the ADA and other health agencies had done any work at all on researching
the safety, but were in fact just endorsing each other's opinions in support of'
the program. Miller noted that all scientific experts in biochemistry had advised
the "go-slow" sign relative to fluoridation of public water. Dr. Miller expressed
the fact that he wondered whether of not ALCOA and its subsidiary companies
might not have a deep interest in getting rid of waste products fiom the making
of aluminum. Dr. Miller also stated that it was interesting to note that Oscar
Ewing, who headed up the Federal Securig Ahznistration (at the time the
parent organizationfor the U.S. Public Health Service) was connected with the
legalfirm of Hubbard, Hill and Ewzn, who also represent ALCOA. Later, dentists
who opposed administration of toxic fluorides to patients were censured or lost
their membership to the ADA (beginning around 1960); scientists who came out
with evidence of fluorides dangerous nature were personality and publically
denegrated by the ADA and USPHS, and the research (often far better and more
rigourous) was portrayed by the ADA and USPHS as being faulty or irrelevant;
those who opposed fluoride could not get or keep USPHS grants; public health
officials who disagreed lost their jobs. Meanwhile, the ADA. USPHS and fluoride
producing industrv continued in the conmiran, to defiaud the ~ublicbv claiming
fluoridation was "absolutelvsqfe ". It is estimated that since the timefluorides have
been a&d to thefood water and air in the early 20th century, over 130 million
Americans have w e r e d chronicfluoride poisoning, accelerated agmg and
degenerative dsease all due to~uoride
p r d c t s which they are encouraged
to consume. It continues. desvite the evidence. because fluorides also are
behavior modifiers for the twmlation chemical mind control with built-in
monev-makinp depenerative ca~abilities.]
1952 Contraceptive birth control pill using phosporated he~peridinproduced.
1952 82nd Congress, 2nd Session, Hearings of the Select Committee to Investigate
Use of Chemicals in Food and Cosmetics. Dr. Miller " B e US Dental Assn
made some examination and recommended to thefmmers thatfluorine not
be added to the water of pregnant sows because it drd something to the pigs
that were unborn" Dr. Porterfield "There is more money available for
matters that have economic value than there is for health."
1952 Germ warfare project in Key West Florida and Ft.McClellan, Alabama.
1952 Formulation of the polio vaccine begins. Tens of millions of doses of polio
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vaccines produced from virus grown in monkey cells infected with SV-40
(Simian virus #40). Scientists ''perform experiments in laboratores to
determine the correct doses of antigen and supplementary chemicals to
use in the polio vaccine. (Ironically, since the scientific premise of vaccination
is faulty, a "correct dose of antigen and chemicals" does not exist).
Third "UFO Flap" year. George Adamski and George Hunt Williamson.
Prince Bernhard comes to US to campaign for Congressman Gerald Ford
Canadian gov't and USAF cooperate in biological experiments in Canada.
US Army Chemical Corps hnd experiments at New York State Psychiatric
Institute lasting until 1957 on the effects of mind control drugs on humans. The
chief investigator, Dr. Paul Hoch, later heads up New York State's Dept. Of
Mental Hygiene.
Nixon and Nelson Rockefeller become Eisenhowers "representatives for cold
war affairs", responsible for further importation of ex- Nazis into the US.
A series of mysterious disks overfly Washington DC.
Nobel prize winner Linus Pauling is refbsed travel to England by the State
Department because they "suspect him of being a communist."
A two year program ending in 1953 begins where the US government conducts
biological warfare eexperiments over Canada (Urmepeg, Manitoba) and the
US (St.Louis, Minneapolic, Fort Wayne, Leesburg and the Monocacy River
Valley in Maryland. A military report noted respiratory problems.
Allen Dulles becomes Director of the CIA.
Watson and Crick theorize the double helical structure of DNA.
Interest in the bioloaical effectsof microwaves is re-kindled over reported ill
effects suffered by radar workers. In Feb 1953, John McLaughlin, a medical
consultant to the Hughes Aircraft Corporation, sent the m i l i t q a report
which listed internal bleeding. leukemia, cataracts, headaches. benim
tumors,
heart conditions cntd~aundiceas microwave effectson personnel. Refscience
Vol.208, 6/80, p. 1231.
In April of 1953, the report to the military on microwave effects prompted the
Air Research and Development Command (ARDC) to convene a meeting, and
on 28 April 1953, the ARDC sent a directive to the Cambridge Research
Center requesting that its mission be expanded "to include research and
develo~mentof the biological aspects of microwave energy". One aspect of
this research was "to determine the permissable dosage of microwave
rdation to include single as well as repeated eqwsures. The Navy, under
Commander David E. Goldrnan, convened a meeting to discuss the establishment of "tolerance doses". Ref Science Vo1.208 6/80, p123 1.
In memorandum sent to the Office of Naval Research, biophysicist
Herman Paul Schwann at the Moore School of Engineering discounts the
113 absorption and heat dissipation factor for microwave exposure and
cm2(0.01
~
w/cm2), a
proposes a suggested microwave exposure of 1 0 u ~ / c m
figure many times higher than later European "standards". (See 1952, Frederic
Hirsch). Schwann, hown as "thefather of biomedrcal engineering in the United
States, was a former Nazi scientist brought to the US under Operation

-
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1953

Paperclip. Biomedical engineering is a field pioneered in Germany by Maior
General Schreiber, who was among the Nazi medical doctors tried at
Nuremberg. Schreiber also came to the US under Operation Paperclip, but
since his background was proven to contain experimentation on inmates at
LufisfSe concentration camps, he was one of three Paperclip scientists
deported. Dr. Schwann 'swork is supported by the USAF, coincidently at the
same time that the CIA wasfuncirng LSD research at 44 universities in the US. It
is thought that Schwann participated in the LSD drugging of students at the
University of Pennsylvania. Schwann's work totally disregarded any
which
microwave effects other than thermal heating. Today's "ANSI St&funds",
are not standards at all, nor are they enforceable, have their roots in
Schwann 's work. The united states hasno lezal standard-for microwave
emomre. Ref Science, Vol208,6/80; Free Thinking 2/94.
In the United States, Senator Charles Tobey begins a Senate investigation into
the cancer industrv. U.S. Justice Department attorney Ben Fitzgerald is hired
as special counsel. Fitzgerald's report concluded that "the AME, in direct
collaboration with the National Cancer Institute and the Federal Drug
Administration, entered into a conspiracy to suppress alternative, eflective
cancer treatments. " Said Fitzgerald, "if radiation, surgery and ahgs are the
complete answer, then the greatest hoar of the age is beingperpetrated upon
the people by the continued appealfor funfundsfor firthe research. Senator
Tobey is dispatched with a convenient "heart attack", as has happened to
others who threaten the cancer industry. Tobey's replacement, Senator John
Bricker, orders Fitzgerald to stop the investigation. Fitzgerald refuses and
is fired. The investigation is halted and buried.
Dr. C. Nash Herndon becomes president of the American Eugenics Society.
Planning meeting held by Dulles, Ford Foundation director Robert Hutchins
and Dr. Humphrey Osmond, personal physician to Aldous Huxley, for Ford
Foundation-funded mescaline and LSD research. Another meeting in 1953.
Aldous Huxley was the grandson of Rhodes Round Table Group co-founder
Thomas Huxley. Aldous Huxley, author of Doors To Perception, had a personal
paradigm which included the concepts of Dionysian "children of the sun" and
an Illurninst-Osiris-Isis orientation. Aldous was also tutored by H.G. Wells,
who was also in charge of British Foreign Intelligence in 1916. One of the
curious books written by Wells was The Open Conspiraw Blue Printsfor a
World Revolution. Huxley's initiation into psychedelic substance was
provided by Aleister Crowley. It is thought by some that the British push
chemicals on the United States is remimscent of the paradigm
of
of opium in China.
Tavistock Institute, connected to the psychological warfare division of
British Intelligence and funded by the Ford Foundation, British Defence
Ministry and Harvary University, sponsors conferences on such subjects
as the "dialectics of liberation", hosted by psychoanalyst RD. Laing and
attended by Angela Davis and Stokely Cannichael.
Dr. Frank Olsen suicides after LSD dose by CIA.
"

1953
1953

1953

1953
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Dr.Sidney Gottlieb runs CIA drug programs.
At the University of Zurich, Dr. S.Kong of the Pediatric Clinic compiles a list
of 82 cases of Pertussis vaccine damage from world literature.
Robertson Panel (CIA) views "UFOS" as national security threat. CIA is
reported at this time to have been well penetrated by the KGB. CIA is hostile
to those who witness strange aircraft.
Army germ warfare projects in Panama City, Florida.
John Magdiel writes T.Henry Moray from Mexico and tells him that great
changes will be taking place in Russia, and tells Moray that it would be
his big chance for Radient Energy under Russian auspices. Moray refuses.
Senator Charles Tobey, Jr enters an investigative report into the Congressional
Record (Fitzgerald Report) which indicated that evidence existed of a
conspiracy to suppress medical advances in the treatment of cancer in the
1950 's.
Soviets begin research on biological effects of microwaves. A special lab is set
up at the Institute of Hygiene and Occupational Diseases, Academy of Medical
Sciences. Other labs are set to study the effect of microwaves and low
frequency electromagnetic radiation.
Return of Korean prisoners of war, some of whom are brainwashed.
Otto Bender closes down his International Flying Saucer Bureau after a
visit fiom three MIB.
Soviet Union explodes hydrogen bomb.
Eisenhower inaugurated as President of the US and Queen Elizabeth crowned.
B.F.Skinner publishes Science and Human Behavior.
Between 1953 and 1957, the US h y gave $140,000 to the New York State
Psychiatric Institute to discover what effect selected drugs would have on
patients.
Thomas Brown demonstrates electrogravity for USAF. It becomes top secret.
CIA transfers $10 million to Ewen Cameron for MK Ultra projects.
1953 Pertussis vaccinations in France, Chile, Austria, Holland and the Scandinavian
countries are ~ositivelycorrelated with cases of autism. US ignors data.
1953 The Swedish conduct a study on the Pertussis vaccine. Anna L. Annell, a
Swedish researcher, writes a major work on Pertussis which indicates that
"pertussis vaccine may be associated with the most varying kinds of cerebral
com~licationswhich may be cortical. subcortical or peripheral." Ence~halitis
after vaccination is known to produce the same range of disabilities and
impairment. Anne1 also wrote, "during the past few decades certain of the
epidemic childrens disease, measles in particular, have shown an increased
tendency to attack the central nervous system. After the 1920's a large
number of cases involving CNS damage were reported. The allergic sensitization
of the population is being enhanced by the vaccination programs, and is
beginning to produce the first generation of emotionally disturbed children
suffering from minimal brain damape (MBD)fiom vaccines. Later, childhood
behavioral disturbance would escalate from the 1960' s to the 1990' s, producing
generation after generation of disturbed persons and more crime.
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Alcoa's Oscar Ewing builds 7300 acre Research Triangle Corporation, which
would make him wealthy. Research Triangle Corporation would later assist
in making the 1983 Douglas Trumbull film "Brainstorm". On the Research
Triangle property today is Burroughs Wellcome Company, maker of AZT,
a subsidiary of Wellcome Trust in England, now owned by Glaxo, a multi-billion
dollar pharmaceutical conglomerate (1995). (AZT kills thousands of people
each year that could otherwise be helped to restore immune functions).
Wilhelm Reich begins cloudbuster experiments in Maine.
Smith, Kline and French puts Thorazine on the market. By 1975, doctors
would write 200,000,000 prescriptions annually for psychotropic drugs for
people not hospitalized.
First recorded Bilderberger meeting in Oosterbeek, Holland.
Denver begins fluoridation of its public water supplies.
Both industry and the military had agreed that 0.1w/cm2level of microwave
exposure was the point after which injury might occur. (See 1952,1953,1956)
Attempted assassination of several Congressmen by "Puerto Rican Nationalists".
Joseph McCarthy vs. The Communists scenario.
Salk vaccine begins to be given to school children in Philadelphia.
Researchers at Lockheed Aircraft report blood anomalies as a result of
exposure to microwave radiation. A later revision dismissed the abnormalities
and a report was issued which stated "there appears to be noju.@3cation for
public concern about the effects of microwave energy in the environment."
Ref Science Vol, 208 6/80, p1233.
Parke-Davis pharmaceutical company combines the DPT shot with Polio
vaccine. The new combination of four vaccines is called Quadrigen. (See 1959).
Nobel prize to Enders & Robbins for work on polio virus.
United States explodes another hydrogen bomb in Bikini Island.
Defense Intelligence Agency @IA) memo deems LSD A "new agent for
Farben
unconventional warfare." CIA orders 100 million doses from I.G.
through Sandoz for mind control experiments well into the 1960's.
New York T i e s announces Stephen Bechtel, chairman of Bechtel Corp, has
become a partner of J.P. Morgan Company.
oPpenhei&er dismissed fiom government service.
Temple of Mithras excavated in London.
Locust plague in Morocco.
Physicists Enrico Fermi and Fritz London die.
Eurovision network formed.
Army germ warfare project in Point Magu and Fort Hueneme, California.
Russian KGB created to replace secret police.
A stud" is published whichlinks fluorides and the development of cancer in
animals. Ref A Taylor, "SodiumFluoride in the Drinking Water ofMicen,
Dental Digest, V0160, pp 170- 172.
Broadcaster Frank Edwards fired for discussing UFO on radio station.
"Strange voice from space" speaks fiom shut-iff radios in midwestem US and
London. Voice warns against preparations for war.
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Mass introduction of sugared soft drinks in the United States.
Wilhelm Reich organized expedition into American southwest to undertake
experiments on desert development. Reich also disables two UFOs with his
cloudbuster. DOR removal programs begin with cloudbuster.
General vaccination programs against Polio begin in the United States.
Reward of $30,000 offered to anyone who proves polio vaccine not a fiaud. Not
one person was able to claim the reward.
C.E.Perkins, 1.G.Farben chemist, admitsfluoride is to reduce resistance in
people to authority.
Mrs. Oveta Culp Hobby, Secretary of Health, Education and Welfare, allows
a press photo to be taken during a ceremony declaring Salk vaccine safe.
Polio rate caused by the vaccine accelerates ten-fold in Massachusetts.
Eli Lilly company begins renovation of a five-story building in Indianapolis
in July 1954 for the production of Salk vaccine. It is in full production by
October of 1954. Wyeth, Parke-Davis and others follow suit.
A study on "neurologic sequelae of prophylactic innoculation" summarized
state-of-the-art knowledge in noting that the common factor in the pathology
of encephalitis from vaccination is "anaphlactic hypersensitivity".
Kissinger chosen as head of Jason Group.
Under the MacArthur regime, every citizen in Japan receives two smallpox
vaccinations. (Life magazine Aug 22, 1955).
Georgia State public health officers meet in Atlanta (May 1955) to discuss
what was going wrong with the Salk vaccine program. A US. Public Health
scientist at the meeting told the group that "he was not permitted to disclose
what had hqvpened because it wouldjeopardize the invemnent of the
pharmaceutical finns in the vaccineprogram.
Patuxent Institution established in Maryland. A psychiatric prison with high
powered behavior modification programs established under the "Defective
Delinquent Statute", Patuxent saw a flood of racial and political prisoners. The
associate director at Patuxent was Werner Kohlmeyer, educated in Germany.
Measles death rate has naturally declined, without vaccines, to .03 per 100,000
by 1955.
At the University of Illinois School of Medicine, Department of Neurology,
Niels Low shows that the EEG of infants is sometimes altered by a DPT
shot, concluding that signzj?cant cerebral reactions and neurological changes
"

occur.

American Cancer Society advertising circular states "cancer will strike one of
every four persons now iiving. More children from 3 to 15 years of age die
of cancer than from any other disease." (50 years before, cancer was unheard
of in children). According to the ACS, they are predicting 6.4 million deaths
from cancer, compared with 128,000 in 1933 - an increase of 6.2 million cases
in 22 years. Vaccination, pesticide use and chemical pollution are the main
factors that have increased since 1933.
The U. S. Department of Agriculture is actively involved in U. S. Army chemical
and biological warfare research on anti-crop agents.
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Despite the skyrocketing cases of vaccine-indiced polio, the A M . NFIP and
USPHS claim a reduction of 40-50%.
Idaho brings its Salk vaccination program to a halt on July 1, 1955. Utah does
the same on July 12, 1955.
Boston Herald newspaper reports on April 18, 1955, features an article
entitled "Drug Companies Expecting Big Profit on Salk Vaccine",which
stated. "A spokesman for Parke-Davis, which made 50% of the Salk vaccine,
said 'now that it has been declared safe, we can get back the millions we
invested in the development of the Salk vaccine and make a profit out of
it. Our company will made over $10 million on Salk vaccine in 1955."'
Rhodes and Company, Wall Street brokers specializing in drug securities,
estimate that the gross revenue of the six vaccine houses licensed to produce
and sell Salk vaccine would be about $60 million, with profits of $20 million.
The CIA conducts a biological warfare experiment in the Tampa Bay area in
Florida with agents withdrawn from an Army CBW center. A sharp rise
in whooping cough (Pertussis) cases occurs, including 12 deaths, following
the test.
The National Foundation for Infantile Paralysis asks the public for $47 million
in its "March of Dimes" campaign. The program took over $249 million from
the American public since racketeers decided to use FDR's birthday in 1933
as the time of year for the campaign.
American Cancer Society publication "Cancer Facts" states "there are only
three proven ways to curb cancer x-rays, radium and surgery, either singly
or in combination."
Washington Bureau of the Detroit Free Press reports, on June 3, 1955, that
"The USPHS reported that more children who received Salk shots made by
the Wyeth Labs suffered polio more than could normally be expected;"
AMA Conference in Atlantic City, New Jersey. Article by James C. Spaulding
who covered the conference was published in the AMA Journal, June 19, 1955,
"A policy of secrecy and deception has been followed by the National
Foundation for Infantile Paralysis and the US Public Health Senrice in the
polio vaccine programs. The nation's physicians were prevented from learning
vital information about the trouble with Salk vaccine. n e US Public Health
Service had an advisory group made up almost entirely of scientists who were
receiving moneyfLom the National Foundation of Infantile ParaIysis, which
was exerting pressure to go ahead with the program even after Salk vaccine
wasfound to be dangerous. ". Spaulding fiuther said, "the Infantile Paralysis
Foundation kept secret the fact that live virus was detected in four out of six
supposedly "finished and safe" lots of vaccine."
Salk Polio Vaccine again used in the US. Cases of polio skyrocket again in the
United States.
Reported that doctors on the staff of the National Institutes for Health are
avoiding vaccination of their children with the Salk vaccine, and that after
experimenting with 1200 monkeys, they declared the Salk vaccine worthless
as a preventative and a danger to take.

-
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Commmercial television broadcasting begins in Britain.
MIT produces UHF waves.
Atomic generated power used in Schenectady, New York.
Molecular structure of insulin determined.
The publication National Review incorporated for William Buckley (CIA) by
William Casey, later director of the CIA. The National Review later became
part of the network of fake "rightwing" organizations promoting communist
organizations like the Heritage Foundation, run by a British Fabian socialist
with profits fiom Coors, promoting ideas like "Project Democracy".
Artificial manufacture of diamonds achieved.
Eisenhower heart attack.
Soviet Union declares end of war with Germany.
First vaccinated generation become adolescents.
Vermont reports a 266% increase in polio since vaccinations began in 1954.
mode Island reports 454% increase in polio since vaccinations in 1954.
Massachusetts reports 642% increase in polio since vaccinations began
in 1954 with vaccination of 130,000 children. In response, the National
Foundation for Infantile Paralysis states that the increase in cases was due
to the fact that "no children were vaccinated there." Massachusetts bans the
sale of Salk vaccine."
Dr. Graham W. Wilson, director of Britains Public Health Laboratory Service,
who knew about the NIH Salk vaccine trials, says "I do not see how any
vaccine prepared by Salk's method can be guaranteed safe."
Bilderberger meeting in Barbizon, France.
US Surgeon General Scheele admits in a closed session of the AMA that "Salk
polio vaccine is hard to make and no batch can be proven safe before given to
children". Despite this fact, the public is told that the vaccine is safe. The
government announces that it has the intention to vaccinate 57 million people
before August 1955.
Surgeon General Scheele (who never practiced medicine a day in his life) goes
on public radio saying "I have complete confidence in the Salk vaccine. I urge
doctors to continue vaccinations."
Office of Naval Research allegedly receives Casefor the UFO.
Tavistock Institute injects "teen society" paradigm into US society.
Rock music injected into society, providing "internal structure". Hyperactivity begins to appear in children. Children are born "only thinking
of themselves7', indicating neurological changes have taken place. The
12-atonal music scale injected into the US.
Psychosurgeon Robert Heath of Tulane University does research for the US
Army involving the use of LSD on psychiatric inmates in whom he had
implanted depth electrodes.
Albert Einstein dies.
Dr. Isbell of the US Public Health Service Hospital in Lexington, Kentucky
experiments using CIA h d s on black inmates.
Dr. Saul .Krugman conducts experiments at Willowbrook Hospital in New
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York in which children are deliberately infected with active Hepatitis virus.
as part of a study of the disease. Some of the children were retarded.
Between 1955 and 1971, the number of institutionalized schizophrenics dropped
by one half This was because of psychoactive drugs that came out during that
time period. These drugs were acting to control the monomines: serotonin,
doparnine, norephenephrine and ephenephrin. These substances are responsible
for transmitting emotion-mediating signals in the brain from one nerve to another.
Seventeen states in the United States reject their government-supplied Salk
polio vaccine.
The US tests experimental birth control drugs made by Searle on women in
Puerto Rico and Haiti. The women were not informed about potentially
serious side effects.
The US Army begins a 3-year program testing biological warfare agents in
poor black communities in Savannag, Georgia and Avon Park, Florida. The
Army releases mosquitos infected with yellow fever. Many people developed
unknown fevers and some died. After each test, the US Army posed as
health officials, photographing and testing victims, then disappearing as
quickly as they arrived.
US government appropriates $53.6 million to "aid states in providing fiee
vaccine to people under 20 years of age".
Idaho health director Peterson states that polio only struck vaccinated
children in areas where there had been no cases of polio since the preceeding
autumn. In 90% of the cases, the paralysis occurred in the arm in which the
vaccine had been injected. .
American Public Health Service announces 168 cases of polio and 6 deaths
among those vaccinated. Censorship is then imposed on the reporting of
reactions to Salk vaccine.
The Air Research and Development Command at Rome Air Development
Center in Rome, New York, initiated a 4-year Tri-Service Program to study
the effectsof microwaves on humans. The program studied (1) the mechanisms
of microwave interaction (2) the extent of the biological effects involved and
also attempted to collect empirical data on levels of exposure. The Tri-Service
program did not, however, contribute toward formation of a "standard". (See
1957, Bureau of Ships).
The National Foundation for Infantile Paralysis conducts its annual
"March of Dimes" campaign, bilking the public of $47 million.
Transfer of the Gehlen organization to the West German government.
Ford Foundation introduces "behaviorism" (people control) into the
curricula at Harvard through director Donald K. David.
Mind control experiments on prison inmates approved in the US.
Curtis Shafer, an electrical engineer for Norden-Ketay Corporation, revealed
at the National Electronics Conference in Chicago that "The ultimate
achievement of biocontrol may be man himselJ:The controlled subjects would
never be permitted to think as individuals. A fkw months ajier birth, a surgeon
would implant the chold Sensory perceptions and muscular activity could be
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either modzjied or completely controlled by bzoelectric signals radzating9om
state-controlled transmitters.
American troops begin to pour into South Vietnam.
Annual production of DDT 500 million pounds.
Winthrop Rockefeller appointed head of the Arkansas Industrial Development
Commission.
Oral polio vaccine developed fhrther by Sabin.
Eisenhower reelected President of the United States.
March 1956 issue of the Joumal of the American Dental Association, H.C.
Hodge remarks, "skeletal deposition of fluoride is a continuingprocess in which
a considerable portion of the ingested fluoride, perhaps 25 to 50%, is deposited
in the skeleton."
ML King emerges as social force for racial desegregation.
American Psychoanalytical Association study on sleep disturbances was
convened, showing how the profession responded to various neurological
disturbances emerging in society. Since the connection between changes
in brain chemistry and external substances had been replaced by pqycholoay,
it made it extremely dflcult (accordng to Gershwind in 1982) to accept
that there are instances in which dzfficulties in emotional adjustment are the
primary result of alterations in the brain.
Bilderberger meeting in Frednsborg, Denmark.
Scientific Engineering Institute (SEI) founded. A CIA cover facility to study
the efJects of micrawavedradar on the brain.
Muller develops ion microscope.
Neutrinos produced at Los Alarnos and anti-neutron discovered.
Rock and Roll in fidl swing.
Four new antibiotics tested in the United States.
The US Public Health Service and the National Foundation for Infantile
Paralysis (Rockefeller) put on a drive to "sell" Salk polio vaccine to the
public.
Gray Barkers They Knew Too Much About Flying Saucers published.
The Chief of Naval Operations orders the Bureau of Ships to conduct hazard
tests for microwave exposure. (See 1958).
Governor Knight of California asks the legislature for $3 million in order to
insure vaccination for all those under 40 years old with Salk polio vaccine. The
newspapers report that corporate profits fi-omthe Salk vaccine will be in
excess of $5 billion. @eb 6, 1957). Governor Knight notes there are 4 million
Californians under 40 and signs the bid.
Joseph McCarthy murdered at Bethesda hospital in Maryland.
King Hussain of Jordan becomes a paid CIA agent. (Disclosed in 1977)
Onassis kidnapps Howard Hughes fiom Beverly Hills. Wayne Rector,
Hughes double since 1955 becomes "Hughes". In September 1957, Onassis
calls the Appalachian meeting to tell US Mafia and adopt Hughes game
plan to legally control the United States Government. Onassis promises
Joseph Kennedy that a Kennedy will be president.
"
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United Nations 12th General Assembly adopts a resolution calling for the
regulation, limitation and balanced reduction of all Armed ~orceiand
armaments.
FDA tests report that 10 of 13 certified food dyes produce cancer in rats
Russians announce the orbiting of Sputnik.
Bilderberger meeting in St.Sirnon Island, Georgia and Fiuggui, Italy.
Pertussis vaccination programs exist in all industrialized nations, with the US
leading the way. The vaccine is promoted as "risk free".
In a 1957 AMA report it was stated " It is too early to know what the effects of
artificial fluoridation will be. What is reported as a reduction in dental decay
may infact be a delay in recognition of decay, and reasons given for believing
that artijiciallyfluoridh.ted water will have the same eflects as water with natural
fluoride are not valid "
Records for New Britain, Connecticut (where the use of industrial fluorides had
been in use for 6 years) showed that some of the children's teeth had been damaged
beyond repair where the water is fluoridated, even when the percentage of indus&al
fluorine is kept at or below 1 ppm, mottling is produced in 10-15% of the children
examined. Mottled teeth are teeth showing symptoms of fluorosis, and the enamel of
mottled teeth is brittle and subject to mechanical injury which is diicult or
impossible to repair.
Studies on the effects of MSG are camed outby Dr. D. Newhouse and Dr. J.P.
Lucas which reveal that glutamates result in rapid irreversible destruction of
the majority of the cells in the retina in rats. After the observation was validated,
Dr. John Olney of Washington University in St. Louis discovers that MSG
damages the dendrites in the brain. The nerve cells subsequently die. Dr. Olney
also showed MSG damage to the hypothalamus. Olney's research with rodents
showed that MSG creates obesity, behavioral disturbances, endocrine changes,
stunted bodies, seizures and infertility.
CIA helps Iran form secret police SAVAK.
Experiments in behavior modification at Woodland Road Camp in California.
The compound TCDD (2,3,7,8-tetrachlorodibenzo-pdiom'n)is finally identified as
the most potent and toxic aspect of 2,4,5-T and related phenoxy compounds. D x
Chemical becomes concerned qfter workers at several plants become seriouslv ill
and decides to determine how much TCDD humans could be e m s e d to without
ill effects.In an effort to measure dose-response relationships, D m contracts
with the Universig o f Penruylvania through Dr. Albert Kligman o f the d e m e n t
o f dermitolom. Dr. Klimnan was asked toper$orm secret experiments with TCDD
on prisoners at the Holmesburp Prison in Philadelvhia. Dr. Klimnan was at the
same time conducting similar eperiments-forthe US.Annv to determine the
marimurn doses of chemical-wajare agents required to mentallv disable 50
percent o f a population. (See 1965, Dr. Kiigman).
Fourth "UFO Flap" year. Anti-nuclear literature by UFO groups scenarios.
Unexplained short wave signals received worldwide.
Examination of the 1957 directory of the American Psychiatric Association
shows that an enormous percentage of individuals listed are foreign-born,
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mostlyfrom Germay and Eastern Europe.
Supposed year of Alternative 1'2'3 plan development.
Britain explodes thermonuclear bomb in the Pacific.
Queen Elizabeth addresses United Nations.
International Atomic Energy Agency established.
Mathematician Jon Von Neumann (Montauk) allegedly dies.
Moray applies for a secret clearance for his laboratory. Granted.;
Admiral Byrd dies.
Proclamation of International Geophysical Year & Polar Expeditions.
Rome Treaty and beginning of Common Market.
Tavistock injects terms "beat" and "beatnick" into US language & culture.
Project Redlight begins in Nevada. Dreamland construction begins.
Atomic Energy Commission Project Plowshare and Gasbuggy in NM.
Scientists isolate a series of Simian (monkey) viruses and discover that these
same viruses contaminate polio vaccines. SV-40 found in both Sabin and Salk
polio vaccines. ( made since early '50s)' Information not made public. The same
vaccines continued to be used until the early 1960's.
The Ditchley Foundation is founded by Sir Philip Adarns near Word. The
Ditchley Foundation is a conduit for classified instructions from the
Tavistock Institute.
Dr. A. Aslander in Stockholm in 1958 (ToothFormation in the Light of Plant
Nutrition) that indicates that food supplementation with bone meal has a most
profound decay protective effect in children.
Order given to the Bureau of Ships by the Chief of Naval Operations to
study microwave effects on humans is expanded to include the responsibility
for setting a "standard". The microwave problem was extended to three
areas: Fuels, Personnel and Equipment. The Personnel portion was assigned
to the ARDC, bringing this portion back under Navy control. (See 1959)
World literature now contains 107 cases of severe reaction to Pertussis
vaccine (93 of those cases were in the US). At the Fountain Hospital in
London, Dr. J.M. Berg analyzed the 107 cases and found that 31 of them
showed signs of permanent brain damage. Berg calls attention to the danger
of mental retardation as an effect of the Pertussis vaccine and emphasizes
that "any suggestion of a neurological reaction to a Pertussis vaccination
should be an absolute contraindication tofirther innoculation." The United
States medical establishment ignores and suppresses the data. American
physicians maintain that the damage caused is small compared to "lack of
'serious' reactions in children vaccinated." No data has ever been found to
just* a basis for this conclusion.
Soviets on May 1 attempt to launch a mission with the objective of a lunar
flyby or impact. Launch failure.
The U.S. on Aug 17 attempts to launch a Thor-Able 1 rocket with an initial
lunar probe. The launch vehicle explodes.
The Soviets attempt another lunar probe launch on Sept 24. Launch failure.
John McCone becomes Chairman of the Atomic Energy Commission. Bechtel
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becomes the world's largest contractor for building nuclear plants. McCone
would later become a director of Standard Oil of California and ITT.
Hordes of Mafia selected candidates swept into American politics.
Verdict of $147,000 rendered against Cutter Laboratories in Calfornia for the
crippling of two children with the Salk polio vaccine. Cutter Labs was the
only vaccine manufacturer not part of the Rockefeller Trust.
John Von Neumann assigned new identity as Dr. Rinehart.
Project Argus nuclear detonations in space create radiation belts. Would later
result in the formation of a toxic organometallic cloud surrounding Earth and
the fimding of the HAARP project (1994) to get rid of it. (See LE#78).
International Geophysical Year exploration of polar regions.
The US launches Pioneer I on October 1lth with the intention of orbiting
the moon. The launch failed to achieve required velocity. Another attempt is
made on November 8th with Pioneer 2. Failed to achieve required velocity.
Soviets attempt but fail to launch a lunar flyby probe on Nov 26th.
The US launches lunar probe Pioneer 3. Fails to achieve required velocity but
gains radiation belt data around the Earth.
In October 1958, Dr. J.F. Montague, a medical doctor, published material
reflecting his growing concern over fluoridation in the Joumal of the
International College of Surgeons connecting the presence of fluorine in the
human body to cancer. Also in 1958, an interesting piece of work was done by
Dr. James Kerwin, a dentist, in which it was shown that ihe simultaneous presence
offluorine and strontium 90 in the human b@ may result in a greater
accumulation of both substances in which compounds like strontiumjluoride are
formed. Because of the low solubility of these substances, the body has a very
hard time getting rid of them. His report was published in Dental Digest in February
1958.
McGill University in Montreal CIA-finded experiments with LSD. A 1986
- that
study of CIA development of LSD notes that "nearlyevent drup
av~earedon the black market in the 1960's had been ~reviouslv
scrutinized tested and in some cases refinedbv CIA and US Army
scientists. (Acid Dreams: The CIA'LSD and the Sixties Rebellions", by
Lee and Shlain, New York, Grove City Press, 1986).
Timothy Leary conducts his first experiments with LSD at the Kaiser
Foundation Experimental Hospital in San Francisco.
Survey of 13,000 adolescent boys in Philadelphia who had been vaccinated,
7.5% were associated with crime.
Camerons MKULTRA report devoted to psychic driving. Sub-project 68.
NASA created with charter to prevent ET information from public.
Delaney Act on Food Additives Enacted into law.
Beijing integrates external financial affairs with top British drug running
firms in Hong Kond and Macao.
Bilderberger meeting in Buxton, England.
Microchip released onto the market.
Russia launches first "space satellites".
"
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United States establishes NASA with internal provision that any sign of
extraterrestrial life discovered will be suppressed to prevent radical
religious disorder and collapse of social structures.
US launches moon rocket, but never reaches destination.
Space probes reveal radiation belts around the Earth.
John Birch Society organized.
Nelson Rockefeller elected Governor of New York.
Time magazine reports that a Harvard biochemist and his assistants had
been working for 10 years, bankrolled by the Sugar Research Foundation,
to discover a way to prevent sugar causing dental decay. No remedy found.
US Government burns papers of Wilhelm Reich in New York City.
Food and Drug Act of 1958 took up use of irradiation, defined as "additive".
Outgoing President of the Gerontological Society, Dr.A.Lansing, muses
'priding a curefor cancer and heart disease would be a majorfinancial
disaster which would bankrupt the social security Jystem and the insurance
companies." Prevention, J.L. Rodale, 11/I96 1.
Attempted assassination of Senator Bircher of Ohio and Governor Almond
of Virginia.
Researchers at the University of Miami discovered that microwaves cause
chanpes in male hormone circulation at levels of 300m~/cm*.
Science vot208.
The US launches Pioneer 4, which passes within 37,500 miles of the Moon and
returns radiation data in March 1959.
In May 1959, the Bureau of Ships (who was conducting a study of the effects
of microwaves on Navy personnel to establish a standard of exposure) turns
to the American Standards Association (ASA) for assistance, ensuring the
involvement of the industrial complex in setting a microwave "safe" standard
of exposure. Xhe ASA established the C95 commitee, who chose Herman P.
Schwann, the ex Nazi biomedical engrneerfrom Operation Paperclip, as the
chairman. Schwann's appointed was accepted by the AIEE. The first meeting
was scheduled for 1960. The Standard proposed by Schwann would be
accepted as "safe" by the military-industrial complex in 1966, but did
include a recommendation for what would be "safe" for the public. (See 1966)
A breakthrough in Artiicial Intelligence occurs fiom Come11 psychologist
Frank Rosenblatt, who designs a neural network called a "perceptron" that
could be "trained" to perform simple classifications of visual patterns. It
would have a great impact on the field of AI. Researchers turned their backs
on conventional A1 algorithms to build perceptrons and similar neural nets
in an attempt to expand on pattern recognition capabilities. In the mid 1960's
other work would define what perceptrons could not do, when Minsky and
Papert publish Perceptrons: An Introduction to Computational Geometry.
In the report of the proceedings of the 3rd Medical-Dental Conference on the
Evaluation of Fluoridation, held on March 7, 1959 in New York City, the
committee concluded that "It is apparent that the practice offluoridation is
not the simple is not the simple, trustworthyprocedure that the promoting
authorities have given the profession and the public to believe. Added to the
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lack of control offluorides at the consumers tap are these major uncertainties:
the gross variation in individual water consumption, the varied intake of fluorides
infood and the fluoride intakecfiom atmospheric and occupational exposure. These
unpredictable issues make meaningless any talk about "controlledindividual
fluorine intake. " Most, if not all of this research has been buried by the authorities,
who maintain glibly that "fluoride compounds are safe in the water supply". Wilhll
criminal negligence and conspiracy.
US Army Corps of Engineers begins a three year period of publishing manuals
entitled Design of UndergroundInstallations in Rock.
The United States never conducts its own clinical trials on Pertussis
vaccine, but instead relies (m it still does t e ) on data collected by Britain 's
Medical Research Council in clinical trials in England in the 1950's for "proof
of vaccine safety and effectiveness in newborns and children." Interestingly,
on chilaYen more
Britains trials on 50.000 British children were ~erfonned
than 14 months old None of the children were newborns.
National Institutes of Health (NIH) approves licensing of Ouadrigen vaccine
for children, containing Pertussis, Diptheria, Tetanus and Polio vaccines. The
new combination vaccine was found to be highly reactive and was withdrawn
from the market in 1968 after parents started filing lawsuits against ParkeDavis for vaccine damaged children.
Apparent suicide of Moms K. Jessup.
Bilderberger meeting in Yesilkov, Turkey.
Castro assumes power in Cuba. Cuban Intelligence @GI) formed.
UFO sighting at CIA headquarters after Naval officer contacts "space people"
while in CIA-observed trance.
The Soviets launch Luna 2 and impact on Moon, followed by Luna 3 and a
successfbl photographic mission on the Far Side of the Moon.
Fluorides were used as an ergme inhibitor in a study by J.D. Ebert that was
published in 1959 on the metabolic pathways by which organs in an embryo are
formed. In low concentrations, he found that sodium fluoride blocked almost
completelv the regions destined to form muscle. primarilv affecting:
- the heart
muscle. In higher concentrations, it caused the entire embrvo to disintemate in a
clear-cut pattern, starting with the heart-forming region.
As early as 1959, the knowledge existed that the presence of fluoride in human
bodies hastens the absorption of radioactive substances present in the
environment. In a report to the Atomic Energy Commission's Division of Biology
and Medicine entitled "The Metabolism of Alkaline Earth Metals by Bone" by F.W.
Lengemann, professor of chemistry at the University of Tennessee on March 23,
1959, it was scientifically shown that the presence of fluorine and other
environmental substances such as lead and cyanide in the human body increased the
ratio of strontium 90 to calcium in bone caused the body to absorb radioactives.
Manchurian Candidate published on brainwashing and mind control.
The Soviet Union launches the Sputnik into orbit around the Earth, using
techolonogy gleaned fi-om Germany during WWII in combination with
their own. Creates worldwide paradigm shift in public mind.

-
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Dr. Albert Sabin develops oral live virus polio vaccination.,
Alvarez discovers neutral xi-particle.
In 1959, the Ontario Minister of Health, Dr. Dyrnond, announced that no fbrther
fluoridation would be permitted there, because "no one knows for sure what the
effect is to persons given fluoride throughout a lifetime."
De Beers manufactures a synthetic diamond.
In research conducted on the incidence of Mongolism in cities in Wisconsin,
Illinois and the Dakotas published in 1959 in the official publication of the French
Academy of Medcine, it was found that as the percentage offlorides in the
water rose, there was aparallel rise in the incidence of Mongoloid births the
age of the mothers p i n g birth to Mongoloid babies also declined with rising
fluoride levels. It is interesting that. in the first three years of fluoridation, New
Britain, Connecticut experienced a 150% rise in still births.
New York Times publishes an article revealing the U.S. Navy explosion of three
one-kiloton nuclear devices 480km above the South Atlantic (Project Argus) in
the Van Allen belt closest to the Earth's surface and two more hydrogen bombs
160km above Johnston Island in the Pacific, allegedly to assess the impact of
high-altitude nuclear explosions on radio t r a c and radar operations, and to
"increase the understandig of the geomagnetic field and the behavior of charged
particles therein." (See 1962, 1995 HAARP).
John Foster Dulles and George C. Marshall die.
Nobel prize to Segre & Chamberlain for anti-proton discovery.
European Free Trade Association.
Nobel prize to Ochoa & Kornberg for synthesis of RNA and DNA.
RAND Corporation conferences on Deep Underground Construction.
Chemical hallucinogen BZ tested on h y troops at Edgewood Arsenal.
Pertussis vaccine found to have allergenic effect on animals.
British Medical Joumal publishes an article by Swedish vaccine researcher
Justus Strom, who stated that the neuroloaical complications fiom the
disease Pertussis are less than that in the Pertussis vaccine. Strom also
pointed out that '$hooping cough (Pertussis) had changed and had become
a milder disease, making it questionable whether universal vaccination
against it isjustiJied."
General vaccination program for measles begins in the United States.
From 1960 to 1995, conviction rates in the United States would rise 500%.
Dr. Sidney Gottleib visits the Congo in Atiica. Following his visit, a
chemical and biological warfare lab is installed there.
In 1960, the American Dental Association issued a pamphlet for public consumption
called Fluoridation Facts: Answers to Criticisms of Fluoridation. In defense of
the use of toxic fluoride compounds in public water supplies (which is a grievous
crime against humanity, since it means mandated involuntarv tnrblic medication),
they used the logic that "people have been known to live to a ripe old age" in areas
where the water supply is fluoridated. Unfortunately, they neglected to mention that
the addition of_fluorideto the water supply correlated directly with the number of
still births. monnoloid children. brittle teeth and enlarged dental root structures.
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adverse s~inalconditions. osteomalacia (softening of the bones) and osteoporosis
[abnormallv Dorous and spaced structure inside bone) in the medicated population as
opposed to control populations that were unmeditated. People die young "at a ripe
old age".
Nobel Prize to Burnet & Medawar for discovery of acquired immunity
against foreign tissue.
School boards number 30,000 in the US. (See 1932 and 1990)
Journal of Medical Science, Vol 106, April 1960, publishes an article by
Ewen Cameron, Leonard Levy and Leonard Rubenstein entitled " Efects
of Repetition of Verbal Signals Upon the Behavior of Chronic Psychoneurotic
Patients". (Psychic driving process worked on by Cameron at CIA sponsored
research facilities). Note: Ewen Cameron came to the US fiom Germany.
Dr. Ewen Cameron pursues experiments using sensory deprivation to
irreversibily scramble a patients mind. The experiments were primarily
conducted at McGill University in Montreal, Canada.
Optical microwave laser constructed.
Researchers at the School of Aerospace Medicine report testicular damage in
hrther lowered by Ely and
rats at microwave levels as low as 30-40m~/cm~,
Goldman to 5-10 m ~ / c mRef
~ . T.S.Ely and D.E.Goldman, IRE Trans BioMedical Electronics, 1956; Science Vol208, 6/80,p 123 7.
After the Soviet Sputnik, it becomes obvious to the government that Carnegies
system had left them a little short on scientists, despite the presence of post
WWII Nazi engineers and scientists in the United States. From this point,
an upper level struggle ensues which prompts education hndiig increases.
Synthetic pituitary hormone achieved.
Synthetic chlorophyll achieved.
Tavistock Institute establishes social programs to induce individuals to
"establish new rituals of personal interaction", to indulge in brief sexual
encounters which set the participants adrift with no stable relationships in
their lives, effectively destroying abiity to establish or maintain a family.
Methicillin discovered in Britain.
Development of laser device in United States.
A study is done in Japan that involved examination of fluoride deposition in
the fetuses of dogs. It was found that the quantity of deposited fluorine was
especially large in bones, largest in the cranial bone as well as the lower leg
bone. The quantity of fluorine deposition was parallel with the progression of
the calcification. They also proved that the deposit offluorine on teeth and
bones starts throwh the placenta as early as the embryoperiod, and then takes
place through the mothers milk through the infancyperiod, and throughfood,
as well as directly through the inside of the oral caviw. As fluorine is a known
active enzvme poison, it is known to affect cell division (mitotic) in the fetus,
resulting in anatomical anomalies (teratism).
National Reconaissance Office (NRO)created to manage spy satellites.
From 1960 to 1973, the US sells Russia vast quantities of equipment.
Captain Edward Ruppelt mysteriously dies of heart attack.
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Project Aquarius initiated to collect ET technical information.
Canada begins to irradiate potatoes.
John D. Rockefeller, Jr. Dies.
RAND Corporation publishes study under contract to the Air Force in which
12 underground base locations were selected - all installations 1,000 ft deep.
US Drug Enforcement Agency lists Hong Kong as source of most US heroin.
It is estimated in 1960 that over 1,000,000 children have vaccine-caused
disabilities, including learning difficultiesand school behavioral problems,
behavioral disturbances, allergies, speech difficulties, visual problems,
and problems in adjustment and coping.
Bilderberger meeting in Quebec, Canada.
A senior school medical officerin northern England, J.M.Hooper, finds that
parents are beginning to refuse to bring children for a Pertussis booster
shot, based on earlier violent reaction to the "vaccination." Children were
suffering fiom collapse, vomiting, and uncontrollable screaming. No one
paid attention to these warnings.
John McCone becomes Director of the Central Intelligence Agency, resulting
in a close connection between Bechtel and the CIA.
Jim Jones migrates to Brazil, courtesy of the US embassy, who supplies food
and transportation. While in Brazil, Jones confides to local residents that
he is working for Naval Intelligence. Jones was accompanied by Dan Mitrione,
a lifetime fiiend of Jones who worked with the CIA providing interrogation
and torture techniques to Third World police forces. After his trip, Jones
returns to the US and starts.the Peoples Temple - what many consider to be
a CIA medical and mind control experiment. Jones recuited poor and homeless.
Jim Jones and the Peoples Temple were fhded mainly through Lawrence
Layton and his family. Layton was the chief of Chemical and Ecological
w a ~Ground, which has been connected
Warfare Research at ~ u ~ Proving
circumstantiallyto cattle mutilations, disease biowarfare and genetics
experimentation. The fortune of Laytons' wife came in part fiom I.G. Farben,
the key Nazi cartel. Jonestown was built during the time of the CIA
MKULTRA program, the target population of which was coincidently the
same as Jonestown. Enough drugs were found to have drugged 200,000 people
over a year. Jonestown held 1100 people. The drugs were all psychoactive
mind control drugs. None of the victims showed cyanide poisoning. All bore
needle marks, indicating that when the experiment got embarassing, all of
the people were murdered. BATCH CONSIGNMENT.
In Great Britain, Dr. R.A.Holman of the Royal Institute of Pathology discussed
fluoride poisoning in an article in the April 15, 1961 issue of the British Medical
Journal. He noted that the long-term efJects of sodium fluoride ingestion needed
much more investigation, and continued, "Fluorideis a well-known inhibitor of
several enzyme systems, and can form spectroscopically recognizable
compounds with the enzyme catalase, resulting in its inhibition. Catalase
poisoning has been linked with the development of viruses and the causation of a
number o f diseases, includina cancer. Many observers have suggested that the

-
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agents (fluorides and other toxic environmental substances) which decrease the
catalase the cells may predispose those cells to tumorformation. Voisin has said,
"the method most likely to solve the problem of cancer is to ask why the cancer
cell is lacking in catalase and try to prevent its impoverishment from taking
place.
Reauest goes in for ~roductionof the Iron Mountain Report on the Desirability
of Peace. Public Law 87-297 passed (Arms Control Act), providing for gradual
disarmament of the people of the United States over a period of years and
creation of a UN Police Force. War is viewed as the "basic social system",
within which others are secondary modes of organization, conflict or
conspiracy. Peace would bring unrivaled social disruption, according to
world planners. War is considered " a necessarv waste that operates outside
the normal economic "supply and demand system. It creates arti3cial demand
and spurs technological advances. War=Nations. Peace = No Nations. The
elimination of war requires elimination of Nation States. The basic authority
of the modern state over its people resides in its war powers. (See FDR 1933).
Substitutes for war: (1) Must be of equal magnitude as that of world war in
terms of public perceptibility. (2) It must be credible and accepted by the vast
majority. Since nations would distintegrate without perception of an external
threat, "it is more probable that such a threat will have to be invented, rather
than developed@om unknown sources." (Invented = Environmental pollution,
"alien invasion", "asteroids", etc.). It must represent a threat to the survival
of the species According to the Report From Iron Mountain, "misonina of
the air. and o f the ~rincivlesources o f food and water SICDD~V,is a l r e w
well advandvan and atfirst glance would seempromising in this respect. It will
be a aeneration to a generation and a half before environmental pollution
will be sufficiently menacing to offer a possible basisfor a solution. " (199 1).
Blue~rintFor WorldPeace issued by the United Nations, providing an outline
for "general and complete disarmament in a p e a d l world" and a 3-stage
Disarmament Plan to transfer all military forces on the planet into a UN
Peacekeeping Force. (See 1961, Freedom from War)
Milgram's Yale experiments demonstrates danger of obedience to authority.
Unexpected transmissions from space monitored on short wave worldwide.
John F. Kennedy inaugurated President of the United States. Joseph Kennedy
has a stroke, ending his control over John and Bobby Kennedy, who then
begins to tangle with the Majia and interfere with Onassis drug trflcking.
NORAD has presidential orders to nev& divulge any information about
tracking of foreign space vehicles.
US Army Corps of Engineers concludes that it was imperative for the US
to construct vital facilities underground.
United States budget for chemical and biological warfare triples between 1961
and 1963.
Betty and Barney Hill abduction and amniotic fluid analysis. ThisproceAre
would appear in medical use within ten years. The Hills relate that one of
the people on the ship spoke with a German accent, and they thought he
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was a 'Nazi'.
US Army begins a 7-year series of tests on incapacitating agents. (From a
report, "Incapacitating Agents Tested at Medical Research Laboratory, FY
1961-1967", compiled by the Biomedical Laboratories at Edgewood Arsenal
in Maryland. Ref: Biomedical and Behavioral Research, Vol40, pp 1139/42).
Two hundred soldiers at Ford Ord allegedly abducted en masse.
Backed by CIA Dr. Ewen Cameron, McGill Institute administers 12,000
electrical treatments to 1,000 patients. Embarassment causes hnd withdrawal.
Army Corps of Engineers reports vital gov't installations now underground.
Oil operator George Parker and his wife visit Manzano-Coyote canyon and
discover soldiers with laser weapons and flying disks. They escape with their
lives. (New Mexico).
Sabin polio vaccine immunization campaign.
Kennedy inaugurated as President of the United States.
United States conducts Operation Ranch Hand in Vietnam to defoliate the
jungles of Vietnam using Agent Orange (dioxin). Generations of birth defects
would appear in Vietnamese after this period. Agent Orange was also used
by the British in Malaysia. By the time spraying ended, over 24Opounds of
dioxin had been dumped on Asia. Two ounces in the water supply is enough
to kill the population of New York or London. In 1981, the company that
produced Agent Orange would be target of a class action lawsuit.
Mackay develops internal electronic implantsfor physiological monitoring.
US State Department Publication 7277, "Freedom From War" published. It
proposed the gradual surrender of all the American forces to a world police
force in a three-phase program. (1) Reduce the armed forces of the nations and
reduce nuclear capability by treaty (2) Reduce armed forces fbrther and
establish a permanent international peace force within the UN (3) Have all
nations retain only forces enough to maintain internal order, but the UN
would provide manpower for the UN Peace Force. This document was later
removedfrom publication in 1963.
Bilderberger meeting in Saltsjobden, Sweden.
Rachel Carson publishes Silent Spring, about the effects of pesticides and
herbicides on plants, animals and people.
The USAF flies "Operation Hades" in Vietnam, spraying herbicides on jungle,
croplands and the population. They used "Agent White", a combination of
2,4-D and picloram, one of the most persistent herbicides known. Percloram
is considered by biologist Dr. Arthur Galston of Yale University to be "a
herbicidal analogue of DDT."Agent Blue, also used, was a 54% arsenic solution
of cacodylic acid, deadly to all life. It was used to kill rice. Agent Orange was
a 50-50 mixture of 2,4-D and 2,4,5-T, the mixture most commonly used as a
forestry herbicide in the United States. Both chemicals, phenoxyl herbicides,
are derived fiom the synthesis of chlorine and phenol. (See 1963)
US Army conducts biological warfare tests off Corpus Christ, Texas, spreading
particles of zinc-cadmium sulfide, a compound which can cause birth defects,
kidney and liver damage (AP 6/22/94).
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Dr. John Knutson of the U.S. Public Health Service examines cancer death rates
following thefluorihtion of the public water suppljes of Grand Rapids, Michigan.
He found a 22% increase in cancer death rates, contrasted to the unfluoridated
control city of Muskegon. Ref Fluoride Drinkzng Waters p.2 13 (1962).
Allan H. Frey publishes an article in Journal of Applied Physiology, Vol 17
July 1962 entitled "HumanAuditory System Reqonse to M A l a t e d
Electromagnetic Energy". Frey discusses that even deaf people can pick up
transmitted RF soundpatterns and qeech, as the brain is a receiver. In one
experiment, Frey used pulsed microwaves to stop the heart of a fiog, and
also discovered that microwave aflects on the hypothalamus hadpwerjkl
effects on the emotions.
Scientific Engineering Institute (SEI) in Boston sets up a "Life Sciences" lab
to studj the effect of electrodes deep in the brain. (See 1956). SEI would then
get involved in experimentation on Vietnamese prisoners of war, implanting
devices to create violence by remote control. Prisoners were then cremated
at Green Beret medical facilities.
Alleged landing on Mars by United States manned mission per Alternative 111
scenario.
World population 3.1 billion.
United States becomes aware of microwave attack on US embassy in Russia.
United States has 200 nuclear reactors in operation, Britain 39, Russia 39.
Thalidomide birth defects in children.
Advances in molecular biology.
Mariner 2 launched by US as Venus probe.
Nobel to Crick for molecular structure of DNA.
Soft drinks are consumed at 16 gallons per person per year.
Dr. Edgar Schien outlines behavior modification programs for US prisons
based on Korean brainwashing techniques.
United States spends $2 million on Pine Bluff plant in Arkansas to produce
BZ psychotropic gas. By 1964 ,over 100,000 pounds would be produced. The
Army would continue to experiment at Dugway Proving Ground and at a
classified location in Hawaii. It eventually was decided to be an unreliable
weapon.
Scientists discover the Earth resonates and 8, 14 and 20Hz. Tesla had
predicted it would be 6, 18 and 30 Hz.
G.H. Wiamson disappears in South America.
Allergidimmunologist Theron Randolph publishes his book "HumanEcology
and Susceptibility to the Chemical Enviromnenf' - the medical equivalent to
Rachel Carson's Silent Spring, also published in 1962.
First meeting in London of Parents of Autistic Children.
United States scientists undertake additional atmospheric nuclear tests under
Project Starfish, exploding three nuclear devices over Johnston Island, disturbing
the lower Van Allen belt, altering its shape and intensity. NASA announces on
August 19th that a new radiation belt has been formed stretching fiom a height of
400 km to 1600 km. Leading astronomers protest the irresponsibiity of these
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experiments.
The Soviet Union explodes atmospheric nuclear devices, creating three new
radiation belts extending 1.7 to 3.0 Earth diameters into space.
Space probe lands on Mars and confirms oxygen atmosphere.
CIA forms fiont corporation Pennandex.
US Army conducts biological warfare tests off Corpus Christi, Texas (6194)
Kefauver amendment to Food & Drug Act requires FDA efficacy review. A
threat to pharmaceutical industry and Rockefeller Medical Monopoly.
Rand Corporation begins a four year study (to 1966) and experiment with
LSD, peyote and marijuana.
According to an FDA investigation of a Canadian tanker company in 1987, the
practice o f routinelv trantportinp foodpr&cts in tankers used for industrial
chemicals bepan about 1962. (See 1987).
from Stanford. Millions
Esalen Institute is founded in California by graduates
of people would pass through its programs.
Woman working for JPL confirms US has bases on Mars.
A study on the health effects of phenoxy herbicides by Bionetics Research
Labs,(a subsidiary of Litton Industries), under contract to the National
Cancer Institute, begins. (2,4-D and 2,4,5-T). The studies, which were
not released until 1969, showed that both chemicals were camble of
causing birth defects at doses lower than lethal amounts. (See 1962, 1970).
John Kennedy issues Executive Order 1 1110 to resume printing and
circulating Treasury Notes instead of Federal Reserve Notes.
Attempted assassination of Kennedy in Miami. Another attempt in Chicago.
Senator Kefauver, who had also uncovered the 1932 Onassis deals, has a
sodium morphate "heart attack" on the Senate Floor.
~merican
of Sciences stu@ shows low fluoride levels increase tumors
Murder rate in US 200: 100,000.
Limited Test Ban Treaty of 1963.
British physician writesthat pediatricians had become concerned about the
high incidence of unpleasant reactions to the DPT shot.
~ & n e has
d ~a conversation with Gordon Gray about going public with
facts about CIA interaction with subterranean aliens. Kennedy also threatens
to disband the CIA and inform the public about the drug trafficking.
CIA deprevation specialist Dr. John Gittinger tries his drug and hypnosis
mind control hypothesis in Mexico City. KGB participation. CIA agent
William Buckley. Use of drugs to insure instructions remain in subconscious.
CIA and military mind control efforts begin to strongly emphasize electronics.
Correlation between SAT score decline and increase in violent crime. The
study was by Rimland and Larson. The 1960's marked the beginning of the
decline of the American IQ. Tests given in 1970 showed less capacity than in
1945.
French medical torture in practice in Algeria. French Anny regularly
administered electroshock, the water torture (forcing water into a victims
lungs through a pipe).
.
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Techniques of medieval medical supervised torture in wide use in South
America.
The Beatles phenomenon reaches the United States. The social theory of rock
music was elaborated by musicologist Theodor Adorno, who came to the US
in 1939 to head the Princeton University Radio Research Project. Adorno
writes, "the comparison with addiction is inescapable. Addicted conduct
usually has a social component. It is one possible reaction to compression of
the social network. "
Churchill becomes honorary US citizen.
Onnassis Castro assassination team members arrested in Louisiana promoted
by Bobby Kennedy. Onassis changes target to JFK. CIA drug dealers support.
FDA gives permission for irradiation of bacon. Permission taken back in 1968
Time magazine expose of widespread prison experiments in "war on cancer"
US Senate investigators told FDA works too closely with drug companies.
John McCone, a founder of Bechtel, is CIA Director.
President Kennedy killed in Dallas Texas. Diem and Nhu also die. Some of the
co-conspirators are Clay Shaw (a colonel in the NSA), Canadian lawyer
Louis Bloomfield (said to be in charge of Permindex, a Major in British
Intelligence and a member of the Knights of Malta, long linked to Nazi and
Fascist interests. Lyndon Johnson and Hoover have also been implicated
in William Torbitts Nomenclature of an Assassination Cabal.
President Lyndon Johnson countermands EO 11110 in order to keep the
Federal Reserve Note, cancelling Kennedy's order.
Bechtel gets a $12 billion contract to build Cam Ranh Bay base for the US
in Vietnam.
Bilderberger meeting after Kennedy's death in Canne, France.
CIA weather modification project over Hue,=etnam.
Unexplained radio transmission in strange language interrupts astronaut
Gordon Cooper.
Numerous MIB spotted in Dealy Plaza in Dallas.
Mind control experiments begin in Warminster, England
AMA Committee on Quackery incorporated to attack chiropractic doctors.
American researcher John F.Enders creates a measles vaccine. Mass
innoculations begin.
A studv is ~ublishedwhich links fluorides and develo~mentof cancer in
animals. Ref Irwin Herskowitz and Isabel Norton "Increased Incidence of
Melanotic Tumors...Following Treatment with Sodium Fluoride", Genetics,
Vol48, pp307-3 10.
McGeorge Bundy, president of the Ford Foundation, fbnds "Students for
a Democratic Society", through which the CIA "operates7' the drug culture
in the United States. It results in a growing rate of illegitimacy, petty lawlessness, drug addiction, welfare, STD and mental illness which provides hnding
for the psycho-technical complex.
Children vaccinated with kiUed measles vaccine between 1963 and 1967
develop Atypical Measles Syndrome (AMS). Studies suggest the children5
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response to the "wild measles virus is "altered and that the severity and
persistence of symptoms suggests encephalopathy (brain damage.) See 1967.
Warren Commission report issued.
British scientists emigrate to the United States in great numbers.
Hoyle & Marlikar postulate a new theory of gravity.
Fundamental particle omega-minus discovered in cyclotron.
Rimland calls attention to the parallels between autism and the brain
injured children described by researchers in the 1930's and 1940's.
Reward of $30,000 offered to prove polio vaccine was not fraud. No takers.
Business Week magazine reports prisoner testing saves millions for companies
Bilderberger meeting in Williamsburg, Virgina.
Policy of "public transmission" of space probe data begins with Ranger 4.
Child autism shows a rising tide in pediatric clinics in the United States. In
retrospect, the increased prevalence of autism in the 1950's and 1960's
precisely reflected the expansion of mandated vaccination programs during the
same decades.
Dr.Milton Zaret of Bellevue Medical Center in New York publishes a paper
reporting hann@I biological and behavioral eflectsfiom microwave radiation.
Zaret is immediately visited by the CIA for a question and answer session.
Last year in which 90% circulating silver coins minted.
McFarlane R&D submits prototype device plans to NASA in 1964, along with
detailed plans. NASA wrote back, claiming the device as having "no sigdcant
value in our aeronautical or space program". (See 1965).
NASA uses McFarlane R&D ideas in the development of MIROS point-to
point orbital "communications system". McFarlane demands to know why
NASA is using their patent, when they stated it had no value.
McFarlane, an independent R&D firm, claims a patent for an "electromagnetic death
ray'' was stolen by NASA. Theft reported in hearings before the House Subcommittee on DoD Appropriations, chaired by Rep. George Mahon of Texas. The
invention, a "modulated electron gun x-ray nuclear booster", could be "adapted to
communications, remote control and guidance systems, electromagnetic radiation
telemetry and death ray applications", according to McFarlane R&D literature.
A studv is published which links fluoridesto cancer in animals. Ref A. Taylor
and N.C.Taylor, "Effect of Fluoride on Tumor Growth", Proceedngs of the
Society of W r i m e n t a l Biology andMedicne, Vol65, pp252-255.
Dr.Albert Kligman conducts experiments on prisoners through the University
of Pennsylvania under contract fiom Dow Chemical Company to test the
alreadv-known effects of dioxin herbicides on prisoners at Holmesberg Prison. No
followup occurred. The program lasted until 1967. [ Only male humans were tested.
Either no thought was given about the environmental effect on females, or they
accepted the alreadv-known birth defect information and it was part of the plan.]
Dow Chemical Company undertakes a 3-year human experimentationprogram on
blackprisoners ar Holrnesburg State Prison in Philadelphia testing the human
efJects of dioxin, the highly toxic component of Agent Orange. No followup studies
were conducted. A previous experiment by Dow on 5 1 prisoners was also
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conducted. Afier the harmfbl effect are determined, the agent is spraying on the
human population in Southeast Asia, causing decades of death and birth defects in
both residents and US soldiers who return fiom the war. (Genocidal chemical
warfare).
Americans discover Soviet microwave bombarahent of the American
Embassy in Moscow. The State Department keeps the discovery a secret
and bepins a Dropram studvina its awn embas? em~loyeesfor eflects, which
included leukemia, nausea, lymphoma and bleeding fiom the eyes. The
existance of the Soviet beam was finally acknowledged in 1976.
Advance Research Proiects Ageng (ARPA) sets up laboratory at Walter
Reed Army Institute of Research in Washington DC to hrther study
electromagnetic wewons. From this research comes the knowledge that
microwaves cause central nervous ?stem effects and can influence
behavior.
George Adamski takes pictures of disk craft in Maryland. Dies same year.
Bilderberger meeting at Lake Como, Italy.
Researchers at the University of Texas, Drs.Alfied and Nell Taylor, find that
fluoride in the drinking water at levels between 0.5 and 1.0 ~ p m
increased
tumor arowth rate in cancer-prone mice by 15-25%, inhibiting the eforts of
the immune system to attack tumors.
CIA plans director Richard Helms speaks of "sophisticated approaches to
the coding of informationfor transmittal to 'populationtargets' in the
'battle for the minds of men'. He also spoke of "an approach integrating
biological, social, and physical-mathematical research in attempts to
control human behavior, finding particularly notable the use of modem
information theory, automata theory (robotics/cyborg)andfeedback
conceptsfor a technology of controlling behavior, using information
inputs as causative agents.
U S Atomic Energy omm mission stages a nuclear rocket accident in the
Nevada desert that sends a cloud of radiation more than 200 miles to
Los Angeles. (AP 8/25/94).
Bionetics Laboratories completes its study of 2,4,5-T and 2,4-D (components
of Agent Orange being sprayed in the US and Vietnam). Bionetics studies
indicated that both 2,4,5-T and 2,4-D caused birth defects in mouse offspring
at small doses that were not lethal to the pregnant mother. A preliminary report
of these studies was fhdy completed in 1966, but FDA officials and other
agencies did not learn of it until 1969.
U.S. Forest Service begins a herbicide program in the Tonto National Forest
in Arizona. For the next 4 years the USDA Forest Service sprayed thousands
of acres in the Pinal Mountains near Globe, Arizona, with various mixtures
of 2,4-D, 2,4,5-T and 2,4,5-TO (silvex) - the same chemicals being sprayed
over the jungles of South Vietnam. No residents of the
were ever notified,
either before or after the spraying. During the program, it was evident to the
local residents that something was wrong from the very start. The area was
replete with deformed, dead k d bleeding animals. leve en years later, the soil
"
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of the area is still contamined. Humans sprayed suffered seizures and severe
medical problems, including cancer, tumors, birth defects and death. Families
were deliberately sprayed while outside during the four year period.
Pentagon investigation of microwave weapons broadened to include the
ARPA program, instituting a new program called Proiect Pandora, based at
Walter Reed. Other work is started in CIA sponsored research programs at
the VA Hospital in Kansas City, University of Rochester, Brooks AFB in Texas,
Johns Hopkins University, MIT, the Mitre Corporation, the University of
Pennsylvania and other domestic and foreign research laboratories. The project
was to "investigate possible behavioral and biological effects of microwave
signals on primates, who were irradiated with MW signals simulating the
exposure of US Embassy employees in Moscow (18pW/cm2)with a signal
strength of 4-5mw/cm2. No comprehensive report was ever prepared and the
records were destroyed in September 1973, three years after project termination.
Canadians duplicate Soviet experiments showing microwave effect on CNS
New York Times publishes article "Mind Control Coming, Scientist Warns",
in which Dr. David Krech, a psychology professor at the University of
California, warns that "our research may carry with it even more serious
implications than the awful achievements of the atomicphysicists."
Flight around the world over both poles.
Fifth "UFO Flap" year.
Queen Elizabeth I1 visits Germany.
Medicare bill becomes law.
US Government's leading Pertussis vaccine specialist, Margaret Pittman,
(until 1971) states, "Bordetella Pertussis is unique among infectious bacteria
in its marked abiliv to maizft biologicalprocesses. "
Atomic Energy Commission stages nuclear rocket accident in Nevada.
Russians stage "walk in space" later analyzed to be film fake.
Congress passes the Immunization Assistance Act. More states made their
vaccination programs rnandatory/obligatory.
US Office of Law Enforcement Assistance (LEAA) created.
Population control is adopted as a goal of the US State Department, based on
influence of elitist groups (RIAA,CF'&etc).
Nazi ministers Albert Speer and Baldur von Schirach released fiom prison.
The U.S. Army Electronics Command at Fort Monmouth, New Jersey sends
a letter to the Naval Engineering Ship Center indicating "difEiculty" in
implementing microwave safety "standards" (See 1959) for personnel.
Rous is awarded a Nobel Prize for discoverinr! a virus that caused cancer in
chickens in 1911.
From June 7th to 10th the US Army Special Operations Division deploys
a biological warfare test in New York City, dispersing a bacillus. The Army
report on the experiment notes the existence of subways in the Soviet Union,
Europe and South America.
Department of Health Education and Welfare data reveals that 49.2% of
citizens surveyed suffer fiom hypoglycemia, low blood sugar.
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1966 House Armed Services Committee Hearing on UFOs testimony reveals that
"six agencies of the government are investigating and 46projects concerned
with gravity are being subsidized, including 33 under Air Force control.
1966 American Cancer Society formulates a "State Model Cancer Act" which
is designed to prevent any treatment of cancer by anything other than
surgery, radiation and chemotherqy. The use of other methods becomes
a felony.California, Illinois, Kentucky, Maryland, Nevada, North Dakota,
Ohio and Pennsylvania now enforce a variation of this "anti-quackery" law.
1966 Atomic Energv Commission releases a report which acknowledges the
potential of environmental radiation saying "There is no threshold on the
genetic e#ect of radiation. There is no sqfe level of radiation insofar as
genetic eflects are concerned " The 1966 report "The Genetic Effects of
Radiation" said, "the genetic load might increase to the point where &
mecies as a whole would degenerate andfade toward extinction a sort of
"racial radiation sickness". In 1958, the minimum dose for the general
public was set at 0.17 rem per year. If there still exists a "minimum dose"
today, it means that they do not care about genetic effects, which constiutues
a criminal offense due to their own admission there is no safe level.
1966 Bilderberger meeting in Weisbaden, Germany.
1966 Federal proprietary called Svstems Consultants. Inc. Founded, with branch
officesin Virginia, with a staff of 250 to "concentrate on problem solving
in the areas of intelligence, electronic warfare, sensor technology and
applications. The company Mankind Research Unlimted is a spin-off from
Systems Consultants.
1966 CIA Operation S~ellbinder,under the control of Dr. Svdnev Gottlieb, conducts
research in order to achieve a "sleeper killer" who would become an assassin upon
receiving a previously implanted code word Theprocess also pennits creation of
multiple personalities.
1966 Time Magazine (Jan 14, 1966) notes that Stanford University maintains a
castle at Beutelsbach, Germany, a villa in Florence, a hotel in Tours, and
occupied Harlaxton Manor, leased to Stanford by the Jesuits,
1966 The UnitedNations International Covenants on Human Riphts is passed, detailing"rights are provided by the state". Two theories exist relative to the "rights of
man". One theory holds that rights are given to all by the Creator. This other says
that rights come from man and can be limitedby those in power or removed. A right
is a fieedom to act responsibly and morally without permission. A privilage is a
fieedom to act but only after permission has been granted. Thus, the UV
Covenant replaced right with privelage and disallows individual responsibility,
replacing it with rule of law, totally negating social progression of consciousness
in the population infavor of state control and manipulation. Remember who
funded and developed the UN.
1966 CIA weather modification experiments over Cuba in attempt to ruin crops.
1966 Army "simulated" germ warfare project in New York City.
1966 General vaccination programs for Reubella (German measles) are put into
action in the United States. (See 1971).
"
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United States Public Health Service (USPHS) issues regulations for their
sponsored research involving humans, specifying the need for full consent,
where the subject understands "all the essential aspects of the study",
"types and degree of risk", the "detrimental or beneficial consequences
of the study", and "the purpose of the research."
CIA confidential Technical Report on the use of Hypnosis in Intelligence
reveals the defensive application of post-hypnotic suggestion and autosuggestion to control involuntary body function.
First cases of Retts Syndrome reported from Austria.
Fourth World Congress of Psychiatry in Madrid.
Soviet and US spacecraft land on the moon.
Nobel to Higgins for hormonal treatment of cancer of prostate.
Nobel to F.P. Rous for discovery of a cancer virus.
Chase Manhattan Bank makes a bid to acquire drug trafficking markets.
SR-71 Blackbird designed and built.
A scientist working for G.D. Searle discovers aspartame, according to Searle
public relations department. Working to discover an ulcer drug (the FDA would
classifl it as a 'food additive', which meant that any adverse effects need not be
reported to a federal agency, nor is continued safety montoring required by law.
Cheyenne Mountain and NORAD activated.
A study at Texas A&M University demonstrates that fluoride causes genetic
damage to onions and tomatos.
University of Wisconsin study suggests cyclamates be removed fiom food.
Glassboro, New Jersey US-USSR Summit meeting. Johnson asks Kosygin
to halt the microwaving of the US Embassy in Moscow.
Synthetic DNA produced at Stanford University.
House Banking and Currency chairman Wright Patman reveals that 14
Rockefeller Foundations held assets of more than $1 billion in Standard Oil
stock, as well as the fact that they paid no taxes on the stock because it is
insulated by Foundation ownership.
The FDA s t o ~ the
s use of an emerimental cancer vaccine which was ~roducing
significant results. Developed by James Rand and Eernest Ayre, a recognized
cancer specialist. The Rand vaccine produced significant improvement in
terminal patients in over 30% of patients. It cured tumors and breast cancer
infour to six months, without radiation, surgery or chemotherapy.The
FDA Commissioner was James L. Goddard, the same man who persecuted
the use of DMSO. Goddard used the DMSO issue in 1966 in an attempt to
foster a medical dictatorship in the US in collusion with the medical and
pharmaceutical industries, and remove viable treatments fiom public access.
In a letter from the Raytheon Company to Senator Warren Magnuson, in
August 1967, it was "concluded that the Tri-Service Program (convened
so the military-industrial complex could set a "safe" standard for exposure
to microwaves which did not include the general public) had led to three
"conclusions~':The biological effects of microwaves were (1)Thermal only
(2) Non-cumulative and (3) of little concern to humans, since man has a
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"built-in alarm" to protect him fiom thermal injury. The view was widely
excepted but not unanimously. The experimental techniques used were such
thatfindings were seldom duplicated, experiments were only conducted that
woddproduce results at the 1omw/cm2level, and almost all the research
was conducted based on the assumption that only thermal eflects should
be expected In addition, dose levels were not reported on many of the studies,
those dose levels that were reported were based on source output and not on
field intensity or absorption by tissue, and the dzflerences betweenpulsed
and continuous_fiel&were not explored. Few animal studies which examined
low-term exposure to low levels of microwave radiation were undertaken by
the military-industrial complex in order to protect their interests.
Ref Science, Vol. 208, 6/80.
At the Bland-Sutton Institute of Middlesex Hospital in London, George Dick
writes, "it has been long known that increasing the number of Pertussis
bacteria per dose of vaccine increases the frequency of reactions. It would be
surprising if decreasing the size of the infants receiving a particular vaccine
did not also increase the reactions." A violation of a standard axiom in
medicine, which matches the size and weight to an amount of substance. (Why
are newborns getting the same dosage as an adult?).
First public hearings on the safety of microwaves. All speakers were fiom
military-industrial complex. Conclusion: No public harm. Science, Vol208 6/80
Russia and American forge a Suace Treaty, prohibiting orbital weapons
of mass destruction. The US would break the treaty in 1981.
CIA experiments begin in auditory-frequency control and transmission.
Justus Strom writes that his earlier article about Pertussis reaction in a
1960 issue of the British Medical Journal (See 1960) had arosed considerable
attention and criticism, noting, "the vaccination reactions may be regarded
chiefly as manifestations of a toxic effect an individual predisposition of
some significance." Strom reports on 167 cases of severe reactions to the DPT
shot in Sweden.
Sirhan Sirhan disappears fiom home for 90 days. Upon his return, he has a
fascination with the occult and self-hypnosis. Would eventually assassinate
Robert Kennedy.
Robert Naeslund is implanted while undergoing surgery in Stockholm,
where a physician tells him, "young children were also used for these
experiments in order to evaluate thought activity and reactions."
China explodes nuclear device.
ReportJi.om Iron Mountain released by Dial Press. Re-establishment of
slavery discussed as possible aspect of world at peace under social control. The
report proposes that war be replaced by a surrogate which must be wasteful
and operate outside the normal supply-demand system. The surrogates on
a social level must not be accessible to the whims of the people. Some of the
social surrogates mentioned: complete government guaranteed health care
for all citizens, a social welfare program, p c e researchprograms with
unattainable targets, guaranteed annual income, threat of gross pollution as
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a principle threat to species survival, reintroduction of slavery through some
form of compulsory service, adition of population control substances to water
supplies and government-supplied antidotefor producing sanctioned children.
Another substitute for war is a Space Program with unattainable goals: "In
the event some individual project succeeds, there would be no end of
substitute problems" (Iron Mountain Report).
Dr. Vicent Fulginiti, M.D,, former chainnan of the American Academy of
Pediatrics Committee on Infectious Diseases, asserts that inactivated measles
vaccine should no longer be administered. See 1963.
Killed measles vaccine is discontinued in the United States.
General vaccination program for Mumps begins in the United States.
Onassis takes over Las Vegas.
Assassination of American Nazi George Rockwell in Virginia.
Jack Ruby dies of cancer awaiting trial. David Ferrie found dead at hotel.
CIA Operation Phoenix launched. Operation would lead to torture of 40,000
in Vietnam.
CIA $2 1 million rain-making project over Asia. Would make 2,600 sorties by
1972.
CIA Operation Prometheus allows miltary takeover of Greece.
Ex-OSS commando and Australian Prime Minister Jim Thompson disappears.
Tavistock Instutute fosters the notion that no criteria for sanity exists and that
psychedelic "mind expanding" drugs are valuable tools of psychoanalysis. A
proponent of the paradigm is Tavistock psychoanalyst Dr. R.D. Laing.
Plethora of "MIB" incidents.
Panel of Privacv and Behavioral Research concludes "legislationto assure
appropriate recognition of the rights of human subjects is neither necessary
not desirable." (See 1969, Delgado, p2 11)
Animal mutilation case of horse in San Luis Valley, Colorado.
Johnson signs the Wholesome Meat Act into law.
The paradigm of the cult of the "flower people" in San Francisco. The USA
has now been prepared for the onslaught of LSD, hashish, and marijuana.
AMA receives 43% of income fiom drug advertisements. $13.6 million.
Science magazine (10120167) features article on Joshua Lederberg of the
Department of Genetics, Stanford Universitv School of Medicine. Lederberg
notifies the scientific world that "live viruses (ain vaccines) are genetic
messages usedfor the purpose of programming human cells" and "we already
practice biological engineering on a rather large scale by use of live viruses
in mass immunization campaigns"
ITT obtains $27 million compensation for damage to factories in Germany.
National Institutes of Mental Health (NIMH) awards $500,000 to psychosurgeons to investigate the use of psychosurgery on the "violence prone".
Death of three US astronauts on launching pad.
Soviets launch Luna 13 to moon.
AMA forces Veterans Administration to rehse chiropractic service payments.
Dr. Ewen Cameron, president of the American and Canadian Psychiatric
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Association, dies.
Rockefeller monopoly moves to back food irradiation process on national level.
Approximate time the Montauk Project got under way on Long Island. The
facility was comprised of six underground levels extending for miles in every
direction.
New England Journal of Medicine publishes a study on the effect of MSG,
documenting symptoms of headache, flushing of the skin, asthma, and lifethreatening heart irregularities. Also mentioned were extreme mood swings,
imtability, depression and even paranoia. Hydrolyzing vegatable protein is
one of the chemical methods of producing MSG. (See 1977,1978)
Vietnamese are given US supplied processed rice (with B-complex removed)
and tons of sugar. Induces mass disease in Vietnamese. Processed rice was
given to replace healthly whole rice diet with unhealthy western diet.
Jackie Kennedy marries Onassis.
Last 25% of gold reserves for Federal Reserve Notes removed.
The regime of Pol Pot in Cambodia was responsible for 2,397,000 murders
between 1968 and 1987.
Martin Luther King assassinated.
The FDA reports that irradiated food fed to lab animals caused a signrficant
increase in testicular tumors, pituitary cancer, weight loss, shortened l i e span
and reduced fertility in laboratory animals. (See FDA internal audit 1982).
Reinhard Gehlen retires from the Federal Intelligence Service.
Outer space hydroponics research project established under the administration
of Dr. Arthur Pilgrim, fbnded by Boeing, for use on the moon. Project Lunar
Base Alpha One. Project would last until 1972.
With h d i n g from George Grant Hogg, hier to the J.C.Penny fortune, the
Brotherhood of Eternal Love sets up LSD and hashish production and
marketing operations in Costa Rica.
A study at the University of Missouri shows that fluoride causes genetic damage
to tomatos.
Robert Kennedy assassiiated.
General Electric recalls 90,000 color televisions emitting x-rays.
Richard Nixon and Spiro Agnew elected.
The Kaiser Group founded. Group composed of 60 German-Americans who
want to make Nixon a dictator.
Ship Scheersberg disappears with 200 tons of uranium. Believed to have been
taken to Israel.
Surveyor 7 lands on the moon. Apollo 7 and 8 launched.
More than 78 million television sets in United States.
Crimes of violence increase 57% since 1960.
Non-Proliferation Treaty of 1968.
Robert Kennedy announces his bid for president and is assassinated.
Richard Nixon elected president of the United States.
Queen Elizabeth II visits Brazil and Chile,
Riots at democratic convention in Chicago.
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United States explodes experimental hydrogen bomb underground in Nevada.
FBI begins counterintelligence plans against New Left and Black radicals.
Minnesota Judge Mahoney (Martin vs Mahoney) declares Federal Reserve
notes invalid. Mahoney found dead of a "heart attack" months later.
Thousands of sheep die in Dugway Proving Ground test, bringing the US
nerve gas program under public scrutiny.
Omnibus Crime Control Act of 1968. The Gun Control Act of 1968 is a literal
carbon copy of the 1938 Gun Control Act in Nazi Germany.
Scientists at the University of Holland, Drs. Mukherjee and Sobels, find that
fluorides increase the frequency of genetic damage in spexm cells of lab animals
exposed to X-rays. Fluorides inhibited the repair of DNA damaged by radiation.
For one year, the CIA begins chemical warfare experiments relative to
the poisoning of water systems by injecting a chemical substance into the
water supply of the FDA building in Washington.
Federal inspectors hold back 130,000 cattle carcasses for removal of
carcinomas and cancer of the eye.
William J. Clinton secures a draft deferment and leaves to attend Oxford
in England. Clinton would lead anti-American demonstrations in London
in reference to the war in Vietnam.
Dr. Herbert Schamberg at the Albert Einstein School of Medicine begins a
careful scientific study of MSG. Symptoms are produced with ingestion of
3 grams or less. Scharnberg publishes a paper in Science, the journal of the
American Academy of Science, stating that MSG can produce undesirable
effects in the amounts used in the preparation of widely consumed foods.
Mary Lasker initiates "the War on Cancer", eventually resulting in Nixon
signing it into law in 1971. It would provide vast taxpayer dollars to the NCI
and derivitive benefits to the ACS.
Dr-HarlanJones, professor of medical physics and physiology at the
University of California, states that according to carefully researched
statistics, cancer patients who did not receive surgery, chemotherapy or
radiation had a greater life expectancy that the one who receives treatment
by aboutfour times. Ref: Harlan Jones, "A Report on Cancer", available at
University of California Berkeley library. (See 1975)
Diptheria outbreak in Chicago. The Chicago Board of Heath reports that
37.5% of the Diptheria cases had been fully vaccinated or showed immunity.
Neurologically defective 4 and 5 year olds begin to appear.
Ted Kemedys aide Mary Jo Kopechne, dies after hearing Kennedy
talk with Bechtel, Alioto (Mafia), John Tunney and others.
First whispers of the "Gemstone Filei7are released.
A Congressional study reveals that 37 of 49 top officials of the FDA who left
the agency moved into high positions within pharmaceutical companies they
had regulated. (See 1975).
Federal inspectors hold back 130,000 cattle carcasses for removal of carcinoma
and cancer of the eye.
Arthur Jensen, psychology professor at the University of California at
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Berkeley, receives national attention when the Harvard Educational Review
publishes his article "HowMuch Can We Boost IQ". In the article, Jensen
argues against compensatory education and proposes to redefine the scope
of the definition for mental retardation to include 37 million Americans.
Height of US involvement in Vietnam. US deep in debt to International
Bankers, torn by internal strife.
Bilderberger meeting in Copenhagen, Denmark.
Universitv of Virginia Svmposium on the Bioloizical Effects and Health
Implications of Microwave Radiation. At the conference Czech scientist
Dr. Karel Marha reveals that microwave e#ects on humans inclu& fear,
irritability, depression, inhibition of intellectualfinctions and decreased
memo?y.
Dr. Allan Frey determines that humans can hear pulsed microwaves fiom
300 to 3,000 Mhz.
By 1969, the fluoridated cities had an average cancer death rate of 225 per 100,000
people, while non-fluoridated cities had an average cancer death rate of 195 per
100,000. The data ideates a fluoride-linked increase of cancer of 10% in only
13-1 7years. These figures were checked and confinned in 1979 by the United
States National Cancer Institute. The increase in cancer death observed in
fluoridated cities occurred primarily in people ages 45 and over; this fact is
explainable because both the immune system and the normal DNA repair process
(the two major defense systems against cancer) decline with age.
Eisenhower dies.
California governor Ronald Reagan institutes a special trainingproject at
the National Guard Camp in San Luis Obispo, California to train leaders
in population control. By 1979, 14,000 people would be trained in this
population control seminar.
Food manufacturers remove MSG fiom baby foods.
Mass Vietnam War protests fiom public.
Melchior describes 22 children in which there was a close tem-mral connection
between various vaccinatiom, esDeciallv Pertussis, and infantile srxzsms.
(Melchior, J.H. 1980, Textbook of Child Neurology, 1990 Textbook of Child
Neurology, 1990 Workshop on neurological complications of Pertussis and
Pertussis vaccination.)
Fifteen Russia generals die in "unrelated" incidents within 30 days.
CIA-lied Professor Thomas Rika disappears fiom Boulder, Colorado.
Part of the grounds at Fort Detrick Biological Warfare Laboratory renamed
the Frederick Cancer Research Facility and given to the National Cancer
Institute for "civilian medical research". By 1971, fbnding had tripled.
N i o n promulgates EO 11490 incorporating 23 earlier EOS to permit seizure
of the country in a created "national emergency".
Less than 25% of those in Federal Prison are in on drug charges.
US Department of Defense sought hnds fiom Congress to create a "synthetic
biologrcal agent that does not naturally exist andfor which no natural
immunity could have been acquired" Funds granted in 1970 Appropriations.
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Richard Nixon orders a "ban" on chemical and biological weapons. After the
"ban", the Amy Biologzcal Warfare Luboratory at Fort Detrick is renamed
"The Frederick Cancer Research Institute" and turned over to the National
Cancer Institute for civilian use. The military section is later renamed the
"U.S. Army Medical Research Institute for Infectious Disease" (USAMRIID),
which is "restricted to defensive research". By 1971, the budget of the FCRI
would triple. (See 1983, FCRI).
Apollo 10,11,12 flights to moon. Apollo 11 mission spots huge spacecraft on
the moon. (Armstrong conversation with professor in British Intelligence).
CIA achieves direct communication between brain and computer. The
capability develops to unscramble one persons brainwaves, decipher and
record them, and beam them to another person.
Allen W. Dulles dies.
A team of scientists fiom the CIA Office of Research and Development run
a number of bizarre and potentially far-reaching experiments in mind control.
The ORD team included chemists, biologists, and general physicians fiom the
Army Chemical Corps. Dr. Gottlieb had pursuaded Helms to authorize
$150,000 as an initial grant. It would be called Operation Often, whose roots
could be traced back to research that Cameron had approved which tried to
links between eye color, soil conditions and mental illness. Operation Often
was intended to explore the world of black magic and the supernatural.
The CIA ORD team tries to create a super virus by exposing a range of
deadly bacteria to W light to cause mutation.
Dr. Jose Delgado publishes "Physical Control of the Mind: Toward a
Psychocivilized Society". Delgado states that it is possible now to control
human movements, gl&lar functions, specflc mental manifestations,
and behavior indistinguishablefi.om qontanous activity. According to
Delgado, "the indivzdual is defenseless against direct manipulation of
the brain because he is deprived of the most intimate mechanisms of
biological reactivity. "
Weber observes "gravity waves7' postulated by Einstein in 1916.
Mariner space probe sends pictures back of Mars.
"The Green Revolution", a ploy of the international bankers to make the
Third World reliant on agrichemicals and hybridized seed (will not itself
produce seed), and to export Third World plant varieties to patented
seed banks, begins.
US takes steps to ban DDT in the United States, but DDT still exported.
Agricultural Research Division entomologist C.H. Hofhan and chief of the
Stored Product Insect Research Branch L.S. Henderson, both of the U.S.
Department of Agriculture: "Without insecticides, production of livestock
would soon drop to 25 percent and production of crops about 30 percent. Food
prices might then go up as much as 50 to 75 percent and the food
Nobel for Delbruck, Hershey and Luria on genetic stru&re of viruses.
Sociologically, the "gay revolution" is launched in the United States.
G.A. Rosenberg writes, "anautoimmune allergic mechanism has been
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postulated as the cause of the occurrence of post-vaccination encephalitis,
possibly with an initial invasion of the nervous Jystem by a virus, with
subsequent antigen-antibody reaction." If this line of research is followed up,
the interrelation will doubtless be substantiated. (Ref: immunizations).
A study at the University of Missouri demonstrates that fluoride causes genetic
damage to corn and fiuit flies.
Rutter and colleagues fmd that 33% of children with conduct disorders were
reading disabled.
In April, prompted by articles in the New Yorker magazine, hearings on the
effects of 2,4,5-T on humans and the environment were held before the U.S.
Senate Subcommittee on Energy, Natural Resources and the Environment,
chaired by Senator Philip Hart. It is these hearings which led to the end of
with Agent Orange. Spraying; continued in the U.S.
the spraying of
Both povemment and industry arellv aware o f the vroperties o f TCDD
(dioxin) component o f the herbicidelchemical warfare weapon 2.4.5-T.
n e v were also aware of the toxic effects o f 2.4-0, the most widely
used phenoxy herbicide., which they considered not to contain TCDD. But it does.
On April 15th the secretaries of Agriculture, Interior and Health, Education
and Welfare announce the suspension of the registration of 2,4,5-T for aquatic,
home and recreational use. On April 30th actual cancellation of registration
of 2,4,5-T for use on food crops intended for human consumption is announced.
Dow Chemical, maker of Agent Orange, challenge the cancellation for use on
rice, and request referral to an advisory committee. (See 1971).
Regulation of pesticides is transferred by Presidential Order fiom the USDA
to the newly established EPA.
William J. Clinton leaves Oxford for Scandiivia and activist meetings in
Oslo, Norway at the same time American activist leaders meet in Hanoi
to plan a conference and demonstration in Stockholm. (Jan 70). Clinton
would abandon his pursuit of a Rhodes scholarship later in the year.
Project Pandora activities are curbed, but research takes a turn where
classified RF Mind Control testing becomes a military priority, since
pulsed microwave beams out pejonn h g s , ECT, torture, brain surgery
and otherforms of behavzor mocii$cation.
US Congress places an amendment to the General Education Provision Act
entitled "Prohibition Against Federal Control of Education", prohibiting
the US government fiom "direction, supervision, or control over any
curriculum, program of instruction, administration or personnel of any
school, or school system, over the selection of books, library resources, or
instructional materials". In practice, the government ignores the ruling. See
1967 "DesigningEducationfor the Future" for collusion between government
and state education industries.
RAND Corporation publishes a report entitled "A Brief Survev o fLiterature
Relatinp to Influence o fLow Intensie Microwaves on Nervous Function". The
author notes that the US microwave guideline in effect for the public, 10,000
mw/cm2, provide for non-thermal levels of microwaves which produce
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behavioral disturbances in humans. These disturbances include irritability,
loss of memory, fatigue, headache, tremors, hallucination, autonomic nervous
system disorders and disturbed sensory fbnctioning. The report continues in
discussion of several possible mechanisms which allow these effects.
A companion paper, "A Direct Mechanism for the Direct Influence ofMicrowave
Radiation on Neuroelec~icFunction", is also produced by R.J. MacGregor for
the RAND Corporation. In the report, he notes that power densities of close
to 100,000 mwlcm2can produce auditory halluncinations in a field that would
be averaged as low intensity and non-thermal. According to MacGregors
model, this would produce a depolarization of brain tissue of 2.0-3.0 mv,
where he concludes that neuroelectric effects should exhibit a maximum
effect in the microwave range.
Due to the increasingly mild nature of whooping cough (Pertussis), infant
deaths cease fiom naturally acquired Pertussis in Sweden. Deaths associated
with vaccine continue. Sweden stops Pertussis vaccination in 1970.
US Army buries drums of DDT and other chemicals in British Columbia's
far north. (AP 911 1/94).
US Dept of Health, Education and Welfare (HEW)reports " as much as 26%
of children receiving ruebella (german measles) vaccination in national
testing programs developed arthralgia and arthritis. Many had to seek
medical attention and some were hospitalized."
Apollo 13 mission almost loses astronauts after breakdown in equipment.
First synthesis of gene announced at University of Wisconsin.
Soviet Luna 16 goes to moon for samples.
Ford Foundation establishes the Police Foundation, headed by Pat Murphy, to
train police in behaviorism and "human relations."
Otto Warburg, physiologist and chemist, dies.
U.S.Army records show that amyl nitrate ("poppers") was one of many drugs
tested by a chemical warfare laboratory in the 1960's and 1970's. (See 1972).
Zbigniew Bnezinski writes Between Two Apes, reveals that Americans will
be introduced to to new concepts: a new monetary system replacing the
dollar and a reduced standard of living to support it. He predicts the "gradual
appearance of a more controlled and directed society, abminated by an
elite whose claim to political power would rest on superior scientific
knowhow." This elite would "not hesitate to achieve its political em& by
the latest modem techniquesfor inljluencingpublic behavior and keeping
society under close surveillance and control. " Additionally, Bnezinski says
that "Marxismrepresents a firther vital and creative stage in the maturing
of man's universal vision.".He theorizes that the liberal democratic societies
would support authoritarian forms o f ~ovemmentif they were given a choice
between a dictatorship and social/intellectual disorder.
Assassination attempt on Pope in Phillipines.
A study by Pittman reveals Pertussis vaccine can induce hypoglycemia due
to increased production of insulin. (Ref DPT shots). Study is corroborated in
1978 by Hannick and Cohen and by Hennessen and Quast in West Germany.

-
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Result: Pertussis and DPT vaccines can cause diabetes.
Second International Conference on Psychosurgery draws 100 participants
and 41 papers from around the world. Honorary president of the Conference
was Dr. Walter Freeman, Ewen Camerons left hand man, who performed
no less than 4,000 frontal lobotomies, often on people suffering only mild
depression. Freeman went on to become a respected San Francisco "brain
specialist."
Rarick Bill HI217140 to repeal Federal Reserve Act. Buried in committee.
FDA Commissioner Dr. Herbert Ley blows the whistle on the FDA and its
cormpt relationship with the medical and pharmaceutical cartels. It is
ignored by an intimidated government. Ley is forced out and replaced.
The original Howard Hughes is very sick. Wayne Rector, his double, leaves for
the Bahamas.
Multinational companies begin the process of acquiring 1000 seed and plant
breeding companies. In the 1980's they would spend $10 billion on company
acquisitions.
Nixon announces United States will destroy all its biological weapons.
Carl A. Larson publishes an article, "Ethnic Wea~ons,"in Military Revzew,
November 1970.
Dr. John D. Erickson of the CDC examined the cancer death rates of all US.
cities with a population of 250,000 or more, andfound that people infuoridaed
areas experienced an age-sex-race corrected cancer death rate which was 4%
higher than that of people in unfuoriidated areas. The study was published in the
New England Joumal of Medicine, Vol298, pp 1112-1116, 1978, eight years
later.
Psychologist James V. McConnel writes in Psychology Today that, " the a2z-y has
come when we can combine sertsov deprivation with drugs, hhypnosis and
astute manipulation of reward andpunishment to pain almost com~lete
control over indivichral behavior...we should reshape society so that we all
would be trainedpom birth... no one owns his own personality."
Montauk Air Force Base, 773rd Radar Battalion is reestablished. By late 1971,
the "Montauk Project" would be under way.
George HW Bush joins the Council on Foreign Relations.
R.K. Procunier, Director of Corrections of the State of Caiifornia, proposes
"neurosurgical treatment of violent inmates".
Apollo 14 and 15 explore the moon.
Mariner 9 orbits Mars.
Soyuz 11 cosmonauts die entering atornosphere.
Dr.Choh Hao Li synthesizes human growth hormone.
The nine-member advisory cornmitee studying 2,4,5-T use (after Dow
Chemical objected to 2,4,5-T registration cancellation by the EPA in 1970)
submits its report to EPA administrator William Ruckelshaus, concluding
that 2,4,5,T (Agent Orange) "was unlikely to constitute a hazard to human health."
Despite the report, Ruckelshaus issues a order 90 days later continuing the
2,4,5-T cancellation on food crops until completion of the public hearing
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process. Dow Chemical later successfilly challenged the EPA decision in
a US.District Court in eastern Arkansas, and was able to win because
Ruckelshaus had not followed procedures laid out by the Federal Insecticide,
Fungicide and Rodenticide Act. The Eight Circuit Court then overturns the
District Court decision. EPA then schedules administrative proceedings against
2,4,5-T, which would be postponed repeatedly over the next 8 years on the
grounds that "more information is needed about the chemical." (See 1972)
A study at Texas A&M University demonstrates that fluoride causes genetic
damage to fruit flies. Repeated in 1973.
United States explodes hydrogen bomb near Alaska.
Saccarin removed fiom FDA GRAS (Generally Recognized As Safe) list.
Nixon ends International Redeemability of Federal Reserve Notes.
The incidence of asthma in children be&s a significant increase.
A study by Stella and Chess reveals that children with congenital ruebella
(german measles) fieauentlv dis~lavclassic autistic features. including
impaired ability to relate new stimuli to remembered experience. See 1966.
Rarick bill HR35 1 to repeal Federal Reserve Act. Buried in committee.
Howard Hughes dies.
It became clear to molecular biologists that a virus could be used to reinsert
DNA into bacteria, beginning the debate on the safety of transferring genetic
material from one organism to another. (See 1973).
Law Enforcement Assistance Administration (LEU) calls for a regionalized
police force.
Advisory Commission on Intergovernmental Relations issues pamphlet M-67,
which calls for Special Police Task Forces (special multicounty or interstate
police forces).
United States places a nuclear weapons platform in orbit secretly. The first
military-run shuttle mission would service the platform and upgrade the
on-board computers.
The regime of Yayha Khan in Pakistan would murder 1,500,000 people.
The CIA infects pigs in Cuba with Afiican Swine Fever, a dealy disease. The
entire swine population of Cuba is slaughtered to protect humans. A second
such epidemic in 1980 in Cuba, with equally devestating consequences, was
of unknown but suspicious origins.
A mysterious blue mold appears and threatens the tobacco crop in Cuba.
A damaging rust disease appears in Cuba and threatens to destroy the
crops of sugar cane.
A&onomers discover two new galaxies adjacent to ours.
Daniel Ellsberg ,a hawk fiom the RAND Corporation, writes the "Pentagon
Papers", which helps distract the public. McNamara (World BankRAND)
assists as Ellsbergs boss. Book is RAND coverup for the real reasons behind
the Vietnam War. Ellsberg "indicted" for "leaking" the "papers". Watergate
team breaks into Ellsbergs office on Nixons orders to find out how much
Larry O'Brien knew about Hughes and Onassis
Germany bans water fluoridation.
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Richard Nixon withdraws all Gold backing fiom the US Dollar, rendering it a
fiat currency - the completion of a process Roosevelt started in the 1930's when
gold was called in and currency was tampered with.
US Deficit $500 billion.
Ciba-Geigy company decides to market Ritalin in the U.S. as a chemical solution
to the growing behavior problems in (vaccine-damaged) children. Sweden banned
Ritalin in the 1960's.
Bilderberger meeting in Woodstock, Vermont.
The American Cancer Society decides that screening women for breast cancer
was a good idea. (See 1974). (Note: "Screening" = Radiation that causes cancer)
Pentagon Papers published.
Electroshock treatments given to inmates at Vacaville, California.
Astronomer James McDonald drives into desert and suicides.
The Philadelphia Inquirer conducts a telephone poll relative to sterliition of
low IQ groups. Almost 70% vote in favor of forced sterilization.
Swedish prime minister Palme authorizes electronic implant use on prisoners.
Dr. H.J. Roberts publishes results of a comurehensive national studv of
traflic accidents. Roberts concludes that a "significantsource of many
unexplainable accidents is that "millionsofAmerican &ivers are subject to
patholopical drowsiness and hmozl~cerniah e to fknctional hmerinsulinim"
Evergreen Helicopter Company (CIA fiont) begins a multi-year aerial spraying
program under contract to the Bureau of Land Managrnent in Oregon and
other western states.
Congress launches a "War on Cancer".
Sweden bans water fluoridation.
Anti-Ballistic Missle Treaty of 1972. (World disarmament per Iron Mountain).
Pepsi Corporation opens its first h c h i s e in Russia in exchange for import
of Soviet wines and spirits.
Congress passes major amendments to the Federal 1nsecticide;Fungicide and
Rodenticide Act, requiring review and re-registration of all pesticides after
EPA had deternined their efficacy and safety. The EPA, faced with re-testing
of over 35,000 chemicals, extends the re-registration deadlines twice without
completing re-registration of one chemical. Meanwhile, pesticides continued
to be sold under their old registrations - which amounted to false assurances
and
of safety by the EPA. (See 1979). The Federal Insecticide. FunPicide
Rodenticide Act . 7 US.C.Para 136i. urohibits wsticide tests on human
beinas without their informed consent. Amendments require that all pesticides
currently on the market be tested for mutagenicity, carcinogenicity, tetrogenicity,
chronic effects, sublethal effects, and effects on non-target organisms. New
products were mandated to be tested before registration. A pesticide must be
re-evaluated and re-registered every 5 years.
A mysterious epidemic of dengue hemorrhagic fever hits Cuba and affects
300,000 Cubans. More than 150 die, including over 100 children. Evidence
exists that the CIA released dengue-infected mosquitos on the island. Court
testimony in 1984 by Cuban counter-revolutionary terrorists supports this
"
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conclusion.
In June 1972, Dr. Sidney Gottleib visits Richard Helms, CIA Director. Helms
agrees that research into Electrical Stimulation of the Brain (ESB) should come
under control of Dr. Stephen Aldrich, a graduate of Amherst and Northwestern
Universities, who would take control of the CIA Office of Research and
Development after the departure of Dr. Sidney Gottlieb. Aldrich would be
interested in harnessing the power of ESB for intelligence work. Aldrich uses
computer technology and develops the earlier work of Rubenstein on radio
telemetry. Included in the equipment he used was the so-called Schwitzcrebel
machine, a Behavior Transmitter-Reinforcer (BTR),that was linked to a
modified missle tracking device which graphs the wearers location and displayed
it on a screen. The cryptic Englishman Rubenstein purpose-built equipment
decades earlier and wanted to "develop a system that will keep tabs on people
without their knowing what we're getting from them." Gottlieb would work
later with CIA officialJames J. Angleton, connected closely with joint operations
with the Israeli Mossad.
Professor Barton Ingraham, a criminologist at the University of Marvland,
leads other proponents of Aldrich's Schwitzgebel machine, which include
Gerald W. Smith, professor of criminal studies at the Universitv of Utah. Both
produce a joint paper showing how the machine could be used to be track of
hown criminals. The criminal would be fitted with a brain implant and tracked,
with the psychological data being transmitted fiom the implant to the machine.
In Bakersfield, California, a woman hears sounds of machinery and voices
coming fiom under her basement floor, indicative of underground tunneling.
Central Security Service (CSS) created at Fort Meade.
Strange whining sounds begin to be heard near Satus peak near Yakima
Washington, an area known to have an NSA communications facility and
sightings of mysterious flying disks. Over the next 6 years, the hum would
be heard over a gradually expanding area.
Last Apollo landing on the moon.
Arthur Jensen's "GeneticsandEchrcationn published. In it he writes that
"the rate of occurance of mental retardation is eight times higher in the
black population."
Nixon reelected President of the United States.
Pesticide DDT is banned for use in the U.S., but continues to be sold to third
world countries who ship food to the U.S. for consumption.
Congress directs EPA to assess the safety of 50.000 pesticide products on the
broken down into 600 "active" ingredients. Incredibly, by
market in the U.S.,
1987,-fifieenvears later, the EPA had completed reassessment of on& 2 "active"
ingredients, according to Congressional testimony.
U.S. Army study on the effect of amyl nitrates entitled "Effect of Amy1
Nitrate on Man" conducted. (Biomedical and Behavioral Research, Vol40,
"Research Plan #12,002", approved March 15, 1972)
~
of "poppers" (amyVbuty1 nitrates). (Effect of lowering
The first g a mass-marketing
of immune system of users. Combined with use of antibiotics (lowers T-cell count)
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and anti-parasitic/amoebic drugs (reduces immune system), sexually transmitted
diseases, drug use and government-sponsored vaccinations - the first "AIDS7cases
in the gay community would appear within 8 years, allowing the Nazified United
States to do covertly what they did overtly during World War JI - begin to get rid
of undesirables. Poppers are made by Burroughs Wellcome in England, who would
make the toxic experimental chemotherapy drug AZT in the 1980's, killing many.
Recall that amyl nitrate was once listed as a biochemical warfare weapon.
George Bush US ambassador to the United Nations.
United States Agency for International Development makes contact with the
old Sterilization League of America, now called the "Associationfor
Voluntary Surgrcal Contraception",which is paid by the US government to
sterilize non-whites in foreign countries.
The CIA'S Scientific Engineering Institute in Boston contributes a social
laboratory to CIA Project Often at the University of South Carolina, in
the form of a course instructing 250 students in the rituals of demonology
and voodoo. (See 1962 and 1981). (See 1969 Project Often).
Kissinger takes a trip to China. Chinas role in the heroin trade vanishes fiom
headlines.
Dr.Dean Burk of the National Cancer Institute declares in a letter to a member
of Congress that high officialsof the FDA,AMA,ACS and US. Department of
Health, Education and Welfare (now HHS) were deliberatelyfalszaing data
and information, lying, committing unconstitutional acts and in other ways
thwartingpotential cures to which they were opposed. (Letter to Congressman
Louis Frey Jr. Also dealt with the issue of laetrile, a non-patentable (natural)
product opposed by the California Medical Association, who only sanctions
the use of dangerous or toxic treatment for cancer. Burk openly refers to
FDA corruption.
Apollo 16 goes to moon. Sovet spacecraft soft lands on Venus.
Harry Truman dies.
US Army study titled "ControlledOHensive Behavior: USSR" concerns itself
with targeting individuals with "mindaltering techniques" and "the total
submission of one 'swill to some outsideforce. The study involved the use
of pulsed microwaves. ( Ref Cellular telephone & satellite technology).
The Department of the Army researches Soviet and other foreign literature
sources and discover over 500 studes &voted to the biological eflects of
Super High Frequency Electromagnetic Oscillations.
The Montauk Project is M y under way, with massive mind control
experimentation undertaken on humans and animals.
Roy M. Ash, fiom the Office of Management and Budget in the Nixon
administration says Within two decades, the institutionalJi.amework
for a WorldEconomic Community will be in place, when aspects of
individual sovereignty will be given over to supernational authority. '"
Leakey discovers 2.5 million year old human skull in Kenya.
Biological Weapons Convention to restrict development, production and
stockpiling of biological weapons.
"
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Rochdale College in Toronto, Canada, becomes a main center for illicit drug
comsumption and distribution point for marijuana and hallucinogens in
Eastern Canada. After this became public knowledge, it was shut down.
Turkish opium production nearly eliminated. Southeast Asia heroin crackdown.
Golden Triangle in Asia yields bumper harvest. Peasants told to increase their
acreage by 50-100%. US soldiers in Vietnam increase consumption.
Soft drink consumption 30 gallons per year per person. ( Ref sugar as an
addictive physical degenerant.)
Drs. Barton Ingraham and Gerald Smith advocate "implantationof brain
transmitters to monitor and maneulate the minds of probationers and
"the technique of telemetric control of human beings regulating behavior
on a subconscious level. Reported in Issues in Criminology, 1972.
US signs international treaty banning use of biowarfare agents, but does not
ratify it until 1975. Treaty allows "defensive" biowarfare research.
WHO Bulletin No.47 refers to creation of an immune virus (see 1969) and
suggests that a useful way to study the effects would be "toput it into a
vaccinationprogram and observe the results". It is theorized that WHO used
the smallpox vaccination program in Central Afiica for this study, since the
spread of H N infection coincidesprecisely with the most intense and recent
smallpox vaccination campaiigns. Information on the Central Afi.ican countries
most infected with HIVprecisely matches WHOJigures idcating the number
of people vaccinated in these areas. The virus requested would selectively
destroy the T-cell system. (1972 Federation Proceedings of WHO).
Dr.Louis J. West, director of the Neuropsychiatric Institute at UCLA, proposes
to use an abandoned Nike base for the Center for the Study and Reduction of
Violence. In a confidential letter to Dr. J.M. Stubblebine, Director of Health
in the California Offices of Health Planning, West wrote that "studiescould
be carried out therefor model programs for the alteration of undesirable
behavior." West reveals the desired use for implants and the inclusion of
hyperkinetic children and those with chromosomal abnormalities in the study.
Dr. L.J. West, working with M-Singer and R.J.Liion, founded the "Citizens
Freedom Foundation" in 1974, which changed its name to the "Cult Awareness
Network (CAN)" in 1985186. The CAN group would figure prominently 20
years later in the Waco Massacre of the Branch Davidians.
Strange humming sounds begin near Satus Peak in Yakirna Washington.
New York State Department of Agriculture determines that 30% of organic
food is contaminated with pesticides. as com~aredwith 25% in rermlar foods.
Journal of the American Medical Association v230, Oct 14,1974, "The Organic
Food Myth"
Leonard Lewin "confesses to authoring Z'?zeReport on Iron Mountain " in the
New York Times, March 19th noting that the government was "oddly cautious
about denying it issued the report." kccord'mg to Lewin the report "has been
overtaken by the political phenomena it attacked."
Esso Oil changes its name to Exxon Corporation.
Ingraham and Smith release a paper in Issues in Criminality, Vo17 No.2,
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entitled "The Use of Electronics in the Observation and Control of Human
Behavior and Its Possible Use in Rehabilitation and Parole.
Nobel winner professor William Shockley proposes a voluntm sterilization
promam in an address before the American PJychologicaZAssociation. The
program would be directed toward welfare recipients.
Bilderberger meeting in Knokke, Belgium.
Oil shortages in United States begin.
ITT scandal forces Republicans to move to Miami for convention.
British Journal of Pychiatry #I20 reveals that 'Pvchotic disorders may be
caused by viral infections." (Ref viruses induced by vaccines).
In December 1972, CIA director Richard Helms orders Operation Often
cancelled. The subprojects of Dr. Aldrich were halted, with no explanation to
Dr. Sidney Gottlieb.
Dr. Sidney Gottlieb resigns fiom work with the CIA, after shredding documents
concerned with MKULTRA. (January 1973)
Project Paperclip scientist Dr. Dietrich Beischer discovers that ELF has an effect
on blood triglyceride levels - a possible embarassment for the Navy, who is working
on Project Sanguine, an ELF submarine communications system. Beischer's finding
is pulled, and he retires - only to disappear in 1977 - as did references to his work
in his 15 years of research with the Navy. He would be relocatedii 1984 by a
British television crew doing a program on EMF effects. Beischer never disowned
his discovery that low level magnetic fields affect the heart.
President Nixon replaces CIA director Helms with James R Schlesinger. It was
not immediately discovered that Dr. Gottlieb had failed to destroy 130 boxes of
documents on MKULTRA and various subprojects. (February 1973). Career CIA
officers would regard Schlesinger as an outsider and a troublemaker after he
circulates an internal Confidential memo requesting any Agency illegalities be
reported to him. An ORD scientist sends a Gottlieb Operation Often memo to him,
and was promptly fired.
Nixon pulls Schlesinger as CIA Director and makes him Secretary of Defense,
where Secretary of State Kissinger would keep him occupied.
Nixon appoints William Colby CIA Director.
The opiate receptor pathways in the brain were discovered.
US Senate Report 93-459 confirms that US has been in martial law since 1933.
US Attorney General states that "national emergency7'a normal necessity.
Olaf Palme authorizes expanded use of implants in prisoners.
The NCI-ACS Breast Cancer Detection Demonstration Proiect (BCDP) starts,
and would last until 1978. Ralph Nader tests some of the machines, and finds
out that 55%of them emit more than a safe &sage. (See 1974, MorgaqPike).
Disk buzzes NSA facility at N W Cape in Western Australia.
Bilderberger meeting in Saltsjobaden, Sweden.
Medical World News in March 1973 revealed data fiom a tobacco industry
authority that cigarettes are 5% sugar, cigars 20% and 40% in some pipe
tobaccos.
Two former Congressmen and one vice-chairman of the AMA Council on
"
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Drugs testifL before Congress. They accuse the AMA of being "held captive
of and beholden to the pharmaceutical industry."
Trilateral Commission formed under David Rockefeller.
A breakthough occurs in genetics at Stanford and UCSF when genes are
successfilly moved between a number of organisms, using "plasmids".
Russian Research Institute of Industrial Health and Occupational Diseases
discoversfluorides cause genetic damage in rats.
LEAA again calls for elimination by merger of small police forces in the US.
Conference on Psychotronic Research held in Prague. Topics include "The
Induction of Paranormal Effects in Dreams", "Erasure of the Subconscious
Mind", "Developmentof ESP", "The Psi Gene", and "TheMechanical
Equivalent of Neuropsychic Energy. '"
At Walter Reed Hospital, Dr. Joseph Sharp hears words spoken to him
using a pulsed-microwave audiogram (computerized analog of voice) fiom
outside of a soundproof chamber, broadcasting fiom 300 Mhz to 3 Ghz. [ The
cellular system operates fiom 800-900 Mhz. New technology is even higher. ]
Experiments carried out at Vacaville prison in California with implants.
Behavior modification unit started at El Reno, Oklahoma.
START program introduced to Maryland schools by the Behavior Research
Institute.
The field of genetic engineering is o~enedbv advances in scientific research,
making way for creation of recombinent micro-organisms and new viral
structures in the laboratory. The U.S. military applies the technology to its
chemical and biological weapons program, claiming overtly that such work
is "to develop defensive vaccines".
Americans at Copernicus base on Moon working toward operational status
for their beam weapons (Beter). Russians launch Cosmos 929 with particle
beam weapon.
A study at the Central Laboratory for Mutagen Testing in West Germany shows
that fluorides cause genetic damage to fiuit flies.
Jose Delgado released paper entitled "IntracerebralRadio Stimulation and
Recording in CompletelyFree Patients."
Sixth "UFO Flap" year. Enormous number of strange craft over southeast
United States.
The US Navy allegedly has operational time travel technology.
California Governor Reagan announces his support for the formation of a
Centerfor the Reduction of Life- fireatening Behavior at UCLA.
Sugar Information Foundation places 111-page advertisements in national
magazines in the United States, labelling sugar a carbohydrate and a nutrient.
Later, after a Senate Hearing, the National Advertising Review Board
determined that the claim that sugar was a nubient was without foundirtion.
Netherlands bans water fluoridation.
Psychology T h h y publishes an article by Steven Chorover titled "Big
Brother and Psychotechnology", in which he observes "psychosurgery,
drug therapy and behavior mairBcation have become dangerous tools
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for social and ~oliticalremession.
Watergate affair. Agnew resigns, Nixon impeachment process begins.
US devaluates dollar for second time in two years.
Skylab I, 11, III missions completed.
A study at Texas A&M University shows that fluorides cause genetic damage
to barley.
The American Psychiatric Association, under pressure fiom homosexual
groups, deletes "homosexuality" as a diagnostic category of "mental disorders",
but replaces it immediately with the diagnosis of "sexual orientation
disturbance", in order to p a c e social factions.
Article is written in Britain by KulenkampB Schwartnnan and Wilson
who retrospectively analyze 36 cases of neurolocrical illness at the Hospital
for Sick Children in London fiom 1961 to 1972. All the cases were thought
to be attributable to DPT shots. Out of 36 cases, 4 recovered completely,
2 died, and 3 0 were left mentally retarded or in seizure conditions.
British researcher George Disk estimates that there are 80 cases of severe
neurological complicationsfrom Pertussis vaccine annually. Over 33 % of
these children died and another 33% were left with brain damage. Dick
maintains he is not convinced that the communig benefitporn the vaccine
outweighs the damage.
Columbia University College of Physicians and Surgeons discovers fluoride
causes genetic damage, in rodents, sheep and cows.
The Association of Parents of Vaccine Damaged Children is formed in Britain,
and pressures the government to study adverse reactions to Pertussis vaccine.
Texas experiences a large number of animal mutilations.
Vladivostok Agreement between the US and USSR concludes a secret
agreement to promote global warming thought the use of weather
modification technology.
Dr. Karl Z. Morgan,director of Health Physics at Oak Ridge, comes forth to
warn that &agnostic X-rays were causing the same cancer they were meant
to screen. Despite the warning, the NCI-ACS breast screening program kept
on going.
Professor Malcom C. Pike at the University of California School of Medicine
writes the NCI that a number of specialists had concluded that "giving a
woman under age 50 a mammogram on a routine basis is close to unethical. "
National Education Association (NEA) president James Harris states that
"the state educational system must expand its teaching ... the f d y is
failing to perform its function. The NEA has taken the following positions in
its history: education of youth for a global community,promotion of a strong
United Nations, support of a National Health Plan, opposition of legislation to
benefit private schools, population control,federal thy care centers, increase
of federal control of education, and opposition to local control of public schools.
The NEA is controlled by the Tavistock Institute through Stanford Research
Institute. The Tavistock controlled National Training Lab brainwashes the
leading executives of business and government. Tavistock scraps the US
"
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space program for nine years to allow the Soviets to catch up. Common
strategy in Tavistock programs is the use of drugs. (See MK-ULTRA).
Research proposal by J.F. Schapitz proposes recording EEG correlates
induced by various b g s , and then to modulate these biologicalfrequencies
on a microwave carrier. Further, Schapitz' proposal included inducing
hypnotic states and using worh modulated on microwave carrier_fi.equencies
to condition human subjects toperform various acts. 0;OIA).
Jose Delgado testifies in fiont of Congress on Feb 24, 1974. According to
Delgado (See Congressional Record), "We need a program of psychosurgery
for political control of our society. m e purpose isphysical control of the mind
Everyone who deviatesfrom the given norm can be surgzcally mutilated B e
individual may think that the most important reality is his own existence, but
this is only his personal point of view. Man does not have the riaht to develo~
his own mind ?his kind of liberal orientation has great appeal. We must
electrically control the brain. Someday, armies andgenerals will be controlled
by electric stimulation of the brain.
Arab oil prices quadruple.
Soviet probe lands on Mars and "detects more water than expected."
Study prepared by the Staff of the Subcommittee on Constitutional Rights
of the Committee on the Judiciary (93rd Congress) titled "IndividualRights
and ?he Federal Role in Behavior M@ficatzon" revealed "a number of
departments and agencies, including the Department of Justice, De~artment
of Defense, VeteransAdministration, National Science Foundation, the
find, participte in, or otherwise
Department of HealtWEhucationMe~are,
sanction research involving various aspects of behavior modz~cation&
absence o f effective review structures. midelines or standarh." And "the
emphasis placed in violence-control by the federal government has been
encouraged by several new agencies whose essentialfunction is the findig
of programs dealing with the various aspects of violence."
India explodes a nuclear device.
Smallpox epidemic kills 20,000 in India.
Karen Silkwood killed after investigation of plutonium misuse in Oklahoma.
CFR member Brent Scowcroft prepares NSSM 200, "Implications of
WorldwidePopulation Growthfor US. Security and Overseas Interests", which
is immediately classified Secret (now declassified). Prepared for the National
Security Council, this documentproposes reduction of worldwide population
by concentration on mzrd World Countries. A conclusion of the stucj)is that
mandatory population control may be appropriate.
Chase Manhattan and other large banks begin dumping municipal security
bonds, which touches off a financial crisis for New York in 1975.
Bilderberger meeting in Megeve, France.
J.F.Schapitz proposes a project, later funded by the US Department of
Defense, showing how the spoken word of a hypnotist may be conveyed
by modulated electromagnetic energy directly into subconsciousparts of
the brain. Z%esubject cannot consciously control the information input.
"
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Joint Publications Research Service in Arlington makes monograph entitled
"Psvchotronics in Enheering'' available to US government requestors. In
the monograph, Dr. J.F. Shapitz reveals "the spoken word of the hypnotist
may be conveyed by modulated electromagnetic energy directly into the
subconsciousparts of the human brain. The voices wouldprogram the
subconscious mind without employing any technical devicesfor receiving
or transcoding the messages and without the person eqosed having any
chance to control the information input.
New England Governors consider building a regzonal prison using behavioral
modrfication techniques.
California passes an act based on American Cancer Society "Model Law"
in 1966 which makes it a felony to treat cancer in California by any method
other than radiation, surgery or chemotherapy.
Dr-JamesLin, author of Microwave Aud~toryEfJects and Applications, notes
that "the capability of communicating directly with humans by pulsed
microwaves is obviously not limited to the_fieldof therapeutic medicine."
Jose Delgado advocates psvchosur~eryand electrode implantation, as well as
"conquest of the human mind."
A m y Medical and Information Agency document "Biological Effects of
Electromagnetic Radiation" discusses the research of Dr. Allen Frey. The
document reveals that scientists arefilly aware of the biological effects
of microwave radiation having offensive weapons application. Other
research includes internal sound perception research (for disorienting
or disrupting behavior patterns or use as an interrogation tool), use of
mixed frequencies. electronic alteration of the blood-brain bamer
permitting neurotoxins in blood to reach the brain (resulting in severe
neuropathological symptoms) and induction of voices inside the brain by
use of signal modulation at very low power densities.
LEAA fbnds withdrawn from behavior modification programs.
Hearst (Mafia) daughter "kidnapped" by Lipset "SLA" in fake terrorist
action. Nixon steps down, replaced by Gerald Ford to continue coverup. Betty
Ford, mother of Michael Aquino, has had extensive contacts in Germany since
the 1930's.
Common Market computer "the beast" unveiled in Brussels, Belgium.
e H o ~ erevealing
,
secret society
Carroll Quigley released T r a ~ eand
connections worldwide. Plates are eventually destroyed by publisher.
French Minister of Defense says disks are real on televised broadcast.
CIA releases a report "A StuQ of Climatologrcal Research as it Pertains
to Intelligence Problems", indicating that a major climate shift toward
an Ice Age is imminent.
CIA releases a report "PotentialImplications of Trends in World
Population, Food Production and Climate", indicating that food supplies
would be affected by climate changes coming in near future, and that
forced mass migrations, sometimes backed by force, would become an
issue.
"
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Stanford Research Institute Center for Study of Social Policy produces
a report called "ChangngImages of Man", prepared by a staff of 14
researchers and supervised by 23 controllers, including anthropologist
Margret Mead, psychologist B.F. Skinner, Ervin Laslo of the United Nations,
and Sir Geoffrey Vickers of British Intelligence. The aim of the study is to
change the image of mankind from that of "industrial progress" to one of
"spiritualism". Willis Harman was director of the project. According to
the report, "the images of man that dominated the last 200 years will be
inadequate for the post industrial era."
The FDA approves aspartane for human use, then withdraws the approval
because of the issue of brain tumors. (See 198 1)
The Sqfe Water Drinkinn Act is passed. ~nviro-mental
Protection Agency
(EPA) sets maximum contamination levels (MCL) for various water
pollutants, including sodium fluoride. The EPA sets the fluoride contamination
level at an unbelievable 1.4 ppm for "warmer climates" and up to 2.4 ppm for
"colder climates". Furthermore, the American Dental Association begins
pressuring the EPA to raise the MCL for fluoride in public water to 8 ppm,
when it is fblly known that systemic damage occurs below 1 pmm. The
former US Surgeon General C. Everett Koop is among those who join the
drive to increase the MCL for fluoride, even doing television aakproclaiming
that fluoridation was "absolutelysafe". Shown slides of severe fluorosis
damage to a childs teeth at 4ppq ADA spokesperson Lisa Watson maintains
that it does "not involve health efJects but is only a cosmetic problem". The
National Drinking Water Advisory Council refuses to recommend raising the
fluoride MCL, and came close to recommending its lowering, but the EPA
farmed out research work to ICAIR L i e Systems, which issues afi.audulent
report fconfinned bv ICAIR em~loveeDr. John Beaver) that is woven into
the US EPA report on-fluoride.resulting in the EPA recommendation ofMCL
for sodium fluoride in public water to be 4-m.
Mass fluoride spill in public water system in North Carolina.
Lyndon Johnson has sodium morphate "heart attack" and dies in Texas.
Gerald Ford becomes president of the United States and grants N i o n pardon.
Nelson Rockefeller nominated by Ford to be Vice President of the US.
Health Newsletter V3N1, Jan 74. Dr.David Grassetti "the spread of cancer
in mice is astounding after they are given a dose of liifamin, a "miracle
antibiotic" made by Dow Chemical, which received almost $900,000 in
contracts from the National Cancer Institute. The research results were
permitted to remain Confidential." (See incident in 1995 in Seattle).
In Dover, New Jersey, a cobalt 60 source at the Neutronics irradiation facility
is damaged. During the cleanup, some 5,700 liters of contaminated water was
released into the public sewer systems.
President Ford appoints Nelson Rockefeller to form a commission to look into
CIA activities during the Johnson and Nixon administrations after an article
describing some CIA actions appears in the New York Times. Ronald Reagan,
the governor of California, is on the commission. Reagan would try and convince
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the California legislature to secretly finance a scheme for a Center for the Study and
Reduction of Violence, which would be devoted to genetic, biochemical and
neurological studies of "violent individuals, including prisoners and hyperkinetic
children." It would also concentrate on the "phmacology of violence" and the
"use of anti-violence inhibiting drugs." Reagan shared these convictions with
Dr. Louis Jolyon West, chairman of the Department of Psychiatry at UCLA,
and the director of its Neuropsychiatric Institute. Reagan failed to convince
the California legislature to go ahead with Dr. Wests proposal. Reagan defends
the CIA activities over dinner with William Casey, and vows to give the CIA
a fiee hand if he becomes President. Casey would become CIA director in 1980
under newly elected President Reagan.
Animal encephalitis outbreak rages in 16 states in the US.
Onassis dies.
Lt.Colone1 Michael Aquino breaks with the Satanic Church of Anton LeVey
and founds the Temple of Set, a group which grew to operate on a national
level and involved with US agencies in ritual abuse, sacrifice and mind
control.
Stockholm International Peace Research Institute publishes a paper on the
"Delaved Toxic Effectsof Chemical WarfieAgents", specifically
organophosphates. (See 1989 and Los Angeles malathion spraying.)
Education of the Handicapped Act creates a $1 billion f h d .
German technology allows sonic weapon development. Project Gabriel.
Travis Walton abduction in Mississippi.
US Viking probe goes to Mars to seek signs of life.
Animal mutilation cases in Washington State, Colorado, Utah, Idaho,
Wyoming and Montana.
Bilderberger meeting in Cesme, Turkey.
The Asilomar Conference convenes. It is an international meeting of scientists
to review scientific progress with rDNA and to "assess the risks of the new
biotechnology and establish conditions under which research should proceed"
The National Institutes of Health R e c o m b i t DNA Advisory Commitee meets
for the first time. It issued guidelines 16 months later, but the guidelines did not
produce control over research itself only guidelines for recipients of federal
finding. (See 1977)
A 1975 military manual predicts the development of "ethnicchemical wewons
which would be &signed to exploit naturallv occurring efferences in
vulnerabilitv among qxczficpornrlation grou~s."Ref "Biological Weapons
and Third World Targets," Science for the People, July-Aug 1981, pp 16-20.
Rockefeller Foundation gives $100,000 to the Institute for World Order.
A General Accounting Office (GAO) study of the FDA reveals that 150FDA
ofSicls owned stock in the companies they were supposed to regulate.
Hugh MacDonald publishes "Ap-pointmentin D a l l d , which describes
posthumously a man named Herman Kimsey, a veteran US Army
counter-intelligence operative and ranking CIA official until his
resignation in 1962, as saying "Oswaldwas programmed to kill like a

-
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medium at a seance, then the mechanism went on the blink and he became
a dangerous toy without directiony'.i%ree weeks after the interview between
MacDonald and Kimsey, Kimsey dies of a "heart attack".
Dr.Peter Beter charges that gold has been removed fiom Fort Knox and
replaced by plutonium by CIA and Rockefeller agents.
The British medical journal Lancet reports on a studv which com~aredthe
effecton cancer IMfients o f chemotherwv or no treatment at all. No treatment
proved simificantlv better ~olicvfor mtient survival and uualitv o f life.
Five related peptides with opiate properties were found in the brain and the
pituitary gland. Evidence for others existed in the bloodstream, spinal fluid and
even in amniotic fluid. The first of these substances were isolated in Scotland,
and they were called enkephelins.
Rockefeller Commission releases report on CIA activities showing CIA
violations of law, but si&cant violations are suppressed.
Federal Drug Administration Bureau of Biologics concludes that Diptheria
toxoid (vaccine) is "not as effective an immunizing agent as might be
anticipated They adinit that Diptheria may occur in vaccinatedpeople, and
note that "thepermanence of immunity induced by the toxoid is open to
question. "
Unusually warm weather plagues the Soviet Union.
Twenty people disappear following a strange "UFO religion" meeting in
Oregon.
Japan stops using Pertussis vaccine following publicity about vaccine-related
deaths.
Dr. John Yiamouyiannis publishes apreliminmy survey which shows that
people influoridated areas have a higher cancer death rate than those in
non-fluoridated areas. The National Cancer Institute attempts to refute the
studies. Later in 1975, Yiamouyiannisjoins with Dr. Dean Burk, chief chemist
of the National Cancer Institute (1939-1974) in performing other studies which
are then included in the CongressionalRecord by Congressman Delaney, who
was the original author of the Delanev Amendment, which prohibited the
addition of cancer-causing substances to food used for human consumption.
Both re~ortsconfinned the existence o f a link between fluoridation and cancer.
(Note: Obviously Dr. Burk felt fiee to agree with scientific truth only after his
tenure at NCI ended, siice his job depended on towing the party line).
Attempted assassination of Gerald Ford. Two attempts.
Between 1975 and 1985. the incidence o f cases o f hosvitalization for rheumatic,
psvchiatric and nervous disorders. as well as cancer. doubled. Ref: Effects of
microwave EM radiation, co-factored with biochemical environmental factors.
New York police arrest managers of a branch of Chemical Bank, who had
been accepting cash flow of Paul Lucas heroin mob.
GAO finds that 150 FDA ofHicials violated conflict of interest with drug stock
787,000 women are subjected to hysterectomies. 1,700 die as a result.
The U.S. Forest Service begins spraying 2,4,D (picloram) and 2,4,5-T over
forests and communities in the Five Rivers, Oregon area. Fish, animals and
"
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birds die, and leaves on trees turn yellow. Animals are born with deformities
and children are born without brains. The U.S. Forest Service, which uses
Evergeen (CIA) helicopters, maintains that the chemicals are "approved by
the EPA and therefore safe." The chemicals 2,4-D and 2,4,5-T are phenoq
herbicides. EPA Memo, August 1975 reports that 2,4,5-T is contaminated
with TCDD. [ P
p
dimvtinp svnthesis o f RNA and DNA. and suvvress svnthesis o f aenetic
repulatina enzvmes. scramblina the aenetic code. fiev also d i m v t the
production o fA P.the vriman, enera, storaae and release compound on
the cellular level. and destrqv membrane intremiq. In humans, these compounds
also cause profound behavioral changes which involve impaired memory and
concentration, disturbances of sex drive and potency, depression,fits of temper
and aggression, hwersensitivity to light and noise, sullenness and irritability,
fear, anxiety and alienation. These effects can persist for pears after exposure.
G.D. Searle company drugs Adactone and Flayvl found to cause cancer in mice.
G.D. Searle submits a battery of cancer test results, titled "the Wagan Report",
which contains a statistical table that wrongly excludedfour aqm-tame-related
mammary tumors fireast cancer) detected by Dr. Williganand incorprated into
his initial data. fie malignancies were made to appear benign. The medical
researcher responsible for Searle fetal studies on &partame never worked in
the field of fetal research. FDA Commissioner Hayes declared the results valid.
N.M. Rothschild and Sons open operations in Hong Kong to take advantage
of liberal gold trading laws.
US ships 1.4 million pounds of uranium oxide to the Soviet government.
FDA Pertussis vaccine specialist Charles Manclark comments "Pertussis
vaccine is one of the most troublesome products toproduce and assay. It
has one of the highestfailure rates of all products submitted to the Bureau
of Biologicsfor testing and release. Apprcurimately 1520% of all lots which
pass manufacturer tests fail to pass the tests of the Bureau."
V i g Probe discovery of face on Mars. Viking I and I1 reach Mars.
Scientists at MIT announce construction of a hctional synthetic gene,
complete with regulatory mechanisms.
Dr. J. Richard Crout, test director at the FDA Bureau of Drugs since 1971,
testifies before Congress on April 19th that "prior to 1974, not one scienfific
ofJice in our place knew his work assignments, nor did any manager knav
the work assignments of the people under him."
Tennessee journalist James Moore reveals he was given Top Secret documents
by former CIA officials describing militarv mind control methals involving
Radio-Hypnotic Intra-Cerebral Control and Electronic Dissolution of Memory.
On August 1Oth, District Court Judge Skopil in Eugene, Orgeon grants a
permanent injunction against TCDD (dioxin) spraying in the forests in Oregon,
because the Forest Service @ow Chemical was also a party in the case) failed
to "acknowledge the extreme toxicity of TCDD and the potential effects of
phenoxy herbecides upon human and animals health." Judge Skopil made it clear
that his decision wsas based on the U.S. Forest Service blatant lack of regard
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for the consequences of their 2,4,5-T spray program on human health. According to
Skopil, "no subject to be covered by an Environmental Impact Statement (EIS)
can be more important than the potential effects of a federal program upon the
health of human beings." (See 1977, Skopil)
A chemical disaster in Svesco, Italy releases a cloud of dioxin onto the village
and surrounding countryside.
It was discovered that enkephelins operated within the nerve tracks that signal
chronic pain to the brain, and that some enkepheli receptors were found
positioned to direct nerve impulse traffic from one nerve to the next, along primary
paths of perception, emotion and pain. Later in 1976, in Britains National Institute
for Medical Research, the peptide beta-endorphin was isolated fiom the pituitary of
a monkey. It had an analgesic potency 100 times that of morphine and 40 times
greater than enkephelins. Beta endorphins were split into Alpha and Gamma, the
difference being only one amino acid. While Gamma produced a sensitivity to pain,
Alpha produced analgesia. It was then postulated that Beta endorphins could act like
a switch to balance reaction to pain. Lower blood sugar regulates certain neurotransmitters and controls certain hormones, all leading to certain behavioral effects
fiom speed-learning to flight-or-fight and pain suppression. So, schizophrenia at this
time was diagnosed as typifjing a de-activation of the beta endorphins. Beta
endorphins have emerped as the most imvortant element in the biochemistry of
behavior. He who controls beta endorvhins controls the mind
Low Intensity Conflict and Modem Technology, by Ltc. David Dean, American
University Press, 1986, features an article by Capt. Paul Taylor, US Navy,
entitled "The Electromagnetic Spectrum in Low Intensig Conticf',in which
he discusses radiofLequencies "disruptive to purposeful behavior " and the
brain as a "electrically mediated organ". Said Taylor, "aweapon could be
achieved where an efJect could lead to c d a c stamktill and death. "
Scientists "discover viral cause" of multiple sclerosis. (Fraudulent fiont)
On July 4, 1976, the Soviets begin weather engineering operations designed to
hrther induce global warming. By 1979, the US would have their own program
in operation. Work proceeds at Lawrence Livermore Laboratory that is
officially disguised as "environmental cleanup research" using high energy
microwave generators to "clean the atmosphere of ozone-destroying chemicals.
. .
See HAARP (1994). Soviet Tesla Maaufmg Transmitters are energy source.
National Enquirer, June 22, 1976, describes the ARPA Mind Control Program.
Research begins on the behavioral effect of microwaves as weapons.
The Humane Society of Utah questions the mysterious death of 50 wild horses
who had consumed water fiom a spring near the US Army Dugway Proving
Grounds, a chemicaVbiological warfare center.
US House Banking and Currency Cornmitee Re~ort,May 1976, entitled
"InternationalBankznf, identifies the Rothschild Five Arrows Group and
its five branches: N.M.Rothschild & Sons, Ltd in London, Banque Rothschild
in France, Banque Lambert in Belgium, New Court Securities in New York,
and Pierson, Holdring & Company in Amsterdam, all of which were combined
into Rothschild Intercontinental Bank, Ltd, who in turn has three American
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subsidiaries: National City Bank of Cleveland, First City National Bank
(First City Bancorp) in Houston, and First National Bank in Seattle. First
City Bancorp in Houston would co-chair the Reagan Bush campaign of 1980.
The House Report also noted "the Rothschild banks are affiliated with
Manufacturers Hanover of London and Manufacturers Hanover in New York,
which buys CIT Financial Corporation in 1983 for $1.6 billion.
International Monetarv Fund (IMF) and Roval Bank of Canada, it's &liate,
directly order Guvana to prow marijuana in order to earn foreinn exchange
and to host People's Temple compound led by Jim Jones, later confirmed to
be a CIA led experiment in drugs and mind control.
Sam Giancana and Johnny Roselli murdered.
Plot to assassinate Henry Kissinger in Costa Rica blocked by police.
Three people arrested for conspiracy to kill Senator Ted Kennedy.
Bilderberger meeting cancelled h e to sc&l
involving Prince Bemhard
and Lockheed. Alternate meeting in Nogales, Arizona attended by many
CFRBilderberger figures.
Walter Bowert publishes "OperationMind ConfroP'. The public begins to
be aware of government activities in this area.
Teleguard TG2 DE monitoring device begins to be installed in all TV sets. The
device is capable of transmission of all activities and sounds infront of the set
to satellite and CIA headquarters. Con@rned in 1993 investigation.
Malathion used in Pakistan poisons 2,500 people.
National Institute for Drug Abuse estimates ,5800 deaths in hospitals between
1976-1977 fiom use of psychiatric drugs on patients.
NSC directive 4A authorizes covert psych ops against US citizens
HIV virus discovered in African blood banks.
Congress concludes all emergencies are over in PL 94-12.
Congress leaves intact all Presidential laws set up under Trading Enemy Act.
Congress passes PL 94-266 to pay for national swine flu innoculation in US
According to a letter fiom the British Association for Parents of Vaccine
Damaged Children, published in the British Medical Journal of February
1976, "twoyears ago we started to collect detailsfrom parents of serious
reactions suffered bv their children to immunizutions of all bnds. In 65%
of the cases referred to us, reactionsfollowed "niple " vaccinations. The
childen in this group total 182 to date. All me severly brain damaped some
are paralyzed, and 5 have died during the past 18 months. Approximately
60% of reactiom (major convulsions, collapse, screaming) happened within
3 days and all within 12 W s .
Jimmy Carter elected president of the United States. Leaves for vacation on
Sr.Simon Island, favorite Bilderberger haunt north of Jekyll Island.
Huge caches of arms found in California owned by groups expecting a
Communist takeover of the United States.
The "swine flu" scare and Legionnaires disease.
Unusually cold weather plagues the United States.
Mild traces of HIV virus discovered in Afiican blood banks.
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George HW Bush becomes Director of the CIA, the enforcement arm of CFR,
until 1977, when he would be chosen as Reagan's running mate.
The FDA reports that "95-99% of all children eat some food containing coal
tar (petroleum-derived) food dyes; over 4 million children will have consumed
one pound of coal-tar based food dyes by the time they are 12 years old, and
the maximum consumption of food dyes by children is as high as 3 pounds
by age 12." mote: these figures are conservative, since there has been a 50%
increase in the total use of food dyes during the 1980's Bush administration.]
Dr. Robert Simpson of Rurgers University addresses science writers at a
seminar of the American Cancer Society, pointing out, ". ..immunization
programs againstflu, measles, mumps, polio, etc. May actually be seeding
These
humans with RNA toform latentproviruses in cells throughout the b*.
latent proviruses could be molecules in search of diseases, including
rheumatoid arthritis, multiple sclerosis, systemic lupus erythematosis,
Parkinsons disease, andperhaps cancer. According to Dr. Wendell Winters,
a UCLA virologist who also attended the seminar, "immunizations mav cause
c k e s in the slow viruses and chanpes in the mechanism ofDNA. This is
being studied by Dr. Robert Hutchinson at the University of Tennessee."
Dr. Jonas Salk, creator of the polio vaccine, says that analvsis indicates that
the live virus vaccine in use since the 1960's is the vrinciule. i f not sole cause
o f all polio cases since 1961.
More than 500 people receiving flu vaccinations become ~aralvzedwith
Guillain-Bme Syndrome.
The Soviets go on the air with their 100 megawatt ELF transmissions. Dr.
Andrija ~uh&chreports to the U.S. that soviet transmissions are able to
entrain the brain and induce behavioral modification. The data is immediately
claisified. (See 1983) A total of 14 transmitters are known to exist worldwide,
and not once in 9 years has a signal from 7-9 Hz been recorded (range said to
be beneficial to human biological systems.) WOODPECKER
The U.S. Defense Intelligence Agency publishes a report entitled "Biological
Efjects of Electromagnetic Radiation, R d o , and Microwaves Eurasian
Communist Countries." March 1976. The report is significant because it
signals a shift in @ i q fiom a wide rame of behavior control methods to
just one electromagnetic. The report ispublished as George Bush becomes
Directorfor the CIA. Experiments are authorized outside the U.S. in
Edmonton, Alberta, Canada under the auspices of an American oil company.
The research consisted of blasting a man's brain with a microwave analog
of sound waves for several hours, producing auditory hallucinations.
Medical World News reports that the methanol content of aspartame (what
would be called Nutra-Sweet) is 1,000 times greater than most foods under
FDA control. A~partime,made by G.D. Searle (bought by Monsanto in 1985)
is an rDNA derivative, a combination of amino acids. The Pentaaon once listed
it in an i n v e n t o ~of prospective biochemical warfare weapons summitted to
Conmess.
It would eventuallv be added to over 1.200 food products in the
Amercian diet as a substitute for the carcinogenic coal-tar derivative saccharin
"
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Aspartame, when combined with MSG, a common seasoning in many foods,
increases the likelihood of certain forms of brain damage occuring in children.
Internally, aspartame breaks down not only into its constituent amino acids, but
into poisonous methanol alcohol, which further degenerates into carcinogenic
formaldehyde. (See 198 1, 1984)
Dr. D.W.Allrnan and co-workers fiom Indiana University School of Medicine
feed animals lpart-per-million (ppm) fluoride and notice the urinary levels
and tissue levels of a substance called cyclic AMP (adenosine monophosphate)
increased by more than 100%. They also found that in the Dresence of
aluminum in a concentration as small as 20 uarts per billion fluoride is able
to cause an even larger increase in cyclic AMP levels. Cyclic AMP inhibits
the migration rate of white blood cells, as well as the ability of the white
blood cell to destroy pathogenic organisms. Ref Journal of Dental Research,
Vol55, Sup B, p523, 1976, "Effect of Inorganic Fluoride Salts on Urine and
Tissue Cvclic AMP Concentration in Vivo". (Note: It is no small accident that
toothpaste tubes containingfluoride are ofien made of aluminum, nor is it an
accident that aluminum cookware andfluoride use were injected into the
population virtually simultaneously.)
A research dentist at Case Western Reserve University School of Medicine,
Dr. J. Gabrovsek, recognizes the sign~jicanceof the e m s offluoride-idced
increases in cyclic AMP levels, and the effectthis miaht have on the immune
Vstem. (See 1980).
After declining steadily since 1922, cases of Pertussis (whooping cought)
suddenly begin to rise significantly between 1976 and 1980, durin~
- the
same time vaccination-forPertussis was increased. The number of reported
cases has risen each year since 1977. Reasons are said to be "unclear" why
school age children make up the bulk of the cases.
West Germany & its mass Pertussis immunization program.
Los Angeles Times quotes US Ambassador Walt Stoessel as telling his
Moscow staff that the Soviet microwaves can cause emotional and behavioral
problems. as well as leukemia. cancer and cataracts.
American Cancer Society decides to remove its ban on 3 of over 66 known
methods of cancer management (Coley's toxins, Staphage Lysate and
hyperthermia) with no explanation.
First expansion of ELF grid on Soviet Woodpecker Project (Fall 76).
William J. Clinton runs for Attorney General of Arkanas virtually unopposed.
The FDA Task Force questions G.D.Searle7stesting procedures for aspartame
(Nutra-Sweet) conducted between 1967 and 1975. l'hefinal FDA report noted
fmZty andfiadulent prahrct testing, knowing& misrepresentedfidhgs mui
instances of irrelevant or unprorhrctive animal research where eqeriments had
been poor& conceived carelessly executed or inaccurately analyzed. FDA
chief counsel Richard Merrill petitioned a U. S. Attorney in northern Illinois,
Samuel K. Skinner, for a grand jury investigation of Searl 's willfil and knowing
failure to submit required test reports, the concealment of materialfacts and
false statements in aspartame reports submitted to the FDA. Searl reponds by
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electing Donald Rumsfeld, who was active in both the Nixon and Ford
administration, to the Sear1 board of directors.
The FDA formally requests that U. S. Attorney Samuel Skinner be hired to
investigate G.D. Searle's aspartame procedures. (Jan 1977).
U.S. Attorney Samuel Skinner meets with attorneys from Searle Chicago
law firm sidley & Austin. Carter announces that Skinner will not be asked to
remain in office. Skinner informs reporters that he would be hired by Sidley
& Austin. (Feb 1977)
Cancer Blackout 1977. Otto Warburq, Nobel Laureate in Medicine: "Cancer
... there is no disease whose rime cause is better known...in the meantime
millions of men must die unnecessarilv. "
William Jennings Bryan 111, master hypnotherapist with CIA connections,
is found dead in his hotel room in a Las Vegas hotel. The coroner states he
died "of natural causes", even before the autopsy is performed. Bryan is
believed to have been involved in the hypnotic programming of ~ l b e rDe
t
Salvo (Boston Strangler), Sirhan Sirhan (before the attack which led to
Robert Kennedy's death), James Earl Ray (jailed for the murder of Martin
Luther King) and other sigruficant figures in history.
Fluoride Symposium of the 143rd Annual Meeting of the American Association
tablets
for the Advancement of Science reports that O.5mg-fluoridesu~~lement
were causina dental_fluorosisin children.
Ray Ravenhott, &rector of the population program for the US. A ~ e n for
v
International Develo~ment(AID)),publically announces his agency 's &
was to sterilize 25% of the:females on the planet in order to "protect US.
corporate interestsfrom threat of revolutions spawned by chronic unemployment."&f St. Louis Post Dispatch "U.S. Goal: Sterilize Millions of World's
Women", also in Womanews (New York) in article by G.Esterman entitled
"The Master Plan".
Dr. Lime Reif-Lehrer, a noted researcher at Harvard Medical School, conducts
a study which reveals that 30% of 1,529 respondents report symptoms after
consuming MSG-tainted food. Symptoms reported are dizziness, nausea,
abdominal pain, visual disturbances, fatigue, shortness of breath, weakness,
heaache, tightness around the face, tenseness, depression, insomnia and
emotional reactions. Among children, nausea and stomach problems were
reported in 19% of those interviewed.
The Conaressional Subcommitee on Intergovernmental Relations convenes
two (2) 1 1 1 Congressional Hearings on the subiect of fluorides. During the
hearing, it was proven that (1) The "scientific efforts" of thosepromoting
fluoridation werefraudulent, and (2) That other existing studies proved
beyond a doubt that approximatelv 10.000 excess cancer deaths Der vear
could be attributed to fluoridation in the United States.
Mass fluoride spill in Marin County California. Ref San Rafael Ind Journal 11/25
Congressional representative L.H. Fountain, chairman of the 1977 SubCommittee Hearings on Fluoride, states that "the carcinogenic nature of
fluoride remains unanswered" and orders the US. Public Health Service
-
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1977

1977

1977
1977

(USPHS - who is in on the fluoride conspiracy anyway) "to conduct animal
studies to see fluoride causes cancer". Dr. Herman Kraybill, from the
National Cancer Institute (who in 19 72 had been chosen by NCI to write a
memo saying thatfluorides do not cause cancer)was placed in charge of
these studies. Kraybill boldly states, "this will be thefinal study to confirm
negativity offluoride ions in carcinogenesis." He cites 13 studies having nothing
to do with the subject offluorides and cancer in order to support his claim
that "no link between fluorides and cancer existed." (NCI Director Dr. Arthur
Upton later admitted the 13 studies had nothing to do with the subject of the
study). (See 1982, 1985,1988) Congressman Fountain showed that Dr. Hoover
and other Nationd Cancer Institute officialshadpurposely withheld information
and had vumosel~sent fraudulent data to professors at Oxford.who miblished
data as their own. defedng the use o f fluorides.
A two year study began with a team of German scientists, Grundler and
Keilman, on the effects of millimeter (microwave) fields on the growth
of cells. It was discovered that cell growth, when-irradiated with
continous wave microwavefields of on& afew milliwatts/cm2,was enhanced
or reduced depending on thefieldfrequency around 42ghz, with a series
of peaks and troughs at intervals of about 10Mhz. The growth of the cell
appears to be "tuned" to the fiequency of the applied field. Repetition of
the experiments in 1983 confirmed that cell prawth is affectedby KEAK
microwave radiation in a-fiewen?-selective manner. Ref Grundler et al,
"Resonant mowth rate response o f veast cells irradiated by weak microwaves",
Physical Letters Vol62, 1977. Also, Grundler et al, "Nun-thermal effectof
millimeter microwaves on veast growth", 1978, published in Zeitschnflfir
Narurforschung Vol33C,pp15-22; and GrundZer et al, "Sham resonances
in Yeastprove nun-thermal sensitivity to microwaves" published in Physical
Review Letters, Vol51.1983.; and Grundler et al, "merimental evidence
for coherent excitations correlated with cell growth" in Nanobiology Vol 1
pp 163- 176. Clear cellular reponses occurred at incident field levels o f
5 picavartts/cm2. which is OhE MILLION ZliWS below-field levels
permitted under ANSIJEEE mi&lines_formicrowave emsure. (See 1988)
A Blue Ribbon Panel is convened to investigate the reason for the drop in
the general 10 o f the United States. Seventy-nine theories were advanced, but
none of them satisfactorily
the drop in mental capacity of the US
- explained
population. The idea that vaccines could be &art of the pobleh was m t
brought up. Y.L.Warten, 1977. (The Prussian education system is also
part of the problem, for those volkschuelen).
The British government is pressured by the publicity following the new data
about Pertussis and DPT vaccinations.
District Court Judge Skopil in Eugene Oregon is presented with an Environmental
Impact Statemen by the US Forest Service which followed his previous advisory
and "presented information on health effects of herbicides and discussion of
alternatives", and he is compelled to grant them permission to spray TCDD
on public lands adjacent to residents and animals in Oregon.
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1977 Dr. Irving Selikoff of Mt. Sinai Hospital in New York states, "With dioxin we
see things fairly early on. You find effects in the immune system, and these are
unusual."
1977 The Universitv of Glasgow in Scotland, Department of Community Medicine,
Dr. Gordon Stuart, publishes a sturj, analyzing 160 cases of adverse reaction
and neurotoxicityfollowing DPT vaccination. In 65 of those cases, reactions
to DPT shots included convulsions, hyperactivity and severe mental defect. In
a stern statement, Stuart says, "it seems likely that most adverse reactions are
unreported anaor overlooked
1977 he British government conducts the National Childhood Encephdopath~
Study (NCES) which tests the connection between vaccinations and neurological disease.
1977 Russia deployed charged particle beam weapon in space, upsetting US
control of planetary space. Cosmos 929 destroys US satellite.]
1977 In 1977, CongressionalHearings were held in which Dr. Yiamouyiannis and Dr..
Burk were able to show that the increase in deaths were h e to water fluoridation.
At the conclusion of the hearings, Representative Fountain and his committee
instructed the United States Public Health Service (well known by now for
questionable and dangerous medical advisory practices which benefit the medical
and pharmaceutical industries) to conduct animal studies to "determine whether or
not fluoride causes cancer". As a result, the USPHS retained Battelle Memorial
Institute (also well known for NWO technical activities and is considered by many
to be part of the cancer cover-up) to perform a study on mice and rats
unfortunately, rodent physiology dzflers considerablyfrom humans, making the
transfer of data between species relatively meaningless.(See1989,Battelle Study).
1977 Proiect Dreamscan comes on line with the abiiity to enter a persons drkm
state and cause death. Managed by the NSA, the project had assassination
as its eventual aim. Project allegedly halted by Carter. A later movie called
Dreamscqe would parallel the reality of this project.
1977 Samuel Skinner intervened in 1977 (he was then U.S. Attorney for the
Justice Department's Chicago office) with the Grand Jury investigation
into Nutra-Sweet and Searle, who were facing charges of fraud and
criminal behavior in concealing the deadly effects of the drug aspartame
from the FDA. (Obstruction of Justice). Both Skinner and his wife would be
employed by G.D. Searle, maker of aspartame. Skinner would become Chief
of Staffor George Bush.
1977 (Mar) Jonas and Darrell Salk warn live virus vaccinesproduce same disease.
1977 US sells Soviets a supermagnet which they then use for weather modification.
1977 Timothy Leary publishes "Exo-Psvcholoa", in which he confides "there are
two aspects of this social conditioning regime which are not stressed by
Skinner. To make it work, the government psychologists must have total
- One
control over the citizen- and there must be total secreq and censorship.
dissident,freedom-oriented psychologist can totally disrupt a psychological
f&sm by public exposure. Psychological conh.01 techniques cannot be employed
in a democracy where minority groups can campaign against andpublically
"

-
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discuss the techniques being used I;hus, the provosals o f B.F. Skinner
cannot be im~lementedexce~tin a state where the government has total
control o f communication.
United States Hospice, Incorporated is established, h d e d by the Kaiser
Foundation and the Kennedy Institution for Bioethics.
Department of Energy established.
First space shuttle flight in United States.
British announce they have determined complete genetic structure of a living
organism.
The Proceedngs of the American Socieg for Experimental Biology, published
in April of 1977, reveals a questionnaire which shows that 30% of adults and
20% of children have some reaction to foods containing MSG, potentidy
affecting the lives of millions in the United States. It is ignored. It is estimated
that more than 100 million people worldwide react to MSG. (In Bad Taste: 7he
MSG Syndrome, 1988)
The US Army admits that it had carried out hundreds of biological warfare
tests in the United States over a period of decades since World War 11,
including 25 maior operations tarpetins? the American rnrblic employing known
disease-causing apents. C r o disease
~
substances were used 31 times.
Voyager I and I1 explore outer solar system.
In Review of the News, May 18, 1977, historian Arnold Toynbee describes the
need for a "worldpoliceforce", saying "local states ought to be deprived of
their sovereignty and subordinated to the sovereignty of a global world
government. i%e world state will need an annedpolice force to command
force to im-mse peace.
United States population 216 million.
Stewart publishes a study evaluating 160 cases of adverse reactions occurring
after a DPT shot. Among the reactions were paralysis.
United States confirms testing of neutron bomb.
Massive electrical blackout in the United States.
New York Times (6121177) reports the United States shipped a 40-ton super
magnetic to the Soviet Union along with a team of American scientists. The
device is capable of generating a magnetic field 250,000 times more powerful
than the Earth. The purpose of the magnetic was to build a more efficient
MHD power generator to increase the power of the "woodpecker signals". The
effect was to override, blank out and interfere with Earths field to permit the
Soviet signals to penetrate to the United States. (See 1988, 1994)
US Department of Energy established.
Bilderberger meeting in Torque, England. Alex Home chosen new leader, and
admits that group influences world affairs.
Stansfield Turner replaces George Bush as CIA Director. Bush runs with Reagan.
Congressional Hearings on the cancer problem in the United States. A report
generated concluded that "the mblic has been misled bv the maior cancer
orarmizations_forthe w s t 25 vears." It recommended that those benefiting
from "the system" not be allowed to dictate the choices available to the
"
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American public. This Congressional study was ignored.
Movie "Close Encounters" released.
CIA admits MKULTRA consisted of 149 sub-projects involving 44 colleges
and universities, 15 research foundations, 12 hospitals and 3 prisons.
BBC program "Alternative 3" aired.
Mysterious sonic booms heard off eastern US coast. Sonic booms ar also
indicative of scalar weapon use.
Soviets deploy Cosmosphere platforms for earth surveillance. (Beter).
Dr. Peter Beter discusses conflict between Rothschild synthetic humanoids
and Soviet robotoids in duplication of public figures.
Soviets attack US moon base with particle beam weapons (Beter). According
to Dr.Beter, the American moon base had been integral to Rockefeller plot
to control the planet. (Battle of Harvest Moon), October 1977. (Beter).
US National Institute of Health reports herpes encephalitis treated with drug.
National Institute of Drug Abuse estimates 4.8 million prescriptions for
Thorazine written out in 1977 over 271 million pills worth.
Second expansion of Soviet ELF grid at Woodpecker Facility. (Fall 77)
Congress amends the Federal Insecticide. Fungicide and Rodenticide Act to
provide that neither deficient laboratorv tests nor "circumstantial"anecdotal
evidence o f human harm could iustz* cancellation ~roceedinas
aaainst a
pesticide.(Federal Pesticide Act of 1978 Conference Report, pp35-36)
According to Charlotte Parker of the University of Texas Department of
Microbiology, the nature of the organism Bordetella Pertussis means that
different lots of vaccine made from the same strains sometimes show
different properties.
An account of MSG toxicity is published in the American Journal of Medicine
detailing the case histories of two persons who developed both physical and
psychiatric symptoms, including severe depression, whenever they ate foods
containing MSG. MSG contains glutamic acid, which is broken down during
digestion when a person eats a protein. The fiee glutamate level in the blood
can be raised up to ten times because of the lack of peptide linkages. Emotional
disturbances can begin within 48 hours after MSG is consumed. The Glutamate
Foundation protests the release of the information. (See 1968)
Pomeranian Medical Academy in Poland discovers that fluorides cause genetic
damage in human blood cells.
Consumer Reports publishes a two part article in July and August 1978 which
includes the claim "the simple truth is that there is no 'scientific controversy'
over the safety of fluoridation." Later in 1990, the Technical Director for
Consumer ~ e & s disputes the claim, saying "theproponents ofjluoriidoon
insist that there are no g r o u d f o r controversy at all, and with that I totally
dsagree. The point is that this is a legitimate scientific controversy." The
technical director in 1990 is Dr.Edward Groth III.
William J. Clinton becomes a nominee for Governor of Arkansas and wins
the election. Clinton would surround himself with the younger generation,
and drug use was allegedly condoned in the Governors mansion.

-
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Immune and auto-immune diseases start to manifest themselves in the
pornlation. (Note: Soviet Woodpecker signals started on July 4, 1976). None
of the diseases is new. Most are caused by suppression of the immune system
and change in the body environment, promoting pleomorphic changes in
organisms which have always been in the body, and resulting pathology.
Dr. Andrija Puharich, in January 1978, issues a detailed research paper
titled "GlobalMagnetic Warfare", a laymans collection of "certain
artiificially induced unusual effects on Earth during 1976 and 1977." Puharich
describes early Soviet work with Tesla7smethod of controlling earthquakes.
Foreim
Intelligence Surveillance Act of 1978 (50 USC 1801 et seq) authorizes
surveillance of calls through tracing devices or pen registers.
Mass fluoride ~oisoningin Michigan. Ref USPHSICDC, EPI 78-24-2 pp12.
Physicians Desk Reference states "a daily fluoride intake of .5 mg from birth to
age three years is recommended."
The Gennan magazine Stem reports on the Turkish village of Kizilcaoern,
where the drinking water contains 5ppm fluorides. AU of the children have
brown teeth. Women produce dead babies after only four months of
pregnancy. All the inhabitants suffer from tremendous premature aging. The
same fluoride-related brittle-bone disorders have been observed among people
drinking water with as little as 0.7 ppm fluoride.
A court case was won in Pennsylvania that proved fluoridation was harmfUl
and resulted in a ban. It received great publicity, much to the concern of the
American Dental Association and the industry. (See 1979)
January issue of Specula magazine describes the effect of Woodpecker
signals, saying "an electromagnetic signal of certainPequencies can be
transmitted through the Earth which, when introduced into the Earth at
multiples of 30 degrees, willform standing waves in the Earth, and in certain
cases induces coherence to the wave in the molten core of the Earth. One
can induce earthquakes at a distant ~ o i n tand
, severe atmomheric
di'sturbances over the tarpet area. (The Tesla Effect).
In the US, despite the fact that teen pregnancies are at the lowest rate in over
40 years, federally mandated family planning and sex education in schools is
enacted.
In the United States, the FDA finances and conducts a study at UCLA fiom
January 1, 1978 to December 15, 1979 called "Pertussis VaccineProject: Rates,
Nature and Etiology of Adverse Reactions Associated with DPT Vaccine". The
results of the study were published in Pedi'atrics in November 1981; the
unpublished contractors "Final Report" was submitted to the FDA on March
18, 1980 (a year earlier) and contained revealing data. The study found a
hipher incidence o f adverse reactions to the DPT shot than anv ~reviousk
revorted in literature. After the study had run nine months, the FDA
convened a Pertussis Symposium, at which it was revealed that "the most
strikingfinding in thispreliminary analysis is the highfrequency of
persistent crying, episodes of convulsions and collapsefollowing DPT
immunization." Because of these findings, the study was curtailed fiom
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the planned examination of 50,000 vaccinations to only 17,000. The UCLA-FDA
study also found that systemic reactions in the central nervous system were
present in 50% of the vaccinations. Because of this potentially damagrng
information, the FDA placed an arbitrary time limit of 48 hours within which
reactions had to occur, despite ongoing &?a which indicates that serious
reactions occur a)er that time limit, in order to limit the statistical data
and conceal the extent of the vroblem fiom the v0~~1lation.
(See 198 1). In 1988,
an FDA-sponsored follow-up study of the "1 8" children with neurological
reactions concluded "no s i m c a n t neurological impairment." A 1988
re-examination of those same children by an independent researcher,
pediatric neurologist Ronald Gabriel, not associated with the FDA, proved
that the FDA lied only 4 of the 18 were normal. The results were presented
at a May 1980 meeting of the Institute of Medicine. Results indicate that
encephalopathy is followed by subtle learning, behavioral and neurological
problems. (Note: See the book Vaccination, Social Violence and Criminality:
the Medical Assault on the American Brain, by Hams Coulter, 1990. The
FDA is continuousl~involved in criminal conspiraw and racketeering along
with pharmaceutical and chemical companies in the United States.)
International Banks have $90 billion in assets located in London.
Murder rate in United Statesjumps to 500: 100,000.
British neurologist Roger Bannister relates allergies with neurologrcal
problems. According to Bannister, "these acute demyelinating diseases
have become more serious because of some abnormal process of
sensitization of the nervous system. "
Bilderberger meeting near Princeton, New Jersey.
Andrija Puharich, owner of Intelectron Corp, a medical technology h
and author, disappears. Puharich was a veteran of MKULTRA involved
with experiments in parapsychology and psychedelic dmgs, conversant in
psychoactive weaponry and his "pet subjects" were mind control and the
telepathic effects of ELF waves. Puharich violates CIA confidence by
revealing his knowledge publically. His home was torched, and he told
Ira Einhorn, a former cohort, that "the CIA was responsible".
US Dollar plunges to record low against other currencies.
In March 1978, the city of Eugene, Oregon was doused in microwave
radiation. The Oregon Joumal reports "Mysterious Radio Signals Causing
Concern". The FCC concludes that the signals came &om a Navy transmitter
in California. The FCC report concluded that "microwaves were the likely
cause of several sudden illnesses among faculty researchers at Oregon State
University. Oregonians complained of headaches, fatigue, inability to sleep,
reddening of the skin, "clicks in the head" and a buzz harmonizing with a
high pitched wail. A similar situation developed in Timmons, Ontario.
Andre Michrowski, a Canadian researcher, writes Trudeau on Sept 19th,
1978, citing a Pacific Northwest Center for Non-Ionizing Radiation study
that found that Soviet signals beamed into the US had a "psychoactive"
component that was "strongly suggestive of achieving the "the objective

-
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of brain control." Michrowski notes that there is "planetary scale brain
control that is growing into a reality with each passing week."
First "test tube" baby.
Jonestown CIA medical experiments and death of Leo Ryan.
In England, G r = t hstudies pertussis vaccine reactions in children, noting
a case in which a boy experiences brain damage 3 days after vaccination
and dies 27 days later due to injection of triple vaccine.
Naomi Uemura journeys solo to North Pole.
Union Bank of Israel monopoly on Hong Kong diamond market. Union Bank
owned by Bank Leurni, in turn owned by Barclay Bank in England.
Federal Emergency Management Agency conducts Rex Exercises.
Gustavo Cisneros buys a minority share in Florida National Bank, one of the
organizations that led the fight to de-regulate Florida banks. Cisneros sold
his shares in 198 1.
Walter Bowart's OperationMind Control is published.
Trials of Hepatitis B vaccine in New York City on non-monogamous males
between 20 and 40 years old. Homosexuals receive a different vaccine.
Huge cylindrical craft seen hovering over oil equipment in Kuwait.
CIA attains control of much worldwide opium t r a c .
Drug trficking economics becomes stated IMF policy, as prices remain
relatively stable and it produces quick cash.
A speech by Deputy Director of Engineering of the Army Corps of Engineers,
Llotd Duscha, explicitly states that the Corps has built classified underground
facilities for the US government.
Congressional estimate of US illicit drug consumption is $80 billion.
The American Psychiatric Assn (APA) conducts a survey on ECT. Doctors
were asked if it was likely that electroshock "therapy" produces brain
damage. 41% voted yes, and 26% voted no.
RAND Corporation does de-population and martial law studies.
Club of Rome meeting on world population growth.
Carter signs EO 12088, explicitly applying domestic environmental laws to
government agencies. AU federal installations are subject to US domestic law.
Peter Schrag publishes "Mind Control"'in which Dr. Louis J. West, a former
CIA brainwashing specialist, proposes establishing a computerized system
employing space technology to monitor and control the violence-prone."
CIA O~erationPique bounces microwaves ofthe ionosphere in order to
@ect mentalfinctions of people in selected areas, including Europe. (See
1987 and 1994, reference: HAARP, Eastlund) Ref Stefan Rednip, an American
reporter in England claimed access to CIA documents describing this project).
Dr. Robert Beck issues a report on ELF magnetic fields and EEG
entrainment in which he reports alarming mood alterations in Canada
which observers believe are related to Soviet EM t r ~ i s s i o n s .
US sends F-16 aircraft to NATO countries in Europe on Russian ships.
World Bank official John Holdson reveals that "the coca industry is
advantageous", making drug tracking the stated policy of the IMF.
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Global 2000 Report created.
General research seems to begin in an attempt to understand howfluorides in
the boh) disrupt collapen svnthesis.
In order to counteract the tide of truth on fluorides, the American Dental
Association (ADA) issues a "whitepaper" onfluoridation characterizing
opponents of puttingfluorides in the public water supply as "uninformed,
self-spled experts whose qualijicationsfor speaking out on such a scientzjic
issue asfluoridation were practically nonexistent or whose motivation was
self-erving." (Highly ironic, since this is instead the position of the ADA
and the medical industrial complex in the first place). In addition, the ADA
paper maintained "the lifelong benefits of fluoridation" and encouraged
responses to opponents to begin with, "there is no evidence...", "investigators
have observed...". m e ADA recommended that "the advice of behavioral
scientists should be sought with regard to rebuttals". This ADA paper resulted
in collusion between the ADqCDC,EPqNCHS,NIDR, state dental societies
and directors to "identify those communities where the timing is favorable". A
planning commitee was formed to plan a symposium for the future. (See 1983).
Congressional Investigations Cornmitee on the Assassination of President
Kennedy finishes the task started in 1976. They conclude that the assassination
was a "probable conspiracy" and prevail on the US Dept of Justice to perform
fhrther investigation. The Department of Justice buries the issue.
David Boren (Skull&Bones 1963) elected to US Senate. He becomes chairman
of the Senate Intelligence Committee.
The giant pharmaceutical and chemical firms enter biotechnology. Thoughts of
safety disappear with realization of profit potential.
The EPA orders emergency suspension of forestry use of 2,4,5-T (Agent
Orange) in the U.S. following a study of miscarriages in Oregon adjacent to
a sprayed area. (Alsea Study). (See 1980)
American Farm Bureau Federation holds a "Dispute Resolution Conference"
and concludes that, "no known biological effects exist in connection with
routine 2,4,5-T use have been documented over a 30-year period."
Dow Chemical wins an injunction against-public release o f health and safetv
data on 2,4,5-T it submitted to EPA for re-registration.
The January 20th edition of the New York Times carried a story in which a
child was killed because of a lethal dose of fluoride at a city dental clinic. The
parents were awarded $750,000.
In the U.S., the National Institute of Dental Research publishes altered research
claiming fluorides do not cause genetic damage in mice. The fiaud is discovered.
Epidemiological report by Nancy Wertheimer and Edward Leeper indicates
possible health problems associated fiom proximity exposure to powerlines.
A remote viewing experiment conducted with several indivduals reveals
that the government possesses Tesla-based technology that is being used
to influence elections in the Unted States fiom the NORAD facility.
Dr. Peter Beter discusses Carter synthetic replacements on the air.
The World Future Society Publication Technology Tomorrow, runs an article
7
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1979

titled "Remote Electronic Behavior Modification" by Eldon Byrd at the U.S.
Naval Weapons Center. The article states that the EPA monitoring group at
Las Vegas, Nevada discovered that the Soviet 10 Hz ELF pulses can be
absorbed and re-radiated in the United States by power transmission lines
and water pipe grids.
Los Angeles Herald Examiner, Mar 2 1, 1979, features an article entitled
"A Suit Over Brain Surgery: Man Hallucinates, Says Microwaves Are
Murderng Him". The subject was named Leonard Kille, an electronics
engineer and holder of patents willed to MIT when the CIA disabled his
brain using psychiatrist Vernon Mark of Boston City Hospital and Frank
Ervin from UCLA. Kille was a co-inventor of the polaroid camera with
Edwin Land, who originally founded the CIA'S Scientific Engineering
Institute in Boston. The staff at SEI drew moral inspiration from the
Deaths Head Order of the Waffen SS.
Book "Alternative Three" released.
Dr.W.L. Gabler and Dr.P.A.Long at the University of Oregon Health Sciences
Center find that as little as 0.2 pDm fluoride in the bodv (the "safe7' level for
public water supplies is 1.0 ppm, 8 times higher) stimulates superoxide
production in resting white blood cells, seriously depressing the ability of
white blood cells to destroy pathogenic agents. Superoxide in the bloodstream
also gives rise to tissue damage and acceleration of the agingprocess. Ref:
"Fluoride Inhibition of Polvmorphonuclear Leukocytes", Journal of Dental
Research, Vol48, No.9, p1933-1939, 1979.
l the Annapolis, Maryland public water system, which
Mass fluoride s ~ i linto
resulted in a concentration up to 50 parts per million, boosting the heart attack
rate five times and acutely affecting 10,000 people.
Federal Emer~encyManagement Agency (FEMA) created by Carter under
Executive Order 12148. FEMA absorbs the LEAA and becomes the primary
control organization for the internal security of the United States duAg
"emergencies". FEMA generates exercises for eventual takeover of the
United States: Wintex-Cimex 93, Pressure Point 84 DoD, Rex 82 Bravo,
Rex 84 Alpha, Helex Two, Rex Alpha, Night Train 84, Cablesplicer and
Gardenplot. All martial law training exercises. Under FEMA are executed
other ~iecutiveOrders grouped by Nixon and others into single purpose
overall EO's, including E011002, Mandatory Registration of All People
including babies and children in the United States at the US Post Office. Forms
exist at Post Offices in boxes marked "For Emergency Use Only". EO 11000
provides for seizure of all civilians, who will be organized into work brigades
(forced slave labor), which includes the right to split up families, and E010999,
the seizure of all private and commercial transportation. Carter delegates
FEMA the power to act for the president.
Electronic Identification Research begins at Los Alamos for ID implants.
Two pediatricians in California report brain swelling associated with DPT
vaccine administration.
New rubella vaccine introduced. See 1988.
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FDA puts electroshock "therapy" (ECT) machines into Class III category,
meaning ECT "demonstrates an unreasonable risk of injury or illness". The
APA lobbied to have that decision reversed and was successfbl. The FDA
then gave notification that it would put the machines into Class 11, which
means they are "safe, do not require testing, and they work". The FDA
received hundreds of letters fiom outraged ECT survivors testifjring to the
damage done to them. The APA finally responded in 1990 by saying that
ECT is "virtually harmless", but said it would class@ the machines as
safe (Class II) for depression, but not for other disorders. This permits ECT
to be used as long as the patient is "diagnosed as depressed. Since the
maniuulation o f diamoses to-fitthe treatment is standard psychiatric
practice, it affords no protection to the population. Psychiatry places
self-interest above scientific inquiry and the well-being of people.
John Curnette and co-workers from Tufts University find that when blood cells
are exposed to fluoride at a concentration that simultated vigourous superoxide
production by the cells, phagocytosis was virtually abolished.
Research at the University of Oregon Health Sciences Center by Drs. Gabler
and Leong find that as little as 0.2 ppm stimulated superoxide production in
resting white blood cells, the same concentration would affect active white
blood cells if they were at the same time challenged by a foreign b*.
California Su~remeCourt Chief Justice Rose Byrd, June 25, 1979, dissenting
opinion: (Relative to California cancer statutes urohibiting anvthing except
radiation. surpery, and chemotherapv):"To these cancer victims, the
enforcement of the (statute), the denial to them of medical treatment,albeit
unorthodox, must surely take on a nightmare quality. No demonstrated
public danger, no compelling interest of the state, warrants an Orweillian
intrusion into the most private of zones of privacy.
Agreement made at Bohemian Grove to run Reagan as President.
On November 11th, up to 50ppmfluoride was dumped into the Annapolis
Maryland water supply, resulting in the poisoning of 50,000people. Many
ded of heartfailure during the weekfollowing the spill.
Journal of the American Medical Association on February 9th carries an
article by Dr. Maurice Fox of MIT, who stated, "no evidence o f the uresumed
benefit o f earlv detection is av-went in terms o f breast cancer mortalitv,
even ten vears later"
George GW Bush resigns fiom the Council on Foreign Relations.
The US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) h d s a study which represents
the first sigmficant "attempt" to evaluate reactions to the DPT shot. The
study is conducted at the Universityof California (OCLA) and was published
in Pediatrics in 1981. After studying 16,000 DPT and DT vaccination cases,
they concluded that the Pertussis P)element of the DPT shot was the element
causing reactions. They alsofound that the incidence o f all DPT reactions was
much hipher
in the pornlation than had been suspected or re-vorted in the
scientific literature. Des~itethese results. even in 1994 physicians Dromote
Pertussis vaccine with confidence. Dav little attention to identification of
"
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high risk children and do not carehllv observe contraindications. Parents
are l e d v reauired to vaccinate their children with Pertussis before entering
them in school. (See 1982)
Three Mile Island incident. Bechtel is hired for the "cleanup". FEMA is
hired to test population management.
Nelson Rockefeller dies.
Carter Administration, British Intelligence and KGB overthrow the Shah
of Iran and install fbndamentalist regime of Khomeini, who then take 50
US hostages, which paralyzes the carter presidency. Reagan delays release
to cost Carter reelection.
H.F.D u e publishes "Long-TermEfJects of an Organophosphate upon the
Human EEG ".
A child in Melbourne, Australia dies after eating sii fluoride tablets. (1 1/3/79)
WHO announces worldwide eradication of smallpox.
Nobel to SneU et al for contributions to understanding of tissue rejection.
In Texas, 15 patients die in mental hospitals from heavy doses of psychotropic
drugs. Federal suit in US District Court in Dallas.
In the Siuslaw Forest in Oregon, an Evergreen Helicopter (connected to CIA)
is trashed by local residents to prevent it &om spraying dioxin based chemicals
on local land, residents and animals.
A study on the health effects of herbicides on mammals, as well as work on
human exposure and injury, are conducted by molecular geneticist Ruth Shearer,
and published by Metro, a public agency in the metropolitan Seattle area. Shearer
finds that only three (3) cancer tests have been done on 2,4-D, the chemical
used when 2,4,5-T was cancelled in 1979. When 2,4-D breaks down in the
environment, it yields 2,4-dichlorophenol, which is an even stronger promoter
of cancer than the original 2,4-D. According to the study, 2,4-D induces
mutations in both human and animal cells in culture, and damages
- DNA in a
manner similar to ionizing radiation x-rays or gamma rays. It 'causes
developmental toxcity in offspring and fetal hemorrage at low doses. Shearer
also revealed that cellular changes caused by a cancer initiator are irreversable
and are cumulative, and "the idea of a 'safe' amount of a carcinogen is a fallacy."
Re-registration hearings on 2,4,5-T begin, prompted by Dow Chemical. (See 1981).
In the Siuslaw Forest in Oregon, helicopters &om Evergreen f a known CIA
fi.ont) sDrav herbicides and pesticides over communities, despite local protest
and evidence of birth defects from previous spraying. The U.S. Forest Service
is closelv involved with the spraying. Residents resort to sabotage of the
f A
helicopters in an effort to stop the spraying of the lethal chemicals. &
Bitter Fog, by Carol Van Strum, 1983, p.220.
Covert Action Information Bulletin, No.9, June 1980, sports an article by
A.J. Weberman, "Mind Control: The Story of Mankind Research Unlimited,
Inc."(MRU) ,a WizshingtonDC CIA researchfront. The MRU brochure on
'Cybernetic Technique", summarked CIA directives and the development of
"a means by which information can be fed to humans using other senses than
sight and hearing, based on East European reseach. The process invo lves

-
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beam in^ informationdirectlv to nerve cells for "enhancement of mental and
physical performance." MRU is a spinoff from Systems Consultants, Inc. (See
1966).
Murder rate down to 8: 100,000.
Dr. J. Gabrovsek, a research dentist (See 1976) publishes a paper which states,
"Because of the inhibito~effects of sodiumfluoride on phagocytosis and
leukocytosis (migration of white blood cells), which are basic defense systems,
I have doubts about the absolute safety of waterfluoridation on a long-term basis."
Mass fluoride poisoning in New Mexico Elementary School. &f Pediatrics v65.
Robert J. Averv. National Cancer Institute. Office of Cancer Communications,
Public Inquiries Section., in a letter to Ralph Hovanian on September 30th
wrote: "Althouah claims have been made for the efficacvof various non-toxic
substances. National Cancer Institute investiaations to date o f all such
materials have shmn to be without sianifcant value in the treatment o f
cancer. Ref Medical Dark Ages by Ralph Hovanian, 1984. Ref Coverup of
natural substances, nutrients that have effect on cancerous conditions.
Child in Head Start program in Battle Creek, Michigan begins to have stomach
pains 30 days after a school fluoride rinse program begins. Problems continued
until h t i c parents removed him fiom the program. Child improved within 7
days after being off fluoride.
John B. Alexander and colleagues at Los Alamos National Labs write an article
for US Military Review in which it is claimed that " w e m n s exist that can o-prate
on the Dower of the human mind and whose lethal cmcitv has alreadv been
demonstrated." (Note: Refer to Non-Lethal weapons research).
US Supreme Court rules that microbes can be patented.
British ICI chemical creates animal food fiom micro-organisms.
Discovery of iridium layer in earth as residue of meteorite impact.
Author of Scarsdale Medical Diet shot dead by his lover.
Conference of the National Societyfor Autistic Children. A speaker at the
conference noted, "Autism is not a specific disorder. We are really talking
about a spectrum." Individuals can have totally different patterns of
symptoms, yet both can be diagnosed as autistic.
Estimated 2 million American children with vaccine-caused disabilities.
National Reconnaissance Officebudget $3.5 billion. Intelligence Budget is
$18 billion.
Movie Hangar 18released to the public.
William J. Clinton is thrown out of office as Governor of Arkansas when the
people elect Frank White.
National Abortion Federation calls for aborting pregnancies of teens in the US.
Issue of Mutation Research shows that chilhen re-vaccinated against
smallpox had "chromosomal abberations in their white blood cells", leading
to the conclusion that smallpox vaccination is mutagenic.
State policeman in New Mexico sights a flying disk in the Manzano mountains
in New Mexico.
FDA announces removal of 3,000 drugs from market without efficacy proof
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Reagan Administration begins in the United States. Reaganspresidential
campaign is run by George P. Shultz, president of Bechtel, and Casper
Weinberger, vice-president and general counsel of Bechtel. Both were
appointed to cabinet positions by Reagan.
Venezuelan Cisneros Empire taken over after death of Diego by sons Gustavo
and Ricardo.
Nelson Rockefellers Int'l Basic Economy Corp sold to a British Company
Cash-Landrum incident with errant US plutonium powered aircraft.
Bank Secrecy Act of 1980 requires report on all transactions over $10,000.
Breast cancer is up 32% fiom 1973 for women over 50, those most exposed to
DDT during the years it was in use (1945-1973) -32 years. (See 1992).
Dow Chemical and the EPA enter secret negotiations to reach a "settlement"
on the matter of using 2,4,5-T (Agent Orange) in the United States. The EPA
found itself bearing the burden of proof that should have been assigned to
Dow Chemical, which protects profits by prolonging the regulatory process
(established by Congress), allowing the continued manufacture, sale and use
of toxic chemicals until the regulatory process is completed.
The U.S. Forest Service adds an Intelligence Division and Forest Service
special agents to its herbicide (dioxin) spray program, to "monitor local
resistance to herbicides and activities of local 'leaders' in the antispray
movement."
Drs. Susheela and Sharma and co-workers from the India Institute of Medical
Sciences find that-fluorideemosure disrupts the svnthesis of collapen in the
boc& and leads to the breakdown of collagen in bone, tendon, muscle, skin
cartilage,lung,kdney and trachea. It appears thatfluoride disruption of
collagen synthesis in cells responsiblefor laying down collagen leads these
cells to try and compensatefor their inability to put out intact collagen by
producing lar~erpantities of im-mrfectcolla~en&or non-colla~enous
protein. Ref "Fluoridepoisoning and the Effects of Collagen Biosynthesis
of Osseous and Non-osseous Tissue", Toxicological European Research, Vol3,
No.2, pp99-104, 1981.
David Rockefeller creates the US./Jamaican Businessmens Committee to
promote the "Jamaican Model" of dope and fiee enterprise.
Gustavo Cisneros put on the International Advisory Board of Chase
Manhattan Bank.
Institute of Botany in Baku, USSR does three studies which indicate fluoride
causes genetic damage in rats.
Research is done at the Department of Toxicology at the Central University of
Venezuela by Dr. A Iares showing fluoride added to drinking water of rats
caused birth defects. Repeated in 1982 in China, with same results.
Dr.John Emsley and co-workers at King's College in London find that-fluoride
reacts strongly with the bonds which maintain the normal shapes of proteins
in the body. The work is subsequently confirmed by Dr. Steven Edwards and
co-workers fiom the University of California in San Diego, and by Drs. Froede
- the
and Wilson fiom the University of Colorado at Boulder. Bv distotinp
-
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confipuration ofthe bodv's own- rotei in. the immune ystem attacks its own
protein. resultina in an autoimmune or alleraic response. Fluroides contribute
to the development of an Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome, which is
covered up by the media and medical community, which maintains a public
focus on a viral cause for the problem, promoting the hannless HIV virus as
the "cause" for "AIDS", covering up the pharmo-chemical sensitization of
the population which has complex legal ramifications.
Research at the Kanagawa Dental University in Japan by Dr. K. Ishida indicates
in the b e interferes with collagen metabolism
that as little as IDD~-fluoride
and leads to collaaen breakdown. causina osteo~orosis,bone cancer, brittle
bones and teeth. an loss o f connective tissue which hold orpans in lace.
Research at the Boston University Medical Center by Dr. Robert Clark shows
that fluorides stimulated granule formation and oxygen consumption in white
blood cells not challenged with a foreign agent, but inhibited these processes
when the white blood cell goes to_fightoffaforeign agent. (See 1979)
Montauk Ill Time Travel Project (until 1983). Thousands allegedly sent ahead
200 to 300 years into the fiiture. Alleged access gained to pyramid on Mars to
turn off solar system defense network.
President Reagan appoints Arthur Hull Haves as FDA Commissioner. Hayes
eagerly approves aspartame (Nutra-Sweet) for use in dry foods in July 1981,
&spite the fact that three FDA scientists advised against approval, citing
G.D.Sear1 'sown brain tumor tests, which contained no proof aspartame was
safe for consumption as a food additive under its intended condition of use. Hayes
relies on a study conducted by Ajinomoto Inc. In Japan (a licensee of Searle),
and bases his approval of aspartame on the Japanese (Searle) test, despite the
fact that Searle testing procedures had not been reviewed by the FDA board,
as is required by federal law. A 1985 issue of Science Times would comment
approved a product based on studies that were "scientifically lacking
that
in design and execution". When Hayes left the FDA, he accepted the post of
senior medical consultant for the public relations firm of Burson-Marsteller,
also retained by G.D. Searle. Monsanto would by Searle in 1985. (See 1976,1978)
Vegetarian Times, Dec 198 1 contains an article "Cancer Research The
$20 Billion Failure" in which Dr. Linus Pauling. two-time Nobel Prize
e
know the war on Cancer is laraelv a fraud.''
Winner says " E v e ~ o nshould
Boston University establishes the Center for Adaptive Svstems to firther
investigate Artiifiial Intelligence processes. The center is directed by Stephen
Grossberg, graduate of Stanford. Grossberg also held positions at MIT and
Rockefeller University. Grossberg would become head of a new department
of cognitive and neural systems in 1988. The Center for Adaptive Systems
would, with the help of Gail carpenter, Adpative Resonance Theory (ART).
ART would allow learning of new patterns without forgetting old ones, as
well as the ability to accomplish fast-learning of new and unexpected patterns.
In applications for which back-propogation would require 20,000 supervised
training rounds, ART would accomplish in 5. It would incorporate "mismatch"
and "reorientation" signals. It has been determined that ART represents at
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least one of the operations of the brain necessary for A1 learning nets.
1981 The FDA reapproves aspartane for human consumption after having withdrawn
approval in 1974 because of the brain tumor issue.
1981 At the headquarters of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration
(OSHA), the director of the OSHA office of carcinogenic identification, Dr.
Peter Infante, pointed out that a Current Intelligence Bulletin (CIB) on
formaldehvde was "an important document assessing formaldehyde's cancer
causing potential". The top bureaucracy at OSHA were embarrassed at the
release of the truth, and tried to dismiss Infante. On July 27th Infante writes
Dr. John Higginson, director of the International Agency for Research on
Cancer (IARC), disagreeing withthe IARC decision to conceal the carcinogenic
nature of the substance. Formaldelyde is a common commnent of vaccines.
(See also 1978 under Aspartame. Medical WorldNews for irn~ortantconnection)
Britain conducts the National Childhood Encephdo~athvStudv, and fmds that
there exists a si@cant correlation between serious neurological illness and
Pertussis vaccination occurring within 7 days of the shot. In the US, the FDA
K i t s statistical data to 48 hours in order to conceal damaging data and
eliminate data on deaths and damage occurring after that period of time.
Japan begins use of a new childhood Pertussis vaccine, recommended to be
given as 4th and 5th dose. US vaccine used for lst,2nd,3rd doses.
Dr.Robert Clark fiom the Boston University Medical Center shows that
fluorides (as in fluoridated water supplies, toothpaste,etc) stimulate manule
formation and oqwen consumption in white blood cells when they were not
chdlenped with a-foreimapent. but inhibited these Drocesses when the white
blood cell needed them to f i ~ hoff
t foreim apents. Ref "NeutrophilIodination
Reaction Induced by Fluoride: Implicationsfor Degranulation and Metabolic
Activation" Blood, Vol57, pp9 13-921, 198 1.
Mass fluoride spills in Jonesboro, Maine (Oct) and Potsdam, New York (Aug).
Iran emerges as largest opium producing country worldwide, producing over
600 tons per year against M@anistans 225 tons.
via ti on Weekand Space Technology,as well as CBS news, report that
permanent Russian space platforms existed that were anned with killer
satellites orbiting the Earth. Pentagon declines comment.
In Britain, Dr. D.L. Miller reports to the NCES on an analysis of the first
1000 cases of neurological illness. He reported "a significant association was
shown between serious neurological illness and Pertussis (also DPT) vaccine."
Naval Surface Weapon Office of Non-Lethal Weapons pursues research
and development of electromagnetic devices for riot control, clandestine
operations and hostage removal.
Space Age Review for November 1981 reveals the development of the "U.S.
Space Command", headquartered at Peterson AFB,and that the US was
purposely breaking the 1967 Russian-American Space Treaty, which
prohibits "placing in orbit any objects carrying nuclear weapons or other
weapons of mass destruction."
Studies by Hetzler, Griffin and Fejn on Central Nervous System Function
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are published. According to the study, "the extremely heterogeneous autistic
population may represent a variety of central nervous system dysfinctions
resulting in overlapping behavioral manifestattions."
Virologists, having had nothing to do since the 1950's, seize on the Human
Immune Deficiencv Svndrome as a chance to declare a virus the cause,
thereby maskmg the actual environmental causes of the Syndrome, which
are potentially litigatable and, like the Cancer Monopoly, create a whole
new money-makmg enterprise. At the same time, Burrough-Wellcome,
maker of the immune-destroying nitrate inhalants called poppers that were
promoted by the media to homosexuals, produces an experimental toxic
cellular poison called AZT to finish the job. Wellcome, a British company,
wins exclusive rights. Scientists declare to the public, we have "discovered
"the cause" for "AIDS", together with a mass media campaign, and the
deed is done. Burroughs-Wellcome would be merged into British Imperial
Chemical Industries (ICI) in 1995.
Approximate beginning of period where, according to Julianne McKinney,
director of the Electronic Surveillance Project of the Association of National
Security Alumni (1994), mind control technology begins tofall into the hands
of Satanically based techno-cults, much of which is based on the experiments
conducted at CIA headquarters in Langley by Dr. Stephen Aldrich, a patron
of occult research. (1980's and 1990's, specifically). (See 1962).
On July 18, 1981, ABC Magazine with David Brinkley revealed that the
northwestern United States has been continuously bombarded by the USSR
with low fiequency waves set at the approximate level of biological frequencies;
Brinkley: "the Russian government is known to be trying to change human
behavior by external electronic iduences."
NASA announces that two unusual meteorites in Antarctic may have originated
fiom Mars.
Funds authorized by Congress for a fleet of F- 117 Stealth fighters.
Eldon Byrd, who works for the Naval Surface Weapons Laboratory, is
commissioned to develop electromagnetic devices-for-pumoses to include
"riot control". clandestine o~erationsand hostme removal.
United Nations "Debt for land" swap is in fbll swing, as nations become
indebted to the World Bank and JMF and trade control of land to discharge
world debt. Environmenal control of land by the United Nations. (See 1961)
Chinese scientists successfblly clone a fish.
Dr. Martin Drozdz at the Institute of Bioanalytical and Environmental Studies
~ m in their water had
in Katowice, Poland found that rats fed l ~ fluoride
increased levels of hydroxyproline and hydroxylysine levels in the blood and
urine, as well as a decrease in skin and lung collagen levels. Ref Drozdz et al.,
"Studies on the Influence of Fluoride Compounds upon Connective Tissue
Metabolism in Growing Rats", published in Toxilogical European Research,
Vol3, No.5, pp-237,239-241, 1981.
George HW Bush becomes Vice President of the United States (to 1989). Makes
a speech to the Bilderberger Group in Washington, after which he states that
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he owes all he is to David Rockefeller.
New England Journal of Medicine (1 1126181) publishes a study showing that
tetanus vaccines cause T-cell ratios to drop below normal, with the greatest
decrease afrer two weeks. ?he altered ratios werefound to be similar to those
found in AIDS victims.
The FDA conducts its own internal audit on food irradiation and finds that only
one percent (1%) of 413 studies of food irradiation during 30 years support the
claim that irradiated food is safe. [Note: Over 1,100 studies are conducted in
Hungary - not one supported the safety of food irradiation]. [Free radical creation]
A reporter at WRC-TV in Washington, DC breaks a story on Pertussis
vaccine reactions in the documentary "DPT: Vaccine Roulette", which
generally informs the American public that their children are at risk from
Pertussis vaccinations. (See 1988)
In 1982, Salvadoran trade unionists charge that epidemics of previously
unknown diseases erupted in many areas after US-directed aerial bombings;
particularly cited was hemorrhagic conjunctivitis, which causes bleeding of
the eyes.
William J. Clinton returns to become Governor of Arkansas when the people
throw Frank White out of office. Clinton, with the assistance of the Stevens
family, takes over the state media and political structure of Arkansas during
his stint as Governor, which would last more than ten years.
Israeli researchers find that autistic children have a "cell-mediated immune
response to brain tissue.", suggesting that an "undetectable brain lesion
associated with mtoimmunitv may play a role in the pathogenesis of autism."
34th Meeting of the American Academy of Neurology releases a study which
is published in Neurology magazine indicating that out of 103 infants who
dies of Su&ien Infant Death Syndome (SIDS), 66% had been vaccinated
with DPTprior to death. Of these, 6.5% died within 12 hours of vaccination,
13% within 24 hours, 26% within 3 dqys, 37% died within 1 week, 61% died
within 2 weeks and 70% had died within 3 weeks. It was alsofound that SIDS
Pequencies have a bimodal peak occurrence at 2 and 4 months of age - the
same ages when initial doses of DPT are administered to infants. Study done
at the University School of Medicine at Reno, Nevada. Dr. William Torch.
Homosexuals in Chicago, St. Louis, Denver, Los Angeles and San Francisco
get Hepatitis B vaccine.
"MetabolicEcology: A Way to Win the War on Cancer" by Fred Rohe, is
published, detailing cases where breast cancer has been cured through the
c h a 6 month period.
nutritional a ~ ~ r o a over
Ken Davis, vice president of Bechtels nuclear power plant construction
division, becomes Deputy Secretary of Energy in the Reagan Administration.
First cases of Chronic Fatigue Syndrome1Epstein Barr reported.
E.M. Taylor and J.L.Emery write "in our experience, most unexpectant
infant deaths have a multifactorial nature. We cannot exclude the possibility
of recent vaccination/immunizationbeing one of several contributoryfactors
in an 'occasional' unexpected infant death (SIDS).
"
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Government doctors in the tiny country of Djibouti are involved in numerous
instances of torturing prisoners: injecting coma-inducing drugs, electroshock,
amputations, and immersing victims in brine until their skin peels off Per
1982 CIA report by William Buckley.
A study at the University of Missouri concludes that fluoride causes genetic
damage in mice.
Study by Geschwind and Behan on Autism reveals the finding of an association
between autism, celiac disease, dyslexia, stuttering, rnigrane headaches,
developmental disabilities and left-handedness (all features of post encephalitic
syndrome). The study caused a sensation because of scientific inability to
imagine the connecting thread among the disparate codtions. The connecting
thread is the childhood vaccination Dromam.
The U.S. Public Health Service conducts itsfirst group of studies on animal
cancer andfluorides, mandated by the 1977 Congressional Hearings. The
study lasts until 1984, and then is scrapped because of flaws in design and
progress. (See 1985, Batelle Memorial Instutite).
The Pakistani government expels a U.S. physician working at the Lahore
US chemical biological warfare lab after Soviets charge that experiments are
being done there to infect mosquitos with yellow fever and dengue for use
in neighboring Afghanistan or Cuba. The doctor was a professor at the
University of Maryland, an institutional co-sponsor of the lab and frequent
collaborator with Fort Detrick on CBW projects. Ref New York Times,
Feb 10, 1982, "PakistanisExpel a Maleria Experf'. p. A-8.
UN Law of the Sea denotes sea as common heritage of man.USNK don't sign.
In Britain, dutch elm disease kills 20 million trees.
Dr.Peter Beter gives his last audio letter (#80) before his mysterious death.
Nobel to Klug (UK) for analysis of structures of viruses and DNA.
A study at the Institute of Botany in Baku, USSR, demonstrates that fluorides
cause genetic damage in onions. Repeated in 1983.
Peter Willcinson at the University of Glascow testifies before the Scottish
High Court in Edinburgh in a legal case entitled "lnhibitiono f the Immune
Svstem with Low levels o fFluoride" which revealed that_fluoride decreases
the migration rate o f human white blood cells. At a concentration of .2ppm
(which is .8ppm below the "approved"level of I ppm), relative white cell
would vroduce a
migration rate is rechrced 8%. A concentration o f l p ~ m
phvsiological decline o f around 10%. Fluoride added to water supplies,
tooth paste, school dental washes, supplement pills and dentists visits are
increased and promoted, contributing to a fbrther co-factor in the decline
of the immune capability of the population. Fluoride confuses the human
immune system and causes it to attack the body's own tissues, cumulatively
resulting in accelerated aging.
BeU Telephone agrees to sell 66% of assets after 7-year anti-trust suit.
AT&T is divested into nine companies still owned by the same interests.
Magnetized tissues discovered in dolphins.
Human insulin produced by bacteria is marketed.
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On May 15, 1982, CBS "60 Minutes" program details the vast numbers of
Nazis brought to the US after the war. The program was followed weeks later
by an article by Thomas 07Toolein the WashingtonPost indicating that as
many as 5,000 Nazis were smuggled into the US in the 1940's and early 1950's.
Human Rights Law Journal, Vol3, 1982, features article by Alan Scheflin
entitled "Freedom of the Mind as an International Human fights Issue",
derived fiom study sessions at the International Institute of Human Rights fiom
1981 to 1982. At thispoint, right wing militarv doctors are &awn to electronic
mind control as a solution to the "useless eaters" quandary. In the introduction
to the article, Scheflin states that "research designed to eqdicitlv control
the thouphts and conduct of citizens is in 1982 not onlv a realih! but the
evidence is clear that this research is prowing in sco-m. intensitv. and
financing.
The Nav England Journal of Medicine features an article in which an Air
Force doctor states "if a criminal's brain waves did not test "normal" after
five years, he should be put to death".
James V. Sheridan, discoverer of CanCell, requests that the FDA give
CanCell (Entelev) status as an investigational new drug. The FDA assigns
it drug #IND 20258, and requests additional information prior to allowing
testing on humans. Within two years, Sheridan would be stopped fiom
distributing CanCell, which reversed cancer, fiee to those who needed it.
In Science magazine, Vo12 17 p26-32, Dr. Dennis Leverett of the University
of Rochester states, "if there are increasing concentrations offluoride in the
food chain, particularly food for infants, then we should expectfluorosis
to be increasing in the population as well. The widespread use offluorides
might have created a situation in which we are approaching a critical mass
ofjluoride in the environment. There needs to extensive research done. " Later
in 1983 he would contradict himself at the University of Michigan symposium.
While at Brooke Medical Center in San Antonio, CIA drug pilot James Pettit,
39, who claimed he was implanted ( as X-rays confirmed), reveals data on
Operation Crystal Ball fiom documents he found in the 1960's. According to
Pettit, the documents revealed a CIA plan to take over the world'spolitical
andjudicial systems by electronic mind control by the year 2000.
The U.S. Navy confirms that Soviet ELF signals are indeed psychoactive and
can cause mental depression at 6.66 Hz, and at 11 Hz can lead to manic and
riotous behavior in humans.
The British Ministry of Defense requests that listings of frequency weapons be
deleted fiom the British Defence Equipment Catalog, such as the VaZkyrie,
capable of sound pulses in the 4 to 7.5 Hz range, used to enhance the photic
driver with a flashing range from 10-30Hz.
Men Ryan, chief Nazi hunter in the US Government, continues his efforts
to identi@former Nazis in the government and CIA. President Reagan and
Vice President Bush derail the attempt. In reponse, R e a m bestows increased
powers to the CIA to conduct surveillance on Americans, operate domestic
fiont companies and prosecute anyone attempting to publically identlfl
"
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agency personnel. This act encourages the develo~mentof an extreme ripht
w a fascist technological element in the United States.

Zhang and Zhang publish a study which shows thatguorides cause birth
defects in fish.
Researchers at Loma Linda University in California, led by Dr.John Farley,
show that treatment of bone cells with less than lppm fluoride increased collagen
formation by 50%, leading to formation of irregular bone. (But also leads
to collagen breakdown. See 1981, Ishida).
Research is done at the Kunming Institute of Zoology in China which indicates
that fluoride causes genetic damage in deer and in human blood cells.
The original findings of Dr. Andrija Puharich about Soviet transmitters and
brain entrainment are confirmed by the U.S. (according to Dr. Puharich at
the Sixth Ozone World Congress). The U.S. Government goes even further in
their research and discovers an ELF frequency that causes cancer. The ELF
frequency modifies the function of the RNA transferases so that amino acid
sequences are scrambled and unnatural proteins are produced. The ELF exerts
its effect through nuclear magnetic resonance which changes the spin-coupling
constants within chemical chains, especially those with couping constants around
8 Hz. A powefil carcinogen, ethylene dioxide, has coupling constants around
3-5 Hz. Formaldehyde has a coupling constant around 41 Hz. Parrish et al have
found that the spin-spin coupling constants for water in malignant brain tumors
range fiom 4.8 to 13.4Hz. Coupling constants in normal gray matter range
between 8.6 Hz and 11.3 Hz. Thus, malignancy shows a spread of frequencies
from low to high ELF with respect to normal brain EEG, and carcinogens have
a wide spread from about 3 Hz to about 41 Hz. A single ELF frequency can
produce cancer.
Dr-Arthur Guy conducts a 2-year study at the University of Washington
entitled "EfSects of Long-term Low-Level RFEiposure on Rats". He
arranged conditions to simulate the effect on humans of 450Mhz radio
He found that 23.6%
waves in amounts below the ANSI limit (0.01~/cm~).
developed malignancies, 10.4% developed adrenal tumors, and 10.5%
developed glandular cancers, as opposed to 1.2% of the control group.
Terry Read, former combat pilot in Laos, moves to Little Rock, Arkansas at
the request of Oliver North to set up a training base for Contra guerillas in
Nella, Arkansas - 11 miles fiom Mena airport.
Physicians Desk Reference states "the recommended fluoride dosage for children
between birth and two and a half years old is 0.25 mg. (Compare with 1978,1992)
Lyle et a1 perform studies on microwave effects on humans, and discover that
non-thermal microwave fields (450Mhz.l 1.5 mw/cm2) modulated at 60Hz
reduces the cytotoxicity (killing capacity) of lymphocytes targeted against
human lymphoma cells. Unmodulated-fieldhad no effect. Ref Lyle, D.B.
and Adey, W.R, "Sup~ressionof T - & m ~ h q t cytotoxicitv
e
following
exposure to amplitude-m&lated~fielaY( Bioelectromagnetics Vo19 p303-3 13).
These effects also disrupted up to 60% of internal messenger enzymes inside
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lymphocytes, including messages regulating cell growth. ( B p s et al,
';Qlterationsin protein activigfollowing exposure of cultured lymphocytes
to Mochrlated micrauavefiel&" @ioelectromagnetics Vol5pp34-51).
US. Environmental Protection Agenq deputy assistant administrator
Rebecca Hammer points out that fluoride-polluting industries can get paid
for using public binking waters as a sewerfor their toxic waste products when
she says "this agencv reparak the use o ffluosilic acid as a source o f fluorides
for water fluoridafion an ideal environmental solution to a long standing
problem of contamination of the water and airfrom fertilizer manufacturing. "
Gustavo Cisneros added to International Advisory Board of Pan American
Airways and Beatrice Foods.
Park-O-Meter Company in Arkansas, in conjunction with the private police
force of Wackenhut and Stormont Labs in Woodland, California, begin the
production of delivery systems for new chemical and biological warfare
weaponry for use in the Contra war.
The Frederick Cancer Research Facility at Fort Detrick (FCRI) is engaged
by the "AIDS Task Force" of the National Cancer Institute (NCI) to 'fioin
the efJorts to uncover the viral agent that causes AIDS.(Note: The claim
that the non-pathogentic virus dubbed "HIV" or HTLV-111 causes anything
at all has never been proven by any scientific document).
A symposium takes place at the University of Michigan after years of
planning between the US Dept of Health and Human Services, the USPHS
Michigan state health plans, the Kellogg Foundation, CDC,Medical Products
Labs and others to "discuss the status of ormized qvwsition to fluoridation,
analvze roba able motives influencinpthe antiyfluoridemovement, to develor,
political and legal stratepies-for the defense and vromotion of fluorialztion, and
to access the need-fora national fluoridation stratem. " Dr. Dennis Leverett of the
University of Rochester reported that his commitee felt that fluoridation was
a "political issue and not a scientific situation". See 1982,1988. The Symposium
was a taxpayer-supported event. Also attending were members of t h e - b ~
National Fluoridation Advisory Committee, John Small (the government's
pro-fluoride czar), the American Association of Dental Schools, members fiom
the Illinois and Ohio State Departments of Health, and the Chief Dental
Officer of the Department of Health and Human Services. The proceedings were
published in a 129-page book titled "Fluoridation: Litigation and Changing
Public Policy." (See ADA Nat'l Fluorodation Cornmitee address in 1988). Dr.
William T. Jarvis, a member of the board of the American Council of Science
and Health ( a fiont group for the junk food industry), speaks on " f i e Pychology
of Anti-fluoridation", noting that debates on flouride always "seems to result in
people becoming anti-fluoridationist." Dr. Stephen Corbin of the USPHS
suggested that a mandatory State Fluoridation Law be develqed, and a Dr. Easley
relief throuph the courts
suggested processes be initiated to d e q those seetheir riaht to due process. Dr. D. Scott of Blue Cross/Blue Shield suggested that
the cost o f litigation defendinp fluorialztion should be borne bv taqgvers! Ms.
Colleen Wulf of the Ohio Deparment of Health reported that her committee
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suggested formation of a non-profit organization which would coordinate with
with CDC and ADA, and pointed out that CDC has already drafted promotional
materials for fluoride, and that the ADA and the USPHS had already formed
the Ad Hoc Cornmitee to Plan for the Legal Defense of Community Water
Fluorodation. She suggests the name of the new group might be something
like "Coalition for Improved Dental Health, or something similar". NOT ONE
SCIENTIST ATTENDED the University of Michigan Symposium: ten who
attended were dental hygenists, two were dentists, five had degrees in Public
Relations, Education, Psychology, or Public Health, one had no degree at all
and a introduction was written by psychiatrist Stephen Barrett.
[Note: re-read the definition of a Criminal Conspiracy ]
The white majority South African government is suspected of conducting
clandestine research on disease Hecting only black people. This was reported
to the UN Commission for Namibia in 1983, with no action taken.
National Endowment for Democracy Act manuvered through Congress by
Mormon Bishop Senator Orrin Hatch. Carl Gershman, a staff director of
the ADL, is chosen as director of the National Endowment.
End of alleged Montauk III Time Travel project. Lock established to 1963
and 1943. Montauk base on Long Island abandoned above ground.
Stealth 117-A fighter becomes operational.
Dr.John R. Farley and co-workers fiom Loma Linda University show that
treatment of bone cells with less than Ippm fluoride increases collagen
formation by 50 percent (unstable collagen. See 1981 Susheela). Ref:"Fluoride
Directly Stimulates Prolifeation and Alkaline Phosphatase Activity of Bone
Forming Cells', Science, Volume 222, pp330-332, 1983.
W a r d University makes first artificial chromosome and grafts to yeast cell.
US government approves aspartam (nutrasweet) for sale in USA.
Bellman, Ross and Miller publish a study of 269 cases of infantile spasms
which returns to the establishment position that "DPT vaccines do not cause
infantile spasms, but may trigger their onset in those children in whom
the disorder is 'destined to develop"'. (Note: Using this logic, if one cannot
detect predisposition, is is still worth the risk of triggering onset?)
Over 21,000 Foundations exist in the US, distributing $3.4 billion in grants.
France tests neutron bomb.
Montauk hyperspace project tests, followed by move of equipment and
technology projects to the Alsace-Lorraine mountains of Germany under
Proiect Malta. Alsace-Lorrain Time Archives. Project continues today. CIA
time-space work and mass microwave mind control projects 1943-1983 at
Montauk.
Compact disc player released to public.
Scientific conference in Lake Tahoe. Los Alamos puts forward a proposal to
construct a "National Underground Science Facility" fiom 3,500 to 6,000 feet
underground at the Nevada Test Site.
Stanford University Study on Pertussis Vaccine. Lawrence Steinman and
colleagues at Stanford University School of Medicine perform a study
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which reveals that children with allergies may overreact to Pertussis vaccine.
1983 Sadegh Tabatabai, son-in-law of Khomeni, arrested in Germany for having
3.3 pounds of raw opium in his possession. Arms for drugs intent. Released.
1983 Heroin from Southeast Asia accounts for 41% of heroin in western US.
1983 Associated Press article, May 20, 1983, reported that a Soviet machine called
the "Lida" has been used by the Soviet Union since at least 1960 to influence
human behavior with a 40 Mhz radio wave. The Lida is used in Russia as a
tranquilizer and produces a trance-like state. The Russians refer to the Lida
as a "distant pulse treatment apparatus" for dealing with psychological
problems, hypertension and neurosis. The machine is offered as a "possible
substitute for psychotropic drugs. When the AP article appeared in the US,
the Lida machine was on loan to Jerry Pettis Memorial Veterans Hospital
through a medical exchange program. Accordzng to the chief of research at
the hospital, the machine mav be ued in American classrooms to control the
behavior ofdisturbed or retarded children.
1983 US Army Colonel John B. Alexander, involved with Psychological Operations
(PsyOps), institutes Project Jedi, a human performance experiment using
Neurolinguistic Programming (NLP) to influence military training. Albert
Gore attends Alexander's NLP training,.
1983 Child sexual abuse cases: 82,678.
1983 Alan Greenspan stars in the "Great Social Security Crisis".
1983 Soft drink manufacturers petition the FDA for a delay in approval of NutraSweet (aspartame) until hrther evaluation verified its safety, the move was
interpreted by market analysts as a ploy to drive down prices. The effort to
block approval was abandoned.
h
epublishes a study relative
l
1984 ~
to Pertussis vaccinations, saying "Since the decline in Pertussis immunization,
hospital adhissions and death ratesjkom whooping cough haveefallen
unemectedb.
1984 American Cancer Society says vitamins and diet might be of some benefit.
1984 The Journal of the American Medical Association, Vo1262, features an article
in which UCLA doctors Oye and Shapiro describe how cancer -patients are
treated with chemotherqv when no evidence existed that the drup would have
q effect on their tumors, how new drugs are based on biased studies, and
how false reporting, rigged statistics and exaggerated conclusions were
practiced regularly in order to get new drugs approved. For example,
percentages of "those who respond" is increased by not counting those who
die during treatment or whose reaction to drugs could be designated as
fatal. (Note: The same parallel exists within the AZTIAIDS scam).
1984 Reagan re-elected in the US with George HW Bush (CIA) as VP.
1984 Permanent Investigations Subcommittee of the US Senate releases a study
entitled "Crime and Secrecy.. The Use of OfSshore Banks and Companies",
in which it is revealed that London banking is the international center
for concealment of drug money. (Mar 84).
1984 Research work at Nippon Dental University in Japan prove thatfluorides cause
"
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genetic damage in hamster cells, human embryo and blood cells. Research also
indicated that-fluoride was also capable of transformingnormal cells into cancer
&s. fie level ofJluoride that could do this were the same level that the
National Cancer Institute suggested should be used to determine whether
or notjluoriabtion of public water supplies causes cancer.Ref Dr. Takeki
Tsutsui, NDU. Cancer Research, Vol44,pp938-941, 1984, "Sodium Fluoride
Induced Motpholog-~caland Neoplastic Transformation, Chromosome
Aberrations and UnscheduledDNA Synthesis... Also supported in
Carcinogenesis, Vol9,pp22 79-2284, 1988; Cell Biology Toxicology,
Volume 4, pp311-324, 1988; Genetics, Vol48,pp307-310, 1963.
A study is published in Cancer Research, Vo1.48 by Byus et al, entitled
"Increased omithine decarboxylase activity in cells eqosed to low energy
microwaveBelch andphorbol ester tumorpromoters" sensitivity of cellular
structures and mowth-regulating enzvmes to modulated RF and
microwave fields for widelv differin? types of mammalian cells. These
interactions have been shown to demnd on the Dresence o f low-frequencv
modulation. rather than simp& on-fieldintensity, and more specifically
to relate to a narrow band o f modulation frequencies in afashion
described as a z e q u e n q window". These phenomena are quite inconsistent
with thermal models. (Also see Kraus et aZ,1990)
CBS Nightly Navs was told by Dr. Gross, the chief scientist on the FDA Task
Force investigating G.D. Searle company, that Searle officials made "deliberate
decisions" to cloak aspratame's (Nutra-Sweet's) toxic effects. The reported effects
of aspartame were 24% gastrointestinal disorders and 65% central nervous system.
In November 1984, the Centers for Disease Control (CDC) announces that
"no serious, widespread side effects of aspartame had been found. The CDC
stated "it was unlikely that 'complainers' could establish a link between NutraSweet and their maladies." The CDC claims that "no reaction pattern to aspartame
has been found."
In 1984, MIT neurophysicist John Hopfield's work on neural nets inspires
Teny Sejnowski and Geoffiey Hinton to invent the "BoltnnannMachine",
which would effectively learn to recognize patterns, but would eat up so
much processing power, the model was rendered useless. Hinton would go
on to develop "backwardprocessing",which would cany information to
Artificial Intelligence networks on the degree of inapplicabiity of a computer
"guess", assisting AI solution to problems that could be set up as a pattern
recognition task. The problem still remained that neural nets required too
many human-supervised training sessions.
Joumal of Applied Nutrition Vol36, No. 1, features an article "Aspartame:
Methanol and the Public Health".
Brookings Institution originates a new program headed by Alice Rivlin,
former director of the Congressional Budget Office, that espouses the
income tax be replaced by a consumption tax on all consumption, bequests
and gifts, laying a tax on citizens by estimating what that spend or consume.
The 1984 issue of Clinical Toxicologv of Commercial Products indicates that
"
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1/10 oz of fluoride in the human body is lethal for a 100 pound adult human.
Fluoride toothpaste contains up to lmglgram of fluoride. A whole tube contains
about 199 mg of fluoride - enough to kill a 25-pound child. Toothbrushing
causes ingestion of 0.25 mglday.
Four-man CIA team coordinated by Ray Cline arrive in New Zealand to
begin installing equipment for subliminal television advertising at five
sites. Equipment can be installed within 1 km of television relay aerials
and linked to one remote computer. Tests are conducted through 1987
on New Zealand and Australian television.
The 1984 Connaught Laboratory package insert for DPT vaccine cites a
1978 Scandinavian studv linking the vaccine to the development o f hemolvtic
anemia and warns that this is a contraindication. By 1991, they would remove
this warningfrom their package inserts in order to conceal this data, This kind
of anemia is typified by weakness and periodic loss of consciousness.
Ernest T. Bryant and coworkers examine the relationship between neurological
fhctioning, learning disability and violent behavior in 110 prisoners incarcerated
for violent crimes. The results support the contention that violent criminal
offenders have serious neuropsychological deficits, including impaired
perfbrmance on tasks requiring complex integration of information fiom the
visual and auditory processing systems. The conclusion is that the ultimate
casual factor - the one which society has the power to eliminate or mitigate
is the preexisting neurological disability - minimum brain damage caused by
environmental factors, including childhood vaccination progar& combined
with predisposing genetic factors.
A complaint was filed by a group of US physicians with the UN Center for
Human Rights in Geneva, entitled "A Complaint A~ainstMedical Twmnv
As Practiced in the United States ofAmerica: American Medical Genocide";
the existence of the report was suppressed by the Bush Administration and
the media. Reprinted in The Leading Edge in Oct/Nov 1994.
Shaywitz Study at Yale Medical School Pediatrics revealed that "minimal
brain datnage is perhaps the most common and time-consumingproblem
in current pediatric practice.
Sexual abuse cases in 1984: 123,400.
Wyeth Laboratories package insert for DPT vaccine states, "The occurrence
of Su&n Infant Death Svnabom (SIDS) has been remrted following
adininistration o fD P vaccine" and that "approximately85%of SIDS cases
occur in the period 1 through 6 months of age, with the peak incidence at
age 2 to 4 months." Two years later in 1986, the Wyeth insert stated, "SIDS
has occurred in infants following administration of DPT' but went on to state
that "one study showed that there was no casual connection". (Note: One
wonders who paid for and did that specific study)
Survey of ~mericanMental Health reveals that rates of sociopathic personality
and other mental illness are much hipher in those born in 1940 or later, than
those born before 1940.
Seven US chemical companies agree to pay Agent Orange damages to vets.

-
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Nobel prizes awarded for research on monoclonal antibodies and immune
system studies.
More than 70 US banks fail.
Beirut, Lebanon CIA chief William Buckley is captured and undergoes
torture by a doctor trained at the University of Moscow in psvchiatric
murder. Buckley7sordeal is recorded on video and sent to CIA headquarters
at Langley, forcing CIA Director William Casey into desperate measures to
save him.
In 1984,95% of the veterinarians surveyed admitted using chloraphenicol, an
anti-biotic bannedfor meat animals in 1968 because it had been found to cause
a fatal blood disorder in humans.
A report to the US House of Representatives admits that "alarge number of
stores in the United States use ultrasonic commands broadcast 'to discourage
shoplzjhng "'. A report from a Department of Defense medical engineer states
that "microwavesand other conditioning methods have been regularly used
by the Israelis against the Palestinians. (Think of the implications)
Standard Oil acquires Gulf Oil for $13.2 billion.
Former FDA head Stuart Nightingale admits at a House of Delegates meeting
in Honolulu that, "we need the AMA to help put chelation therapy out of
business."
"
CDC acknowledges that 60% of those receiving hepatitis vaccine are "HN+.
Congressman Claude Pepper claims health fraud is $10 billionlyr scandal, and
proposes HR6501 to create an AMA backed Strike Force against fiaud. The
National Council Against Health Fraud (NCAHF) begins meeting in May 84. 1985
Los Angeles meeting of the NCAHF attended by representatives of the FDA
the Federal Trade Commission and the US Postal Service. Illegal involvement
of Federal agencies.
Researchers discover that when as little as 0. I parts per billion of organochlorines,
which are neurotoxic pesticides, were removed from the blood of chemically
sensitive patients, the patients IQ went up between 5 and 15 points. Low level
pesticides are also known to produce learning disabilities and hyperaggression.
On May 1, 1984, Senators Moynihan and Alfonse D' Amato introduce an
amendment in the Senate that would result in the trade of the federally owned
Montauk land for the 125 acres of State Fire Island Property.
A five-year prospective epidemiological study is done of cancer cases among
Polish military personnel by Dr. Stanislaw Szmigielski, internationally known
for his work on RF and microwave radiation.. The study shows that exposed
military personnel were 3x more likely to develop cancer, especially tumors
of organs involved in blood formation and lymphastic tissue, which were
nearly 7x higher than unexposed personnel.
The Canadian government finds dangerous levels of urethane in 60 brands of
wine and liquor, some imported from the U.S. Urethane causes cancer in animals.
The FDA develops its Adverse Reaction Monitoring Svstem for consumer
complaints relative to foods. All health professionals are requested to report
any adverse reactions to any food or food additive.
"
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Monsanto Chemical Company acquires G.D.Searle (See 1888, 1966).
Over 15,000 "HIV" positive haemophiliacs who have 94 "HIV" positive wives
exist worldwide. Most of the wives died of age-related opportunistic infection. A
previous study in 1984 in the Journal of the American Medical Association
V25 1,p1450-54, revealed that in 41 wives of haemophiliacs studied, all the Tcell ratios were entirely normal.
Mutinational companies spend $10 billion acquiring seed and plant breeding
companies. Imperial Chemical Industries (ICI) in England is now one of the
worlds largest seed suppliers. From 1985 to 1990, ICI swalled up 11 large
seed companies.
Research is conducted by the Edinburgh Medical Research Council in England
which indicates that fluoride causes genetic damage in human blood cells.
Tests developed to detect simian viruses in vaccines.
More than 1,000 people fiom California to Canada develop twitching muscles,
blurred vision or shock after eating watermelons laced with Aldicarb, a pesticide
not approved for such h i t s .
The Salvadoran Association of Health Professionals charges that another new
disease, which caused high fevers, headaches, joint pains, rash, and later
jaundice, occurred after bombings "of an unfamiliar character" under the
auspices of the United States.
The prestigious British medical journal Lancet publishes the Augist 10th work
of Peter Skrabanek of Trinity College, Universi~ofDublin, who produces a
viable argument against the existence of the ACS "early detectiony7and
mammography program, as relating to orthodox treatment of surgery,
radiation or chemotherapy. According to Skrabanek, "thephiloso~hvo f breast
cancer screenine is based on wishfirl thinkina that earlv cancer is curable
cancer, thouah no one knows what is 'earlv'. There is no evidence that
mastectomv affectssurvival rate. "
A mysterious outbreak of dengue fever the first ever - occurred in Managua
Nicaragua and adjacent areas a few months @er the escalation of US aerial
surveillance missions. Nearly 50% of the population of the city become sick,
and several deaths occurred. The Nicaraguan Health Ministry has been
investigating the possibilty of a US ChemicaVBiological Warfare role.
Study by the World Congress of Biological Psychiaby finds that in a stu&
of 321 violent individuals, most of them white and middle class, 95% of them
showed evidence of brain &@nction and neuroloaical disabilities. The age
of the individuals and symptoms coincide with degeneration caused by
vaccination programs. Ref Vaccination,Social Violence and Criminality.
The U.S. Public Health Service contracts a second set of studies on animal
cancer and fluoride, mandated by the 1977 Congressional Hearings. The
USPHS contracts Batelle Memorial Institute in Ohio, which conducts a
study lasting until 1987. The results are released in 1988. (See 1988).
Supercomputer Network Study Act enacted into law, promotes linkage of all
national computer database systems. Law introduced by A1 Gore.
The Assistant Secretary of Health, Edward Brandt, Jr.,M.D, testifies before
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a Senate Committee, "everyyear 35,000 children sufler neurological
complications because of DPT vaccine. " (May 3, 1985).
A U.S. Government study shows an awareness of the potential of genetic
engineering. "i%erapid advances of genetic technology, in which the US.
is the leader, ofler the predictable likelihood of new agents being developed
for which no vaccines or counteragents are known or available".
Ref Report of the President's Chemical Wware Review Commission, 1969.
WashingtonPost article by David Rernnick "The Experiments of Dr. Ewen
Cameron" reprinted also in the Congressional Record, Aug 1, 1985, details
Camerons activities at the Allen Memorial Clinic in Montreal and involvement
in CIA sponsored mind control experiments on Canadiansand Americans
on systematic annihilation of memory, de-patterning the mind and memory,
barbituate sleep and LSD experiments, andpsychic hiving (repetition of a
coded message ) mind programming.
Dental hygenists, psychiatrists, public relations experts, education specialists
and psychologists (no scientists) form " B e American Oral Health Institute
and release a book "Abuse of the ScientificLiterature in an Antifluoridation
Pamphlet", in which they attack scientific data relative to fluoride and those
who oppose its use in the public water supply. An examination of the book,
ironically, revealed "abuse of scientific literature" on the part of the authors,
who demonstrated their lack of scientific expertise and themselves were guilty
of deception and misrepresentation of scientific fact.
Consensus Conference on Electroconvulsive Thera~vis held by the National
Institutes of Mental Health (NIMH) and the National Institutes of Health
(NM). At the conference, psychologist and attorney Edward Optonpresented
evidence that ECTpatients show little or no improvement at all. None o f the
assembled ECT doctors could ~rovidea y contradictow evidence, so his
conclusions were published in the October 18. 1985 Journal o f the American
Medical.Association (JM-44).Optons comments, however, were excluded fiom
the Proceedings of the Conference published by NIMH. It was also omitted
fiom the APA task force report.
Su~ercomputerNetwork Studv Act of 1985 enacted into law, introduced by
Senator A1 Gore. Created the basis for the Elementary and Sec0nub-y
Integrated Data System linked with all other federal computers collecting
data on US citizens.
Hemophilus Influenza type B (HIB)vaccine approved for general use in US.
The Hib vaccine is often referred to as the "meningitis" vaccine, but
meningitus has several causes.
Research at the University of Oregon by Gabler demonstates that low levels of
fluorides in the body delayed white cell response to foreign agents.
The work of Takuya Saito in Japan demonstrates that even micromolecular
amounts o f fluoride. below I U J may seriously &press the ability of white
blood cells to destroy pathogenic agents in the body.
Study at St.Marys Hospital in London demonstrates that even "W-negative
homosexual men had signtficantly reduced T and B cell activity compared with
"
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heterosexual controls. Their immune systems were just as compromised as
those of symptomless "HIV"-positive homosexual men. (Clinical Experimental
Immunology, Vo175, p7- 11) (Supportswork suggesting that '>oppers" made
by Burroughs Wellcome in England contributed to the decline of those who
used them - typically homosexuals).Wellcome is getting twice the profit, for
it also makes the cellular toxin AZT, with which AIDS patients are killed.
Electromagnetic weapon tests on Greenham Common protestors creates
new evidence of crowd control and electromametic disease creation. Use of
ELF,weapons on civilians protesting presence of US cruise missles.
NBC broadcasts program about black unmarked helicopters and secret projects.
British Imperial Chemical Industries (ICI) begins buying US seed companies.
Britain begins blood supply "screening for HIV virus."
After ten years of study, there are indications that ELF signals interfere with
biological cueing frequencies, producing chronic stress and lowered immune
system capabilities. Revealed in The B e Electric by Dr. Robert Becker.
Military missions begin on space shuttle.
Bilderberger meeting in Rye, New York, May 10-12, 1985.
Monsanto Chemical Company buys G.D.Searle, maker of aspartame.
The FDA conducts hearings instigated by Senator Metzenbaum @-Ohio)
to require stricter labeling of Nutra-Sweet (aspartame, a substance formerly
on a Pentagon biochemical warfare weapon list) in food products. One lady
testified that it took her memory away until she stopped using it. (See 1976
FDA Task Force) Metzenbaum stated "the FDA is content to have the
manufacturer of aspartame, G.D.Searle, conduct all necessary safety studies
of the substance. That's absurd." Later, the Journal of the American Medical
Association would report that "consumption of aspartame poses no health
risk for most people", the report based on FDA findings relying solely on the
tests conducted by Searle. Executives at G.D. Searle argue that "the use of
aspartame as an artificial sweetener has been approved not only by the FDA
but by foreign regulatory agencies and the World Health Organization (WHO),
(who in fact based their approval on contestable Searle-sponsored research,
not independently conducted tests). (See 1987)
The Federal Circuit Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia announces
to concerned coalitions of consumer groups that "the FDA had followed proper
procedures in approving aspartame for use in foods and soft drinks" (See 1986)
Scientific American in November 1985 featured Dr. John Cairns of the
Harvard Medical School of Public Health, who wrote that chem0thera.u~was
useful_foron& a-favrare cancers. He fmnd no significant gains against the
' , and estimated that only 3% of those with
primary cancers since the 1950 s
cancer have their life extended by chemotherapy out of the 400,000 deaths
eachyear in the United States. (Note: How similar this is to the use of the
experimental chemotherapy drug AZT in the AIDS paradigm).
Book about DPT vaccinations DPF A Shot in the Dark is published, revealing
aspects of collusion between government agencies, the medical establishment
and the pharmaceutical industry.
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In Kansas, 1300 cases of Pertussis reported. Over 1 100 had been vaccinated.
150 lawsuits pending against DPT vaccine makers.
The book entitled The Truth about AIDS - Evolution of an Epidemic, written
by Fettner and Clark, provides documentation on the origin of AIDS and its
relation to the biomedical evidence regarding ELF and the destruction of
the human immune system.
The WashingtonPost reports that the Supreme Court refbses to hear arguments
contrary to the 1985 Circuit Court ruling that the FDA had followed proper
procedures in approving aspartame (the chemical once on the Pentagon biochemical
warfare list) for use in 1,200 food products.(Nutra-Sweet). (See 1990)
Robert Gallo is interviewed at the National Cancer Institute, where he says,
"HTLV-111 is the sole cause of AIDS. You don't need any co-factors!"
National Childhood Vaccine Iqiury Act. Administered by the US Claims Court
in Washington, DC, which does recognize an association between the DPT
shot and infantile spasms. The court awarded $2 million to a body in 1989
relative to a reaction to DPT vaccine.
Employee of Boeing Aircraft allegedly finds the document Silent Weapons
for Quiet Wars in an officecopier. The document discusses social engineering
of civilization to obtain total control, the technology for which supposedly
originated in England during World War 11.
Virginia institutes a policy denying parole to any prisoner who cannot read or
write. (Considering over 33% of prisoners are post encephalitic vaccine
damaged and have learning disabilities, it guarantees no release).
Research is conducted at the University of Sussex in England which indicates
that fluoride causes genetic damage in mouse lymphoma (white) cells.
The May 1986 issue of the New England Jouml of Medicine features an
article by Elaine Smith of the University of Iowa and Dr. John Bailar of
Harvard University. Dr. Bailar was a former editor of the Journal of the
National Cancer Institute, an expert in statistical evaluation and statistical
consultant to the New England Journal of Medicine, and a senior scientist
of the U. S. Department of Health and Human Services Office of Disease
Prevention and Health Promotion. In the article, Bailar and Smith analyze
the cancer treatment phenomenon and discover an 8%increase in cancer
since 1950, which was getting worse. 2;hey state that "there has been no
apparent change in mortality@om breast cancer since 1950. Immediately
on the defensive, the NCI and ACS lie to the public, and state that "cancer
statistics indicate great progress." (See 1987, General Accounting Office).
WalterReed Am-v Institute o fResearch begins a test promam on microwave
es
research. 2;he p r o m dealt with-fourareas (1) Immediate delibitation &
( 2 ) Immediate stimulation/irritationthrouah acoustic effects(3) Effects on
inffuencina
- or reve en tin^ work or activig ( 4 )Effect on stimulus-controlled
behavior. Walter Reed Institute findv concluded that "microwaveenerpy
o f the militarilv simificant ranae of 1 to 15 Ghz enters into all orpan svstems
o f the bodv and therefore constitutes a ahper to all o r m svstems. Microwave
immlses amear to cou~lewith the central nervous svstem and induce stimuli
"
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which must be c o m v e d to a non-thermal electrical stimulation." (See 1992,
Science Vo1.253, page 85 1 article) Ref: Wolfgang Volkrodt "AreMicrowaves
afiasco similar to that of nuclear energy?" Germany.
Walter Reed h y Institute of Medical Research begins work on microwave
weaponry for the U. S. Department of Defense.
The Rocky Mountain Poison Control Center reports 87 cases of fluoride
poisoning-. Two cases involved fluoride treatmint by a dentist. One 13 month
old child died. Twenty five suffered gastrointestinal symptoms. Sodium
fluoride is the most frequent single cause of acute poisoning in children.
New EnglandJmrnal of Medicine [Vo13 14:p647] featured a study of maleria
patients from Venezuela, where the rate of "false positives" with Western
Blot was 25-41%. This led the researchers to conclude that "HWisnot
causinp 'AIDS',even in the presence of the severe immunoregulatory
disturbances characteristic of acute maleria."
In a study published in Lancet [l :1 090-921, the amount of HIV antibody
detected in ELISA tests was greatest immediately after blood transfirsion
and decreased between transfusions.
Challenger explosion stops shuttle program.
US Government reveals that a hydrogen bomb accidently dropped near
Albuquerque, New Mexico. It did not explode.
Child abuse reports: 1.2 million.
Navy Captain Paul Taylor prepares an assessment of electromagnetic
weaponly for Maxwell Air Force Base which reveals "some of the uses
include dealing with tenonst groups, crowd control and tactical wmfme. In
all cases, EM systems produce mild to severe physiological dzsruption or
perceptual disorientation.
Immimation Control Act of 1986. Gives the president of the US the authority
to implement whatever type of identification necessary to control the
population. (Section 100).
The Air Force School of Aerospace Medicine at Brooks Air Force Base hnds
various research contracts, including one by Dr. Om Gandhi and Abbas Riazi
at the University of Utah, who have produced a paper, "Absorption of Millimeter
Waves (microwaves) by Human Beings and its Biological Implications". The
researchers conclude that one of the problems associated with millimeter waves
rates, even for power densities
is 'extremely high superficial ~~ecific~absorption
~
recommended as safety guidelines. Microwave News,
of 5- 1 0 m ~ l a npublically
MayIJune 1986.
~ationalSurvev reveals over 10 million American adults are illiterate. The
study also discovers that 36 million Americans cannot read at 8th grade level,
40% of adults cannot interpret a road map, and 80% could not mentally
calculate a tip or understand a bus schedule. The survey covered 3,400 adults
using a mutiple choice test.
A summary of experimental evidence linking glutamate (MSG) and human
disease is published in the Archives of Neurology in October 1986. The study
was conducted by Dr. J. Timothy Greenamyre at the University of Michigan
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Neuroscience Laboratory. The study noted that glutamates can produce many
of the abnormalities of Huntington's Disease (bizarre movements and mental
deteriorization) and suggested that glutamate neurotoxicity may be involved
in the cause of this disease. Elevated glutamate levels have been associated
with one type of brain cell atrophy (olivo-ponto cerebellar atrophy), causing
severe balance difficulties. In large quantities, MSG is a potent nerve toxin.
National Health Survey finds that between 1969 and 1981, the prevalence of
"activity-limiting chronic conditions" in children increased by 44%, fiom
2.9 million chil&en to 3.8 million children. Almost all of the increase happened
between 1969 and 1975. Most of these conditions are readily associated
with post-encephalitic synakome. Childhood respiratory disease during this
period increased 47%, childhood asthma increased 65% (with deaths fiom
asthma increasing), mental and nervous system disorders increased 80%.
personalitv and other n ~ n ~ ~ ~ c hdisorders
o t i c fbehavior disorders. drug
abuse and IyveractiviQ increased 300%. diseases o f the eyes and ears
fespecialZv otitis media) rose 120%. and cases of hearinp loss in the ears
rose 129%. All of these increases were identical in both high and low income
groups. For the same period of time, levels of disease not associated with
vaccine &age remained unchanged.
Psychosomatics Vol27 publishes an article by R.G.Walton, "Seizure and Mania
after high intake of aspartane" (Nutra-Sweet), pp218-220.
Connaught Laboratory, manufacturer of DPT vaccine, changes the product
info sheet to warn against "allergies" and "anaphylactic sensitivity".
Michael Hutchinson publishes "Megabrain", in which it is revealed that
scientists in the Los Altos Hills in California, drawing fiom CIA black
budget money, "apulied acoustical telemev in the development of
transmitters that create inpa-sound (lawpequencyl waves in the head,
wivinp clear all informationstored by the brain cells.
American Dental Association adopts resolution which declares that mercury
amalgamfillings "pose no health hazard to the non-allergic patient" and that
"removal of amalm_fillinas
for the allegedpurpose of removing toxic
substancesj?om the body, when treatment isperjormed solely at the
recommendation of the dentist, is imuro-per and unethical. "
Chicago Tribune (1211 1/86) reports that giant whirlpools, some nearly 60
miles wide, were detected moving along the Norway coast 77ze mammoth
whirlpools were unknownprior to 1980, and reportedly seen by orbiting
astronauts (Aviation Week, 3/16/87).
In the USSR, the Chernobyl reactor, the main power source for the Soviet
Gomel Woodpecker signal, explodes.
Connaught Laboratories package insert for their DPT vaccine reads "some
data suggests thatfever is more likely to happen in those who have had
local reactions, and that local reactions are more likely to occur with
increasing numbers of doses of DPT. "
The 3rd National Conference on High-Power Microwave Technology held at
Kirkland Air Force Base in New Mexico, Dec 1986. Classified briefkg on
"
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"Possibility of a Soviet RF Weapon Program", one of 70 papers. Attended by
600 scientists with special security clearance. Microwave News Jan/Feb 1987.
Both the Department of Defense and the SDI program present high-power
microwave weapons programs to industry representatives. One session covered
biological effects, with presentation of results by Army, Navy and Air Force
representatives, as well as some university-based research.
The General Accounting Office undetakes the first detailde non-military
investigation of toxic contamination of the environment at overseas bases. Upon
completion the GAO report was classified a state secret by the Pentagon and
withheld fiom public scrutiny.
British Telecommunicationsintroduces a sophisticated national telephone
monitoring system dubbed 'System X', which permits the Ministry of Defense
to monitor calls secretly through voice recognition, as well as automatic call
tracing. The system uses digital signals. Tapping of digital communications
leaves no trace on the circuit being tapped. (See 1988)
At a Congressional hearing, Rep.Mike Synar confronted the head of the Pentagon
environmental program, Carl Schafer, about the secrecy surrounding the initial
GAO study on toxic pollution at overseas military bases. According to Schafer,
"the release of the information would jeopardize our relationships and especially
our programs. It is classified because of National Security Interests. Later, more
information came out that indicated, for example, 350 contaminated US sites
in Germany, site of over 200 US bases.
CIA ~ i l l i & nCasey dies of pneumonia following brain surgey to remove a
tumor.
The General Accounting Office (GAO) completes a two-year study of cancer
statistics. The results validate Bailar and Smith (See 1986). According to the
GAO, $2 billion per year was spent on cancer research (more than 50% of it
government finds). Depsite this enormous expense, "onlyslight improvement
in cancer patient survival was indicatedfor the 30-year period 1950-1982. The
GAO st& was shelved to protect the cancer industrv.
Maine bans the sale of virtually all irradiated foods.
A report appears in a Swedish newspaper in May that states "The Swedish
Health Board declares amalgam to be toxic and unsuitable as a dental filling
material." It is disegarded by the ADA in the United States, who print
"Amalgam reports are bogus" in their literature. Signrficant public hearings on
the report were held in Sweden in 1988, and the original ruling that amalgam
was dangerous was upheld. The ADA had lied to the public again.
The FDA Center for Food Safety and Applied Nutrition meets with a Canadian
tanker company to discuss contamination of coconut and palm oils with styrene
aboard company tankers. The company reveals that the practice of using the
same tanksfor edible oilsfollowing their usefor styrene and other inchrstrial
chemicals bepan about 25 -vears earlier . and was widespread and eqnmding.
Bernard J . Eastlund issued patent # 4,686,605, based on Tesla technology,
for "Method and Apparatus for Altering a Region in the Earths Atmosphere".
The patent is immediately classified by the Navy for six years. (See 1994 and

-
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discussion of HAARP). Part of the patent reads, "thisinvention provides the
ability to put unprecedented amounts of power in the atmosphere at
strategic locations and to maintain the power injection level, particularly if
random pulsing is employed" and "byknowing thefrequencies employed in
this invention, a thirdpar@ can sustain a communications neiwork while
the rest of the world's communications are interrupted", and "couldbe
employed to pick up signals of othersfor intelligencepurposes.
Centers for Disease Control (CDC) releases a study indicating that the Hib
vaccine shows an efficacy (effectiveness) rate of 4 1%. Children were found
to be five times more likely to contract the disease than those not vaccinated.
Star Wars budget is 4.1 billion. Intelligence budget $35 billion.
Altantic Monthly magazine elaborates on how EM weaponry has been
developed with the ability to both affect the nervous system and to induce
death.
CDC now rehses to give out figures relative to hepatitis vaccinations and
HIV+ to just* their claims.
Surveys find that 9 1% of Southern U. S. school districts used pesticides in
school buildings. (See 1992 Sierra Club Survey).
The Philadelphia Daily Nms carries a story that Colonel David L. Huxsoll,
chief of the U.S. Anny Medical Research Institute for Infectious Disease
(USAMRIID) told a meeting of Soviet scientists that Soviet charges that
the U. S. military created the HIV virus constituted "disinformation7'.
Iran-Contra Hearings. In a conversation between Rep. Jack Brooks and
Senator Inouye, Inouye declines to answer Brooks question about FEMA
and suspension of rights in the US, deferring an answer to a closed executive
session.
Proiect Moonscan allegedly gets under way for prepositioning mind control
technology on the Moon to influence Earth's population. Managed by
Airborn Instrument Labs and run by Eaton Corporation. DOD takes over
management in 1988.
Paterson Institute for Cancer Research in England demonstrates that fluoride
causes genetic damage to human cells.
In the United States, research is conducted at the National Institute of
Environmental Health which indicates that fluoride causes genetic damage
to mouse lymphoma cells.
Research is conducted at Imperial Chemical Industries (ICI) in England which
indicates that fluorides cause genetic damage in human blood cells.
In its own dreamworld that ignors everyone else, the American Cancer
Society on March 15th "officially announces" that "caught early enough,
breast cancer has cure rates approaching 100percent." (Note: The ACS
definition of "cured involves life for 5 years after diagnosis, so "early
detection" would in fact artificially increase the ACS "cure rate").
LA policeman dies after finding CIA heroin distribution point in L A CA.
Murder rate in the US jumps to 600:100,000.
Charles M. Posner of the Harvard Medical School Department of Neurology
"
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writes, "almost anv vaccination can lead to a noninfectious inflammatory
reaction involving the nervous svstem. The common denominator consists of
a vasculopathy that is often associated with nerve demyelination" In other
words, a form of encephalitis. Prior to 1900, encephalitis fiom childhood
diseases was almost negligible. After vaccinations began around 1920, it was
encountered more frequently. Ironicallv. the threat of encephalitis is used as
the -iustification for vaccination promams. putting the medical profession in
the position of ursiing measures against a health threat created largely by itself.
Estimated cases of rape number 910,000 in the United States. (Based on a
rate of 9 1,000 as a 10% reported figure).
"Dulce Papers" released.
University of Illiiois, a recipient of hnding from Monsanto (who bought G.D.
Searle in 1985), issues a study exonerating aspartame of causing seizures
in laboratory animals, despite the fact that independent tests confirmed
seizures in laboratory animals.
Recorded cases of syphillusjump 23 % largest increase since 1977.
Unusually large number of humpback whales die of unknown causes,
followed by toxic algal blooms (red tides) on the east coast of North America.
Study determines that 16% of those under 30 are left handed.
A study is done at the Institute of Pitaniia in the USSR which indicates that
fluoride causes genetic damage in rat bone marrow cells.
Johns Hopkins University irradiation conference stacked with proponents.
European Parliament votes against food irradiation on precautionary grounds
Canadian Minister of Health announces food irradiation will be permitted
Alan Greenspan of J.P.Morgan Company appointed to head Federal Reserve.
Sixty-six Japanese victims of Pertussis vaccine receive huge damage awards
fiom the Japanese government.
AM4 -famdarilfv of corwpiringfor20 ~ a rtos destrcy chiropractic. The
court concludes that "under the Sherman Act, every combination or conspiracy
in restraint of trade is illegal.
National Reconaissance Office budget $9 billion.
Swedish Health Board declares amalgam to be toxic and unsuitable as a
dental filling material.
William Bise had the only article published on the behavioral eflect of
microwaves that is accepted by the "establishment" scienac community.
Together with Elizabeth Raucher, Bise created an amazing demonstration that
was video taped and nationally televised on October of 1987. Although nine
hours of video tape was taken, only four minutes made it on the air. Four years
went into their un-funded work, and the results speak for themselves. They had
300 human subjects that were tested under clincal conditions. Over 85% of
them showed a repeatable response between an externally generated magnetic
field and EEG brainwaves. l'?zreemale subjects were exposed to specific
electronic pattems, such as spike waves, sawtooth waves, lissijous patterns,
complex patterns like square waves with pulses,etc. In all cases they were correctly
identiped. This is not a statistical process. There was a medical doctor present
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in many cases. In one case, the doctor was supposed to be somebody fiom Army
Intelligence, who said, "wow, this is really interesting". They never heard fiom
him again. The EEG documentation clearly showedpattem shzfts associated with
each change in waveform. There were distinct signaturespresent in the braimvaves
when the input magneticfield was shzjled 77te induction o f line images into the
human brain from a distance is publicallv proven.
Dr. Vincent DeVita, head of the National Cancer Institute, issues a controversial recommendafionto 13,000 cancer specialists "togive chemotherapy
and surgery to all women with breast cancer, regardless of whether it has
spread.
The November issue of Newsweek refers to Michael Aquino as the "Second
Beast of Revelation" in the wake of a criminal investigation involving child
molestation at Presidio Army base.
The EPA issues an atlas of cancer mortality rates and trends covering 1950-1979,
followed by an ecological study that correlated cancer mortality with hazardous
waste sites and groundwater pollution. Distinct geographic patterns of mortalig
suggest something environmental is contributing to death. Less than 2 percent
of the 70,000 chemicals used in commerce have been filly tested for human
health effects. There is no health data at all for 70% of them.
The Aquinos are featured on Oprah Winfiey. Nazi aspects of the Temple of
Set are brought out on the program.
Wall Street Journal article (7115188) details discoveries by scientists at the US
Naval Observatory and the Jet Propulsion Lab that the Earth has developed
a wobble in its spin.
A report arises in Observer magazine, October 30th written by K.Hyder
entitled "Government taps 30,000 phone lines". Another report would arise
in 1989 by J.Sweeney, "Confessions of a High-Tech evesdroppef'. Both reports
indicate that a huge increase in phone tapping in the UK has occured <ice the
late 1970's at an annual cost off 10 million - over f 100 million total, without
the knowledge or consent of Parliament.
Representative Ron Wyden chairs a Congressional Subcommittee relative to
potential hazards of cosmetics. Wyden gives the representative fiom the
National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health (NIOSH) an industryprovided list of 2,983 chemicals used by the cosmetics industry. When NIOSH
compared that list with their registry of chemicals with toxic effects, it found
884 cosmetic ingredients had been re-ported to the government as toxic
substances.
MIT Press publishes Dietary Phenylalanine and Brain Function (Aspartane)
by R.J.Wurtman and E.RWalker.
Dr. Joel Boriskin, chairman of the ADA National Fluorodation Advisory
Committee, gives an address before the Calgary Health Department, in
which he claimed, "1 500 mg of fluoride per day (a lethal dose) is prescribed
to older people than have progressive hearing loss." Ref Journal of the
American Dental Association, May 1990.
An article in Medical Hypothesis, Vol25, p15 1-62, by Eleni Eleopoulos notes
"
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that about 25% of the population of Southern Japan has antibodies against
the "HIV' virus, compared with 1% of the population of the United States;
there were only 14 cases of AIDS reported in Japan (a figure that has not
significantly increased).
Congressional Office of Technology Assessment publishes a special report
entitled "Criminal Justice New Technologies and the Constitution", which
surveys the new technologies used in the investigation, apprehension and
confinement of criminals. The report specifically avoids discussion of directed
energy weapons fiom the section on "non-lethal weapons". The report
discusses development of a weapon in 1983/84 that can paralyze a person
at a distance through a brick wall.
Professor Freidmann Kaiser, a theoretical physicist with the Max Planck
organization and a world authority on weak microwave interactions,
concludes that, in interactions between an im~osedfield and the biological
oscillations within the cell. im~osed-fields
can be active even at intensities
near zero. In other words, a lower limit or threshold would not exist. Ref
"BioloPical Coherence and Remonse to External Stimuli" by F. Kaiser,
1988, Springer Press, Heidelberg, Germany; Plenum Press " Non-linear
Electro&namics in Biological Systems",1984, chapter: "Entrainment
Quasi-periodicityBzfircation routes of Ejctemally Driven Self-Sustaining
Oscillating Systems". With W.R. Adey .
Lederle Laboratories uackage insert for DPT vaccine reads "Pertussis
vaccine has been associated with a greater proportion of adverse reactions
than many other childhood vaccinations. Local reactions are common afrer
adninistration of D P ,occurring in 35-50% of recipients. Febrile reactions
are more likely to occur in those who have experienced such responses ajier
prior doses. "
A U. S. Department of Justice study finds that 79% of persons arrested for
serious crimes were using illegal drugs. (Imported into the US by the US).
A pilot study by the Brooklyn Family Court finds that 40% of the juveniles
appearing before the court had learning disabilities.
A Swedish study finds that mammograms and earh detection o f breast cancer
drd not rehuce the rate of death. Dr. Lars Janzon studied 42,000 women before
concluding in an October 1988 British Medcal Journal that mammograms
should be restricted. When the Wall Street J m m Z in the U.S. informs an
official of the American Cancer Society of the report, the official dismisses it.
It becomes known that George Bush had six fascists on his campaign st@,
Florian Galdau (Romanian Iron Guard, a group formed by the SS), Philip
Guarino (Freemasonic P2 Guard, formed by the SS) and Nicolas Nazarenko
(German SS Cossack Division), Laszlo Pasztor (Nazicollaborator and former
member of the SS Arrow Cross Party), Radi Slavoff (member of Bulgarian
cell formed fiom Nazi Bulgarian Legion) are examples. Bush campaign
co-chairman Jerome Bentrar admits to having assisted hundreds of Nazis
to emigrate to the United States. Bush quickly instituted a policy of not
releasing the roster of his "ethnic outreach group" available any longer.
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Medical Tribune publishes article "Brain Autoantibodies in 33% of Schizophrenics"
which indicates that 33%of schizophrenia cases appear to be autoimmune in
nature.
Battelle Memorial Institute releases its studies on fluorides and animal cancer
for the USPHS which, ironically, report highly specific fluoride-related
cancers. The data is turned over to the National Toxicolom Proaam (NTP),
who gives the data to the merimental Pathology Labs, who reclassz~and delete
items damaging to the pro-fluoridation faction. i'he altered data is then submitted
to the "pathologyworkrng group" on December 6, 1989, ajier a year of
reworking. AU this with the fidl knowledge of EPA and USPHS. (See 1990).
Dr. Joel Boriskin, chairman of the ADA national fluoridation advisory
committee, in an address before the Calgary Health Department, claims that
"1500 mg of fluoride per day is prescribed to older people that have
progressive hearing loss". (Note: 1500 mglday is a lethal dose).
Pan American Flight crashes over Lockerbie, Scotland after CIA drug
runner has a bomb planted in his baggage. The Libyans are blamed for
the crash of flight 103 as a coverup. Six agents on the plane were on their way
to the United States to testigv in a major drug case implicating the CIA,
Popular Science, Jan 1988, details US supermagnets, each capable of
reaching 9 Teslas, or 180,000 times the strength of Earths field, that are
in use in the United States.
New Education Data Im~rovementProiect (1988-1991) provides technical
assistance to each state in responding to federal data reporting requirements.
The project additionally analyzed the capacity of each state in the US to
provide stmrciard h t a on US students, school staff, revenues and expenditures."
Researchers at the Argonne National Laboratory discover thatfluoride
promotes and enhances the carcino~enicitvof other cancer-causing chemicals in
the food and environment. Interestingly, this work confirmed studies sponsored
by the United States National Cuncer Institute conducted back in 1963 by
Herskowitz and Norton at Saint Louis University. More than 30 years ago,
these scientists showed that low levels of fluoride increased the incidence o f
melanotic tumors in l i v i n ~
organisms-from 12 to 100% - often these tumors were
induced bv fluoride over a ~eriodo f & ~ s .These studies were firther amplified
by work done by the Taylor's at the University of Texas which found that 1
p ~ m
fluoride in &nkina water increased tumor mowih rate in mice bv 25%.
Penthouse Magazine, August 1988, details seven scientists murdered in
Britain who worked on Star Wars (cover for EM Mind Control) projects
at Marconi. Eventually, more than 22 British scientists working on related
programs would commit suicide in bizarre ways. Another company who
had scientists die was Plessey Defense Systems Nearly all the scientists who
died held electronics or computer-related contracts with the British Minis0
of Defence academies. The British government blamed the deaths on "stress".
The US Agency for International Development commits $88 million to a five
year plan to sterilize non-whites in foreign countries.
Most powerfd neural-net computer in the 1980's would be the Department of
I,
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Defense commissioned TRW Mark III neuro-computer, consisting of 1 million
"synapses", but it only had 1110000 of the capacity of a housefly. Later, AT&T
Bell Labs researcher H.P. Graf develops an experimental chip comprising 256
neurons connected with 32000 synapses. The chips can be plugged into a
standard computer.
US tests aceZZuZar Pertussis vaccine on Swedish children. Five children die, up
tofive months a$er vaccination. Deaths in the US that occur within hours or
days of a whole-cell vaccination are quickly dismissed and rarely investigated.
Discovered that inpestion o f I OOmp (:004 ounce) o f supar reduces the immune
fMctions in the bodv bv 50% within one hour. other studjs c'onfim,that
excessive supar consum~tionmcrv increase the incidence o f infections and
reduce the baiv 's abilig to d e n d against disease. Ref Eat for Health,
William Manahan, M.D, Tiburon Press, 1988; Robert Mendelsohn, M.D,
"The Risks of Immunizations", 1988, Peoples Doctor Navsletter, Inc.
Hearings held in Sweden on amalgam. 1987 ruling upheld.
New York Times (4119/88) reports that waves in the Atlantic ocean have
increased more than 20% since the 1960's. Measurements taken since the
1960's indicate that "during the late 1970's" ( a period following the start of
Soviet and US ELF transmissions), the waves got bigger.
US introduces plutonium powered pacemaker.
Cocaine wars in Columbia.
Both Soviet Mars "Phobos" probes fail during flight.
Space shuttle Discovery launched successfUlly.
Hawkins-stafford s ducat ion Im~rovementAmendments, PL 100-297
establishes the National Coo~erativeEducation Statistics Svstem "to
involve state and federal governments in a mutual effort to produce state
comparable and nationally uniform data on public and private school
systems.
Internet computer virus jams 6,000 military computers in the US.
British perform first brain cell transplants.
The EPA finds more than 60 pesticides contaminating portions of groundwater
in 30 states. One government report identified 2,110 chemicals in drinking
water.
Texas A&M University conducts study for lunar boring machine with a
lithium cooled reactor.
The B-2 stealth bomber is unveiled.
The US Environmental Protection Aaencv declares scrqr, dental amalpam
to be a hazardous waste material. Mercury comprises over 50% of the "silver"
dental filhng. Mercury is a protoplmic poison more toxic than lead,
cadmium and arsenic. Dr. Thomas Clarkson and Dr. John Hursh of the
University of Rochester, School of Medicine, Department of Toxicology, and
Dr. Magnus Nylander and Dr. Lars Friberg of the Karolinska Institute of
Stockholm, Sweden, concluded fiom their research that "the release of
mercuryfrom dental amalgam makes the predominant contribution to
human eqosure to inorganic mercury, including mercury vapor in the
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general population. " Over 100 million people have amalgam implants.
Strecker Reoort on AIDS as artificial creation released. Streckers brother Ted
found dead of "self-inflicted gunshot wound." Illinois State Representative
Douglas Huff, who beat the drum about an AIDS coverup, found dead in his
home of an overdose of heroin and cocaine.
Two scientific studies find that new rubella vaccine introduced in 1979 was
found to be the cause of Chronic Fatigue S ' o m e (Epstein-Barr virus),
an immune disorder first reported in 1982.
President Reagan issues EO 12656. defining a National Emergency as "any
occurrence that seriously degrades or threatens the security of the US"
Robert S. Mendelsohn M.D, publishes material indicating that Dr. John Seal
of the National Institute of Allergy and Znfiious Disease believes that "any
and allflu vaccines are capable of causing GuiZZain-Barre.
Bush proposes to use old rniltary bases as prisons.
New "conjugated Hib vaccine approved for use in children at least 18 months
old in the United States. Hib = Hemophilus Influenza Type B.
Omnibus Anti-Drug Act of 1988.
EPA's ongoing survey of foreign chemicals in fatty body tissues finds 13
different pesticides in 53% of body fat samples tested.
Research indicates that 25% of those vaccinated against rubella show no
evidence of immunity withinfiveyears. In Wyoming, 73% of rubella cases
occur in vaccinated children.
According to a New York Times article on Nov 8, 1988, page C-1, it is estimatec
that adolescence was now lasting until the late 20's and that this represented
evidence of a general developmental delay in a generation.
The book "Matrix" released by Nevada Aerial Research Group (LERG).
Senator Cranston allegedly shown disks at Norton AFB, California.
(Feb) National Cancer Institute Report says since 1953 cancer keeps growing
Announced in WashingtonPost that all polio since 1979 caused by vaccine
Washngton Post reports only 2% of 60,000 chemicals in use have been tested
for human safety.
Brooklyn Family Court Study finds that 40% of juveniles have learning
dysfunction.
A National Resources Defense Council scientist finds that 46 pesticides fiom
agricultural runoff had been found in ground water in 26 states.
An article in the Journal of the American Medical Association reveals a study
which examined 850 elderly people in nursing homes. Anti-psychotic drugs
were prescribed for 283 of the people, although only 36 had been actually
diagnosed as psychotic. .
CIA director George HW Bush becomes president'until 1992.
Wall St.Journal reports Swedish dentist pituitary contains 40x avg mercury lvl
Washington Post reports more than 50% of pacemakers are unneeded.
Study reveals that mathematical abilitv has virtuallv vanished in American
adolescents. Nearlv 50% cannot perform Junior High School problems. and
33% do not normallv understand what the teacher is sayinn: 27% could not
"
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perform elementav math.
The pesticide neurotoxin Chlordane is taken off the market - after 30 million
American homes had been treated with it. The EPA maintains that acute
exposure can disrupt the nervous system and even cause death.
Rex Niles, a former Southern California electronics saleman and a federal
informant in a kickback ring of Pentagon contractors, is harrassed by
povemment microwave weapons and helicopters over his home, depriving
of so much sleep that he was unable to testify. Los Angeles Times, "A Fe&l
Fix Grips Figure in Kickbacks", March 28, 1988, p.B-1.
Soviets lose Mars probe link.
Arms Control and Disarmament Act of 1989. HR1495 "construed carehly
to avoid constitutional concerns."
The FDA states that carbvl (agricultural chemical) should be removed from the
market because it causes liver cancer. Carbyl, aldicarb, and other carbamates are
still being used, and residue continues to be found in food.
The American Academv of Pediatrics issues a fact sheet stating that the organization
was forming a coalition with American Public Health Association to spur
Congressional action concerning environmental hazards. The fact sheet points out
sensitive to vesticides because their ravidlv mowing
that "Childen are -prticula~v
cells are more vulnerable to carcinopens than the cells of &Its. Over the lifetime
o f toda)'s ~reschoolers.an estimated 4.5 million will contract cancer. More than
5.000 o f these cases ma, be caused bv msticides."
At the in New Orleans Institutefor Electric and Electronic Engineers
Engineerzng and Medicat Biology Conference in 1989, the following papers
were presented:

"Proto-biological basis of laser bio-stimulation " (USSR)
"Basic mechanisms of magnetic coil excitation of the nervous system in
humans and monkeys and their application"
"Stimulationof excitable brain tissue with time-varying magneticfields "
"Trans-cranial stimulation of the cerebral cortex"
"Directed ability of magneticflux density vector in magnetostimulators"
WashingtonPost article, Feb 17, "Bank Killer Tormented by Voices". The
subject was Emmanuel Tsegaye, an Ethiopian bank teller, who became
"depressed and suicidal", killing three bank employees in Bethesda, Maryland.
Tsegaye was described as "atternping suicide several times7', and was
institutionalized more than once at St. Elizabeth Hospital, well known for
its involvement with CIA ~sychiatricpromams. Said Tsegaye, " I used to
hear voices, repeated voices, speaking about the things I was thinking."
Air Force begins construction of second underground facility at Manzano
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Mountains in New Mexico. Completed in June 1992.
On March 30, 1989, the California Department of Health Services reported
that Niaaara brand bottled water was found to contain 450ppm fluoride. The
state health director, Kenneth Kizer, warned residents that consumption
could be fatal.
Prestigious journal Nature publishes an article entitled "HighAbundance of
VirusesFound in Aquatic Environments", detailing the discovery of
2.5 trillion viral particles 0.2 microns in sue found in each liter of unpolluted
sea water. (Aug 10, 1989 ). Size equivalent to Naessens "somatids". Is this
the reason fish cannot live in synthetic sea water unless 2 oz of real sea water
is added?
California gunman shoots playground kids and kills himself.
New York introduces legislation banning irradiated food for two years.
Article in the Independent, Sept 5, 1989, "Doubtssurj4ace over "suicide" of
defense scientist', details the strange death of Sayyed Bideer, an advisor
to Egyptian president Hosni Mubarek. Bideer's speciality was microwave
communications.
Only 133 of 850 cosmetic manufacturers registered with the FDA (out of 5,000
companies) disclose 12.915 adverse consumer reactions to I. 513 ~roducts.Mr.
Heinz Eiermann, director of the FDA Color and Cosmetics Division, writes that
"the number of people reacting to strong perfume odors is still very small, and
consumers not adversely affected should not be deprived of their enjoyment. Yet,
in 1991, John Bailey, acting drector of the FDA Color and Cosmetics Division,
says, "we are not aware, nor is there any obvious evidence that cosmeticspose
signzj?cant risk to consumers. "
Walter Reed h y Institute of Research (WRAIR) canies out research using
two high-power pulsed sources: two 200 million-watt, peak power units
operating in the 2.5-3.0 Ghz range, and a 10 million-watt peak power unit
at 10 Ghz. Microwave News May/June 1986.
Los Angeles Times, June 5, 1989, prints a brief on "EnglandsElectromagnetic
Death Ray",where British EM devices killed two Soviet citizens in London,
according to an allegation by Soviet newspaper Imestia. (See 1965)
Los Angeles under~oessprqvin~with 47.000 pallons ofnerve toxin Malathion
until May 30, 1990, one month afier the OfJice of Technology and Assessment
issued a report on Neurotoxicity of Organophosphates (malathion is one). The
substance is known to cause severe behavioral manifestations.
Bush inaugurates $7.8 billion anti-drug prgrarn and authorizes $300 billion
to prevent collapse of S&L system (looted by techno-tratlickers and CIA).
Computer viruses infect systems worldwide.
An EPA report estimates that 8 of the most common indoor pollutants cost
$1 billion in medical costs fiom cancer and heart disease. The administration
of George Bush spends only $2.7 million on indoor air pollution research. EPA
estimates that toxic chemicals are 200-500 times more concentrated indoors
than outside a structure.
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In 1989 Dr.Yiarnouyiannis used the Freedom of Information Act to obtain
carcinogenicity studies conducted by Proctor and Gamble (one of the makers of
fluoridated toothpaste) that were submitted to (and covered up by) the United
States Public Health Service. These studies showed dose dependent cell
abnormalities caused by fluoride. These results were reported in the February
22, 1990 issue of the Medical Tribune. Aatiitional studies by Proctor and Gamble
scientists conjirmed the link between oral precancerous growth andfluoride, as
well as an increase in osteomas (bone tumors) and osteosarcomas (hone cancer).
In fact, the National Cancer Institutefound in 1991 that the incidence of bone
cancer was 50% higher in men ages 0-19 years of age exposed tofluoridated
water compared to those who were not.
Gordon Thomas publishes "Journey into Madness: The True Story of Secret
CIA Mind Control and Medcal Abuse".
A study by Hildebolt, et al. on 6,000 school children contradicts any alleged
benefit fiom the use of sodium fluorides.
Research studies are conducted at Nippon University in Japan which shows
that fluorides causes genetic damage to human cell cultures.
Proiect Trident, Office of Naval Research, using airborne mind control
methods over large cities to stimulate the public into civil violence. Los
Angeles responds well. Black helicopters with long probes are seen more
around the United States.
On February 23, 1989, Battelle released the results of its study of fluorides
on mice. A most curious result of the study, fiom the USPHS point of view, was
that fluoride induced the occurrence of an extremely rareform of liver cancer,
called hepatocholangio carcinoma, in fluoride-treated male and female mice.
Two months later in April of 1989, Battelle released the results of its study of
fluorides and rats. The study showed a dose-dependent relationship between the
incidence of oral cancerous tumors andfluorides. It is interesting to note that
mice and rats yielded diierent The results with fluoride diierent types of cancer.
As a response to the Battelle study, the National Cancer Institute fiom
examined the incidence of oral cancer in fluoridated and non-fluoridated
countries over the period fiom 1973 to 1987. The National Cancer Institute stucjt
found that as emsure to fluoridation increases, so does the incidence o f oral
cancer; sometimes as much as a 50% increase in oral cancer rates occur in
fluoridated areas this translates to 8,000 new cases of oral andpharyngeal
cancer per year, needlesspain and suffering and afinancial windfall to the
medical andphannaceuticalfactions that concern themselves with treatment.
Magnetometers at Corralitos, California detect unusual ULF waves (.01 to 10
Hz) on September 12, 1989. The waves increased 30x in strength by Oct 5,
1989 and then weakened. At 2 pm on October 17th the signals grew to the
point where they went off the scale. Within 3 hours, the 7.I Loma Prieta quake
struck. The epicenter was 4 milesfrom Corralitos, Calvornia.
Plenum Press in New York releases the work Charpe and Field Effects in
Biog.xtems, Vo1.2, which contains the report by Cleary et a1 entitled
"FunctionalAlteration of Mammalian Cells by Direct High-frequency

-
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Electromagnetic Field Interactions", which reveals that cultured human
blood lymphocytes and human brain cells exposed to continuous-wave
2.45 Mhz microwaves ynthesize DNA sharp& within a narrow range
ofjield intensities. Cellular systems are continuous wave systems.
Gunman shoots 14 women at Montreal University.
The National Resources Defense Council estimates that "at least 17percent
of the pre-school population of the United States are exposed to
neurotoxic organophosphate insecticides above safe levelsjust from eating
raw fruit alone." This could lead to over 4.5 million_futurecancer cases. ~roviding
over $20 billion in-futureincome-forthe cancer inrhr- and the medical complex.
It might be noted that oraanophosphates oripinated-fromnerve aases Sarin,
Soman and Tabun developed & the Nazis dun'np World War II. It is important
to note that organophosphates are cholinesterase inhibitors which can produce
"simificant aaaressive and violent behavior. includin~murder", according to
Dr. Orrin Devinsky of New York State School of Medicine, who had reported
on four cases in the Journal of Neurop~ychiatry,population Behavior Drug].
Eight states in the United States discovered unsafe levels of EDB in groundwater.
French co-discoverer of the HIV virus, Luc Montagnier in France, admits
"HNis not capable of causina the desrtuction to the immune system which
l e AIDS':
is seen in ~ e o ~with
Microwave News reports Boris Yeltsii "told a reporter that the KGB has
an ELF device that can stop a human heart with a powerjid7-11 Hz signal.
According to Walter Bowart in OperationMind Control, a Department of
Defense consultant and contractor explained to Armen Victorian how he
was asked to examine the possibility of devising operational methods of
transmitting subliminal messages through television.
Television series "War of the World" debut.
California begins the program of "medfly spraying" spewing malathion over
the population in Southern California. There are at least 26 studies showing
that malathion has carcinogenic, reproductive, neurotoxic and immune system
effects. The California State government ignores the evidence and doses the
public on a periodic basis, producing flu-like symptoms, eye problems, headaches,
diarrhea, colds, rashes and stomach upsets in the population.
Robert Lazar declares his scenario at Dreamland to the public.
Bush states desire to have manned outpost on the Moon and visits to Mars.
The EPA bans the use of mercury in interior latex ~aint,after the hospitalization
of a four-year-old Detroit boy.
In England, the "Prevention of Terrorism Act" is passed, allowing authorities
to hold suspects for 8-day stretches of interrogation - ample time to force or
fabricate confessions.
The Palm Beach Post, October 14, 1989, features an article revealing that
some aircraft accidents have occurred after pilots consumed drinks containing
aspartane (Nutra-Sweet).
Professor James Bennett if George Mason University publishes his study of
three major charities. The study, released in July 1990, revealed that the
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Amercan Cancer Society spends only 25% on research, the American Heart
Association only spends 30% on research, and the American Lung Association
only s p e d 4.1% on research. Bennett observes that these organizations are
only thinly disguised political organizations.
The FDA convene a conference in May 1990 to look at the diagnostic and
therapeuticpotential of the electromagnetic spectrum.
The National Toxiwlow Promam issues a Press Release with data confirming
_findingsof a link betweenfluoride and osteosarcomas as wen as higher rates
of oral cancer in rats. (January 1990)
The American Dental Association issues a Press Release which states "water
fluoridation remains the sujiest, most effective, and most economicalpublic
health measure to reduce tooth decay. "
The National Toxicologv Program in February 1990 releases its pathological
data tables with a cover letter which, in a turnabout, claims "there has not
been any evidence that shows a relationship betweenfluoridation and cancer
or any other diseases in humans", and '%aterfluoridation has proven highly
effective in improving the nation 's dental health by markedly reducing tooth
decay". The NTP final report, issued in March, omitted all studies which
showed genetic damage from fluorides, and important studies showing that
fluorides induce tumors and cancers were ignored. Kraybill, head of the NTP
study, becomes a consultant to the American Council of Science and Health
(ACSH), who threatens to sue the EPA if it "tries to undermine public
confidence in fluoride."
George Bush appoints David Kessler to head the FDA. He is retained by Clinton.
The FDA reports 5,338 aspartame (Nutra-Sweet) complaints. Most common
report is headaches; 276 reports of vision problems, including blindness, 250
reports of seizures and convulsions, and a host of other reactions. Five deaths
were reported.
The EPA releases its first draft of its report, Evaluation of the Potential
Carcinogenicity of Electromagnetic Fielk. Because the final analysis
confirmed EMF as a "probable" cause of cancer, the report is withheld for
alteration. (See 1991).
The EPA fails to meet a critical deadline in testing pesticides in an ongoing
pesticide assessment program levied on the EPA by Congress in 1972. They
have not required chemical manufacturers to begin a process of generating
health and safety studies. EPA does not require mpfacturers to test msticides
for neurolopical. hormonal and immunoIoPica1effects.additive effectso f
emourre to more than one substance and multi~leemsure routes. p o t e :
since pesticides effect these body systems, why do they not require makers to
test for these effects? Because the makers would be out of an $8 billion per
year business - re-check the definition of a criminal conspiracy and criminal
negligence]. (See 1978 where a testing lab is closed for fraud in testing).
The Health and Human Services National Toxicology Program has so far
identified 30 agents or processes as causing cancer in humans, despite the
fact that hundreds of substances are known to cause cancer in animals.
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U.S. Department of Energy, Office of Energy Management, publishes the
Proceedings of Annual Research on the Biological Effects of 50 and 6OHz
Electric andMagnetic Fields in which Kraus et a1 present a paper entitled
"EfJects of Coherence Time of the Applied Field on Bioelectromagnetic
Enhancement of omithine decarboxylase activity" indicating the negative
effect of modulated fields on cell growth enzymes.
The American Dental Associations ADA News reports that Proctor and Gamble
(who make fluoride-based toothpaste) has "unpublished findings" which
''refute the carcinogenicity of fluoride". Proctor and Gamble in March 1990
publish their paper on fluoride and bone cancer (rats) and leave out their data
on mice. The rat studies confirm an earlier study that proved that fluorides
in food resulted in precancerous growth in the mouth. In contradiction to
their own results, P&G declares that fluoride "does not cause precancerous
or cancerous changes
William J. Clinton runs reelection in Arkansas and barely wins. He then declares
his objective to bring his circle of power to Washington D.C as president of the
United States. The Arkansas Department of Pollution (why not Department of
Clean Water?) tests the rivers in Arkansas and finds 94% unsuitable for swimming
and fishing and 111 of bacteria and disease.
Health Consciousness magazine features article entitled "Live Vinrs Vaccines
and Genetic Mutation" by H.E.Buttram, M.D, in which it is determined that
"thephysical invasion of the human baj.1 byforeign genetic material may have
the immediate efJect of permanently weakening the immune system, setting in
motion a new era of autoimmune diseases. "
Omni Magazine (7190) reports that between January 24 to February 3, 1990,
the rotation of the Earth suddenlv and unemectedly slowed down again. (See
1991).
American Psvchiatric Association @PA) task force report "The Practice of
Electroconvulsive Therapy" (ECT) discusses and dismisses brain damage
and memory 1ossfi.om ECT, and ignored animal studies by well-known
groups, research on memory loss by Janis, Squire and Slater, and the work
done by Pettinati and Bonner on ECT of the elderly. Ironically, the APA 's
19 78 report contained more information on memory loss.
Psi-Corps receives psionic hardware from NSA capable of tracking information
worldwide.
The error-prone nature of the standard test for "HIV", the ELISA test, was
illustrated in Russia in 1990. Out of 20,000 "positive" ELISA tests, only 112
were confirmed through the secondary Western Blot test, which itself is
subject to doubt. (See 1994, The SumQ Times)
Lancet, the Journal of the British Medical Association, Vl,p123-8, admits that
Karposi Sarcoma is not caused directlv or indirectlv bv "HIV".
Total US Government budget for Human Resources is $197 biion. This
includes social behavioral programs and similar activities.
Supreme Court (April 17, 1990) rules that religiousfieeabm is not a right as guaranteed under the Constitution - but a privilage to be enjoyed at the
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pleasure of the government. This legislation corrected in 1993 with the
Religious Freedom Restoration Act, signed by Clinton.
School boards in the United States number 15,000. (See 1960, 1932)
CBS 60 Minutes program on mercuv amalgam dangers (Dec 16) caused the
ADA to slightly modify its position. The National Institute for Dental Research
subsequently issued a position paper calling for "a gradual phase-out" of
mercury amalgams, in favor of "jmless toxic" composite materials to be
developed." (Note: Less toxic? How about non-toxic?)
FDA Conference on Diagnostic and Therapeutic Uses Of The Electromagnetic
Spectrum (May 1990).
Dr. H.J. Roberts writes the article Aspartame-Associated Conmon and
Memory Loss: A possible Human modelfor early Alzheimers Disease for
a peer-review medical journal. It is rejected for submission. He would write a
book, Aspartame (1Vutra-Sweet):Is It Safe? (Charles Press, 1990)
The Great Banking and S&L Scandal, after US banking system is progressively
looted for black budget project money between 1980 and 1990 under the
Bush and Reagan administrations and the CIA.
Project RF Media in Boulder, Colorado, using mind control subliminals over
television carrier waves.
The US Public Health Service Immunization Practices Advisory Committee
(ACIP) and the American Academy of Pediatrics considers high-pitched
screaming after a Pertussis (DPT) vaccination an absolute contraindication
tofurther Pertussis vaccine.
Pediatric neurologist Dr. John H. Menkes, professor emeritus at UCLA
reports on 46 children experiencing neurological adverse reaction within
72 hours of a DPT shot. Over 87% of the children reacted with a seizure,
2 children died and most surviving children became retarded, with 72%
having uncontrollable seizure disorders. Menkes conclude, "Pertussis
vaccine e n c e ~ h a l o ~ ~(brain
t & dama~e)is not a mvth but rather a serious
com~licationo f immunization."
Pro-iect Tower, CIA and Office of Naval Research step up electronic
behavior control efforts through cellular telephone systems, which resonate
at a harmonic of the humans skull.
A study by Dr.John Yiamouyiannis on 39,000 school children contradicts
any alleged benefits fiom the use of sodium fluorides.
U.S. Claims Court, as of October 3 1, 1990, indicates that "several thousand
claimsfor compensationfiom injuries or deaih caused by vaccines have
a l r e w beenfiled." National Vaccine Information Center.
Estimated 3 million in US with vaccine-caused disabilities.
In August of 1990, the Defense Department contacts the Federal Drug
Administration about restrictions that might apply to its plan to use botalism
vaccines and pyridostigrnine on US troops going to the Persian Gulf. The FDA
points out that the vaccines and drugs are experimental, but the Department of
Defense counters with the claim that they have the authority to use experimental
substances on the military, but they would prefer to obtain a waiver.

-
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Dr. John Colquhoun in New Zealand is forced into early requirement in New
Zealand after he conducts a study on 60,000 school children and finds no
dzjfierence in tooth decay betweenfluoridated and unjluoriidated areas. He
additionally Gnds that a substantial number of children influoridated areas
mjfieredfiom dentaljluorosis. He makes the study public.
US House of Representatives introduced HR 4079 (Gingrich/Gramm), which
declares a National Drug and Crime Emeraen? beginning on the date of
the enactment and lasting 5 years. The billprovidesfor the m e s t of large
numbers of people, incarceration inforced labor camps, suspension of
"perceived Constitutional rights", and no provision for humane housing and
treatment. Assets would become bounty. Usual laws relative to search and
seizure would be mspendedfor thisf i e year
All limitations on
drug testing of individuals (except the President and Congress) would be
removed. The bill targets drug traffickers and violent criminals. The effect
of the bill would be to create a sub-society of mind controlled drones.
La Prensa Dominical, a newspaper in Honduras (Jul22) reports that police
in El Salvador had uncovered a child smuggling ring that was buying
children for resale in the US, noting that 20,000 children per year vanish
in Mexico. Many children are used as sources for organ transplants.
Nau England Joumal of Medicine reports that giving vitamin A to children
with measles reduces complications and death.
The book Vaccination,Social Violence and Criminality: i%e Medical Assault
on the American Brain by Hams Coulter is published. It proves beyond a doubt
that the vaccinationp r o m s are the root cause of the e~idemico f social violence.
The September 14th issue of Newsweek reports that the study performed by
Battelle Memorial Institute under Congressional mandate to look into fluorides
and animal cancer (that found a connection) was refisedfor publication by
the Journal o f the National Cancer Instiute.
New York Dental License Board removes licensefiom dentist Joel Berger
for removing mercury amalgamfillings fiom a woman in 1984 in order to
encourage remission of her rheumatoid arthritis.
The Los Angeles Times on October 10th publishes an article "Brain Cancer on
Rise in Elderly", noting that "brain cancer has increased 500% amonp elderly
Americans." And "it was once considered that brain tumors reached a peak
rate in people in their '30s.and then would rapidly decline, but it now -appears
that the incidence continues to increase with ape."
In December o f 1990. a federal regulation was adopted f en nit tin^ the FDA
to circumvent US and International laws-forbiddinpmedical emerimentation
on unwillin~
- subjects. Xhis regulation enn nits the militant to inject American
militarv with u m ~ r o v e dexperimental drugs or vaccines without informed
consent. Health Letter, Washington, DC. Public Citizens Health Research Group
"400,000 Human Guinea Pigs in the Persian Gulf", Feb 12, 1991.
. Department of Defense verbally agrees with the
See 1991 Gulf War E n t ~The
FDA that it should adminster the experimental vaccines and drugs on a
voluntary basis, but instead DOD forces military members to take the vaccines
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1990

1990

1990

1990
1991
1991
1991

and drugs under penalty of imprisonment. A nurse who questions the policy
is jailed for 8 months. (See Jan 9 1)
Approximate time period where Dr. Michael Aquino, a colonel in US Army
Intelligence, is leader of a Church of Satan spinoff named the Temple of Set.
Aquino is an emert in militarv mind control, and has expounded on what
he terms LBM (Lesser Black Magic) used in the control ofpoO~lations,
includingpsvcholoaical o~erationsand conventional forms of terrorism. He
was investigated by military and civilian authorities on claims of child sexual
abuse at San Francisco's Presidio military base. It is also curious that today,
Mikhail Gorbachev, "ex" Russian KGB, has his o f f e at the same Presidio
facility. The Presidio is home for the Gorbachev Institute, where Mikhail
writes books and does US aovemment planning for militarv base closures.
Dr.lColone1Acquino has written on his theories of mind control in an
article which he submitted to the WashingtonMilitary Review, titled
"FromPSYOP to MIND WAR: The P~ychologyof Victory",essentially a
work on the usage ofp~ychotronic@hysiological-electronic) techniques, citing
in particular the usage of air ionization alteration. (See 1994 HAARP)
Health Physics publishes the result of a six-year Croatian epidemiological
study (1984-1990) on microwave radiation by Dr. Jasrninka Goldoni which
points to penetic effects-fiomexposure to microwave radiation. Study is
conducted at the University of Zagreb. In one aspect of the study, men were
exposed to 1250-1350 Mhz microwaves at levels ranging between 1 0 u ~ / c m ~
and 20uw/cm2, but generally below 5mw/cm2.In a paper presented at the
1st Congress of the European Bioelectromagnetics Association, Goldoni
reported that "Long-term exposure to microwaves and raclofiequencies may
damage sensitive organ systems".Ref Microwave News MayIJune 1992.
A Croatian research team headed by Garaj-Vrhovac exposed human
lymphocytes to 7.7 Ghz microwaves (continuous wave, as in cell phones)
and found evidence of chromosomal aberrations and the formation of
microscopic nuclei (fragments of chromosomes produced as a result of
genetic changes). Ref M i c r m e News, MayIJune 1992.
San Francisco Chronicle on December 22, 1990 features an article entitled
"Medication rules altered for Gulf Troops."
New York Times on January 4th features an article "Troops may get unlicensed
drug".
Soft drink manufacturers are notified of the problems involved with aspartane
ingestion by airline pilots.
Samuel Skinner, Secretary of Transportation and chief of the FAA, ignores
pilot complaints about aspartane (Nutra-Sweet). Skinner was formerly
employed by the same law firm used by the maker of aspartane, and his
wife would be employed by the same firm,G.D. Searle. Skinner would also
fill a position as the Chief of St& for George Bush. Skinner intervened in
1977 (he was then U.S. Attorney for the Justice Department's Chicago office)
with the Grand Jury investigation into Nutra-Sweet and Searle, who were
facing charges of fraud and criminal behavior in concealing the deadly effects
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of the drug aspartame from the FDA.
Soft drink companies fUrnish free diet drinks containing aspartane (Nutra-Sweet)
to Gulf War military members. The desert heat causes the product to break
down into Diketopiperazine @KP) - the same process that kept aspartane off
the market for years contributing to GulfWar Syndrome.
Two squadrons of Stealth F- 1 17 Nighthawks drop bombs on Iraq (Jan)
In January, FDA commissioner David Kessler writes to the DOD Assistant
Secretary of Health regarding the government waiver for infonned consent
relative to giving military members experimental vaccines and drugs for the
Gulf War. Kessler agrees that "there is no alternative therapy for protection"
and concurs with the DOD "assessment" that "informed consent is not feasible."
The Department of Defense requests that the "waiver of informed consent" be
made permanent, arguing that it leaves DOD and the FDA open to greater
liability relative to Gulf War and other military members in the fbture if the
waiver is not made permanent.
A soldier formerly stationed in the Persian Gulf sues the U.S. Government
over the issue of experimental drugs and vaccines. The lawsuit was dismissed
by U.S. District Judge Stanley S. Harris, who cited "necessity of the military
to protect the health of its troops." New York Times 1/12/91
The EPA releases its "cleaned up" second draft of its report on the potential
carcinogenicity of EMF, which says that it is "possible" that EMF has a
relation to cancer. EPA's Science Advisory Board reviews the second draft
and concludes that the document has "serious deficiencies and should be
rewritten." Microwave News JuVAug 1993.Senior EPA officials decide not
to rewrite the whole report. (See 1993)but chose to release a 30-page "summary."
In a paper published in Mutation Research, Drs. Durda Hirvat and Zkatko
Koren conclude that "microwave radiation can induce damape in the
structure of chromosomalDNA". Koren is a professor of electrical engineering
at the University of Zagreb. Ref Microwave News, MayIJune' 1992.
NATO Advanced Research Workshop in the Coherent and Emergent
Phenomena on Bio-Molecular Svstems is conducted at the University of
Arizona (Jan 15-19,1991). One of the papers presented by Harlan E. Girard
is "Effects of Gigahertz Radiation on the Human Nervous System: Recent
Developments in the Technolopv of Political Control". Girard reports on
haphazard testing of EMR "non-lethal" effect weapon systems as having
a principle feature of producing "auditory eflects and visual hallucinations".
Girard describes the visual hallucinations induced "as having the quality of
35mm slides". According to Girard, the equipment "can be used to block
all sensation". He concludes with the consideration that long range mind
control is "truly Satanic."
The U.S. issues a contract "to perform a toxic cleanup" at Montauk. Holes
are dug and various underground entrances are sealed by the Army Corps
of Engineers.The contact "begins" in 1993.
The National Institutes of Health publishes Adverse Effects of Aqmrtme,
and list 167 reasons to avoid the substance, known now as "Nutra-Sweet".

-
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Greenpeace announces that pesticide use has none UD 3000% since 1940. Many
pesticides are based on Nazi nerve agentformulations during WWII. The EPA
places U.S. annual pesticide use at 2.2 billion pounds - an $8.3 biilion industry.
World pesticide use is $19 billion in 1990. Pesticides comvromise immune svstems.
Farmers apply about 76% of all pesticides sold in the United States, but
according to the National Toxics Campaign, less than 0.1 percent of those
chemicals reach the intended-vest. fie rest. 99.9 ~ercentcontaminate soil,
water and food. Pesticides are also loosing effectiveness on pests. By 1992,
more than 500 species are resistant to pesticides. In 1991, only 1 farmer in
400 is farming organically.
An EPA study finds that "perhaps" 750 community water supply wells and
60,900 rural domestic water supply wells nationwide are expected to contain
pesticides at "levels of health concern."
The EPA analyzes the volatile organic compounds given off by 3 1 "fragranced
products. Over 100 chemicals known to be neurotoxic were found in 15 different
commercial and residential environments. Toluene was most abundant in auto
parts stores and department store perfLme sections. The air in shopping malls
was found to have more chemicals in the air than most locations.
Germany invokes the 1991 Environmental Protection Law (UHG) which
includes full liability risk for those installations (electromagnetic) which
began operating prior to the aviilability of scientific evidence of the
hazardous effect of microwaves.
University of Nebraska study reveals "trace amounts of mercury can be
measured in the urine of patients up to a year afrer teeth have beenfilled with
mercury amalgam.
The U.S. Senate adopts a resolution calling for the CIA to reveal its budget
to Congress. The resolution is dropped.
Norma Levitt dies in Oklahoma after a transfusion after a nurse warms the blood
in a microwave oven. Nexus AprIMay 95
Operation Desert Storm. Bush stops war after 100 hours at preserve Iraq
as a threat. American troops are Piven exmrimental vaccines against
biological agents. Within months thousands of troops sicken with communicable
cancer causing virus. Disease deemed "GulfWar Svndrome". Government denies
responsibility. Over 8,000 troops were vaccinated with Botulism, over 150,000
troops were given anthrax vaccine, and all 500,000 troops were given
Pyristigimine, an experimental nerve agent. All drugs were experimental.(See 1990).
New York Times, Mar 17th 1991 "US Vaccine Plan Uses Welfare Offices"
indicates the Federal govement has considered denying welfme and
nutritional benefits tofamilies who refuse vaccinations.
Collapse of BCCI international bank, after involvement with drug
money laundering becomes apparent.
The US Public Health Service Advisory Cornmitee on Immunization Practices
(ACIP) drafts new guidelines which eliminate most contr&dications to
Pertussis vaccine. Essentially, this results in a denial or coverup of most
reactions on the grounds that "there is no proof the vaccine causes brain
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damage." They base their position on several studies financed bv vaccine
mangfacturers conducted in the late 1980's by vaccine policymakers such as
Dr. James Cherry and Dr. Edward Mortirner, who sit on the ACIP Committee
and are also paid consultants to US Pertussis vaccine manufacturers, resulting
in biased and flawed studies in order to prove "no cause and effect" between
the Pertussis vaccine and permanent brain damage. US vaccine policymakers
are the CDC and the American Academy of Pediatrics. AU this, despite
decades of experience indicating the opposite conclusion. (Note: This policy
constitutes criminal neglect, racketeering and conspiracy).
Carl Campbell strolls to a Pentagon bus stop and shoots Navy Commander
Edward Higgins, arms control specialist for the Department of Defense. The
man,taken into custody, claimed the CIA had "injectedhim with a microchip
that controls his mind
Approximate time that Siemens Corporation of New Jersev (Siemens was the
company that did electronic work for the Third Reich) acquired Cardion
Corporation, which was to be contracted later to work at Montauk.
The "conjugated" Hib vaccine introduced in 1988 is extended for use in
infants as young as two months. It becomes mandated in 44 states in the US.
The CDC begins the process of mandating Hepatitis B vaccinations for all
infants in the United States. Many infants receive multiple doses from birth.
National Institutes of Health (8/91) state mercury amalgam is safe. (W.Post)
Cobden Club Document distributed during Eco-Conference preplanning
advises members that nations must establish quotasfor reducing existing
population.
The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) again engages ICAlR L i e
Systems to perform a literature search on fluorides A researcherfor ICAIR,
Dr. John Beaver, admits that he was instructed to select only certain reports
and ignore others. The final series of reports was sent to EPA, who forwards
them to the Subcommittee on Rzsk Assessment of Ingested Fluoride of the
National Academy of Sciences as an "independent" report. Five out of eight
members of the Subcornmitee are historically pro-fluoridation.
Jean Claude Pecker, Frances leading astronomer and former director of
the Institute of Astrophysics in Paris, speaks at a symposium sponsored by
the Royal Society of Canada. He asserts that mass sterilzation in poor
countries might be the onlv wqv to curb uovulation. and that it would be
necessary within 50 years. Planned Parenthood in Canada strongly rejected the
idea of forced sterilzation in favor of r a k i i living standards and education.
The United Nations Population Fund, managed by WilliamDrwer III,
asserts that 254 million couples will be surgically sterilized in the course
of the 1990 Is, and that ifpresent trends continue, 80% of women in Puerto
Rico and Panama will be sterilized Mexico is high on the list of targeted
nationsfor population control.
New York Times (819191) article describes the possible cause of the slowdown
in Earth's rotation (198811990) as an influence on the ELF level affecting
core flow through magnetic induction.
"
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In May 1991, it becomes apparent that Gulf War veterans are also suffering
from kidney problems, prostate infection, spastic colon and multiple allergies.
Second Immunization Conference in Canberra. Australia. Dr. Viera
Scheibnerova reports that "vaccinationis the single most prevalent and
most preventable cause of infant deaths"
Specialists at a Headache Conference detennine that as many as 70 million
Americans suffer fiom frequent or severe headaches.
Diane Sawyer does report on ABC about Burroughs Wellcome AZT tests on
Romanian babies. FLV.23A is a reagent oxidative catalyst ,as AZT is toxic
to humans and destroys the immune system.
The US Public Health Service recommends a child receive the first DPT shot
at two months of age, with subsequent shots given at 4,6, and 18 months, and
between the ages of 4 and 6. At the same time, Europe, Sweden and several
other countries routinely "wait" until after 6 months of age "because of the
improved antibody response in babies whose immune systems are more
developed."
National Cancer Institute finds that the incidence of bone cancer was about
50% higher in men up to 19 years old exposed to fluoridated water, composed
to those not exposed.
Annual Conference of the Society of Homeopaths, Manchester, England,
September 91, Richard Moskowitz, M.D. Revelation that the English
National Health Service pays a "bonus"to doctors with documented
vaccination rates above SPECIFIED averages.
The Centers for Disease Control lowered its lead emosure guidelines by 60%,
fiom 2.5 micrograms per deciliter of blood, to 10 micrograms.
The EPA lowers its standard for lead in drinking water from 50 to 15 Darts Der
billion (ppb), with water utilities havinp "21 vears to rnrt this new standiwd in
@ct. " (Which means another generation will be mentally and behaviorally
effected without their knowledge or consent).
Reports of a mystery illness in Gulf War veterans begins to surface in the spring
of 1992. Sixty Army reservists in Indiana become ill after returning home from
the ar. All complain of chronic fatigue, muscle aches, swollen and pa&l joints,
headaches and memory loss, fevers and night sweats, aching teeth and gums, and
various other symptoms. Wives of GulfWar vets were experiencing miscaniages
and bii defects in babies. U.S. Army medical doctors proclaim the veterans are
"suffering fiom stress, perhaps caused by readjustment to civilian life." Of course,
this logic did not apply to those still in the service with problems, who saw the
military as lying to them.
The JASON Group holds a seminar in La Jolla, California on electromagnetic
fields in January. A second seminar would be held in July. Microwave News 9/93.
An EPA report reveals thatfiom 3 million to 4 million American childen are
affected by leadpoisoning. Some of the lead is found in food, and children
absorb 50% of the lead in their food, whereas adults absorb 8-15%. Over 88%
of American children younger than six have sufJient lead in their blood to
retard their mental, physical and emotional development.
C
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The U.S.Senate adopts a resolution calling for the CIA to reveal its budget
to Congress. The resolution is dropped for the second year in a row.
Sierra Club Survey reveals that 91% of 128 Chicago-area schools spray with
pesticides in school buildings monthly. Over 33%of the schools m r v before
or chrrina school hours. mote: compromising immune systems of children and
setting them up for long-term degenerative diseases, with profits for the
medical industrial complex].
Lancet, Journal of the British Medical Association, reports (317192) that
the oral polio vaccine used inthe mid 1970 's to treat recurrent herpes was
contaminated with a number of potentially ciangerous retroviruses, and
may have seeded H ' a m o n g Americans".
The budget of the National Cancer Institute is $746,035,000, fbnded by
annual appropriations fiom Congress.
Hartford Hospital in Connecticut does a controlled study of 40 women which
revealed that breast tissues of those with breast cancer contained "elevated
levels of DDT, DDE and PCB's compared to women with benign breast
disease. P D T was banned in 1972, and breaks down in the body to DDE.
Chinese research at the Department of Pathology, Guiyang Medical College,
finds cellular abnormalies in fetal brain tissue exposed to fluorides.
Dr. Neils Kuster of the Swiss Federal Institute of Technology in Zurich and
Dr. Quirino Balzano of Motorola in Fort Lauderdale, Florida, publish a
paper in the February 1992 issue of IEEE Transactions on Vehicular
Technology, Vo14 1, pp. 17-23 entitled "EnergyAnsorption Mechanism by
Biological B d e s in the Near Field of Dipole Antennas Above 300 W ,
which prompts concern over the potential health risks fiom hand-held
radios. Ref Microwave News MayIJune 1992, p. 11.
Canadian Dental Association Proposed Fluoride Guidelines states "Fluoride
supplements should not be recommended for children less than three years old."
An article is published in Science Magazine, Vol. 253, page 851 (1992), in
which it is revealed that penes are switched on an o f fby minute electrical
currents produced bv the b& itself.It was established that embrvonic
svinal chord cells can electricalZv tripper a pene which p r h c e s ~rotein
which aids in the survival ofp c i f i c nerve cells. i%is pene remained inactive
when the bodi 's internal electrical currents are suv~ressed
Temple of Set leader Ltc.Michae1 Aquino travels to Wewelsburg castle in
Germany and holds a magical ceremony in the Hall of the Dead, considered
in World War I1 by Heinrich Himmler to be the place to summon the
great powers of darkness and the focus today of the Or& of the Trapezoid.
Japanese embark on an Artificial Intelligence effort called the Sixth
Generation Project, also known as the Real-World Computing Project,
whose stated goal is to achieve human brain-like computing by 2002. The
Japanese government has already committed $500 million, and industry
could inject billions more. Computer maker Fujitsu alone spends $2 biion
per year on research. Japanes research is moving away from using silicon to
using biological approachs. Kpshu Institute of Technology hasfashioned
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a set of neuron-like switches based on biological chemicals known as a "cyclic
e w e system", employed in living organisms to regulate biologicalprocesses.
US agencies test mass telephonic wiretapping equipment in six major cities,
which would eventually manifest in the Wiretap Access Bill passed by
Congress in 1994.
1st World Congress for Electricity and Magnetism in Biology and Medicine,
Disneyworld, Orlando, Florida, June 14-19, 733 participants from 30 countries.
Dr. Edward Elson of the Walter Reed Army Institute of Research (WRAIR)
describes experiments showing animals become confused and disoriented after
exposure to various types of high-peak, pulses radiation with average power
levels below the A S W E E "standard".
Theoretical and experimental studies at the University of Oxford by
McLauchlan conclude that sensitivities in biomolecular svstems mav exist
even at the lowest levels o f mametic enerm. Based on interactions between
mametic
fielh and chemical forms known as "fieeradicals': there can be
"an enormous effect o f a small magnetic-fieldon a chemical reaction, and
the effectb e d at the lowest au~liedfield strenpth (50hz/60Hz Power
Fields) Ref M c h c h l a n , K. (1992) "Are environmental magneticfields
dangerous?" Piysics World 1/92 p. 41-45.
The General Accounting Office audits EPA pesticide practices. The audit
shows the EPA receiving 14,443 incident reports from the National
Pesticide TelecommunicationsNetwork (1-800-858-7378), a hotline that
EPA pays $825,000 per year to operate at Texas Tech University.
The riots in Los Angeles (April 29, 1992) take place simultaneously with
mind control projects High Tone and Xeno, which test human frequency
operations and frequency wave manipulation techniques, many of which
utilize cellular tele~honefreauencies which initiate a variety of physical
and psychological effects. The riot is supplemented by "sleepers" and
agency plants that ignite many of the structural fires in the city. Ships with
unusual antennae are spotted in the Pacific adjcent to Los Angeles for three
days prior to the outbreak of violence, along with Triad type black helicopter
overflights. Other Projects: REACH,BELFRY, WATCHTOWER,POPPY
and ~ T R function
A
to sedate the populatrion through various chemical,
biological and electromagnetic frequency manipulation to achieve the
overall goal of a One World ruling structure by 2000-2003.
The "Cult Awareness Network" (CAN) conducts more than 1800 operations
involving deprogramming, for which payment varied between $5000 and
$20000 each. CAN began as the "Citizens Freedom Network", founded in
1974 by Dr. L.J.West (UCLA mind control), Margaret Singer and R J.
Liflon. The CFN changed its name to the CAN in 1985/86. CAN advised
the BATF and FBI during the incident in Waco, Texas.
Highly secreative, quasi-independent elements within the U.S. intelligence
community, primarily the CIA, along with BCCI and laundered profits from
drug and gun trficking, back Arkansas' Bill Clinton for President.
In Britain, molecular biologist Peter Duesberg publishes a 76-page article in
"
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Pharmacology and Therapeutics (Vo155), in which he systematically takes
apart the theory that AIDS is caused "by an infectious virus" and that " W 7
is capable of the wholsale destruction claimed. Robert Gallo and others base
their theory of the HIV-AIDS link on purely circumstantial evidence: that
this virus is present in some people who have a general immune dyshnction.
Duesberg quotes statistics presented by the Institute of Medicine which shows
that no more than 50% of American AIDS patients have antibodies against
HIV present in their systems. According to Duesberg, "twenty-fivepreviously
unknown and in part unrelated diseases have been redefined as 'YIDS",
provided they occur in the presence of HIV."
m e US Centersfor Disease Control (CDC) &its cases exist where there is
T-cell depletion in persons without the presence of the "HN" virus. The
admission is in the September 9, 1992 issue of the Journal of the American
Medical Association (JAMA).
Vancouver Sun (1/25/92) reports University of California chief neurosurgeon
Ronald Young as saying that a way has beenfound tofocus ultrmonic waves
so precisely that a beam can be dzrected into a living brain and halt the
activity of clusters of neurons. (UCAL Irvine). Neurons can be stunned or
killed with a higher power level, according to Young.
US. National Academy of Sciences (NAS) and the Royal Society of London
issue a joint statement calling for more rapid stabilization of the population.
Entitled "Population Growth, Resource Consumption and a Sustainable
World", the statement endorses the Malthsian paradigm, which says that
(1) the planet can only support a certain finite population, and (2) that
human population growth in itself destroys the environment. (Iron Mountain
application as external threat to replace war - possibility).
Vil Mirzayanov, scientist with a 26 year background in Soviet chemical
weapons programs, is jailed for revealing Soviet contimation o f chemical
weaponsprogram. Jailed again for the same reason in 1994. Minayanov
smuggled out information about the program that was published in the
May 26, 1994 Wall Street Journal, which states that "the weatest results
in the Soviet chemical weqons propram were achieved between 1985
and 1991. Because the military dismiisesproduction of binarv chemicaI
weatmns as use of "a-micultural chemicals" and the West does not know
the fomula_forthe new weqons, inspectors under the Chemical Weamns
Treatv cannot iakntifi) the components." Apparently the Russians secured
loo~holesin the Treatv which allow it suwriori(v in chemical weapons
because the prohibited substances do not include those known in Russia
as "substance A-230, Substance A-232, Substance 33, etc.
American Journal of Epidemiology reports that children die at a rate 8x
greater than notmal within three days of receiving a DPT shot.
Four (4) cases of Diptheria in the United States.
Virginia legislature passes the Health Care Decisions Act, which specifically
targets patients in psychiatric or mental retardation facilities for
extermination who have no "reasonable expectation of recovery".

-
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General elections in the United States.
William J. Clinton becomes president. Cites Roosevelt as a model for change
and ironically (as an inside joke) Carroll Quigley as his mentor.
The first thinp Janet Reno did when she was sworn into officewas to-fireevent
U.S. Attornev, which eCectiveIv terminated everv case involvinp a U.S.
Attorney ~ r i o to
r her assuminp ofice in May 1992. Many of these
cases incriminated state law officials in their covering up of drug
traflticking, pedophilia and child ritual murders). [ Obstruction of Justice ]
The United States ratifies the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights,
permitting de facto world government influence in US domestic legal matters.
Original target date for consolidation of European Economic Community by
the New York bankers.
A study of 200 juvenile offenders reveals 33% have personality disorders.
Phoenix police station officers overheard talking about the coming "war in the
streets with the people". NBC discusses students serving a 4 year term in a
"national police force7'to pay for college.
Article in the Washington Post, Nov 2, "On Vaccinating Safely" and Dec
14th press release by the National Vaccine Information Center indicate
release by the FDA of a report acknawledg'ngmore than 17,000 adverse
events including more than 350 deaths follaving vaccination, all in a
20 month period ending July 31, 1992. Reported events number far less than
actual events, so number is actually larger, perhaps 170,000 or more.
Estimates of US illicit drug consumption $150 billion, partially used as rationale
to imprison citizens on minor possession and establish draconian policies.
Clinton Administration rdects conclusion of RAND Corporation study that
$3 billion in drug fbnds be switched fiom law enforcement to drug treatment.
United States spends $24.9 billion on prison costs and allocates $79 billion
for construction of new prisons.
Michael Perrone, a legislative assistant in New Jersey, contacts the FDA
requesting all information regarding the safety and effectiveness of fluoride
tablets and drops. After 6 months of stalling, the FDA adinitted they had no
h t a to show thaifluoride tablets or hops were either safe or eflective. They
informed Perrone that they will "probably have to pull the tablets and drops
off the market."
Dr. Robert Jastrow, former head of the Goddard Institute of Space Studies for
20 years, states that the global warming may be due to changes in the Sun itself,
not due to 'global warming.'
From 1988 to 1992, over $249 million has already been awarded due to
hundreds of deaths and injuries caused by mandated vaccines. Thousands of
cases are still pending. The -permanent injuries fiom vaccines include, but
are not limited to. learninp disabilities. seizure disorders. mental retardation,
and ~ ~ ~ a I vMany
s i s . of the awards for pertussis vaccine deaths were initially
(and wrongfblly) misclassified as Sudden Death Syndrome (SIDS)
Clinton Administration legislation proposes a National Police Force.
Percentage of Federal Prisoners in for drug convictions is 60%.

-
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Discovery Magazine (5/92) discusses the fact that disruption of the Earth's
internal &amo and the alteration of up~eratmosphere mametic belts
(See HAARP, 1994) can "create a premature reversal of the magnetic poles,
worsen the newly discovered wobble of the Earth, andpossibly create a total
polar reversal or Earth shift. During at least one reversal, magnetic north
may have changed direction by as much as 4 to 8 degrees in a single day7'.
US cost for drug offender incarceration $6.1 bilion.
US govermnent-decides to award process patent rights for all transgenic
(genetically engineered) cotton to American biotechnology company
(Agracetus), on behalf of chemical and nuclear multinational W.R.Grace;
Europe has also granted them the patent. Zlie patents will grve the company
a planetary monopoly on any new varieties of cotton. All cottonprohucing
countries will pay royalities to use the see&, and powers worldwide will
be forced to return to aerial spraying of cotton resistent to chemical herbicides,
which allows continued environmental contamination.
Gerardo International forwards data on MRX remote molecular manipulation
technology to Dr. Louis Rasocha at Los Alamos National Labs. With the data
the military will have the capability to remotely render nuclear weapons
useless. (See letter, LE#79, Feb 1995)
Estimated that 11.2 million in US use illicit drugs.
Centers for Disease Control (CDC) reports that 87% of all cases of polio in
the United States between 1973 and 1983 were caused by the vaccine. The
CDC also said that even, casefi-om 1980 to 1989 was cause by vaccine.
Mars Observer launched @ec 92).
The California Institute of Technology releases a report (May 11,1992)
detailing the discoverv o f marmetic wticles thrm~houtthe human brain.
The study, by Kirschvink, Kobayashi and Woodford, revealed the presence
of mametite particles using SQUID (See LE#78) technology. The particles
were of two types. One type had diameters of 10-70nanometers (a millionth
of an inch) and another had diameters of 90-200 nanometersn ( around a
hundred-thousanth of an inch). The samples had the unmistakable signature
of ferromagnetic mineral magnetite, Fq04. Concentratonof these materials
was estimated to be about 70 nanograms of material per gram of tissue,
which translates to 5 million magnetite crystalsper gram of brain tissue,
and 100 million crystalsper gram of meninges. The SQUID studies indicate
that the cgtstals occur in clumps of between 50 and 1 0 0 ~ ' c l e s .
An appeals court rules that the EPA must ban
cancer-causing ~esticides
that leave residues in food. Upheld in 1993, when EPA released list of 3 5
pesticides that would be potentially banned. (See 1993, NAS Study).
The EPA is ordered to reinstate a senior scientist, William Marcus, and pay
him $50,000 for emotional distress, afierfiring him because he publically
questioned and opposed EPA policy on the use offluorides in water supplies.
Gerardo International in Florida forwards data on MRX remote molecular
manipulation technology to the Clinton Health team prior to Clinton taking
office. The data, which could bring millions to a state of health but exclude
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the allopathic medical system, is ignored. (See LE#78 & 79, 199415).
The FBI seeks the assistance of PSI-TECH to locate an Exxon executive.
The EPA ongoing study of environmental chemicals in humans discovers
177 organochlorines (persistent pesticides) in the tissues and fluids of people
in North America..
It becomes apparent that over 8,000 Gulf War veterans have the GW Syndrome
in the summer of 1993.
German scientists find strong support for the proposition that EMF can promote
breast cancer. Research showed that magnetic fields can magnify the action of
chemical carcinogens (in the environment), increasing the incidence of cancers.
Dr. Wolfgang Loscher, School of Veterinary Medicine in Hannover, Germany
conducted the research. Ref:Microwave News JulylAug 1993, Cancer Letters,
July 30, 1993. (Long-term exposure to 50Hz fields, together with chemicals).
The EPA, stymied by indications that EMF relate to cancer, prepare a 30 page
summary of their origml report, started in 1990, and schedule it's release for
1994 or early 1994. The material is altered to suppress 1990 research findings.
The Department of Energy declines to initiate a nationwide survey of schools
near powerlines, as requested by New York State Attorney General Robert
Adams. Instead the question will be left to National EMF Research and
Communications Program (NEW) policymakers.
The EPA Officeof Radiation and Indoor Air (ORIA) proposes to phase out
practically all work on non-ionizing electromagnetic radiation (NTER) including both EMF'S, radiofiequency and microwave radiation (RF/MW)
"as part of the President's plan to reduce the budget deficit." Microwave Navs,
JulyIAugust 1993. N 1995 plan is to assign one person to cover the area. This
way, when questioned, they can say that "we have no research which indicates
NIER is harmfirl to human health." the usual approach for data suppression.
Senator Joseph Libermann @-CT) writes a letter to the EPA urging them not
to phase our its work on NIER and to issue exposure guidelines for RF/MWl
radiation. According to Liberman, elimination of the NIER program "would be
inconsistent with the EPA's responsibility to provide fill protection of public
health and the environment." The EPA announced its intention to issue exposure
guidelines in the 1970's but has never done so, despite the urgings of its own
Scientific Advisory Board. Microwave News N/D 93; JIA 91.
A study done at Mount Sinai School of Medicine in New York found a fourfold
increase in the relative risk of breast cancer in 58 women with high blood levels
of DDE (result of breakdown of DDT in the body), compared with blood levels
in 171 matched control women without cancer, over a six-year period. It might
be noted that breast cancer mortality rates dropped in Israel when consumers
forced the government to ban several pesticides found in dairy products.
Environmental Working Group in Washington D.C analyzes pesticide data fiom
14,595 produce samples taken by the FDA and 4,500 taken by a private testing
lab hired by supermarkets. On the FDA provided samples, 108 different pesticides
are found on 22 fiuits and vegatables, 42 pesticides on tomatoes, 38 diierent
pesticides on strawberries, and 34 diierent pesticides on apples. Tests on the
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samples fiom the private labs revealed 2 or more pesticides on 62% of the
oranges tested, 44 % of the apples, and from 25%-33% on h i t . The conclusion
eiahtpesticides on 20
of the Working Group was: when cancer risks_fhom~ust
&its and veaetables are added topether. the averaae child exceeds the EPA
lifetime one-in-a-million risk standard in their first year of life.
The National Academy of Sciences P A S ) releases a study which indicates that
infants and children are "uniquely sensitive" to pesticides on food.
Estimated that 11.7 million in US use illicit drugs.
Princeton University historian Gerald Geison reveals evidence fiom the lab
notes of Louis Pasteur (See 1878) that Pasteur broke standards of scientific
and medical conduct with his experiments, many of which were unethical.
Royal Swedzsh Academy of Science holds an international conference to discuss
issues of population growth, development, and the environment.
More than 25 percent of all measles cases are occumng in babies under a
year old. CDC attributes this to growing number of mothers vaccinated
between 1960 and 1980. When natural immunity is denied by vaccination,
measles immunity cannot be passed on to babies.
Dr. Robert Gallo, "co-discoverer of HIV" reveals in the June issue of Bio Tech
that the protein 'p24", which is generally accepted to be the proof of HN
existence, is infact found in all retroviruses that live in the bod) and do no
h m . It is not unique to "HW" retrovirus. 7he detection of "p24" is the basis
for the ELISA test. A sturj.)publishedin the New England Journal of Medicine
(1988 V318,p448-9) revealed that antibdes top24 were detected in one out of
every 150people.
Arms sales to the Third World drop 20% to $23.9 billion fiom $28.6 billion in
1991. Third year in a row the US is the largest weapons broker to the Third
World. Ironically, the US warns China about arms exports (Jul93).
Mars Observer planetary probe "falls silent" (August 93) just prior to orbit
at Mars. $1 billion "loss".
After years of battling with the U.S. government, the Church of Scientology
suddenly receives a tax exemption worth billions.
The California Department of Education EMF Task Force is considering a
proposal fiom the Department of Health Services and utility representatives
to identifjl schools near power transmission lines.
Four hundred farmers and growers in 20 states sue DuPont Chemical Company
charging that "DuPont knowingly sold a contaminatedfingicide that killed
millions of dollars worth of fruits, vegetables d f l o w e r i n g bushes. "
Scientists link 10 radiotelescopes into an instrument capable of clearly imaging
the deepest recesses of the universe, using a new system inaugurated in S o c o ~ o
New Mexico called the Very Long Base Array (VLBA), capable of reading a
newspaper fiom 3000 miles away. Los Angeles Times 8/20/93.
New Mars Probe "considered as a possibility" by NASA (Sept 93).
Seiges at Ruby Creek, Idaho (The Weaver incident)and The Waco incident.
CLA "sleeper" Vernon Howell (Koresh) and six other "sleepers" (a product of
CIA mind control programs) are killed along with 72 other men, women and
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children die as a result of nerve gas and fire in Waco. One of the CIA'S prime
mind control programming facilities is also in Waco, Texas. Four BATF
agents who were former Clinton bodyguards are killed in the raid. The Waco
com~oundis bombarded with 20 Ghz microwave transmissions in order to
create extreme pvchic trauma.
By 1993, the American Cancer Society, with an annual (1990-91) budget of
$368 million, claims to have invested $1.4 billion in cancer research, growing
from $1 million in 1949 to $94 million in 1991.
In June, the Soviets hold the 1stInternational Symposium on Electromagnetic
Pollution in the Environment. Non-ionizing radiation from static fields up to
microwaves were covered, with special attention on the influence of EMF'S
on behavior. neuronal activitv. immune and reproductive hnctions and
cvtog;enesis.
A second conference is scheduled for St. Petersburg in 1995.
Rhode Island Governor Bruce Sundlum vetoes a bill to bury powerlimes, after
the Senate approves a bill to prohibit construction of powerlines near homes. The
Senate "reverses itself' and does not challenge the veto.
The Ministry of Health in Denmark ignores scientific data and decides there is
"no scientific reason" to set standards limiting exposure to powerline EMF. 5/93.
Epidemic of Pertussis in Massachusetts, 2 18 students, 96% of whom were
vaccinated against Pertussis (whooping cough).
The U.S. Senate adopts a resolution calling for the CIA to reveal its budget
to Congress. The resolution is dropped for the third year.
Clinton administration announces plans for a National Childhood Vaccination
Program. 103rd Congress introduces S732,S733,HR1460, legislation that
would attempt to vaccine all chil&en in the United States, while severely
limiting exemptionsparents could claim. lllte bills also seek to set up a
national vaccine registry to track down -parents who resist.
General Accounting; Oflice report says that government information onf o a i is
$hued and unrealiable, with most data provided by industry on a voluntary
basis.
The Great Midwest Flood in the United States. The Kansas City Star (9/24)
reports that a research team from the University of Alaska's Geophysical
Institute (which is involved in the HAARP program) discovered mysterious
flashes of light in the midwest which shot fkom the tops of the clouds into
the upper atmosphere at the same time the area was being hit with a huge
standing waves generated by the combined effect of Russian Woodpecker
waves and the US Gwen (See Matrix III) tower VLF waves. The newspaper
reported that the mysterious flashes resemble "jell~sh"about 40 miles
in altitude.
The Journal of GeophysicalResearch reports immense lighting bolts over
the Soviet Union. Such superbolts were first seen after the Soviet Woodpecker
began transmitting. Additionally, Science magazine on 5/27 features an
article "Atmospheric Scientists Puzzle Over High Altitude Flashes".
Public media steps up graphic discussion of subject of alien abduction.
Crime Control Act of 1993.

-
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Tactical Intelligence, Reconnaissance, Surveillance and Target Acquisition
(TIARA) budget $10 billion.
s 1973 rate, but Media broadcasts a crime increase.
Crime d r o ~ to
HR2892, Violent Crime Control and Regional Prison Partnership Act.
National Foreign Intelligence Program (NFP)budget $17 billion.
Mediaeko Investigative Reporting Group releases report "Brain Transmitters:
What n e v Are andHow lhev Are Used' in Stockholm, October 1993, which
details the "use of liquid crystals injected directly into the blooclstream that
will fasten to the brain.
Two Indianapolis attorneys, Linda Thompson and John M. Baird, file a lawsuit
against President Clinton and Attorney General Janet Reno, accusing them of
trying to destroy the US Constitution to set up a "one-world government". A
total of $1 10 million in damages is sought over the Waco incident. (Aug 93).
The "Hantavirus" strikes the Southwestern United States. Media campaign
produced at the Rockefeller University in New York.
Seattle Times reports that all polio in the US is caused by vaccines. (6110193),
CNN News announces that a couple win $2.9 million in a vaccination lawsuit.
Media progam (811 1/93) asking parents to order "Hepatitis vaccinations" for
children.
Associated Press (911193) announces that five volunteers at the National
Institutes of ~ e a l t hhave died fiom an experimental drug touted as a
"miracle cure" for hepatitus B. Drug: Fialuridine (FIAU). MH Dr.Jay
Hoofrtagle 'Years other toxic antiviral dnras as as AZT and DDL may attack
patients the way FIAUdid7.The article revealed that Dr. Raymond Schinazi
of Emory University found in 1986that FIAU, under certain conditions,
would metabolize into a very toxic compound. FIAU causes cells to produce
flawed mitochondria and DNA.
CDC announces that smoking causes 22% of all cases of myeloid leukemia.
The US Army directs Walter Reed Army Institute of Research to sign an
agreement 4 t h MicroGeneSys in ~ e r i Connecticut
d ~
for a "large scale
clinical evaluation" of an AIDS vaccine designed to block destruction of the
immune system. The VaxSyn vaccine uses a genetically engineered protein
that matches a protein called (gp 160) that covers the surface of the HIV virus.
(Note: That the HIV virus is harmless and does not "cause AIDS' is known,
illustrating that the military is in on the AIDS scam). See Duesberg material.
Increased presence and sightings of unmarked black helicopters.
Centers for Disease Control announce expectation of a nasty A/Beijing flu
season and recommend flu shots nationally. (Sept 1).
Senator Edward Kennedy introduces a bi S.732, calling for a national
computerized registry of US children under six years ofage, together with at
least one parent. "Childhood Immunization Bill". The Kenneak legislation
calls for children to receive 'Smart car&" at birth. followed by vaccination
trackrn~and total surveillance. Clinton proposes "national medical I D .
It becomes public knowledge that US Chief of Staff Shalikashvili's father
was a Nazi in Germany during World War I1 in the WafFen SS.
"
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Diptheria outbreak reported in Russia and E.Coli outbreaks in the US. "Deep
Lake flu" reported at a lake in Washington State.
Congress mandates that the National Institutes of Health "study the possible
role played by a variety of environmental factors, including EMF's, in breast
cancers in Nassau and Suffolk counties, New York. The study will be run
(in a remarkable conflict of interest) by the National Cancer Institute (who
has no interest in eliminating anything causing cancer) and the National
Institute of Environmental Sciences.
The National Cancer Institute awards $1.25 million to Dr. Lee Caplan of the
State University of New York "to study the possible relationship between
breast cancer among Long Island (home of Montauk) women and exposure
to EMF's andlor pesticides. The study is designed to last until 1997.
Safe Handling Labels are ordered for meat in the US. Producers protest.
National Reconaissance Office awards Martin Marietta a contact for a new
space-based wide-area satellite system to "track Soviet ships and bombers."
Julianne McKinney fiom the Association of National Security Alumni, states
that in the 1980's federal mind control experiments began to heavily involve
the use of children in ritual abuse, psychotronics and eugenics. Apparently,
the wave of ritual child abuse allegations that swept the country in the 1980s
cloakedfederal pychotronic and eugenics experiments in young children,
involving institutions like the UCLA Neuropsychiatric Institute. The term
"screenmemories" (See Matrix II), or "False Memory Syndromey',is a
scapegoat negating the believability and viability of more than 12,000
citizens who have put through this procedure. Experiments with psychotronics
continue to be disguised, while Nazi inspired doctors implant biometric
tracking devices into nasal cavities and ear canals. Brain transmitters can
be tracked by Global Positioning Satellites.
Sales of herbal products in the United States rose 70%.
AT&T announces a future merger with McCaw Cellular in the US.
From November 16-17th 1993, a "Non-Lethal Weapons Conference" is
held at Johns Hopkins University. Research Harlan Girard hands out a
letter to 250 attendees claiming over 30,000 Americans have died during
operational testing of "non-lethalweaponry".Girard is not allowed in.
Transmissions are stepped up at Montauk fiom 172- 173 Mhz and 420-450 Mhz,
the same fiequency used for mind control experiments described in The Montauk
Project: meriments in Time.
Nextel and other companies continue to build digital SMR systems using cellular
frequencies of 800-960 Mhz that will compete directly with existing cellular
services in California. (Specialized Mobile Radio SMR) Adding to the fiequency
burden on the population. Microwave News. Nov/Dec 1993.
On November 28, 1993, Canadian authorities discover that a story banned
in Canada has been printed in three US newspapers. The Canadians stop
and search all trucks entering Canada, and arrest 61 Canadians in possession
of US papers containing the forbidden information. The Canadians also
routinely black out US television signals with "offending stories".
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Cellular industry pays for and receives a study which deems ceZZuZar phones
to be safe. University of Utah, Dr. Om Gandhi. According to the editor of
Microwave News, the results of the study do not support this assertion. The
"safe" results are published in USA Today, Dec 10, 1993 to try to head off
and minimize growing public concern after reports of cellular phones
causing brain tumors.
planned Parenthood announces "condoms for females" in order '40 protect
against AIDS'. (Note: Since AIDS is a scam, it is seen as population control
in disguise).
Associated Press releases article on August 18, 1993 claiming "no health
risk for fluoridated water", as stated by the National Research Council and
Dr.Bernard M. Wagner fiom the New York University School of Medicine. A
statement that "132 million Americans &ink water with .7ppmfluoridem.
Media announces that "world religious leaders press for disarmament". The
1993 Parliament of World Religions and the World Council of Churches
(See Conspiracy of the 300). Refer also to Iron Mountain Report, 1961.
Because of pressure fiom New Jersey legislative aide Michael Perrone, the
Food and Drug Administration isforced to h i t they have no studies which
show fluoride tablets or drops were either sqfe or eflective, and that the sale
of fluoride drops was illegal.
Defense Intelligence Agency official Lester Coleman publishes a book entitled
Trail of the Octopus in England. The book discusses "Operation Khourah",
which involved "controlled deliveries of heroin from the Bakaa Valley in
Lebanon to the United States. The CIA was connected to the operation, as
detailed by Cheri Seymour, author of the upcoming book "The Last Circle".
The European Bioelectromagnetics Association holds a conference fiom
December 9-1 1 in Bled, Slovia.
In November 1993, the Los Angeles Times reports that Gulf War vets are also
coming down with cancer. The Pentagon, when questioned, estimates the total
number of cases "in the thousands". Defense secretary Aspin admits that low
levels of chemical warfare agents were used in the Gulf, but insists these agents
are not causing the syndrome. A special hearing is convened in Washington,
attended by veterans.
The Cellular TelecommunicationsIndustry Association (CTIA) moves ahead
with a "three to five year plan". to "research cellular phones", but backs away
from having the federal government oversee the studies, which are intended
to "prove cellular phones are safe'. mote: Conflict of interest, or what?)
The CTIA has a meeting to focus on research agenda on September 30th
at Research Triangle Park, North Carolina. Federal officials decline to attend.
The FDA criticizes CTIA for presenting "an overly rosey picture of cellular
telephone risks." Dr. Elizabeth Jackson raises questions about the impartiality
of the CTIA research initiative on cellular phone safety. Dr. Jackson noted that
the CTIA people planning the cellular research "are known for their conviction
that a sub-thermal exposure to microwave energy cannot interact with biological
systems in any way." Microwave News, SepIOct 93.
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The CTIA has a meeting in Washington, closed to the media and public. The
symposium is run by Federal Focus, a non-profit group based in Washington.
In March 1994, the London Sunday Times reports that Russia has a new
superplague powder that is so powedkl that 400 pounds discharged in air
burst bombs could kill 500,000 people. According to the report, it is thought
that the West has no antidote.
The National Academv of Sciences reports that 95% of the chemicals used
in perjkmes andjFagrances are derivedpom petroleum, and many of these
chemicals are causing allergc reactions, central nervous system disorders,
birth defects, cancer and autoimmune disease. The FDA is powerless to
remove these substances because by law the cosmetic industry is not
regulated and exempt@om listing all product ingredients. Many of the
fragrance ingredients have been classsed as neurotoxins, hazardous waste
disposal chemicals and sensitizers. T m e n d Letter for Doctors 7/94
The Januarv 17. 1994 Los Angeles Quake preceeded by mysterious radio
signals. Increased radio signals including magnetic anomalies and
electrical problems. Some in Los Angeles reported hearing strong "sonic
booms" prior to the quake. Sonic booms often preceed Tesla induced events.
(Em& WarningEarthquake Network at San Jose, Jack Coles).
The new geo-political paradigm concerns electromametic control of the
morphogenetic grid which can affect the population. Control of land has
been surpassed as a goal-oriented paradigm for national interests.
The staff of the Senate Committee on Veterans Affairs interviews 146 Gulf
War veterans who complain about syndrome problems. They speak of missing
medical records, harrassment by military doctors, refbsal of the military to
add the fact of the experimental vaccinations to medical records, forceable
vaccination, and imprisonment of those who refuse. Vets speak of h h e r
symptoms: swollen testicles, sperm that bums the skin, reproductive dysfunction
and more.
Overhead videos of the Montauk base reveal a huge hole behind the power
plant. Further investigation revealed the cement roof of the underground base.
W.R.Grace and company, through Agracetus was granted a patent to
transgeneic soybeans theJirst attempt to gain world control of a staple
food crop. The soybean industry is worth $27 biion annually worldwide.
The Soviets hold a M a y 1994 conference where they prepare a tightly
coordinated plan to take power. Socialism and Communism is described as
the future of mankind. A restoration of the Soviet Union is called for. It is
expected that former Russian Vice President Rutskoi will gain power in
Moscow, and take control of Russia's powerrl new biological, chemical
and electromagnetic weapons.
Dr. James P. Viken, a psychologist in Minnesota who has worked with
victims of mind control abuse by U.S. Intelligence agencies, states that he
made a number of startling, disgusting discoveries. He discovered that h g s
were being brought into the US. by government agencies; there were
domestic hit sauads in the Department of Defense, the Department of
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Justice, the FBI, CIA and US. Customs Service; evidence was uncovered
regarding FBI/CIApaedophile rings used to compromise politicians,
diplomats and corporate CEO's. Ref OMC, ch36 pg 7-8.
University of North Carolina finds that women employed in electrical trades
are 38% more likely to die of breast cancer. For men, the risk of breast
cancer in those occupations is six times normal.
In the United States (Aug 94) a program begins in the mind control arena
which involves the use of scalar energy and photonic information fields, to
last until December 1994.
The Sunday Times in London (May 22, 1994) reports that the Western Blot
"HIV" test gave a positive result to some 85% of Afiican patients found to be
"HIV" negative. Proteins from the leprosy germ, which infects millions in
Afiica, can show up as a false positive for "HIV" (detected by p24 protein
presence).
On May 25th the Pentagon sends a terse letter to all Gulf War veterans
declaring, "there is no information, classified or unclassified, that indicated
chemical or biological weapons were used in the Persian Gulf." The Pentagon
does admit, when questioned by others, that "experimental vaccines may have
led to some of the symptoms being experienced."
Congress releases a 130-page report based on the testimony of 30 ill Gulf War
veterans, reaffirming that the military was exposed to chemical agents on more
than 12 occasions in the Gulf.
Resolution Trust Company (RTC) places three senior criminal investigators
who worked on the Whitewater investigation on adminstrative leave.
An emergency room doctor in Riverside, California overcome by mysterious
fumes while examining a dying woman files a $6 million lawsuit, claiming
she caught a blood disease that ate away her bones. The blood of the victim
had an ammonia smell and contained unusual white and yellow crystals. The
emergency room doctor reveals she woke up with muscle spasms, numbness
and shortness of breath after passing out in the emergency room. (Pesticides).
The government of Australia spends A3120 million hndiig biotechnology,
A!§30 million of which goes to the Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial
Research Organisation (CSIRO), which has researched transgenetics and
seed genetics since the early 1970's. Australia was the &st country to use
recombinent DNA biopesticides. NOTE: A dangerous cievelopment in
transgenic research is the develo~mentof ~Iantm c i e s resistent to toxic
chemical pesticides - permitting the poisoning of the people, but maintaining
the profit incentive to produce food.At the moment, $6 billion is spent in the
United States to achieve this objective. Perhaps worse is the transgenic
human penes spliced into
research going on with animals, who are havin~
their DNA. (Proto-Atlantean research tendencies?).
In April of 1994, Gerardo International discusses MRX technology, the
potential health benefits for millions, and the resistance ofthe medical
complex to the technology. (See LE#79 Feb 95).
Dietary Su~plementHealth Education Act of 1994. Under the law, the FDA
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has its role narrowed relative to regulating the $2.5 billion supplement
industry. The law places the burdem of proof on the FDA when it claims
aproduct is unsafe (isn 't that backwards?) Additionally, the law establishes
a presidential commission to review health claims on products. The law
requires advertisers to prove claims of cures or disease prevention, but permits
claims about how vitamins (synthetic, yet) and supplements promote good
health. Mmfacturers are to refkin-fiom advertisina health claims for
vitamins, mineral and herbal ~roductsand amino acids-for 4 years. ((1998).
Science News reports that scientists are "now realizing7'that certain chemical
pollutants chemical& mimickfemale hormone estrogen. The eflect is that
n o d s e d development in human males is being afJected Testicular
cancer has risen. Sperm count has diopped 50% in men over the last 40 years.
(Ref: Population control and disease production). Science News 712 & 7115.
Netherlands makes it a criminal act to use secret codes or words while using
the telephone, under penalty of a 3-day disconnection and a 4 month prison
sentence. (De Volkskrant 3/26/94).
The National Crime Bill is passed in the US.
A Pentagon panel concludes that "Gulf War syndrome may be a group of
diseases caused by wartime stress, inhaling sand or alcohol deprivation,
among other causes." Los Angeles Times, June 14th 1994.
The US Commission for Immigration Reform, headed by former US Rep.
Barbara Jordan, calls for a National Computer Database containing the
names of every legal citizen or legal alien holding Social Security numbers
or Green Cards. Jordan urges Clinton to order a pilot program to test
methods of accessing sucb a database. The proposed registry received
bipartisan support in Congress, but alarmed privacy experts. (Notice that
that they are dealing with "a pilot program to test access7', automatically
assuming that the registry is a done deal despite the lack of a national
referendum).
Tulsa World (111 1/94) revealed that Lawrence Livermore Laboratory has
a secret 21 member "Project Woodpecker" team that just won a special
award fiom the CIA and the National Security Agency.
Bernard Eastlund (see 1987 on HAARP)reveals in the May-June issue of
Microwave News, describes a "111, global shield of electrons created with
RF transmitters". (See also 1994 HAARP).
Major conference in Hawaii, with drug agents fiom the US and six other
countries (Honolulu 9/94) meeting to "develop a plan that would stop
international trafficking7'.
US Senator Peter Domenici offers federal help in New Mexico in a state
probe of animal mutilations. (USA Today 9/21/94). (The same thing
happened in the 197OYs,didn't it?, with the same Senator)
United States has 1.3 million people incarcerated. highest in world.
Federal Drug Administration (FDA) deems drugs Bactrim and Septrin safe,
despite the fact that the drugs contain a sulpher-based compound that is
unnecessary with regards to eflectiveness. Z?te two drugs containing the
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subhur compound have killed over 1,000 people in the UK,which represents
10% of the global distribution of the drugs, a $5 billion business for the
makers, Burroughs- Wellcome (Nirate poppers & AZT) and Hoffman La Roche
in Switzerland. The firms have been marketing the drugs for 20 years.
Clinton signs order putting US troops under UN control.
National Security Agency (NSA) budget $4 billion.
New York law forces involuntarilv rehospitalization for outpatients not taking
their psychiatric medication, joining DC and 26 other states. (Hospital Phann.
Report 8/94).
Headquarters for the Human Genome Or~anizationfor DNA mapping located
at Cold Springs Harbor, Long Island. (See 1904).
EPA resffirms dioxin is a carcinogen, and that exposure to that family of
chemicals leads to learning disorders, infertility, and compromised immune
ystems. (9194). (Ref US dumps 250 pounds of dioxin over Southeast Asia
in the 1960's and 1970's) (Ref population control- disease production)
Mirzayanov jailed for the second time by the Soviets for revealing to the West
the ongoing nature of their chemical weapons program. (See 1992).
Advanced Neurotechologies, Inc., a Colorado-based company, announces a
device it calls Brainlink, a brainwave to compter interface system. Device
amplifies 0.5Hz to 40Hz brainwaves and converts them to digital form.
Foreign troops and equipment noted within the United States.
Greenpeace reports the US has illegally exported plutonium processing
technology to Japan. (AP 9/13/94).
China conducts nuclear tests.
40,000 US troops sent again to Kuwait by Clinton as Iraq conducts exercises.
US Deficit $5 trillion.
NAFTA agreement for free movement of goods between Canada, US and
Mexico, a country riddled with pollution, political upheaval and debt. The
unemployment rate escalates in the United States.
Prison population in the United States 250: 100,000. Over 50% are illegal alien.
Canadian authorities search people and trucks crossing the border in order
to confiscate US newspapers containing a story banned in Canada (Apr 94).
September 1994 issue of the Privacy Journal details one of the interesting
components of the Title XXIV anti-crime package, relative to imvlantation
ef tracking transmitters in Alzheimer patients to recover patients who
wander o# One of the provisions in the package will provide federal
grants to "plan, establish and operate a Missing Alzheimers Disease
Patient Alert Program", granting over $900,000 over the next three years
to a national Alzheimers disease organization for a "locally based proactive
program to protect and locate missing patients".
Congress passes HR4922 to force telephone companies to reconfigure their
new technologies to facilitate federal wiretapping. Senate version of the
bill is S2375. The bill forces telephone companies to submit to installation
of equipment permitting total federal surveillance at their expense. (See 1992).
National Conference of Lawyers and Scientists (Oct 94) at the Aspen Institute
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Wye Conference Center in Queenstown, Maryland. Discussion of legal, ethical
and technological aspects of computer networks, private and public.
17th Annual National Computer Security Conference, sposored by the
federal National Institute of Standards and Technology (Boulder, Colorado,
where all the national television reference signals originate) held at the
Baltimore Convention Center in Maryland. (Nov 94).
Clinton administration signs agreement with Russia to export our shotguns
and import their handguns, despite rhetoric on Bra@ Bill. ?he agreement,
signed between Russia and the US,provides for the sale and export of 50,000
shotgunsfi.om the US, and the import of 7.6 million Makarov semi-automatic
pistols into the US. h t e r in October, Wmen Christopher decides to block
the imports and orders a stu@ to determine why so many Russian guns are
appearing on the world market. Over 18,000jireann.swere importedfi.om
the Soviet Union into the US in 1994.
ARCO Power Technologies receives bid to construct the Hi& Freauencv
Active Auroral Research Program (HAARP), which will used to alter
the ionosphere in a manner which leads to the implementation of technology
which permits change in global weather patterns, change in chemical
composition of the ionosphere, or blocking of total worldwide communications,
transmitting vast quantities of RF energy into the atmosphere from a huge
powerful transmitter. The ARCO Patent is #4,686,605, locked up under a Navy
N
Order for six years in the 1980's. Related to Tesla
technology. Siting in Alaska. The cost of the HAARP is $30 million. (See 1993).
Scheduled to be turned on in 1994. Power: 10 million Megawatts. Location:
North of Valdez, Alaska. Info: Cook Vigil, Box 916, Homer, AK 99603. Result:
The magnetic field protecting the Earth will be ripped open and the jet stream
will be altered, affecting planetary weather patterns. (See LE#78,79).
In the Feb 94 issue of the Alaskan Monthly Bush Blade carried comments by
late geomagnetic researcher Lloyd Zirbes, who was strongly opposed to the
technology used in the HAARP system. He wrote, "disruption of the Earth's
magnetic field will complete damages done by the nuclear bomb blasts in
the natural radiation belts. Earths magnetic field keeps the planet in balance."
Projected results of the HAARP project may include disturbance of the
circadian rhythms of human beings and increased exposure to radiation
as the magnetic field is attentuated.
Researchers at the G l d t o n e Institute of Virology and Immunology use
genetic engineering to alter a Polio virus (Sabin type) to allow it to carry
two key genes fiom the HIV virus, plus proteins from both cholera
bacteria &d influenza virus, in a misguided attempt to create an "AIDS
vaccine" by induction of immune reaction to foreign proteins. (San Francisco
Chronicle 9/2/94)
EPA delavs action on consumer ~roductshaving "inert ingredients of
potential& toxic concern" until mid-1995 or later due to "lack of funds"
(May 1994).
US Justice Dept survey of 984 US detention centers reveals overcrowding
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and substandard facilities. The 984 juvenile detention centers hold 65,000
children. The study also found that more than 11,000 children in mst&
committed 18,000 acts of attempted suicide or self-mutilation (and that
institutions frequently fail to provide separate housing for suicidal children)
and there were 24,000 attacks on other inmates and 8,000 attacks on staff
members. (Tacome Tribune 7/26/94).
Tavistock Institute in London operates a $6 billion a year network of taxpayer
funded foundations in the United States. Ten major institutions in the US
are under its control, with 400 subsidiaries and 3000 study groups and think
tanks, including Stanford Research Institute, a $150 million a year operation
with 3300 employees. SRI carries on program surveillance for Bechtel, Kaiser
and 400 other companies, as well as extensive intelligence operations for the
CIA. It is the largest institution on the West Coast promoting mind control
and behavioral sciences. A side effect of policy is that agencies of the US
government must make war on the US citizen in order to carry out programs
from the Foundations. Stanford's campus is world headquarters for Hewlett
Packard and the electronics industry. (1994 Assessment).
UN Pouulation Control meeting in Cairo, Egypt. Nations plan to slow world
population growth. Funding reserved for 1995 meeting.
National Identity cards are issued by the Netherlands, Australia, New Zealand,
All nations in Europe.
Clinton works on implementation of a National Service Promam called
Arnericorps, a domestic version of the Peace Corps. Members would run
immunization prosrams and escort children and elderly through high crime
areas. Initially, a volunteer force of 15,000 is sworn in. (USA Today 9/12/94).
United States takes the lead in Third World arms sales for the second year.
New developments in computer technology begin to make "wireless
computing" available to the public, where all components are linked by
microwave beams. This makes it possible to spread and ampltfi incoming
signals and surround the computer operator with microwavefiequencies.
New developments in "wireless" speaker systems for the home, where all
speakers are connected by microwave radiation.
US District Judge Barbara Rothstein strikes down the Washington State
"assisted suicide" law as unconstitutional (May 3, 1994)
AT&T purchases McCaw Cellular companv for $1 1.5 billion, despite
the presence of an existing &i-trust suit, joining the largest US telephone
company with one of the largest US cellular companies and its microwave
tower network. Cellular frequencies resonate to the same fiequencies
as the human skull. Mind and behavior control applications are immense, when
combined with satellite and computer technology.
Congress authorizes a bill to compensate sick Gulf War veterans. Disability
payments would be for three years with automatic extensions if the cause
has not been determined.
In August 94, an item was featured in the Seattle Post Intelligencer in which
several people in Grays Harbor County discovered blobs of material on the
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lawn after a rainstorm. Several people became ill, and analysis by a lab
indicated that human white cells were present in the material.
Buddy Young, William Clintons former chief of security when he was
Governor of Arkansas, is appointed by Clinton to head the Dallas Regional
Office of the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Young was
the man who framed Teny Reed for trying to quit the Mena, Arkansas drug
operation that existed before, during &d h e r Clinton was Governor.
Four hundred cases of Salmonella in 35 states are traced to ice cream.
China ratifies eugenics law to restrict who can marry.
US National mid-tern Congressional elections force a new Republican
majority for the fist time in 50 years. Newt Gingrich becomes speaker of
the house. Republicans announce sweeping changes in tax laws, crime, and
assure passage of the GATT world trade agreement.
A Los Angeles Times editorial draws attention to the fact that experimental
and unapproved vaccines and drugs were given to the military when they
went to the GulfWar. The vaccines were to "protect against anthrax and
a nerve disease called myothenia gravis". One of the chemicals forced on
the military was pyrido~igmine,"to protect against nerve gas". In addition,
the military was given insectides to put on their bodies. Soldiers were also
provided by soft drink companies with fiee diet drinks containing aspartane
(Nutra-Sweet) a chemical once on a Pentagon list of biochemical
warfare substances.
Officials fiom the FDA travel to Toronto to inspect the Canadian Red Cross
Centre and find 19 violations, including lack of screening blood for HIV and
substandard screening for donors. It could lead to FDA r&sal to allow
Canadian blood into the US for processing. (Canadian Press 9/7/94) (Note:
this is within the cultural paradigm that "HIV causes AIDS", which is not
the case in scientific fact. No studies exist which prove the HIV link with
anything at all).
Johns Houkins School of Medicine, Robert Yolken, proposes to spike baby
fonnula with "twokinds of harmless bacteria" to "wardofJdiarrhea7'.A
study is said to be in Lancet, the Journal of the British Medical Assn. (10114).
International Monetary Find (IMF) projects the world economy to enjoy the
strongest growth since late 1980 's. (Note: the 179-nation IMF has been
connected with laundering world drug trafficking profits).
The National Vaccine Information Center says that a new Institute of Medicine
report on the association between DPT vaccine and-permanent brain damape
confinns that the vaccine can cause chila!ren to sufferacute brain inflammation
which sometimes lead to death or permanent neurological damape. A review
of FDA data revealed that between July 1990 and November 1993, a total of
54,072 reports of adverse vaccination reactions were listed; 12,504 reports
were concerned with DPT alone, including;471 deaths fiom DPT vaccine.
Bubonic plague returns to India for the first time in 30 years. Medical
authorities remond with anti-biotics andpesticides. (10194)
EPA announces plans to review and phase out the use of cancer-causing
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pesticides and herbicides on food, in an out-of-court settlement with several
consumer rights organizations. The process could prohibit 36 chemicals that
farmers and food processors use. EPA must complete the full review and
cancellation process in the next five years. The original challenge was that
the agency was not enforcing the Delanev Clause.
US Senator Daniel Riegle accuses the US Defense Department of covering up
evidence of the presence of chemical weapons in Kuwait, which might have
contributed to GulfWar Syndrome in thousands of veterans. Riegle said
British and US inspectors found chemical agents in Kuwait, and a British
soldier went into shock after coming in contact with it. Pentagon officials
give no response to the charges. The WashingtonPost obtained documents
indicating a tank of mustard gas was found in Kuwait near a school.
Nao York Times publishes story entitled "One-third of 'closed' bases still
open, study says". The story reveals that the Pentagon has allowed bases to
stay open by "unnecessarily transfering Defense Department oflces and
other Federal agencies, as well as military reserve units" to the bases afrer
the original military occupant has le9. The study, conducted by Business
Executives for National Security (a private Washington-based organization),
fault officials for embracing a continued Federal presence at the bases.(10/10).
Clinton administration plans construction of $50 million monument to FDR.
Voters in Oregon Dass euthanasia law (Nov12,1994) making it legal for doctors
to prescribe lethal drugs to end the lives of Oregon patients. John Lee, vice
president of the group Compassion in Dying, says "the best way to avoid people
pouring across the border to Oregon is to have other states pass similar laws.
The Associated Press reported on Sept 16, 1994 that a New York mob-run
group was broken up that was transporting heroin and cocainefi.om the
US to Italy. It was the first public declaration in the media that the US is
a source of world a h g s and notjust a destination.
The SeptIOct 1994 issue of Spectrum reveals that over 84% of the 5,000
natural and synthetic compounds used to create fragrances and cosmetics
are untested for toxicity, and that a majority of these compounds are in
fact neurotoxins that affect the immune ystem. It was also revealed that the
FDA has no authority to regulate these substances, and that many of these
substances are sensitizers capable of causing Multiple Chemical Sensitivity.
In November of 1994, the ACLU in Washington State produced language for
a "Terminally I11 Patient Act of 1995" which would give dying patients the
right to request and receive a lethal prescription fiom their doctors. Euthanasia law.
The new legislation is proposed one week after Orgeon approved the world's
first "assisted suicid.e" law. A previous euthanasia law was struck down in
Washington State in May 94 by a US Judge.
Jay Rockefeller is appointed to head a team investigating Gulf War Syndrome.
Canada's Hudson Bay Com~anymakes advances into Hong Kong, one of the
largest money laundering, drug traflicking and gold exchange locations. There
are major financial investments. Some firmsare run by Chinese Canadians.
Various interests include food products and insurance. (1 1/12/94)
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US Public Health Service Immunization Practices Advisory Cornmitee begins
a review of Immunization Recommendations for 1995. (Sept 94). (ACIP).
Media announces several new concepts in the treatment of Parkinsons; an
approach proposed by Somatix Therapy spokeman Kris Bankiewicz at the
November 94 meeting of the Society for Neuroscience involved implanting
skin cells modified to produce dopamine into the brain. Another proposal
voiced by Matthew During of Yale Universiw is to use a "harmless virus"
to transport a dopamine producing gene into the nervous system. (1 1/16)
During the summer of 1994, Sarin nerve gas is released by an unknown party
in a residential area in Japan. See March 20, 1995.
A US Armv nurse working at Madigan Military Hospital near Olympia
Washington is homfied to learn that newborn militarv babies are being
im~lantedin the comer of their eyes without the knowledge of theirparents.
University of Hawaii professor R.J. Rummel writes the book entitled "Death
by Government", an analysis of the century's mass murders, starvations and
genocides. The government death toll for murder in the 20th century exceeds
200 million people. Rwnmels conclusions after the massive study, "what is
laraelv responsible for the death toll is the belief in power as a tool....~ o w e r
k-rlls...the more Dower a Povernment has. the more it kills. It 's not just a matter
e
to power - it's a belief in absolute truth combined with
o f c r q e o ~ l corning
power.
(November
24, 1994)
absolute
Sweden reports the testing of a "new safer Pertussis vaccine" to combat
whooping cough (what is now a relatively mild disease). According to an
article in The Olympian, Olympia, Washington, it "could be available in the
United States, according to federal health officials." According to the article
"the vaccine could mean the end of rare, severe side effects associated with
the Pertussis/whooping cough vaccine." (Note: On the contrary, the evidence
proves the Pertussis organismfound in Pertussis "vaccine", whether bred in
live tissue ("live" virus) or dead tissue ("killed virusg>,causes brain damage
and other pathology in humans). 2;he Olympian, Nov 23, 1994. Pertussis also
can cause Sudden Infant Death (SIDS).
Chicago investigator Sherman Skolnick reveals disgruntled DEA agents gave
him evidence that Joliet, Illinois is being used by drug trafJickers as a major
distribution point. Says Skolnick, "it 's bigger than Mena, A r W and
involvesfour judges, twoformer congressmen, aformer governor, several
US attorneys and goes all the way to the top. "
Clinton Administration pushes the US Congress to pass a Health Bill. Both
House and Senate versions are written in secret closed committees (similar
to Hillary Clintons closed secret (illegal) meetings), preventing the US
population fiom knowing content in order to address their legislators, who
must by law and ethic know how the people feel before a Congressional
vote can be taken, making the whole secretive process illegal and unlawfd.
On September 29th the American Meat Institute holds its annual convention
in San Francisco. They advocatefood irradiation with gamma rays to eliminate
E.Coli bacteria.
-
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Los Angeles Times on October 21 features an article "Gulf War Syndrome may be
contagious."
On October 17th the U.S.Department of Agriculture initiates testing of ground
beef for E.Coli, after announcing the plan September 29th, after finding that
"meat contaminated with 0 157:H7 E Coli bacteria pose a risk to human health."
In November of 1994, Walter Bowart releases "OperationMind ControP7in
the new researchers edition, covering 15 additional years of data.
On November 1st, seven major meat and food industry associations, including the
American Meat Institute, the National Grocers Association and the Food Marketing
Institute sue the U.S. Department of Agriculture, and seek a court injunction to
halt the testing of ground beeffor E. Coli. According to the Food Marketing
Institute, they want to prevent testing of meat for bacteria "for consumer
protection", claiming "testingcould mislead consumers with promises of a
safe food supply. "
In November 1994, news reports discuss the fact that there is a growing concern
about the transmissability of the Gulf War syndrome, as families of vets are getting
sick. Pentagon spokesman Dennis Boxx proclaims " we do not have any
indication at this point that these things &e transmissable to children or-spouses,
but we have not ruled out this possibility. If we cannot diagnose it and describe
what it is, we then cannot tell you that it is not transmittable."
Los Angeles Times on November 14th features an article "Birth defects in
Gulf War vet babies stir fear, debate"
A medical report is discussed on the media on December 9th which mentions
that there is a mysterious problem with women and breast cancer in San
Francisco, California. Women in that city have the highest
rate of breast
cancer in the World.
In the November/December 1994 issue of Microwave Navs, it was revealed that
Drs. Henry Lai and Narenda Singh at the University of Washington found
that a single exposure to microwave levels believed to be safe can increase the
number of single-strand breaks in the DNA in the brain cells of rats. The study
immediately drew criticism from the cellular industry. A second animal study
by a group lead by Dr. Soma Sarkar of the Institute of Nuclear Medicine and
Allied Sciences in New Delhi, found that the DNA in the brains and testes of
mice had undergone "rearrangement"following microwave exposure at 2.45
Ghz. Sarkar and coworkers concluded that "a reevaluation of the mutagenic
potential of microwave radiation seems inperative. "
In the Dec 94 issue of Fortune Magazinef an article entitled "AT&T's $12
billion Cellular Dream" reported Craig McCaw as saying that "the FCC
should reserve spectrum space for telepathic communications to be made
possible by brain implants" he thinks will exist some day. It is the first
major indication that "electrosynthetic implant control" is on the agenda.
On December 8, 1994, President Clinton declares that any nation who uses
biological weapons on US troops will be met with nuclear retaliation.
After the cancellation of the US SETI program by Congress, both Microsoft
and Hewlett Packard open a joint SETI program operating 220 miles west
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of Sydney, Australia.
Dr. Jolyn West of MKULTRA fame dies of a mysterious heart attack just
before his keynote speech at the "False Memory Syndrome Foundation" in
Los Angeles. @ec 94). The Foundation is a cover to ward off MPD inquiries.
On December 5, 1994, Newt Gingrich alleges that members of the White House
StaEused drugs before joining the Clinton administration.
60 Minutes features a piece which discusses a curious event at a motel in which
an employee of a company called E-Systems was cleaning his gun and it went
off. A bullet went through the wall, killing a woman in a room next door. When
the case comes before a court, a government representative meets with the
judge, who wanted to know more about E-Systems, and the judge is told that
the nature of E-Systems, a defense contractor, is covered under National
Security. No information can be released. Later in the 60 minutes program,
individuals reveal that E-Systems is involved with U.S. intelligence and security
forces, including the CIA, and it totally protected in all its activities by the U.S.
government. E-Systems employees take a lifetime oath never to reveal anything
that goes on within E-Systems, a Dallas-based defense contractor. One person
stated that E-Systems is for all intents and purposes a major power in the United
States. (See 1995, Raytheon purchase of E-Systems). The HAARP project in
Alaska, built by Advanced Powers Technologies, Inc (Washingt0qD.C) and
managed by Atlantic Richfield, is sold to E-Systems in 1994.
In January 18, 1995, the Olympian in Washington State announces a bill,
SB5080, that would require all drivers to get electronically fingerprinted. The
scan would then be applied to drivers licenses.
In England, the "Criminal Justice and Public Order Act" is passed. The Act
allows police to use a suspect's silence as evidence of crimidity even while
confirming the right to maintain silent under questioning.
On March 13th Peter Kawaja, a security expert for U.S. Customs, goes on
national Populist radio and reveals that "some federal law enforcement agents
are making and shipping cyanide compounds to chemical warfare plants in
Libya and Iraq." Kawaja blamed the deadly Gulf War Syndrome ailments
suffered by over 50,000 U.S. military on "joint chemical experiments with
both the United States and the enemy in Iraq."
The March 20-26 issue of Defense News sports an article entitled "NavalResearch
Lab Attem~tsto Meld Neurons and Chips" The article discusses Naval work in
a field called "Hippocampal Neuron Patterning", a process resulting in the growth
i
l
l
i
a
m Tolles,
of live neurons on computer chips. The information was released by W
the recently retired associate director of research at the Naval Research Lab. A
senior fellow at the Brookings Institution, Lawrence Korb, stated "This technology
that alters neurons could be potentially be used on people to create zombie armies."
According to Defense News staffwriter Pat Cooper, "battlesof thefiture could
be waged with genetically engineered organisms whose minds are controlled by
some computer chips enpneered with living brain cells, according to defense
oflcials and scientific analysts." According to the article, "The research has
captured the attention of the U.S. Intelligence community. Tolles revealed that
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scientists are growing live neurons on sensor chips that monitor the health of the
neurons. Biological function and chemical agents alter the function of the cell,
and its reaction, such as impending paralyzation or death, would be communicated
through the sensor chip, according to Joel Schnur, director of the Naval Lab's
Center for Biomolecular Science and Enkneering. Schnur confided to writer Pam
Cooper that Navy scientists hope to create living neural networks that can learn, but
he declined to comment on applications that would control living things.According
to Tolles, "once this technology is proved, you could control a living species."
Tolles spoke before the Defense Electronics Symposium sponsored by the American
Defense Preparedness Association in Arlington, Virginia on March 15th. Steve
AAergood, a senior analyst for the Washington-based Federation of American
Scientists, was quoted as saying, "for all the desirable applications, it may have
horrific applications." Commenting on the technology Kyle Olson, fiom the
Chemical and Biological Arms Institute, said "it opens up whole new applications
in bioelectronics, where you could use the memory on a biological chip, pop it
into your head and learn French." ( N N : or learn a whole new personality and
set of memories, by force.)
American Associationfor the Advancement of Science (AAAS) Science and
Innovation Exposition (Feb 16, 1995) features Arnauld Nicogossian from
HO NASA presenting "Micro-miniaturization of Sensors and Electronic
Devices", Pierre Galletti fiom Brown University presenting "Science,
Technology and Materialsfor Chronic Implants", Elias Green and Robert
Birge fiom Oak Ridge National Labs presenting "Nanotechnology and
Biomolecular Electronics", Steve Fodor fiom W e t r i x presenting
"Nanotechnology.. BiologicalMachines", John Ross fiom Stanford University
presenting "Immunology: Clinical Applications", Jan Klein fiom the Max
Planck Institute of Biology presenting "Human Molecular Diversity", Richard
M. Krause fiom NIH presenting "Emerging Microbial Pathogens", Matt
Mselson fiom Harvard University presenting "Chemical and Biological
Weapons", and Walter Massey fiom the University of California presenting
"Science and People of Color". Hyatt Regency Hotel, Atlanta, Georgia.
Federal Prison population projected to consist of 75% drug offenders. Over
50% of the 1 million prisoners in the US are illegal aliens. Conviction rates
are 500% over 1960. Over $7 biion per year is being spent on prison
construction. Clinton administration adds another $2biion availablelyear.
In February, word arrives from a source inside Microsoft that the CIA and
NSA have laison offices at the Microsofr headparters in Redmond,
Washington, in order to assure that Microsoft products, including the new
Widows '95, permit CIAINSA access through the Internet.
In the February 22nd issue of the Tacoma News Tribune, it was announced
that Pentagon documents released under the FOIA give credence to the
assertion that the Iraqis used chemical weapons in the Gulf War. The
Pentagon in turn reasserted its position that no chemical agents were used in
the war.
A Federal judge dismissed a court challenge to Clinton's legal defense fund
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filed by the non-profit group Judicial Watch. (Feb 95)
The media announces that Hillary Clinton visits Walter Reed Army
Medical Center to see Gulf War vets with Gulf War Syndrome on
Februarv 23rd., saying the White House wants to find the cause of GWS,
which has affected "55,000 veterans of the 1991 war with Iraq." Members
of Congress are stated as being "deeply skeptical of Pentagon claims that
there is no evidence that chemical or biological weapons were used. Hillary
Clinton was informed by veterans of sightGgs of dead animals and indications
of the presence of chemical weapons.
In February, tobacco compsuiies turn to Florida's Supreme Court in an effort
to keep from being sued for $1.4 billion in medical costs by Florida.
Legislation is introduced in Congress to propose limitations on lawsuit
awards against corporations and businesses. (Feb 95).
The new Republican Congress passes legislation to provide more money for
states to build short-term prisons and speed up the process for deportation
of aliens. Violent Criminal Incarceration Act of 1995.
A February 14, 1995 article in the Tacoma News Tn'bune reports that a longterm studv on 839 children involving AZT has been halted, as it has
"unemectedlv high rates of adverse side effects" in children, including
"bleeding and biochemical abnormalities". (See contrary actions on Feb 23)
United States media predicts that Iraq is preparing to wage biowarfare.(Feb)
Interior Secretary Babbitt reveals that the US Geological Survey, a federal
agency, is among those targeted for elimination. The USGS is the only source
for earthquake analysis and prediction, especially for the western US. (Feb)
The earthquake in Kobe, Japan. Suspected of being artificially created by
scientists linked with intelligence agencies ffom three countries.
In an Associated Press article on Feb 21, Alfred Blumstein of Carnegie
Mellon University oredicts that America will experience a spurt in the
national murder rate, especially with teenagers. The current rate of murder
(50: 100,000) is similar to that in the 1920's and 1930's. According to
Blumstein, "the solution to widespread violence in America is unknown."
A Feb 22nd Associated Press release revealed that an AIDS patient will get
baboon bone marrow "in an attempt to rebuild his ravaged immune system."
A February 23, 1995 Los Angeles Times article states that "healthcare
professionals should urge all pregnant women to undergo testingfor AIDS
in view o f recent studies that show that the drug AZT can rethrce the
transmission_fiommother to fetus". (See contrary info on Feb 14th).
In the Seattle, Washington area, &children at Denny Middle school were
diagnosed with a form of meningococcal disease. The Health Department and
media promote a fear campaign, and over 1.000 students, parents and family
members stood in line at the school to receive Rifampin, a purple antibiotic
that has also been given to TB patients over the last twenty years.
According to Health Newsletter, v.3 no.1, Jan 1974, a Dr. David Grassetti
stated,"the svread of cancer in mice is astounding after thev are gJven a dose of
Rifampin." In 1973Dow Chemical, the manufacturer of RiLfampin, received
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almost $900,000 in contractsfrom the National Cancer Institute. B e research
results were permitted to remain Confidential.Ref Medical Dark Ages,
1984.p. 79. According to the 1989 Merck Index, Rifam~inis a semi-gmthetic
antibiotic (cellular toxin) that inhibits ~roteinsvnthesis in mammalian cells.
The disease has been appearing consistently in Oregon State. Historically,
the highest incidence of the condition in the U. S. was in 1943.
The March 95 issue of Popular Science revealed that Japanese scientists at
Matsuashita have developed a device capable of fitting 6,000 CD-ROM's
worth of data on 1 CD-ROM, using an atomic force microscope probe.
Gordon Scallion (Mar 10) voices a prediction of a 9.0+ earthquake in
California on or about March 20th and a disturbance of Mt.Rainier.
The televised "O.J. Simpson" trial, viewed by millions worldwide, is used
to broadcast a wide range of subliminals at the public. Most are unaware
that they are being programmed with a wide variety of hyperspacial
signals.
A trader for Baring Brothers Bank in England loses $1 billion trading
derivative hnds (Feb 9 9 , breaking Baring after 250 years. Bank of England
cannot bail them out. World markets vaccilate. US market slightly changed.
In Congress, Rep. Barbara Kennelly @-Corn.) sponsors H.R. 97, proposing
creation of the Rapid De~loymentStrike Force Act. National hit teams fiom
the Department of Justice or any federal agency proposed to be made legal.
Congress proposes to supplement the Republican "Contract With America" with
the Exclusionarv Rule Reform Act o f 1995, H.R. 666, which will expand the
"good faith" doctrine relative to police and allow warrantless searches based
on a "belief'that a search is mandated. Does not preclude lying to gain access.
An NBC Dateline program on February 28th details how "electro-shock
therapy is "coming back into vogue" as a treatment for depression.
An issue of the Spotlight reveals that the Spotlight and Liberty Lobby are
recommending Daniel L. Bechtel to be on the board of the NRA.(3/6/95).
On March 20th Sarin nerve gas containers are discovered on a subway in
Japan, leaking occurs, killing 8 people and inuring 4800. Japanese call the
incident a mass murder attempt. Sarin was developed by the Nazis during
World War 11. Ref CNNNavs, Mmch 20, 1995. Other sources maintain
that the nerve gas attack was managed by British Intelligence in order to
foster the continued destabilization of Asia and more warfare and discord.
On March 20th it is revealed that an inside man in the Trade Center bombing
in New York used FBI money to rent the room where the explosives were
mixed. Ref CAW Navs, March 20, 1995.
In March 1995, former House Speaker Thomas Foley is Knighted by the Queen.
University of California (UCLA) announces that a newborn baby who had got
HIV fiom his mother, tested positive twice afterwards, now after a year
has no trace of the virus in his body. Three out of four mothers born to
HIV mothers do not get the virus, according to a CNN News report 3/29/95.
The FCC finishes its auctioning of portions of the frequency spectrum to
cellular companies in April.
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Aspartame Safety Act of 1995, August 1, 1995. Congressional Record, Senate.
On April 13th, the euthanasia of a deformed newborn in the Netherlands gains
national attention. The doctor was not prosecuted because the killing met the
specifications that the patient was suffering unbearable pain.
In the Middle East, Arafat demands that all Palestinians register guns.
The Sunday April 2, 1995 issue of the Tacoma News Tribune features an article
entitled "Apocalyptic Terror", in which nuclear physicist Samuel Cohen, who
invented the neutron bomb and help invent the atomic bomb, expressed concern
that small "pure hsion'' devices the size of a baseball might exist, and might
be used for terrorist purposes as we approach the end of this millennium.
The United States Congress publically debates the idea of a "balanced budget
amendment", desvite the-factthat in order to balance the budget. Congress must
have control of the Federal Reserve, over which thev do not. The Fed is a private
foreign corporation connected to the IMF, already implicated in international
drug trafficking and money laundering.
Members of a paramilitary group, Militia of Montana, are arrested by authorities
and later released. BATF fkquencies later discuss a raid on MOM, and they
make the discovery public, wherein BATF denies any such transmission.
Washington State legislature passes HB1305, written by Cellular One Company,
State to challenge vlacement or o~eration
that vreempts the right of Washin~on
of cellular microwave towers. literallvforcing them on the mblic, irresvective of
the vhvsiolom~calresults in controversy.
In April, Raytheon buys E-Svstems, a surveillance equipment and systems company
that covers classified government agency contracts. (See 1994). The Pentagon
(USAF - Heckscher) admits in the WashingtonPost, April 17, 1995, p. A-3, that
HAARP, now managed by E-Systems, "has nothing whatsoever to do with the
patents of Eastlund".
Researchers at Duke University Medical Center release data which indicates that
the anti-nerve pas vills. together with to~icalinsecticide Piven to American GI's
in the G@fWar cause nervous svstem damage in laboratorv animals. The team's
lead scientist at Duke warned that "no undisputed link has been established
between the chemicals and insecticides and the ailments reported by GulfWar
veterans, but that's where the prelmmy findings point," according to researcher
Mohamed Abou-Donia, deputy director of Duke's toxicology program. The study,
which began in July 1994, was.hded by $150,000 contributed by Ross Perot.
(HeradSun, Durham, North Carolina, April 9, 1995.)
The Federal Building in Oklahoma City is bombed by T i McVeigh, who
maintained that he was implanted by the government while in the Army.CNN News
Unanswered questions in the case include: Why were top federal officials moved
out of the building the day before the bombing? Why was a black helicopter seen
by witnesses hovering over the Federal building for several minutes, only to fly
away just before the explosion? Why did the University of Oklahoma seismograph
pick up two explosions, ten seconds apart? 'Why were three barrels of llminated
mercury found and a military bomb disposal unit called? Why did the main suspect
reveal he had been implanted by the military? Why did McVeigh have no emotion
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when viewing graphic photographs of victims? Why were the public suspects
both AWOL fiom the Army? How did the government know where to look
for evidence immediately?
Tri-Laterial Commission meeting in Copenhagen, Denmark fiom April 22-25to
discuss, among other things, the current political climate in the U.S.,the rising
tide of populism, rising isolatationism and nationalism. One-worlders are concerned
that the plan for a One World Order, now set for completion in 2002, will be set
back again in time. The previous target date for the group had been 2000.
Evidence surjiaces that US.Attorney General Janet Reno suppressed and
manipulated evidence of links between the Mexican government and
international drug traflckers. The pattern of manipulation of the evzdence by
Reno is said to qualzh herfor prosecution on conspiracy, obstruction and
maIfeasance, according to Serge Aubry, a Canadian narcotics p rosecutor
who has served as a UN adviser on North American drug t r a c in recent years.
5/24/95"Magic Bullet Search" The O l p ~ i a n"After
.
two decades of failing to find
a 'magic bullet' for disease, scientists in San Francisco are investing millions of
dollars this year in immunological agents they hope will wipe out tumors and viruses
without the rigors of standard drugs. These "bloodhound agents' are called
monoclonal antibodies, natural immune cells enoineered to sweep through the
blood until they find a tumor, infection or other pathogen, latch on and kill it.
Hundreds have been developed in the last two decades with the hope that they
would fight cancer, and they repeatedly failed. But, sparked by 'new understanding'
of the immune system, biotechnologyfinns are launching a new push into
monoclonal antibodies for a variety of diseases." (Note: since the human immune
system natural& does this, all they have to do is eliminate everything they can that
depress the human immune system, instead of this ridiculous pseudo-scientific
mechanism based on 19th century deceit and fraud. Disease means profit.)
5/24/95"Pig Heart for Human" The Olvmpian. "Scientists hope to begin clinical
trials transplanting hearts fiom pigs into humans within two years. According to Dr.
Ernest Prentice of the University of Nebraska Medical Center, "this may ultimately
prove the solution to the organ shortage, but it's the most controversial therapeutic
proceeding in the history of medicine." Thefirst trmrspIants of n o n - h a n organs
into dyng humans began in 1963, andfailed &matically as the patients' immune
ystems launched immedate attacks that killed theforeign tissues.
5/25/95"GuZf War Illness" USA Today. Sleep disorders may explain some of the
fatigue, headaches and muscle aches reported by veterans of the Persian Gulf War,
say researchers at the American Thoracic Society meeting in Seattle. "We feel that
their sleep disorders are not related to a vaccine, a toxin or infection.", says Donald
Hall of Wilford Hall Medical Center in San Antonio (a main USAF hospital). The
problems could have been present, and not noticed, before the war (in 55,000 men?,
right.). Arvind Das of the Veterans Affairs Medical Center in Lyons, New Jersey
found evidence some sleep disorders result from upper airway damage, "possibly
fiom inhaling smoke from Kuwait oil fires."
On May 25th a Honolulu military judge dismissed charges against two military
members, Marines, who would not give blood and saliva for a "genetic dog-tag"
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APPENDIX B

Significant Media Report Exhibits
EXHIBIT 1
2- 10-94
Did U.S. Chemicals Cause Gulf Illnesses?
U.S. Export of lethal viruses to Iraq during Reagan Admin used to make biological
weapons. Licenses for shipment of Anthrax and four other viruses were issued by the
gov't. (AP)
EXHIBIT 2
1-9-94
E.Coli a Serious Threat to US Health
E.Coli 0157, E.Coli 0 553-37. At some point 0 55 :H7 became infected with a toxin making
gene. Ten billion strains of E.Coli exist on the planet. (AP)
EXHIBIT 3
2-27-94
Radiation Scientists Tested Cadavers
DOE holds tissue sample fiom 600 bodies of those exposed to radiation. DOE established
the program in 1968. (AP)
EXHIBIT 4
3-6-94
Bill to Battle TB Resurgence Passes Senate (AP)
Washington State Senate Bill SB 6158 gives health workers tools to fight TB.
New drug resistant strain of TB called MDRTB. TB disappeared in the 19701s,but made a
come- back in the 1980's during the Bush-Reagan years. There were 306 cases in
Washington State in 1992.

EXHIBIT 5
TB Epidemic (AP)
12-6-93
Tuberculosis is epidemic in Washington. The number of TB cases has risen 50% in the last
ten years, (beginning during the Reagan- Bush years).
EXHIBIT 6
Shadowy Illness in Spotlight
(AP)
2-1 1-94
Multiple Chemical Sensistivity (MCS). According to Dr. Liliane Bartha of Olympia,
Washington, MCS does not fit into current toxicological models, prompting medical
authorities to refbte the presence of MCS. Symptoms after toxic threshold reached include
memory loss, aversion to hundreds of additional chemicals, burning eyes, blisters, carpet
adhesives, fiesh paint, perfume, etc.
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EXHIBIT 7
2-9-94
Taxol Synthesis (AP)
A chemist in Tallahassee, Floria says he has figured out how to synthesize Taxol, formerly
known in its natural form as a cancer-fighting drug. Florida State University researcher
Robert Holton sees the advance as important for cancer patients. Taxol is normally
procurred from the bark of the Pacific Yew tree. Weyerhaeuser is the only cultivator of
the Pacific Yew Tree. Three trees provide enough Taxol to treat one cancer patient.
EXHIBIT 8
2-3-94
State Seeking Cause of East Texas Disease (AP)
Mysterious neuromuscular diseases strike down 101 people in a 20-mile radius of
Riverside, Texas. Clusters of Muliple Sclerosis, Muscular Dystrophy, Amyotrophic lateral
sclerosis (Lou Gehrigs Disease). Problem has been going on for the last ten years, since
the Bush-Reagan adrninsitration. The majority of the cases involve people in their 40's and
50's. A similar cluster of cases involving cancer and birth defects was reported in 1987 in
Karnes County, near San Antonio. The Texas Department of Parks and Wildlife was
described in a parallel article in the Houston Chronicle ("State launches probe of lake
towns mounting illnesses", 2-3-94) as habitually using the herbicide 2-4-D under EPA
approval. The substance 2-4-D is a key ingredient in Agent Orange. Despite warnings on
the 2-4-D containers against using it on water borne plants, Department of Wildlife
spokesman Mike Read said. "even if 2-4-D were applied directly to lake water, it would
be so diluted that it could not be detected in tests."
EXHIBIT 9
Aids Research Director Named (AP)
2- 17-94
William Paul, immunologist at NIH, appointed to the post by NM Director Harold
Varmus. NIH Office of AIDS Research influences how the government spends its $1.3
billion on AIDS research each year.
EXHIBIT 10
2-9-94
A Turnaround for Toxic Problem in Arizona
USA TODAY
Nogales, Arizona is experiencing a huge increase in cancer related diseases because of the
proximity of the Mexican border and massive environmental toxic pollution. Rate of
cancer related disease here is 5x national average.
EXHIBIT 11
Link Between Shots and Brain Damage (AP)
3-3-94
Link has been possibly established between childhood vaccinations and chronic brain
damage. Study done by the Institute of Medicine, afEiliated with the National Academy of
Sciences, issued its report after analyzing British research on children at DiptheriaPertussis-Tetanus shots. Some short term brain damage occured within 1 week of the
shot. The article indicated a possible link between the DPT shot and later development of
a premanent brain disorder.
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EXHIBIT 12
Radiations Records Released (AP)
3-3-94
Radiation tests on patients at the University of Cincinnati in 0hio.University treated 88
cancer patients with whole or partial body radiation fiom 1960 to 1971 in tests that were
fbnded by the U.S.Military. More than 50 of the patients were minorities or indigent,
according to progress reports submitted to the government among 5,000 pages of data.
EXHIBIT 13
Millions Spent, Blood Tests Show no HIV-2
(Ap)
3-6-94
In 1992 the FDA ordered all blood banks in the US to test for HIV-2, "even though the
virus is vanishingly rare". The article admitted that the blood banks actually "helped the
AIDS epidemic in the early 19801s", during the Bush and Reagan Administrations.
Although 20 million units of blood have been tested, not one instance of HIV-2 has been
found in the $30 million effort. HIV-2 has been confined to the area of West Africa. HIV2 testing in the US costs $20 million annually. According to the CDC, 48 people have the
HIV-2 virus, and there was not sign of spreading.
EXHIBIT 14
Deadly Strain of E.Coli found in US Beef (AP)
2- 11-94
A potentially deadly strain of E.Coli was found in four of 2,100 beef carcasses tested in
the nations slaughterhouses.
EXHIBIT 15
2- 17-94
Warning of Toxic Chemicals in Great Lakes (Lansing MI)
Mounting evidence linking human reproductive problems to chemical pollution in the
Great Lakes has been found, and it represents a threat to future generations. Among the
problems listed were: (1) Breast, Prostate and Testicular cancer "is increasing in humans",
A Study of women in New York found that those who developed breast cancer had high
blood levels of a pesticide breakdown product. (2) Male human reproductive tract
disorders in the UK have more than doubled in the past 30 to 50 years, while sperm
counts have declined by 50%. (3) Tetrachloroethylene that is leaching fiom vinyl-lined
water pipes in Cape Cod have produced increased rates of leukemia and bladder cancers.
The International Joint Commission (US-Canada) report is sure to be challenged by
industry and govemment agencies (Seventh Biennial Report). The UC has already
recommended banning chlorine compounds, some of which are linked to human
reproductive problems. EPA spokesman Chris Grundler stated that the implication
between chemicals and reproductive problems was "not tembly responsible". Michiganbased Dow Chemical is the largest producer of chlorine in the world, and 90% of Dow's
chlorine output is used domestically. "Drugs such as antihistamines and blood pressure
control products either contain chlorine or chlorine is used to make them," said Joseph
Steams, Dow's director of chlorine issues. "We @ow Chemical) think that banning
chlorine is an unscientific and unnecessary suggestion." he said.
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EXHIBIT 16

Ruling Lets CBS air tape of Meat Plant (Wash Post)
2- 10-94
The Supreme Court ruled to allow CBS to air a video shot at a slaughterhouse as part of a
"48 Hours" espisode on contaminated meat. Justice Harry Blackman reversed a South
Dakota courts "unusual order" prohibiting CBS fiom showing film taken undercover as
part of an investigation of meatpacking practices. The footage was taken at a Rapid City,
South Dakota plant. Federal Beef sued to stop CBS fiom airing the tape, saying that it
would "compromise its trade secrets" and "cause the region to lose business". Blackmun
said that the court could not rely on speculative predictions about how the program would
affect Federal Beefs business.
EXHIBIT 17

Malaria Vaccine on Horizon (Tacoma Tribune)
"Scientists think they are on the brink of a malaria vaccine that could lead to GLOBAL
IMMUNIZATIONS by 1998."
2-13-94

EXHIBIT 18

Nuclear Plant to Pump Radioactive Water
(Ap)
The Fermi 2 nuclear plant on the shore of Lake Erie will 1.5 million gallons of radioactive
water into Lake Erie, but "officials say that the radiation level is too low to be a danger to
the public". Detroit Edison spokesman Guy Cerullo said, "we haven't had any release of
water that has been slightly radioactive within a year, even though its within discharge
limits."
2- 17-94

EXHIBIT 19
Marshall Islands Radiation Charged (Tacoma Tribune)
The government was accused of deliberately causing the radioactive contamination of
hundreds of people 40 years ago by exploding a hydrogen bomb near the Marshall Islands
in the Pacific. The government claimed that the 1954 test exposed people to radiation only
because of "sudden and unavoidable changes in wind", by recently uncovered defense
documents presented at a Congressional Hearing Thursday showed that the government
knew 12 hours in advance that the wind direction was changing, but detonated the
hydrogen bomb anyway. The test potentially affected thousands of people, including some
US senricemen.
2- 17-94

EXHIBIT 20
Cancer Rates Up. Environment Suspect (AP)
People born between 1948 and 1957 are more likely to develop cancers unrelated to
smoking. Researchers who studied 837,000 cancer cases in Sweden in 1993 reported
similar trends there. More than 20 separate studies in eight countries indicate this trend.
One clue to what is behind them may lie with cancer rates among farmers. The same types
of tumors that farmers are dying of are also increasing in men of the baby boom
generation. Pegged in the news article as an "independent researcher", Dr. Clark W.
Heath, vice president for epidemiology and statistics with the American Cancer Society,
said "I'm a bit hesitant to reach those conclusions." The study was led by Devra Lee Davis,
2-9-94
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a senior adviser to the assistant health secretary of the U.S. Department of Health and
Human Services. For people born during this period, male smoking related cancers are up
15% compared with their grandfathers. For women baby boomers, smoking related
malignancies are 500% higher than for their grandmothers.
EXHIBIT 21
U.S. wants to Zap Meat With Radiation (AP)
2-25-94
The US Department of Agriculture, headed by Clinton appointee Mike Espy, decided to
seek approval for the use of low dose radiation to kill bacteria in meat. The FDA
approved the irradiation of poultry in 1990, and already has permitted its use on spices,
grains, fruits and vegetables. The World Health Organization (WHO), an international
group of scientists based in the US, has endorsed food irradiation. The American Medical
Association has also endorsed it. The food industry, however, has made little use of it,
citing consumer resistance.
EXHIBIT 22
AIDS Drug Fails (AP)
2-26-94
Merck and Company, testing a drug called L735 in human trials, stated today that the
drug, which works by blocking the action of an enzyme that HIV uses to reproduce, is not
as hopefbll as first thought. According to Merck, the drug permitted initial decline in HIV
levels in patients, but then stops working. Merck, the worlds largest drug maker, is one of
15 companies developing AIDS drugs.
EXHIBIT 23
1-30-94
Law Firm, drug company fined $325,000 (AP)
A Seattle Law firm (Bogle & Gates) and a New York drug company (Fisons Corp) agreed
to pay $325,000 for withholding key documents fiom plaintiffs suing over brain damage to
a 3-year-old caused by asthma medication (Somophyllin Oral Liquid).
EXHIBIT 24
2-3-94
Milk Hormone Goes on Sale Friday (Tacoma Tribune)
Monsanto Chemical Company intends to begin selling a new milk-producing hormone,
Bovine Somatotropin @ST), also known as Bovine Growth Hormone (BGH),despite
concern about its safety for consumers and charges that it will drive small farners out of
business. The hormone is derived fiom the pituitary gland of the cow. Many states are
pushing for a labeling requirement for BST aided milk. The FDA approved its use on
November 5, 1993, ending a nine-year application period for Monsanto, the first of four
companies seeking approval.
EXHIBIT 25
1 16-94
Anti-HIV Cream (AP)
Scientists plan to test a vaginal cream aimed at preventing women fiom contracting AIDS
during sex. World Health Organization (WHO) researchers in the Netherlands are seeking
550 women in the Netherlands and Thailand to test the cream, code-named COL-1492. At
no time will they be exposed to HIV during the test.

-
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EXHIBIT 26

Women hurt by DES win $42 million
(AP)
A jury awarded $42.3 million to 11 women whose mothers took Diethylstilbestrol @ES)
during pregnancy. The women were able to prove to the satisfaction of the jury that the
drug caused reproductive problems which included rare "clear-cell" cervical and vaginal
cancers. DES is a synthetic hormone manufactured by an estimated 300 drug companies
and prescribed to 5 million pregnant woman between 1947 and 1971 in an effort to reduce
miscarriages. The FDA barred women fiom using the drug in 1971. DES remains available
for other uses. DES has also been linked to breast cancer in mothers, reproductive
problems in offspring daughters and testicular cancer in offspring sons. Because the
women could not identify the exact company that made the DES their mothers took, the
general collection of companies are liable only for the percentage of the market share they
commanded. The companies were identified as Carnrick Pharmaceutical, Emmons
Industries (Amfe-Grant Pharmaceutical) and Boyle Drug Company of California.
1-9-94

EXHIBIT 27
1-3 0-94
Tainted Blood (AP)
A German health agency hushed up for six years its suspicions that hundreds of patients
received HIV-tainted blood during transfusions. The company that supplied the tainted
blood, Firma Imrnuno, might face prosecution. All of the patients received the blood
before 1985.
EXHIBIT 28
Chicken Pox Vaccination Nears Market (AP)
1-28-94
Merck & Co gave testimony to the FDA that its vaccine for chicken pox has proved safe
and effective during almost a decade of clinical trials. The vaccine, called Varivax, was to
be considered by the advisory committee to the FDA for licensing. If the committee
makes such a recommendation, the vaccine could be in doctor's offices by summer of
1994. Chicken pox affects about 4 million people a year - mostly children.
EXHIBIT 29
Health Officials Look at Flu (AP)
The government might take another month to determine which strain(s) of flu will hit the
country next season. In the meantime, vaccine producers are being told to delay
production. The Centers for Disease Control (CDC) told vaccine manufacturers to include
a milder version of the type-A flu into the vaccine.
1-29-94

EXHIBIT 30
Meat Inspections Intact (AP)
The Clinton Adminstration will not immediately strip the Agriculture Department of a
controversial meat inspection program. Vice President Gore proposed moving the USDA
food inspection program fiom control of the Department of Agxiulture to control of the
FDA, with the exception of meat and poultry. Agriculture Secretary Mike Espy urged
Clinton to keep meat and poultry inspection at USDA.
2-5-94
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EXHIBIT 3 1
Survey: Gulf Vet Babies Have IUness (AP)
1-27-94
The Department of Veteran Mairs found that many babies born to Gulf War Veterasns
were ill at the time of a survey prompted by reports fiom a Mississippi National Guard
Unit. The Veterans Adminstration survey found that 37 of 55 children born to Gulf
veterans had health problems. Many men are reporting aching joints, fatigue, memory loss
and loss of hair. Doctors believe that exposure to various toxins, such as pesticides ,
diseases or chemical warfare agents may be the problem.
EXHIBIT 32
Senator: Illnesses Linked to US Shipments (Wash. Post)
2- 10-94
A host of illnesses suffered by Gulf War vets may have to Iraq been caused by biological
agents that were sent to Iraq fiom the United States during the 1980's when the Bush and
Reagan adrninstrations were in power. Investigations by Senator Donald Reigle Jr. (DMich) indicate that viruses and bacteria commonly used to develop biological weapons
were shipped directly to Iraqui government agencies by American Type Culture
Collection, a non-profit group in Rockville, Maryland that collects and distributes
biological specimens worldwide. All the shipments, according to Senator Reigle, were
approved by the Reagan administrations Commerce Department between 1985 and 1989,
despite longstanding suspicions that Iraq had been involved in biological warfare. Riegle
said, "the governments action in approving the transfer of these products violates every
standard of logic and common sense". The Pentagon denies that it had concrete evidence
that Iraq used chemical or biological weapons during the 1991 war. Riegle cited a
Pentagon report that said Iraq had an advanced biological warfare program with the ability
to deliver biological agents through aerial bombs and surface to surface missles. Riegle
complained that the Defense Department has been moving "at a snails pace" in coming to
the aid of Gulf veterans. Likening the response to the delay in addressing the use of Agent
Orange in Vietnam, Riegle said, "I don't want to wait until they all die."

EXHIBIT 33
Pentagon decides to "take a new look" (AP)
1-22-94
The Pentagon said that it will take a new look at causes of Gulf War Vets illnesses
whether toxic CHEMICAL (not biological) agents detected during the Gulf War could
have caused health problems among U.S troops. The Pentagon has maintained that there is
no evidence that Iraq used chemical weapons. Despite Pentagon statements, a U.S. Marine
chemical expert told two congressional committees that he had detected a nerve agent
during early stages of the ground war with Kuwait. Czech and French military officials
indicated that they detected nerve and mustard agents on at least four occasions as the war
with Iraq began in January 1991. More than 13,000 GulfWar veterans have participated in
a medical registry, although government officials place the number of veterans with
undiagnosed ailments at between several hundred and 2,000. Many veterans and some
doctors have indicated that some of the problems are caused by the depleted uranium
shells used by US anti-tank shells, pesticides and environmental contaminents. Wives and
children of Gulf War veterans have also become mysteriously ill.
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EXHlBIT 34
3-8-94
Cigarette Companies Investigated (AP)
The Justice Department is investigating whether tobacco companies illegally agreed not to
produce cigarette that are less likely to start fires. An investigation is under way to see if
there was an agreement among cigarette companies to suppress product research and
development regarding fire-safe cigarettes. Philip Monis representatives stated that there
has been "absolutely no suppression" of such products.

EXHIBIT 35
Government Clears HIV Drug (AP)
1-11-94
The drug called Bactrim has been cleared by the gov't for sale to prevent HIV-infected
patients from getting a deadly form of pneumonia, the manufacturer Hofhan LaRoche
said Monday. In clinical trials, patients given the anti-bacterial drug came down with
pneumocystic carnii pneumonia (PCP) less often than those who received aerosoliied
Pentamidine. The FDA had previously approved Bactrim to treat actual cases of PCP and
urinary tract infections.
EXHIBIT 36
AIDS Fear Thinning Ranks (AP)
1-1 1-94
Fear of contracting AIDS is keeping people away fiom vaccine experiments. Scientists
said that need a diverse group of volunteers to evaluate vaccines across racial and genetic
lines. Since 1988 only 2 1% of the 300 volunteers at Johns Hopkins have been black and
29% have been women.
EXHIBIT 37
1-6-94
Charity Patients Exposed to Radiation (AP)
Over a period of 12 years ending in 1972, at least 82 charity patients at the University of
Cincinnati Medical Center were' exposed to powefil fill and partial body radiation in a
study designed to guage exposure levels for soldiers, according to documents reviewed by
DOE.The subjects, including 61 low-income black men and women, were cancer patients
in relatively good health. Within 60 days after exposure to radiation 10 times higher than
believed safe at the time, 25 of the patients died. Many patients paid severely for their
participation and aoften without even knowing that they were part of an experiment.
EXHIBIT 38
VA says it had a secret program (AP)
1-11-94
The Veterans Administration, according to agency documents, set up a secret program in
1947 to complement the AEC's research exposing hwnans to radiation.
EXHLBIT 39
Mexican Pollution and NAFTA (Wash. Post)
1-2-94
Juarez, Mexico is notorius as a haven for US corporations that moved there to take
advantage of the low standards on environmental pollution. An example of laxity in the
area of environmental protection is seen where a disused hospital X-ray machine
containing Cobalt-60 was sold as scrap metal and blended with other metal at another firm
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to make tables and chairs, some of which were exported to the United States. The
hrniture would have gone undetected had it not passed through Los Alamos, where it set
off alarms at a US nuclear testing facility. Radiation levels in the hrniture were 20 to 30
times higher than excepted international safety standards. When the hrniture was returned
to Mexico, it was supposed to be buried. After the International Environmental Alliance
went on site and discovered that the materials were left uncovered all over the ground,
they released these findings to a Juarez newspaper. Federal environmental officials
threatened to jail the group for trespassing.. An estimated 3,000 pounds of material
remains exposed.
EXHIBIT 40
Judge grants 1st Asylum in ship case
(New York Times)
1-21-94
An undocumented Chinese man who fled his home village to escape forced sterilzation
qualified for political asylum in the United States, a Federal Judge ruled. On the other
hand, the Justice Department is arguing that opposition to coercive population control
policies was not a form of political opinion entitling a person to protection under refbgee
laws. In the case decided in Alexandria, Virginia, US District Court Judge T.S. Ellis ruled
that forced sterilization is grounds for asylum.
EXHIBIT 41
Vassar Man maimed by Vaccination Dies (AP)
1-1-94
A man awarded $1.5 million for a childhood smallpox shot that maimed him in 1984 died
recently.
EXHIBIT 42
Tooth-fdling company to issue warnings (LA Times)
12-16-93
A major manufacturer of the mercury amalgam that is used in fillings,Jeneric-Pentron,
Inc., has agreed to issue warnings to California dentists and patients that the product
exposes them to mercury, which may cause birth defects and miscarriages. The action was
part of the settlement of a lawsuit brought against the manufacturers by the Environmental
Law Foundation under California's Proposition 65, the 1986 anti-toxics initiative. The
company agreed to provide warning labels on packaging and a sign for display at dentist
offices. The settlement cannot force dentists to place to warnings in their waiting rooms.
The company, however, has agreed to stop selling the product to dentists who do not
comply, once similar settlements have been reached with manufacturers covering 75% of
the mercury amalgam market. The settlement was quickly attacked by the American
Dental Association, who said that "there are no good scientific studies connecting mercury
in fillings to medical problems." The dental groups point out that mercury has been usedin
dental fillings for more than 150 years.
EXHIBIT 43
DNA Virus killing California deer (AP)
12-9-93
In late July 1993, Northern California deer began dropping dead by the thousands.
According the UCLq the culprit is a nasty DNA-mutating virus.
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EXHIBIT 44
Cancer a legacy of Cold War Nuke Tests (NY Times)
2-2-94
From 1955 to 1963, atmospheric testing of nuclear devices created a group of people
known as "downwinders" - people who were subject to fallout from these tests. The
dismay of these people has been heightened by the tight eligibility requirements of the
1990 Radiation Exposure Compensation Act, which has only $200 million available for
compensation. The government typically has a perfect record in defending itself against
radition exposure lawsuits.
EXHIBIT 45
12-22-93
Meat Inspection Head Resigns (AP)
The head of the agency overseeing meat and poultry inspections resigned after repeated
attacks by consumer groups. H-Russell Cross was appointed to head the agency on Feb
10; 1992. His contract was up for renewal in February 1994.
EXHIBIT 46
12-17-93
Radiation Testing On Humans (NY Times)
Various radiation studies are under review by the Dept of Energy. In the late 1940's
experiments were conducted at Vanderbilt University on 800 pregnant women to
determine the effect of radioactive iron on fetal development. A follow-up study of
children born to the women found a higher than normal cancer rate. In the mid 1970ts,
experiments were conducted at Oak Ridge National Laboratory on 200 patients with
leukemia and other cancers where they were exposed to high levels of radiation. Those
experiments ended in 1974 after a government moratorium. From 1945 to 1947,
experiments were conducted at the University of Rochester, Oak Ridge National
Laboratory, University of Chicago and the University of California Hospital in San
Francisco on 18 people who were injected with high concentrations of plutonium,
apparently without their informed consent. In November of 1993, the Albuquerque
Tribune identified five of those subjects. From 1963 to 1971, experiments were conducted
at Oregon State Prison where 67 inmates had their testicles exposed to X-rays, allegedly
to help researchers "understand the effects of radiation on the production and function of
sperm." Consent statements neglected to mention any risk of cancer. From 1963 to 1970,
experiments were conducted at Washington State Prison on 64 inmates where they were
exposed to high levels of radiation in order to "determine the minimum dose that would
cause healthy men to become sterile." In the late 1950ts, experiments were conducted at
Columbia University and Montefiore Hospital in the Bronx on 12 terminally ill cancer
patients. The patients were injected with various concentrations of radioactive calcium and
strontium-85 in order to "measure the rate at which radioactive substances were absorbed
into various human tissues."
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EXHIBIT 47
China Plans Abortion and Sterilization (NY Times)
12-22-93
Eugenics Program to Cut Abnormal Births
China's minister of public health has proposed legislation to halt the birth of abnormal
children, using government in ordered sterilizations and abortions if necessary. Chen
Minzhang presented legislation on "eugenics and health protection" to the National
Peoples Congress. In an appearance before Congress, he said that China "now has more
than 10 million disabled persons who could have been prevented through better controls."
Pregnant women diagnosed as carrying infectious diseases or abnormal fetuses would be
"advised" to terminate the pregnancy. China's one-child per family population policy has
been criticized for its use of coerced abortions to terminate second or third pregnancies.
Five years ago, authorities in northwestern Gansu Province passed regional legislation
prohibiting the mentally retarded fiom having chuldren. Any mentally retarded woman
found to be pregnant was subject to mandatory abortion. The provincial authorities were
said to be seeking to sterilize as many as 260,000 women. The United States, in contrast,
has in the past pennitted eugenics laws. In the early 20th century, as many as 16 states
authorized the sterilization of the mentally retarded, epileptics and those judged to be
insane. Some laws included confirmed criminals, alcoholics, syphilitics, moral degenerates
and prostitutes. Richard Moms, a sociologist who wrote "Evolution and Nature", points
out that in 1958, sterilizations had been ordered for more than 60,000 Americans who fell
in various categories. The practice died out in the 1970's.
EXHIBIT 48
12-10-93
Small Study Suggests Immunity to AIDS (AP)
Researchers in London say they found 12 people whose urine tested positive for
antibodies to the AIDS virus, although their blood tested negative. They suggested that
this might be a clue for designing AIDS vaccines. The study was published in a recent
issue of Lancet, a British medical journal. Dr. Howard Umovitz, the chief science officer
at Calypte Biomedical of Berkeley, California, said the findings suggest that some people
may be able to prevent the AIDS virus fiom spreading in their blood. Critics said that
much more research is needed just to determine whether the urine test, still not accepted in
the United States, is valid.

EXHIBIT 49
Substance to be tried on AIDS (NY Times)
12-10-93
A natural substance in the blood called IL-12 restored immune finction to cells grown in
the lab. In test tube experiments, normal immune' responses have been restored in cells
fiom people infected with the virus that causes AIDS, federal researchers reported in the
jownal Science. Dr. Gene Shearer, a researcher at the National Cancer Institute, said IL12 had turned out to be "the most powerful" regulator of immune response that his team
had found in the laboratory experiments with cells damaged by HIV. Scientists are
cautioning against false hopes, warning that what looks promising in the laboratory often
does not work or is not safe in humans, in part because laboratory experiments are limited
to studying components of the immune system in isolation fiom the rest of the body.
Genetics Institute in Cambridge, Massachusetts manufactures (synthetic) IL-12, and has
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not yet sought approval fiom the FDA to test 11-12 on humans. IL-12 belongs to a group
of natural blood proteins known as interleukin (IL) or cytokines, that help regulate the
growth of immune cells. It was discovered in 1991 by scientists at the Wistar Institute in
Philadelphia and HofSnan LaRoche of Nutley, New Jersey.
EXHIBIT 50
12-19-93
Cancer Victim Files Suit Blaming Cellular Phone (Chicago Tribune)
Robert Kane, a 45-year-old research scientist who worked for Motorola Inc., the nations
largest manufacturer of cellular phones, said company executives forced him in 1984 to
test a portable cellular phone with an experimental antenna design they knew was
dangerous. That design, he maintains, caused him to come down with terminal brain
cancer eight years later. Kane said, "my opinion is that cellular phones are not safe, but I
do not presume to tell any person what to do. Motorola hurriedly convened a news
conference of its own, and defended the safety of cellular phones, a business worth more
than $1 biion annually to the company. Christopher Galvin, newly named president of
Motorola, portrayed Kane as "seeking a way to explain what is unexplainable." Kane told
Motorola that he used the experimental phone for only 90 minutes, and that he never used
cellular phones before or afterward. The safety of cellular phones became an issue in
February 1993 when a Florida man charged in a lawsuit that his wife's brain cancer was
caused by her use of an NEC cellular phone. A spokeswoman for the FDA said, "there is
no evidence that cellular phones are h&,
but there's no evidence they are? either."
EXHIBIT 51
Study: Cellular Phones Safe (USA Today)
12-10-93
In a study funded by the National Institutes of Health and McCaw Cellular, the USA's
largest cellular phone company, radiation fiom cellular phones pose no safety risk. Cellular
telephone users now total 14.7 million people, up 34% fiom last year.

EXHTBIT 52
12-16-93
Study says chances slim of doctors passing AIDS (AP)
The Centers for Disease Control has tested more than 22,000 surgical patients of 63
physicians, and has concluded that the chance of catching AIDS fiom a doctor is
extremely remote. The 63 doctors were already infected with the H I V , the AIDS virus.
The CDC has recorded 903 cases of AIDS among doctors and 243 cases among dentists
through 1992. There has been one case where a Florida dentist who had HIV infected six
of his patients. The ongoing study is the largest to date. Of the 22,032 patients tested so
far, 112 did have HIV. Twenty-seven of those were infected before seeing their doctor or
dentist and 59 had numerous other risk factors. The CDC did intensive genetic testing on
16 others who had no clear HIV risks, but none had HlV that matched the genetic code of
their doctor's virus. The remaining cases are still being investigated. In other news, French
researchers have found that swapping antibody-rich blood plasma between AIDS patients
appears to slow the advance of the disease. A CDC report drew a circumstantial link
between AIDS and the smoking of crack cocaine, saying that young Americans are prone
to have unsafe sex while under the influence of the drug.
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EXHIBIT 53
Four People Get HIV After Visit to Doctor (USA TODAY)
12-16-93
Four Australian women went into a surgeons office on the same day and came out
infected with the AIDS virus. - not fiom the surgeon, but from another patient. Austalian
health officials blame the incidents on sloppy practices by the surgeon. All four people
came to the doctor for removal of skin lesions.

EXHIBIT 54
Evidence of HIV Immunity Holds Promise of Vaccine (USA TODAY)
12-16-93
Discussions about AIDS and the immune system are underway at the Institute of Medicine
in Washington, D.C.Scientists agree that the evidence for natural immunity is intriguing
but still largely anecdotal. Scientists are examining several known types of immune system
responses to HIV. Some people infected with HIV for 10 years or more show few signs of
immune system damage. Some people that have been infected for a long time have some
immune impairment, but have stablized without developing AIDS. Some people who have
probably been exposed to the virus have not become infected at all. Some high risk people
who test negative on the standard HIV antibody test show no other sign of exposure.
Some people who have apparent exposure have no antibodies in their blood, but only in
the urine. According to Mario Clerici of the National Cancer Institute, all of this suggests
that it's not always true that you get sick and die when exposed to the virus. Records show
that some prostitutes in Kenya who regularly have sex with infected men remain disease
free.
EXHIBIT 55
Officials Lift Ban on Unboiled Water in D.C. (AP)
12-12-93
Federal authorities lifted the ban on drinking unboiled water fiom the public system, which
had evidence of the parasite cryptosporidium, after two days of testing proved the water
to be parasite free. Last year in Milwaukee, the presence of the same parasite in the public
water system sickened 200,000 people.
EXHIBIT 56
Hospice is alternative to Euthanasia (AP)
12-16-93
Euthanasia is legal in the Netherlands, where the government acknowleges that in 199091, along with 400 cases of assisted suicide and 2,700 cases of legal voluntary euthanasia,
there were also 4,941 cases of morphine overdose without the patients consent, 1000
cases of direct active involuntary euthanasia (murder?) and 8,750 cases in which medical
treatment was withheld without the consent of the patient with the intention of shortening
life all illegal. That is almost five times more involuntary death than voluntary.

--

EXHIBIT 57
200 Infants Fed Radiation in the 1950's and 1960's (USA TODAY)
12-23-93
More than 200 babies in .five states were intentionally injected with radioactive iodine
during government experiments in the 1950's and 1960's. The fate of the infants given the
radiation in Tennessee, Michigan, Nebraska, Iowa and Arkansas is unknown. Considered
safe at the time, researchers now know that it can cause cancer. Apparently, the
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experiments were intended to find a quick test for thyroid problems. All the babies were
apparently tested with the permission of their parents. All the infants were between three
and seven days old.
EXHIBIT 58
9- 1-93
TI3 in Cattle Increasing (WESTERN BEEF PRODUCER)
Changes in the U.S. livestock industry threaten to reverse tremendous gains made in the
nearly 80 year effort to eradiacate TB fiom the nations livestock. In the 1990ts, outbreaks
of bovine TB were reproted in two states. A Canadian outbreak of bovine tuberculosis
was traced back to U.S. sources. In 1991, TB was discovered in three captive deer and elk
herds in New York, one of which contained infected dairy cattle as well. A similar incident
in Pennsylvania resulted in the revocation of that states TB-free status. Part of the problem
is the importation of large Mexican herds with higher levels of TB, combined with the
advent of large dairies.
EXHIBIT 59
AIDS: Blood Supply, Truth in Diagnoses (Wall St.Journal)
12-17-93
Bernsteins article in the Dec 2 Wall St. Journal "Good (Hidden) News About the AID
Epidemic" suggests that the number of AIDS cases may have peaked, but that the Centers
for Disease Control's redefinition of ADS cases may mask this information. The article
pointed out that a reported 41% upsurge by the CDC in diagnosed AIDS cases fiom
60,656 between January and June 1992 to 85,656 for the same period in 1993 is due to a
vastly expanded definition of AIDS by the CDC. The article points out that only 35,611 of
the 85,656 cases reported this year would have qualified as ADDS under the old definition
and ,"thats 24,045 fewer AIDS patients in 1993 than the 60,656 diagnosed during the
same nine months in 1992. This is a drop of 39.64%. Due to playing games with
definitions, the CDC gave the impression of a 41% expansion in diagnosed cases when
they actually decreased by almost 40%, misleading the public in the attempt to succeed.

EXHIBIT 60
Gulf War Syndrome being tracked (San Antonio Express)
12-1-93
More than 10,800 Persian Gulf war veterans have been placed on a registry tracking the
undiagnosed illnesses and another 2,000 have applied, said Terry Jemison, spokesman for
the Veterans Affairs Department. Veterans of the Gulf War have developed tumors, liver
and heart diseases, and cancers. Prior to the war, all these veterans were healthy.
Psychological symptoms associated with the syndrome include depression, impaired
memory, irritability, fatigue, visual distrubances, confbsion and decreased sex drive.

EXHIBIT 6 1
100 Dead, Cholera Outbreak in Somalia (AP)
3-17-94
An outbreak of cholera first noticed in Somalia in February 1994 has become an epidemic,
with more than 100 people already dead and the toll growing daily. Efforts to control the
epidemic could be jeopardized by the withdrawal of U.S. forces. Cholera was first
detected in the northern part of Basao a little more than a month ago. Since then, it has
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spread 1,000 miles south to Kismayu and to a number of points in between. More than
1,000 contaminate wells have been chlorinated across the country.
EXHIBIT 62
AIDS in Russia Poised to Explode (AP)
2- 15-94
A relatively closed society until 1991, Russia has been largely cut off fiom AIDS. "There
is a sexual revolution going on in Russia. Homosexuality is becoming more open, and
everything is right for an epidemic to explode", said Julie Stachowiak, president of the
AJDS Infoshare Program in Russia. At the same time the Russian health care system is
falling apart.
EXHIBIT 63
AIDS Epidemic Has Peaked in San Francisco (Olympian News
3-16-94
Services) The AIDS epidemic has passed its peak in S.F.,which more than a decade ago
was the first city to be struck by the disease, the city's health department said Tuesday.
The number of AIDS cases reached its highest level in 1992, before dropping by 50% in
1993.
EXHIBIT 64
11-30-93
Gulf War Mystery Illness Benefits Due Vets (Newhouse News Svc)
Major General Ronald Blanck, the commanding commanding general of Walter Reed
Army Medical Center in Washington, said that a blue-ribbon panel of civilian doctors he
established six months ago has nearly completed defining a specific set of symptoms that
characterize the ailments. Thousands of gulf war veterans across the United States have
complained of mystery ailments. Some have said they believe they came under chemical
attack during the war and have described physical sensations that occurred during the
incidents. General Blanck said he believes that those veterans are describing exposure to
industrial chemicals such as chlorine or ammonia. Czech troops detected low levels of
nerve gas and mustard agent early in the war. U.S. officials maintain that no chemical
weapons were used during the 1991 conflict and rule out any link between the Czech
detections and the mystery ailments. Blanck estimated that at least 2,000 gulf war veterans
fit the diagnosis, which includes fatigue, muscle and joint aches, headaches, nonspecific
skin rash, bleeding gums and respiratory difliculties.
EXHIBIT 65
Preventive moves against Hepatitis B
(Seattle Intelligencer)
11-22-93
All college students should be vaccinated against Vaccine recommended for college
students against the hepatitis B virus, which is on the increase and is spread mostly
through heterosexual sex, the American
College Health
Association
recently
recommended. The U.S.Public Health Services Advisory Committee on Immunization
Practice recommends universal immunization against hepatitis B. The Group Health
Cooperative in Seattle, Washington has adopted a mass immunization program. Between
113 and 158 new cases per year have been reported in King County in recent years.
According to the CDC, about one in every 200 people with the virus dies from it. About
30,000 Americans a year become chronic carriers and can transmit the virus to others. Of
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those, about 20% will die of liver cancer or cirrhosis of the liver. Hepatitis B is transmitted
in the same way as HIV,the virus that causes AIDS, but is 100 times more contagious
than HIV. More than 14 states require that all students get certain immunizations,
including hepatitis B, before they are allowed to enroll in college. Since the fall of 1992,
Group Health in Seattle has been immunizing all infants and all 11 year olds.
EXHIBIT 66
10-24-93
"HNDoes Not Cause AIDS,Says Nobel Winner" (AP)
A Nobel Prize winner says there is no proof that HIV causes AIDS. Dr. Kary Mullis, a
California chemist, also believes that AZT is killing people. "There is evidence that AZT
causes death", said Dr.Mullis. Mullis and a group led by University of California molecular
biology professor Peter Duesberg believe AIDS research got off on the wrong track ten
years ago when HIV was declared the cause. Duesberg says proving a link between HIV
and AIDS and proving that HIV causes AIDS are two diierent things. Many cases of
AIDS are HIV-fiee. University of British Columbia epidemiology professor Martin
Schechter said some patients have AIDS-like symptoms without being HIV positive, but
they were probably suffering a different immune deficiency disorder.
EXHIBIT 67
11-4-93
AIDS Contaminated Blood (AP)
German officials, in widening scandal over contaminated blood, called for all patients who
received transfirsions or other blood products siice the early 1980's to get A I D S tests.
The number infected by tainted blood was unknown.
EXHIBIT 68
12-4-93
"Flu hits hearby States" (AP)
A flu strain that has hit hard in Idaho, Montana and Wyoming as yet to appear in
Washington. Federal health officials have already collected reports of a harsh flu strain,
known as A-Beijing, from 17 states. According to Jeanie Knight, epidemiologist for the
Thurston County Health Department in Washington, Washington's flu season tends to
start much later than flu seasons on the East Coast. Federal officials recommended
vaccinations for people at highest risk of death fiom flu, including the elderly and people
with chronic diseases. Through late November 1993, three states reported Beijing flu
outbreaks, and 14 states reported sporadic cases. According to Nancy Arden, chief of
influenza epidemiology at the CDC, "things seem to be happening a little bit earlier than
usual this season." In Europe, outbreaks of Beijing flu occurred as early as October in
England, Scotland and Finland. Last years season was dominated by the Type B flu strain,
which is mild and typically hits children and young adults. Type A flu, which caused an
epidemic in the US in 1991, is the harshest and is most often deadly to the elderly and
people with chronic diseases. Beding is the worst strain of Type A flu. Flu generally kills
an average of 20,000 people a year.
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EXHIBIT 69
"Increased Trade in Mexican Cattle Brings Disease" (New York
11-16-93
Times) Bovine Tuberculosis has broken out in dairy herds in New Mexico and Texas. The
Federal authorities say the most likely source is cattle imported into theunitedstates from
Mexico.
EXHIBIT 70
"United Nations Sounds Alarm About TB Risk" (Los Angeles Times)
11-15-93
The World Health Organization (WHO)says that Tuberculosis has become the world's
most neglected health crisis. According to the WHO, TB has been turning up in a
multidrug-resistant form that is harder and more expensive to treat. AIDS has facilitated
the spread of TB because it destroys the cells which keep the TB bacteria dormant. TB
had been declining at a rate of 6% in the United States until 1986, when it began to rise
again.
EXHIBIT 7 1
12-1-93
"Clinton addresses AIDS War" (USA TODAY)
President Clinton offered his first major address on the AIDS epidemic this morning, amid
concern that he is moving tepidly on this volatile subject. The Clinton administration
announced a plan Tuesday to marshal1 forces in an effort to speed up the AIDS fight. A
15-member task force taken from govemment, the pharmaceutical industry, medicine and
AIDS sufferers is intended to accelerate the discovery of drugs to combat AIDS and cut
red tape for approval. More than 1 million Americans are infected with HIV,the virus that
causes AIDS the nation's 8th biggest kiler that has claimed 200,000 lives.

-

EXHIBIT 72
"Feds Back off plans to test AIDS Vaccine"
11-23-93
(Ap)
Plans to test possible AIDS vaccines in large numbers of U.S. volunteers will be delayed at
least NEWSDAY until the end of 1994, federal officials say, because of deeply
disappointing results in recent small-scale tests. The potential vaccines had seemed to
work against special strains of the AIDS virus cultivated in the laboratory. But in recent
tests, all but one of the vaccines failed to stimulate immune responses against real-life
strains of the virus. A vaccine developed by United Biomedical Inc. has been shown to
work in only one person so far. A big South San Francisco bio-tech company has already
poured $100 million into AIDS vaccine development and has more than 200,000 doses of
its genetically engineered AIDS vaccine ready to go. The company is Genentech, who
recently stated that "5,000 people become infected with the AIDS virus every day." In the
planned test of the vaccine, thousands of non-infected volunteers Erom high risk groups
would be vaccinated.

-
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EXHIBIT 73
3/ 1/95 bblndictmentSavs Clinton 's Banker Hid Withdrawals" The Washington Post.
The one-time president of an Arkansas bank, Neil Ainley, was indicted on Feb 28th on
charges he and others conspired to conceal large cash withdrawals made by the Clinton
1990 gubernatorial re-election campaign. The Bank of Perry County is owned by longtime
Clinton supporter Herby Branscum, whom Clinton appointed highway commissioner
shortly after that 1990 election. Another Clinton appointee, Robert Hill, a former member
of the state banking board, served on the Perry County Bank board of directors. Kenneth
Starr, independent counsel charged with looking into Whitewater, revealed that Clinton
took out personal unsecured loans of $180,000.000 from the Perry County bank and
applied the hnds to his campaign. Repayment has never been hlly documented in state
campaign finance reports.
EXHIBIT 74
3/1/95 "House Passes Sweeuina Limits on Re~ulations"Tacoma Navs Tribune. The
House of Representatives approved far-reaching changes on February 28th in how federal
agencies enforce health, safety and environmental laws. The proposal would require 12
major federal agencies to conduct formal risk assessments and cost benefit studies before
they issue " expensive new rulings to implement environmental and health laws." The bill,
supported bv industw moups, would S e c t every major industry. The bill would require
that any financial costs to industry (from enforcing environmental health and safety law) of
complying with rules must be justified by anticipated benefits to the public. The measure
faces opposition in the Senate, and Clinton indicated he "might" veto the bill.
EXHIBIT 75
3/10/95 bbGulfSyndrome Mostly Air, Pentapon Doctor Savs" fie Olympian. The Top
doctor of the Pentagon received Congressional flak on March 9th after saying that most
Persian Gulf veterans are suffering "readily diagnosable illnesses typical of the general
United States population." Dr. Stephen Joseph said that 84% of veterans have been
diagnosed with "the same types of illnesses that would be expected in a large population
of adults. Only 16% have undiagnosed illnesses." This was challenged by Rep. Steve
Buyer, R-Ind., who said, " Tell me that's not true. Most vets have multiple symptoms."
The Department of Defense (in a direct conflict of interest) assigns a primary diagnosis.
Buyer continues, "if multiple symptoms are not recognized, you're giving up the big
picture." Dr. Joseph backpeddled and said that he meant it is more likely " to hit pay dirt
more quicklyy' by "doing research on soldiers with undiagnosed illnesses. We are very
determined not to foreclose any possibilities." Several others joined Buyer in criticism of
the government's handing of the problem. Buyer also recalled that about a year ago, the
Pentagon was insisting that "only a couple of hundred" active duty soldiers had
complained of unexplained illnesses. In fact, a minimum of 15,000 troops indcate worry
about unusual symptoms, and another 43,000 h e registered with the VA. This means
that 58,000 out of 70,000 may be affected. In November 1994, the U.S. Amy's "point
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m a . on Gulf War illness, MGen Blanck, made the amazing statement that " most of those
folks probably would have gotten what they have whether they went to the Gulf or not."
Joseph finished by saying "there is still no evidence that troops were exposed to chemical
or biological agents." (See LE#80. p123. for media release in Februarv 95 where
Pentagon records show exactlv the opposite. The fact that these people are lying is not
being taken seriously by members of Congress, who have become accomplices in the
coverup. They still allow the fox to guard the henhouse).
EXHIBIT 77
3/23/95 "Crunch Time for Earth Summit Pledpe" The Olympian (AP) On March 28th
more than 100 nations will meet in a Framework Convention on Global Warming work
foreshadowed by the 1992 U.N. Earth Summit in Brazil. The meeting will last 11 days.The
climate treaty negotiated in 1992 had the intention of reducing global emission of carbon
dioxide to 1990 levels by the year 2000. The United States has just announced that it will
fall 30% short of its goal. According to the Worldwatch Institute, if carbon dioxide levels
continue to rise at the present rate, emissions will double in the next 14 years. In the most
recent issue of its magazine the Institute said, "the stark fact is that the celebrated Rio
Climate Treaty is on the verge of becoming an internationaljoke."

-

EXHIBIT 78
3/24/95 "Health Columnists Dies in Botched Treatment at TODCancer Clinic" The
News Tribune, Tacoma, Wmhington (AP). Award-winning health columnist Betsy
Lehman, who worked for the Boston Globe, discovered she had breast cancer and
checked into the Dana-Farber Cancer Institute. Lehman's heart failed after she was give
four times the "maximum safe dosage" of a highly toxic chemotherapy drug,
cyclophospharnide. At least 12 doctors, nurses and pharmacists overlooked the error for
a
four days, while Lehman continued to receive an overdose of cyclophosphamide
fourfold overdose of another drug meant to " shield her fiom side effectsy'. Lehman's
husband Robert Distel, who worked at the Institute, said that the whole lining of her gut
from one end to the other was she&ng. She was vomiting sheets of tissue. Doctors said
that " it was the worst they have ever seen, and that it was all nonnaP' . An autopsy found
no visible signs of cancer in her body, indicating that "the treatment had worked." Just
two days before Lehman's death, another woman was a victim of the same mistake. The
cancer research center said "human error was the only explanation." The 48-year old
hospital treats 9,000 people each year. Lehrnan joined the Globe in 1982, and regularly
wrote about new treatments and scientific developments. In a letter she wrote to a
colleague in May, Lehman complained that a doctor at the Institute was " cold and rotten"
to her. Two doctors involved in the case have been temporarily assigned desk jobs and
three pharamacists have been briefly suspended and banned fiom dispensing the kinds of
drugs used in the Lehman case. Ironically, Lehman was a three-time winner of the top
journalism award fiom the Massachusetts chapter of the American Cancer Society. In
other recent medical mistakes, a surgeon at a Tampa , Florida hospital in Feb 20
amputated the healthy leg of a 51-year old diabetic instead of the diseased one, and on
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March 3 (same hospital) a 77 year old man died after a technician "mistakenly
disconnected him &om a breathing machine." Another event occurred in February in
Grand Rapids, Michigan where a surgeon removed the wrong breast fiom a mastectomy
patient. ( N N : It is these kinds of events which were highlighted in the 1984 plea to the
UN on U.S. Medical Genocide - recently reprinted in the LE and ignored by the CIA/Bush
administration during the time of its release).
EXHIBIT 79
3/24/95 "Aids Vaccine a killer, Studv Finds" The Olympian (AP). Researchers at DanaFarber Cancer Institute found that an altered SIV virus that protects adult monkeys fiom
Simian AIDS virus causes newborn monkeys to sicken and die of the disease. According
to Dr.Ruth Ruprecht, "the study shows that the virus has not lost its ability 'to cause
AIDS' even afier we removed the genes." She says that science still cannot identlfjr all the
genes in the virus that cause illness. The virus used in the study is related to HIV, " which
causes human AIDS". Dr. Ruprecht confided, "as a result of this, I have reservations
about ever using an attenuated vaccine for HIV."
EXHIBIT 80
4120195 "A s ~ u e r c o n d ~ c t i n
breakthrou~h?~'
~
Tacoma Tribune. Scientists have
developed a superconducting material that could lead to better electric motors, medical
diagnostic devices and bullet trains that hover above tracks in the grip of magnetic fields
(Note: which are very dangerous to human physiology). The material, a flexible rape less
than 1 inch wide and resembling foil in a chewing gum wrapper, was described at the
Materials Research Society meeting Wednesday (4119) in San Francisco, California.
EXHIBIT 8 1
12/12/94 "Odd S i ~ h is
t seen in Earth's AtrnosohewScientists find bursts o f Gamma
&"Houston Chronicle. Last, week, at the American Geophysical Union meeting in San
Francisco, Los Alamos scientist Bill Feldman discussed the discovery of the appearance of
gamma rays in the Earth's atmosphere outside the normal linkage with solar flares. The
Los Alamos discovery adds to a growing mystery of energetic events occumng in Earth's
atmosphere. Los Alamos National Lab.orat0r-y a~pliesscience and technologv to ~roblems
of national security, ranging from defense to energy research. The search for the cause for
unexplained radio bursts turned up the additional discovery of the gamma rays.
EXHIBIT 82
12114/94 "Doctor's Can 't Find Cause for Gulf War Svn&ome" Reuter News Senrice.
Unspecified U. S. officials said that " about 150 of the 1,019 ailing Gulf War veteransy'
have illnesses the doctors cannot fully identify. Pentagon findin& "were similary' to a
separate VA study in which 20% of the 17,000 diagnosed veterans have illnesses that
cannot be fblly identified.
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EXHIBIT 83
1/5/95 "Panel: More data needed on Gulf War vet's ailments" O l ~ l l l ~ ~News
i a n Service.
John Bailar III, an epidemiologist at Montreal's McGill University, says that better
coordinated research is needed on Gulf War Syndrome. (Note: McGill University was
connected with the early CIA MK-ULTRA program)
EXHIBIT 84
1/12/95 "Studv shows EMF emosure linked to Brain Cancer Rates" New York Times.
One of the largest studies ever conducted of possible health effects of electrical and
magnetic fields has found that electrical utility workers exposed to the highest field levels
are twice as likely to die of brain cancer. The study, to be published in this month's issue
of the American Journal of Epidemiology, tracked the job histories and medical records of
138,905 male electrical workers at five large utilties from 1950 to 1986.
EXHIBIT 85
1/12/95 "HWtakes vears to beat immune mstem" Newsdav.
" A new view of the human immunodeficiency virus disease supports the idea of a strong
immune system, rather than a weak one, that is overwhelmed over time by killer viruses."
(Note: Notice they are trying to get away from the idea that depressed immune system is
overwhelmed by opportunistic conditions, in order to steer people away fiom
environmental factors affecting the system over a long cumulative period of time that are
litigatable).
EXHIBIT 86
1115/95 "1940's Ethics and Policies Iznored In Human Radiation Testing"
Albuquerque Journal. According to the 14-member White House Advisory Committee on
Human Radiation Experiments, "in clinical research, there was no deep tradition of
seeking consent fiom patients." The Committee is expected to release its final report in
the Spring of 1995.
EXHIBIT 87
1/23/95 "Armv Vet Tested Nuclear 'Suitcasebombs' in the 1940's" Houston Chronicle.
Retired Sgt. Joe R. Garner, a veteran of the Army's Special Forces, says he was arming
45-pound nuclear "suitcase bombs" 35 years ago. The device, which the Army called a
Special Atomic Demolitions Munition (SADM), could be carried in a satchel. It would
deliver anywhere from .O1 to .10 kiloton. Garner says the Soviets possessed similar
weapons, described as sawed-off nuclear-converted artillery shells. "What I want to know
is what happened to them?'said Garner.
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1/30/95 "Terrorism Packaae Readv for Con~ress" USA Today. "The Clinton
Administration is pursuing a range of ideas that would strengthen U.S.laws, according to
spokesman Mike McCuny. Details for the Clinton proposal include extending jurisdiction
of federal courts to prosecute terrorists, improving authority to wiretap those designated
as terrorists, allow speedy deportation of aliens, increase authority to issue Executive
Orders blocking U.S. fbnds used by terrorist groups." (Note: It is interesting that 1995
began with this proposal, which would finally be implemented after the April 95 bombing
of the Oklahoma City federal building and new legislation forced into existence by the
event).
EXHIBIT 89

2/2/95bbSpermCounts Fall*
Dramuticallv" &. Researchers at a Paris sperm bank
have discovered that sperm counts of donors have dropped 33% over the past 20 years.
While researchers could not explain the findings, they raised a number of possibilities,
including male fetus exposure to estrogen in the womb, as well as environmental pollution
(yes, with estrogen-mimicking pesticides) and "unspecified changes in diet." In 1992 a
Danish group looked at 61 d~ferentstudies involving 15,000 men. They said that when
taken together, the studies suggest that male spem counts have dropped 50% over the
past 50 years. The French researchers found that the concentration of sperm dropped by
2% per year, from 89 million per milliliter in 1973 to 60 millionlml today. Infertility is
considered to be a sperm count of 20 million/ml. Interestingly, they also found that the
sperm count of a 30 year old man born in 1945 was 102 million/ml, while for a 30 year
old man bom in 1962, it was 51 milliowinl.
EXHIBIT 90

2/3/95"AIDS spread stabilizes" M." The rate at which AIDS is spreading has leveled
off and the number of new cases reported everyyear isfalling, health officials at the CDC
report, which came only three days after the CDC announced "ADS is now the leading
killer of Americans 25 to 44." (A direct contradiction) "...the disease is stabilizing at 3
percent m a 1 increase..." (wait! Didn't they just say the number of cases reported every
year is fallin@) " ...according to Dr. John Ward, the CDC chief of HIV-AIDS
surveillance. The AIDS definition was expanded in 1993 to include people with TB or
depressed immune systems." (Because the general immune system of the population is
declining, it adds to the numbers and increases hding).
EXHIBIT 91

2/9/95 "Pentapon records show biochemical wemons used apainst troops in Gulf'
Houston Post. "Newly declassified Pentagon records contain longs of several Persian Gulf
War "incident reports" that describe chemical and biological weapon attacks against UN
troops from several nations. Veteran groups claim the new documents show U.S.troops
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were among those exposed. The incidents are on Pentagon "Desert Storm Nuclear,
Biological and Chemical Logs", mostly fiom January 18-21, 1991, before U. S. troops
retook Kuwait. Contrary to the military logs, Defense Secretary Perry stated "there is no
classified information that would indicate any exposures or detection of chemical or
biological weapon agents." On January 15, 1991, Israeli police confirmed the presence of
the nerve gas known as GF, a chemical nerve agent, cyclosarin, designed to be used in
munitions; on January 19th British LNO reported a positive reaction for mustard gas after
hearing a propeller driven plane overhead; January 20th a report from Army Central
Command, Czech recon, detailed the detection of GAIGB (Tabun and Soman nerve gases)
flowing fiom a factory bombed in Iraq; January 21st, a report was received from French
LNO at King Khalid Military City on the presence of chemical weapons. James Tuite, lead
Senate Banking Committee investigator for the 1994 hearings, said, " I conclude from
these longs that the position of the Department of Defense is indicative of either a massive
intelligence failure, or a deliberate deception." Tuite has turned copies of the logs over to
the Senate Armed Services Committee and the Senate Intelligence Committee.
EXHIBIT 92

t
world future" Houston Chronicle.
2118/95 bbDoomand Gloom: Scientists ~ a i nbleak
Dateline Atlanta, Georgia. Scientists speaking at the American Academy for the
Advancement of Science predicted a blood bath in 10 years when the 4 million American
children now under the age of 10 become young adults. The rate of homicide among
young adults has increased has increased by 68% since 1976. Among 14 to 17 year olds,
the increase was 235%. A scientist fiom the University of Colorado stated that 70% of the
oil reserves in the United States have been used, and a scientist at Cornell predicted that
the U.S. will run out of oil in 15-20 years. Scientists pointed out that as population grows,
fbture generations will have to adapt to diets that reply more on vegetables.
EXHIBIT 93
2120195 "Hizh Level o f Airborn Mercurv Found in Southern Michi~an" Journal
Washington Bureau. The Flint Journal. " According to a nearly completed four year study
by the EPA, the air over southern Michigan contains some of the highest levels of mercury
to humans. When mercury
in the nation. The EPA says mercury in the air is not 1hmixes with bacteria in water, it forms methyl mercury, which is a suspected carciogen and
known to damage the kidneys, nervous system and reproductive organs. Most Michigan
residents have been aware of mercury contamination since 1989, when fish consumption
advisories were posted for all of the state's 11,000 lakes."
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2/27/95 "Lawn Herbicides and Insecticides Sus~ectedin Some Childhood Cancers"
(AP) A study published in todays American Journal of Public Health detailed that
children whose yards were treated with herbicides and insecticides have four times the risk
of a certain type of cancer. The study, performed at the University of North Carolina's
School of Public Health, detailed that professional home extermination caused an
increased risk of lymphomas between 1.6 and 1.8 times. Children fkom birth to 14 years
old whose yards were treated had four times the risk of soft tissue sarcomas, malignant
tumors of the connective tissue, as their unexposed counterparts. Mothers during the last
three months of pregnancy exposed to 'No Pest Strips' in the air tended to have fetuses
that had three times the risk of leukemia According to Dr. Clark Heath of the American
Cancer Society, "It's an interesting study, but people shouldn't draw conclusions fi-om it."
"

EXHIBIT 95
3/1/95 bbGulfVeterans Burnina S ~ e r mPmlexinz" Gannett News Service. "Doctors are
incredulous over bizarre sexual complaints they began hearing shortly after the 1991 war
with Iraq. Reproductive scientists and federal health administrators are looking closely at a
growing problem. After sex, the sperm of the Gulf War vets burns paididly for several
hours. Hillary Clinton has taken an interest in the mysterious Gulf War illness symptoms
afflicting 55,000 returnees fiom that conflict. Sometimes semen causes blisters, rashes and
itching on exterior skin. Sometimes it causes vaginal swelling in female partners. For men,
the pain involved with ejaculation is intense and long-lasting."

4/28/95 "Toxic Emission LeveZs Down, EPA Sqs" Gannett News Service. The nation's
manufacturers dumped 2.8 billion pounds of toxic chemicals into the countries air, water
and land in 1993, down 12.6% fi-om 1992, and down 43% since 1988, the EPA reported
on March 27th. However, facilities reporting to the EPA Toxic Release Inventory (TRI)
generated 33.5 billion pounds of toxic wastes, an increase fiom 1992, and a sign that the
nation continues to have a serious buildup of toxic wastes. The TRI covers only 316
chemicals and only a part of the industrial sector. Another 260 chemicals are due to be
added in fbture reports. TRI does not tally emissions by electric utilities, incinerators. Up
to 500 heavily polluting federal facilities, such as military facilities, won't be included until
1996. TRI data also omits some of the world's deadliest compounds. An estimated 180
million pounds of chemicals that EPA considers cancer-causing or suspected carcinogens
were released into the environment. The annual TRI shows progress in slowing the
volume of toxic releases into the air, water and underground wells. According EPA
Deputy Administrator Fred Hansen, the EPA remains concerned that manufacturers
continue to generate vast amounts of toxic chemicals that must be disposed of. The
statistics cover the year 1993, and involve tabulation of 80,000 forms from 23,000
facilities.
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EXHIBIT 97
4/29/95 "Cellular Warning Issued" The Olvmvian. Dr.David Hayes, director of
pacemaker services at the Mayo Clinic in Rochester, Minnesota, and Dr. Roger Carrillo, a
cardiovasular surgeon at Mt. Sinai Medical Center in Miami, warn that people with
pacemakers may be at risk fiom interference fiom cellular phone use. The researchers
found no irregularities when analog cellular phones were used, but the new digital cellular
phones are used, the EEG shows a pacemaker speed change.
EXHIBIT 98
4/29/95 "Juror's low ZQ taints court's verdict" Ad. A state appeals court in Fresno,
California has overturned a man's sex crimes conviction because one of the jurors at his
trial had a 66 IQ, a shortened attention span, and was unable to m y understand testimony
and lived in a supervised group home. The trial judge, however, refbsed to order a new
trial, since state law does not define the level of mental competence a juror needs.
EXHIBIT 99
4/30/95 "Drug Makers Eye Patents Under GATT' A d . Americans may end up paying an
additional $6 b i o n for their medicines because of an oversight in the new world trade
agreement that extends the patents of brand name drugs. When GATT goes into effect in
June 1995, all new patents will last 20 years, and the GATT agreement could prevent the
sale of generic drugs.
EXHIBIT 100
5/5/95 "EPA's watchdog under scrutiny" Gannett Navs Service. Current and former
EPA officials charge that mismanagement and abuses in the EPA and its watchdog office
of the Inspector General 'put millions of dollars at risk, hinders environmental cleanup
efforts, permitted victimization of government investigators by outside contractors,
sidetracked criminal and civil investigations, sidetracked research into environmental
all patterns which have contributed to a history of contract fiaud and
hazards
mismanagement. The root cauase, according to current and former scientists, accountants,
attorneys, executives and a review of hundreds of pages of court and internal EPA
documents, is Inspector General John Martin, a 1983 Reagan aupointee, who has made it
more than two years into the Clinton administration, despite warnings to the White House
that his office is in chaos. According to EPA toxicologist William Marcus, who won a
protracted whistleblower case against the EPA, "the Inspector General's office is being
used to persecute senior managers and honest scientists. An administrative court ruled that
the EPA had falsified Marcus' time cards to justefiring him in 1992 because of his
criticism of itsfluoride policies. According to Robert Tyndall, a government investigator,
Inspector General John Martin "has destroyed good people in the agency." Tyndall's
career at the EPA ended when he refbsed to cover up a conflict of interest scheme
involving acid rain research. A scientist at one of EPA's laboratories, speaking
anonymously to protect his job, said "many people have left the agency" and that "the
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EPA simply manipulates science for policy purposes. It is bureaucratic lunacy of the first
order." EPA spokesmen David Cohen denies the charge, saying that Clinton EPA
Administrator Carol Browner has as a goal "to try and develop pure and objective
science." Richard Wagner, former Inspector General for investigations at EPA's San
Francisco office, fled under duress after alerting Congress that "many EPA scientists have
complained to their union that a lot of things were going on that were bad for science faking evidence and reaching conclusions before doing the work - the IG won't take on
those problems. The Inspector General at EPA has held a lid on a certain number of
scandals and kept himself close to the Administrator, Carol Browner. They have falsified
records and shredded evidence. When an agency's willing to do that, it has most deepseated problems and here we have an IG who has a history of doing that."

-

EXHBIT 101
5/5/95 "Key White House aide named in investigation" The Washinaton Post. Bruce

Lindsey, the White House lawyer who is one of Bill Clinton's closest fiiends was officially
notified that he is a target of the Whitewater indepedent counsel, who is focusing his
attention into Lindsey's role as treasurer in Clinton's 1990 Arkansas campaign for
Governor. A former Arkansas bank official is prepared to tell a Grand Jury that Lindsey
and others asked him to conceal records of large cash withdrawals by the campaign.
EXHIBIT 102
5/9/95 "Federal Reserve Ends Inquiry of Arkansas Family" New York Times. The

Federal Reserve has decided to take no action after completing a two-year inquiry into the
financial ties of the Stephens family in Little Rock, Arkansas. The investigation focused on
whether relationships between the Stephens family empire, which includes Stephens, Inc.,
one of the largest brokerage companies outside New York, and two Arkansas bank
holding companies, Worthen Banking Corporation and Investark Bankshares, conformed
to laws limiting concentations of financial power, following allegations that Stephens had a
controlling interest in Worthen and Investark. The Federal Reserve had originally
determined that Stephens holdings in a bank in Stuttgart, Arkansas, Investark's lead bank,
violated a Depression era law that bars people who control securities com~aniesfrom
owning 50 percent of banks. The matter was resolved when the bank switched its charter,
at the request of the Fed. Spokesman for the Federal Reserve, Joseph R. Coyne, said "one
reason the investigation was closed was that Worthen was sold and it's a moot question
now."
EXHIBIT 103
5/9/95 "RubinSays Bank-Merger Bill Gives Too Much Power to Fed" New York Times,

Secretary of the Treasury Robert E. Rubin said today that he strongly objected to plans by
the House Banking Committee to give broad regulatory powers to the Federal Reserve as
part of a bill that would allow securities companies to merge with banks. (Note: Wait a
minute! Isn't that against the Depression era law mentioned in the previous article?)
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part of a bill that would allow securities companies to merge with banks. (Note: Wait a
minute! Isn't that against the Depression era law mentioned in the previous article?)
EXHIBIT 104
5/9/95 "Clinton Urges Quick Passage of Anti-Terrorism Measure" Nav York Times.
President Clinton today urged passage of a bill to give Federal agents sweeping new
eavesdropping powers "for combatting terrorism". Boarding Air Force One for Russia,
Clinton said the proposed new law should be passed without delay and without politics
degrading the debate. The bill would allow the hiring of up to 1,000 new agents,
prosecutors and other Federal law enforcement and support personnel to investigate, deter
and prosecute terrorist activity, creating a new National Domestic Counterterrorism
Center (NDCC), headed by the FBI.A large counter terrorism center already exists at the
CIA, "but the CIA'S charter forbids it from spying on Americans." The legislation would
also permit the government to obtain a wiretap to investigate any suspected federal felony,
and would lower legal barriers to search credit records. Telephone companies would be
required to help the government gain access to digital lines. Another result of the
legislation is that the Posse Cornitatus Act of 1878, which restrict's the use of the military
in domestic law enforcement, would be changed to allow soldiers "to help investigate
crimes involving high explosives, chemicals and biological weapons."
EXHIBIT 105
5/11/95 "Senate Oks product liability lawsuit limits" The WashinHon Post. The Senate
on May 10th approved its stripped-down bill to limit punative damage awards in faulty
product lawsuits, limiting awards to $250,000. A Senate commitee also approved a bill
eliminating the national 55mph speed limit, and a House panel voted to phase out the
National Endowments for the Arts and Humanities.

EXHIBIT 106
5/12/95 a Water bill votes show House zeal to curb regulation" Tire New York Times.
The House of Representatives moved toward approving major revisions of the Clean
Water Act, turning back efforts to toughen the bill's controls on pollution. The legislation
would provide a series of waivers to the limitations on water pollution established by the
law, which was passed in 1972. Opponents of the legislation say it would effectively
reverse decades of progress in cleaning up the waters of the United States. Weaken
protection for wetlands and coastal pollution.

EXHIBIT 107
5/21/95 "Juvenile S a crimes on the Increase" The Olvmpian . Officials are tracking a
growing number of sex offenses and behavior by children, often younger than 13 or 14.
Also increasing is the number of violent or seriou sex crimes committed by juvenile
offenders, according to Roxanne Lieb, associate director of the Washington State Institute
for Public Policy. What it all means, however, is still being evaluated.
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EXHIBIT 108
5/25/95 USA Todav: (New York). New York Governor Pataki's reversal of a state ban
on insect sprays with high concentrations of the chemical DEET was illegal, a state judge
ruled. Pataki said a high concentration of DEET level "is needed to fight lyme disease".
The Cuomo administration had instituted the ban, saying the repellents endangered
chilben's health. (No mention was made of why newly elected Pataki would allow
neurotoxins to impact children). Backeround: DEET was developed by the USDA in the
1940's for the military to serve as an insecticide. After numerous instances where children
and adults suffered nervous system damage and death fiom insect repellants containing
only 25%-30% DEET, the State of New York spent 3 years probing the issue. After
studying 44 scientific reports, they decided to ban all substances containing DEET from
public use. A New York court issued the ban. The chemical industry lobbied the newly
elected governor of New York, Pataki, and his administration overturned the ban, citing
"new studies". The "new studies" consisted of 1 study provided by the chemical industry
itself, on 4 people who had DEET applied to their skin without apparent effect. The EPA
also approves of the use of DEET, contained in many popular insect repellants applied
topically. Following the Pataki administration repeal of the ban, a judge reimposed the ban
on all products containing 30% or more DEET. The Pataki administration plans to appeal.
DEET was used by the military during the Gulf War, along with other chemical
substances. Studies show that the toxicity of DEET can be multiplied up to seven times
when combined with other chemicals. A chemical industry representative was quoted on
NBC Prime Time on May 3 1, 1995 as saying that solutions of 100% DEET are safe, "as
long as directions are followed." The Patkaki administration representative interviewed by
Prime Time Live cut the interview short when questions began to probe too deeply. It
developed that the decision to allow humans to topically apply DEET was a political one,
motivated by profit and greed for the chemical industry, who no doubt contributed to the
election campaign of Patiki, who ran on a ticket promising a trimming of government
regulation.

EXHIBIT 109
5/25/95 USA Todav: (Georgia). In Decatur, a truck with "18,000 pounds of the
chemicals used to destroy the Oklahoma federal building" flipped Monday "but did not
explode." (Yes, and "HIV causes AIDS", too)

EXHIBIT 110
5/25/95 "DNA Dog Tags" USA Today. A Honolulu military judge dismissed charges
against two military members, Marines, who would not give blood and saliva for a
"genetic dog-tag" program "to help identifjl remains." They cited spiritual reasons, and
were concerned that oflcials would not 9 how long the samples would be kept or what
happens to them after the men leave the military.
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EXHIBIT 111

5/25/95 "ATF Director says 6 people likely involve&' USA Today. Discounting the
notion of a widespread conspiracy, BATF Director John Magaw said on May 24th that
"three to six people were most likely involved" in the bombing of the Murrah Federal
Building in Oklahoma, and that they have not given up pursuit of 'John Doe No.2.' (Isn't
two or more people covertly planning an illegal act defined as a conspiracy? Magaw is
denying a federal conspiracy between the lines. Experience shows that denials often hide
the truth in the United States - check out any meaningfiil subject at any library).
EXHIBIT 112
5/25/95 "Guy Wiu Illness" USA Today. Sleep disorders may explain some of the
fatigue, headaches and muscle aches reported by veterans of the Persian Gulf War, say
researchers at the American Thoracic Society meeting in Seattle. "We feel that their sleep
disorders are not related to a vaccine, a toxin or infection.", says Donald Hall of Wilfbrd
Hall Medical Center in San Antonio (a main USAF hospital). The problems could have
been present, and not noticed, before the war (in 55,000 men?, right.). Arvind Das of the
Veterans Affairs Medical Center in Lyons, New Jersey found evidence some sleep
disorders result fiom upper airway damage, "possibly fiom inhaling smoke fiom Kuwait
oil fires."
EXHIBIT 113
5/24/95" fig Heartfor Human" The Olvmpian. "Scientists hope to begin clinical trials
transplanting hearts fiom pigs into humans within two years. According to Dr. Ernest
Prentice of the University of Nebraska Medical Center, "this may ultimately prove the
solution to the organ shortage, but it's the most controversial therapeutic proceeding in
the history of medicine." The first transplants of non-human organs into dying humans
began in 1963, and failed dramatically as the patients' immune systems'launched
immediate attacks that killed the foreign tissues.
EXHIBIT 114
5/24/95 "Magic Bullet Search" The Olympian. "After two decades of failing to h d a
'magic bullet' for disease, scientists in San Francisco are investing millions of dollars this
year in immunological agents they hope will wipe out tumors and viruses without the
rigors of standard drugs: These "bloodhound agents' are called monoclonal antibodies,
natural immune cells endneered to sweep through the blood until they find a tumor,
infection or other pathogen, latch on and kill it. Hundreds have been developed in the last
two decades with the hope that they would fight cancer, and they repeatedly failed. But,
sparked by 'new understanding' of the immune system, biotechnoloayfinns are launching
a new push into monoclonal antibodies for a variety of diseases." (Note: since the human
immune system naturally does this, all they have to do is eliminate everything they can that
depress the human immune system, instead of this ridiculous pseudo-scientific mechanism
based on 19th century deceit and fraud)
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EXHIBIT 115
5/24/95 "Hantavirus Search" The Olymian. "The University of New Mexico will seek
federal hnds for hantavirus research that could lead to a vaccine against the
Southwestern strain of the deadly virus, a university scientist said yesterday. According to
researcher Brian Hjelle, "the virus, first identified in the Four Comers area two years ago,
causes a deadly respiratory illness that floods victim's lungs. More than 100 cases, about
half of them fatal, have been identified in 23 states." (The virologists are at it again more
19th century pseudo-scientific crap).

-

EXHIBIT 116
5/25/95 "Arkansas Governor Subpoenaed in Probe" The Olympian. Independent
counsel Ken Starr has subpoenaened records fiom Governnor Jim Guy Tucker's 1990
campaign for lieutenant governor in a widening of the Whitewater probe that Tucker
vowed to challenge. Starr has examined the possibility that money fiom Madison
Guarantee or Whitewater might have ended up in Clinton campaign coffers when he ran
for governor of Arkansas. Investigators want to talk with Tucker about his dealings with
Madison and his cable TV ventures financed in part with hnds borrowed fiom a company
run by former Municipal Judge David Hale, who has pleaded guilty to two felonies and is
cooperating with prosecutors. Hale alleges that Tucker and Clinton pressured him into
making questionable loans.
EXHIBIT 117
5/25/95 "AIDS researcher Gallo to set up own Institute" USA Today. "The nation's

best known AIDS researcher and two high profile scientists are leaving the federal
government (National Institutes of Health and the NCI)to set up their own publiclprivate
center for studying viruses, the Instihrte of Human Virology 0 at the University of
Maryland, Baltimore. He will be joined by Dr. Robert Redfield, a U.S. Army researcher
who has worked with AIDS patients 'since early in the epidemic', and Dr. William
Blamer, a scientist fiom the National Cancer Institute 'who has studied the spread of
AIDS in various populations'. The new Institute will get $12 million fiom state and local
governments and will spawn a for-profit biotechnology company to market any successful
drugs or vaccines it creates. Gallo wili continue to collect $100,000 per year from the
'HIV test" he help develop. According to Gallo, MV will be "an institute of human
virology that combines basic research and population studies. We will continue to study
viruses related to cancer, and we'll include some herpes virology." Says Gallo, "the
number one thing I would hope for if1 closed my eyes and woke up five years fiom now, I
would like to say we contributed to the end of AIDS."
EXHIBIT 118
5/25/95 "Virulence may ebb as Ebola spreads" USA Todav. An official with the World
Health Organization, Vaelery Abramov, said on May 24th that there are signs the Ebola
virus plaguing Zaire may weaken as it passes fiom person to person. In the earliest cases,
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it appeared that just touching the body was enough to transmit the virus in 80% of
exposures. The risk dropped 50% for the next exposure, and less after that. Bob Howard
fiom the CDC, however, warned that "short term answers are frequently incorrect. We
have made no definative determinations about Ebola's virulence as it is passed along."
Three more CDC experts are en route to Zaire, bringing the total number to six. As of
May 24th 108 deaths were counted in the epidemic, including six previously
undocumented deaths in January of 1995, according to WHO spokesman Abramov.
(Note: In fact, Ebola Reston does not affect humans, even if the virus is directly injected
into the bloodstream. Ebola Zaire contains seven proteins, 4 of which are completely
unknown on the planet, according to technical data presented in the book m e Hot Zone.
Is this a manfactured virus, based on alien serum proteins?)

6/3/95 "Bad News of Kids Hits hard for TV's young viewers" The Boston Globe.
Television news accounts of disturbing crime or disasters involving children ofen
traumatize the children who watch them, even if they have no direct connection with the
event. This is the conclusion of a new study examining the impact of media coverage on
ordinary suburban youngsters. According to Dr. Sara Stein of Stanford University, who
shared the findings at an American Psychiatric Association conference, "this kind of rocks
our perception of trauma. It also calls for better self-regulation by the media." Media
researchers and broadcast news representatives said "they couldn't comment on the study
itself' and they "questioned any attempt to regulate television news."
EXHIBIT 120
6/2/95 "1 in 5 Americans drinks bad water" Gannett News Service. Twenty percent of
Americans during 1993 and 1994 drank water laced with lead, feces and the notorius
parasite cryptosporium, according to a pair of reports issued by environmental groups on
June 1st. Analysis of EPA data bby the Natural Resoures Defense Council and the
Environmental Working Groop show that 25% of the drinking water systems in the United
States have violated federal standards between 1993 and 1994. The reports revealed that
contaminated drinking water supplies in the United States have killed 1,000 people and
sickened over 400,000. More than 92 million Americans drank water between 1993 and
1994 that violated contamination limits or treatment requirements. About 45 million
people get water fkom systems that contain cryptosporidium, the parasite that killed 100
Milwaukee residents in 1993 and sickened thousands. A computer analysis of EPA reports
showed 400,000 health violations, including violations of fecal coliform bacteria standards,
violations of lead and radroactivity standards, and violation of bacterial, chemical and
pesticide standards. Robert Wubbena, president of the American Water Works
Association, which represents the water treatment business, (expectedly) called the reports
"well-meaning but misguided", and (throwing aside obvious conflict of interests) urged
the two groups to "set aside political rhetoricy'and "help craft a workable drinking water
law." (admitting that the AWWA was incapable of adhering to current health and safety
standards and that he was incompetent but refirsing to admit his criminal neghgence)
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EXHIBIT 121
6/2/95 "Researchers linked 'freyed' gene to colon cancer" E. "Researchers have
identified a flawed gene that is linked to about 20% of colon cancers, a finding that could
make it possible to develop a blood test for the disease. Dr. Sanford Markowitz, a cancer
researcher at University Hospitals of Cleveland and Case Western Reserve Univerisity,
said the 'flawed' gene triggers cancer in the right portion of the colon in some patients
with an unstable genetic pattern that does not correct itself. According to Markowitz,
"their genes are falling apart, rather like a fraying rope. Colon cancer on the left side
apparently is related to failure of the P53 gene discovered five years ago in a Johns
Hopkins University and Howard Hughes Medical Institute study led by Dr. Bert

Volgelstein. Markowitz was the co-author of the P53 study." (Nothing is said about the
impact of meat and fats in the diet, and other ennvironmental factors, which have all been
connected to colon cancer, as well as the fragmentation and alteration of genetic structure
(fluorides, viral vaccines,etc.) The convenience of the "genetic" approach is that it
provides a diversion from the obvious, as well as keeping geneticists as busy as the
virologists are with the vaccine 'scam'. The whole "genetic cause of cancer" is a
fraudulent diversion).
EXHIBIT 122
6/2/95 "Weyerhaeuser faces EPA fine" The Olym~ian.The EPA wants to fine the
Weyerhaeuser Company $225,000 for failing to report a chlorine leak at the company's
Longview paper mill during the summer of 1994. Chlorine gas was reported as far as four
miles away. Weyerhaeuser waited 21 hours to report the leak to the National Response
Center (federal law requires immediate notification) and made no report at all to the
Washington State Emergency Response Commission.
EXHIBIT 123
6/2/95 "Spill Fine" The Olympian. The Washington State Department of Ecology fined
the U.S.Department of Energy (DOE) and Pacific Northwest Labs $7,000 for failing to
promptly identify the contents of a drum that was partially spilled after the cover blew off
and the drum exploded while PNL employees were trying to open it. The drum contained
plutonium-239 dissolved in nitric acid and trace amounts of formaldehyde and acetone.
The drum was dated from 1967 or 1968.
EXHIBIT 124
4/2/93 "Vaccine Plan includes more kids, costs $1.1 billion" Knight-Ridder. Under the
dramatic $1.1 billion program unveiled on April 1, 1993, by the Clinton Administration,
every American child would get &ee vaccines and the government would help parents
keep track of when their childs next shots are due. Clinton had already proposed spending
an extra $300 million in 1993 to help states immunize an additional 1 million children, but
his new proposal goes much fbrther. Beginning in 1995, if Congress approves, the
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approves, the government would buy vaccines fiom manufacturers and distribute them to
private doctors and public health cliics. It would help states set up registries to track each
child's immunization history from birth and notify parents whose children were behind on
their shots.

4/2/93 " Drug firms warn of research reduction on vaccines" D.Childrens advocates
applauded a $1.1 billion Clinton administration plan proposed on April 1, 1993 to provide
shots for all children at govemment expense. Displeased drug companies said, in response,
they might spend less to find new, life-saving vaccines. In a message to Congress, Clinton
said his proposal will spare children "the deadly onslaught of infectious diseases" and
"tear down the financial barriers to immunization." His health secretary, Donna Shalala,
said " immunization was the right thing and the smart thing to do. Children are America's
greatest resource, and protecting them should be viewed as a basic function of
government, on par with protecting our water, air and food", said Shalala. The vaccines
would be fiee at public clinics and private doctor's offices. Clinton's bill would give the
states $385 million over 5 years to develop a national immunization tracking network,
which Shalala said would "help ensure that children receive appropriate immunizations at
the recommended ages, even if their family moves or changes doctors." Clinton said his
health care reform plan to be released in May 1993 will explain how he would pay for the
program.

EXHIBIT 126
3130193 "Kids to get vaccine for AIDS virus"

m. (Washington, D.C.) "Researchers

will test experimental vaccines on children infected with HIV,the deadly virus that causes

AIDS, the National Insitiutes of Health said on March 29th. Three vaccines will be
administered to 90 children, ages 1 month to 12 years, officials said. The tests will be
conducted at hospitals in at least 12 dierent U.S. locations, officials said. "This is the
first time we have tried HIV vaccines on children," said NTH'S Laurie Doepel. The tests
will be used to help researchers determine if the vaccines slow the progress of the disease
by triggering immunological responses to the HN virus in children who are not yet sick.
Further tests will be conducted if the vaccines prove to be w e , said Anthony Fauci, head
of the NIH oflice of AIDS Research. There are about 10,000 children in the United States
who have been infected with the HN virus."

EXHIBIT 127
3/15/93 "Pair of Russian doctors help reveal truth about deadly anthrax epidemic"
Dallas Morning News. When a bacterial infection suddenly killed more than 60 people in
the Russian city of Sverdlovsk in April 1979, the word fiom the Soviet government was
that the epidemic had been caused by tainted meat. According to two Russian
pathologists, the epidemic was caused by an outbreak of pneumonia caused by anthrax
accidentally released during experiments with biological weapons. The incident killed
between 68 and 300 people over six weeks.

-
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EXHIBIT 128
"U.S. linked to brutal Honduran battalion" Tacoma Tribune. The CIA
6112/95
and the State Department collaborated with a secret Honduran military unit known as
Battalion 316 in the 1980's that was involved in kidnapping, torturing and executing its
own people, the Baltimore Sun reported after a 14 month investigation. U.S. officials
during the Reagan administration deliberately misled Congress and the public about
Honduran military abuses. The CIA was instrumental in developing, training and
equipping Battalion 3 16, members of whom were flown to a secret location in the United
States for training in surveillance and interrogation. And, beginning in 1981, the U.S.
secretly provided hnds for Argentine counterinsurgency experts to train forces in
Honduras.

5/27/95 "Army starts treating veteran's wife for symptoms linked to gulf war"
Gannett News:
Kimberly Martin, 26, describes her skull as "caving in". She has a breast disease that
typically is hereditary defjmg her family history. Because of cysts on her ovaries and
fdopian tubes, "everything is inflamed and irritable." Martin, the spouse of a Persian
Gulf War veteran, finally is getting medical care under an order fiom Secretary of Army
Togo West. Military officials deny that Martin's case is precedent-setting. Her husband,
no longer in the Army, is 32 years old and suffers numerous problems heart, chronic
fatigue, memory loss, chronic gastritis and colonitis that he suspects were caused by
exposure to mustard gas during the 1991 war. That exposure was sexually transmitted to
Kimberly, the Martin's believe. More than 50,000 veterans have told the VA they fear
they are sick. Another 20,000 are on a Pentagon registry. According to Kimberly Martin,
"One great concern is my skull. There are four different areas that are deteriorating and
caving in like an over-ripe melon, which causes me great pain and discomfort. I went to
see a-neurologist, and he couldn't explain why this is happening. I now have fibrocystic
breast disease, but that is supposedly only a hereditary disease. Neither side of my family
has ever had a breast disease. My abdomen is so bloated at times I look -pregnant.
I receive
extreme headaches every day, and rashes, which include little white bumps that appear on
my hands, behind my ears, on my arms, and on my chest. My skin sheds between my
fingers all the time. My eyes are photosensitive. My husband was a paratrooper and in
great shape. I knew I was healthy and in great shape, because 1was & aerobic-instmctor
at Fort Bragg, North Carolina before he went to the Gulf. Now, I'm only 26 years old and
my health is failing fast." The Matins said they know three other gulf spouses who have
similar slcull problems, and they are seeking treatment for their son, who is suffering heart
and other problems and nearly died at birth, and who continues to have upper respiratory
and speech development dzflculties and rashes. (Editor note: In other words, their son is
brain damaged fiom something his father was exposed to during the Gulf War. With over
70,000 veterans, plus their families involved, this could be the " smoking gun" that blows
the governments biochemical warfare program designed to wipe out the capability of the
U.S. military. Does this reflect an agreement or pledge to a world power structure

-

-

-
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dedicated to total disarmament of the United States? Why else would " ex'' KGB chief
Gorbechev be working in California using taxpayer money to plan U. S. base closures?)
EXHIBIT 130
513 1/95" Court halts drug forfeiture procedures" Tacoma News Tribune. A federal
judge in San Francisco rebuffed the Clinton Administration's attempt to let the
government prosecute drug defendents while separately seizing their property. The ruling
bars what has become almost standard practice in the 'war against drugs': prosecuting
drug defendants in criminal court while at the same time using civil procedures to seize
their property. This practice violates the constitutional ban on double jeopardy, which says
that people cannot be punished twice for the same crime, a three-judge panel of the 9th
U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals said last September. On May 30th a majority of the 24judge circuit rehsed to hear the Clinton administration's plea to have a larger panel
reconsider. The panel invited the government to pursue the same seizures in criminal
court, where prosecutors must prove "beyond a reasonable doubt" the property was used
to commit the crime or bought with the proceeds. (This puts a halt to money-making
schemes by local law enforcement departments nationwide, who arrest people and profit
from sales of their property)

EXHIBIT 13 1
6/2/95(Under Briefs, California) Seattle-Post Intelligencer. Darkstar, an advanced
saucer-shaped aerial reconnaissance (surveillance) drone, was shown in public for the fist
time, the Defense Department said on June 1st. The drone was unveiled at the Lockheed
Martin plant in Palmdale, California. The plant, known as the "Skunk Works," has
developed many advanced aircraft for the military.

EXHIBIT 132
6/8/95"Report: Company studied nicotine effects" Tacoma News Tribune. Philip
Morris, the world's largest tobacco company, conducted 15 years of research into
nicotine's effects on the bodies and brains of smokers, according to an article in the New
York Times.Documents obtained by the NYT show that Philip Moms studied different
nicotine levels "to find out what was pleasing to smokers". According to current FDA
regulations, substances must be regulated if they are intentionally manufactured to affect
the "structure and function of the body." Philip Moms conducted the research in
Richmond, Virginia between 1966 and 1981.
EXHIBIT 133
6/8/95"Clinton-Dole deal leads Senate to adopt broad anti-terrorism bill" L.A.
Times.
- The U.S. Senate passed legislation on June 7th to give the federal govemment
broad new powers to investigate and punish terrorism in controversial new legislation. The
bill would give the FBI and other federal agencies new resources and greatly expanded
authority to combat domestic and foreign spawned terrorism. It authorizes hiring of 1,000
new law enforcement personnel, increases federal penalties for terrorist crimes as well as
for conspiracies involving explosives, requires that chemical tagging agents be added to
chemicals that can be used to make bombs, expands the government's use of roving
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wiretaps applied to several lines used by a suspect, allows the FBI access through court
order to individual credit reports, hotel records and telephone records in foreign terrorism
cases. The bill also allows the use of the military to aid civilican law enforcement in cases
of chemical or biological weapons of mass destruction. Senate leaders have postponed
indefinitely hearings on the House rollback on the 1994 crime bill. According to the
ACLU, the new bill is "riddled with civil liberty abuses not just directed at foreign
nationals" . Senators Pell, Claiborn, Simon, Wellstone, Hatfield and Feingold voted against
the bii.
EXHIBIT 134
6/8/95 "Arkansas governor indicted on charges of lying to get a loan" Dallas Mominq
News. The Whitewater Grand Jury indicted Arkansas Governor Jim Guy Tucker, who
succeeded Bill Clinton, on charges of falsely obtaining a $300,000 small business
administration loan.
EXHIBIT 135
6/9/95 "Former Clinton aide pleads guilty" Tacoma Tribune. A former aide to Bill
Clinton when he was governor of Arkansas pleaded guilty to charges of misusing a
$65,000 federally-backed business loan. Stephen A. Smith could get up to one year in
prison and a $1000 fine.
EXHIBIT 136
6/ 11/95 " Patient dies during cancer drug test" AP A genetic drug company, Genetics
Institute, is investigating what caused one patient to die and 10 others to become seriously
ill after taking an experimental drug, interleukin-12 (IL-12), a genetically engzneered drug
designed to stimulate the immune system to locate and kill cancer cells. Symptoms
experienced during the trials were similar to those reported &ring earlier animal tests to
determine toxic levels of the h g . The company would not elaborate on the symptoms,
nor identlfL the university teaching hospitals where the tests were performed, The
company has notified the FDA.

EXHIBIT 137
6/15/95 " Senate approves bill and overhauls 1937 Telecommunications Law" D. A
bill considered to be the most sweeping rewrite of the telecommunications bill since the
1930's moved toward finalpassage on June 14th. The bid would let local telephone, longdistance and cable companies get into each other's business and free the big electric
utilities to provide an array of telecommunications services. The bill would also lifi
- limits on haw manv TV and radio stations one com~anvma, own
lonpstandin~
nationally, remove an 83-vear-old restriction on foreign avnershi~ of
telecommunications com~aniesas long as other countries remove theirs. Other proposals
in the bill would require new televisions to have a chip installed to allow parents to lock
out programs keyed as potentially objectionable. (Editor Note: What thev are not
revealinp is that written into the bill is a ~rovisionallow in^ cellular tele~honecommies
to m t aside state rights to tell them if and where thty can -out cellular transmission
towers. Earlier this vear the Cellular Tele~honeIndurn Association petitioned the FCC
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to do the same thing,
- and manv states were anaered
at the i l l e ~ aattem~t
l
to subvert state
Nm. the CTIA has lobbied their wishes into this mvsteriouslv d e n
laws and riphts.
rewrite o f the 193 7 TelecommunicationsBill).

EXHIBIT 138
6115/95 " Canadians Pass Gun Law" The Olympian. Canada's House of Commons has
approved sweeping legislation requiring Canada's 3 million gun owners to register
firearms. The measure mandates a minimum 4 year prison terms for anyone convicted of
the use of a firearm in a crime. Arms-bearing Canadians will have until 2003 to regzster
an estimated 7 million firearms.

EXHIBIT 139
6/15/95 "Infectious diseases take stage" Gannett News Service. Preventing the spread

of infectious disease is not just a public health issue, it is also a matter of national security,
according to experts at the Pan American Health Organization.
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